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FOREWORD

Punjabi University, Patiala was established for the promotion and dissemination of Punj abi
Language, literature and culture. This pious and cultural commitment has numerous levels and
dimensions for the realisation of which many projects and schemes are being undertaken. The
presentation and projection of the rich intelleCtual and cultural heritage of  the Punjab is an
integral part of  our academic policies and research programmes. The English translation of
Bhai Kahan Singh  Nabha’s Gurushabad  Ratnakarj Mahan Kosh which is cited as  the most
authoritative reference work of  scholarship, is an important task of  such nature.

Gumshabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh is a magnitudinous work, subtitled by the author
as Encyclopazdia of The Sikh Literature. Originally written in the Punjabi language,
syntactically and grammatically of the late 19‘“ century, this magnum opus is a comprehensive
archive of scholarship. In particular, the contents of this magnum opus relate to Gurbani and in
general to  Sanskrit prosody, Indian mythology, diverse scriptures of various religions, Islamic
theology, traditional system of medicine and several other branches of knowledge and belief. It
richly deserves universal reception from scholars of different cultures and languages spread
over the whole world. _

The English translation of  Mahan Kosh is essential to make this vast reservoir of
knowledge available to the maximum number of people. I am sure this volume, along with the
preceding one as also the succeeding ones, will go a long way in realizing this aim which the
author might have set before his mind’s eye of fulfilling the need both of the erudite scholars
and general readers. ` - ’

Its first volume was published about two years back. In continuation the second one is
appearing just within two years of the first one. I am fully convinced that its publication will
elicit reception from people all over the world and will facilitate foreign scholars intereSted in
Punjab’s History, Philosophy, Culture and Language.

Punjabi University, Jaspal  Singh
Patiala ' Vice-Chancellor





PREFACE

The second  volume of  Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha’s Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan
Kosh in English is before you. The-first one took two years for translation and publication and
was very well received by scholars as  well as  general readers. It is  hard to  think of  a more
authentic and comprehensive source of knowledge and general information about Sikhism.
Therefore we embarked on this project with the feeling that this magnum opus of the greatest
Sikh savant should be translated into English. We have been encouraged by the reception of
the first volume to  expedite the publication of  the second volume as. early as  possible.

Mahan Kosh, as this work ofvast magnitude and proportion is believed to be, contains
explication ofseminal words, terms and expressions drawn from the Gurbani in the first instance.
Bhai Sahib has rare intellectual capacity in different areas such as philosophical, historical and
lexicographical. He  has scholarly command on ancient Indian scriptures, literary epics, myths,
chronicles and Islamic lore with equal authority. Lest his explication should remain only in the
realm of abstract explanation, he supplemented it with opulent illustrations from all the relevant
and valuable textual sources. Along with this, he complemented them with his judicious
comments, thereby extending the scope of his explication further.

‘ While preparing this  second volume in English, the guidelines laid down earlier by the
Advisory Board,'have been strictly adhered to. They are:
l . To preserve the authenticity and spirit of Mahan Kosh, the original text will be kept unaltered

and unedited. No  editorial activity, regarding addition, deletion, correction or  updating,
will be taken up.

2. The different categories into which the original text is classified i.  e.  the seminal word, its
grammatical form, etymology, variant meanings, usage in quotation etc. will be accurately
identified

3. The English version ofMahan Kosh will embrace the original Gurmukhi alphabetical order
of the words. The Roman transliteration will be done 1n accordance with'its spellings and
not pronunciation.
The etymological word will be kept 1n the original script (i.e. Persian, Devanagari, Roman).
Only original quotations will be transliterated.
Footnotes will be given as in the original text.
Equivalent computer fonts will be prepared from Gurmukhi fonts used in  Mahan Kosh.
~ The Editorial Board for this volume comprises Dr. Tejwant Singh Gill and Dr. Gurkirpal

Singh Sekhon. The former, a renowned translator and scholar of English into Punjabi and vice
versa, is a retired professor of English. The latter, formerly a professor of English language and
general linguistics, is a British-trained linguist. The way they worked in unison and with mutual
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fruitful dialogue for supervising and perfecting the translation and the transliteration, sets a
precedent for projeCts to be taken up jointly in the future.

To complete this task in a span of  less than two years would have not been possible
withouLthe enthusiasm and endeavour put in by the learned team of  translators. The list of
contributors to this volume is given on page iv, and as co-ordinator of  the project, I owe them
all my sincere thanks. .

It IS matter of  honour for me to thank Dr. J aspal Singh, our worthy Vice- Chancellor,
who as an ardent advocate and genuine lover of  Punjab1 Language, Literature and Culture, has
not only appreciated this endeavour, but has wholeheartily given all guidance, help and incentives.
He is not like most other sectarian and self-seeking scholars or writers, who by lame excuses ‘
or unfounded reasons, sidetrack the projects and works already set in motion by his
predecessors. I am grateful to him for his generosity.

I acknowledge and appreciate the unstinting assistance that M1 5. Inderj 1t Kaur and
Mr Satnam Singh have rendered 1n the onerous work of  editing and proofreading. Their
expertise has gone a long way in imparting the required standard to this volume as well.

Thanks for this volume are due to many others also, particularly to S. Rajinder Singh
and S. Bhalwinder Singh Dhanaula, for putting the scripts together and for helping in every
way to give the volume a final shape.

The Publication Bureau of Punjabi University, Patiala, has rendered all types of timely
help. I have 1੫11 appreciation for S. Harjit Singh for his artistic and technical skills. Without this,
the volume could not have acquired the finesse in printing.

The administrative staffofmy Department deserves my profuse appreciation, especially
Mrs. Harsharan Kaur, for clerical help, given tirelessly and cheerfully.

I also express my thanks to all the well-wishers of  the Project, academic as also
administrative, my senior faculty-members and colleagues who have been generous with advice
and guidance. The credit for this volume goes to them too.

This project is  halfway  through, but inspired by earlier as also anticipated public
response, we hope to bring the project to completion as soon as possible.

Department of Development , . Dhanwant Kaur
of Punjabi Language, ` Professor & Head
Punjabi University, Patiala.
August 06, 2008



EDITORS’ NOTE

In continuation  of  the first  volume,  the  second  volume  of  Mahan Kosh seeks  to  translate
each word, phrase and sentence of  Bhai Sahib, figuring at whichever place in the entry, into
English. Quotations, given by Bhai Sahib from variegated sources and documents are transliterated
in specially evolved symbols. For transliterating them, a methodology was devised, and to avoid
any vagary, every effort is  made to stick to  rules so  devised. After several deliberations, the
choice of symbols for transliteration was decided for reasons of convenience and clarity of usage.
The detail of this methodology goes as under : '

SYMBOLS FOR  TRANSLITERATION

ਉ, : ਉ, '; ਓ, : ਅ ਆ, ..1'

U u o a a
ਐ, = ਔ, 3' ਇ, f- ੲ, ਮ ਏ, 3
ੲ :) I i e

ਟਪ ਬਦ ਸ ਹ
" " s h
ਕ ਖ ਗ ਘ ਙ
1< k h  g g h  g
ਚ ਛ ਜ ਝ ਞ
c ch j jh _]!
ਟ ਠ ਡ ਢ ਣ

t th (1 db  1.1

ਤ ਥ ਦ ਧ ਨ
t th d d h  n
ਪ ਫ ਬ ਭ ਮ
p ph  b bh m
ਯ ਰ“ ਲ ਵ ੜ
y r l v r
ਸ ਖ ਗ ਜ ਫ
s x G z f



.ਦ
ਣਮ
ਥਰ
ਫ“

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.“

15.
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TRANSLITERATION RULES

Transliteration of  quoted material, long passages or short lines, is within double quotes.
In Gurmukhi orthography, there are 10 vowels: 3 short, and 7 long.
The short vowels are : ਅ/- [a], ' ਇ/ਓ- [I], and ਉ/: [u].
The long vowels are : ਅ/-ਧ [a], B‘l/—'i [i], . . ਊ/ਟ [u],

ਏ/ਝ [e], ਐ/_ ਤ [ੲ], ਓ/ਡ [ 0 ] ,

and ਔ/ਬ' [a].
Gurmukhi symbols before the ‘slashes’ in 2) and 3)  are used syllable-initially or  as
second part of  a diphthong, and those after the slashes, called ਲਗ [1985], are hooked
to the Gurmukhi consonant symbols.
Final consonant in a syllable is always a-free, that is WImukta]
In  ਕਰ [kar] and ਕਰਤ, "ਕ 15 ਅਕਰਤ [akarat] a n d ‘  ਰ’ is  ਮਕਤ [mukta].
ਅਕਰਤ [akarat] means that the consonant symbol includes a,  and ਮਕਤ [mukta] means
that the consonant in question is a-less.
To put in  other words, a is neither marked nor  pronounced after the last consonant of
a syllable.
Short vowels, I and u, are not normally pronounced 1f hooked to  the final consonant
of a word. `
All long vowels, on the contrary, are pronounced in all positions.
Since the three short vowels are not pronounced after the last consonant of  a word
(even though I and u are marked 1n Gurmukhi as also 1n transliteration), they do not
constitute the nucleus of the last syllable.
The nucleus of  the last consonant of a word to which a long vowel is hooked is the
long  voWel itself. In all other cases  — that is, where a short (unpronounced) vowel is
hooked  to  the  last consonant  - the  a preceding the final  consonant  constitutes the
nucleus.
In view  of  somewhat Sanskritized and Persianized vocabulary of  Punjabi, a number of .
words may have conjunct consonants like ਕਪ [krIpa], ਸਜਵਠ [svejivni], ਖਚ[1<118(1}'ਰ],
era" [rakhya] etc. formed by adding half letters to the preceding consonant. Similarly,
there are quite a few cases of  consonant clusters like ਹਰਸ [hers], ਹਸਤ [hast], ਬਹਸਤ
[bahIst], ਬਸਤ [bIst], ਕਰਮ [karm], ਗਰਮ [germ], ਸਰਬ [sarb], ਸਰਦ [sard] occurring
finally in a written word, though it cannot be denied that most Punjabis declusterize
these consonants by interposing a a in  between them exactly as Gurmukhi orthography
demands. But a few hypersensitive and sophisticated speakers prefer a-less pronunciations
in such cases. Wefollow the practice ofdeclusterization of the consonants by inserting
a a between them.
We also find occasional use of  VIsarag [8] and udat L ]  symbols in Gurbani as in
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ਦਤਤਣਠ [drIrétanah], ਬਨ [bénhI].
In the case of  two abutting consonants, the first consonant is  the arresting (closing)
consonant of  the first syllable, and the second consonant is the  releasing (initiating)
consonant of  the next syllable. In such a situation no a intervenes between the two
consonants. Remember: there is no a marked in between two consonants in
transliteration when the former closes a syllable and the latter starts the next.
Taking this view, it is possible to  posit a syllable structure for Punjabi : (C) (C) V (C),
which gives us the following syllables : 1.  V [ਆ]; 2. VC [ਉਸ]; 3. CV [ਜ]; 4. CVC
[ਬਰ]; 5. CCV [ਸ]; 6. CCVC [ਕਤ]. ,
The commonest syllables are the first four : V; VC; CV and CVC. The last two occur
with varying degree of  frequency depending on a number of  factors.
In our transliteration, nasalization is marked only when the original text demands it.
In no  case, do  we supply nasalization on  our own. A tilde /~/ is used for nasalization
in  Punjabi. It appears over the vowel carrying nasalization:
ਕਤ /k5t/ ਅਬ /5b/

All quoted material including long passages/stanzas in the Mahan Kosh is
transliterated.
Head word(s) of  every entry is/are transliterated immediately after it/them within
square brackets. Cross-references in the Mahan Kosh are not transliterated, only the
Gunnukhi form is given as it is. Transliteration follows only the headwords. Words
written in Devanagari, Arabic/Persian scripts are retained as such to the extent
p0Ssible, but  wordsfiom Sanskrit/Hindi, and  Persian/Arabic written in Bhai Kahan
Singhls modified Gurmukhi script are transliterated within the framework of the
rules devised for transliteration of Punjabi words as given above, irrespective of
current practices adoptedfor their transliteration in respective languages.
When two Gurmukhi vowel symbols are hooked to the“ same consonant, the one hooked
over the consonant precedes the one hooked below the consonant in transliteration:

ਭਖ ਪਤ ਹਫ ਅਨ ਖਇ! |
bhukhe pritI houve 5m) khaI .

ਸਰਣਧਇਆਨਨਕਸਹਲ
saranI paIa nanak souhela.

ਸਹਸਮਰਤਠਨਏਕਤਹ
sahas muratI nana ek touhi.

A voiced aspirated consonant (ਭਰ bhara) is distinguished from a voiced consOnant
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followed by ‘h’ sound thus: ਕਬਹ kab-hfi. By retaining voiced aspirated consonants in our
transliteration, we have only tried conservatively to trudge a relatively safe track.

SOME  OTHER  RULES

Translation : We have provided within single quotes translation only for references which
Bhai Sahib Kahan Singh  has translated, and to  the extent be has done it.
Punctuation : Following Bhai Kahan Singh’s punctuation may seem difficult to  follow,
but consistency, uniformity and editorial convenience suggested that we deviate from it to
the minimum extent possible.
Proper  Nouns  : All proper nouns in the body of  the running text have their usual roman
spellings without an ‘a’, that is  a s'chwa [a] after last consonant as  per  Punjabi practice, ie,
Shiv, Ram, Krishan, Dev, Nanak.
Footnotes:  Footnotes are retained at  the end of  the relevant pages and not absorbed 1n the
body of  the text. This '1s to  ensure that we stay as close to Bhai Sahib as possible.
Addendum : It is  considered best to incorporate the addenda in  the last Volume. -
Special  Symbols : Like | S... for metre are retained.



ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE ENGLISH VERSION OF
BHAI KAHAN SINGH’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF

THE SIKH LITERATURE

Abbreviations used for Abbreviations  used  in
in Mahan Kosh the English Version

ਉਪ. ਉਪਸਗ. Preposition. prep
ਅ: , ਅਸਧਦ ਅਤ ਅਧਯ. a
ਅ. ਅਰਬ ਭਸ. A
ਅਸਫ. 7=ਫਟਕ ਕਬਤ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. aspho
ਅਕਲ. ਅਕਲਉਸਤਤ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. aka]
ਅਜਰਜ. ਰਜ‘ਅਜ ਦ ਕ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. aj
ਅਜ ਸਘ. ਅਜ ਸਘ ਦ ਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. aje
ਅਨ. ਅਨਕਰਣ. ਸਬਦ ਦ ਨਕਲ. Onomatopoeia. onom
ਅਰਹਤਞ. ਅਹਤ ਅਵਤਰ ਦ ਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. arhét
ਆਸ. ਆਸ ਰਗ. asa

ਏ.ਡ. , A.D. ਈਸਵ ਸਨ. AD

ਸ. ਸਲਕ. s
ਸਹਸ. ਸਹਸਕਤ ਸਲਕ. sahas
ਸਨ. ਈਸਵ ਸਨ (ਸਲ). AD
ਸਨਮ. ਸਸਤਨਮਮਯ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. sanama
ਸਮਦਮਥਨ._ ਸਮਦਰ ਰੜਕਣ ਦ ਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. samudrmathan
ਸਰਵ. ਸਰਵਨਮ. ਪੜਨਉ. Pronoun. pron
ਸਲਹ. ‘ ਸਰਵਲਹ ਗਥ. saloh
ਸਵ. ਸਲਕ ਵਰ ਤ ਵਧਕ. sava
ਸਵਯ ੩੩ ਤਤ ਸਵਯ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. saveye 33
ਸਰ. ਸਰਗ ਰਗ. ‘ sar
ਸਧ. ਸਧ ਭਸ. S
ਸਹ. ਸਹ ਰਗ. suhi
ਸਰਜਞ. ਸਰਯ ਅਵਤਰ ਦ ਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. suraj
ਸਰ. ਸਰਠ ਰਗ. sor
ਸ. ਸਸਕਤ ਭਸ. Skt .
ਸਗਤ. ਨਮ. Noun. n
ਸਮਤ. ਵਕਮ ਸਲ. sémat
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ਸ. ਸਰਗ. ‘ . sri
' ਹਕਯਤ. ' ਦਸਮਗਥ ਵਚ ਜਫਰਨਮ ਪਛ ਜ ੧੧ ਹਕਇਤ ਲਖਆਲਹਨ hakayat
' ਹਜਰ ੧੦. ਹਜਰ ਸਬਦ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. hajare 10
ਹਨ- ਹਨਮਨ ਨਟਕ, ਰਦਯਰਮ ਕਤ. hanu
ਹ. ਹਦ ਭਸ. H `
ਹ. Efl§(Hebrew) ਭਸ ਇਬਰਨ. _ He
ਕਸਪਵ. ਕਸ'ਯਪ ਅਵਤਰ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. kassap
ਕਛਞ. ਕਛਪ ਅਵਤਰ, ਦਸਗਥ kacch
ਕਲਕ. ਕਲਕ ਅਵਤਰ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. .kalki
ਕਲ. ਕਲਆਨ ਰਗ. kaII
ਕਵ ੫੨. ਬਵਨ ਕਵ, ਸ ਦਸਮਸ ਜ ਦ ਦਰਬਰ. 52 Poets
ਕਸ. ਕਸਮਰ ਭਸ. K
ਕਨ. ਕ ਰਗ. . kan
ਰਕਦ. ਕਦਰ ਰਗ. ' keda
ਕ. ਕਯ ਵਚਕ ਸਬਦ. Verb. v
ਕਸਨਵ ਕਸਨ ਅਵਤਰ ਦ ਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. krIsan
ਕ. ਵ. ਕਯ ਵਸਸਣ. Adverb. adv. ‘
ਖ. ਖਲਸ ਦ ਸਕਤ ਕਤ ਸਬਦ. xa
ਖਮ. ਖਲਸ ਦ ਮਹਮ, ਦਸਥਗਥ. xam
ਗਉ. ਗਉੜ ਰਗ. gau

ਗਪਸ. ' ਗਰਪਤਪ ਸਰਯ (ਸਰਜ ਪਕਸ). GPS
ਗਰਪਦ. ,ਗਰ-ਪਦ ਪਮ ਪਕਸ. gurupad
ਗਵ ੬. ਗਰਵਲਸ ਛਵ ਪਤਸਹ ਦ. G V 6
ਗਵ ੧੦ ਗਰਵਲਸ ਦਸਵ ਪਤਸਹ ਦ. GV 10
ਗਜ ਗਜਰਰਗ. gUI'

" . ਗ'ਡ ਰਗ. 35d
ਰਯਨ. ਰ'ਨਪਬ'ਧ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. gyan
ਚਉ. ਚਉਬਲ. ` cau
ਚਰਤ. ਚਰਤਪਪਨ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. ਰ carItr
ਚਪਈ. ਬਨਝਚਪੲ, ਦਸਗਥ. capai
ਰਬਸਞ. ਚਬਸਅਵਤਰਦਭਮਕਮਢਮਚਤਚਦਕਗਦਸਮਗਥ. cabis
ਚਡ ੧. ਚਡਚਚਤ ਵਡ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. csdi 1
ਚਡ ੨. ਚਡਚਰਤ ਛਟ, ਦਸਗਥ. ਧਰਧ‘?
ਚਡ ੩. ਚਡ ਦ ਵਰ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. cédi3
ਚਦਵ. ਚਦਮ ਅਵਤਰ ਦ ਕ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. c5dr
ਚਬ. . ਚਬ ਦ ਕ. C'
ਜ. ਜਨਮ. b



ਜ
ਝ
ਟ
ਛ
ਭਛ
ਫਛ
ਫਛ

ਛ
ਥ
ਕ
ਲ
ਭ
ਛ
ਧ
ਥ
ਖ
ਥ
ਲ
ਭ
ਬ

ਵਸ
ਭ

ਥ
ਭ

.,

ਭਭ
ਭਥ

ਥਭ
ਫਥ

ਭਲ

ਮਸਦਰ.

Abbreviations

ਜਨਮਸਖਭੲਮਨਸਘਜਦ.
ਜਨਸਖਭੲਬਲਫਲ.

ਰਜਯਯਤਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਰਜਜਨਮਜਯਦਕਥ, ਦਸਗਥ.
ਜਫਰਨਮਹ.
ਜਲਧਰਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਜਦਗਨਮ, ਕਤਭਈਨਦਲਲਜ.
ਜਜਵਤਰਗ.
ਜਤਸਚਰਗ.
ਵਰਗਰਗਬਦਸਘਜ,ਕਸਪਮਦਰਚਨ,ਜਸਵਚ
ਔਰਗਜਬਅਤਉਸਦਪਤਜਬਨਸਦਸਵਲਜਵਥਹ.
ਟਡਰਗ.
ਛਕਭਸ.ਇਹਰਜਪਤਨਦਕਵਆਦਪਰਣ
ਬਲਹ.
ਤਨਖਹਨਮ.

ਤਰਕਭਸ.
ਤਖਰਰਗ.
ਥਲਦਸਦਭਸ.
ਦਖਣਭਸ.
ਦਤਤਯਅਵਤਰਦਕਥਸਸਮਗਥ.
ਰਜਦਲਪਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ. '
ਦਵਨਗਯ(ਭਈਨਦਲਲਜਦਆਗਜਲ).
ਦਹਤ.
ਦਵਗਧਰਰਗ.
ਧਨਸਰਰਗ. .
ਧਨਤਰਅਞਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਗਥ.
Verbalroot.
ਨਸਹਤਕ.
ਨਟਰਗ.

ਨਜਯਣਸਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਗਥ.
'ਨਪਦਕ,ਦਸਗਥ.
ਗਰਨਠਕਪਕਸ.
ਪਹੜਭਸ.

ਕਪਰਕਤਦਕਥ,ਦਸਗਥ.
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janm ejay
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namarayan
nara v
NP
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ਪਲ ਭਸ,

ਪਰਤਗਲ ਭਸ.
ਪਰਵ ਭਸ.
ਪਠਹਰ ਸਬਦ.

ਪਤਸ. Suffix.
ਪਭਤ ਰਗ.
ਪਕਤ ਭਜ.

ਰਜਪਥਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਫਰਸਭਸ.
ਫਰ.["!'611੦}1.
ਬਸਤ(ਵਸਤ)ਰਗ. ̀
ਬਗਰਦਭਅ.
ਬਵਨਅਖਰ.
ਬਹਗੜਰਗ.
ਬਲਵਲਰਗ.
]3.(ਰ.ੲਸਵਸਨਤ',ਪਹਲ.

ਰਜਵਣਦਕਥ,ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਬਚੜਰਗ.
ਭਈਬਨਵਲਸਗਰਗਥਸਹਥਦਬੜ.
ਬਹਮਦਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਬਈਗਰਦਯਜਦਕਰਵਵਰਦਵਪ
ਭੲਮਨਸਘਜਕਤ.
ਭੲਗਰਦਸਜਦਆਵਰ.
ਭਈਗਚਦਸਜਦਕਬਤ.
ਭਰਉ(ਭਰਞ)ਰਗ. .
ਮਹਲ,ਅਰਥਤਪਤਸਹ(ਸਤਗਰ).
ਮਕਮਦਨਦਗਸਟ.
ਮਛਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਗਥ.
ਮਨਸਸਤ.

ਮਨਦਰਜਦਪਸਗ,ਦਸਮਗਥ.

ਮਹਗਟਭਅ.
ਮਲਰਰਗ.
ਮਧਵਨਲਸਗਝ.
ਸਧਦਸਦਕ.
ਮਝਰਗ,
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braham
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ਮਧਤਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਮਰਵੜ.
ਮਰ ਰਗ. .
ਮਲਗੜ ਰਗ.
ਮਲਤਨ ਭਸ.

ਯਨਨ ਭਸ.
ਯਗਕ ਸਬਦ. Etymological.
ਰਹਤਨਮ.
ਰਜ ਰਘ ਦ ਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਰਮਕਲ ਰਗ.

,ਰਮਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਰਦਅਵਤਰਦਪਸਗ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਲਟਨਭਸ.
ਲਕਕ.ਲਕਦਕਹਨਵਤ.

ਵਰਹਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਵਕ.
ਵਮਨਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਮਗਥ.
ਗਕਦਟਕਵਹਯਜਕਈਯਨਹ.

੧-੨-੩ਵਰਤਹਨ, ਐਸਹਐਤਸਮਅਦਦਨਸ‘ਬਧ.
ਬਣਲੲਵਰ੭ਹ.
ਵਸਸਣ. Adjective.
ਵਸਨਅਵਤਰਦਕਥ, ਦਸਗਥ.
ਵਚੜਨਟਕ.
ਅਵਯ. Particle.
ਵਜਭਯ(ਮਥ'ਰਵਦਵਨਦਬਲ).
ਵਦਕਵਦਸਤਸੲ.
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NEW LETTERS
For writing in  the standard language of  a country, there is no need to  form new letters.

Whichever letters the scholars of  the language have formed, those perform the whole task.
While writing in a foreign language, the task gets tough. No  wonder there is an urgent need
to form new  letters. For writing in Punjabi, the Gurmukhi letters are so  flawless that no
new formations are required.

ਗ ਚ-ਚਸ ~...ਭ ਤ-ਤਕਲਢ @ ਸ-ਸਬਤ
ਗ ਸ-ਸਰਰ i. ਝ-ਝਬਥ ਪ ਸ-ਸਹਲਤ
ਧ ਸ-ਸਟ ਸਸਤ , ਹ-ਹਜਞ ਗ ਸ-ਸਹਦ
ਥ ਸ-ਸਮਯ z, ਹ-ਹ'ਰਮ L; ਸ-ਸਥਰ
ਯ ਕ-ਕਮ i, ‘ਖ-ਖਸਕ & ਉ-ਅ-ਬ

ਗ ਜ ਜਨ (ਗਜਨ) :, ਜ-ਜਕਚ ਉਮਰ-ਅਕਲ-ਝਲਮ
- 'ਹਸ' j ਜ-ਜਹਰ ' . C 'ਗ-ਗਰਕ

: -ਦ:ਖ ਨਮ:2 ਭ ਜ-ਅਜਦਹ _; ਞ-ਫ'ਜ
ਮਨਸ3 J ਜ-ਜਫਝ J ਕ-ਕਤਲ

]; ਜ-ਜਹਚ ` ਚਸਮ ਮ.4

'This ‘r’ is marked over a character.
2This  is'called yrsarga.
3 T h i s  marks a a-lessconsonant.
‘This sign stands for a vowel sound in between [I] and [e].





INTRODUCTION

After going through Pandit  Tara Singh’s Guru Granth Kosh in  Sammat 1955 (1898
AD) and Bhai Hazara Singh’s Sri Guru Granth Kosh in 1957 (1900  AD), I got the idea
to especially prepare a useful good lexicon by including words which  have appeared in
Guru Granth  Sahib and  arranging them in  the order of  characters and vowel symbOls.l
For making this idea  a success, I commenced a special study of  Sri Guru  Granth Sahib
which took me  five  years to  complete. As  I started arranging the words in order and saw
the Encyclopaedia Britannica, I thought that there should be a similar reference book for
Sikh literature which  might properly distinguish all words contained in Sikh  religious
literature.

During Sammat 1963 (1906 AD), I studied Dasam Granth, and afier  that works of Bha1
Gurdas, Bhai Nand Lal, Sarab Loh Prakash, Guru Sobha, Anecdotes by Bhai Mani Singh,
Gurupad Prem Prakash, Hukamnamas, commentaries on  Gurubam’ and several historical
treatises. Having read them, I noted down words and after pondering over  all aspects of

ਰ etymology and semantics2 and after discussing them from time to time with learned men, I
succeeded in  discovering their actual and suggestive meanings.

Due to several reasons, following the death of  Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha on
May 10, 1912, I gave up service of  the State; I went to  Kashmir to  spend the summer, and
there on  20“1 May after ardas started writing Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh. It was
completed on  February 6,1926.

The completion of  the book was followed by concern about its publication. Maharaja
Brijendra Singh of  Fandkot who had promised its printing and publication, had expired,
and Maharaja Ripudaman Singh of  Nabha, who for one and a half  year had been giving
ample funds for my  staff  and had sanctioned large amount of  money for the printing of  the
book, abdicated and went away from Nabha. The Administrator of  the state declared treasury
as  empty and declined to get the book published.

' At last in consultation with some friends, it was decided that five  hundred customers
should be found each of  whom would pay half  the price of  the book in advance thus enabling
it to be sent for publication. For this purpose one thousand specimen booklets were got
printed and distributed as also advertisements were issued to newspapers. Only for two
'In Pandit Tara Singh's Kosh, thus is the order in which words begin and end: ਸਉਤ, ਮਲਤ, ਸਮਰਥ, ਸਦ,
ਸਹਜਸਮਧ, ਸਰਨ, ਸਮਨ, 838... etc. 111 Bhai Hazara Singh’5 Kosh, words observe this order as ਓਕ, ਉਕਤ, ਉਖਰ,
ਉਗਲਰ, ਓਘ, ਉਚ, ਉਛਹੜ, ਉਚ,ਉਜਲ„ਓਜੜ ਉਝਰਤ, ਓਟ… etc.

2“akaksa pun yogyata sénIdhan pahIcan. tatparay catho mile, hove sabadgyan. ”-Bhai Gulab Singh Ji.
In this connection, See ਵਤ 4.
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hundred copies did the customers come forward over nine months.‘
Having been disappointed by  the  public, I appealed to  the Sikh  Maharajas, requested

them to buy three hundred copies and favour me  by assisting in the profitable venture.
Maharaja Bhupendra Singh of Patiala called me to' Chail on October 1, 1927 and issued an
order that he would meet all expenditure on  the Mahan Kosh, and that it would be published
by  the State of Patiala and that all  advance payment received from the prospective buyers be

_ returned forthwith. This  was done and the printing of  the book commenced at Sudarshan
Press Amritsar on  October 26, 1927 and ended on  April 13, 1930.2

The contents of this Mahan Kosh (Encyclopcedia ofIhe Sikh Literature) the readers will know
themselves by reading it, but to  mention them briefly in the introduction seems appropriate indeed:

I . Included are words from all well-known books ofprose and verse which relate to Sikhism.
2. Not  only  the  alphabetical order ofwords,  but that of the vowel symbols has also

been maintained, like — ਅਉ [au], ਅਉਸਰ [ausar], ਅਉਹਠ [auhath], ਅਉਹਰ [auhar],
ਅਉਖ [aukh], ਅਉਖਦ [aukhad], ਅਉਗਣ [augun], ਅਉਘਟ [aughat], ਅਉਚਰ [aucar],
ਅਉਛਕ [auchak]... ਅਇਆਨ [aIan], ਅੲਏ [aie], ਅਸ [as], ਅਸਰ [asah], ਅਸਤ [asat],
ਅਸਤ [asta], ਅਸਥ [asathI], ਅਸਥਰ, [asthIr] ਅਸਨ [asan], ਅਸਪ [asap], ਅਸਬਬ
[asbab], ਅਸਮਰਥ [asmarath]  , ਅਸਮਨ [asman]  , ਅਸਰਫ [asraphi], ਅਸ [asa] , ਅਸਡ
[asada], ਅਸਧ [asadh], ਅਸਰ [asar], ਅਸ [aSI], ਅਜਤ [aSIt]., ਅਸਸ [asis], ਅਸਮ

‘[95101], ਅਸਲ [੪511],ਅਸ [asu], ਅਸਚ [asuc1], ਅਸਰ [9501'],ਅਸਆ [asua], ਅਸਤ
[95੫1],ਅਸਖ [asekh], ਅਸ [ass], ਅਸਕ [9501<],ਅਸਚ [asoc], ਅਸਖ [asakh], ਅਸਗਤ
[asagat], ਅਸਭਵ [asabhav], ਅਸ [assi], ਅਸ [assu],3 ਅਸ [asru] etc. ‘

3. Meanings of words have been clarified by mentioning their roots and derivatioa
this regard, readers are required to  keep in  mind that in Sanskrit 1708 roots have
resulted in lacs of words. On  further investigation, it seems valid to hold that betwixt
the roots and the words formed therefrom, supreme is the conceived meaning.
From eI is derived ਅਸ [951]. The root means ‘to cut’. On  this basis, ਅਸਧਧ
without any problem be used for ਕਹੜ [kuhara], ਛਦ [chavhi] or ਟਕ [toka], but
by  extension this word has been used by  scholars for a sword too.

4. Ifa  word has several meanings, its components are given and with examples their meanings
ਰ 'are classified. See ਸਰ, ਹਰ, ਕਮ, ਗਤ, ਗਣ, ਨਰ, ਲਗ, ਪਰ, ਬਮ, ਬਰ, ਰਮ… etc.

' 5. If a noun relates to a Puran, Simriti or Shastar, its full detail is provided. See
ਉਗਸਨ, ਅਸਮਧ, ਸਨਸਫ, ਗਜ, ਜਨ, ਪਰਖ, ਪਕਤ, ਮਧ, ਮਨ, ਯਰਵਲਰ… etc.

l O r d e r  for seventy COpies was placed by Sardar Bahadur Sardar Dharam Singh, a government contractor.
2I spent 28 years in identifying words, explicating them and checking their proofs.
3Conjunct characters come after matras, that is why words like nin'land ਅਸ follow ਟਪ [tIppi] (nasalization)
as a conjunct character will come after a character with an ਅਧਕ [adhxk] if they were written using
Sanskrit pattern : ਕਥ, ਕਰ , conjunct characters not being there [hal] sign has occasionally been used
ਰਜਖਪਲਕ.
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Bn'efreferential detail is given to explain words relating to history. See ਅਕਬਰ, ਅਮਰਦਸ
ਸਤਗਰ, ਔਰਗਜਬ, ਹਕਕਤਰਇ, ਹਰਸਚਦ, ਨਨਕ ਦਵ ਸਤਗਰ, ਨਦ, ਪਥਰਜ… etc
Full location of gurdwaras, alongwith historical account, is given. 866 ਅਬਚਲਨਗਰ,
ਅਮਤਸਰ, ਅਟਦਪਰ, ਕਰਤਰਪਰ, ਚਮਕਰ, ਨਨਕਅਨ, ਬਗਦਦ, ਮਕਤਸਰ, 866... etc. ‘
Full specification is provided of  words relating to geography. See  ਉਚ, ਕਬ, ਕਬਲ,
ਦਲ, ਪਚਲ, ਮਦ, ਰਢ… etc.
Full effort has been made to explain botanical names deriving from Latin. See 3&6,
ਅਕਸਬਲ, ਤਗਰ, ਤਲਕ, ਮਲਸਰ, ਲਸਣ… etc.
Elucidation is given of words concerning science. See ਖਸਣਘਰ, ਬਜਲ, ਭਚਲ… etc.
Correct forms are given of historical names which with the passage of  time and
colloquial pronunciation have so  changed that  it is, difficult to specify their original
or real formations, as in case of ਅਦਹਮਨ [adrahman], ਅਬਤਬਲ [abutbela], ਖਜ
ਜਨਵਰ [khoj janavar], ਟਟਹਰ ਸਖ [tatihri sekh], ਸਖ ਬਹਮ [sekh braham'], ਢਬੲ
[dhabai], ਲਣ ਅਖਤਰ [loni akhtar]... etc.
Religious terms relating to Islam, Christianity, Parsees, have been distinguished and
explained 1n full. See ਇਸਲਮ ਦ ਫਰਕ, ਇਜਲ, ਈਸ, ਈਦ, ਹਜ, ਕਰਨ, ਖਲਫ, ਜਗਤ,
ਨਮਜ, ਪਰਸ, ਫਰਸਤ, ਮਹਮਦ, ਮਸ… etc
At  several places, maps, sketches and images have been provided to facilitate their
understanding. See ਅਬਚਲਨਗਰ, ਅਮਤਸਰ, ਸਸਤ, ਸਜ, ਸਕਰ ਪਛ, ਸਘ, ਦਲ, ਨਨਕਪਥ,
ਬਗਦਦ, ਲਹਰ… etc.
Thorough research has been undertaken in the case of musical terms. See ਸ'ਤ, ਸਰ,
ਠਟ, ਬਲਵਲ, ਭਰਵ, ਮਰਛਨ, ਭਗ.. etc. ,
Words appearing as  riddles have been elaborately explained. See  ਸਸਅਨਨਨਜ
ਚਰਨਥਸੜ, ਝਖਧਰਸਤਧਰਧਰ, ਪਬਵਬਦਪਚਨਨ, ਰਪਸਮਦਪਝਕਧਰ... etc.
Detail 1s given about words relating to medicines and diseases. See  ਸ‘ਢ, ਸਨਪਤ,
ਹਲਕ, ਹਜ, ਜਵਇਨ, ਤਪ, ਦਰਚਨ, ਬਨਢਸ, ਮਰਗ. etc.
Pronunciation of words taken from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, etc. has been clarified
by  putting them in  the source language.

It is also essential to tell the readers that words of  different languages which after
absorption by the Punjabi language have totally changed their form and  meaning, should
in their present form and meaning be taken as  correct. . I t  is not properto call them incorrect ,
and relegate them to  their former shape.1
'With the passage of  time, spellings of words change in all the languages. However, current orthography
doesnOt regard obsolete spellings wrong as in Ramayan: ਧਧਗਵ for ਧਸਬਵ, ਡਜਕ for ਵਗਜ; Email for
ਬਝਸਣਧ; ਗਸਯਰਧਰ for 3111161661681: for ਗਧਜ; ਧਦਵਨਰ for ਧਜਜ. Similarly, in old English words: aboute
(about); bricke (brick); Cab  .1ll (Kabul); gode (good); hande (hand); heuen (heaven); hight (height); hys

(his); lande (land); Londinium (London); Noapolis (Naples); nyght (night); preue (prove); speche (speech);

tonne (ton); trouthe (truth) etc. are not incorrect.
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Scholars have divided words into eight categories, viz, ਤਤਸਮ [tatsam], ਅਰਧਤਤਸਮ [aradh

tatsam], ਤਦਭਵ [tadbhav], ਮਸਤ [mIet] ,  ਮਸਰਣ [anukaran] , ਪਤਧਨ [pratIdhvanI],
ਸਕਤਕ [8ਫ1<8 91<], and ਸਕਪ [s5kst].

(a)

' (b)

ਤਤਸਮ (unaltered) are those words which after absorption into Punjabi/other
languages retain their original form and meaning. For  example ਉਰਮ [uttam‘],
ਉਦਰ [Udar], ਉਪਕਰ [upkar], ਉਪਮ [upma], ਅਨਤ [an5t], ਅਪਮਨ [apman],bi3

‘ [5੮],ਅਨ [5n], ਇਛ [Iccha], ਸਖ [sukh], ਸਗਧ [sug5dh], ਸਵ [88ਪ],ਹਠ [hath],
ਹਲ [hal], ਹਸ [115$], ਕ [katha], ਕਲ [kil], ਕਟ [kot], ਗਣ [gun], ਚਤ [cita], ਚਚਲ
[c5cal], ਜਗਤ [jagat], ਜਪ [jap], ਜਰ [jar], ਤਜਲ [tej], ਤਲ [੮੦1], ਦਸ [das], ਦਨ
[dan], ਦਨ [dIn],  ਧਨ [dhan], ਧਪ [dhup], ਨਮ [nam], ਨਚ [nic], ਪਲ [pal], ਪਲ
[p111], ਪਸਦ [prasad], ਪਣ [pran], ਫਲ [phal], ਬਲ [bal], ਬਧਨ [b5dhan], ਭਜਨ
[bhaj'an], ਭਰ [bhar], ਭਗ [bhog], ਮਲ [mall], ਮਤ [mItr], ਮਹ [moh], ਮਗਲ [m5gal],
ਮਤ [m5tr], ਰਸ [res], ਰਣ [ran], ਰਥ [rath], ਰਜ [raja], ਰਪ [rup], ਰਮ [rom], ਲਕ
[1੦1<], ਲਭ [lobh], ਵਸਤ [vastu] etc. are from Sanskrit; .

ਉਮਤ [ummat], ਅਮਨਤ [amanat], ਅਮਰ [amir], ਔਰਤ [orat], ਸਨਦ [sanad],
ਸਬਬ [sabab], ਸਰਦਰ [sardar], ਸਲਮ [salam], ਹਵਲ [haveli], ਹਮਤ [himat], ਹਲ
[hol], ਕਬ [kebab], ਕਮਲ [kamal], ਕਮ [kami], ਕਤਬ [kItab], ਕਰਸ [kursi],
ਗਨਹ [gunah], ਚਮਨ [caman], ਜਹਨ [jahan], ਜਲਸ [jalsa], ਜਨ [jan], ਜਗਰ [jI  gar],
ਜਗ [j5g], ਤਰ [tir], ਦਸਤਰ [dastar], ਦਰਗਹ [dargah], ਦਰਜ [darja], ਦਰਦ [dared],
ਦਲ‘[<:1::1], ਦਨ [din], ਦਵਨ [divan], ਦਗ [deg], ਦਲਤ [dolat], ਨਹਰ [nahIr], ਨਦ
[narad], ਨਰਮ [naram], ਨਵਬ [navab], ਨਕ [nok], ਨਬਤ [nobat], ਬਦ [b5d], ਮਦਰਸ
[madrasa], ਮਰਦ [marad], ਮਲ [mal], ਮਰਦਰ [murdar], ਮ'ਰਬ [murabbi], ਮਰਦ
[murid], ਮਰਚ [morca], ਮਜ [maj], ਮਤ [mot]... etc. are from Persian/Arabic;
and ਅਪਲ [apil], ਸਕਲ [sakul], ਸਡ [soda], ਕਲਸ [kalas], ਕਲਰ [kalar], ਕਲਜ
[kal], ਕਸ [kes], ਕਟ [kot], ਕਰਟ [korat], ਕਪ'ਡਰ [k5p5dar], ਗਮ [gem], ਗਲ
[gol], ਟਈ [tai], ਟਨਸ [tenIs], ਟਮਵ [tremve], ਡਕਟਰ [daktar], ਨਬ [nIb],
ਪਲਡਰ [palidar], ਪਲ [polo], ਪਫਸਰ [prophesar], ਬਟ [but], ਬਰਸਟਰ [berIstar],
ਬਰਡਗ [bordig], ਮਸਟਰ [master], ਮਚ [mac], ਮਟਰ [motar]... etc. are from
English.
'ਅਰਧ ਤਤਸਮ-(ਸਬਗ-ਗਮਞਧ) are those which have somewhat changed in writing and
pronunciation, but not much in their shape, for example ਉਚ [ucca], ਉਜਲ [ujjal],
ਉਦਮ [uddam], ਅਕਸ [akas], ਅਗਮ [ag5m], ’)ਇ [anItt], ਇਕਤ [Ikat], ਸਮਰਥ
[samrathh], ਸਰਜ [suraj], ਸਜਗ [s5jog], ਕਲਲ [kalol], ਕਰਜ [karaj], ਕਸ [kos],
ਗਆਨ [gIan], ਛਤ [chItI], ਛਨ [chIn], ਜਮ [jam]. ਜ [je], ਜਗ [jog], ਜਧ [jodha],
ਦਇਆ [daIa], ਦਆਰ [61081‘],ਨਦਆ [nidIa],  ਨਣ [nan], ਪਨ [pfin], ਪਰਖ [purakh],

' ਪਨਮਖ [pranmukhI], ਬਹਰ [bahar], ਬਜਗ [bIjog], ਬਹਮਣ [brahman], ਭਗਤ
[bhagat], ਭ [bhe], ਮਰਜਦ [marjada], ਮਇਆ [maIa], ਰਤ [rat], ਲਛਮ [lacchmi],
ਵਨ [vanaj], ਵਰਖ [varkha], ਵਦਆ [VIddIa]... etc. are from Sanskrit;



(°)

Sanskrit
ਉਸਣਸ

ਉਦਗਰਣ
ਅਪਤ

ਅਭਜਤਸਪਤ
ਸਤਜਨਤ
ਕਬਰ
ਕਕਟ
ਉਵ'ਰ

ਅਕਹਣ
ਗਵਸਣ
ਗਸਮ
ਕਲਲ
ਘਸਣ
ਜਰਵ ਲ
ਜਗਪਸਨ ,
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and ਸਹਦ [sahid], ਸਕਰ [sakkar], ਸਜ [saja], ਸਰਬਤ [sarbat], ਸਹਬ [sahab], ਸਦ
[sadi], ਸਤਨ [setan], ਹਜਰ [hajar], ਹਜਰ [hajar], ਕਸਈ [kasai], ਕਬਜ [kabja],
ਕਰਜ [karaj], ਕਗਜ [kagaj], ਖਸਮ [khasam], ਗਸ [gussa], ਚਰਖ [carkha], ਜਰਰਤ
[jarurat], ਜਰ [jor], ਤਮ [tama], ਤਸ [tosa], ਨਗਰ [nagara], ਬਜ [baj], ਮਨਜਰ
[manjur], ਲਹਜ [lIhaj]... etc. are from Arabic-Persian;
and ਅਸਟਮ -[astam], ਅਫਸਰ [aphsar], ਸਕਡ [sakid], ਕਪਤਨ [kaptan], ਕਰਬਨ
[karabin], ਕਨਨ [kunen], ਜਰਨਲ [jarnel], ਟਕਸ [tIkkas], ਟਮ [tam], ਡਗਰ [dIgri],
ਦਰਸ [daresi], ਪਤਲਨ [patlun], ਪਰਟ [paret], ਪਸਤਲ [pIstal], ਬਰ [bera], ਬਤਲ
[botal], ਮਟ [mit], ਮਲ [mil], ਰਜਮਟ [rajmat], ਰਪਟ [rapot], ਰਫਲ [raphal] etc.
are from English.
ਤਦਭਞ(6\/੦1\'8<1) are those words which, come from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and
English, and have altogetherchanged their former shape. The following W111 makl. .
amply clear:

Punjabi Example
ਉਸਨਕ' “sIr pahI usnik-hI nik banai. ”—N.P
ਉਗਲਣ “bIkhu kadhe mukh uglare. ”—m 4 var gau I.
m e g “ a u t j a n e d a ] a 1 . ” — m  1 var ram 1.
ਅਭਦ “navanu purabu abhicu.”—.tukha ch5t m 4.
ਸਉਕਨ “saukanI ghar ki k5t tIagi.”—asa m 5.
ਸਗਨਤ “satI nIratI bujhe je kOI.”—sukhmani.
ਕਬਰ “q k5can kothari carIo, kabro hot  phIro.”—sar m 5.
ਕਅੜ “asmanI kIara chIk10nu.”-var ram 3.
ਖਰਬੜ “1<}131"1181'11 khira. ”—BG.
ਖਹਣ “khIma VIhune khapIge khuhanI lakh as5kh. ”—o51<ar.
ਗਖਣ “na gall1gal<h1€”—-.'BG
ਗਸਈ “gusai.' partapu tuharo ditha.”—sar a m _5 .
ਗਲਲ “kamal alat he 52 hatha VICI gulalu.”—m 4 varisri.
ਘਸਣ “ghaSI c5danu jasu ghaSIa.”—I<aII m 4.
ਜਹਰਨਵ “jahamavi tape bhagirathI ani.”—mala m 4.
ਗਪਣ “jo gur gope apna, so bhala nahi.”—m 4 var gau 1.
ਛਕਰ “chanIchar varI saun sasat bicaru.”—bIIa 111 3 var 7.
ਜਵਈ - “1<111311'1 sake nalI javai.”—asa m 4.
ਜਕ “q kosti tanI jok. ”—sar surdas.
ਝਵਰ “Ihu ]10 machli, jhivaro trIsna kalu.”—m 1 var ram 1.
ਡਨ “chike par teri bahuto dithI.”—bas5t1<abir.
ਤਤਬਦ “mokh tatd mahI ) a n  nIrdhar he. ”—NP.
ਤਪੜ “taper jhar VIchaI.”——BG.
ਤਮਲ “kajal har tamol ras.”——var maru 2 m 5.
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“kIt-hi kamI na dhaulhar tu harI bIsrae.”—suhi m 5.
“put pota parota natta.”—-BG. '
“nanak paIe'ipe karhu kIrpa.”—brla chét m 5.
“sagal parachat lathe.”—sor m 5.
“parosanI puchIle nama.”—sor namdev.
“masi or mosa jag VIVIdh VIkhyata he.”—BGK.
“kInhi  laug supari.’?—keda kabir.

Example
“kause sapat payala.”—bh£r namdev.
“galhu'kavaI kholI pahInai.”—BG.
“kunséi kini tin prabina.”-GPS.
“khusre kIa  gharvasu‘?”—-m 1 var majh.
“jin khurgir sabhu paVIt hahI.”—m 4 var sor.
“cunI vakhI kadhe jajmalIa.”——var asa.
“m'arhate dakhni kIye tagir.”—PPI’.
“satI  guru pura kare tabibi.”—BG.
“tIsu  maIa  ségl na talka.  ”—maru solhe m 5.
“me gur mIlI  uc dumalra.’  ’—sr1' m 5 papal.
“gur ks sabadI najikI pachanhu.”—maru solhe m 3.
“us di namosi hon lagi.”—JSBB.
“us di  nit badli vekhke.”—JSBB.
“nugadi modak adIk  brid.”——GPS.
“kIukarI paIa  hOI bajgari.”—BG.
“bio puchI na maslatI dhare.”—g5d m 5.

“kn masitI SIr nae?”—prabha kabir.
“brid majur lage tab aI.”—GPS.
“pathyo matbar take pas.”—GPS.
“anIk  musaddi karte kar.”—GPS.
“na jalu leph tulaia.”—vad alahani m 1 .

Similar is  the rule applicable to tadbhav words from English, Portuguese and French
languages - ”WEE-Adjutant; Wrderly; BRIEFS-Hospital; ENE-Command; ਕਰਨਲ-
Colonel;  ਕਰਤਸ-(ਰਪਚਪਘਵ; ਕਮਦਨ-(ਹ0111111811ਧ811੮; WEE—Grenadier; fal'c'Fr-Gaiters;
ਗਲਜਰ-131111'8 eye; ਦਰਜਨ-0੦26“; WEE—Battalion or  1’1810011;ਪਦਰ-1)8(116;ਫਲਲਨ-ਸ`1811     
ਬਟਨ-80ਖ011;ਮਮ-]\/[8ਧ8.111; ਰਪਟਆ-ਢਖਘਹ; ਰਰ1ਚਟ-1ਟ6੦…1੮;ਲਫਟਟ-£1611੮6“811੮; RTE—Lord 
ਲਲਟਣ-£81118111...ect.
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ਮਸਤ (mixed) words are those which have come into being through a combination
of two or more languages, for example ਅਣਆਲ ਤਰ [aniale tir], ਸਹਬਸਘ [sat
s f  gh]  , ਸਦਰਸਨ ਪਸ [sudarsan pres], ਸਲਤਨਪਰ [sultanpur], ਹਕਕਤਰਇ
[hakikatraI], ਹਰ ਕ ਪੜ [harI l<i pori], ਹਗਲਬਦਰ [huglibédar], ਕਬਲ [kubol],
ਖਲਸਕਲਜ [khalsakal], ਗਰਬਖਸ ਸਘ [gorbakhas sigh], ਗਰਡਮ [gurudom],
ਜਰਜਨਗਰ [jarajnagar], ਮ'ਖਲਸਗੜ [muxlIsgarh], ਰਲਗਡ [relgaddi], ਲਯਲਪਰ
[layalpur]... etc.
ਅਨਕਰਣ (imitation) words are formed by imitating some sound, for example ਸ ਸ
[ਙਕ 5ਫ], ਸ ਸ [sfi sfi], ਟਣ ਟਣ [tan tan], ਟ" ਟ" [ti 6?], ਠਹ ਠਹ [thah thah], ਠ" ਨ“
[th‘é ਸਵ], ਡਗ ਡਗ [dug (.108],ਡ" ਡ-' [d5 d5], ਧਡਮ [dharém]... etc.
ਪਤਧਨ (resonance) words are formed by juxtaposing words of  similar sound
such as ਕਟ ਵਢ [katt vaddh], ਖਣ ਦਣ [khana dana], ਪਣ ਧਣ [pani dhani],
ਪਰ ਊਰ [puri uri], ਮਰ ਧੜ [mar dhar]... etc.l
ਸਕਤਕ (allusive) words are those which by referring to  certain traits or  qualities
carry special meaning such as ullu (owl) for a stupid person, or  an‘a’d for marriage.
ਸਕਪ (abbreviated) words are‘formed by shortening others such saba from sadbas,
sudi  from sukal dIn ,  badi  from bahul d I n .
Literary terms are provided detailed definition and explication, 866 ਉਲਸ, ਅਨਪਸ,
ਸਵਯ, ਸਰ, ਕਪਨ, ਚਤਪਦ, ਛਪਯ, ਦਪਕ, ਦਹਰ, ਭਵ, ਭਜਗਪਯਤ, ਰਸ, ਰਪਕ… etc.
Errors committed by historians have been rectified with fiill evidences, See ਜਯਸਘ,
ਧਬਰ, ਬਰ ਬਬ etc. ‘
Words relating to rituals are explained in full. See ਔਸ, ਕਉ ਉਡਉਣ, ਜਠ ਵਚ ਧਨ
ਪਉਣ, ਤਣ ਛਹਣ, ਪਣ ਵਰਣ… etc.
Difficult words, phrases or lines are indicated by the first word of the line followed by
the remaining a couplet or quatrain. See ਅਣਮੜਅ‘ ਮਦਲ ਬਜ., ਅਧਮ ਚਡਲ.,
ਏਕਮਰਤ ਦਇਮਏ,ਤਸਇਕਅਰਪਜਸਧ.,.,ਫਲਪਹਲਪਤਪਛਰਮਈ. etc..
Certain lexicographers and scholars not understanding the grammatical rules of
Prakrit and Punjabi grammar applicable to derivations from Sanskrit have given
wrong meanings contrary to. context. These words have been corrected so  as to
be in accordance with Gurbani. 866 ਸਨ 9, ਗਲਲ 2,  ਪਗਰ 3, ਪਰਲ 2,  ਪਵਸ... etc.
Some additional words have been given against lexicographical traditions so
that semi-literate scholars do  not misinterpret Gurbani wilfully by going against
the scriptural texts. For instance ਚਉੜ [caurI] after ਚਉੜ [caur], ਚਨ [rinhI]
after ਚਨ [rinh]  have been separately put. Similarly See ਗਰ, ਜਪ, ਮਨ, ਸਘ…
etc.2 - ‘

'Ruralites, use onomatopoeic words as ਕਡ ਕਰਰ, ਪੜ ਪਰ, ਰਡ 511... etc.
2 I ,  myself, have heard certain scholarly persons pronounce ਜ ਚਉੜ as ਚਉਤ and  ਕਦ ਬਕਰ ਰਨ ਖਇਆ as

ਕਹਬ ਕਰਰ ਨ ਖਇਆ. Through mispronuciation they play havoc with meanings. '
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24. New  letters have been devised to transliterate in  Punjabi the words of  Sanskrit,

Arabic and Persian so as  to enable their correct pronunciation.l Historians of
languages know that a word after enten'ng another language becomes a part of  that
language. To relegate such  Punjabi words back to  their original form would be a
hostile act against the mother tongue. See illustrations under heading seventeen of
word- distinctions and altered words.

25. At  the end of the illustrations, information 15 provided about poets and their writings.2
A list of  symbols used has been given in the beginning of  the book under the head
‘ABBREVIATIONS’

To give detail of  obstacles and disappointments faced during the preparation and
. publication of this book wOuld lessen the enthusiasm of  the writers. However it is also

necessary to  mention in passing that our community has very little regard for work of  this
kind. Not many know  how such works are written and what benefit can to  be drawn from
them.

I am highly indebted and grateful to those votaries of  knowledge who provided me
help in  this venture, especially reverend Bhai Bishan Singh J i,  Mahant Gurdwara Baba
Ajapal Singh, Nabha, who took great pain in writing in  order the words noted by me  from
numerous volumes, Pandit Krishandas Shastri Udasin, professor Teja Singh, M.A., Khalsa

. College and Bhai Dharrnant Singh  who gave valuable suggestions during the revision.
Raja Sir  Daljit Singh of  Kapurthala  and Sardar Mukand Singh  Engineer Simla spared
time  to  write on  ‘rags’, Bhai  Mohan  Singh Vaid of  Tarn Taran and Bhai Dharam Singh J i-
Vaid of  Budiala, helped in writing about diseases. Sardar Nand Singh Ramgarhia of  Simla
contributed a lot in  the preparation of maps of gurdwaras, Maulana Maulavi Hakim Mirza
Muhammad  Nazir  Sahib  Asshe, Munshi Fazil took the trouble of  replying to history-
related queries, Late Dhani Ram ‘Chartik’ , Printer Sudarshan Press Amritsar, not behaving
like a businessman but as  a votary of  knowledge, published it, excellently with enthusiasm
and devotion. Last of  all, I am grateful to  the court of  Patiala entitled to  blessing from
Satguru and honour  from Sikh  Panth through the benevolence of  which  this book  has

' reached the readers.3
I am highly indebted to those scholars whose histories, glossaries, dictionaries etc. have

been helpful in this endeavour of mine;4
'See under ‘New Letters’.
2Such  quotations as carry no‘ names of authors at the end are mine.
3 D u e  to the publication of 1000 copies instead of 500 as envisaged earlier, the increase of pages from
3000 to 3338 and the retention of scholars for supervision, the price has been increased to Rs. 110/-
from the initial one  of  Rs. 70/-. It does  not include any payment to  the author for devoting so  much time

to the project.
‘The names of  books are not listed to avoid increase in size.
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Subject to forgetfulness and little knowledge, I shall heartily thank by speech and writing
those who would take the trouble of  pointing out any errors to be found here.

Nabha
l Baisakh, Sammat Guru Nanak 461, Servant of the lovers of  knowledge
Bikrami 1987
13 April 1930 Kahan Singh
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ਹ [haha] fifth character of Punjabi script. lts
place of  articulation is larynx. 2 ln Punjabi ਹ
is used for vxsarag, as ਨਮਹ is used for ਨ:.
3 z, ofPersian becomes [a] in Punjabi and [o]
in Sindhi and Dingal; as for example ਦਰਸਦ
and ਦਰਸਦ for ਦਰਮਦਹ, ਦਰਚਪਘ ਦਗਚ for ਦਰਚਹ,
ਦਰਗਧਦਰ for ਦਰਹ, Wanda}  for ਦਸਹ, ਦਮਦਮ
and ਦਮਦਮ for ਦਮਦਮਹ. 4 Ski part a vocative.
5 remorse. 6 disrespect. 7 n water. 8 Shiv.
9 sky. 10 heaven. '
ਹਉ [hau] pron ego, l. “tIsu guru kau hau
varIa.”—var vad m 4. 2 n ego, egoism; idea of
se l f .  “ k o t I  ka ram kare hau  dha re . ”
-sukhman1'. “dukh  kate hau mara.”—bher a m
I. “hau tap bInse sada sarse.”—suhi chat at 5.
3 This word has been used in place of ਹ or ਹ".
“tum jau kahat hau nad  ko nadan.”-gau  kabir.
‘What you say.’
ਹਉ [haul pron ego, I. “tIsu guru kau hau sada
namaskari.”—-var vad m 4. 2 n ego, egoism,
pride.
ਹਉਸ' [haus], ਹਉਸ [}1505] A J}: n ardent desire,
yearning. “tchukan haus na  dhan  ki rahi.”
—ramav. '
ਹਉਕਲਵਨ [haukulvan] n sound of uneasiness,
cry of pain. “pausi haukulvan.”—JSBB and
mago.
ਹਉਦ [hauda] See ਹਦ.
ਹਉਮ [haume], ਹਉਮ [haume] n ਅਹ-ਮਮ. ego,
egoism, pride, self-esteem. “tInI  atarI haume
kada he.”~—sohi1a. 2 See ਹਉਮ ਗਵਨ.
ਹਉਮ ਗਰਬ [haume garabu] pride and
disobedience. See ਗਰਬ. “haume garabu jaI man

bhine.”—ram a m 1. 2 pride o f  the self;
introspecting over self-importance.
ਹਉਮ ਗਵਨ [haume gavanI] Skt ਹਸ ਗਯਤਨ,
Ritvij; a priest who recites Vedic mantar during
an oblation.’ “haume gavanI gavahI git.”
—bh£rakabir.
ਹਉਮ ਮਮਤ [haume mamta] n egoism, selfhood,
self-assertion. “haume mamta sabadI jalae.”
~maru 501119 111 3.
ਹਉਰ [113ਘ੩],ਹਉਰ [hauro] adj light, weightless,
useless. “bha lobh sag: haura.”—gau m 9.
“hau hauro tu thakur gauro.”—asa m 5.
ਕਉਲ [haul] A ਘ„ n fear, fright, dread, terror.
“n I t  haule haul:  marahi.”—var g a u ]  m 4. See
ਹਲ.
ਹਉਲ [haula] adj light. 2 worthless, cheap. “hor
hauli mati haule bol.”—var s a r m  I.
ਹਉਲ [haulI] in fear, See ਹਉਲ
ਹਉਆ [haua] n an object of  terror; imaginary
dread. Women often use this word to frighten
their children. 2 dreadful, terrible.
ਹਇ [haI] Skt ਹਤ, n destruction, devastation,
See ਹਇਓ. 2 Skt ਹਯ horse. 3 part alasl; an
expression of  pain.
ਹਇਓ [ha] adj  whisked, struck. “phIrI phIrI
kal ha.”-gau kabir. ‘Death has struck.’
ਹਇਆ [haIa]  adj struck. 2 A lg n shyness,
shame. “trIsan na bujhe bahutu haIa.”—ram
m 5. ‘It is a matter of  great shame.’
ਹਈ [hai] (he) kills, (he) slaughters. “sada sada
kal hai.”—kan m 5 .  2 is. “mIra tu  n I k a t I

"l‘hose scholars who interpret haumc as ham: i.c. pride,
don’t understand the context.



ਹੲਤਈ

nIka t I  soda hai.”—1<an m 5. 3 adj one who
owns a horsc. 4 n horse rider, cavalry. “rathi
gaji hai pati' apar  sen bhajj he.”—paras.
ਹਈ ਤਈ [hai tai] derogatory word used for
showing disrespect. “tab sedo hai tai karan
lagga.”——JSBM
ਹਈਮਦ [haimadrI] Skt ਗਇ n mountain of
ice; Himalaya. “kI haimadrIja he.”—datt. ‘ls
Parvati the daughter of  Himalaya?’
ਹਈਮਦਜ [haimadrIja] See ਹੲਮਦ
ਹੲਮਦ'ਹ [haimadri] people living in the
Himalayan range. See ਹੲਮਦ.

' ਹਏ [hae] adj  were struck, got killed. “ran mo
jab man mahip hae.”—dI11'p. 2 566 ਅਹ.

ਹਏ'ਦ’ [haédra] ਹਯ-ਇਦ, king of horses, uccehsrava,
an exalted person.
ਹਸ [has] Skt ਛਬਅ laugh, ridicule. 2 Skt ਹਸ n
joy, delight “le laha manI has  jiu.”—gaum 4.
ਹਸਣ [hasan] n fenced space in which Parsees
keep dead bodies for birds like kites and hawks
to eat them; dakhma. Tower of  silence. See
ਹਸਣ. 2 Skt laughter, amusement. 3 Skt ਗਰਜ
attenuating activity, attenuation.
ਹਸਣ [hasna] See ਹਸਣ 2. bursting of the  pouch
o f a  gun or a cannon. 2 See ਪਅ'ਲ 2.
ਹਸਣ [hasanI] in laughter. See ਹਸਣ 1. “Ik  bhi
p h I r I  hasanI pahI.”—var sor m 3.
ਹਸਣ [hasanu] 566  ਹਸਣ. 2 “tanu menu dije  sajna
esa hasanu saru.”—sava m 1.
ਹਸਤ [hasat] adj laughing. “hasat khelat tere
dehure aIa.”—bh€r namdev. 2 See ਹਸਤ. 3 Skt
ਗਰ n hand. “hasa t  caran s a t  t a h I l  kamaie.”
—gau thItI m 5. 4 half a yard; a measure of
length from the elbow to  the tip of the  middle
finger; cubit. 5 Skt ਹਸ(ਛਜਜ), one who has a
trunk; elephant. “putr kalatr na s§gI sobha hast
ghorI  VIkari.”—bIha chat  m 5. 6 See ਹਸ.
ਹਸਤਉਚ [hasat-uc] n a bag of the shape of a
cow’s mouth. While telling beads, they are kept

'ਧਜ- ਪਤ. infantry. foot soldiers.
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within it. Hindu scriptures do  not allow beads
to touch the ground; one should keep them close
to his chest and so hasat-uc figures as a noun.
“hastuc prem dharIni.”—sahas m 5.
ਹਸਤਅਲਬਨ [hasat aléban] Skt ਹਸਲਬਨ. n hand’s
support. “hasat—aléban dehu prabhu.”~gau m
5.
ਹਸਤਗਤ [hasatgat] in hand, something in hand.
ਹਸਤਗਹਣ [hasatgrahan] holding onc’s hand. See
ਹਸਗਹਣ.
ਹਸਤਤਲ [hasat-tal] pa lm o f t h e  hand;  palm.
ਹਸਤਨਪਰ [has tanapur]  566 ਹਸਨਪਰ.
ਹਸਤਨ [hastanI], ਹਸਤਨ [hastani] n female
ele‘phant; one who has a trunk. 2 troop of
elephants.—sanama. 3 See ਹਸਨ.
ਹਸਤਪਦ [hasatprad] one who gives hand i.e.
one who saves by giving a helping hand; a
helper.
ਹਸਤਖਰ [has takhar]  ਹਸਕਰ, signature.
ਹਸਤਮਲ [hastamal],  ਹਸਤਮਲਕ [hastamalak]  hast-
amlak, the fruit of  the emblic myrobalan in the
hand. This phrase is used for knowledge free `
ofscepticism,just as  there is no doubt about
emblic myrobalan in the hand, so  is the person
who really knows or  realises the Divine. “lakhI
hastamal atma.”—GPS.
ਹਸਤਲਬਨ [hastaléban] support ofthe hand. See
ਹਸਤਲਬਨ.
ਹਸਤ [hasatI] elephant, See ਹਸ. “hasatI ghore
jore manbhani.”—asa m 5.
ਹਸਤਚੜੲ [hasatICIrai] See ਚੜਈ.
ਹਸ'ਤਨਖਰ [ha s t Inapu r ]  S e e  ਹਸਨਪਰ.
ਹਸਤ [}1‘95੮1] adj smiling. 2 n elephant. “hasti
ghore pakhre.”—sri a m I. See ਹਥ. 3 adj  (an
elephant) with lifted trunk. “gaj hasti ke  pran
udhariale.”—ma1inamdev. ‘saved the life of
an elephant calling for help.’ 4 See ਹਸ.
ਹਸਤਏਸ [hasti-es] n Indar, who is the master
of  Airavat, the elephant.-sanama. 2 Airavat,
chiefofall  elephants.
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ਹਸਤਏਸਪਤ [hasti-espIta] n Indar, the master
of  Airavat; Kashyap, his father.—sanama.
ਹਸਤ [hasto] adj laughing. “hasto jaI su rovat
ave.”—sarkabir.
ਹਸਦ [hasad] A V jealousy, n envy, jealousy,
spite.

ਹਸਨ

collect secret information about the army of
Guru Hargobind, who was then in Gurusar
Mehraj in districtFerozepur. After meeting him
he became a disciple of the Guru. Due to a
blessing from the Guru, emperor Shahjahan
gave him a high post.

UnfilhasanlSktnlaughing, indulging in laughter. ਹਸਨਪਰ [hasanpur] It is situated in Rajpura
2 A U) adjbeautiful, charming. 3 n elder son
of  Caliph Ali and Fatima, daughter of  prophet
Mohammad. He was born on ( ! "  March 625
AD) 3 Hijri and died in 49 Hijri. In 41 Hijri,
Hasan became the fifth Caliph after the death
of his father. After six months, he resigned
from Caliphate. On 17‘h March, 669 AD, his
wife Jaadah  killed him by administering poison
as instigated by emperor Yazid. Hasan had
twenty children of  whom fifteen were sons
and five  daughters. The  children of  Hasan and
Husain were known as Sayyad and Mir,
revered among Muslims for being from the
prophet’s lineage. 868-ਧਨ (ਖ).
ਹਸਨ ਅਬਦਲ'ਧਬਡਗ abdal] A town of district
Campbellpore. There is a police station and
also a railway station. Now  this place is famous

subdivision of  Patiala state. This place has a
joint gurdwara named after Guru Teg Bahadur
and Guru Gobind Singh. The ninth Guru stayed
here for three days. Guru Gobind Singh came
from Lakhnaur and stayed here for some time.
The chief  of  this place was a great admirer of
Guru Gobind Singh. He  served the  Guru with
devotion. His descendants claim to possess
the Guru’s Edict. '

There is a gurdwara and its residential
quarters were built by the people of  village
Kabulpur in Sammat 1975. The priest is a Sikh.
From Shambhu railway station to the south-
west, there is unmetalled road about three
miles long. As village Kabulpur is situated.
nearby so this place is jointly known as
Hasanpur—Kabulpur.

as Panja Sahib. Baba  HasanAbdal, wholived ਹਸ [hasab] A .3) adj  according to;  in
here, refused to give water from his pond to
Bhai Mardana, who  was feeling very thirsty.

accordance with. 2 n counting, inclusion. 3 ×…"

fuel, firewood, wood suitable as fuel.
With his power, Guru Nanak Dev drew the ਹਸਮਤ [haemat] A a!” n majesty, wealth,
water of that pond towards himself. That
enraged Vali Kandhari and he hurled a rock

property, prosperity. 2 glory, grandeur. 3 huge
force.

on Guru Nanak. The  Guru stopped that rock, ਹਸਮਖ [hasmukh] adj jovial, cheerful.
leaving on it an imprint of his hand. As the ਹਸਰ [hasar] A /’n trust, dependence. 2 help.
imprint of Guru ’5 hand is marked on that rock
so the place has come to be known as Panja

3 A y to collect. 4 rising on the day of
reckoning. 5 misconduct.

Sahib. Baba Hasan Abdal Sayyad belonged WIhasrat lA ਖ-ਭ/ desire, longing, unfulfilled
to Sabazvar (Khurasan region) and came to
India with Mirza  Shahrukh.  He died in

craving, unrealised thought. 2 pain of  unfiJlfilled
longing.

Kandhar. See ਪਜ ਸਹਬ. ਹਸਲ [hasli] n small river (canal). See ਪਤਮ
ਹਸਨ ਖ [hasan x5] a detective deputed by
Lalabeg, the commander. He had come to .

ਦਸ. 2 small necklace; ornament worn around
the neck. 3 See ਹਸਲ.
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ਹਸ [hasu] See ਹਸ ਅਤ ਹਸ.
ਹਸਲ [hasul] A ਪ)» receive, attain.
ਹਸਬ [haseblA .74? n count, estimate, number;
this is transform of  hIsab. “haseb thake kar
hath  na ae.”-aka1.
ਹਸ [hass] n laughter, laughing. 2 collarbone.
3 A necklace worn by women around the neck
that touches the collarbone. 4 Skt Em" short for
ਹਸ, joy. .
ਹਸ [hast] Skt n hand. “hast kamal mathe parI
dharié.”—saveyem 4 ke.‘2 cubit. 3 elephant’s
trunk. 4 thirteenth planet. 5 P M existing.
6 P c},- eight.
ਹਸ'ਊਚ [hastuc] See ਹਸਤ ਉਚ.
ਹਸਅਰ [hast—arI] sword, enemy of  the elephant’s
trunk.-sanama. See  ਕਸਤ. '
ਹਸਗਹਣ [hastgrahan] n act of  grasping a hand;
holding o f  hand. 2 marriage, in which a
husband holds the hand of  his wife at the time
of  the wedding.
ਹਸਨ [hasten] P ਰਪਇ existence.
ਹਸਮਲਕ [hastmalak] fruit of emblic myrobalan
placed in the hand, i.e. lucid knowledge. 2 A
sage, author  of  Hastamalak, a famous  treatise
on  Vedant.

, ਹਸਨ'ਪਰ [hastmapur] a city established in his
father’s name by Ajmidh who was son of
Hastin and grandson of  Sahotar. It was the
capital of  Kauravs. Situated on the bank of
Ganga in district Meerut, it is around fifty-seven
miles from Delhi. The ancient town was
washed away by river Ganga. The present
city is a new establishment.‘
ਹਸਨ [hastIni] n female elephant with a trunk.
2 erotic type of  a woman “thul éguli caran

'Geographical Dictionary mentions this city as situated
22 miles to the north-east of Meerut; it further adds
that Nichakshu, grandson of Janmeja, set up his capital
in Kaushambi when  l-Iastinapur was  inundated by  river

water.
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mukh, adhar bhrIkut :  katu  bol.  madansadan
rad kédhra, méd cal o n  lol. sved madanjal
dVIrad mad  gédhxt  bhure  kes. at :  tichan bahu
lom tan bhanI has t InI  I h  ves.”——raSII< prI ya.
ਹਸ [hasti] See ਹਸਤ. 2 P ਨ“? n being, existence.
ਹਹ [hah] part a word, indicating grief, insult or
wonder.
ਹਹਕਰ [hahkar] n loud lamentation, cry of
mourning; sound of  distressing commotion.
ਹਹਕ [hahakk] short for ਹਹਕਰ. “hahakk bhervé
sruté.”—ram. ‘heard a terrible lamentation.’
ਹਹਨਤ [hahnat] neighs, neigh. “hahnat haya'f’
—narsfgh.

melhahar] Pkt n shiver, tremble. “hale hahar
kaha cal gayo.”-GPS. “bIrkhe  bIar I  lags jese’
hahrat pat.”—BGK. 2 horse’s neighing. “hahrét
hayé.”-narsfgh.
ਹਹਰਟ [hahrat] n neighing sound, sound of
neighing. “tej cal'é hahrat  kIe.”—krIsan.
ਹਹਰਤ [hahrat]  See  ਹਹਰ.
ਹਹਰਨ [hahrana] v tremble. 2 be scared. 3 be
surprised. 4 neigh.
ਹਹਰਰ [hahrara] adj frightening; terrible;
seeing whom one utters words of  terror. “sran
pravah bahIt hahrara.”——carItr 405.
ਹਹ [haha] part ha!  a las !  “haha hamre n h
syam na ayo.”—krIsan. 2 incessant killing. “kar
le hattar haha kahI dhuke.”-carI tr 2.
ਹਰ ਰਹ [haha huh] n loud laughter, laughter
with a loud noise. “hahahuh hasé.”—VN.
2 See ਹਹ ਹਹ.
ਹਹ [hahI] v is. “hahI bhi hovanhar.”-—ba van.
_2 are. “nanak  ae  se parvan  hahI.”—sri m 3.
ਹਹਰ [hahIr] See ਹਹਰ.
ਹਹ [hahu] (you)  are, (you)  exist. ,“ab tum hahu,
ham nahi.”—gau kabir. ‘Now you exist, not
we.’
ਹਕ [hak] A 0" adj truth. “hak hukam sacu
khudaIa.”—maru soIhe m 5. 2 truthful. 3 n
right to possess; an object which one desires
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to own. “haku paraIa  nanka! us suar  us gaI .”
-varmajh m l .  4justice, fairness. “vadhi lake
haku gavae.”—var  ram 1 m 1. 5 t he  Creator,
the exalted One. “hak saco khalaku khalak
mIane.”-t115g kabir. 6 This word has also
been used for roaring; lion’s roar, thunder. “dal
detan madh  para hakke.”—j315dhan 7 See  ਹਕ.
ਹਕਣ [hakna] v goad, inspire, push.
ਹਕਨਆਇ [haaa I ]  true justice. 2 divine
justice.
ਹਕਪਰਸ [hakparast] 1’ #407 adj the Creator’s
devotee, Allah’s believer. 2 practitioner of truth.
ਹਕਲ [hakla] Skt ਹਤਲ. adj stammerer; one
whose speech is not clear; one whose vocal
cords are damaged.
ਹਕਵਰ [hakva ra ]  adj  dr iver ,  promptcr .
2 owner of  one’s own right.
ਹਕ [haka] P a; vocative for god, hailing the
Creator, who is truth incarnate. “haka karim
kabir tfi.”~—trl§gm 1. 2 part  in the name of the
Creator. 3 investigation, thorough confirmation.
ਹਕਹਕ [haka haki] n shoving and jostling, pull
and push. 2 advthrough  harassment. “hakahaki
maca ghamsana.”-—carrtr 405.
ਹਕਨ [hakani] A ਮਡ adj related to one’s right,
divine power. “Ike  hakani Isak he.”—mago.
ਹਕਯਤ [hakayat] A :45 n story, tale.
ਹਕਯਤ [hakayta], ਹਕਯਤ [hakayat] A ਖ.,ਫਠ

plural of hakayat; tales. 2 Eleven tales in
Persian attached to Zafarnama at the end of
Dasam Granth by some scribe having no
relation with the Book.
ਹਥਰ [hakar] n appeal call, cry, See ਰ vr. 2 ਹ
character. 3 pronunciation of  ਹ character.
ਹਕਰਤ [hakarat] adv  call, summoning. 2 A @157

n regarding the other as  inferior; hatred,
dislike.
ਹਕਰਨ [hakarna] v call, summon, call aloud,
See ਰ vr.
ਹਕਰੜ [hakarra] ,  ਹਕਰ [hakara] cal ler .  See
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ਹਕਰਨ. “ a I a  hakara calan vara.”—sadu. P ”(A-

messenger, postman.
ਹਕ [hakI] in truth. “lags: hakI jaI.”—var ram 1
m 1.
ਹਥ ਨਆਇ [hakI nIaI ]  through true justice,
in all fairness. “gurumukh SIU manmukh are
dubs hakI nIaI.”—-m 2 var majh.
ਹਕਕਤ [hakikat] A c)? n reality, truth.
2 story, tale “kari he hakikat malum  khud devi
seti.”—c§di 1. 3 state of  knowledge. See ਸਫ.
ਹਕਕਤਰਇ [hakikat raI] Haqiqat Rai was born
in l781 in the house of Bagh Mall Puri, a Khatri
of  Sialkot. His mother was Gauran who was
from a Sikh family. He was married to Durga
Devi, daughter of  Khatri Kishan Chand Uppal,
a sahajdhari Sikh. He was a resident of  Batala.
In the company of  Bhai Budh Singh, he
became a devotee of  the Sikh doctrine. His
father sent him to  school in the town to learn
the then state language. One day during a
religious exchange between Haqiqat Rai and
his Muslim classmates, the latter made some
derogatory remarks against the Hindu goddess.
Haqiqat Rai countered by asking how they
Would feel if  such remarks were uttered about
Bibi Fatima,,daughter of  Mohammad? The
maulvi and his classmates could not bear this
just remark and got a report lodged against
him by the ruler Amir Beg of Sialkot to the
state of Lahore.

The Muslim rulers told him to convert to
Islam but Haqiqat Rai declined to do so. At
this young Haqiqat Rai was killed by the order
of  Subedar Khan Bahadur (Zakriakhan) on 5‘“
day of  the eleventh month of  Bikrami calendar
in 1841 (Sammat 1798). The memorial of
Haqiqat Rai is situated to the east of Lahore
at a distance of  two miles, where a big fair of

'Basant Panchmi is held every year.
ਹਕਕਤ ਰਹ ਮਕਮ ਸਵ ਨਭ ਰਜ ਕ [hakikat rah
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mukam  SIV nabh raje ki] a written document
by a Sikh of a journey to Sinhladeep
(Sangladeep) made a part of  the scripture of
Bhai Banno. Many ignorant persons have
made it a part of daily prayer like “SIahi d i
b I t . ”  `

Bhai Santokh Singh has written that Bhai
Pairha sent  by Guru Arjan Dev, went to
Sangladeep to bring the text of Pransangli.
After coming back. he narrated the story of
hisjourney to the Guru. Bhai Banno included
it in his bir (manuscript):

“pera kharo agr kar jor..
r ah  hakikat sagal sunai..
so  béno  sxkh  l Ikhi  garéth,
janat tako saglo p5th.”-—GPS.

ਹਕਨ [hakinIA U? adjcaught, stopped; its root
is ਹਕਨ “rég tamase manI  hakina.”—maru solhe
m 5. ‘Enjoy life’s pleasures by controlling your
senses?
ਹਕਨ [hakina] See ਹਕਨ.
ਹਕਮ [hakim] A ( f a d j  learned, scholarly,
intelligent, clever, philosopher. 2 n physician.
ਹਕਮਪਰ [hakimpur] See ਨਨਕਸਰ 6.
ਹਕਯਤ [hakiyat] A 9%.} n ownership,
possession.
ਹਕਰ [hakirlA [:37 adj insulted. 2 mean, inferior,
indigent.
ਹਕ [haku]  See  ਹਕ. “maranu munsa s u r I a  haku
he.”—vad m 1 alahani.
ਹਕਕ [hakuk] A ਪ? plural ਧਹਕ
ਹਕਹਕ [hakéhak] incessant calling, cacophony
of  calls.
ਹਕ [hakk] See ਹਕ. 2 n stammer, indistinct
articulation. Seem. “us no  bolde hoe hakk
pEdi hs.”—prov. 3 Skt word commonly used
by a keeper to call the elephant. 4 See ਹਕਣ.
5 call, cry. “hakk devé  karé.”—rama V.
ਹਕਣ [hakkana] v goad, drive. 2 push, move
lightly.
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ਹਕਤਲ [hakktala] A gay  the Divine, the true
One. “béda ki khusamad se  amad na  jyada hot
pana to vahi he jo d I l a n a  hakktala ne.”
—bava ramdas. . ‘
ਹਕ [hakka] See ਹਕ. 2 See ਚਚਕ.
ਹਕ ਬਕ [hakka bakka] adj wonderstruck;
surprised. “gI re  hakk  bakk'é.”—VN. 2 stunned
due to surprise.
ਹਗ [hag] Skt ਫਰਘ excrete faeces, ease oneself.
ਹਗਮ [hagama] P „ਮਫਲ n time, period. 2 assembly
of diverse men. See ਹਗਮ. 3 in Punjabi this
word is also used for a gathering at the feast
of  a dead person.
ਹਚਕਲ [hackola] n swing. 2 push. 3 jerk.
ਹਛਨੲ [hachnai] n tidiness, purity, cleanliness.
2 adj pure, clean. “malin but  hachnai.”
—asa m 5. .
ਹਛ [hacha], ਹਛ [hachha] Skt ਸ adj clean,
pure .  “ b h a d a  a t I  ma l inu  d h o t a  hacha  n a
hOIsi.”—suhi m 1. “nanak  nau khudaI  ka d I l I
hache mukhI  lehu.”—var majh m 1. “tan:  dhota
menu hacha na hOI.”—vad m 3. 2 healthy,
sound, hale and hearty. 3 In Chambese dialect
this word is used for clean and white.
ਹਜ [haj] See ਹਜ ਅਤ ਹਜ. 2 A 1;, delight,
happiness. 3 portion, part. 4 taste, relish.
ਹਜਦਹ [hajdah] P ”/‘4 eighteen.
ਹਜਮ [hajam] A (a; break, crush. 2 digest, be
digested.
ਹਜਰਤ [hajrat] A g}? n closeness, intimacy,
presence. 2 This word is used as a mark of
reverence for elderly people. “hajarat jo
pharmaIa  phatava méjh kItab.”—JSBB.
ਹਜਰਤ [hajrat], ਹਜਰਯਤ [hajrayat] See ਹਜਰਤ.
ਹਜਰ [hajro] main town of  a subdivison of  district
Attak. See ਰਮ ਸਘ 8.
ਹਜਞ [hajav] See ਹਜ.
ਹਜਮਤ [hajamat] A ਛ/[ਤ draw blood with a
hollow horn or cone after a slight cutting in ‘
the skin. 2 i.e. tonsure. The skin is cleared
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‘ after shaving the hair while fixing cone to purify
the blood, so  this word is used for shaving.
ਹਜਰ [hajar] P A}; n ten hundred, one  thousand,
1000.
ਹਜਰ ਦਸਤ [hazar dasata] P UPI; A}; -
at": A}; n one thousand stories. 2 a bird that
makes thousands of  sounds. This is the special
name of  a certain kind o f  sparrow-hawk. it is
of  brown colour and produces many sounds.
In size it is bigger than an agan and smaller
than a gotar. Poets have used this name for
agan, cédol, Indian lark, and bulbul. “titar cakor
caru dastahajar lal, p f j re  majhar p a I  dharet
p a t :  piitI ke.”—GPS. See ਅਗਨ, ਚਡਲਅਤ ਬਲਬਲ.
ਹਜਰ [hajara] adj o f  one thousand numbers.
2 elder. 3 precious. 4 n marigold flower of
thousand petals. 5 a fountain of  many currents.
6 a district of  north-western frontier (NWFP)
region; in  Mahabharat and  Markandaye Puran
the name ofthis region is Abhisar. 7 a village
in Afghanistan. 8 a village o f  district and
subdivision Jallandhar,  visited by Guru
Hargobind.
ਹਜਰ ਸਘ [hajara sigh] a merchant of Sirhind
who became a Sikh after Guru Gobind Singh
performed the initiation ceremony of the
'Khalsa. Then he turned a great warrior and
showed great valour in the battle of  Anandpur
Sahib.
ਹਜਰ ਸਬਦ [hajare sabad] seven hymns of Guru
Granth Sahib and ten hymns of  Dasam Granth;
Devout Sikhs name them ‘hajare’. This name
was not given by the Guru nor was it popular
then for hajar means the main or the chosen
one. 2 Some devout people think that word
hajare derives from tar (separation), a hymn
in Majh Rag of  Guru  Arjan Dev. It was written
to  express sense  of  separation from his father;
the state of a separated person is there in
Dasam Granth’s hymn, “mItr pIare mi hal

੦
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muridfi  d a  k a h I n a . ”
ਗਜ [hajI] for Haj, to Haj. “koi nave tirath: koi
ਖਤ)-]: jaI.”—ram m 5. See ਹਜ.
ਹਜਰ [hajir], ਹਜਰ [hajira] See ਹਜਰ.
ਹਜਮ [hajuml See ਹਜਮ.
ਹਜਰ [hajur] A J,» adj visible, present. “atarjami
sada hajur.”—todi m 5. 2 part an honorific
term; Sir.
ਹਜਰ ਸਹਬ [hajur sat] See ਅਬਚਲਨਗਰ.
ਹਜਰ ਹਜਰ [hajur hajar] See ਹਜਰ ਹਜਰ.
ਹਜਰ [hajuri] P ‘51,? n presence, attendance.
2 adj who is in attendance, i.e., “hajuri sewak,
hajuri ségatI.”
ਹਜਚਆ [hajuria] adj a perSon who has visited
Hazoor Sahib.‘ 2 one who resides in Hazoor
Sahib. 3 present, akin. _
ਹਜਰਐ [hajurie] in attendance, visible, present,
closeby. “parbraham gurdev sada hajurie.”
—-var jet. *
ਹਜ [hajo] A fit 11 defamation, calumny. “hajo
apki jagat alave.”—GPS.
ਹਜ [hajj] A ਨ a pilgrimage to Kaaba, which as
a dictum in Islam is essential for Muslims to
undertake.

It comes in zultah, the twelfth month of
Hijri calendar. The manner of  performing Hajj
is as under:

When Mecca is the final halt, the pilgrim
should tie ehram after taking bath, i.e. he should
shed old clothes, keep only two sheets, one
for the lower part of the body and the other
for the upper part, and should remove his shoes
but there is no ban on wearing wooden
sandals. He must reach Mecca while singing
talbiya. The meaning of this song is ‘I stand
here at your service; you have no rival;
certainly your praise is prayer in the real sense;
on  the earth only your rule prevails.’

'Hajis command the same respect among Mulsims as do
hajuris among the Sikhs.
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He should take bath after reaching the
sacred place Kaaba, and kiss 55g asvad. He
should perform seven rounds of  Kaaba, three
fast and  four at slow  speed. He must kiss the
black stone during each circumambulation, then
he should  go  to  the  place of  Ibrahim and offer
prayer. From this place, he should move to
the Hill safa maruh (u/ a») and pray, with
face turned towards Kaaba. Then he should
pray at the hill of Marva. Thereafter, he should
listen to  the  xutba ( 11$) in Kaaba. Thereafter,
he should stay for a night in mIna  (!‘/;) and
move to the hill arafat (695/) to pray there
and listen to xutba. From here, he should go to
muzda l I fa  (1137') and perform evening
namaz there.

The entire precess should be completed
by the ninth day  of  the month and on  the tenth
day, which is the day of  nahar sacrifice, he
should again perform namaz  at muzadalIfa.
On reaching the pillar of  the Devil, he must
throw seven stones, thereafter on reaching
mIna  he should offer sacrifice of  a male goat,
fat-tailed ram, cow or camel. Laying them
down with faces towards Kaaba, he should
stand by  the right side of  the  animal and while
uttering allahu akbar move the knife on the
neck. After this,  the  Haji should remove
eharam and put on  clothes of  his own liking.
He should get tonsured, have his nails cut  and
stay there for three days. Before leaving
Mecca, he must make a round of  Kaaba and
throw seven stones at the Devil’s pillar and
then he  should drink water from the zamzam
((7)) well .

Many  Muslims go to Madina  as pilgrims to
Mohammad’s grave after their journey to
Mecca. They d o  not consider Hajj to be
complete without this but people belonging to
vahabi sect hold that honouring the grave is
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against religion, so  they do  not go to Madina.
The person who performs Hajj according

to the method mentioned above is called Haji
“kIa haj kabe jae.”-prabha kabir. See ਮਕ.
ਹਜਮ [hajjam] A (l? barber, a person who draws
blood with a cone, See  ਹਜਮਤ. 2 a barber who
tonsures.
ਹਣ [hat] imperative form of  hatna; turn, come
back. 2 Skt R‘shine,  glitter. 3 Skt ਛਫ n shop,
store. 4 market “dascarI hatu tudhu saa.”
—var sri m 4. Here it means ‘the fourteen
worlds.’ 5 short for harat, See ਹਟਮਲ.
ਹਰਕ [hatak] n obstruction, prohibition.
ਹਟਕਣ [hatkanu] ਹਟਕਨ [hatakna] v check,
prevent. “ j Ih  dar avat  jatIahu hatke nahi
kOI .”-5 kabir.
ਹਟਕਰ [hatkar] n prohibition, obstruction.
2 pushing back or  aside, warning. .
ਹਟਣ [hatna], ਹਟਣ [hatanu] v stop. 2 come back,
return. 3 deny, withdraw one’s word. 4 go
away. “kIU edu  bolahu hatie.”—var ram 3.
ਹਟਤਰ [hattar], ਹਟਤਚ [hattarI],  ਹਟਤਲ [hattal]
Skt ਫਟਗਰਥਰ strike, n locking the shop, closing
the shop. “jamahI kio hattarI.”—sorm 5. ‘Yam
closed his office.’ 2 sitting idle after leaving
the work in protest; strike.
ਹਟਕ [hatnala], ਹਟਨਲ [hatnali] Skt ਫਵਧਯ.
a row of  shops; a line of  shops; market. “do:
dive  caudah hatnale.”—varsuhi m 1. ‘The sun
and the moon are two lamps and the fourteen
worlds are the market. “ghar médar  hatnale
sohe s - V I C I  nam nIvasi.”-suhi chét m 5.
Le. innerself and the senses.
ਹਟਮਲ- [hatamal] Skt ਅਰਘਟ ਮਲ n in the well,
the gear string with which metallic pots are
kept tied to  draw water. “kar  harI  hatmal t i  d
parovahu.”—-basa"t m I .
ਹਟਵਣ [hatvani], ਹਟਵਣਓ [hatvanio], ਹਟਫਣਆ
[hatvania] Sktasafim adj shopkeeper. “hatvani
dhan mal hatkit.”—~bas§t m 5. “bIkhU 55cc
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hatvania.”——gau m 4.
ਹਟੜ [hatri] n Shop, store. “tanu hatri Ihu  man
vanjara.”—srdhgosatI. 2 toy made of clay
resembling a shop, on  which the Hindus light
lamps on the Diwali day. 3 i.e. body, physique
“hatrI choclI calIa  vanjara.”—prov. ‘The soul
departed after leaving the body.’
ਹਟ ਹਟ [hatI hat] at every shop. “gur bacanI
b I k a n o  h a t :  hat.”—ma11' m 4. ‘ in each
community of  devout Sikhs.’
ਹਟ [hati] See ਹਟਣ. 2 See ਹਟ.
ਹਟ [hatu] S e e  ਹਟ 3 .
ਹਟਆ [hatua], ਹਟਵ [hatova], ਹਟਆ [hataa] adj
(a person) who runs a shop; shopkeeper. See
ਸਤ ਕ ਹਟਅ.
ਹਟ [hattL ਹਟ [hatti] See ਹਟ 3.
ਹਟ ਸਹਬ’ [hatti sa t l  See ਸਲਤਨਪਰ.
ਹਠ [hath] Skt ਛਨ vr jump, kill, prove fake,
oppress, repress, hold tight. 2 n insistence,
stubbornness. “hath  karI  mare  na lekhe pave.”
—gau a m 1. 3 S persistence, body, physique.
“hath majhahu mapIri.”—sr1' Chatm 5.
ਹਠ ਕਰਮ [hath karam],  ਹਠ ਧਰਮ [hath  dharam]
See ਹਠ ਕਰਮ ਅਤ ਹਨ ਧਰਮ.
ਹਠ ਧਰਮ [hath  dha rmi ]  n stubbornness,
insistence. 2 adj stubborn, obstinate, tenacious,
dogged. ,
ਹਠਨਗਹ [hath nIgrah],  ਹਠਠਹਰ [hath nIgrahI]
, n act of  controlling senses with strong will. “hath
nIgrahI atI  rahat.”—I<an m 5. _
ਹਠ ਯਗ [hath yog] n a type of  yog involving
austerities. See ਅਸਟਗ. 2 It is written in hath
yog pradipIka that His the sun, ਠ is the moon,
and the combination of these two is hath yog.
i.e. combining Ira  and pigla with sukhmana.
ਹਠਲ [hathl i]  ad j  s tubborn ,  headstrong.
“muhkam phaj hathli re.”—asa m 5.
ਹਠਵਰ [hathvar], ਹਠਵਰ [hathvara] adj obstinate,
stubborn.
ਹਠ [hatha] adj obstinate. “cale bir dhira

  _
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hathe.”—gyan.
ਹਠ [hathI] by insisting, from insistence. “hath:
na patije na bahu bhekhe.”-dhana a m I.
ਹਨਓ [hathIo] See ਹਠਯ.
ਹਠ [hathi], ਹਠਆ [hathia]  ad j  stubborn,
obstinate. There are two types of obstinate
persons. One type is of  the superstitious, who,
due to ignorance do  not give up wrong beliefs
even after knowing the reality. They are
stubborn,  deserving  t o  be  condemned.
“jar ko VIcar kaha ganIka  k0  laj kaha

gad-ha ko man  kahz‘i adhre  ko  arsi,
nIgun  ko  gun kaha dan  kaha da r Id i  l<o

seva kaha sum ki  I r ad  chah  dars i ,
madyap ki sUCI kaha sac kahéi lapti 1<o

nic ko bacan kaha syar  ki pukar si,
“todar” so  kaVI ese hathi  ko na  bhavs sikh

bhavé kaho sudhi  bat  bhavé  kaho  parsi.”
The other type are a superior type. Such

persons, who due to greed or fear, do not
forsake true thought and do  not show  spiritual
weakness. The Sikhs recollect such a person’s
name in their daily prayer. This is the example
of pious insistence. “sis dia par SI rar na dina,
rac saman deh  kar Cina.”—VN.
ਹਠ ਸਘ [hathi si‘gh] son of Ajit Singh who
was  brought u p  b y  Mata  Sundr i .  His
headquarters were in the Sindhi area of
Burhanpur, district Nimar where he used to
recite hymns by removing the appellation of
Nanak and adding his own name. Mata Sundri
disengaged herself from him due to this lapse.
He went to central India (C.P.) after leaving
Punjab and died there. His dera is situated is
Burhanpur.
ਹਠ ਦਤ [hathi det] Ravan, the obstinate demon,-
who refused to  re turn  S i t a  e v e n  after the
advice  of  all  relatives and fr iends.  “tumi ram
hveke hathi det ghayo.”-carItr 1.
ਹਠਲ [hathila] adj obstinate.
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ਹਨ [hathu] See ਹਠ. “119ਸਪ nIgrahu kar I . ”
—ram a m  1 .2  See ਹਠ 3.
ਹਠ [hathe] adj stubborn. “hathe kast vari.”
—-ka1ki. ‘the obstinate residents of  Kashtwar.’
See ਕਸਟਵਰ.
ਹਨ ਕਰਮ [hathe karam] deeds performed
obstinately for their own sake, without strong
will and concentration. “bathe karam kar: udar
bhare.” —ram kabir. 2 deeds such as theft and
murder causing pain and harm to others etc.
See ਹਠ vr. ' `
ਹਠਜ [hathyo] performed with persistence.
2 jumped, skipped. See ਹਠ ਧ. “hathyo mahri
cédy‘e') gég ramé.”—VN.
ਹਡ [had], ਹਡ [hadd] Skt ਫਫ n bone. “jiu pfd
ਥਰਸ… tera hade.”—var gauI m 4. 2 See ਹਡ.
ਹਡ ਭਨਣ [hadd bhénni] See ਹਡ ਢਰਨ.
ਹਢ [hadh] See ਹੜ.
ਹਵਉਣ [hadhauna] v wear out. “sajI kaIa
patu hadhae.”—maru m I. “pat patfibar pahIrI
hadhavau.”—gau a m 1. 2 MI adopt, keep.
“gusa man]: na hadhaI.”-—s kabir. 3 turn,
rotate. “135111 bakri sihu hadhaIa.”-sor m 4.
ਜਜ [hadhaIa], ਹਢਆਯ [hadhaya] a
town in Patiala state about three kohs to the
west of  Barnala where the ninth Guru stayed,
and cured a patient suffering from fever by
bathing him in the pond, now known as Guru
Sar. Maharaja Karam Singh of Patiala got built
a beautiful gurdwara there. The state has
donated 250 ghumaons of land. This place is
one mile to the south-west of  Hadhiaya railway
station.
ਹਢਜ [hadhayo] got carried away by a current,
was washed away. 2 overflowed, jumped
“mano n I t  nir hadhyo.”—krrsan.
ਹਣ [hen] See ਹਨ.
ਹਣਢਤਰ’ [hanvétaru], ਹਣਢਤ [hanvétu] Skt ਫਜਸਰ
and ਫਗਸਗਥਧ/ person with an extended jaw.
2 n a brave warrior who was minister of
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Sugreev and a great devotee of Ram. It is
written in section 4 and chapter 66 of  Valmik’s
Ramayan that the nymph Punjiksthala, wife
of  Kesari also known as Anjana, was
extremely beautiful. On seeing her, the god of
wind was overcome by erotic desire. He
cohabited with her, who then gave birth to a
brave son. On the day of  birth, taking it as
fruit, he jumped to swallow the sun. In order
to protect the sun, lndar threw him on the
ground by hitting with the thunderbolt. Thejaw
of  the young boy became crooked as a result
this. This is how Hanuman got his name. ‘

In many books, Hanuman has been
described as a monkey. So, many people
believe that he was a forest dweller who
became a scholar by acquiring knowledge from
the sages residing in the jungles. In Valmik ,
part 4, chapter 3, it is written that after hearing
Hanuman’s speech, Ram said that none could
speak this kind of  pure Sanskrit without having
read sublime texts. “hanvétaru a r a t a . ”
-—sava m 1. “hanvétu jage dliarI l§kur.”—bas§t
kabir. See ਹਨਮਨ ਨਟਕ.
ਹੜ [hat] Skt adj killed. 2 destroyed. 3 tied. See
ਹਨ vr.
ਹਤਕ [hatak] Skt adj like the dead, like a corpse.
2 A __],ਛ n tearing a curtain. 3 Le. insult,
disgrace.
ਹਤਤਆਗ [hat-tIagi] killed, destroyed. “hat-
tIagi haume.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਰਤਨ [hatan] Skt ਹਨਨ n killing, act of killing,
murder.
ਹਤ [hatI] Skt n murder, killing, act ofkilling.
ਹਤਆ [hatIa] Skt 833m murder, assassination,
killing. “asékh gal vat hatIa kamahi.”
-japu. See ਹਤਜ.
ਹਤਆਰ [hatIara] Skt ਹਤਕਰ adj killer,
murderer, assassin. “sét ka nfdak maha
hatIara.”—sukhmani.
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ਹਤ [hatu] See ਹਤ. 2 Skt ਛਜ, n hunter 3 sharp-
edged weapon.
ਹਤ [hate] killed. See ਹੜ. “sat ke hate kau rakhe
na k01.”—sukhmani.
ਹਤ [hatta] A g adv to such an extent.
ਹਤਜ [hatya], ਹਤਯ [hatya] See ਹਤਆ. “ghor
dukhya anIk  haty5.”—sahas m 5.

UH [hath] Skr ਹਸ. n hand. “hath deI apI
rakhu.”—mm var 2 m 5. 2 Ski attack, assault,
blow.

UH ਕਢਣ [hath kaddhnal v donate, extend hand
to give. “harI date dataru hath kata mihu
vutha sesare.”—var kan m 4.
ਹਥਕੜ [hathkari] n handcuff, manacle.
UH ਖਲ ਕਰਨ [hath khala karna], UH ਖੜ ਕਰਨ
[hath khara karna], ਹਥ ਚਕਣ [hath ckkana] v
strike, assault. 2 raise one’s hand to‘show
consent. This is a figure of speech named
suksam, which is to give consent through
indication without uttering a word.

UH ਚਰਨ [hath carnal, UH ਚੜਨ [hath carhna] v
get hold of something. “hath carIo harI
thoka.”—gaum 5. 2 dance to someone’s'tunes.
ਹਥਛਟ [hathchut], ਹਥਛਰ [hathchor] n free assault
with the hand; unobstructed attack. “tIn par
hve sabh ki hathchor.”—GPS.
ਹਥਤਡਣ [hath taddna] v extend hand, put forth
hand for begging. See ਤਡਣ.
ਹਥਦਣ [hath dena] v offer hand for help; help;
cooperate.
ਹਥਨਲ [hathnal] n a gun that is fired by raising
a hand without any other support. “jabarjag
hathnal.”-sanama.
ਹਥਨ [hathni] See ਹਸਨ.
UH ਪਣ [hath penal v get something in hand.
2 get support as does a drowning man. “at
kalI tIths dhuhe. the hath na paI.”—sava
m 3.

UH ਛਲਘ [hath phalgha] See ਫਲਘ.
UH ਫੜਨ [hath pharna] v hold hand.
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UH ਫਲ [hath phul] n a type of firework that
resembles a pomegranate. Sparkles emerges
from it and the fire worker holds it in his hand.
ਹਥਬ'ਖ [hath bakkh] adjcatching the side with
both arms; tight embrace. “mIle hath bakkha
maha tej tatte.”-VN.
ਹਥਲਗਣ [hath lagna] vachieve, receive a thing.
2 be someone’s pawn. 3 gun powder to be
ignited with hand.
ਹਥਲਵ [hathleva] See ਹਸ ਗਹਣ. _
ਹਥਵੲ [hathvai] n a pouch with thick hair, put
on as glove for massaging the horse. “malas
karahI pahIr hathvai.”—GPS.
ਹਥਵਸ [hathvasa], ਹਥਵਸ [hathvaso] n handle.
2 hilt, grip. 3 strap to hold a shield.
ਹਥਵਰ [hathvarI] scarecrow put up by farmers
in the fields to ward off  animals. “lune khetI
hathvarI kare.”—asa kabir.
ਹਥਸ [hathasa] n support of the hand. “harI
rakhda de apI hathasa.”—gaum 4. 2 handle,
grip’.
ਹਥਹ [hathaha] in the hand. “vaSI ape jugatI
hathaha.”—sor m 4.
ਹਥ ਵਖ [hatha vakkh], ਹਥ ਵਥ [hatha vatth]
See UH ਬਖ. “dhaka dhakk bira hatha vatth
hoe.”-—GPS. ‘grappled with each other.’
ਹਥ [hathI] in the hand. “raja nIau kare hathI
hOI.”—asa m I. “s0 am hathI nIdhanu.”
-var  ram 2 m 5.
ਹਥਆਉਣ [hathIauna] v swing (used for an)
elephant.
ਹਥਆਰ [hathIar] Skt ਹਤਕਰ, adj killer. 2 n
deadly weapon. 3 instrument, tool.
ਹਥਆਰ ਧਣ [hathIar dhona], ਹਥਆਰ ਪਖਰਨ
[hathIar pakharna] v put an end to warfare;
be content after removing enemy’s blood from
the weapons. i.e. killing the enemy. “jit sabh:
jag satahu s fdh hathIar pakhare.”
—-VN.
ਹਥਨ [hathIni] See ਹਸਨ. 2 troop of elephants.



ਹਥ
~sanama. `
ਹਥ [hathi] n arm, that bears the hand. “hathi
dIti  prabhu devanhare.”—majh m 5. 2 leather
bag for keeping water. “hathi kaddh  na  dI t to
pani.”—BG. 3 pouch made o f  hair or cloth
which is put on the hand like glove for
massaging. 4 handcuff, manacles. “hathi
paudi kahe rove?.”—maru m I. ‘When the gods
of  death manacle you then why do  you cry?’
5 S and  Po help, support. 6 handle; e.  g.  “cakki
d i  hathi”.
ਹਥਅਰ [hathiaru] See ਹਥਆਰ. 2 hammer,
Sledgehammer. “ahIranI matI vedu  hathiaro.”
-—japu.
ਹਥ [hathu] See  ਹਥ.
ਹਥਲ [hatheli] Skt ਹਸ-ਤਲ n palm of a hand.
ਹਥਹਥ [hathohathI], ਹਥਹਥ [hathohathi] adv
from one hand to another. “hatho hath: nacaie
vanjarIa mItra.”-—sr1' m I pahIre. 2 n act of
getting reward with the hand with which work
is done. 3 fight with hands; hand-to-hand fight,
scuffle, fisticuffs.

' ਹਥਰ [hathara], ਹਥੜ [hathara] n hammer made
of iron with a handle for shaping the metal.
ਹਥ [hatth] See ਹਸ- “kare bhav hattha.”—VN.
2 short for ਹਥ. “harrat  hatth.”-—ka11<i. 3 trunk
of an elephant “hathi hatth pramatth.”
—GPS.
ਹਥ ਉਤ ਬਚਨ ਦਣ [hatth utte bacan dena] v
vow  by  putting a hand on  some  one’s hand or
by drawing a line on his hand. “bacan dehu
more ja hatha.”—carItr 301.

. ਹਥ ਬਖ [hatth 1੭੪1<1<ਅ,ਹਥ ਬਥ [hatth batth] See
ਹਥ ਬਖ. hand-to-hand fight, duel, fisticuffs,
scuffle.
ਹਥੜ [hatthra] n edge of  an arm without a hand;
amputated arm. “jyo l<ar tOde hatthra.”—BG.
ਹਦ [had] See ਹਦ.
ਹਦਫ [hadaph] A .51; n target, goal.
ਹਦਰਤ [hadrat],  ਹਦਰਥ [hadrath] See ਹਜਰਤ. Per
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rules ofArabic phonology'its pronunciation as
hadrat is also correct.
ਹਦਰਥ [hadrathI] from Hazrat. “ta ta hadrathI
pa  man.”—saveye m 2 ké. ‘Thou (Guru
Nanak) hast bestowed honour.’
ਹਦਯਤ [hadayat] A cab; advising; directing.
2 advice, guidance.
ਹਦ [hadi] A d); adj guide, mentor. 2 i.e.
teacher, mentor. “uc hadi venu VIrhnu.”
-—var ram 3. ‘The  exalted mentor (Guru
Nanak) gave a sermon.’
ਰਚਆ ਬਦ [hadia bad] a town of tehsil
Phagwara of Kapurthala state. There is a
gurdwara o f  Guru Hargobind almost one
furlong to the eastern side. The Guru visited
this place while going  to Kiratpur. Some people
believe that Guru Har Rai also paid a visit to
this place. ‘ '

The gurdwara is very simple in
construction. Residential quarters are also near
by. Seven ghumaons of  land has been donated
by the state; the priest is an Udasi Sikh. It is
situated one mile away' from the Phagwara
railway station in to the western side. On
Baisakhi day, a festival is held here.
ਹਦਸ [hadis] A _‘ਭਭਭਪ n saying; anecdote.
2 a saying relating to prophet Mohammad. A
book in which Mohammad’s teaching or
conduct is described. “napak pak karI hadur:
hadisa.”—-maru soIhe m 5. ~‘purifying the
impure mind.’
ਹਦਸ ਕਢਣ [hadis kaddhni] v rub one’s nose,
i.e., pledge not to repeat an error. “take age
khare kadhahI hadis.”—ratanma1a bano.
ਹਦਰ [hadur] A „'*? it is also pronounced as
hadur in Arabic. “sacs sabadI hadur.”—var
bIIa m 3.
ਹਦ'ਰ [hadurI] adv in the presence of; face to
face. “cagIaia  burIaia  vacs dharamu  hadur.”
—japu. 2 in front of the people, in the open
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ground. “mahIla 5darI  hodia, hunI bahanI
na mIlanI  hadurI.”—asa a m I .
ਹਦ [hadd] A ,", n bank, boundary, duration.
2 quickness, fierceness.
ਹਨ [han] plural of he. In Gurbani its form ਹਨ is
used. See ਹਨ. 2 Skt ਫਜਘ kill, go, deny, check,
collect.
ਹਕ [hancha] See ਅਛ ਅਤ ਹਛ. “mIII ségatI
kar prabhu hanche.”—-bas§tm 4.
ਹਨ [hanan] Skt n killing, murder. See ਹਨ vr.
ਹਕਤ [hanan-nat] Skt ਵਜਧ, for killing, for
murdering. “hanan-nat  18 t ah I  SIdhare.”
-—carItr 368. 2 See ਚਨ'ਤ.
ਹਨਫ [hanaphi] See ਸਨ.
ਹਨਮਤ [hanmét], ਹਨਮ'ਤਰ [hanmétar], ਹਨਵਤ
[hanvét] See  ਹਣਢਤਰ.
ਹਨਫ [hanif] A Jga adjfirm in faith.
ਹਨ [hanu] Skt n chin. 2 lower jaw. 3 short for
ਹਨਮਨ. 4 one whose chin is long. 5 adj one
with a longjaw.
ਹਠਨਟਕ [hanunatak] See ਹਨਮਨ ਨਟਕ.
ਹਨਮਨ [hanuman] See  ਹਤ'ਤਰ. 2 adj one with a
longjaw. ,
ਹਨਮਨ ਨਟਕ [hanuman natak] Skt ਛਗਸਢਜਸ a
poetic writing in Sanskrit which enacts the
history of  Ram Chandar. It is worthy of  being
played in an open theatre. This poetic drama
is Hanuman’s work. Many  poets have written
that Hanuman threw his work into the ocean
on the insistence o f  Valmiki, so  that the
importance of  Valmiki’s Ramayan did not
diminish. During  the  reign of  raja Bhoj, while
searching for pearls, a navigator found a stone-
inscription. The  king got  this stone inscription
pulled out and where the context was wanting,
references were provided by Damodar Misr
and the book was completed. Hindi translation
was done by a renowned poet Hridyram of
Bhalla dynasty during the time of  emperor
Jahangir i.e :
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“s'émat bIkram  apatI sahas khat sat  asih' var,
cetr cédni  duj  chatr jahégir subhat  par,
subh lacchan dacchan sodas kaVI ram VI  cacchan,
krIsndas  tanu kul prakas yas dipak  racchan,
raghupatI crItr  t I n  yathamatI

pragat karyo subh  lagan gan,
d e  bhaktI  dan  nIrbhay  karo,

jay raghupatI raghuvés man.”
In this book are included some kabts

composed by the poet Kashi Ram.2
ਹਨਮਤ [hanumét] See ਹਣਵਤ.
ਹਨ- [hanu] See ਹਨ. These words hanu and hanu
are of Sanskrit. 2 a Rajput warrior, “hath lage
arI  hasi hanu ke.”—carItr 2.
ਹਨਦ [hanud] See ਹਨਦ.
ਹਨਮਨ [hanuman] See ਹਣਵਤਰ. “hanuman  sarI
garur samana.”—dhana kabir. See ਸਚ.
ਹਨਜ [hanoz] P ਗ adv just now, now. 2 till
today, till now.
ਹਵਸ [haphas] This word is used for ਹਥਸ.
“haphas valayat ke tan kare.”—GPS.
ਹਛਣ [haphna] v breathe heavily; be out of
breath due to strenuous exertion.
ਹਫਤ [haphat] ਖ,; seven.
ਹਫਤ ਅਕਲਮ [hafat aklim], ਹਫਤ ਇਕਲਮ [hafat
Iklim], ਹਫਤ ਕਸਵਰ [hafat kIsvar] P (F! at -
„ਖ _.ਹਵ seven Iklim or kIsvar parts; hafat
Iklim  means the whole world. Greek scholars
have divided the earth into seven segments
by drawing seven lines to the north of the
equator, these parts being equal in size. It is to
be noted that these scholars did not take
account of  America and Australia at that time,
as these continents came to be known later.
ਹਫਤ ਖਨ [haphat khan], ਹਫਤ ਸਨ [hafat xvan] P
'1680 Bikrami. -
2 M a n y  poets hold that Bahadur Shah presented the
manuscript written by Hridyram to Guru Gobind Singh
and as transcribed by poet Kashiram the Guru got
Parshuram’s dialogues incorporated.



ਹਫਤਰਬ

w} ਘ Asfandyar and Rustam crossed seven
stages after each victory. Upon  crossing each
stage, they thanked God and fed the people
by spreading dastarxvan (table cloth); to which
this word  owes its origin.
ਹਫਤ ਜ'ਬ [haphat juba] P a t )  ਘ In Islamic
books a person knowing seven languages of
Arabia is called by this name. Just as  the
Punjabi dialects of  Doaba, Majha  and Malwa,
are somewhat different, in the same way due
to regional differences there are seven types
in Arabic. These seven types are: J4} [kurcs],
A [ts], aim [hvaZIn], of: [yaman], _;ਛਫ,
[sakif], J1. [hazel], r.” [tamim].
ਹਫਤ [hafta] P ;.?» Skt week.

_ ਹਫਤਦ [haftad] P ,]:ਫ seventy.
ਹਥ [hab] A .7» n seed, grain. 2 tablet, pill.
ਹਥਸ [habas] A J.” n control. 2 imprisonment,
confinement. 3 A  3” Abyssinia in Africa.
“habas valayat gee dayala.”-—NP.
ਹਬਸਦਮ [habasdam] See ਦਮ 9.
ਹਬਸ [habsi] adj a resident of Habash. “habsi
halbi dhayavé.”-—aka1. '
ਹਬ [haba] A Ag n dust, dirt, pollen. 2 See  ਹਵ.
ਹਬਬ’ [habab] A ...,].2 n bubble of water. 2 dew.
3 stand for placing a water pitcher; wooden-
stand for a water pitcher.
ਹਬਬ [habib] A ੴ adj  dear, beloved. 2 friend,
companion. See ਹਬ. ‘
ਹਬਥ [habub]A ਖਭਲ.’ plural of  hab; seeds. 2 tax
levied on  the farmer at the  time of  harvest by
a king or  owner  of  the land for various rights.
“habub lagavé, kar bIgar  anek bhat ki.”
—PP.
ਹਭ [habh] S adj  all, everyone.
thaI.’  ’—sr1' ch5t m 5.
ਹਭਕਹ [habthu], ਹਭਕਛ [habtchu], ਹਭਕਝ
[habtjhu] everything, all objects.
ਹਭਕ [habhko], ਹਭਕਇ [habhkox] everyone,
everybody.

“sohédro habh
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ਹਭਰ [habhahfi] of all, from all. “bed kateb
sésar habha hfi  bahra.”—asa m 5.
ਹਭ [hat] advall, all of, every. See ਹਭ, “hat
rag manahI  su ségI.”—varj€t.
ਹਭਆ [habhia] of all, of everyone. “
habhia nalI.”—vad  m 1 .
ਹਭ [habhu] all. See ਹਭ. “dukh dared rog maI
meda habhu nase.”—asa m 5.
ਹਤ [habhe] adv  all, entire. “habhe to] suhavne
sahu betha égan malu.”—var maru  2 m 5.
ਹਭ [habho] all. “habho  kIchu  suhéda.”—jet Chat
121 5.
ਹਮ [ham] pron we. “ham  male tum ujal karte.”
—-sor m 5. 2 n egoism, vanity. “ham kalakh
dhove.”—-saveye m 2 ke. 3 pron I. “avari péc
ham ek jana.”—gau m I.  4 P ,‘; adj  all, entire.
“ham  jer jImi  dun-ia pira  masaIka  raIa.”—var
majh m I .  ‘All the pirs, mullahs and kings of
the world got buried under the earth.’ 5 P (1
suf also, with, like, etc. e.g. “hamsar, ham
dared, ham maktab, hamsira, hamnam, hamrah,
etc.
ਹਮਸਹਰ [hamsahri], ਹਮਸਹਰ [hamsahIri] P
dffi adj living in the same city, a fellow citizen.
“jo hamsahri so mitu hamara.”—gau ravidas.
‘He who lives in our  town (Begampur) is our
mate.’
ਹਮਸਰ [hamsar] P [4  adj comparable, co-
equal. “hamrég hamsar larat bhe.”-—saloh.
ਹਮਸਰ [hamsarI] like us or resembling us. “ham
sarI dinu, dIa lu  no  tum sarI.”—dhana ravrdas.
ਹਮਸਰ [}19221592'1] P (,‘/ਹ n equality, parity.
ਹਮਸਟਆ [hamsaIa], ਹਮਸਯ [hamsaya] P ਭਮ
adjliving under the same shade (i.e. under the
same roof). 2 i.e. neighbour.
ਹਮਸਸ [hamsos] See ਅਫਸਸ.
ਹਮਹ [hamah], ਹਮਹ [hamahI] P „×; adj all,
everyone. “pratIpale nanak hamahI.”
—bavan. ‘nourishes all of us.’ 2 us.
ਹਮਕਨ [hamkin] P ਘ fellow-traveller.

vasahI
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. ਹਮਕਨ [hamkini] faithful friend, constant
companion. See ਹਮਕਨ. “s guru te liar]: paIa
su guru hamkini.”—gau m 3.
ਗਕ [hamakk] A 95: adj bewildered. “dhamakke
hamakke.”—-kalki.
ਗਇਸ [hamgxnfi] P ….ਲਨਢ adv all, whole.
2. every one.
ਹਮਗ [hamgi] P ਕ! adv  all, total, entire.
ਹਮਚਨ [hamcxni] P ਰਭਰਭ adv like this, such as. '
“hamCIni patsah savle barna.”—t115gnamdev.
ਹਮਚ [hamacu]  P ਫਟ adj l i ke , ju s t  as .
ਹਮਜਨ [hamacuna] P Uléfl' adj like that, resembling
that. .
ਹਮਚ [harnce] our. 2 like us, just as  we are. See
ਤਮਰ.
ਹਮਜਬ [hamjaba‘] ‘P at}? adj talkingalike;
engaged in mutual talk. 2 speaking the same
language. .
ਹਮਜ [hamja] A of Mohammad’s uncle who
embraced Islam, displayed great valour and
was awarded the title of  lion by Mohammad.
2 lion. 3 A Sikh of  the Jajja subcaste who,
actn upon the teachings of  Guru  Arjan Dev,
attained spiritual self-realization. “hamja jajja
janie.”—BG. 4 in grammar, the letter alaf which
carries  zer, zabar o r  pes vowel  markers.
ਹਮਤਮ [ham  turn] we and you, i.e, all the people.
“on k2 ségI ham  tum  ségI  mel.”—asa m 5. 2 [-
ness and thou-ness. “kahu nanak ham tum gurI
khoi he.”-—ram m 5. .
ਹਮਦ [hamad] A j n praise, appreciation,
acclaim.
ਹਮਦਮ [hamdam] P (A? n alter ego, bosom
friend, true friend.
ਰਮਨ [haman] See  ਹਵਨ. 2 Pu  l ,  mine. “haman  ki
pukare suno rajdhani.”-.—saloh. 3 we.
ਹਮਨਸਨ [hamnasin] P Jr? adj  sitting by one’s
side. “sate to hamnasino hamzuba.”—jfdgi.
2 n courtier, favourite.
ਹਮਯ [hamyé] P gig; n pouch (for keeping
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money), purse.
ਹਮਰ [hamra] pron our. “hamra menu berag
bIrkatu bha.”—asa m 4. 2 ’ੴ; t o  all  o r  ofa l l .
“hamra bInau  sunau prabhu thakur.”~gau m
4. ‘O Lord ! You hear the supplication of all.’
ਹਮਰਨ ਤ [hamrIn te] sen from amongst us or
ours. “dOI satru hamrIn te ek ségharie.”
«carItr 153. ‘
ਹਮਲ [hamal] A J’ n carrying of  burden or load.
2 gestation, pregnancy. 3 The word has also
been used for hamlah (ie. invasion) in GV 10.
ਹਮਲਹ [hamlah],  ਹਮਲ [hamla]  A y n attack,
invasion, swoop.
ਹਮ [hama]  See  ਹਮਹ. “act  t hama kau saga]
s:dh5t."-—bher a m 5. ‘The carefree Creator
is a perfect principle for all.‘ 2 to  us, for us.
ਹਮ [hama] P Uh the same, that. 2 See ਹਮਹ.
ਹਮਇਤ [hamaIt] See ਹਮਯਤ.
ਹਮਇਤ ਨਲ [hamaIti nala] See ਹਮਯਤ ਨਲ.
ਹਮਕਤ [hamakat] A cit: n folly, stupidity.
ਹਮਚ [hamaca] n bag, pouch or cloth bag. “tab
hamaca bhég 1<a kholIa.”—JSBB. This word
derives from the Persian hamya.
ਹਮਰਤਮ [hamatuma] we and you; everybody.
“dibanu eko kalam eka hama tuma melu.”—var
asa.
ਹਮ'ਨ [hamana] P u“ without doubt, certainly.
ਹਮਮ [hamam] A (L7 n closet for hot water
bath; bagnio. “hajrat kin sanan hamam.”
—GPS.
ਹਮਯਝ [hamayat] A qt; n partiality, support.
2 patronage. .
ਹਮਯਤ [hamayti] P Cit: adj partisan, supporter,
helper.
ਹਮਯਤ ਨਲ [hamayti nala] near Anandpur a
small braneh of river Satluj, which proved
helpful to the Khalsa Dal during the time of
war.
ਹਮਰ [hamara] adj  our. 2 P w; of our, for every
one. “hamara ek  as  vase.”-varmajh m I .  ‘All
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have just one hope.’
ਹਸ [ham‘r] just we, we alone. 2 we all. 3 P
ਖ‘; this very, the same.
ਹਮਦ [hamid] A „ਮ adj praised, commended,
lauded. '
ਹਮਦ [hamida] adj (of a woman) praised,
lauded. 2 See ਅਕਬਰ
ਹਮਰ [hamir] A ਗ adj  victorious, victor. “hath
hamir.”—kalk1'. ‘tenacious and victorious.’ 2 n
a Rajput king of  Ranthambore who  ascended
the throne in 1357 AD. Mir Mohammad, an

‘ officer of Alauddin Khilji, revolted and fled to
Hamir. Alauddin demanded from Hamir the
custody of  Mir  Mohammad. Hamir replied that
even if the sun changed its course, Hamir
would not betray one who sought refuge.
Consequently, Alauddin lauched an attack and
Hamir died fighting valiantly, “tIrIya tel hamir
hath cadhat na duji var.”—prov. 3 a raja of
Mewar. He was  also a contemporary o f
Alauddin Khilji. He kept on invading the.
province of Maldev Jhalor. seeing that Hamir
could not be overpowered by any other means,
Maldev offered his daughter’s hand to Hamir
who accepted the offer. After the marriage,
the bride disclosed the fact of  her having been
already married but had become a widow by
then. Hamir went  to  Maldev’s territory, during
the latter’s absence, won over the army and
occupied the  entire province.
ਹਮਰ ਸਘ [hamir sigh] The first raja of Nabha
who was younger son o f  Surtie and great
grandson of Baba Tiloka Singh. After the death
of his grandfather, Gurditta, Hamir Singh
became mas te r  o f  t h e  a r ea  compris ing
Dhanaula, Pakkho and Kapurgarh, etc. He
was very brave and shrewd. He founded the
city of  Nabha in 1755 A D  and made it his
capital. By dint of his valour, he annexed many
territories into his state. At the time of the
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murder of  Zain Khan, the governor of  Sirhind,
in 1763 AD, he was with his Khalsa brethren
and, in this victory, Amloh area fell to his lot. _
Hamir Singh died in 1783 AD  at Nabha. His
memorial is located there at a short distance
towards east of the fort.
ਹਸ [hamu] P ,‘; all, entire. “khel khana bIradar
hamu jéjala.”—maru solhe m 5. 2 P fir? the
same, the very same.
ਹਮ [heme] P “,-'- a suppletive Persian suffix
which is used as a filler like ਮ. See ਮ.
ਰਮਸ [hames], ਹਮਸਹ [hamesah] P .335 part
always, ever (perpetually).
ਹਮਰ [hamer],  ਹਮਲ [hamel] A JV shoulderbelt.
2 a gold or silver necklace. It is an ornament
for men, women and horses, etc.  3 The
Muslims also wear Koran as rosary.
ਹਮ [hams] to us, for us. 2 See ਹਮਹ.
ਗਨਕ [hamenek] sen we, many. “ham'enek
mari.”~G/V 10. ‘We fired many shots.’
ਹਯ [hay] Skt ਫਧਘਰ go, move, produce sound. `
2 n horse. '
ਹਯਸਰ [haysar], ਹਯਸਲ [haysal] Skt ਹਯਸਲ n
stable. “chor layo haysarahI te hay.”—ramav.
‘untethered the horse from the stable.’
ਹਯਕਤ [haykratu], ਹਯਕਤ [haykrItu] horse.
sacrifice. '
ਹਯਗਞ [haygriv] Per Visnu Puran, army chief
of Bhomasur was a companion of demon Mur.
He was killed by Krishan. 2 In Devi Bhagvat,
he was an incarnation of  Vishnu. The story
goes that once Vishnu’s neck got severed with
the string of  his own bow. At the bidding of
the goddess, the gods fixed a horse’s head on
Vishnu’s trunk and thus was born the
incarnation of Haygriv. Haygriv saved Veds
by killing Madhu and Kaitabh.
ਹਯਣ [hayni] cavalry.——sanama. .
ਹਯਣ ਇਜਣ ਇਸਦ ਇਸਣ ਇਸਣ ਅਰਣ’ [hayni
Isni  Isni 15m: 1513: arnil—sanama. Master
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,ਘ uccesrava h o r s e ,  l nda r ;  h is  master ,
Kashyap;  the  earth which came under
Kashyap’s sway; its master, a king; and his
army’s enemy, the gun.
ਹਯਤਣ [haytran] n armour meant to protect a
horse’s body.
ਹਯਨਰ [haynarI], ਹਯਨਤਕ [hayanatak] enemy
of horses, killer of horses; lion.—sanama.
ਹਯਨ [hayni] cavalry.-—sanama.
ਹਯਲ [hayal] A ਪ.? power. “hayal kayam ruh.”
—mago.
ਕ [haya], ਹਯਉ [hayau]  A lg n rain. 2 modesty,
bashfulness. 3 woman’s sexual organ, vagina
4 Skt ਹਯ. mare. ‘
ਹਯਤ [hayat] A at? n lifetime.
ਹਯਤ ਖ [hayat x5] commander of a hundred.
and twenty-five cavalrymen whom Buddhu
Shah got employed with Guru Gobind Singh
at Paonta. He became disloyal and  joined hill
Chieftains. In the battle of  Bhangani, Baba
Kirpal Das killed him with a club. See ਕਪਲ
ਦਸ.

ਹਯਤ [hayati] adj living, alive. “sekh hayati
jag: na l<oi thIrU rahIa.”—asa farid.
ਹਯਤਲ ਖਨ [hayatulla xan] See ਸਹ ਨਵਜ ਖ.
ਹਯ [hayo] murdered, killed. “somersen raja pun
hayo.”—car1'tr 52.
ਹਰ [har] adj green. “jese ban  har pat.”—sar kabir.
“ban har pat re.”—dhana m 5. 2 Skt n Shiv.
“kamlasan dhyavat jahI bhaje har.”-GPS.
3 fire. 4 Yam, the god of death. 5 remOVe,
cure. “meri harahu patI.”—gau ravrdas.
6 P j; part every, each, per. “hardInu harI
SImranu mere bhai.”—gau m 5. “bade khoju
dIlharroj.”-t115g kabir. 7 This word has also
been used in place of  hal. “har bahat I k  purakh
nIhara.”—datt. 8 At  various places in Gurbani
har has been used for her: which means God.
9 a Rajput clan largely inhabiting largely the
Boondi region. The  word haravli derives from
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this her. 866 ਹਰਵਲ.
ਹਰਉਲ [haraul] See ਹਰਲ.
ਹਰਅਰ [her-arr] n Kam, who is the enemy of
Shiv. “gIri murchana hve dharanI her-arI sar
gayo mar.”—carItr 9.
ਹਰ ਇਕ [har  I k ]  adj everyone,  each,  every.
ਹਰਏ [harae] dativc; to God, the Creator. “harae
namaste.”—g5d namdev.
ਹਰਸ [hares] Skt ਹਸ n joy. 2 comfort. See ਦਸ
vr 3 a raja o f  Thanesar who was son o f
Prabhakar Vardhan. His full name was Harsh
Vardhan. At the age of sixteen, he ascended
the throne in 606  AD  and became emperor of
India. Vann, the best poet of  his court, authored
a fascinating epic entitled Harishcharitr. Harsh
made Kannauj his capital. He  died in 647  AD.
ਹਰਸਕਤਣ [harsaktanI] See ਹਰ ਸਕਤਨ.
ਹਰਜਨ [harsan] Skt ਹਸਣ“ act of getting thrilled.
2 adj giving  joy; who  enjoys. “darsan  parsan
sarsan ha rsan .” -asa  m 5. 3 Skt ਹਯਨ n
diminution, abolition. “dokh sagal mal harsan.”
——kan m 5.
ਹਹਸਤ [harsat] is thrilled or  delighted. See  ਹਰਸ.
2 ell/fl. every moment, always. “bolahI harI
harI ram  namu  harsate.”—var sor m 4.
ਹਰਸਗਰ [harsi’gar] See ਹਰ ਸਗਰ. 2 snake,
which is Shiv’s garland.
ਹਰਹਟ [harhat] Skt ਅਰਘਟ n Persian wheel.
“harhat  bhi tfi tfi karahI bolahI bhali banI.”
—sava m 3.
ਹਰਹਟ ਮਲ [harhat mal] n links over a Persian
wheel, to  which pots are attached.
ਹਰਹਰ [harhar] Shiv’s garland, white snake.
Shiv wears a white snake around his neck.
“harhar  si halbaner.”—aka1. “sukh gayo  traske
harhar.”—c5di 1.

\ਹਰਕ [harak] See  ਹਲਕ.
ਹਰਕਤ [harkat] A cf; motion, movement, effort.
ਹਰਕ [harka] adj petty, shallow, hollow. “tum
kanh  bhae harka ho.”—krIsan
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ਹਰਕਟਆ [harkaIa] adj rabid. See ਅਲਰਕ. “q
kukar  harkaIa.”—sri m 5.
ਹਰਕਤ [harkat] p l u r a l  of  ਹਰਕਤ.
ਹਰਕ [harkI]  P [A- pron whoever, whosoever.
ਹਰ ਕ ਧਰਨ [har k I  dharni] Shiv’s consort,
Parvat'i. “harI rup kIye har l<i dharni he.”
—c5d1' 1.
ਹਰਕਰ [harkor] daughter of Sardar Hari Singh
Jodhpuria who was consort of  raja Jaswant
Singh and mother of  raja Devendra Singh.
ਹਰਖ [harakh] See ਹਰਸ. 866 ਦਸ. ਘ 2 happiness,
joy. “harakh anét sog nahi bia.”—gau m 5.
3 anger, rage. Sanskrit word ਆਮਸ has become
ਹਰਖ in Punjabi.
ਹਰਖਸਗ [harakhsog] joy and sorrow. “harakh
sog jake nahi beri mit saman.”—s m 9.
ਹਰਖਣ [harkhan] v be angry, be enraged. 2 be
glad. See  ਹਰਸਨ.
ਹਰਖਵਨ [harakhvan], ਹਰਖਵਤ [harakhvét] adj
happy. “harakhvét anét daIala.”—maru solhe
m 5.
ਹਰਖ [harkhi] adj hot-tempered. See ਦਸ. ਘ
2joyful,  glad. 3 sheer happiness. “sogu nahi
sada harkhi he re!.”—kan m 5.
ਹਰਗਣ [hargana] a village in tehsil Samrala of
district Ludhiana. Guru Gobind Singh visited
this place.
ਹਰਗਹ [hargah] P .„ fl a d v  when, any time.
2 See ਹਰ ਅਤ ਗਹ. `
ਹਰਗਜ [harn] P );. adv quite, absolutely.
2 never.
ਹਰਚ [haracxl P “ਤ’/" whatever, whatsoever.
ਹਰ ਚਦਉਰ [har cadauri] See ਹਰਸਚਦ.
ਹਰਜ[11ਰਬ]']/) (3/; n loss, harm. 2A  67 scarcity,
want .  3 snare ,  noose .
ਹਰਜਛ [harjacch] Skt ਹਯਯ‘ਕ. yellow-eyed; lion.
“ a d I  sabad harjacch ucaro. ta pache a r I  pad
dc  daro.”--sanama. ‘lion’s enemy, the gun.’
ਹਰਜਛ ਅਰ [harjacch am] See ਹਰਜਛ.
ਹਰਜਛਨ ਨਦਨ [harjecchanI nadIni] which
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' produces sound like a lion’s roar, the gun.
—sanama.
ਹਰਜਨ [harjan] god’s creatures, holymen. See
ਹਰਜਨ.
ਹਰਜ [ h a r j a ]  P (-4,- n l o s s ,  h a r m .  2 '.’/‘-
everywhere, “har ja aSI ase sunyo karat ck te
dOI .  b I r a h I  b a d h a r I n  ke  badhe  el< d O I  te
1101.”-carItr 98. ‘Everywhere it is heard that
the sword severes a thing into two parts but
persons severed  by a sha rp  sword o f
separation become one.’
ਹਰਟ [harat]  S e e  ਹਰਹਟ.
ਹਰਣ [haran] See ਧ ਘ. n carrying from one
place to another; transportation. 2 pilfer, steal.
3 Skt ਹਰਣ. deer. “harna bajii te sIkdara.”—
var  mala m I .  '
ਹਰਣ ਹਣ [haran hona] xa v take to one’s heels,
run away like a deer. ‘
ਹਰਣਖ [hamakh Skt ਵਧਗ n a demon having
brown (go lden)  eyes .  “ t um dusat  ta re
harnakhe.”—nat  m 4. S e e  ਹਰਣਖਸ.
ਹਰਣਖ [harnakhe] like ਰਰਤ’ਕ. 866 ਹਰਣਖ.
ਹਰਣ [harna] v steal, pilfer. See ਹਰਣ. “partrIy
harna.”~BG. 2 S e e  ਚਰਣ,
ਹਰਣਖਸ [harnakhas] ,  ਹਰਣਖਸ [harnakhasu]  S e e
ਹਰਣਖ ਅਤ ਪਹਲਦ. “harnakhasu le nakhahu
bIdhasa.”—gaua m 1. See ਬਧਸ. “harnakhaso
dusatu har I  m a r I a  prahIlad taraIa.”—asa
chat m 4.
ਹਰਣਖ [harnakhi] Skt ਹਰਣਕ adj doe-eyed.
“harnakhi  l<u sacu van sunai.”—var ram 2 m
5. “son :  d h e  harnakhie.”—sava m 1 .
ਹਰਣ [harni] Skt hind, doe. 2 xa louse. 3 See
ਹਚਨ.
ਹਰਣਆ ਦ ਸਕਰ [hernia da sIkar] xa killing
of  lice.
ਹਰਣਟ [harnota] young deer, fawn.
ਹਰਤ [harat] See ਹਰਤ.'2 short for ਹਰਤ. “dukh
harat karta sukhah suami.”—dhana ਲਫ m 5.
ਹਰਤ [harta] Skt ਛਰ adj pilferer, thief. “atamghati
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harte.”—mala m 5. ‘They commit suicide and
are thieves.’ 2 one who  takes away or siezes.
3 destroyer. “dukh harta harInam pachano.”
-—bIIa m 9.
ਹਰਤਲ [hartal] Skt ਫਢਸ n a yellow-coloured
semi-metal used in various medicines, which
is also of  use to painters and writers. It has a
warm and  dehydra t ing  ef fec t .  Yellow
orpiment.‘ Physicians use it in various
medicines.
ਹਰਦਮ [hardam] a d v  with each breath, each
moment. 2 always.
ਹਰਦਸ [hardas] See ਹਰਦਸ. 2 Name of Guru
Ramdas’s father.
ਹਰਦਸਤਨਯ [hardastanay], ਹਚਦਸਤਨ
[hardastane], ਹਰਦਸਤਨ [hardastane] son of
Hardas, Guru Ram Das. “hardastane guru
ramdas  sar  abhar  bhare.”—saveye m 4 Re. See
ਹਚਦਸਤਨਯ.
ਹਰਦਨ [hardIn] adv eachday, daily, always.
“hard  I n  harISImranu  mere bhai.”—gau m 5.
2 Ski n Shiv’s day; 14‘“ of the dark fortnight
of Phagun.
ਹਰਦ [hardi] Skt ਹਰਦ n turmeric, L Curcuma
Longa; a tuber resembling ginger having
yellow colour. It is used for dyeing and for
imparting yellow colour to various dishes.
“kabir hardi  piari.”—s kabir.
ਹਰਦ [haradu] adv  both. “haradu gajé.”—gyan.
ਹਰਦਗ ਚਮਚ [hardegi camca] a ladle for use in
all cooking pots, i.e. one who moves in every
religious group and society to achieve his own
purpose.
devi  ko  bhagat  kabfi mirz'l ko  upasak he

das  sultan k0  a kabfi lalbegi he,
man me  he ੨1- aru mukh mahI  duji bat

param  pakhédi  nakh  sxkh  lo  pharebi he,
svarath ko  manat  he mukkh parmarath  ti:

‘ln Mahabharat and Harivansh it is mentioned that  yellow

orpiment originated from Vishnu’s semen.
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n i b u  ko nIcor  age karat rakebi he,
s igh  rup  dhari  anay mat ko  pracari bhari

path te nIkaro  jo camac hardegi  he.
ਹਰਦ [hardo]  S e e  ਹਰਦ.
ਰਚਦ ਸਰ [har do  sara] P l/»/; both the houses,
i.e. this world and the next world. See ਦਹ.
ਹਰਦਖ [hardokhi] Dg n Kam. 2 adj inimieal to
all; malevolent.
ਹਰਦ ਨਮਹ [hardo namoh] See ਠਮ'ਹਗੜ.
ਹਰ ਧਰ [har dhar] See ਹਲ ਧਰ. 2 See ਹਰਧਰ.
ਹਰਨ [haran] See  ਹਰਣ. “haran  bharan ja ka netr
phor.”-su1<hmani. ‘Giving and taking occurs
with the twinkling of  His eye.’ 2 destroy,
obliterate. “patak haran.”—GPS. 3 deer. “locan
haranvari dosan haranvari.”—GPS. ‘doe-eyed,
obliterator of  all blemishes.’ 4 gold.
ਹਰਨਕਸਧ [harankasap] See ਹਰਨਸਪ.
ਹਰਨ ਭਰਨ [haran bharan] See ਹਰਨ 1.
ਹਰਨ [harna] See ਹਰਣ.
ਹਰਨਖਸ lharnakhas] ,  ਹਰਨਖਸ [harnakhasu] See
ਹਰਣਖ ਅਤ ਪਹਲਦ. “harI harnakhas hare
paran.”—-g5d namdev. “harnakhasu j I n I
nakhah bIdarIo.”—bher  namdev.
ਹਰਨਖ [harnakhI] Harnakhas did. “prahIIad
jan harnakhI pakrIa.”—ma1i m 4.
ਹਰਨਛ [harnach], ਹਰਨਛਸ [harnachas] See ਹਰਣਖ
ਅਤ ਪਹਲਦ.
ਹਰਨ [harni] n doe. “harni sam fikh su srimatI
ki.”-GPS. 2 adj pilferer, bungler. “rat :  ki
prabhuta sagri harni.”—-GPS. ‘pilferer of all
the grace of  Kam’s wife.’
ਹਰਪਤ [harpat] See ਹਰ l ਅਤ ਪਤ. .
ਹਰਪਲਪਰ [harpalpur] a village in Rajpura tehsil
of Patiala state. At a short distance to its north,
there is a place dedicated to Guru Teg Bahadur.
Only sanctum in the form of  a platform exists.
No custodian has been appointed. Towards
the south of  Kauli railway station, there is a
four-mile long unmetalled road leading to this
place.



ਹਰਪਰ-
ਹਰਖਰ [herpur], ਹਰਪ'ਰ [harpurI] city of  Shiv,
Benares.
ਹਰਫ [harephlA J; n alphabet’s letter. “haraph
mItavet mel ker tahI.”—GPS. 2 edge of  the
sword. 3 extremity, verge. 4 a word requiring

, another word to complete the sense.
5 confabulation. 6 blame, censure. e.g. IO
keren nal mere utte hereph aOda he.
ਹਰਫਤ [herphat] P ....ਲਰਡ/ਯ plural of heref. 2 speech,
utterance.
ਹਰਬ [hereb] A 2'7 battle, warfare.
ਹਰਬਰ- [herber], ਹਰਬਰ [herberi] See ਹੜ ਬੜ.
2 See ਹਰਵਰ.
ਹਚਥਲ [herbal] Dg n army’s vanguard,
forefront.
ਹਚਬਣ [herban] See ਸਵਬਣ.
ea" [harem] Skt ਫਸ n fascinating mansion,
some palatial building, a temple. “kahfi sadhna
l<e herem.”—el<a1. “her-regi harem sevarIa.”
—var asa. epithet for the house of a rich
person. 2 A (7 area around Kaaba. 3 harem,
women’s quarters. 4 a married woman. 5 adj

, pious. 6 famous, known. 7 forbidden, unlawful.
8 something against religion and tradition.
ਹਰਮਨ ਪਆਰ [hermen pIara] adj beloved of
all; popular.
ਹਰਮ [herma] adj women living in a harem,
married women. See ਹਰਮ. 2 plural of ਹਰਮ.
“keha 50 pan taboli herma.”——asa e m I .
ਹਰਰਜ [her-roj] adv daily, always. “bade khoju
d 11 her-roj.”-t115g kebir.
ਹਰਰਗ [her-regi] adj of each hue.
ਹਰਵਰਖ [hervarekh] See ਹਰਵਰਖ.
ਹਰਵਰਆੲ [herverIai] n commotion,
perturbation. 2 haste, urgency.
ਹਰਵ [herva], ਹਰਵ [hervo] adj light. See ਹਰਵ.

sOder hervo bhar mehI gaI bejavc‘) tahI.”
-NP.
ਹਰੜ [herer] See ਹਰਤਕ. 2 corolia, resembling
myrobalan (terminalia chebula), made of  silk
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and gold thread; a kind of  knot at the end of  a
cord. 3 elephant’s trumpet. See ਹਰਤਤ.
ਹਰਵਤ [her-rat] onom. “her-rat hetth.”—ka1ki.
‘elephant’s trumpet.’
ਹਰ [hera] adj green. “segla benu hera.”—bIIa
che‘t m 4. 2 possessed of. “sxdh
semathera.”-saveye m 3 ke. 3 destroyed,
obliterated. See ਹ. vr “segal sehsa dukhu
hera.”—bI1a chat m 5. 4 n deerskin. “dunia
reg na ave nere jIU kusem patu gt  paku
hera.”—maru solhe m 5. 5 A 17 n ability,
capability. 6 Dg grandson.
ਹਰਸ [heras] P at}; n fear, dread. 2 Skt
decrease, diminution.
ਹਰਕਸ [herakes] P Jim whoever.
ਹਰਨ [heran] A w; adj astonished, amazed.
“men 1101 heran su vak kehe.”-NP. 2 See
ਚਰਠ.
ਹਰਨ [herani] P (}’/ਸ n astonishment,
amazement. 2 See ਚਰਨ.
ਹਰਫ' [heraph] A J]; altered, perverted.
ਹਰਮ [heram] A (V adj prohibited, excluded.
2 what religion bids to forsake. “maran pahI
heram mehI ho: helal ne jaI.”—var majh m
1. 3 impure. 4 famous, known. See ਹਰਮ 6.
5 sanctified. See ਹਰਮ 5.
ਹਰਮਖ'ਰ [haramkhor] P 1}]; adj eater of what
religion proscribes; he who draws unlawful
gains. “esakh cor haramkhor.’ ’—jepu.
ਹਰਮਖਰ [heramkhori] P dirt] unlawful gain,
corruption. 2ungratefulness, ingratitude. “11m
khaI kerehI heramkhori.”—maru m 5.
ਹਰਮਜਦ [heramjada] P ulfif bastard; born
ofillicit union.
ਹਰਮ [heramI], ਹਰਮ [herami] adj bastard. .
2 corrupt. 3 wicked.
ਹਰਰਤ [herarat] A can} n heat, warmth. 2 mild
fever.
ਹਰਵਲ [heravel] See ਹਰਲ.
ਹਰਵਲ [heravli] a mountain range of Rajputana



ਹ'ਰ
named after the Har lineage. 2 greenery,
verdure.
ਹਰ [ਸਸ] adj  short for ਹਰਤ. “dava aganI rahe
ਸਸ but.”—ram a m 5. green plants. 2 all,
everyone.  “ h a r I  bhave  h a r I  n I s t a r e . ”
—gau m 4. 3 adv having stolen. “ਸਸ dhan
pap karét.”—saloh. 4 Skt (ਛ-qc )  n Vishnu.
“dasrk asur ਸਸ ghae.”—hajare 10. 5 Krishan.
6 Paundrak Vasudev. “aI tryo ਸਸ ਸਸ
so.”‘—krIsan. ‘Kr i shan  a n d  Paundrak
Vasudcv combated with each other in a fight.’
7 the Creator.  “ b I n  ha r I  nam na  bacan
pehe.”—hajare 10. “ਸਸ sighasanu  diau SIrI
guru tah bethayau.”—saveye m 5 ke. 8 moon.
“ਸਸ so mukh he.”—c5di I .  9 lion. 1 0  sun .
“ਸਸ vés VIkhe  avtar  bhae.”—GPS. 11 parrot.
12 snake. 13 monkey. “hat raven ko l Iy  ség
camu harI.”—GPS. 14 frog. 15 air. 1 6  horse.
1 7  Yam, the god o f  death.  1 8  Brahma.
l 9  Indar. 20  ray, beam (of  light). 21 peacock.
22 cuckoo. 23 swan. 24  fire. 25  water. See
ਖਨ. 26 yellow colour. 27 way, path.
28  mountain. 29  elephant. 3 0  lotus. 31 king.
32 bumblebee. 33 gold. “srfg dhare ਸਸ
dhenu hajara.”—krIsan. 34 Kamdev, Cupid.
35 dear. 36 jungle. See ਦ‘. 37 cloud “ghan
syam bIrajat ਸ ਸਸ, ratka bIddulta.”
—krrsan. 38 sky. 39 bow. 40 arrow. 41 sword.
“karaddhar ks  harI.”—c5di I .  42 conchshell.
“nad pracéd sunyo ਸਸ 1<ਹ.”-1<ਸ5ਰਗ.
43 sandalwood. “hI  rad palas 55g ਸਸ buhia.”
-bIIa a m 4. 44 ਸਸ ੦561911, a heavenly tree.
“parjat ਸਸ ਸਸ rukhu.”-todi m 5. God is
identified with parjat and ਸਸ c5dan trees.

Many instances o f  the usage of  ਸਸ are
found in the saveye given below:
(a) “ਸਸ so  mukh he  harti dukh  he,

੪11<ਟ harhar  prabha harni he.
(b) locan h'é ਸਸ se  sarse,
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ਸਸ se  bharute ਸਸ si  barni he.
(c)  keharI so  kata, calbo ਸਸ,

pe ਸਸ ki harni tarni he.
(d)  he  kar me ਸਸ pe  ਸਸ so,

ਸਸ rup k Iye  ਸ!“ ki dharni he.”—c5di I .
(a)  Her face is moon-like, she effaces distress,
her locks steal the grandeur of  Shiv’s snake.

(b) Her eyes excel the lotus flower, her eye-
brows are like a bow and eyelashes are like
arrows.

(0) Her midriff is like that of  a lion, her pace
resembles that of an elephant and she excels
Cupid’s paramour in beauty.

(d)  She, having in her hand a sword that shines
like the sun, and with her charming form, looks
like Shiv’s better half. ‘
ਹਰਓ [ਸਸ੦] adj green. 2 stole. 3 effaced.
ਹਚਅ'ਉਖਧ [harIaukhadhu] n divine medicine.
“harIaukhadhu  ja kau gurI dia.”—gaum 5.
ਹਰਅਰ [ਸਸ-ਰਸ] enemy of Indar, Meghnad
(son of  Ravan). “harIarI phIryo  sakruddh.”
—ramav. 2 elephant’s enemy, lion. 3 enemy of
the sun, night.~—sanama.
ਹਰਆ [harIa] adj green. “jams harIa khet.”
—asa m 4. 2 cheerful. “tan man thive harIa.”
—mfidavr_n'. 3 stolen. 4 effaced, destroyed.
5 of  the Divine, of  the Creator. “ਸਸ utam
ਸਸ?! nam he.”—-var kan m 4.
ਹਰਆ [ਸਸਫ] See ਵਲ. _
ਹਥਆਉ [harIaU], ਹਚਆਇ [harIaI] ,  ਹਚਆਇਓ
[har Ia]  adj (animal) attracted to a green
field; eater of  green grass. 2 parasite, sponge.
“q kIrkhe harIa pasua.”—gau m 5.' “jesa
pasu harIaU tesa sfisar sabh.”—asa m 5.
ਹਰਆੲ [harIai] n greenery. 2 durba grass;
soft grass “uth dObe carIye harIai.”-NP.
ਹਚਅਰ [har Ia ra ] ,  ਹਰਆਲ [ha r I a l a ]  adj
greenish, green, verdant.

m [harIavall line of greenery.
2 greenery, verdure.
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ਰਚਅ-'ਵਲ [harIavla] adj green, verdant.
2 blossoming tree. “gurmukhI brahamu
harIavla.”-sr1' a m 3.
ਹਰਅਥਰ [harI-ébar] deerskin. 2 elephant’s
skin. 3 lion’s skin. “jaha bathe har harI-ébar
k0 darke.”—C5di I .
ਹਚਅ'ਮਤ [harIémrIt] n ambrosial name (of
the Divine). 2 tears of  bliss. “harI émrIt  bhine

. IOIna.”—asa chét m 4.
ਹਰਏ [harIe] See ਹਰਏ.
ਹਰ ਸਕਤਨ [harI saktanIl—sanama. army
having the strength of  a lion. 2 army equipped
with bows and spears.-—sanama.
ਹਰਸਚਦ [harIscédra] Skt ਛਯਦਸ. 28‘h raja of
the solar dynasty who  was  son of  Trishanku.
He was famous for compassion and justice.
It is written in Mahabharat that because'of
having performed the Rajsuy sacrifice and his
extreme charity, he went to Indarlok (lndar’s
paradise). In Markandey Puran it is mentioned
that one day when Harishchandar had gone
out-for hunting, he heard the lamentations of
Vidyakala who, in the guise of  women, were
wa i l i ng  in fear  o f  Vishvamitar .  When
Harishchandar proCeeded to save the
distressed women, Vishvamitar got enraged.
At this the women disappeared and the raja
was taken aback. Being a Brahman,
Vishvamitar asked for some  donation and the
raja replied that he was ready to  donate
whatever was asked for. Vishvamitar took all
the  wealth of  the king and left him with only
one dress of t ree  bark and his son and wife.
Thus deprived, Harishchandar left his capital
and set out for Benares. But the pitiless sage
was waiting there to torture him even more
and demanded from the raja a present to fulfil
his vow of donation. Suppressing his feelings,
Harishchandar sold his son, wife and even
himse l f  t o  a c5dal  ( w h o ,  in fac t ,  was
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Dharamraj). The cédal sent him to the
crematory to  fetch shrouds of  the dead bodies.
He spent twelve months there doing  this menial
job. One day his wife Veshya brought, for
cremation, the dead body of  his own son Rohit'
who had died o f  snakebite. Both of them
recognized each other and wanted to immolate
themselves on the funeral pyre of  their son.
But Harishchandar did not want to do so
without the permission of  his master, cédal,
and was firm in peforming his duty. Pleased
at  th is ,  a l l  t h e  gods ,  accompanied  by
Dharamraj and Vishvamitar, appeared on the
scene. lndar told Harishchandar that the
latter’s wife and son had conquered heaven
with their virtuous deeds. Harishchandar
replied that without the permission of his
master, the cadal, he could not proceed to
heaven. At this Dharamraj appeared before
him in t h e  fo rm o f  the  cada'l. Then  '
Harishchandar said that he Would not go to
heaven without the company of  his subjects.
lndar agreed to this wish of  his as well, and
when Vishvamitar performed the coronation
of  his son Rohit, Harishchandar went to
heaven, along with his friends and subjects.
In order to destroy the results of  Harishchandar’s
meritorious deeds,  Narad Muni, through
deception, made him indulge in self  praise. For
this Harishchandar was ousted from heaven.
During the course o f  his fall from heaven, he
begged pardon for his lapse and was pardoned.
So he halted on his way to the earth.

Now, Harishchandar and his subjects live
in an airy city called Harishchandarpur of
which various names, such as sobhnagar,
harIcédari, gédharav nagar, CI trIm, sikot, etc,
have been fancied.

' ln  Purans his name is also mentioned as Rohtashv

also.
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In fact, Harchandauri is nothing; like a ਹਚਸਘਸਣ [harIsfghasanu], ਹਚ'ਸਘਸਨ
mirage it is an imaginary formation in the fog.
Sometimes, before the winter sun rays become
brighter, in the desert or near the sea coast,
images of  various real or imaginary objects
become visible in the thick fog. In district Hissar
and the sandy expanses by the sea coast, the
spectacle of Harchandauri looks very exquisite.
A person, not having seen it before, craves to
stroll through beautiful houses, palaces, forts
and gardens. But as  the sunrays get brighter,
the fog starts thinning out and the whole
structure (of l-larchandauri) disappears from
the  sight.  Colonel  Todd writes  that  once,  during
a seajoumey, he felt that a ship of  I-larchandauri
would soon collide with their ship and reduce it
to smithereens. In fright he raised an alarm as
he was worried about his life. But the officers
of  the ship, who were aware of  reality, started
laughing and Todd felt humiliated.

The  metaphor  o f  Harchandaur i  o r
Gandharab Nagar has been used in Gurbani
for the ephemeral and mundane objects.
“pekhu harIEadaurri asthIrU kIchU nahi.”
—asa ché t  m 5. “ d r I s a t I  dekhu  jese
harIcéduri.”—asa,m 5. “mrIg trIsna pekhI
bhulne vuthe  nagar  g5dharb.”—saveye m 5.
ਹਰ ਸਜਣ [harI sajjan] adj Creator’s friend.
2 friend-like Creator.
ਹਰਸਰ [harIsar] n Amritsar, which is the
Creator’s tank. 2 holy congregation. “harIsar
nIrmaII  nae.”—suhi chét  m 4.
ਹਰਸਰ [harIsarI] in the Mansarovar lake.
“nIrmal  hésa prem p I a r I .  har Isar I  vase
haume marI.”—majh a m 3. i.e. in the holy
company. 2 in the Creator’s tank, in the holy
company.  3 n r iver  l ike t h e  Creator’s
discourse. “harI  sar I  t irathI janI manua
naIa.”—var mala m 1. 4 river Ganga.
ਹਚਸਰ lharIsarU] Creator like lake. 2 Amritsar.

[harIsighasan] the Creator’s throne. 2 the
heart of  the devout. 3 Indar’s throne. 4 golden
throne.
ਹਰ ਸ ਕਰਤ [harI si karbha] radiance like that
of  the sunrays.
ਹਰ ਸਵਕ [harI sevak] the Creator’s servant.
“harI  scvak nahi  jam pir.”—bIIa m 5.
ਹਰ ਸਗਤ [harI ségatI] Sikh community,
congregation of  devout Sikhs. “vad bhagi harI
ségatI pavahi.”—majh m 4.
ਹਰ ਸਗ [harI ségi] adj the Creator’s
companion;  saint,  devotee.
ਹਚਸਤ [1ਇ8v੮] adj a devotee of Vishnu. “sun
bhupatI ya jagat me dukhi rahI t  harIsét.”
—krIsan. 2 the Creator’s servant, devotee of
the Lord. “harI séta no  how thau nahi.”—asa
chét  m 4.
ਹਰਸਪ [harIs‘épe] n divine treasure; spiritual
Wealth. “harI  sap:  nanak  gharI take.”-—bavan.
ਹਰ ਹਰ ਛਡ [harI harI chetrl the place where
God effected the release o f  the elephant
gripped by an octopus. It is situated on the
bank of  river Ganga, about five miles away
from Patna. A large fair is held here on the
fullmoon day of  the month of  Kattak, in which
many elephants are brought for sale.‘
ਹਰ ਹਰ ਰਖ [harI harI rukhu] See ਹਰ 44.
ਹਰ ਹ [harI ha] vocative. O God ! the words
“harI  ha”  have been used a t  the end o f
phunahe chats in the same way as “ho !” has
been used in the last line of  am“ .  See ਪਨਹ.
ਹਚਕ [harIk] adv every. 2 Skt ਭਰਤ part without,
except, sans. 3 forsaking, renouncing. 4 near.
“hIraktva hrIdan5.—-gyan. ‘you are near the
heart.’
ਹ'ਰਕਥ [harrkatha] narration of the Creator’s
glory. “hahe harIkatha bujhu tfi mure !.”—asa
pati m 3.

'Comparc it with ਗਜ 3.
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ਹਰਕਰਮ [harIkaram] adj devout actions. “kar
harIkaram sravan harIkatha.”—sukhmani.
ਹਚਕਗਹ [harI ka nh] abode of the Divine,
the world. 2 human body. 3 congregation. 4 pure
conscience. 5 Harimandir. 6 Gurdwara.
ਹਰ ਥ ਪੜ [harI ki poi-i] meritorious act, a
step towards union with the Divine. 2 a step
of  the tank atAmritsar, behind Harimandir on
the side of Dukhbhanjani. 3 Per Hindu belief,
the step of  the stairs of  river Ganga, near
Brahamkund, at Haridwar.
ਹਰਕਰਤਨ [harIkirtan],  ਹਚਕਰਤਨ [harIkirtanU]
chanting  of  the Creator’s glory. 2 chanting of
Gurbani. “harIkirtanu gurmukhI jo sunte.”
-bavan.
ਰਹ ਕ ਲਕ [harI 1<e lok], ਹਰ ਕ ਲਗ [harI ke
log] saintly people.  “ha r I  ke  lok S I  s'ac
suhele.”—bher a m I .  “harI saranagat  harI 1<e
log.”——guj a m 1.
ਹਰਕਸਨ ਸ'ਤਗਰ ‘[ਜਰਗਫਗਙਗ satIguru] the
eighth Guru of  the Sikhs. He was born in the
house of Guru Hari Rai to Mata  Krishan Kaur,
on Monday the 8‘h of Sawan (10‘h of dark
fortnight) Sammat 1713 (7lh July, 1656), at
Kiratpur and was invested with Guruship on
8th of Kattak, Sammat 1718 (7"‘ October 1661).
On  a complaint of  Baba Ram Rai, Aurangzeb
summoned him to  Delhi where due  to smallpox
he breathed his last on  the 14th of  the bright
fortnight (3rd o f  Baisakh) Sammat 1721 (30…
March 1664), Bala Sahib and Bangla Sahib,
are two holy places in Delhi, consecrated to
his memory. His Guruship lasted for 2 years,
5 months and 26  days. “sri harIkrIsan taie
j: to dI the  sabh dukh jaI.”—c5d1' 3.
ਹਰਗਲ [harxgal] narration of the Creator’s
glory. “her:  gal galoie.—var vac! m 4.
ਹਚਗਤ [harIgita], ਹਰਗਤਕ [harIgitIka] a
poetic metre. Its stanza has four lines, each
line having 28 matras. The first pause is at the
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16lh matra and the second at the final 12…-
Each line ends  with laghu  gum  or a ragan, that
is, SIS.

Example:
“33t dron  gI r I  var  SIkhar  tar nar,

pap karam bhae mano,
uth bhaj  dharm  sabharm  hve  chamkét

damanI so mano.” .. -1<ਕ_1~1_qf .ਥਥ _
(b) There is a second form o‘f’this metre

wherein the first pause comes at the 13‘h
matra, the second at the final 15‘h and a ragan
at the end of  the line..This form is also known
as satpata and pedi (peri).

Example :
“phIr  kar sagre nagar  me,

mardana  ur akulaIke,
bathe sri nanak jahé,

tahI thakIt su bssyo aIke,
sri  mukh  so  bujhat bhaye,

t I h  badanahI  bIka l  nIharks,  `
b I n  rabab avan  bhayo,

a bIrtha bhanahu sudharke.”—NP.
ਹਚਗਣ [harIgun] the Creator’s qualities.
“harIgun  gavahI and  mu jage.”-—maru soIhe
m 3.
ਹਰਗਬਦ [harIgubfd] See ਹਰਗਬਦ. 2 Krishan
“harIgub’fd par  laran SIdhava.  harlgubéd par
t I m  I h  ava.”—GPS. As  the god of  death had
assaulted Krishan similarly Abdul Khan
mounted assault on  Guru Hargobind.
ਹਰਗਰ [harI guru] adj Satguru like the Divine.
2 the Guru who frees his disciple from
aberrations and blemishes. “harIguru nanak
jinx parSIo  te I t  u t  sada  mukte.”—savcye m 5
ke.
ਹਰਗਪਲ [harIgopal] See ਬਸਭਰ ਦਸ.
ਹਰਗਬਦ [harIgobfd] See ਖਰ ਸਹਬ. 2 See
ਹਰਗਬਦ ਸਤਗਰ. 3 See ਖਸਲ ਸਘ. .
ਹਰਗਬਦ ਸਤਗਰ [harIgobfd satIguru] the
sixth Guru of the Sikhs. He was born of Guru
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Arjan Dev  and Mata Ganga, at village Vadali
on 21St Harh  (6… of  the dark fortnight) Sammat
1652 (14… June, 1595). He  received religious
teaching from Baba Buddha. He contracted
three marriages with—

(a) Damodri, the daughter of  Naraindas o f
ਰ Dalla  village on  12‘h o f  Bhadon, Sammat 1661.

(b) Nanki, the daughter o f  Harichand o f
Bakala, on  8th Baisakh Sammat 1670.

(c) Mahadevi, the daughter o f  Daya Ram
(Dvara) o f  Mandial i ,  on l l ‘h  Sawan, Sammat
1672.

Guru Hargobind, the spiritual hero and true
mentor, had five sons (Baba Gurditta, Suraj
Ma l ,  An i  Ra i ,  Atal  Rai, and Guru  Teg Bahadur)
and one daughter named B i r o .  H e  was
invested wi th  Guruship on  29‘h Jeth (14‘h day
o f  the dark fortnight) Sammat 1663 (25… May
1606). At  the t ime  o f  accession, he gave up  the
previous convention of  wearing black woollen
cap and instead wore  an aigrette on his turban
and carried two swords o f  chieftainship and
religious headship. Having  viewed  the decline
o f  India, he  felt the  need  to  preach  va lour  a long
with spiritual awareness. He raised the Akal
Bunga, facing the Harimandir, in Sammat 1665.
He  got Guru Arjan Dev’s shrine built  at Lahore
i n  Sammat 1669.  Dur ing  Sammat 1670-71, he
lived at places l ike  Daroli,  etc. In Sammat 1684,
he helped Mohan and Kalato  inhabit Mehraj i n
Malwa  and, i n  the same year, he got constructed
Kaulsar  tank. In Sammat 1685,  he  got Bibeksar
constructed for the devout Sikhs.

As  against the conciliatory policy  of Akbar,
Jahangir, on  the instigation o f  some people,
started doubting  the Sikhs and the fifth Guru
was martyred, Guru  Hargobind exhorted his
fol lowers to  become mi l i tant and to keep
weapons for self-defence. At this, Jahangir
confined the Guru in the Gwalior fort. This
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incident did  not lower  the esteem o f the  Guru
but raised his  status in  the eyes o f the  people.
Some leading Muslims persuaded the emperor
to  release the Guru. Consequently, the emperor
not only  released the Guru  but  also mainained
friendly ties wi th  him. But  when, i n  Sammat
1685, Shahjahan ascended the throne, he
adopted a strict policy  towards the Sikhs. As
a result,  the  s ix th  Guru  had  to  fight four battles
i n  self  defence, against the army o f  the Mughal
emperor Shahjahan.

(a) The first battle took place i n  Sammat
1685,  against  the  Mugha l  commander  Mukh l i s
Khan ,  at  Amri tsar .

(b) The second encounter took place against
Abdulla Khan, the governor o f  Jalandhar, i n
Sammat 1687, at Sri  Hargobindpur.

(c) The third  battle was fought i n  Sammat
1688 at Gurusar, near Mehraj , against the
Mughal commander Qamarbeg. After this
battle, the Guru  blessed Phool wi th  the reign
o f a  kingdom.l See ਫਲ.

(d) The fourth battle was fought i n  Sammat
1691, at Kartarpur, against the soldiers o f  Kale
Khan  and Painde Khan,  etc. After this battle,
the Guru moved to Kiratpur  but continued the
task of  imparting religious teaching. He  spread
the doctrine o f  Sikhism far and wide and
showed the path o f  salvation to  lacs o f  people
i n  Kashmir, Pilibhit, Bar  and Malwa.  He  was
able to  bring  around many Muslims  to  the Sikh
fold. He sent Udasis far and wide to unfurl
the flag of  Guru  Nanak. .

He  passed on  the Guruship to  his  capable
grandson Har Rai and breathed his last on 7th
Chet (the 5th day o f  the bright fortnight),

I M a n y  historians have erroneously written  that the Phool

dynasty was blessed by the seventh Guru  but  the fact

is that he only confirmed the blessings bestowed by  his
grandfather.
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Sammat 1701 (the 3rd March 1644).' The
name o f  his memorial at Kiratpur is “Fatal
Puri”. See ਕਰਤਪਰ.

His Guruship lasted for 37 years, 10 months
and 7 days and his life span comprised 48 years
8 months and 15 days. “arjun hargobfdu nu
sxmra  e harIraI.”—c§di 3.
ਹਰਗਬਦਪਰ [harIgobidpur] See ਸ ਗਬਦਪਰ,
ਹਰਗਬ'ਦ [harIgobfdu], ਹਚਗਵਦ [harIgovid]
See ਹਰਗਬਦ, “harIgobidu rakhxo parmesarI .”
—guj m 5.  “ h a r I g o v f d u  g u r I  r a k h I a . ”
—sor m 5.
ਹਰਚਦ [harIcad] See ਹਰਸਚ-ਦ. 2 See ਹਰਚਦ.
ਹਰਚਦਉਰੜ [harIcédaur-ri], ਹਰਚਦਉਰ
[harIcadauri] See ਹਰਸਚਦ.
ਹਰਚਦਨ [harIcadan], ਹਰਚ'ਦਨ [harIcadanU] Skt
n a kind  of  white sandal tree (santalum album), '
the fragrance of  which turns the neighbouring
trees also fragrant. “ram paras cadan ham
kasat  losatu,  harI  sagI hari satIsagu bhae harI
kacanu cadanu  kine.”—dhana m 4. ‘God is the
philosophers’ stone and as  also the sandal tree,
we are the wood and the iron.’ 2 one o f t h e
trees in heaven.  866ਸਰਤਰ. 3 moonlight.  4 lotus
pollen.
ਹਰਚਦਰ [harIchadari] See ਹਰਸਚਦ.
ਹਚਜ [harIj] See ਹਰਜ 2 n lotus springing from
water. 3 tree. 4 day that emerges from harI
(the sun).—sanama.
ਹਚਜ ਅਰ [harIj an]  the day emerging from
ban  ( the  sun) and its enemy, the night.
—sanama. 2 a tree coming out of  her:  (water),
and its enemy, the elephant.—sanama.
ਹਚਜਸ [}1੩1'^ ]ਰ5],ਹਰਜਸ [harIjasu] praise ofthe
Creator. “harI jasu karat s a t  d I n u  r a t I . ”
—sul<hmani. 2 See ਜਤ ਮਤ.
ਹਰਜਛ [harIjacch] See ਹਰਜਛ. ~
'Some  historians have erroneously confused the date  of

the  demise  o f  Baba  Gurditta  in Sammat 1695, with that

of the sixth Guru.
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ਹਚਜਛਨ ਨਦਨ [harijacchanI nadanI] See
ਹਰਜਛਨਨਦਨ.

' ਹਰਜਨ [harIjan] n creatures of the Creator,
the saintly people. “harIjan harI atar nahi.”
—s m 9.
ਹਰਜਨ [harIjani] pious and saintly people. “Ih
bicari harIjani.”—basz3t m 5.
ਹਰਜਨ lharIjan] See  ਹਰਜਨ. “]'0 saca harIjan.”
—var mm m 4. 2 vehicle of Vishnu, gator.
3 lndar’s vehicle, Airavat. 4 the sun’s vehicle,
horse. _
ਹਰਜਨ [harIjane] o f t h e  pious people. “carni
aIpave  harIjane.  ”—1<aII m 4.
ਹਰਜਨ [harIjan], ਹਰਜਨ [harIjani] See ਹਰਜਨ
ਅਤ ਹਰਜਨ. “vicarI dItha  harIjani.”  —var vad
m 4.
ਹਰਣ [harm] Skt n deer.
ਹ'ਰਣਖ [harInakhi] See ਹਰਣਖ.
ਹਚਣ [harInil Skt n female deer, doe.
ਹਰਤ [harIt] Skt adj green. “harIt vast tan'
dhare.”—paras. 2 See ਨਤ.
ਹ'ਰਤ [harIta] short for ਹਰਤਲ. “1a: tans
harIta.”—krrsan. 2 greenery, vegetable. 3 See
ਹਰਤ.
ਹਰਤ [harItal] Skt n yellow orpiment. See
ਹਰਤਲ. 2 a kind ofyellowish-green pigeon.
ਹਰਦਸ [harIdas]  servant of  the Creator. “caran
malahu harIdasna.”—g5c_1 m 4. ‘Massage the
feet of the Creator’s creature.’
ਹਚਦਸਨ [harIdasna] of the Creator’s
creature. See ਹਰਦਸ.
ਹਚਦਯਲ [harIdayal] an astrologer, resident
of  Talwandi, who was family priest of  Baba
Kalu. He prepared the horoscope of Guru
Nanak Dev. 2 See ਬਣ 5.
ਹਰਦਰ [harIdar] See ਹਰਦਰ.
ਹਰਦਰਸਨ [harIdarsan] intuitive vision of the
supreme O n e  th rough  self - real izat ion.
2 philosophy ofSikhism,  doctrine ofthe  faith
articulated by Guru Nanak Dev. “harIdarsanu
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pave vadbhagI.”—asa m 3. 3 Sikh religion.
“harIdarsan ke jan mukatI na magahI .”—kalI
a m 4. .
ਹਰ ਦਰਸਨ ਕ ਜਨ [harIdarsan ke jan] people
having faith in the religion of  Guru Nanak Dev,
the Sikhs. “harIdarsan ke jan mukatI no
magahI.”—kaII a m 4.
ਹਚਦਰਸਨ [harIdarsanI] through the glimpse
o f  the Creator’s vision. “harIdarsanI
trIptai.”—g5d m 4. .
ਹਚਦਰਸਨ [harIdarsanU] Sec ਹਰਦਰਸਨ.
ਹਚਦਰ [harIdaru] gateway for realising the
Creator; congregation of  true believers, the
Sikh community. “harIdaro seve  alakh
abheve.”-sri chét m 5.
ਹਰਦਸ [harIdas] a physician, resident of
Talwandi, who came to cure Guru Nanak Dev
from some illness and to whom the latter then
recited this salok, “ved bulaIa vsdgi.”
2 See ਰਮ ਦਸ ਸਤਗਰ. The name of the father
of  Guru Ram Das is written as hardas and
harIdas. 3 a person of  the Vij lineage who
was a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev; and the
Guru instructed that he (Vij) should first serve
food. 4 ajailor of  the Gwalior fort who became
a disciple of  Guru Hargobind. 5 a yogi o f
Kankhal who, in February 1837, performed
before Maharaja Ranjit Singh a feat of  going
into deep meditation for 4 0  days. The
Maharaja got him locked up in a box, buried in
the ground and an guard was posted at the
spot. When on the fortieth day, the yogi was
taken out o f  the box, he wasjust like a corpse.
His disciples revived him with the help of
massage, etc. The Maharaja gave a large sum
of  money to the yogi. Dr. MacGregor and
some other European historians have given an
eyewitness account of this episode. 6 adj
God’s servant. “harIdasan ki agIa manat te
nahi phunI garabh paran.”——sar m 5.
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ਹਚਦਸਸਤ [harIdas-sut], ਗਰਦਸਤਨ’ਯ
[harIdastanay], ਹਰਦਸਤਨ [harIdastane] son of
Hardas, i.e. Guru Ramdas.
ਹਰ ਦਨ [harI dIn] See ਹਰ ਵਸਰ.
ਹਰਦਬਣ [harIdiban], ਹਰਦਵਨ [harIdivan] the
court o f  the Creator, religious congregation,
or community of  the Sikhs. “jo mIlIa harI
diban 510, so sabhni dibani mIlIa.”—var  sn'
m 4. ‘He who is a member o f  the Sikh
congregation is a member o f  every religious
community ofthe  world.’
ਹਰਦਆਰ [harIduar] Sce ਹਰਦਰ. “sukhu pavahI
harIduar parani.”——gau m 5.
ਹਰਦ [harIdr] Skt turmeric-coloured. See ਹਰਦ.
ਹਚਦ [harIdra] See ਹਰਦ-
ਹਰਦਰ [harIdvar], ਹਰਦਰ [harIdvara] door
or means of spiritual-realization, holy
congregation. 2 knowledge of  the self  (soul).
3 per Hindu faith, a famous bathing place at
river Ganga, near Kankhal, in district
Saharanpur (U.P.). It is also called Brahamkund.
“nah: mIlie harIdvara.”—sora m 5. Mayapur
is another name for Haridwar.
ਹਰਧਉਲ [harIdhaul] See ਹਚਧਲ. .
ਹਰਧਨ [harIdhan], ਹਚਧਨ [harIdhanu] the
wealth of  the Creator’s name. “harIdhan ke
bharIlehu bh5dar.”—sukhmani. “harIdhanu
saci raSI he.”~—var gau 2 m 5.
ਹਰਧਰ [harIdhar] cloud. 2 tank (of water).
3 river.—sanama. .
ਹਰਧਰ ੲਸਰਸਤ [harIdhar Israstra] a noose
' i.e. the weapon of  Varun who is the master of

water contained in a tank or flowing in a river.
—sanama.
ਹਰਧ'ਲ [harIdhol] the white mansion of Indar,
paradise “Itno sukh na harIdhalan ko.”
—1<rIsan.
ਹਰਨਖ [harInakh], ਹਰਨਖ'ਸ [harInakhas] See
ਹਰਣਖ ਅਤ ਪਹਲਦ.
ਹਰਨਮ [harInam] Skt ਫਯਸ the Creator’s
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name, sa t Inam vahguru. “harInam rasna
kahan.”—bIIa a m 5. 2 a kind o f  bean,
digestible pulse. See ਮਗ.
ਹਰਨਰ [harInarI] illusion, the phenomenal
w o r l d .  2 an  a rdent  devo tee ,  who  regards
himself as the Creator’s consort. “harInarI
suhagne ! sat rég mane.”—bIha chét  m 5.
ਹਰਨ'ਞ [harInav] See ਹਰਨਮ. “harInave nalI
gala harInave nalI  maslatI.”—var vad m 4.
2 ferry-like Creator whose name ferries one
across the ocean-like world.
ਹਰਨ [harIni] See ਹਰਣ. 2 army comprising
elephants.—sanama. 3 the earth.—sanama.

al‘aue[har1pad],uf%ug [harIpadu] fourth state
of the soul. “harIpad cinI bhae se mukte.”
—bh£r a m 1.
ਹਰਪ'ਰ [harIpur] paradise, heaven. 2 world of
Vishnu. “ta d I n  so sukh jagat me harIpur me
ha nahI.”  —carItr 103. 3 celestial firmament,
abode of hen (the sun) “harIpur pur sar.”
—ram. ‘The  finnament was filled with arrows.’
ਹਰਪਚ [harIparI] 'See ਹਰ ਕ ਪੜ. “le harIpar
acman ae.”—GPS. >
ਹਚਪਯ [harIprIya] Vishnu’s consort, Lakshmi
(Lachhmi). 2 a poetic metre which has four
lines, each line has 46  matras with three
pauses, each after the twelfth matra; the
fourth pause is at the final tenth matra, the
last matra being a guru. ‘

Example:
“dhare pat VI VIdh rag, hir cir VI mal 5g,

ratanan manImal subhra bhukhan amol hi,
damanI chabI chatakar, damkat ur  mukt-har,

man]: gen phanI nil ka t I ,  manIk  atol hi .”
—saloh.

Guru Tegh Bahadur’s hymns in the  jejavéti
rag are also in this metre.

Example:
“re man, kaun gatI  hOI he teri‘.?...
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manas  k0  janam lin, SImran  nahI  nImakh  kin,
dara sukh bha2 din, pagahu pari beri...”
3 See ਚਚਰਆ ਦ ਰਪ 2.
ਹਰਬਣ [harIban] Cupid’s arrow. 2 arrow of
God’s name .  “ h a r I b a n e  praharanah .”
--gatha. 3 See ਸਵ ਬਣ 2.
ਹਚਬਣ [harIbani] the eternal Word, Guru’s
utterance. “ m I I I  satIS5gI boli harIbani.”
-—majh m 4.
ਹਰਬਲ ਮਨ [harIbol mana] name of a poetic
metre which is also known as tIlka. It has
four lines and each line comprises two sagans:
IIS, IIS.

Example:
“karunalay h‘é. arIghalay  hE. _
khalkhédan he. mahxmédan  hé.”—japu.

ਹਰਬਸ [harIbés] See ਹਰਵਸ. 2 a bard who
became a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev. His
poetic compositions have been included in
bhatt'a' d e  saveye.  “ h a r I b 5 5  jagatx-jasu
sécaryau.”—saveye m 5 ke. 3 an ascetic who
underwent religious austerities to  attain self-
realization after having become a devotee of
Guru Arjan Dev. He was an ardent admirer
of  Bhai Gurdas and preached the message
expressed in his poetic compositions.
ਹਰਭਗਤ [harIbhagat] devotee Of the Creator.
2 a nIréjania of  village J andiala. He  got Sardar
Mehtab Singh of  Mirankot arrested at Lahore.
Haribhagat also got  many  rewards for getting
killed many other Sikhs. '
ਹਰਭਗਤ [harlbhagau]. contemplation of the
Creator. “harIbhagatI harI ka pIar  he.”—sri
m 3.
ਹਰਭਗਤ [harIbhagat] devotees of the Creator.
“te harI ke jan sadhu harIbhagat.”—sar m 4
partal.
ਹਰਤ [harIbha] the Creator’s luminosity.
2 spiritual light. “her: or dhario gurI

'This first verse o f  that o f  the pause. 2 F o r  the sake o f  the metre, it i s  pronounced as bhayo.
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harIbha.”—prabha m 4. ਰ
ਹਰ ਭਵ [harI bhsfiu] remembrance of the
Creator. See ਤਬ.

Ufa-Fair [harI marag] pathway to the Creator.
2 the Sikh way. “mo kau harImaragI paIa.”
—majh m 5.
ਹਰਮਰਗ [harImaragI] in the pathway to the
Creator. “ohu harI marag apI  calda, horna
no harImaragI pae.”—var majh m 4.
ਹਰਮਲ [harImala] introspecting over the
Creator. 2 mental rosary comprising involuntary
repetition of the Word. “harImala or 5tarI
dhars.”—asa m 5. .
ਹਰਮਲ [harImIIa] adj who has realised the
Divine, who has attained self-realisation. “ham
jivahI dekhI harImIle.”—natm 4.
ਹਰਮਦਰ [harImédar], ਹਰਮਦਰ [harImédarU],
ਹਰਮਦਰ [harImfad Ir]  palace of the Divine, the
world. “harImédar t jagat he.”—prabha a m
3. 2 human body. “harImédam ehu sarir he.”
—prabha a m 3. 3 holy congregation.
“harImédar soi akhie thahU harIjata.”—var
ram 1 m 3. 4 the magnificent mansion got built
by Guru Arjan Dev as Temple ofthe Divine in
the midst of  a pool of  water at Amritsar. “harI
jape harImédar saa sét bhagat gun gavahI
ram.”—su1u' chétm 5. See ਅਮਤਸਰ. 5 abode of
the sixth Guru in Kiratpur. 6 birthplace of Guru
Gobind Singh at Patna. 7 a Hindu Temple.
“kahO kahyo harrmédar me harI,  kahO masit
ke bic pramanyo.”—saveye 33. -
ਹਰਯਨ [harIyan] See ਹਰਜਨ 2-3 and 4.
ਹਰਰਸ [119ਡਸ੪5],ਹਚਰਸ [harIraso] relish of  the
Creator’s name. “pie harIrasu bahorI  na
trIsna lags aI.”-an§do. 2 ecstasy of spiritual
knowledge. “harIras uparI avaro l<Ia
kahie?.”—sor m1. /
ਹਰਰਇ ਸਤਗਰ [harIraI satguru] the seventh
Guru of the Sikhs. He was born to Baba
Gurditta and Mata Nihal Kaur, on 20‘“ Magh
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(13… day of the bright fortnight), Sammat 1686
(26th February, 1630), at Kiratpur. On the 3rd
day of  the bright fortnight ofthe month of Harh,
Sammat 1697, he was married to the
daughters of Daya Ram, resident of  Anup
Shahar (district Buland Shahar, UP). Ram Rai
was born to Mata Kotkalyani and Guru
Harkrishan was born to Mata Krisan Kaur.
He attained Guruship on 12‘“ Chet (the 101"
day of  the bright fortnight), Sammat 1701 (8"1
March, 1644). He preached Guru Nanak’s
religion in full nobility. He toured the Malwa,
known as jungle, in Sammat 1703 to enlighten
the people of  the region. At Mehraj he blessed
the Phool family by re—confirming the blessings
bestowed by his grandfather, Guru Hargobind'.
See ਫਲ. .

Aurangzeb charged the Guru with helping
Dara Shikoh and summoned him to Delhi. The
Guru sent his elder son, Ram Rai. Very
shrewdly Ram Rai developed closeness with
Aurangzeb who felt pacified.

He passed on the Guruship to Guru
Harkrishan and breathed his last on 7‘h Kattak
(9'h day of  the bright fortnight), Sammat 1718
(6‘h October, 1661), at Kiratpur. The Guruship
remained with Guru Har Rai for 17 years 5
months and 8 days and his lifetime comprised
31 years 8 months and 17 days. “sxmra sri
harIraI.”-c5di 3.
ਹਰਰਸ [harIraSI] wealth of the Divine’s
name. “harIraSI meri menu vanjara.”——an5   
ਹਰਰਤ [harIrata] adj devoted to the Divine,
imbued with love of the Divine. ‘
ਹਰਚ'ਖ [harIrukh], ਹਰਰਖ [harIrUkkh] ਹਰਚਦਨ.
2 the wish-granting tree of (Indar’s) paradise.
“kamdhenu parjat harI harIrukh.”—todi m 5.

- ‘The Divine are the Kamdhenu (wish-granting,
heavenly cow), Parjat (one of  the five trees of

'See footnote to ਹਰਗਬਦ ਸਤਗਰ.
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paradise) and the Kalp Birchh (another wish-
granting tree of  paradise).’
ਹਰਰਗ [harIrég], ਹਰਰਗ [harIr‘égu] love of  the
Divine. “harI kau loce sabhkoi.”—suhi m 4.
“harIrégu  kade  na  utre.”—-gau m 4 karhale.
ਹਚਲਲ [harllal] a Brahman of Kashi who was
brother  of  Krishan Lal. Both of  them gave up
their casteist pride and became disciples of
Guru Arjan Dev. They preached the life view
ofSikhism in Kashi and its surrounding areas.
It was for them that the Guru recited Sahaskriti
Saloks.
ਹਰਲਵਮਡਲ [harIIIv  médall the state in which
the mind, oblivious of  all else, gets immersed
in the love of  the Creator. All other attachments
vanish from the mind. “man harI l Iv médal
méda he.”—sohI1a.
ਹਰਲਕ [harllok] n Vaikunth, Vishnu’s heaven.
2 Indar’s paradise, heaven. 3 holy congregation.

' 4 the Creator’s creatures. “harI  ke 55g base
harIlok.”—sar surdas.
ਹਚਲਗ [harIlog] creatures or servants of
the Divine. “te utam harIlog jiu.”—asa ch5t
m 4.
ਹਰਵਰ [harIvar] the Creator as husband;
husband-like Creator. “n‘anak harIvar paIa
mégal.”—vad m 4 ghoria". 2 the Divine as  the
best sword. “harIvar  dhar  kar.”—ramav.
ਹਰਵਰਸ [harIvaras], ਹਰਵਰਖ [harIvarakh] Skt
ਹਰਞਸ. a region of the Jambudveep. “tho
harIvarakh khéd jIh thai.”—NP. See ਨਵ ਖਡ.
ਹਰਵ'ਸਨ [harIvasna] eternal desire for
realising the Superme Soul, self-realisation.
“jIni  a p  taa harIvasna samani.”——an5dv.
‘Those who  have given up  their ego, have their
minds occupied with the desire to attain spiritual
realisation.’ '
ਹਚਵਸ [harIvasar] the day of Vishnu, the
l 1lh day of a lunar fortnight when the devotees
of Vishnu observe fast and regard eating of
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cereals a sin'. 2 Sunday.
ਹਰਵਸ [harIvés] the lunar race. 2 the solar race.
3 the Vaishnava people. 4 a book, supplement
to Mahabharat, which contains 16374 saloks
about Vishnu’s race. It includes the genealogy
of  many kings.
ਹਰ [hari] warded off, removed, abolished.
“nanak  t apa t  hari.”-—asa m 5.  2 green,
verdurous.  “hari nahi  nah daduri.”—sn’ m 5.
3 n a Jatt subcaste. See ਹਰ ਕ. 4 See ਹਰ. 5 Skt
ਹ modesty, bashfulness. 6 Lakshmi. “hari‘
bIsanu lakhe.”——ramav. Vishnu’s consort.
‘Lakshmi took Ram for Vishnu.’ ਰ
ਹਰਅਲ [harial] Skt ਹਰਲ n a green pigeon, a
pigeon-like green-coloured bird.
ਹਰਆ [harial adj  stealing, capturing. “haria k:
ja va tan ke.”—ramav. captivating life and body.
2 suf having, possessed of. “dukh bIdaran ‘
haria.”—majh m 5. 3 n white water-lily said to
open at the moonrise. “cédrama carhe-te j‘y6
bIrajE set haria.”—I<rIsan. 4 adj verdant,
flourishing. “manI maule tanu haria.”—suhi
chétm  5. 5 third declension, God, the  Creator.
“nIrgun haria sargun dharia.”—suhi m 5
portal. ‘The abstract God has become
concrete.’
ਹਚਅਰ [hariara], ਹਰਆਵਲ [horia vala] adj
green, verdant. “saphlIo bIrakhu hariavala.”
—sn‘ 3 m I .  “ I h u  hariara tal.”—s kabir. ‘The
pool of the world is surrounded by the verdurc
of  sensual pleasures.’
ਹਰਆ ਫਲ [haria vela] a gurdwara of Guru
Har Rai, situated at a distance of  six miles
towards south of  the railway station in district
Hoshiarpur. It is situated inbetween the villages
of  Chaggran, Bohan, Chabbewal and Bajror.

'It occurs in the fourth chapter o f the  vrIddh harit
S I m r I t I  that a Brahman w h o  eats  cereals during

harxvasar should be made to sit on a donkey and sent
into exile. ‘
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There goes a story that here dried-up climbers
turned green with the blessings of the Guru
and hence this name was given to the
gurdwara. Seventy-one ghumaons of  land has
been attached to this gurdwara since the time
ofthe Sikh reign. A fair is held here on every
Baisakhi and Maghi.

Baba Ajit Singh had also visited this place.
The story ofhis visit goes as follows:

Two girls, named Harian and Bharian,
residents of  Bajwara, and proceeding to Jejon
after marriage, were snatched by the Pathans
of Bassi Kalan. At this, their relatives went to
Anandpur Sahib and lodged a complaint with
Guru Gobind Singh who ordered his son to get
those girls released and punish the culprits.
Baba Ajit Singh fought a battle, got the girls
released and duly punished the culprits. Both
the girls thanked Baba Ajit Singh and then
breathed their last. Their memorial is situated
to the north of  the gurdwara. The gurdwara,
in memory of  the Sikhs who laid down their
lives in the said battle, also stands there.
ਹਚਅ [harié] adj destroyer. “harIé karié.”

——japu. the destroyer and the creator. 2 of the
Creator. “kIrp5t harié.”—sahas m 5. ‘by the
Creator’s grace.’
ਹਰਸ [haris] A Us!) adj avaricious, covetous,
ਹਰਸਘ [hari sigh] a Rajput fighter ofthe hill
states who fought a battle with Husaini. See
ਵਚਤ ਨਟਕਅ: 11.

2 Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa who was son
of Sardar Gurudyal Singh (Uppal Khatri) of
Gujjranwala. He was born to Mai Dharam
Kaur in Sammat 1848. This Sikh warrior was
an eminent general of  Maharaja Ranj it Singh.
Till date, the dread of  his name is prevalent
among the frontier Pathans. He won many a
battle for the Sikh empire. He died on 19‘h
Baisakh, Sammat 1894, fighting valiantly in a

fierce battle against Pathans near the Jamrod
fort. The memorial of this jewel of the Panth
is situated in the fort of  Jamrod. 3 grandson
ofraja Gajpati Singh of  .l ind and son of  Mehar
Singh. He died at the age of18 years, in 1791
AD, of a fall from the roof in inebriation.
4 ਠਢੳਸਆਲਬ. 5 866ਭਗਆਦਮਸਲ.
ਹਰ ਕ ਪਤਨ [hari ka pattan] There is a barrage
near village l-larike. At a short distance
upstream, there is the confluence o f  the rivers
Satluj and Beas. This barrage is the boundary
of  the districts of Lahore, Ferozepur,Amritsar
and the state of Kapurthala.
ਹਥ ਕ [hari ke] members of Hari subcaste. 2 a
village, populated by Jatts of Hari subcaste,
on the north bank of the confluence of the .
rivers Satluj and Beas, near Valtoha railway
station, under police station Patti in tehsil Kasur
of  district Lahore. Guru Angad Dev visited
this place. Earlier a gurdwara was there but it
no longer exists, and the old habitation, has
been inundated by the river. The present
habitation is new and there is no gurdwara.
ਹਰਗਬਦ ਪਰ [harigobfd pur] See ਸ ਗਬਦਪਰ.
ਹਰ ਚਦ [hari cad] See ਹਰਸਚਦ. “hari c'éd dan
kare jas 1eVe.”—gau a m 1. 2 name of father-in—
law of Guru l-largobind. See ਨਨਕ ਮਤ. 3 hill-
chief of hadur who had come to help raja Bhim
Chand of kahIluri to fight against Guru Gobind
Singh, in the battle of  Bhangani in the month of
Baisakh, Sammat 1746.' He was a great
archer. His bravery was mentioned by the tenth
Guru in Vichitar Natak. “taha ek bin”; hari cad
kopyo.”—VN. He died of an arrow shot by the
tenth Guru.
ਹਰਜ [harije] become green or verdurous.
“mIlI sadhu sag harije.”-kalr am  4. 2 (please)

'Somc writers have given Sammat I743 as the year of
the battle of Bhangani which is not correct. Sec foot-
note to ਪਵਟ.
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eliminate, remove.
ਹਰਤਕ [haritki] Skt n myrobalan. L Terminalia
Chebula. “gen jok haritki or madé.”
—samudramthan. It has a dry and hot effect.
In books on Indian system of  medicine, it is
recommended as an effective remedy for
constipation, cough, sprue, piles, intermittent
fever and flatulence.
ਹਰਪ'ਰ [haripur] See ਗਲਰ. 2 a major city of
district Hazara, founded by Sardar Hari Singh
Nalwa in 1822 AD. See ਹਰਸਘ. 3 a village in
tehsil and police station Abohar of district
Ferozepur. It is situated at a distance of  half a
mile westward from railway station Panjkosi.
On the bank of  a pool named Bat Tirath, to
the north of  the village, there is a gurdwara  of
Guru Nanak Dev and Guru Gobind Singh. The
tenth Guru visited this place on his way  to  the
Deccan. This gurdwara came  to  be known in
Sammat 1933. It has been tastefully raised
through the efforts of  sardar Gurmukh Singh
Nilewale.
ਹਰਪਰ [haripura] See ਹਰਪਰ 3.
ਹਰਫ [hariph] A „ਯਥ,/2 adj rival, adversary, co-
professional. 2 cunning, deceitful. 3 friend.
“hariphul ajime.”——japu. 4 enemy. “hariphul
SIkan  he.”—japu. “hatan  hariph  rahyo 111 Mt-
hu, nahi sastra kar pakaryo jaI.”—-GPS.
ਹਰਫ [hariphi] A (£17 n friendship. 2 enmity.
3 deceit. “atk hariphi jan bhog partrIy jo
karhi.”—carrtr 21. '
ਹਚਰ [harira] A ,ਡ/ n a liquid dish. 2 the dish
especially, prepared from the  kernels of
almonds, pumpkin and gherkin seeds, etc. and
wheat milk. It is used as an invigorator for the
brain.
ਹਰੜ [harira], ਹਰੜ [hariri] of  the Creator.
“sadhu ségatI sac takhat hariri.”—BG. 2 See
ਹਰਤਕ.
ਹਰਵ [haruva] adj not heavy, light. 2 trivial,
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humble, flippant.
ਹਰਵੲ [haruvai] n triviality, flippancy. “hawve
purkhan ki haruvai.”-GPS.
ਹਰਅ [harua], ਹਚ'ਏ [harue] adj  not heavy, light.
2 Le. free from the burden o f  pride and
perversion. “harue hame tIrIgae  dube jIn SIrI
bhar.”—s kabir. 3 adv  by degrees, slowly. “cal
calé harue  harue.”-krrsan.
ਹਰਫ [haruf] plural of haraf.
ਹਰਫ ਤਹਜ [harufe tahajji] A 655:7 plural of
haraf is haruf and tahajji is the mode to spell;
alphabet.
ਹਰ [hare] adj green. 2 eliminated, warded off.
“apI kare ape  hare.”—asa a m  1. 3 merged. “jo
harI here so  hohI n9  ana.”——gau kabir. 4 a d v
slowly. “hare bol bal yo kahyo.”—krr$an.
ਹਰਕ [harek] P .9.- adj every, each.
ਹਚਖ [118੮81<118]5'/؛ £ਹਸ?1 neighing (of a horse).
“bhayo sabad hay  kin harekha.”-GPS.
ਹਰਞ [harev], ਹਚਵ [harevi] A (ਨ,/‘- adj resident
o f  Hirat. “kédhar i  harevi I raki  nIsake.”
—l<alki. ‘the dauntless people of Kandhar, H irat
and Iraq.’
ਹਰਯਧਹਗਕ] adjstealer, pilferer. 2vanquisher.
3 snatcher, seizer.
ਹਰਲ [}18੮੦1],ਹਰਲ [haral] Dg n vanguard,
forefront “harol hal calyé. ”—VN. “mar harol
bhajaI dae.”—krIsan. 2A „!,/‘- cantering of the
horse. “haral thamyo hoe tab khare.”—PPR
ਹਰਗ [harég] every limb. “harIsatua harége.”
—gyan. ‘ O  Divine! you are present in'every
limb.’
ਹਰਤ [harét] pilfering. 2 neighing. “harét bajI
' apar.”—gyan.
ਹਰਉ [haryau] removed, eliminated, abolished.
“aghén haryau.”—savsye m 4 ke.
ਹਲ [hal] Skt ਛਜ vr plough; pull; draw a line.
2 n a plough. See ਹਲ. It is written in s 218 of
the arr]: SImrItI that the pious plough with
eight bullocks, though the use of six bullocks
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is not looked down upon. The merciless people
plough with four bullocks and those who use
two bullocks to plough, commit cows laughter.
The confirmation o f th i s  rule is available in
the first chapter of the apastébh SImrItI.  The
same is written in the saloks numbering 8, 9
and 10 of the 2“d in chapter of the Parashar
Simriti.

3 the area of land which can be tilled and
cultivated well with the help of only one
plough.I “bhumI pac hal ki I n  dije.”—GPS.
See ਚੜਸ. 4 In grammar ,  a vowelfree
consonant. The name he] is given to such a
consonant because of  the line drawn under
it.2 5 See ਰਲ vr 6 A Jr pronland adj what.
ਹਲਹਰ [halhar] ploughman. “jsse halhar bIna
jImi nah: boie.”——g5d lab): 2 bullock (that
pulls the plough).
ਹਲਹਲ [halhal] See ਹਲਹਲ.
ਹਲਕ [halak] A ਸ!“ n throat. 2 Skt ਅਲਕ ,ਸਨਟ'
hydrophobia. This disease is caused by the bite
of  a rabid dog,  jackal, fox, etc. It should be got
treated immediately from the Pasteur3 institute,
Kasauli. When it affects the brain of  the
patient, it becomes incurable. In some cases
the virus remains latent for some  time before
becoming active.

Larger the amount of  virus injected by the
rabid animal and closer to the brain of the
patient, the faster is the effect. _

The patient of  hydrophobia fears water and
l T h e  unit of measure of  ha] is not constant in different
parts oflndia. It comprises 30 ghumaons at one place,
35 at another and 40 somewhere else. But generally a
he] of irrigated land comprises fewer ghumaons than a
hal ofarid lands.

z S e e  ਨਵ ਅਖਰ.
JPas teu r  was a French scientist. He was born in 1822
AD. He invented the best cure for hydrophobia. The
said institution has  been named after him.

ਹਲਕਰ

his appetite disappears. He loses consciousness
and his tongue hangs loose. Saliva and froth
flow from the patient’s mouth that gets dry.
He finds  light disagreeable and in terror
pounces upon others to bite them. These are
symptoms of  this disease.

The  wound caused by the bite of  the rabid
animal should be immediately cau'terized with
a burning .coal or a red hot piece of iron,
sufficient potassium permanganate should be
rubbed into it. Application of the paste of
nuxvomica is also beneficial.

The following medicines are beneficial for
the treatment of  hydrophobia.

Pills, each weighing two rattis, should be
prepared from the paste of parched grams ,
soaked in the milk of  banyan tree under the
shade. Depending on the age and strength of
the patient, one to eight pills should be given
with water. This medicine will expel the poison
(the virus) through loose motions. The patient
should be made to lick the paste of the powder
of  achyranthus aspera (phuthkéde) and honey.
The root of tulsi (sacred basil plant) levigated
in rice water (i.e., the water in whiCh rice has
been washed) should be given to the patient.
The patient should be given black peppers
levigated with the leaves of sacred basil (tulsi).
ਹਲਕਣ [halakna] v become rabid or hydrophobic.
2 become extremely greedy; get omnivorous.
ਹਲਕ [halka] adj not heavy, light. 2 low. 3 A
5!» n area, region. “halke dalke halke kar dare.”
—krIsan. 4 Some people use this word for the
rabid. See ਹਲਕਇਆ.
ਹਨ'ਟ'ਆ [hakaIa] adj rabid, extremely
greedy. “star lobh phIrahI  halkae.”—asa m 5.
See ਹਲਕ 2. `
ਹਨਯ [halkara]  n messenger ,  courier ,
postman. “lIkh harkare badsah phIr  turat
pathae.”—j5g.
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ਹਲਕਓ [halh], ਹਲਕਆ [halkIa] adj See ਹਲਕ
2 ਅਤ ਹਲਕਇ’ਆ. “halh sabhahI bIgare.”
—na_t a m 4.
ਹਲਕ [halakk] adj dreadful. Who makes others
tremble with fright. “halakk hak  marhi”
—suraj. ‘They raise such cries in the battle as
cause dread.’
ਹਲਚਲ [halcal] stir, commotion. n one who
makes others tremble with fright.
ਹਲਚ [halacc] adj bestirred, in commotion; one
who  makes others tremble with fright.
ਚਲਣ [halna] v stir or move. See ਹਲ vr.
ਹਲਤ [halat], ਹਲਤ ਪਲਤ [halat palat], ਹਲਤ ਪਲਤ
[halatI  pa la t I ] ,  ਹਲਤ [halatu],  ਹਲਤ ਪਲਤ [halatu
palatu] Skt ਇਹਤ ਪਰੜ adj here and there, in
this world and the next. “halatI palatI mukh
ujle.”—sr1° m 5. 2 this world and the next.
“halatu palatu savarIonu.”—majh barahmaha.
ਹਲਦ [haldi] See ਹਰਦ-
ਹਲਧਰ [haldhar] adj plough-bearing or  farming.
2 n elder  brother  of  Krishan,  Balram, who used
the plough as his weapon. See ਹਲਯਧਅਤ ਮਸਲ.
ਹਲਧਰ ਅਨਜ ਅਰ [haldhar anuj arII—sanama.
the arrow (the enemy of  Krishan who was
younger brother of  Balbhadar). See  ਕਸਨ.
ਹਲਫ [halaph]  A J, oath, swearing (by anything
sacred). .
ਹਲਬ [halab] A ..,ਭਠ a famous city of  Syria. 2 the
area around Halab.
ਹਲਬਨਰ [halbaner] City of Halab. See ਹਲਬ 1.
“harhar  si halbaner.”—aka1. ‘In Halab resides
glory, luminous like Shiv’s necklace (i.e. the
white snake).’
ਹਲਬ [halabI], ਹਲਬ [halabi], ਹਲਬ [halabbi] adj
alpine. 2 the alpine sword (regarded as of
outstanding merit). “mahId pholadi tej
halabbi.”—GPS. 3 alpine glass.
ਹਲਵ [halva] A „1, sweetmeat. 2 pudding.
ਹਲਵਈ [halvai] adj maker of pudding or
sweetmeat, confectioner. See  ਹਲਵ.

ਹਲਲ-ਖਰ
ਹਲਵਨ [halvan] See ਅਲਵਨ. 2 ploughman.
ਹਲਹਲ [halahal]  halhal ,  halahal  and  halahal
are all correct in Sanskrit. That poison which
(like a plough) cuts furrows in the stomach.
See P ਪਪ}, “char bhayo dal danav ko jImI
ghum halahal ki makhia’i.”—c5di 1. ‘...as flies
die hovering over poison.’
ਹਲਹਲ ਧਰ [halahal dhar] adj venomous. 2 n
snake. 3 Shiv. See ਨਲਕਠ.
ਹਲਕ [halak] A Jul kill, murder. 2 perish, get
exterminated. “chutt halak hox nar  mare.”
-GPS.
ਹਲਕਤ [halakat] A Jul n murder, man—
slaughter. 2 destruction, extermination.
ਹਲਕ [halaki] adj killing, destroying. 2 n See
ਹਲਕਤ. ,

ਹਲਚਲ [halacal] See  ਹਲ ਚਲ. “kabahu n9 halIa
pari halachal.”—car1’tr 32 7.
ਹਲ'ਯਧ [halayudh] Skt n Balram who has
plough as his weapon, Balbhadar). “as: kop
halayodh hath  layo.”—I<rIsan.
ਹਲਲ [halal] A ਮਡ having religious sanction,
lawful. “maran  pahI  haram  mahI,  hOI halal
na jaI.”—v_ar majh m I. 2 the meat of the
animal slaughtered in the Islamic way which,
according to Islam, it is lawful to eat. “jia ju
marahI  jor karI  kahI  te hahI  ju halal.”—s kabir.
3 butchered (in the Islamic way). “ho: halalu
lags: hak jaI.”—var ram 1 m 1.
ਹਲਲ-ਖਰ [halalkhur], ਹਲਲਖਰ [halalkhor] P
„ਭਗ, adjone  who  eats what is lawful; whose
earnings are legitimate. 2 people of  the lowest
c a s t e s ,  s u c h  a s  s w e e p e r s  e t c . ,  w h o  g e t

converted to Islam are also called halalkhor
for honour’s sake. “he halalkhur nic camar.”
-GPS.

'Balram used to carry a plough on his shoulder. Wielding

it like a crooked stick, he  used to hook his enemy’s

neck. Pulling him towards himself, he used to crush the
latter’s head with a threshing club. See ਮਸਲ.
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ਹਲਲ [halalu] See ਹਲਲ.
ਹਠ [hali] See ਹਲਣ. “it ut na hali.”—keda m 5.
2 Skt ਛਰਜ adj possessing a plough. 3 n
Balram. “kanh hali bal kc tab hi caturég daso
d I s  bic bagai.f’—kr1’san. 4 ploughman,
agriculturist.
ਹਲਮ [halim] A (9." adj clement, forebearing.
2 calm, humble. See ਚਲਮ.
ਹਲਮ [halimi] P 0੯" n clemency, forbearance,
humility. See ਚਲਮ.
ਹਲ [halu] S e e  ਹਲ. “halo jote Udamu  kare.”—gau
m 4.
ਹਲਕ [haluki] adj light weight, “haluki lags na
bhari.”-gau  kabir. -
ਹਲਵ [haluva], ਹਲਆ [halua] See ਹਲਵ-
ਹਲਨਣ [halunna] v shake. 2 joggle (a  tree,
etc).
ਹਲਫ [halupha] See ਅਲਫ.
ਹਲਲ [halul] A J? alight, descend, penetrate,

' enter. See ਮਹਲ.
ਹਲ [hale] part hello ! “hale yara! hale yara !
khus khabri.”—trl§g namdev. 2A |], part  take
care ! beware ! 3 be it known, pay heed.
ਹਲਮ [halemi] See ਹਲਮ. “tije halemi cauthe
kheri.”—maru soIhe m 5. ‘Humility is the  third
namaz (prayer) and God’s grace the fourth.’
2 adj humble, element and polite. “ Ihu  hoa
halemi raju jiu.”—sri m 5 papa I. See ਚਲਮ.
ਹਲਮ ਰਜ [halemi raj] See ਹਲਮ 2.
ਹਲਕ [11੪1v 1<] 866 ਹਲਕ. 2 he who carries a
plough on his shoulders, See ਹਲਧਰ. 3 See ਹਲਕ.
4 See ਹਲਕ. “}191ਚ1< hak marh‘i.”—VN.
ਹਲ [hall] A f}! dissolving, mingling.
ਰਲ [halla] See ਕ.
ਹਞ [hav] Skt n See  ਹ and ਸ. what is given to  a
god after invoking him. 2 sacrificial rite.
3 permission. 4 See  ਹਵ.
ਹਵਸ [haves] A UK n avarice, convetousness.
2 a kind of mania.
ਹਵਕ [havak] A (j; n herd, flock, group, mass.
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“aspan kuday ae havak hak line.”—saloh.
ਹਵਨ [haven] Skt n act or process of  invoking a
god by uttering Vedic hymns and simultaneously
pouring clarified butter, etc. into the fire; an
oblation or  offering made to the fire.
ਹਵਨਕਡ [havan kid] a sacrificial pit, prepared
according to  procedure given in Shastars, for
oblation by fire. According to the Amnay
Rahasay, the sacrificial pit should be o f
quadrangular shape in the east; in the southeast
it should be vulva-shaped; in the south.
crescent-shaped; in the south-west, hexagonal;
in the north, lotus-shaped and in the north-east,
octagonal.

The Bhavishyat Puran says that the depth
of  the fire pit should be in keeping with the
number of sacrifices to be performed. For fifty
sacrifices, the depth of the fire pit should be
fist-deep, for a thousand sacrifices cubit-deep
and for a crore of sacrifices the depth should
equal eight cubits.

Writin about the fire pit, Sadhu Daya
Nand, in (fie 3"! part of his Satyarth Prakash,
says, “thd time fer oblation by fire is between
the sunrise and the sunset. A square-shaped
metallic or earthen altar should be made. It
should be 12 or 16 fingers wide and,deep and
3 or 4 fingers wide at the bottom. The width
of the bottom of the altar should be ‘A of its
’ w i d t h  at the top. Some pieces of  good quality
sandalwood, bastard teak or  mango tree, etc.,
out according to the dimension of  the altar,
should be put into it. After kindling fire at mid-
depth of  the altar, the aforesaid sacrificial fuel
should be put therein. After this, oblation by
fire should be performed by chanting these
mantars.”...
ਹਵ [hava], ਹਵਇ [havaI] A In n air. 2 desire.
3 avarice, covetousness. 4A  9 Eve. See ਆਦਮ.
ਹਵੲ [havai] adj aerial. 2 A ਸ!“ friend, lover.
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3 n coloured matchstick, a kind of firework.
“prem palita suratI havai.”—-bh£r kabir. In
ancient times, the fuse of  a cannon was ignited
with the help of  havai.
ਹਵਏ ਖਮਸ [havae xamsa] A __,ਰਰ' Lin five
objects corresponding to the five sense organs.
ਹਵਸ [havaslA my plural of ਰਸ; sense organs.
2 the power that renders a word tactile,
sensuous and fragrant.
ਹਵਸ ਖਮਸ [havaSI xamsa] A J my sense
organs.
ਹਵਲ [haval] A ਪ… plural of ਹਲ. state,
condition. “tIn  ko kaun haval.”-s kabir. “Ihi
haval hohI  ge tere.”—gau kabir.
ਹਵਲ [havala] ,  ਹਵਲ [havale]  A Jr; n
consignment, custody. “kahu nanak ham Ihe
havala rakhu sétan  1<€ pache.”—sorm 5. “her:
bhagta havale hota.”—ram m 5. 2 reference,
allusion.
ਹਵੜ [havar]  n sultriness. 2 humid heat;
vaporous heat (of  the earth).
ਹਵ [haVI], ਹਵਖਜ [haVIkhy], ਹਵ [havi] Ski ਹਵ:
n the  offering t o  be  put in an  oblation.
2 clarified butter (which is the main item).
“havi jIm khir mahI.”—NP. 3“ Skt ਹਵਸ adj
(objects) which are regarded fi t  for oblation.
“1ਪਣ1<118੮ haVIkhy.”-rama v.
ਹਵਲ [haveli] A J ,7 n a walled house, a house
with a surrounding wall on all sides.
ਹਵਲ ਸਹਬ [haveli sat] the haveli in which
the Sikh Guru or  his consort resides. 2 a house,
at Delhi, inhabited by Mata Sundari. This
house is outside the Turkman Gate. See ਸਦਰ

ਹਵ [havy] Skt adj fit for oblation. 2 n anything
that is offered to a god during oblation. Three
types o f  objects fi t  for oblation have been
mentioned in the 24‘h chapter of Katyayan
Simriti.
(a) krIt  (cooked rice, parched barley meal, etc.)
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(b)  krItakrIt  (dried sesame seeds, rice, etc.)
(c)  ae t  (unhusked rice, barley, etc). See ਘਬ.
ਹਵ ਕਵ [havy kavy] See ਹਵ and ਕਵ.
ਹੜ [har] n flow. 2 floodwater, “gobid bhajan
bInu har ka jal.”—todi m 5. i.e., ephemeral
objects. 3 hat—the cry of  the dead warriors
(who laid down his life in a battle)’. “har  bolte
s thor.”—GPS.
ਹੜ ਹੜ [har har] onom sound of  loud laughter.
“durga ban sunédi hassi har-hara1.”—c5di  3.
ਹੜਨ [harna] v be washed away, drift away.
ਹੜਤਲ [hartal] See ਹਟਤਲ. 2 See ਹਰਤਲ.
ਹੜਪਣ [harappna] v gobble up, gulp down.
ਹੜਪ [harappa] n act of gobbling. 2 a city in
district Montgomery, which was visitedby Guru
Nanak on his way to Multan. Nanaksar is the
name of  the gurdwara there. See ਨਨਕਸਰ 3.
Antique objects are being  discovered from the
digging of  old ruins there. On seeing them,
scholars have estimated that they "are 3000
years old. ,
ਹੜਪ [harappu] adj  who devours. 2 omnivorous.
ਹੜਬੜ [harbar] See ਹਡਬਡ.
ਹਡਥੜਨ [harbarana] v be confused or flurried.
2 be in a hurry. “harbaraI pahuci dukhIari.”
~GPS.
ਹਡਬਡ [harbari] n flurry, confusidn. 2 commotion,
bustle. 3 haste, rashness.
ਹੜਵਣ [harvani] flood water. 2 flowing river.
“rat tu  d e  harvani  ca l le  b i r  khet.”—c5d1' 3.
“nidak  la-Itbar  mIle  harvanic.”—var mala m
1. ‘Slanderers and backbiters get lost in the
flow of death.’ 3 Skt ਛਤਤਡ ਗਜਣ the cane of a
cédal. Slanderers and backbiters are caned
by the cédals  ( i .e .  t h e  lowest and most
despised people) in ajail .
ਹ [ha] Ski vr give up, wander, go about.
2 adj killer, destroyer. “séjog nam satru ha.”

'People believe that the souls of the soldiers killed in the
battlefield keep on crying : “Kill!” “Catchl”, etc.
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«paras. 3 part expression of  grief or dejection,
alas.| 4woe. Sslander. 6P  [.asufiixindicating
plural 1n Persian like Wthousands (of).
ਹ [ha] part expression of acceptance or assent.
2 aye, all right. 3 also used as a reminder.
4 P u}, take care! beware!
ਹਉਭਉ [haubhau] See ਹਵ ਭਵ.
are [hau] adj killer, destroyer. 2 n bogey
created by ignorant people to frighten children.
“vak karur te t rkato hau I t  ora.”
-GPS.
ਹਇ [haI] part expressing distress or sorrow,
ah! “ha: ha: kare dInu ratI.”—dhana ch5tm
4. See ਹਇ ਭਇ.
ਹਇਹ [htu] See ਹਯ ਰ.
ਹਇ ਭਇ [haI bhaI] See ਹਵ’ 31?.“bxsekh
ha: bhaI ke.”——ramav. “haI bhaI bahu ])}ਸਗਲ ‘
dIkhae.”—carItr I6 .
ਹਇਲ [haIl] See ਹਯਲ.
ਹਈ [hai] n a blue bottlefly that, while sitting-
on an open wound, multiplies germs and
bacteria. 2 Skt used for Skt ਆਸ. “tfi mera guru
hai.”—sorm 5. ‘You are my guru (teacher).’
3 L t .  used at the end of words to indicate
plural. “glani tani gur gur hai.”—sodaru.
“guruhaI guru.” See E high. 4 adj killer,
destroyer, assassin. “daléhot hai.”-GV 10.
ਹਸ [has] See ਹਸ vr n laughter. 2 joke. 3 a sub-
caste of  Rajputs.
ਹਸ [has] 11 an ornament, worn by women
around the neck. .
ਹਸਤ [hasta] laughing. See ਖਚ ਖਚ.
ਹਸਦ [hasad] See ਹਮਦ.
ਹਸਲ [basal] A J1, adj acquired, attained. 2 n
consequence, result. 3 purport, object. 4 toll,
revenue. “hukam hasal kari betha.”—-sr1' m I.
ਹਸ [hasa] See ਹਸ.
ਹਸਦ [hasxd] A ਸ, adj jealous, who resents
the prestige and glory of  another. “sikhya
hasxcl janc") ki pyari man navab.”—PP.

. ਹਹ ਰਹ'
ਹਸਲ [haszl] See ਹਸਲ.
ਹਸ [hasi] See ਹਸ. ‘
ਹਸ [hasi] Seem, ਹਸ. 2 a major city in district
Hissar of Punjab. l t 'IS situated at a distance
of  fifteen miles from Hissar. This is a station
of  the Rajputana—Malwa railway. It has been

'the- capital of Anangpal, Prithvi Raj, Masud
and George Thomas, etc. It came under the
control of  the English in 1803 and remained '
one of their cantonments for a long time.
During the mutiny of  1857, the army stationed
here revolted and killed many Englishmen.
These days there is no cantonment,‘bu 
remarkable is its agricultural farm. .
ਹਸਆ [}18518],ਹਸਯਹ [hasiyahlA ...,], selvage,
border, margin.
ਹਸ [hasy] Skt n laughter. 2 jest, joke. 3 one
of the nine sentiments, of m1rth or humour'1n
poetry. See ਰਸ. -
ਹਹ [hah] part expression of  gr1ef and surprise.
ah! alas! ‘
ਹਹਲ [hahla] n uproar, cry of distress or
lamentation.
ਹਹ [haha] partexpression of grief, distress or
lamentation. 2 remorse, repentance. “haha
prabhu rakhIlt.”—-dhana m 5. 3 a
mythological minstrel. See ਕਹਰ. 4 sound of
laughter. “haha karat bIhani avadhahI.”—je 
m 5. 5 pronunciation of  the character ਹ. “haha
hot ho: nahi jana.”—gau bavan kabir.
ਹ ਹ [ha ha] part eXpressive of assent. 2 all
right, correct, true. 3 oh ! “ha ha laptIo re
mure!.”—todi m 5. 4 undoubtedly; without
hesitation. “ha ha man caran r'enu.”-kan m 5.
ਹਹ fl [haha huhu] Skt two heads of
Gandharavs who are musicians in the court
of Indar. “haha huhu gédhrab apsra.”—-ma  
m 5 partal. It is written in Gajendarmoksh (a
text from the Mahabharat) that Haha and
Huhu became proud of  their art and, because
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of  their pride, they were cursed by sage De'val
t o  be b o r n  as e lephant  and  oc topus
respectively.
ਹਹ ਕਰ [haha kar] n uproar o f  distress or
lamentation.
ਹਹਕ [hahuk], ਹਹਕ [hahuka] a sad sigh. “hahuk
let  gai sabh hi.”—krIsan.
ਹਕ [hak] n a call, shout. “jara hak di sabh mat:
thaki.”—suhi kabir. “When old age beckoned,
then all the wisdom got weary.’ 2 See, ਹਕ.
“soi sac hak.”-var ram 2 m 5. 3 See ਹਕ. `
ਹਕ [hak] n goading. 2 a call, shout. 3 See ਹਕ.
ਹਕਨ [hakna] v urge on, drive. 2 shove on.
ਹਕਮ [hakamIA fl, adj ruler, governOr.
ਹਕਮਰਬ [hakamraI] a favourite companion
of Bahadur Shah whom he sent, alongwith
Bhai Nand Lal, to  solicit  Guru Gobind  Singh’s
help in the battle o f  Jajovan.
ਹਕਲ [hakal], ਹਕਲ [hakla] a poetic  metre also
called sudhadhar. It has four lines, each o f
which  has 14 matras. The first  pause is  at the
ninth matra, the second at the fifth thereafier,
each line ending with  two gurus.

Example: '
“gal mala tIlak, lIlaté,
dUI dhot i  bastra,  kapaté...”—var  asa.
“anmarIa médal baje.
b I n  savan ghanhar gaje.
badal  b I n  varkha hoi.
jau tattu  bIcare  koi.”—sor namdev.

2 See ਹਕਲ.
ਹਕਰੜ [hakarra], ਹਕਰ [hakara] adj who  calls,
janitor, messenger. “darI hakarra am  he.”
-Vad m I alahni. “hakara a I a  ja tIsu bhaIa.”
—vad m I alahni..
ਹਕ [hakI] pron I. 2 part that I. “h5kI hell
be]: be]: be]: sad balIhar.”—savsye m 5 ke.
3 undoubtedly, definitely.
ਹਕਨ [hakIni] according to Tantar Shastar, a
species o f  female demon-s.
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ਹਕ [haku] See ਹਕ ਅਤ ਹਕ. “dIla ka malIk
kare haku.”——ram m 5. ‘does Justice (hakk).’
ਹਕ [hike] See ਹਕ.
ਹਜਤ [hajat] A at, n necessity, requirement.
ਹਜਮ [hajma] A i t  digestive power, digestion.
ਹਜਰ [hajar] A ਸ, adj present. 2 ostensible,
visible. “OI hajaru mItha bolde.”—vargaul m
4.
ਹਜਰ ਹਜਰ [hajar hajur] A #"" jet, present and
visible, transparent. “k1 hajar hajur he.”—japu.
ਹਜਰਜਵਬ [hajarjavab] A 5.12/34, he who is
ready with an answer; quick-witted.
ਹਜਰਨਮਹ [hajarnamah], ਹਜਰਨਮ [hajarnama]
a hymn  attributed to  Guru  Nanak Dev, which
begins as “hae ko tar he.” “hajarnama
kin bakhana.”—NP. 2 a rahIt-nama written
by Bhai Harnam Singh. ’
ਹਜਰ ਹਜਰ [hajra hajur] See ਹਜਰ ਹਜਰ. “hajra
hajur dar pes to  mani.”——t115g namdev.
ਹਜਰਤ [hajrat] A .5931, practice of  cal l ing  the
ghosts etc. “hajrat  jab bath  mégave. dev  bhut
j fnat  bulave.”—carItr 135.
ਹਜਰ [hajn‘] A (}’/ਤਸ, presence, availability; being
at hand.
ਹਜਰ' [hajaru] See ਹਜਰ.
ਹਜ [haja] A pron this.
ਹਜ [haji] a pilgrim to Mecca. See ਹਜ. “jo d I l
sodhe soi haji.”—maru soIhe m 5. 2 slanderer,
vilifier.
ਹਜਪ'ਰ {hajipurl a well known town of  district
Muzafl‘arpur in Bihar. “hes kesi hajipur.”-4aka1.
ਹਝ [11ਫ]'111] See ਹਜ.
ਹਟ [hat] n shop. “aju me besio harI hat . ”
—mala m 5. 2 See ਹਟਣ, “ma Ia  gaia hat . ”
—sar m 5.
ਹਟਕ [hatak] Skt n thorn-apple. 2 gold. “katI
samser must: s hatak.”—GPS. ,
ਹਟਕਪਰ [hatakpur] n Lanka, which is said to
be bui l t  o f  gold. 2 translated form o f
Kundanpur. See ਕਦਨਪਰ.
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ਹਟਕ [hatki] adj golden, made of gold.
ਹਟਲ [hatli] See ਹਟਲ.
ਹਟ [hatI] n shop. 2 adv afterwards. “mug
pakre ghar  ane  hatI.”—bherm 5. 3 at the shop.
“tIsu  jan l<e ham  hat I  bIhajhe.”—mala m 4.
ਹਟਓ [hatIo] adj turned, refrained. “nidak gur
kIrpa te hatIo.”-todi m 5. 2 n shopkeeping.
“jhuthe banajI  u th I  h i  gai  hatIo.”—maia
ravdas. 3 shop.
ਹਟ [hati] n shop. 2 home. “hati bati rahah:
nIrale.”—srdhgosatr. That means ‘within and
without or inwardly and outwardly.’ 3 adj
abandoned, moved away.
ਹਟਬਟ [hatibati] n shop and garden; home
and garden; home and forest; family life and
ascet ic ism.  “ h a t i  b a t i  r ahah I  n I r a l e . ”
-srdhgosatr.
ਹਫ [hatu] See ਹਟ.
ਹਟਲ [hatuli] n shop. See  ਸਫਰ.
ਹਟ [hate] stopped, halted. “maIa bIkh mamta
I h  b I a t  te  hate.”-guj m 5.
ਹਟ [hte] turns away. “gur ka SIkh bIkar te
hate.”—sukhmani.
ਹਟਹਟ [hatehat], ਹਟਹਟ [hatohat] sen from
one shop  to  another. “rovaho sakatu  bapure  ju
hate hat  bIkaI.”—s  kabir. i.e. ‘born as  various
types of creatures in hell, heaven or other
worlds.’
ਹਟਲ [hatoli] n bazaar, a row of shops.
2 shopkeepers. '
ਹਠ [hath] adj resolute, persistent. “rIsvét  hath
hamir.”—-1<alki. “i satani  hath  péja jorie.”—var ‘
guj 2 m 5. 2 n side, faction, aspect. “hatha
dove kitio.”-var maru 2 m 5. ‘both sides of
attachment and detachment.’ 3 army’s flank.
“dahe  ju khet  jatale hatha  jorke.”-c5d1‘ 3.
ਹਠ [hatha] plural 01'ਹਠ. See ਹਠ.
ਹਠ [hathi] adj resolute, persistent. 2 S body-
- structure. 3 ashes of pyre.
ਹਠਸ [hathisa] n longing to obtain with
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obstinacy or persistence. “kure murakh ki
hathisa.”——suhi m 5.
ਹਠਲ [hathila] adj resolute. 2 n persistence,
obstinacy. “tIagahu man hathila.”—guj m 5.
ਹਨ ਸਘ [118ਘ1 sigh] In Sammat 1815 when
a few imprisoned Singhs were presented
before Ahmad Shah Durrani, he said, “A Singh
(lion) can combat an elephant, can you with
the epithet of a lion do so? Hathu Singh showed
his desire to combat an elephant. Ahmad Shah
pleased with his courage, patience and
strength, released all the Sikhs—PP. According
to Prachin Panth Prakash Ahmad Shah got
him killed.I
ਹਠ [hatho], ਹਠ [hatha] adj resolute, persistent.
ਹਡ [had ]  n bone.  “had mas nari ko pf jar .”
-—sor raVIdas.
ਹਡਸਨ [hadsan] W.S.R Hodson was son o f
clergyman George Hodson. He was born in
England on 19lh March 1821. He was  recruited
in the army and fought against Sikhs at places
like Mudki and Sabraon. Charged with the
stigma of  dishonesty, he was discharged from
the army. During the mutiny of 1857, his
services were appreciated and he was
appointed an officer in thecalvalry. It was
named Hodson Horse. Hodson was a very
cruel person. He arrested Bahadur Shah, king
of Delhi along with his sons, from the
mausoleum of Humayun and disgraced
himself by killing the princes.

Hodson was killed during an attack. on
Begum Kothi in Lucknow on 11'“ March,
1858. '
ਹਡਫਰਨ [hadphomi] body ache. Due to fatigue
or  a disease such as fever, ache is felt in the
bones, as if they were getting broken.
ਹਡ [hada] a Rajput clan. In the 156"I
generation of  Chauhan dynasty, .there was a

'This version of Prachin Panth Prakash is true.
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majestic raja name Bhanuraj. He  was a great
worshipper of  Durga. Once during a hunting
expedition, demon Gabhir devoured Bhanuraj.
After collecting his bones, Durga revived
Bhanuraj with her powers and named him
Hada. The  pedigree beginning from Bhanuraj
is known as Hada to which Maharaja Bundi
belonged. (See ਮਰਚਦਨ ਕਤ ਡਗਲ ਕਸ) “gada
cale na hada cal he.”-—VN. ‘A pitched pillar
may move but a rajput does not move away
from the battlefield.’ “hada alam cad he.”—
BG. 2 a menial caste in district Kangra.
ਹਡ [hada] n a cooking vessel. 2 a subcaste
‘ of Khatris, who do not eat meat and consider
Sheikh Farid as  their lineal spiritual guide.
ਹਡ [hadi] wife of Hada; a Rajput woman.
“tab  hadi  patI  so  nah‘i jari.”-—carrtr I95. 2 adj
one having weakness for sucking bones and
eating meat.
ਹਡ [hadi] Skt ਕ and ਫਧਛਧ n a wide-
mouthed earthen cooking vessel. “kfibhar ke
ghar hadi ache.”—todi namdev.
ਹਡ ਵਲ ਸਗਤ [hadi vali sagat] See ਦਨਪ'ਰ.
ਹਢਣ [hadhna], ਹਢਨ [hadhan] v move. See
ਹਢਣ. “dah dISI cal: calI hadhe.”—-gau m 4.
“kars n i d  bahu joni handhe.”-—g5d raVIdas.
“joni hadhie.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਹਣ [hart] See ਹਣ and ਹਨ. ,
ਹਣਤ [hanat] Skt ਹਨਤ n dearth, paucity,
inferiority. 2 loss. “hanat  kade na hox.”—var
bIha m 3. 3 A c4! contempt, insult.
ਹਣ [hanI], ਹਣ [hani] Skt ਹਨ n loss, harm.
“par  gharu johe hane  hanI.”-—srdhgosatI. ‘ it
is pure and simple a loss.’ “mulu janI gala
kare hanI l a I  hanu.”-—var majh m 2. ‘persons
of  the same age; equal in age.’ 2 Skt ਹਯਨ. of
the same age. “nav hanI nav dhan sabadI
jagi, apne pI r  bhaia.”—bIIa chat m I.
ਹਣ [hanu] See ਹਣ. .
ਹਣਹਣ' [hanehanu] See ਹਣ. 2 Skt ਹਨ: ਹਨ:
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nothing but a loss.
ਹੜ [hat] See ਹਤ. Skt ਗਰ- abondoned. 2 worth
abandoning, worth foregoing. “bIn  nam nanak
hat.”—kan m 5. 3 A :4. bring, give.
ਹਤਕ [ha tak] adj  who destroys; who obliterates.
“anIk bhat ke patak hatak.”—GPS.
ਹਤਮ [hatam] short for ਹਤਮਤੲ.
ਹਤ [hata] A 4,1,1 enclosure; fenced area.
2 division of a country. 3 See ਹਤ. Muslims from
the hills who carry loads and split firewood
are also called hatas.
ਹਤਫ [hatIph] A ਕ} n a prophesying angel.
ਹਤਮ [hatIm] A file adj whojudges. .
ਹਤਮਤਈ [hatImtai] an Arab chief of Tai
descent who  was very prudent, benevolent and
pious. He lived before Prophet Mohammad
was born. His benign book of sermons has
been translated into many languages, including
Persian, Urdu, English etc.
ਹਤ [hate] were destroyed. Sec ਹਤ. “kotI dokh
roga prabhu drIsatI tuhari hate.”—-dev m 5.
2 plural of  ਹਤ.
ਹਤ [hatri] Skt ਛਰ adj who steals. 2 who takes
away. 3 See ਹਤ.
ਹਥ [hath] n hand. “satIguru ka t l i e  d e
hath.”—kan m 4. oar. “na tulha na  hath.”—var
maIa m I. 3 rudder, helm. 4 depth, extent.
“ s u n I e  h a t h  hove  asgahu.”-—japu.
‘lmmeasurable gets measurable.’ “ham
dhut rahe pai  nahi hath.”—1<an m4.
ਹਥ ਚਰਨ [ha th  carnal ,  ਹਥ ਚੜਨ [ha th  carna]  v
See ਹਥ ਚੜਨ, “hath carIo harI thoka.”—guj
m 5.
ਹਥ ਡਰਨ [hath  darna], ਹਥ ਡਲਨ [hath dalna]
v interfere. 2 lay hand on. 3 lay hand upon a
woman for adultery. “ti: mohI dara hath
bateho.”—carrtr 266.
ਹਥਦਨ [hathdena] v help, come to  one’s rescue.
“hath  deI  rakhe parmesarI.”—guj  m 5.
ਹਥ ਪਸਰਣ [hath pasarna] v extend hand.
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2 beg. 3 dare to oppress. “hath pasarI sake
1<o jan ko?”-bIIa kabir.
ਹਥ ਪਛਰਨ [hath pachorna], ਹਥ ਪਛੜਨ [hath
pachorna] v repent, regret- “hath pachorahI
sxr dharanI lagahI.”-—bh£rm 5. “hath pachor:
s e  dhune.”-trl§g m 1.
ਹਥ ਲਗਨ [hath lagana] v show one’s physical
might. 2 plunder one’s wealth. 3 warn and
punish. “mud l<o mad utar dIyo,  ab cad l<o hath
lagavat cédi.’ ’-c5di 3
ਹਥਲ [hathala] n bottom, measure extent.
“sagar guni athah, kIn  hathala dekhie?”-—Var
maru l m I. 2 hand, palm. ‘
ਹਥ [hathi] in hand. “hathI tIse ks nabera.”
~maru solhe m 5. ‘The decision lies with the
Creator.’ 2 See ਵਝ.
ਹਥ [hathi] Skt ਹਸ, one having a trunk. “kaha
bha darI badhe hathi?”—dhana namdev. In
Rajputana’s Dingal dialect, the following
different names are assigned to elephants
according to their age ਭ ਭ

An elephant of
five years age is bal
ten years age is bot
twenty years age is bIkk
thirty years age is kalabh

2 arm, which carries a hand. “guru hathi
de nIklavego.”-—I<an a m 4. “sésar sagar te
kadhu, d e  hathi.”-vad  m 5.
ਹਦਰ [hadar] A fit, present, existing, at hand.
“hadar hot jaha SIrnre.”——GPS.
ਹਦਰ ਹਦਦ [hadar hadur], ਹਦਰ ਹਚ'ਰ [hadra
hadurI] See ਹਜਰਹਜਰ. 2 nearby. “gave l<o vekhe
hadra haduri.”—japu.
ਹਦਸ [hadIsa] A „ਲ, accident, incident,
event.
ਹਦ [hadi] A (ਤ,} adj one who gives instruction;
instructor. 2 n religious preacher, spiritual
guide. 3 arrow.
ਹਧ [hadho] happens. “gurmati sudh hadho.”
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—kan m 4 partal.
ਹਨ [han] Skt n abandonment. 2 See ਹਯਨ. “han
bIkhe jeu jvan hute.”—krIsan. ‘who were ,of
the same'age.’
ਹਨਤ [hanat] insult, contempt, disrespect. See
ਹਣਤ 3. “hanat kahyo nabi l<i kari.”—carI tr 99.
ਹਨ [hanI], ਹਨ [hani] See ਹਣ.
ਹਫਜ [hai] A ਸ, adjone who has memorised
some scripture. 2 This word is especially used
for persons who remember the holy Koran by
heart. 3 a famous poet of Persia who composed
a sublime book of  poetry. He died in 1389 AD
at Shiraz, where stands his mausoleum. Many
people call blind persons by this name, the
reason being that they learn Koran by heart.
ਹਫਜ [haia] A ਸ, n memory; power to
memorise.
ਹਫਜਬਦ [haiabad] a principal town of a
tehsil in district Gujaranwala. It was founded
by Hafiz, a revenue official o f  Akbar. Situated
to the west o f  Wazirabad at a distance o f
twenty kohs, it is an important railway station.
Guru l-largobind stayed here on his return from
Kashmir. A beautiful hall has been raised there.
Since the Sikh rule, forty ghumaons of  land
from Hafizabad and twenty-eight ghumaons
from village Batera are assigned to this
gurdwara. A fair is held every year at this place
on 15‘h of Harh.
ਹਬਸ [habsi] See ਹਬਸ. “bhaje habsi halbi.”
—kalki. ‘Warriors from Habash and Halab
fled.’
ਹਸਲ [habIl] See ਆਦਮ.
ਰਮ [hama] n responsibility; showing agreement.
‘Yes I am his supporter.’ “gur piru hama ta
bhare, ja murdaru na khaI.”—Var majh m I.
“cor ki hama bhare na kox.”-—dhana m I. See
ਹਮ.
ਹਸਲ [hamIl] A ਪ, adj the bearer. See ਹਮਲ.
ਹਸਲ [hamIla] A ,“, pregnant. See ਹਮਲ.
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ਹਮ [hami] A ਸ, supporter.
ਹਯਰ [hayhu] P ML}, 11 loud noise, loud protest.
ਹਯਨ [hayan] Skt n year. “ek do:  hayan me
kijIye sucet so.”—NP. 2 rice; paddy. 3 flame
of fire.
ਹਯਲ [hayal] A J}, adj interrupter, disrupter.
2 discoloured. “bhrIt  mIt  put pathaI, raja at:
hayal bhayo.”—carrtr 114. 3 A (]], horrible,
terrifying, fearful
ਹਰ [har] n defeat. See ਹਰ. “ran har nIhar
bhae  bal rite.”—cad1' 1 . 2 Skt garland. “har  dor
ras pat patébar.”—tukhari barahmah. 3 adj
carrier, bearer. “ram bhagat ke panihar.”——g5d
m 5.  4 suf having; owning. “dekhega
devanhar.”—sohrla. See ਸਵਯ ਦ ਰਪ 18.
ਹਰੲ [harai] gets defeated, meets with defeat.
2 a garland is like a rosary. “namu nIdhanu
rIde  ਘ]: harai.”—sava m 5.
ਹਰ ਸਗਰ [har sfgar] Skt ਵ ਬਫਧ n L
Nyctanthes arbortristis; a tree which bears
white fragrant flowers; its twigs are of  golden
hue and are used for colouring clothes. See
ਥਨਮਲ. 2 adornment with a garland.
ਹਰਕ [harak] Skt adj thief. 2 carrier.
3 destroyer.
ਹਰ ਜ'ਆਰ ਜਆ ਬਧ [har juar jua bIdhel—gau
m 5. ‘like a gambler’s defeat in gambling.’
ਹਰਣ [harna] get defeated, be defeated. 2 loss
of strength.
ਹਰਦ [harad] Skt ਹਦ adj related to the heart or
the mind. 2 n love, affection. 3 emotion,
feeling.
ਹਰਲ [haral] Pkt lame, lameness. “her: her:
haral ki lakri jyo pritI he.”—al§karsagar sudha.
ਹਰ [hara] adj defeated, subdued. “karat pap
ab hara.”—j€t m 9. 2 suf capable. “sadanhara
SImrie.”-sohIIa. 3 Skt ਹਰਲਯ n a drum-
shaped earthen vessel in which dung cakes
are burnt and  milk, green vegetable and khIcri
etc are cooked.
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ਹਰਇਅਨ [haraIanu] defeated, subdued. “IkI
manmukh karI haraIanu.”—var kan m 4.
ਹਥ [harI] having been defeated, having been
rou ted .  “ t I n  jamu n e r I  n a  ave  gursabadu
kamave, kabahu na avahI harI  jiu.”
ਹਚਓ [harIo], ਹਰਆ [harIa] adj was defeated.
2 was exhausted.
ਹਰਜ [harIj] A ਪ, interrupter.
ਹਰ [hari] Skt n act of losing in gambling etc;
defeat, reversal. 2 a group of  pilgrims, horde
of visitors. 3 pearl. 4 Skt ਗਸਜ adj carrier.
5 thief. 6 garlanded person. 7 charming,
enchanting. “jInI  die bhrat put hari.”+ram a
m 5. Here the word hari is perhaps a
transformation of  hara See  ਹਰ6. 8 fire, which
is the carrier of sacrifice to gods. 9 suf
capable. “prema bhagatI upavanhari, hari
ni’dak bridan dah.”-—GPS. fire to burn a
vilifier. 10 S ploughman, cultivator:
ਹਰ [haru] See ਹਰ.
ਹਰ [haru] adj abductor; thief. “manharu.”
—GPS. enchanting, fascinating.
ਹ'ਰ [harfi] A (.”/} Aaron; elder brother of
prophet Moses. He used to carry out his
orders and was his deputy.

2 maternal uncle of  Lord Christ, brother
of  Mary. He was son o f  Imran from Hannah.
Some scholars are of the view that Harun was
not a real brother of Mary, but was her pious
soul brother. ~

3 A Harun of Abhas dynasty (2)1054)
was the fifth Caliph. He was born on the 20‘“
of March 763 AD. He succeeded as caliph in
786 AD at Baghdad upon the death of his
father Mehdi. He was a majestic king. He died
in Khurasan on the 24'h March 809 AD. His
mausoleum is in Tus (Mash had).

In the 16‘h chapter of the latter half of
Nanak Prakash, Bhai Santokh Singh has
mentioned Harun as brother of  Karun which
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is incorrect. Even otherwise the story of  Karun
is fictitious. See ਕਰ.
ਹਰਤ [harut] See ਫਰਸਤ.
ਹਰਨ [harun] See ਹਰ.
ਹਰ [haro] See ਹਰ. 2 defeated. “jito buds haro
tare.”—bher kabir.
ਹਲ [had] A ਘ; n present time. 2 love. “bhae
galtan hal.”—natm 4 partal. 3 state, situation.
“harI bIsrat hovat eh hal.”—gau thIti m 5.
“anbolat hi janahu hal.”—bIIa m 5. 4 ecstasy
of love, in which one loses control over his
body. “khelat khelat hal karI.”—s kabir.
5 description, narration. “banave grath hal
he.”—1<rIsan. 6 short for darhal; urgently.
ਹਲ ਹਲ [hal hul] n loud noise. 2 commotion.
ਹਲਚਲ [hal cal] See ਹਲਚਲ. 2 condition, mood,
behaviour. “us da ki hal cal he?”—prov.
ਹਲਤ [halat] A all, n condition.
ਹਲਬ [halbi] adj of  or pertaining to Halab. See
ਹਥਸ.
ਹਲ [hala] n revenue or tax per plough. “pac
’S Ikdara  pace magahI hala.”—suhi kabir. 2 Skt
liquor. “pIys': ek hala guhe ek mala.”
—ramc5drIka. “hala seven j I n  kari kal
nImétran din, sukh sampad ko khoike ਚਦ bhae
at: din.” 3 A m, adv just now. “karho nahI
dhil defi pat hala.”—I<rIsan. 4 P ..!} halo, a
circle of illumination around the sun and the
moon.
ਹਲਹਲ [halahal] See ਹਲਹਲ. '
ਹਲ ਡਲ [hala doll n commotion. “hala dol
parat kuber hfi ke ghar me.”—52 Poets.
ਹਲਪਯ [halaprIy] Skt adj addicted to liquor.
2 n Balram, elder brother of  Krishan, who was
addicted to liquor. “hali madIra pit-tho.”
—kr:rsan.
ਹਲ [hali] P div adj of or pertaining to the
present. 2 n a rupee coin of Nizam Hydrabad,
which is four ratties short of  the English rupee
and is in circulation in Nizam’s kingdom for
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fourteen annas. 3 a poet o f  Urdu, who
followed the footprints of  Mohammad Hussain
Azad and was in favour of  writing poetry in
spontaneous vein. 4 Skt ploughman, cultivator.
“man hali kIrsani  karni.”——sor m I .
ਹਵ [hav] Skt n evocation, act of evoking. 2 ln
poetics, longing manifest in bodyparts
expressive of feelings of the heart. “hav
paraspar duhfian bhoyo.”—carI tr 367. See ਰਸ.
ਰਵਨ [haven] P ‘.'/੭} n mortar. n a stone or
wooden mortar for pounding grain.
ਹਵ ਦਸ [havan dasta] pestle and mortar.
ਹਵ ਭਵ [hav bhav] See ਹਵ and ਭਵ.
ਹਵ [hava] n sigh. 2 repentance, remorse. “tu
vela VIsarahI ta lags hava.”-vad m 5.
3 separation. “sa dhanu dublia jiu pIr  ke
have.”—gau chat m I.
ਹਵਈ [havai] n which flies in the air; firework.
See ਹਵਈ. “jese havai chm VIC asman no car
jadi he.”—JSBB. 2 adj just as air. “akhi mit
gaIa havai.”—BG.
ਹਵ [havi] A (ਲ, overwhelming, overpowering.
2 apprehender, controller.
ਹਵ [have], ਹਵ [have] plural of ਹਵ. “tIn kade
n9 cukanI have.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 due to
sighing or repentance. “nid na ave have.”
—bIIa m 5 portal.
ਹੜ [har] n sound produced by the dead in a
battlefield. See ਹੜ 3. 2 fourth month of the
Bikrami era. 3 flood. See ਓ. 4 See ਹੜਨ.
ਹੜਨ [harna] v estimate, assess. '
ਹੜ [hart] n winter crop. 2 a subcaste of Jatts
who are residents of J ind state. .
ਹੜ [hand a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev. He
belonged to Vij subcaste. 2 See ਹੜ. 3 one
who makes an estimate. 4 will make an
estimate.
ਹਤਬ [haraba] the land surrounding Magahar.
See ਮਗਹਰ. “harI ka sat mare harébe ta sagli
sen tarai.”—asa kabir.
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ਹਤਬ [harébe] in l—Iarhmba, in Magahar. See
ਹੜਬ and ਮਗਹਰ.
ਹੜ [hath] See ਅਖੜ.
ਹਵ [harhu] produced'm the month o f  Harh.
fir[hI]Sktvr  go, inspire, send, feeldistressed,
grow. 2 part determination, faith. 3 cause.
4 ਹ denotes the end o f  a word, and indicates
ਅਸ (existence). “k1 atapahI, kI athapahI.”-
gyan. 5 in old Punjabi it gives the sound of
dulaia [£] as ਜਪਹ in place of  ਜਪ, ਕਰਹ in place
of ਕਚ etc. 6 at the end of the word it also
gives the meaning o f  the second and seventh
declensions. as “sam jagaI piave Ihu
ras‘u.”—sohIla. after awakening whom.
“manahI na kije rosu.”—ram namdev. ‘One
should not feel any regret.’
ਰਅ' [hIa], ਰਆ [hIa] Skt ਛਟਧ n mind.
ਚਆ [hIéi] See ਰਆ and ਰਸ.
ਚਆਉ [hIau] n mind. “tape hIaU jiara bIl
laI.”—dhana m I .  “hIau  na  thahe kahi da.”
—s farid. See ਹਯ.
ਰਆਇ [hIaI] See ਚਆਉ and ਕ. 2 earnestly.
“bIn jIhva jo jape hIaI.”—maIa m I. “hiaI
kamaI taIa .”—Var maru 2 m5.
ਦਆਲ [hIala] mind as temple. “base rab
hIalie.”—s farid. “ghatI ghatI ramu hIalie.”
—maru a m 5 5juli. ‘In the mind of  each and in
every body puts up the Supreme.
ਚਅਲਐ [hIalie] in the temple of the mind.
See ਦਆਲ.
ਰਸ [Ms] A ਪਵ n sense of touch; touch.
ਹਸ [his]  Skt ਵਚ vr kill, torment, torture.
ਹਸਕ [hfsak] Skt adj violent killer who
obliterates breathing from the body.
ਹਸਤ [hfsat] neighing. “hfsat ਪ: hayraj
hajare.”—al<a1. 2 adj killed.
ਹਸਨ [hisan] horse’s neighing. 2 Skt n killing,
murder.
ਚਸਮ [hIsam] n part, portion. See ਹਸ.
ਹਸ [hisa] Skt n killing, murder. “hfsa tau man
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te nahi chuti.”—sar parmanéd. 2 tormenting.
ਹਸਬ [hIsab] A Vt; n calculation,
computation, addition.
ਹਸਰ' [hisaru] Skt animal killer. 2 lion.
ਹਸ [hIssa] A _.ਥਣ part, portion, share.
ਹਸ [hisra] Skt adjtormcntor, killer. 2 n animal
like a lion. 3 See ਹ'ਸ.
ਚਹਨਨ [hIhnana] v neigh. “hInnavat bahu
phIrahI turég.”—GPS.
ਹਹਨਰ [hIhnari] n neighing.
ਰਹਨਞ [hIhnav] n neighing. “pun uce hIhnav
sunava.”-—GPS.
ਹਕ [hIk] See ਹਕ. 2 ln Sindhi and western
Punjabi it is ਚਕ. ln Dingal it is ਹਕ. “je dekhe
hIk  var.”—var maru 2 m 1.
ਚਕ ਢ' ਚਕ [hIk dfi hIkI] one after another.
“hIk du  h I k I  care. ”—jst chat m 5.
ਰਕਨ [hIkni] some have. “hIkni ladIa hIkI
ladI gae.’ ’—maru a m 1.
ਹਕਮਤ [hIkmat], ਰਕਮਤ [hIkmatI] A __.ਭਛ n
wisdom, sagacity, erudition. “murakh pédlt
hIkmatI hujatI.”—var asa. 2 art of  healing.
ਚਕਮਤ [hIkmati] adjwise, skilled, ingenious.
ਚਕਯਤ [hIkayat] See ਹਕਇਤ and ਹਕਯਤ.
'ਹਕ [hIkI]  indefinite pronoun; several, so
many, numerous. See ਹਕਨ.
ਚਕ [hIku] See ਰਕ. .2 “hIku sevi hIku
sémla.”—var jet.
ਹਕ [hIko] the only one. “hIko meda tu
dhani.”—asa a m 1.
ਹਕ [hIkk] n chest. 2 Skt ਵਥਜਢ vr torment;
give out a sound resembling a hiccup.
ਹਕ [hIkka] See ਚਚਕ. 2 It is also a
transformation o f  ਹਕ. only one. See ਚਕ.
ਚਗ [hfg] Skt ਫਗ L Ferula Asafoetida. lts
effect is hot and moist. Asafoetida helps in
digestion. It is anti phlegmatic, antiflatulent. It
is also used in cooking pulses and vegetables
and is put as a spice in small cakes of grounded
pulse.
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ਹਗਲ [higla] See ਹ'ਗ'ਲ.
ਹਗਲਜ [higlaj] Skt ਵਫਗਟ It is a place where
the  palate of the goddess had fallen. A temple
of  the goddess stands on  the bank of  Hingol
river' in Lasabela state on the top of Hingula
mountain located on the Mekran coast.
According to  Todd, it takes nine days to reach
Hinglaj from Thhatta  which is at a distance of
nine miles from the seacoast.
ਹਗ [ h i g u ]  S e e  ਹਗ.
ਹਗਲ [higul] Skt ਫੜਜਰ n connabar.
ਚਗਲ [higula], ਹਗਲਜ [hIgulaj] See ਚਗਲਜ.
“higlaj  jagmat ko  rah: dehuro ek.”—carrtr 165.
ਹਗਲਆ [higulia] adj resident of Hinglat;
Durga, the goddess. See ਹਗਲ'ਜ‘.
ਹਙ [hfg], ਹਭ [higu] See ਹਗ. “rahi so beri
hIgU di gai kathuri g5dh.”—s farid. i.e. b ig  as
sensuality remained entrenched.
ਰਚ [Me] n hesitation, hitch. “hIcahI ta prem
ke chabak marau.”-ga_u kabir.
ਚਚਕਨ [hIcakna] v hesitate. See ਰਚ.
'ਹਚਕ [111੦1<1]5/i £ਛਧ. hiccup. It is caused by

overeating and taking in rotten, sticky and stale
food. Unnecessary and frequent eating,
exposure to smoke and dust and an upset
stomach due to hunger also lead to hiccup.
Wind from the gullet, mixed with breathing,
puts a drag  upon the liver and the intestines to
produce the sound of hiccough. It is this sound
that is called hIck.  If it affects children-and
persons of  robust health, one  need not worry,
but if it affects the  old and the disease-ridden
persons, then it becomes a serious problem.
According to  Ayurved, hiccup is of  five  types
i.e. 5ja, yamla, ksudra, gébhira and mahati.

The usual measures adopted for its
treatment are these:

To hold breath for a short while, to crush
'This river is also known as Agor. “mm-5g agor
naypalbhit.”-I<alki ‘People residing on the bank ofAgor.’
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sugarcane with teeth and suck its juice, to  heat
sugar candy, to put five or  ten drops of
eucalyptus oil on it and then eat it, to drink
saline water, to lick milk cream mixed with
honey, to  take in lemon juice mixed with black
salt and honey, to grind rind of  soap nut in water
and use it as snuff, to lick powdered liquorice
mixed with honey and t o  inhale smoke
emanating from a mixture of  asafoetida and
black gram flour put on burning coals.
ਹਚਣ [hIcna] See ਚਚਕਨ.
ਹਜਰ [tar] A [I n separation.
ਹਜਰਤ [trat] A ਕਫ migration; exodus.
ਹਜਰ [ t r i ]  adj who migrates. See ਹਜਰ.
2 See ਹਜਰ ਸਨ.
ਹਜਰ ਸਨ [tri son] Muslim era which began
with the migration of prophet Mohammad from
Mecca on 15‘h July 622 AD. See ਮਹਮਦ.
ਹਜਲ [tli], ਹਜਲਬਦਰ [tlibédar]  an old town
Hijli situated on the estuary of  Rasulpur river.
Once it used to be an important base for
mercantile ships. “tli badar ko rahe baniraI
nares.”—carItr I40. ਲ
ਹਜਬ [tab] A Vt; n veil, privacy.
ਹਜ [ t j a ] ,  ਹਜ [ t je]  A at combining
characters to form a word; spelling a word.
ਹਠਹ [hIthaha] adv downwards,
ਹਡ [hid] obstinacy. Skt ਭਧਤਅ go astray; insult;
ignore.
ਚਡਕ [hIdki] See ਹਚਕ. .
ਚਡ [hidi]  obstinate. 2 Skt goddess Durga.
ਹਤਕ [ਸਗਪਵ] Skt Shiv, Mahadev.
ਹਤਰ [hidur] See ਹਡਰ-
ਹਡਲ [ਸਵਬ੦1] Skt ਫਕਜ n swing. 2 palan‘quin.
3 one from amongstsix principal rags. It is a
pécam aorav rag of  kalyan that. rIsabh and
gadhar are not permitted. dhevat is primary
note and gadhar is secondary one. saraj
gadhar, dhevat and nIsad are pure and
maddham is sharp. Singing time is the first
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quarter o f  the night.

arohi- (ascending): 53 ga mi dha na sa.
avrohi (descending) 33 na dha mi ga 53.
In Guru Granth hidol  rag has no separate

existence, rather it is combined with Basant.
See ਬਸਤ ਹਡਲ ਮਹਲ 1. “raja balaku nagri
kachI.’,’ etc hymns.
ਹਡਲ [hidola] See ਹਡਲ.
ਚਡਬ [hIdéb], ਰਡਬ [11:61ਰ1، 8] 866 ਚਤ'ਬ.
2 Dg male buffalo.
ਹਡਬ [hIdébi] See ਰੜਬ. 2 Dg buffalo.
ਰਣਕਰ [hInkar], ਚਣਖ [hInekh], ਚਣਖ
[hInekha] Skt ਵਕਜ and ਟਨ" n neighing ofa
horse. “kari turég hInekh v 1  sekha.”—GPS.-
ਚਤ [hIt] Skt adj well wisher. 2 well being.
“brIthavét okhad hItaI.”~—BG. 3 n welfare.
4 love. “hI t  karI namu  drIre  daIala.”—bavan.
ਚਤਕਰ [hI tkar ] ,  ਚਤਕਰ -[hItl<ar], ਚਤਕਰਕ
[hItkarak],  ਹਤਕਰ [hI tkar i ]  well wisher.
2 affectionate. 3 benevolent. “manI tan:  ram
nam hItkare.”—dhana m 5.
ਚਤਨ [hItno] adj well wisher, benevolent.
“bebarjat bed sétna uahu SIU re hItno.”—gau
m 5.
ਰਤਵਕਤ [hItvakta], ਰਤਵਦ [hItvadi] ਭਥਗਫਜ
benefactor.
“bat  nibahnahar  b I t t  ke  lahanhar

5t  te  kare aru upar  te  gore  he,
jan lije unhe d I n  thore  ke  rahInhar

dekar  kumétr svami  sake;  me  bore he,
nahan  anitI  ke sahInhar  ham  teri

par ke rahInhar baman he bhore he,
rajan ke  CItt l<e gahInhar  ghane,  par

devidas  h I t  l<e kahInhar thore he.”
ਹਤਇ’ [hItaI] See ਹਤ 2.
ਰਤਹਡਸਗਖਲਦ] Skt good and bad. 2 friend
and foe.
ਰਤਨ [hItana]  v look lovable, appear benevolent.
“yahI mithi  jia mahI  hItani.”—savsye m 5 ke.
ਹਤਲ [hital] Skt ਵਵਹਰ n a type of palm tree.
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“saral taru tal ki h i t a l  ki tamal l<i.”—GPS. L
Phonix paludosa. 2 a Rajput subcaste. Chaneni
state belongs to this subcaste. See ਬਈਧਰ.
ਰਤਵਨ [hItavan] v appear benevolent, look
loving. “prabh ki a g I a  atam hItave.”
—sukhmam'. 2 be effective. See ਚਤ 2. “nam
aukhadhu j Ih  r I d e  hItave.”-ba  van.
ਹਤਖਣ [hItikhan] Skt ਫਰਯ. benevolent. adj
well wisher.

'ਹਤਖਣ [hItikhana] n longing for affection.
ਚੜ [hItu], ਹਤ [hItu] adjwell wisher, friend.
2 Skt ਹਤ. n cause. “pile pila ho: mIle hItu
jeha vxse.”-BG. ‘Yellow substance turns the
water yellow. As  is the  cause, so  is the effect.’
ਹਤ [hIte] be benevolent, be lovable. “sadhu
$5gI menu tanu hIte.”—bIIa m 5. ‘
ਹਤਸ [hItesi] See ਹਤਖਣ.
ਹਤਪਦਸ [hItopdes] a book of parables containing
numerous useful precepts authored by poet
Narayan in the court of  king Dhaval Chander
of  Bengal. It has been translated into numerous
languages. It is also taught in schools. 2 sermon
of  love, affectionate teaching.
ਹਤ [hItta] a headman ofvillage Pakhhoke of
Randhawa subcaste. Ajitta, a devotee of  Guru
Nanak, was son o f  this noble person.
ਚਤਯਤ [hItyét] intense love. “hIty5t maIa.”
—sahas m 5.
ਹਦ [hid] P ਸ Persians changed the word
sidhu to h id .  [s] has become [h]. It is from
the name of  Sindh river that the whole country
(Bharat) derives its name as Hind. See ਹਦਸਤਨ.
ਹਦਸ [ਸਧਝਕ] A (,0; estimate, conjecture.
2 mathematics. 3 figure, digit.
ਚਦਗ [hidgi] See ਹਦਵ.
ਹਦਤ [hIdat] A ....„ਰੜ n ignorance. 2 acridness.
3 strictness. `
ਹਦਵਣ [hidvana]  Hindus. “gég banaras da
hidvana.”—BG. 2 pertaining to Hinduism. See
ਹਦਵਨ.
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ਹਦਵਣ [hidvani] Hindu lady. “jatI senati horI
hfdvania.”-t115gm 1. 2 pertaining to India.
3 pertaining to Hinduism.
ਹਦਵਯ [hidvana] See ਹਦਵਣ. 2 P
water melon. n See ਤਰਬਜ.
“kopyo  IE krI  pan  balvan  sri  gobid s igh

mare cun khan lut th  roli rav rana  I<i,
dakIni  (ਝਮ a pukaré pOj pretan  ke

khopri khavis khat  mugal pathana ki,
kahIt pratap sigh  mud badh gajkhal

ladyo $3)t bcl kahfi sobha v5 thIkana ki,
nadi ke  kInara  pa garib e becara kou,

“",/×} n

ਹਦਸਤਨ
of  more than one lac each. The  total number
of villages is 685,665. Hindustan is fifteen times
larger than Great Britain. If USSR is excluded
from Europe, then the rest of its area is equal
to that of  Hindustan.

According to the 1921 census, Hindustan’s
total population is 3 1 8,475,480 (247,003,293 in
British territory and 71,939,187 in the native
states).

But of  this population, 163,995,554 is male
and 154,946,926 is female. Religion wise the
number is as follows:-

jat banjara Iie gonI hidvana ki.”
ਹਦਵ [hidvi] adjoflndia. 2 sword of India “katI
yamani hidvi.”—sanama. ‘sword of India.’
ਰਦਯਤ [hIdayat] See ਹਦਯਤ.
ਹਦਲ [hidal] See ਹਦਲ. 2 See ਜਜਨਏ.
ਹਦਲਏ [hi'daIie] See ਗਜਨਏ.
ਹਦ [hidi] resident of India. 2 of or relating
to India. 3 Devnagari script. 4 a language used
in UP. It is closely related to Sanskrit. 5 sword
of India. 6 Persian writers have used the word
Hindi'in place of Sindhi
ਹਦ [hidu] See ਹਦ. 2 foreign writers have
mentioned river Sindh as Hind.
ਹਦਸਤਨ [hidustan] ਹਦਸਤਨ [hi‘dustanu] the
place where Hindus reside; a country which
is especially populated by Hindus. So many
names have been assigned to  it, such as
Aryavarat, Bharat etc. Hidustan is surrounded
by Himalaya and the ocean. Lengthwise it is
1900 miles while its breadth is 1500 miles. Total
area is 1,805,332 square miles. 1,094, 300
square miles of  it is British territory while the
remaining area is under the control of native
states. The number of  large and small native
states put together comes to 666. Nine parts
of the population of Hindustan is rural while
one part is  urban. There are 2,316 cities, out
of which 31 are metropolitan, with population

Christians 4,754,000
Sikhs 3,229,000
Hindus 216,735,000
Jains 1,178,000
Parsees 102,000
Tribals 9,775,000
Bodhs 11,571,000
Muslims 68,735,000
.lews 22,000
The total number o f  widows in  Hindustan

is  20,250,075.  In other words there are 1 7 5
widows  for 1000  w o m e n .

A total of 222 languages are spoken in
India. The important languages and the number
of their speakers are given below:—

Hindi (western Hindi) 96,714,000
Kanari (kanrhi) 10,3 74,000
Gujarati 9,552,000
Tamil 18,780,000
Telgu 23,601,000
Punjabi 16,234,000
Western Punjabi 5,652,000
Bengali 49,294,000
Brahmi 8,423,000
Marhati 1 8,798,000
Rajsthani 12,681,000
The  administration is under  the control of

the Viceroy. There  are  two councils for
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managing its affairs. One is the Council of
State while the other is Legislative Assembly.

There are fifteen provincial governments
under the central government. These are
governed by their respective governors.
Provincial governments are of  dual nature.
One is the real council, which controls some
important departments, while the other consists
o f  two o r  three  ministers,  who are answerable
to  the legal council.
ਹਦ [h idu]  ancient people residing around river
Sindh were called Aryans. Foreign writers
have termed them as Hindus. Now this word
is used for all the inhabitants of India.
2 practitioners of  Vedic religion. So  far nobody
has been able to provide a flawless definition
of  the term Hindu. Hence it is also beyond
our competence to do  so. However a Hindu
is regarded as  one  who  has faith in four castes
of the society, takes Veds as scritpures and
d o e s  no t  e a t  beef .‘  “ n a  h a m  h f d u  n a
musalman.”—bh£r m 5. '

3 Arabic and Persian poets have used this
term for a thief, a slave and a black person.
Numerous poets have used the word Hindu
for a black mole.
ਰਦਅਨ [hiduana] adj  in the style ofa Hindu.
2 of  or pertaining to a Hindu. 3 n Hindu
society.
ਹਦਕਸ [hfdukus] a mountain in the northwest
o f  Hindustan, situated on the border o f
Afghanistan. its height is 20,000 feet. Once
several Hindustani people died here due to
snowfall, hence its name Hindukush.
ਹਦਪਤ [hidupati] a title of the Maharana of
Udaypur. Being Reghuvanshi ,  Udaypur
dynasty is respected in the entire Rajputana.
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Poet Bhushan has also mentioned Shivaji as
Hindupati.
ਹਦਸਤਨ [hidostan] See ਹਦਸਤਨ.
ਹਦਲ [hidol] See ਹਡਲ.
ਹਨਨ [hInakna] See ਹਣਕਰ.
ਚਕਤ [hIn-nat] neighing. See ਹਹਨਨ and
ਹਣਕਰ.
ਹਨ [1111a] See ਮਹਦ.
ਹਫਜਤ [hIphajat] A cilia supervision.
2 protection, safety.
ਹਬ [ ta]  A .../] gift.
ਰਮ [hIm] Skt n snow. 2 winter season.
3 sandal. 4 camphor. 5 adj  cold, cool.
ਰਮਕਰ [hImkar] Skt n moon. 2 camphor.
3 winter season; duration of  Maghar and Poh.
In a composition of  Guru Arjan in rag Ramkali
under the title ‘ਚਤ’ SIsiar (ਗਰ-{) is written in
place of  bunker and hImkar  is attributed to
the months of  Magh and Phagun as—“hImkar
rutI  mam: bhavti  maghu  phaganu  gunvét jiu.”
and “rutI SIsiar  sital harI pragte méghar pohI
jiU.”—ram ruti m 5.2 ‘
ਹਮਕਟਸਗਘਘਣ], ਚਮਗਰਸਗਗਫਧਗ] n mountain
of  snow. Himalay. See ਹਮਕਟ.
ਹਮਤ [hfmat] A ...-„,"; n intention, resolve,
determination. 2 courage, persistence.

“vedaho  char  VIcaret bat
pvran  atharahI  5g me  dhare,

rag  te a d I  t i  caturai
“sujan” kahe sabh  yahI ke  lare,

CItrahO a p  lIkhe  samjhe kaVItan
ki ritI me  varta pare,

~ hinta hoy  ju hfmat  ki tU
prabinta It»: kahfi kup me dare.”

3 concern. 4 a Rajput warrior who finds
mention in the eleventh chapter of  Vichitar
Natak.

"l‘o keep them within their fold. some writers describe
Jains as those who believe in predestination and burn

their dead bodies.

2 S o m e  ignorant writers ascribe it to the error of  the scribe,

but this is not correct. See ਸਸਰ and ਰਮ. Here ਹਮਕਰ
means  one  that gives  coolness.
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ਹਮਤ ਸਘ [himat sigh] See ਪਜ ਪਜਰ. 2 son
of crown prince Sardul Singh, grandson of
Baba Ala Singh, raja of Patiala and elder
brother of  raja Amar Singh. He died in Sammat
1831 (1774 AD). ‘
ਹਮਧਰ [hImdhar] bearer of snow, Himalay.
ਹਮ ਚੜ [hIm rItu], ਹਮ ਰਤ [hIm rut] ਭਸਣਰ,
season of snowfall; period of Maghar Poll.
ਚਮਵਤ [hImvét] I-Iimalay, the house of snow.
2 the mountain that lies between Kalkut and
Gandhmadan. It is also a part of  Himalay. See
ਹਮਕਟ.

fin-t" [hIma] Skl n snow. “hIma si hImale.”
—akal.
ਹਮਇਤ [hImaIt] See ਹਮਯਤ.
ਚਮਸ [hImasu] Skt ਹਮਸ n rays of which are
cool, the moon. 2 camphor.
ਹਮਕਤ [hImakat] A _..ਨਟ n folly, foolishness.
ਗਸਲ [hImacal], ਚਮਦ [hImadrI], ਚਮਤ
[hImadri] an immovable mountain of  snow.
On the northern side of  India and inbetween
Tibet and India, a huge montainous mass of
snow. It is the highest in the world. Its peak is
29,002 feet in height. 2 ਫਸਹਫਜਕਥ pertaining
to Himalaya. Shiv. “rijhat hImadrI  po‘ét sis.”
-kalk1'.
ਚਮਮਦਸ [hImam dasta] P :4 w}. pestle and
mortar.
ਚਮਧ [hImalay], ਹਮਲ [hImala], ਗ-[ਝਲ
[hImale], ਗਚਲ [hImacall See ਹਮਚਲ. '
ਚਮਬਰ [11:111ਰ1،ਪ] heap  of  snow, an agglomerate
of  snow. 2 wind that melts and  removes snow.
—sanama.
ਹਮਬਰ [hIm‘ébarI] son  of  the wind, Bhimsen.
—sa:1ama. see  ਗਬਰ 2.
ਹਮਤ ਸਘ [hImmat sigh] See ਪਜ ਪਸਰ.
ਰਯ [ t ] ,  ਹਯਰ [ t ra] ,  ਚਯ [ ta]  Skt ਛਥਧਸ
mind, heart, conscience.
ਚਯ [ ta ]  adv  here, at this place.
ਹਯੳ [tau] n mind, heart. “hIau satn
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ka daryo.”—krrsan. See ਹਯ.
ਰਚ [hIr] See ਹਰ. 2 See ਹਰਣ. “hIrahI
pardarabu udar ks tai.”——gau find 121 5. ‘steals
the wealth of  other people.’ “iIsu pekhat
kIIVIkh hIrahI.”—sr1‘ m 5. ‘Sins vanish.’
ਹਰਸ [hires] A J}: yearning, craving, greed.
2 fondness. 3 desire, inclination.
ਚਰਸ [hIrsi] adj ambitious, greedy.
ਹਰਡ [hIrad], ਰਰਡ [hIradu] See ਏਰਡ. “hIrad
palas 55g: harI buhia.”-—bIIa a m 4. “c§dan
nIka t I  vase hIradu  bapura.”—g5d m 4.
ਹਰਣ [hIran] deer, stag, skeleton. 2 stealing.
See ਹਰਣ. “pardarab hIrné.”—sahas m 5'. 3 See
ਚਰਣਯ.
ਰਰਣਗਰਭ [hIrangarabh] See ਚਰਨਗਰਭ.
“hIrangarabh  atam  CIt cin.”—GPS.
ਰਰਣਰਟ [hIranrat] n king of the deer, lion.
2 lord of  the deer, moon.
ਹਰਣਚਟਭਗਨ [hIranratbhagni] n sister of the
moon — Chandrbhaga river.——sanama.
ਰਰਣ [hIrna] See ਹਰਣ stealing. “hIrahI par
darabu udar kc tai.”—gau thIti m 5. 2 gold.
“kesar kusam mIrgame hI rna ,  sarabh sariri
carna.”—-trl§g m I .  ‘When touched, saffron,
flower, musk and gold do  not get defiled.’
ਹਰਨ [hIrany] Skt n gold. 2 dhatura, thorn-
apple. 3 wealth. 4 silver. 5 cowrie.
ਹਚਣਸਕਸਧ [hIrnyakaSIpU] See ਚਰਨਸਪ.
ਚਰਰਕਸ [hIrnyakesl Skt adj one having
golden hair. 2 n Vishnu.
ਹਰਣਯਗਰਭ [hIrnyagarabh] See ਹਰਨਗਰਭ.
ਹਰਣਜਕ [hnnyakas] See ਹਰਣਖ and ਪਹਲਦ.
ਹਰਤ [hIrat] steals. See ਹਰਣ. “jIU cor hIrat
nIség.”-—b11a a m 5. 2 Ski ਭਰ. adj stolen,
robbed. “marat hIrat  sésar.”—cau m 5. ‘the
robbed world (the duped world) is vanishing.’
ਰਹੜ [hIrte] adv stealing, robbing. “kahu
bIhave jit  hIrte.”-ram a m 3. 2 killing,
murdering.
ਰਰਦਯ [hIrday], ਹਰਦ [hIrda] Skt ਛਟ'ਧ n
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conscience, mind, heart. “hIrda  sudh  brahamu
bicare.”—gaum 5. 2 one residing in conscience

' - the transcendent One. See ਛਚਗ ਉਪਨਸਦ.
“hrIdyay5 tasmat h r I d y é . ”  “h I rde  r I d e
nIhal.”—var majh m 1. ‘Find the Creator within
your conscience.’ 3 chest. “jese ado hIrde
mahI.”—ma1i m 5. ‘as a bird broods the eggs
under its chest.’
ਹਰਦ ਰਚ [hIrda add  See ਹਰਦ 2.
ਹਰਦਕਪ' [hIrdekamalu] mind in the form of

_ a lotus. “hIrde  kamalu pragaSIa.”—sri m 3.
` ਹਰਨ [hIran] See ਹਰਣ.
ਹਰਨਕਸਪ [hIrnakasapu] Skt ਵਹਧਫਯਬ one
wearing a golden dress; a demon who was
son  of  Kashyap from Diti. He  was elder brother
of Hamakhas. According to Mahabharat and
Purans, he was father of  Prahlad. Narsingh
Bhagwan killed him. .
ਹਰਨ ਕਚਨ [hIran kécan] See ਹਰਣਯ and ਕਚਨ.
Where  these two words are used side  by side,
there the former stands for silver  and the latter
means gold.
ਹਰਨ-ਖਡ [hIrankhéql] Skt ਵਰਧ ਰਕਧਤ. according
to  Bhagwat ,  a region o f  Jambu  island,
mentioned as golden land. “pahuce  hIrankhéd
me  jai.”—NP.
ਹਰਨਗਰਤ [hIrangarabh] See ਚਰਨਗਰਭ.
ਹਰਨਛ [hIrnach] See ਹਰਣਖ and ਪਹਲਦ.
ਹਰਨ [hIrni] See ਹਰਣ.
ਰਰਨ [hIranU] See ਚਰਨ. “loha hIranu hove
$531 paras.”—kan a m 4.
ਚਰਨਗਰਝ [hImyagarabh] Skt ਛਜਸਵ adj born
from a golden egg. 2 n according to Rig Ved
at first there was Hiranyagarabh. He was the
lord of all living beings, pillar of  the sky and
the  earth, creator of  body and soul, top most
amongst the gods and bestower of soul to all the
beings. 3 According to Manu, Hiranyagarabh
is Brahma who  was illuminator as the  sun and
in the beginning was born from a golden egg.
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After spending a year in the egg, according to
his own sweet will, he, divided it into two parts
- one the heaven and other the earth. 4 the
abstract and the concrete. 5 the Creator, the
supreme Soul.
ਚਰਨ'ਕ [hIrnyaks] See ਹਰਣਖ and ਪਹਲਦ.
ਹਰਵਡ [hIrphat] A a}; n vocation, profession.
2 craftsmanship.
ਹਰਮਚ [hIrmaci], ਰਰਮਜ [hIrmaji] A 6],,- dust
of  red hue used for colouring floor, wall etc;
cochineal.
ਰਰਇਆ [hIraIa] got robbed, got depossessed.
2 astonished. “herat  herat sabhe hi raIa .”
—tansukh.
ਚਰਏ [hIrae] See ਹਰਣ.`.“1<8!1 pharaI hIrae
tuka.”—prabha a m 1. ‘Having turned a yogi,
he asks for alms; disciples beg food and take
it to the guru.’
ਹਰਸ’ [hIras] P J9,- n fear, dread. “her aj 1<੦
]58 hIrasa.”—GPS. 2 See ਹਰਸਪ
ਹਰਸਤ [hIrasat]  A at] supervision. '
2 protection.
ਹਹਯਲ ਫਕਨ [hIrasul phIkan] See ਫਕਨ.
ਚਰਤ [hIrat] is robbed. See ਕਤ. 2 robs, steals.
3 a region ofAfghanistan and a principal town,
it is situated 2,500 feet above the sea level. It
is known for hides and silk.
ਰਹਨ [hIrana], ਚਰਨ [hIrani], ਹਰਨ [hIrano]
adj lost. “pt‘iji hIrani  banaju tut.”—bas§tkabin
2 robbed. “bahu bI t  maIa  moh hIrano.”
—maIa m 5. .

'ਹਰ [h I r I ]  Skt'g’ vr take away, steal, rob, copy,
give, accumulate, finish, abandon, stop, beat,
roll together, insult, oppress, combat, snatch.
2 adv  having stolen, having robbed. “hIrI  vxt
CIt dukhahi.”—asa partal m 5.
ਹਰਓ [hIrIo],  ਹਰਅ [hIrIa]  SktEfi adjstolen,
snatched.
ਚਚਜ [hIrInyo] Short for ਰਰਨਕਸਪ.

" ”“hIrInyo hIrénachsé db:  bira. ——verah.
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ਹਚਲਨ [hIrIlina] See ਰਰ. “
sabh ko hIrIlina.”—gau m 9.
ਚਰਆ [hIria] adj one who takes away; a thief.
“par  kau hIria.”—suhi m 5 partal. ‘ th ief  o f
another man’s wealth.’ “kanh bade ras ke
hIria.”-I<rIsan.
ਹਰ [hIre] See ਹਰਣ. stole. 2 eliminated. “kotI
bIghan hIre  khIn  mahI.”—gaum 5.
ਹਰ [hIre] takes away. 2 steals. 3 gets
reduced. “labh mIle tota hIre.”—gau thIti m
5. 4 sees. “hédi kau anhodi  hIre.”—ram m 5.
“koda claret h I re  juari.”——g5d namdev.
ਹਰਲ [hIral] See ਹਰਲ. 2 commotion. 3 a
mountain in the background of  which the
god (sun) resides. “himat badh hiralahI la.”
—carItr 2. 4 army squad. “jsse cir hIrol ko.”
—carItr 103.
ਚਰਡ [hIréd] See ਏਰਡ and ਰਰਡ.
ਹਰਨ [hIrén] See ਚਰਨ.
ਰਰਨਸਪ [hIrénkasapu] See ਹਰਨਸਪ.
ਹਰਨਛਸ [hIre‘machas], ਚਚਨ’ਛ [hIrényach]
See ਹਰਣਖ and ਪਹਲਦ.
ਹਰਜ [hIryo] stolen. 2 snatched. 3 seen. “akhan
hIryo.”—carrtr 231.
ਹਲ [hIl] A d: adj legal, legitimate. 2 See ਹਲਣ.
ਰਲਣ [hIlna], ਹਲਨ [hIlna] v swing, move.
2 get used to. “mera manu tanu harI ségx
hIlIa.”-—gau ਗਤ} m 5. “hIlIo or vasatu 1e
jave.”—GPS.
ਚਲਮ [tm] A f“! n humbleness, humility.
Words like ਹਲਮਘਧ Ware derived from it.
ਹਲਕ [hIlak] See ਹਲਕ.
ਹਲਲ [hIlaI] A ਪ“, new moon; moon of the
second day  of  the lunar month.
ਚਵ [t] Sktfim’. snow. “guru t sitalaganI
bujhave.’  ’-asa a m 1.
ਚਵਘਰ [tghar] abode of snow, Himalay.
2 moon. ~
ਹਵਧਰ [tdhar] bearer of snow, Himalay.
2 adj cold stream, stream of cold water. “pavan

ratanu gIanu
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bahe tdhar.”—s kabir. in peace of  mind,-
repeating the name of  the  Creator with every
breath is like putting a stream of cold water
into the vessel to churn curd, for making butter.
This way rarefied butter gets thickened and is
easily collected.
ਚਵਲਯ [ ta lay] ,  ਰਵਲ [ t a l a ] ,  ਰਵਲ
[tale] See ਹਮਲਯ. “kotI jau tirath kare tanu
jo tale gare.”-—ram namdev.
ਹਵਘਰ [tsghar] n moon. 2 Himalay. .“guru
d a t a  guru t s g h a r . ”  —var majh m I .
3 1. e. a peaceful soul.
ਚਤਬ [hIréba] Skt ਫਡਸ. hId fb i  is also
correct. She was sister of  Hidamb, a demon,
whom Bhimsen had killed. In Mahabharat it
is mentioned that she was very beautiful.
Bhimsen’s son Ghatotkach was born from his
marriage with her. Ghatotkach showed great
valour during the battle of  Kurukshetar.
ਹ [hi] part  must. 2 only. “nath  hi  sahai  sétna.”
—bIIa m 5. 3 strange. 4 n mind. “sunI sun:
hi daraIa.”—suhi  m 5 partal. “harI  kirtan hi
trIptave.”—sor m 5. 5 chest. “carankamal hi
paras.”—gau m 5.
ਹਉ [hiu], ਹਉ [bib] 11 mind. “hiu kio kurbana.”
«sar m 5.‘ 2 reasoning power, conscience.
“hiu deu  sabh tanu man  arpau.”—sarm 5.
ਦਓ [hi0], ਹਅ [hia], ਹਅਉ [hiau], ਹਅਰਉ [hiarau],
ਹਅਰ [hiara], ਹਅਰ [hiero] n mind, conscience.
“nanak  nam  adhar  hio.”—asa m 5. “bed puran
jas gun gavat tako namu his mo dharu re.”
—gau m 9. “mere hiars ratanu namu harI
baSIa.”-j£t m 4.
ਹਅਲ [hialu] heart’s core. See ਤਲ.
ਹਅੜ [hiara] heart, mind.
ਹਆ [hia] See ਹਅ. “jia hia pranpate.”—brla
ch5tm  4. 2 courage.
ਹਇ [hiI] See ਹਅ. “hie l<o pritam bxsarI na
jaI.”—kan m 5.
ਹਸ [his], ਹਸ [h‘is] Skt ਹ'ਸ. a thorny shrub.
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“bIra his ko séghanghano.”—GPS. L Coix
Barbata. Its hedge is very strong. In jungles
which are very dense, animals such as lions
and pigs turn these shrubs into their dense or
pens.

m [hikna] v hiccup. 2 n braying.
ਗਗ [hig] See ਚਕਣ. 2 See ਹਗ. “hig lagaI taha
uth ave.”—carItr 193.
ਰਗਣ! [higna], ਹਗਨ [higna] See ਚਕਣ. “nIt
uth hase h'ige mare.”—gau kabir.
ਹਗ [h‘igu] See ਹਗ. “banie ke ghar h‘igu ache.” ‘
—todi namdev.
ਚਜ [hij], ਹਜਰ [hijra], ਹਜੜ [hijra] P jg: eunuch;
they make both ends meet by singing and
dancing on the occasions of weddings and
births of newborn children. “nacan hij gaI  501-
racé.”—GPS.
ਹ! [hid] Skt ਫਤ vr draw, tear, give vent to
one’s rage.
ਹ'! [hid] Dg n exertion, running about.
31's: [h‘idan] Dg whirling. 2 wanderer.
ਹ' [hidu] heart, conscience. 2 Skt ਭਤ vr go.
3 n motion, gait. “bholtam bhe man: vase heko
padharu hidu.”—varmaru 1 m 1. ‘Same is  the
path and same is the gait, still there is fear in
one’s mind of  going astray.’ See ਹ’ਝ.
ਹ‘, [hide] Dg runs. 2 n race, rout.
ਹਰ [hido] Dg swing.
ਹਡਲ [hidol] See ਹਡਲ. ,
m [hidola] See ਹਡਲ. “hidoli car: aia.”
—asa a m I. ‘They came riding in a palanquin.’
ਹਣ [hin], ਹਣਉ [hinau] Skttflfiadj  condemned.
2 deficient, less. “dhan rup-hin kIchu sak na
sIna.”—j€t var. 3 less, imperfect. “hinau nic
karau benéti.”—suhi chét m 1.
ਹਧ [hinasy] Skt ਹਨਸ is low, is devoid of.
“gurmétr hinasy jo prani.”—sahas m 5.
ਹਣ [him], ਹਣ [him], ਹਣ [hmo], ਹਣ [him]
See ਹਣ. 2 adj devoid of. “bhagatxhinu kahe
jag: axa?.”—sri a m 3. 3 cowardly, timid. “ਸਬ

ਹ!
koi suru na koi hina.”-ram a m 5. “na ko hinu
nahi ko sura.”—gau a m 5. “him nicu burn
burIaru.”——prabha m I.
ਗਡ [hit], ਚੜ [hitu] See ਰਤ. “ti'i mera pritamu
turn sag]: hitu.”-—gaum 5. “353: na calahI t InI
SIU hit.”—dhana m 5. 2 adj well wisher,
affectionate. “hit moh bhe bharam bhramna.”
—sahas m 5.
ਹਨ [him] See ਹਣ and ਹਨ.
m [hinat], ਹਨਤ [hinta] n loss, lack.
2 meanness. 3 disrespect, insult. “kalu ! me
hinat manat h6.”—NP.
ਹਕ [hinra], ਹਨਡ [him-i] adj worthless, mean.
“hinri jatI meri.”—bher namdev.
ਹਨ [hina] adj See ਹਨ. “sabh utam kIsu akhau
hina?.”—bas§t a m I .  "Whom should I call
mean?’ 2 weak, feeble. “nani drIstI  nahi, tanu
hina.”-bh£r m I .
ਹਰ [hir] She was daughter of Chuchak —a
Rajput of Sial caste. Her mother’s name was
Malki. She lived in the town of J hang, situated
on the bank of  Chenab (Jhanan) river.‘ She
was married by her parents to Saida o f
Rangpur (district Muzaffargarh). He was a
Jatt of  Khera subcaste, but she was in love
with Ranjha son of  Mauju,2 resident of Takhat .
Hazara. Numerous Punjabi poets have penned
this love tale in high literary mode. Hir died in
Sammat 1510 on  hearing the news of  Ranjha’s- .,
death. Her grave is situated at a distance of
half a kohs from J hang. Numerous people ofl‘er
milk at her grave. “rajha hir bakhanie oh
pIram  pIrati.”—BG.

'Jhang was founded by Rai Sarja in Sammat 983. Due to
the huts o f  Sial Jatts, it was known as Jhungi Sial. Later

on, it came to be known as Jhang Sial.
”The name of Ranjha’s father was Muaazudin, also
termed Mauju. During the reign of  Bahlol Lodhi, Mauju
was governor of Takhat Hazara. During the reign of
Lodhis, Hazara was a well populated town.
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In Dasam Granth, Hir is  mentioned as
Menka and Ranjha as Indar. “rajha bhayo sures
tahi,  bhai menka hir. ya jag me  gavat sada sabh

' kaVIkul jas dhir.”—carItr 98. See ਰਝ. 2 a poet
in the court of  Guru Gobind Singh. Having
listened to the following stanza, the Guru
bestowed upon him so much wealth that he
needed nothing else from any one else for the
rest of his life.
“pas thadho jhagrat jhukat defers mohI

bat na karan pafi maha bali bir 86,
250 3r :  b I k a t  n I k a t  base  n I s d  I n

nIpa t  nIsék  sath  ghere pher  bhir so,
darId  kuput  ! tero  maran  banyo  he aj

karke salam  VIda  huje kabI hir  56,
nataru gobid s igh  VI  kal kar’ége tohI

tuk tuk hve he gadhe  danan  ke tir 56.”
3 Skt diamond. “gurI mIlie hir parakha.”
-jetm 4. 4 Shiv. 5 lion. 6 short for ਅਹਰ. “ae
sabh brIj  hir.” (krIsan) 7 a metre also known
as hirak characterised by 4 lines, each with
23 matras, two pauses after six matras each,
the third at the eleventh thereafter; the first
character of every line being guru and the end
being ragan: SIS.

Example:
“saty rahIt, pap grahIt, kruddh cahIt janIye,
dharm hin, fag chin, kroddh pin  manIye.”...

-1<aIki.
(b) ganIk metre is a typical characteristic of
ਹਰ [hir], each line being organised as SII, IIS, III,
ISI, Ill, SIS.

Example:
“sri guru dhar hi caran r Ide nar  dukh ke hari,
hot na bhav me bhraman sada rahI mud k0
dhari.” 8 P ‘7. fire.
ਹਰਕ [hirak] Skt n diamond. 2 See ਹਰ 7.
ਹਰ [hira] See ਹਰ and ਹਰਕ. “hira namu javehar
lalu.”-asa a m I .  2 This word is also used for
the Creator; It stands for a high quality diamond
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not affected by any colour, with its brilliance
illuminating everything. “hire karu ades.”—ram
kabir. 3 soul .  “h i re  h i ra  b e d h :  . ”
—asa kabir. 4 a man of  sublime qualities. 5 a
disciple of Guru Hargobind. He was very
brave and he fought fiercely in the battle of
Amritsar. 6 Skt ਤਹ. Lakshmi, goddess of
wealth. 7 ant. 8 short for ਹਅਰ.
ਹਰ ਸਘ [hira sigh] son of Phulvanshi Sardar
Sukha Singh, rais of Badrukhan. He was born ਰ
on 6'h of Poh Sammat 1900 (1843 AD) to Mai
Raj Kaur (daughter of Sardar Basava Singh
of Borhavalie). As there was no issue of raja
Bhagwan Singh of Nabha, he ascended the
throne on Bhadon Sudi 10 Sammat 1928 (10"'
of  August 1871)

Maharaja Hira Singh managed the affairs
so efficiently and provided so much relief to
the people that his achievement should be an
example for other rulers. He was very fond
of education. He established numerous schools
in the state and liberally gave scholarships to
students. He provided great help to Macauliffe
in writing his book “Sikh Religion” and put the
Khalsa College on firm footing.

He spent lacs of  rupees on the construction
of magnificent buildings in and around the capital
and spent huge amounts of money to modernise
his army. So far as his personal expenditure went,
he was very austere. He regarded state
exchequre as a trust. Daily he took out time for
delivering justice, and everybody could go to his
court without any restriction.

On 7‘“ of Magh Sammat 1939 (18"‘ of
January 1883) a daughter — Bibi Ripudaman
Kaur'—was born to queen Parmeshvar Kaur

'Bibi Ripudaman Kaur was married to Maharana Ram
Singh, ruler of  Dhaulpur in I905 AD. But she did not
lead a happy married life for long, as the Maharana
passed away in 1911 AD.
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Rallewale and on 22“d of Phagun 1939 (4‘h
March, 1883) crown prince Ripudaman Singh
was born to queen Jasmer Kaur of Longowal.

He was awarded GCSI in 1889, GClE in
1903 and was granted the title of hereditary
Maharaja during Delhi Darbar in 1911.

On 11th of Poh Sammat 1968 (25'h
December 1911), the topmost of Vairarh
dynasty, Maharaja Sir Hira Singh, breathed his.
last at Nabha.
ਹਰਹਰ [hirahir], ਹਰਹਰ [hirahiru] the topmost

' diamond, the topmost gem. “hIrde  rev: rahIa
harI hira hiru.”—-var suhi  m 3.
ਹਰਘਟ [hiraghat] See ਅਬਚਲ ਨਗਰ.
ਹਰ ਦਸ [hira das], ਹਰ ਦਸਏ [hira dasie] In
Sammat 1867 a noble soul  was  born to
Abdullah, the cobbler. He gained a lot in the
company of Sharandas Udasi and ultimately
adopted the sublime religion of Guru Nanak
and became Hiradas. During the reign of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, he established a big
dera in village Gandi Vind and started free
kitchen. He died in Sammat 1936. The
followers of  Hiradas came' to be known as
Hiradasie. Mahant Sant Singh succeeded
Hiradas, who  died in Sammat 1953.
ਹਰ ਨਦ [hira néd] See ਛਪ 3.
ਹਰ [him] See ਹਰ and ਹਰ. “daIa  kare harI
h i ru . ”—e  m I .  “ m a n I k  la l  n a m  ra tan
padarath hiru.”—-sri m I.
ਹਰ ਨਲ ਹਰ ਵਨਣ [hire nal hira vinhna] v
diamond is a hard substance. To penetrate and
make  a hole in it, a diamond is to  be used as  a
tool. Likewise in order to liberate the distressed
soul, miracle of  the realisation of  absolute
Braham is helpful. “hire hirabet pavan
menu sahje rahIa samai.”—asa kabir.
ਹਲਹ [hilah] See ਹਲ 3.
ਹਲਹ'ਸਜ [hilahsaji] P (551,43 n pretence,
evasion.
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ਹਲਤ [hilat] See ਹਲ 3. ਹਲਤ also means
pretence and fraud.
ਹਲੜ [hilra], ਹਲ [hila], ਹਲ [hila] n fraud,
deception. 2 distress, suffering. “man no
suhela parpéc hila.”—gau m 5. “sadhan k0
harta jou hila.”—l<rrsan. 3 A ]„» pretence.
“hilra ehu sésaro.”—vad m 1 ਗਗ… 4 effort,
plan, scheme.
ਹ [ho] Skt vr perform an  oblation; eat; satiate.
send, get. 2 In old Punjabi ਹ is used in place
o f [ “ ]  as  ਕਰਹ 111 place 01`ਕਰ, ਜਪਹ 111 place of
ਜਪ etc. “meri harahu pat jan karahu subhai.”
—gau ravrdas. 3 part  must. “bharamu bhedu
bhau kabahu na  chutaSI.”——bher m 1. 4 ਹ also
stands for the fifth declension; from. “pretahu
kitonu devta.”—vargau 2 m 5. '
ਹ [ho] Skt ਛਸ part response—a sound of ਹ.
2 disrespect. 3 question. 4 acceptance.
ਰ'ਐ [hue] See ਰ.
ਹ'ਅ [hue] adj happened. became. 2 n response
word of hue. “hos sabad aSIdhujehI ucara.” .
—carItr 405.
ਰ'ਇਓ [hum], ਹਈ [hui] happened, became.
ਹਈ ਹ [hui he] happens. “anéd rup hui he.”
—guj m 5.
ਰਏ [hue] became. “mukh hue pédI t  mIthe.”
—saveye m 3 ke.
ਹ'ਸ [hus] See ਹਸਣ. 2 See  ਹਬਸ. 3 P hush, short
for ਹਸ (sense).
ਹਸਣ [husna] Skt ਰਸਜ. be short. 2 be tired.
“hOI me as 930 hus nah: jaI.”-GPS. “dIye
husaI turégam sare.”—GPS.
ਹਸਨ [husan] A U’) n beauty. “kI husnul vaju
he.”—japu. ‘beauty has existence.’ See ਵਜਹਗਧ
ਵਜਹ. 2 adj beautiful.

WIhusnak] P J t  
u), adjbeautiful. “amIt

darab husnakan deh‘l.”——carItr 111. 2 See
ਉਸਨਕ. ‘
ਹਸਨਚਰਗ [husnulcarag] P UAW" lamp of
beauty. “k1 husnulcarag hE.”—japu.
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ਹਸਨ'ਲਜਮਲ [husnuljamal] A dtjlu” extremely
beautiful.
ਹਸਨਲਝਮਮ [husnultamam] A (if-3k?) perfect
beauty.
ਹਸਨ-ਲਵਜ ਹ [husnulvaju he] A Leila" having
a charming face. See ਵਜਹ and ਵਜਹ.
ਹਸਆਰ [hUSIar], ਹ'ਸਅਰ [husiar] P Ag): adj
wise. 2 watchful. “dunia husiar bedar.”-ram
kabir.
ਹਸਆਰ [husiari] P (51?“ n intelligence,
wisdom. 2 watchfulness. alertness. '
ਹਸਨ [husen] ਘ second son of Hazrat Ali
from Fatima, daughter of  prophet Mohammad.
He was born in 625 AD.—(Hijri‘4). Having
been thirsty for three days, he was brutally
killed at Karbala (which is at a distance of  60
miles from Baghdad in the southwest direction)
by commander Simar of  the seventh caliph
Yazid on 18"1 October 680.

The reason was that certain persons of
Kufa, having arrived at  secret understanding,
called him for handing over the caliphate to
him. King of  Damascus, Caliph Yazid, came
to know o f  this secret and sent his army
against Hussain. Hussain did not want to fight
but the army of Yazid attacked him without
any reason. This dispute went on from the first
to the 10‘“ of Muharram. On the 10th day,
Hussain was killed. Hence Shias mourn for
these ten days. See ਹਸਨ and ਸਯਦ.
ਹਸਨ ਸਹ [husen sah] a hermit of Lahore. He
is also known as Shah Hussain. See ਕਨ.
ਹਸਨਬਦ [husenabad] a town in the district of
Gaya (Bihar) “hira si husenabad.”—aka1.
ਹਸਨ [huseni] adj relating to Hussain.
2 pertaining to the lineage of Hussain. 3 a
devotee of Hussain. 4 n the slave of Dilavar
Khan, an  official incharge of  an  army of  5000
soldiers. When Dilavar Khan’s son, fearing
for his life, returned from Anandpur Sahib,
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Hussain marched towards Anandpur along
with an army of  two thousand men, but he
could not reach there. He was killed on the
way, while fighting against other hill Chieftains.
Sec ਸਗਤਆ. “karyo jor sens huseni payané.”-—
VN. 5 Muslim cultivators, who are Sayyads,
are chiefly found in Montgumary district. 6
There are Hussaini Brahmans as well, who
tell and sing the story of Hussain and also get
alms from Muslims.
ਹਸਗਬਦ' [huségabad] See ਹਸਗਬਦ.
ਹਹਰ [huhar] adj astonished. “caracaryé
huhré.”—VN.
ਹਹ [huhu], ਹਹ [huhu] See ਹਹ and ਹਹ.
ਹਕ [hOk] See ਹਕਰ. “bha; hfike dhfike békare.”
—ramav. 2 neighing, sound of  hihi .  “hOke
kan.”—VN. ‘Horses neighed.’
ਹ'ਕਈ [hukai] adj hubble-hubble, (hookah)
smoker.
ਰਕਨ [hukna] ਭ]; enema.
ਹਕਮ [hukam] A ' n order, command.
ਹਕਮਸਤ [hukamsatI], ਹਕਮਸਝ [hukamsatt],
ਹਕਮਸਤ [hukamsaty] the Creator with truth
as his dictum. “Ik  oékar hukamsatI vahIguru
ji ki phatah.”—jafar. 2 true command. 3 xa
death, demise. “hukam satt  I k  S Ikh  hve
gayo.”—GPS.
ਰਕ [hukamnama] P _ਲਮ n an edict,
carrying a dictum. 2 royal decree. 3 an edict
of the true Guru (spiritual guide). See ਤਲਕ
ਸਘ.

During the time of  the Gurus, edicts written
from them to  their disciples, were also known
as hukamnamas. Mata Sundari had also been
sending these edicts to the sagat (congregation).
Edicts have been issued and are still being
issued from the four holy Seats under the
control of Gurupanth.
ਹਕਮ [hukma] A u: plural of  ਹਕਮ.
ਹਕਮ [hukmal See ਅਮਰ ਸਘ and ਸਹਬ ਸਘ.
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ਹਕਮਉ [hukmau] as per  command. “me kahIa
sabh  hukmau jiu.”—suhi m 5 gunvéti.
ਹਕਮਵ [hukmave] as per command. “satIguru
ke hukmave.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 command
may come.
ਹਕਮ [hukamI] as per command. “hukamI
mIle vadIai.”—japu. 2 See ਹਕਮ.
ਹਕਮ [hukmi] adj one who issues command.
ruler. “hukmi hukamu calae rahu.”—japu. 2 as
per command. “hukmi barsanI lage meha.”
—majh m 5.
ਰਕਮਬਦ [ਘਖਸਧਟਯਕ] adj one who obeys the
command ,  s l ave .  “hukmibéda  hukam
kamave.”—-maru soIhe m 3.
ਹਕਮ [hukpmu] See ਹਕਮ. “hukamu tera khara
bhara.”—asa ch5t m 3.
ਹਕਮ [hukme] in command. “hukme adarI sabhu
ko.”—japu. 2 command. “nanak hukme je
bujhe.”—japu.
ਰਕਰ [hokar] See ਹਕ'ਰ.
ਹਕਮ [hukam] A (KS plural of ਹਕਮ.

_ ਹਕ'ਮ [hukami] adj of or relating to command.
2 as per command. “bIcarde phIrahI sésar
mahI harI ji hukami.”—Var maru 2 m 5.
ਰਕਰ [hfikar], ਹਕਰ [hfikara] Skt sound of hi).
“ t Ih  chIn  sri prabhu k I y  hfikara.”—NP.
2 response, confirmation.
ਹਕਮਤ [hukumat] A ਸ,; n act o f 'issuing
command. 2 kingdom.
ਰਕ [hukk] n pain in one ’3 side. 2 piercing pain
in the lung. 3 E hook.
ਹਕ [hukka] A j; n a small box. 2 an enamelled
earthen pot or glass pot. 3 hookah, hubble-
bubble. “hukke se hurmat gai nem dharam gayo
chut.”—grrrdhar.
ਹਗਲ [hugli] a river in Bengal which, after
having confluence with Bhagirthi and J alangi,

, falls into the Bay  of  Bengal. 2 a town situated
on  the right bank of  river Hugli, which falls in
Baradvan Pargana. This  town was inhabited

„..
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by the Portugese in 1537 AD.
ਹਗਲ ਬਦਰ [hugli bédar] a harbour situated at
a place where Hugli river makes a confluence
with the sea. “hugli bédar ko huto himat  sigh
ap '  ek.”—carrtr 133.
ਹਜਝ [hujat], ਹਜਤ [hujatI] See  ਹਜਤ. “gurmatI
saci hujatI durI.”—asa m 1.
ਰਜ [hujra] A a}  n a small room, closet.
2 cloister for meditation. “bédgi alah ala
hujra.”—maru solhe m 5. 3 a place in Madina
where prophet Mohammad was buried.
ਰਜ'ਮ [hujum] A [ਨ n crowd, gathering. 2 heap,
stock. ਰ
ਹਜਝ [hujjat] A ਭਲਡ’ n argumentation, disputation.
2'doubt.
ਰਟ [hut] See ਹਟਣ.
ਹਟਣ [hutna] v keep away. “mic huts jam te
chute.”~gau thrtim5.  2 get tired “hat-Imago
na hutc.”—saveye m 4 ke. 3 love strength, get
weak. “nan sravan sarir sabh hutIo.”—sar
m 5. ' _
ਹਡ [hud] n boar’s tusk. 2 Skt a leather-mounted
musical instrument, which is specially sounded
in the battlefield. It is also known as hudduk.
3 cloud. 4 an army camp. 5_ See ਹਡ.
ਹਡ [h0g1] Skt ਭਗਤ vr collect, select.
ਹਡਕ [hudak], ਹਡਕਅ [hudkia] camp administrator.
2 player of  hud or hudduk. This instrument
belongs to the family of tambourine and tambour._
3 ram fighter. See ਹਡ and ਹਡ. “kItre mevedar
hen  hudak hudkie lolan loli.”-BG.
ਭਡਰ [hfidar] See ਹਡ.
ਹਤਆਰ [hudIara] a village in police station
Barki, district Lahore. Guru Hargobind had
stayed at this place. There is a beautiful
gurdwara. One hundred ghumaons of land is
freehold in this village. A fair is held on Maghi.
It is at a distance of nine miles from railway
station J allo in the south-west direction.
ਰਡ [hfidi] n bill of exchange. “hfidi nIdhan
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sahu ko bhaI.”—GPS.
ਹਡਆ [hfidia] See ਹਡ. See ਹਡ. “métr sakatI
hudia' tIh karyo.”—carrtr 228. ‘made a ram
of him. ’
ਹਡ [hUdUL ਹੜ lhfidU], ਹਡ tdu], ਹੜਆ [hfidua]
Skt ਭਰ n ram. “phIr hve larke hudua duhfi or
te, apes me  511- melat h‘e’.”—krIsan.
ਰੜਹਡ [huduhud] n ramfight. 2 adj  stubbornly,
insistently. “SIsu khelat ren huduhud.”
—narsfgh.
ਹਣ [hon], ਹ'ਣ [hunI], ਹਣ [hune] adv  now, just
now.  “hunI k a d I  m I l i e  prIa  tudhu
bhagvéta.”—majh m 5. lts origin is from
Sanskrit ਕਛਜ, which means during the day. ‘
ਹੜ [hut] n argument, unnecessary reasoning.
2 part indicative of past tense. “fiber cahiyat
hut gIryo.”—PP. ‘The sky was going to fall.’
3 present tense marker. “adI maddh ar 5t hute,
hut-he pun honam.”—BGK. 4 Skt adj marked
by fire ritual. 5 n offering.
ਹਤਤਜ [hutbhuj] Ski ਹਤਭਕ. consumer of  offerings;
fire.
ਰਤ [huta] happens. “patItpavan nam kese
hfita7.”-sri ravzdas.
ਹਤਸ' [hutas], ਹਤਸਨ [hutasan] Skt n fire, which
consumes the offerings.
ਹਤਸਨਖਲ [hutasankhel] n fireworks.
ਹਤ [huti] was. “huti ju pIas pIus vén ki.”
-savtye m 4 ke.
ਰਤ [hute] were. 2 they were. ,
ਹਤ [huto] was. “karno huto su na kio.”—s m 9.
ਰਦਮਰ [hudmar] adj who attacks like a ram;
who wrangles without reason.
ਹਦ [huda] past tense of  ‘to be’ (ਹਣ)
ਹਦਆ ਸਦਆ [ t Ia  sudIa‘i] while having a
lot of  wealth; notwithstanding.
ਹਦਦ [hudud] A ”ਭ, plural of  ਹਦ (boundary),
boundaries.
ਹਦ ਸਚ [hude sude] See ਹਦਆ ਸਦਆ.
ਰਦ [hudda] See ਉਹਦ.
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ਹਨ [hun] now. “ud hun kaga kare.”—gau kabir.
ਹਨ [hunar] P fr n craftmanship. 2 quality.
“a hunran ko rIde chapave.”—NP.
ਹਨਅ [hunia] n lullaby. “putrahI den lagi hunia
he.”—krrsan.
ਹਨਦ [hunud] A , y .  plural of ਹਦ; Hindus.
2 plural of  ਰਦ'ਸਤਯ; lndians.
ਹਬਬ’ [hubab] S e e  ਹਬਥ.
ਰਧ [hubb] A q» n love, affection. 2 longing,
yearning.
ਹਮ [hum] Skt ਉਅ n sultry. 2 Skt ਬਸ response.
ਹਮਸ- [homes] See ਹਮ. 2 A ਘ: low sound as of
footsteps.
ਹਮਸ git-m [humas dhumas] n hue and cry,
furore, hustle and bustle. “barI vxdanre homes
dhumas, kuka paia rahi.”-var guj 2 m 5.
‘Doors of  the rich are ornate but hue and cry
pervades them. i.e. they are haunted by
lamentation.’ '
ਹ'ਮ ਹਸਉਣ [hum humauna], ਹ'ਮ ਹਮਨ [hum
humana] v come with fanfare. “hum human:
ségatI sabh ai.”—GPS.
ਰਮੜਧ-ੜ [homer dhumar] See ਹਮਸ ਧਮਸ. “}ਘਗਗ
dhumar jagi ghatti sur:5.”—c5di 3.
ਹਮ [huma], ਹਮਉ [humau], ਹਮਇ [humaI] P la
n phoenix; an imaginary bird. A person is
believed to befortunate on whom falls its
shadow as it flys non-stop in the sky. “per
humau 55g lagyo kana.”——GPS.' “huma ra kase
sayah ayad bazer.”—jafar. 2 ‘.’“. daughter of
the Persian king Bahiman, who had a son
named Darab. 3 Bhai Santokh Singh has
written humau in place of  humayu. “dIlli ka
humau bha sahu.”-GPS. See ਹਮਯ.
ਹਮਯ [humayfi] P ugh adj lucky. 2 n Humayun
Tuglak. See ਮਸਲਮਨ ਦ ਭਰਤ ਵਚ ਰਜ ਨ: 20.

|Poe t s  have written that if an arrow. attached with the

feather of  a phoenix. is Shot into the sky, it does not
return to the earth. rather it continues hovering in the

sky.
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3 elder son of emperor Babar and father of
Akbar. He was born in Kabul on 7th March
1508. His mother’s name was Maham Begam.
He ascended the throne on 26‘h December
1530 atAgra. Ofall  the Mughal rulers, he was
a great scholar but lacked soldier-like qualities
and was a big opium eater. In the year 1540,
Sher Khan Sur Pathan (who was earlier
known as Farid), son o f  Hassan Khan — a fief
of  Sahasram-defeated Humayun and pushed
him out of India and himself ascended the
throne of  Delhi and assumed the title of
emperor.

After his defeat at the hands of  Shershah,
when Humayun was passing through Punjab,
he went to Guru  Angad at Khadur. The Guru
was  engrossed in meditation, so  he did not pay
him any attention. Enraged, Humayun began
to draw his sword from its sheath in order to
assault the Guru. At this the Guru said. “Now
you are drawing the sword to kill hermits.
Where was it when you were fighting? Where
was it when Shershah was to be combated?”
Humayun begged his pardon and was able to
get blessings from Guru  Angad Dev.

Humayun spent many years in asylum with
the Persian emperor. With the help of  his army,
he once again occupied the throne of Delhi on
23rd June 1555, but could not enjoy his rule for
long. Just after six months on  the 24th January
1556, he fell from the stairs ofh i s  library and
died on 28… January, 1556. His magnificient
mausoleum is situated at a distance of  four
miles towards the west of  Delhi on the bank
of  river Jamuna. It was got constructed by
Begam Hamidabanu (mother of  Akbar) in
1565 AD at a cost o f  15 lac rupees.
ਹਯਉ [huyau] became. “bIkh te 5mrIt huyau.”

——saveye m 4 ke.
ਹਰਸ [hursa] See ਉਰਜ.
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ਹਰਕ [hurak] A J] n fire. 2 flame. See ਹਰਕਣ.
ਹਰਕਣ [hurakna]  v f r ighten ,  threa ten .
2 challenge by quivering the nose in anger.
ਹਰਕਨ [hurkanI] adj like a flame. “kécan
hurkanI rup sarupa.”—carItr 247. See ਹਰਕ.
ਹਰਮਤ [hurmat], ਹਰਮਤ [hurmatI] A y], n
pride, honour. “hurmatI t Is  no agli.”—varasa.
ਚਰ [hora] A 1,; lady with fair complexion and
black eyes. Its plural is ਹਰ, Mohammedans
have used this word for fairies. `
ਰਰਸ [hurras] A J7} plural of ਹਰਸ (ਰਖ);
guard. 2 emperor’s bodyguards.
ਹ'ਰਆ [huria] n leap, jump. “paga b I n  huria
marta.”—bas§t kabir. ‘The mind leaps without
feet.’ See ਜਇ ਖਸਮ.
ਹਰ'ਹਆ [horehIa] was pleased, was overjoyed.
“kar kar 55 g hurehIa.”—BG.
ਰਰਹ [hurehi] adj lightweight. “katth hurehi
bhusli.”—BG. 2 was pleased.
ਹਲ [hul] See  ਹਲ. “ਘਟ naré.”—rama v. ‘People
are frightened.’ 2 Skt ਮਢ. 3 a  musical
instrument.
ਹਨ [hulas] See ਹਲਸ.
ਹਲੜ [hular] n flood. 2 passion. 3 flow o f
passion.
ਹਲੜਵਣ [hularvani] floodwater.
ਹਲ [hula] short for ਹਲਸ (ਉਲਸ). “rag man 12
p I a r I a  ja joban nau hula.”—sri m 1.
2 See ਨਉਹ'ਲ.
ਹਲਸ [hulas] Skt ਕ. See ਉਲਸ. 2 See ਕਲਸ.
ਹਲਰ [hulara] n swing. 2 wave of passion.
ਰਲਯ [huliya] A __ਮਕ ornament. 2 appearance,
features, traces.
ਚਲਲ [hullal] 11 sound and fury, noise produced
during an attack. “ran hull 1<81੦1ਰ }…1181ਰ.”

—ramav.
ਹਵਨ [}1ਘੲ111] See ਹਵਨ,
ਰ [hu] See ਹ. “pivat hu parvan bhaIa.”—sri m
3. just after drinking. 2 with. “bahurI bahurI
uahu laptera.”—gaum 5. 3 See ਹ. 4A ,; pron
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he.
ਰ [hfi] ego. “mojh me raha na hfi.”—s kabir.
2 fifth declension: from. “uci hfi uca than.”
—var guj 2 m 5. 3 Skt part See ਹ. “druga hfi
kIyé  khet dhOke nagare.”—c5di 2. ‘Durga
responded by uttering hfi.’
ਹਅ [hua], ਹਆ [hua] happened. “je kar apar
sudhar hua.”—VN.
ਰ'ਏ [hue] happened.
ਹ'ਸਨ [husna] See ਹਸਣ.
ਰਹ' [huh] n oppression, brazen aggressiveness.
“bIns i  haume huh.”—sar m 5. 2 assault,
attack. “pare  huh ! ?  ke.”—c5d1' 2. 3 sound and
fury. '
ਰਹ ਕਹ [huh kuh] n noise produced at the
time of attack, assault’s fury. “huh kuhé
bhari.”—ramav. '

. ਰ ਰ [hu hu] a musician in Indar’s court. See
ਹ. ਹ.

ਰ'ਕ [huk], ਚਕ [hfik] n sound of h a .
2 lamentation. 3 call, outcry.
ਰਕਰ [hfikar] See ਹਕਰ.
ਹਗ [hug] sound of hit. 2 P .G army. “dIgge
vir jUjhare hfigfi phuttiz‘r.”—c§di 3. 3 altertness.
4 force. 5 nation. 6 blow, percussion, attack.
ਹਟ [hut], ਹਟਨ [hutan] See  ਹਟਣ. “OI bIkhadi
dokhia te guru te hute.”—asa m 5. “bIkhe
b I a t  tab huto.”—dhana m 5.
ਹਟ [huta] adjexhausted, tired. 2 n swing,jolt.
ਰਤ [hut] Skt short for ਗਤਰ adj called. “bIn  hut
nIket  dhare  carna.”-—NP. ‘
ਰਤਨ [hutan] n calling. “manav ek pathyo hI t
hutan.”—-NP.
ਰਤ [hutI] Skt n calling. 2 name.
ਹ'ਤ [hutu] happens. “bacan sabad ka saphla
hutu.”—ratanma1a. See ਰਤ.
ਹਦ [huda] P adj old. 2 correct. 3 real, actual.
ਰਬ [hub] See ਹਬ. “det dub ko dekh hub ko.”
—-GPS.
ਰਬ [hubahulA ,‘”; adj exactly identical.

ਹਹਰ

ਹਰ [hur]A j; plural ਧਰਰ. )1 fairy; virgins in
heaven, who in Islam are offered to momIns.
They are also offered to crusaders who lay
down their lives fearlessly in defence of faith.
See  ਨਰ. “hurfi sronat bij nfi  ghat  gher  khaloifi.”
—c5d1' 3.
ਧਲ [hul] n attack. “dekar ek bar dal hul.”
—GPS. 2 tip of the sword. 3 A J } .
surrounding. “hul pave kahaha.”-s farid.
‘having surrounded lamented.’ “ jo tfi
dekhan aia hule hoia.”—ramav. ‘gathered all
around.’
ਹੜ [hur] Skt obstinacy. 2 stupidity. “apan hur
kaha urjhayo.”—33 saveye.
ਹ [he] is. “age jatI na he.”—var asa. “SIkh
vadbhagi he.”—sukhmani. 2 Ski part 0 ! oh !
“he  pran  nath  gobidah.”-—sahas m 5.
ਹਇ [hell is. “cita tIs hi heI.”-varram I m 2.
2 See ਹਯ.
ਹਹ [heh] n ਹਹ. desire (ਈਹ) for sexual
intercourse (ਹ). “aheh  hehe.”—rama v. ‘Those
sans sexual desire were provoked erotically
by women.’
ਹਹਰ [hehar], ਹਹਰ [hehral a village of district
and tehsil Lahore. This is situated at a distance
of  eight miles from Kot Lakhpat in the  south-
east direction. The inlaws of  Bhai Prithi Chand,
elder brother of Guru Arjan Dev, belonged to
this village.- He breathed his last here. His
memorial is located here and abundant land
and estate is attached to it. 2 a village in police
stat ion Raikot ,  tehsi l  Jagraon ,  dis tr ic t
Ludhiana. Sant Kirpal Das Udasi belonged to
this village. On his way to Malwa, the tenth
Guru stayed here. Guru Hargobind also stayed
here for some time at the earnest request of  a
disciple, Bhai Hamira. The bed upon which
the Guru sat and the hearth upon which his
food was prepared have been preserved.
Since the times of Mahant Kirpal Das, Sikh
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congregations have been held here. The
gurdwara o f  both the Gurus is located to the
east  of  the village. During the Sikh rule, one-
sixth land of the village amounting to thousands
of bighas was attached to the gurdwara. This
place is located at a distance of six miles from
railway station Chaukiman in the south-east
direction.
ਹਹ [heha] See ਹਚ.
ਹਕ [hek] n long high-pitched call. 2 chant.
3 Dg adj one. See ਹਕ ਅਤ ਹਕ.
ਰਕਣ [hekan], ਹਕਲ [hekal], ਹਕੜ [hekro], ਹਕ
[heka], ਹਕ [heko], ਹਭੜ [}181<ਪ੦], ਹਕ [heke],
ਹਕ [heko] adj only one. See ਹਕ3. “CIt na ave
hekro.”-—gau var 2 m 5. “heko padhahu hek
daru.”—var mala m I .
ਹ'ਗ [héga] Pu n drawing plank; a plank to
break lumps in a ploughed field. See  ਸਹਗ.
ਹਚ [hec] P ਛ a little, insignificant. “dIl hec na
dani.”—tII§g m I .
ਹਦਕਸ [heckas] P ਪਨ‘ anyone.
ਹਚਗਹ [hecgah] P ,ਮਡ' adv sometime.
ਹਜ [hej] idea originating from within. 2 love.
“dhan ko na hej rahe ganka praségi ko.”
3 Kamdev, Eros.
ਹਜਮ [hezam1P 0:? n fuel, firewood.
ਹਰ [heju] n love. 2 happiness. See ਹਜ.
ਹਠ [heth] adv  under, below. 2 Skt ਭਨਘ‘ stop,
be cruel.
ਹਠ [ਖਭਸਰ] See ਚਠਹ and ਹਠ. ,
ਹਨ [hethI] adv under, below. “kfme hethI
jalaie.”—s farid.
ਹਠ [hethi] n derogation, insult. 2 cruelty. See
ਹਠ2.
ਹਤ [het] love. See ਹਤ. “dhanu OI bhagat jIn
tum ségx het.”—-gau m 5. 2 cause. See ਹਤ.
“het  rog ka saga] sésara.”—bher m 5.
ਹਤ [heta] Bhai Heta, a devotee of the tenth
Guru. See  ਸਉਰਸ.
ਹਤ [he t I ]  due  to love. “ਰਸ-81 hetI  b InSIo  he
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bhavra.”—dhana m 5. 2 for. “sat hetI prat
trIbhavan  dhare.”—gau a m 1. “nad  hetI  SIru
darIo  kuréka.”—dhana m 5.
ਹਤ [hetu] Skt n result. 2 cause. “sarab kalesan
hetu avxdya.”~GPS. 3 This word has also
been used for fig. “55p: hetu kalat dhan tere.”
—bher kabir. “nanak  s a c e  n a m  V I n  sabho
dusman hetu.”—var suhi m 1. 4 a figure of
speech, which describes cause and effect at
the same time.

Example:
“jInI  seVIa t In I  p a I a  manu.”—japu.

‘Service is cause and getting of  honour is
effect.’
“sadh  ks 35g: nahi kIchu  ghal,
darsan bhetat hot nIhal.”—sukh_mani.
“darsan dekhat  hi  sudh  l<i na  sudh rahi
but ki na  but rahi matI  me  na  matI  he.”

—BGK.
‘l-loly appearance is the cause and disappearance
of sensibilityis the effect.’ .

(b)  Narration of  the oneness of the cause
and effect is the second form of  this figure of
speech.

Example:
“kahz kabir  ab kahie kahI ,
sadhségatI bekfithe ahI.”—bh€r kabir.

l-loly congregation leads to  heaven, but here it
is held that the holy congregation itself is
heaven, and there is no heaven other than this.
5 It has also been used for M t  (moh). “hésu
hetu lobh kop.”—var majh m I. ‘violence,
infatuation, greed and anger.’ 6 It is used for
M t  as well. “mina jInI jal sxuhetu badha.”
—dhana m 5.
ਹਤਤ [hetuta] n causation. “ I s  mahI karam
hetuta jane.”—GPS.
ਰਤਮਲ [hetumala] See ਕਰਣਮਲ.
ਹਤਪਨਰਤ [hetvapanhutI] See ਅਪਨਤ. (c)
ਹਮ [fiem] Skt n gold. 2 thorn-apple. 3 one
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masha by weight.
ਹਮਕਰ [hemkar] goldsmith.
ਹਮਕਟ [hekt], ਹਮਕਡ [hemkbd], ਹਮਕਟ [hemkut]
ln Himalay range, there is Hemkunt mountain
close to lndardyumansar pool. It finds mention
in the 119‘h chapter of  the earlier part of
Mahabharat. “fdradyumansarah prapy
hemkut matityac.” (43) “hamkfit parbet he
jaha”—VN. 2 Ratangiri, one ofthe five hills
in Rajgiri in district Patna, is also called
Hemkut.‘
ਹਮਗਰ [hemgIrI] See ਹਮਦ.
ਹਮਪ'ਸਧ [hempusap] Dg n a tree which bears
golden flowers, magnolia. 2 a floWer made of
gold, which in ancient times was showered on
the hearse of the rich. See ਕਚਨ ਫਲ.
ਹਮਟਲਕ [hemphullIka] jasmine blossoming
in spring.
ਹਮ [hema] a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev from
Kapahi subcaste, who belonged to Sultanpur.
He became a disciple of  Guru Arjan and got
enlightened.
ਹ'ਮਚਲ [hemacal], ਹ'ਮਦ [hemadrI]. hill ਘਹਮ
(gold), Sumer; hill (adrI)  of  gold.
ਹਮ [hemu] a gentleman of  Suini subcaste, who
lived at Shahdara. He became a disciple of
Guru Arjan Dev and grew into a great ethical
and philanthropic personage. 2 a bania of
Dhusar caste, who was a nobleman of the
Delhi king Salim Shah and was appointed a
minister in the times of Mohammad Shah Adil.
He opposed emperor Akbar and after
defeating the Mughal army, conquered Agra.
He declared himself king and acquired the title
of  Bikramajit. Finally on 5… November, 1556,
he got wounded in the battle of Panipat, was
captured and killed by Bairam Khan, the
minister. _
ਹਯ [hey] Skt adj worth renouncing; fit for
l S e c  Geographical Dictionary.
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renunciation.
ਹਰਣ [heran], ਹਰਨ [heran] v behold, observe,
look. “herau ghatI ghatI saga] ke.”—bavan.
“herat herat he sakhi!”—o§kar.
ਹਰਨਵਚ [heranvar] adj observer, seer. '
ਹਰਨ [herna] See 'ਹਰਨ.
ਹਰ [hera] adj watched, visualised. 2 n a
hunter’s job; deer hunting. 3 meat. “hera roti
karne gala katave kaunu?”——s kabir. 4 Punjabi
song sung in a prolonged sing-song voice. It is
specially sung on the occasion of marriage.
ਹਰਕ [herIk] Dg n detective; secret agent who
observes everybody minutely.
ਹਰ [heri] adj seen, observed. 2 n huntsman,
hunter. “mrIgni jIm ghavat heri.”—krrsan.
3 vocative: he ali! ari! he sakhi!
ਹਰ [heru] adj observing, looking. See ਹਰਕ.
2 investigator, researcher. 3 he who eyes
people’s wealth for providing information to a
thief. “taskar heru a I  lukane.”—bIIa a m 4.
4 Skt ਹਰਕ n messenger of death, agent of
death. “jam raje ke hem ae.”—asa patti m 1.
5 adj abductor; thief.
ਹਰਥ [heréb] Skt ਵਲਕ n Ganesh, who enjoys
with Shiv.
ਹਲ [hel], ਹਲ [hela] n attack,invasion. “hel
pukarat gorIn marat.”—GPS. “hela ਚਤ}…
parahu ik bera.”-'NI’. 2 a carnivorous creature,
which belongs to the wolf family; hyena. See
ਤਰਕ. 3 Skt ਟਗ disobedience, insult. 4 game,
sensuous play or sport. “srdh budh gan
gédharab banve hela.”—mala namdev. ‘enact
play in the theatre.’ 5 In poetics, gesture born
of  coquetry; flirtatious gesture.
ਹਵ [hev], ਹ'ਞ [hev] See ਹਮ. means cool. “man
tan hév bhae sac paIa.”—mala a m 1. See ਹਵ.
ਹਵਈ [hevai], ਹਵਹ [hevhi], ਹਞਤ [hevat] is cool;
endures the chill; freezes like snow. “sital jal
hevhi.”—var mala m l .  “jal hevat bhukh aru
n5ga.”--kan m 5.
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ਹੜ [hera] n huntman, hunter. 2 meat. 3 body,
physique, mortal frame. “here muti dhah.”—s
farid. ‘the body wailed.’ “hera jale majith q
uparI 5gara.”—s fan'd. ' '
ਹੜ [herh] n herd of animals, flock. 2 herd of
animals assembled by traders.
ਹ [he] n present form of be. “he bhi sacu.”
—japu. 2 ਲ/ਰਲਫਧ. horse. “he gaI  bahan.”—s kabir.
3 part  a word expressing grief and pain. “he
he karke oh karen  I..”—sava m I .
ਹ [hél  partlinterrogative, sorrowful and
exclamatory expression. 2 plural of he, hen,
hen.
ਹਅਸਣ [heasan] n sitting on (horse) with a good
grip. “gIan heasan carIau.”—saveye m 3 ke.
2 folded cloth put under a saddle. 3 saddle.

.ਹਸਲ [hesala] n horse stable; building in which
horses are kept and fed.
ਹਸਯਤ [hesiyat] A ੴ n condition, state.
2 way, method, manner.
ਹਹਯ [hehay] Skt ਭਫਧ. a king of  the lunar dynasty
who  was  son of  Strajit. 2 a caste; it is written
in Vishnu Puran that they are from Yadavs.
Present day scholars consider" sidyans to be
this caste. We understand from Mahabharat
that they were'the offspring of  Manu’s son
Yayati. Sahasarbahu (Kartiviray) was their
famous king who  was defeated by Parsuram.
Colonel Todd wrote that this tribe still exists in
the Baghelkhand’s Sohagpur  valley.
ਹਹਹ [hehaha] wailing, sorrowful sound,
mournful cry.
ਹਰਤ [hehat] A at“; adj  distanced. 2 part, alas!
ਹਕਲ [hekal] A ਪਸਢ n appearance, figure. 2 idol
house. 3 armour made from engraved metal
Worn like an ornament for protection by
warriors. “hekal jin hamel apara.”—sah.
ਹਕੜ [hékar] Skt ਕਛ'ਟਰਰ. haughtiness, arrogance. ‘
2 arrogance due to inflated opinion of  one’s
own  self.
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ਹਕਤ [hekrItu] n ritualistic sacrifice of a
horse; a ritual in which a horse is sacrificed.
“hekrItu  jagg arébh  na kije.”—ramav.
ਹਜ [hej] A J! woman’s menses.
ਰਜਮ [hejam] Dg n army, military.
ਰਜਮਪ [hejmap] Dg n commander of the army.
ਹਜ [heja] ,ySkt ਵਸ'ਚਕਘਯਮਕ; a dangerous
contagious disease.

It is caused by foul smell of rotten things,
by eating stale and contagious food, drinking
unclean and smelly water, use of  rotten fruit
etc. When germs of  this disease pervade
polluted air and dirty water, it annihilates the
entire families and villages. Only one patient
may carry the germs to numerous places and
contaminate the water of  wells, rivers and

_ tanks and eatables causing  the  death of many
people. ~

When cholera grips a patient, his body
slackens, stomach feels heavy, uneasiness is
felt, head gets giddy, ac'ute thirst is felt, urine
does not flow. The  stool is loose and of  white
brown colour. Breathing becomes difficult. The
patient vomits, his body feels pain as if pricked
by needles, due  to  which it is called VIsuCIka.

When the patient feels weak due to loose
motions and vomits, then the body has cramps,
lips turn blue, head feels giddy and eyes sink.

This disease requires immediate treatment.
The excreta and vomits should be buried
mixing them with lime so that the germs of
choleravare destroyed. Loose motions should
not be stopped at once.

The following are the few effective
remedies for cholera:

Keep ice in the mouth; give properly boiled
water and milk, especially water boiled with
cardamom, ginger and clove; suck lemon
sprinkled with black pepper and salt.

Mix asafoetide, camphor, seeds o f  red
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chillies, ginger, opium with onionjuice and make
tablets of half a rati and give two tablets to
the patient with aniseed-essence four or  five
times a day.

Mix camphor, pepperment, essence of
aniseed in a small bottle in liquid form. Fourto
thirty drops of  this liquid mixed with sugar
should be given every half  an hour. Massage
this juice on palms, soles, temples, forehead
and navel.

Lick thejuice ofgingcr mixed with salt. It
is also very beneficial to drink water boiled
with two tolas of  bark o f  neem tree.

Mix piperaccous, black pepper, ginger,
cloves of  calatropis procera (a wild plant of
sandy region) and salt in equal amount, and
make tablets of one rati each and take two
tablets after every 15 minutes with hot water.
. Give juice of  the leaves of  basil (osmium

sanctum) mixed with salt. Burn new  coconut
kernel red in fire and dip it five to six times in
boiled water. Drinking this water is very
beneficial.

When there is cholera epidemic, going out
of home on empty stomach should be avoided.
Never drink water or milk without properly
boiling it. Never eat stale food or  rotten fruit.
Never stay at dingy or  damp  places. Use spicy
things, onion, ginger, vinegar and lemon and
not to  hold back urine and  stools.
ਹਦਰ [hedar] A #...» n lion, tiger. 2 This is also
the surname o f  Hazrat Ali, son-in-law of
prophet Mohammad.
ਹਦਰਬਦ [hedrabad] There are two famous
cities by this name, one is in Sindh and the
other is in the south which is the capital of the
'Nizam.
ਹਦਰ ਝਡ [hedri jhéda] adj flag in Hydar’s
name; sign of  Ali; a flag' raised by Muslims
for religious war. 2 When Banda Bahadur
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raised the banner Of revolt in Punjab, the whole
Majha region rose against the Mughal empire. '
The subedar of Lahore being weak, Muslim
priests led the army to fight against the Sikhs.

Due to this, the battle came to known as
battle of Haidri J handa. This incident took place
in Sammat 1767. See ਇਸਲਮ ਖ.
ਹਨ [hen], ਹਨ [hcnI] plural of third person. are.
“hen: VIrle nahi ghane.”—slok. 2 See ਹਯਨ.
ਰਫ [heph] A _:ਥਡ n grief, sorrow. “he sad heph
ju kari kamai.”—NP. 2 tyranny, cruelty. 3 vr
pliew, shame.
ਹਬਤ [hebat] A .;‘ਚਫ! n fear, terror, dread, fright,
scare. 2 awe, dominance.
ਰਮ [hem] Skt adj made of gold. “sis 'pe hem so
nike he clhari.”——NP. 2 mountain of  snow.
ਹਮਧ [hemedh] n ਰ (horse) ਮਧ (sacrificial
offering). See mph.
ਰਮਚਲ [hemécaD Skt ਹਮਚਲ. mountain of snow,
Himalay.
ਹਮਚਲ [hemécalx] in the mountain of snow.
“tanu hEcalI galie.”—sri a m I. ‘
ਹਯਤ [heyat] See ਹਯਤ.
ਹਯਤ [heyati] adj living, alive. See ਹਯਤ.
ਹਰਤ[}1£ਰ ],ਹਰਤ[}!£T :]/1 a; n astonishment,
bewilderment. “tin:  dev aru korI tetisa t I n
l<i heratI kachu na rahi.”-—guj m 5. ‘Their
astonishment knew no bounds.’
ਹਰਤ [herti] adj astonishing, amazing.

. ਰਰਣ [heran], ਹਰਨ [heran], ਹਰਨ [heranu] A
w)! adj  astonished, bewildered. “gun gaI  rahe
heran.”—prabha m 4. “bhagatI teri heran
daradu gavavahI.”—asa a m I. '
ਹਵਰ [hsvar] sUperior and beautiful horse.

- “kanIk  kamIni  hevar gé’var.”-sor a m 5.
ਹਵਨ [hevan] A 91,3. adj animate, living. 2 n
living being. “hevan haram kostani.”—tII§ m 5.
ਹ [ho] v be. 2 Skt part  vocative. “lalac chodahu
5dhho.”—asa a m 1. 3 indicative of  future.
“mujh te kasu na  hua,  ho  na.”—asa ‘chét m 5.
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ਹ= [he] 2 ego, l-ness. 3 am. “me ji nama ho
ji.”—dhana namdev.
ਹ'ਉ [hou] future tense of be; will be.
ਹਅ [hoa] happened, occurred. “hoa ap :
daIalu.”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਹਇ [box] be. 2 will be. “na k0 hoa na 1<o hOI.”
—sodaru. 3 adv having been. “ho:  amro n h
mah: bstha.”—sorm 5. '
ਹਇਪਰ [hOIpari] has happened, appeared,
manifested. “ssi ho:pari.”—-sar m 5 partal.
ਹਇ'ਬ [hoxba] about to happen, worthy to be.
2 will be, will occur. 3 happens. “jo krchu
karah: so :  paru ho:ba.”-—prabha m 1.
ਹਇ ਮਹਇ [hOI maho:] See ਕਬ and ਮਰਰ.-
ਹਈ [hoi] happened. 2 godess Ahoi. See ਅਹਈ.
ਹਸ [hos] will be, shall be. “jo t:s  bhave so bhal
hos.”—prabha m 5. 2 P J” n l ife,  soul .
3 intelligence, wisdom. “hos bhai pharmos
sabhe.”—NP.
ਹਸਢ [hosméd], ਹਸਵਦ [hosvéd] P ਆ” adj
intelligent,” wise. “hero hosvéd ab dham a
janIye.”—NP.
ਹਸ' [hosx] will be, will happen.
ਹਸਅਰ [hosxar] See ਹਸਆਰ.
ਹਸ [hosi] will be. “nanak hosi bhi sacu.”—japu.
ਹਸਗ [ਘਤਟਥ] P .937 famous emperor of Iran.
ਗਗਬਦ '[hoségabad] a prominent city of a
district at the bank of river Narbada in Central
India (CR), which is 476  miles from Bombay.
ਹਰ [hoh] may happen. See ਹਹ.
ਹਹ [hoha] happens. “manurahu kécan hoha.”
—Var ram 2 m 5. 2 i1 jo l t ,  je rk .  “bahur:  na
m a I a  hoh:a.”—sri  Ché't m 5 .  3 swing ,
oscillating motion, elation. 4 wave, current.
“jese maha sagar hohe.” -sar m 5 partal. 5 a
metre also called sudhi, characterised by four
lines, each line comprising ISI, 5.

Example:
tute pare. navé  more. 355 dhare. r155 bhare.

—ramav.

ਹਡ

ਹ'ਹ [hohI] present. 2 may be.
ਹਹ [hohu] See ਹਹ. be, become. “hohu sabhna
ki renuka.” —var maru 2 m 5.
ਹਕ [hoka] n call. 2 public proclamation.
ਹਗ [hog], ਹਗ [hogi] shall, will be.
ਹਗਆ [hogia] has happened. 2 shall be, will
be. “tu ape  karah: su hogia.”—var kan m 4.
ਹਗ [h0g0] See ਹਗ. “hogu t:se ka bhana.”—-ga 
m I. “dusar hoa na hogu.”—bavan.
ਹਛਉ [hochau] adj  trivial, petty, mean. “hochau
kaj slap sukh b5dhan.”—saveye sn' mukhvak
m 5. `

533*[hochta1n pettiness, triviality, meanness.
“bethyo nIka t  hochta heri.”—GPS. .
ਹਛ [hocha], ਹਫ [hochi], ਹਛ [hocho] See ਹਛਉ.
“hocha snhu na kijai.”—BG. “kavan su dana
kavanu su  hocha?”—maru soIhe  m 5. Here ਹਛ
[hocha] means stupid. “her:  ras chad: hochs
res: mata.”—asa m 5. ‘happy with trivial
matters.’ “hochi saran:  paIa rahInu na pai.”
—asa m 5. weak refuge. ‘
ਹਟਣ [hotna] v dissuade, forbid. “ucxtna bhojan
l<e kah: hote.”—GPS. “bhe ham thadhe sabh
ko hota.”—BG.
ਹਟ [hota] See ਹਟਣ. 2 n loss, deficit, diminution,
dearth. “pir murida pIrhari hu :  kade na
hota.”——BG.
ਹਨ [hoth] Skt ਓਸ lips, especially upper lip.
ਹਠਆ [hothiz‘i] a village in district Gurdaspur,
tehsil Batala, ha l fa  mile away from which is
the gurdwara o f  Guru Arjan Dev.’The Guru
stayed here while going from Barath to  Guru
ke Bag (Ghukewali). Ninety-three ghumaons
of  land (eighty-eight ghumaons here and five
ghumaons in village Valewal) is with the
gurdwara. It is three and half  miles to the east
of Batala railway station.
ਹਡ [hod] S and Dg n bet, vow, pledge. “badahu
kin hod  madhau mo s:ou?”—sor namdev.
2 Skt ਗਤਅ 'go, insult.
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ਹਡਹਡ [hod-hodi] adv in rivalry. 2 as a wager.
ਹਤ [hodi] adj stubborn, obstinate. “Ih  murakh
hodi.”—prabha a m  1. 2 who put the condition.
3 a raja o f  Gakhar, clan, famous by the name
of Hudi. See ਰਸਲ. “hodi tako rup nIharyo.”
—carrtr 97.

' ਹਣਹਰ [honhar] n which must happen,
inevitable, destined to happen. See ਹਨਹਰ.
ਹਣ [hona] v be. 2 worth happening. “hona sa
soi phunI hosi.”-gau m 5.
ਹਣ [honi] sense of being. “jal te sital honi.”
—devm 5. 2 which must happen,  destiny. “honi
jan satn ke math.”—GV 6.
ਹਤ [hot] short for ਹਵਤ. “hot ponit kotI
apradhu.”—-bavan.
ਹਤ [hota] denoting continuous or habitual
action. “sat:  hota asatI  karI manIa.”—maru
m 5. 2 Skt ਹ'ਤ who performs a fire ritual.
ਹਤਇਆ [hotaIa] has been happening. 2 who
performs worship of a ritual fire. 3 n fire in
which sacrificial material is poured.
ਹਤ [hoti] has been. 2 one  who performs a fire
ritual. “mala tIlak soc pak hoti.”—gau a m 5.
3 a town near Mardan of district Peshawar.
Both are jointly called Hoti Mardan.
ਹਤ [hoto] is present; i.e. omnipresent, the
Creator. “hots sag: na jano.”—mala m 5.
ਹਤ [hotr] Skt n fire sacrifice, oblation.
ਹਤ [hotrI] Skt ਗਰ adj who performs a fire
ritual; who does an  oblation.
ਹਤ [}10ਸ1ਗਰਧ adj  who performs a fire ritual;
concerning the oblationer; of the person who
performs an oblation.
ਹ'ਚ [hod] n existence, being i.e. potential.
2 presence.
ਹਦ [hoda], ਹ'ਦ [hoda] adj present, existing.
“gharI hoda purukh n3 pachanIa.”—sri m 3.
2 existed,  believed in assert ing.  “ h é d a
phariagu nan'ak janu.”—var mala m I .  '

. ਰਦ [hodi] See ਅਣਹਦ.
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ਹਦ [hode] adv  inspite of  having, even after
having. “je gharI hode magan jaie.”—ram a
m 1.
ਹਨ [hon] be, be present. 2 existence, being.
ਹਕਰ [honhar] See ਹਣਹਰ. “mai honhar so
hoie.”-—dev m 5.
ਹਨਮ [honam] adj likely to happen; inevitable.
See  ਹਤ.
ਹਨ [hona] 'See ਹਣ. “hona he so hoi he.”—gau
kabir.
ਹਨ [honI] are. “how najik khudaI de.”—-s
farid.
ਹਨ [honi] See ਹਣ. 2 adj existing, being. “so
braham ajoni he bhi honi.”—sor m I .
ਹਮ [hom] Skt n clarified butter. 2 offering
clarified butter etc to the sacred fire for the
deity; ritual fire. “horn jag tirath kie bICI haume
badhe bIkar.”—gau m 5. _

Burning of  clarified butter and other
fragrant elements in the fire have been highly
praised in Rig Ved and Yajur Ved. In the Bible
also, this ritual is regarded as a part of  religion.
See Ex chapter 29. Verse 13 and 18.3  sacrifice,
offering. “nIuli karam‘jal hom pavak pavan
hom.”—aka1. ‘offering something to water and
sacrificing the same to fire  and air dieties.’
ਹਮਕਡ [homkud] n a fire pit, where after
oblation with Vedic ritual, worship is done. See
ਹਵਨਕਡ for a comparison between ਹਵਨਕਡ and
ਹਮਕਡ.
ਹਮਨ [homan], ਹਮਨ [homna] v offering clarified
butter and other fragrant thing to the fire;
perform rituals. ‘
ਹਮਗਉ [homagau] will offer clarified butter
etc  to the fire; will worship with Vedic rituals.
2 will offer sacrifice. “karau benti a t :  ghani
I h  jia homagau.”—brla m 5.
ਹਮ [homi] was offered to the fire. 2 who
offered clarified butter etc to the fire. ਹ'ਤ
ਹਯਉ [hoyau], ਹਯ [hoya], ਹਯ [hoyo] was,
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existed, happened. “ j Ih  k r Ipa l  hoyau
gobf .”—saveyem 5. “hoyoje  hov5to‘.’ ’-gat11a.
ਹਰ [hor] part and, other. 2 other, another,
different. “kare duhkaram dIkhave  hor.”—gau
m 5. ‘does false deeds, shows himself as
nOble.’ 3 See ਹਰਨ. “rahe hor lok5. ” -.VN
‘People were warning.’
ਹਰਤ [horatu] See ਤ. 2 in another way, in a
different style. “horatu bhagat: na pae koi.”
—majh a m 3.
ਹਰਤ [horts] from someone else. 2 See ਹਰਥ.
ਹਰਥ [horthe] adv another place. “horthe sukh
na  bhal.”—var bIha m 3.
ਹਰਨ [horna] v prevent, prohibit, forbid. “Isu
mithi te IhU man hore.”—gau m 5. “nidak  so
jo n f d a  hore.”—gau kabir. ‘Our actual
slanderer is he, who  forbids someone else from
slandering us.’ ‘
ਹਰਨ [horanI] because of  others, from others.
“apna karaju a p I  savare horanI karaju na
hoi.”—asa m I .  _
ਹਰ [hora] prohibited, stopped. 2 Skt ਅਹਰਤ
24‘h par t  o f  d a y  and n igh t ;  o n e  hour.
3 horoscope.
ਹਰ' [horI] other, another; plural of ਹਰ “horI
kete  gavanI.  ”—japu.
ਹ'ਰਓ [horIo] forbidden, prohibited, prevented,
’ distracted. 2 quite different. 3 from entirely
different side, from another angle. “horIo  g5g
vahaie.”—var ram 3. i.e. ‘The tide has turned
back, or  the Guru has fallen at the feet of  his
follower.’
ਹਰਅ [horIa] forbade, stopped.
ਹਰ [hori] prohibited, forbidden, stopped.
“mohni  mohat  rahe na  hori.”—sar m 5.
2 someone else, with someone else. “VInu
mane jI hori naII lujhna.”—var sri m 3. 3 See
ਹਲ. 4 vocative used to  denote pleasure,

surprise er disappointment etc. aho ali!
“gvaranI yo kahyo hori.”—I<rIsan
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ਹਰ [how] See ਹਰ. “gun eho, horu nahi ROI.”
—sodaru. ‘l-lis biggest attribute is that there is
none equal to Him.’ 2 prohibition, restriction.
“tIthe  horu na  koi horu.”—japu.
ਹਰ [110੮8],ਹਚ [hora] See ਹਰਨ. “kotI jore lakh
kore menu na }1੦ਫ8.”-890 m . 2  something
else, opposite, quite different.‘ ‘sara dIn  lalacx
at Ia  manmukh hore gala.”—var gau I m 4.
ਹਲ[}1੦1],5`/ਢ£ਹਲਕ“ grains. rice and grams along
with bran roasted in dry hay are called ਰਲ.
ਹਲਗੜ [holgarh] a fort in Anandpur Sahib,
where the tenth Guru started the tradition of
playing Hola Mohalla on the first of  Chet
Sammat 175  7.
ਹਲ [hola] See ਹਲ and ਹਲ ਮਹਲ.
barcha dhal  katara tega karcha dega gola  he,
chaka prasad saja das ta ra  aru kardona tola he,
subhat sucala aru lakhbahakalgasigh  sucola he,
apar muchahIra darha  jese, tese bola hola he.
-1<avr nIhaI  sfgh.
ਹਲ ਮਹਲ [hola mahalla] n attack, attack and
place of attack. Guru Gobind started this
tradition to train Khalsa in martial arts. Two
armies used to be formed under two leading
Sikhs who fought to occupy a particular place.
The Guru himself  used to  watch the manoeuvre
of these fictitious battles and give them
valuable instructions. Of the two armies
whichever won, was offered a robe of  honour
in the congregation. See ਹਲ ਗੜ and ਮਹਲ.
ਹ'ਲ [holI], ਹਲਕ [holIka], ਹਲ [ਖ੦1ਫ15/ਵਹਲਕ
or ਹਲਕ 1'1 burning of holIka, a festival which
is celebrated on Phagun 15 in the light half of
a lunar month. See  ਟਡ. “hol: das-hara darsan
avahu.”—GPS. “holi kini s5tsev.”—bas§ m 5.
ਹਵਗ [hovag] shall be, will be.
ਹਵਣ [hovan] See ਹਣ.
ਹਵਤ [hovat] v used for denoting continuous or
habitual action. “hovat ae  sad  sadiv.”—ba van.
ਹਵਨ [hovan] being, existence. 2 adj inevitable;
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i.e. death. “hovan kaura anhovan mitha.”
—bIIa m 5. ‘Death is bitter and life is sweet.’
ਹਵਨ'ਰ [hovanhar] n fate, destiny. 2 eternal
Creator. “hovanhar hot sad aIa.”—ba van.
ਹਵਨ [hovanI] be, happen. “hukmi hovanI
akar.’—japu.
ਹਵ [hovi] will be, shall be. 2 used to happen.
“tIs  da kade na  hovi  bhala.”—var gau I m 4.
ਹਵਨ [hoveni] adj likely to happen, worth
happening. “sa hove jo bat  hoveni.”—bIIa m
4. 2 They happen.
ਹਵੜ [hov5to] been. 2 inevitable. “hoya he
hov5to.’  ’-gatha.
ਹੜ [hor] See ਹਡ and ਹੜਨ.
ਹੜਨ [horna] v forbid, prohibit, stop, distract.
“surbir varIam kIne na horie.”—var guj 2 m

, 5 .  2 tip; roughen by cutting grooves, i.e. to tip
the stone mill.
ਹੜ [hora] n enclosure in which animals are
kept and stopped from going out. 2 obstacle.
3 attached vowel sign in Punjabi; ( " )  [o].
ਹ [ha] See ਹਉ.
ਹ' [h5] See ਹ'ਉ.
ਹਜ [11੦8],‘| =ਸ [1155] See ਹਉਸ.
ਹਸਲ [hasla] A ]„» n animal’s liver. 2 effort,
valour. 3 Philanthropy
ਹਕਨ [hSkna] v pant, puff, be out of breath.
ਹਕਨ [hakni] n heavy breathing due to fast
heartbeat, breathe heavily. “dare avat h5l<ni
soe uradh  svas.”—carItr 7.
ਹਜ [haj], ਹਦ [had] A Jpn pit for holding water;
water tank. “bado haj 1k huto banayo.”—GPS.
ਹਦਜ [hodaj], ਹਦ [hada] A (gm n open or
covered seat placed over a camel or an
elephant; howdah. “k5can rajat ghare jIn
hada.”—GPS.
ਚਨ [hon] See ਹਵਨ.
ਹਸ [hams] See ਹਉਮ.
ਹਰ [har] See ਹਉਲ. “ror para pur dar cale 1131- har
uthyo ur.”~NP. 2 A m throw upward. “jamna
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kahu gvaranI hor‘. ”-1<rIsan. ‘Milkwomen
splash water of Jamna upward while
swimming.’
ਹਰਞ [harav], ਹਰਞਤ [harvat], ਹਰਵਤ [harvata] n
lightness, meanness, flippancy, triviality. “alap
arbal chIma  karat he. I h  jctho harvar dharat
he.”——GPS.
ਹਰ [hora] light, not heavy. See ਹਉਰ. “hora
bhaya sagal turkana.”—GPS.
ਹਲ [hol] A J” n fear, terror. 2 heart’s trembling,
fright. See ਚਹਲ.
ਹਲ [hala] adj light. 2 mean. base, low.
ਹਰ [hali] adv slowly, gently, softly.
ਰ [115] short form of ਅਹ. l. “h5 bhi v5J1a
dumni.’ —sr1' m I .
ਰਉ [h5u] See ਹਉ. “tIn ks hau lagau pae.”—vad
m 3 aIahni. “h5u vari hau vari gurusrkh mit
pIare.”—-vad chat at 4.
ਹਉਮ [h5ume] See ਹਉਮ. “sat bInse h5um£
papa ram.”-—vad chatm 4.
ਹਸ [h5s] Skt n a bird ofthe duck family which
has white feathers and red beak and feet.l It
is written in ancient scriptures that its beak
contains sour content, which when dipped in
milk, water gets separated. On the basis of
this simile, he who differentiates between truth
and untruth is called a swan. Many poets have
termed it as collector of pearls.
“jese mansar tyag h5s an  sar  jat,

khat na mukatphal bhugatI ju gat ki.”
-—BGK.

“p5chIn me h5s mrIgrajan me sardul.”
eBGK. 2 sun. “mahIma ja ki nIrmal h5s.”
—bhcr a m 5. 3 soul, spirit. “kaIa  h5s k t a
pritI he  i :  paIa  hi chadaI?” —var guj m 3.
4 wise, discerning. “sxkh  h5s sarvarI Ikathe
hoe.”—var ram 2 m 5. “h5sa vekhI tr5d15 baga
t aIa  cau.”-var vad m 3. 5 a raja who was
a friend of  Jarasandh. 6 white hair, which are

l S w a n s  have blackfcathcrs too.
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swan-coloured. “has ulthare aI.”-—sri m 5
pahIre. 7 has pranayam. While inhaling one
utters the sound o f  ‘ha’ and while exhaling, it
is the sound of ‘s’ that is uttered. See ਅਜਪ
and ਹਸ. 81155 incarnation. See ਹਸਵਤਰ. 9 Vishnu.
10 Shiv. 11 horse. 12 adj superior. 13 a metre
of  which the features are: two lines, each line
has 15 matras, pauses at the seventh matra
and the eighth matra thereafter, with guru
laghu at the end.

-‘ Example:
jahI tahI badha pap ka karm,
jag te ghata dharm ka bharm.-—I<a]l<i.
(b) Keshav Das has prescribed a bhaghan,

S“ at the beginning ofthis  metre :
avat jat raj ke log.
muratdhari manahu bhog.—ram chadrrka.
(0) See ਹਸਕ.
(d) 888ਦਹਰਦਰਪ 11.

ਹਸਹਸ [has hasa] swan among swans, superior
swan. “has hasa bag baga lahe man ki jala.”
—'vad chatm I. ‘By shedding the scum of  the
mind, you will turn from a hypocrite into a pure
person.’
ਰਜਕ [hasak] a metre. It is also called uchal
and p5ktI. It has four lines, each structured

, as SII, S, S.
Example : ‘

beram khana. kin madana.
“ 1<}1ਏ੦ krIpana. biran hana.—GPS.

Many books of prosody term it as has. 2 Dg a
ring or ornament for ankles or toes; jingling
anklet.
ਹਸਗਤ [115589੮1] swan’s gait. 2 whose gait is
like that of a swan. 3 a metre characterised
by four lines, each line having twenty matras.
The first pause is on the eleventh and the
second is on the ninth thereafter, with laghu
guru atthe end. Numerous books on prosody
have prescribed a ragan, SIS, at the end.
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Example:
kete kahahI vakhan, kahI kahI javna,

ved kahahI vakhIan,  atu  na  pavna....
—var majh.

teri panahI khudaI ,  tu  bakhsadgi,
sekhfaride kher, dije b5dgi.—asa.
(b) See ਪਉੜ ਦ ਰਪ 4.

ਹਸਗਮਨ [hasgammi] adj she who walks like
a swan; one having the graceful gait of  a swan.
ਹਸਤ [1158ਹ] See ਹਸਤ.
ਹਸਨ [hasni] female swan.

' ਹਸਯਨ [hasyan] he who rides a swan; Brahma.
2 she who rides a swan: Sarasvati, wife of
Brahma, goddess of  speech and eloquence.
ਹਸਰਜ [hasraj] See ਪਰਮਹਸ, 2 a particular kind
of  swan; royal swan. _
ਹਸਰਮ [hasram] a great poet in the court of
the tenth Guru, who, besides other literary
works, translated Karan Parav of  Mahabharat
into Hindi poetry. .
“kon bado ya jagat me  ko data ko sur?
kake ran aru dan  me  mukh par barsat nur?
racyo brahm kar apne dino  bhu ko bhar, ‘
so  to guru gobfd he nanak ko autar.
ese kahfi ke nahi sur surpatI l<e bhon,
is munis dIlis  e nar nares ke kan?
car  baran caro  jaha asram  karat an'ad,
ta ko nam anadpur he anad ko kad.
sébat satra se baras bavan bitanhar,
marag vadI tIthI  duj ko ta d I n  magalvar,
has ram t5 d I n  karyo karan parab arabh.
prItharn krIpa kar rakh kar guru gobi’d Udar,
taka' kare bakhsis tab mo  ko  sath hajar,
t5 'ko ayas payke karan parav m’é kin,
bhakha arath VICItr kar sune sukaVI parbin.”

ashirvad—
“kayam kober sat sayar sumeru jala

kiratI karan ki karan avgahbi,
jalo pon panag prabal puhmi ke bhar

'Rupees; silver coins.



ਹਸਲ
parath  ko  jala purkharath  sarahbi,

jab sxvsalItal su kav:  hésram kahe
jab ram  ravan  ko  ramayan  cahbi,

jab  dhruv  dharanI tarun tej ‘raje jag
tab sri gobid s igh  tere sis sahbi.”

ਹਸਲ [hésli] Skt ਅਜਲ. a bone below the neck
and above the chest; collar bone. 2 See ਹਸਲ.
ਹਸਵਹਨ [hésvahan] Brahma, who rides a
swan.
ਹਸਵਹਨ [hésvahni] Sarasvati.
ਹਸ’ ਵਸ [has v55] swan’s clan (sun). 2 sacred
clan, pure clan.
ਰ'ਸ [hésa] who own a swan or has a swan;
Brahma. “tace hésa sagle jana.”—dhana
namdev. 2 human soul .  “hésa sarvar kal
sarir.”——gau kabir. 3 opposite of ਰ. ਹ (I) ਸ
(he). “nanak soh5 hésa japu japahu.”—tvar
maru 1 m 1.
ਹਸਵਤਰ [hésavatar] incarnation of Vishnu who
existed in the guise of  a swan. There is a story
in the thirteenth chapter of  eleventh Sakandh
of  Bhagvat that Sankadiks questioned Brahma
about the enlightenment of  the soul. When
Brahma began to ponder for an answer then
Vishnu in the guise of  a swan provided them
metaphysical knowledge.
ਹ'ਸ [hési] female swan. ਹਸਨ
ਹ'ਸ [hésu] See  ਹਸ. 2 See  ਹਸ. “}1ਰ5ਪ hetu  lobhu
kopu  care  nadiz’i agI .”—var majh m I .
3 conscience.  “ka Ia  hésu nIrmalu darI‘ sacs '
janu.”—maru soIhe m 3. 4 human soul.
ਹਸਲ [}1ਚ5018] swan ’8 son; young swan. “bagule
te phunI hésula hove.”—bas§tm I. `
ਹ'ਸਸਰ [}1558501'11‘80ਧਧੳ55 of  swan. Sarasvati,
who rides a swan. “k1 hésesuri he.”—datt.

. ਰਕ [}151<] adj proud, haughty, egoist. “bhne
bhumI h51<§.”—-VN. 2 n call, entreaty for help.
3 monosyllablic response, indicating a listener’s
attention or concurrence. 4 pride.

'Ganga.
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ਹਕ [héki] adj proud, haughty. “made an
h5ki.”—VN. .
ਹਗ [h5g1 P .6 army, military. See ਸਰਹਗ.
ਹਗਤ [hégta] See ਅਹਤ.
ਹਗਮ [hégam] P ( a n  time, occasion. .
ਹਗਮ [hégama] P _.„ਨਰ. n community ofpeople.
2.war,ibattle. 3 expedit ion.  “bahut  barakh ko
hUI h5gama.”-GPS. See ਹਗਮ.
ਹਗਰ [}1ਟ8_ '8] See ਹਕਰ. “lae lastIka det
hégura.”—NP. ’
ਹਘ [hégh] n capability, strength, vigour.
ਹਘਈ [héghai] strong, capable. “ਗ! koi kat
na  h5ghai.”—sr1' m 5 pepaI. ‘None dares hear
a calumny.’
ਹ'ਘਰ [115811ਘ8] See ਹਕਰ and ਹਗਰ.
ਹਜ [héji] on ly  if, boatman, oarsman, rower. -
ਹਜਰ [héjir] See ਅਜਰ. 2 See ਹਜਰ.
ਹ'ਜਰ [héjira] {Jl‘p‘ Skt ਧਧਤਗ. Scrofula. The
causes of  this disease are :

Disturbance in the digestive system,
infection of  blood inherited from the semen
and blood of  addicted parents suffering from
syphilis, living in dirty place and eating rotten
and stale food etc.

Due to this disease, hard swollen glands
are formed around the throat, sometimes these
burst and start oozing. Sometimes these glands
spread to armpits and chest. To escape this
disease, digestive system should function
properly. Things causing indigestion be
avoided. Things prepared from the buds of
bauhinia vaiegata and black grams are useful.

Eating medicinal nuts like harars, drinking
essence of china-root and decoction of ਮਡ
ਬਟ(8 medicinal plant common in eastern and
central Punjab) and the bark of  neem tree is
very useful.

Decoction of  the root of  barna tree mixed
with honey is very effective. Following are
some good ointments for scrofulo:
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Take saphed kasgari 6 mashas, sédhur (red

oxide of  lead or  mercury) two tolas,'ten tolas
of  sesame oil; cook  these things on  low flame
in an iron pot, make an ointment and apply it
on glands whether dry  or  oozing after washing
them with decoction of  leaves of  nffm margosa
tree azadirachta indica.

Take leaves of  cotton plant, margosa tree,
castor oil tree and of bhégra weighing one
chatag grounded in 3 chatag mustard oil, 4 tolas
of wax and cook in iron pan. When cooked
properly, make the ointment and apply on  the
glands. `

White mustard seeds, seeds of  suhajana,
of  hemp  junica, seeds of  linseed barley, reddish
seed be grounded in sour butter milk for
applying on  the glands.

“huti héjiré gar  mahf  tahi‘,
det  bIkhad  mIta t  so  nah'i.”—GPS.

ਹਚ [11ਰ1'0], ਹ'ਝ [héjh] n swan. “aI ulthe héjh.”
—s farid. 2 heron. “kel karéde ਸਬ no.”—s fan'd.

‘ 3 wild goose. `
ਹਝ' [héjhu] n tears. “dukh héjhu rove.”—BG.
ਹਡਆ [hédia] See ਹਡ. “SIr mfidI t  hi: hédia
jese.”——GPS.

' ਹ'ਡਰ [11ਰ੮'ਵ1ਘ'] ੦੮ਰਡਰ [hfdur]  Now  this is the
name of the princely state of Nalagarh . Ajit
Chand of Kahlur dynasty conquered Nalagarh
and made it his capital. In history about Guru
Gobind Singh, it is referred to as Kahlur only.
See ਭਮਚਦ.
ਹਡਰਆ [héduria] who is related to hédur.
2 resident of hédur.
ਹਢ [11ਟ6111], ਹਢਣ [hédhan], ਹਢਨ [}1ਰਵਬ119111] Skt
ਵਹਤਜ n wander, roam. “hédhanI karma
bahre.”—var majh m I .  “hédhe un kataIda
psdha lore patu.”—_s fetid. “kaItU garabI
h5dhie?”——var a s a .  2 w r i t i n g .  3 w i e l d i n g ,
supporting.
ਹਢਉਣ [hédhauna] v to delude, rotate.
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2 wield, wear.
ਹਢਅਯ [hétaya] See ਹਢਆਯ.
ਹਢਕ [hé tke]  adv travelling, wandering.
“carI gavaIa hétke.”—s farid.
ਹਤ [11ਰ੮]ਰਉ/ਢਲਜ. part  joy. 2 grief, pain. 3 so far,
now. 4 It is obligatory for l-Iindus to say ‘hét’
while offering food to a guest for religious
purposes. See ਕਤਯਯਨ ਖਡ 13 s 12. 5 See ਹਤ.
“dokh sabhe hi h5t.”—maih dInren. ਸਰਵ ਦਸ
ਹਤ:. 6 Skt ਛਚ, killer, destroyer. “sarab papa
115੮ jiu.”—ram ruti m 5.
ਹਤਕਰ [hétkar], ਹਤਕਰ [haikari] adj  destroyer,
who devastates. “prabhascn ke pran ko hétkari.”
—carItr 286. 2 Ski ਜਕਣ n food kept aside afler
uttering hat. See ਹਤ 4. 3 $(; .md of bliss.
ਹਤਨ [hétna] n bodily prit’ : ,  corporeal vanity.
2 destroyer. “tIagi home liétna.”—mam solhe
m 5.
ਹਤ [héta], ਹਤਰ [hétar], ਹਤ [hétrI] Skt ਬ-
adj killer, assassin. “q héta mIrgah..”-7var

‘ a s a .  “sarab-héta.”—japu. 2 h'éta is also used
for ahéta.
ਹਦ [héda] See ਹਤਕਰ 2. 2 genitive case part
of. “jas héda ban.”—var ram 3.
ਹਦਲ [hédal] See ਜਜਨਏ. 2 ਪਖ son of emperor
Babar, who was born in 1518 and died in 1551.
His grave is near Babar’s tomb.
ਹਦਲਏ [hédalie] See ਨਰਜਨਏ.
ਹਨ [h‘én] v are. 2 ਹ"-ਨ are not?
ਹਨ [héna] n pommel, usually the rounded part
that sticks out at the front of a saddle on which
the bridle is‘ hung.
ਹਨ [115111] plural of he. are. “te gun me tan:
h5nI.”—-suhi m 1.
ਹਨ ਹ'ਨ ਬਦਸਹ [h'éne héne badsahi], ਹਨ ਹਨ
ਮਰ [}1ਟਸ8 11ਟ119 miri] chieftainship for every
cavalry soldier. Each rider is his own lord.
“héne  héne  badsahi  bhogte  mahanIye.”—PP.
“héne héne I n  ki miri.”—PP.
ਹਨਬਡ [hénebéd], ਹਨਵਡ [hénevéd] a division
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which is done for each rider; each rider’s equal
share. If hundred riders conquered an area it
would be divided into hundred parts. The
division of  wealth and  other  things is done in
the same manner. See ਕਠ ਵਡ.
ਹਥਲ [hébli] See  ਸਨ.
ਹਬਰ [habir] See ਹਮਰ. 2 egoistic hero; a
conceited warrior. “hahle  h5bir.”—ramav.
ਰਬ [hébe] bangar part yes; right; true. It is
true. certainly. See ਵਣ'ਹਬ.
ਹਭਲ [hébhla] ਅਹ'.ਭਲ courage. 2 impulse to
exert oneself, enterprise. 3 desire; zeal.
ਹਭ [hébhi] ਅਹ ਅਪ me too. See ਹ.
ਹਭ [hébhe] See ਹਥ.
ਹਸ [}1ਗਕ15/“ਫਫਗ adv  here, hither. “te hya a I
prabhu kataé.”—VN “ese kaha sabh hya na
tIko.”—krrsan. ~“ '
ਹ'ਸ [hras] Skt ਡਬ. vr decrease, become less,
abate, utter.
ਹਸ [hrasv] Skt ਵਵ adj short. 2 one matra
character. 3.dwarf, short-statured.
ਹਦ [hrad]  Skt ਛਟ'? rhythm, beat. 2 sound, noise.
ਰਸ' [hras] ਲ/ਢਲਛਸ n deficiency loss, subtraction.
ਬ [hrI] Skt ਛ vr fake, steal, destroy, adopt,
collect.
ਕਸ [hrIs] vr be happy, tell lie, get excited.
ਭਸਕ [hrIsik] Skt ਛਧਧ senses which get
pleasure from indulgence.
ਬਸਕਸ [hrI$Ik] Skt ਛਧਕਰਸ the Creator, who
is the inspirer of  senses.
ਰਸ [hrIst] Skt ਛਢਣ adj happy, glad, pleased.
ਦਸਪਸ [hrIst post] ਲ/ਦਲਛਨਣ ਬਯ. happy and fit.
ਬਖਕ [hrIkhik] See ਰਸਕ.
ਕਤ [hrIt] Skt ਭਰ adj stole. 2 snatched.
ਦੲ [hrId], ਬਦਯ [hrIday] mind, heart. 2 chest,
breast.
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ਬਢਯ ਰਮ [hrIday ram] See ਹਨਮਨ ਨਟਕ.
ਦਦ [hrIda] See ਟਦਯ.
ਦਚ [hi-Ida] See ਦਦਯ. 2 in the mind, in the
heart. “hrIde kapatu mukh gIani.”—sor1<abir.
2 in the chest, in the breast. ‘
ਬਚਸਘਤ [hrIdaséghat] shock to the heart.
Heart is wounded in many ways: by a stone,
stick, a blow with clinched fist  or  due  to a fall.
In the same manner, separation from a relative,
some sad and horrifying news can give a blow
to the heart. So due to this the heart gets a
shock. It should be treated accordingly.

The  person whose heart suffers from
excessive drinking, due  to  eating  too much of
spices or  due to hard work, should take
nourishing food to strengthen it and remain
happy-

The damage to the heart can be cured by
eating calcinatch horn of  a black buck mixed
with cow’s clarified butter in small quantities.
“artsra ar  hrIdeséghata.”—carrtr 405.
ਧ [had]  Skt ਫ vr feel shy. 2 abashment, shame.
3 carry, steal, destroy, forsake, prevent, collect,
snatch.
ਟਸ [hres] Skt ਟਧਘ' neigh, go, slip.
ਰਸ [hresa] Skt ਟਨ" n neighing of  a horse, neigh,
whinny. ‘
ਹਲਦ [hlad] Skt ਫਗਰਘ' enjoy; be happy; rejoice
loudly. 2 n bliss, happiness. See ਅਹਲਦ.
ਹਲਦਕ [hladak] r e jo ic ing .  2 w h o  g ives
happiness.
ਰਲ [hval] Skt ਫਕਜ vr tremble; be enchanted.
ਰ [hva] adv  there, thither, at that place.
ਹਨ [hvan]  Skt ਰਞਸ n invocation, call, entreaty.
ਧ [hve] Skt vr  call, beg, challenge.
ਧ [hve] ਅਸ, be. 2 adv being.



ਕ [kakka] sixth character of Punjabi script,
articulated at the velum. Skt n Brahma.
2 Vishnu. 3 Kamdev. 4 sun. 5 light. 6 fire.
7 air. 8 Yam, the  god o f  death .  9 Soul,
conscience. 10 body. 11 time. 12 wealth.
13 peacock. 14 word, sound. 15 knot. 16 888
ਕ. 17 adj who does. In this situation it comes
at the end of  the compound words, i.e. ਜਪਕ,
ਸਵਕ etc. 18 part  also used in place o fg .  See
ਕਰਪ. 19 also short for ਇਕ i.e ਕਲਗ (ਇਕ ਲਗ).
ਕਉ [1<90] postposition for the dative case; to,
for. “krIpa jalu dehI  nanak sa r ig  kau.”
—sohIIa. “nam ki badai dai gur ramdas kau.”
-savsye m 4 Re. See ਕ.
ਕਉਸ’ [kaus] PektaH'i n pair of  shoes. “jInI
akas kulah SI rI  kini kause sapat pIyala.”—bher
namdev. 2 pair of wooden sandals. See ਕਸ.
ਕਉਸਕ [kausak] See ਕਸਕ. '
ਕਉਸਲ [kausal] See ਕਸਲ and ਕਸਲ.
ਕਉਸਲਜ [kauslIs]  See  ਕਸਲਸ.
ਕਉਕ ਬਦਰ [kauk bédar] See ਕਕ ਬਦਰ.
ਕਉਚ [kauc] See ਕਵਚ.
ਕਉਡ [kadda] See ਕਡ. 2 small seashells,
cowries. See ਕਉਡ. “kauda darat  h I r s  juari.”
—-g5d namdev. ‘While throwing cowries, the
gambler watches his  move intently.’
ਕਉਡ [kaudi] Skt ਕਪਦਕ n cowrie (used as
money). “kaudi kaudi jorat.”—guj m 5. 2 chest-
bone.
ਕਉਣ [kaun], ਕਉਣ [1<901.10] pron an interrogative:
.who, which. “kaun kaun apradhi  bakhsxano
pIare.”—sor m 3. “kaunu 50 gram kaunu so
bakta.”—majh a m 5.

ਕਉਤਕ [kautak] 8/11ਕਤਕ n desire. 2 spectacle.
3 action that enraptures'thc mind. “kautak kod
tamas:a.”—var jet. 4 a wonder.
ਕਉਤਕਰ [kautak-har] adj who performs a
miracle. “soi ram  sabhe  kohc soi kautak-har.”
—s kabir. ,
ਕਉਤ [kauta] See ਕਵਤ. 2 adj performer of a
miracle. 3 who amuses people by doing
mimicry. “kapri kaute jaguta.”—sri a m 5. .
ਕਉਧ [kaudh] See ਕਧ.
ਕਉਧਨ [1<ਬਪ<111ਗ]‘866 ਕ'ਧਨ.
ਕਉਨ [kaun] ਕਉਨ [kaunu] who, which. See
ਕਉਣ. “kaun karam bIdIa  kahu kesi?”—sor m
9. 2 any, some. “ban bic gee d I n  karma.”
——I<r:rsan. ‘...some day went to the forest.’
ਕਉਬਚ'ਤ [kaubCItI] sen ਕ-ਅਬ-ਚਤਵਚ to- now-
in the mind.,“maIa kaubcxtI dharau.”—dhana
a m 5. ‘nurturing the idea of wealth in the
mind.’

‘ ਕਉਰ[1<801]12 morsel, mouthful. 2 prince. 3 See
ਕਰ.

ਕਉ'ਰਉ [kaurau] See ਕਉਰ. 2 See ਕਰਞ.
ਕਉਰਪਲ [kaorpal] See ਕਰਪਲ. ਰ
ਕਉਰਵ [kaurav] See ਕਰਵ.
ਕਉਰ [kaura] adj  bitter, acrid, pungent. “oh kade
na bole kaura.”-suhi ch5t m 5. “5mrIt  kaura
bIkhIa mithi.”—ram m 5.
ਕਉਰਇ' [1<90181],ਕਉਰਪਨ [kaurapan] n bitterness,
pungency, acridi ty.  “mokhI  mithi  kha i
kauraI.”—prabha a m 5. “kaurapan tau na jai.”
—sorkabir. ‘
ਕਉਰ [kaori] See ਕਉਡ. 2 adj bitter, pungent.
3 n embrace, hug.



ਕੳਲ

ਕਉਲ [kaol], or ਕਉਲ [kaulu] n lotus-shaped bowl;
drinking vessel. 2 Skt ਕਮਲ “kaulu tu he kavia
tu he.”—sri m 1. 3 heart of the size of the lotus-
bud; mind. “manmukh  udha  kaulu he, na tIsu
bhagatI na nau.”—varguj1 m 3. 4 A d} word
of  honour, utterance, promise. “putri kaul na
palIo.”—varram 3. 5 a bite, mouthful, morsel.
6 See ਕਲ.
ਕਉਲ-ਸਰ [kaulsar] S e e  ਕਲਸਰ.
ਕਉਲਨਭ [kau lna t ]  See  ਕਲਨਭ.
ਕਉਲ[}<8੦18]^5ਲ/ਠਲਕਮਲ n Lakshmi, whose abode
is in the lotus. “seve caran n I t  kaula.”—var1<an
m 4. 2 See ਕਲ. .
ਕਉਲਸਣ [kaolasan] See ਕਮਲਸਨ. 2 according to
Ratanmala,  t he  locat ion  o f  the  ultimate  stage,
which is the seat of  the Creator.  See ਕਉਲਸਣ.
ਕਉਲਸਣ [kaulasanI] (that) whose seat is lotus-
shaped; ultimate spiritual realisation, in which,
according to the yogic doctrine, the Supreme
Being is poised. 2 the Supreme Creator, who
is poised on the seat of  the ultimate spiritual
realisation. “puria satI  ,uparI kaulasanI.”
—ratanma1a ba'no. ‘ T h e  Supreme Being
transcends seven orders and stages.’
ਕਉਲਸਨ [kaulasan] See ਕਮਲਸਨ.
ਕਉਲਰ [kaular] Skt ਕਰਞ n blue lotus, water-
lily, red lotus. “céd dekhI bIgasahIikaular.”
—bas§t m 5.
ਕਉਲਲ [kaulali] Skt ਕਮਦਲ n row of blue
lotuses. “kaulali surajmukhi lakkh kaval khIrde  -
rasiale.”—BG.
ਕਉਲ [kaulu] See  ਕਉਲ.
ਕਉੜਤਣ [kauratanI], ਕਉਤਤਨ [kaurattan] n
bitterness, acridity. “bIkhe kauratanI sagal
mah:.”—var gau  2 m 5.
ਕਉੜ [kaura] adj bitter, pungent. 2 neglected,
ignored. “kaura kIse  na  lagei.”—varbIha m 4.
3 n a subcaste of the  Bahujai Khatris. 4 a Jatt
subcaste.
ਕਉੜ [1<੪ਘ] See ਕਉਡ. 2 adj bitter, pungent,
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acrid.
ਕਉਅ [kaua] Skt ਕਯਕ/1 crow. “kaua kaha kapur
carae.”—asa kabir .  2 crea tu re  g iven to
sensuality. “jagu kaua namu nahi citI.”—asa
kabir. 3 See ਕਉਅਕਗ. 4 See ਫਲ. 5 a reed like
the stick of a wcaver’s warp. “phas: part:
so kaua 19e.”—carItr 93. ‘handled the warps
of  one hundred sticks.’
ਕਉਅਕਗ [kauakag] Skt ਕਸਕਧ a crow that
feeds on carrion. “kaua kag kau émrItoras
paie.”—guj m 4.
ਕਉਸਕ [kausak] See ਕਸਕ.
ਕਉਧਤ [kaudhat] See ਕ'ਧਤ.
ਕਉਮਰ [kaumari] See ਕਮਰ.
ਕਈ [kai] did. “tesi bIdh kai.”—GV 6. 2 adj
many, numerous. “kai janam bhae kit patéga.”
—gau m 5.
ਕਸ' [kas] adv  how, what for, in which way. “ram
kahat jan kas na tare?”—gau namdev. 2 n bark
of  a tree like acacia, which can be separated
by pulling from the trunk. “karI kami kas paie.”
—asa m 1. Its root is ਕਸਦਨ 3 Skt ਕਸ whip.
4 Skt ਕਸ hone,  gr inds tone ,  Whetstone.
5 criterion, touchstone.  6 test ,  examinat ion.
7 Pfa t t rac t ion ,  pull. See  ਕਸਮਕਸ. Used after
a word,  it means  ‘ a  puller’ ,  i.e. ਜਰਬਕਸ8 PM”
pron someone, somebody. “kas nes dastégir.”
—t115gm 1. 9 See ਕਸਣ. “tuphégan me  gulIka
kas marat.”—GPS. See ਕਸ. 10 short for ਕਸਯ
(ਕਸਲ) as in “ p I t t a l  kahé d e  bhz‘ide VICC dahi
kas gai he.” 11 short for ਕਣਸ. See ਕਣਸ.
ਕਸਉਟ[1<ਹ8੪੦ਣਚ]^5w/ਢ!\ c f .  n flat slate of black
stone o f a  special kind, on which is tested.the
purity of  gold by rubbing it; Whetstone.
2 trial, examination. “ram kasauti so  sahe jo
marjiva hOI.”—s kabir.
ਕਸਕ[1<8581<] n shooting pain, pang. 2 old enmity.
3 jealousy. 4 attraction, fascination. 5 See  ਟਸਕ.
ਕਸਕਣ [kasakna] ,  ਕਸਕਨ [kasakna]  v prick,
rankle, pierce. “ n I s  d I n  kaskat he man
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mero.”—GPS.
ਕਸਕਰ [1<951<ਰ],ਕਸਕਰ [kaskar] See ਕਸਗਰ.
ਕਸਟ [kasat] Sktaljn grief, pain. 2 crisis, trouble.
ਕਸਟਕਰ [kasatkarI] n which causes pain;
poison.—-sanama.
ਕਸਟਵਰ [kasatvar] ਕਸਵਰ. a princely state to
the east o f  Kashmir. King Dashrath’s queen
Kaikai was the daughter of the king of this
state. In the ancient scriptures, this place is
mentioned also as Kekay.

In1687  AD the Rajput king of  this state
embraced Islam after a treaty with Aurangzeb.
Now it is a part of the J ammu state. See ਕਸਟਰ.
ਕਸਟਵਥ [kasatvari] adj citizens of Kasatwar.
“kate kasmiri bathe kasatvari.”—1<alk1'.
ਕਸਟਅਰ [kastuar],  ਕਸਦਰ [kasatvar] See  ਕਸਟਵਰ.
“gen  yahI bhayo  kasatvar  a p é .  jf h kekayI
dham suta suprabhé.”—ramav.
ਕਸਣ [1<951.18] Skt ਕਸਣ v pull. 2 tie securely.
3 press; hammer. 4 dry by frying in clarified
butter. `
ਕਸਤ [kasat] adj tight. 2 In Shastarnammala
some ignorant writer has Written kasat in place
of hasat. “kasat karikar prItham kahI pun arI
sabad sunaI”.  The  actual text is “hasat  karikar
prItham kahI”. hastarI and karikar—arI stand
for a sword,  which can  chop  off an elephant’s
trunk.
ਕਸਤਰ [kastura], ਕਸਤਰ [kasturI] ਕਸਤਚਕ
[kasturIka] ਕਸਤਰ [kasturi] Skt ਥਟਗਹ ਬਧ,
ਕਜਚਪਧ, ਕਜਰਧ deer of a particular breed whose
navel secretes fragrant fluid. musk-deer.

It is smaller than a deer of the red-brown
species and  lives in cool places, especially on
high mountains. The  aftereffect of  deermusk
is hot and  wet and it is used in preparing many
medicines. L Moschus Moschiferus.

Poe t s  a r e  o f  t h e  v iew tha t  th is  deer,
fascinated by the fragrance of musk present
in its own  navel, nurtures an illusion that the
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scent comes from the  jungle and gets tired of
running in search of it. This illustration applies
to those who, not realising that the soul is
identical with eternal bliss, seek  joy in worldly
pleasures. “q kasturi mIragu na jane.”-var
sorm  3. “kasturI  kOgu agaru c5dan.”—-sri m 1.
ਕਸਦ [kasad] A ,“? n resolution, thought, resolve.
ਕਸਨ [kasna] See ਕਸਣ.
ਕਸਨ [kasanI] n a rope or lace with which an
object is securely tied. “kasonI bahatarI lagi
tahI.”—basét1<abir. Here the reference is to
the seventy-two veins.
ਕਸਨਜ [kasniz] P ਸ or  ਡ/ coriander. See
ਧਨਆ.
ਕਸਥ [kasab] ਕਸ-ਅਬ how-now. “chute kasab
lagan lag gai.”—car1'tr 289. 2 A J n
profession, occupation, work. “ I s  brabar or
bhagatI nahi‘ jo kasab karke badgi kare.”—prem
sumarag. 3 condemnable deed.
ਕਸਬ [kasba1A .=“? n town. 2 handpump, water
tap. "
ਕਸਬ [kasbi] adj resident of  a town; of  a town,
related to  a town. 2 professional. See  ਕਸ 2.
3 one who does condemnable work. See
ਕਸਬ 3.
ਭਸਮ lkasaml A (J n oath, vow. 2 resolution.
3 Pf“ 1 will pull.
ਕਸਮਕਸ [kasamkas] Pig n struggle, tussle.
ਕਸਮਲ [kasmal],  ਕਸਮਲ [kasmalu] Skt ਕਸ-{ਲ n
loss of consciousness; a fit. 2 sin, vice. “sxmarI
SImarI  kasmal sabh  hero re.”-—gaum 9.

` ਕਸਯ[1<95…:11]ਕਵਯਜ seventh declension: in
which. “kasmIn sastra pravrIttI d?”—GPS.
“he dVI j, tav kaSI man sastre pravrIttIh?” ‘O!
Brahmin in which branch of  knowledge are
you adept?’ '
ਕਸਮਰ [kasmir] Skt ਕਸ-ਸਰ an  enchanting region
in the north-west of  India, 84,258 square miles
in area with a population of32,20,518. To the
north of  Kashmir is the Himalayan mountain
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range, to its south are  J ehlum and Gujarat etc,
to the west are Hazara and Rawalpindi and to
the east is Tibet.

King Lalitadity was a renowned ruler of
Kashmir  w h o  expanded  h is  empire  by
defeating the king o f  Kanauj in 740 AD.
Martand temple, which Yashovardhan got built,
is famous all over  the  world, but only its ruins
are to be seen now.

In the 14‘h century, a large number of
Kashmiri people got converted to  Islam.

Emperor Akbar annexed Kashmir into the
Mughal empire in 1587 AD. Jahangir made
lots of efforts to enchance its beauty. After
Aurangzeb, there was turmoil in Kashmir for
a long time. In the middle of the 18‘h century,
it became independent of  the Mughal rule. At
last in 1819 (5 Saun Sammat 1876) Maharaja
Ranjit Singh conquered it. After the Anglo-
Sikh War, Gulab Singh bought it in 1846 AD.l
Now it is a part of the J ammu state, Srinagar
with as it capital. It is at a height of 5276 feet
from the sea level. Its saffron and heavily
embroidered shawls are very famous. Here
beautiful engravings are done on wood. Its fruit
are very sweet. In Raj Tarangini, Kalhan, the
poet, has penned the history of  Kashmir in a
style that is so elegant.

Following are the places rendered sacred by
visits of the Gurus:

l Guru Nanak  Dev  visi ted the  ci ty o f
Srinagar, and made Shankracharya mountain
his seat, but such beingthe apathy of  the Sikhs,
no gurdwara has been erected here.
2 There is a beautiful pool near a mount

beyond Gulmarg. The Guru visited this place
also.
3 Guru Nanak Dev also visited Harmukh

Ganga,  which is  between Srinagar and
I S e e  Gulab Singh 5.
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Baramula on the other bank of  Jehlum.
4 Kaliyan Sar, where there is a spring of  pure

water, was rendered sacred with a visit by
the Guru. Bhai Mohar Singh of Punsh has got
a gurdwara built over here. This  place is seven
miles away from the 38‘h milestone on the
metalled Kashmir road.

5 Three miles from Dumel Parao, on the
confluence of Kisan Ganga and Jehlum is
Naluchhi village, which Guru Hargobind visited.
A gurdwara has been built here, where every
Sunday and on  the occasion of  Baisakhi a fair
is held.
6 In Baramula there is a holy place where

Guru Hargobihd set his foot. See ਬਰਮਲ.
7 A gurdwara of Guru Hargobind is also

situated at Kathi gate in Srinagar. He stayed
here while on a visit to bless Mai Bhagbhari.
See ਭਗਭਰ.
8 In several villages, where the Guru stayed,

there are places known as thara sat .
ਕਸਮਰਘਸ [kasmirghas], ਕਸਮਰਜ [kasmiraj] grass
of the Kashmir; saffron. “kasmirghas ghorat
subas.”-—manu.
ਕਸਮਰ [kasmiri] adj of Kashmir state, related
to  Kashmir, Kashmiri.
ਕਸਰ [kasar] A / n deficiency, loss. 2 part,
portion, section. 3 act of breaking. 4 a muslim

. tribe in the Rawalpindi area from which many
. villages have come to be known as Balaksar.
ਕਸਰਤ [kasrat] A 9 /  n exercise, practice, toil.
2 A 9% profusion, abundance.
ਕਸਵਟ [kasvati], ਕਸਵਟ [kasvatti] ਕਸਪਟ. See
ਕਸਉਟ. “menu ramI kasvati IaIa.”—-asa ch5t
m 4. ‘
ਕ [kasa] Skt ਕਸ n rope, fastener. 2 whip,
lash. “kast narak 1<੦ kasa dIkhavan kijIye.”
—NP. “kar  kasa kuthare.”—aka1.
ਕਸਉ [kasau] n tightness, pull.
ਕਸਇ [kasaI] Skt ਕਯ adj astringent.
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2 catechu-coloured, saffron-coloured. 3 n
astringent substance. 4 gum. 5 kalyug, evil era.
ਕਸਈ [kasai] n act of pulling. 2 attraction,
fascination. “sabadI suhai  prem  kesai.”—vad
ch5t  m 3.  “akhi premI kasaia.”—-var kan  m 4.
“her: premI kasae.”—varguj I m 3. 3 A at}.
JP“ is also correct and its root is 3,} (hard-
heartedness) meaning a butcher.
ਕਸਸ’ [kasas] n admonit ion,  punishment.
“sahfde bahut kasas.”—mago. See ਕਸਸ.
ਕਸਬ [kasab] A _,ਭਘ n slaughterer, butcher.

.ਕਸਬ [kasabI] butcher (in the nominative
ca se ) .  See  ਕਸਬ. “ m a h a  k a s a b I  churi
satIpai.”—ram m 5. ‘The indignant butcher
threw away the knife of  violence.’
ਕਸਰ [kasar] Skt ਭਰਸ ”})ਗਘ, a preparation of
flour, roasted in clarified butter and made
sweet with sugar. See ਕਸਰ. 2 See ਕਸਰ.
ਕਸਲ [kasala] nafi t rouble,  botheration. “anbe
het kasala ky6 tum jhala?”—GPS. 2 A ਘ
laziness.
ਕਮ [kasxl securely. See ਕਸ 9. 2 See ਕਸ.
3 adv  after warning or testing. “ape kIs  hi
kaSI bakhse.”—maru sohIem 1. 4 after pulling,
afier rubbing. “kaSI kasvati laie.”—asa a m I .
ਕਸਅ'ਉਣ [kasxauna] v for eatables to get
astringent in a utensil of bronze. 2 get
astringent.
ਕਸਸ [kasIs] P U55" n attraction, pull,
gravitation.
ਕਸਕਰ [kasxkar] See ਕਸਗਰ. “kasmir kasxkar

' kabaj kabul k0 kino.”-—carI tr 21 7.
ਕਸ'ਪ' [kasrpu] Skt ਕਸ'ਪ n a mattress made
from straw. 2 pillow, cushion. 3 cot, bedstead.
4 diet; food got from different households.
5 clothes, attire. 6 See ਕਸਧ.
ਕਸ [kasi] n spade; implement for digging soil.
2 subdistributary of  a canal. 3 v past tense of
ਕਸਣ.
ਕਸਸ [kasis] n attraction, pull, gravitation. 2 Skt
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ਕਸਸਘ acrid liquid flowing from a mine, used
for separating gold dissolved in acid, and
helpful in testing  the  specific  quality of  steel.
Sulphas ferri.
ਕਸਦਗ [kesidgi] P Jéy’ n pulling. 2 annoyance.
ਕਸਦਨ [kasidan] P “A! v embroider; draw.
ਕਸਦ [kasida] P ”a! embroidered. 2 n
embroidered (flower etc.) with a needle on
cloth. “kat kasida pahIrahI coli.”—bas§tm
1. 3 A ;ਰਰਭ‘o ' adj thick, dense. 4 n a poetic
composition in which the verse is closely
interwoven, which should not have fewer than
15 stanzas. “karyo kasida pes guru ke.”—GPS.
ਕਸਰ[1<98ਚਢ]5/ਢ2ਕਸਰ n sharp bristles growing
on the ears of  corn as rice, barley or wheat
etc; awn. 2 A If adj broken, disintegrated.
3 A if lots of; in excess; abundant.
ਕਸਰ [kasira], ਕਸਰ [kasiro] 11 one fourth of a
paisa. 2 ਧਲ [dhela] half a pice. “kamuk métr
kasire ke  kam  na.”——VN. “kaddh  kasira sapIa
raVIdas géga di  bheta.”—BG
ਕਸ [kasu] See  ਕਸ. 2 pain, warning. “drum  sapur
q nIvs  khave kasu.”—saveye m 2 ke. ‘...like
a tree ladden with fruit bends and has to suffer
the onslaught of  stones.’
ਕਸਧ [kasudh] impure, adulterated. See ਕਸਧ.
ਕਸਭ [kasfibh], ਕਸਭੜ [kasfibhra], ਕਸਭ []<95ਪ[)}1  
Skt ਗਰਸ n flame; a plant which has flame-
coloured flower and hard core like saffron.
Its red colour is gaudy, but fades fast in the
sun and in water. In Gurbani, the glitter of
material things is compared with this colour.
“kura rég kasfibh ka.”-sri m 3. “hathu 119 In
kasfibhrs jalI jasi dhola.”—-suhi fetid. See ਜਲ.
2 a reddish brown distillate or juice of opium,
used extensively in Rajputana. “pan daraI
kasUbhro ruro.”—carI tr III  . ‘liquor mixed with
opium sap.’
ਕਸਤਇਲ [kasObhaIIa] adj having the colour of
a kusobh flower. 2 with the colour of  kusfibh,
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suggestive of  flamboyant and false things. See
ਕਸਭਇਲ.
ਕਸਤ [kasut] See ਕਸਤ.
ਕਸਦਨ [kasudan] P U”? v untie.
ਕਸਰ [kasur]  See  ਕਸਰ.'
ਕਸ [kase] P g pron someone.
ਕਸਰ [kasera] Skt ਕਸਹਰ n grasscutter.
2 Skt ਕਸਕਰ o n e  w h o  makes  bronze
utensils.
ਕਸਲ [kasela] See ਕਮਇ.
ਕਸਟ [kasati] See ਕਸਉਟ.
ਕਸਮਲ [kasémal] See ਕਸਮਲ. “pap kasémal
bhane.” —gau var 1 m 4. _
ਕਸਧ [kassap] Skt ਕਸ'ਪ| adj maiquor)  U(one
who drinks); who drinks liquor. 2 n son of
Brahma’s son Marichi reckoned as a Prajapati;
whose son was Vaman the deity. “pun dhara
brahm kassapavtar.”——braham. Simritis and
Purans mention that Kashyap married Daksh
Prajapati’s thirteen daughters (Aditi, Diti,
Danu, Vinta, Khassa, Kadru, Muni, Krodha,
Arishta, lra,Tamra, Ila and  Pradha). They gave
birth to all the living beings of the world. 3 adj
with dark teeth.
ਕਸਪਸਤ [kassapsut] Kashyap’s son, Vaman.
2 lndar. 3 sun. “kassapsut nIks:o.”—GV 6.
ਕਸਝ [kascn] Skt ਕਤਝਥਰ pron somebody,
anybody. .
ਕਸ [kest] Skt n suffering, ache.
ਕਸ'ਰਪ [kastrIpu] sword—sanama. 2 ambrosia,
nectar.
ਕਸਵਰ [kastvar] See ਕਸਟਵਰ and ਕਸਟਰ.
ਕਸਵਰਆ [kastvaria] a Rajput subcaste. lts
capital was Kastvar. See ਬਈਧਰ.
ਕਸ [kasy] Skt pron whose. 2 ਕਸ adj drawn
or sucked through a pipe. 3 n liquor, wine.
ਕਸਪ [kasyap] one who drinks liquor. See ਕਸਪ.
'ln etymology, pasyak is the antonym of kasyop. pasyak
means an observer. In several scriptures, one addicted to
drinking is mentioned as kasyap. See ਕਸਪਪਯ.
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ਕਸਪ-ਸਤ [kasyapsut] See ਕਸ-ਯਤ.
ਕਸਪਪਚ [kasyap-pur] a major city of Kashmir,
now called Srinagar. It was founded by sage
Kashyap after killing demon J alodbhav.
ਕਸਧਪਯ [kasyap-prIy] liquor, which is very
dear to Kashyap. 2 lndar. 3 Vaman. 4 sun
etc. dear to Kashyap for being his sons.
ਕਹ [kah] a d v  where, at what place. “man, kah
ahékar aphara?”—dev'm 5. “garabh jonI kah
ave?”—nat m 5 2 sometime, any time. “kah
phulahI anfid bIkhc sog kab hasno kab roie.”
—dev m 5. 3 pron what. “kah kart: mula kah
kare sekh?”—bher kabir. 4 See ਕਹਨ. 5 See ਕਹ.
6 part of, belonging to. 7 to. “350a kah 1 m
agya dini.”-—saloh. ‘
ਕਹ [1<੪}1f ] suff for, for the sake of. 2 to, for.
“guru manua kahé kahyo sudhari.”
—VN.
ਕਹਉ [kahau], ਕਰਹ [kahahu] recite, utter.
“kahahu gusai mIlie keh?”—gau m 5. 2 may I
speak, may I recite. “kahau kaha‘ apni
adhmai.”—todi  m 9.
ਕਰਕ [kahak] n cawing of crows. 2 peel of
laughter. See ਕਹਕਹ.
ਕਹਕਹ ਦਵਰ [kahkah divar] See ਕਹਕਹ ਦਵਰ
“s prakar k‘ahkah divar.”—GPS.
ਕਹਕਹ [kahkaha] A J; n onom peel of laughter.
ਕਹਕਹਟ [kahkahat] n See ਕਹਕਹ. noise of  loud
laughter.  “kahkaha t  kahfi  l<al sunave.”
-carItr 52.
ਕਹਕਹ ਦਵਰ [kahkaha divar] P Ilia??? n a wall
in China, by looking at which one starts
laughing loudly. This wall is 1500 miles long,
20 feet high and as many feet wide. At gaps
of  every 100 yards, strong minarets have been
raised. King Sihvangti of China got it built in
213 BC to stop invasions by his Mangol
enemies-2 Now this term is used for very
challenging and astonishing tasks. See ਸਤਅਜਬ
and ਕਹਕਹ ਦਵਰ.
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ਕਹਗਲ[1<ਹ118ਵਥ]],ਕਹਗਲ[1<ਗਫਗ1]ਮਛੴ n mixture
ofmud  and chaff  used as building material.
ਕਹਣ [kahan], ਕਹਣ [kahna] Ski ਕਥਨ“ utterance,
statement. “kure kahan kahén.”—var bIla m
3.  “tame k a h I a  kahanu.”—Vad cha t  m 1.
“kahna sunna akath.”—prabha m 1.
ਕਹਣ [kahanI] by uttering, through talking.
“kahanI na vacla hOI.”—sr1' m I .
ਕਹਣ [kahanu] See ਕਹਣ.
ਕਹਣ [kahne] through talking, by saying. “kahne
kathanI no bhije gobfdu.”—sor m 5.
ਕਹਤ [kahat] a d v  saying, talking. “kahat sunat
kachu jog n3 hou.”—ba van. 2 A A; n starvation,
famine.
ਕਹਤਉ [kehtau], ਕਹਤ [kahta], ਕਹਦ [kahda] adj

' (one) who speaks, o r  narrates. 2 speaks,
narrates.  “kahtau partao Suntau  ek.”—dhana a
m 1 .  “kahde  kace sonde  kace.”—an5du.
ਕਹਨ [kahan],  ਕਹਨ [kahna] ,  ਕਹਨ [kahanu]  See
ਕਹਣ. “prabhu  kahan  malan dahan.”—kan m 5.
“ostatI kahanu na  jaI.”—phunhe m 5.
ਕਹਯਨ [kahyon] See ਕਹਸਨ.
ਕਹਰ [kahar1A ਭਡ n wrath, anger. 2 oppression,
tyranny. 3 punishment, penalty. 4 calamity,
disaster. 5 suffering.
ਕਰਨ [kaharna]  v groan,  c ry  with pain,
beseech for pity. 2 suffer pain. “bastra na
pahIre  a h I n I S I  kahre.”—var asa. See ਕਹਰ.
ਕਹਰ [kahri] adj angry, irate. “mahz‘i bir kahri
dUp-hari ko bhanu mano.”—C5di 1 .  2 n a
Rajput subcaste.
ਕਹਚ' [kaharu] S e e  ਕਹਰ. “jaharo kaharu sava
paharo.”-—sava m 1.
ਕਰਲ [kahal] n fever, pain. 2 adj agitated,
nervous. “kuram  kahal phaniphan  naskat he.”
—52 Poets. ‘The tortoise underneath the earth
gets nervous.’ 3 See ਕਹਲ. 4 See ਕਹਲ.
ਕਰਲ ਗਉ [kahal gau] a town ten kohs to the
east o f  Bhagalpur in Bihar, visited by Guru
Teg Bahadur. The  gurdwara here is under the
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supervision of  the chief  priest of  Patna Sahib.
ਕਹਲਚ [kahlur] part of Bilaspur, a feudal state.
Its feudal Rajputs originated from Chanderi
(Malwa). Bhim Chand, king of  Kahlur fought
unwarranted battle against the tenth Guru and
damaged the country a lot. See ਬਲਸਪਰ and
ਭਮਚਦ.
ਕ [kaha] said, uttered. 2 a d v  wherc. Skt ਕਹਯ.
“kaha sukhel tabela  gltore77’—asa a m  1 . 3  why,
what for. “sxmrat kaha nahi.”-—sorm 9. 4 pron
whom. “an kaha pahI  javahu?”——sar m 5.
ਕਹ []<8}1ਕ] See ਕ 2.
ਕਹਉਣ [kahauna]  v get  o n e  iterate, make  o n e

utter .  _

ਕਹੲ [kahai] loincloth. See ਕਖੲ.
ਕਹਹ{1<ਰ11ਟ!}1],1 brouhaha. 2 uproar, lamentation,
outcry. “b In  bohI th  bhe dubie pIare,  kédhi
p a I  kahah.”—sor a m I . “bha kahah l<o sabad
mahana.”—NP. .
ਕਹਣ [kahan] n ”discussion, oration. 2 saying,
discourse. _ ‘
ਕਹਣ [kahani] ਕਹਨ [kahani] n story, tale.
“akath ki karahI kahani.”—an5du.
ਕਹਨ [kahano] n narration, context. “sran sunyo
sakhI,  pri tI  kahano.”—krrsan.
ਕਹਰ [kahar] n ਕ (water) ਹਰ (carrier), water
carrier. 2 palanquin bearer. 3 A A? the Creator,
inflicting his wrath upon mean and ignoble
persons. “SIphat kahar  satar he.”—GPS.
ਕਹਞਣ [kahavan], ਕਹਵਣ [kahavano] See ਕਉਣ.
“musalmanu kahavanu muskalu.”—var  ma jh m
1. ‘Claiming to  be a true Muslim is arduous.’
ਕਹਵਤ [kahavat], ਕਹਵਥ [kahavath] n proverb,
saying. 2 riddle, puzzle. 3 tale. “ua ki kahi na
jaI kahavat.”—sar m 5 .  “manmukh ਰਧ}…
kahavath.”—maru m 5.
ਕਹ [kahI] See ਕਹ. 2 to. “prabhu ju, to kahI laj
hamari.”—hajare 10.
ਕਹ [kahf] adv where. 2 See ਕਹ 2.
ਕਹਓ [kahIo], ਕਹਅਉ [kahIau], ਕਹਆ [kahIa]
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said, told, uttered. “kahIo na bujhe 5dh.”
-prabha m I .  “kahIa n3 mane SIrI khak
Chane.”—-j£t chét m 5.
ਕਹਸਗ [kahxséga] can say, can tell. “Ik gun
nahi prabhu kahIsSga.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਕਹਗਲ [kahIgal] Sec ਕਹਗਲ.
ਕਹਣ [kahIna] v narrate, say. 2 n big spider
that weaves a cobweb in the houses. See ਕਰਨ.
ਕਹਤ [kahIt] See ਕਹਤ. 2 adj said, stated. 3 n
utterance. “rahIt  kahIt  ke  sath  badere.”-GPS.
‘through what one says and does.’
ਕਚਤਅਹ ਕਹਤ [kahIt-ah kahti] mere utterance;
e m p t y  s t a t e m e n t .  “ k a h I t - a h  k a h t i  s u n i ,
rahat ko khusi n3 ayhu.”—saveye m 3 kc.
2 utterances of  the poets.
ਕਚਤ [kahIta] narrator, spokesman.
ਕਹਨ [kahIna] See ਕਹਣ.
ਕਰਨਵਤ [kahInavat], ਕਹਥਤ [katat] See
ਕਹਵਤ.

ਕਹਰ [kahIr] See ਕਹਰ.
ਕਦਰ [kahIri] See ਕਹਰ. 2 See ਇਕਹਰ. 3 See
ਕਹਰ.
ਕਹਲ [kahIl] S mercy, compassion.
ਕਰਵਤ [katat] See ਕਹਵਤ. 2 statement,
conversation, téte-a-téte. “gur ki katat sakal
sunai.”—GPS.
ਕਹ [kahi] stated, told. “upma jat na kahi.”
—bIIa a m 5. 2 See ਕਸ. '“ਚਧ curai.”—GPS.
3 anybody. “hIau  ਸਹ thahe  kahi da.”—s farid. '
4 a practice common with revenue officers in
the olden times. Assessors used to go to the
fields and after estimating the quantum of the
crops got the boundary lines raised between
the fields with a spade and noted down their
number. This practice was called kahi kama.
5 also used for plunder, meaning to take stock
of the fields without authorization. “nIrbhe jaI
kahi kar av”.  ”—-GV 1 0 6  a group of  sappers,
who used to go ahead of  the army cleaning
the path with spade-like implements, was  also
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called kahI .  E Sappers and Miners. “kahI
chIr i  turkan lakhi.”—PPP. 7 See  ਕਹ. “kahi na
Upje.”—asa kabir.
ਕਹ [kalfi] Skt ਕਹ'ਪ adv at some place,
somewhere.
ਕਹਅਤ [kahiat] (used to be) said, stated. “kahiat
das  tumara.”—maru m 5.
ਕਹ’ [kahu] speak, utter. 2 n speech, tale. “suk
55g raje kahu kahi.”—krrsan. See ਕਹ-
ਕਹ [1<੩}1p ] adv somewhere, anywhere.
ਕਹਕ [1<ਰ}ਘ1<] adv at a particular place. 2 at a
particular time.
ਕਹ [kahfi] See ਕਹ. “kahfi na bhije séjam
suami.”-—dhana m 5.
ਕਹਕ [kahuk] Scc ਕਹਕ 2 See ਕਹਕ.
ਕਹਤ [kahét] deliver a discourse. “kahét beda
gunét gunia.”—sahas m 5.
ਕਹਸਨ [1<9}\}'੦ਸ]ਕਹਆ-ਉਨ he said. “lIau kahyon,
lIto.”—l<rrsan. ‘He said, ‘Bring’ and the
response was : I am bringing.’
ਕਕੲ [1<ਬ1<ਗ],ਕਕਹ [kak-hi] Skt ਕਜਫਕਰ n comb.
ਕਕਨ [kakan] short form for ਕਕਦਮਨਘ", stud-
bull. See ਕਕਦ, ਕਕਦਮਨ. 2 For many this word
means water-fowl. “tokak kakan kok.”-—NP.
‘rain bird, cuckOo or  partridge.’
ਕਕਰ [kakar] Skt ਕਕਰ n pebbles. “kakaru
cuganI.”—s farid. 2 See ਪਲ. ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕਹ [kakri] See ਕਕੜ. 2'corncob of a wild
. plant. “raja ram kakri abre.pal<ae.”—asa kabir.
See ਫਲ.
ਕਕਰ [kakaru] See ਕਕਰ l .
ਕਕਰਜ [kakreji] P (5‘4/ ( black colour with red
hue. “dastar ko subh kakreji r5g.”-GPS.
ਕਕੜ[1<੪1<ਗ] n hill deer, smaller than one of  the
red-brown species. It barks like a dog. So in
English it is called a barking deer. Beautiful
objects like gloves and socks are made from

. its skin.
ਕਕੜ [kakri] Skt ਕਕਟ melon; oblong fruit;
cucumber.



ਕਕੜਲ

ਕਕੜਲ [kakrel] skin of a hill deer. See ਕਕੜ.
ਕਕੜਲ [kakreli] adj made of the skin of a hill
deer. See ਕਕੜ.
ਕਕ [kaka] pronunciation of character ਕ. 2 ਕ
character. “kaka karan karta sou.”—bavan.
ਕਕਕਕ [kaka ki] n recitation of consonants
along with vowels; recitation drill for learning
by rote. “dua tia visre san kaka ki.”—BG.
‘all the  tables and recitation of  consonants with
vowels.’ 2 S ਕਕ-ਕਕ young child, male or

7 female.
ਕਕਰ [kakar] See ਕ and ਕਕ. .
ਕਕਗਥ [kakutasth] See ਰਮ 3 and ਪਰਜ for
Ram Chandar’s genealogy.
ਕਕਦ [kakud] Skt n peak of a mountain, high
mound. 2 canopy, whisk of  a peacock’s tail
etc as a sign of  royalty. 3 hump o f a  bull.
ਕਕਦਜਥ [kakudasth] See ਪਚਜਯ.
ਕਕਦਮਨ [kakudmIn] Skt ਨਫਸਜ bull with a
heavy hump, male bull, stud bull, buffalo bull.
2 bullock.
ਕਕਭ [kakubh] Skt n Shiv.  2 a mountain.
3 round part of a musical string instrument
like lute or lyre. 4 according to  Ling  Puran, a
place of pilgrimage. 5 a metre, with three lines
as its distinctive feature, the first having eight,
second twelve and third eighteen characters,
there being‘no laghu guru norm at the end.

Example: '
bhajo sada  dasmes,

,kare  egalan turat mrIges,
catka baz  kag hve hésa patbijna dInes .

ਕਕਭ [kakubha] a metre also called ‘kukubh’
and ‘pramOdak’ with four lines, each line having
thirty matras, pauses being at 16-14 matras
with two guru’s at the end.

Example:
sastar VIdya SIkkhi nahi,

na tur‘ég di  asvari,
SIkkhi d i  na  rahIt  kamai,
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tankhahia he  bhari....
ਕਕਰ [kakkar] See ਕਕਰ. 2 of a snow-like pebble.
3 pebble o f  snow;  hailstone. 4 a Khatri
subcaste. It is also pronounced as  kakkar.
ਕਕੜ [kakkar] See ਕਕੜ and ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕ [kakka] pronunciation of character ਕ.
2 those signs of  the  Sikhs whose initial sound
is ‘k’ i.e. kes (hair), kIrpan (sword), kacch
(breeches coming to the knees). 3 a clan,
settled on the eastern bank of  Jehlum. lt
originated from the Khatris. 4 See ਕਕਯ. 5 See
ਕਕ. 6 adj brown.
ਕ [kaksa] Skt n armpit. 2 gateway, porch.
3 equality, uniformity. 4 a small measure of
weight. 5 orbit of the revolving planets. 6 hem
of  a cloth; loose or  hanging end of  a cloth.
ਕਖ [kakh] Skt ਕਕ 11 dry stalk of  graSs; straw.
ਕਖਇ [kakhaI] See ਕਸਇ. .
ਕਖਢ[1<81<}181] adj of ashen-grey colour; saffron
coloured. 2 loose end of  a long cloth worn
round the waist and  covering the lower body.
“ter dhoti kakhai.”-var asa. AccOrding to
Hindu scriptures, the prescription is to tie a
loose cloth around the waist, three parts of
which are to be tucked.
“ਕਯ ਧਧਠ ਕ ਗਜ w ਰਧ ਸਗਫਰਸ!
ਹਥ: ਗ: ਧਹਬਰ ਯ ਵਧ: ਚ ਹਬ; ਹਤ.”

—atrI s:rmr1:t:r.l
ਕਬਤਰ [kakhutar] in the womb. “ardh raha tan
mat  kakhutar.”—carr  tr 29  7.
ਕਗਰ [kagar] n wavy line made  on  sand by the
blowing wind. 2 bank of  a river. 3 raised
boundary of  a field;  field’s demarcating line.
ਕਚ [kac] n rawness. “kac pakai othe pa I . ”
—japu. 2 glass. “kacahu kécan bha.”—saveye
m 4 ke. 3 See  ਕਰ. 4 n dross of  iron. “paras
paras kac kécna huI.”—saveye m 4 ke. 5 Skt
hair, which shine on the head. (ਕਜ'_ ‘ shine,
articulate) “kac ghughraré .“) }181'ਟ.”-1-8ਗਥ v.

'yagy valaky has also confirmed it.



ਕਚਆਰ

“chatri vesan ke  kac  hare.”—-GPS. 6 cloud; son
of  Vrihaspati.l “baroni kau kav: syam bhane
kac ke  h I t  to  bhrIgun‘ad karayo.”—krIsan.

In Brahamvaivart and Mahabharat etc
there is the story that Shukar, mentor o f  the
demons, acquired the knowledge o f  turning the
dead alive. So the dead began rising and Kach,
son of Vrihaspati, became his disciple, and
started acquiring this knowledge from Shukar.
The demons began to  think that the gods would
become invincible, i f  Kach acquired this
knowledge. I f  any one o f  them died in the
battle, Kach would bring him back to life. For
this reason, the demons killed Kach. Shukar’s
daughter Devyani,  who  was in love with  Kach,
got perturbed i n  his absence. She prevailed
upon her father to make Kach alive again.
Several times the demons ki l led  Kaeh, but with
Devyani’s grace, he was brought to life every
time. In the end, irked by this, the demons
minced Kach, dissolved h im i n  molasses, a
mixture  of  water,jaggery and acacia, distilled
i t  into liquor and made Shukar drink it. On
Devyani’s request, when Shukar called Kach,
he responded from inside his belly. Shukar
taught h im  how  to revive the dead inside the
belly. He got Kach out of  his belly by tearing
i t  apart. With the help o f  his knowledge Kach
revived Shukar.
ਕਚਅਰ [kac-arI] n Romnashni, which is
destroyer of  kac (hair).2 “kac-arI lay  dur l<ac
kIye.”-carI tr 119. 2 razor.
ਕਚਹਰ[1<8੦-118੮1].5’/੮2ਕਤਸਤ ਹਰ; which puts an
end t o  a condemnable act —- t he  cour t .
2 eradicator of  hair. See ਕਚਅਰ.
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l l n  Sanskrit occur both the words i.e. ਬਹਸਧਤ [btaspatI]
and ਵਹਸਪਤ [vrxhaspati].

2A  mixture o f  menu], hartal , cuna (kali), lota sajji,

dissolved in water, when applied to the body, removes
the hair.

ਕਰੲ

ਕਚਹਰ [kac-hzri] See ਕਚਹਰ l .
ਕਚਕੜ [1<9੮1<ਗ'8] glass bangle. 2 glass bead.
ਕਚਕਲ [kackol] P ਹ,.ਫ n mendicants’ begging
bowl. “bhar kackol prasad da.”—BG.
ਕਚਧਗ [kacdhaga] fragile thread, meaning a
feeble relationship. “tute kac dhage.”—varram
2 m 5.
ਕਰਨ ਕਚ [kacan kacc] adj most unripe, not ripe
at all; transitory to  the utmost. 2 who  cannot be
firm  even for a short while. 3 devoid of  faith.
ਕਚਨਰ [kacnar], ਕਰਨਲ [kacnal] Skt ਕਕਜਜ,“
a t ree,  whose f l owers  are cooked as
vegetables for treating maladies of  blood. L
Bauhinia Variegata.
ਕਚਨਕਚ [kacanIkacu] See ਕਚਨਕਚ. “adha kaca
kacanIkacu.”—sn‘ m I.
ਕਚ'ਪਚ [kacpac], ਕਚਪਚ [kacpaca], ਕਚਪਚ
[kacpIc], ਕਚਪਚ [kacpIcu] adj not fully baked,
unfaithful. “bInaSI jaI kura kacpaca.”—gaum
4. 2 n falsehood and lack o f  faith. “kacpIc
bolde se kurIar.”—Vargau l m 4.
ਕਚਰ [kacra] n fruit  l ike  melon, or  water melon
etc, which is yet not ripe.
ਕਢਰਇਣ [kacraIn] onom sound o f  eating raw
fi'uit; gossip, babble. “bharamI bhule nar karat

~kacra1n.”—bher m 5. 2 unr ipeness;  an
utterance that cannot stand logic.
ਕਚਰ [kacri] n dry slice o f  an edible wild fruit
borne on a creeper. ,

'ਕਚੜ [kacra], ਕਚ [kaca] adj no t  r ipe, raw.
2 lacking i n  fai th; who does not have
conviction. “jo  hukam na bujhe khasam ka soi
nar kaca.”—var mam 1 m 3. 3 liar; who breaks
a vow. “bacan kart: te khIsakIjaI bole sabhu
kaca.”-—var maru 2 m 5. “jInI manI horu
mukhI horu S I  kadhe kacra.”—asa fan'd.
“nanak kacr Ia S IU  tor.”—var maru 2 m 5.
4 mortal. “kaIa kaci kaca ciru hadhae.”—majh
a m 3.
ਕਰਈ [kacai] n unripeness.



ਕਚਣ

ਕਚਣ [kacan] n rawness, immaturity. 2 adj raw.
“rég kasObh kacan.”—g5d m 4.
ਕਚਰ [kacaru], ਕਚਲ [kacalu] n a type oftuber
which like potato grows under the soil. It is
viscous and pungent like yam and causes
cough. It is eaten boiled with sauce. As  cooked
vegetable, its dish tastes well. pater (a snack
of  pakaras preparedfrom its leaves mixed with
grain flour, spiced and fried) is made. “sakar
kacaru lyae.”~carItr 24. L Arum Colocasia.
ਕਢ ਸਰ [kaci sari] an unreliable pawn. See
ਪਕ ਸਰ. “ape dharI dekhahI kaci paki sari.”
—majh a m 3. ‘
ਕਚਚ [kacici] n gritting of teeth or tightening
ofjaw in anger. ‘ ‘
ਕਦ ਰਲ [kaci coli] adj not a lasting dress,
suggestive of body being perishable. “kam
krodh  ki kaci coli.”—maru solhe  m 1.
ਕਰ ਧਤ [kaci  d h a t o ]  ore  extracted from a mine
which is not purified; unrefined person.
ਕਢ ਬਣ [kaci bani] n utterance sans practice.
2 a composition going against the  doctrine of
Guru Nanak Dev. “satguru bIna hor kaci he
bani.”—an5du.
ਕਚਮਤ [kaci matI] wisdom without firm belief.
“kaci matI  phika mukhI bol.”-—maru soIhe m 3.
ਕਰ [kaco] n glass. 2 adj of  fading colour. “na
bhagva na kacu.”-—var maru 1 m 1.
ਕਚਯਚ [kacunIkacu] See ਕਚਨਕਚ. “jo mar:
jéme so  kaconIkacu.”—var asa.
ਕਚ'ਪਰਕ [kacuparke] sen by pulling out the hair.
“SI  ro  kacuparke.”—carrtr 150.
ਕਥਆ [kacua] adj raw, unripe. “manmokh rég.
kasobh he kacua.”—ma1i m 4. 2 of fading colour.
3 See ਕਚਆ.
ਕਰਰ [kacur] Skt ਕਚਰ n wild turmeric. It is used
in several medicines. L Curcuma  Zerumbet.
ਕਰਰ [kacari] n a salted delicacy, which is
stuffed with ground material and then fried in
clarified butter or  oil. lts original name is
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ghrItcari, which means absorber of oil.
ਕਚ [kacca] See ਕ.
ਕਚ ਬਲ [kacca bola] xa an utterance that goes
against the ethos and practice o f the  Khalsa
like roti instead o f  prasade, khana instead of
chakna, pagri instead of  dastar etc.
ਕਚ ਸਰ [kacci sari] See ਕਰ ਸਰ.
ਕਚ ਰਸੲ [kacci rasoi], ਕਚ ਰਟ [kacci roti] per
Hindu religion, food cooked in water i.e. ਦਲ
[dal], roti and boiled "ice etc. See ਪਕ ਰਸਈ.
ਕਛ [kach] See ਕਛ. 2 Eve ਕਛ. 3 tortoise, turtle.
See ਕਛਪ ਅਵਤਰ. '
ਕਛਉਟ [kachauti] 1; small underwear, or
drawers worn by \'ਲ rcstlers. “karam karI
kachauti  maphitaSI  ] 1."—-dhana trIIocan.
ਕਛਹਰ [kach-hIra] a special type of stitched
underwear worn by h e  baptised Sikhs.
ਕਛ ਕਰਮ [kach kuraml See ਕਛ 3 and ਕਰਮ 5.
ਕਛਣ [kachna] v measure boundaries of‘ the
fields. 2 plan; design  a loose cloth.  “kura kaparu
kachie.”—var suhi  m 1. .
ਕਛਣ [kachni] female tortoise. 2 power of
reincarnated Kashap.
ਕਛਨ [kachni] small underwear.
ਕਛਪ [kachap] See ਕਛਪ.
ਕਛਵਹ [kachvaha] a Rajput subcaste, of  which
Mahara ja  Kashvaha  o f  Ja ipur  was  a
descendant.  Many poets have held that
devotees of  Kashap deity are known by the
name of Kashvaha. “jay s i g h  bhup hoto
kachvaha.”—GPS.
ਕਛਰ [kachar] See ਕਛ 1. “nIksyo janu sigh
kachar t‘é.”-GPS.
ਕਛ [kachu] See ਕਛਕ. “kachu b I n o  nahan
ajahu jag.”—bas§t m 9. 2 n turtle, tortoise.
3 Kashap deity. “ape  macho kachu karnikaru.”
—maru soIhe m I .
ਕਛਕ [kachuk],  ਕਛ [kachu],  ਕਛਅ [kachua],  ਕਛਅਕ
[kachuak] adja little, bit of  something. 2 a little,
a bit of, a little bit. “ham barIk  kachua na



ਕਛਆ
janahI gatI m I t I  .”—jet m 4. “man  samjhavan
karne kachuak parie gIan.”—bavan kabir.
“kachu sxanap ukatI na mori.”—suhi a m 5.
3 When kachu or kuch is suffixed to another
word, the word denotes a thing or an object.
“sabhkachu prapat  ho: tumko.”—sah.
ਕਛਅ [kachua] n tortoise, turtle. “kachua sékh
bajave.”—asa kabir. See  ਫਲ. 2 a type o f
stringed musical instrument, with its gourd
shaped as a tortoise; sxtar.
ਕਛਟੜ [kachotra], ਕਛਟ [kachota] small under-
wear. See ਕਛਉਟ. 2 body, mortal frame. “gaya
kachota laddha.”—GPS. ‘
ਕਛਤ [kachot], ਕਛਤ [kachotI] adj ਕ-ਛਤ not
worthy of  touch; which should not be touched.
“nam bIna jhuthe kucal kachotI .”-bIla a m I.
ਕਫਟ [kachoti] See ਕਛਉਟ.
ਕਛ [kachch] Skt ਕਛਦਭ region close to the bank
of  a river etc; kachar. 2 a state in the area of
Bombay, which has Bhuj as its capital; a
territory by the bed of Sindh river, which had
Kotishvar as its capital. 3 loose corner of  a
cloth worn around the waist, to be tucked
behind by pulling through the legs; loincloth.
4 See ਕਛਪ. 5 big underwear of  the Khalsa,
worn by baptised Sikhs. It is their third ‘k’.
ਕਛਪ [kacchap] Skt ਕ n tortoise; Etymology
explains its meaning as one protected by the
sheath, i.e., kacch (sheath) + p (protected);
hence-kacchap (Kashap). The body of a
tortoise is covered by a thick sheath. 2 See
ਦਹਰ 5.
ਕਛਪ ਅਵਤਰ [kacchap avtar] There is a story in
Bhagvat that, when the  deities and the demons
began to churn the ocean of Kheer (rice
cooked in sweetened milk), then a médracal
was put in place of a churning stick.But it was
so  heavy that it got stuck at the  bottom. Vishnu
transformed himself  into a tortoise and put his
back under it, due to which churning could
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easily be resumed. Vyas has written that the
back of this tortoise extended over one lac
yojans.
ਥਛਪ [kacchpi] Skt n female tortoise.
ਕਵਲ [1<ਰਧ£}181],ਕਛਲ [kacchala] adj who wears
drawers. 2 who practises celibacy. See ਕਛ.
ਕਛ [kacchi] n womb. 2 Skt armpit. 3 inner
part of  a shirt which is towards the armpit.
4 belonging to the Kacch area. “occhIIye
kacchi kacchale.”—ramav. 5 who wears an
underwear kacch.
ਕਛ [kacchu] See ਕਛਪ.
ਕਫਹ [kachhvaha] See ਕਛਵਹ. “kachhvahe
rathore baghele khédele.”—carrtr 320.
ਕਜ [kaj] P ਨ n bend, curve. 2 deficiency,
shortage, loss. “sou suratvét  raci brahma karke
a t :  hi rocx, ks na kajé.”—krrsan. 3 Skt Lotus
that grows from water. kéj is also a Sanskrit
word. 4 888‘ਕਜਣ. 5 P f short for ਕ-ਅਜ; from
him.
ਕਜਕਲਹ [kajkulah] P “ਨ one with a tilted cap
i.e a fop.
ਕਜਣ [kajna] v cover, enshroud.
ਕਜਬ [kajab] See ਕਜਥ.
ਕਜਰ [kajarl, ਕਜਰ [kajra] See ਕਜਲ. “har kajar
bastra abharan kine.”—bIIa m 5 partal.
ਕਜਰਖ [kajrakhi], ਕਜਰਛ [kajrachi], ਕਜਰਰਨ
[kajraranI] adj who embellishes her eyes with

_ collyrium. “kajraranI ko na brItha dukh
dije.”—I<rIsan.
ਕਜਰਰ [kajrara] adj  who has kajjal (collyrium).
“khéjan s e  manréjan rajat kéjan s e  at: hi
kajrare.”—car:rtr 111. 2 of  lamp-black colour,
of pitch-dark colour.
ਕਜਰਰ [kajrari] See ਕਜਰਰਨ.
ਕਜਰਬਨ [kajriban] See ਕਜਲਬਨ. “tahiif raj kojriban
l<o dio.”—-gursobha.
ਕਜਲ [kajal] See ਕਜਲ. “kajal rekh na  sahIdIa .”
—s farid.
ਕਜਲ'ਬਸ [kazalbas] TJLJ; adj with a red head.
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When emperor of Iran, Ismail Safvi 6:54.15“
recruited his army, he  made  the soldiers wear
red caps. From then on, they have come  to be
known by this name. The descendants of these
soldiers were also given this name.
ਕਜਲਖ [kajlakhi] See ਕਜਰਖ.
ਕਜਲ [kajli] something finely ground like
collyrium.
ਕਜਲਬਨ [kajliban] grove of bananas. “kaIa
kajlibanu bhaIa ,  manu kficaru maymét.”—s
kabir. ‘An inebriated elephant can even break
trees, for him to crush a banana grove is very
easy.’ 2 a famous forest o f  Assam where
elephants are found in abundance.
ਕਜ [kaja] P [;.-,.“ n command of  God or God’s
Will i.e death. 2 Qaziship; the rank of  a Qazi.
3 a decision/j udgement made by a Qazi.
ਕਜ [kaza] P U'f short for ਕ-ਅਜ-ਆ; from him.
ਕਜਇ [kajaI] See ਕਜ
ਕਜਵ [kajava] P ”if or A! n camel’ s saddle
on which people can sit on both sides. It 15
very common particularly in Arabia.
ਕਜਅ [kaa] covered. “her: parda kaa.”
—Var kan m 4.
ਕਜਆ [kajia1A ...ਤ,“ n conflict, lawsuit.
ਕਜਣ [kajjan] n cloth for covering; lid. “rattu
bharIa kappra kar kajjan tas.”—-BG.. 2 v cover,
enshroud.
ਕਜਣ [kajjna] See ਕਜਣ 2.
ਕਜਣ [kajjanu] See ਕਜਣ.
ਕਜਲ [kajjal] Skt n collyrium, antimony.
2 blackness, darkness. 3 riches. 4 a metre,
having four lines, each line having 14 matras
with laghu guru at the end.

Example:
guru sevau karI namaskar...
aju hamare mégalcar.‘
aju hamare n h I  basét,
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'l-‘or flow in the metre, the text employs mega! and
b I fi h

ਕਟਈ

gun  gae  prabhu  turn beét.-—bas§tm 5.
ਕਜਕ' [kazzak] A 0"; dacoit, robber. 2 a tribe
living in the southern arid plains of Russia, a
large number of whose menfolk join the
Russian cavalry. It is believed that they are a
mixed breed of  Turks and Russians. Cossack.
ਕਟ [kat] See ਕਟ. 2 See  ਕਟਣ. 3 short for katak
(kara). “kar mahI kat pad nupar sohe.”—NP.
4 See ਕਟ. 5 Skt mat. 6 grass; Andropogon
muraticum. 7bater (pater) grass. 8 weather, season.
9 corpse. 10 bier, ladder. 11 elephant’s temple.
ਕਟਹਰ [Rat-her], ਕਟਹਲ [kat-hal] Skt ਕਣਨਸ
adj katel tree and its fruit. It is an evergreen
tree and is found in hot countries. It bears fruit
without any flower, which grows froz..‘ its
branches. The fruit has fine bristles on it. The
raw fruit is used for making vegetable dish
and pickle; the ripe fruit is used for eating. L
Artocarpus integrifolia.
ਕਟਕ [katak] Skt n army, legion. “katak bator an
rajdhani.”-—NP. 2 community, gang: “pal Io
katak kutéb.”—-s kabir. 3 rock salt. 4 capital.
5 bracelet, metal-ring. “anIk katak jese
bhulare.”—sor  ravrdas. 6 a famous city of
Orissa.
ਕਟਕ ਕਟੲ [katak kutémb] See ਕਟਕ 2.
ਕਟ ਕਟ [kat katI] adv  having cut into minute
pieces, tiny fragments.
ਕਟਣ [katna] v pass or spend i.e. pass time,
spend day. 2 Skt ਜਜ n severing mutilating.
“katie tera ahérog.”—gau m 5. See E cut.
ਕਟਰ [katra] n commercial lane, goods market,
walled market. 2 witness box, grating, railing.
ਕਵਲ [katal] See ਕਟਹਲ.
ਕਟੜ [katra] See ਕਟਰ.
ਕਟ [kata] n chopped fodder; anything chopped
into small pieces, minced (meat). “kata karahu
satru samudai.” —GPS.
ਕਟਈ [katai] n (wheat) harvesting. 2 wages
for harvesting. .
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ਕਟਸ [katas] a place o f  pilgrimage in district
Jehlum, situated fifteen miles to  the north of
village Dadankhan, where there is a spring of
natural water. While preaching his doctrine,
Guru Nanak Dev visited this place on the
Baisakhi fair. Hindus believe that Katas (ਸ)
and Puskar (ਬਧ) are two eyes of  Shiv.
“madhy katas kara asthana.”—paras. Per
Dasam Granth, Parasnath breathed his last at
this place.
ਕਟਰ [katah] Skt n cauldron. 2 scalp of  a
tortoise. 3 a special hell. 4 male calf of a
buffalo, whose horns have begun to-come out.
ਕਟਭਟ [katakutt] massacre, genocide.
ਕਟਕ [kataks], ਕਟਖ [katakh], ਕਟਖਜ [katakhy]
ਕਟਛ [katach] Skt ਕਝਟਸਰ n act o f  glancing
obliquely; oblique look; graceful thinking.
“krIpa khatakhy  aVIlokan kinau.”—dhana m
5. “jInI kau tumre  vaql ketakh  hi: te  gurmukhI
harI sImarne.”—natm 4. 2 insinuation, hint.
3 taunt, gibe.
ਕਟਣ [katana] a village of tehsil Payal in Patiala
state, situated three miles to  the north-east of
Doraha railway station. A gurdwara in memory
of Guru Gobind Singh standson the bank of a
canal to the east of  the village. The oak-tree
under which the  Guru rested for a while is still
there.
ਕਟਰ [katar] Skt adj sexy, lecherous. 2 Sktai'aa
n double-edged small dagger, which is tied to '
the waist. See ਸਸਤ.
ਕਟਰ [katara] See ਕਟਰ 2.  “kamarI katara
békura.” —var ram 1 m I.  2 ਕਟਕ pinpricks,
which cut dagger like. See ਮਧ. 3 a Khatri
subcaste. 4 a goldsmith, who was a devotee
of  Guru Arjan Dev.
ਕਟਰ [katari] small dagger. “apan katari apas
kau lai.”—sar m 5.
ਕਟਰ [kataru] an Arora Sikh, who was a
shopkeeper in Kabul. Unknowingly his
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weighing stone was not a standard one. By
making up the deficiency of his weighing stone
in the court of  the emperor of  Kabul, Guru
Arjan Dev upheld his honour. 2 Malik, a
resident of  Burhanpur, who, after becoming a
disciple of the sixth Guru, turned a warrior and
philanthropist.

' ਕਟ [katI] after cutting away. “katI devau hiara
ten.” —kan m 4. 2 after being cut into pieces.
“purja purja katI mare.”—maru kabir. 3 Ski n
waist. “kasks katI ayo.”—GPS. 4 wife. 5 small
red and black seed of Abrus precatorius used
as fractional weight by goldsmiths (one eighth
of  a masa).
ਕਗਢ [katIara] cut (past tense) “katIara jam
kale.” —sr1' m 5. 2 (which has been) cut.
ਕਟਕ [katIk] metallic bangle. See ਕਟਕ. “kanIk
katIk  jal tarég  jesa.”-—sr1'ravrdas.
ਕ'ਟਤ [ k e t I t ]  ad j  (which  has  been)  cut ,
chopped.
ਕਟਤਕਟਤ [katItkatitI] adj who maims those
already killed. “ham bahu pap kie apradhi gurI
kate  katI t  katitI.”—kan m 4. ‘We, the sinners,
have committed heinous sins, and the Guru
has put an end to our crimes which were so
outrageous.’ Immoral acts like carnal desires
destroy even the dead.
ਕਰਦ [katida] adj who cuts.
ਕਟਦਸ [katIdes] portion of the body comprising
waist. “katéchin desi.”—ramav. ‘whose waist
is slim.’
ਕਟਦਸ [katIdesi] pertaining to the waist,
meaning ache in the waist. See ਕਟਪੜ.
ਕਟਪੜ [katIpir] Skt backache. Mg,
Lumbago. Backache is caused by heavy work,
weakness, excessive indulgence in sex, severe
cold, long sittings, discharge of  semen with or
following urination, tying of a wet cloth around
the waist, obstructing the discharge of urine
and sleeping at a damp place. This disease
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should be treated only after knowing its cause,
but the general treatment is as under:

Sleeping on  a dry  (hot) bed, massaging the
affected parts with turpentine or  sesame oil,
applying ground paste of  stag’s horn and aloe,
fomenting, taking decoction o f  ginger and
bhakhra seeds (tribulus alatus) early in the
morning, taking pure sIlajit (kind of mineral
or rock secretion) with hot milk, taking two
mashas of  nagari asgadh (physalis hexussaitel)
daily with hot milk, taking decoction of ginger
mixed with castor oil, applying cupping glasses
or hollow horns or cones on the body. “padu
rog pines katdesi.”—carItr 405. See ਕਟਦਸ.
ਕਟਬਧ [kataddh] Skt adj who has girded up
his loins; ready for undertaking any  task.
ਕਟਆ [katia] n young female buffalo, calf.
2 minced meat,‘chopped fodder, anything
chopped into small pieces. “ek-hi bar kar'é
katia.”—GPS. 3 adj who cuts. “so katia SIr
durjanan."—1<rrsan.
ਕਟਤ [katit] See ਕਟਤ ਕਟਤ.
ਕਟਲ [katila] adj prickly. 2 thorny. “kamli: katilo
kah‘é.”—BGK. ‘There are delicate thorns on
the stem of  the lotus.’
ਕਟ [katu], ਕਣਕ [katuk] Skt adj bitter, sour.
2 unpleasant, unpopular.

_ ਕਣਵਚ [katuvaci] adj bitter-tongued, scurrilous.
ਕਟ [katu] See ਕਟ. 2 waist. See ਕਟ. “katu par
keharI ros.”—aj.
ਕਟਅ [katua] a biting creature. See ਖਟਮਲ.
ਕਟਰ [katera] adj which bites.
ਕਟਰ [ketere] removes, cuts. “mcl katere.”—kan
m 5.
ਕਟਯ [kateya] adj which cuts or bites.
ਕਟਚ [katoc] a Rajput subcaste. The earlier
capital of  their rule was Jalandhar, but later
they setup Kangra state. They believe that
their first  king Bhup  Chand was  born from the
sweat of  Durga’s eyebrows. After the  downfall
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of  Kangra state, the king of  Lambagaon is their
leader now. The  wealthy people of  Guler, Siba,
Nadaun also belong to  Katoch subcaste. “tabs
kopié kagresé katocé.”—VN.
ਕਰਨ [katona] adj  who cuts or bites or kills, or
murders. “kate pap  katona.”—var kan
m 4.
ਕਟਰ [katora], ਕਟਰ [katori] n wide—mouthed
metallic bowl; a utensil, cup, small bowl.
ਕਟ [kattl See ਕਰਦ. 2 black pigment prepared
by mixing iron etc in a sour solution. It is used
for'dyeing clothes and is also useful if  given to
one suffering from jaundice.
ਕਟਣ [kettna] See ਕਟਣ.
ਕਟਰ [kattar] adj hot-headed and short-tempered.
2 ignorant, fanatic, bigoted. 3 obstinate,
obdurate. ‘
ਕਟ [katta] bufi‘alo’s young male. 866ਰਕਟਹ 4.
2 xa ਹਥ.‘
ਕਟ [kattu] a village in Dhanaula police station
of  Phool administration in the princely state of
Nabha. The ninth Guru visited this village. The
hymn “kahe  re  ban  khojan jai” was recited by
the Guru while addressing  the audience here.
The  gurdwara issituated half a mile awayvfrom
the village to its north-east. Land, equivalent
to  the area  tilled by two ploughs, is exempted
from revenue by the  Nabha state. The  village
is situated about four miles to  the south-west
of  the railway station of  Sekhe.

Bhai Dhian Singh, a spiritual personage
was from Kattu. He  substituted ‘Sarabloh’ in
place of  ‘Charitars’ in Dasam Granth. 2 See
ਕਟਸਹ.
ਕਟਸਹ [kattusah] a Kashmiri muslim, who
acquired spiritual knowledge after becoming
a follower of Guru Hargobind. He preached
the Sikh doctrine in Kashmir.
ਕਠ [kath] a sage. 2 an Upnishad of Yajurved,
containing the discourse between Yam and
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Nachiketa.
ਕਠਗੜ [kethgerh] wooden fort; fort constructed
by using wood. “ t I n  kethgerh nevres per
badho.”—VN. 2 See ਕਠਗੜ 3.
ਕਠਨ [1<8|;}1ਗ] Skt ਕਠਨ adj hard, stiff. 2 cruel,
merciless. “kethen kerodh  ghet hi kc  bhiterI.”
—geu m 9. 3 difficult, arduous.
ਕਨਨੲ [kethnei], ਕਠਨਤ’ [kethenta], ਕਠਨਈ
[]<9ਘ181] n difficulty, toughness. 2 hardness,
cruelty. _
ਕਠਪਤਲ [kethputli] wooden puppet. 2 one who
cannot think by himself  butact like a puppet
in the hands of  another. _
ਕਠਫੜ [kethphora] woodpecker, hoopoe — a
bird that draws insects from the hollow of  the
wood after breaking it with its pointed beak.
It is of many species. Its beak is very sharp
and its head is quite powerful.

‘ ਕਠਮਡ [kethmedu] capital of Nepal situated on
the bank of river Vishnumati in the Himalayas
to the north-east of  India. Its height above the
sea level is 4784 feet. This city was founded
by king Kamdev in about 723 AD.
ਕਨਲ [1<ਰਧਬ1] See  ਕਟਹਰ. “kethel bedhel  ber piper
khere.”—GPS.
ਕਠਨ [kethIn] See ਕਠਨ.
ਕਣਕ [kethInta] See ਕਕ.
ਕਠਚ [1<ਗ;}_ !'],ਕਨਲ [kethul] adj hard, cruel. “etI
p a p I s t  kethur.”-—kelki. “ I k I  rehe s u k I
kethule.”—bes§t m 5.
ਕਠਨ [ketheni] adj hard, difficult. “eha bat
ketheni.”—bIIa m 4.
ਕਠਰ [kethor] Skt adj hard, rigid. Poets have
regarded the following things as hard: mind of
a miser, bones, diamond, tortoiseshell, wood,
metal ,  s tone ,  war r io r ’ s  ches t .  2 crue l ,
merciless.
ਕਠਰਤ [kethorta1n hardness, stiffness. 2 cruelty.
ਕਠਲ [kethola] adj woodenpot. 2 wooden
effigy.
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ਕਠ-ਝ [kethata] n wide wooden vessel, kneading
trough or  basin made of  wood.
ਕਠ-ਤ [kethoti] n a musical instrument of  wood
with a single string; oval shaped begging bowl.
“men  mera cega,  t5 kethat i  VIC gega.”
—prov.
ਕਡ [keda] adj hard, stiff. See vr ਕਡ.
ਕਡ [1<੪(;1ਤ],ਕਡ []<3(.{0],ਕਡ [kedu] S adv  when.
“phI r I  kedu  ave rutI?”—var maru  2 m 5.
ਕਡ [kedd] Skt vr harden, stiffen.
ਕਢਣ [kedhna] v drag. 2 pull out. “dusmen  dut
set mar I  kedhie.”—var  bIIa m 4. 3 expose,
disclose. “kanI kedhen te chutI peri.”—asa m
5. 4 dig, excavate, uproot. “ket kup kedhe
penIhare.”—net e m 4. 5 embroider on cloth.
6 plan a new thing, think of  a new idea. “koi
kedhehu Ihu  vicaru.” —var ram 1 m 3.
ਕਢਉਣ [kedhauna] v get extracted. 2 get
something said, or articulated. “ghasi keu
herInam kedhai.”—-geu m 4. “epni bIrtha behu
behutu kedhasa.”—g5d n1 4.
ਕਢ [ket] adv having extracted. “herI coli
d e h  sevari  ke t  pedhi.”—var sor  m 4.
‘having embroidered’.
ਕਵਤ [ketbha] became a saviour. “dubdc
bah deI  kedhibha.”~prebha m 4.
ਕਢਏ [kedhie] expelled, pulled out. 2 expel, pull
out.
ਕਢਜ [kedhije] kindly save; let us pull them out.

. ਕਢ’ [kedhu] S extract, embroider.
ਕਢਲਨ [kedholna] v extract. “math:  tetu
kedhole.”—varram 1, m 3. ‘extracts’. 2 search.
3 drag, pull. “ten jebuk gidh kedholet.”
—I<rIsen.
ਕਣ [ken] Skt n particle, granule. 2 grain, particle,
seed. “ken bIna  jese thother tukha.”—geum 5.
3 broken rice. 4 Ski ਕਇ" become small; close .
the eyes; meditate.
ਕਣਸ [kenes] n ਕਣ-ਉਸਕ, mild fever, slight fever.
ਕਣਸਇ [kensozt], ਕਣਸੲ [kensoi] n overheard
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information; inkling.
ਕਣਕ [kanak] n wheat. 2 See ਕਣਕ.
ਕਣਕਛ[1<8ਸ1<੪੮੮}1] n measure of grains, appraisal
of  standing  crop; particle.
ਕਣਕਵਲ ਕਲ [kanakval kala] a village in police
station, tehsil and district Sunam in Patiala
state. A gurdwara of Guru Teg Bahadur is
situated about two furlongs to the north of the
village.

An incomplete shrine was constructed in
Sammat 1978, which is now in dilapidated state
because no attendant is there.

The  village is about  seven miles to  the west
of  the railway station Chhajli.
ਕਣਕ [kanka] n small piece; particle, granule.
See ਕਣਕ.
ਕਣਕਤ [kankut] See ਕਣਕਛ.
ਕਣਵ [kanach] See ਕਟਛ. 2 See ਕਣਖ.
ਕਟਟ [kanatt] granular stone, generally seen
studded in old buildings.
ਕਣਤਉਣ [kantauna] v harass someone like
grains roasting in a furnace; torture.
ਕਣਦ [kanadl Skt n a sage who lived only by
eating grains of rice; hence his name. His real
name was Uluk. Out  o f  the  s ix  shastars,
Vaisheshik Darshan was written by him. See
ਵਸਸਕ.
ਕਣਦਕ [kanadak] adj who eats grains of rice.
2 See ਕਣਦ. `
ਕ'ਣਕ [kanIk] Skt n particles, granules.
2 wheatflour.
ਕਣ [kani] n drop o f  water. 2 particle, small
granule. “de nave ek kani.”—sor m 5. 3 tiny
piece of  diamond. 4 tiny and fine  broken piece
from the  tip  of  an  edged  weapon like an  arrow.
ਕ'ਣਡ [kanad] n pressure. 2 obligation. 3 an act
that makes one abashed. See ਕਣ vr.
ਕਣਡ’ [kanoda] adj obliged. 2 (one) who is
abashed. 3 shy. See vr ਕਣ.
ਕਠਛ [kanéchl n sound, word. See ਕਣ vr.
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“kanéchét gaji.”—kalki. “kanéche kané.”  ‘
—ramav.
ਕਝ [kat] part why, for what. “si‘ghsaran kat
jaie jau jébuk grase.”-—bIla sadhna. “kagar nav
léghahI kat sagar ”—mala m 5. 2 pron whose.
“kat ki mai bap kat kera.”—-gau m 1. 3 adv
where. “kat jaie re ghar lago r5g.”—bas§t
ramanéd. 4 anywhere. “kat nahi thar mulu
kat lavau?”—gau kabir. ‘There is no place
where to apply the herb (medicine).’ 5 A 1,;-
act of  chopping. “sac: na  lags katu.”—maru m
I . ‘Truth cannot be choppcd’, means that truth
cannot be refuted. 6jealousy,  envy. “d5di me]
no katu man jibhe saca soi.”-var 301' m I .
7 See ਕਤਈ. “akhi kat na 55e tIn.”—-—BG.
ਕਝਅ [kata] A ਲ cut away, settle something
one  way or  the  other. 2 determination, belief.
ਕੜਤ [bang adv  exactly, surely.
ਕਝਹ [katah], [katahI] part for what , why.
“pavan patIIt punit katah nahi sevie.”—phunhe
m 5. '2 adv  where, whither. “pIrahI_bIhun
katahI sukh pae?”—suhi fetid.
ਕਤਹ[[1<9੮9}11],ਕਤਹ [katahu], ਕਤਰ [kat-hu] adv
no where. “kat-hu na jae gharah: basae.”-—l<an
m 5. ,
ਕਤਕ [katak] Skt ਕਤਕ n month of  Kattak; it
derives this name from the full moon night of
Karittaka ( the  third  lunar mansion, the
Pleiades). See ਕਤਕ.
ਕਝਖਦ [katxuda] See  ਕਦਖਦ.
ਕਤਣ [katna] Skt ਕਤਨ v spin or make fibre or
thread (tendril) of  wool, cotton etc  on the tip
of the rotating spindle of a spinning wheel;
twine a cord. “nanak kure katIe kura tanie
tanu.”—var suhi m 1.
ਕਤਧਉ [katdhéu], ਕਤਧਭ [katdh‘a’] Skt ਕਤਧ adj
of  many kinds; variegated. 2 from many sides,
from all directions. See ਧਲ'. “bharam 5dher
mohIo  katdhéu.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
ਕਤਰਹ [katrah] See  ਕਤਰ.
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ਕਤਰਣ [katran] n a small piece of  cloth left afier
cutting. 2 See ਕਤਰਣ. ’
ਕਤਰਣ [ketarna] Skt ਭਸਜ cut into pieces with
an implement  or  sc issors ;  cut .
ਕਤਰਣ [katarni] Skt ਕਤਜ n scissors. See ਕ'ਚ.
ਕਤਰਨ [katarna]  S e e  ਕਤਣ.
ਕਤਰ [katra1A ,ਤ,“ n drop, droplet. 2 run, flee.
ਕਤਲ [katal] A J; n assassination, murder,
violence.
ਕਤਲਗੜ [katalgarhi] a mansion (a large walled
house) of  Sain Budhushah in the mohalla of
Saihwani Sayyeds  o f  Sadhaura;  Banda
Bahadur assassinated hundreds of  Muslims
who had gathered there. See ਬਧਸਹ.
ਕਤਲ [katla] A ਯ adj murdered, assassinated;
plural ਧਕਤਲ. 2 P If; chopped stuff, minced
meat, anything chopped into small pieces.
“katla karo  muro  nahI  dhur  lag.”—GPS.
ਕਤਲਮ [katlam] A ( b y  n massacre, genocide.
ਕਤਵਰ [ k a t v a r ]  n g a r b a g e ;  u s e l e s s  s t r a w .
“katarta katvar  buhare.”—krIsan.
ਕਤ [kata] A ਲ n plan; finely cut piece, chiselled
stuff. “kat kata kar  1ino.”—c5di 1. See ਕਤਅ.
ਕਤਬ' [katab] See ਕਤਬ.
ਕਤਰ [katar] A Jug; n line, row, class, bevy.
ਕਤਲ [katal] A dc: n human soul. 2 power,
capability, competence. 3 body, physique.
4 See ਕਤਲ.
ਕਤ [katI] Skt adj how many.

, ਕਤਕ [katIk] month of Kattak. See ਕਤਕ. “katIk
hove s a d h u  55g .” -majh  barahmaha .
2 adj to what extent.
ਕਤਕ [katIkI] in the month of Kattak. “katIkI
karam kamavne.”—majh barahmaha.
ਕਤਅ [katia] See ਕਤ.
ਕਤਫ [katiph] A ਕ adj having rancour,
malice or grudge. “caro VICC serif ko, kon
katiph kahaI  .”-“198੦.
ਕਤਫ [katipha] A ਆ velvet, satin. 2 See ਕਤਫ.
ਕਤਫਆ [katiphIa] plural of ਕਤਫੜ. Jug silken
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clothes of velvet, satin etc. “rag parég katiphIa
pahIrahI dharmai.”—var sar m 4. ‘Worldly
person wears multicoloured silken clothes.’
ਕਤ [katu] See ਕਤ.
ਕਤਨ [katun] Stape  embroidered with a golden
thread used to fi x  on clothes for glamour. See
E Acton.
ਕਤਰ [katura] See ਕਤਰ.
ਕਤਬ [kateb] A __,ਭਗ book, sacred book. lt is a
transform of kItab. 2 ln Gurbani, kateb stands
for kutab, and refers in particular to the four
books, namely taret, zabbur, ਗ] and Koran.
“dev bhev na janhi j Ih bed or kateb.”
—japu. “bed kateb sésar habhahfi  bahra.”—asa
m 5.
ਕਤਲ [katela] A ਕਝ“ adj assassin; murderer.
“kom katele.”—BG.
ਕਤਯ [kateya] adj engaged in spinning. 2 per-
forming the act ofcutting.
ਕਤਚ [1<ਰਟ੮] Skt ਗਗਬਰ adv where, at what
place. 2 ਰਧਕ from where, from what place.
“katéc mata katéc pIta.”—sahas m 5.
ਕਤ [katta] n small sword, which is broad and
straight. A a! .
ਕਤਲ [kattal] A dc; adj who kills. “sun nanak
kattal.”—mago. ‘O! Guru Nanak, you who put
to end with words, listen!’
ਕਤ [katti] Skt ਕਯਧ n rapier; thin straight
sword. “pare kattIy5 ghat.”—VN.
ਕਤ [katr] See ਭਤ.
ਕਥ [kath] n legend, story. 2 See  ਕਥਨ. 3 See ਜਥ
ਕਥ. 4 See ਕਥ.

as? [kathau] tell, relate. 2 say, speak. “kathau
na kathni hukam pachana.”—gau a m 1.
ਕਥਕ [kathak] Skt adj expert in narrating; adept
in delivering a religious discourse. 2 See  ਕਥਕ2.
ਕਥਕੜ [kathakkar] See ਕਥਕ.
ਕਥਤ [kathat] Skt ਕਚ v narrates, speaks.
2 See ਕਥਤ.
ਕਥਤ [kathta] ਲ/ਯਧਬਗ adj who narrates. 2 of
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a story, of  an anecdote. “kathta bakta sunta
soi.”—gau m 1.
ਕਥਨ [kathan] n utterance, statement. “kathan
sunavan  git  nike gavan.”—-dev m 5.
ਕਥਨ [kathna] v say, narrate. 2 n description,
explanation. See ਕਥ.
ਕਥਨ [kathni] n act of talking; explanation.
“kathni  kahI bharamu  na  jai.”—sor1<abir.
ਕਥਨਥਦਨ [kethni  badni]  n only in words; mere
talk sans action. “sabadu  na cine kathni  badni
kare.”—sri m 3.
ਕਥਠਯ [kathniy1Skt n describable, expressible.
ਕਥਨ [kathenu] S e e  ਕਥਨ.
ਕਥਡ [kathri] n tale. “kathria sétah te sukhau
p5dhia.”—var maru 2 m 5.
ਕਥ [ketha] Skt n story, anecdote, description,
explanation. 2 annotation. “katha sunat male
59i khove.”-—majh m 5.
ਕਥਇਅ [kathaIa] got described, got expressed.
“mI l I  sadhu  akathu  kathaIa  tha.”—maru m 5.
ਕਥਕ [kathak] narrator; story teller.
ਕਥਗ [kethagi] sang the story. 2 singer of a
tale in verse. “ham harIkatha kathagi.”
—dhana m 4. ‘We are singers of  the Creator’s
praise.’
ਕਥਨਕ [kathanak] Skt n summary of  a story.
2 legend, story, tale.
ਕਸ [ka thI ]  a d v  having described, having
narrated. “kathI kathI kathi koti  kotI kotI.”
—japu. ‘Millions of speakers have described it
again and again giving millions of  arguments.’
meaning, it has been described in many ways
on innumerable occasions.  “saca sabadu
kathI.”—sr1' m 5. See ਕਥ 4.
ਕਥਤ [kathIt] Skt adj said, told, described.
ਕਥਤ [kathIta] Skt331°t313T adj in the profession
of  story telling, expert in oratory.
ਕਥ [kathi] described. “kathna kathi na ave
totI.”-—japu.
ਕਥਰ [kathir] n ਕਥਤ-ਇਰ uttered composition;
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tale in verse, eulogy. “kavxan katthe kathire.”
—c5d1' 2. “katthe kathiré. ”—VN. 2 bangle.
ਕਥਰ [kathuri] See ਕਸਤਰ. ‘ratI kathuri védie.”
-sfar1'd. i.e ‘narration of  God’s glory.’ 2 glory.
3 auspicious smell, fragrance.
ਕਥ [1<ਹ੮115] Skt Wadv how, in what way. “jag
vhar kathé so lahe.”—GPS.
ਕਥਚਨ [1<3੮}156 11] ਲ/ਢਲਰਕਜ part how, in what
way.
ਕਬਚਤ [kathécxt] ਲ/ਗਕਧਕਗਦ adv in some way,
somehow. 2 perhaps.
ਕਥ [katth] n tale. 2 thick extract of acacia
catechu, prepared by decocting its bark which
is coated on betel leaves and is used for dyeing
and in many medicines. Uncaria Gambier.
3 Skt ਵਸ praise, appreciation. “dal gahan
katthe.”—c§d1' 3. ‘an admirable, warrior.’ 4 adj
proper to narrate, describable. See ਕਥ.
ਕਥਕ [katthak] Skt adj expert in narrating,
maker of a statement. 2 n singer who
expresses the meaning of  a song through bodily
gestures.
ਕਥ [kattha] See ਕਥ 2.
ਰ [1<ਗਧਟ] recited, uttered. “pare sam bedé
jujar bed katthé.  ”—.VN

33[1<ad], ਕਦਹ [kadahu] adv  when, at what t1me
“kaun kahe tu kad ka.”—tukha chét  m 5.
“kadahu samjhaIa jaI.  ”—var sri m 3. 2 See
ਕਦ. 3 A Jr effort, endeavour. 4 P / house.
5 person, someone.
ਕਦਖਦ [kadxuda] P i191 owner of  the house.
2 king. 3 3011], human soul. 4 married man.
ਕਦਨ [kadan] Skt n anguish, trouble. “sumatI
sedan bhayo kadan bIram he.”——NP. 2 war,
battle. 3 destruction, assassination.
ਕਦਮ [kadam] See  ਕਦਬ. 2 A (,5 feet, foot. “tere
kadam salah.”—bh£r m 5. 3 Dg stride, foot.
ਕਦਮਪਸ [kadamposi], 3314313 [kadambosi] P

(.9353 11 act of kissing the feet. In the following
utterance, the scribe has used kadamposi
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instead of kadambosi. “phIrE kadamposi kau
karte.”—GPS.
ਕਦਰ [kadar] Skt n saw. 2 goad. 3 white catechu
tree. “kadar  bat temal.”—GPS. See G Kedros.
4 A “ਨ honour, glory, respect. 5 measure,
standard, weight.
ਕਦਰਸਨਸ [kadarsanas], ਕਦਰਦਨ [kadardan] P
ਪਘ adj appreciative; seeking merit.
ਕਦਰਯ [kadray], ਕਦਰੲ [kadrai] Skt ਕਤਯ n
cowardice; faint-heartedness. 2 nervousness.
3 fear, terror.
ਕਦਲ [kadal] Sec ਕਦਲ.
ਕਦਲ [kadli] Skt n banana. 2 deer of dark-
brown colour found in the Kamboj region.
3 a tree that grows in Assam and Burma;
boats are made from its wood.
ਕਦਲਪਹਧ [kadlipuhap] n heart. which is shaped
like the flower of a banana. “kadlipuhap dhup
pargas.”—bher a kobir.
ਕਦਲਬਨ [kadliban] See ਕਜਲਬਨ.
ਕਦਞ [kadav] ਲ/ਨ/ਕ” ball; ball made of  rags;
material rolled into a round mass. “khIlét janu
kadd-v’é.”—ramav.
ਕਦ [kadal Skt adv  sometime, at  some moment.
“jag sukh me urjhe nahI koda.”—GPS. 2 A a}
n prohibition, taboo. “nili SIahi  kada karni.”
—srim 1. ‘Blue dress is meant  to  dispel mind’s
darkness.’ 3 A (”‘3 tear. saw. 4 set on fire.
5 taunt. .
ਕਦਚ [kadac], ਕਦਚ [kadz‘ic], ਕਦਚਹ [kadacah],
ਕਦਚਹ [kadacahu], ਕਦਚਨ [kadacan], ਕਦਚਤ
[kadaCIt]. ਕਦਚਦ [kadaCId], ਕਦਪ [kadapI],
ਕਦਪ [kodapi] adv perhaps. 2 some time,
rarely, seldom. “kadac  nah:  SImrét nanak.”
--varjet. “nahI sxmrfit  mama") kadaca .”-sahas
m 5. “bhalo ਚਤ… nahI kin kadapi.”—GPS.
ਕ'ਦਮਝ [kadamat] A _..ਭਅਲ'ਨ n sense o f  being
antique; antiquity, ancientness.
ਕਦ [kadI] adv  when, at what time. “saphal
darsan kadI  pau.”—sar m 5. “pap  bInase
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kadIke.”—bavan.
ਕਦਮ [kadim] A ff} adj ancient. 2 primitive.
“sevak kadim tak ae  teri sam  he.”—c5di I .
ਕਦਮ [kadimi] adj from the beginning, Sec ਕਦਮ.
“hute kadimi gurughar kere.”—GPS.
ਕਦ [kadu], ਕਦਆ [kadua] P 44/ n gourd.
“belahI te kadua kat daryo.”—c5di 1.
ਕਦਰਤ [kadurat] A _..ਲ/ n darkness. 2 muddiness,
dirtiness. 3 anger.
ਕਦਚ [kaduri] See ਕਦਰਤ. 2 P (}’/„ਖ )1 dining-
table cloth; cloth on which meals are served.
3 meal taken in the name of  Fatima, daughter
of prophet Mohammad in which prayer is
offered in her name. “mISImIlI  tamasu
bharamu kaduri.”—bher kabir. ‘Pray after
killing ignorance and confusion.’ Those who
read the text as bharam kaduri, do not pay
heed to the vowel sign [0] after [m].
ਕਦ [kade] See ਕਦ. “sahsa kade no jaI.”—var
maru I m 3.
ਕਦਚ [kadéc], ਕਦਤ [kadét]. See ਕਦਚਤ. “kadéc
karuna na Uparjate.”—sahas m 5. “ a t  me
CItvyo nahi kadét.” and “janyo gahyo na  chute
kad5ta.”—GPS.
ਕਦਨ [kadén] Skt n food prohibited in religious
scriptures. 2 medically forbidden food.
3 food grain of  the coarse variety.
ਕਦਬ [kadfib], ਕਦਮ [}ਵਹਧਰਗ] Skt ਜ n group,
community. “SIrjat he brahméd kadéb.”-NP.
2 a particular tree that has yellow flowers.
Krishan loved these trees very much. Mostly
he frolicked among these trees in the forest.
Now the devotees of Krishan in Vrindavan
garland his idol with these flowers. Nauclca
Cadamba.
ਕਦ [kadd] Khatri subcaste of the Sarins.
2 A ੭- height, physique, sturdiness.
ਕਦਵਰ [kaddavar] P 1,77,- adj tall.
ਕਦ [kaddu] See ਕਦਅ.
ਕਦਕਸ [kaddukas] P fl] n toothed sieve; a
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device with a rough surface against which
gourd is rubbed into curled pieces. A dish is
prepared by dipping  these pieces in curd.

aglkedru],  ਕਚਕ [kedruka], ਕਰ [kedru] Skt
ਕਤਵਞ n according to  Purans, daughter of  Daksh
and wife of Kashyap who gave birth to snakes.
“bInta  kedru d I t I  e d I t I  e rIkhI beri benay.”
-—VN.
ਕਧਰ [kedhar] See ਕਧਰ.
ਕਨ [ken] See ਕਣ. 2 ear. “ j In  ken kine ekhi
nak.”—dhena m I .  3 drop of water. “jel ken
subheg jhere.”-—pares. 4 short for kenek; gold.
“uc  bheven ken kamni.”—s kebir.
ਕਨਉਜ [keneuj] 866 ਕਨਜ.
ਕਨਸਇ [kenSOI] See ਕਣਸ'ਇ.
ਕਨਕ [kenek] Skt n gold. “kenek ketIk  jel tereg
jesa.”—sri reVIdas. 2 thorn-apple. “kenek
kenek  te  so guno madek  me  etkaI .”—brhari.
3 pelas tree; Butea frondosa. 4 wheat and its
flour. See ਕਣਕ 2. 5 See ਛਪਯ 3.
ਕਨਕਸਪ [kenek-kesu] See ਰਰਨਕਸਪ.
ਕਨਕਲ [kenek kela] Skt ਕਨਕਲ: one who
knows the art o f  making gold ornaments;
goldsmith. “jese kenIk kela CItu madiele.”
—ram namdev.
ਕਨਕਟ [kenketa], ਕਨਟ [kenketi] a disciple of
Gorakh, or a woman, who has pierced ears.
2 with ears cut or shortened.
ਕਨਬਜ [kenkebja] Some ignorant scribe has
substituted this for kankubej. See ਚਰਤ 217
number 3.
ਕਨਲਚਨ [keneklocen] See ਹਰਣਖ (ਰਰਨ'\ ).
ਕਕ [kenka] See ਕਣਕ. 2 virgin; unmarried
girl. “or mIl i  kenka tehi an.”—NP.
ਕਨ'ਚਲ [kenkacel] kenek (gold) ecel (mountain);
mountain named Sumer.
ਕਨਕਮਨ [kenkamni] short for ਕਨਕ and ਕਮਨ.
866 ਕਨ.
ਕਨਯ [kenkaya] Skt ਕਕਕ: n water crow,
water ouzel. “kek bhek kt  cel kenkaya.”—GPS.
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ਕਨਤ [kenkut] See ਕਟਕਤ.
ਕਨਖਲ [kenkhel] a city on the bank of  the
Ganges two miles to the west of  Haridwar.
According to Kuram and Ling Purans, it is
the place where Daksh Prajapati performed
the sacrificial ritual. The famous temple
relating to Dakshesvar Mahadev is situated
here. Guru Amar Dev stayed here for some
time and a gurdwara is situated here.
ਕਨਪਟ [kenpeti] n are" between the eye and
the ear; temple. 2 See ਕਨਫਟ.
ਕਨਪਟ [kenpata], ਕਟਪਟ [kenpati], ਕਨਫਟ
[kenpheta], ਕਨਫਟ [ken | ਮਸਗ], ਕਠਫਟ [kenphata]
See ਕਨਟ-ਕਨਕਟ. “]'੦ਰਵ.',£1[)}\}’851 eru kenpate.”
—GPS.
ਕਨਯ [keneyya] n spidc  |'; a species of  creatures
which spin a web. ; Krishan. “eteru ko
keneyya nam.”—eka1. '
ਕਨਅਤ [kena-et] A all; n content with very
little; satisfaction, contentment.
ਕਨਟਤ [kenaIt] See ਕਨਤ.
ਕਨਈ [kenai] n Krishan. 2 the Creator. “SImrIo
nahI  kenai.”—maru m 9.
ਕਨਤ [kenat] See ਕਨਅਤ. 2 T _ਖਸ,’ tent wall;
wall of  cloth around a tent. 3 A lance. 4 back-
bone, spine. ਰ ' .
ਕਨਯਤ [kenayet] See ਕਨਅਤ and ਕਨਤ.
ਕਨਰ [kenar] P Ju’ bank, side. 2 margin of a
book. 3 catarrh afflicting a horse._
ਕਨਰ [kenara] See ਕਨਰ 1 and ਕਨਰ.
ਕਨਲ [kenal] measure of  land equal to  one
eighth of  a ghumaon.
ਥਨਵਜ [kenavez] n a kind of  silk cloth of  the
derIai  mould; kenavez  from Bakhara used to
be very popular.
ਕਨ [kenI] to, towards, in the direction of. “a:
ne seka tujh kenI pIare.”—ved m I .  2 in the
ear. “kenI mfidra pai.”—var ram]  m 1. 3 S
advnear, in the proximity of, close to.
ਕਨਸ [kenIsth] Skt adj  tiny, very small. 2 mean,
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abject.
ਕਨਸ [kanIstha] adj the smallest. 2 n little
finger. 3 in poetics, a lady not loved enough
by her husband.
ਕਨਸਕ lkanIsthIka] n little finger. 2 younger
sister.
ਕਨਕ [kanIk] gold, wealth. See ਕਣਕ and ਕਨਕ.
“kanIk  kamni het gavara.”—asa a m I .
ਕਨਕਕਲ [kanIk-kala] See ਕਨਕਲ.
ਕਨਯ [kanIya] P n armpit. “kanIya bIkhe
krickan dhare.”—carrtr 184. ‘Bhimscn holds
Kichak and his brothers in his armpit.’ 2 lap.
3 an embrace, hug. 4 See ਕਕ.
ਕਨ-[ਫਗਡ] See ਕਣ.
ਕਨਆ [kania] an embrace, hug Sec ਕਨਯ 3.
“sadar so n:  j bhar kar kania. ”—NP.
ਕਨਜ [1<9੮112],ਕਨਜਕ [kanizak] P / n slave
girl. 2 maidservant.
ਕਨਰ [kanir] See ਕਨਰ.
ਕ'ਨ' [keno] S ear.
ਕਨਕ [kanuka] n particle, mote. “dhurI ke
kanuka pher  dhur I  h i  samahfge.”—aka1.
2 spark. “jese ek ag te kanuka kotI ag uth‘é.”
~aka1.
ਕਨਸ [kanesta] See ਕਨਸ.
ਕਨਰ [kanec] a village in district Ludhiana, one
and a half mile to the south-east of Sahnewal
railway station. Guru Gobind Singh came from
Machhiwara and stayed here for some time.
Phatta, a landowner who, on one pretext or
the other, refused to offer his pretty mare to
the Guru, was a resident of  this place.
ਕਨੜ [kanet] See ਕਨਤ.
ਕਨਰ [kaner], ਕਨਲ lkanel] Skt ਕਣਰ n a flower
plant, flower of which is offered especially to
Shiv; it bears flowers throughout the year.
Snuff  is also made from its leaves, and its bark
and roots are used in numerous medicines.
Pterospermum Acerifolium. P ਖਰਜਹਰਹ.
ਕਨਝ [kanet] a tribe dwelling in mountains,
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which originated from Rajputs. Many writers '
have described its root as kanyahet, because
Rajputs used to kill their daughters, while these
people regarded such killing as a sin.
ਕਨਜ [kanaj] Skt ਕਸਧਜਵ n a city and its
surrounding area in the district of
Fararukltabad in U.P. In the ancient times, it
used to be a famous capital of the Hindus. ln
1194 Mohammad Gauri put an end to the
Kanauj state along with its ruler Jai Chand.
2 a subcastc of  Brahmins. See ਕਧਥਜ.
ਕਨਜਆ [kanojia] adj resident of Kanauj. 2 n a
Kanyakubaj brahman.
ਕਨਡ [kanod], ਕਨ-ਡ [kanoda] Sec ਕਣਡ-ਕਣਡ.
ਕਨੲ [kanhai] n Krishan. 2 the Creator, the
Divine.
ਕਨਯ [kanhsya] )2 killer of Kans, Krishan. 2 the
Creator, the Supreme God. 3 a devoted disciple
of Guru Tcg Bahadur who, while serving the
tenth Guru in the battle of  Anandpur, served
water to the enemies as well. He is also known
as Ghanaiya. Many writers have mistaken
Bhai Mihan as Kanhaiya. See ਮਹ.
ਕਨਯ ਦ ਮਸਲ [kanhsya di mIsal] one of the
twelve misls * of the Sikhs which was
established by Sardar Jai Singh, a Sandhu Jatt,
son of Sardar Khushal Singh, resident of village
Kanhe. The misl’s income was rupees 40 lac
and its army was eight thousand strong. At
the time of  conquering Sirhind in Sammat 1820,
Jai Singh along with his troops sided with the
Panth. This heroic Sikh died in Sammat 1847
(1789  AD). Mahtab Kaur, Jai Singh’s grand-
daughter and daughter of  Gurbax Singh, was
married to Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Sardars
(chieftains) of  village Rakkhanwale in tehsil
Kusur and chieftains of  Fategarh in tehsil
Vatala were from this misl.
ਕਨਕ [kanyaka] Skt n unmarried girl, virgin.
2 daughter.
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ਕਕ [kanya] Skt n daughter. 2 unmarried girl.
3 one o f  the twelve signs o f  Zodiac, Virgo.
4 variety o f  large cardamom. 5 a poetic metre.
See ਅਕਵ.
ਕਪ [kep] See ਕਪਣ. 2 See ਕਧ. “hath marore
tanu kaps."—majh barahmaha. 3 See ਕਪ.
4 Skt ਬਘ‘ walk, move, tremble.
ਕਪਟ' [kapat] Skt n deceit, guile. “kurI kapat:
kIne na pa.”—sri m 4. 2 See ਕਪਟ. “kholI
kapat guru melia.”—j£t ché't m 5.  “nanak
mIlahU kapat dar kholahu.”—tukha
barahmaha.

. ਕਪਟਹਥਅਚ [kapat-hathIar] Skt ਕਟਸ n a
weapon like baghnakha (shaped as fion’s
claw) kept hidden underneath the dress “kur
kapat 119thIar31'U.”—BG
ਕਪਟਕਪਟ [kapat kapat] deceitful doors; doors
of  guile. “khulé na kapat kapat.”—-rahIman.
ਕਪਟਪਰਖ [kapatpurakh], ਕਪਟਪਰਸ [kapatpurus]
n scarecrow, frightener i.e. effigy as of  a man
made to stand in the field to scare animals.
ਕਪਟ [kapatI] with guile, by deceit. See ਕਪਟ1

, 8|1ਧਨਮਨਆਦ.
ਕਪਟ [kaptil adj deceitful,
2 hyprocritical.
ਕਪਟ [kapte] deceitful persons. “kadi kadi jorat
kapte.”—guj m 5. 2 with guile, fraudulently.
ਕਪਣ [kapna] Skt ਕਤਨ v cut, chop. “pharida jI
d I h  nala kapIa.”——s farid.
ਕਪਣ[1<ਗ੭ਸ] adj  of  the monkeys. “cali sen kapni
sakruddh.”—ramav. '
ਕਪਤ [kapotl See ਕਪਤ.
ਕਪਥਲ [kapthal] See ਕਥਲ. “pari lut kapthal
k112 ”-GPS. ‘Looting took place in Kaithal
city.’
ਕਪਰ [kapar] S ਕਪਰ n steep bank of  a river. “bera
kapar vat.’ ’—s farid. ‘Due to the strong wind,
the ship gets pushed towards the steep bank of
a river, leaving aside its ford. It is feared that it
will be smashed on striking against the bank.’

beguiling.
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2 wrong path, misleading ath.
ਕਪਰਦ [kaparad], ਕਪਰਦਕ [kapardak] Skt ਕਪਦ-
ਕਪਦਕ fully purified by water; lock of  Shiv’s hair,
from which flows the Ganga. 2 knot of matted
hair. 3 small seashell, purified by the seawater.
ਕਪਰਦਨ [kapardan] See ਕਪਰਦਨ.
ਕਪਰਦਕ [kapardIka] Skt ਕਪਦਕ n cowrie. See
ਕਪਰਦਕ.
ਕਪਰਦਨ [kapardIn], ਕਪਰਦਨ lkapardIni], ਕਪਰਦ
[kapardi] Sktifiqfifiadj 1‘ !` tangled hair. See
ਕਪਰਦ. 2 matted hair; for l i e  with a knot o f
hair on the head. “je is ‘iosi mahIkhasur
mardanI rémkapardInI - ‘1.1trachIte.”-—aka   
ਕਪਰਵਤ [kaparvat] S e e  ਕ-ਭ
ਕਪਰ [kapra] See ਕਪੜ.
ਕਪਰ [kaparu] See  ਕਪਰ.
ਕਪਰ [kapre] plural of ਕਪੜ . ,181੪ kapre kahalau
dhovau.”—mala raVIdas. 11.;ans polluted'mind.
ਕਪਰ ਬਗ ਵਲ [kapre bage vali] sen n kOj, a
migratory bird which is white in appearance.
“gagan phIréti udti kapre bage vali.”—gaum 4.

"‘bhagvati pady puspajli stotr" composed by'l’andit
Ramkrishan is a very old text, and has thirty three-lined

stanzas. Its free translation in twenty such stanzas forms

Aka] Ustat. not to be found in Chandichrit. For the
information of  the readers some pieces from both are
given below:
“raktasur mardanI Cid cakardanx danav ardanI bIdal

badhe,
’ sardhar bIbarkhanI durjan dharkhan: otul amorkhan:

dhoramdhujc.

dhumrach vzdhvfisanz sronItcfisanI sObh nIpat
nIsfibh mathc, '
j: j: hosi mahIkhasur mardan: romkapardxnx chatr
chIte."—akal.
ਜਥਦਕਫਸਢਧਵਬਰਬਕਯਨਸਧਸਇਫਢਦਰਜ.
ਕਥਸਯਨਛਡਰਸਸਦਕਬਧਬਗਜਬਬਜ!
ਸਕਸਯਰਸਯਥਯਚਸਫਯਯਰਥਧਰ!
ਯਥਯਧਸਜਹਸਸਰਥਰਕਯਸਸਸ
ਜਭਧਭਧਬਣਸਗਜਜਧਵਜਝਜਬਰਮਟਧ!

_ _
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ਕਪਲ [kapal] See ਕਪਲ.
ਕਪੜ [kapar] See ਕਪੜ. 2 Skt ਕਪਟਕ one who
wears a ragged blanket. “kapar kedare jai.”
—-sorkabir.
ਕਪੜਕਠ [kaparkotha] n tent; dwelling; camp.
ਕਪੜ [kapra], ਕਪਡ [kaparu] Skt ਕਪਟ n clothes,
dress. “kaparu rup suhavna.”—varasa. 2 robe
of honour. “SIphatI salah kapra paIa.’i—var
majh m 1. 3 mortal frame, human body. “karmi
ave kapra.”—japu.' “parharI kaparu je p I r
mIle.”—-var sor  m 1 .  c u n c i a t i o n  o f
hypocrisy is meant here.
ਕਪਸ [kapas], ਕਪਹ [kapah] Skt _ਕਪਧ L
Gossypium Herbaceum. “daIa  kapah  sétokh
sut.”—var asa. ‘
ਕਪਹਹ [kapahaho] from cotton. “tagu kapahahu
ketie.”—var asa.
ਕਪਹ [kapahi], ਕਪਹਆ [kapahia] adj made of
cotton. 2 n a Khatri subcaste. This name is
derived from the dealers in kapah  (cotton), just
as Ghei is derived from ਘ [ghi] (purified
butter). “hema VICC kapahia.”—BG.
ਕਪਟ [kapat], ਕਪਟ [kapaté] Skt n that which
keeps the air out as also stops it; a door.
2 ignorance. 3 final stage; palate. 4 cloth
wetted wi th  water, washed wet  towel ;  it is  a
ritual to keep it on one’s shoulders during the
evening prayers. “dUI dhoti vastra kapaté.”
—var asa.
ਕਪਲ [kapal] Skt n skull 2 forehead. 3 half the
portion of  a pitcher or of  an egg, which has
the shape of  a skull. 4 beggar’s bowl.
ਕਪਲਕ [kapalak] See ਕਲਕ.
ਕਪਲਕਯ [kapalkrIya] n a Hindu ritual of
breaking skull o f  the burning corpse with a
wooden stick. As per Garur Puran, the skull
of  a family man should be broken with a heavy

'ਗਚਚ ਯਧਜ um ਬਵਧ ਰਗਜ ਧਫਧਰ we ਙਧਹਯ |
ਕ ਖਸਧਯ ਬਗਧ ਯਧਗਜਜ ਜਰ ਜਥਜਜ ਵਰ | |

-gita a 2 s 22.
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stick while that of  a saint or  a sage with a b I l
fruit. This ritual transfers the dead to the

. transcendental world of the forefathers.2
ਕਪਲਮਚਨ [kapalmocan] a pond in Kashi.
Accordingto Padam Puran, Mahabhairav (Shiv)
beheaded arrogant Brahma with the nail of  his
left hand. The head of Brahma clung to the hand
of Mahabhairav. lt separated only when
Mahabhairav visited Kapalmochan Sarovar
(pond) in Kashi. 2 According to Mahabharat, a
pilgrimage centre, Aushnas, situated at the bank '
of river Saraswati is named as Kapalmochan. '
The head of a demon hacked by Ram Chandar
clung to the leg of  sage Mahodar, which could
not be separated by taking dips in many sacred
ponds. It separated only when the bath was taken
in this holy pond. This place is five kohs to the
north of  Jagadhari near Sadhaura i n  Ambala
district. Guru Gobind Singh came here in
Sammat l 742 to preach his doctrine. A gurdwara ‘
has been built here, which has 250 bighas of
land attached to it. “Ik  kapalmocan Subh tal.
tahi k0 mela ayo VIsal.”—GPS. Kapalmochan
pilgrimage is on the land of  the village named
Milakh. Another pond called “Rinmochan” is
near this pond and is regarded sacred by the
Hindus. 3 In Mahabharat, Kapalmochan is also
the name of  a sage.
ਕਪਲ [kapali] ਲ/ਢਲਧਰਚ adj bearing or carrying,
a skull. 2 n Shiv. 3 monk with a begging bowl.
4 Kapalini, Goddess Durga, Kali. “katI  kat I .
daye  kapali.”-—c5di 2. '
ਕਪਲ ਆਸਨ [kapali asanl posture in Yog, with
head on the earth and legs-raised towards the
sky. _
ਕਪਲ [kapalu] See  ਕਪਲ. “karam karI kapalu
ਟਕਬ‘ ਗਧ sum ਬਯ ਜਟਧਜ am:
ਚਛਰਧਯਰਥਜਠਥ ਧਗਗ W W I  ਲ
ਧਰਧ fig ਗਰਗ ਸਜਗ ਰਰਕਭਸਜਥਤਬ! l

-garur para!) a 10 5 56-5 7.
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maphitaSI ri.”—dhana trIIocan. See ਕਲਮਚਨ
` and ਮਫਟਸ.
ਕਪਲ [1<9})81ਟ] See ਕਪਲ. “11ਗ85ਰ 1<ਗ੭81ਰ.”

—I<aIk1'. ‘Kapali (Shiv) laughs.’
ਕਪਵਨ [kapavan] See ਕਪਵਨ. “kar kadh krIpan
kapavhige.”—kalki.
ਕਪ [kapI] adv  having cutoff, having chopped
off, “so SIrU kapI utar.”—s farid. 2 Skt n
monkey. 3 elephant. 4 sun. See ਕਪ 4. 5 adj
who wanders. “bhramat phI  rat telak ke kapI
q.”-gujkab1‘r. ‘going in circles like an
oilman’  s ox.’
ਕਪੲਸ[1<ਗ):[15], ਕਪਸ[]<8}੭ਗ5] Seem-fin “ban
mahI rah I t  kapI s  hanumana.  ”—NR
ਕਪਕ [kapIk] Skt n monkey. “phah min
kapIk ki nIai.”—g5d m 5. ‘got trapped like a
fish  and a monkey.’
ਕਪਕਜਰ [kapIkOja‘r] supreme among monkeys,
Hanuman. 2 Sugriv.
ਕਪਕਤ [kapIketo] Arjun, whose standard bears
the emblem of  a-monkey.
ਕਪਚ [kapIc], ਕਪਛ [kapIch] See ਕਪਥ.
ਕਪਜਲ [kapijal] Skt n kind of patridge. 2 rain-
bird. 3 a sage.
ਕਪਥ [kapItth] Skt n kind of wild pear; tree
on which a monkey [kapI]  sits (Monkeys enjoy
its fruit). See ਕਥ.
ਕਪਧਜ [kapItjL ਕਪਧਜ [kapIdhvajl See ਕਪਕਤ
“dar  kapIdhvaj rath lai bahu biran ko ghaI.”
—carItr 13 7. ‘Arjun threw it in his chariot.’
ਕਪਪਤ [kapIpatI], ਕਪਰਜ [kapIraj] lord of
the monkeys, Sugriv. 2 Hanuman.
ਕਪਲ [ka l ]  Skt n fire. 2 dog. 3 Shiv.
4 brass. 5 sun. 6 a celebrated sage who
wrote Sankhya Shastar; son o f  Devhuti and
Kardam. According to  Bhagwat, Kapil is
regarded the fifth incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
In G e e t a ,  K r i s h a n  has  t a lked  abou t
“SIddhana kalo munIh'.” There is a
reference in Purans that he incinerated

60,000 sons of king Sagar only with one
glance, when they were searching for a
horse stolen by lndar. “gavahI kapIIadI
adOgesur.”'—saveye m 1 ke. 7 There was
another Kapil, son  of  sage Vittath, different
from the author o f  Sankhya Shastar. 8 In
Purans, we also find a reference to a third
Kapil, son ofVasdev  born from the womb of
Narachi. 9 adj brown, blackish-yellow.
ਕਪਲਵਸ. [kalvastu] a town situated on the
bank of river Rohini in Gorakhpur district in
Nepal’s foot hills, ruled by Shuddhodan (father
of  Buddha). It remained capital of  the Shakya
dynasty for a long time.

According to  the modern scholars, Piprava
ofPargana  Mansur in district Basti 25  miles
to  the north east o f  Faizabad is, in fact,
Kapilvastu.
ਕਪਲ [kala]  Skt n a river of Kamrup.
2 Indian rosewood tree; sisam. 3 Kapil—a cow
of brown and white colour, whose teats are black.
In Hindu mythology, this cow is regarded very
sacred . See ਕਪਲ. 4 866 ਕਮਧਨ 2.
ਕਪਲਦ [kalad],  ਕਪਲਦਕ [kaladIk] sage
Kapil etc. See ਕਪਲ 6.
ਕਪ [kapi] See ਕਪ. PU: légur.
aLflH[1<apis], ਕਪਸ'ਰ [kapisvar],a1fi'3 [kapidr]
- king of  monkeys, Sugriv. 2 Hanuman.

, ਕਪਰ [kapira] n cutting tool. 2 dagger. “ek kapira
Ieho hamara.”—GPS. 3 S unlucky. 4 vicious, evil.
ਕਪਰ [kapur] Skt ਕਪ’ਰ n camphor; a tree and
the fragrant white material produced from its
extract, which is volatile and like ghee is
inflammable. It is lit during an ਆਰਤ [arti] (a
ritual worship performed with lighted lamps
or Kapur in tray moved in circular motion in
front of  an idol or  person). It is used in many
medicines. Camphora Officinarum.

Its latent effect is cold and dry. It gives
'adogcsvor  means Kapil, of noble birth.
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energy to the brain and the heart and relieves
cough and cold. It is beneficial for curing lung
diseases. It relieves irritation of the liver,
quenches thirst and induces sleep. 2 a Khatri
subcaste; a Hindu business class in Punjab.
3 In Dasam Granth, some scribe has wrongly
written kapur instead of  karpur. See ਕਰ'ਪਰ.
ਬਰਸਘ ਕ [kapurstgh navab] ln Sammat
1797, the governor of  Lahore offered to confer
the title o f  Nawab, a Jagir worth rupees one
lac and a precious robe upon the Khalsa in
Amritsar through Sabeg Singh, Vakil, so  that
mutual trust Could be established, but no Sikh
wished to accept these gifts from the tyrants.
On repeated requests by Sabeg Singh, Panth
agreed to confer the title of  Nawab upon
Kapur Singh — a Virk—Jatt of  Faizalpur who
was swaying a hand-fan over the assembly.
This religious warrior rendered great service
to the Panth and is regarded as one among
the few eminent Sikhs.

Kapur Singh expired in Sammat l 8 l l
(1753 AD) in Amritsar and was cremated
in the premises of  Gurdwara Baba Atal. See
ਕਪਰਥਲ. 2 grand son o f  Gurditta-an
eminently pious personality of the Phul
dynasty and son  o f  Surtia, who founded the
village Kapurgarh after his name, which is
now in Nabha state. He was childless,
therefore Bhai Hamir Singh, younger brother
of Kapur Singh, succeeded him to the
throne. 3 See ਕਪਰ 1.

um [kapurgarh] a village founded by Hamir
Singh’s elder brother Kapur Singh, in Nabha
state, subdivision Amloh, police station
Bhadson. Baba Natha Singh, a highly pious
Sikh, lived here during Sammat 1840. A .lagir
of  Rs. 1050 was donated by the state to Baba’s
dera. The sacred sword of Guru Gobind Singh
is preserved here.

ਪ
W [kapurthala] a city on the eastern bank
of river Beas (Vipash), which is the capital
of  Kapurthala state. Hoshiarpur is situated to
the north of this state, while Ferozepur and
J alandhar are to its south and east respectively.
lts area is 652 square miles with a population
of  284070 (as per 1921 census). Thirty villages
of  Kapurthala state fall in districts of Amritsar
and Lahore also. The state owns 461032 acres
of  land in the Avadh area. The total income of
the state is about rupees 40  lacs.

The forefather of  Kapurthala state, Sadhu
Singh (some historians refer to him as  Sadda
Singh and Saddo) was a magnanimous
person. He founded the village Ahlu, now in
district Lahore. His dynasty Ahluwalia
derived its name from the village Ahlu.l
Badar Singh, the grandson o f  Sadhu Singh,
wa a follower of Nawab Kapur Singh, the
chief  of  Faizulapuria misl. In 1718  AD,  a son,
Jassa Singh, the light and glory o f  the
dynasty, was born in the house of Badar
Singh. Badar Singh died when Jassa Singh
was just five  years old. Mata Sundari brought
him up with great affection, keeping his
mother with her. Mata J i bestowed upon
Jassa Singh a mace and entrusted him to
Nawab Kapur Singh for instruction and
orientation. Nawab Kapur Singh regarded
him as his own son and educated him in the
disciplines of  religion and martial arts. While
on death bed, Kapur Singh, the sublime hero,
presented Kalghidhar’s sword to Jassa
Singh, which was bestowed upon the former
by Mata Sundari. This precious sacred
weapon is now preserved in the treasure-
house of  the Kapurthala state.

Following the footsteps of  his illustrious
'Village Ahlu, alongwith a few adjoining villages is now
under the control of  Kapurthala State.
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mentor ,  Sardar  J a s sa  S i n g h  earned name and
fame in the  Panth, served the community as
c h i e f  o f t h e  A h l u w a l i a  mis l .  He  es t ab l i shed
his authority by capturing several territories. '
He captured Lahore in 1758 for some time.
He m a d e  K a p u r t h a l a  h i s  cap i t a l  a f t e r
conquering it from Rai Ibrahim Bhatti in
1774.

Illustrious families thought it an honour to
be baptised by J assa Singh. RajaAmar Singh
of  Patiala state was also baptised by him.

Jassa Singh expired in 1783 in Amritsar.
He was childless, therefore Sardar Bhag
Singh was made chief  of  the state. He was

' 38  years old  then. Bhag  Singh died in 1801 in
Kapurthala. His son Fateh Singh, born in
1784, was made the head o f  the state. He
was a very close friend of  Maharaja Ranjit
Singh, the lion of  Punjab. They exchanged
turbans in 1802. The far-sighted Raja Fateh
Singh came under the  protection of  the British
in 1826 and died in 1836. His son  Nihal Singh '
succeeded him. Kapurthala army  sided with
Lahore during the  fi r s t  Anglo-Sikh war,
therefore a portion of  the  territory Kapurthala
state was seized. An annual tax of Rs.
1,31,000 was levied in lieu o f  the territory
which remained under the control o f  Raja
Nihal Singh who  died in 1852. His elder son

- Randhir Singh, born in March 1831, was
en th roned  a t  t h e  a g e  o f  2 2  yea r s .  H e
supported the British whole heartedly during
the 1857 mutiny. For this overwhelming
support, he was bestowed the honour of  Rs.
15,000, salute of  11 guns, sprawling land in
Avadh region alongwith the title of  “farzéde
dI lbéd  rasixul I tkad dalate fglasia.”

Raja Randhir Singh fell seriously ill in the
ship, while sailing to  England and had to  return
from Aden. He expired on 2“d April, 1870, on

ਕਪਰਥਲ

the way in the ship itself.
Kharak Singh, son ofRaja  Randhir Singh,

who was born in  1850 ,  was enthroned  on  12‘h
May, 1870. He got mentally retarded, and
the state was first put under administrative
control of the  Council, then was entrusted to
the  superintendent .  Raja Kharak Singh
expired in 1877 at Dharamsala and his five
years old son, Tikka Jagatj  it Singh, Was made
the ruler.

Maharaja Jagatjit Singh, born on 24…
November,  1872 ,  ascended  the  throne  on  16th
October,l877 and attainccl full power to run
the state in 1890. Maharajw J agatjit Singh was
very fond o f  architecture. The buildings
erected during his rule, the palace, courts,
darbar hall, a gurdwara. a mosque etc are
worth-seeing. He had good knowledge o f
Punjabi, English, French, Hindi, Persian and
Urdu, and was an advocate of  education.
Above all in each department, he assigned
his powers t o  his loyal and experienced
employees.

More than any other ruler o f  India, he
travelled widely in the world. Pleased with his
good governance, the British empowered him
t o  dispense  dea th  sen tence  o r  capi tal

' punishment. In addition, the annual tax worth
Rs 1,31,000 was waived off. ‘

The full title o f  the  maharaja is—His
Highness Colonel Farzande Dilband Rasikhul
ltkad Daulte lnglishia Raja-e-Rajgan Maharaja
Jagatjit Singh GC.S.I., GC.I.E., GB.E.,  Wali—
e—Kapurthala.

The eldest son of the Maharaja is tikka
Paramjit Singh, who was born on 19‘h May,
1892. Other sons, younger  to  him, are Mahijit
Singh Amarjit Singh, Karamjit Singh, and lit
Singh. Under the capable supervision oftheir
father, they got very good education.
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Dynasty of Kapur thala  State

Sadhu Singh (Sadda Singh)

Gopal Singh

Deva Singh

Gurubakhash Singh Sadar  Singh Badar Singh ((1 1723)

Kirpal Singh (b 1718) Sardar  Jassa Singh  (d 1783)

Sardar Laddha Singh

Raja Bhag Singh ((1 1801)

Raja Patch Singh (d 1836)

RajaNihal Singh (d 1852)

(b  1831) Raja Randhir Singh  (d 1870) Prince Bikram Singh (d 1887) Prince SuchetSingh (d 1902)

Raja Kharak Singh (d 1877) (b 1851) Raja Sir llamam Singh' Sardar Charanject Singh'

(b 1872) Maharaja Jagatjit Singh

(b 1892) Tikka Paramjit Singh

ਕਪਰ-ਦਉ [kapurdeu] a dedicated disciple of Guru
Arjun Dev. See ਸਮਨ.
ਕਪਰ [kapura] a Brar J att Sardar, afier whose
name is founded by the town of Kotkapura.
When the forces of the subedar of Sirhind
reached the jungle while chasing Guru Gobind
Singh, Kapura was with the royal forces at
Mukatsar. After the terrible battle had taken
place, he told the subedar that there was no
water in the vicinity and prevailed upon him

(b 1870) Sardar Partap Singh' (d 1911)

'For  fear of  dilation, detail about  his  genealogy  has been

witheld.

I
(b 1879) Raja Sir Daljit Singhl

not to chase the Guru. Kapura was baptised
as  Kapur Singh by the Guru.  The Guru
presented him a sword and a shield, which
are preserved with reverence in the palace of
Faridkot. The shield made of rhino’s skin is 22
inches in diameter. The sword is 31 inches
long and is made of a special kind of steel of
the Sikhmani variety. Its width is 1% inches
and the handle is golden. See ਫਰਦਕਟ.

Manj Isakhan (who was the master of  the
neighbouring territory hanged Kapur Singh to
death in 1708 AD. 2 testicle or  kidney of  a
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male goat etc.
ਕਪਰ [kapuri] adj (substance) made from
camphor. 2 camphor—coloured. 3 a colony, four
kohs away from Sadhaura, which was the
capital of Sayyed Ammanulla, subedar of
Gujarat. Banda Bahadur destroyed this town
and the Khalsa army looted it before
devastating Sadhaura.
ਕਪ [kape] trembles. .“hath marore tanu kape.”
—majh barahmaha. 2 See ਕਪਣ.
ਕਪਤ [kapot] Skt n which flies in the air like an
aeroplane‘; —— bird. 2 pigeon. Poets compare
a graceful and well-built neck to that of a
pigeon. “kir a kapot bib  kokIla kalapi ban lute
phute phIr’é man  Chen hfi  na  1<I t-hi.”—c5di 1 .
Pigeons flying in the sky are employed to
deliver letters.
ਕਪਤ [kapotI] pigeon (nominative case) “q
pékhi kapotI apu banaIa.”-bIha m 4. ‘as a
flying bird (the pigeon) tempted by the seed,
got itself trapped in the net.’
ਕਪਤਕ [kapotIka], ਕਪਤ [kapoti] female
pigeon (nominative case). “saghan chav taro
ban mahI aha.  rahI t  kapot kapoti taha.”
-GPS.
ਕਪਲ [kapol] Skt n cheek.
ਕਪਲਕਲਪਨ [kapol kalpana] n gossip; a concocted
story not based on any authentic reference.

‘ ̀  ਕਪੜ [kappar] clothmaterial. See ਕਪੜ. “kappar
kot  usarIan.”—BG.
ਕਪੜ ਆਉਣ [kappre afine] menstruate.
ਕਪਦਨ [kapradan] See ਕਪਰਦਨ.
ਕਢ [kaph] Skt n cough, phlegm. See E cough.
2 P J palm, inner side  of  the hand. 3 foam,
lather. .
ਕਫਸ’ [kafas] P ‘f-r n slippers,: shoes.
2 pair of  wooden sandals. ̀  ਸਪਠ" or ਖ'; cage.
ਕਛਗਰ [kafgir] P [J n i plement to take
foam off  a cooking vessel; a small ladle, spatula,

l A c c o r d i n g  to this derivation, aeroplane is also a kapot.

" !
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spoon.
ਕਫਨ [kafan] A Uzi n coffin; cloth put over a
dead body. “ab acho tIh  kafan baneye.”—carItr
3 7.
ਕਫਠ [kafni] A 017'” n coffincloth worn by fakirs
around the neck; also worn by persons who
regard themselves as dead.
ਕਢਯਤ [kafayat] A -“if act of  being enough.
2 moderation, restraint.
ਕਫਰਹ [kafarah], ਕਫਰਤ [kafarat] A “(if and
_..ਭ/ਘ 11 payment of penalty to atone one’s sins;
meditating, fasting escaping from evil or sins.
ਕਫਲਤ [kafalat] A ਥ/ਕ/ n responsibility.
ਕਵ [kaphi] adj  phlegmatic. “kaphi hakari khaI
grahan kar cha tibojh bane bad man. ”—GPS. ‘A
vain person is phlegmatic, divine knowledge
is ghee.
ਕਫਦਨ [kafidan] P U“ n breaking, ripping.
“kafide dal  ba-asurana.’  ’.—saloh
ਕਥ [kab] a d v  when, at what time. “kab lags
mastak carnan raj.”—BGK. 2 n poet, versifler.
ਕਬਹ [kabahu], ਕਬਹਕ [kab-huk], ਕਬਹ [kab-hu],
ਕਬਹ [kab-hfi], ਕਬਹਕ [kab-huk] adv sometimes,
at a time, any time. “kab-huk kou pave atam
pragas kau.”—-saveye m 4 ke. “kab-hu na
bIsarahu man mere te.”—nat  m 5.
ਕਬਜ [kabaj] A L}? n act of obstruction.
2 controlling. 3 catching hold of. 4 a disease.
Skt ਜਧਫਰਟ constipation. It is of two types-
first is a common one that may occur any time
due  to a specific reason; the  second is chronic
from which  o n e  suffers daily.  To cure
constipation, strong purgatives should not be
taken for they cause weakness.

The following are the reasons for
constipation: excessive sitting, not answering
the call of  nature on time, taking unsavoury
dishes, weakening of  the energy to push out
faeces, drinking liquor, taking opium, cannabis,
hemp etc, not doing any exercise, eating tart
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food i n  excess, doing  excessive mental work,
remaining in tension, not  chewing  meals well,
not  taking  water when thirsty.

Th i s  disease shou ld  be treated af ter
knowing  i ts cause, but  the general treatment
to get rid o f i t  is as under:

Taking hot  mi l k  o r  hot  water at bed time,
takingjam  o f  myrobolan  (harar); walking  on
foot; eating meals by chewing; taking  butter,
almond o i l  etc; consuming p i th o r  pulp o f
amaltas gulkéd (a medicinal paste prepared
by mix ing rose-petals wi th sugar), banafsa
(viola odorata—a medic inal herbal plant);
aniseed (sSph—pimpinella anisum), afler boiling
al l  these l ike  tea.

Tak i ng  kerne ls  o f  a lmond ,  seeds o f
cucurbit, cassia lanceolate, raisin, gulkéd i n
equal measure, and making their paste by
crushing them together and eating  one or two
tolas o f  this paste wi th warm mi l k  or  warm
water before going to sleep.
ਕਥਜਹ [kabjah], ਕਬਜ [kabja] A _;ਹ' n act o f
controlling. “ d I l  kabaj kabja kadro dojak
sajaI.”—t1:15g m 5. 2 grip of  a sword.
ਕਬਰ-ਲ ਵਸਲ [kabjul vasul] A ਪ’ਤਭਘ‘ਭ n receipt
given after taking  possession of  an object.
ਕਬਡ [kabaddi] See ਕਵਡ.
ਕਬਢ [kabdhi] n prosody. “harI ke sat kabdhi
sunafi.”—I<rIsan.
ਕਬਰ [kabar] A j pit  dug for burying the dead;
grave; The grave should be as deep as the
chest o f  the dead person is wide and, on
one side o f i t ,  a cave should be  dug  i n  which
the dead body can be laid spaciously. The
face o f  the dead body should be towards
Kaba. While closing the grave one should
be careful that the soil does not fall on the
dead body. Raising a building on the grave
i s  against the Is lamic code; Abu  Hura i ra
writes that when people leave after lay ing
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the dead body, the angels, Munkar  and Nakir,
arrive and ask the dead person, “Do  you
have fai th i n  Hazarat Mohammad?” I f  he
says ‘yes’, the grave extends t o  70 yards i n
length and as many yards i n  breadth: l ight
glows, angels tel l  h im  (her), “l-lave sound
sleep t i l l  the doom’s day ;  y o u  w i l l  no t
experience any suffer ing.”  l f t h e  dead says.
“ I  do not know Mohammad,” his (her) grave
becomes so na r row that  the body  feels
compressed. I t  is  wri t ten  i n  Mishkat  that an
atheist is so beaten w i t h  sticks that a l l  the
animals and birds near the grave can hear
his  wails, only  the human beings cannot hear
them. This suffer ing i n  the grave is called
azabul kabar. 2 See ਕਵਰ.
ਕਬਰ [kabra], ਕਬਰ [kabro] Ski ਕਵਰ adidappled,
spotted. 2 Skt ਕਬਰ n gold. “q kacan kothari
charIo kabro hot phIro.”—sar m 5. ‘as an
ornament o f  gold, melted i n  a crucible. takes
the crucible’s shape, but  assumes its original
form, after al l  to  remain gold.’
ਕਬਲ [kabal] A j adv  earlier, sooner.
ਕਬਲਸ [kablasl See ਕਬਲਸ.
ਕਥ [kaba], ਕਬਉ [kabau], ਕਬਟ [kabaI] A [ਨ" n
dress, apparel. 2 gown.
ਕਬਇਲ [kabaIl] See ਕਬਯਲ.
ਕਬਹਤ [kabahat] A :25 defect, badness.
2 difficulty, hardship, distress.
ਕਬਦਹ [kabadah] Ruy’ n soft bow; to learn
archery one has to start with pu l l ing  a soft
bow. “gahé kabada khéchan karE.”—GPS.
ਕਬਬ [kebab] A __ਭਥ/ n roasted meat. 2 minced
meat i n  roasted form.
ਕਬਬ [kababi] adj kebab (roasted meat) eater.
ਕਬਯਲ [kabayal] A J6 plural of  ਕ'ਬਲਹ.
arm [kabalah] A _]ਨ" stand surity. 2 take
someone’s responsibility. 3 He Qabbaleh E
Cabbala (or Cabal); explication o f  the holy
scripture’s meaning, elaboration of  the latent
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doctrine. 4 a secret group; friends’ circle.‘
ਕਬੜ [kab‘ar] n garbage, junk, rags.
2 futile acts, evil deeds. “je sau kuria ku:
kabar.”—dhana m 1 .  “chodahu prani  kur
kabara.”——maru soIhe m I .
ਕਬੜ [kabari], ਕਥੜਆ [kabaria] adj who deals
in discarded articles or junk.
ਕਬਡ [kabaru] See  ਕਬੜ.
ਕਬ [kabI] adv  at any time. 2 Skt ਕਵ n poet,
versifier. “kabI  jan jogi jatadhari.”
——bas§t kabir.
ਕਬਤ [kabIt] See ਕਬਤ.
ਕਬਤ [kablta] See ਕਵਤ. 2 Skt poet, versifier.
“kabIt pare parI kabIta mue.”—sor kabir.

ਕਬਤ [kabt] Skt ਕਵਤ n poem; poetry.
motIn kesi manohar ma] guhe

tuk acchar  rijh rI  jhave,
prem l<o péth katha harInam ki

UktI anuthi banay sunave,
‘thakur’ so  kBVI bhave  hams jUI

sarv sabha  me badhappan pave,
pédI t  log prabinan k0 joi ~

CI tt hare su  kabt kahave.
2 poetic art, poetic quality. 3 a poetic metre;

generally all the poetic metres can be said to
be ‘kabt’ but it is a special kind of  a metre
comprising long lines and is called member or
manharan. It is characteristed by four lines,

. each line containing 31 characters with three
pauses - one  each after every eighth character
and the fourth pause is after t/hé last. seventh,
ending with a guru. Use of the same
characters and their alliteration in this poetic
metre makeS'the composition very delightful.

'It is evident from the history of England that in.1672
AD a committee was constituted to discuss foreign

affairs. which had Clifford. Arlington, Buckingham,
Ashley and Laudcrdalc as its members. This club came
to be known by the name of  the word formed from the
initial letters of  the five names comprising the group.
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Although the above-mentioned characteristic
specifies a kabt, some poets have also laid
down the following rules to maintain its
rhythmic charm:
(1) It should not begin with a jagan that is

laghu, guru, laghu.
(2) A single word comprising a tagan is also

not permitted at the beginning.
(3) A tagan should not occur after four

characters.
(4) A word of  three characters in the form

of magan at the end is not appropriate.
(5)  At the end of  the" line there should be no

combination of guru, laghu, laghu, and guru
i.e. bhagan and a guru.
(6)All the four pauses should end at the exact

number of  characters; without splitting a word.
(7) Combinations should occur between

similar words and not between a similar-and a
dissimilar word.

For example:
(a) chatr-dhari chatripatI Chelrup chItInath,

chonikar chayabar, chatripatI gaie..-gyan.
(b) VI svpal jagtkal dIndyal  verIsal,

sada pratIpal  jamjal te rahIt  he..—akal.
(c) sodh hare  devta  VIrodh hare  dano  bade,

bodh hare bodhak prabodh hare japSI..
, ‘ ‘ —aka1.

epan and ghanaksri metres are also
included among'the category of  kebtl. See
ਕਪਨ and ਘਨਕਰ. _. _ ‘
ਕਬਦ [kabfdr] Skt ਕਵਦ poet laureate; leading
poet. _ _ _. ' -
ਕਬਲਸ' [1<੪ਠ;188] Skt ਕਲਸ n Kailas is white
like a crystal shining in water. It is 25 miles
north of Manasarover. Per Purans, this
mountain of silver is to the west of Sumeru. It
is the dwelling place of  Shiv. “kotI mahadev
aru kabIlas.”—bh£r a kabir. .
ਕਬ [kabi] adv at ahy time. 2 n poet, versifier.



ਕਬਸ

ਕਥਸ' [kabis] adj leading poet; mentor of poets.
ਕਬਰ [kabir] a renowned Indian saint, Kabir
was born to a Brahmin widow on 15lh Jeth,
Sammat 1455. The mother abandoned the new
born infant on  the bank of  Lahar pond in
Benaras. A weaver  'Ali (Niru) took the infant
to his house and his wife Nima brought him
up l ike  her own son.

At the proper time he was named Kabir
as per Muslim faith. Islamic teaching was
imparted to  him but his natural inclination was
towards Hinduism. On attaining the age of
adolescence, he was married to Loj and a son
Kamaal was born to her.

On the advice  of  Ramanand,  who asked
him to recite the name of  Ram, Kabir adopted
Vaishnavism. Kabir got  ample opportunities
to learn about doctrines of  various sects and
discuss them because Kashi was a centre of
knowledge for scholars. His penetrating
intellect made him adept in disputation. He
attained knowledge of the ultimate reality.
Due to his long association with highly
learned persons, he became consummately
erudite and  many  people gained from him in
return.

When Sikandar Lodi visited Benaras in
Sammat 1547, Kabir  was brutally maltreated
on the instigation o f  fanatic Muslims. This
found expression in Kabir’s hymn: “bhuja
bfit t la  karI dario.”-—g5cj. But at last his
elderliness left an indelible mark on the mind
of the emperor.

Toprove that one does not attain salvation
by breathing his last in Kashi and damnation
by dying in Mag-har, Kabir moved to that place
(which is situated 15 miles to the west of
Gorakhpur) a few days before his death and
he left th is  mortal world in  Sammat 1575.

Kabir’s  memorial  in  Kashi is  known as
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“Kabir Chaura” with a temple built at Lahar
Talao.

The  anthology of  hymns of  Kabir is named
as Kabir Bijak which was compiled by
Dharam Das  and  Sura t  Gopa l  e t c ,  h i s
disciples. Kabir Bijak is said to have been
written by Dharam Das in Riwa state during
Sammat 1521.

His hymns are also included in Guru Grhnth
Sahib. “kahat kabir chodI bIkhIarasu.”—sn‘.
See ਗਥ ਸਹਬ. 2 A /:( adj elderly, aged, old
person. “haka kabir karim tfi.”—t1:15g m I . 3 n
God, the Creator who is the greatest of  all.
ਕਬਰਪਥ [kabirpéthi] a member of Kabir’s sect,
' a disciple of Kabir. 2 The weavers also call
themselves Kabirpanthis as the cobblers
(shoemakers) are called Ravidasie.
ਕਬਰਬਸ [kabirbési] belonging to the pedigree
of Kabir. 2 The weavers also call themselves
as Kabirbansi.
ਕਬਰ [kabiru] See ਕਬਰ. “bha kabiru udasu.”—s.
ਕਥਲ[1<81੭118]/1 _ਡਵਝ nfamily,  tribe, clan. “guru
kabila let léghae.”—GPS.
ਕਰਜ [kabuj] See ਕਬਜ. 2 See ਕਬਜਲ ਵਸਲ. “kabuj
lIkha kaji te lai.”-—carItr 287.
ਕਬਤਰ [kabutar] P ;ਪ n pigeon. See ਕਪਤ.
ਕਬਤਰਬਜ [kabutarbaz] pigeon fancier.
ਕਬਤਰ [kabutri] female pigeon.
ਕਬਦ [kabud] P ”f adj be .  “sosanI kasanI
kabud.” -sah. 2 n a particular mountain.
ਕਬਲ [kabul] A J; n acceptance, approval.
“bIn  bhagatI ko na kabul.”—al<al. 2 bag tied to
the saddle of  a horse, in which the rider keeps
his articles. .
ਕਬਲਪ'ਰ [kabulpur] See ਹਸਨਪਰ.
ਕਬਲ [kabulI] having accepted. “pahIla maran
kabulI.”—var maru.2 m 5.
ਕਬਜ [kaboj] See ਕਬਜ.
ਕਬਤ [kabot] See ਕਪਤ.
ਕਬਧ [kabédh] Skt ਕ n headless body. “larat '
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1<ਗ੭v €ਖ turak- gan sége.”'—PP. 2 cloud, rain.
3 water. 4 Rahu. 5 abdomen, stomach. 6 a
sage. 7 a celestial musician. 8 a demon whose
head was detached from his neck  by a heavy
stroke of  thunderbolt from lndar and got
embedded into his abdomen. After chopping
his hands, Ram Chandar  pitched him alive in
the ground in Dandak gardens.
ਕਭ [kabhi] adv  at some time.
ਕਮ[1<8ਗ]/>ਲ adjlittle.
ਕਮਸਰਟ [kamasret] E commissariat. n a department
charged with furnishing of  provisions, as for
the army.
ਰਖਬ [kamxab] P __,[ਡਲ n a costly cloth, in
which the warp is (‘ਮ silk and the waft is of
golden thread. This cloth manufactured in
Kashi is of  fine quality. It is also known as
ਕਮਖਬ [kimkhab]. '
ਕਮਖਜ [kamakhya] See ਕਮਖਜ.
ਕਮਗਰ [kamaggar] P flf maker of bows.
ਕਮਚ [kamci] ਢਰਭਟ n fine stick.
ਕਮਛਆ [kamacchIa], ਕਮਛਜ [kamachya] See
ਕਮਖਯ. _
ਕਮਜਤ [kamjat], ਕਮਜਤ [kamjatI] P _..,. ;,1‘ adj
mean, base. “khasam VIsarahI te kamjatI.”
—sodaru.
ਕਮਜਰ [kamzor] P ”f adj weak, feeble.
ਕ [kamath] n tortoise. 2 porcupine, rabbit.
3 bamboo. ‘ ̀
ਕਮਠ[1'<੪ਗਨ}\ਕ],ਕਮਠ [kamthi] n small bow.
ਕਮਤਰ [kamtar] P [’1’ adj much less.
ਕਮਤਚਨ [kamtarin] P {../ਭ adj minimum,
lowest, poorest, inferior most. “man kamin
kamtarin.”——var mala m 1.
ਕਮਤ [kamta] n shor tage ,  scarci ty,  loss,
humiliation. “kIm kamta apni cahe.”—GPS.
2 adj performed. See ਕਮਤ. “so dare jInI pap
kamte.”-—brha chétm 4. '

. 'ln numerous chronicles. there are stories of valiant
persons fighting headless against their enemies.
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ਕਮਤ [kamatta] adjdid; put into practice. “jégal
5dar jaIke pakhéd kamatta.”—BG.
ਕਮਧ [kamaddh] See ਕਬਧ. “dhavat addh
kamaddh  aneka.”—gyan.
ਕਮਨ [kamni], ਕਮਨਯ [kamniy], ਕਮਨਞ [kamniv]
Skt ਧਜਧ adj desirable. 2 beautiful, charming.
ਕਮਬਖਤ [kambaxat] P ਭਪ adj unfortunate,
unlucky, ill-fated.
ਕ'ਮ'ਬ'ਖਡ [1<ਭਘ>8×੮1] P [ff n bad luck,
misfortune.

aH'u’Ikamar] Skt adj loving, erotic. 2 P f n
waist, loins. 3 girdle, waistband. 4 A /“ moon.
ਕਮਰਕਸ [kamarkasa] n strip of cloth worn
round the waist. 2 act of wearing a strip of
cloth round the waist. 3 gum of palas tree
and a dish prepared by mixing it, especially
taken by women. It relieves them of  pain in
the waist.
ਕਮਰਖ [kamrakh] Skt m n a tree which
produces sliced citron fruit used m pickle and
sauce. Its fruit and roots are used in many
medicines. L Averrhoa Carambala.
ਕਮਰਬਸਤ [kamarbasta] P 2/ adj determined
to act; with loins girdcd up ready.
ਕਮਰਬਦ [kamarbéd], ਕਮਰਬਦ [kamarbédu] P 12/
n cloth that is worn round the waist, girdle.
“kamarbédu sétokh ka. ”—sri m 1 .2  belt. 3 adj
determined to act.
ਕਮਰ [kamra] L Camera 0 Kamara. n room,
cubicle.
ਕਮਰ [kamri] adj related to the waist. 2 mad, ਭ
infatuated. “jutIn $6 kamri kar dari.”—-caritr
121. 3 n blanket, thick woollen  covering. “tan
upar kamri srt  1ina.”-—NP. 4 loinclOth. 5 brassiere
to which strings are attached. 6 A 6/7
pertaining to  the moon. .
ਕਮਲ [kernel] Skt n lotus. “harI carer; kamal
makr5d  l o t t  mano.”—dhana m I .
2 water. 3 eyeball. 4 a metre consisting of
four lines," each line comprising a naganzl I I



Example:
bhajan. karan. dukhan. daran

(b) a variation of chappay metre. See ਗਰ'ਛਦ
ਦਵਕਰ. 5 short form of ਕਮਲ; Lakshmi. “sakal
anup  rup kamal bIkhe samat.”—BGK.
ਕਮਲਸਤ [kamalsut] Brahma, son o f  lotus.
ਕਮਲ ਕਸਮ [kamal kusum] lo tus flower. 2 See
ਰਗਮਲ.
ਕਮਲਜ [kamlaj], ਕਮਲ ਤਨ [kamal tanay], ਕਮਲਤਤ
[kamaltat] Brahma, who is born to lotus flower;
son of lotus.
ਕਮਲ ਤਤ ਤਤ [kamal tat tat] Brahma, son of
lotus, his son Naval. “kamal ke tat ke tat 55g
narI le.”—GV 10. ‘Narad,  taking female
demons along with him.’
ਕਧਲਤਣ [kamaltran] pond, which protects lotus
flowers;  a lake.—sanama.
ਕਮਲਨਯਨ[1<ਰ…ਰ1ਸਰ)/811], ਕਮਲਨਨ [kamalnen] adj
having eyes like lotus. “kamalnen éjan 51am.”
—Cau m 5.
ਕਮਲਪਤ [kamalput], ਕਮਲਪਤ [kamalputr] Brahma.
Seé ਕਮਲਸਤ. 2 adj born to lotus. “braham
kamalput, min bIasa.”—kan a m 4. "Brahma is
the son of  lotus and Vyas of  Matsyodari.’
ਕਮਲਪਗਸ [kamalpregas], ਕਮਲਬਗਸ [kamalbIgas]
n act of  heart’s blossoming; that which is
shaped like a lotus bud; blooming of  the heart.
“can padarath kamal pragas.”—sukhmani.
“kamal pragasu bhaIa guru paIa.”-—ma1i m 4.
“kamal bIgas sada sukh paIa.”—majh a m 3.
ਗਰਬਧੜਰਗਹਧਟਧਘ] sun, who is a friend of
lotus flowers.
ਕਮਲਵਗਸ' [kamalvxgas] See ਕਮਲ ਬਗਸ. “kamal
VIgse sacv man.”—var maIa m 3.
ਕਮਲ [kamla] adj mad, insane. “bInu  nave jagu
kamla phIre.”-var 501' m 3. 2 lotus. “kutéb
dekh bIgasahI kamla q.”—sr1' kabir. 3 Skt
Lakshmi, the goddess of  wealth. “kamla bhram
bhitI kamla bhram bhitI he.”—asa chét m 5.
‘Looking at the wall of illusion, the ignorant
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person is fearing confusion.’ 4 an ardent
devotee' of  Guru Nanak. “kamla nam  das  I k
aha.”—-NP. 5 See ਕਲ 4.
ਕਮਲਸਨ [kamlasan] Brahma,’ who uses lotus
as his seat.
ਕਮਲਹ ਗੜ [kamlah garh] a village in the
princely state of  Mandi. Twenty four miles to
its north, there is an old fort bearing this name
where Guru Gobind Singh stayed for some
time. Close to  this place, the king of  Mandi got
built a fort named Gobindgarh. In 1887 Sammat
Maharaja Ranjit Singh conquered Kamlahgarh.
See ਗਬਦਗੜ.
ਕਮਲਕਤ [kamlakfit], ਕਮਲਕਤ [kamlaké’t]
husband [km] of  the goddess of  wealth [kamla];
Vishnu. 2 the Creator, whose maidservant is
worldly power (maya) “kamlakét karahI
k5tuhal.”—maru 501119 111 5.
ਕਮਲਛਣ [kamlachanI] Skt ਕਮਲਕ adj having
lotus-like eyes. “krorI  kralap kart:
karnlachanI .”-“ਧਰ; tr 115. ‘ Lotus eyed woman
makes crores of  laments.’. See ਕਲਧ.
ਕਮਲਪ'ਤ [kamlapatI] See ਕਕਜਕਤ. “kamlapatI
kavla nahi jana.”—-dhana kabir.
ਕਮਲਵਤ [kamlavati] See ਪਦਮਵਤ (b).
ਕਮਲ [kamli] adj mad, headstrong. 2 n blanket.
“ls: kamli calIo paltaI.”—bh£r namdev. 3 Ski
ਕਜਜ Brahma.
ਕਮਲਆ [kamlia] See ਅਲਮਸਤ.
ਕਮਲ-ਸ [kamles] n Brahma 2 lord [is] of Kamla
[laksmi], Vishnu. 3 lord of  material world,
Brahma.
ਕਮਲ'ਹ [kamlchI] is of  the lotus . “ssi harI SIU
pritI karI jesi jal kamlehI.”-sri a m I .
ਕਮਲਹ [kamloha] dove-like bird found in the
mountains which is pale yellow in colour and
is the size of a pigeon. People kill it for food;
its meat is greenish in colour.

' I t  is different from kamlic (godrie); several writers have
taken kamla and kamlia to mean the same. See ਅਲਮਸਤ.



ਕਮਉਣ

ਕਮਉਣ [kamauna] v make money by doing
work. 2 put into practice, practise. “apI kamau
avra Updes.”—gau 111 5. 3 rightful payment
received by a village menial in return for
professional service.
ਕਮ'ਊ [kamau] adj earner, breadwinncr.
2 practitioner, doer.
ਕਮਉ" [kaméifi] Skt Kamrup comprises western
part of  Assam and eastern and northern parts
of Bengal. “kasi bic jae te kamafi jaye mare h‘é.”
—carItr 266. 2 See ਕਮਊ‘ 2.
ਕਮਊ= ਗਢ (ਗੜ) [kamafi  gadh (garh)] a fort in
the capital of Kamrup. “phatak si kelas kamafi
gadh.”~—aka1.
ਕ'ਮਇਓ [kama] ,  ਕਗਸ [kamaIara],
ਕਕ-ਇਅੜ [kamaIaro] earned; made with hard
work. 2 practised. “d  In  rat: kamaIaro so  a m
mathe.”—asa chét m 5.
ਕਮਇਣ [1<9111811.1], ਕਮਇਣ [1<91118:[1.10] n
undertaken action. 2 adv  as a result of  hard
work. “papi paCIa apI  kamaInu.”—bh£rm 5.
ਕਮਈ [kamai] n earning. 2 intense effort, hard
work. 3 practice, action. “pure guru kamai.”
—ram 9 111 5. 4 ਕਮ-ਆੲ [kam—‘ail is useful.
“apna kia kamai.”—sorm 1 . 5 a small earthem
bowl [kn-may] “pothi puran kamaie. bhaU vati
Itu  tan paie.”—sn' m 1. ‘Acting upon teachings
contained in the  holy scriptures, is like a small
earthen bowl for the lamp.’
ਕਮਈਐ [kamaie] is [kw-may] (a  small earthern
bowl). 2 See ਕਮਈ.
ਕਮਸ [kamaSI] can do. “10:21 I h  karam
kamasx.” ——kan m 5.
ਕਮਹ [kamahi] earn, earns. 2 practise, earn.
“kuranu kateb d I l  mahI  kamahi.”——maru 301119
In 5.
ਕਮਰ [kamac] a musical measure; also called
khamac. It is a complete musical measure
wherein the ascending scale, second note,
rxsabh, is forbidden. Therefore it is a complete
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musical measure of  six  notes in the ascending
order. The seventh note, n I s a d ,  is full tone,
but in the descending order  it is half tone. The
third note, gfidhar, is primary note and the
seventh note, nxsad ,  i s  secondary. The home
note is the third note, gfidhar. The first quarter
of  night is the time for singing it.

ascending: $ 3  g3 ma pa dha na $3

descending: ਭਰ na dha pa ma g9 ra $3

“gujarI er kamac dhanvéti.”—GPS.
ਕਮਣ [1<311181.1] See ਕਮਨ.
ਕਮਣਚ []<੩11181.168] See ਕਮਕ.
ਕਮਣ [kamana] adj which has been earned or
put into practice. “sthe kamana 50 age aIa.”
—maru solhe m 3 . 2  earned. 3 used. “cahu jug:
mas kamana.”——var male: 111 I .
ਕਮਣ [kamani] put into practice. 2 earned,
produced. 3 See ਕਮਨ.
ਕਮਣ [kamane] from doing. “km-I kamane kuro
hove.” -—_-var asa.
ਕਮਤ [kamata] earned, done. “sabh lathe pap
kamate.”—-sor 111 5. 2‘ਕਮ-ਆਤ [kam-ata] is
helpful. “sabh tero kia kamata he.”~—maru solhe
m 5. ਰ
ਕਮਤ [kamatI] uses. “her: her: aukhadhu
sadh  kamatI.”—sukhmani.
ਕਮਦ [kamad] n smell of the field — sugarcane.
“tOIahU ਰਸ kamad kapaha.”-var maIa m I .
ਕਮਦ [kamfida] cams.
ਕਮਦ [kamadu] See ਕਮਦ.
ਕਮਨ [kaman] P ਥ“” n [kham-an] curved
weapon,  bow. 2 earned ,  d i d  “do:  m a s  raj
kaman.”—gyan. “nanak  kI  rat kaman.”—bavan.
3 E command, order, permission.
ਕਮਨਰ [kamangar] See ਕਮਗਰ.
ਕਮਨ' [kamanca] P ਡਪ small bow. 2 soft bow,
kabada. 3 bow- l i k e  ins t rument  wh i c h
carpenters use to rotate a drill.
ਕਮਨਨਉ [kamanjanau], ਕਮਨਜਨ [kamanjany]
n an arrow, which is shot from a bow.—Sanama.



ਕਮਨ

ਕਮਨ [kamani] See ਕਮਣ 2 P [5W 3 device of
flexible and bent metal which when pressed
gets pushed but tends to return to its original
position when the pressure is relaxed. E spring.
ਕਮਮ [kamam] A (tr roses in bloom. 2 A ( I ;
sense of  being mixed. 3 justice. 4 truth, reality.
5 thick syrup.
ਕਮਰ [kamar] See ਕਅਰ 5 .
ਕਮਲ [kamal] A ਗ adj perfect, complete.
“karimul kamal he.”—japu. 2 n Kabir’s son.
“0i0 put karfial.” --s kabz'r. 3 a Muslim of
Kashmir, who afier  becoming a disciple of Guru
Har Gobind, turned very pious and remained
in the service of the Guru at Kiratpur. 4 Two
famous Iranian poets also carried the same
name; one lived in Afhan and the other was a
resident of Khajand. The first died in 639 and
the Second in 883 Hijri.
ਕਮਲਦ [kamaldi] See ਧਨ (b)
ਕਮਲਧਰ [kamalpur] a village in Patiala state,
district Sunam, tehsil.Bhawanigarh, police
station Dirhba. To the north of  this village at a
distance of half a mile, there is a place which
was visited by Guru Nanak Dev and Guru
Hargobind respectively.

Maharaja Karam Singh got a gurdwara built
there. About 75  bighas of  land, free of  revenue
and as much with revenue, were donated to
the gurdwara by the Patiala state. An Udasi
saint serves as the priest.

There is a metalled road from Sangrur
railway station upto Sangtiwala. Next six miles
are unmetalled. Again there is a metalled road
from Nabha railway station to Bhawanigarh
but next seven kohs are unmetalled. 2 A village
of this name also falls in district Ludhiana,
tehsil Jagraon which is at a distance of six miles
.and a half  from the  railway station J agraon to
the south east. A gurdwara in memory of Guru
Gobind Singh is situated at a distance of one
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mile from this village to the north east. The
Guru came here from Hehran. About 10 bighas
of land has been donated by the village to the
gurdwara.
ਕਮਵਹ [kamat] make use of. “hovahx raje
ras kas bahutu kamavahI.”—var majh m I .
2 See ਕਮਉਣ.
ਕਮਵਦੜ [kamavdara], ਕਮਵਦਡ [kamavdaro] v
earns, does. “kuru kapatu kamavdaro  janamahI
sésara.”-—asa chét m 5.
ਕਮਵਨ [kamavan] v See ਕਮਉਣ.
ਕਮਵ [kamIchya] See ਕਮਖਜ.
ਕਮਤ [kamIta] See ਕਮਤ. “se karam kamIta.”
—Var suhi m 3. ‘
ਕਮ [kami] P J n loss, deficiency.
ਕਮਅ [kamia] shortage, loss, lack. 2 is wanting;
lacks. “tIsu jan ko kahu kaki kamia?”— gaum 5.
ਕਮਜ[1<ਰਘ]']/1 f.) shin.LCamisia.F  Chemise
ਕਮਨ [kamin], ਕਮਨ [kamina], ਕਮਨ [kamino] P
U! adj little, trifle. 2 low, mean, base. “man
kamin kamtarin.”—var maIa m I .  “bInse tan
te sab  kam  kamino.”—-.—gurusobha.
ਕਮਰ [kamir] See ਕਬਰ. “kahI kamir kul'jatI
pat: tajI.”-ram kabir.
ਕਮ [kamu] S .work .  2 less. See ਕਮ.
ਕਮਰ [kamer] See ਕਬਰ. “kotI kamer bharahI
bhédar.”—bh£r  a kabir.
ਕਮ [kamo] See ਕਬ.
ਕਮਦ [kamod] See ਕਮਦ.
ਕਮਦਕ [kamodki] Vishnu’s mace. See ਕਮਦਕ.
“kamodki  hath ke  bic sé’bhari.”—krrsan.
ਕਮਦਨ [kamodIni] See ਕਮਦਨ.
ਕਮਡਲ [kam‘édal], ਕਮਡਲ [kam‘édalu] n that which
acquires the splendour of water; water
container with a handle, jug with a spout.
2 water container used by fakirs, made of
riverine coconut; oval shaped bowl carried by
monks. “rajan sri raghunath ke bar kumfédal
chod kamédal  line.”—-ramc5drrka. “hath
kamédalu kapria man]: trIsna.”—-maru a m  I .



ਕਮਦ

ਕਸਦ[]<ਰ111ਟਧ] P ਮ n noose,  snare. “ka varnadI
bakhanke méd bahur pad dehu. hovat nam
kaméd ke  cin gator CIt  lehu.”—sanama. 2 rope
made by twisting cords. 3 See ਅਤਗਤ.
ਕਮਧ [kamédh] See ਕਬਧ. “kamédh ਰਧ! utth-
hi.”-rudr.
ਕਮ [kamr] Skt adj beautiful, pleasing. 2 See

ਕਮਟ [kamrat] See ਕਰਤਲ.
ਕਯ[1<ਗ] A Z. vomit, puke, spew. See ਛਰਢ.
ਕਯਸ [kayas] A J? n guess, conjecture.
2 idea, thought. ‘
ਕਯਸਨ [kayasan] adv  supposedly, by guessing,
by estimate.
ਕਯਫਹ [kayafah], ਕਯਫ [kayafa] A ,.;ਪ,’ act
of  knowing someone’s qualities and feelings
from his appearance; physiogonomy.
ਕਯਮ [kayam] A (E; stav: state. 2 to stand.
ਕਯਮਤ [kayamat] A ਸ/‘ਯ :1 condition, state.
According  to Islam, dead bodies will stand up
on the doomsday. So on the last day,
persistence [kayam] of souls in bodies is named
as kayamat. “kajramat ke hi dIvas me sabho
nabera hOI.”—mago. It is written in Surat 32
and Ayat 5 o f  Koran that the  day after
doomsday will equal thousand years of  human
life m which God I—Iunself w1ll judge the good
or  bad deeds of  the human beings.
ਕਰ [kar] Skt n hand. “kar képahI 511- dol.”—jet
chét m 5 “kar karI tahal rasna gun gavau.”
—gau m 5. ‘service performed with hands.’
2 ray. “céd ke ban  kIdh5 kar  bhanahI dekhke
det gai dutI dia.”—c§d1' I . 3 land revenue, duty,
tax. See  ਕਰ 2. 4 elephant’s trunk. “ਗਦਰ… tadue
pakarI (:31a kar  uparu 1(3t nIstare.”—-nat
a 111 4. 5 hailstone. 6 adj who does something,
as in sukhk’ar, duskar etc. 7 sufof. “ja kar rup
rég nahI janIat.”—hajare 10. 8 kar has been
used for kal (peace, quiet or  relief) also. “parat
na  chIn kar.”—carI tr2  78. 9 See  ਕੜ. “kar toryo
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s me 111 j hath.”—GPS. 10 imperative of karma
Skt ਕਰ. “kar mItrai  sadh SIG.”—asa m 5.
ਕਰਉ [karau] See ਕਰਣ “karau seva gur lagau
caran.”—dhana a m 5. 2 n distance covered by
two steps, measure of  one and a half yard.
“karau adhai  dharti  magi  bavan  rupI bahane.”
—prabha a m I .  3 do, (I) act.
ਕਰਉਤ [karauti] See ਕਰਤ.
ਕਰਉਲ [karauli] See ਕਰਲ. '
ਕਰਅਜ' [kar-aj] Skt nail, that grows on the hand
[kar] “harnakhas phare kar—aj.”—saveye m 4
ke.
ਕਰਦਆ [karaia] See ਕਹਯ.
ਕਰਜ [1<ਰ1'9ਝ] Skt Eh‘fif n pulling, ploughing.
2 measure equal to sixteen mashas.
ਕਰਸਕ [1<ਰ1‘ਝ91<] Skt ਕਸਕ adj .who ploughs;
engaged in farming. 2 yoked to pull.
ਕਰਸਨ[1<81ਰ5ਗ], ਕਰਸਨ [1<_ਰ5ਫ111] will do  (plural)
“karsanI takhat salam.”—var majh m I . 2 Skt
ਕਸਣ11 pull, attraction.
ਕਰਸਇਲ [karsaII] See 'ਕਰਸਯਲ.
ਕਰਸਖ [1<81ਝ81<}18] n finger, which is a branch
of  the hand. “karsakha Iksar VIsala.”-—NP.
ਕਰਸਯਰ [karsayar], ਕਰ-ਸਯਲ [karsayal] Skt
ਕਸਸਰ n black deer. “ghaII ek pare tarphE su
mano  karsayal sigh bIdare.”—krrsan.
ਕਰਸ [karsi] (He) will do.
Ham-flkarasmalP j] nstrange orwonderful
action. 2 magic.
ਕਰਹਲ [karhal], ਕਰਹਲ [karhala],  ਕਰਹਲ [karhalu]
Skt ਕਮਲ A (}'/" S ਕਰਹ E Camel n camel,
dromedary. “be l I  balha karhala.”—-dhana
namdev. “jese karhalu bell rijhai.”~—a$a m 4.
“asv nag  karhal aru_rIt kotI tetisa gaje.”—saloh.
In olden times, trading goods were carried to
different countries on camelbacks and the ‘
camels always kept travelling in foreign lands.
The idea of  a came] a s  a transmigratory
creature recurs in Gurbani. See the hymn
karhale man pardesia.-—gaum 4. under ਕਰਹਲ.
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ਕਰਹਲ [karhale] 866 ਕਰਹਲ.
ਕਰਹ [karha] 866 ਕਰਹ.
ਕਰਹਲ [karhali] n cry, wail. “sfibh 5013i karhali
sravnatbij di.”—-c5d1' 3. 2 a village in the Patiala
state, three kohs from Samana to the east
under Chuharpur police station. The ninth Guru
visited this place. A gurdwara is situated at a ‘
distance of  three furlongs to the  north east of
the  village. 150  bighas land has been donated
by the Patiala state. Rupees fourteen are
annually paid by the J ind state. This  place, to
south west o f  Patiala railway station, is
connected by 1 1 miles long unmctallcd road.
ਕਰਰ [karahu] do. “ਚਤ-.)}… anugrahu
parbraham.”—asa m 5. 2 get done. "‘harI jiu!
t In  ka darsan na karahu.”—-var 501' m 4.
ਕਰਕ [karak] n shooting pain, pang, twinge.
“karak kareje mahi.”—sor tkhan. 2 Ii ghtnin g
followed by thunder; crash. 3 Skt ਕਮਡਲ.
4 pomegranate. 5 molsari tree; minusops
elangi. 6 karir, a wild caper. 7 kacnar tree.
bauhinia variegata. 8 Skt ਕਕ crab. 9 fourth
sign of the  Zodiac, whose stars are in the form
of a crab; capricornus. 10 Skt ਕਕਸ adj bitter,
harsh. “karak sabad sam VIkh na  VIkham he.”
—BGK. 11 hailstone.
ਕਰਕਸ' [karkas] See  ਕਰਕ 10.
ਕਰਕਟ [karkat] garbage, refuse. 2 Sktaaf‘c' crab,
which lives in water and looks like a scorpion.
3 pair of circular logs. “karkat pai jhébie.”
—BG. ‘Com is threshed in a circle like a
wooden frame for the well made of logs, due
to which there is no fear of  grains getting
s.’cattered 4 Cancer, a sign  of  the  Zodiac. 866
ਕਰਕ 9.
ਕਰਕਟ [1<ਰ1<v g j ] Skt ਕਕਰਟ a kind of sparrow.
2 See ਕਕੜ.
ਕਰਕਨ [karkan] See ਕੜਕਨ. “at: karkan jIh ki
kIlkari.”——NP.
ਕਰਕਰ [karkar] Skt ਕਰਕ n salt obtained from
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seawater. 2 P ff -a powerful emperor. 3 the
Creator, God. 4 Dg a bone.
ਕਰਕਰਹ [karkarahx] the Creator did. See ਕਰਕਰ
3 and ਕਰਕਰਚ.
ਕਰਕਰਤ [karkarta] adj performing action;
practising; putting into practice. “karkarta
utaraSI paré.  ”-—ram kabir.
ਕਰਕਰ [karkara] crisp. 2 See ਅਕਰਕ. 3 crisp
white gourd cooked in sweetened milk, candied
white gourd, sweet pudding prepared with
white gourd. “bhatu pahItI ਰਪ lapsi
karkara.”——asa kabir. ਰ
ਕਰਕ [karka] Skt n hailstone. “karka k0 barkhaI
bIsa]a.”—NP.
ਕਰਕਰ [1<8੮1<8…]^5’/ਢ2ਕਜਞ n white gourd.
ਕਰਕ [karke] adj equal, comparable. “me
satiguru n6 parmesar  karke janda ha.” 2 adv
through, by means of. “gum karke gIan prapat
hfida he.”
ਕਰਖ [karakh] See  ਕਰਮ and ਕਰਖਣ “tumre dares
karakh man l ina.”-NP.  ‘ fasc ina ted’ .
2 21/ a town near Baghdad.
ਕਰਖਣ [1<ਰ1-1<1131.1] Skt ਕਸਣ n pull. 2 drawing
furrows with a plough.

mlka r xa t ]  P 95/ adj harsh, rugged.
2 rough. 3 See ਕਰਖਤ.
ਕਰਖਨ [karkhana] 866 ਕਰਖਣ.
ਕਰਪ [karkha] a poetic metre with four lines,
each having 37 matras. The first pause is at
the eighth matra, the second at the twelfth
thereafter, the  third at the eighth after that, and
the fourth at the penultimate eighth; the énd
comprising a yagan. This metre describes best
the emotion of heroism. There is a reference
in Dasam Granth:

“dhatsen dhadi bhav layo. karkha var
ucarat bhayo.—car:rtr 405. “gae je karkha.”
—c5d1' 2 .

The more the number of laghu characters,
the more enchanting does this metre become.
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This metre is also known as ranodtt.”
Example:

Udat nabh garad, mukh jarad nIt  bhramat raVI,
Udat ur dared, dal dabat léka,

acal vad dagat, $IV jagat nah: lagat 11v,
khagat bhay bhagat, bIt dagat sfika,

ahI p t dharak pI th  kamath 10th karak uth,
kharak sUn bharak, her brIkhabh béka,

bIkat bhat  katak, rIpu thatak tan tajat jab,
gajat gurusigh, bhal bajat déka.

.. ‘ —srkh1°prabhakar.
2 adj ਕਸਣ fascinated, attracted.
ਕਰਖਤ [karkhIt] Skt ਕਸਤ adj pulled, drawn.
ਕਰਗ [karag], ਕਰਗ [karég] See ਕਰਗ.
ਕਰਗਸ [kargas] P J7 n vulture. “kargas miri
kacchu lumri.”—-saloh. ‘The stream of blood
has vultures, crocodiles, foxes and  tortoises in
it.’
ਕਰਗਹ [kargah] weaver ’s loom; comb in which
warp is inserted. 2 P pb’JK n place of work,
factory. “dharanI akas ki kargah banai.”—asa
kabir.
ਕਰਗਹ [kargahI] having acquired. “caran
saranagat kargahI lehu .Ubari.”—hajare 10.
ਕਰਗਰ [kargiri] n handicraft. “ky6 na karé
SIkhan kargiri?”—GPS.
ਕਰਘ [kargha] See ਕਰਗਹ 1. 2 strings tied to the
pan of a scale. 3 string that passes through
the middle of a scale’s arm and is held in hand
while raising the scale.
ਕਰ ਚਰਨ ਮਸਤਕ ਮਲ ਲਨ [kar caran mastak mel
linel—ram ché’t m 5. Khatris, Shudars and
Brahmans brought f0 an agreement. “car val-an
I k  varan karaIa.”-—BG. 2 having made
Brahmans from Shudars.
ਕਰਵ [karcha], ਕਰਛ [karchi] Skt ਕ“ a ladle.
“rIs te karcha tapat uthayo.”—GPS. “juthi
karchi parosan laga.”—bas§t kabir.
ਕਰਜ [karaj] Skt n nails, which grow on the
hand. “karaj awn jIm  nag hv‘é suce.”—NP. 2A

0'; loan, debt. “ham karaj guru bahu
sadhe.”—gau m 4. ‘We are highly indebted to
the Guru.’ See ਸਢ 2.
ਕਰਜ [kara ju]  S e e  ਕਰਜ 2 .  “karaju u t a r I a
satIguru.”—bIIa m 5.
ਕਰਜੜ [kar pm] with folded hands. See ਸਲ'ਹਹ.
ਕਰ ਝਰ [karjhar] See ਝਰ.
ਕਰਟ [karat] Skt n crow. 2 elephant’s temple.
ਕਰਣ [karti] Skt n elephant, from whose temple
an  intoxicant oozes.
ਕਰਣ [karan] Skt n main reason. 2 cause.
3 sense organs. 4 body, physique. 5 weapon.
6 in grammar, third déclension. 7 Per astrology
there are eleven cases such as ਵਞ ਬਲਞ etc
which figure in the solar month. 8 Skt ਕਟ ear

’ “karan dehu nahI nfda  or.”—GPS. 9 son of
the sun from the womb of virgin Kunti, whose
name w a s  Vasushen .  H e  was  a grea t
philanthropist and warrior. Weapon training
was imparted to him by Dronacharya. He was
also a disciple of  Parshuram. Arjun killed him
in the battle of Kurukshetar. There is a story
in Mahabharat that once Durvasa, fascinated
by Kunti, daughter of  Bhojraj, taught her a
mantar with which she could summon any god
of her choice. Kunti summoned the sun and
from him a powerful armour wearing son
i.e.Karan was born to her. To avoid public
disgrace, she put him on a float and left it in  
Asht river to be swept away.

Adhirath Sut took the child out of the river
and handed it over to his wife Radha for his
upbringing. Karan was a friend of Duryodhan
and an enemy o f  Pandavs. His wife was  
Padmavati and he lived at Malini. “bhae karan
senapati chatrpalé. macyo juddh kruddhé,
maha bIkralé.”—janmejay. 10 triangular plank
on the back side of a boat. See ਪਤਵਰ. 11 A
w} one, indivisible. “karan karim na jato karta.” '
—maru 5juli m 5.
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ਕਰਣ ਆਧਰ [karan adhar] basis of the senses;
the Creator.
ਕਰਣਸਸਕਲ [karansaskuli] Skt ਕਣਥਸਸਭਲ n ear
lobe. 2 a dish looking like an ear; samosa.
ਕਰਣ,-ਹਰ [karanhar], ਕਰਣਹਰ [karanharu] adj
the Creator. “karanhar prabhu hIrde vutha.”
— ram 111 5. “karanharu jo karI rahIa sai
vadIai.”—brla m 5.
ਕਰਣ ਕਰਵਣਚਰ {karat} karavanhar] adj (one)
who himself  does and can get things done from
others. 2 who gets things done by organs of
perception. “karan karavanhar prabhu data.”
—sor m 5. `
ਕਰਤਰਣ [karankaren] adj the Creator of
causation; of  all the elements, which caused
the creation of the world, the Supreme. “hor
nahi karankaren.”—majh dInren.
ਕਰਣ ਕ ਥਹ [1<ਰ1'v 1.1 ka theh] three quarters of a
mile from Thanesar to the north-west, on the
north-westem comer  of  the Kurukshetar tank
is situated a gurdwara of  Guru Gobind Singh.
This gurdwara is half a mile away from
Karan’s mound.I See ਥਨਸਰ ਨ: 5.
ਕਰਣਕਰਣ [karankaran], ਕਰਣਕਰਨ [karankaran].
See ਕਰਣਕਰਣ.“1<ਰ1'ਰਸ1<ਪ ਸ samrathu he.”—-var
majh m 2. 2 apparently and conventionally.
3 cause of  the medium.
ਕਰਣਦਞ [karandev] Karan, son of the sun.
“karandev praman 130 at: jitke bahu saj.”
-—gyan. ‘having conquered the enemy like the
glorious Karan.’
ਕਰਣਧਰ [karandhar] n sailor, boatman; one
who controls a boat, by rotating the oars. See
ਪਤਵਰ.

ma [karan palah], ਕਰਣਪਲਞ [karanpalav]
Skt ਕਰਨਪਲਪ n wail of sorrow that generates
compassion. “karanpalah kare bahutere.”—trl§g
m I .  “karanpalav kare bIl-lave.”—maru solhe
'It is so known because it was at here that Karan and
Arjun combated with each other.
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m I .
ਕਰਣਪਰ [karanpur] n sarih tree (allizzail bebbek)
2 blue lotus. 3 an ornament which women
wear in their ears.
ਕਰਣਵਧ [ਫਰਢਤਖਖੳਧਖ]' Skt n In Hinduism, the
ceremony of piercing the ears. It has to be
performed fr’om the sixth to the sixteenth month
after birth. The ear of Brahman and Vaish
should be pierced with the badkin of silver, that
of  Kshatri with the needle of  gold and that of
Shudar with a packing needle made of iron. In

- Sikhism piercing of nose and ears is forbidden.
ਕਰਣ [karma] v do; perform. 2 adj worthdoing.
“jo kIchu kama so kar rahIa.”—var asa. 3 )1
effect, work. “tudh ape karat; ape karma.”2
—vad m 5. 4 cause. “ape hi kama kio.”—var
asa. 5 compassion. “katéc kama na uparjate.”
—sahas m 5.
ਕਰਣਟ [kamat], ਕਰਣਟਕ [kamatak] n territory
near Mysore. 2 language of  Karnatak state.
ਕਰਣਤਕ [karnfitak] n Arjun, who killed Karan.
-sanama.
ਕਰਣਮਯ [karnamay], ਕਰਣਮ [karname] adj
compassionate, merciful. “kartar kamame din
banti kara.”—.sukhman1'.
ਕਰਣਚ [karnarx] n enemy of Karan, Arjun.
—sanama. '
ਕਰਣਲਯ [karnalay] ਕਰਣਲ [1<81'1.18]£] abode of
mercy. See ਕਰਣਲਯ.
ਕਰਣ [kami] n deed, action. “jIh karni hovahI
sarmida.”—dhana m 5. 2 toil, labour, work.
“jah karni tahI puri matI.”-—sn’ m I .
3 mason’s implement, which looks like a hand
[kar]. 4 adj worthdoing. “kami kar dhurahu
phurmai.”—dhana chét m I .  5 See ਕਚਣ.
6 See ਕਰਨ 3.
ਕਰਣਯ [kamiy] adj worthdoing.
ਕਰਣ [kernel See ਕਰਣ. 2 duty.
ਕਰਣ [kernel of the Creator. “karte ks kame
2It  also means ‘Hc himself does and gets things done’.
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nahi sumaru.”—japu. ‘There is no end to the
feats of  the Creator.’
ਕਰਣਹਰ [kameharul See ਕਰਣਹਰ. “kameharu
rIde mahI dharu.”—gaum 5.
ਕਰਟਤ [karnét] Skt ਕਵਜ up to the ear. 2 end
of the ear; upper end of the ear. “saph samasu
ke kac b I C  cire. dISI dono karn‘ét ucire.”—GPS.
‘Divided the beard into two equal parts and
wrapped one part around each ear.’
ਕਰਠਦਰ [karnédarI] within the body. 2 See

ਕਰਤ [karat] does. 2 duty, action. “nana karat
na chutis.”—05kar. 3 the Creator. “he gobfd
karat maIa.”-—sahas m 5. ‘ O  merciful God!’
4 ਹਕ,-ਰ difference, division. 5 pit, depression.
6 A _..ਭਖ turn, time, opportunity.
ਕਰਤਗ [kartagI], ਕਰਤਰਯ [kartagy] See ਕਤਗਜ
and ਕਤਗਜ
ਕਰਤਤ [kartatt] Skt ਗਰਰ n control; rightousness
of  the Creator.
ਕਰਤਨ[1<ਗਗ],5`/ਢ2ਯਜ n cutting. 2 spinning of
yarn. 3 doers, creators. “kartan  mahI tfi karta
kahiahI.”—guj a m 5.
ਕਰਤਬ [kartab] ਲ/ਢਲਕਯ adj worthdoing. “sarab
kartab mamékarta.”—sahas m 5. “Us  ké kartab
bIrthe jat.”——sukhmam'.
ਕਰਰਰ [kartari] Skt ਕਰਧ n scissors. 2 See ਕਰਤ
and  ਕਰਤ. '
ਕਰਤਲ [kartal] n palm of a hand. “nav nI t
kartal {ਕ .”——sor raVIdas. “asat sxdhan thakuf

kartal dharIa.”—sodaru. 2 Skt ਥਙਰ gimlet. “rId
star kartal kati.”—prabha bem'. ‘within is a
deadly knife.’
ਕਰਤਲ ਕਤ [kartal kati] See ਕਰਤਲ 2.
ਕਰਤਲ [kartaII], ਕਰਤਲ [kartli] on the palm.
2 n palm, fist  (tight grip) “khat darsan  kartali
re.”—asa m 5. ‘Evil‘ deeds have tight control
over the six systems of thought.’
ਕਰਤਵ [kartavy] See  ਕਰਤਬ.
ਕਰਤ [karta], ਕਰਤਰ [kartar] Skt ਨ adj doer,
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creator. “karta ho: janave.”—gau m 5. 2 n God;
the Creator. “kartaré mam kartaré.”—NP. ‘The ,
Creator has created m e . ’
ਕਰਤਰ ਚਤ ਆਵ [kartar CItt ave] sen Blessings

_ of  Guru Nanak (be upon you). Whenever
some one greeted the Guru, he used to utter
this sentence.
ਕਰਤਰਨ [kartaran] rays of  the sun; rays of the
sun to dispel darkness of  ignorance. “kartaran
se subh vak VIlas.”——NP. 2 clapping. “bIhég
VI karan k0 kartaran.”—NP. See  ਤਰਨ. 3 kartar-
han. are the doers, are the makers.
ਕਰਤਰਪਰ [kartarpur] a 'town founded by Guru
Nanak Dev in Sammat 1561. It is situated in
tehsil Shakargarh of district Gurdaspur. It is
the same place where the universal Guru
settled in Sammat 1579 after travelling far and
wide to preach his doctrine.l Bhai Gurdas
writes: '

“baba a I a  kartarpur
bhekh udasi saga] utara.

pahIr  sésari  kappre
méji bath kia avtara.”—var 1.

Bhai Doda and Duni Chand (Karorimall)
put in strenuous efforts for the establishment
of  this town. They set up the village for the
Guru and raised an inn (dharamsala).

Guru Nanak Dev breathed his last in this
town in Sammat 1596. Kartarpur has since
long been submerged by river Ravi. The
existing Dehra Baba Nanak or (Dera Nanak)
was set up by Baba Sri Chand and Lakhmi
Bass. The  memorial of  the  Guru has also been
reconstructed. The gurdwaré has an annual
donation of rupees 375 from village Kohlian
and a jagir of  70 ghumaons of land from various
villages.

'From here also, the Guru travelled to other places for

the reformation of the pcopie i.c. Travel to Achalvatala
BIC.
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ਕਰਤਰਪਰ
This place is situated at a distance of

twenty-one miles to the northwest of  Batala.
It is also a railway station of  the North—
Western Railway on Amritsar Verka Dera
Baba Nanak line and  its d i s t a n c e  from
Amritsar is 34 miles. Guru Hargobind also
visited this place, where he met Baba Sri
Chand. The following gurdwaras are located
in this town:
(1)Chola  Sahib; _
(2 & 3) Rose-wood trees where Baba Sri

Chand used to  sit;
(4) Dehra Sahib, where the memorial is

situated;
(5) Dharamsala of  Guru Nanak Dev. The

Guru initially stayed at this place and preached
sermons from there.
(B)”a town raised by Guru Arjan Dev in

Sammat 165]  (1593 AD),  which falls in
J alandhar district. It is to the east at a distance
of half a mile from Kartarpur railway station.
During Akbar’s reign, prince Salim (Jahangir)
granted a freehold lease to the dharamsala in
Sammat 1655 ,  measuring 8946 ghumaons, 7
kanals and 15 marlas. This town belongs to
Sodhi Sahib rais o f  Kartarpur, who is a
descendant of  Baba Dhirmall.

In Kartarpur the following places are worth
visiting:
( l )  Shishmahal, got constructed by Guru Arjan

Dev and beautified by Guru Hargobind. The
- following articles belonging to  the  Gurus are

kept here:
(a) Guru Granth Sahib, which was dictated by

Guru Arjan Dev to Bhai Gurdas. See ਗਥਸਹਬ.
(b) Guru Hargobind’s sword, which weighs

standard six seers. Painda Khan was killed
with this sword.
(c) a Khanda, khéda, (a broad double-edged

sword) of Guru Har Rai. It has the following
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inscription on it: ਗਰ ਨਨਕ ਜ ਸਰਇ ਗਰ ਹਰ ਰਇ
ਜ ੧੬੯੪.
(d) a Gutka, gutka, (a  religious hand-book) of

Guru Arjan Dev.
(e)  ਸਲ [seli] and topi  — a garment and cap  of

Baba Sri Chand which he gifled to Baba Guruditta.
(1‘) man — a standard of  Guru Hargobind.
(g) dastar  - a small turban of  Baba Gurditta.
(h) ਸਜਨ [sozni] (a quilted cloth used as carpet)

by Baba Guruditta.
(i) odhan d i  sal -— a woolen wrap of  Baba

Guruditta.
(i) godri (a  patched cloth) of  Baba J i.
(2) Mallian Well where Bhai Gurdas used to

sit and cdmpose poetry in seclusion.
(3) Guru ke Mahal and Tham Sahib. Guru

Arjan Dev got constructed an audience hall.
In the middle of it was a pillar of  Tahli (Indian
rose wood). Hence its name Tham Sahib. Now
stands here a multi-storyed building which is
visible from afar.
(4) Gangsar Well, which Guru Arjan Dev got

constructed in Sammat 1656.
(5) Tahli Sahib — a place one and a half miles

to the south-west of  the town. This place is
associated with Guru Har Rai.

(6) Tham Sahib. See 3 above.
(7) Damdama Sahib - a raised platform

where Guru Hargobind would sit. Here he used
to hear heroic ballads and inspect military
exercises. He also rested here after killing
Painda Khan.
(8) Damdama Sahib 2. Guru Hargobind Sahib

rested here several times.
(9) Nankiana — Mataji’s residence to the

south of  the town at a distance of  half a mile
on one side of  the GT. road. People say it is
her memorial, but she breathed her last at
Kiratpur. No wonder, Sodhis might have
brought the ashes from Kiratpur and erected
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a memorial over  here.
(10) Ber Sahib.-—to the south-east of the  town

at a distance of  one  mile stands a beri, under
which Baba Guruditta often rested and once
Baba Sri Chand also came to see him.

(11) Memorial of  Mata Kaulan— It is located
in Pacca Bagh near Ramgarhian da Mohalla.
(12) Vivah-Asthan — where Guru Tegh -

'Bahadur  was married to Mata Gujri.. This
gurdwara is located in mohalla Rababian.
In Sammat-1814 (1756 AD) Ahmed Shah set

Kartarpur on fire and thus inflicted heavy loss
on this town.
(C) congregation, holy assembly. See
ਕਰਤਰਪ'ਰ.
ਕਰਤਰਪਰ [kartarpurI] in holy assembly.
“kartarpurI karta vase.”—bIIa m 5.
ਕਰਤਰ [kartarI] the Creaor did. “égikaru kio
kartarI.”—-bIIa m 5. 2 to the  Creator. “jo bhani
kartarI.”—-asa m 5
ਕਰਤਰ [kartari] Guru Nanak Dev’s disciple, who
is a devotee of the Creator. 2 clapping of hands.
“bIkhe bIhégan l<o kartari.”—GPS. ‘clapping
of hands particularly to shoo the birds away.’
ਕਰਤਰ [kartare] Skt "ਜ,-ਗ the Creator did.
“that pai  kartare.”—sor m 5. ‘
ਕਰਤਲ [kartal] n castanet. “kar  kartal pakhavaj
nenahu.”—ram 111 5. ‘castanet for the hands
and timbrel for the eyes (a kind of drum).’
2 clapping of  both the hands.
ਕਰਡਲ [kartali] See ਕਰਤਰ 2.
ਕਰਦਆ [kartIa] adj got done. “kita kartIa cs
da sabhu gala.”—var gau I m 4. ‘Everything
done and got done proved futile.’
ਕਰਤਕਜਨ [kartIkyani] Kartikey’s might.
“namo karatIkyani SIva sitlayé.”—c5d1' 2.
ਕਰਤਤ [kartut], ਕਰਤਤ [kartutI] n deed. “kartutI
pasu ki manas jatI.”—sukhmam'. 2 satirical
naming of a misdeed. “cégi kartut kiti he!”
-prov.
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ਕਰਤਯ [kartoya] n a rivulet of east Bengal and
Assam which flows by Rangpur. There is a
legend that at the time of his marriage with
Parvati when Shiv held water of promise in
his hand, this rivulet came into being. It is
believed that crossing over this rivulet leads
to the destruction of righteousness. See
ਕਰਮਨਮ.
ਕਰਤ [kartri] Skt ਚ actor; doer. 2 nominative
case in grammar. 3 Brahma. 4 ਥਗ female
doen
ਕਰਦ [karad] adj who is a taxpayer or octroi
payer. 2 supporter. 3.Skt ਕਢ mud, filth. 4 P
,/ done. 5 P “ਸ knife. sword. 6 Bhai
Santokh Singh has written: “a karte satguru
k0 dai, yéte karad nam VIdtai.”—GPS. But this
etymology seems  without any basis.
ਕਰਦਹ [kardah] P a] done.
ਕਰਦਨ [kardan] P (91/ v do. “gusal kardan
bud.”——tII§g kabir.
ਕਰਦਭਟ [karadbhet] offering of a sword. See
ਭਟ ਕਰਨ.
ਕਰਦਮ [kardam]  Skt'éfiéq n mud, filth. “kardamé
tarét papilaka .”-—sahas m 5.. 2 sin. 3 a sage,
who was born from the shadow of Brahma.
His wife was Devhuti, who gave birth to
Kapilmuni. See ਕਪਲ. 4 P pf 1 did.
ਕਰਦਲ [kardal] crying, shouting, screaming.
2 crushed. 3 Skt ਬਜ’ਦ house, home. 4 abdomen,
womb. 5 See ਦਲ4.
ਕਰਦ [kardi] P (ਨ,/" you  did. Its root is ਕਰਦਨ.
ਕਰਦਮ [kardem] P (5/ we did. “kardem badi
khIal.”—t1:15g m I.
ਕਰਦ [}<91'(1ਰ] See ਕਰਦਨ. '
ਕਰਨ [karan] See ਕਰਣ. “kundal karan ' var i ,

sumatI karan vari, kamal karan vari gatI he
karIn ki.”—GPS. ‘with rings in her ears,
provider of good sense, bearer of lotus in her
hand, with gait like that of an elephant’.
2 sense organs such as eyes, nose, cars etc.
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ਕਰਨਨਮ [karninama] It is another name for
the  disputation held between Qazi Rukannudin
and Guru Nanak.
ਕਰਨ-ਸ [kamese] sen karary-jese. like the ear.
“kruddhke juddh karyo karnese.”-—c5d1’ I .
2 with the ear. “parath jy6 rIske karnese.”
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“karan SIU-ICha carah.”—saveye m 2 ke. ‘use
senses in accordance with their will’ i.e.
‘...have control over organs of perception’.
3 866 ਕਰਣ 11. -
ਕਰਠਕਰਨ [karankaran] See ਕਰਣ ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਨਧਰ [karandhar] See ਕਰਣਧਰ.
ਕਰਨਪ'ਹ [karanpalah], ਕਰਨਪਲਵ [karanpalav] —krIsan.
See ਕਰਣਪਲਹ. ਕਰਨਦਰ [karnz‘adarI] 866 ਕਰਣਦਰ. 2 866 ਨਦਰ.
ਕਰਨ'ਰ [karanpur] 866 ਕਰਣਪ'ਰ. “karanpur bar ਕਰਪਟ [karpat] Skt ਕਪਟ n tattered garment, rag;
besar kine.”—NP. bell. 2 dress, robe. 3 ochre-coloured robe.
ਕਰਨਫਲ [karanphul] n ornament for the ears, ਕਰਪਟਧ [karpatébu] See ਕਰਪਟ'ਬ.
which is flower-shaped. ਕਰਪਤ [karpatr] See ਕਰਵਤ.
ਕਰਨ [karna] v do, put something into action. ਕਰਪਫ [karpapha] has done. 2 (they) do.  3 (let

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 

  
 

 
 

2 citrus plant. 3 ci t rus  flower .  “kahIna
kahIna phul hen sugét guru karma karna
karna.”—GPS. ‘The saying of an ordinary
person is odourless like grass but the  action of
the Gu‘ru is fragrant like a flower of  citron.’
4 See ਕਰਣ and ਕਰਣ. 5 866 ਕਰਨਟ-
ਕਰਨਇ [karnaI], ਕਰਨੲ [kamai] Skt ਜ n
c o m p a s s i o n ,  pi ty .  “ c h o r d e y o  muhI ks
kamai.”—I<rzsan. 2 A  ਡ-ਛ/ਚਛ/‘ਤ comet. “daph
56 murli karnai.”-—NP. “sékh dhol  karnaé
gaji.”—carrtr 97. See E comet.
ਕਰਨਟਕ [karnatak] See ਕਰਣਟਕ. 2 swindling,
cheating.
ਕਰਨਲ [kamal] a district of  Punjab, part of the
commissionery of  Ambala. It is said that this _
was founded by Karan. [karnalay]

Banda Bahadur took over Kamal in 1‘709
AD. Guru Nanak stayed if: this town on his
way to  Delhi. There is a gurdwara in mohalla
Thatheran. 2 a gun, fired with hand without
any support.
ਕਰਨ [karanI]  in the ear. “kade na karanI
dharIa.”—sn' a m 5. 2 (they) do. “méne ka
bah]: karanI vicaru.”-—japu. 3 have been done.
ਕਰਨ [kami] See ਕਰਣ. “kaha kahau me apni
kami?”—-sar m 9. 2 866 ਕਰਨ. 3 with ears.
“kami sunie jasu gopal.”—gau thrti m 5.

it) flourish. “japI sobha gurmukhI karpapha.”
--prabha m 4.
ਕਰਪਰ [karpar] Skt ਕਪਰ n cup, bowl. 2 skull.
ਕਰਧਲਵ [karpalav] Skt ਕਰਪਲਵ n finger.
ਕਰਪਲਞ ਸਖ ਬਚਰ [karpalav sakha bicare]
—ram bani. ‘should regard the  world as leaves
and branches of the Brahma tree.’
ਕਰਪਲਵ [karpallavi] n an alphabet of signs,
depicted with fingers. Various types of
alphabets of signs have been canceptualised.
Composers have assigned their own  signs  and
have created characters and matras of their
own. However a very well known karpallavi
is given below:-

“ahIphan kamal cakr t5kar.
taro pallav yavan sri‘ gar.
6i acchar cutki mat.
ram  kahat lachman se  bat.”

Shaping the hand like the hood of a snake
brings to the mind the ੳ [1118] row; changing it
to a lotus depicts the ਕ [kakka] row; moving
the finger in a circular way depicts the alcacca]
row; a gesture showing the beating of  a gong
with a gavel stands for the  ਟ [t‘éka] row. Raising
the hand like a tree, shows ਤ [tatta] row; making
a leaf-sign suggests ਪ [pappa] row; caressing
the moustaches suggests ਯ [yayya] row. Fingers
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suggest letters and their snap the vowels. To
' explain the word ਗਰ [guru], moulding the hands
into the shape  of  a lotus, means  ਕ[1<ਰ1<1<ਕ] row
of which ਗ [gagga] is the third character.
Raising the third finger, to  depict ਗ, that Carries
the fifth vowel, which shows snapping the
index finger  five  times. The  second character
is ਰ [mm];  for it at first  touch the  moustaches,
and it will indicate the ਯ [yayya] row. ਰ is the
second character, so raise the second finger.
It has the sixth vowel, hence snap  the thumb
and the index finger six  times. Thus becomes
the Word ਗਰ. In this may be grasped the
formation of  all words and vowels.
ਕਰਪ [karpa] n a double-edged broad sword,
with a wooden handle. It is used like a lance.
2 protector of  the hand, tongs. 3 glove.
ਕਰਪਤ [1<3ਢਝ8੮ਫ]ਲ/ਢਲਕਕਜ adj who uses his
hands as a vessel; who  discards other vessels
except his hands. “mon bha karpati rahIo
nagan phIrIo ban  mahi.”——sor a m 5.
ਕਰਪਨ [karpan] See ਕਪਣ. 2 drinking with hand
or  one who drinks with hand.
ਕਰਪਲ [karpal] tax collector. 2 See ਕਰਵਲ.
.ਕਜ [karpali] See ਕਰਪਲਵ.
ਕਰਪਰ [karpur] Skt elephant, who fills his belly
with the help of his trunk. “karpurgatI bIn  akal
dujo kavan?”—gyan. Some ignorant scribes have
written this term as “kapurgatI”. “kébugriv
karpurgatI.”—-saloh. 2 Skt the tree and the
fragrant substance made from its sap; camphor.
“karpur puhap sugédha.”-—ga tha. See ਕਪਰ. '
ਕਰਥ [karab] doing. “bahur jagg 1<0 karab
mItayo.”—arh5t. 2 A ~...ਭ/ n sorrow, grief,
woe. 3 distress. 4 anxiety.
ਕਰਥਲ [karbala] A „!}ਭ/ a place in Iraq
(Mesopotamia) situated on the  western bank
of  river Euphrates, where Hussain, son of  the
fourth caliph HazratAli, was mercilessly killed
by the army of  Yazid on 10th October, 680.

See ਹਸਨ.
At present there is a big  town at this place.

According t o  t he  preceding census ,  i ts
population was 60,000. Located there is a gold
tombed mausoleum of  Imam Hussain. Many
Muslims consider it their sacred duty to bury
their dead at this place and, therefore, bring
dead bodies from far-off places. Rich peOple
from India as  Mirs of  Khairpur also take their
dead bodies there. 2 a compound where
models of  the martyr’s tomb are buried.
ਕਰਬਲ [karbal] See  ਕਰਵਲ.
ਕਰਬਰ [karbur] ਲ/ਧਕਬਰ n gold. 2 jimpson weed,
datura stramonium. 3 water. 4 sin. 5 demon.
“karbur  bInasi.”—bhavérsé'mrr  t.
ਕਰਤ [karabh] Skt n young one of  a camel..
2 young one of  an elephant. “karIkarabh  bIsal
kar.”—NP. ‘arms as long as the trunk of an
elephant’s young one.’ See  ਦਹਰ 13.
ਕਰਭਖ [kartkh] son of king Dhritra'shtar.
ਕਰਭ [karbhi] feminine of ਕਰਭ.
ਕਰਮ [karam] ਝ/ਢਲਕਮ n a long stride, pace, step;
one and a half yard in length; a three cubit
measure.‘ prem pIrém ks: ganau ek karI
karam.”—cau m 5. 2 Skt ਕਮ action. “karam
karat hove nIhkaram.”—sukhmam'.

Scholars have divided actions into three
categories:
(a) krIyman, which are underway.2
(b) prarbadh, which have brought forth the
existing body.

' In Delhi, Hissar, Ambala etc, the measure of  a karam is

57  inches, and in Simla it is 54  inches. Such variations

exist elsewhere also.
2 k r I y m a n  karam is of two types: one performed as a
matter of routine like having a bath, doing meditation,
performing prayer etc; while the other is performed on
some special occasions such as Gurpurabs or prayers,
charitable deeds and oblations performed on the occasions
of  death and marriage ctc.
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(c) sécn, those actions from previous births
whose consequences  have not  yet  been
experienced. 3 ਕਕ'ਗਥਬ (one) who performs;
“kaun karam kaun nIhkarma?”—-majh m 5.
4At  one place m Guru Granth Sahib  karam 15
used in place of kar mé. See ਮ'ਖਖਰ. 5 practice.
“mansa karI SImrétu tujhe... baca karI sxmrétu
tujhe... karam karI ਪਰ daras paras.”—saveye m
4 Ice. 6 A ff generosity. 7 kindness,
benevolence. “nanak rakhIlt apan karI
karam.”—sukhmani. “avan jar) rakhe karI
karam.”~gau m 5. “nanak nam mIle vadIai '

' edu  uparI karam nahi. ”-ram a m  1.
ਕਰਮਇਦਯ [karam-Idray], ਕਰਮਇਦ [karam-Idri]
See ਕਰਮ'ਦਯ.
ਕਰਮਸਘ [karam sigh] son of raja Sahib Singh
of Patiala from rani Aas Kaur. He was born
on’Assu Su'di S, Sammat 1855 (16"I Oct,

' 1798). He ascended I the  throne at the age of
15 on Harh Sudi 2,  Sammat 1870 (30th June,
1813). He was a perfect Gursikh, brave fighter,
man of  good deeds, great administrator and
very shrewd person. During his reign he got
constructed numerous pacca gurdwaras within
and beyond the state and granted jagirs to such
holy places.

Maharaja Karam Singh breathed his last
on 23'‘1 December, 1845 at Patiala.
ਕਰਮਹਣ [karamhin] ਕਰਮਹਨ [karamhin] adj
unfortunate, unlucky.
ਕਰਮਕ [karmak] See ਕਰਮਕ.
ਕਰਸਬਡ [karamkad] Skt ਕਜਗਧਛ n part of a: _
shastar dealing with karam (actions). It includes
aqtions which are permitted or forbidden.
Apart from this, it also mentions who has to
perform which actions and at a what time.
“karamkénd bahu karahI acar.”——gaum 3.
ਕਰਮਕਡ'[1<ਹਬਗ1<ਙ੮.11] performer of an action.
ਕਰਮਕਰਤ [karamkIrat] actions performed.
“karamkIrat kirekh. ”-.bavan
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ਕਰਮਖਡ [karamkhéd] n country of grace;
situation or role in which God bestows His
mercy and forgiveness. 2 philanthmpic role
or detached action. “karam khéd ki bani
joru.”—japu.
ਕਰਮਚ [karamca] based on actions.
“dhurkaramca.” —-var maru 2, m 5.
ਕਰਮਚਰ [karamcari] worker, employee, official.
ਕਰਮਚਦ [karamcéd] son of Chandu, who fought
against Guru Hargobind and was killed by him
in the battle of Hargobindpur. 2 See ਫਲਵਸ. 3 a
devotee of  Guru Hargobind from-Hafizabad
who attained ultimate realisation after listening
to" the meanings of Japu Ji from Guru
Hargobflind, when on his  way back from

' Kashmir, the Guru stayed at Hafizabad.
ਕਰਮਜਰ [karamjar], ਕਰਮਜਲ [karamjal] n group
of actions. 2 warp of actions. “bIthryo
adrI sat  ਪ! karamjar.”—aka1.
ਕਰ'ਜਗ [karamjog] Skt ਕਮਯਗ n practising
altruism, for the purification of mind without
expectation of any reward. 2 always
remaining ready to perform actions as part of
one  ’s duty.
ਕਰਮਨ [karmath], ਕਰਮਠ [karmathi] Skt ਕਜਨ
adj performer of actions doer of good deeds.
“maha  karmathI maha sujajnu~u.”—dIIip.
ਕਰਣ [karmana] Skt ਕਸਧਧ third declension:
due to action. “rId  karmana bacsa.”—gujj€deu
‘due to mind, action and utterance.’
ਕਰਮਣ [karmano] adj ਕਮਨ who is a doer,
worker. 2 ਕਮਣਗ capable of performing action,
capable of doing a deed. 3 n ਕਮਨ action.
ਕਰਮਢਕ [karamdaks] adj adept in performing
action.
ਕਰਮ ਧਰਮ [karam dharam] adj mundane action
and spiritual activity. “karam dharam 1d sar n3
jam, suratI mukatI 1<Iu paie.”—asa m 1..
ਕਰਯ [karmana] See ਕਰਮਣ. “mansa baca
karmana me dekhe dojak jat.”—maru kabir.
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ਕਰਮਨਸ [karamnasa] Skt ਕਸਜ a rivulet
which has its origin in the Kaimore mountain
of Shahabad district. It traverses a distance
of 146 miles in the districts of Mirzapur and
Gazipur before joining Ganga near Chausa.
There is a myth that this river originated from
the saliva of Trishanku. Others hold that it came
into being from the  urine of  Ravan. The
orthodox Hindus believe that taking a bath in
this rivulet results in the ruin of  virtue.‘ “calat
calat kramnasa salta. tahz‘i a 1  heryo jal calta.”
-GPS. In order  to  remove this misconception
Guru Teg'Bahadur took a bath in it.
ਕਸ [karamnam] name assigned to someone
according to his deeds. “karem nam barnat
sumatI.”—japu.
ਕਰਮਪਡ [karamped] virtue in the form of a tree.
ਕਰਮਫਲ [karamphall outcome of one’s action.
ਕਰਮਬਧ [ka rambadh]  bound  by  actions.
“karambadh tumjiu kahI t  ha.”—g:3d kabir. .
2 destruction of  actions.
ਕਰਮਬਧਤ [karambIdhata] Skt ਕਤਯਬਬ adj
maker of  rules for action; God, the Creator.
“sabhna ka data karambIdhata.”—4asa ch5t
m I .
ਕਰਮਭਗ [karambhag] adj righteous actions,
virtues. “karambhag sé’tan ségane kast 10h
UdharI  o.”—gau kabz'r.
ਕਰਮਭਵਨ [karambhavni] n feeling for actions,
desire for doing. 2 destiny determined by
action.
ਕਰਮਭਰ [karambhiru] shirker; dodger due to
fear of  interruption and  misfortune.
ਕਰਮਭਮ [karambhumI] n per Hindus Bharat
'See an assertion from Simriti:
ਕਤਸਸਸਯਜਜਰਕਗਧਡਬਕਤਧਰ
ਧਢਧ W: ਸਕ ਗਰਜਰ! | ‘
Touching the  waters of  Karamnasha, crossing the  Kartoya

river. swimming through Gandika, praising one’s self, all

result in the ruin of religions beliefs and noble deeds.
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desh; territory between Vindhyachal and the
Himalaya. In Purans, actions performed on
this terrain have to be accounted for in other
territories. All other territories are thé terrain
for suffering their consequences. “ketia
karambhumI mer kete”—japu. 2 according to
Sikhism, human body is both the territory and
the terrain. “karambhumI bijan so khavan.”—-todi
m 5.
ਕਰਮਭਸ [kafambhrast] adj who  has gone astray
from good action.
ਕਰਮਣ [karam-mani] gem of virtue.
2 arrogance born of action.
ਕਰਮਯਗ [karamyog] See ਕਰਮਜਗ.
ਕਰਮਰਤ [karamrat] adj who performs good
actions; having craving for action. “hau hau
karte karamrat.”—ba van.
ਕਰਮਰਖ [karamrekh], ਕਰਮਰਖ [karamrekha] 11
line drawn by destiny; its writing; destiny itself.
ਕਰਮਢਪਕ [karamvxpak] n outcome of action.
2 a book  containing the sermon taught by the
sun to its charioteer Arun describing-the
outcome of actions. “karamVIpak su gréth
VIcarE.”-GPS. -
ਕਰਮਵਰ [karamvir] adj a brave, unrelenting man
of action whom trials and tribulations cannot
force away from his path. 2 n Guru Gobind
Singh.
ਕਰਮ [karma] adj who acts; a man of action.
2 fortunate. “kahu nanak kaun uh karma. jake
man: vaSIa harInama.”—asa,m 5.
ਕਰਮਉ [karmau] action. 2 effort, performance,
achievement. “s0 guru saca bhetxe bhai,
pura t Is  karmaU.”-—sor a m 5.
ਕਰਮਕਰ [karmakari] adj who is a performer
bf good actions. “sum: pédIt  karmakari.”—sor
a m I . '
ਕਰਮਤ [karmat] See ਕਰਮਤ and ਕਮਤ.
ਕਰਮਤ [karméit] adj the end of an action; its
completion.
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ਕਰਮਤਕ [karmfitak] destroyer of destiny i.e.
knowledge. “gIanu  bhaIa tah karamahI nas.”
—bher ravrdas.
ਕਰਮਤ [karmata] adj engaged in action. “purak
kfibhak recak karmata.”-bavan. 2 Skt ਕਰ
destiny’s vessel.
ਕਰਮਤ [karmatI] See ਕਮਤ and ਕਰਮਤ. “nanak
sa karmatI satU tuthe jo mIle.”—var asa.
“tgu sxdhi tgu karmat1.”-—varsorm 3.
ਕਗਜ [karman] Skt ਕਸਧ adj capable of
performing; adept in working. 2 n salary,
wagés. 3 action, activity. “nIhphal sabh
karman.”—sarm 5. ' .
ਕਗਸਬੲ [karmabai] daughter of Pandit
Parshuram, a resident of village Khajal in
southern India. She remained engrossed in
meditating upon Vishnu. She deserted her
husBand only because he was not Vishnu’s
worshipper. Karmabai devoted her  whole life
to the spread of devotional knowledge. Her
memorial is still there in Vrindaban. Her temple
is also located near Jagannath. There is a story
in Bhagatmal that Jagannath himself went to
her to taste the dish of  khIcri she  had prepared.
“karmabai kari khichri j I m  acvi tum rup
murarI.”—GPS.
ਕਗਤ [karmabahra] adj devoid of good
action. 2 unfortunate.  3 deprived o f  the
Creator’s grace. “nanak karmabahre darI
dhoa na lahIni.” —var asa.
ਕਪ'ਲ [karmal] Dg n sun. 2 See ਕਰਮਲ.
ਕਰਮਲ [karmala] n hand used as a rosary,
counting on fingers rather than on rosary.
ਕਰਮਵਸ [karmavxs] See ਵਸਕਰਮ. “})11੨11 1'ਰ8111
banaI mano karmaVIs.”—c5di I .
ਕਰਮ [karamI] See ਕਰਮ. 2 by the grace of.
“s no karamI prapat hove.”-—sor m 5. See
ਕਰਮ. 3 by virtue of  (good) actions. “karamI
pave nisan.”—var majh m I .
ਕਰਮਅ [karmIa] Skt ਕਮਗਤ adj some form

successively achieved. “kn-at rekh karI
karmIa.”-basétam 5. 2 performer of actions.
3 believer in destiny.
ਕਰਮਸ [karmIsth] Sktafififisa adj ready and eager
to perform actions.
ਕਰਮ [karmi] due to actions. “karmi sahaju na
upje.”—ana”du; 2 performer of action.
3 believer in destiny. 4 merciful; forgiver of sins.
ਕਰਮ [karamu] See ਕਰਮ. “s no karamu kare
kartar.”—bherm 5. ‘May God be merciful.’
ਕਰਮ-ਕ [karmuk] See ਕਰਮਕ. “karmuké Udh5.”
—c§d1‘ 2. ‘raised bow.’
ਕਰਮਦਯ [karmédrIy] Skt ਕਯਰਧ n organs of
action: hands, feet, mouth, anus and penis.
ਕਰਮ [karmo] wife of Baba Prithi Chand and
mother of  Meharban. She  persuaded her
husband to ask the babysitter, a Brahmin by
caste, to mix poison in the curd to be served
to Guru Hargobind. “tk t k  karmo kin
kukarmo, hate bal kya kar mo aI?”—-GPS.
ਕਰਯਰ [karyar] This word has been used in
place of karval; sword. “an paryo karyar
nIkare.”—carrtr  51. See ਕਰਵਲ.
ਕਚਰ [kar-ra], ਕਰਰ [kar-ro] adj strong, hard.
2 rude, unaccommodating. “kar-ro dharmaraza.”
usuhi m 5 pértal. _
ਕਰਲ [karal], ਕਰਲ [karla] S sound, voice. “kahan
kahavan IhU kiratI karla.”—sri m 5. 2 path,
way. “sat  ka phurman ho :  uthi karle
pahI.”—var sar  m 2. 3 Pa entertainment,
show. 4 dance.
ਕਰਲਉਣ [karlauna] v levy tax. 2 moan, groan.
See ਕਰਲਪ and ਕ'ਰਲਉਣ. “mar pai karlane.”
—asa m 1.
ਕਰਲਧ [karlap] Skt ਕਰਣਜਪਲਪ n moaning,
groaning; lamentation that pleads for mercy.
ਕਰਞ[1<੪1ਲਗ] This word has been used to mean
Dg kadam. i.e. pace, step. “(101 karvéi kar t in
loa.”—BG. 2 E curve.
ਕਰਵਟ [karvat], ਕਰਵਟ [karvato] Skt ਕਰਵਤ n (in
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lying position) act of  turning  with the  support
of a hand. “karvafiu bhala na karvat teri.”—asa
kabir. ‘It is better to die  than to be shunned by
you.’ 2 Skt ਕਵਟ market, bazaar.
ਕਰਵਤ [karvat], ਕਰਵਤ [karvafu], ਕਰਵਤ [karvatra]
Skt ਥਜਧ saw; an implement for sawing wood.
“mane rukh kate karvatran ke.”—krrsan. 2 In
ancient times there was a saw in Kashi and
Prayag, under which innumerable persons gut
themselves to pieces to achieve salvation.
“aradh sarir kataie SIrI karvatu dharaI.”—sri

. a m I . _
ਕਰਵ [karva] paces, steps. “do: karva kar t in
loa.”—-BG. ‘Vaman covered all  the  three worlds
in two steps.’ 2 adj bitter, acrid, astringent.
3 n Iota -- a small earthen pot  (used for holding
water). Skt ਕਕ pitcher. “kace karve rahe na

_ pani.”—-suhi kabir. “karve hOISU toti rekhe.”

—BG. ‘Whatever is in the Iota, will come out
of its spout.’
ਕਰਵਇ [karvaI], ਕਰਵਈ [karvai] n bitterness,
acridity, astringency. 2 act of getting things
done by others. .
ਕਰਦਰ [karvar], ਕਰਵਲ' [karval] Skt ਕਰਬਲ n
nail, which is hand’s son. 2 sword, which is
curved like a nail. “karvar ubharat var karyo.”--
GPS. “kalayudh karvar.”—sanama.
ਕਰੜ [kar-ra], ਕਰੜ [kar-ri] adj cruel, unkind. ‘
“}<੪1'-1'8 manmukh gavaru.”-—srdhgosatr.
2 difficult, arduous. “guru pirfi ki cakri mahfi
kar-ri sukhsaru.”—-sava m 4.
ਕ [kara] See ਕਲ. “sabh taji mane l<i
kamkara.”—-asa m 5. “gvaranI cédkara si.”
—kr:rsan. ‘Gopi like a phase of the moon.’
ਕਰ ਉਪਰ [}ਵਰਕ UparI] adj over the hand, clear,
undoubted, above suspicion. This term is a
synonym of hastamalak vat. “gurmukhfi karé
Uparixharl cetIa, se paInI mokhduaru.”
—sava m 3. ‘There is no doubt about the
existence of God.’
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ਕਰਇਹ[1<ਰ1'8:੮11], ਕਈ [1<‘ਰ')1'£ਪ] gets done. “jeha
_ kart teha hau kari vakhIan.”—suhi m 4.

2 (You) get it done. 3 (I) get it done.
ਕਸ [karaSI], ਕਸ [karasi] will get it done.
2 gets it done.
ਕਰਹ [karah] 866 ਕੜਹ. “kahyo k]: tere Udar …€“
guru ker karahu.”—GPS. 2 866 ਕਹਨ. 3 n
levelling plank that brings earth fi'om the higher
to the lower side. 4 A U} field in which
sowing has been oomph (ed. 5 field ready for
sowing. 6_ clean water. " P 91/ edge. 8 limit.
ਕਰਹਣ [1<੪1'8}11.18] v groa“ moan, lament. See
P (bf 2 process of level I ing soil with the help
of a levelling plank.

ਰਕਰਹਤ [karahat] moans, laments. “karahat h‘é
33]: se ਫਰ] 15ge.”—c5d1 /. 2 levels the field.
3'A My} naversion, dtsgust._
ਕਰਹਨ [karahna] 866 ਕਰਹਣ.
ਕਰਰ [karaha] See ਕੜਹ. “ਧਤਫਰਸਖਠਹਗੲ lin.”
—GPS.
ਕਰਰ [karahi] 866 ਕੜਹ. “karahi carhke line
bare pakaI.”-carrtr 32. 2 consecrated food
offered to Durga and other gods.
ਕਰਹਯਤ [karahiyatlA 9“,; ਮ causing aversion;
state of  disgust.
ਕਰਕਸ [karakus] 866 ਕਚਲ.
ਕਰਗਉ [karagau] will do, will earn. “jIU mile
pIara apna te  bol karagau.”-—bIIa m 5.
ਕਚਗਰ [1<81'ਫ801-] finger of the hand. “gahI tat
karégur.”—NP. ‘holding father’s finger.’ ‘
ਕਰਚ ਬਦਰ [karaci bédar] in the territory of
Bombay, ‘the wharf near Karachi, the main
city of Sindh where ships are anchored. It was
founded in 1725 AD.
ਕਰਰਰ [karacur], ਕਰਰਰ [karacor], ਕਰਚਲ [karacol]
P „ਸ,/"‘ n sword. “karaéor kardhar camkae.”
—GPS. “karacol kIrpan ke lijahu nam sudhar.”
—sanama.
ਕਰਝ [1<81'ਕ]}1] n mourning cry. See  ਕਦ W. “01
khapI khapI mue karfijha.”——jst m 4.
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ਕਤਬਤ [karabat] A :4!) n feeling of  being near;
state of  being a close relative.
ਕਰਘਨ [karabin] T 03!} long pistol having a
broad muzzle, which can have many bullets in
its magazine. 2 See E carbine:
ਕਰਮ [karam] See ਕਰਮ. “so pae su mastakI
karam.”—dhana m 5. A. (If plural of  ਕਰਮ.
ਕਰਮਤ [karamat] A _._.×.|/ n venerability.
2 grace. 3 miracle.
ਕਰਮਲਕ ਨ'ਯ [karamlak nyay] See ਕਯ.
ਕਰਮਤ [karamat], ਕਰਮਤ [karamatI] A ਭ…”
plural of karamaf; miracles; supernatural
powers with the help of which impossible
things can be turned into possible happenings.
Apart from those referred to in Hindu and Sikh
scriptures, miracles do find mention in the
scriptures of  Jews, Christians and Muslims.
SeE Zabbur Chapter 105 and Koran Surat
Bakar Ayat 87 and Surat Araf, Ayat 160.
ਕਰਮਤ [karamati] adj performer of miracles;
person having supernatural powers.
ਕਰਮ [karamé] See ਕਰਮ.
ਕਰਯਨ [karayén]  A 0""; plural o f  karina;
imprints, signs, facets.
ਕਰਰ [karar] n bank, coast, shore. “sarta ke gIre'
karara.”-——rudr. “kararan t e  b a d h  manahu
nirat kopke gajyo.”—krIsan. 2 See ਕਰੜ.
3 crevice, creek, hole. “mano pahar karar mé
c6c pasar rahe SISU sarak jese.”—c5di 1. 4 A
ੴ“; stability. 5 80ਘ888."‘1<v ^੦ਘ pakro karat.”
—nasihat. 6 p r o m i s e ;  commitment .
7 satisfaction, contentment.
ਕਰਰਕਦਨ [1<ਰਗ1<ਟ<1ਸ£] h rivulet that erodes
its banks.—sanama. ‘ ‘ ‘
ਕਰਰਨ [kararanxl rivulet bound by its banks.
—sanama.
ਕਰਰ [karara] adj spicy; in which salt, chillies
and spices ਪਛ opulently put. 2 patient. “gavahx
vir karare.”--japu. 3 satisfying. “bIn  gursabad
karare.”—gav ché't ….“ 3.’4 difficult, full o f
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dangers and obstacles. “age péth karara.”—sr1'
m 5 pahIre. 5 fast, sharp. “kharag karara.”
“..!/ਪ maru m 3. 6 determined, enthusiastic.
“SIkkhéi di  seva karara h0Ik£ kamfivda he.”
—bhagtav1i. 7 bank of a river, shore.
ਕਰਰ [karari] feminine of  karara. See  ਕਰਰ. n
determination. 2 situation. “tuk dam karari jau
karau.”—t115g kabir. 3 adj strong, hard. “VIC
haume bhit karari.”—mala m 4. 4 difficult, full
of obstacles. “hukmi béde kar karari.”—BG.
5 promise, pledge. “ham 86 I h  bI t  karts
karari.”—gurusobha.
ਕਰਲ [karal] adj horrible, dreadful. 2 n a
minister of  Ravan.
ਕਰਲ [karala] Pa n dance} 2 pageant, play.
3 Skt herb having unending roots. 4 goddess
Kali. 5 feminine ਘਕਰਲ.
ਕਰਵਣ [karavanI] for getting done. “harI 1<ਟਧ1
karavanI aIa. ”—suhi chétm 5.
ਕਰਵਨ [karavan] v get done. 2 destroy, take
away. See ਕ vr. “apI upavan apI sadharna.
a p I  karavan dos na lena.”—bIIa m 5. ‘ to
create, sustain,  destroy and still  remain
blameless, detached.’
ਕਰੜ [karat] See ਕਰੜ.
ਕਰ [Ram] in hand, within reach. “r1 t sxt
nav nI t  basahI su sada karI.”—-phunhe
m 5. 2 adv  having done. “karI anarath  darabu

. séchIa.”—varjet. Skt 7fiifielephant; which has
got a trunk. “ekahI kar karI he kari, kari sahas
kar nahI.”—-vri'd. ‘An elephant having one ‘
trunk is said to be one--armed but one who
possesses thousands  o f  a rms is  not a n
elephant.’
ਕਰਸਮ [karlsma] See ਕਰਸ'ਮ.
ਕਹਰ [kata'i] utter. “gobid gobid katfi.”
—asa m 5. 2 Pkt n waist. “bar katfi samser.”
—GPS. ‘ékeharI so katé.”—c5d1' 1.‘
ਕਰਕਰਹ [karIkarahI] the Creator has. “sagal
bhatI karIkarahI Upa.”—bavan. See ਕਰਕਰ.
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ਕਰਕਭ [1<ਰ1‘11<n })}1] n pitcher-like spot on the
forehead of an elephant. “keharI jy6 karIkt‘t
VIdare.”—sah.
ਕਰਗ [karig] a small plant, also called Kalinga.
It grows numerous cars, which emit  abundant
frangrance from dusk  to dawn. During  the day
time, the flowers do  not  emit  odour. Cestrum
Nocturnum.
ਕਚਜਵ [karIjava] Pu n liver. “kadh karIjava
apan lala k0 dijIye.”——carItr 2.
ਕਰਜ [karrIje] (please) do.
ਕਰਣ [karxni] Skt female elephant.
ਕਥਦ [karid] adj king of elephants, Gajraj.
ਕਰਦ [karfda] See ਕਰਦ.
ਕਰਨ [karIni] See ਕਰਣ. 2 army of elephants.
—sanama.
ਕਰਪਟਬ [karIpatébU] kar—pat-VIcc-ébu. holding
water in the palm; with water in the palm.
“karIpatébU gali man lavaSI.”——gau m 1.
‘While holding water in the palm, he indulges
in idle talk,’ 18. even at dusk while offering
water to  the deities and forefathers, his mind
i s  not at peace.
ਕਰਪੲ [karIpai]  “karI karts 1<811.11 karIpaI.”
' —05kar. ‘Having created living creatures

according  to their actions, the Creator has done
His duty,’ i.e. has determined their fate.
ਕਰ [kari] elephant. See ਕਰ 3. 2 n arm that -
holds the hand. “turn rakhahu dharI kari.”
uguj m 5. 3 short for ਕਰਰ. 4 you should do, I
should do.  “kécan ke  koI; datu kari.”—sr1' a m I .
5 did; past tense of karan. “jakau krIpa kari
prat mere.”—sor m 5.
ਕਰਅਹ [kariahu] let us _do. “harI! sakat seti
ségu n9 kariahu.” var  gau I m 4. 2 Please do.
ਕਹਆ [karia] n sailor, boatman. “tuhi daria tuhi
karia.”—-gau kabir. 2 adj who does. “karia
dhruvbut.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਕਰਅ [1<ਰ1'1ਰ] adj the Creator. “harié karié.”
ਰਕ}… ‘destroyer 'and creator.’
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ਕਰਹ [karih] A ,f adj condemned; ‘evi l .

2 ugly. 3 nauseating, disgusting. See ਕਰਹਤ.
ਕਗਹ [1<91'1}18],ਕਰਹ [kariha] the will to do. 2 I
do.‘  ‘gun kaman kariha jiu. ”—gau m 4. 3 See
ਕਰਹ.
ਕਰਕਰ [karikar] elephant’s trunk.
ਕਰਕਰਬਰ [karikarbahu] adj who has long arms
like the trunk of  an elephant.
ਕਰਕਰਤਕ [1<9111<'੪181ਰ1<] n word, that destroys
an elephant’s trunk-sax 1111ਬ.
ਕਰਖਨ [karikhan], ਕਰਛਟ" [karichan] v pull,
attract. 2 shear, tear.
ਕਰਜ [karija] adj wOrth duing.
ਕਰਟ [1<ਹ1'11] See ਕਰਟ.
ਕਚਠ [karitha] See ਕਰਕਸਠ.
ਕਚ'ਦ [kar’idr] See ਕਰਦ.
ਕਰਨ [karina]A „€;/"‘ n xule, method. 2 order.
3 sign.
ਕਗਫਲ [kariphal] caper fruit, fruit of  capparis
aphylla.‘‘sudha mIstan pan ke badle
kariphal.”—BGK.
ਕਰਬ [karib] A 5.4} adv  near, close by. 2 approx-
imately.
ਕਰਬ [karibi] adj near, close by. 2 n nearness,
closeness. See ਕਰਬ.
ਕਰਮ [karim] A (1/ adj merciful, benevolent.
2 generous. 3 elderly.
ਕਚਸਖਸ [karimbaxasl an army official of
emperor Shahjahan who was killed by Bhai
Bidhi Chand in the  battle of  Hargobindpur.
ਕਰਮ [ka rmia]  A Lt“), O merci fu l !  O
benevolent! “karima rahima alah tu gani.”
—tII§g namdev.
ਕਗਮਰ [karimar] killer of  an elephant, the lion.
-—sanama.
ਕਰਮਲ ਰਹਮ [karimul rahim] (japu) merciful
and compassionate, generous and benevolent.
ਕਰਰ [karir], ਕਗਲ [karil] Skt ਕਰਰ n bamboo’s
new shoot. 2 pitcher. 3 capparis aphylla, which
bears caper fruit.
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ਕਗਲ [karili] adj pertaining to the wild caper.
2 (female) doer. “karan karili.”—aka1.
ਕਰ [karu] See  ਕਰ. “ahIkaru kare su ahIkaru
pae.”—var maru 2 m 5. ‘As you sow, so shall
you reap.’ 2 Skt ਕਰ. See  ਕਰ3. “gau bIrahman
kau karu lavahu.”~—var asa.
ਕਰਜੜ [karfijra] See ਕਰਜੜ.
ਕਰਣ [1<81'ਘ.1] adj full  o f  gr ief ,  troubled.
2 merciful.
ਕਰਣਕਪਲ [karunkrzpalu] compassionate to
the miserable. “karunkrIpal gopal
dinbédhu.”—~kan m 5.
ਕਰਣ [1<92'02.18] n compassion, mercy. 2 in
poetics one of  the nine aesthetic tastes. See
ਰਸ.

ਕਰਣਨਧਨ [karunanxdhan], ਕਰਣਨਧ
[karunanIdhi ]  t reasure house o f  mercy.

‘2 mainstay of  compassion.
ਕਰਣ'ਘਝ [karunapatI] lord of  compassion.
ਕਚਣਬ'ਧ [karunz'ibut] ocean of kindness.
ਕਰਣਮਇ' [1<੪2'01.182213:[], ਕਰਣਮਏ []<32‘02.181218€],
ਕਰਣਮ'ਯ [karunamay], ਕਰਣਮ [1<ਰ2-02_18121£]
incarnation o f  kindness;  kindest of  all.
“bhagatvachal karunamayah.” -sahas 121 5.
“take dukh harIo karuname.”—maru m 9.
ਕਚਣਯਤਨ [kawnayatan], ਕਰਣਲਯ [karunalay]
abode of kindness, abode of compassion.
“kanmalay he.”-—japu.

ਕਰਨ [karuna] See ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਨਜਲਸ [karunajalis] ocean of  kindness,
treasure house of mercy. “suno araj das
kamnajalis.”—G V 10.
ਕਰਨਮ [kamname] See ਕਰਣਮਯ. “nanak kahIt
gaI  karuname.”—gau m 9.
ਕਰਵ [karbva], ਕਰਅ [kama] adj bitter, acrid.
“lagI ségat: kama mitha.”——gaum 4. 2 Skta‘a
n earthern vessel, pitcher. See ਕਰਅਚਥ.
3 Skt morsel, bite. “layak h‘é tumre mukh ki
kama.”—1<rrsan.
ਕਰਆਰ'ਥ [karuacath] Skt On the fourth day of
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the month of  Kattak, Hindu women observe
fast during daytime, offer water to the moon
through the spout of an earthen vessel and
end their fast. Widows do not observe this fast.
ਕਨਜੜ [1<92‘2~2]'2'8] Skt ਕਸਦਗ n hawker; now this
term is being used for the  vegetable vendor, in
particular.
ਕਰਠ [1<ਰ…ਣ21], ਕਰਠ [karuthi] adj cruel, hard-
hearted. “mano phag khel‘é pIsacé kamthi.”
—GV 6.
ਕਰਪ [karup], ਕਰਪ [karupi] See ਕਰਪ. “duje bhaI
karupi dukh pavahI .”—Vad m 3.
ਕਰਚ [karur] See ਕਰ.
agar [karura] See- ਕਰਰ.
ਕਰਰਛ[1<ਰ…੮8੮11].5ਭ/<1ਕਰਕ n one having dreadful
eyes; Saturn. 2 a de§non in Ravan’s army. 3 a
demon who was killed by the  goddess.
“karurach ghaya.”—c5di 2. 4 per Sarvloh, son
o f  Brijnad, the demon. “karurach ਅਬ.”
-saloh.
ਕਰਹ [karehu] do. “kari ehu karehu.”—var bIha
m 3.
ਕਰਕ [kareke] having done. “nadarI kareke
apni.”—sn' m I jogi 5dar.
ਕਰਜ [kareja] Skt ਧਬਜ n liver. “karak kareje
mahi.”-—sor tkhan. 2 This word also stands
for mind (heart).
ਕਰਟ [karetu] Skt n aquatic bird which belongs
to the family of  Sarus crane.
ਕਰਰ [karédar] adj who is a doer. “pap karéda;
sarpar muthe.”—maru a m 5 5111112
ਕਰ'ਦ [karéda] adj  who does. 2 while working.
ਕਰਰ [karer], ਕਰਰ [karera] adj hard, severe.
“mano luhar l Iye ghan hathan 10h karere ko
kam  savare.”—krrsan. 2 See  ਕਰਰ.
ਕਰਚ [karere] does. “dhurI paVItx‘ karere.”
-—1<an m. ‘purifies.’
ਕਰਲ[1<8੮818]5/<1ਥਫਜਜਰ n bitter gourd creeper
bearing fruit, which looks like a corncob.
2 bitter gourd vegetable. 3 collryium container
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shaped like a bitter gourd.
ਕਚਵ [karev] kare-Iv. 2 does. “
karev.’ -sr1' m 5
ਕਰਵ [kareva] socially approved widow-
remarriage.
ਕਰੜ [karera] See ਦਤਸਰਕਰ.
ਕਰਯ [karaya] adj engaged in, doing. “bar juddh
kareya.”-— ‘

ape karat)

krIsan.
ਕਰਟ [karot] kar-ot. shield to protect the hand.
2 trench. “otan kud ka'rotan phéidh.”—ramav.
3 Skt skull.
ਕਰਟ [karotI] See ਕਰਟ 3. karot and karotI are
both Sanskrit words.
ਕਰਟਓਟ [karotI 0t] n protective head covering
made of iron; helmet. “ched karotIn otan
kotI.”-ramav.

'ਕਰਟ [karoti] n goddess Kali who holds a skull
in her hand. “kamachya karoti.”—c5d1' 2.
ਕਰਡ [karod] See ਕਰੜ and ਕਰੜ. 2 according to
Guru Pratap Suraj, during his sojourn in Malwa
Guru Teg Bahadur reached village Karod after
having visited Barhe and Gurne. “cale karod
gram mahi‘ ae.”—GPS. ‘From Karod, the Guru
reached Dhamdhan.’ ' '
ਕਰਤ [karotI] does. “jese pavak kasat bhasmé
karotI.’’—sahas m 5.
ਕਰਧ [karodh] See ਕਧ.
ਕਰਧ [krot] due to anger, angrily. “kam
karot nagaru bahu bharIa.”—sohIIa. 2 See
ਕਧ. .
ਕਰਧ [krodhu] Skt ਕਧ anger, wrath. “kamu
karodhu kapatu bIkhIa tajI.”——asa m I.
ਕਰਧ [karop] Skt ਕਖ n wrath.

' ਕਰਰ [karor] .ਵ/“ਰਕਟ n ten million, one crore. .
See ਸ'ਪ.
ਕਟਰ [karori] See ਕਰੜ.
ਕਰਲ [karoli] n mischief, taunt. “kar'é 1<ਡਲ°11
nItt.  ”-PPP. See  ਕਰਲ.
ਕਰੜ [karor] See ਕਰਰ.
ਕਰੜ [1<ਰ੦'ਤਬ] n supervisor. See ਅਕਬਰ. 2 revenue
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officer of a territory submitting one crore coins
as land revenue. See ਕਰੜ 2.
ਕਰੜ [karorI] ten million i.e., unlimited. “karorx
hasat teri tahIl kamavahI .”-8੫11!“ ch5t m 5.
ਕਰੜ [karori] ,  ਕਰੜਅ [1<31'01~18] adj multi-
millionaire. 2 Emperor Akbar in 1575-76
divided the whole of his kingdom (except
Bengal, Bihar and  Gujarat) into 182 territories,
each with income of  one  crorc coins. Officers
of these territories were known as amzl or
karori. During those days a ਦਮ [dam] was
equivalent to 1/40 of  a rug :c .  According to
this Scale one crore dam were equal to rupees
2,50,000. 3 treasurer. 4 Dun  ichand, a devotee
of Guru Nanak Dev who abandoned
superstition and false belief and turned
benevolefit. He is also mentioned as Karori
Mal in J anamsakhi. During the inhabitation of
Kartarpur, it was he who spent all‘the money
and got erected a residence for the Guru and
a dharamsala for the devotees. See ਕਰਤਰਪਰ ! .
ਕਰਡਆ ਦ ਮਸਲ [1<ਰ1'01'1ਟ'1 di mIsal] one of the
twelve Sikh misls. Its leader was a J att Karora
Singh Barkiwala. Hence it came to be known
a s  m I s a l  karorié’. Sardar  Baghel  Singh
belonged to this misl. Its capital was Chhalandi
on the bank of J amuna. The dynasty of Gurbax
Singh Kalsia state was from this misl. To the
same belonged the chiefs of Dhanaur of  Kama!
district andjagirdars of Lede in Ambala district.
ਕਰਡਮਲ [karorimall] See ਕਰੜ 4.
ਕਰ [kara] pace, step. See ਕਰਉ. “kara adhai
dharatI m‘ég. ”-—.BG ‘Vaman having demanded
two and a half stepsof land.’
ਕਰ’ਜ [karfija] See ਕਰਦ. “badri khadar kar‘jje
jal.”—GPS. 2 thorny bitter plant.
ਕਰਤ [karati] n serrated sword. “karati kataré.”

—c5d1' 2. See  ਸਸਤ.
ਕਰ'ਦ. [karSda] Skt ਕਰਮਦਕ n thorny plant with
leaves like those of a lemon tree, the fruit of
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which is used for making pickle. L Carissa
carandas.
ਕਰਲ [1<31'31],ਕਰਲ [karala] n hunter. “dhar kar
bhes karal k0 gai tavan ke dham.”—carI tr  298.
2 adj horrible, terrible.
ਕਰਲ [karouli] T 6,} short, straight sword; long
knife. “karali kIni kadh pahIlu bIdaryo.”
-—saloh. 2 a state o f  Rajputana ,  whose
noblemen are of  Yadu lineage.
ਕਰਉ [karéu] do, perform. “bhagatI karéu 1Iv
lae.”-vad ch5t m 5. 2 pace, step.
ਕਰਕ [1<ਰ1'f 1<], ਕਰਗ [1<੩1‘ਰ8] Skt ਕਚਫਗ n skeleton.
“karégi laga hés.”—-varsuhim I . ‘A living being
in the form of  a swan, whose business was to
pick up pearls (virtues) has instead fallen a
prey to sensuality.’ “karég bIkhu mukhI 1a 2੮8.”
—ram m 4.
ਕਰਜਨ [kar‘éjan] ਕਰਜਨ [1<31‘ਰ]ਸ੦] (they) do, (they)
. perform. “seva karéjan.”-—BG. 2 doer,

performer. “krIpa karéjno.”~—BG. 3 (one) who
sustains the poor.
ਕਰਰਵ [karéjua], ਕਰਜਮਮ [karéjua] ਲ/ਯਕਠਰਕਯ
L Caesalpinia Bondaccella. This thorny plant
is very bitter. Its effect is hot and dry; It is
useful in curing .piles, leprosy, abdominal
worms and skin diseases. It removes
inflammation, purifies blood. It is generally
grown as a hedge around the fields. _
ਕਚਡ [karéd] Skt ਧਧਛ n large basket; small
basket. 2 honeycomb. 3 sword. 4 swan-like
bird.
ਕਰਤ [karéta] does, performs. “khatkaram
karéta.”—sopurakhu. 2 See ਕਰਤ ਕ ਆਗ.
ਕਰਤ ਥ ਅਗ [karéte ki agI] Skt ਕੜਗ
oblationary fire regarded as most sacred. “géga
ka Udak karéte l<i agI.”—bas.5tm I . 2 artificial
fire produced with a wooden instrument by
invoking the sun. It is ordained that only such
fire be used in oblations. See ਅਰਣ.
ਕਰਦੜ [lgaljédar] S adj doer, performer. See
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ਕਚਮ [karém] See ਕਰਮ. “kahu nanak take
purkaréma.” —sorm 5. “so prabhu CItI na avai
nanak  nahi  karém.”—var maru  I m 5 .
2 See ਕਮ.
ਕਰਮਕਲ [karémkal] chronological account of
events. “karémkal y?) bhaI.”—-VN.
ਕਰਮ [karéma] See ਕਚਮ. 2 'adj lucky. “kahu
nanak ham nic karéma.”—asa m 5. 3 due to
actions. “harI japie vade karéma.”——b11a m 4.
ਕਰਨ [karhna] v boil, get heated, be in distress.
“karhe na  jhure na  menu rovanhara .”
-asa m 5.
ਕਰ [karha] a village of  'police station Pahoa,
tehsil Kaithal, district Kamal. To the south east
of this village at a distance of  half a mile, is a
gurdwara. Guru Nanak Dev  visited this place.
Guru Hargobind Sahib also stayed here. The
Guru cured a blind leper at this place. Guru
Teg Bahadur Sahib also lent dignity to this
place with his  visit.

The ninth Guru provided money for the
construction of a well and the setting up of a
garden. Guru Gobind Singh also  came  to this
village but he did not stay here. Mounted on
his horse, he gave a sermon to the congregation
and left the village. All these sanctified places
are located in the same complex. The ruler of
Kaithal, Bhai Uday Sin  gh, got them renovated.
The gurdwara is situated sixteen miles to the
west o f  Kurukshetar  rai lway station. It
receives grants of  Rs 425, Rs 55 and Rs 15
annually from the states of  Patiala,’ Jind and
Nabha respectively. Bhai Uday Singh donated
three hundred bighas of land to these
gurdwaras. ` '
ਕਰ [karhe] See ਕਰਨ. .
ਕਲ [kal] ਲ/ਢਲਕਚਘ make a sofind; count; throw;
go; take; be impatient. 2 "adj fascinating,
pleasing. “ਡਗ!!! 5mm kal dhalan.”—saveye m
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2 ke. ‘Charming utterance of the Guru is like
nectar.’ 3 n melody. 4 semen. 5 supernatural
power. “niki kiri mahI kal rakhe.”—sukhmam‘.
“jIn kal rakhi  meri.”—suh1‘ m 5 .  6 part,
segment. “kali kal mahI Ik  kal rakhi.” and
“trete I k  kal kini durI.”—ram m 3. 7 tomorrow.
“caran n9  chadau sarir kal jai.”-—gau ravrdas.
8 rest, peace. “man kal nImakhmatr nah:
pare.”—GPS. 9 art, education. “s bhulae apI
t I s  kal nahi jania.”—var gau 2 111 5. “tu beétu
sarab kal pura.”-—b£ra m 4. 10 ignorance which
shackles human beings. “gur ks banI bajar kal
chedi.”——gau kabir. 11 device, machine.
“bédhan  kate so  prabhu jfike kal hathI  .”-ਸਬ
111 5. 12 goddess Kali, Yogini. “kal sanmukh
avat  bhai  jfihI bekh bIkra .”——NP. 13 Short for
ਅਕਲ. “jo kal k0 I k  bar tehe.”—c3pai.
14 one line of a poetic metre. 15 See ਕਲ.
ਕਲਉ [kalau] pen. “kalau masajni kIa sadaie?”
—var sn' m 3. ‘Where is the need to ask for a
pen and ink pot?’
ਕਲਸ [kalas] Skt ਕਲਸ n crest dome on  the top
of  a temple, which is gold-plated. “t2 jan kau
kalas dipaIaU.”—saveye m 5 ke. »‘You have
made your servant shine like a dome.’
2 pitcher. “kanak kalas bhar ane.”——saloh. 3 a
measure, which at present is equivalent to eight
seers. 4 a metre, also known as hullas,‘ which -
is a combination of  two metres. The last line
of  the preceding stanza should initiate the first
line of  the following stanza as a requirement
of  sfghavalokan (back  reference). In Dasam
Granth ,  this  metre  has  been created by
combining copai and trIbhégi, as:

a d I  abhe a n g a d h  sa rupé ,
r a g  r é g  j I h  rekh na  r u p 5 ,
rék bhayo ravat kahfi bhupé,
1(3t samudra sarI ta 1(3t kupé, -

'Poct Sainapati in his Gursobha Granth mentions it as
lotan chad.
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sarI  ta 1(3t kupé, samudsarupé,
alaktbhuté amI  tgaté,

adve  abInasi  param  prakasi,_
tej surasi, akrItkrIt'é,

jIh  rup na rekhé, alakh abhekhé
amIt  advekh'é, sarabmaI,

sab kIlVIkh ham?) pa t I t  Udharn‘é,
asaran sarné  ek daI.”—gyan.

(b) In Guru Granth Sahib kalas metres have
been created by combiniv  g numerous metres.
A few of  those are given below.
kalas from the combination of copai and

savsye. '
satIguru seVI parampadu payau,
a b I n a s i  a b I g a t u  t ayaU,
t I s  b h e t e  darId 1'3 119 c é p e ,
kalyas-haru tasu gun j5p£.—

j‘épao gun  bImal sujan jan kere,
amIanamU jakau phurIa,

I n I  satIgur  seVI sabad rasu paya,
namu  nIr‘éjan urI dharIa,

harInam raSIk  gobid gungahaku
cahaku tatt samattsare,

kaVI kaly thakur  harIdastane,
gur ramd  as  sar  abhar  bhare.

—saveye m 4 ke.
(c) kalas from the combinaton of nIta and

sar: Characteristics of  m m  are four lines, each
having twelve matras, the last two being guru.

Example:
ham ghar sajan ae, sacs meII mIlae,..

sat mIlae  her]: man  bhae,
pfic mIle  sukh pa Ia.

sai  vasatu parapet hoi,
s seti menu laIa.2

—suhi chéit m 1.
ਕਲਸਹਰ [kalas-har] a Bhat eulogizer of the Guru.
“kahu kiratI kalas-har.”—saveye m 2 Ice. 2 Skt
water pitcher carrier, water man.

2for the purpose of matras rhyme is paya and Iaya.
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ਕਲਸ [kalsa] See ਕਲਸ 2. “phIsle peg kalsa
gIre.”—GPS. 2 a village in Bangar where the
tenth Guru stayed for a night. “utre kalse gram
sujae.”-—-GPS.
ਕਲਸ [kalsi] small pitcher.
ਕਲਸਅ [kalsia] Sardar Gurbakhsh Singh Sandhu,
landlord of village Kalsia, tehsil Kasur, district
Lahore, was baptised as a Sikh in Sammat 1782.
Thereafter he joined Karorian di misl and
rendered great service to the community. His
descendants live in Chhachhrauli, capital of the
state in Ambala district, but the state is known
as Kalsia. Their genealogy is as below:

Sardar  Gurbakhsh Singh

Sardar Jodh Singh ' d. 1817 AD

Sardar Sobha Singh d. 1858 AD

Sardar Lahina Singh (1. 1869 AD

Sardar Bishan Singh d. 1883 AD

Sardar Jagiit Singh Sardar Ranj it Singh
d.1886AD d.  1908  AD

Raja Ravishvar Singh b. 1902 AD
ਕਲਸ’ [kalasul See ਕਲਮ.
ਕਲਹ [kalah] n clash,_quarrel. 2 war, battle.
3 sheath of a sword.
ਕਲਹਨ [kalahni] termagant ,  quarrelsome
woman.
ਕਲਹ [kalha] See ਕਲਹ. 2 female ascetic. “kalha
nam syam tan dhara.”—GPS. 3 goddess of
war.
ਕਲਹਤਰਕ []<8111ਬਗ1<8],ਕਲਹਤਰਤ [kalhéitrIta]
in poetics, the heroine who repents after
insulting her husband.
ਕਲਹਰ [kalhar], ਕਲਹਰ [kalhara], ਕਲਹਰ
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[kalhari], ਕਲਹਨ [kalhIni] adj quarrelsome,
termagant, troublesome. 2 heroine who repents
afier  insulting her husband.
ਕਲਹਸ [1<੪11158] Skt n swan. 2 supreme god, the
Creator. 3 kadéb tree, Nauclea Cadamba.
ਕਲਕ [kalak] Skt ਕਲਕ n powder. 2 crushed
cannabis. 3 excreta. 4 sin. 5 wax of  the ear.
6 hyprocrisy. 7 A J5 uneasiness, restlessless.
8 grief.
ਕਲਕਤ [kalkatta] Set up at Kalighat on the
bank of river Ganga, 86 miles away from the
sea, a major city of Bengal, and population
wise, the largest in India,I it has been the
capital of India for a long time. In Sammat
1968 (1911 AD) Emperor George V, made
Delhi the capital of  India.

In Calcutta there are numerous gurdwaras
as Vadi Sangat,  where  recitation o f  the
Gurbani goes on  to the accompaniment o f
kirtan. _

Calcutta is 1 176 miles away from Lahore.
ਕਲਕਲ [kalkal], ਕਲਕਲ [kalkala] n sound of
water flowing from a spring etc. 2 noise,
clamour.
ਕਲਕਲ [kalkal] Sec ਕਰਕਲ. “khusi bhayo kalkal
e mulch y5 kah‘é.”—GV 10. 2 destroyer of
Time, Mahakal (the supreme destoyer, God).
ਕਲਕ [kalakI], ਕਲਕ [kalki] Skt ਕਲਕ n Kalki’s
incarnation. “caubIsv6 kalki avtara.”—kalki.

There is'a reference in Vishnupuran that in
the horrible age of vice [ghor kalIyug], Kalki
Avtar will appear in the house of a Brahman
named Vishnuyash at Sambhal, a town in
Muradabad district. Mounted on  a white horse,
he will conquer the land around and destroy
the evil doers. See ਸਭਲ.
ਕਲਕਠ [kalkéth] n peacock and the Indian
cuckoo, which have melodious voice. 2 adj one

'According to 1921 census, the population of Calcutta is
13.27,547.
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with a sweet voice; melodious.
ਕਲਖ [kalakh], ਕਲਖ [kalkha] See ਕਲਖ. Skt ਕਸਤ.
ਨਰਜਟ adj drawn. “SIr uparI kharag kalkha.”
mvar maru I m 3.
ਕਲਗ [kalga] a flowering plant, which has a
red-coloured, crest-shaped flower at its top;
coxcomb. 2 xa bald man.
ਕਲਗ ਸਘ [kalga sigh] xa bald man.
ਕਲਗ [1<੪161] T 5” n gem-studded feathered
ornament worn on their heads by kings and
maharajas of India. 2 comb on the head of  a
bird.
ਕਲਗਧਰ [kalgidhar] Guru Gobind Singh, who
used to wear a marvellous crest on his head.
“ab anki as  nIras bhai kalgidhar vas kIyo
man mahi.”—GPS. Lady Login writes that
when the English conquered Lahore, her
husband Dr Login took charge of  the store-
room where precious articles were kept after
preparing their list. In those articles was the
Kalghi of  the tenth Guru. None knows how
Maharaja Ranjit Singh had acquired it and
where it is at the moment.‘
ਕਲਗ [kalagg] adv on one side, at one end.
ਕਲਘ [kalgha] adjTime, the killer. “pakarI khare
sabh kalgha.”—suh1’ m 4.
ਕਲਜਗ [kaljug] See ਕਲਕਲ and ਯਗ.
ਕਲਤ[1<8]8੮], ਕਲਤ [kalatu], ਕਲਤ [kalatr] Skt ਕਕ
n wife. “ tanu dhanu kalatu sabhu dekhu
atmana.”—-bIJa a m I .  “putr kalatr maha
bIkhIa mahI gurIsace l a I  taraI.”—-ram a m
5. 2 buttocks. 3 vagina. 4 See ਕਲਤ. “sépe
hetu  kala tu  dhan ters.”-—bh£r kabir.
‘accumulated wealth.’
ਕਲਦਰ ਰਪਯ [kaldar rupya] See ਚਹਰ ਸਹ.
ਕਲਧਉਤ [kaldhaut] See ਕਲਧਤ.
ਕਲਧਗ [kaldhari] See ਕਲਧਰ.
ਕਲਧਤ [kaldhat] Skt n go ld .  “kaldhot ke bhukhan
5g saje j Ih  ki chabI 56 saVIta dab-hi.”—krIsan.

'Sec Lady Login’s recollections, page 80.

2 silver. 3 adj whose dirt has been washed
away; spotless. '
ਕਲਨ [kalan] Skt n counting. 2 making, creating.
3 morsel. 4 adorning, embellishing.
ਕਲਨਮ [kalnama] a chapter in Sausakhi and
Gurpratap Suray, wherein is a description of
actions marking the age of  vice. “kalnama
gurbakhas s igh  toko dino eh.”-GPS. rutt 5,
ch 24.
ਕਲਪ [1<ਰ1^ :>]ਲ/<2ਧਲਧ n process. method; action
worth performing. 2 part of  21 Ved, in which
are described the actions to be performed
during oblations as also the recitation of  Ved-
mantars on different occasions and advantages
to be gained therefrom. 3 According to Purans
Brahma’s day is equivalent to 4,320,000,000
years. In the disputation at Mecca there is a
strange assumption about kalap i.e when a leaf
of  the Kalap tree falls a kalap has elapsed and
when all the leaves fall, holocafist takes place.
4 Kalap tree. 5 short for ਕਲਪਨ. “5tarI kalap
bhavaie joni.”—prabha a m 5. “rove put  me kalpt: ‘
mai.”——asa m 1. 6 S doubt, suspicion.
ਕਲਪਸਭ [kalapsutr] scriptures composed by
saints l ike  Ashvlayan and Apstamb detailing
methods for performing oblation etc. 2 a book
written by Jain Saint Bhadarvahu.
ਕਲਪਣ [kalpana] See  ਕਲਪਨ. “manu drIm  karI

asanI besu jogi, ta teri kalpana jai.”-—ram a m 3.
ਕਲਪਤਰ [1<81ਗ੭ਚ1‘0]ਕਲਪਦਮ [kalapdrum] Kalap
tree See ਸਰਤਰ. *
ਕਲਪਦਮ ਅਨਜ [kalapdrum anuja] Lakshmi,  the
you-figcst sister of  Kalap tree. According to
Purans, both of  them emerged from the
churning of the ocean. “kalapdrum ki anuja
kamni bIn.”—carItr 109. ‘Lakshmi lost her
grace.’
ਕਲਪਧਨ [kalapdhenul Kamdhenu, which fulfils
the wish that comes to mind.
ਕਲਪਨ [kalpana] ਣਲਕਧਗ n creation. 2 remedy,
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effort. 3 scheme,  plan.  4 pretext, logic.
5 feeling.
ਕਲਪਬਰਛ [kalapraCh] ਕਲਧਵਕ [kalapvrIks]
See ਸਰਤਰ.
ਕਲਪ [kalpa] bedding sheet. See ਤਲਪ. “ta par
kalpa rucxr bIchava.”—NP. An ignorant scribe
has written kalpa in place of talpa.
ਕਲਪਉਣ [kalpauna] v cause worry, upset,
render fanciful.
ਕਲਪ [kalpe] See ਕਲਪ 5.
ਕਲਫ [kalaph] A J n lunar spot that looks
black. 2 scar on the face. 3 dye that is used to
colour grey hair; hairdye. See affiw.
ਕਲਬ [kalab] A J n heart.
ਕਲਬਲਟ [kalbalat] n furore, hue and cry, din in
which nothing is audible. “kalbala; ham ne
sunpava.”—GPS. 2 cry in distress.
ਕਲਬਕ [kalbik] See ਕਲਵਕ.
ਕਲਬਤ [kalbut] See ਕਲਬਤ.
ਕਲਰ [kalebh] Skt n. young one of an elephant.
2 young one of  a camel. 3 thorn-apple.
ਕਲਭ [kalbhi] feminine of kalabh.
ਕਲਮ [kalam] A ਨ pen. “kalam jalau sanu
masvanie.”—var at: m 3. 2 branch of  a tree,
cut for grafting. 3 anything looking like a pen.
4 short for ਕਲਮ. “kalam khudai paku khara.”
-—maru solhem 5. ‘To remain absolutely pious
is a divine order.’ 5 Skt a variety of rice.
ਕਲਮਖ [kalmakh] Skt ਕਧ n spot, blemish.
2 sin, defect.

was [kalamzan] P (}'/°“ n writer. 2 painter,
artist. 3 adj struck off what was already
written; material stricken off.
ਕ'ਨਦਨ [kalamdan] P (gt/J3. penstand, a small
box for keeping pen, inkpot and other writing
material.
ਕਲਮਰਧ [kalamrIpu] n penknife.-sanama.
ਕਲਮਲ [kalmal] See ਕਲਮਲ.
ਕਲਮਲਨ [kalmalana] v writhe. 2 fidget and
make noise. “kalmalat Ikathi bhat bhir.”—GPS.

ਕਲਮਟ

“kai hajar subhat kalmale.”—GPS.
ਕਲਇ [kalmalI] rendered impious in the era
of  vice. “kalmalI hoi medni.”—-var maIa m 3.
ਕ [kalma] A f n Muslim confession of
faith. ਛਲਛਠਛਰਝਗਲਰਜਢ “1a Ilah Ill-lahu
muhémadurrasulallah.” i.e. None but Allah is
worthy of worship and Mohammad is His
prophet. “tav turak janam kalma ucar.”—GPS.
2 meaningful  sentence. 3 talk, matter,
discourse.
ਕਲਮਸ [kalmas] Skt ਕ adj black. 2 dappled.
3 name of  a country. See ਕਸ.
ਕਲਮਸਪਦ [kalmaspad] Skt ਜਸਧ adj (one)
having black feet. 2 n a Surajvanshi king
named Saudas who ruled over  Ayodhya. Once
his cook (who was a demon in disguse) cooked
human flesh and served it to Vashisht. Getting
enraged, the sage cursed the king to turn into
a demon. The  king also took palmful of  water
to  curse the sage in return because he thought
himself  to be innocent. His queen, Madyanti,
forbade him from doing so.  The  king spilt the
water on his feet that he had taken in his hand.
As a result, his own feet turned black.
ਕਨ'ਕ [kalmak] ਕਲਮਖ [kalmakh] T at}? n
Tartar country. 2 adj Tartar. “rumi jégi Irmani
habsi te  kalmakfhmago.
ਕਲਮ [kalmi] adj written with a pen. 2 grafting
of a branch.
ਕਲਮਰਗ [kalmurac] P 6/  ghogar. In  Punjabi,
this bird is also known as baggi—Ill Le. a white
kite. The  female is black in colour. It lays eggs
in nests made upon trees during the summer
months. This bird lives on  the rural filth. Only
when it is in heat, does it cry, otherwise it
always keeps mum. “maryo kalmurg kalol jIy
me bhae.”—52 poets.
ਕਲਮਟ [kalmot] also known as tra-Kalmot.
This village is situated in police station Nurpur,
tehsil Una, district Hoshiarpur. Its residents had
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looted a Sikh congregation that was on  its way
to Anandpur. The tenth Guru raided the village
and punished the offenders. Now a gurdwara
stands at this place. The peepal tree under
which the Guru sat is still in existence. Gurpalah
is three or  four miles  to the  north of this place.
Khera Kalmot is 13 miles to the east of Garh
Shankar railway station.
ਕਲਰ [kalar] n alkaline soil. Skt ਕਧ. 2 hard '
and  dry  land that cannot  be  cultivated.
3 alkaline. “kalar keri 1<5ਯ11]':ਪ eh:  m: 51: kIrI
dhah: paI.”—-sr1‘ m 1. 4 nitre, saltpetre. “kalar
SIrI,  kIUkarI bhavjalu l‘éghas:?”—maru soIhe
m I .  ‘Nitre dissolves in water.’ Here it stands
for hyprocritical actions.
ਕਲਰਕਵਲ [1<31ਡ1"'[(v \/ਰ1] 866 ਕਲਰਕਲ.
ਕਲਚ [kalra] See ਕਲਰ. “kahe kalra sfcahu?”
e-basétm 1.
ਕਲਰ [kalarI] in the barren land. “kalarI kheti
bijie kIfi  laha pave?”—asa a m 1.
ਕਲਵਤ[1<ਰ1ਙ/ਰ],ਕਲਞਤ [1<ਰ1ਝ੪੮1],ਕਲਵਤ [kalvatu],
ਕਲਵਤ [kalvatr] Skt saw. 866 ਕਰਵਤ. 2 with a
saw. “kécan véne  p a s e  ka lva t I  cirIa.”
—asa fan'd. ‘
ਕਲਵਰ [kalvar], ਕਲਵਚ [kalvarI], ਕਲਵਰ
[kalvari], ਕਲਵਲ [kalvali] Skt ਕਨਪਲ n distiller
of liquor. “ri kalvarI gavarI mudhmatI.”-keda
ਰਘ. “kalI kalvali kam mad.”-—var bIha s
mardana. “kalI kalvali maIa  mad mitha.”-—asa

m I.  2 adj noisy. “kalI kalvalI sara nIberi.”
-ram 3 m I . ‘In the era of vice [kalyug], cases

- are decided through noisy religious quarrels.’
ਕਲਵਕ [kalvik] Skt n male sparrow. “kir kalvfk
k‘a'k.”—NP. 2 water-melon.
ਕ [kala] n strife; goddess of war. “tabs kala
guru ke nIktai.”—GV 6. 2 quarrel, riot. 3 Skt
part, portion. 4 sixteenth part. 5 60“I part of the
30th portion [is] of a sign of the Zodiac. 6 power,
authority. “dharan: akasu jaki kala mahI.”
-—bas§t m 5. 7 feat, game. “esi kala na khedie

tU dargahI gaIéi harie.”—var asa. 8 basis,
support. “bajhu kala dhar gagan dharia.”—-bas§t
a m I.  9 contraption, machine. 10 learning.
11 skill. “sarab kala samrath.”-—ba van. Ancient
poets have divided learning and skills into 64

categories, but a difference of opinion exists.
Sixteen are mentioned in Brahamvaivarat.
Poet Ban ment ions 4 8 ;  Kalavilash and
Mahabharat talk of  64;  and 84  are mentioned
in Lalit Vistar. If  we  enumerate them, then they
may perhaps go to several hundred. kala should
mean learning and skill. 866ਸਲਹਕਲ, ਚਸਠਕਲ
and ਵਦਸ. ‘ ’
ਕਲਸਗਬ]? uni adj large, big.2 some ignorant
people write kaléi as plural of kala.
ਕਲਈ [kalai] Skt ਕਲਚ 11 joint of the hand and
the arm; wrist.
ਕਲਕਦ [kalakéd] n a sweet made of sugar
candy; a special sweetmeat in which sugar is
added to condensed milk by heating.
ਕਲਣ [kalan], ਕਲਣ [kalanI] Skt ਕਨ'ਣ n
happiness; well being. 2 benediction, blessing.
3 glory; praise sung in the morning by Bhats
etc. “tudhu sace sub-han sada kalanIa.”—var

majh m I . “bfigaburgu singia nale  mIli  ਗਲ.”
—var suhi m I .  866  ਬਰਗ. 2 advthrough praise,

by eulogisin  g . “saca khasamu kalanI kamalu
VIgSIa.”—var majh m I .
ਕਲਧਰ [kaladhar] Skt n the moon, which has
sixteen phases. 2 the  Creator, the Omnipotent.
“akal kaladhar soi.”——s:rdhgosat:r. ‘He is
immortal and omnipotent.’ 3 See ਸਧਨਧ (b).
ਕਲਧਰ [kaladhari] adj powerful. 2 See ਵਦਵ'ਸ.
ਕਲਨ [kalan] See ਕਲਣ. 2 See ਕਲ. 3 P 01‘ n
crown. “ k a m  ke  kalan b I t  k ine  he
bIcarke.”—aj.
ਧਨਧ [kalanIt] Skt n moon. 2 adj adept
in learning and in craft.
ਕਲਨਚ [kalanaar] main town of a tehsil in district
Gurdaspur. Akbar was enthroned here and this
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town was very dear to him. In Sammat 1772,
Banda Bahadur, with help from Khalsa Dal,
conquered Ka lanaur  and  Singhs were
appointed faujdars in place of  Suhrab Khan.
ਕਲਧ [kalap] Skt n sect, community. “pap kalap
ap  chapjeh‘é.”—GPS. 2 tail of  a peacock. “pékh
dharyo bhagvan kalapi‘.”—krIsan. 3 quiver.
4 belt, girdle. 5 trade, commerce.
ਕਪ [kalapi] 51(t peacock. See ਕਲਪ.
2 adj wearer of  a quiver belt.
ਕਲਬਡ [kalabattu] P U 529/ interwined wire of
gold and silver.
ਕਲਬਜ [kalabaji] (the art of) acrobatic feat.
2 a jump in which the body spins with head
down and feet above.
ਕਲਮ [kalam], ਕਲਮ [kalamulA (M ndialogue
comprising many utterances; conversation.
talk. 2 utterance, maxim. 3 See  ਕਲਮ. “sabhna
lIkhIa vuri  kalam.”——japu. “karmi vahe
kalam.”—var sar  m 1.
ਕਲਮਲਹ [kalamullah], ਕਲਮਲ [kalamulla] A
fir]! per Muslim faith, the utterance of  God,
Koran. “kalamullah ki an  tIhare.”—carItr 38.
ਕਲਰ [kalar], ਕਲਚ [kalari], ਕਲਲ [kalal], ਕਲਲਨ
[kalalan], ਕਲਲਨ [kalalanI], ਕਲਲਨ [kalalni],
ਕਲਲ [kalali] Skt liquor distiller. “ek bfid bhar
tanu menu devau  jo madu deI  kalali re.”——ram
kabir. ‘kalali’ means the disposition to  be self-
sufficient. 2 earthen vessel in which liquor-
distiller carries out  fermentation. “kaIa
kalalanI lahanI melau.”—ram kabir.
ਕਲਵਤ [ka lavat ]  art ist ,  s i n g e r ,  musician.
2 scholar. 3 moon. 4 powerful, mighty.
ਕਨਤਨ [kalavatni] female musician.
2 prostitute. 3 female scholar.
ਕਲਵ [kalava] P „ਘ n embrace, hug. 2 skein,
a ball of  thread.
ਕਲਵਨ [kalavan], ਕਲਵਤ []<9]ਕਰ[] See  ਕਲਵਤ.
ਕਲ [kalI] Skt n sin. 2 strife, dispute. “he
kaIImul  krodhé.”—sahas m 5. 3 the fourth era.

ਕਲਹਯ
“hove parvana karahI tgana kalI lakhan
vicarI. je Re 5310 kare so chije tap gharI tapu
na hoi. je k0 nau lee badnavi kalI ke lakhan
ei.”—ram a m I .  S e e  ਯਗ.“ 4 warrior ,  hero.
5 This  word has also been used for the peOpIe
of kalIyug, the era of evil. “kalI hoi
kutemuhi.”—-var sarm I . 6 This  word has also
been used for Kalki Avtar. “pan saman bah?
kalIban.”—kalki. 7 Skt ਕਜਕ part in the day to
dawn, tomorrow. “khelanu aju kI  kalI.”-sri a
m 1.
ਕਲਉਰ [kalIura] See ਕਲਯਰ.
ਕਠਵਤਰ [kaII-avtar] Kalki Avtar, who will
end the era of vice [kalIyug]. Sec ਸਰਦਰ 2.
ਕਲਆਣ [kalIan] Se'e ਕਲਆਨ 2. 2 See ਕਕਣ.
ਕਲਆਣਮਯ [kalIanmay], ਕਲਆਣਮ [kalIanmel
blissful, beneficial. “kalIanme  pargat bhae.”
..ਕ-ਯਸ ਯਗ m 5.
ਕਲਆਨ [kalIan] See ਕਨ'ਣ. kalyan that (scale)
has five notes. It has many variants; its pure
form is give here. In arohi maddham (4th note)
and nIsad (7... note) are forbidden. gadhar  (3'd
note) is primary and dhsvat  (6'h note) is
secondary. maddham (4lh note) is sharp and
the rest are all pure notes. Its time o f  singing-
is the first quarter of night.

arohi- ਤਰ, re, 33, pa, dha, ਭਰ.
avrohi- ਝਹ, na, dha,  pa,  mi, ga, r3, ਤਰ.
In Guru Granth Sahib, Kalian is at the

twenty-ninth place. 2 a town in Bombay
presidency, which was once the capital of
Chalukya Rajputs.
ਕਲਸ [1<੪1^ d o ] ਰਉ/(£ਕਨ adj grieved, distressed.
2 difficuit, hard, tough.
ਕਲਹਰ [kalIhari] adj termagant, quarrelsome
(woman). 2 Skt n a herb also known as
kalIkari. Aconilum  Napellum. Its effect is hot
and dry. It cures diseases of  blood, piles,
phlegm, cough and colic  pain. It heals wounds,
aborts pregnancy and k i l ls  fleas.
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ਕਲਕਲਸ [1<ਰ1:1<c 1€8] strifes of the era of evil.
f‘mItane sat kalIkales.”—-ram m 5.
ਕਲਕ [kalIka] Skt n sixteenth phase of . t h e

moon. 2 pod; flower bud, lily. “dutI kalIka
radan manidu.”—GPS. ‘Like White lily is the
glamour of  teeth.’
ਕਲਕ-ਲ [kalIkal] era of vice [kalIyug].
(a) surtai adhre me drIrhtai  pahan me

naSIka canan madhy non rahi hat  me,
dhar'm rahyo pothIn vadai  rahi vrIksan me

b‘a'dh prapa pétan  me  pani rahyo ghat  me,
yahI kalIkal ne  bIhal  kio sab jag,

“nayak” sukaVI kesi bani he kuthat me,
raj rahi péthan rajai rahi sitkal

' raja bhayo nai  ਰਪ rai  rahi bhat  me.
(b) mirzade pirzade asal amirzade

sat fakirzade gose tan go rahe,
rayzade rauzade sahzade  sahuzade

]<0] ke BSIlzade tajpan kho rahe,
“thakur” kahIt kalIkal  l<e kahIr bic .

pahIr pahIr piche bhare  bhram bho rahe,
dan  kIrpan same syan gurugyan same

sabh zade mItke haramzade ho rahe.

(c)1<ur bhaye kfivar majur  bhaye maldar
sur bhaye gupat  asur  bhaye  jabre,

data bhaye krIpan adata kah‘é data  ham
dhani  bhaye nIdhan nIdhan bhaye gabre

saCIn ki batan patyat  kou jag mfijh
raj darbaran bul'é'yé-log labre,

bhanat  “prabin” ab chin bhai himat, so
kaliug adal badal dare sagre.

2 evil time; painful period. See ਕਲ 3.‘
ਕਲਕਲ [kalIkali] See ਕਢ.
ਕਲਗ [kalig] Skt ਕਤਕਗ n a dust-coloured
bird,  whose neck  i s  long  and head i s  red.  “bolat

kapot bhri  g khéjan kali' g kal.”—NP. 2 water
melon. 3 the territory which lies between the
western Ghats and Godavari. To its north is

-'In Mahabharat, Bhisham has accused the king of  being

the cause of yug 3' as: “raja kalasy kamé.“

790 . ਕਲਮਲ

Orissa. 4 fdr  j‘j (Holarrhena antidy- senterica).
5 sarih tree (alhizzial lebbek).
ਕਲਗ [kaliga] See ਕਰਗ-
ਕਲਜਰ [kalijar] a town in Bundelkhand. It is
known for the ancient fort built by Chandel
king Kiratbrahm, and Nilkanth temple known
as Kotti'rath. “des kalfjar l<e nIkat sen
bIcacchan rai.”—carI tr 240. “lode si  kalf  jar,

sabhan mukh radan si, nanak ki kiratI sétokh

sigh  ganIye.”—NP. See ਕਲਜਰ.
ਕਲਜਗ [kalug] See ਕਲਕਲ and ਯਗ. “kalug
UdharIa gurudev.”—asa m 5. 2 See ਕਲਯਗ 2.
ਕਲਣ []<91ਗ13ਰ] [)]ਜ'55ਪ1.“ਧ1191'8ਗ phoktano sabhe

I k  1<ev15 kaIIn'é bIna.”—1<alk1'.

ਕਲਤ [kalzt] Skt adj accumulated, gathered.
2 afflicted with. “kalIt krodh.”,—paras.
3 decorated, embellished. “astaran bar mrIdul
kalIt kar.”—GPS. 4 wellknown. 5 fascinating,
captivating. 6 See  ਕਲਤ.
ਕਲਤਰ [kalIttar], ਕਲਤ [1<ਡ11[1'] See ਕਲਤ.
ਕਲਦ [kalid], ਕਲਦਕਕ [1<91ਨਧ1<ਟ1ਲਕ], ਕਲਦ
[1<ਰ1ਣ’<11],ਕਲਦ [1<91‘£'ਧ1'8],ਕਲਦਜ [kalI'dri] Skt
ਬਜਕਜਸ ਠਗੲਤ'ਕ tree (beleric myrobalan). 2 sun.
3 a mountain that is the  source of  river Yamuna
(Jamna). That is why Yamuna is also known
as Kalindi and Kalind Kanya. “kal’x'dra 1<e srig—
hi3 te nIksyo ahI ]<0 phan kop bharyo he.”
—I<rIsan.
ਕਲਪਤਚ [kalatar], ਕਦਪਤਰ [kalatarU] See
ਸਰਤਰ and ਕਲਪਤਰ. “ek nam kalatar tare.”
——gau kabir. “kalataru rogbIdar sésartap
nIvar.”—saveye m 2 ke.
ਕਲਭਗਵਤ [kaIIbhagvat] Skt ਕਲਭਗਵਤ a heretic
of the era of vice [kalIyug]; hyprocritical
worshipper. “kalIbhagvat  b5d CIramé.”
—prabha bem'. ‘pretends to worship for a long
time.’
ਕਲਮਲ [kalImall Skt n sin, fault. “kalImal daran
manahI sadharan.”—devm 5.
ਕਲ'ਮਲ [kaIImuI] basis of the era of evil
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[kalIyug]. '2 root of strife. “he kalImul
krodh51”—sahas m 5.
ਕਲਯਗ [kalxyug] the fourth era/aeon. See ਕਲ
3 and ਯਗ. 2 a priest of  Jagannath, who was a
great hyprocrite and evil doer. Under the
influence of  Guru  Nanak Dev, he turned into a
noble and philanthropic person.
ਕਲਯਗ [kalIyugi] adj pertaining to the era of
evil. 2 riotous.
ਕਲ [kali] kalryug - the era of vices. See ਕਲ.
“nahI dokh bIapahI kalI.”—keda m- 5.
2 quicklime. 3 earthen top of a hubblc-bubble.
4 gusset of a shirt. 5 verse, line. “kali madh
car jagé'm banaI. ”—rupdip. 6 bud. “ali kali hi
56 bIdhyO. ”—brhan’. 7 artistic, mighty. “k1:
sarbé kalihe.’  ’—japu. 8A ਪ]? metal extracted
from a mine named kala; bangle; stannum.
ਕਲਕਲ [kalikal] era of vice [kalIyug]. “kalikal
ke mIte kalesa.”--suhi m 5. See ਕਲ 3 and
ਕਲਕਲ. ‘
ਕਲਰ [kalica] See ਗਲਰ.
ਕਲਦ[1<ਰ1ਚਯ] P ਮ. n key.
ਕਲਦ [kalida] n water-melon. “kharbuja a kalida
sajal bIkarie.”—BGK.
ਕਲਮ [kalim] .. conversationalist, speaker,
orator. “kI sarbé kalime.”——japu. ‘He speaks
on everything.’ 2 A ..! country, a region of
the earth. See E clime. “jahar kalim haftaz.”
—ramav. ‘evident from the seven foreign lands.’
See ਹਫਤ ਇਕਲਮ.

- ਕਲਯਹ [kaliyah] A ਸ" n meat cooked on a
round thick i ron plate. 2 meat roasted afier
mincing.
ਕਲਨ [kalil] A ਯਟ meagre,  inadequate,
insufficient. '
ਕਲਵ [kaliv] Skt ਗਰਕ n impotent person,
eunuch. “talan pur kaliv su nacahI.”—NP.
2 cowardly, timid.
ਕਲ [kalu] See ਕਲ and ਕਲ.
ਕਲਖ [kalukh], ਕਲਖ [kalukha], ਕਲਖਈ [kalukhai]

.ਕ'ਲਦ

Skt ਕਲਸ n dirt, filth: 2 soot. 3 stigma, blot 
4 sin. 5 anger.
ਕਲਚਰ [kalucars] sayeth poet Kalb. “kalucalfe
jasu j‘épau lahne rasan.”—savey¢ m 2 Ice.
ਕਲ [kalu] 866 ਕਲ. “ab kalu a re! Iku narhu
bovahu.”—bas§t m 5. .
ਕ'ਲਖ [kalukh] S e e  ਕ'ਲਖ. “kho t  kalukhan
dindaya .”'-NP. ‘
ਕਰਤ [kalukhat] Skt ਕਲਸਤ adj si'nning, guilty.
2 stigmatised. 3 n sin, fault, filth. “sadh ks ségx
kalukhat hare.”—sukhmani. ‘
ਕਲਨਸਨ [kalunasanI] Ganga, which, according
to  the Hindu faith, is believed to be the
destroyer of  sins.-'—sanama. ‘
ਕਲਬ [kalub] A ";-“ਸ plural of kalab (heart)
ਕਲਚ [kalur] See ਕਹਲਰ. “kasatvar kullu kalur.”
—cérItr 21 7.
ਕਲ [kale] adv  which subsumes the Underworld;
underneath.‘ ‘pidhi Ubh kale sésara.”—dhana
namde'v. The world is like a Persian wheel
whose earthen vessels go into water, then come
out and thus this process continues.
ਕਲਸ [kales] Skt ਕਲਸ n grief. 2 dispute.
3 anxiety, worry. 4 anger; 5 In Sanskrit texts,
scholars have mentioned five types of kales.
(a) ignorance,  lack o f  unders tanding,

misunderstanding. ‘
(b) pride and arrogance of material wealth.
(c) love and fondness for material things.
(d) animosity, enmity.
(e) insistence ofi performing undesirable deeds
and fearing the conseqfience o f  death
ਕਲਸਰ [kalesar], ਕਲਸਰ [1<91€ਤ\/v ] a mountain in
Bibhaur, district Hoshia‘rpur. “ nam kalesar
brahme dharyo.”—GPS and GV 10.
ਕਲਜ [kaleja] See‘ ਕਰ'ਜ. “karak kaléje mahI.”
—Var maIa m I.  Dg ਕਲ.
ਕਲਦ.[1<ਹ1€€1] Skt ਕਲਦ 866 ਕਲਦ vr n dampness.
2 sweat, perspiration. 3 distress, pain. 4 puke,
vomit.
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ਕਲਦਨ [kaledan] Skt ਕਲਦਨ n wetness, dampness.
2 sweat. , .
ਕਲਵਰ [kalevarl Skt n body, physique. 2 frame.
ਕਲਵ [kaleva] breakfast, light meal.
ਕਲ [kale] See ਕਲਹ. 2 Skt destroyer. 3 epoch,
time. “nerI na avai jamkékar jamkale.”-.-var
maru I m 3. ‘Messenger of the god of death
and the time of  dying  will not get close.’
ਕਲਰ [kaler] n peacock’s tail, tufi of feathers.
ਕਲਰ [kaleri] adj plumed. 2 n peacock.
ਕਲਹ [kaloh] a village in tehsil Hamirpur, district
Kangra, where the tenth Guru. stayed.
ਕਲਤ [kalota] See ਇਕਲਤ.
ਕਲਲ [kalol] Skt ਕਲ-ਲ. n wave, ripple. “maha
kalol bujhahI maIa ke.  ”—dhana m 5. 2 state
of bliss mind’s longing.
ਕਲ'ਜ [1<ਰ15]’1] n black cumin; nigella indica. Its
effect 18 hot  and dry. It 18 used as condiment'm
the preparation of  mango pickle and several
other medicines. ,
ਕਲਕ [1<ਰ1v 1<] Skt ਟਕਡਗ n fault, shortcoming.
2 ignominy, defamation. 3 blemish, stain.
4 black spot  on  the  moon’s surface. 5 material
. such as calcined tin, used in the preparation of‘
medicines etc. “dhatu me tanIk hi 1<ਰ1ਟ1< dare
anIk baran met kanak prakas he.”—BGK.
ਕਕਰ [1<ਬ1ਚ1<81‘] adj who brings into being power,
knowledge and craft. “kal‘ékar rupe.”—japu.
2 enemy of  evil.
ਕਲਕ [1<81ਟ1<1] adj stigmatised, blemished.
2 Kalki Avtar. “parsuram ram kIsan ho kIlak
kaléki atI ahékare.”—BG. '
ਕਲਗ [1<8158] ਕਲਕ. 2 Skt a branch of river
Brahmputar, which flows in Assam. Kalang
riVer.
ਕਲਜ. [1<81588] See ਕਲਗ and ਕਲਗ. plural of
ਕਲਕ. “janam janam ke hare kaléga.”—b11a m 5.

. 2 a plume-like flower.
ਕਲਜ [1<91ਰ]] Skt ਕਕਯ n tobacco: 2 creature
killed with a poisoned arrow.
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ਕਲਦਰ [1<31ਰਧ81‘], ਕਲਦਰ [1<੪1ਟ6!91'ਪ] P “ਨ or
“ੴ adj indifferent, carefree. 2 a particular
class of mendicants. See ਅਬਦਲ. “au kalédar
kesva.”—bh£r nam  dev. “menu  mend  aru tanu ves
kalédaru.”—brla m 1. ‘For me mind is the
temple, and body a carefree attire.’ 3'These
days a person who makes monkeys dance is
also known as a kalédar.

“jog to jémlio tum udhav,
asan sadh  samat lagane,

purak recak kfibhak ki gatI,
en lagavat thik thIkane,

p8 jasudhasut ke  jou katak,
‘ kyékar tu r Id  ਰਹਤ! ane.

mani munfdar so jane kahfi kachu
- bédar  bhed  kalédar  jane-das.

ਕਲਬਕ [1<81ਰ}੭੪1<] Skt n a type o f  gréen leafy
- vegetable that grows upon  the surface of  water
' like a creeper. 2 lotus. ‘-‘c5dan dhup kadéb
kalébak dipak dip tahéi dérsae.”——krIsan. ‘The
flowers of  sandalwood, frankincense, kad‘éb
and lotus shone like magical lamps.’
ਕਲਮ [1<81ਡ…] See ਕਲਮ. “hath: kalém Kagém.”

—phunhe m 5.
ਕਲ [kalh] See ਕਨ.
am; [kalhan] a scholar, Kashmiri Brahmin by
chste, who in the twelfth century wrote the
chronicle of  Kashmir named “Rajtarangini” in
Sanskrit. It is written in stanzas, ahd gives an
account of Kashmir from the 7'h'century.
ਕਲਰਇ' [kalharaI], ਕਲਰਯ [kalharay] a chiefiain
of  Raikot (district Ludhiana) who  was raja of
Tihara territory near  Jagraon. He was a

. d e v o t e e  of  Guru Gobind Singh. The Guru
reached Raikot from Machhivara disguised as
a Muslim pir. He gave him all the resourcés at
his disposal. He sent his shepherd Nuru to
Sirhind who brought the news of  the manyrdom
of the Guru’s younger sons. The Guru
bestowed a sword to Kalharay and bade him
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to keep it with reverence. Kalhe obeyed him
to the full but his grandson donned the sword
during hunting. After getting injured with it, he
died the same-day by falling from a horse.
People o f  Kalha’s community now live in
Raikot. Two articles of  the Guru are with them:
one is a jug for containing sacred water and
the other is a rehal, a folditfg book-stand. 866
ਟਹਲਪ and ਰਯਕਟ.
ਕਨ [kaly] Skt n early morning, dawn.
2 tomorrow. 3 yesterday. 4 liquor. 5 tavern,
pub. 6 a Bhatt singer of the Guru’s glory. “kabI

' kaly sujas gaveu  guru nanak.”-—savsye m 1 ke.
ਕਨਸਹਰ [1<31}’85-}181‘0'] a Bhatt singing the
Guru’s glory. “kalyas-haru tasu gun jépe.”
—saveye m 4 ke.
ਕਨਪਲ [kalypal] See ਕਲਲ. _
ਕਨ'ਣ [kalyan] Skt n well being, welfare.
2 heaven. 3 name of a rag. See ਕਲਆਨ 2.
ਕਨਧਇ [kalyanraI] In Gurli Nanak
Chandroday, it  i s  the  name of  Baba Kalu.  See
ਕਲ ਬਬ.
ਕਨ'ਣ [kalyani] n Durga; Goddess, whom the
Hindus regard as the  bringer of  bliss. 2 short
for Mata Kot Kalyani. 866 ਰਮਰਯ.

a m  [kalyan] S e e  ਕਲਜਣ. 2 See  ਕਲਣ.
benediction; blessing. “IO sun harakh uthyo
mardana. ucryo e ‘  nanak kalyana. p I t a
pItamah par  pun  parke. barnan  nam  kare jag

' guru ke. subh gun 55g kin parsésa. niyo
vedikul ax‘rtésa.”—NP.
ਕਨ'ਨ [kalyana] a disciple of  Guru Arjan Dev,
who was a spiritual and devout person. During
the settlement of Amritsar, he went to the
hills to collect funds and timber etc. At Mandi
he was in great trouble. Due to  the non-
observance of fast on the occasion of the
celebration of  Krishan’s birthday and for not

' doing worship in the temple, he was arrested
on the orders of the raja of Mandi. Taking him
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to be an atheist, the raja wished to impose
heavy punishment upon him, but on listening
to the sermon of  this spiritual personage, he
bacame atotally changed man. So  he fell upon
Kayana’s fget and sought forgiveness. The  raja
accompanied by Bhai Kalyana reached
Amritsar for the Guru’s audience and became
his disciple. 2 a devoted disciple of Guru Arjan
Dev. He belonged to the Bindrau subcaste.
He also served Guru Hargobind and took part  
in the crusades. See ਬਲਵਤ ਖ.
ਕਲਯਚਰ’ [kalyucre] Poet Kaly sayeth. “guru
ramdas lgalyucre.”—saveye m 4 Ice.
ਕਲਜਰ [kalyora] 866 ਕਲਵਰ. “kam ju n8 korIk
kalyora kedhé kare h‘é.”—krIsan. ‘as if cupid
has assumed innumerable forms.’
ਕਲਰ [}<81]੩ਡ] 866 ਕਲਰ.
ਕਲਰਕਲ [kellarkaal] lotus in barren land, that is,
getting best from the worst. 2 a noble fellow
taking birth in an ignoble family; “kallarkal
bhagat prahIlad.”—BG.
ਕਲ [kallo] adj alone, all alone. 2 P 3 n part
of  the face that lies between the cheek and
the neck; jaw.
ਕਵ [kav] Skt ਥਚ vr compose verse, narrate,
draw pictures. 2 See ਕਵ.
ਕਵਕ [kavka] See ਕਵਕ.
ਕਵਚ [kavac] Skt n that which obstructs air;
armour, coat of mail. 2 protective mantar. “ram
kavac das ka sénahu.”—g5d m 5. 3 kettledrum.
ਕਵਚ ਸਨਹ [kavac sénah] wearing an armour or
coat of  mail.
ਕਵਚਨ [kavacni] army wearing armour.
—sanama.
ਕਞਚਤਕ [kavcétak], ਕਵਚਤਕਰ [kavcé’tkér]
destroyer of  armour; sword, arrow, spear and
gun.——sanama.
ਕਵਚ [kavaci] adj wearer of armour.
ਕਵਚ [kavacu] See ਕਵਚ. .
ਕਵਡ [kavcli] cowrie. “kIs-hfi na  kavdi pan te
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kab hi na kayéhi déhge.”—kalki.
ਕਵਡ [kavaddi] a rural sport. The players are
divided into two groups, with a line drawn on
the ground. A player from one'side goes to the
other side of  the line continuously uttering,
“Kavadi, Kavadi.” He  touches someone on  the
rival side and comes back to his side without
taking a breath and getting caught. If he is
caught then  he loses. The  only tact required is
to  touch an opponent without taking a breath
and not be caught on that side.
ਕਵਣ [kavan], ਕਵਣ [kavanU] pron who. “tIn
kavanu khalave kavanu cugave?”-—sodaru.
ਕਵਤਕ [kavtak] See ਕਤਕ. “kalahI kavtak kar
bhari.”—kalki. '
ਕਵਤ [kavta] See ਕਵਤ. 2 poet. “kavte bhi jasi.”

' -Var maru 2 m 5.
ਕਵਨ [kavan], ਕਵਨ [kavanu] See ਕਵਣ. “kavan
gun pranpatI mIlau meri mai?”—gau m 5.
“kavanu sujan jo sauda jore?”—gau m 5.
ਕਵਰ [kavar] See ਕਰਞ. “par nari l<e het katak
, kavran k0 ghayo.’’—carItr 21.2 morsel. See
ਕਵਲ. 3 Skt salt. 4 sour  juice. 5 curl, tress.
ਕਵਰ [kavra] adj bitter. “péc bIat t Iage
kavre.’ ’—gauam1.
ਕਵਰ[1<ਰਘ]੦੦…ਜ8.2 bitter. 3 Skt plait, braid.
ਕਵਲ [kaval] Skt n morsel. “bharyo kaval kar
anan payo. ”—GPS. 2 lotus. “gu'r ke ਢਹਣ!!! kaval
rId dhare.”—sorm5. “kavalkhIre mukh kavél
sudhare.  ”—GPS. ‘put morsels into the lotus-
like open  mouth.’
ਕਵਲਲ [kavalnsn] 866 ਕਮਲਨਯਨ. “kavalnen
madhurbhen.”—savcye m 4 k'e.
ਕਵਲਪਰਗਸ [kavalpargas] See ਕਧ-[ਲਧਗਸ “kaval
pargas bhae sadh sége. ”—guj m 5.
ਕਵਲਯ [kavlay] See ਕਵਨ.

ਕਵਲ [kavla] Lakshmi. See  ਕਮਲ. “kavla ਢਹਣ!!!

saran he  ]81<6.”-880 kabir.
ਕਵਲਸ' [kavlas] Kailash mountain. See  ਕਬਲਸ.
“kavlas me dhyan chutyo har ka.’ ’-—c5g11' I . 866
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ਕਞਲਯਸ.
ਕਵਲਸਨ [kavlasan] Brahma. See ਕਮਲਸਨ.
ਕਵਲਸਪਰ [kavlaspatI] Lord o f  Kailash
mountain, Shiv. See  m m .
ਕਵਲਸਯ [kavlasray], ਕਵਲਸ [kavlasri] Vishnu,
the protector of  lotus, from whose navel
emerged this flower. “man ' m e  kavlasri jo
gyana.”—arh5ta.
ਕਵਲਕਤ [1<ਗ181<ਰ!], ਕਵਲਪਤ [kavlapatI] See
ਕਕਤ and ਕਲਪਤ. “harIjas sunahI tIsu
kavla k‘éta.”—var 5੦!- m 4.
ਕਵਲ [kavalu] morsel. See ਕਵਲ. “kale kavalu
nIréjan jane.”—maru solhe m 1. ‘One who
knows Him, devours death,’ i.e. a spiritual
person conquers death.
ਕਵ[1<ਹ\/8]/! L ?  n plural of kuvatt. strength,
might. 2 See ਕਵਇ. '
ਕਵਉ [kavau] See  ਕਵ. 2 spoken word, mandate.
“kita pasau el<o kavau.”—~japu. See ਕਵ W.
3 866 ਕਵਰ. “de lesahI jfd kavau.”—-var asa.
‘body as garment.’
ਕਵਟ [kavaI] A I} n dress, costume of a rich
man. “gurI dibanI kavaI penaio.”—-sr1' m 5
pepaI. “galahu kavaI khol pahInai.”—BG.
2 See ਕਵ-
ਕਵਇਦ[1<8ਪ:€1]×ਧ M; plural of kaIdah. rule.
2 drill. “kar‘é kavaId VI dya ség.”—GPS.
ਕਵੲ [kavai] 866 ਕਵਇ. “1<8}!ਕ so lal kavai.”
—asa a m 1.
ਕਵਰ [kavaci] adj who wears an armour. “bhayo
renuka te kavaci kuthari.”—-paras.
ਕਵਟ [kavat] Skt n that lets air in and out; door.
ਕਵਦ [kavad], ਕਵਦ [kavada] A ,ਡ; adj
shameless, immodest, devoid o f  self-respect.
“dargahi hon khuar kavade.”—BG. 2 guide,
leader. “dIl  mahI SOCI bIcarI kavade! tsat
dojak kInI pai?”-—asa kabir. ‘Leaders of the
Muslimslpondérwithin.’ 866ਕਬਦ.
ਕਵਢ [kavadI] See ਆਦਕਵ. “dhru prahIlad
kavadI tIlocan.” NP.
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ਕਵਯਦ [kavayad] 866 ਕਵਇਦ.
ਕਵਲ [kavali] See ਕਵਲ.
ਕਵਞ [kavav] See ਕਵਉ. “ek kavave te sabh
hoa.”——maru m 5. 866 ਕਵ vr.
ਕਵੜ [kavar] 866 ਕਬੜ. 2 door. 866 ਕਵਟ.
ਕਵ [kaVI] See ਕਵ vr one who composes,
creates or narrates is a poet. Scholars have
described four types of poets:

“path  curave bharya, arth curave put,
bhav  curave mit so, sute kahe avdhut.
arth he  mul bhali tuk dar  su

achar  patr  hi dekhke  jije,
chéd h‘é phul  navo res so phal  dan  ke

barI 56 sicbo kije, '
“dan” kahe y5 prabinan 56 suthri

kaVIta sunke ras pije,
kiratI ke  bIrva kaVI h‘é I n  1<੦

kab-hfi kumlan na  dije.
kahfi guru karan dadhiCI balI  benu kahz’i

sake salIvahan  1<e aj-hfi 13 gae  h‘é,
kahfi prIthu  parath pururava puhamIpatI

haricéd puran a bhoj VIdtae  h'é,
kahe “matIram” kou kaVIn 1<੦ nido mat

1(8VII'1 pratap sab  desan me  chae  hE,
dhfid dekho tin 10k ami he  kaVIn mukh

kete mue  mue raja kaVIn iae h‘é.
2 n Valmiki. 3 Shukar. 4 Brahma. 5 Pandit.
6 in Bengal a physician is also called a kavi.
ਕਵਕ [kavxk], ਕਵਕ [kaVIka] Skt ਕਵਕ réin,
bridle. “mukhbal asu kav1ka i mani.”—NP.
‘like a bridle for an intractable horse.’ See
ਕੜਆਲ.
ਕਵਤ [kSVIt] See ਕਵਤ. “pothi git kaVIt kIchU
kade  na  karanI dharIa.”—sr1’ a m I .
ਕਵਤ [kavxta] Skt n verse; compostion in verse.
ਕਵਤ [kaVItt] See ਕਬਤ and ਕਵਤ.
ਕਵਤ [kaVItra] See ਕਵਤ.
ਕਵਰ [1<ਚਧਯ9] Skt composing of verse, poem.
2 prudence, cleverness. 3 poetic quality.
ਕਵ'ਪਯ [kaVIprIya] a book on poetics
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authored by the well-known Hindi scholar
Keshav Das.
“pragat pécmi k0  bhayo  kaVIprIya avtar,
sor'é se  atthanvé  phagun SUdI budhvar.”

ਕਵਰਜ [kavrraj] supreme poet. 2 Valmiki.
3 Shukracharya. 4 Vyas. 5 Bhai Gurdas.
6 Bhai Nandlal. 7 Bhai Santokh Singh.
8 Vedraj, a supreme physician. See ਕਵ 6.
ਕਵ [kavi] See ਕਵ. 2 blue lotus, water lily.
“c'édrama SIveya 1<੦ kavike pahIcanie.”—aka1.
“kaulu tu he kavia tu he.”—sr1' m 1. 3 A 6}
strong,  mighty, powerful. .
ਕਵਅਣ [kavian] Skt poets have. “sujas kaly
kavian bakhanIU.”—saveye m 5 ke.
ਕਵਸਰ [kavisar], ਕਵਸਰ [kavisvar] master poet.
See ਕਵਰਜ. '
ਕਵ [kave] Skt ਗ: of the poet. “git nad kaVIt
kave sunI.”—tukha barahmaha. ‘having heard
music and poetry.’
ਕਵਧ [kavédh] 866 ਕਬਧ.
ਕਵ [kavy] See ਹਵ. food given or oblation
performed after the invocation of  ancestors.
2 food from which balls or cakes are prepared
for the ancestors. 3 w o r l d b f  ancestors.
4 admirer.
ਕਵਲ [1<ਚਪ1] A ਕਨ” singer; one who sings in
the congregation of  sufis. Its root is ਵਲ.
ਕੜ [1<ਗ'] n layer.  of gravel. 2 attraction. “ken
bédhan  bfito s is  mar.”—basé’t a m 3 .
3 restraint. “maIa moh nI t  kam.”-—var ram 1
m 3. 4 sound produced by gunfire. 5 866 ਕੜਨ.
ਕੜਈਐ [1<ਗਗੲ] be boiled; be cooked; be pained
or  troubled “ta mere menu, ka I to  karaie?”—g5d
m 4.
ਕੜਕ [kayak] n sound produced by lightning or
gun fire.
ਕੜਕਣ [1<ਗ੪1<!.!8] v crackle, give out a loud
sound. 2 thunder. “SIrI  karh kal.”—-bh£rm 5.
ਕੜਕੳਣ [1<ਗ1<8_ .18] v crackle, break. “jidu
nImani kaqlhie had?) kfi karkaI.”—s farid.
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ਕੜਖ [karkha] See ਕਰਪ.
ਕੜਛ [karcha] ਕੜਛ [1<ਗ‘l £}ਪ] See ਕਰਛ ਕਰਛ.
“karchia phIré‘mI; sau na jali supia.”—var
guj 2 m 5.
ਕੜਨ [karan], ਕੜਨ [karma] v fasten tightly,
shackle. 2 See ਕੜਨ. “ta kaItu karie?”—var
3’90 1 m 4. 3 Skt ਨਘ become unconscious
in grief or due to ecstasy. “satIguru jIni
taIa se karIn savahi.”'—var 311' m 4. ‘They
are always engrossed in ecstasy.’ 4 M ਖਤਰ
adv far away, on the other bank.
ਕਬੜਝਗਗਘ] onom crackling sound. “koldar
karmure.’  ’—paras. ‘The tusk of  the boar that
carries the earth crackles.’
ਕੜਵ [karva] adj bitter.
ਕੜ [kara] n bangle, bracelet. 2 hard layer of
gravel. 3 bangle-type hook. 4_ adj hard, stiff.
ਕੜਯਣ [karasanu], ਕੜਸਨ [karasan] M ਕਡਸਨ n
seat made of deerskin. 2 Skt ਕਟਸਨ seat made
of grass. “kaIa karasanu menu jagoti.”
ésrdhgo'satr. See ਜਗਟ.
ਕੜਹ [1<ਰ1.‘8}1] Skt ਕਟਰ n cauldron. 2 dish
prepared in a cauldron; pudding of flour, sugar
and clarified butter; halva.
ਕੜਹਪਸਦ [karahprasad] n the supreme Sikh
offering made to the  Almighty and then
distributed among  the  congregation. It is also
known as pécamrIt and mahaprasad.
. The method of preparation and distribution
of karahprasad mentioned in rahItnamas is
as below:

“karah karan ki bI t  sun lije—
tin bhag  k0  samsar  kije,
lepan  a g e  bahukar dije,
mé'jan kar  bhé’jan dhovije ,
kar sanan paVItr  hve bahe,
vahIguru b I n  aver na kahe.
kar  t Iar  coki pa r  dhare ,

"‘se key: 119 savahi.” ‘Passion does not turn them into
ashes.’ '

ਕਰਆ
car  or  kir tan bahI kare.

jo prasad k0 bit he man me  dhare lobh,
ks thora kISI aggla sada rahe tIS sog.”

—tanama
pavan tan  pavan  kar  than
ghrIt meda le  khéd saman,

- kar karah japu path 30 thane, ‘
gurprasad ardas bakhane.”—GPS.

See ਪਚਗਢਗਧ ਮਹਪਸਦ.
ਕੜਹ [karaha] See ਕਟਰ. “tapat karaha but
gaIa.”—maru m 5. Here it means a mind
troubled by perversions and distresses.
ਕੜਹ [karahi] Small cauldron. 2 pudding
prepared from flour, sugar  and clarified butter.
“dhuré pa ta lé  lai karahi.”—BG. 3 sweet
pudding offered to the deities.,
ਕੜਹਆ [karahia] adj one who prepares
pudding from flour, sugar  and clarified butter.
ਕੜਕੜ [karakar]  onqm crackl ing  sound
produCed by gunfire etc.
ਕੜਕ [karaka] n explosion. 2 xa fasting. “sigh
karake sé rahé due" tie d I n  khéihi.”—PPP.
3 scorching heat without rainfall.
ਕੜਬਨ [karabin] See ਕਰਬਨ.
ਕਸਧਰ [karamanakpur] a village on the
bank of Jamna, where the ninth Guru stayed
on  his  way back from Thanesar  and
Banibadarpur. It was here that Guru Teg
Bahadur removed Maluk Das Vaishnav’s
misconception about the  eating of  meat. “Rate
50 manak pur  ke rahu .  gamne satIguru
beparvahu».”-—GPS.
ਕੜ [ਰਸ] tightly. 2 afier being rocked, with
anxiety. “maIa mohI kare karI pacxa.”-bh£r
m 5.
ਕਰਆ [keg-Ia] adj shackled, fettered. “lIkhI
IIkhI parza teta karIa.”—var asa. ‘Deep study
leads to the unfettering of  shackles,  but the
more they read without pondering, the more

' do they get egotistic.’ 2 distressed, aggrieved.
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ਕੜਅਲ [karIal] ਕਤਅਲ [karIala] n a special
type of  iron bridle to control intractable horses.
2 rein, bridle.
ਕਭਨ [karIn] See ਕੜਨ.
ਕੜ [kari] n rafter; a wooden piece put aslant
on a beam. 2 hook  of  a fastening chain. 3 hook
attached to the sword ’s sheath. “karifi ਚ capras
VIsala.”—GPS. 4 adj hard, stiff.
ਕੜਅਲ [karial], ਕੜਅਲ [1<ਬ;v ‘181ਪ] See ਕੜਅਲ.
“karialu mukhe gurI gIanu  drI  ਝਟ! Ia  ram.’,’—vad
m 4 ghorié.
ਕੜ [karu] See ਕੜ 3 .
ਕੜਆ [kama] adj bitter. “mithe kau kaura kahe,
karue kau mitha.”—gau a m I .
ਕੜਚ [karuca] Skt ਕਚ n tiny bundle. “…!-ਸ kamce
ghah de  chad ghore rah‘i.”—c5di 3. ‘took tiny
bundles o f  grass in their mouths to prove
”themselves as cows.’
ਕੜਨ [karhna] v boil. 2 be aggreived, be
distressed. 3 ponder over again and again,
practise. “pritI parhe kar pritI karhe rasritIn

‘ cit suno SUI cakhe.”—kr1'san.
ਕੜ [karhi] adj cooked boiled. 2 n salted
gfamflour dish, or  a sweet dish, prepared from
fine  wheat-flour [meda].
ਕ [ka] part of. “nanak l<a prabhu so: s ka
sabhkOI.”—asa m 5. 2 pron what. “kahu jan,
ka nahi ghar t5ke?”—gau kabir. 3 someone. “ka
VIrli jazz vuthi.”—gau m 5. 4 which. “dusar
nahi than l<a pahI jaie?”—jet che'it m 5. 5 adj a

‘ little, in some measure. “tIna bhukh na ka
rahi”—gau var 2 m 5. “lobhi ka vesahu na kije
je ka parvasaI.”—-sava m 3.
ਕ [}<ਰ], ਕਉ [kau], ਕਉ [1<ਫ0] n crow. “jIU sfiye
gharI kau.”—sri m 3. '
ਕਉ ਉਡਉਣ [1<ਫ… Udauna] v make the crow
fly away; an omen solemnly professed by
women; keeping in mind the relative gone
abroad, to beckon the crow perched on the‘
houSe to fly simply by a word of mouth, without
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any gesture to shoo it'away; if  the crow flies
away, it is  persumed  that the relative  will  return
soon. On the contrary, if  it does not fly away,
it is evident that his return may be delayed.
See ਕਗ ਉਡਉਣ.
ਕਉਕ [1<<ਜਪ1<੦] a village in police station and
tehsil J agraon, district Ludhiana. It is situated
four miles away to the west of  J agraOn railway
station. A gurdwara of  Guru Hargobind is
situated ha l f  a mile way from the  village. The
Guru came here from Sidhvan.

The main hall of this gurdwara is elegantly
built. Thirteen ghumaons of  land was donated
by the village to this gurdwara. A fair is held
on every Baisakhi day.
ਕਊ [kau] adja little, in some measure. “ciri a i '
t l  na kau.”-—-var ram 1 m 1. 2 pron any.
ਕਓ [kao] See ਕਉ. “jIU 56312 gharI kao.”—vad
m 1 aIahni.
ਕਅ'ਬ [kaaba] See ਕਬ. .
ਕਟ [kaI], ਕਇ [kz‘iI] adv why. “1<aI pap
kamaie?”—asa chétm 5. “ka: patola parti?”—s
farid. “tu k5: garbahI bavli?”—bas§t ravrdas.
2- for whom, why. “kes mudae k517”—s kabir.
3 pron to whom. “jagjivanu jugatI na mIle
kaI.”-basétm'1 . 4 Skt ਧਧ n body, physique.
ਕਇਅਉ [kaIau] See ਕਯਉ. “kaIau dhup dip
naibeda.”—dhana pipa.
ਕਇਆ [kaIya], ਕਇਆ [kz'ia] Skt ਕਯ n body,
physique. “ਪ kaIya me ruldi dekhi o dhar
uparI Charo.”—gau m I .  “jab lagu kal grasi
nahI k51a.”—-bh£r kabir.
ਕਇਆਸਰਰ [kaIa sarir] physique, mortal body.
“ka  I a  satire VICI satkIchu pa  Ia.”—-—majh a
m 3.
ਕਇਅਕਲਪ [kaIakalap] Skt ਕਯਕਲਪ n
rejuvenation; a Vedic strategy to once again
rejuvenate the body. “kaIakalap kijs.”-ram
namdev.
ਕਇਆ ਕ~ਪਨ [kaIa ki aganI] n heat of the
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body that keeps life going. It is generated by
the flow  of  blood in the  veins. 2 egotism. “kaIa
ki aganI braham parjare.”——bh£r1<ab1°r. ‘Bodily
vanity should bum in the intense fire of spiritual
knowledge.’
ਕਇਆਭਗ [kaIabhogi] adj given to enjoying
bodily pleasures. 2 he who leads a full life. “]ਙ
jatu jogi t5 kaIabhogi.”-asa m I .
ਕਰਆਰਤ [kaIarat] adj  vain (one who loves his
body.) “kaIarat bahu rup racahi.”—gau kabir.
ਕਇਮ [1<8ਰਗ8], ਕਇਸ [kfixs] n dispute, riot. “rah
jfidi 18 ka  IS  mol.”—I’PP.
ਕਇਕ [kaIk] See ਕਯਕ.
ਕਇਦ [kaIce] adv why, for what purpose.
“kaIce  bharam bhula?”—maru m 1.
ਕਇਤ[1<83:੮],ਕਇਤ [1<81ਪ]5'/(£ਕਸਮਚਤ adhy,
for what purpose. “agode je cetie t5 kaItu mile
sajaI?”—asa a m I .
ਕਇਥ [kaIth], ਕਇਥ [kaIthu] Skt ਕਯ1=ਥ adj
situated in the body. 2 n soul. 3 conscience.
See ਕਇਥਚਤ. 4 a caste. See ਚਤਗਪਤ. 5 one

. born from a low caste mother and a Kshatri
father. It is mentioned in 35th sick of  Aushnas
Simriti that a Kayas'th (ਕਯ-ਚ) 86੮8 his
restlessness from the  crow (ਕਕ), cruelty from
Yamraj (ਯਮਰਜ) and sawing from the carpenter

('ਸਧਤ) to form an acronym: ਕਯਸ'.
ਕਇਥਚਤ [kaIthucetu] conscience; a quality in
the human body to be conscientious and
dexterous. “ghari ghari ka lekha mags
kaIthucetu nau.”—maru kabir. It is this which
is also known as Chitargupt.
ਕਇਦ [kaIda] A ਕਇਦਹ rule, principle.
2 convention, practice.
ਕਇਨਤ [kaInat] See ਕਯਨਤ.
ਕਟਨ [kaInu]A ਪਪ n plural of kaynat slave
girls, female servants. “bibi kaula 510 Ram
tera.”——bh£r namdev. ‘Your relationship with
Lakshmi is that of maidservants.’
ਕਇਮ [kaIm], ਕਇਮ [kaImu] A (‘5- adj
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e s t a b l i s h e d ,  f ixed .  “ k a I m u  daImU  sada

patIsahi.”—gau ravidas.
ਕਇਰ [ka  Ir]  ਕਇਰ [ka  Iru] Skt ਕਤਰ adjcowardly,

timid, uncntcrprising. “manmukhu kaIru
kampu he.”—var vad m 3.
ਕਇਰਤ [kaIrta] cowardice, timidity, lack of
enterprising spirit.
ਕਇਰ' [kaIru] See ਕਇਰ.
ਕਇਲ [kaIl] See ਕਯਲ.
ਕਈ [kai] pron any. “un na kai bata.”——ram m
5. “va kau bIat na kai.”—j£t m 5. 2 adj
some, a little. “bInsat bar na lags kai.”—prabha
a m I .  3 n algée. “mIte  na bhram ki kai.”
—dhana m 9. ‘ignorance as a form of algae.’
flaw.
ਕਟ [kae], ਕਟ= [1<ਕ85] adv why, for what
purpose. “1<ਫਠ an  an  rucie.”—sar m 5 partal.
ਕਸ [kas] pron to whom. 2 n short for ਆਕਸ
“asat kas khat dharanI kIy.”-kalki. ‘During
the War, the surface of  the earth flew to the
sky. As a result, six worlds remained below,
and eight worlds appeared above.’ 3 ਕਗ vr
shine, manifest. 4 n glitter, light. 5 moss, grass.
6 Skt ਵਯ asthma. “m5dagan1 kas.”—saloh.
7 Skt ਧਧ Whetstone, grindstone. 8 T jg
respect ,  ref ra in .  9 f ragment .  1 0  sl ice .
11 PJK part Had it been so! 12 God willing.
13 grief, distress.
ਕਸਉ [kasau] to whom. “Ihu dukhu kasau
kahau re.”—asa kabir.
ਕਸਕ [kaska] See ਕਸਕ.
ਕਸਕਰ [kaskar], ਕਸਕਰ [kaskari], ਕਸਗਰ
[kasgar], ਕਸਗਰ[1<858ਗ] P [’55 atown  in the
east of Turkistan. “kaskar 1<੦ sahIk janIyat.”
—carItr 5. 2 resident of Kasgar. “kaboj kaskari
ke.”—-kaH<1'.
ਕਸਟ [kasat] Skt ਕਸ n wood. “suke kasat
harIa.”—sodaru. 2 See ਕਸ. “pret-pfjar mahI
kasatu bhaIa.”—ram a m I .
ਕਸਟਕਦਨ [kasatkfidni], ਕਸਟਪਸਟਣ [kasatprIs-
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tam] gun, which hasawooden  butt.—sanama. ਕਸਰ [kasar], ਕਸਰ [ਠਕ-58੮0] Skt n pond.
ਕਸਟਬਸਟ [kasatbesté] See ਬਸਟ.
ਕਸਟ'[1<85ਣਹ] See ਕਸ.
ਕਸਟ [kasatu] See  ਕਸਟ.
ਕਸਤ [kasat] P am! agriculture.
ਕਸਤਕਰ [kasatkar] P .65! n agriculturist.
ਕਸਤਨ [kastan] P ਯਰ v sow.
ਕਸਤ [kaste] adv  why, for what purpose. “esi
but kaste hoi?”—NP.
ਕਸਦ [kasad] See ਕਸਦ.
ਕਸਨ [kasni] P ‘31 n a plant with flowers of
sky-blue colour. Its seeds are used in numerous
medicines. Its effect is cold and wet.Cichorium
Intybus. It controls bile and purifies blood. It
quenches thirst and relieves temperature
caused by prickly heat. 2 adj having sky-blue

“colour.

ਕਸਪ [kaspi] See ਕਸਪ.
ਕਸਮ [kasam] See ਕਸਮ.
ਕਸਮਬਗ [kasambeg] Kasimbeg, son of Lallabeg,
a commander of  Shah Jahan, who was killed
with a spear by Bhai Lakkhu, a soldier of Guru
Hargobind in the battle of  Gurusar.
ਕਸਮਰ [kasmir] adj of  or relating to Kashmir.
2 n saffron. 3 Persian writers have written
kasmir in place of  kasmir. See  ਕਸਮਰ.
ਕਸਰ [kasra] a subcaste of  Bahujai Khatris.
“dipak dipa kasra guruduare hukmibéda.”
-BG'.

_ ਕ [kasa] P ਅਛ n bowl, mug. “karI kasa
darsan ki bhukh.”——t115gm I .  “hathi kase  laki
phuman.”—var majh m I .
ਕਸ [1<ਏ58] n vessel made of bronze. 2 flat
plate made of  bronze. 3 in Rajputana, a plate
with meals ready to be served is known as 'a
kha‘isa.
ਕੲ [kasai] See ਕਸਈ. 2 adj with the instinct
of a butcher. “kallkati raje kasai.”—var majh
m I .
ਕਸਗਰ [1<ਕ888v ] brazier, bronze-worker, tinker.

2 péjiri', a preparation comprising flour, fried
in clarified butter, mixed with sugar. “bhatu
pahItI ਰਪ lapsi karkara kasaru.”—asa kabir.
3 Skt ਕਸਰ food prepared by mixing broken
rice and sesame seeds.
ਕਸ' [kasx] See ਕਸ.
ਕਜਉ [kasm] from whom.
ਕਸਕ [kasxk] See ਕਸਕ.
ਕਸਕ [1<88:1<<1] Skt ਕਸਕ n Kashipuri. 2 a
commentary by Vaman and J ayaditt on Panini’s
grammar; an annotation for the clarification
of meanings. “kahfi prakrIya kasxka sarab
matth‘é.”—gyan. 3 adj which gives light.
ਕਸਕਰ [kaSIkar] See ਕਸਗਰ. 2 See ਕਸਗਰ.
ਕਸਕਸ [kasxkis] Shiv, lord of the fesidents of
Kashi and the ruler of Kashi. “jInyo
kaSIkisé.”—gyan.
ਕਸਦ [kasxd] A yr; adj who intends. 2 n
messenger. 3 envoy.
ਕਸਪ [kasxpi] Skt ਕਸਪ n the earth,which is
owned by Kashyap. “je kar‘é patr kasrpi
sarab.”—datt. ‘ if  the  whole earth is put forth as
paper.’ 2 Dg gator, a bird, the offspring of
Kashyap.
ਕ'ਯ [kaSIm] A ੴ,” adj he who divides or
distributes. _2 It happens to be the name of
numerous Muslims. See ਮਸਲਮਨ ਦ ਭਰਤ ਵਚ
ਰਜ.

ਕਸਮਬਗ [kaSImbeg] See ਕਸਮਬਗ.
ਕਸ [kasi], ਕਸ [kz‘isi] Skt ਕਸ n Varanasi,
Benaras, principal centre of education and
pilgrimage of Hindus in UP. Shivpuri. Kasi is
situated on  the left bank of  Ganga.  According
to the census of  1921 AD, its p0pulation was
1,98,447.ਲ “na kasi matI 0i na kasi mat: jaI.”

'ਸਰ ਗਰ m m  ਥਢਫ W

ਕਗਚਸ ma ਗਲ m m
ਜਰਧ-ਕ ਬਜ ਰਧਰਚ ਸਥਰ ਧਣਸ ਗ-ਸਸਧਕਘਤ’ਧਯਧ.
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—guj m 3.
For lo'ng Kashi has been famous in India.

Hindus of all sects have tried to enhance its
reputation. Aurangzeb renamed it as
Mohammadabad. He  got demolished the
famous Vishveshvar Nath temple and built a
large mosque in its place, which stands there
even today.

This  city has the following gurdwaras in it:
(a) Vadi Sangat in Mohalla Asbhairo. It is

at this place that Guru Teg Bahadur stayed
for seven months and  thirteen days in Sammat
1722. The cave in which  the Guru practised
solitary meditation is still there. On his way
back from Patna to Punjab, Guru Gobind Singh
also stayed here. A robe of  Guru  Teg Bahadur
and his shoes, alongwith those of  Guru Gobind
Singh, are kept with great reverence and are
shown to  the public on  the Sankranti day. Fairs
are held on'Poh Sudi 7, Assu Vadi 10 and on
Baisakhi.

Maharaja Narender Singh of Patiala got
constructed a Shishmahal in Sammat 191] with
considerable amount and also started a daily
community kitchen costing rupees two per day.
The gurdwara has some incomé from the rent
of houses and some from Ledhupura village.
The priest of  the gurdwara is Bhai Ishar Singh
Nihang, Due to his efforts, the gurdwara-
property the‘people had grabbed was restored
by the court orders.

(b) There is a gurdwara named Guru ka
Bagh in Laksa Mahal. Guru Nanak Dev stayed

here and gave a sermon to Gopal Pande.
(c) In Jagat Ganj, there is Choti Sangat

gurdwara. Guru Tegh Bahadur  stayed here for
some  time. It is in a dilapidated state.

(d) Across Ganga, at a distance of  three
kohs from Kashi, there is Guru  ka  Bagh on 16
bighas of land in Chh'ota Mirzapur. While he
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was staying at Vadi Sangat, Guru Gobind Singh
once visited this place. This place is to the north
ofAhrora railway station at a distance of  three
miles.

In Kashi there are about forty such places
belonging to Udasi and Nirmala saints where
Guru Granth Sahib  i s  kept and recited.
2 bronze. 3 a musical instrument made of
b ronze .  “kas i  phu t i  p é d I t a !  dhunI kaha
samai?”-bIIa kabir. 4 adj miraculous,
marvellous. See ਕਸ 3. “has: krIsan caravat
ga'u mIlI harIjan  sobha pai.”——_maIa m 4.
ਕਸਕ [kasik]_Skt ਕਸਕ adj of or relating to
Kashi. “tfi brahmanu me kasik julha.”—ram
kabir. '
ਕਯਪਰ [kasipur] See ਕਸ. 2 a town in Karond
state in .C.P. “phatak si kelas kamafigadh
kasipur.”—aka1.
ਕਸਰਮ [kasiram] a poet, whose composition
is included in a play authored by Hridyaram,
asz— '

parsuramovac
atr chadvaI dou kaf jurvaI,  daso—
nakh mukh dyaI apnoke chItkayo  he,

mican daraI bar  bar  satraI,  aj
hvegayo SIpahi  moso ta‘ihi k0 tfi jayo he,

kahe kasiram tab  ram  56 parsuram
SIkkh bamdev ju ke nike k8 suriayo he,

jfiki sah’é khafi chatf dhari kahI kahI jat
téihi p8 me  dasan tInuka pakrayo he.

ramc'édrovac
pharto  kapol  bol bolathi  bamhan  ke

darto Ukhar darh  jami jo badan  mi,
` jit birkhet pathedet  jamlok tohI

leto sabh chatrIn ko ber el< chm m‘é,
kahfi karé hatya pran ab jo tIhare hat

subhal; kahaI ran thadhe hot ran mé,
yahe jan nato ho bacyo h'é ek  bamhan ke

kasiram samajh samajh  kar  man  m‘é.
See footnote to ਹਨਮਨ ਨਟਕ.
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' ਕਸ [kasu] fromowhom, to whom. “ਇਕ kahie
kasu’?”——prabha a m I . 2 short for ਆਕਸ. “aradh
uradh mukhI lagau kasu.”—bher a kabir. The
immanent creature (aradh) is one with the
transcendent Creator (uradh), in the sky.
ਕਸਰ [kasera] See ਕਸਰ. _
any [kast] Skt ਕਸ n wood.
ਕਸ [kasta], ਕਸ [kastha] Skt n limit, boundary.
2 direction. 3 time equivalent to 18  twinklings
of an eye. According to Sushrat Sanhita, time
taken by fifteen twinklings of  an eye, and
according to' Vishnu Puran, time takeh by
eighteen twinklings of  an  eye, is equivalent to
one kastha. 4 daughter of  Daksh, who was
Kashyap’s wife. 5 situation, circumstance.
ਕਸਪ [kasyapi] See ਕਸਪ.
ਕਹ {kah} what. “kah bhayo dou locan mfidke
bath rahyo?”—aka1. 2 to  whom. 3 P .K grass.
4 A ,5’ obedie_nce. 5 elderliness. 6 strength,
power.
ਕਹ [kfihl to whom. 2 n grass, reed.
ਕਹਸ [kahaSI] Skt ਕਸ grass. “kukahI kahaSI
phule.”-tukha baréhmaha. i.e. ‘the hair has
turned grey.’
ਕਹਤ [kahté] édv  why, for what purpose.
ਕਹਨ [kahan] n Brahma’s day. 2 Krishan.
ਕਹਨਸਘ [kahansigh] See ਕਨਸਘ.
ਕਹਰ [kahru] adj wrathful. “kupyo mahru
kahru rup dh.are.”—VN.
ਕਹਲ [kahall n" perturbance, anxiety. “at me
at :  kahal hoi.”—GPS. 2 haste, hurry. 3 Skt
large drum. 4 cock, rooster. 5 A  ਰ j g  adj lazy.
ਕਹਲ [kahli] n haste, hurry. 2 P (3? laziness.
3 Skt young woman.
ਕਹ [kaha] n S attack, aggression i.e.-riot. “nahi
kIse nalI kaha he.”—-maru soIhe m 3. 2 worth
telling, worthy of  narration. a‘avar n9 duja kaha
he.”—maru soIhe m 1. 3 deficiency, shortage,
loss. “tIn  SII‘I cuka kaha he.”—maru 501119 111
3. See ਕਹਦਨ.
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ਕਹਹ [kahaha] sound of lamentation. “hul pave
kahaha.”—s farid.
ਕਰ [kahI] pron what. “kahI kabir ab kahie
kahI.”-—bher. 2 from whom. “magau kahu: rék
sabh dekhau.”—bIIa kabir. 3 adv  why. “sxmrat
kahI na ram?”—s m 9. “her: gun mm: 113
gavai?”—t115g m 9. .
ਕਰਲ [1<‘1}1]:1]ਕਰਲ [kahIli] See. ਕਹਲ and ਕਹਲ.
ਕਹ[1<‘ਕ}ਪ] adv  why, for whzit purpose. “baharI
navahu kahi?”——sor m I .
ਕਹ [1ਵਬਪ] n grass, reed. 2 See ਕਸਸ. an alkali
meant to produce the effect of  iron. 3 adv  in
any way. “CI t  kathor na t je  k5h‘i.”—BG.
ਕਹਦਨ [kahidan] P ਪਮਝ v decrease. 2 reduce.
ਕਰ [1<€11ਘ]‘/، 2‘0'1 to somebody. “bhe kahu kau
det nahI.”——s m 9. 2 adv anywhere. “mera
menu anat na kahu jaI.”——suh1° m 5 gunvéti.
3 what. “kahu nanak kahu parvaha jau
sukhsagar ms: paIa.”—sar m 5. 4 P 51!! a
medicine, specially used to cure bad cold. Its
effect is cold and wet. Lactuca Stiva. This
medicine controls bile and purifies blood.
ਕਹ [kahe], ਕਹਕਉ [kahekau], ਕਹਕ [kaheku] adv
why, for what pupose. “so kahe na kart:
pratIpal?”—gau kabir. “eko  kahie nanka, duja
kaheku?”—var maIa m I .
ਕਹ [kahO] what is. “téko'acraj kaho?”—dhana
kabir.
ਕਕ [kak] See ਕਉ.
ਕਕਉ [kakau] to whom. 2 whose. “kakau durau
kasxu balbéca.”—_b11a m 5.
ਕਕਣ [1<81<1.ਪ] n female crow. 2 See ਕਕਣ.
ਕਕਤਲਯਨਧ [kaktaliynayay] See ਨਯਜ
ਕਕਪਕ [1<81<})੪1<ਝ],ਕਕਪਖ [kakpakkh], ਕਕਪਛ
[kakpacch] n hair given the .shape of crow-
feathers; tresses. 2 bobbed hair.’ “bahu besyan
ke  sut t Ih  thae. kakpakkh j In  sis ban .2.”-NP.

ਕਕਪਲ [kakpali] n cuckoo. It is believed that
a crow by incubating a cuckoo’s eggs hatches
the young ones.
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ਕਕਬਲ [kakbalI]  Skt n In Hindu faith, food
offered to  a crow, during rituals such as
shradhs, etc.
ਕਕਭਸਙ [1<81<[)}195ਧ(h 1], ਕਕਭਸਡ [1<81<}੭}1੪5ਪ<;1:[] Skt
ਸਬਥਗਧਤ Bhushundi, a Brahman, who turned
into a crow  due  to  a curse from saint Lomash.
He led a long life and used to tell narratives to
the sages. “kakbhusi'JdI te adIl rIkhisyar.”
—NP. “bahu  bIh‘ég h‘é angan  jahiva kakbhasfid
VIraje tahiva.”—NP.
ਕਕਮ [kakam] P (“5' n an Indian antelope and
its skin that is very soft and warm, and is used
by rich peoplé for their garments. “atlas jari

. kakam.”—saloh.
ਕਕਰ [kakri] Skt ਕਕਟ n melon.
ਕਕਰ [kéikri] n gravel.
ਕਕਲ [kakla] ਕਕੜ [kalqa] n unripe ਬਰ [ber];

. jujube plum. 2 hailstone of the size of a ਬਰ
[her]. 3 Durga; a goddess with a melodious
voice. ' ‘-
ਕ [kaka] whose. “kahahu kou he kaka?”
-ਧ1ਗ8ਰ]<8ਮ1'. 2 n boy. 3 son. 4 Dig and S
father’s younger brother; paternal uncle.
5 kakoli medicine. 6 shrub, berry. ‘7 Cape
gooseberry; physalis peruviana.
ਕਕ [1<ਭ1<ਕ] See ਕ 1.
ਕਕਣ [kakIni] Skt n collection of twenty
cowries; damri, a quarter pice. 2 adj woman
wearing cowries. 3 n Shitla Devi.
ਕਕ [kaki] )1 little girl. 2 daughter. 3 Dg and S
paternal, aunt. 4 Skt female crow. 5 See ਕ
and ਕ; whose. “kaki mai kako bap.”—gaum 5.
ਕਕ [1<51<1] whose. See ਕਕ.
ਕਕ [kaku] Skt n indicating diffe'rent meanings-
by emphasising vowels. “ਧਗ: ਕਥ ਬਧਹ ਧ:

c : -—amarkos. See ਵਕਕ. 2 satire,
sarcasm. _
ਕਕਮ [kakum] See ਕਕਮ.
ਕ'ਕਲ [kakul] P J? n tress. 2 lock of  hair.
ਕਕਰ [kakuktI] See ਕਕ and ਵਕਕ.
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ਕਕ [1<ਕ1<€] whose.
ਕਕ [kako] See  ਕਕ. 2 See  ਕਕ.
ਕਕ [1<ਕ1<੦] whom. 2 whose. “kfiko tanu dhanu
sépatI kéiki.”—sar m 9.
ਕਕਲ [kakol] raven.
ਕਕ [1<ਕ1<ਤ8] Skt ਧਰਲਤ n desire, ambition.
ਕਖ [kakh] Skt ਕਕ n hay, straw, grass. “hira
lalu amolaku he bhari  bInu gahaku mika
kakha.”—-jetm 4. ‘mere straw without a buyer’.
2 Sec ਕਖ. 3 P by elevated house.
ਕਖ [1<ਫ1<11] Skt ਕਕ n armpit. “kéikh kItabghI
gunigahera.”-—NP. 2 mother’s womb. “janukar
jae na kéikh te aé  nahI si’asar.”—carItr 125. ‘as
if  not born from the mother’s womb.’
ਕਪ [kakha] See ਕਖ. '
ਕਖ [1<ਙ1<}18], ਕਖਅ [1<ਰ1<}ਧ:8] See ਕਕ.
ਕਖ [1<81<}11]ਕਖ[1<ਕ1<111].ਉ/^ c yc \ u n õ d ú p d ,  .
wishing for. “kakhi  eke dares  tIharo.”
—sukhmani. “nam 1<,€ jan k5khi.”—sar m 5.
ਕਖਘਬ [1<ਕ1<}1€8}\ਰਸ£] a sermon with characters
of the ਕ - row. “kakheghége kal bha;a.”—-asa
patz' m 3. ‘
ਕਗ‘ [kag] See  ਕਉ and ਕਗਉ.
ਕਗਉ [kagau] from a crow. “kagau hOI na ujla.”
—Var maru I m 3.
ਕਗ ਉਡਉਣ [kag Udauna] Sec ਕਉ ਉਡਉਣ.
“kag Udavat bhuja pIrani.”—suh1’ kabir.
‘Shooing away the  crow, in wait for the
husband, has caused pain in her arm.’
ਕਗਹ [kag‘ahu] from the crow. “kagahu hés
kareI.”—Var e m 1.
ਕਗਜ [kagaj] A w n paper. No written
document is available to tell when paper was
made in India and who invented it. But one
thing is certain that paper has been in vogue in
India since the ancient times. The  fact is very
well supported in an article by Niyarkhus,.a
commander ofAlexander. Beforeits invention,
birch bark, filigree, ’tarpatars, wood, stone, -
metal sheets, fragments of  teeth and skin etc
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were used as writing material.
English scholars are of the view that around

95 BC, the Chinese invented the art of  paper-
making from cotton and wool. When in 704
AD,  the Arabs conquered Samarkand,  they
learnt the art of  paper making from the Chinese
prisoners. From Arabia to Greece, from Greece
to Italy, from Italy to Spain, from Spain to
Germany, from Germany to France and from
France, it reached England in the early
fourteenth century.

Initially, paper was manually prepared. First
paper-making machine was made by Louis
Robert in France. Such machines were made
in England and America in 1804 and 1 820  AD
respectively. Now  in India good quality paper
is also made with machines.
ਕਗਜ [kagji] adj made of paper. 2 thin as a
sheet of paper. “kagji nébu” and “kagji axrot”,
etc. 3 See ਕਗਜਆ.
ਕਗਜਆ [kagjia] adj who makes and sells paper.
2 n clerk, petition writer. “kagjie ras ko at: hi
su mano  gantikar  jord ayo he.”—-1<rIsan.
ਕਗਤ [kagat], ਕਗਦ [kagad] See ਕਗਜ. “besudh
kagad banraj kalma.”—asa chétm 5.
ਕਗਦਕਟ [kagadtt] one who pounds jute etc
and 'makes paper from it. One who pounds
small bits of junk and makes paper from the
same.
ਕਗਦ’ [kagadI] due to papers. “tIn harIcéd
prI thmipatI raj: kagadI kim 11;) pai.”—— prabha
am  1. ‘whose glory is not confined to paper’,
i.e. his full praise cannot be recorded. 2 on
paper. “kagadI  kalam n a  lxkhanharu.”
«japu. *
ਕਗਦ [kagadu] See ਕਗਜ and ਕਗਦ. “kagadu lunu
rahe ghrIt s‘ége.”— ram m I .
ਕਗਭਸਡ [kagbhasfid], ਕਗਭ'ਸ'ਡ [kagbhusfidI]
See ਕਕਭ'ਸ'ਡ.
ਕਗਰ- [kagar], ਕਗਰ [kagra], ਕਗਰ [kagaru], ਕਗਲ

'[kagélu] n paper. “kagar nav léghahI kat
sagaru?”-— maIa m 5. “duya kagalu at :  us
janda.”— sri m 5 pepai. In Gurbani these words
mean paper, but in varying contexts they carry
other meanings as well: “janam janam ke kate
kagar.”7 asa ravidas. Here it means account
books, while it stands for an almanac in
“1(3t kagalu dase rah.”—- var  asa.
ਕਗੜਸਰਬਗ] a village in police station Dialpura,
nazamat Phul of Nabha state. It is situated to
the west of Dina at a distance of one and a
half kos. Years back, it was the capital of
Raijodh. Guru Hargobind came here because
of  the affection showered by his devotee,
Raijodh. Guru Gobind Singh also visited this
place. He wrote Zafamama at this place. “k1
tagrif dar  kasbah kégar kunad.”-zafar. A dagger
given by Guru Hargobind to Raijodh is now
with the family of  Baghel Singh.

Kangar is to the north of Rampura Phul
railway station at a distance of  16  miles. See
ਜਫਰਨਮਸਹਥ.
ਕਗੜਦ [kagardi], ਕਗੜਦਗ [kagardég] terms
used in musicology. They are the notes of
mrIdég. They are marked by alliteration as
“kagardi kupyo kapI katak.”—ramav. See
ਸਗਤਛਦ.
ਕਗੜ [kfigra] a hill district of Punjab and its
principal town. Once it used to be the capital
of  Katoch Rajputs. Now  the main town of  the
district is Dharamsala.
ਕਗਤਸ [kéigres] king of Kangra. “tabs kopzyé
kfigresé katocé.”— VN.
ਕਗਸ [kagesl ਕਕ-ੲਸ. See ਕਕਭਸਡ.
ਕਚ [kac] Skt n glass. vr ਕਚ shine. “kac
bIhajhan kécan chadan.”—bIIa m 5. 2 wax.
3 shellac, sealing wax. 4 adj unripe. “kac gagria
5bh majhria.”-asa m 5. 5 adj clay-built,
temporary. “kac koté rachétI toyé.”—sahas m 5.
ਕਚ [kac] Sce ਕਚ 1. 2 anal circle. 3 border of
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waist-cloth that 15 first passed between the legs
. a n d  then hooked. Skt ਕਕ-
ਕਚਕਰਮ [kackaramI] adj cheat, hyprocrite.
“kackaramI n3 jat sahi.”-sar m 5 parta]. ‘A
cheat cannot withstand the lure of wealth.’
ਕਚਨ [1<ਟ18^ ] Skt ਧਕਜ )1 gold. 2 adj golden.
ਕਚਮਚ [kacmac] solanum rubrum, cape goose
berry.
ਕਰ [kaca] adj unripe or unbaked. “kace karve
rahe na pani.”-—suh1’kab1’r. Here earthen pitcher
: i s  the body and _water is the breath of  life.
2 faithless. “mukatI bhed 1<Ia jam: kaca?”
—gau a m I .  “kahIde  kace sunde  kace.”—an5du.
3 an ignorant person, not steadfast in
knowledge and action. “kace guru te mukat na
hua.”—05kar. 4 hypocrite, untrustworthy. “jInI
man: how mukhI horu S I  kadhe kaCIa.”—asa
farid. 5 mortal; not everlasting. “kaca dhanu
sécahI murakh gavar.”—dhana m 5. 6 Dg
cowardly, chicken-hearted, timid.
ਕਰ [kaci] unripe, unbaked. See ਕਚ.
ਕਚ [kaci] Skt ਵਕਥ Skt n waist--string, girdle;
especially a girdle made of  metal with small
bells attached, popular with women. 2 one of
the sacred seven puris (cities) of  the Hindus,
situated in Chengalpat district of Madras. In
ancient times, it was the capital of Cholas and
Palhavs. Now it is known as Kanjivaram
(Conjeevcram) Bhai Gurdas has mentioned this
place as Kanti. See ਕਤ.
ਕਚਨ|ਰ [kacinagri] temporary town, i.e.
mortal body.
ਕਚਪਡਝਲਪਧਤ] adj having immature body;
who  has not matured his body through celibacy.
“kaci pfdi‘sabadu na CIne Udaru bhare jese
dhore.”——maru a m 1.
ਕਚ [kacu] See  ਕਚ glass. “acu kacv dharIpahi.”
—maIa a m  1. ‘Glass melts in the flame of  fire.’
ਕਚਰ [kficuri] Skt ਥ'ਗਕਜਧ n slough; snake’s
' cast-off skin. “tajI jahuge q kacuri bhuyég.”
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—skab1'r.
ਕਰ [kacu] Tknife.
ਕਛ [kach] n measurement.  2 scheme,  plan.
3 underwear for the waist. 4 juggler’s dress.
“tau n8 kach kach anuhara.”—raghu. 5 act of
wearing a dress. “net  jy6 kach bes.”—GPS.'
ਕਛਨ [kachan] n vegetable-growér’s wife.
“kachan ek tahé mIlgai.”—datt. 2 See ਕਛਨ.
ਕਛਨ [kachna] v measure. 2 plan. 3 wear a
dress. “anIk  svfig kache bhekhdhari.”—kan m
5. 4 dress like a juggler. 5 embellish, decorate.
“a a bahan kachan kare.”—GPS. “médlik
bol bolahI'kache.”—mala namdev. ‘speak in
sophisticated idiom.’
ਕਛਨ [kachni] n small underwear for the waist.
“katI kamniy p8 karat  kal keII  esi kachni kala
nI t  kala si kanh pyare ki.”——gva1.
ਕਛਰ [kacher], ਕਛੜ [1<88}1ਗ'] Skt ਕ n land
along the  river bank or  seashore. 2 foothill.
ਕਚਛ [kacha] desire, ambition. See ਕਕ. “kficha
Ihs  sada Ur 5tar.”—saloh. “mor jIm vak ache _
jivan k0 bhach kfiiche.”—GPS.
ਕਫ [kachI] See ਕਛ. 2 duly tailored dress.
“karI séjogu banai kachI.”—ram m 5. Here
dress means the body. 3 planned.
ਕਫ ਕਢ [kachI kuchI] duly tailored. 2 duly
embellished. “kachI kuchI tanu dina.”-sor
kabir.
ਕਵ [kachi] measured, planned. See ਕਛਨ. 2 n
vegetable grower; Ctiltivator from a low caste;
gardener. “kachi ne ped te tut gIrae.  ”—cédi 1.
ਕਛ [kachu] adj (one) who measures a field.
2 See ਕਫ 2.
ਕਛ [kache] See ਕਛਨ. 2 embellished; wearing
gorgeous dress.
ਕਫ [kachel See ਕਛਨ. 2 Dg what is the matter?
ਕਜ [kaj] Skt n wooden hammer with which
nails are driven. 2 Skt work. “kaj  hamare pure
satIgur.”-—ram m 5. 3 See ਕਜਣ. cover. “tau
mukh kajI lajo.”—sar m 5. ‘with modesty
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covered the face.’ 4 Dg sradh; offering of
food to Brahmins in remembrance of the dead
ancestors. “jajI kajI viahI suhave.”—varmala
m 1. ‘Meat is befitting for such occasions as
oblation, sradh and marriage.’ 5 S feast. 6 T
)G‘_Wild goose. 7 button hole of  a shirt or a
coat
ਕਜਨ [kajan] wife of a Muslim qazi. “kaji ;.)…
kajan man jane.”—GPS. .

ਰ“ ਕਜਰ [kajar],  ਕਜਲ [kajal],  ਕਜਲ [kajalu] Skt ਕਜਲ
n collyrium, antimony, ink. “kajarkoth mahI
bhai na  kari.”-asa m 5. “kajal har  t5b_ol
sabhekIchU saa.”—phunhe m 5. “kajalu haru
tamol rasu.”——var maru 2 m 5.
ਕ [kajalA ozG‘ Afier puttingthe bridle into
the mouth of  a horse, tying it tightly with the
saddle so  that the horse cannot eat grain and
graze grass. “jabahI sabad ne  man  samjhayo.

‘kaja karan bajI sam bhayo.”—NP. After feeding
spices to  the horse, it is subjected to currying
to improve its digestion.
ਕਜ [kajI] See ਕਜ. 2 in between work. 3 during
sradh. 4 useful. “tere kajI na n h  raj mal.”
—ram m 5.

a'Ffl’lkajilA ਕਖ a judge (in Muslim law) “kaji
hOIke bahe n1aI.”-var  ram 1 m I. “kaji mula
karahI salam.”-—bh£r namdev. 2 of  work.
“kimatI apne  kaji.”—gaum 1.
ਕਜ [1<ਕ]j ] ਲ/u \ °[ਯਕ n sort of sour beverage
prepared by mixing ਰਈ [rai]. It is digestive
and is useful in removing liver’s heat.
ਕਚ [kaju] work. See ਕਜ. “tI tu  bIgaraSI kaju.”
—bh£rm 5. - '
ਕਜ [kaje] See ਕਜ. 2 See ਕਜਣ.“})8ਧ0 sabh
kaje.”—ram m 5. ‘covered.’
ਕਜ [kaje] for some work. 2 useful. “jo janahI
tu apune  kaje.”—-—gau m 5.
ਕਡਲ [1<ਬ]'111੩] See ਝੜਸਹਥ.
ਕਟ [kat] n act of cutting. 2 cutting, as of a
garment etc .  3 wound ,  hur t .  4 Skt depth.
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5 deduction as “tankhah VIC6 p'éj rupaye mahina
kat”.
ਕਟਕਟ [katkut] planned cutt ing.  2 act o f
harvesting and threshing.
ਕਟਨ [katan], ਕਟਨ [katna]  Skt ਗਰ v cut. “atI
tikhan moh ki phas,  katanhar jagatguru.”
—gau m 5.
ਕਟ [kz'ita] Skt ਕਟਕ n thorn.
ਕਟ [katI] having cut. “ka|;I jevri jan lie
chadai.”—prabha m 5.
ਕਟ ਕਟ' [katI kutI] having harvested. “kau
ku t I  ke dari.”—asa kabir.
ਕਟ [kati], ਕਟ [kate], ਕਟ [kate] has cut, may
out, have cut, cuts. Sec ਕਟਨ. “nakahu kati
kanahu kati.”—asa kabir. “kahu nanak gur
bédhan kate.”—-sar m 5. “satIgur SIkh kc
bédhan kate.”—sukhmani.
ਕਟ [1<8ਨ0] See ਗਲਹਰ.
ਕਠ [kath] Skt ਕਸ “kath ki putri kaha kars
bapuri?”—gau m 5.
ਕਠ ਕ ਰਟ [kath ki roti] See ਰਟ ਕਠ ਕ.
ਕਠਗੜ [kathgarh] See ਕਨਗੜ. 2 There are so
many villages with this name. 3 xa pyre.
ਕਠਮਰਨ [kathmarna] trap  someone in a clamp,
used as an instrument of  torture; wooden trap.
In olden times, this harsh punishment was
meted out by revenue officials to peasants for
collecting land revenue.
ਕਠਮਡਪ [kathmédap], ਕਠਮਡ [kathmédu] See
ਕਠਮਡ.
ਕਨ [katha] adj as hard as wood. 2 made of
wood. 3 not  grafted. “katha 5b, katha ber.” See
ਕਸਗ.

ਕਠ [kz‘itha] n bank, coast, shore. 2 See ਕਠ.
ਕਨਯਵੜ [kattavar] See ਕਠਅਵੜ.
ਕਠ [kathi] n saddle, which is made of wood
and mounted with skin  or  silk. 2 wood, fuel,
firewdod. “kathi dhOI jalavahI.”—asa kabir.
“term t a  ka;hi.”-gau kabir. ‘Bodily vanity
has taken the place of  fuel.’ 3 skeleton. 4 Skt
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position, place. “kathi  bhin bhin bhi'zn tanie.”
—ram m 5. ‘Beads are positioned differently in
a rosary.’
ਕਠਆ [kathia] a Raj put subcaste. See ਕਠਆਵੜ.
ਕਠਆਵੜ [kathiavar] territory of  Rajputs of
Kathia subcaste; Surashatar. This area lies in
western part of  Gujarat from the Bay of  Kachh
to the  Bay ‘of Khambhat in the Bombay
presidency. It is 220  miles long  and 165 miles
wide. [ts total area is 20,882 square miles and
according to the census of  1921 , its population
is 2,542,535.
ਕਠ ਦਰਵਜ [kathi darvnza] a gate in Srinagar,
the  capital o f  Kashmir .  ln o lden t imes,  it was
made of  fine wood. Guru Hargobind entered
the city through this gate. “jaha‘i huto kathi
darvaja, kIyo praves  garib nIvaja.”-—GPS.
ਕਠਵਡ [kathivéd] a division prevalent in the
olden times. [t was the same for every horse.
If one  hundred horse riders conquered a
territory, then without any  regard for the rank,
it was equally divided according  to  the  number
of  saddles (horses).
ਕਨ [kathu] Sec ਕਠ.-
ਕਠ [1<8੮1`.ö],ਕਠ [kathe] adv  on the bank, on
the shore. 2 aside, to one side. “kathe rahIga
ram.”——s kabir.
ਕਡ [kz‘id] Skt ਧਤ n bough. 2 trunk o f a  tree.
3 bamboo or sugarcane, between two  joints.
4 reed. 5 section of a book. 6 chapter of a
book as “ramaIn  dc  satt kfid”. 7 group, cluster.
8 water. 9 c o l u m n .  1 0  o c c a s i o n ,  chance.
11 stone. 12  cluster of  nerves. 13 adj bad,
dull.
ਕਤ []<ਬ€.11] n horoscope, which has twelve
parts. “ganI ganI jot Iku kz'idi kini.”—ram a m
1. 2 branch ofVed. Ski ਧਢਧ “vedfi 1<11<ਬਵ11ਭ
m8 kaha tha.”—JSBM.
ਕਢ [kadh]  n e w  proposa l ;  deep-seated
utterance. See ਕਢਨ. 2 Sec ਕਢ.
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ਕਢਕ[1<ਕ<;1}1੪1<ਪ] adj who proposes; who invents.
“matri kadhaku ahI  pav  dhovfide pivsfi.”—var
maru 2 m 5. ‘who with marvellous dexterity
ponders over  the eternal truth.’
ਕਢਨ [kadhna] v take out, pull  out. 2 embroider.
3 propose  something  new. 4 separate, reserve.

ਕਢ [kadha]  n insect  with a b ig  head called
dhakkmakara, because it is found in the  dhak
(forest). 2 one, who by diving, takes out sunken
article from a well. 3 amount borrowed from
another.
ਕਢ [1<.ਜ<ਬ118] n bank, coast, shore. “maha tarég
te kédhe laga.”—prabha a m 5.
ਕਢ [kat] See ਕਢ. 2 n decoction. “kat
kuthar l‘ bat h5ta.”—todi m 5. Sec ਕਠਰ.
3 adv  on the bank, on  the coast. “bIkh  dubda
kat kadhije.”—-kaII a m 4.  4 having taken
out. “kat kharagu gurgIan  karara.”—kalr a
m 4.
ਥਢਆ [ k a t a ] ,  ਕਢ [1<ਕ<1}ਪ]ਕਢਆਹ
[kadhiahI], ਕਢਐ [kadhie] specially told. See
ਕਢਨ4. 2 ment ioned.  “sevak 8੪11<ਕ<ਫ11118.”-ਪਯ  

chétm 5. 3 stated. “cahu jugi kalIkali  kfidhi.”
-var sor m 3. ‘The era of  vice is regarded as
the most blemished one.’ 4 is mentioned, is
stated. “sabh kIchu tfika kfidhie.”—asa m 5.
“nanak asaku kédhie sad-hi rahs: samaI.”—var
asa m 2.
ਕਢ [1<ਹ€.1118] Sec ਕਢ. 2 were mentioned. “ram,
ham sat]: guru lale kfidhe.”—gau m 4.
ਕਣ [kan] n shortage, deficiency. 2 curve, slant.
3 reign. 4 obligation. 5 Skt one-eyed; blind of
one eye.
ਕਣ [kana] See ਕਣ 5. 2 crow. Crows came to
be known as  ਕਣ [kana], because Indar’  3 son
Jayant made the shape of  a crow and with its
beak peeked at Sita’s foot which made her
bleed. As  a result, Ram Chandar pricked one
of  his eyes with an arrow. In Sanskrit books, it
is also mentioned that a crow has one eye-
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ball, which rotates in both the eyes. But having
caught a crow, we have actually ascertained
the truth and found this concept as totally
baseless. 3 Accepting righteousness and good
behaviour as two eyes, Namdcv holds that a
person who lacks one of the two is one-eyed.
“ h f d u  Ema turku kana.”—g5d namdev. The
Hindus having abandoned bqth righteouncss
and  good behaviour, are rendered blind, while
the Muslims, having got worldlywise, have
renounced righteousness and become one-
eyed. Namdev said so, keeping in View the
situation prevalent then. This context may also
be confirmed from makke di  gbsat:
“'5t kanc dojki dojak pami jaI,
kane  d a  chad  35g tfi ਰਧ“? m l  113 p a : ,
nanak kaII VICC nIrmali  gurSIkkhi parvan,

,aganIt  léghe ummatI sacc nam  pardhan.
It is mentioned in slok 348 ofAtri Simriti

that a person having knowledge of  Ved and
Simriti has sight in both the eyes. Anyone, who
lacks knowledge of  one is one-eyed, and one
deprived of  both is blind.
ਕਇ [kanI]  n See ਕਣ and ਕਨ. “]<81.1]: kadhan
te cukIpari.”—asa m 5. “31m dijs [(ੴ)]: na
kije.”—sava m I .
ਕਣ [1<ਪ_ਘ] See ਕਣ.
ਕਤ [kat] A (fr; adj which cuts .  2 See ਕਤ.
knife. “kat nIkar hve bIdarad katan lagyo.”
—GV 10. 3 See ਕਤਨ.
ਕਤ [kfit] Ski n husband. 2 moon. 3 saffron.
4 spring season. 5 adj beautiful, fascinating.
6 end of  comfort.
ਕਤਣ [katan] S e e  ਕਤਨ. 2 n cutt ings o f  cloth,
resulting from the planning of a garment.
“katan katre katami."—BG.
ਕਤਨ[1<ਗਸ],5`/ਪਕਤਨ n spinning. “bIrdha vastr
karyo jo 1<a t.”—GPS.
ਕਰਨ [katni] n small basket used for keeping
the spinning material and the spun yarn; one
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who assists in spinning. “katni ਘਰ… sut jI
pahi.”—~GPS. ‘small basket, cotton and spun
yam.’
ਕਤਪਖਣ [kfitpakhan] Ski ਕਤਪਸਣ n magnet,
loadstonc. See ਮਕਨਤਸ.
ਕਤਬ [katab] Sce ਕਤਥ.
ਕਤਰ [katar] n a long cutting of  cloth. 2 small
thin piece of  a broken earthen vessel children
set  to whirl with force on the surface of  water
which then floats there for a while. 3 Ski adj
cowardly, timid. “sur te katar kur te cater.”
—c5di I .  4 T )5- mule.
ਕਤਰਤ [katarta], ਕਤਰਯ .[katray] Skt ਕਤਯ n
cowardice, timidity. “katarta kutvar buhare.”
~~1<1rIsam.
ਕਤਲ [katal] A JG adj murderer,  killer. 2 a
Rajput subcaste.
ਕਤ [kfita] n Skt wife. 2 beautiful woman.
ਕਤਮਣ [kéitarnanI] Sec ਕਤਪਖਣ.
ਕਤ [kfitI] Ski n beauty, loveliness. 2 wish.
3 brightness, lustre.
ਕਤਬ [kat] A ...-ਕ scribe, writer.
ਕਤ [kati] Skt ਕਤਰ n scissors, shears. “se szr
kati mfinianI.”~—asa a m I .  2 knife. "‘kaII kati
raje kasai.”——var majh m I .
ਕਤ [kéti] See ਕਤ. 2 kati has also been used
in place of kfici. “kasi kfit I  puri duara.”—maru
solhc m 1. Sec ਕਚ 2. 3 an ancient city of
Nepal, known as Kantipur. Now it is called
Kathmandu.
ਕਤ ਤਸਬਤਸ [kati tis batis] thirty or thirty-two
scissors i.c. teeth and molars, which  out like
scissors. “jese ka ti tis batis ht: VICI rakht rasna
mas ratu  keri.”——gau m 4.
ਕਤਯਯਨ [katyayan] adj born in sage Kat’s
subcaste; Kat. 2 n a sage from the pedigree
o f  Vishvamitar, who formulated, house hold-
cum-marital maxims and general axioms. 3 son
of  Gobhil, who authored Grihyasangrah and
Karmpradip. 4 Varruch Katyayan who
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explicated Panini’s aphorisms and wrote essays
to make up for their shortage. He lived in 4‘h
century BC.
ਕਤ'ਯਨ [katyayam’] wife of  Yagyavalkya, who
belonged to  Kat subcaste. 2 The terrible form
Durga adapted in order to  kill Mahikhasur, was
for the first time worshipped by Katyayan,
hence Durga came  to be known as  Katyayani.
3 adj (female) belonging to Kat subcaste.
ਕ'ਥ [kath] See ਕਥ. 2 866 ਕਥ. 3 See ਕ'ਥ. 4 mention,
l i t era te . “akath kath kath.”—I<an m 4.
ਕ [katha] See ਕਥ, ਕਥ. “cuna a supari
katha.”—-BG. 2 story. “suni na jai sacu 5mrItu
katha.”—asa m 5.
ਕਢ [kathI] narration. “gurumukhI akatho
kathI.”—sr1' a m 1. 2 adj worth narrating,
worth mentioning. 3 having  narrated, having
said.
ਕਥਰ [kathuri] See ਕਸਤਰ and ਕਥਰ. “kathuri
k0 gahaku a.”—sarm 5.
ਕਦਰ [kadar] A pl? omnipotent, all powerful.
“so karta kadar  karim.”—var asa. 2 Numerous
poets have used kadar in place of katar to mean
a coward. '
ਕ'ਦਰ [kadra] A 05‘ n tight dress, stringed
dress ,  long coat for men.
ਕਦਰ [kadro] P m y  v short for ਕ-ਅਦਰ-ਓ,
within him.
ਕਦਰਤਕ [kadacxtak] Skt adv rarely happening,
seldom.
ਕਦਰ[1<8(1:[1'] 866 ਕਦਰ.
ਕਦਰ ਮੜਲਕ [ k a d I r  mutlIk] Pfifljm adj
omnipotent, all powerful.
ਕਢ [kadi] A fr; In Arabic 0* [z] is also
pronounced as ., [d] “kadi kuru bol:  malu
khaI.”—-dhana m I. “vakhatu na pa kadia.”
ਹਗ)“.
ਕਦਵਡ [kadivI’d] See ਬਹਲਲ ਭੲ.
ਕਦਥ [kadéb] Skt adj of Kadamb tree. 2 n young
one of  a swan. 3 sugarcane.
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ਕਚਬਰ [kadébri] Skt n cuckoo. 2 Sarasvati,
goddess of learning. 3 liquor prepared from
Kadamb flower. According to I-larivansh,
Balram invented it. 4 a book  authored by Van
Bhatt having a mention of  Kadambari, the
heroine. She was the daughter of Hans
Gandharav. See ਵਣ 6.
ਕਚਬਨ [kadébIni] Skt n huge dark cloud
floating like a flight of  swans or  herons in the
sky. 2 Sarasvati; goddess of  learning.
ਕਦਵ'ਯ [kadrvey] Skt progeny of Kadru; snake.
See ਕਦ.
ਕਧ[1<ਬਗ1ਰ],‘ ਕਧ [kadh] Skt wall. 2 shoulder 
“phate nakan tute kadhan.”—-guj kabir. 3 S
husband.
ਕਨ [kan] n ear. “métu dio harI kan.”—prabha
m 4. 2 reed. “disahI dadhe kan q.”—s kabir.
‘look like burnt reeds.’ 3 reeds of  weaver’s
warp. “duar  uparI tlkavahI kan.”—g5d kabir.
4 Krishan. “gavahI gopia gavahI kan.”-var
asa. 5 866 ਕਣ, ਕਣ and ਕਨ. 6 arrow. “prem .
l<e kan lage tan bhitarI.”—maru m I. 7 P 0K
mine. 8 T ‘.'/6" blood.
ਕਨਅ [kana] See  ਕਨ 4 .
ਕਨਕਟ [kankata] See ਕਨਟ.
ਕਨਬਜ [kankubaj] Skt ਕਨਕਬ Kanauj city
“kankubajisvar  k 0  j Inyo.”—carI t r  2 1 7 .
2 territory around Kanauj; Farrukhabad
district. 3 Kanaujia Brahman. In Ramayan the
following reasbn is given for this name:

Rajrikhi Kushnabh had one hundred
daughters from Ghritachi, the fairy. When the
girls came of  age, god Varun, attracted by their
beauty proposed to marry them, but the girls
declined the proposal on the ground that they
could not accept it without permission from
their father. Enraged, Varun made them hunch-
backs. Kushnabh married those girls to king
Brahm Dutt. After marriage, their hunch
disappeared. These hunchbacked girls give the
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subcaste and the territory the name Kanya-
kubaj.
ਕਨਧਰਨ [kan dharna]  v listen attentively; lend
a rapt ear. “kahIo na  kanu dhare.”—dev m9.
ਕਨਨ [kanan] through ears. “gur updes sunIo
nahI kanan.”—sarm 9. 2 Ski njunglc, forest.
ਕਨਨਸ' [kananesl king of the forest. 2 deity of
the jungle. 3 forest official. 4 dense forest, head
of  all forests. “base kananesi’a.”—datt.
ਕਨ ਪਮਨ ਲ' ਤਨ ਕਮਨ [kan praman 1:) tan
kaman] sen drawing the bow so far that the
right hand touches the car i.e. ‘fully—strctchcd’
bow. -
ਕਜ [kanra], ਕਧ [kanra] a rag, which
according to singers has 18 variants-darbari,
nayki, mudra, kaslki, vagcsri (vagi$vari), net,

~ kaphi, kolahal, mégal, syam, ਛਰ1<, nagdhvanI,
adana ,  s ahana ,  suha ,  sughar,  huseni a n d
jayjayétI.

For information of  the readers the form of
darbari kam'a is being put forth. It is sarav
sémpuran, rag of  that asavari i.e. there are six
notes in arohi and seven notes in avrohi. In
arohi, gadhar is weak, rxsabh is the primary
note and pécam is secondary. nlsab claims
proximity 'w i th  pécam and rI$abh; gfidhar,
dhevat and mad are flat,  the remaining ones
are pure notes. It is sung during the second
quarter of  the night.

arohi - na $;) re ma pa dha na ਤਰ.
avrohi - sadha na pa ga ma ra ਤਰ.

In Guru Granth Sahib kanara is twenty eighth
in order.
ਕਨ [kana] See ਕਣ. 2 Skt ਥਜਧਤ reed. Gk Karma
and Kanni. 3 one who avoids others due to
some weakness of  his own. “avaran hasat ap
hahI kane.”—gau kabir. 4 A 85' patient,
contented. _
ਕਨਵਸ [kanaphusi] See ਕਨਫਸ.
ਕਨ [kanI] See ਕਣ and ਕਣ. “jIh SImranI
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nahi tuhI kanI.”—ram a kabir.
ਕਨ [kani] one-eyed female. 2 arrow. “je kar Ik
kani kabI choré.”—GPS. See ਕਨ 2. 3 caustic
remark, which pricks like an arrow. 4 through
the cars. “harI kc sét sunahu jasu kani.”—dhana
m 4. 5 in the cars. “kani kOdal gal]: motian l<i
mala.”—gau a m 1.
ਕਨ [kanu] reed. “q dav dadha kanu.”~—sr1' a
m ] .  2 car. Sec ਕਨ ਧਰਨ.
ਕਨਗ [kanugo] P 4,675- petty revenue officer;
one who verifies the work done by a patvari,
hisjunior. 2 Sec ਖਲਸ ਦ ਬ-ਲ.
ਕਨਨ [ k a n u n ]  A git; n law. 2 r u l e s  a n d
regulations governing the affairs of  a state.
3 a stringed instrument, invented by Pyarscn—
a singer descended from Tansen.
ਕਨਨ [kanuni] adj who knows law. 2 legally.
3 stringed musical instrument.
ਕਨਵਣ ਦ ਛਭ [kanuvan da chébh] a large pond
situated near  Kanuvan vi l lage (district
Gurdaspur). Numerous springs o f  water
originate from this pond. Due to vegetation and
dense forest, Sikhs in t imes  of  crisis used to
assemble here and it used to serve as a wild
fortress for the Khalsa. This extensive pond is
closely related to  the Sikh history.
ਕਨ [kane] Sec ਕਨ. 2 pron to whom. “kahé or
kane?”—ramav.
ਕਨ [kanh] Krishan. See ਕਸਨ 11.
ਕਨ ਸਘ [kanh sigh] son of Bawa Binod Singh
Tehan. See ਬਦਬਹਦਰ. 2 disciple of Guru Gobind
Singh. Once while he was plastering, due to
his negligence a splash of  plaster fell on the
dress of the Guru. The Guru ordered the Sikhs
to slap him. Accordingly a number of Sikhs
gave him slaps. The Guru asked them why so
many people slapped him when he had asked
them to  slap him only  once? The Sikhs replied
that the Guru’s orders should be obeyed by
every one. The Guru then asked each of  them
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to offer his daughter to  him. Now all of  them
kept mum. Ajab Singh of Kandhar offered his
daughter.l  Guru  married her to Kanh Singh.
His son Vasakha Singh was a man of great
faith and valour.
ਕਨਤਯ [kanhtrIya] wife of Krishan, Yamuna.
“nir bahe nah: kanhtrIya.”—krzsan. 2 women
like Rukmani. 3 Radhika,  Radha.
ਕਨਰ [kanhar] Krishan, Kanh.
ਕਨਰ [kanhra] kanga rag. See  ਕਨੜ. 2 a musical
instrument — kanun; “nad naphiri kanhre
dOd at  baje anek.”——carItr 108.
ਕਨ [kanha] ਜਧ Kanh. 2 a wel l  known  devotee
from Lahore. When Guru Arjan Dev was
getting Guru Granth compiled, Kanha, Shah
Hussain, Chhajju and Pilu, all the four holy men
reached Amritsar  and requested for the
inclusion of  their hymns. The Guru asked them
to recite their hymns, Kanha  recited, thus:
“ohi re me  ohi re,
je‘ikau bed purana gavé

- khojat khoj n3 koi re,
jfiko narad sarad sev’é

sev‘é devi deva re,
brahma  VIsnu mahes  aradh‘é

karde  jéiki seva re,
kahI kanha mam  as  sarup

aprépar alakh abheva re.”
Pilu said:
“355 n a l é  s e  bhale  jo jadéi h i  mue,
CIkkar pé'v n a  d o b I a  na  a l u d  bhae.”
Chhajju recited:
“kagad s é d i  puttali tau na  t r I y a  n Iha r ,
y5hi  m a r  I I j avs i  ja tha  ' b a l o c a n  dhar.”

Shah Hussain said: '
“sajjna! bolan di  jaI nahi’.
édar  bahar Ikka 55'1", k I s  ਸਧ akh sunai’,
Ikko dIlbar  sabh ghatI raVIa duja nahi kadai’
kahehusen phakir nImana satI  guru t6baII jai”
Finding their hymns not in consonance with
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his  doctrine  of  Gurmat,  the  Guru  did  not  include
them in Guru Granth. Enraged Kanha cursed
the Guru  saying that he  would die after lots of
sufferings at the  hands o f  his enemies.
Disappointed all the four returned to Lahore.
On his way back home, Kanha died due to a
fall from his horse-driven carriage.
ਕਨਕਅਰ [kanykuar] Kanh (Krishan). 2 the
Creator ,  the Supreme  O n e .  “kanykuar
nIhkalSk.”——saveyc m 4 kc.
ਕਨਯਕਬਜ [kanykubaj] See ਕਨਕਬਜ. .
ਕਪ [kap] h a cutting, carving. 2 gum-like
adhesive with which birds l ike  nightingalcs are
ensnared.
ਕਪਹ [kapahI] with whom. 2 cuts.
ਕਪਟ [kapat] Skt adj fraudulent. deceitful.
ਕਪਨ [kéipna] Skt ਕਪਨ n trembling, shivering,
vibrating. ਚ
ਕਪਨ [kfipani] n trembling, shivering, vibration.
“ketak an'kfipni cadhi.”—carr tr 405. _
ਕਪਰ [kapar] See ਕਪੜ. “bahu bhojan kapar
ségit.” usukhmani.

ਕਪਰਦ [kapardi] See ਕ’ਧਦ. “kapardi ke 1<ਟਛ1 
carhe hfz.”—car1'tr 2 1 3 .  ‘will mount on Shiv’s
head?
ਕਪਰ [kaparu], ਕਪੜ [kapar] See ਕਪਰ. “kaparu
tani na suhavs.”—gau chét m 3. “kapar chode
came: 1ie.”—asa m 1 .
ਕਧਡ [kapri], ਕਪੜਆ [kapria] Skt ਕਪਟਕ adj
(one) wearing tatters. “jogi bhogi kapri k Ia
bhavahI dIsétarI?”—asa  a m  1. “kaI  kam'édalu
kapr ia  re ,  athsathI k a I  phIrahi.”—guj
171100911. 2 In Rajputana and Bangar, Hindu
bards are known by this name. 3 In Punjab, a
caste of  degenerate Brahmins, who improvise
cups and plates from leaves and sweep
temples for their living.
ਕਪਤ [kaparu] See  ਕਪੜ. “dhrIgu  dhrIgu kaparu '
5gI caraIa.”-—bI1a m 3.
ਕਪ [kapa] See  ਕਪਣ. cut. 2 n a type of  adhesive
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with which birds l ike  nightingale are cnsnared.
ਕਪਲਕ [kapaIIk], ਕਪਲ [kapali] Skt adj who
holds a skull. 2 n Shaiv sect which bear skull
for begging and consume l iquor and meat.
3 Shiv, Mahadev.
ਕਪ [kapI] adv having cut. “bfidhan saga]
kapI.”—var guj 2, m 5. 2 Ski some woman.
3 ਲ/ਢ/ਕਪ at some place.
ਕਪਰਸ [kapuras] ,  ਕਪਰਖ [kapurakh] Ski ਕਪਰਸ
n a low person. 2 useless, good for nothing.
3 cowardly, timid. 4 impotent. “q kapurakh
pucare nari.”—gau m 5.
ਕਫ [kaf] A ..;[ਨ' n a mountain Situated between
the Black and the Caspian seas. In English it
is known  a s  Caucasus .  2 an imaginary
mountain wh ich  in Sanskrit is known as

“ Lokalok. According to Purans it encircles the
whole wor ld like a rampart. 3 a letter of  the
Arabic script.
ਕਫਰ [ k a p h a r ]  A )5! adj i n f i d e l ,  atheist.
2 thankless; ungrateful. 3 a race which
originated from Kaferiya in Africa.
ਕਫਰਸਨ [kafrIstan] See ਕਫਰਸਤਨ.
ਕਫਲ [kaphla] A _[36' n caravan.
ਕਵਚ [kafIr] See ਕਫਰ.
ਕਫਰਸਤਨ [kaphIrsatan] Skt ਕਪਸ' Chitral, a
territory lying between Afghanistan and
Hindukush. It is sixty miles away from Kabul.
Its population is 6,00,000. When Pathans
embraced Islam, its inhabitants were Opposed
to it. Even now most of its inhabitants are idol
worshippers. 2 a territory inhabited by the
peOple of  the Kafir  race that originated from
Kaferiya in Africa.
ਥਢਲ [kaphIla] See ਕਫਲ.
ਕਵ [kafi] A [3g adj frugal, thrifty. 2 n the
Creator. 3 a ragini, which is heptatonic. It
uses gédhar (full tone and flat) and nlsad is
flat and'all the remaining notes are full tone.

‘It is also known as ujjanak.

ਕਫ

})ਰਧਗ is primary and saraj is secondary. Its
time of  singing is the fourth quarter of  the day.
Some scholars call it dhamar.

asccnding— 58 ra ga ma pa dha na :53.
dcscending- ਡਬ na dha pa ma ga ra ਛਹ.
In Guru Granth, kaphi does not exist

separately but it has been used in combination
with asa, tIlég, suhi and maru. 4 ‘35 mcansa
follower; that line of  a stanza which acts as a
refrain, after which are added other lines
during singing and which  is repeated time and
again at the cadence. No specific category is
assigned to this verse. Sufi  hermits sing lovable
verse known  88ਕਫ [kafi] with the whole party
repeating the leader’s utterance.
See a kafi of  Miana Bakhash:

mIthri pan mor man bhave,
kOIl mast avaz sunave .
kese g i t  pap iha
t m  t m  megh malare.

Here three lines are of  sixteen matras each.
Last refrain (kafi) is of  twelve matras.

(b) In Punjab Bulhc Shah is also very
famous for his Kafis Thcsé are in the form of
copai and ha've sixteen matras as in :

Uth jag ghurarc mar  nahi,-—
ਪ ‘ es  jahano javégi,
phIr  kadam n3  ethe pav‘égi,
I h  joban r u p  luté’vegi,
[ਪ rahI 13a VICC sésar nahi—
mOh a i  b a t  na  r ah fd i  he,
uh 53h asathc') vakkh nahi,
b I n  ssh t6 duja kakkh nahi,
par dekhan vali akkh nahi,
I h  jan pai  dukh  sahidi  118..-

(c) Some people have mentioned taték
metre as essential for kafi but this is not correct
as it has no specific metre, rather it is a way
of singing. 5 a plant found in Arabia and Eygpt
etc which bears fruit like solonum nigrum.

gave ,
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These fruits are roasted and pulverised. This
pulverised powder is boiled and used as tea;
coffee.
ਕਫਆ [1<8}੭}p 8]„ ਕਫਯਹ [kafiyah] n end- ‘
alliteration. ,..ਡਙ’ See ਅਨਪਸ.
ਕਵਚ [1<8}੭}ਘ1ਧ] See ਕਪਰ.
ਕਬ [kab] See ਕਵਯ. 2 T h,l‘; n flat plate of
brass, platter.
ਕਥ [kéib] crow. “jaI pahucahI khasam kau jau
biCI na khahi k5b.”—s kabz'r. The crow, here,

stands for bad company. 2 kfibkhan also means
interruption.
ਕਬਰਣਦ [kabamadI] ਕ-ਞਰਣ-ਆਦ. “kavamadI
bakhanke méd baran pad dehu.”—sanama. ‘At
first say ਕ then ਮ and followed by ਦ to make
ਕਮਦ.’
ਕਬਰ [kabri], ਕਬਰ [kéibri] Skt ਕਬਲ n “kabri
patébar ke badle Udhaie.”—BGK. “sakat kari
k5bri.”——s kabir.
ਕਬਲ [kabal] See ਕਬਲ and ਕਬਲ.
ਕਬਲ [kabli] See ਕਬਲ.
ਕਬਲ [kéibli] n blanket. “kl-13911 odhe k5bli.”
—maIa namdev.
ਕਬਲਯਤਕਅਕਘ .ਭਢਫਖ nability, capability.
ਕਬ [kaba] A J the most sacred place of
the Muslims in Mecca city of  Arabia, which
was first of all built by Adam. During the deluge
of  Noah, it crumbled and thereafter Ibrahim
built it. Even after that, it crumbled and came
up several times. Once Mohammad also laid
its foundation. See  ਮਹਮਦ.

Many idols were worshipped in it but
Mohammad removed them. .

As it s tands now, it was built by the
emperor of  Rome, Sultan Murad IV in 1040
AD.

Its entrance is on the eastern side. This
side is 33 yards in length. The western side is
3 !  yards, the  northern 2 2  yards and the
southern side 20 yards in length. Its height is
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35 feet. Its masonry work is of  brown stone
with lime, its plinth is two feet high and ceiling
is flat. Its door is thrown open during special
festivals only when pilgrims arrive, otherwise
it remains closed. To the  south-west corner of
the building, a black stone [sage asvad] is in-
laid at a height of  5 feet. Pilgrims kiss this
stone. In the southern corner is another stone
known as “ruknulyaman”. Pilgrims touch this
stone with their right hand. Close to the door
near the wall, there is deep  place with a border
of marble, Where three persons can stand. The
story goes that it is the same place where
Ibrahim, along with Ismail, prayed to God.
Around Kaba, there is an open space for
circumambulation bordered by a beautiful
boundry wall. Kaba remains covered with a
black silken cover. Verses from Koran are
written on it.‘ “gég banaras h fdufi
mussalmana mecca kaba.”—BG. “kaba ghat hi  
bhitari.”—asa kabir. See ਅਸਵਦ, ਇਥਰਹਮਹਜ, ਮਕ
and ਮਹਮਦ.
ਕਬ' [kabI] See ਕਵਯ. “kai kotI kabI kabI
bIcarahI.”-sukhmani. 2 in Kaba, towards
Kaba. See ਕ. “nIvajE jhuke hi mano kabI
kaji.”-car;rtr 405. ‘as if kazis are bowing to
Kaba.’
ਕਬਜ [kabIj] A ‘flr,’ adj who is the.
possessor. 2 n the material that impairs the
movement of  excreta in the intestines.
ਕਬਲਘਸਧ/ਤ Jig adj able, capable, competent.
ਕਬਲ [kabul] Ski ਕਭ a rivulet mentioned  in  Rig

Ved. Afier  traversingAfghanistan, it joins river
Sind near Atak. In the Persian language this
rivulet is known as Kabul. Between this rivulet
and Logar is situated Kabul, the capital of
Afghanistan. It is at a distance of  181 miles
from Peshawar. It is located 5780 feet above

'As a practice, this covering used to be imported from

. Egypt but the king of  Hajjaz has got it made from India.
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the sea-level. The king of  Kabul  is known as
Amir.‘

While preaching his sermon, Guru  Nanak
Dev reached this city in Sammat 1576 and
brought many people to the righteous path.
“jahi kabul k0 nagar 5011mm. t I s  mahi preWIse
dukhban dava.”—Nl’.

During the times oqru Arjan Dev, Guru
I-Iargobind and Gu r u  H a r  Rai, Sikhism
flourished in Kabul. At present there are
numerous gurdwaras.
ਕਬਲ [kabuli] adj of or relating to Kabul.
ਕਬਲਥਗ [kabulibeg] a commander'of Shah
Jahan’s army whom Guru Hargobind ki l led
with a sword in the battle of  Gurusar Mehraj.
ਕਬਲਮਲ [kabulimall] a subcdar o f  Lahore

~ appointed by Ahmed Shah Abdali in 1762 AD.
In 1765 AD  Khalsa Dal captured Lahore from
him.
ਕਬ[1<8ਤਪ]ਢ ,ਡਙ' adjundercontrol,dependent.
2 n authority, command.
ਕਬਜ [1<ਕ1)੦]'] adj of or relating to Kamboj
territory. Sec ਕਬਜ.
ਕਮ [kam] Skt ਕਮ work. “utam uca sabad kam.”
—bas§t m 3. 2 Skt ਕਮ (ਕਮ vr wish, desire)
Kamdev, Eros.  “kam krodh karI 5dh.”-—dhana
m 5. 3 desire, wish. “mukatIdayak kam.”
—japu. 4 concept, idea. “tIagahu man ke saga]
kam.”—basé’t m 5. 5 P r a d y u m a n ,  s o n  o f
Krishan,  who being  incarnation  of  Kam, is  given
this name.

“kampal anujan-ni adI  bhanijis
jacar kahIke pun  naIk pad  dijie
satru sabad k0 tfike 5t ucarie
ho! sake] tupak  ke nam  sumétr  vicarie.”

—sanama.
Kam (Pradyuman) is fostered by Balram,

his younger brother is Anuj, Krishan’s wife is
'Thc present Amir  (Amanullah) has assumed the title of
king.
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Yamuna, grass is its produce, its grazcr is the
deer, its king being the lion, its enemy is the
gun. 6 semen. “ਰ us mi dekhke 03 ka kam
gIrIa.”——JSBB. 7 adj attractive, heart-stealing.
“kamnen sfidar badan.”—saloh. 8 useful. “ਗਗ-]:
kaj tere k I t e  na kam.”—asa m 5. 9 P (K  n
purpose, motive.  1 0  palate.
ਕਮ ਆਨ [kam anal v be useful. 2 lay down life
for one’s master. “kamsut ajsut k0 ayo.”-—carItr
102. ‘Dashrath’s chariotecr was killed in the
battle.’
ਕਮਸਸਡ [kamsastra] a systematic study of  men
and  women,  with regard to  theirselves,  virtues,
sexual compatibility, types of sexual
intercourse and rejuvenation of  their bodies etc.
Katyayan, Nandishvar, and Vatasyayan are
said t o  be  authorities o n  the  subjec t .
2 Kokshastar, a treatise o n  sex.
ਕਮਹਰ [kamhar] adj lustful, lascivious. “megal
jIU phasaSI kamhar.”—bas§ta m I .
ਕਸ [kamak] Skt ਕਮਕ adj lustful with lust.
“kamak métr kasire kc kaman.”—VN. ‘A sexual
mantar is totally worthless.’
ਕਮਕਰ [kamkam] art of love; sexual desire.
2 art of love. See ਕ. 3 wife of Kam-Rati.
4 per Tantarshastar, recitation of  mantars for
the fulfilment  ofone’s  desire.
ਕਮਕਰ [kamkari] Skt ਕਮਤਕਯ n work done
for the fulfilment of  desire. “kamkari sabh
tIagIke 1190 59mm paraugi.”—-sar m 5 partal.
ਕਮਕਰ [kamkar] adj worker. “me ap ka h6
kamkar.”—saloh.
ਕਮਕ [kamki] See ਕਮਕ. 2 wife of  Kam-Rati.
ਕਮਕਲ [kamkel], ਕਮਕਲ [kamkelI] n sexual
play, love-making, coitus. 2 adj dcbauch, lewd.
ਕਮਕਦਲ [1<81111<ਟ({]8] a harlot, who was adept
in the teaching o f  music. Madhvanal, the
musicologist, fell in love with her. For details,
See carrtr 91 of  Dasam Granth.
ਕਮਖਜ [kamakhya] See ਕਮਕ.
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ਕਮਗਹਲ [kamgaheli] adj engrossed in sex.
“sum: sunI kamgahelie!”—sri m 3.
ਕਮਗਮ [kamgami] adj man of graceful gait.
2 self-willed. 3 woman of graceful gait. “garja
kamgami.”—c5d1' 2.
ਕ’ਸਜਰਸਗਸਫਪ] P 16.5! adj successful, intent
on  realising his purpose.
ਕਗਹ [kamnh] vagina, vulva.
ਕਮਦਰ [kamcari] adj self-willed; he who is
intent on  realising his wish. 2 n garur, a bird:
vehicle of  Vishnu.
ਕਮਚਲਨ [kamcolna] lust-enhancing dress.
2 erotic dress. “kamcolna bhaIa he purana.”
—asa kabir.
ਕਮਛਅ [kamacchIa] See ਕਮਕ.
ਕਮਝਮ [kamjham] See ਤਮਝਮ.
ਕਮਣ [1<8111੪1_1] n singing praise of  some deity
for the  fulfilment o f  desire; recitation of
mantars. “kaman tune asifi.”—BG. 2 charm,
spell. “gun kaman kamanI kare tau pIare kau
pave.”—tr]5g m I . ‘ if a desirous woman recites
a mantar of virtues.’_ 3 ‘ਉ/n n 'ਯਗ according to
Tantar Shastar adoption of  magic spells for
thrashing, wooing  and taming  etc.
ਕਮਣ [1<811191.1'.੮] Skt ਕਮਨ n beautiful wOman.
“kamanI kamI na avai khoti avgunIar.”——sri a
m I .  '
ਗਜਣਅਰ [1<811181,1]:81':[], ਕਮਣਆਰ [1<811181.1181‘1]
adj (a  female) who  performs magic spells. See
ਕਮਣ. “bhfidi kamanI kamanIarI”.—bIIa m I .
“kamnIari kaman pae bahurégi galI taga.”
—vad m I alahni.

“ਕਮਣ [kamni] See ਕਮਣ. “sunI sunI meri
kamni  parI-utara hOI.”—dhana 111 I .
ਕਮਣ [1<811181.10] See ਕਮਣ.
ਕਮਤ [kamat] yr; n physique, height.
ਕਮਤਰ [kamtaru] See ਸਰਤਰ.
ਕਮਦ [kamad] adj who creates desire. 2 n the
Creator.
ਕਮਦ [kamda] adj who arouses desire. 2 n a
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goddess who was Ahiravan’s favoured deity
in the underworld. “dharyo dhyan ur kamad
devi.”——tulsi. .
ਕਮਦਰ [kamdar] an official. “kahfi kamdar  hOI
bado vhar hOI.”—GPS.
ਕਮਦਰ [kamdari] 11 an official.
ਕਮਦਤ [kamdut] stimulus that arouses emotion.
2 spring season.
ਕਮਦਵ [kamdev] Rati’s husband; God of love.
See L Cupid.
ਕਮਧਨ [kamdhen], ਕਧ-[ਧਨ [kamdhenu], ਕਮਧਨ
[kamdhen] per Purans a heavenly cow, that
rose from the sea-churning. She is so known
because she fulfils  all desires. “anIk basudha
anIk kamdhen.”—sar a m 5. “kamdhenv sohi
darbare.”—maru 501119 In 5. “kamdhen has:
jake.”—maru ravidas.

In Kalika Puran there is a story that the
daughter of  Surbhi gave birth to Rohini, a
daughter by Kashyap. In turn, Rohini gave birth
to Kamdhenu from the  semen of  Sursen Vasu.
Excited by her beauty a sensual demon
adopted the form of  a bul l  and had intercourse
with her with the result that a large sized bul l
was born who became Shiv’s vehicle. 2 a cow
named Kapila which provided the desired
objects. It was handed over by Vishnu to
Brahma who gave it to Bhrigu and he in turn
entrusted it to  the sage Jamdagni. When
Kartiviry killed Jamdagni, it went back to
Brahmlok. See  ਬਰ ਵਵਤ ਪਰਣ.
ਕਮਨ [kamna] Skt n wish, desire. 2 effort to
change a wish into action.
ਕਮਨਰਥ [kamnarthi] Skt ਕਜਜਪਜ adj lustful;
desirous. 2 n Kamdev, incarnation of  the god
of  sexual desire.
ਕਮਨ [kamanI], ਕਮਨ [kamni] See ਕਮਣ and
ਕਨਕਮਨ. “kamanI cahe sOdar bhog.”—bas§t a
m 1.
ਕਮਪਲ [kampal] Balbhadar. Balram who
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brought up Pardyuman in his lap. Pardyuman
is described as  the god of  sexual desire.
ਕਮਪਲ ਅਨਜਨਨ ਜਚਰ ਨਇਕ ਸਤ [kampal
anujanni jacar naIk satrul—sanama. Balram the
rearcr o f  Kam (Pardyuman); his younger
brother, Krishan; his wife, Yamuna; grass
grown by her; the stag grazing the grass; its
lord, the lion; and the lion’s enemy, the gun.
ਕਮਬਖਸ [kambaxasl ਹਭਜਲੴ adj grantcr of wishes.
2 younger son ofAurangzeb, who  was born in
1667 AD  and died in 1708  AD.
ਕਅਬਣ[1<8…}੭81.1] Sce ਪਚਬਣ. 2 symbol indicative
o f  number  five ,  because  Kam has  five arrows.
ਕਮਰਪ [kamrIpu] enemy of Kam—Shiv.
ਕਮਹ [kamri] blanket. “pisan piSI ot
kamri.”—suhi m 5.
ਕਮਰ [kamru] short for ਕਮਰਪ.
ਕਮਰਪ [kamrup] a district in Assam on the

border of  eastern Bangal and Bhutan, and its
ad jo in ing  a r ea s .  T h e  seat o f  goddess
Kamakhya is at this place. In ancient times,
this place was famous for magical practices
and rituals etc. Its chief town is Gauhati. 2 a
place of  pilgrimage in the land of  Kamrup, the
importance of  which has been described in
Kalika Puran.
ਕਮਰਪ [kamrupi] adj who looks like Kam;
very handsome. 2 one who can change his
form according to  his wish.
ਕਮਲ [kamal] A ਪਝ adj complete, faultless,
excellent. 2 capable, worthy.
ਕਮਲ [kamla] Se'e ਸਟਕ.
ਕਮਲ [kamli] blanket, shawl.
ਕਮਡ [kamri] worker, servant. 2 a tribe o f
cobblers in Rajputana who in the garb of
Sadhus make their living by singing hymns, also
named Kamri.
ਕਮ [kama] adj worker. 2 breadwinner.
3 Kamini, a beautiful woman. “ta sam  nahi  kam
ki kama.”——carrtr 296. 4 Kamkandla, beloved
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of Madhvanal. “kécuki kama kasi banal .”
—carItr 91. 5 wish, desire. “kama brid puri
kari.”—GPS. “japI puran kama.” —bIha chét
m 5.
ਕਮਕਸ [kamfikug] Skt n Kam’s goad, penis.
ਕਮਕ [kamak5i], ਕਮਖਜ [kamakhya] having
beautiful eyes. 2 a temple for the worship of
Sati’s vagina, two miles west of  Gauhati at
Nilachal in Kamrup on the bank ofBrahmputar
river. See ਸਤ.
ਕਮਤਰ [kamatu r ]  adj a ffl i c t ed  with e r o t i c
desire. 2 unhappy (sad) because of  sexual
”desire.
ਕਅਨ11<<1ਗ81111੦ਪ118ਧ put into practice. “Ihe
kamani ritI.”—dhana m 5.
ਕਮਮਨ [kamaman] v cam.  practise, follow.
“kamaman l<a matha.”—maru m 5 .  ‘ is  s l ow  to
follow (practice).’
ਕਮਰਤ[1<ਕ…81-ਗ] adj afflicted by sexual  desire.
2 troubled by sexual urge.
ਕਮਰਥ [kamarthi] Skt ਵਜਪਜ adj having sexual
desire. “kamarthi, suarthi vaki pej savari.”
—bIIa sadhna. 2 who wishes the fulfilment  of
his desires.
ਕਮਰ [kamarI] enemy of Kam—Shiv.
ਕਮਚਜ ਰ[1<ਗ1ਪ:੮]] enemy of Kam—Shiv; his
sons, Ganesh and Kartikcy.
ਕਮ [kamI] "See ਕਮ. “kamanI dekhI kamI
lobhaIa.” -prabha a m I .  2 because of the
sexual desire. “kamI karot nagaru bahu
bharIa.”—sohIIa. 3 useful, in use. “new mare
naru kamI n3  ave.”—g5d kabir.
ਕਮਨ [kamIni] Skt beautiful woman. 2 wife,
consort. “tajI kam  kamIni  moh taje.”—varmajh
m 4.
ਕਮਨਮਹਨ [kamInimohna] See ਅਚਕੜ.
ਕਮਲ [kamIl] See ਕਮਲ.
ਕਮ [kami] deficiency, shortage. “kahu nanak
nahi tInI kami.”-—asa m 5. 2 in work, on duty.
“harI t I s  ki kami.”—var maru 2 m 5. ‘The
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Creator helps in his works.’ 3 desire. “tIagI
saga] kami.”—sar m 5 parted. 4 Skt ਧਸਜ having
desire. 5 affected by sexual longing. “kUCII
kathor kapatI kami.”—kan m 5 .  6 A J V
armed  warrior;  warrior  with  armour on .  “kami
a d I  ucarke arI  pad fit so dehu.”—sanama.
enemy o f  the armoured warrior, the gun. 7 S
employee, official.
ਰਮ [kamu] See ਕਮ. “utam kamu japie
hQrInamU.”—a5a chétm 4 .  2 sex, lust. “kamu
krodhu  ahékaru tajae.”——maru solhe m 5.
ਕਮਕ [kamuk] Sec ਕਮਕ. 2 :2 male sparrow.
ਕਮਕ [kamuki] Skt ਕਮਕ. adj desirous. 2 n
black female buck. “kahfi mIrag hveke bhali
bhéit mohe. kahfi kamuki  jay6 dhare  rup sohe.”
—VN.
ਕਔਦਕ [kamodki] See ਕਮਦਕ.
ਕਮਥ [kamy] Skt adj who fulfils desire. 2 what
is desired.
ਕਸ ਕਰਮ [kamy karam] n something done for
fulfilling desire.
ਕਯ [kay] Skt n body, physique. 2 principal
amount, capital. 3 group, gathering.
ਕਯਉ [kayau] body only. 2 in the body only.
“kayau deva kayau  deval.”—dhana pipa.
ਕਯਸ [kayasth], ਕਯਥ [kayath] See ਕਇਥ.
ਕਯਦ [kayada] See ਕਇਦ.
ਕਯਨ [kayan] A J( present, existent. 2 T

JG spouse’s brother, brother-in-law. 3 See
ਕਇਨ.
ਕਯਨਤ {kayanat} A ...;[ਹਝ n plural of kayan,
universe.
ਕਯਮ [kayam] See ਕਇਮਥਜ
ਕਯਰ [kayar] See ਕਇਰ. ਸ
ਕਯਲ [kayal] A J'ffiadj Who utters; speaker.
2 he who agrees to. 3 kayal has been used for
vyakul. “bahu kayal mam CIt hova.”—GPS.
ਕਯਵਤਹ [kayvyuh] n an act in Yoga by which
deeds  o f  many  b i r ths  ( l ives )  can be
accomplished merely by imagining them, thus
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saving one from rebinhs. 2 having many forms
throngh Yogic power.
ਕ [kaya] ਕਯ [kaya‘i], ਕਯ [1<ਕ}/^ ] See ਕਯ-

“1<ਟ1}/8 lahanI apu  mad.”—var bIha mardana.
‘Body is clay for the distillery and pride is its
wine.’
ਕਯਕ [kayIk] Skt adj pertaining to the body;
corporeal.
ਕਰ [kar] n work, action. P ਮ “jo tudhu bhave
sai bhali kar.”——japu. 2 adj doer, as in caramkar
(cobbler), suvarankar (goldsmith), ਲਹਰ [lohar]
(ironsmith) etc; in such cases it is suffixed to
the base word. It is used in the same manner
in Persian as in ਮਨਕਰ [minakar] (gold
embroiderer) 3 n a deed worthdoing. “jIme
jiajétu prabhu kine t I t ne  SII‘I kar lIkhave.”
*mala m 4. 4 part of  earnings used for religious
purposes; m o m  of  income kept for noble
deeds. “kar bhet gur ki SIkh IavahI.”—GPS.
5 l ine .  “deke  cauka kadhi  kar.” '—var asa.
6 per Tantar texts, a magical line drawn for
protection. “caugIrad hamare ramkar dukh lags
na bhai.”——bIIa m 5. 7 soot. “tIn 5tar1: kar
karitha.”—gau m 4. See ਕਰ ਕਰਠਲ8 short for
ਅਹਕਰ. “na  kam  he n3  krodh he 11:) lobh he n3
kar he.”—a1<a1. 9 A [7 depth of a river or a
well; silt in a we l l  o r  a tank. “khante kar  su
vahIr nikarhT’mGPS. 1 0  P , K  war. “xasam ra
CU koro kunad vakat kar.”—jafar. 11 T ਮ ice.
12  A black colour.
ਕਰਸ [karas] See  ਕਲਜ. “je karas  k0  l a I
VIsekhe.”——GPS.
ਕਰਸਪਣ [karsapan] See ਕਰਖਪਣ.
ਕਰਕ [karak] Skt adj doer. This word is
particularly used as a suffix to other words,
such a s  sukhkarak ,  dukhkarak .  2 n in
grammar, declensions of  a noun  or  a pronoun
which denote (express) its relationship with the

'Sagc Atri  writes that if the line is not drawn. the demons
take away the essence o f  grains.
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verb. They (cases) are of  six types: nominative,
accusative.  instrumental ,  dat ive,  ablative and
locativc. Except the 6'“, all others are in
order.‘

Example:
(a) karta: gurmukh sigh  path  karda he. guru

de  SIkh ne ardas  kiti.
(b) karam: SIkkh n6 prasad chokaza.
(c) karan: kalam nal IIkho.
(d)  sampardan  : mere  lai ghom  11:610.
(0) apadan : gréthi t6  pothi Is: no.
(I) sfib‘édh : babe  kalu da  putr  jagat de  Udhar

h I t a I a .
(g) Iocativc : gurdvare  VICC kirtan hfida he.

ਕਰਕਦਪਕ [karakdipak] See ਦਪਕ (b).
ਕਰ ਕਰਨ [kar karitha] n black soot and
hardness,  ink  and  hardness.  “manmukh hiara

HatI kathor he,  tInI Eater: kar karitha.”—gaum
4. 2 adj black; pitch-dark.
ਕਰਕਨ [karkun] P d5? n servant, worker,
Inanagen
ਕਰਕਨ [karkuni] n service. “harI name ki ham
kau sat I  guru karkuni dai.”—.var vad m 4.
ਕਰਖ [karakh], ਕਰਖ [karkha] n soot; black ink.
ਕਰਖਨ [karxana] P ,.;ਖਸ n workshop; 21
place where work is done.
ਕਰਖਪਣ [karkhapan], ਕਰਥਕ [karakhIk] Ski
ਜਧਧ and ਜਥਟਢ n an old coin made ofgold or
silver (weighing 16 mashas, a masha being
equivalent to 5 rattis). 2 Bhai Santokh Singh
has used karkhIk for rupaya. “maktab a I  ek

‘ karkhIk din  ka lu ,  kachuk mIthai  b5; patia
IIkhai he.”— NP.
ਕਰਗਰ [kargah] P ,555’ factory, workshop.
2 spinning shuttle. “kahIt 1<abir kargah tori.”
—asa. 3 weavcr’s weaving comb.
ਕਰਗਰ[1<ਪਛਰ]/’ ,Cg adj useful.2effective.
mlkarguzar]  P AZK adj who does or
'In  the  sixth dcclcnsion, the inf lect ion  is relational. so it
is not a case. See ਉਦਹਰਣ (f).
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completes a job.
ਕਰਚਬ [karcobi] P (jg-{15’ n floral patterns
embroidered with golden thread. “tIla  karcobi
Iago lal hira.”—saloh.
ਕਰਜ [karaj] Skt ਕਯਜ n work. “karaj sagle
sadhe.”—-sor m 5. 2 result; consequence.
ਕਰਜਸਧ [karajSIdt]  ਕਰਜਸਧ [karajsidh] 11
success ,  ach ievement .
karajsidh.”—-g5d m 5.
ਕਰਜਰ [karzar] P JIM n battle, war.
ਕਰਜ [karaju] Sec ਕਰਜ. “karaju tera hove
pura.”—mm m 5.
ਕਰਣ [karan] Skt n reason. “jInI karonI guru
v15ar1a.”—var vac} m 3 .  2 a d v  for. “rot ia
karanI purahI tal.”—-var asa. 3 n mode of
work; provisions. “karan ਗਰ vaSI he.”—var
majh m 2. “ape  karta karan karae.”—majh a m
3. Scholars have categorised modes into two
types, first nImItt ,  that is, as a weaver ofcloth,
weaving frame, shuttle etc; the second is
upadan, that is, material like thread of cloth,
clay of  pitcher.
ਕਰਣਸਰਰ [karansarir] Skt n state of the body’s
transcendence, eternal bliss, when  the senses
lose their functions but only the ego stays to
assert itself from which  the soul gets a feeling
of  relief. -

Vedantists regard ignorance as trans-
cendence or bliss. .
ਕਰਣਕਰਣ [karankaran], ਕਰਣਕਰਣਉ [1<ਪਗ.11<ਹ11.1   
S c c  ਕਰਨਥਰਣ. 2 doer  o f  every  thing.
“ka  rankaran karim.” -ram m 5.
ਕਰਣਤਨ [karantan] See ਕਰਣਸਚਰ.
m m  [karanmala]  It is  a mode o f
expression, a way of  describing how action
results from cause,  and their interaction.  As a
mode it is also termed heturnala or “gfipha”.

Example:
“sunIa mé'mIa manI kita bhau
5targatI tirath malI nau.”—japu.

“ n a m  h a m a r e
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‘Hearing is a cause for agreeing, agreeing
for engagement into thinking, thinking is a
reason for assertion.’
“seva to  man ਮਗ…“ hue,  némr rIde vas mm.
mm SImar kar gyan hve, gyan moks k0 dham.”
ਕਰਣ [karanI] due to, because 01‘. See ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਣਆਰ [karanIare] adjwarrior-like. See ਕਰ.
“utthe karanIare rakhas harharaI.”-c5di 3.
2 those causing disturbance.
ਕਰਣ [1<ਪਗ__ ]  See ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਣ [karne] adv due to.
ਕਰਣਯ [karney] adj worthy of getting done.
ਕਰਤਕ [kartak] See ਕਰਤਕ.
ਕਰਤਕਅਨ [kartakIani] See ਕਰਤਕਆਨ.
ਕਰਤਕਯ [karatkey] See ਕਰਤਕਯ.
ਕਰਤਵਰਯ [karatviray] See ਸਹਸਬਹ.
ਕਰਤਕ [1<8੮ਗ][1<].5'/ਢ2ਕਤਕ n month of Kattak;
full moon  in the month of  Kattak.
ਕਰਡਕਅਨ [kartIkIani] n wife of Kartikay;
power of  lord  Kartrik.
ਕਰ'ਤਕਯ [kartIkey] Skt son of Shiv. See
ਖੜਨ)’. It is written in Brahmvaivarat that
during sexual intercourse with Parvati, Shiv’s
semen fell on the earth, the earth put it in
the fire,  the  fire  deposited it in the bushes of
the elephant-grass (reeds). From this was
born his six headed son, whom  the moon’s
wife breastfed. Thus he came to be known
by this name. He was born  to kill Tarkasur.
He is warrior among  gods. Kartikey has been
called Tarkari as well.
ਕਰਤਕਯਪਤ [kartIkeypIt] Shiv.
ਕਰਤਸ’ [kartus] F cartouche,  ' Pg ਕਰਟਸ.
E cartridge. n pipe made of  paper or metal
which contains explosive powder and is fired
from a gun.
ਕਰਦਰ [ka rda r ]  P n se rvan t ,  worker .  2 x a

wooden spade or  implement for collecting
garbage. See ਖਲਸ ਦ ਬਲ

'Frcnch Generals brought this word to Punjab..
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ਕਰਨ [karan] Sec ਕਰਣ. “maIa karan bIdIa
becahu.”—prabha kabir. ‘sclls education for
moncy.’ 2 mode of work. “karan bapura kIa
kars jau ram 113 kare sahaI.”—-s kabir. ‘Man is
just a tool for action, what can he do?’
ਕਰਨਕਰਨ [karankaran]  S e e  ਕਰਣ-ਕਰਣ.
“karankaran ਪ h5.”—asa m 5.
ਕਰਨ [karanI] See ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਨ [karnc] See ਕਰਣ. “balI balI jau ramaia
karne.  ”—dhana ravidas.
ਕਰਬਰ[1<ਪ})ਪ]/’ ,LJK nbusiness,  exchange.
ਕਰਬਰ [karbari] adj worker, servant. 2 n
manager, organiser.
ਕਰਮਣ [karmana] v agree to get some work
done.
ਕਹਮ [karma] See  ਕਲਮ. “karma haran kaj '
sadhan  karat tum.”—I<r'_rsan. “lagyo nIsesahI
karma tan e .”—paras. ‘The moon has its black
spot’
ਕਰ'ਦ [karmadI] short for karmuk; bow etc.
“karmad: krur kac  tutt  hE.”—paras.
ਕਰਮਕ [karmuk], ਕਰਮ [karmé] Skt ਟਸਥਕਤ n
which is capable of  killing an  enemy; bow and
arrow, especially one made of bamboo. “sr1
satI guru kar karmuk thIre darici bic.”—GPS 
“bISIkkh  karmé  kase.”—c5di 2. ‘pulled arrow
in the bow.’
ਕਰਯ [karay] See ਕਰਜ.
ਕਰਰਵਈ [kararavai] 1,3121% n effort, plan.
2 readiness for work.
ਕਰਵ [karvé], ਕਰਵਨ [karvan] P at”! n grOUp
of travellers. E caravan.
ਕਰਵ [karVI] See ਕਰਵ. 2 blue lotus-the night
queen.
ਕਰਵ [karvi] adj bitter. 2 Skt ਕਣਥਥਸੳੳਸ gourd.
3 fennel. 4 Skt ਕਜਤ pitcher. “ਲਡ-ਕ kaci karvi.”
-s kabir. See ਕਰਆ.
ਕਰਵਲ [karvel] See ਕਰਲ.
ਕ [kara] n disturbance. See ਕਰ. “kara karyo
hamhfi 35g bhara.”—GPS. 2 adj black. “tIsu
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halatI palatI mukh kara.”——suhi m 4. 3 Skt n
bondage, imprisonment. 4 pain, misery. “kara
tujhe na VIapai.”—bavan. 5 female messenger
or go-between.
ਕਰਗਰ [karagar], ਕਰਗਹ [karanh] Skt n
prison.
ਕਰਵਸ [karavas] Skt n imprisonment, living in
confinement. 2 gaol, prison.
ਕਚ [karI] See ਕਰ. 2 n action, tradition,
method. “jIna karI na ai.”—sava m 5.
3 effective, efficacious. “gur ki mat: jia ai
karI.”—gaua m I .
ਕਰਕ [karIka] Skt n couplet with a few words
but sugges t ing  profound'  meanings .
2 explanation of a mantar in verse. 3 wife of

' an actor in a play.
ਕਰਡਞ [karidav] See ਕਰਡਞ.
ਕਰਦ [karida] P 1»i n servant, official,
employee.‘
ਕਰ [kari] n an act. “satIguru phurmaza kari
ehu karehu.”——var bIha in 3. 2 treatment. “ved
k I  jam: kari?’-’-—maru m I .  “sétahu I h a
batavahu kari?”—-sor m 5. 3 goddess Kali.
“séghar dai ran kari.”—c5d1' 2.  4 Kali Nag
which was taken out of river Jamuna by
Krishan. “pran dase jab kari.”—krIsan. 5 line.
“kari kadhi k I a  this?”—var sri m I .  6 adj
black, pitch-dark. “kajarkoth mahI bhai na
kari.”—asa m 5. 7 Skt ਧਗ adj  doer. “kUkrIt
pranasankari.”—hajare 10. “ਗਗ-“1 sabad ravfa
gunkari.”-ram a m I .  8 doer  of  a deed; chief,
head. “satu sétokhu nagar mahI kari.”—maru
soIhe m I .  9 P 6% effective, efficacious.
10 deep, profound. “tan sran jari bhayo jakham
kari.”—sa]oh. 11 A 515' reader. 12 Koran’s
meticulous teader.
ਕਰਗਰ [karigar] P [g n artisan; craftsman.
ਕਰਗਰ [kar igar i ]  Peg/65’ n ar t i sanship
craftsmanship. _
ਕਰ [karu] Skt n craftsman; manual worker.
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2 See ਕਰ.
ਕਚਨ [karuny] Skt ਕਞਧਧ n gratefulness.
ਕਰ [karu], ਕਰ" [karfi] A dug  Korah, son of
lzhar of  Israel who was a wealthy man in Egypt
but was the head o f  misers. This hasbeen
described in Koran also. See ਕਰਨਸਰਤ 29, ayat
38 and surat 28 ayat 76-82. He was cousin of
Moses. It is written in Talmud, the holy book
o f  Jews, that the keys of  Karu’s treasure
weighed 300 mule loads. Intoxicated by his
wealth, he did not carry out the orders of
Moses nor paid any religious offering. Due  to
a curse from Moses, Karu got buried under
the earth, along with his treasures.‘

Bhai Santokh Singh and many other
historians have wrongly described Karun as
king of Rome. '

“rum valaIt  jahé mahana.
patsah karfi t I h  thana. . .
t In k0 sukh dene ke heta.
pur pravxse vedikulketa.
karfi ker durag jahf bhari.
t I s  ke bathe jaI  agari.”..

-NP utteraradh a .16.
Nasihatnama (word of advice) has been written
in the context of Karun.

“sun sri  nanak g I r a  ucari.
den nésihat sabh sukh kari.”

—tfl§gm 1
'Crocsus, the king of Lidia (Asia minor), who ruled between
560-  546  BC is  also known as Karu. He  was a very r ich
man, and due to his influence many wise persons came
to him. one of them being Solon, who was a great sage.
Croesus asked him. “Who is happy in the world?” Solon
replied, “He who spends his last days in happiness".
When the emperor of Persia conquered and captured
Croesus and he was going to be killed, he remembered

~ the  advice of  Solon  and  thrice uttered his  name. On  being
asked the reason, he narrated the whole story and the
emperor ocrsia set him free.
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kice neknami jo deve khudaI.
jo dise zrmi par so hosi ਗਰ…
cali géj jore n3 rakhIo iman.
dekho re karfi! ju hote paresan.”

—NP uttararadh a 16.
When Guru Nanak was travelling abroad, king
Salim Khan I was on the throne.
ਕਚਰ [karura] A „„/ਝ 11 bottle. 2 urine; so
named because it is carried to the physician in
a bottle.
ਕਰ [kare] in work. 2 black. “kare ubhe jét.”~—s
kabir. ‘Thieves wearing black clothes got up.’
Wearing black  clothes,  a thief  i s  not  visible  at
night.
ਕਰ’ [kare] in work. 2 in service. “gurI kare
laia.”—var sor m 4.
ਕਰ [karo] adj black. 2 See ਕਰ.
ਕਰੜ [1<8101] relating to one crore (ten million)
2 belonging to Kotlehar. See ਬਈਧਰ. “su kal-or
ray5.”—VN.
ਕਰਡ [karéd], ਕਚਡਵ [karédav] Skt ਧਦਹਛਥ 11
aquatic  bird o f  the  swan  species ;  long-
necked duck. “hés karédav min khag nana.”
—saloh.
ਕਰ [karha] n ਕੜ decoction‘. 2 worry, mental
‘ tension (pain) “karha sada rahe man mahi‘.”

——GPS.
ਕਲ [kal] n time. “her: SImrat kate so kal.”
-—bIIa 121 5. See ਕਲਪਮਣ. 2 death. “1<8]1<£ phaSI
sakat saw sfita.”——asa 121 5. 3 Yam, the god
of death. 4 starvation, famine. “kal gavaIa
karts apI.”-mala '… 5. 5 Shiv, the universal
destroyer; he, who destroys the whole world.
“kal krIpalU t2  na CItaryo.”--saveye 33.
6 short for kalas; ink. “kal matI lagi.”—-sn' beni.
7 adj black, pitch-dark. “nidak  ke mukh hoe
kal.”—-bIIa 121 5. 8 n time of  birth; birth. “kal
bIkal sabadI bhae nas.”—bIIa a m I .  ‘The
cycle of  birth and death became irrelevant due
to the Guru’s teachings. 9 tomorrow. “jo uio
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so bInas he paro aju ke kal.”——s m 9. day before
or  yesterday o r  after tomorrow, today or
tomorrow o r  yesterday; sooner or  later.
10 iron. 11 planet Saturn. 12  Shiv. 13 cuckoo.
14  grammatical tense: present—I study; past—
I studied, future-I will study. ‘
ਕਲਇਦ [kalidi] See ਕਲਦ.
ਕਲਮ [kalas] n black colour, smut. 2 dirt;
impurity. 3 blemish.
ਕਲਸਨ [kalsen], ਕਲਸਣ [1<€1]5£1.1] a Surajvanshi
king. From the text of Vachitar Natak it
appears that these kings were chiefs of  Vedi, ‘
and Sodhi dynasties. “kalsen prIthme bhayo
bhupzi.... kalketu dusar  bhua  bhayo. krurbaras
tisar jag thayo... kaldhvaj caturath a p  50112...
kalketu 9w  kalray  bhan. j In  te bhaye putr ghar
angan.”—VN a 2.
ਕਲਕ [kalak] n black soot, smut. “nan 1<i kalak
bical dekh.”—car1tr 94. 2 blemish,  sin. 3 black
spot; stain. 4 adj lord of  time (death).
ਕਲਕਵਰ [kalkavar], ਕਲਕਵਲ [kalkaval] Universal
Time that subsumes all micro times. See ਕਵਲ.
ਕਲਕ [kalka] See ਕਲਕ. 2 ink.
ਕਲਕਕਲ [kalkakal], ਕਲਕਲ [kalkall death of
all (supreme destoyer) “kal ka kal nIréjanu
jacna.”—saveye 121 4 ke. “namo kal kale.”
——japu.
ਕਲਕਟ [kalkut], ਕਲਕਤ [kalkut] See ਹਮਕਟ.
2 one that incinerates even death; poison,
because it is a symbol of  death.
ਕਲਕਤ [kalketu] See ਕਲਸਣ.
ਕਲਕਨਆ [1<8]}<ਏ1118], ਕਲਕਨਜ [1<811<ਏ11}'8] n
Jara, daughter of the god of death; old age.
“maha  s fi d r i  kaIa k a l k é n I a  gras te .”
—sahas m 5. 2 See ਵਖਕਕ.
ਕਕਪਨ [kalkrIpan] n one whose sword
spe l l s  dea th ;  the  sup reme  destoyer .
“kalkrI  pan!  bIna bInti na tau turn ko  prabhu
nsk r1jheh6.”—VN.
ਕਲਕਯ [kalkrIya] n wheel of time, time’s
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movement. “kalkrIya esi tab bhai._”—VN.
ਕਲਕਧ [1<811<ਡ€}، ] Skt n passing time, spending
time; letting momgants trickle.
ਕਲਖ [}<819]<}1]„888 ਕਲਸ. “namhin kalakh
mukhI maIa.’ —asa m 4. “kalakh dag  lagaI.”
—saveye m 3. 2 stigma.
ਕਲਰਯ [kalagy] n astrologer, who knows about
time. 2 wise man who grasps the challenge
posed by time. 3 cock,‘ rooster.
ਕਲਗਸ [kalgras], ਕਲਗਸਤ [kalgrasat] adj in the
grip of  time/death. 2 swallowed by t ime.
(death) “kalgras sésar.”—sar m 5. “kalgrasat
sabh lok SIane uthI pédI t  pa cale nIrasa.”
—sorkabir. 3 entangled in the confusion of good
and bad times.
ਕਲਜ [kalaj] n Yudhishtar—the eldest among the
Pandav brothers. Being the son of the god of
deaih, he gets this name. “kalaj dharmaj
salyarIpU.”—sanama. See ਕਲਜ. Pa black wild
cock.
ਕਲਜਮਨ [kaljaman], ਕਲਜਮਨ [kaljamun], ਕਲਜਮਨ
[1<81]ਰ…ਚ11] Skt son o f  the  sage  Gargay, from
t h e  w o m b  o f  G o p a l i ,  t h e  fairy. He was a
dark-coloured Greek king'  and was fast
friend of Jarasandh. To help Jarasandh,
Kalyaman invaded Mathura to  kill Krishan,
but the latter fled  before him. Kalyaman
chased him for a long distance. Krishan got
i n t o  a c a v e  in w h i c h  t h e  royal s a g e
Muchkund was asleep. Krishan put his
cloak on  him and hid himself. Thinking him
to be Krishan, Kalyaman kicked Muchkund.
O n  this, Muchkund’s  eyes opened and
Kalyaman was reduced  to ashes. See  ਮਚਕਦ.
“jarasédhl kaljamun séghare.”-—gau a m I .
“jég darayad  kaljamén.”—kr:rsan.
ਕਲਜਲ [kaljal] n noose of time (death) “kaljal
jam johI na sake.”—-vad ché’vtm 3.
ਕਲਝਰਣ [kaljharani] See ਬ'ਹਡ.
'Doctor Spooner  writes o f  him as a king of  Persia.

ਕਲਤ [kalatr] See ਕਲਤ. “sut pI to  saga] kalatr
mata.”—sr1' m I .
ਕਲਤਦਰਸ [kaltredarsi] See ਤਕਲਦਰਸ. “krIpa
sfdhu kaltredarsi.”—hajare 10.
ਕਲਦਥ [kaldara] death’s jaw, See ਜਮਦੜ and
ਬਨਟ.
ਕਲਦਤ [kaldet] death in a demon’s guise. “kaldet
séghare  jampurI gae.”——bas§tm 4.
ਕਲਧਜ [kaldhuj], ਕਲਧਜ [kaldhvaj] See ਕਲਸਣ.
ਕਲਨ [kalanI] adj which causes death. “jag-
upjavanI palanI kalanI.”—NP.
ਕਲਨਜ [ k a l n u j a ]  y o u n g e r  s i s t e r  o f  K a l ,
Yamuna.—sanama.
ਕਲਨਮ [kalnemI], ਕਲਨਮ [kalnemu] maternal
uncle of  Ravan who wanted to stop Hanuman
from bringing the reviving herb. Hanuman
killed him. 2 a demon who was son of
Hirnaykashipu. He had one hundred hands
and as many faces (heads). He captured
heaven and expelled gods. He was killed by

' Vishnu, later reborn as Kans. “rakatbijkalnemu
bIdare.’M—gauaml
ਕਧਟ [kalpaI] with the passage of time.
2 by the divine dictum; per the  Creator’s order.
“kal paI  brahma bapu dhara.”—-capai.
ਕਗਢ [kalpita] the sun, father of the god of
death.—sanama. .-
ਕਲਪ [kalpi] a major town of a tehsil of district
Jalaun in UP. Its crystallised sugar has been
rated very high by the ancient poets. “sahIr
kalpi mahI basat te.”—carItr 3. “maya yahI
kalpi ki mIsri  ko kuja.”——devrdas.
ਕਲਪਰਖ [kalpurakh] n messenger of the god
of death. “kalpurakh ka marde man. ”—bh£r
kabir. Zshort for akalpurakh; god. “kalpurakh
k1kar1badai.”—paras.

W [kalpraman] measure of time, thus
described in Vishnupuran.

The time taken to utter a monosyllable is
nImes; it'is one wink of  the eye.
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15 nImeses make one kastha.
30 kasthas make one kala.
20 kalas make one muhurat.
60 muhurats make one day and night.

_ 15 days and nights make one paks or
moon’s phase.

2 pakses make one month.
2 months make one  run.
6 months make one ayan.
2 ‘ ayans make one year.

Amarkosh writes:
18 nImeses make one  kastha.
30 kasthas make one kala.
30 kalas make one'kfim.
12 ksans make one muhurat.
30 muhurats make one  day and night

(ahoratr)‘.
15 ahoratrs make one paks.
2 [੭81<k 6.5' make one month.
2 months make one a m  (season).
3 Hum make one ayan.
2 ayans make one year.

According to Jyotish Prabhakar:
15 nImeses make one vxsa.
15 VIsas make one casa.
3 casas make one pal.
60 pals make one ghari.
8 gharis make one peltar;
8 pehars or 60 ghari make one day and

night.
Now a days,  time is {d iv ided  like this :

60 seconds make one minute.
60 minutes make one  hour.
3 hours make one pehar (watch).
8 pehars (24 hours) make one day and

'Hindus and Sikhs consider day and night as time between

"- onc sunrise and the next. Muslims take them as extending
from one evening to the next evening, whereas the

Christians imagine them from one mid night to the next
mid night.
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night.2 See ਕਲਪ and  ਯਗ.
ਕਲਫਸ [kalphas] noose of  death. “kalphas jab
gar ਪਟ meli.”—maru m 9.

mlkalab] A “.ਸ? n mould. 2 body, physique,
mortal frame.
ਕਲਬਕਲ [1<811)]:1<81] birth and death. See ਕਲ 8
and ਬਕਲ.
ਕਲਬਦ[1<81}੭ਘ],ਕਲਬਤ[!<ਟਵਧਘ P 4') [ਭ n mould,
frame, figure. “kalbut ki hastani man baura
re.”—gau kabx’r. For trapping an elephant the
figure of a female elephant is made and
installed in a deep  pit covered with grass. On
seeing it, the male elephant is attracted towards
it and falls into the pit. 2 body.
ਕਲਭਸ' [kalbhas] Skt ਕਨਭਸ n light before
sunrise. “kI  khé kalbhasé.”—datt. ‘Datt is
respledent like the  morning light.’
ਕਲਮਕ [kalmaki], ਕਲਮਖ [kalmakhi], ਕਲਮਛ
[1<81ਗ8£118],‘ਕਲ-1'ਛ [kalmachi] adj resident of
Kalmas. “kalmakhi chubhe ‘chatradhariL”

2The present day scholars thus formulate day, night and

year. The earth rotates round its axis and also revolves

round the sun. The time taken by it to complete one

rotation about its axis is called day.and night. Thus time
is divided into 24 hours and each hour into sixty minutes

and each minute is further divided into as many seconds 
Earth completes one revolution around the sun exactly

in 365  days. 5 hours, 48  minutes and 46  seconds. So  the

full year should be of this much duration. But this being

an incomplete number, a year is taken to be of 365 days

and every 4"I year ' i s  thought to have 366 days. The

excess in minutes and seconds can thus be accounted for.

At no place is there the same time all over the world.
When there is day in countries of the east, there is night

in those of  the west. Similarly, when there is day in the

westcm countries, it is night in their castcm counterpart  
In the polar regions of north and south, day and night

last for many months, the reason béing that at these
places, the sun shines for a longer period and at other

times it remains set for as much duration.
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—I<aIk1'. See ਕਲਮਕ.
ਕਲਮਖ [kalmukha] adj whose face has been
blackened with soot. “tau kalmukha 0th:
jahi.’ ’—sar m 5.
ਕਲਯਮਨ []<81)/9ਗ811],ਕਲਯਵਨ [kalyavan] See
ਕਲਜਮਨ.
ਕਲਰ [kalar] See ਕਲਰ. “kalar bhit gIrie.”—bI1a m
5. 2 nitre, which is drawn from the saline land.
“kalar ladasr sar lfighnau, labh na pfiji sath.”
—var mam I m 1. ‘Nitre dissolves in water.’
ਕਲਰਇ [kalraI] See ਕਲਸਣ.
ਕਲਰਤ [kalratrI] Skt n night of death. 2 dark
night. 3 calamitous night. 4 night of lighted lamps

. (Diwali) Kattak Badi 30. 5 Kali goddess; Kalika.
ਕਲਰਯ [kalray] See ਕਲਸਣ.
ਕਰ [kalarI] in saline. land. “kalarI bijaSI
durmatI esi.”—maIa a m 1. ‘Seed does not
sprbut in saline land.’ Sowing seed  there means
putting charity in an undeserving boxf
ਕਲੜ [kalra], ਕਲਡ [kalri] adj black, dark, pitch-
dark.
ਕਲ [kala] adj dark, black. 2 blemished,
accused. 3 n thief, who puts on  black clothes
at night. “1<a115 kale v5n.”—var suhi m I .
4 See ਫਲਵਸ. 5 a person from the hills who
became a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev, and
turned very pious. 6 Dg lunatic, obstinate.
ਕਲ ਹਰਣ [kala harem] licentious young man.
“tu SUIJI hama kalIa!  ki varie rata?”—asa ch5t
m I .
ਕਲ ਖਨ [kala xan] ruler  of  Peshawar who, on
the orders of emperor Shah Jahan, went to
capture the sixth Guru and met with his death
at the hands of  the latter. See ਹਰਗਬਦ ਸਤਗਰ.
2 a Pathan, heading one hundred and twenty
five soldiers who, during the battle of Bhangam,
did not want to desert the tenth Guru as did his
disloyal companions. See ਬਧਸਹ.
ਕਲਗਰ [kalagar] Dg n opium, black poison. '
ਕਲਤਰ [1<81ਕਗ] Skt n some other time. 2 time
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preceding after birth. 3 adj which happens at
other time.
ਕਲਨਜਈਸ ਅਸਤ [kalanujais astr] Yamuna, the
younger sister of Kal (god of  death), her
master Varun, and his weapon, the noOse.
ਕਲਪਣ [1<818}੭ਪ.ਪ] the sea whose water looks,
black. The sea nearAndaman'and Nicobar islands
looks very dark, hence the name. 2 Indian
criminals, who, when sentenced to exile from
their native country, were sent to these islands.
For this reason, exile is also called Kalapani.
ਕਲਬਗ [kalabag] n a small cantonment in
district Hazara, situated on the road between
Ebtabad and Murri. 2 a town in Isakhel tehsil

. of district Mianvali, situated on the right bank of
river Sindh. Large quantity of yellow alum is
extracted at this place, for use in many
medicines.
ਕਲਯਧ [kalayudh] sword, the weapon of  the
god of death (double edged sword) “karikaratak
kastrIpu kalayudh karvar; karacol kIrpan  ke
lijahu nam sudhar.”—'sanama. 2 weapon of
Yam (death), noose.—sanama.
ਕਲਲਖ' [kalalekh] vilifying writing; a writing in
which the blame is put on others. “je tu akallétiph
kale lIkh na lekh.”<—s fadd. ‘Don’t Write against
others, when you? yourselfoverflow with vices.’
2 evil deeds which may bring bad luck.
ਕਲ [kaII] because of death. “sabh badhi jam
kalI.”—vad ch5tm 3. “jab 1330 Rat]: grasi nahi
kaIa.”-—bh£rkabir.
ਕਲਕ [kalIk] n dark colour, soot, black ink.
2 Skt adj temporal, related to time. See ਕਲਨ 2.
ਕਲਕ [kalIka1Sktn black colour, soot. 2 dark-
coloured goddess; goddess Kali. 3 dark clouds
full of rain. 4 a small song  bird. 5 power of the
god of death to destroy the whole world; power
to destroy.
ਕਲਖ [kalIkh] n soot, black ink. 2 black spot,
blemish.
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ਕਲਜ [kal] E College. n institute of higher
learning (education).
ਕਲਜਰ [kalijar] See ਕਲਜਰ and ਕਲਜਰ.
ਕਲਤ [kaIItr], ਕਲਤ [kalItri] See ਕਲਤ.
ਕਲਦ [kalid] adj related to the Kalind mountain.
ਕਲਦਸ [kalIdas] the great Sanskrit poet who

ਕਯਨਥਇਵ

raSIksabha me bath  rasna to cahé man.
bite d I n  ji ke ab avat najike rahi

ujre bhaye h‘é kes  ujre  bisa ke bhon
kal ki bali pe  mukhkéj ki kali pe

sasfésu avli p8 ab  lips: kalIma  ko  kan?”
3 black spot, blemish.

was born at Singigoda Panchthupi in district
Murshidabad in Bengal region. It is difficult to
ascertain h is  t ime;  many scholars  have
described him as having been born in the 5lh
century AD  or  as some believe his birth, even
before that. Poet ry  o f  Ka l idas  i s  very
captivating. It is not wrong to call him the
greates t  poe t  o f  India .  Shakunt la ,
Kumarsambhav, Naloday, Malvikaganimitar,
Raghuvansh, Meghdut, Vikrammovarshiya are
his celebrated compositions. Those who have
read these can appreciate the exceptional
br i l l i ance  o f  h i s  m ind .  In Dasam Granth ,
Kalidas has been described as  the incarnation
of Brahma. “ Ih  brahm veadhan das—as;
sastra praman. kar  kaIIdasavtar. raghukavy kin
sudhar.”—braham. 2 There have been several
other Sanskrit poets too  with this name.
ਕਲਦ [kalfdi], ਕਲਦਕ [kalidraka], ਕਲਦ
[kalidri]  river Yamuna (J  amna) starting from
the Kalind mountain. 2 daughter of  Kalind (the
sun). In ancient writings (Purans) J amuna has
been shown as the sun’s daughter. “kalidri
tat kare v11asa.”—VN. “kalfdri  tat satIguru
bathe sarab sunaI .”—NP.
ਕਲਦ ਅਨ ਤਨ [kalidri anuj tanuj] Dharamraj
(god of  death), younger brother of  Yamuna,
his son  Yudhishtar. —sanama.
ਕਲਬ [kalIb] See ਕਲਬ.
ਕਲਮ [kalIma] ਧਕਧਜ n darkness, black ink
dark colour, soot. 2 hair dye.

“gai vs: tamn ab tamni na  neh kare.
tarni betarni atarni agam gen,

rahi he na  baki  ab najar jubaki bald.

ਕਲ [kali] n black goddess, Kalika. “cédi dayo
VIdar ,  sron pan  kali  karyo.”—c5di 1 .  2 a river
rising from the Himalayan mountain. 3 name
of  a cannon of  the tenth Guru. 4 a serpent
which was taken out of  Jamuna river by
Krishan; Kaliy. “kali nathI k I a  vada bhaIa.”
—asa m I . 5 tomorrow. “mat janahu aj  kI  kali.”
—dhana m 4. 6 adj black, with black spot.
“kali kOIl tu  k I t  gunI  kali.”—suh1’ farid.
7 blemished, polluted. “kali hoia dehuri.”—sava
m I .  “cahu jugi kalI kali k5dhi.”—Var sorm 3.
8 short for ਕਲਨ [kalin] like samkali instead
of samkalin. See ਕਲਨ 2. 9 Dg opium,
cannabis. 10 age  when the hair is black (young
age) “kali jInhi n3  ravxa dhauli rave kox.”-.-s
farid.
ਕਲਆ [kalia] adj killer, murderer. “sét kalia
dharatI bIdarau.”—g5d m 5.‘ ‘I destroy the
saint’s killer from this earth.’
ਕਲਚ [kalica] See ਗਲਚ.
ਕਲ ਦਹ[1<ਕ11 dah] spot in the Jamuna where
Krishan  tamed the black serpent.
ਕਲਦਸ [kalidas] See ਕਲਦਸ.
ਕਲਧਰ [kalidhar] deep current; pure and deep
water  tha t  looks d a r k .  “ b u d e  k a l i d h a r . ”
—skab1'r.
ਕਲਨ [kalin] T 0-45 n carpet, sofi bedding of
cotton. 2 Skt ਕਲਨ adj temporal as samkalin'
(contemporary).
ਕਲਨਥਆ [kalinathia], ਕਲਨਗ [kalinag], ਕਲਨਥ
[kalinath] Krishan, the nose-chainer of  Kalia,

'Per Sanskrit rules, this is a wrong term; grammatically its
correct version should be samkalxk, but carried away

by tradition, scholars keep using it wrongly.
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the black serpent; a huge serpent residing in
Yamuna whom Krishan chained by the nose.
See ਕਲ- 4.
ਕਲਪਸ’ [kaliposl adj wearer of black robes.
2 n an order of  ascetics who  wear black robes
(as a sign of eternal mourning). “kalipos
kalédra.”—BG.
ਕਲ [kalu]  See  ਕਲ. “kalu  na ce‘ipe harIgun
gaI.”—05kar. 2 See  ਕਲ. 3 yesterday; the day
that has passed. “chInu chInu karI ga kalu
tese jatu aju he.—jeja m 9.
ਕਲਖ [kalukh] Sec ਕਲਖ, ਕਲਮ and ਖਨ.
ਕਲ [kalu] See ਕਲ ਬਬ. 2 a disciple of Guru
Nanak Dev who served him at Kartarpur. 3 a
resident of  Sultanpur of  Bamni subcaste who
was a devoted disciple of  Guru Arjan Dev. 4 a
load carrier (bearer) who was a ਪਰ [pir] of
water carriers (tur). His headquarters is at
Pachnangal (district Hoshiarpur) where water
carriers come to worship him from far off
places. The congregation is held on the
Baisakhi day. 5 See ਕਲਨਥ.
ਕਲਖਤ[1<81ਪ1<11੪੮], ਕਲਖ [kalukhi] adj with a
black spot; culprit, marked by a blemish.
“kalukhat moh atar.”—asa chét m 4. “ਬਸ!
kajar bharI médIr  rakhIo, jo pese kalukhi
re.”—devm 5. '
ਕਲਚਦ [kalucéd] This is another name of Baba
Kalu. See ਕਲ ਬਬ.
ਕਲਚਦ ਕ ਦਲਰ [kalucéd ke dulare] the darling
son of Kalu-  Guru Nanak.

“gariye ahir raigujar luhar nau
kfijre kahar  jahf phute  5k bhal ke,

banie labane dhobi dhivar kasere kachi
dhanak téboli koli teli médcal ke,

badhi bhathIare bari dhunie malah mali
kotI jhfid jhivar kulal a kalal ke,

kesari nIhal  kalucéd ke dulare  bIna
tare kan sare  nic bic kalukal ke.

kayath sunar  suji khati barIyare  brfd
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chipe régrez je nh'aveya paptal ke,
patve patoli kori kunbi madari  brI'd

attak malech pfij khate jiv palke,
cuhre camar curhere :) khatik dfim

dumre halalkhor bhil budhe balke,
kesarinIhal kalucéd ke dulare  bIna

tare kan sare  nic bic kalukal ke.
ਕਲਨਥ [kalunath] an ascetic of village Nathana
in Ferozepur, who on becoming a disciple of
Guru Hargobind, got worthy of  salvation. This
place is popular in the Malwa region. See ਨਥਨ‘ਢ.
2 See ਕਲ 4.
ਕਲਬ [kalub] P Big n body. 2 A .3513. plural
is kalab (heart)..3 A .5513 turncoat; he who
is not firm on what he says. “kalubI ਰ1<ਰ1ਗ9111 
gor na mani.”—var maIa m I ;  ‘A person does
not bother to remember the cremation ground’,
e.g. has forgotten his death.
ਕਲ ਬਬ [kalu baba]' born in year 1497 Sammat
from the womb of  mother Banarasi in the
family o f  Bedi (Vedi) Shivnarayan (alias
Shivram) and died in Sammat 1579. He was
father of Guru Nanak, the °universal teacher.
Bhai Santokh Singh has described Talwandi
as the place of his death. See ਨਨਪਕਸਉਤਰਰਧ
a 6 page 57. ‘
ਥਲ'ਬ ਅਕਲ [kalubI akal] who has frivolous
mind; having perverse mind. See ਕਲਬ 3.
ਕਲਸਥ [kaleséga] Bhai Santokh Singh has
written that Nand Cha‘nd, a resident of  Daroli,
who  managed Guru Gobind Singh’s finances,
sneaked away from Anandpur after stealing
the sacred book of  the Udasi saints. Then he
came  and stayed with Dhirmal, who took him
for a spy of  the Guru. He got him killed and
his dead body was cremated at Kale Sanga.
“kale 559a phukyo jaI. mrItak bhayo I m
dharam gavai.”-GPS. See ਨਦਚਦ.

'In history he has been variously described as Kalyan
Rai, Kalu Chand and Kalu Rai as well.
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ਕਲਖ [kalekha] n black colour; soot. “take
mukhI lags kalekha.”——sar m 5.
ਕਲਖਨ [kalexan] See ਕਲਖਨ.
ਕਲਖ [1<8191<}15] blackness, soot. See ਕਲ‘ਖ.
“tIlak  kadhe Isnan karI 5tarI kalekh‘é.”-—var
maru 2 m 5.
ਕਲਸ [kalosi] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev
from the Kakka subcaste. He was a great
warrior. The Guru bestowed upon him the
honour of  being a warrior and learned man
(noble man), hence deserving of  salvation.
ਕਲਕ [1<81ਰ1<] See ਕਲਕ. 2 adjwith a black spot;
blemished. “jampurI bz‘itkhare kalék.”
--prabha a m 5. _
ਕਲਗ [1<81ਰ8], ਕਲਗ [1<81ਟ88] n blemish. “ta
kau kachu nahi  kaléga.”—gau m 5 .  2 adj
connected with the territory of  Kaling. 3 See
ਕਲਗ.
ਕਲਜਰ [1<81ਰ]'v 1'] a mount of Bundelkhand on
which is situated the temple of Neelkanth
Mahadev. At its foothills is the city of  Kalinjar.
Mahmud Gazanavi attacked this temple in the
year 1022 AD. See ਕਲਜਰ.
ਕਲ [kalh] Skt ਕਲਯ n yesterday. 2 tomorrow.
ਕਵ [kav] See ਕਵਯ. 2 n crow. “pIche patalI
sadIhu kav.”—var ma jh m 1.
ਕਵਣ [kavni] n female crow.
ਕਵਰ [kavar], ਕਵਰ [ka‘ivar] Skt ਕ-ਭਰ a flexible
rod of bamboo etc on each side of  which are
slung pans like a weighing balance, and used
for carrying water or  other  articles. “khir khéd
parsad karae. bahut sukavar 55g calae.”-G V6.
ਕਵਰ [kavru] See ਕਮਰਪ.
ਕਵਰ ਕਮਰ [kavru kumari] daughter of Kamrup;
goddess Kamakhya. “kavru 'kumare
adhemudhare.”~—aka1.
ਕਵ [kava‘i] See  ਦਮਦਮ ਸਹਬ 2.
ਕਵਰ [kaveri] a famous river of south India
which originates in the  western ghats and falls
into the Bay of  Bengal. According to Sikand
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Puran, she was the daughter of  sage Kaver,
which flows  as  a river. It is called Ardhganga. ‘
2 prostitute. 3 turmeric.
ਕਵਯ [kavy] n a poetic composition.
2 aesthetically— pleasing sentence.’ Scholars
have divided poetry irito two types: gady (prose)
and pady  (verse), holding that if  this prose or
verse is not aesthetic and does not cast a spell,
it is not kavay. Those proficient in prose and
verse have described its two more types e.g.
sravy and drlsy. e.g.one pleasing to  the ear is
sravy and the one  pleasing to  the eye is drisy
i.e. stage play. 3.Shukar, who is proficient in
poetry. 4 See ਰਲ.
ਕਵਯਗਣ [kavygun] madhury (sweetness or
chann), oj (brilliance) and prasad (offering). For
generating these three qualities in poetry, there
are three techniques, namely, sweetness,
manliness and maturity.
ਕਵਦਸ [kavydos] Poets should always avoid
faults described in literary treatises so  that their
poetry does not get spoilt or  corrupted. Though
there is a need for a separate book to interpret
this subject yet for the benefit of  the readers,
we illustrate in brief  a few faults:

1 sabad-hin is to distort the true form of
the verse in order to maintain the flow of  its
rhyme.

“kanak a manak  pun 105:5 janiye...
kai jugg jane kalappé VItayo.”

—GV 10.
“sri nanak  égad ਬਸਰ, ramdas  arjén.”

—GPS.
“sur sét kupe nahI pes jae. ..
nakhatt guru raVI lakkh late. ..
t5 madh  e1< sudhasar  sehar,
lehardar apar hamesé.—PP.

"‘sabad argth subh vyég var salékrrt gunmp,

bhavadIk ras ritI yut ‘kavay’ ukat kavxbhup.”
—ba va ramdas.
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Likewise many poets have written sfider
a s  s fi d r ,  s a r a v  a s  s r a v ,  t 0 p k h a n a  a s
tupkhana, dhobi  as  dhubi, babar as babbar,
pratap a s  pa r t ap ,  nagar  a s  nagr  e tc  s o  a s  t o
render the  verse  defect ive .  Words in a
couplet should be arranged in a manner as
if a narrative poem were being written.
Excellent  poets  a re  those w h o  without
deforming the words maintain the flow of
the rhyme in a couplet.

2 karankatu is to use words and'sentences
which sound discordant to the ears e.g.

“bhar ks: t d d  dakaran  lehi‘”.
3 asamarath is to use words which may

suggest derogatory or  impolite meaning.
“ras maddh  mohan ju tian $6 khelhi”
It can be read like this also:
i‘ras maddh mohan jutian 56 khelhi”.
4 nIrarthak are meaningless words used

only to complete a metre.
“puri uri  ras bhari kari kacori 55g.”
5 351i] is the use of  obscene words:
“ap s5 mIlap  kaho kese hoy  maharaj,

cobdar  cutia n3  jandet bhitré.”
-bhagvantka VI.

6 kallst,  or difficult c'ouplets are like a
puzzle and not easy to understand.

“nIs-arI nIrakh ghanajsut harkhyo.m ਰ
7 pégu or yathfig is to use more or fewer

charactgrs or matras before a pause in the
metre, or to distort harmony by employing
forbidden gen (foot) like jagan in a couplet.

8 punardkt: is the repetition of the same
word in the same sense.

“jé nar  k0 nah]: gayan he, so nar pasu saman.”
9 Sdh is to use words against norms or

conventions e.g.
“naSIka kamal jesi nen h‘é nagare se.”
10 batr is to  join antonyms e.g.

"Ibtus'blossomed on seeing the sun.’
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“jaya 56 mIl  tat  bakhani.”2
11 mrItak  is to use such words as carry no

signif icance  o the r  than o f  rhyme and
alliteration.

“anan manan  sohto tanan bhanan  jan.”
12 aparth is to create a composition that

does not carry any marvellous meaning.
“jaI bars: ghan gagan te sur  hare édhar...
netran  se  jan pekhte  sunat kan se bat.”
13 nagan is poetry without metaphorical

brilliance.
l 4  rasvxruddh is to write by joining opposed

sentiments e.g. to combine the gorgeous and
the heroic with the ludicrous and the terrible.

1 5  desvnuddh is a description going
against the land to  which it pertains.

“gIrIsrigan par  kamlan sobha,
maruthal rajh‘és man lobha.”
16 kaIVIruddh is an anachronism.

“hImrItu m‘é phule kamal kokIIdhunI «3t or”.
Bhai Santokh Singh has, in all humility, in

the third chapter ‘ o f  Nanak Prakash, thus
described poetic defects.
“édh ju batr pégu nagan mrI  tak, punaruktI

aparath  ki samajh na avai,
var des kal gen agan navo hi res

VIVIdhalékar  hfi ko  bhed  nahI pavai,
kou gun he na  mo  bhanat maddh  jano man

gunian hasyog atpati  javai,
e1< gun yame so VIdIt srut sét suno !

satIguru  kiratI so nIrmal bhavai.
ਕਵਲਗ [kavayli'g] This is to underline the .
meaning with a logical example or  application.

“arath samrath yuktI kar hoy,
kavyli g 1<o lacchan soy.”—garabg5jani.

Example:
“thapIa na  jaI kita na ho:
ape a'pI nIréjan SOI.”—japu.

2ਜਯ [jaya] means mother or consort and ਤਤ [tat] stands
for father or son. "
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To underline the truth that the divine can
neither be created nor changed, there is in the
second line the contention that He Himself is
everything.

“sri guru peg surtaru saras
h'é sab mégal khanz,

darId VI  ghan na  vyapai
basahI’ rIde gatIdan.”—NP.

“satIgurU paras  paras  ks
' 1<ਟ੮811 kare manur malina.”—BG.

gum mIl  paltyo  janam mam
sakatI kit j Im  bhrig.”

—3151<ar sa gar sudha.
ਕਵਯਰਥਪ'ਤ [kavyarthapattI] type of poetic
express ion in which  appear  non-stated
meanings, e.g. if  so and so happens then this
is in no way impossible, or  whosoever has done
that, for him how  can this be impossible?

‘ Example:
“kavla caran saren  he  jéke,
kahu jan, ka nahi gharI t5ke?—gaukab1’r.

ajamalu pfgla  lubhatu
kficaru gee harI ke pas

ese durmatI nIstare
tu kIu  na  tarahI raVIdas?”—keda.

“mrI g min bhrf  g patég  kficar ek dokh bInas.
péc dokh asadh-ja mahI taki ketak as.”

—asa raVIdas.
“bapure kahfi paharIye ayes nah: mane?
t In  10k per hukam tav nahI pheran thane.”

—GPS.
“੪੦੪1- care car acar  bhae  jab
kya ganti nar bapuran ki tab.”—GPS.
“jo pahan le  3r dubéte,
tumre vacnan te su taréte,
Ih  sagar kaya taran duhela?
tarahfi bhavjal bhurI suhela.”—NP.

“korav pfidav  hath kar nIsthur
séghar kar  VInse balras, ‘

Im  bad  Ian  ki dasa bhai  jab
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alpan ki gInti kahu kas?—GPS.
ਕੜ [kara],  ਕੜ [karha] n decoction;  extract
prepared after boiling.‘ 2 worry; anxiety. “t5
bhau keha kara?”—majh 111 5. “kara chodI acf t
ham sote.”—bh£r m I .  “tIsu  kI  karIa?”—var

' r a m 2 m 5 .
ਕ [k1] adj how much, how. 2 part a word
meant to link parts of  a sentence so  as to make
the context clear. “us ne akhIa k: me Ill ਨਰ…
ap hi kar lavéga.” 3 or. “sadhu mIle S I t
paie kI  Ihu jog kI bhog.”—gau ਰਘ. “ghat
mahI jiu k]: piu.”—s kabir. 4 quest ion  marker;
what. “s0 ਗਟ”-2੮ lobhu kI karam kamavs?”
—sor a m 1. “suru kI  sanmukh ran te darpe?”
—gau kabir. 5 pron whom. “bInu gursabde
janam k I  lekhahI?”—asa m 1. ‘is in no
reckoning?’
ਕ [ki] Skt ਕਹਸ part what. “joge na 1<:‘|': jage n3
ki?”—gujj£dev. “kf  kari bIkar?”—sarpa;ta1m
5.
ਕਉ [kIU], ਕਉਕਰ [kIukar], ਕਉਕ [kIUke] adv
how. “kIU varni kIv  jana?”—japu. “kIUkar 
IhU menu maria.”—var ram 1 m 3. “nIk5Io
kIUkE jaI?”—s kabir. 2 for what (why).
“samjhat nahI kIu  gavar.”—jeja m 9.
ਕਉਰ [kIur] See ਕਯਰ.
ਕਓ [h] See ਕਉ.
ਕਅ [he] did.
ਕਅਹ [kIahu] adv how. 2 of. “mansa kIahu
dIbanahu koi naSI bhajI nIkle.”—var vad m
4. ‘from the gathering of  men’. 3 from.
ਕਆ [kIa] did (favour) “manmukh lun haram
kIa na janIa.”—-var majh m 1. 2 of. “Us kIa
guna ka fit me paIa.”—-ram a m 3. 3 a d v
somehow. “atul na  jai kIa  mIna.”—maru solh 

'According to Ayurveda (Indian system of  medicine) four
tolas of  medicine should be boiled in 64 tolas of water.
After evaporation, when water is reduced to 16 tolas, it
should be taken off the fire. Likewise, the quantity can
be increased or decreased.
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m 5. ‘The immeasurable Creator can not be
measured by any means.’ 4 pron what. “kIa
sev kamavau kIa  kahI rijhavau?”—suhi m 5.
5 part interrogative.
ਕਆਸ [kIas] See ਕਯਸ.
ਕਆਕਚ [kIakarI] a d v  because, how.
“kIakarI kahzajaI?”—asa a m 3.
ਕਆਨ [kIani] P at! adj who is related to
the Kay [key] dynasty of  Iran as “kamane
kayani”.
ਕਆਮ [kIam] 888 ਕਮ.
ਕਅਸਝਨਗਗ], ਕਅਮਤਦਦਨਸਗਕਧਇਧਕ dIn]
888 ਕਯਮਤ. _
ਕਆਰ [kIar] ਕਅਰ [kIara] Skt ਕਦਰ n garden,
field, raised boundary of  a field to store water,
out with a spade to allow the flow of  water
while irrigating. “menu tanu nIrmal karat
kIafo, harI sice sudha s‘a’jorI.”—-j£tm 5. 2 See
ਕਅੜ3. ' .
ਕਅਰ ਸਹਬ [kIara sa t]  in Nankiana
(Nankana) Sahib, the place where Guru Nanak
revived the field laid waste by the cattle. 888
ਨਨਕਅਨ.
ਕਅੜ [ k I a r a ] ,  ਕਅਡ [ k I a r i ]  Skt ਬਜਗਟ- n
cervical joint, neck, nape of  the neck. 2 Skt a
type of  tent or umbrella. “lahIne dharIonu
chatru SII‘I asmanI kIara  chIhnu.”—var
ram 3. ‘A majestic canopy was set.’ 3 P
mf pain, misery. 4 sadness, grief.
ਕਸ [1<]:5] pron who, whom. 2 push and pull,
struggle. “us di mere nal kIs  he.” 3 also used
for kis (monkey). “cape kIsé.” and “jmyo
kIsé.”—ramav. '
ਕਸਕ [kIsék] See ਕ'ਸਕ.
ਕਸਕਧ [kIskfdh] Skl ਰਯਢਕ n territory
adjoining Mysore 2 a mountain in the territory
of Kishkindh. See ਕਸਕਧ.
ਕਸਕਧ [kIskfdha] ancient capital of
Kishkindh, where Bali and Sugriv, the monkey
kings,  ruled. It i s  a small  town on the bank of
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river Tungbhadra, sixty miles north of  Balari;
about two miles to the south west of  this is
Pampa tank; and to  the south west of  Pampasar
(Pampa tank) is Anjana mountain, where
Hanuman is said to have been born. This is
the place where Ramchandar killed Bali.
ਕਸਟਵਰ [kisatvar] See ਕਸਟਵਰ.
ਕਸਤ[1<ਡ8ਗ]/1 }ਲਨ npart, instalment.2 justice,
equity. 3 part o f  debt  which is  paid in
(instalments). 4 P ਕ crop, cultivation,
farming.
ਕਸਤਨਗਡਧਗ] P Jy vsow .  Its other form is
kastan.
ਕਸਤ [kzst i ]  P 53/ n boat. 2 boat-shaped
begging bowl kept by mendicants. 3 boat-
shaped tray or plate used for offering presents
to the bridegroom.
ਕਸਥ [kIsthe] adv”where, at which place.
“kIsthe  rovahI roj.’ ’—majh barahmaha.
ਕਸਨ [kIsan] See ਕਸਨ.
ਕਸਨਚਦ [kIsancéd] See ਕਸਨਚਦ.
ਕਸਨਦਸ [kIsandas] a trader of Malerkotla who
made offerings to Banda Bahadur and saved
his town from plunder.
ਕਸਨਬਲਭ [kIsanballabha] See ਕਸਨਬਲਭ.
ਕਸਨ [kIsna] See ਕਸਨ ਗਗ. 2 a disciple of
Guru Arjan Dev .who  rendered great service
during the construction o f  Amritsar. 3 a
Brahmin of Jhingan subcaste who became a
disciple o f  Guru Arjan Dev. T h e  Guru‘
appointed him a preacher. 4 a devotee o f
Jhanjhu subcaste who, on becoming a disciple
of  Guru Hargobind, turned a warrior and an
enlightened being.
ਕਸਨਰਰਨ [kIsanarjun] See ਕਸਨਰਜਨ.
ਕਸਨ [kIsanu] See ਕਸਨ. 2 This word has been
used for Vishnu also. “kIsanU sada avtari
rudha.”—vad m 3.
ਕਸਬਤਘਝਇ] A ”C earn; make profit.
ਕਸਮ [kIsam]  A (j  n type. 2 variety, method.
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ਕਸਮਤ [kIsmat] A 5,9,? n share. 2 luck, fate. age (teenager). 2 sbn, male child.300|t. 4sun.
3 country, province.  territory.
ਕਸਮਸਸਗਝਗਗਤ] P ਭਮਧ 11 dried resin.
ਕਸਚਯ [kIeya] adj  dyed in saffron. 2 saffron-
coloured; saffron. “t t dust: pasarIye
tItahI kIeya cir.”—carItr 30.
ਕਸਲਯ[1<1ਝ1ਰ)1] Skt 11 which moves very little;
which shakes slowly in the wind; a tender
shoot.
ਕਸਞਰ [kxsvar] P 1 %  11 country; a foreign

‘ land.
' ਕਸਸ[]<1:585] P Jug" act of sentencing a person

to death for committing a murder.
ਕਸਨ [kIsan] Seé ਕਰਸਣ and ਕਸਨ.
ਕਸਰ [kIsar] 11 Short for kesagra.“l<hulhe kI  sar,
janu jatadhar.”—VN. ‘Buns  of  hair got undone.’
ਕਸਰਥ [kIsarth] for what, why. “kIsarath ko
Ih  ja ham gheri?”—1<rIsan.
ਕਸ’ [kISU] pron who, whom. “kxsu hau sevi,
kIsu aradhi?”—dev m 5.
ਕਸਕ [kIsuk] Skt ਕਸਕ 11 bearer of water; in
which water flows; stream, river. “maru mih
na trIptIa agi lahe na  bhukh. raja raj na  trIptIa
saIr  bhare kIsuk.”—var ma1'11 121 1. ‘Desert land
is not content with rain, fire  is not content with
fuel, king is not content with kingdom and sea
is not content (filled) with rivers.’ 2 pron for
any one. 3 by one only. 4 See ਕਸਕ.
ਕ'ਸਕ [kfsuk] Skt n RE (what is) suk (parrot)
what is in front of  a parrot’s beak? Kesu;
flower of ਪ'ਸ [plas],  which looks like the  beak
of  a parrot. 2 dhakk or  palah, a tree (Butea
frondosa) 3 its leaf.
ਕਸ'ਖ [kIsukha] got what happiness? attained
what comfort? “ghar asada chadke gole de ghar
jaI kIsukha?”—BG.
ਕਜਦਰ [kIsodri] having a slim waist. See
ਕਸਦਰ. “sumod me 1<I sodri 56 gadho laptayo
he.”——NP.
ਕਸਰ [1<1ਡ੦1-] Skt n a boy of 11 to 15 years of

ਕਸ [kIssa] A ਭਫਡ 11 story; talc, legend.
ਕਸ [ਗਡਰ] dried fruit of  zardalu, used for
cleaning silver or for removing sour taste in
spices.
ਕਹ [kIh] pron whom. 2 adv somehow, in
some way. “rup ਬਦ, aru  rekh  bhekh  kou kahI
na sakat kIh.”—japu. 3 P I because. 4 pron
who.
ਕਹਰ [kIhari] adj what type. “OI pal ghari
kIhari?”—keda m 5. 2 pron which.
ਕਹ [kIhI] pron to whom. 2 which. “kIhI
bI t  lakhau gusai.”—sor m 9.
ਕਹ [kIhu] adj Some, very little. “kIhu  cale na
caldIa naII ”—sor m 3. “sabh kIhu tere vaSI
heft—var brha m 4. 2 adv  in some way. “bIn
satIguru  kIhU 119 dekhIa jaI.”—majh a m 3.
ਕਕਣ [1<1'1<1.11] See ਕਕਨ.
ਕਕਨਅਰ [kI'kanIarI] some ignorant writer
has  e r roneous ly  used this wo r d  in
Shastarnammala for kékyanarx. horse’s
enemy— the tiger.
ਕਕਨ [kfkni] Skt ਕਜਧ 11 waist band which
produces little noise; waist band with bell-beads.
“kfkni  sabad jhanatkar khel pahI jiu.”—saveye
m 4 ke.
ਕਕਰ [1ਵਗ‘1<ਹ1'] See ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕਰ [kikar] Skt ਕਛਥਜ 11 slave, servant; one
who can do mcnialjobs. 2 a tribe of  demons.
ਕਕਰਣ [kikarni] army of  slaves; employing
many menials.——sanama.
ਕਕਰ [karI] Skt ਕਛਤਕ 11 a tree (Acacia
Arabica) “kI1<arI bIjE jatu.”—s farid.
ਕਕਰ [kfkri] n maid, female attendant. “subh
bacan bol gun amol kfkri bIkar.”——sar m 5
partal. ‘Habits (nature) will become like a maid
servant.’ 2 kf—kari? what can we do?
ਕਕੜ [1<11<ਗ-1] adj one who wears waist band
with bellbeads. See ਕਕਨ. “1<1}<ਠ-ਬ kalka.”
—paras. ‘



ਕਕਕਕ

ਕਕਕਥ [ka ki] S ਕਕ ਕਕ. See ਕ ਕਕ.
ਕਕਣ [kan], ਕਕਣ [kikan] horse. Sec ਕਕਨ.
ਕਕਣ [kani] cavalry.-—sanama.
ਕਕ'ਨ[1<ਗ1<811], ਕਕਨ []<ਝ1<811]}1੦[86. See ਕਕਜਨ.
“mOdahI todahI,  rfidahI CIr  plan  kan dhasi
vasudha mahf.”—c§d1‘ 1.
ਕਕ'ਨ [kani] See ਕਕਢ. 2 horse rider.
ਕਕਓਨ [kIonu] has done what. 2 what did
he do? “dunIai  akhe kIonU.”—Var ram 3.
ਕਕਣ [kikni] See ਕਕਨ.
ਕਕਰ [kie] 8k! 11 horse. 2 moth. 3 cuckoo.
ਕਕਰ [kur] adv  how, because.
ਕਕਰ [kfkuri] Skt n a stringed instrument.
“kfkuri anup vajc. ”—ram m 5.
ਕਛ [ku], ਕਕ [kiku] adv how “US di kimatI
ku hOI?”—bIIa m 3.
ਕਕ [ke] adj resident of Kekay land. ਕ
character. “1<:£]<£ kalmakhi.”—paras. See ਕਕਯ.
ਕਕਰ [kkar] See ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕਚ [kkur] adv because, how.
ਕਕਜਨ [kfkyan] See ਕਕਜਨ.
ਕਗ [kig] short for ਕਗਰ.
ਕਗਰ [kfgri] See ਕਗ.
ਕਗਰ [kigvra] See ਕਗਰ.
ਕਗਰ [kfguri] See  ਕਨਰ2 and 3.  “ghatI ghatI
vaje kiguri.”-srj a m I .  Veena embodying
reflective resonance.
ਕਗਰ [kigura] See ਕਗਰ.
ਕਰਕਰ [kIckIci] gnashingof teeth in anger.
See ਕਰਦ.
ਕਚਤ [kfcat] See ਕਚਤ. “krIpa kfcat gurI
kinI.”——gaum 4.
ਕਚਨ [kfcan] Skt n a small quantity.
ਕਚਪਚਨ [kIcpIcana] v gnash jaws, grind
teeth in anger. 2 get soiled with mud.
“kIcpIcaI jodha médahi.”—car.rtr I . ‘Soiled
in blood mixed with mud,  warriors fight in the
battle field.’
ਕਚਬਗਫਘਠੳਫ] See ਕਦਬਗ.
ਕਹਰ [kIcar], ਕਚਰਕ [kIcarak], ਕਚਰਕ [kIcarakU],
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ਕਚਰ [kIcaru] Ski ਜਯਚ'ਬਹਧ/ how long, till
when. “kIcaru jhatI léghaie Chaparu tote
mehu?”——s fan'd. “kIcarakU be‘mhs dhiru?”
a n d  “kace  b h fi d e  rakhie  kIcarU t 5 i  nir.”
—sfar1'd.
ਕਚਲ [kical], ਕਚਲਕ [kicalak] Skt ਰਗਬਕਥਵ n
earthworm; long worm seen during the rainy
season.
ਕਚਤ [kicxt] Skt ਕਗਜਰ adj very little, a bit.
ਕਚਰ [kICIr], ਕਚਰ {kICIrul See ਕਚਰ.
ਕਛ[1<:<:}1], ਕਛ [kIchu], ਕਛ LkIchu] adjlittlc.
“ham murakh  kIchu na  janha.”—asa ch5t m 4.
2 pron anything. 3 something. “jo kIchu karma
so karI rahIa.”—var asa m I .
ਕਜਟ [kIjaI] please do; let us do. “lakh bahe
kIa  kIjaI?”—saveye m 4. -
ਕਜਬ[1<ਗ]'ਰ}੭]/1 .….ਸ n lie, falsehood, untruth.
ਕਜਥਗ [1<1]'ਗ)80] P [Hf adj who tells lies;
who indulges in falseflood.
ਕਜਲਕ [kijalk] Skt ਕਕਯਕ n stamen of the
lotus flower. 2 pollen of  the lotus flower.
3 ovary of  lotus.
ਕਜਹ [kIjeha] adv like what, how. “mukh
kIjeha tau dhani?”—var mam 2 m 5.
ਕਝ [kIjh], ਕਝ [kIjhu'] adj something. “kIjhu
n9  bujhe kIjhU na sujhe.”——s fetid.
ਕਣ [km] See ਕਨ. 2 See ਕਣ.
ਕਣਕ[1<ਗਸ1<8],ਕਗ[1<:ਸਟਫਕ] n particle, straw,
mote.
ਕਤ [kIt] adv which way, where. 2 n fame,
reputation. “jIh beret; jat nah: 1<ਡ੮ਜਟਟ.”-ਧ8ਫ
See ਕਤ.
ਕਤਕ [kItak] adv  how much, how.
ਕਤਕਤ [kItkIt] adv where. 2 adj gratitude
from one whose task is a'ccomplished. “kIt
kIt  kin sabh kaj k0 sudhar din.”—GPS.
ਕਤਕ [kItku] adv for what, for whom. “malu
dhanu kItku sSahi?”—sri m 1. 2 where,
which way.
ਕਤਨ [kItna], ਕਤਨ [kItno] adj how much.



ਕਤਵ

“rahIn  nahI,  gahu kI  tno!”—gaum 5. ‘Man has
to leave the world (die), but how strong is its
grip!’
ਕਤਞ [kItav] Skt adj evil, bad. 2 mad. 3 cheat.
4 n thorn-apple. 5 gambler. It is written in
Nirukt that a gambler asks another gambler,
“What do  you have?” or  “What  is your stake?”
For this reason he is called kItav.
ਕਤੜ [kItra], ਕਤੜ [kitri], ਕਤਤ [kItre], ਕਤੜ
[kItro] adj 110w much,  to what extent, how
many. '

‘ ਕਤ [kIta] did, performed. “jam kal vas:
kIta.”—var suhi m 3. “sabh pun tInI kIta.”
—gau var 2 m 5. 2 n work, task, profession.
3 adj how much. 4 A „],3' n piece, part,
division. 5 component of  a metre, part of  a
verse.
ਕਤਬ [kItab] A H17 n manuscript, book,
scripture. 2 letter, epistle.
ਕਤਬਤਘਖਠਚ] A “CT n written document.
ਕਤਬਮਕਦਸਗਫਠ mukkadaslA 035°1n holy
book; religious book  regarded as  ordained by
the Creator likeGuru Granth Sahib, Ved, Bible,
Koran etc.
ਕਤਬ [kItabi] adj related to a book. 2 chapter
from a book. 3 book-like. 4 written as in
“kItabi boli.” (bookish language).
ਕਤ [ਫਛਗ] n deed, fame. “
kIran raVI.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਕਤ [kIti] See ਕਤ. 2 adj how many. “kIti
joban pritI bInu.”—s farid. 3 pron any. “open
na kIti  paIajae.”-majh a m 3.
ਕਤ [kIfi] adj how many. “kItiItu dariaI
vépanI vahda.”—asa m 5.
ਕਤਆਕ [kItiaku] adj how, how much, how
many. “kItIaku dhég  gujha this na  hIt.  ”—Var
guj 2 m 5. ‘Try any means, love cannot be

- concealed.  ’
ਕਤ [kItU] adv where. “jahI nIrase kItU?”
—var asa. 2 why; for what. “satIguru jInI na

nam kItI se‘isar
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seVIo se k I tu  ae  sésar?”—sr1' a m 5. 3 pron
which. “kItu  bI t  purkha! janamu gavaIa?”
—-srdh gosatI. “paie kI tu bhatI?”—-sri m 4
vanjara. ‘how to get it?’
ਕਤ [kitu] Skt ਵਚਲ-ਯ, part but. 2 but also.
ਕਰ [kftu] See ਕਤ.
ਕਤ [kIte] adv somewhere. 2 adj how many.
3 pron some, any.
ਕਤ [kite] Skt ਕਯਤਥਗ how many. “kite nama
5tu na  janIa.”—ram m 1.
ਕਤ [kIte] adv somewhere, anywhere. “kIte
deSI me a m  sunie.”-—ram a m 1. 2 somehow;
in some way. “how kItE bhagatI n3 hovai bInU
satIgur ke Updes.”——sri m 1.
ਕਤ [kIto] how much. 2 part or. “late cit thare
bhayo  bharam bhari.”—GV 10. See ਕਧ". 3 did,
performed. “nanak sakha jia 55g: kIto. ”
-gatha.
ਕਤ[1<ਗ£੮],ਕ1^ਤ[1<$£੮:[], ਕਤਯ [k1ttIy5], ਕਤਯ
[kIttiyél Skt ਤਤ n fame. reputation. “dev det
kI t t  bujjh h‘é.”—-paras. “jIne  kIttIy5  ttIyé faj.
tam‘é.”—VN. ‘who won fame in fierce battle.’
ਕਥਹ [kIthahu] adv  from where, from which
place. “kIthahu upje kahI réhe.”—var basét.
ਕਥ [kItha], ਕਥਊ [kIthau], ਕਥ [kIthe], ਕਥ
[kItthe] adv  from where, from which place.
2 at some place. “rahanu kIthau nahI.”—s
farid. “kIthe tede mapIa?”—s farid.
ਕਦਬਗਪਧਡਢਥ] The original word is kOdbeg.
See ਕਦ 7 and 8; an employee of emperor
Jahangir who along with Vazir Khan many
times came to see  Guru Hargobind. Bhai
Santokh Singh has given his name as
Kinchbeg.
ਕਦ [kIda], ਕਦ [1<1<15] advhow, in what way.
ਕਦਰ [kIdar] See ਕਆਰ and ਕਦਰ. “her kIdar
so bhayo harana.”—NR ‘was astonished to see
the field.’

.ਕਦਰ [kIdara] according to Bhai Santokh
Singh, a Sikh, resident of  village Madar, who
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had swollen lymph glands, which got cured with
a touch from Guru Arjan Dev.
“madri utre guru prabhu' dasan lae turég.

“e arjan ji IS  thal ae,
SIkkh kIdara mIlyo subhae,
huti hajira‘i gar  mahI tahi,
det VIkhad m I  tat  so nahi.”

—GPS rasr 5 a 52.
See ਮਦ 4 for reference 2 Guru Arjan Dcv’s
disciple o f  Jhanjhi subcaste who rcndcrcd
service during the construction of  Amritsar.
3 a devotional singer in the court of  Guru Arjan
Dev. 4 See ਕਦਰ.
ਕਦਰ [kxdari] a famous generous disciple of
Guru Arjan Dev. 2 a resident of  Dalla who
was disciple of Guru Amardev. 3 See ਕਦਰ.
ਕਦਹ [kIdIh] when, which day.
ਕਦਕਝਧਘ] Skt ਕਦਕ n ball.
ਕਦ [kIdu] pron which. “kIdu thavahu ham
ae?”—gaum 1. 2 from whom. 3 adv how, in
what way. “labh kIdu hoi.”—-bherm 3.
ਕਦਰ [kIdur] distant, how far.
ਕਧਰ [kIdhar] adv  in which direction, in which
side.
ਕਧ= [kIdhé], ਕਧ’ਭ [kIdh‘j] part or. “kIdhé
devkanya kIdh6 basvi he.”—-ramav. 2 for
example, as a matter of fact. 3 In Dasam
Granth at countless places kIdh6 means that
time. “ho: Ikatr 1(1t brIflaalak.”—krrsan.

fafilkm] pron plural ofਕਸ. “kIn bxt  mxlie
kIn bI t  bIchure.”—majh a m 3. 2 adv  why
not. “ਪਰ k I n  japahI murarI?”-s kabir. 3 or.
“surag vekfith kIn  darab lije.”-G V 10. ‘ Heaven,
paradise, acquisition of wealth.’ 4 See ਕਨ.
ਕਨਕ [kInka] See ਕਣਕ. n a minute particle
i.e., for a moment. “harInamu dIravahU Ik
kInka.”—var 501' m 4.
ਕਨਖ [kInkhe] See ਖ.
ਕਨ [kinar] Skt ਕਕਸ n a male of abominable
'Guru Hargobind Sahib.

ਕਪਰਖ
shape, with the body of  a man and head of  a
horse. He is the offspring of sage Pulstay. Such
beings dance when Gandharavs sing in the
court ofKubcr  . They dance in heaven as well.
They are also called ki-purus. “kinar  gfadhrab
gan karE gan.”——c5di I.
ਕਨਰ [kinri] n wife of Kinner; horse-faced
dancing woman. 2 Vecna, a double-stringed
musical instrument. “kahfi kfnri kinri  18
bajavé.”-—ramc5drrka. 3 ਕਗਰ a single-
stringed musical instrument of  the ascetics. See

ਕਨਰ [kInah] whom. 2 whose.
ਕਨਤ [kInat], ਕਨਯਤ [kInayat] See ਕਨਯਤ.
“harahu irkha karahu kInayat.”-NP.
ਕਨਰ [kInar] Sce ਕਨਰ.
ਕਨਰ [kInara] P „ਘ n bank, shore. 2 side.
3 border.
ਕਨ[1<]:…:] who. 2 how, why. “kInI kahie kIu
dekhie bhai, karta sku akathu.”—sor a m 5.
ਕਨ [kinI] See ਕਨ. 2 adv how many, to what
extent. “khevat kinI gae.”—-asa fan'd. ‘How
many rulers have come and gone!’
ਕਨਬਧ [kInI bIt] by which method, how,
which way. “kInI  b I t  avanu  javanu tuta.”
—majh a m 5. , .
ਕਨ [kIne] adj how many. 2 pron who.
ਕਨਹ [kIneha], ਕਨਚਅ [kInehIa], ਕਨਹ
[kInehi] advhow,  like what, of  what type. “eh
kInehi cakri tU bhau khasam na jaI  .”—varasa
m 2. “jIna na VIsre namu se kInehIa?”—asa
m 5.
ਕਨ [1<111£] pron someone. “kIne v1rl£ cakhI
dithi.”—gau m 3.
ਕ'ਪਰਖ [kipurakh], ਕ'ਪਚਸ [kipurus] Skt ਕਬਧ
n an abominable person. See ਕਨਰ. 2 a part of
Jambu island, believed to be between the
Himalayas and Hemkut. “kipurakh khéd
parvese jai.”—NP. 3 Nepal has also been
mentioned as Kinpurush in ancient texts.
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4 animals like apes, monkeys etc. born from
placenta who bear a lot of  resemblance with
human beings.
ਕਪਰਸਸ [kipuruses] lord of Kinpurush gods;
Kubcr. '
ਕਫਯਤ [kIfayat]  A .ਭਪਸ n suff iciency.
2 frugality, closeness.
ਕਬਦਤ [kfbdéti] See ਕਵਦਤ.
ਕਬਲ [kla lA „ਯ adv in front of; facing.
2 n a place of  worship to face for prayer—
Kaaba,- the  famous place o f  worsh ip  o f

- Musl ims  in Mecca.  “man karI maka, kla
karI dehi. bolanharu paramgur ehI.”——bher
kabir. ‘Make up your mind and face God.’
Mecca is within the self and God, the lord of
all beings, is there for worship. It is the supreme
Lord who is muezzin as also an imam, who
leads the prayer assembly.
ਕਬਲਅਲਮ [kla-alam] A {Lg icon that is
the focus of  worship by all, the Creator. See
ਕਬਲ. 2 This epithet is also used for kings by
theneedy ones who look upto them with
expectation.
ਕਬਲਸ' [klas] See ਕਲਸ.
ਕਬ [kfba] part or. “ek jotI eka mIli, kfba
hOI? mahOI.”-gau kabir. ‘When the human
soul merges with the Divine, can there be any
alternative? No,  not at all.’
ਕਬਲਰ [kolahI] through foul words, through ‘
depraved utterance. “tut: nelw kolahI sahi.”
705kar. 2 says what?
ਕਮ [kIm] adv  how, in what way.
ਕਮਤ [kimat] See ਕਮਤ. 2 the name of a hill
chief  who is mentioned in Vichitar Natak eg.
“himat kimat sahIt rIsae.”
ਕਮਰ [kImac] See ਕਮਰ.
ਕਮਰ [kImar] A A? n gamble.
ਕਮਰਬਜ [kImarbaz] P J-M'i adj gambler.
ਕਮ [kImI] See ਕਮ.
ਕਯਰ [kIyur] armband (wrist band). See ਕਯਰਲ.
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“bhuj sOdar kar saj.)t kIyura.”—NP.
ਕਰ [kIr] Seer-053'.
fa'u’HIkIras] n vocation, profession. “koi dalali
kIras kamae.”—-—BG. 2 Skt ਰਵਕ farming. “jam
cuha kIras nItI kurakda.”——var gau 1 m 4 :

3 cultivation. “na ko kIras kareI.”4-var ram 1
m 2.
ਕਰਸਣ [kIrsan] n farmer; one who cultivates
land; cultivator, ploughman.
ਕਰਸਣ [1<:[1'5ਪ.ਪ], ਕਰਸਣ [kIrsanu], ਕਰਸਨ
[kIrsan], ਕਰਸਨ [kIrsani] n ploughing,
cultivation. 2 cultivation. See  ਕਰਸਣ. “kIrsani
kIrsanu kare.”—gau m 4. “jese kIrsanu bove
kIrsani.”—asa m 5. ‘As the farmer sows the
seed.’ “kIrsani q r 1khe rakhvala.”—ram a m 5.
ਕਗਵ [kIrsma] Soc ਕਰਸ'ਮ.
ਕਰਕ [kIrak] See ਕਰਕ. 2 sand or minute
particles of stone which, when they get between
the teeth, produce grinding sound. “ate VIC
kIrak he.”
ਬਰਖ [kIrakh] Skt ਕਸ n farming. “jese
kIrakhahI baras megh.”-—ma1i m 5. “q
kIrkhe her]: a pasua.”—gau m 5.
ਕਰਪ [kIrkha] n process of ploughing; making
of  furrows with a plough; ploughing. 2 de-
weeding; removing unwanted grass (weeds)
“bIkhe b Ikar  dusat kIrkha kare.”—'Sr1' m I. ‘like
deweeding, removing perverse thoughts.’
3 drawing a line or making a furrow. “lekha
dharamraI ki bald japI harI harI nam  kIrkhe.”
-sri ch5t m 4. ‘Recitation of the Creator’s
name strikes down the account of ill deeds
from the dossier maintained by Dharamraj.’
ਕਰਖ [kIrakhI] See ਕਰਖ.
ਕਰਚ [kIrac] n small broken piece of bone or
glass. “pari kIrac kuch tahfi nIhare.”—GPS.
2 straight sword. “Ilmaniru halabbi magrabI
kIrac junabbi jati.”—GPS.
ਕਰਣ [kIran] n finc ray of light. 2 sun.
ਕਰਣਧਰ [kIrandhar] bearer of the ray of light;
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the sun. 2 moon. “dutIy dIvakar kIt
kIrandhar.”—carr  tr 266.
ਕਰਣਧਰ ਧਰ ਧਰ [kIrandhar dhar dhar] bearer
of  rays, the sun or the moon; their bearer, the
sky; and the arrow flying through the sky.
—sanama. ‘
ਕਰਣ [lama] Skt vr ਕ means pierce, destroy,
throw, separate etc; and kzma is its derivative
verb. “kalar keri kédh q ah: n s  kIrI
dhahIpaI.” ——sr1' m 1.
ਕਰਣ[1<1191.11], ਕਰਣ [kImi] adj which has rays
of  light. 2 n moon. “sahaj: bhaI 55cm kIranI
émrIt kal banI.”—saveye 111 2 Re. ‘_From the
divine verses of  moon-like Guru Nanak, you
have attained peace of  mind.’ 3 sun. “server
kernel kIranI akasi.”—mala a m  1 . 4 with rays.
5 in rays. “kiratI raVI kIranI pragat sésara.”
-sav€ye m 3 ke. ‘Your greatness is shining in
the rays of  the sun.’ 6 river, because its water
drips down from the mountains. “sat samfid
jfiki he kxmi.”—b5no.
ਕਰਤ [kIrat] Skt ਭਜ n profession, work, job.
“dharamkIrat kar s'étan sevs.”—GPS. 2 deed,
misdeed. “SIrI SII'I kIrat VIhania.”—maru m
5 5juli. 3 adj done, performed. 4 See ਕਰਤ.
ਕਰਤਸਜਗ [kIratséjogi] as a result of previous
deeds; moved by the inevitable alone. “kIrat
séjogi detraju calaIa.”—bher a m 3.
ਕਰਤਕਗਜ [kIratkaréma] Skt ਭਜਫਯ adj who
has performed deeds. “tfi sum kIratkaréma.”
~tukha barahmaha.
ਕਰਤ ਕਰਤ [kIrat kIrat] See ਕਰੜ ਕਰਤ.
ਕਰਤਗ [kIrtagg] See ਕਤਰ.
ਕਰਤਘਣ [kIratghan] See ਕਤਘਨ.
ਕਰਤਨ [kn-tan] See ਕਰਤਨ.
ਕਰਤਨਫਤਚਮ] due to deeds. “kIrtanI juria.”

——suhi 111 5 partal.
ਕਰਤਮ [kIrtam] Skt ਰਰਧ adj artificial.
‘ 2 imaginary. “kIrtam namu kathe tere jIhva.”

-—maru solhe 111 5. 3 composed, created. “Mm
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kartar na kIrtam  mano.”—hajare 10.
ਕਰਤਰਖ [kIratrekh] n written according to the
deeds done. “kIratrekh karI karmxa.”—bas§t 
m 5. _
ਕਰਤ [kIrta], ਕਰਤਇ [kIrtaI]  n deeds) “sadh
sevo sada karo kIrtae.”—-bIIa 111 5.
ਕਰਤਸ [kIrtas] A ਪਪ,/" n paper. “kut kut sat;
kIr tas  banaIa.”—BG.
ਕਰਤਰਥ [kIrtarath], ਕਰਤਰਥ [kIrtarath] Skt
ਰ’ਗਪਖਥ whose purpose has been fulfilled;
successful in mission. “jap harI kIrtarath.”
—ram 3 m 1. “hIrde namu sada kIrtarathu.”
-—bIIa a m 1.
ਕਰਭ [kIratI] Skt ਕਤ n deed, misdeed.
“k1 ratI karam ke bichure.”—barahmaha majh.
2 labour, hard work. “jIU godahu tIU tum sukh
pavahu kIratI na metIajaI.”—baségm 1 . ‘Fruit
of this labour will not go in vain.’ 3 fame, glory.
“kIratI sféjogI sati uthIhoi.”-gaum 5. ‘burnt
herself in her husband’s pyre just for the sake
of  glory.’ ‘
ਕਰੜਕਰਤ [kIratIkIratI] Skt ਕਤ ਕਤਜ See
ਕਰਤਰਥ. “prabhu kIratI kIratI kari.”—sarm 5
partal.
ਕਰਤ [kIrti] adj hardworking, industrious.
ਕਰਤ [kIratu] See ਕਰਤ. “nakI nath khasam hath
kIratu dhake def-var 501' m 2. 2 See ਕਤ.
3 good deed, practice. 4 performed i.e. having
done a good deed; having done a favour. “mau
piu kIratu gavaI'nI.”—varmajh m 1.
ਕਰਦਜ [kIradgar] P 16/ the Creator, the
Transcendental One.
ਕਰਦਰ [kIrdar] Flu/C n deed. 2 practice,
exercise. “kaIa kIrdar.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘Put
body to good deeds.’ 3 See ਕਦਰ.
ਕਰਨ [kIran] See ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਨ [kIrna] See ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰਪਛ [kIrpache] See ਕਪਛ.
ਕਰਪਣ [1<11'})੪1.1], ਕਰਪਨ [kIrpan] Skt ਰਧ n
miser. “kIrpan lobh pIar.”—sn' a m 5. “kIrpan
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tan man kIlbIkh  bhare.”—todi m 5. See ਕਪਣ.
ਕਰਪ [kIrpa] Skt ਬਜਜ n kindness, compassion.
“kIrpa kije sa matI dije. —-suhi chét m 5.
ਕਰਪਈ [kIrpai] adj kind; compassionate.
“mohan din  kIrpai.”—maru m 5. “tau mIlIo
jau kIrpai.“-kan m 5 .  “bhagat  vachalu
kIrpae.”—bIIa m 5.
ਕਰਪਸ' [kIrpas] Skt ਭਸਸਧ adj seat of kindness;
where kindness resides; “prabhu krIpa kari
kIrpas.”——kah m 4.
ਕਰਪਧ [kIrpadh], ਕਰਪਧ [kIrpat] Skt
ਕਪਨਧ, ਕਪ'ਬਧ treasury of kindness; last
word in kindness; ocean of kindness. “ho ho
guru kIrpat.”——kan m 5.
ਕਰਪਨ [kIrpan] See ਕਪਣ. 2 adj abode of
kindness. 3 kind. “her: ho ho kIrpan.”
—I<an m 4 partal.
ਕਰਪਠਦ [kIrpanad] river of kindness. “dije
sadhu ségatI kIrpanad.”—sarm 5. ‘oh! river

_ of kmdness
ਕਰਪਨ [kIrpanI] See ਕਰਪਨ. 2 with a sword.
3 from kindness with mercy. “mIlie gur
kIrpanI.”~—asa m 5.
ਕਰਪਨਧ[]<:[1'})811]:ਧ}1],ਕਰਪਨਧ[ਠਗਢੜਕਸਧਯ]
Skt ਕਪਨਧ, treasure of kindness, ocean of
compassion. “kIrpanIt prabhu din
daIala.”—b1:1a m 5.
ਕਰਪਨ [kIrpani] See ਕਪਨ. 2 adj kind and
compassionate (female). “jan par ap  kIrpanI.”
-—saloh.
ਕਰਪਰ [kIrpar] See ਕਰਪਲ.
ਕਰਪਰਆ ”(:!-})ਪਫ], adj kind, generous,
compassionate. “sei hoe bhagat jInI
kIrparia.’  ’—gauam5.
ਕਰਪਲ [kIrpal], ਕਰਪਲ [kIrpalu] adj kind,
generous. “kIrpalu sada daIalu.”—bIIa chétm I.
ਕਰਪਵਤ [kIrpavat] adj kind, benign. “purI
rahe kIrpavat.”——sarm 5.
ਕਰਪਸ [kIrpiS] adj krIpa-i$ lord of  kindness.
“ h a r I  ho  ho kIrpis.”—kan m 4 partal.
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2 Creator’s kindness.
ਕਰਪਨ [kIrpen], ਕਰਪਨ [kIrpen] adj house
(source) of  kindness. 2 kind. “prabhu  bhae h‘s’:
kIrpen.”—kan m 5. “tInI pa su kIrpen.”
—-dhana m 5.
ਕਰ'ਪਗਨ [kIrpSgna] adj whose kindness
prevails, l o rd  of  compassion. 2 image o f
kindness; embodiment of compassion;
kindness-incarnate. 3 kind. 4 n compassion,
kindness. “so bujhe s kIrpégna.”-—maru 501119
In 5. .
ਕਰਪਤ [kIrpf-St] Skt ਕਪਤ: with kindness.
“kIrpét harié mat]: tatané.  ”-sahas m 5.
ਕਰਬਤ [kIrbati] adjwith worry, worried. 2 sad,
melancholy. See  ਕਰਬ 2,  3. and 4. “mukh tIna
de  kIrbati  bat  na puche kox.”—mago.
ਕਰਮ [kIram] P r}: Skt ਬਕਧ n insect, worm.
2 germ, microbe which, unlike bacteria, cannot
be seen. 3 microscopic cells or seedlings in
b lood  or  semen,  which are  a source o f
procreation.‘ “rakat kIram mahI nahI
ségharIa. ”—maru solhe m 5. 4 low, inane
mean.
ਰਕਰਚ [brand] A (5]): red dye made from
microbes.
ਕਗਸਇਣ [kIrmaIna] adj house of insects;
who has maggots in his-body; gangrenous;
suffering from leprosy. 2 on small insects.
“karahu da Ia  kIrmaIna.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਕਰਮਲ [kIrmala] See ਕਰ'ਲ 2.
ਬਰਲ [kIrla] Skt ਸਧਯ n lizard, chameleon.
ਕਰਲ [kIrli] house lizard. See ਕਰਲ.
ਕਰਵ [kIrva] n insect, microbe.
ਕਹ [kIra] P 1/,” pron to whom, for whom.
ਕਰ[}<:[ਫਕ] A w }  be near, be close. 2 conglo-
meration of  many planets in a zodiac. 3 See
ਸਹਬਕਰ.
ਕਰਇਆ [kIraIa] Sec ਕਰਯ.
ਕਰ'ਘ [kIrakhi] pulled, dragged, removed,

"Sec  ਗਰਭ.
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erased. “q surajI r2131 kIrakhi.”—var 511' m 4.
ਕਰਤ [kIrat] Skt n a tribe of unciviliscd men—
bhil, nIsad. 2 terr i tory o f  Bhutan,  Sikkim;
Kiratdesh.  3 concoc t i on  o f  four  d rugs
(charaita). 4 A  a ! )  reading, studying.
ਕਰਚਰਜਨਯ [kIratarjuniy] Bharvi’s com-
position that narrates the  story of  war between
Arjun and Shiv. This story is described in detail
in the 3rd chapter of  Mahabharat. See  ਖਟਕਵ.
ਕਰਨ [kIran] See ਕਰ.
ਕਰਨ ਸਹ [kIran sah] son of Zaman Shah,
chief  of  Kabul, who was made ruler  of  Lahore
for some time. He was severely defeated by
the Sikhs on the bank of  Ravi.
ਕਰਨ [kIrani] See ਕਸਤਨ.
ਕਰਮ [kIram]  A '41" plural of  karim.
ਕਰਯ [kIraya] A 51f n fare.
faw‘lear], ਕਰੜ [kIrar] Skt ਕਰਟ and ਕਯਰ
n shopkeeper, businessman. 2 slave of  wealth.
“nal kIrara dosti kure kuri paI.”-—sava m I .
3 timid, cowardly. ਰ
ਕਰ [kIrI] adv See ਕਰਣ. “ahInISI kIrI
dhahIpaI.”——sri m 1.
ਕਚਆ [kIrIa]  Skt ਕਯ n deed, function.
2 conduct. 3 ritual or  performance like sraddh.
“pfd patalI meri kesau kIrIa.”—'asa m I .
4 See ਕਯ.
ਕਰਆਚਰ [kIrIacar] n conduct; performance
of religious ceremonies. “kIrIacar karahI
khatkarma.”—guj m 5.
ਕਰਸਮ [kIrxsma] See ਕਰਸਮ.
ਕਰਅ [kIria] See ਕਰਆ.
ਕਰਅਨ [kIrian] silken thread used for stitching
wounds. “ਰਸ tfihI kIrian ks ghav sina.”
~gurusobha.
ਕਰਚਕ [kIricak] See ਕਚਕ.
ਕਚਚਕਮਰ [kIricakmar] n destructive attack;'
assault like the one Bhimsen launched on

'Thc saying is “nadxrsahi katlam." (massacre by Nadar
,Shah)
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Kichak. “vesya e1< jIyat nahI baci. esi mar
kIricak maci.”—carItr 168. See ਕਚਕ.
ਕਰਟ [kIrit] Skt n crown. 2 See ਸਵਯ 14.
ਕਲ [kIl] Skt part having decided, decidedly.
2 n truth. 3 falsehood. 4 reason. 5 rcpentcncc.
ਕਲਕ [kIlak] P .6: n reed, pen. 2 Skt nail.
“ab 13 kharo karir taru kIlak lagyo pag jeh.”
—GPS. 3 also used for kIIkari. “mar kIlak
bahu rua  uthai.”—-BG.
ਕਲਕਟ [kIlkati] n cry, shriek.
ਕਲਕ [kIlka] a couplet which is also. called
asta and totak. As bhujégprayat is doublejhc
form of sékhnari in the same way kIlk'a is
that of  mm. It comprises four lines, each line
with four sagans, IIS "5 IIS "5.

Example:
pakré  n I t  p a p  pa ra t  ghane ,
jan dekhan  ke  t a r  suddh bane ,
jag chor bhaja g a t I  dharman ki,
50 jahfi téhI papkrIya pracuri.—-kalk1'.

ਕਲਕਰ [kIlkar], ਕਲਕਰ [kIIkari] n act of
persistent shrieking.
ਕਲਕਚਤ ਹਵ“ [kIlki‘CIt hav] See ਹਵ. “hot
jahfi I k  var  hi tras has  ras ros. t5 56 ‘kIlki‘CIt’
kahIt hav  sabhe nIrdos.”—jagadvrnod.
ਕਲਕਲ [kIlkIla] Skt n peel of laughter,
expressive o f j o y ;  joyful .shriek. 2 Dg
fisherman. Skt ਰਜਕਧ. “jayé kIlkIIa machrie
du par.”—-carItr 266.
ਕਲਟ [kIlta] Pa n long basket in cowtail form
carried by the hillmen on their back.
ਕਲਬਖ [kIIbIkh] sin. See ਕਲਢਖ. “kIlbIkh
kate nImakh arata.”—sorm 5. ~
ਕਲਮ'ਸਪਦ [kIlmaspad] See W.
ਕਲਮਕ [kIlmak], ਕਲਮਖ [kIlmakh] Tartar. See
ਕਲਸ. “]<ਰ})੦]' kIlmak  kathIn pal me  katdare.”
-carItr 217.
ਕਲਵਖ [kIlVIkh] Skt ਕਲਸ n sin. 2 guilt.
“kIIVIkh utarahI sudh hOI.”—bIIa a m 5.
3 disease.
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ਕਲ [kIIa] A_ _,5' n fort, castle.
ਕਲਲ [kIlal] water. See ਕਲਲ. “kin sanan
krIpalu kIlal.”—GPS. ‘
ਕਲਲਜ [kIlalej] grown from ਕਲਲ [kilal]
(water); lotus. “kIlalaj pfij, dIvakar ke bIn  jay6
akulae.”-NP. '
ਕਲਖਰ [kzlokhri] See ਤਲਖਰ.
ਕਲਲ [kIlol] See ਕਲਲ.
ਕਲ [kIll] small nail.
ਭਨ [krllat] A _.„ਫਯ n feeling of being meagre
in number and quantity; shortage, lack.
ਕਲ [kxlla] n stake, nail, peg. 2 measure of
land equivalent to one acre.
ਕਲ [k111i] small peg, spike.
ਕਵ [kIv] adv how, in which way, by what
means. “kIv kar akha kIV  salahi?”-japu.
ਕਵਦਤ [kivd‘éti] Skt ਗਰਟਗ n hearsay; rumour.
ਕਵਚਯ [kIvrIya] Pu n doorflap, door.
2 window; opening. 3 See ਕਵਰਆ 2.

_ ਕਵਰਆ [kIvria] See ਕਵਰਯ. 2 doorkeeper,
guard, sentinel.
ਥਵ [kfva] See ਕ'ਬ.
ਕਵਰ [kIvar] See ਕਵਟ. “darsanu dije khOII
kIvar.”-bIIa kabir. ‘
ਕਵਰ [kivari] n small window, an opening.
2 small flaps of  the door. 3 adj watchman at
the door; officer on duty at the entrance of  a
palace. “kam kIvari dukh sukh darvani.”—bh£r
kabz’r. ‘Passion is the officer incharge of the
fort and pain and pleasure are two watchmen
at the entrance.’ 4 n kind of  tax prevalent in
Rajputana, collected from each house.
ਕਵੜ [kIvar], ਕਵੜ [kIvara] See ਕਪਟ and ਕਵਟ.
ਰਵੜ [kIvari] See ਕਵਗ.
ਕਵ [kIvé], ਕਵ [kIVE] adv  how, in what way.
“malu haume dhoti kIve na  (ਮਟ-”v h !“ m 3.
ਕਵਹ [kIvehel have to do. “tryodas bares gee
phIr ਸਏ. jahu hams kachu kaj kIvehe.”—rama v.
‘ 0  Bharat! you go, I have some work to do.’
2 how (in which way) is it?
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ਕਵ [ਨਜ/5] See ਕਵ. 2 used in place of kIyé
also. “her kop kIVé.”-—rudr.
ਕੜ [1ਵਸ] Ml n announcement; shout made to
warn; in Pothohar it is called ker. “kIri  pavédi
muhanu.”—sor a m 3. “kIri pavédi-i khara
n3 apI  muhaI.”-s fetid. ‘
ਕ [ki] See ਕ. “bagoyad ki man phaj k0 $aham.”
-1<r1'san. 2 did. “ki pratIpal.”—bh£r namdev.
3 pron what. “aIga l<i ਧਰ a.”—suhi cha‘it
m I.  ‘When the Creator has come to mind,
what is left behind?’ i.c. ‘Nothing remains
behind.’ 4 adv  why, for whom. “ki vIsarahI?
dukh bahuta 1age.”—asa m I . “janmat ki na muo
abhaga.”-—maru solhe m 3. “gahIo Id 113 5cla?”
-phunhe m 5.
ਕ [ki] P ਰਭਤਲ short for ਕ-ੲ. [kl-i], that it.
ਕਉ [kiu], ਕਓ [kio], ਕਅ [kIa],  ਕਅਉ [kiau] did.
“bédhap  harI ek, nanak  kiu.”—marum 5. “kio
sigaru mIlaIJ ks tai.”—bIIa a m 4. “guru ramdas
gharI kiau pragasa.”—saveye m 5 ke.
ਕਅਹ [kiahI] is/are done. “te kiahI parvan.”
~var sar m 2. ‘
ਕਅਲ [kialo], ਕਆ [kia] has done. “két hamaro
kialo khasmana.”-—asa m 5 .  “kia khelu bad
melu tamasa.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਕਈ [ki-i] d id; “ham her ki guru ki-i he basithi.”
—nat partal m 4.
ਕਏ [kie] did. “kai kotI kie dhanvét.”
—sukhmam'. 2 adv  by doing. “sunatI kie turaku
je hoega?”—asa kabir. }
ਕਸ [kis] pron who, to whom. “tab chal chIdr
lagat kahu kis?”—sukhmani. 2 did, began
(journey) “pun kasi 1<੦ kis pIana.”—GV 10.
3 Skt ਕਸ n monkey. “mahabali ravan das sis.
prakram garab haryo mil  kis.”—GPS. 4 ka
(sky) is (lord), the sun. 5 bird.
ਕਸਰ [kisar] Skt ਕਸਰ n needle-like thorns on
the ears of barley, paddy and wheat. “sanu
kisara CIthIa keno l a Ia  tanu jharI  .”——varmaj 
m 1. It means organs like fingers etc.



ਕਸ
ਕਸ [kist] P a! what is? short for kI-ast. Skt
ਕਮਸ.
ਕਹ [kih] what.
ਕਹ [kihfi] adv where. “bqle ban kihe’i kare ghaI
jihé?”—ramav. (He) said, ‘Where is he who
has given wounds.’ 2 In the hill dialect, it means
why. ‘
ਕਕ [kik] did, made. “nam bIna nakte nak

… kik.”—prabha m 4. 2 See ਸਸਕਕ.
ਕਕਸ [kikasl Skt n membér of a low caste;
cédal.  ,

. ਕਕਟ [kikat] Skt n Bihar state; where a caste
by the name of  kikat lived in ancient times that
is why is  this name for Bihar. 2 horse.
3 poverty, indigence. 4 an old name of Magadh
region. 5 adv  pcnniless, penurious.
ਕਕਰ_[1<ਣ1<ਗ-] See ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕਰ [kikur], ਕਕ [kikfi] adv  how, in what way.
“tuhade nal kikfi nIbhegi.”—JSBM.
ਕਚ [kic] n mud,  s ludge,  slime. “ b I a p a t
m9hkic.”-asa chét m 5.
ਕਚੲ [kicai] should keep. “an 55g: ségu na
kicai nanak jIna apna suau.”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਕਚਕ [kicak] Skt n hollow bamboo. 2 son of
king Kekay and brother-in-law of  king Virat
who was killed by Bhim for molesting Dropadi.
Many Hindi poets have written his name as
ਕਰਚਕ and ਕਚਕ. See ਕਰਚਕ, ਕਰਚਕਮਰ and
ਕਚਕ.
ਕਚੜ [kicar] n mud, sludge, slime. “kicar hath
na budai.”—sava m 1. Here it means an evil
act.
ਕਰਤ [kicarI] in the mud, in the slime. “kicar:
at'a gIrIparIa.”— s kabir.
ਕਚਤ [kiCIt] put (apart) “bhram te kiCIt tn.”
—bavan.
ਕਚ [1<1੮9]ਕਚ [kice] make. See ਸਧਕਚ. “harIras
kice jiu.”——majh m 4. ‘
ਕਜਈ [kijai] See ਕਚੲ.
.ਕਜਰ [kijahu] do.
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ਕਜਤ [kijatu] is done. “kahe kijatu he
man  Ibhavan?”-maru kabir.
ਕਜ [kija] did, provided. “saw 59t sukh kij '
he.”—-maru soIhe m 5.
ਕਜ [kije] please do. 2 is done.
ਕਟ [kit] Skt n insect. “kit hasatI saga] puran.”
—g5d m 5. 2 insignificant, petty. 3 adj hard,
rigid. 4 This word has also been used for
Kaitabh, the demon. “sahasbahu madhu kit
mahIkhasa .”-gau a m I .  ‘ S a h a s a r b a h u ,
Madhu, Kaitabh and Mahikhasur.’ See ਕਟਭ.
5 See ਕਰਮ. *
ਕਟਕ [kitak] Skt n insect. 2 adj hard, rigid.
ਕਟਜ [kitaj] n silk, produced by a kit (insect).
ਕਟ ਪਖਣ [kit pakhani] adj worm in the stone,
worm to be found in stone. “acftdan deI
prabhu mera VICI pathar kitpakhani he.”
—maru soIhe m 4.
ਕਟਭ [kitabh] See ਕਟਭ. “tate madhu kitabh tan
dhara.”—-VN.
ਕਟ [kiti] n ant. “Ik bIhég Ik kiti rita.”
—NP. 2 humility, gentleness. “kiti parbat
khaIa.”—asa kabir. See “ਫਲ. 3 adj humble,
gentle. “kiti ho: ks khaI.”—s kabir.
ਕਵ [kitul See ਕਟ.
ਕਤ [kit] has made, has done. “koi vxrla apan
kit.”—nat m 5 parta] “man apne kau ms:
harIsakha kit.”——-tod1' m 5.
ਕਤ [kita] done. “kita paie apnq.”—var asa.
2 created. “kita kaha kart: manI man?”—-sri m
1. “kite kau mere sémane, karanharu trInu
jane.”-sor m 5. 3 create. “kita lorie kém 50
her: pahI akhie.”—var sri m 4.
ਕਤ ਕਰਤਆ [kita kartIa] work performed.
2 already done; creation, created. “kita kartIa
05 da 523t gaIa.”-—var gen 1 m 4.
ਕਤ [kitI] n reputation, fame. 2 Skt ਕਤ (ਗਜ)
attempt, effort. “jap na tap n3 karam kitI.”
—bas§tm 5. 3 did, performed.
ਕਤਅਨ' [kitianu] he did it. “bhirahu moklai



ਕਤ
kitianu.”——var ram 2 m 5. "from adversity
changed to prosperity.’
ਕਤ [kitu] See  ਕਤ. ‘ਭਣ€1< nanak sacu kitu.”
~—sri m 5.
ਕਤੲ[|(ਧ10ਜ], ਕਤਸ [kitosu], ਕਤ'ਸ [kitosu] has
made. “men‘o jog kitoi_.”—mfidavn1' m 5.
ਕਤਨ [kiton], ਕਤਨ [kitonu] has made. “kiton
apna péth nIrala.”—BG. “jeha kitonu teha
hoa.”—-sr1' m 3. ‘
ਕਤਮ [kitom], ਕਤਮ [kitomu] I did. 2 has put.
“idhanu  kitomu ghana.”~—varj€t.
ਕਦਸ [kidrIs] Skt ਗਫਸ and ਗਫਬਕ adv as it
looks; of  what kind, of  what sort.
ਕਨ [kin] has done, had done. “manukh ko janam
lin sxmran nahI nImakh kin.”—j£ja m 9.
2 why, for what. “mucu mucu garabh gae kin
bac:a?”—gau kabir. ‘There were so many
miscarriages; why has this escaped?’ 3 why
not. “kin 'sunehi gorie!—sr1' m I .  4 P cl! n
enmity. 5 battle, war. 6 guile. 7 See ਕ.
ਕਨਸ [kinaSI] has done. “jo kIchu kinasx
prabhurajaI.”-bassta m I . 2 why not. “prabhu
samagatI kinaSI hog?”—-bas§ta m I .
ਕਨਹ [kinah] See ਕਨ 2._
ਕਨਕਸ [1<111੩111<੦ਡ] ਸਸਭਸਪ adj one who tries
to take revenge. '
ਕਨਖਧ [kinkhap], ਕਨਖਬ [kinkhab] See ਕਮਖਥ.
ਕਨ [kina] did, performed. “so pae jo kIchu
kina he.”—maru soIhe m I .  2 P J enmity,
rivalry. See ਕਨ4. 4 The word ਕਨ also carries
the same meaning.
ਕਨਰਮ [kinaram], ਕਨਰਮਏ [kinaramie] See
ਅਘਰ.
ਕਨ [kini] has done, has performed. “her:
gatIkini.”——gafium 3. 2 See ਹਮਕਨ.

.ਕਮ [kim]  A ਜਝ' n plural ਘਣਯਤ, value. “ t I s
di  kim na pai.”—sr1' m 3. “kim n3 saka paI  sukh
mI  tihu bahare.”—j£t var.

afli-BlkimatlA a}; nprice.  2 value. 3estimate,
guess. “

.. ' 842 ਕਰਤ

ਕਮਤ [kimatI] Se’e ਕਮਤ. “kimatI ko: na  jam:
duja.”-—maru solhe m 5. 2 See ਕਮਤ 3. “anIk
dokh aru bahut sajai. taki kimatI kahanu na
jai.”—maru m 5. 3 adj who knows the worth;
who judges the value. “sabh kimatI mIII
kimatI pai.”——sodaru.
ਕਮਤ [kimti] P (ਤ valuable, precious. See

ਕਮਤ.
ਕਮ [kima] A ,ਤ n minced meat.
ਕਮਏ [kimae] appreciator, one who values
merit. “nah: kimatI kimae.”—bh£rm 5.
ਕਮਹ [kimahu] from the price. See ਕਮ. “sukh
kimahu bahre.”——var maru  2 m 5.
ਕਮਯ [kima],  ਕਮਆ [kimia] G g n
alchemy; chemia.‘ Earlier people engaged
themselves in converting copper into gold and
lime into silver. Though they did not succeed,
yet due to their researCh, there originated the
science of chemistry. This has enabled many
countries to accumulate large quantities of  gold
and silver.
ਕਮਅਗਰ [kimiagar] P A! alchemist; person
engaged in practising alchemy.
ਕਮਖਤ [kimukhat] Payf n granular leather
made from the skin of  a donkey or a horse
and dyed in green, mounted especially on the
sheaths of  the swords.
ਕਰ [kir] Skt ਕਕਟ adj indigent, penniless 
2 parsimonious, miserly. 3 greedy. 4 Skt n
parrot. “kir  56 print kan' ganIka.”-—gurvsobha.
5 Kashmir. 6 adj of Kashmir. Dg n oarsman,
fisherman.
ਕਰਣ [kiran] Skt ਕਣ adj scattered, disperse  
2 extended.
ਕਰਣ [1<111_18] Skt ਕਸਣ n wail; cry at a high
pitch; lamentation. .
ਕਰਤ [kirat] a poet of Bhatt lineage who sang
'An ancient name of  Egypt. The Egyptians were the first

to enter the field of chemistry. Thus was named this
science.
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ਕਰਤਨ 845

eulogies of  the Gurus. “kaVI kirat jo sét caran
murI lagahI.”——saveye m 4 ke. 2 Sec ਕਰਤ.
ਕਰਤਨ [kirtan] Skt ਕਤਨ n discourse, speech.
2 In Sikh religion, singing the praise of  the
Creator in musical measures is termed as  kirtan
“kirtan namu sxmrat  rahau.”-b.rla m 5.
ਕਰਤਨਸਚਲ [kirtansohIla] See ਸਹਲ and
ਕਰਤਸ‘ਹਲ. 2 ending; completion.
ਕਰਤਨ [kirtanI] in praise of the Creator. “her:
her: kIrtanI I h  menu rata.”—soram 5.
ਕਰਤਨਅ [kirtania] adj who sings the praise of
the Creator. “bhalo bhalo re kirtania.”—-ram
m 5. .
ਕਰਤਨ [kirtanu] See ਕਰਤਨ. “harIkirtanu
sono.”—-gau m 5.
ਕਰਤਪਰ [kiratpur] This town is situated in the
hilly area on the bank of Sutlej river in district
Héshiarpur, tehsil Una, police station Anandpur.
It was founded by Guru Hargobind through

' Baba Gurditta in Sammat 1683. The land for
this was purchased from Raja Tara Chand of
Kehlur. Guru Nanak Dev had blessed the
foundation of  this town, when the Guru visited
this place and stayed at Charan Kama], and
met Baba Buddhan Shah in the forest.

Kiratpur is at a distance of  14  miles from
Ropar' and 31 miles from Garh Shankar
railway station.

The following gurdwaras are in this holy
town: .

(I) Shish Mahal dwelling places for the
Gurus situated in the middle of  the residential
area. Guru Hargobind came here in Sammat
1691 and lived here till the end of  his life. Guru
Har Rai and Guru Harkrishan were born here.
To the north of  these palaces, are baths used
by the Gurus then. The gurdwara is dilapidated
due to lack of  permanent income.

(2) Harimandir Sahib. Related to Guru
. 'Now there is a railway station at Ropar also.

ਕਰਤਪਰ

Hargobind, this gurdwara is also a dwelling
house situated in the residential area o f
Kiratpur. It has five  ghumaons of  land attached
to it.

(3) Khuh Guru ka. This well was got dug
by Guru Hargobind.

(4)  Charan Kamal. Related to Guru Nanak
Dev, this gurdwara is situated near Kiratpur
to  the north-west. The  Guru came here during
his travels to the hills. He obliged Sain Buddhan
Shah with a sermon. Sec ਬਢਣਸਹ. An elegant
gurdwara is raised there. It has annual income
of  rupees six hundred from the attached estate.
The priest is an Udasi Sikh.

(5) Chubacha Sahib. A gurdwara related
to Guru Har Rai, situated within the city. At
this place, crushed grain was soaked in a large
spacious brick trough for the horses and the
Guru himself  served it with his own hands and
this gurdwara is a memorial to  that event. Its
building is ordinary and it does not have any
income.

(6)  Takhat Sahib, situated in the residential
area, is built in memory o f  the anointing of
Har  Rai and Harkrishan as Gurus.  The
gurdwara is in dilapidated condition. There is
no priest. ਰ

(7)  Tir Manji Sahib,  related to  Guru
Hargobind, is  to the south of  Kiratpur and  at a
distance of  about half a mile. The Guru used
to  shoot arrows from this place. A small
structure exists; it has neither a priest nor any
income.

(8) Damdama Sahib. A gurdwara related
to Guru Har Rai is_‘in the centre of Kiratpur
near Harimandir. The Guru used to hold
congregation at this place.

Two shops adjoining the gurdwara are
rented at Rs 25 a year.

(9) Dehra Baba Gurditta is a magnificent
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building, half  a mile away from Kiratpur to  the
south. Baba Gurditta was cremated at this
place. Dehra owns five  hundred ghumaons of
land. A fair is held at the time of  Hola.

(10) Patalpuri, related to  Guru Hargobind'
and Guru Har Rai, is situated on the bank of
Sutlej at a distance of two furlon gs to  the south-
west. The ashes of Guru Harkrishan were
brought from Delhi and  installed at this place.

Only small structures remain there to
commemorate Guru Hargobind and Guru
Harkrishan, but the shrine, with a golden dome
relating to Guru Har Rai, is very large and high.

Sixty rupees a year  are paid by the Patiala
s t a t e ;  t h e r e  i s  e n o u g h  i n c o m e  from t h e
offerings.

(1 1)  Buddhan Shah J i da  Takia, a hermitage
related to Baba  Buddhan Shah, is close to the
shrine of  Baba Gurditta, at a distance of  half  a
mile from Kiratpur to the south. This place was
visited by Guru Nanak Dev and Baba  Gurditta.

The hermitage has been built of  baked
bricks, within which lies the grave of  Baba
Buddhan Shah. To the north, away from it is
the cremation ground of  the hermit’s, goats,
dogs and the lion. The priest, Sain Alla Ditta
belonging to “Chamauli”, looks after it with
devotion.

(12) Viman Garh is situated in Kiratpur
where the severed head of  Guru  Teg Bahadur
was kept for some time and from here it was
taken to  Anandpur in a bier by Guru Gobind
Singh with the congregation reciting hymns in
praise of  the Almighty.

846 ਕਨ

ਕਰਤਸਰਲ [kiratI sohIIa] a composition
containing five hymns recited by Sikhs at the
time of  going to  bed. Its name is ‘Sohila’ but,
many people call it ‘Kirtan Sohila’. It is also
called ‘Arti Sohila’
ਕਰਤਮਤ [kiratImat], ਕਰਤਮ'ਨ [kiratIman] adj
having good reputa t ion ,  honourable ,
praiseworthy. 2 n the eldest son of  Vasudev
who was killed by Kans immediately after his
birth. “putr bhayo vasudev ke kiratImat tIh
nam.”—krIsan.
ਕਰਤ [kirti] See ਕਰਤ.
ਕਰਤਅ [kirtia] a mace-bearer in the service
of Guru Gobind Singh. 2 adj  who lauds of his
mentor;
ਕਰਨ [kiran] See  ਕਰਣ.
ਕਰ [kira] n insect, worm. 2 low, mean. “jan
nanak kira.”—-gau m 3 .  “sultan khan kare
khInI kire.”—-maru solhem5.3A ਘ/ਰਡ black
stone. See ਸਪਅਲ and ਮਖਭਲ. “tum makhtul
saped sapial  ham bapure  jas kira.”——asa
raVIdas.

a‘h'aIkiratlA 1,1,} measure equal to two rattis;
four grains. See ਜਗਤ. 2 See ਕਰਤ.
ਕਤ [kiri] ant, small insect. 2 unimportant,
iriferior. “niki kiri mahI kal rakhe.”
~sukhmani. 3 humility, gentleness. “kiri jito
sagla bhavan.”—ram m 5.
ਕਚਥਰਮ [kirekIram] penniless and low, poor
and petty. See ਕਰਮ and ਕਰ. “ham kire kIram
satIgur  sarnai.”——sodaru.
ਕਲਸ] ਲ/ਢਲ‘ n stake, nail. 2 flame of  fire. “sohat
}')/6 barvanal kila.”—NP. 3 elbow. 4 according
to Tantar Shastar an incantation that prevents

ਕਰਤ [kiratI] Skt ਗਵ n greatness, reputation,
glory, praise. “je ghar kIratI akhie.”—sohIIa.
ਕਰਤ ਸਤਭਘਫਗਗ ਙਕਰਮਪ Skt ਗਜਸਵ n pillar
erected to keep alive the memory of  some one.
ਕਰਤਸਲ [kiratIsali] Skt ਕਰਡਜਰਜ adj
praiseworthy, honourable.

the effect of its counterpart. “kil pate] argala
mahatam sahas n a m  satta je.”—sa]oh.
5 weapon. 6 pillar, column. 7 A J? artistic
piece, poetic utterance. 8 PJfadj bent,
oblique. 9 penniless.
ਕਲਕ [kilak] Skt n stake, nail; 2 See ਕਲ 4.



ਕਲਣ

ਕਲਣ [1<111_18], ਕਲਨ [kilna] v dig a nail after
uttering a mantar. See ਕਲ 4. Those who

' practise Tantar Shastar (black magic) believe
that this practice prevents pain and suffering
and controls evil spirits and ghosts.
ਕਲ [kila] n stake, nail. 866 ਕਲ.
ਕਲਲ [kilal] Skt n water, which extinguishes
flames of  fire, so called for its capability of
extinguishing fire. 2 nectar. 3 one which is tied
to a stake; the animal.
ਕਲਲਜ [kilalaj] n born from water ਕਲਲ [kilal];
lotus.
ਕਲਕ [kilIka], ਕਲ [kili] n nail; small peg.
2 axle of a handmill that stays in the hole in a
piece of  wood fixed in the centre of  rotating
grindstone. “sriguru pag h‘é kilIka man dano
911313 kin.”——NP. ‘Grain stuck to the axle,
escapes from getting ground.’
ਕਲਕਲ [ki lokal]  A J5”)? n conversa t ion ,
dialogue.
ਕਡ ਸਙ] a Khatri caste that originated from
the Sarin subcaste. “mula  1dr bakhanie.”-BG.
ਕੜ [kira], ਕਤ [kiri] n male and female ants.
2 termite. “ I t  SIrane t I  savan kira larIo
mas.”—s farid. 3 adj inferior, inane. “kn-a thapI
deI  patsahi.”—mar majh m I.
ਕੜ’ [kirh] n milk of a cow or a buffalo milked
for the first time after calving. A sweet dish
called bahuli is prepared from this milk.
ਕ [ku] suffix ku is used in Punjabi in the sense of
‘approximately a little’ as in “saku rupaye da
mal  khridIa he.” 2 Skt fir make sound, resound,
echo. 3 part low. 4 damned. This prefix imparts
derogatory sense to a word as in kuputr (evil
son), kukaram (act) etc. 5 n earth, land.
ਕਅਤ [kuat] force,strength. “duhfi hath kar  kuat
praharyo.”-—carI tr 56.
ਕਅਰ []<081'],ਕਅਰ[]<ਪਰ1'] Skt ਕਮਰ boy upto the
age of  five  years. 2 prince, son  of a king. “kan
kuar nIhkalék.”—savcye m 4 Ice.

847 ਕਸ
ਕਅਰ [kuarI] Skt ਕਮਰ girl upto the age of five
years. 2 princess, daughter of a king.
ਕਆਤ [kuau] n call, cry, shout for help.
2 S adv  where, when. “jIna nan ni'dravle tIna
mIlan kuau.”—s_ fan'd. 3 866 ਕਵਉ.
ਕ'ਅਹ [kuah] n s lander ;  ill [ku] speaking  ਆਰਨ
[ahvan].
ਕਅਰ [kuar] n pitcher. “suzne ka cauka kécan
kuar.”—bas§t m I. 2 866 ਕਮਰ. 3 month ofAssu.
866 ਕਮਰ. 4 adj unmarried. “kuar kénxa jese
karat sigara.”—suhi kabir. 5 ghi kuar. L Aloe
Perfoliata; also called kamar by many. Its latent
effect is warm, dry and it provides relief from
rheumatic and joint pains.
ਕਆਰ [kuara] adj unmarried. “guru ke sut hi:
jugal kuare.”—GPS. 866 ਕਮਰ.
ਕ'ਅ'ਰ [kuarI], ਕਆਰ [kuari] girl upto the age ,
five. 2 girl, maiden. “gachahu putri raj kuarI.”
-—bas§t a m I .  “rajkuarI purédrie.”—ram
namdev. 3 unmarried girl. “ja kuari ta cau.”— 
fax-Id. 4 maid servant. “jace gharI lachmi
kuari.”-—mala namdev. 5 morsel, bite. “khitha
kal kuari kaIa.”—japu. ‘considering the body
as a morsel of  death.’
ਕਅਲਓ [kualzu], ਕਅਲਓ[1<081$੦] adj belonging
to a low [ku] house [alay]; of a house of ill
repute; from a low family. “khari kualxo
kurupI kulakhani.”—majh a m 3.
ਭਤ []<ਪਏ(.]] Skt ਕਦਡ, n bow.
ਕਇਰ [kUIr] 866 ਕਅਰ. “muchI much: kUIr
rulaIa.”—asa a m I. 866 ਕਰ.
ਕਇਰ [kUIrI] See ਕਅਰ.
ਕਇਰ [kuxru] See ਕਅਰ. son of a raja, son of a
richman. “babarvani phIrgai  Run) 119 roti
khaI.”-—asa a m I .
ਕ'ਇਲ [1_<0]:]8] 866 ਕਇਲ. “khftha jaII kUIla
bhai.”—s kabir. Here khItha, means the body.
ਕਈ [kui] pron any. “ਚਲ“! pan thIr n3 koi.”—var
majh m 1.
ਕਸ” [kus] Skt ਕਸ, n kind of  spear  grass. 2 water.
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3 Kushu, son of  Ram. See  ਲਵ 6 .  4 according
to Purans one of the seven islands. “pahuce
dip huto kus namu.”——NP. 5 a demon killed by
Krishan in Dwarika. 6 ploughshare. 7 P ਮਮ
kill, put  to death; its origin  i s  from kustan, and
used a s  suff ix,  it denotes  a killer as  in
mardamkus (killer of  human beings). 8 P of
female genital organ, vagina.
ਕਸਟ [kusat] leprosy. 888 ਕਸ.
ਕਸਣ [1<0581.1] 888 ਕਸਤਨ.
ਕਸਤ [kusat] P J killed, murdered. 2 Skt
ਜਰਕ n deceit, treachery, guile. 3 See ਕਸਤ-
ਕਸਤਗ [kustagfil ਖਲਝਥਖ murdered.
ਕਸਤਤ [kusat-ta] n falsehood. “kusat—ta 1<o bhale
sut bhedyo.”—paras. 2 See ਕਤਸਤ.
ਕਸਤਨ [ku5tan1P ਪਟਮ v kill, put to death.
ਕਸਤਨ [kustani] P ਰਨਕ deserving to be killed.
“geban hevan haram kustani.”—-tII§gm 5.
ਕਸਤ[1<ਪਝਟ8]/) J killed. 888 ਕਸਤਨ.2210×ਰ(18
of  metals for medical use; calcined metal.
ਕ'ਸ'ਤ [kusatI] Skt ਭਸਤ n illusion. 2 state of
being unreal; falsehood. 3 adv  damned with
deceit, guile etc. “Ihu sarir kuri kusatI bharIa
gal téii.”—gau chétm 3.
ਕਸਤ [kusti] adj falSe. 2 evil doing; immoral
act. “bhath kusti gau.”—-s kabir. 3 P (ff )1 fight
between wrestlers; wrestling bout.
ਕਸਤ' [kusatu] Skt ਕ-ਸਤ n evil. “muhahu kur
kusatu t In i  dhahIa.”—Var 511“ m 4 .  2 mean
nature. “1011- kusatu trIsna agnI bujhae.”
—dhana m 3. 3 sloth, absence of  zeal. 4 wealth
accumulated through sinful means.
ਕਸਤਦਧਘਲਙਯਗ] P ,ਟ adjwho kills.
ਕਸਧਜ' [kusdhvaj] 888 ਸਤ.
ਕਸਨ [kusna] See ਕਸਤਨ. “kusa katia var var.”

—sr1' m I .
mlkusnabh]  888 ਕਨ'ਬਜ.
ਭਸਪਤ [kuspati] n ring of  grass worn on the
finger  next to  the little one. Among  Hindus, it
is regarded auspicious during rites for  gods and

848 ਕਸਲ

forefathers. “ g I a n  janeu t a n  kuspati.”
. - a s a  m l .

ਕਸਪਚ [kuspur] a town founded by Kush, son
of Ram Chandar. 888 ਕਸਰ. 2 old name of
Sultanpur in Avadh (Audh).
ਭਸਮ [kusam] Skt ਕਸਮ. n flower. “pfidar kes
kusam te dhaule.”—sr1' beni. Here it means
white flower. 2 It has also been used for
kusfibh: “kusam rég 55g rec  rahIa.”—-dev m 5.
“dunia r‘ég na ave next: q kusam patu g t
pak hara.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘Worldly
attachment and pleasure have no effect as
flower, silk, ghee (fat), piece of  leather made
from white deer skin, never get defiled.’
ਕਸਮਥਚਤ [kusambICItra] a metre, also called
kusumVICItra,  characterised by four lines,
each line arranged as III, ISS, Ill, ISS.

Example:
t I n  banbas i  raghubar  jane,
dukh sukh ségi sukh dukh mane,
balkal lake ab  ban jehé,
raghupatI sége banphal kheh’é.

. —ramav.
ਕਸਮਯ [kusamay], ਕ'ਸਮ [kusama] n bad t ime,
evil age. 2 time of adversity.
ਕਸਮਹ [kusmahi] in bloom. “urajh parIo
kusmahi.”——sar m 5. ‘like a black bee got
entangled in the  world.’
ਕਸਤ-ਜਨ [1<05111ਰ]‘31:[] 888 ਕ'ਸਮਜਲ.
ਭਸਮਡ [1<05111ਬ(_1] 888 ਕਖਮਡ.
ਕਸਮਯਧ [kusmayudh] See ਕਸਮਯਧ.
ਕਸਮਦਲ [kUsmavalI] 888 ਕਸ'ਸਲ.
ਕਸਮਤ [kusmIt] See ਕਸਮਤ. “kusrnIt ban ki
prabha VIlok'é.”—GPS. ‘are witnessing the
splendour of  the garden in blossom.’
ਕਸਰਈ [kusrai], ਕਸਰਤ [kusrat] See ਕਸਲਤ.
“tumre tan he kusrai.”——krIsan.
ਕਸਲ [kusal] Skt ਕਸਲ n welfare, happiness. “In
131t kusal hot mere bhai.”——gaum 5. “mit ke
karfiab kusal samana.”——gau m 5. 2 blessing.



ਕਸਲਖਮ
“kusal kusal karte jag bInse.”—gau kabir. 3 adj
wise,  clever. 4 erudite.
ਕਸਲ ਖਮ [kusal khem] n welfare and ease,
pleasure and happiness. “kusal khem sabh
bhaIa.”-—sor m 5. “kusal khem prabhu apI
basae.”—gau m 5.
ਕਸਲਤ [kusalta], ਕਸਲਤ [kuslat] 11 state of  well-
being; feeling of being content; happiness.
2 wisdom, cleverness. “kahe ki kuslat hath dip
kue  pare?”—s kabir.
ਕਸ [kusa] Skt ਕਸ n dabh, a kind of  spear grass
regarded holy by Brahmans; they use it during
worship and spread it underneath a dying
person. “ thfi I  l a I  kusa bIchvai.”-—NP.
2 See ਕਸਤਨ. “kusa katia var  var.”—sr1' m I .  ‘1
may be butchered.’ 3 P [ਰ adj Used as suffix
in the sense of opener or giver as in dIlkU$a.
ਕਸਟ [kusaI] See ਆਲਮਕਸਇ. 2 P b y  adj
which opens.
ਕਸਟਸ’ [kusaIsl P flw’ n freedom, liberty,
generosity.
ਕਸਸਨ [kusasan] Skt ਥਫਧਜਧ asan (seat) made
of a kind of kus (spear grass). Spreading of it
is regarded as sacred in the Hindu religious
scriptures. 2 maladministration.
ਕਸ'ਗਬਧ [kusagrabudt] adj having sharp
intellect like the tip of  spear grass, i.e. very

.'intelligent, perspicacious.
' ਭਕਸਦ [kusad] P opened. 2 „ਘ open. “dono

casam kusad nxsasatahx samuhe.”—-—NP. ‘with
both eyes open.’
ਕਸਦਹ [kusadah] See ਕਸਦ 2 .
ਕਸਦਗ [kU$adgi] P agar n freedom, opposite
of  openness. 2 absence of  restriction.
ਕਸਦਨ [kusadan] P ਪਖ“ v open. 2 set free.
ਕ'ਸਦ [kusada] See ਕਸ'ਦ 2.
ਕਸਮਤ [kusamat] See ਖਸਮਦ. “1<8}ਘ kusamat
kar khuslet.”—GPS.
ਕਸਯਦਹਕਰ [kusayfidahkar] P Mug-Ag adj
helpful in starting work or in managing it;
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who generously removes hurdles hindering
work.
ਕਸਲ [kusali] See ਖ'ਸਲ. 2 ਕਜਲ adj ill-natured,
mean-minded. “go garih k0 hat‘é kusali.”—NP.
ਕਸਕ [kUSIk] Skt ਕਸਕ n a king who was
father  o f  Gadhi  and  grandfa ther  o f
Vishvamitar; Kausik subcaste has originated
from him.
ਕਸ [kusi] adj  descending from Kush. According
to Vachitar Natak, Vedis are descendants o f
Kush and Sodhis of Lav. See ਲਵ. “lavi sarab
jite kusi sarab hare.”-—VN. 2 who has kus
(speargrass); wearing kus. 3 ploughshare,
which  tears the land. 4 Vishvamitar, the sage,
who belonged to the dynasty of  Kusak.
ਕਸਦ [kusid] Skt n interest; its pronunciation
as kusid is also correct.
ਕਸਧ [kusudh] adj impious, malevolent. “hIrda
kusvdh laga moh kur.”—-sarm 4. “Ram kusudh
haume malu 1ai.”——maru solhem 3. 2 incorrect,
wrong.
ਕਸਧ [kusudha] adj impure, contaminated.
2 bent, curved. “sis nIvaIe kIa  this ja r Ide
kusudhe jahI?”—var asa.
ਕਸ'ਧ [kusudhu] See ਕਸਧ.
ਕਸ'ਪਚ [kusupur] Kushpur. See ਕਸਰ.
ਕ'ਥਭ' [kusfibh] Skt n agnskh (flame of fire);
a plant bearing golden safl'lowers. 2 its flower.
3 long-necked earthern pitcher. 4‘Skt ਕਸਭ
small bag in a poisonous creature wherein
poison remains stored; venom bag.
ਭਸਭਰਗ [1<ਪ5p 1)}11'ਰ8] colour obtained from
safflowers. 2 transient colour; in Gurbani, the
pleasure drawn from worldly things i s
compared to the colour of a safflower.—ga tha.
ਕਸਭੜ [kusfibhra], ਕਸਭੜ [kusfibhro], ਕਸਭ

[]<ਧ5ਪ}੭118] See ਕਸਭ and ਕਸਭ’. 2 having the colour
of a safflower. 3 Dg opium juice got through
dripping which trickles like the colour of
safflower. See ਕਸਭੜ 2.



ਕਥਭ
ਕਸਭ [kusfibhi] adj dyed in the colour of
safflower. 2 colourful like a safflower.
ਕਸ'ਮ [kusum] Sktn flower. 2 menses.
ਕਸਰ-[ਸਰ [kusumsar] n one  who  has sar (arrows)
of kusum (flowers); Kamdev.
ਕਸਮਰਧ [kusumcap] n one who has a bow of
flowers; Kamdev.
ਕਸ'ਮ ਵਰਤ [kusumVICItra] See ਕਸਮਥਚਤ.
ਤਜਜਲ [kusumajaII] n palmful flowers. “dev
kusumé’jalI arp‘é.e ” — s a h .  2 a Maithil
Brahaman named Udyan (Udyanacharya) who
in his times was an unparalleled scholar of
logic. A treatise entitled ‘Kusumanjal’ was
written by him in which he refuted Buddhism
and proved the exisience of God by citing
forceful evidences. This  book is rated very high
among the  community of  scholars.
ਕਸਮਯ'ਧ [kusumayudh] n one who has flowers
as his weapons; Kamdev who wears arrows

' made of  flowers.
ਕਸਮਵਲ [kusumavalI] n row of flowers; bunch
of  flowers; string‘of flowers.
ਕਸਮਤ [kusumIt] adj in bloom, blossoming.
ਕ'ਸ [kusu] See ਕਸ 3 and ਲਵ 6 .
ਕ'ਸਤ [kusut] n entangled cotton yarn. 2 mal-
administration; mismanagement.
ਕਸਧ [kusudha] See ਕਸਧਚ
ਕਸਰ [kusur] Kushpur, a town in Lahore district,
which is a tehsil headquarters and is ajunction
on N.W.R. It is mentioned in Vichitar Natak'
that this town was founded by Kush, son of
Ram : “tahi tIne bfidhe dUI purva. e1< kusur
dutiy lahurva.” Khalsa Dal captured this town
in Sammat 1817 (1760AD)  and killed its ruler
Asman Khan. In 1807 AD Maharaja Ranjit
Singh, with Akali Phula Singh’s help, killed its
ruler Kutabuddin and annexed the territory of
Kasur into the Sikh kingdom. 2 A_ ”23" fault,
guilt, crime.
ਭਸਸਯ [kusesay] n one which sleeps (say) on
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water (kus), lotus. “ség parag kusesay hera.”
—NP. 2 blue lotus. 3 crane.
ਕਸਲ[1<ਧ5£1] adj  evil mountain; mountain without
water and trees. “cetak se CItr caru capakha
kusel si.”—carItr 12.
ਭਜਹਣ [1<05੦}11_18], ਕਸਹਣ [1<05੦}n .ਪ] adj unshapely,
ugly. 2 graceless, disgraceful. “kurupI kusohni
parharI chodi bhatar.”—-var sri m 3.
ਕਸਗ [1<ਧ5ਚ8], ਕਸਗਤ [1<੫5ਟ8ਗ$] n association
with immoral persons; deceitful company.
“kuségatl bahahI sada dukh  pavahI.”
soIhe m 3. -
ਕਸਗ [kus'égi] adj  who has got into bad company;
associated with ignoble persons. “5531 kuségi
beste.”——s kabir. 2 bad companion.
ਕਸਪ [1<05ਗ੭], ਕਸਪਦ [kusépad] n ill luck, mis-
fortune. 2 damned prepcrty; wealth piled
through cruelty and evil means.
ਕਸਭਇਲ [kusébhaIlel'm the colour of safflower.
“tu urajh parIo  kusébhaIle.”—g5d m 5.
ਕ'ਸ’ [kust] See ਗਲਤਕਸ.
ਕਸ [kusti] See ਕ'ਸ.
ਕ'ਸ [kusth] See ਰਠਕ’ਸ. 2 a medicine named
kuth; costus speciousus; its latent effect is
warm and dry. It gives relief from defects in
blood, increases semen and lessens phlegm.
It should be used as directed by an expert
physician. Taking its overdose is harmful
because it is a poisonous material. It is exported
from Kashmir to many countries], and is highly
priced.

——maru

‘ ਕ'ਸ [kusthi] Skt ਜਲਜ adj who suffers from.
leprosy; leper.
ਕਸ [kust], ਕਸਨ [kustan], ਕ'ਯਦਹ [kustédah] See
ਕਸਤ, ਕਸਤਨ and ਕਸਤਦਹ.
ਕਸਤ [kueti] See ਕ'ਸਤ.
ਕਹ [kuh] adj a few, some. 2 See ਕਰਣ. 3 Skt
part where, at what place. 4 Dg n Kuber.
ਕਹਕ [kuhak] Skt n deceit, trick. 2 crowing of  a
cock. 3 thug. 4 Skt ਕਹਕ; cooing; a melodious
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note. “kuhkanI kokla taral juani.”—vad chét ਕ'ਹ [kuhI] adv  after killing, after butchering.
m 1. 5 See ਕਹਕ.
ਕਹਕਤ [kuhkat] chirps,  coos,  See  ਕਹਕ 2.  “kuhkat
kapat”—1<an m 5. ‘gives hypocritical cries.’
ਕਹਕਬਣ [kuhakban] See  ਕਹਕਬਣ.
ਕਹਕਅੜ [kutara] See ਕਹਕਅੜ.
ਕਰਣ [kuhna] See ਕਸਤਨ. “jiz'i kuhat'na sége
prani.”—gaum 5. 2 kU-hanan. heinous killing,
merciless butchering, slaughtering in accordance
with the Muslim law.
ਕਹਥੜ [kuhathra], ਕਹਥ [kuhatha] adj damned
place. 2 a spot which when touched by hand,
causes disgust; a fil thy part of the body.
“vasédo kuhathre thaI.”-j£t var. “kuhathi jai
SItIa.”—var asa. ‘in a filthy place.’
ਕਹਥ ਜਇ [kuhathi jaI] damned place, See
ਕਹਥੜ.
ਭਹਨ [kuhan], ਕਰਨ [kuhna] See  ਕਹਣ. 2 P ਪ/
or ,ਭ/ adj old, dilapidated. 3 Dg depraved,
roguish. 4 jealous.
ਕਹਰ [kuhar] Skt 11 hole. 2 pit. 3 glottis; passage
in the throat, through which vocal cords
produce sound. “kIlkat kuhar kar.”—ramav.
4 sound of birds like crows etc. 5 See ਕਹਰ.
ਕਹਰ [kuhra] See ਭਹਡ'.
ਕਹਰ [kuhri] n bird of prey. See ਬਹਰ.
ਕਹਲ[1<ਪ11੪1]/1 J; nblack sulphite of antimony,
collyrium. 2 adj skilful in gesturing with the
eyes. 3 See ਕਹਲ.
ਕਹੜਮ [kuhram] a town in the Kaushal region,
Where Kaushalya was born. Some people think
that Ghuram in Patiala state is the same
Kuhram, but it is not so. See ਕਸਲ. “kuhram

_ jahéi sunIye sahrfi; tahI kosal raj apes bars;
Upji t ih  dham suta kuslé; jih jit lai saSIésU
kalé.”—ramav.
ਕਹਰ’ [kuhar] n pit for drawing water; a well
without brick-lining.
ਕਹਰ [kuhara], ਕਹਗ [kuhari], ਕਹੜ [kuhara],

, ਕਹੜ [ਘਸਪ] n axe, small axe. See ਕਠਰ.

“kUhI bakra ri‘nI khaIa.”—var asa.
ਕਚਲ [kuhIl] Skt ਕਹਲ adj having betel-leaf in
the mouth; having lips reddened with betel.
2 See ਕਚਲ.
ਕ'ਹਲਨ [kuhIlan] adj (woman) wearing
collyrium on eyelids and gesturing with her
eyes. “159i kuhIlan avai parveII pIari.”—BG.
‘A fickle but lame woman with collyrium in
her eyes belonging to someone else is always
attractive and appealing to  a licentious person.’
ਕਰ [kuhi] Skt ਕਧ n black-eyed bird of prey
of  the haWk species, called sahin kuhi. Its
height is equal to that of  a hyena. It has all
the qualities found in a falcon; it is a female;
its male is called ਕਹਲ [kohila]; its colour is
reddish black, but occasionally black as well.
It is not native to Punjab, but migrates from
other countries at the beginning of winter. A
trained kuhi hunts well; it renders great help
in the hunting of water fowls particularly. It
starts hovering over the lake on which the
water fowls are floating. Fearing it, they do
not fly and the hunter shoots them with his
gun. It goes on hovering over them. The
frightened ducks return to sit again on the lake
water where the hunter gets a big game. If
its offspring is reared, it accompanies the
hunter for many years like the hawk. Falco
Peregrinator. “sihé‘ bajé’ cargé’ kuhiz‘i i115
khavale ghahu.”—var majh m I. See ਸਕਰਪਛ.
2 xa sickle, a serrated blade with a handle
for cutting grass.
ਕਰ ਦ ਸਕਰ [kuhi da $Ikar] n sport of hunting
with a kuhi (falcon). 2 xa act of cutting grass
with a sickle.
ਕਚਰ [kuhir] Skt ਨਟਫ n mist, fog. “jese kuhir
nIvar kare hUI sur Ud€ mukh ty6 pragtai.”
—NP.
ਕਹਲ [kUhIla] See ਕਹ and ਕਹਲ.
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ਕਹੜ [kuhir] See  ਕਹਰ. 2 log of  wood on  which
a pulley is placed for drawing water from a
deep  well with a leather bag.
ਕਹਕ [kuhuk] Skt n melodious sound of  singing
birds; chirping sound. 2 See ਕਹਕ.
ਕਹਕਬਣ [kuhukban] a kind of  arrow with a
hole in the tip. As the arrow goes with speed,
it produces a whistling sound. “teg tir tuphég
tabraru' kuhukaban anét.”—cé'd1' 2 .  Many
people believe that this arrow is made of

. bamboo pieces and it produces sound while in
flight.
ਕਹਕਅੜ [kuhukIara] See ਕਹਕ. “mor kuhukxara
sabad mukh paIa.”—gau m 4.
ਕਰ [kuhu] Skt n new moon night. 2 sound of a
peacock or cuckoo. 3 In Purans, river Kubul
is named as Kuhu.
ਕਰਕ [kuhuk] See ਕਹਕ.
ਕਰਕਠ [1ਵਧ1_ 1<ਰਛ}1] n cuckoo that coos from the
throat. 2 adj having a melodious throat like that
of a cuckoo.
ਕਹਤ [kuhet] n ill-will, want of affection.
2 hypocritical love; love with a painful ending.
ਕ'ਹਲ [kuhela] n See ਕਹਲ.
ਕਹਡ [kuheri] See ਕਹਰ.
ਕਕਹ [kukah] n elephant grass; tall grass that
grows by the bank of a river, and is used for
making baskets. “kukah kahas: phule.”—tvkha
barahmaha. ‘Elephan't grass and seed grass
have grown.’ i.e. the hair has turned grey.
2 rice maturing in winter.
ਕਕਟ [kukat] Skt ਗਜ n cock.
ਕਕਟ [1<01<ਪ Skt ਤਸ hen.
ਕਕਨ [kuknas], ਕਕਨਸ [kuknus], ਕਕਨਸ [kuknus]
G J35. phoenix. Greek poets have held that a
phoenix sings a lot and by singing  dipak rag  .-

the melody of fire — it burns itself to ashes.
During the rainy season, from its ash is
produced an egg from which a phoenix is

'tabar—am, tabar-ate.
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hatched; it is genderless but it reproduces itself
only in the  above-mentioned way.
ਕਕਭ[1<ਪ1<ਰ1੭11] See ਕਕਭ.
ਭਕਮ [1<ਪ1<ਬਗ]‘5’/ਸਗਚਚਝਸ n saffron; a dye from
Kashmir. “ਸਬ… tIlak bhal me kino.”—GPS.
2 short for kumkuma. “ban cale tei kfikam
manahu.”—-krIsan. See  ਕਮਕ'ਮ.
ਕਕਰਮ [kukaram] n deceitful action, act of
meanness, evil deed. See ਸਤ ਕਕਰਮ.
ਕਰਗ-ਸ [kukarmi] adj who does evil deeds;
vicious.
ਭਕਰ [kukra] swollen hair, root-cell in the eye
lids; granulated cell. See ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕਰ [kukri] hen. 2 curved dagger shaped like
the nail of a lion kept by the Napalese; it is
kept tied to the waist. 3 roll of  cotton yam.
“bIkherat h‘é kukri bIstare.”—GPS. See  ਕਕੜ.
ਕਕਚ [kukre] trachoma. Skt ਜੜਸਵ granular
lid. ਗਵਧਸਟ On the inner side of  eye lids,
small hair  root  cells  get swollen  and cause
irritation like particles  ofsand  resulting in  
severe pain. Eyes get  red, water  keeps
flowing. Expert doctors  should be consulted
for the t r ea tmen t  o f  this a i lment .  T h e
common remedy is  that forty tolas of  Run
(a  kind o f  peach),  bark of chebulic
myrobulan (hater) three tolas, essence of
Indian ba rbe ry  ( rasSt )  f ive  to la s ,  and
turmeric three tolas should  each be soaked,
in half  a seer  of  water separately for twelve
hgurs. After mixing all these, the liquid
should be  filtered and  the residue discarded
and boiled in a utensil. One tola of  opium
may be put in it. When the syrup  becomes
dense, it should be kept in a phial with its
lid closed. Putting this medicine into the
eyes with a needle cures trachoma.

Ash of zinc and copper mixed with antimony
can be usefully put in the eyes. Before sleep,
they should be washed with rose water and '
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keptprotected from dust and sunlight.
ਕਕੜ [1<ਪ!<^ -], ਕਕੜ [kukri] cock, hen. “hésa seti
CItu ulasahI kukar d i  odari.—var gau 2 m 5.
2 cob o f  maize. 3 fruit of  akk (calotropis
procera).
ਕਕਜ [1<ਪ1<1]'€] call, cry. 2 calls, cries. “guru kadhi
bah kukije.”-—-kali a m 4. ‘cries with arm raised
upward.’
ਭਭਭ[1<ਧ1<ਧ)}1] See ਕਕਭ. 2 a mountain in Orissa.
ਕਕਮ [1<ਪ1<ਪ…] See ਕਕਮ.
ਕਕਮ [kfikuma] See ਕਮਕਮ.
ਕਕ [kukk] a branch of  Jatts of  Gill subcaste.
Kukks are settled in twenty—tqillages in
Hoshiarpur area.
ਕਕੜ [1<ਧ1<1<ਗ], ਕਕੜ [kukkri] See ਕਕਟ- ਕਕਟ.
ਕਕ [kukka] belonging to Kuk subcaste. See
ਕਕ.
ਕਕਟ [kukkut] See ਕਕਟ.
ਕਕ [kukko] a Vadhan Khatri, who became a
disciple of  Guru Hargobind. He  turned a great
warrior and benefactor. His  son,  Ananta, was
also virtuous like his father.
ਕ'ਕਅ [kukrIa] See ਕ'ਕਯ.
ਕ'ਕ [kukrIt] n misdeed. “kukrIt karam je
jag me karhi.”—VN. “kukrIt pranasankari”
-hajare 10.
ਕ'ਕਯ [kukrIya] n immoral act, bad deed.
“kukrIya t Ih  mm 50 jodh gané.”—paras.
ਕਕ [kuks ਕਖ [kukkh] n abdomen. 2 womb.
3 cavern, cave.
ਕਖ ਹਰ ਹਣ [kukkh hari honi] be pregnant.
ਕਖ [kukhI] See ਕਕ.
ਕਧ'ਤ [kukhyatr] n disrepute, notoriety.
ਭਗਤ [kugatI] n bad condition, sad plight.

2 evil conduct.
ਕਗਆਨ [kugIani] adj having perverted
knowledge; who has negative thinking; one
without true awareness of  reality, but claiming
to be omniscient. “59th kathor kucil kugIani.”-

, savsye sri muklwak m 5.
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ਭਗ[1<681] n saffron coloured ant which is very
small. It destroys fields of  wheat and barley.
Ustilago Tritici.
ਭਗ [kOgu] safflower, See ਕਕਮ. “kami kfigu je
r318 ghat Star]: puja hOI.”— guj m I .  2 a red.
coloured powder prepared by mixing turmeric
and amla (phyllauntnus emblica), with which
the Vaishnav males decorate their foreheads,
and the ladies put its line in the parting of their
hair.
ਕਗਧ [kugédh], ਕਗ'ਧ [kugét] n foul smell,
stink, unpleasant odour. “atk kugédh
apatI jab ayo.”——carItr 23 6.
ਕਰ'ਨ [kugyani] See ਕਗਅਨ.
ਕਚ [kuc] Skt n breast, teat. 2 See ਕਚ.
ਭਚ [kfic] See ਕਦਨ. 2 Sktig'éfifi slough of a snake.
“sapu kfic chode bIkh nahi chade.”—asa
namdev.
ਕਚਜ[1<ਪ<:8]].5'/ਢ1ਕਚਯ' n immoral act, bad deed.
2 improper way of  doing work.
ਭਚਜ[1<0੦9]8]ਰਉ/ਢ1ਗਜਧ adj 1111111018|ਭਘ|ਖ 2 not
knowing the proper method of  doing work.
ਕਰਸ [kucaji], ਕਚਜ [kucajji] Skt ਥਥਸਥ adj a loose
woman. Guru Nanak Dev has taught virtue to
loose women in his hymn entitled ‘kucaji’
written in suhi rag. “ਪਟ-ਸ… kucaji 5mavan
dosre.”

godhan  ke grah pani  phékat.
- kabi uthaI na gobar phos,

Ian phuravat thariya me  dhar
suhan sekat nah aphsos,

nice bsthi laghi kar uce
“das” khari })}… late paros,

nhavan bethi Cher dédeye
ap  kucajji berhe dos.

-bava ramdas ji.
ਕਦਨ [kucanlSkrfifiifi' n hesitation; contraction.
ਕਚਰ [1<ਪ<:ਰ] Skt ਗਕਜ elephant._
ਕਦਗੲਸਨਨ [kucar Isnan] n act-ion not praéfised "
in life. As  an  elephant throws dust on  his head
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after a bath, likewise is, a preacher’s going
against his own advice. “nanak nIhphal jat
t Ih  jIU kficar Isnanu.”—s m 9. 2 fruitless
actions.
ਕਚਰ‘ਚ [kucarca] futile discussion, discussion
sans substance, wrong argumentation. “chadI
kucarca an  :13 janahI. ”—gau kabir.
ਕਚਰਜ [kucarja] Skt ਕਚਯ n immorality, loose
conduct.
ਕਚਗ [kficri] n female elephant. 2 snake’s

_ slough. “kficri }')/(~) ahIraj  taje.”—krIsan.
ਕਚਰਅ [kficria] elephant. See  ਕਚਰ. “tale kficria
SII‘ kanIk chatria.”—asa m 5 .  2 snake’s
slough. 3 adj who keeps an elephant.
ਕਚਲ [kucal] Sktg‘aa adj speaking ill of others.
“Ik‘kucal kucil'bIkhlipte.”—asa a m 3. 2 See
ਕਰਲ. 3 See ਕਚਲ and ਕਚਲ.
ਕਚਲਕਚਲ [kucal kucil] maligned and dirty. See
ਕਚਲ and ਕਚਲ. “ham kucal kucil atI  atmani
mIlI sabde mel utari.  ”—ram 3 m 3.
ਕਚਲਨ[1<ਪ<:ਰ1ਸ] vcrush, trample, grind, tread,
stamp.
ਕਚਲ [kucla] Skt ਕਥਦ and ਕ n a tree
found at many places in India especially in
Bengal and Madras. Its poisonous fruit is so
‘named and is used in medicines. L Strychnos
Nuxvomica. The latent effect o f  it is warm
and dry; it purifies blood and cures piles. Its
fruit is used for killing dogs  and rats.
ਕਚਰ [1<0੮81'],.ਕਚਰ [kucari], ਕਚਲ [kucal], ਕਚਲ
[kucali] n reprehefisible conduct, licentiousness,
depravity. “karhé kucar.”—1<afl<1’. 2 adj immoral,
depraved. “gahI maryo pItsatru kucari.”
-GPS.
ਕਚਤ [kficrt] ਲ/ਢਲਗਕਬਰ adj  coiled, curly. “alkéi
kuc  f t.”-—bha varsamrI t.
ਕਚਲ [kUCIl] See  ਕਚਲ and  W.“kuc11kathor
kapat.kami.”-—kan m 5.

_ ਕਦ [kfici] Sec ਕਚ 2. 2 armour. 3 See ਕਜ.
ਕਚਲ [1<੦੮11]5'/</ਕਰਲ adj wearing dirty clothes;
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putting on  soiled dress. See  ਕਚਲਕਚਲ.
ਕਚਲਤ [kucilta] n impurity, lack o f  cleanliness
of clothes. See ਕਚਲ and ਕਚਲ.
ਕਚਲ [1<0੮€]],ਕਚ'ਲ [kucel], ਕਚਲ [1<0੮818] adj
(female) wearing condemned clothes; who
wears dirty dress.
ਕਚ [kucc] Skt ਕਚ n Weaver’s brush.
ਕਛ [kuch] some. See  ਕਛ.
ਭਛੜ [kuchar] Skt ਕਕ-ਸਲ lap. “kar pIar pIU
kuchar lita.”—BG
ਕਛੜ [kucharI] in the lap.
ਕ'ਢਤ [kuchIt] Skt ਯਸ adj maligned.
“manmukh  kucil kUChIt bIkrala.”-gau  a m I .
2 barren, unproductive (land); land that does
not produce grains and grass. 3 not deserving.
ਕਛਤ [kuchot] adj untouchable, whose contact
is believed to defile. See ਕਛਤ.
ਕਛ [kucch] some. See ਕਛ.
ਕਛੜ [kucchar], ਕਛੜ [kuccharI] See ਕਛੜ and
ਕਛੜ.
ਕਵ' [kucchI], ਕਛ [kucchi] See  ਕਖ.  
ਕਜ [kuj] Skt n born [ja] from the earth [ku];
Mars, a planet. “samas sani mukh sas: kuj
sanyo.”—GPS. ‘Beard is black like the colour
of  Saturn, face is l ike  the moon  but is one  with
Mars,’ i.e. the face is luminous like the moon
but not  whi te ;  i t  is reddish like Mars .
2 Tuesday. “kuj d I n  me sri satIguru joti jotI
mIlas.”—-GPS. 3 tree, that grows from the
earth. 4 Narkasur; Bhaumasur: According to
a legend in Purans, the earth, having mated
with Varah the god, gave' birth to Narkasur,
from which emerged the name Kuj. See ਭਮਸਰ.
ਕਜ [1<0]'] Skt n a place in the forest, which is
covered by shrubs and creepers on  all the four
sides but is cleared within; glade; arbour.
2 path forged by elephants etc through a dense
forest. 3 See ਕਚ 2. “ਵਪਨਰਥਢਗ tyag bhujég
SIdharyo.”—krrsan. 4 P ਭ corner, bank.
5 narrow street. ‘
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ਕਜਕ [1<6]'੪1<], ਕਜਕ [kfijka] P _ਫਲ kept on the
edge. See ਕਜ 4. a bag tied to the saddle of the
horse, in which the r ider  keeps essential
provisions. “hayan kfijke bhat gen lae.”—GPS.
ਕਜਕਟ [kfijakuti] a cottage in a glade. Skt
ਕਜਕਟਰ See  ਕਜ and ਕਟਰ.
ਕਜਗਲ []<ਪ]'9811] See ਕਜ 2. “kfijaglin me khel

. macayo.”—krIsan.
ਭਜਧਰ [kfi jpura] vi l lage o f  Wazir Khan,
governor of  Sirhind, in Kama]. Banda Bahadur
razed it in 1768 AD.
ਕਜ ਬਹਰ [1<0]' bxhari] See ਕਜਵਹਰ.
ਕਜਮਦ [kied], ਕਜਮਧ [kfijmedh] n an oblation
to worship gods in which an elephant is
sacrificed. “hayadI kfijmed rajsu bIna na
bharhlané.”—gyan.

ਕਜਰ_[1<0ਨ91~] Skt n one who lives in a glade in '
the kfij (thick forest); elephant. “ekal mati kfijar
citi.”-—ma1i namdev. ,
ਕਜਰ ਅਸਨ [kfijar asan] Dg n elephant’s food,
peepal tree.
ਕਜਰਤਘਨਇ] A cwju'” “kujrat kamal.”—aka1269.
ਕਜਰਰ [kfijrarI] n elephant’s enemy, lion.
ਭਜਰਰਨਦਨ [kfijrarI nadani] a gun that makes
sound similar to that of its enemy, the lion.
—sanama.
ਕਜਰ [kfijri] n female elephant. 2 army of
elephants.—-sanama. 3 adj w h o  keeps
elephants.
ਕਜ ਵਹਰ [kOj vzhari] adj wandering on foot
on the paths of  a forest, 2 n Krishan Dev.
ਕਜ [kuja] Skt n Sita, who was born from }…

(the earth). 2 P I! adv  where, at what place.
“kuja amad kuja raphti.”——tr15gnamdev.
ਕਜਤ [kujat], ਕਜਤ [kujatI] n condemned caste;
low caste. 2 adj belonging to a low caste. See
ਕਰਪ.
ਕਜ [kfiji] Skt ਦਨਕਜਧ n key. “kfiji jIm: kau
dItia.”-var sa r  m 2.  ‘key to spiritual

-. knowledge.’
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ਕਜ [kujja] Sec ਕਜ
ਕਝ [kujh] adj some; any, something, a little.
gzlkut] Skt ਥਫਣ vr bend, cheat, clip, heat up,"
rub, slander. 2 n mountain, direction. 3 hammer,
s ledge .  4 house. 5 fort ,  castle. 6 tree.
7 pinnacle-shaped pitcher, earthen pitcher.
8 a plant named kusth (kuth),  found in
Kashmir. See ਕਸ‘ 2. ‘ ._
ਕਟ [km] direction, side. “car: k6; dah dis
bhrame.”—majh barahmaha. 2 pond. “harIjan

' amrI tkfit 5੪1- nike.”—ram m 4.
ਕਟਜ [kutaj] n an ascetic named Agast who was
born from a pitcher. 2 Dronacharya was also
born from a pitcher. 3 a free also called kura
whose éeeds are idaq‘fi. A decoction ofkutaj bark
cures dysentery. L l-lolarrhenaAntidysenterica.
ਕਟਣ [1<ਪਘ], ਕਟਨ [kutni] Skt ਛਫਜ a procuress,
female panderer t acts as a go-between.
“coré jaréi réqlifi kutnié di  banu.”—var suhi m I .
ਕਟਬਢਲ [1<੦ਧਫ6.11118] adj engaged ' i n  the work
o f  cu t t ing  and  sk i nn i ng .  “mer i  j a t I
_kutbadhla.”—mala ravrdas. ‘The job of my
’camar’ caste is cutting and skinning'of
animals.’
ਕਟਲ [kutal] See ਕਟਲ.
ਕਟਵਰ [kutvar] See ਕਤਵਲ. 2 guard of a police
post.
ਕਟਵਰ [kutvari] n duty o f  police officer of  a
station house. See ਕਤਵਲ. “duta danau I h
kutvari meri.”—ram kabir. 2 job of  a fort’s
guard. ‘
ਕਟ [kfiga] See ਕਡ. 2 pond'. See ਕਟ 2. “sahaj
katha ke 5mr1tk6ta.”—gau m 5. 3 See  ਕਟ. ਰ _
ਕਟ [kutI] adv  by crushing. 2 Skt n twist,
arrogance, curve. 3 cottage, hut.
ਕਟਲ [kutrl] Skt adj bent, curved. 2 deceitful,
treacherous. 3 tangled. “kutIl gfith jab khole
dev.”-—b1‘1a kabir. ‘knot of illiteracy?

Poets have described the following things
as crooked : lock of  hair, snake, lion’s nail,
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boar’s tusk, parrot’s beak, moon in  the second
phase of the bright half of  a month, and a bow.
ਕਟਲਤ [ਘਠਸਕ] n bend, curve. 2 guile, deceit.
“bethat uthat kutIlta calahI.”—gau kabir. “harI
kati kutIlta.”—sar m 5.
ਕਟ [1<ਘ] thatched hut of  leaves and grass. In
Sanskrit kutI and kuti both are correct.
ਕਟਰਕ [1<ਘ<:ਰ1<] Skt n an ascetic who  is revered
in his own hut; a sanyasi who  does not forsake
the sacred thread and tuft of hair and does
religious service like offering evening prayer
etc and for begging does  not go to  other’s door
except of his own relatives. Kutichak is
cremated and his last rites are performed as
usual.
ਕਟਚਰ [kuticar] treacherous, deceitful. 2 Skt n
ascetic who dwells in a cottage; one  living in a
hut. 3 pig, which lives in water and eats the
roots of  dame]  and lotus.

- ਕਟਰ [kutir] Skt n very small cottage in which
another person cannot stay.
ਕਟਥ [kutfib] See ਕਟਬ.
ਕਟ [kfite] adj deceptive, tricky. “krIa kfite
nIrahar.”-sor m 5 partal.
ਕਟਵ [kutev] n bad habit, depravity. “t5 trIy ki
kutev nah]: jai.”—carItr 313.  “kathxn  kutev na

mItat.”—-BGK.
ਕਟਤਰ [kutétar] See ਕਟ ਕਟਤਰ.
ਕਟਨ [kuténat] Skt n fragrant grass. 2 a shrub,
which is called kevatmotha. 3 boatman, sailor.
4 water carrier.
ਕਟ'ਬ’ [kutéb] Skt ਗਠਧ n offspring, children.
2 family, household. “kutéb jatan kamé.”—-var
jet.
ਕਟਥ [kutébi] adj having a family. 2 belonging
to  a family, of  the family.
ਕਟ [kUtt] n beating, thrashing. See ਕਟਣ. 2 'a
metal, which is very brittle, prepared by beating
several metals. “bhénxa bhfida kut da.”
—mago.
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ਕਟਣ [kuuan] See  ਕਟਣ. 2 n procurer, panderer.
ਕਟਣ [kuttna] v beat, thrash. See ਫਟ vr.
ਕਟਣ [kutt—ni] n a procuress female panderer.
See ਕਟਨ.
ਕਟਮਤਹਞ [kutmIt—hav] n in poetics, a female
desire to  express feelings of  the mind, through
a gesture of  anger when actually she  is happy.
ਕਟ [kutti] n cuttings, fragments of paper etc.
ਕਨ [kuth] See ਕ'ਸ 2.
ਕਠ [kfith] Skt ਛਧਨ vr surround, blunt. 2 adj
blunt; without a sharp edge. 3 dull-minded,
obtuse.
ਕਠਣ [1<0ਘ.18] v kill, butcher.
ਕਠਰਯ [kuthrIya] n See ਕਠਰ. 2 prison cell.
“ek kuthrIya bic rav ko rakhIo.”—carr tr 6.
ਕਠ [kutha]  S adj butchered ,  killed.
2 slaughtered in the Muslim way. “abhakhIa
k9 kutha bakra khana.”—var asa. See ਕਰਣ 2.
ਕਠਉ [kuthau], ਕਠਇ [kuthaI ], ਕਠਹਰ [kuthahar]
n evil place, ill-reputed place. 2 discomforting
place. ~ _
ਕਠਰ' [kuthar]  Skt n a x e .  “ k a t  k u t h a r

khasamI sxr katIa.”—bIIa m 5. 2 tree. 3 big
room, storehouse, house for provisions. 4 Skt
ਕਸਰ medicine for curing leprosy. “kadh:
kuthar p I t  bat h5ta.”—tod1' m 5. ‘Kushthar
decoction removes all the three types o f
miasma, vitiated air and phlegmpsora, syphlis
and sycosis.’ _
ਕਠਰ [kutharI], ਕਠਰ [ਘਸਕਸ] n small axe.
“kati kutIlta kutharI.”—sar m 5. 2 See ਕਠ'ਲ.
f‘In akhlIn ki kar'é kuthari.”—GPS. ‘As metals
are melted in a goldsmith’s crucible, so should
all evils be destroyed.’ 3 incharge of  provision
house; storckeeper. 4 adj who has an axe.
ਕਠਰ [ਘਸਪਧ] See  ਕਠਰ. 2 Skt monkey.
3 tree. 4 armourer. 5 treasure.
ਕਠਲ [kuthali] Skt ਕ-ਸਲ n earthem platter;
earthen crucible in which a goldsmith melts
metals like gold, silver etc.
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ਭਨਤ [kfithIt] adj blunt. “jahi kfithIt hve man
bani.”——NP.
ਕਠਚ [kuthar] n bad place, ill-reputed place.
2 improper time.
ਕਡ [1<0੮.1] Skt ਨਤ; vr protect, preserve. 2 n
that which protects water; pit. 3 reservoir. “jese
5bh kfid karI rakhIo parat sfdhu gal: jaha.”
—-asa m 5. 4 pit for keeping fire, pit dug as
described in the Shastars (holy manuscripts)
for oblation to the god of  fire. See ਹਵਨਕਙ.
5 eighty-six deep pits of  hell made especially
to punish evil-doers. See ਦਵਭਗਵਤ ਸਕਧ 9 ch-
37. 6 (according to Hindu Shastars) son' born
to a woman from her paramou'r while her
husband is alive. See ਪਸਰ ਸਮਤ a 4 s 23.
7 also used for kut  (direction). “ t ih  catur kfid
tyo dubar.”-gyan. “so cahu kfidi janie.”—var
majh m 2. 8 in Punjabi also used for Persian
kfid.
ਕਡਰਆ [kfidria] See ਕਡਲਆ.
ਕਡਲ [1<6<.181] Skt n circumference. “re nar
garabh 1<ਨ×ਬਰ1 jab achat.”—sn' bem'. “garabh kfidal
mahI u r a d h t a n i . ” — m a r u  solhe m I .
2 a circular shaped ornament worn in the ears;
ear-ring. “kani kfidal gal: motian l<i mala.”
—gau a m I .
ਕਡਲਨ [1<ਪ(:]1 111] Skt ਕਡਲਨ. n according to
Tantar Shastar and Yog, a nerve so  named
because it is at the root of  Sukhmana nerve
serving as entrance making a spiral of  three
and a half rounds and lying quietly like a snake.
It can be activated by practising Yog and it
begins to rise towards the ultimate stage of
realisation through Sukhmana (the spinal
chord). As it moves upward, the Yogi feels
bliss; the highest spiritual stage for a Yogi is to
stay the Kundalini in Dasamdwar and not let it
come down. It has  a lso  been named as

' I t  is named kfid because it destroys a dynasty. vr ਕੜ

[kudII means to burn.
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bhuj‘égma (serpent power) 2 jalebi, a kind of
sweet meat. 3 according to the tenets of
Sikhism, Kundalini is the name for the  knot of
ignorance; confused state of mind. “kfidlani
surjhi sat ségatI.”—saveye m 4.
ਕਡਲਕਰ [1<ਪ<ਬ8181<81ਲ1 adj round, coil-shaped.
ਕਡਲਨ [kfidlIni] See ਕਡਲਨ.
ਕਡਲਯ [kfidlIya] See ਕਡਲਆ.
ਕਡਲ [kfidli] adj who has worn ear-rings.
2 cicumference, circle. 3 horoscope in which
houses [kfidall of  planets are made by lines;
snake. 5 jalebi (a sweetmeat).
ਕਡਲਆ [kudlia] who wears earrings. See ਕਡਲ.
“kan kudlia baétra odhlia.”—asa m 5.
ਕਡਲਆ [1<ਪ(.1118] adj who wears earrings. 2 n
snake. 3 hook, fishhook. “q min kfidlia ਸਬ:
paI.”—bas§t  a m I .  4 a m a t r I k  s t anza ,
characterised by six lines, first two lines
forming a couplet, followed by four ਰਲ [rola]
lines, each having twenty-four matras, first
pause at the eleventh and the second at the
next  thirteenth. According  to  i ts  style,
traditionally called sighavalokan nayay, the
last part of  the second line of  the couplet
initiates the rola and the last line of the rola
initiates the. couplet. Due to circular repetition
of phrases, the metre is named as ‘kfidlia’.
This metre belongs to  kalas category.

Example:
“onam sri satI guru caran, adI  purakh ades,
ek anek  bIbak saSI, ghat  ghat ka paves,-
ghat ghat ka parves, see. pahI kahIt n9 ave,
net :  netI kahI net, bed b5dijan gave,
a d I  maddh aru ਰਣ, hute hut  he pun  honam,
a d I  purakh ades, caran e satgoru onam”

—BGK.
(b) Dasam Granth has a kfidlia of  four lines.

The  first  two lines form a couplet and the next
two lines make a rola as in:

“dinan ki raccha namIt, kar h’é ap upay,
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param purakh pavan sada,  ap  pragat h'é ay,—
ap  pragat h‘é ay,  d in  raccha ke karan
avtari avtar, dhara ke bhar utaran.”—kalki.
(c) In sighavalokan nayay, if 'phrases

occurring in  the kfidalia are in  yamak format,
the  metre gets more fascinating. In yamak the
words remain the  same  but the meaning differs
as: '

“hala' seven jIn kari kalnxmétran din,
' sukh s‘épatI k0 khoy ks, bhae ਰਨ atI  din,—
din duni k0 man, tan a tan ko khoyo,
bIkh b'eli ko bij, apne  hathan boyo,
harI vrIjes kulkan tyag karte mukh kala,

‘ 5811ਵ: nIradar nIty, phIr‘é dar dar bad-hala”.
ਕਡਲਕ [kfidlikrIt] spiral-shaped, spiralled,
curl-shaped. “bhramét k6dlikrIt5.”—rama v.
ਕਡ [kfida] direction, side. See ਕਡ. “care kfida
dhudhia.”—asa a m I.  2 Sec ਕਡ. 3 chain for
fastening the door. 4 goad. “nanak hasti kfide
bahra.”—-var guj m 3. 5 ring in which some

- thing can be fastened.
ਭਡ [kfidi] fishhook. 2 small chain to fasten
the flaps of a door. 3 in the direction. “cahu
kfidi éahu jug jate.”—_brha chétm 4. 4 Dg horse;
the name derives from curving the front feet
like a coil while trotting gracefully.

6‘38 [kudal] adj not having a proportionate
shape; misshaped, clumsy. 2 n bad plan, wrong
method. .
ਕਢਥ' [kudhab], ਕਢਗ .[ਘਗਖਰਫ] n improper
method, bad behaviour. 2 adj ill-managed,
clumsy, ill-mannered.
ਕਣਕ [konka] See ਕਣਕ. 2 equal to a mote; a
very small quantity of sweet pudding distributed
in the Sikh shrines. 3 karah prasad is also called
kunka. “khave kunka v5dk€.”—-mago.
ਕਠਖ [kunakkha] adj looking sideways through
the comer  of  the  eye, looking in a slanting way.
2 squint-eyed. '

'wine.
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ਕਣਧ []<ਪ1.1^ )] Skt n corpse, dead body.
ਕਣਆ [kunia] n with which water (k5) is brought
(ania); cupped hands. 2 pitcher-like vessel
with a handle. “nadibarI ky6 pivie kunia na
let?”-—GPS.
ਕਝ [kOt] Skt n which digs the earth (k0); spade.
2 cock. “bhi’msar bhai dhunI kfit kai.”—NP.

. 3 lance, spear. 4 louse. 5 water. 6 lotus. 7 adj
horrible, frightening.
ਕਤਸਤ[1<੦੮5੪੮] See ਕਤਸਤ.
ਕਤਸਤ [kutsata], ਕਤਸ [kutsa] Ski ਕ)? slander.
2 insult, disrespect.
ਕਤਸਤ [kutsxt] adj damned, condemned. “kahfi
kutSIt karam.”—aka1. 2 insulted, dishonoured.
ਕਤਕ [kutka] T If n thick but short stick; club.
See ਕਪਲਦਸ. '
ਕਤਧ [kutap] Skt n sun. 2 fire. 3 Brahman.
4 guest. 5 cow. 6 nephew; sister’s son.
7 grandson;  daughter ’s  son .  8 musical
instrument. 9 speargrass. 10  afternoon.
ਕਤਬ- [kutab] A J n pole; north and south _
poles. 2 small peg around which the millstone
revolves.  3 chief ,  head,  president.  4 A
.ਚਖ plural of ਕਤਬ.

ਕਝਥਖਨ [kutabxan] subedar of J allandhar during
the reign of  Shah J ahan, who  was a cousin of
Painde Khan. He presented Painde Khan
before the emperor and with his army attacked
Guru Hargobind Sahib. The sword of the Guru
redeemed him in the battle of Kartarpur.
ਕਤਥਖਨ [kutabxana] library.
ਕਤਬਦਨ [kutabdin] See ਕਤਬਦਨ.
ਜਦ [kutabnuma] P UV}; compass, the
needle of  which points  to the north because of
magnetic force. It is very helpful to  the sailors.
mariner’s compass.
ਕਝਥਮਨਰ [kutabminar] See ਕਤਬਦਨ ਐਬਕ.
ਕਤਬ [kutba] See  ਖਤਬ. “oh kutba mera parange
VIC doh6 jahana.”—j5gnama.
ਕਡ'ਬ [kutbi] A £5” a sect of the Muslims.



ਕਤਬਦਨ
2 adj related to Kutab.
ਫਤਬਦਨ [kutabuddin] JAIJadj the Pole Star
“of religion; what sustains religion. 2 a cruel
subedar  o f  Ja landhar ,  who  perpetrated
unbearable atrocities upon the Sikhs at one
time. While he was hunting on the banks of
Beas river, Bagh Singh captured him all of  a
sudden and burnt him alive. 3 ruler of  Kusur.
See ਕਸਰ ! .  4 See ਕਤਬਦਨ ਐਬਕ.
ਕਤਬਦਨ ਐਬਕ [kutubuddin ebak] HQIJJJIJ

Thus goes the life history o f t h i s  glorious
person. Some wealthy person bought him
in childhood and taught him Arabic and
Persian. After the death of this wealthy
man, he was  so ld  t o  a tradesman. The
tradesman offered him to  Shahabuddin
Mohammad Gauri. Shahabuddin was s o
k ind  to  him that after the conquest ofIndia,
he  appointed  him as  his  governor in 1192
(1250 Sammat).  In 1206 he occupied the
throne and became emperor and laid the
foundation o f  the  Slave dynasty. He  died
at  Lahore in 1210,  after he fell  from a
horse while playing polo.

The construction of  Kutubminar, which  is
240 feet high, and an incomplete mosque
named as‘ Kavvatulislam' near Delhi, was
initiated by Kutubuddin.  Material from
twenty-seven Hindu temples was used to build
the mosque in 1196. A slave of Kutubuddin
and his son-in-law, emperor Shamasuddin
Altimish, completed Kutubminar but the
mosque is still incomplete.
ਕਤਰ [kutar] A )5 diameter.
ਕਤਰਕ[1<੦|ਰ1-81<]^5’/(! ਕਤਕ n frivolous argument,
worthless reasoning. 2 evil thought, bad idea.
ਕਤਰਨ [kutarna] Skt ਕਤਙ' n cutting, chopping.
ਕਤਰ [kutra] n mince; material crushed into
pieces. 2 n an insect which  destroys crops by

'ceral writers have written its name as “katbul Islam”.
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nibbling them. 3 puppy. Skt ਕਕਰ. “dekhat kutra
legai bIlai.”—asa kabir. See ਪਹਲ ਪਤ.
4 adj who is a bad swimmer. See ਕਤਰ ਕਢ.
ਕਤਰ ਕਫ [kutare kadhe] helped the bad swim-
mers reach the bank. “jan nanak kutare
kadhe.”—gau m 4 .2
ਕਡਲ {kOtall Skt n sharp pointed spear; hair.
“kfitallalltalak ahIchané. ”—NP. 2 barley stalks
which are sharp- pointed. 3 plough, which  has
pin like a small sharp spear. 4 cock, having
sharp nails.
ਕਤਵਰ [kutvar] See ਕਤਵਲ. 2 See ਕਤਵਰ.
ਕਤ [kuta] n dog. “Eater: lobh  bhauke ]IU kuta. ”
—maru solhe m 3. _
ਕਤਰ [kutaru] adj not a good swimmer; bad at
swimming.
ਕਤ [kuti] bitch, female dog.
ਕਤ [kuti] dogs, worthless persons. 2 vile.
persons. “;-ਰਚ]! \?ਗਫਕਤ VIgoe kuti”—asa m I.
ਭਤ[1<ਪ||] (18੫8ਇ8ਸ'0g { ] 88ਮ, king of Mathura,
Krishan’s paternal aunt. King Pandu’s queen
and mother ofYudhishthir, Bhimsen,Arjun. Her
name was  Pri tha.  Kunt ibhoj ,  w h o  was
issueless, ad0pted Shursen’s daughter to  bring
her up; for this reason she was called Kunti.
“ਪ!!! 1<੦ dekhat hi kavi $yam bhane t In  paIn
sis jhukayo.”—krrsan.
ਕਤਆ [1<ਘ.ਟ|] bitch, female dog.
ਕਤ ਸਤ [kOti sut] Yudhishtir, Bhim and Arjun.
ਕਤਸਤ ਸਤ ਅਰ [kfitisut sut arI  I-sanama. Kunti’s
son Arjun; his charioteer, Krishandcv; his
enemy, the arrow.
ਭਤਪਤ [kfitipatI] Raja Pandu; Pandav’s father.
ਕਤਹਲ [kutuhal] Skt n surprise, astonishment,
wonder. 2 unusual happening, wonderful
phenomena. 3 ardent curosity to see and hear

- something. 4 game of  pleasure.
ਕਤਰ [kutura] pup, cur, whelp. Skt ਕਕਰ.
2Ignoran t  and partisan scholars interpret the word 88ਕਤਰ
[kuturc] .
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ਕਤਮਹ [kutemuha], ਕਤਮਹ [kutemuhé] adj who
' has  the  mouth of  a dog; dog-mouthed i.e. who
eats what cannot be eaten; who eats dirt and
carrion. “ਗ: hoi kutemuhi khaju hoa murdar.”
—var sarm I . ‘The people of  kalIyug are dog-
mouthed, and eat corpses.’ Corpse means other
person’s right; bribe etc. ‘ '
ਕਤ [kuto] adv  where, from where, for what
reason. “tan a rup kuto tum lahe.”—GPS.
ਕਤ [kutta], ਕਤ [kutti] See ਕਤ ਕਤ.
ਕਭ' [kutr] adv  where, at what place.

ਭ ਕ'ਥਰ [kuthra] ku (damned) thIra (earth); dirty
place. 2 adj muddy, dirty.
ਕਥਉ [1<ਪ}180],‘ਕਥਇ [kuthaI], ਕ'ਥਨ [kuthan]
1<U (damned) thaI (place). 2 adv untimely;
imprOper place. “ek dan tudh kuthaI laIa.”
—-asa pati m 3. “thau kuthaI na janni sada
CItavahI VIkar.”——var sar m 3. 3 base heart.
ਕਦ [kOd] Skt n jasmine plant, bearing white
flowers, which the poets compare with teeth.
“pit basan kfid dasan.”—saveye m 4 ke. See
ਡਲ. 2 lotus. 3 one out of the nine treasures.
4 in Gurpratap Suray, kfid has been used for
kukad (ox’s h'ump). “brIkhabh bIl§d bali tan
pin. jIn l<i ki'Jd,l tfig dut I  kin.”—GPS. 5 P
1;" adj blunt. 6 stupid. 7 wise, intelligent.
8 brave. '
ਕਦਰਆ [kudaIa] damned mercy; mercy which
is hannfiJl; act of  causing suffering to the world
by having mercy upon a mosquito, snake, rat,
rabid dog, robber, thief, immoral person.
2 brutality. “ku daIa kasaInI”—var  511' m 1.
ਕਦਸ [kudas] A 035 adj sacred, holy.
ਕਦਣ [kudna] Skt ਕਦਨ n jumping, leaping,
springing up.
ਕਦਨ [kfidan] n pure gold; gold without impurities.
2 thin leaf of pure‘ gold in which artisans embed
gems. ਰ

'Some ignorant scribe has changed the text, but the original
is: “jIn ki kakud tfig”.
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ਕਦਨਗਰ' [kfidangIrI] mountain of gold; Sumer.
ਕਦਨਪਰ [kfidanpur], ਕਦਨਪਰ [kfidanpurI],
ਕਦਨਪਰ [kfidanpuri] ਗਢਸਚਦ capital of Vidarbh
state (Bairar), at a distance of  forty miles to
the east of  Ambravati. Its raja Bhishmak was
fa ther  o f  Kr ishan’s  queen  Rukmani.  .
“kfidanpuri nagar nIyrayo.”—-carrtr 320. It is
said that Kondavir in Bairar is the same ancient
city of  Kundanpur.
ਕਦਨ [kfidni] that which has a butt; a gun.
—sanama.
ਕਦਮ [kudam] jump, leap. “kUdam kare gadar
jIU chel.”—-ram m 5. “kudam  kare pasu pékhia
dIse nahi kal.”—sr1' m 5. 2 P (13 reward for
deeds done.
ਕਦਰ [kfidar] A 1;! ~11 dWarf. 2 fat donkey.
3 old fort.
ਕਦਰਤ [kudrat], ਕਦਰਤ [kudratI] A 9);; n
power, strength. “kudrat kaun hamari?”—bas§t
a m I .  2 illusion; the Almighty’s creative
power. “duyi kudratI sajie karI asanu dItho
cau.”——var asa. “kudratI patali akasi.”—-var
asa. '
ਕਦਰਤ [kudrati] adj all powerful, almighty.
2 naturally; by nature.“srnakhatu kudrati.”
-var majh m 1. 3 concerned with nature,
natural.“varhIe dargah guru ki kudrati num.”
—Var ram 3. '
ਕਦਰਤ [kudratu], ਕਦਰਤ [kudrIt] See ਕਦਰਤ.
ਕਦਲਤ [kfidalta] See  ਸਵਯ ਦ ਭਦ 18.
ਕਦੜ [kfidra] n thatched hut. 2 heap of grass.
3 stack of wheatchaff. 4 butt of a rifle.
ਫਦ [1<ਪ<18] pommel, the protuberant part at the
front o f - a  saddle .  “ca'rIke ghor-re kfide
pakarahI.”—var gauZ m 5. An inexperienced
rider clutches at the pommel for fear of  falling
down but a horseman rides with frge hands. '
Grasping a pommel while playing polo, is no
good horsemanship. 2 T Jifi P ,1/ back
part of a rifle which is made of  wood. E Stock.
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3 stock for holding the feet of criminals. See
ਕਠਮਰਨ.
ਕਦਉ [kudau], ਕਦਇ [kudaI] n improper
method; ruse.
ਕਦਨ [kudan] false grant; charity which is not
beneficial to  the  world.
ਕਦ'ਮ [kudam] P (hf pron which, who.
2 what thing.
ਕਦਮ [kudami] P ਸਸ” who are you?
ਕਦਲ [kud a1] Skt ਕਦਲ n implement to dig earth;
implement with a sharp point, shovel. 2 spade,
hoe.
ਕਦ [kudI] adv having jumped. “kudI kudI
care rasatalI paI.”—gau kabir. ‘
ਭ'ਦ [kOdi] n i roning of washed clothes.
2 sarcastically : an act of  straightening by
beating and threshing.
ਕਦਸ ['ਘਧਪਗ] A „ਪ arrival.
ਕਦਡ[1<6(19੮.1] bow. See ਰਡ, “nIthur kudéd
bhujdéd 1<e sak'édh dhar.”-—GPS.
ਕਦਸ [kudrlstI] n vile look, evil eye. 2 look
filled with anger. 3 adj habit of looking at the
ground with downcast eyes.
ਕਧਕ [kudhaka] blow on the neck; giving an
insulting push. 2 horrible stumble. “nataru
kudhaka dIvai  he.”—bIIa kabir.
ਕਧਤ [kudhatu] Slq n iron; in Sikhism iron is
called sudhatu.
ਕਧਨ [kudhan] impure food stuff; food stuff
procured by deceitfulearning.
ਕਥਤ [kuttt] n bad habit, addiction, con-
demned practice. “Chadd kuphakkar kur
kuttta.”—BG.
ਕਧ [kudhi] adj having an evil (ku) mind (dhi)
“dise kudhi sumat-I ka bodhak.”-—GPS.
ਕਨ [kun] pron who. “ tu  kun re .”—dhana
'namdev. 2 P Ur do. “dar gos kun kartar.”
—t11é'g m I .  “ d I l  me me jara kun vaham.”
—krIsan. ‘Do not be deluded.’ 3 A ਰ/ be;
Arabic and Persian scholars have written that
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Allah said ‘kun’ and the world came into being.
806 ਏਕਹ ਬਹਜ.

“'ਕਨ [kunas], ਕਨਸ [kfinas] result. See ਕਗਨਸ.
“kunsa kini tin prabina.’’—GPS.
ਭਨਕ [kunka] See ਕਣਕ.
ਕਨਖ [kunakkha], ਕਨਖ [kunakkhi] See ਕਣਖ.
ਕਨਣਧਰ [1<ਘ1.18})p 1-] Dg golden _city, town of
gold; Lanka. 2 See ਕਦਨਪਰ.
ਕਨਦ [kunad] P 15/ does. See ਕਰਦਨ.
ਕਨਫਕਨ [kunfakan] A may)” Allah ordered
“kun.”‘Let it be’. pas, ‘it got created’. The
world got creatéd byAllah’s edict. This phrase
has been used in ‘makke di gosatI’.
ਕਨਫਕਨ [kuakun] A agar begin to be;
something that comes into being on such order,
i.e. world is created by the order of  God.

mlkunam] P f I do, May I do, I will do.
Its root is kardan. ~
ਕਠ [1<ਨ‘…ਕ] Ml earthen pitcher, pitcher of
medium size, earthen pot. “kfme hethI jalaie
balan séde thaI.”—s farid. “ki‘me kOIIIah.”—s
fetid. ‘condition o r  state of  coals tightly
contained in a pitcher.’
ਕਨਰ [kunarI], ਕਨਰ [kunari] damned lady.
2 adulteress. “msli kamni kulakhni kunarI.”
~Var 311' m 3.
ਕਨਲ [kunali] ਕ-ਟ-ਥਲ‘ n earthen platter for
kneading flour.
ਕਨ [13111:] S earthen pot plastered with mud
at the bottom from outside. See ਕਨ.
ਕਨਦ[1<ਪਸਣ<1],ਕਨਦ[1<ਘ1ਝਯਗ]/> “sf adjdoer,
maker. “kam k0 kunida he kI khubi 1<o dIhéda
he.”—aka1.
ਕਨ [kuni] P ਨ" you do. 2 may you do. 3 you
will do,
ਭਨ [kfini] See ਕਠ. small earthen pot. S ਕਨ.
ਕਨਰ [kunir] impure water, dirty water, water
harmful for health.
ਕਨ [kunu] S vertigo, dizziness.
“ਕਪ [1<0}੭]5'/ਧਝਧ vr be angry, burst out; shine.
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2 lord  of  the earth [ku], raja. 3 See ਕਪ.
ਕਪਤ [kupat] See ਕਪਤ.
ਕਪਤ [kupata] without honour. “jhakh maran
dusat kupate ram.”—-bIha chétm 4.
ਕਪਤ [kupatI] n insult, dishonour. 2 damned
husband,  adulterer; one  who loves  some  woman
other than his wife. 3 husband of  the earth
[ku], raja.
ਕਪਥ[1<0}੭ਗ1] n path of  evil, damned way, wrong
path. 2 See ਕਪ'ਥ.
ਕਪਥ [kupatth] Sk't ਕਪਧ n lack of self-control,
lack of  precautionary measure. 2 unfit.
ਕਪਰਵਣ [kuparvan] n something  unacceptable;
an inappropriate example, which refutes rather
than proves a statement. 2 adj which is not
worth accepting; unacceptable. “ja pat :  lekhe
na pave ta sabhe kuparvan.”—asa m 1.
ਕਪਟ [kupaI] n ill-gotten wealth; wealth
obtained through dishonest means. “kaudi gani
kupaI.”—carItr 149.
ਕਪਠ [kupath] bad recital. 2 incorrect recital.
ਭ'ਪਣ [kupanI] having unworthy hands; who
has neither done service nor given charity with
his hands. .
ਕ'ਪਭ [kupatr] n dirty vessel, unclean vessel.

‘ 2 unworthy, undeserving. 3 earthen [k0] vessel.
ਕਪਦ [kupad] having impious feet, who has
never used his feet for going to a religious
congregation.
ਕਪਨ [kupan] bad [ku] drinking [pan]; taking
liquor etc.
ਕਪਰ [kopar] See ਕਪਰ.
ਕ'ਪਲ [kupal] who nourishes the earth [ku], a
raja.
ਕਪਤ [kupIt] Skt adj wrathful, angry, enraged.
2 condemned father.
ਕ'ਪਯ [kUpIya], ਕ’ਪਆ [kupia] Skt ਕਰਪ. 11 an
oil can;  funnel mouthed can made by burning
leather etc. “ek béis k0 kUpIya kasi sudhar
ke.”—carrtr 133. 2 adj who tends to fly into a
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rage; irascible.
ਕਪਨ [kupin] Skt cloth lengthy enough for
lowering into a well to draw water. It is also
used as a loincloth and waistband. “satu bét
kupin.”—ram a m 1.
ਕਪਤ [kuputr], ਕਪਤ [kuput] n worthless son,
dishonourable son. 2 son of  the earth [k0], the
planet Mars.
ਕਪਖ[1<ਪਛ)ਰ1<}ਪ]5/ਪਭਞਕ n damned bird, crow.
2 raven, vulture.
ਕਪ [kupp] n which  shines from a distance, See
ਕਪ ਘ. dome-shaped heap o f  hay etc which is
covered with thatch, making sharp  point at the
top. “rakhe vahIr kUpp b'édhvaI. ”-GPS. 2Skt
ਕਤਣਜਧ which protects hay. H a y 'IS protected m a
kupp (stack).
ਕਪ [kuppa] big oilcan. See ਕਪਯ.
ਕਪ ਰਡਨ [kuppa rurhnalj'w ਲੜਨ [kuppa
lurhna] death o f  a renowned person o r
emperor. In olden times, it was considered
improper to say, “The king is dead”. In stead it
was said that an oil can had got overturned.
“kuppa rurhyo sabhan sunpayo.”—GPS.
‘Everybody heard that emperor Jahangir had
died.’
ਕਪ [kuppi] See ਕਪਯ.
ਕਪਜ [kupyo] enraged. “kupyo jem })811ਰ.

——gyan. ‘like boiling water.’
ਭਜਗ [kupyog], ਕਪਯ'ਗ [kuprayog] misuse; use
of  something at the wrong time. 2 gramma-
tically incorrect joining of  phrases. “kupyog si
prakrIt.”—carrtr 180. ‘The diction of  the play
is jarring to the ears.’
ਕਧਵਣ [kupravan] See  ਕਪਰਵਣ.
ਕਫਕਰ [kuphakar], ਕਫਕਤ [1<0[)}19]<9ਟ], ਕਫਕੜ
[kuphakri] n damned ascetic; hyprocritical
saint; pretended austerity; hyprocrisy. 2 evil
deeds,  vi le  actions. “laga  k I tu  kuphakre.”-
m 5.

”

ਕਫਰ[1<ਪ})}191'] A / n cOncealing of t ruth:
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2 atheism. “mulla bhakhs, kaphra! ky6 kuphar
alavai.”-NP.
ਕਫਰਗ [kuphargo], ਕਫਰਗਅ [kuphargoa], ਕਫਰਗਇ
[kuphargOI] adj speaking in terms of atheism.
See ਕਫਰ and ਕਫਰਣ. ‘
ਕਫਰਣ [kuphran], ਕਫਰਨ [kuphran'] A w)!“ n
ingrat i tude,  dis loyal ty ,  ungratefulness.
“kuphargOI kuphrane paIa dajhsi.”—varmajh
m I .  -

mlkuphal] n condemned fruit, harmful result.
2 A J33 a lock.

mlkopharlflafitlkupharil/l ,1}! plural of
ਕਫਰ. “kehra suta  kuphar kuphari.”—BG. ‘ Who
is the infidel and ungrateful peréon sleeping
there?’
ਕਫਰ [kupher] n inauspicious planetary move-
ment, adverse time, misfortune.

, ਕਥਜ [kubaj] Skt ਕਬਜ adj hunchback. “nam
bIna jese kubaj kurup.”—-gau kabir.
ਕਬਜ [kubja] Skt ਕਬਜ adj female hunchback.
2 n a maidservant of  Kans who was expert in
preparing oily paste and applying it as massage.
When Krishan went to Mathura, he demanded
a fragrant paste from her. She lovingly
massaged Krishan with.the paste made for
Kans. Krishan was pleased and putting his
thumb on her foot and keeping his hand beneath
her chin, gave such a jerk that her hunch was
gone. She is known as Anekvakra as also
Trivakra. See  ਕਬਜ. 3 Manthara, maidservant
o f  Kaikeyi, on  whose instigation Kaikcyi
demanded from king Dashrath the throne for
Bharat and exile for Ram.
ਕਥਲਯ [kubliya] See ਕਵਲਅ ਪੜ.
ਕਥਣ [kuban] n bad habit, addiction, ill talk.
ਕਬਣ [kubanI], ਕ'ਬਣ [kubani] n harsh word,
impolite remark. “sabadu n3 cine lave
kubanI.”—srdhgosatr. ‘speaks harsh words’.
2 mediocre poem, devoid of spiritual content.
3 composition going against the rules of  poetry.
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ਕਬਜ [kubIja] See ਕ'ਬਜ. “kubIja Udhri égusat
dhar.”—ba55t a m 5. “tarile ganIka bInU rup
kubIja.”—gaunamdev.
ਕ'ਥਦ' [kubid]  Ski ਕਵਦ’? a weaver, who knows
how much land will be sufficient to stretch the
warp.
ਕਬਧ [kubudh] adj idiotic; of  base understanding.
ਕਬਧ, [kubut] n perverted intelligence,
wicked  mind. “kubut  d u m n i  kuda I a
kasaInI.”—var sri m I .  2 adj mean—minded.
ਕਬਰ [kuber] n whose body is despicablc';
treasurer o f t h e  gods having three feet and
eight teeth, the son of Vishrva born to
Trinvindu’s daughter Ilvila, His city was
Alka. He was king of  dcmigods [yaks] and
Kinnars, and Kuber  was a stepbrother of
Ravan.
ਕਬਲ[1<੦t੦1] n vile  utterance, abusive language,
acrimonious remark.
ਕਬ[}<ਪ>1)<1] See ਕਬਜ. 2A ;;ਟ' dome; a building
with a dome. .
ਕਬ [kubbe] See ਟਹਲਸਹਬ. ਰ
ਕ'ਬਤ [kubrIt] adj whose character is to blame;
licentious. “kubrItan krIpan.”-paras. ‘With a
sword,  he chops the licentious.’ 2 vrIt
(circumference) of  ku the earth.

g‘FqFalkubrItI] n abominable livelihood. 2 bad
condition, miserable plight. _
ਕਭ [kfibh] Skt n pitcher. “kfibhe badha jalu
rahe  jal b I n  kfibh n a  ho:.”—-var asa.
2 pitcher-like part risen on the forehead of '
an elephant. “kat k3; gIre  gajan kfibhsathal.”
—paras. 3 weight equal to sixty-four seers.
4 eleventh sign of the Zodiac, with stars
shaped like a pitcher; Aquarius. 5 according
to Yoga, a style o f  breathing exercise in
which breath is held. “recak purak kfibh
kare.”-—prabha a m 1. See ਕਭਕ. 6 according
to  Bhavishyat Puran, a demon who was

'His body is despised due to lcproéy as well.
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killed by Durga. “kfibh akfibh se jit sabhe
jag.”—VN. 7 Son of  Kumbhkaran. 8 harlot’s
husband. 9 a kind o f  gum used as incense.
10 a religious festival. There is a legend in
Sakandpuran that when gods and demons
jointly churned the  ocean o f  Khir (rice
pudding), fourteen valuablejewels  emerged

. among which are counted Dhanantar and a
pitcher of  nectar. Dhanantar gave the pitcher
of nectar to Indar who entrusted it to the
custody o f  Jayant and told him to take it to
the paradise. When  Jayant set out carrying
Kumbh with him, the guide of  the demons
Shukar ordered that the pitcher be snatched.
So bitter fighting ensued for twelve days
between the gods and the demons. In the
tussle to possess the pitcher, its nectar fell
at four places (Haridwar, Prayag, Nasik,
Ujain) Thus the festival of  Kumbh is held at
these four places. Twelve days o f  gods are
equal to twelve years  of  human beings. For
this reason Kumbh festival is celebrated at
all places after twelve years. ‘

(a) If  Jupiter is in the sign of  Aquarius and
the sun in that of  Aries, Kumbh is celebrated
at Haridwar on the bank of Ganga.

(b) On the day of  the new moon when
Jupiter is in the sign of  Aries, and the moon
and the sun in  that o f  Capricorn,  Kumbh is

celebrated at Prayag.
(c) On  the day of  the new moon with the

entrance of Jupiter, the moon and the sun into
the sign of  Cancer, Kumbh festival is held on
the bank of  Godavari (Nasik).

(d) When the sun, moon and Jupiter enter
into the sign of Aquarius on  the day  of  the  new
moon, Kumbh is celebrated at Ujain. See ਕਭ.
“1(0t jo kedar  nhaie.”—ram namdev.
ਕਭਅਰ [kfibh-arI] that which breaks the
forehead of the elephant, a spear.—sanama.
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2 lion, which tears apart the head o f  the
elephant. 3 brick or stone, that breaks the
pitcher.
ਕਭਸਤ [kfibhsut] born from the pitcher, Agast
Muni. 2 Vashishth. 3 Dronacharya.
ਕਭਹ [kfibh-ha] that which tears the head of
the elephant, a small spear.-—sanama. 2 See
ਕਭਅਰ.
ਕਤਕ [kfibhak] or ਕਭਕ [kfibhakU] Skt ਗਸਥਝ n
like the pitcher is filled with water, filling the
lungs with air by inhaling is called kfibhak in
Yoga; stopping o f  the vital air by catching
the nose with the finger next to the little one
and the thumb; staying the vital air. “jab.
kfibhak bharIpurI lina, tah baje anhad
bina.”—-ram kabir. 2 potter who makes
pitchers.
ਕਭਕਮਲ [kfibhkamalu] pitcher shaped like heart;
heart shaped like pitcher; pitcher-shaped lotus
of the heart. “kfibh kamal jalI bharIa.”——sor
kabir. ‘filled with (the water of) sensuality.’
ਭਭਕਰਣ [1<ਧ)}11<^੪1.1], ਕਭਕਣ [kfibhkan], ਕਭਕਨ
[kObhkan] a demon with cars like a pitcher,
who was younger brother of Ravan. He was
son o f  Visrva born to Keksi, daughter of
Sumali the demon. He pleased Brahma
enormously by practising austerity. When  the
time for getting blessings arrived, the gods
made Sarasvati (goddess of learning) sit on
his tongue and made him beg that he remain
in sleep for most of  the  time and wake up  to
eat only for one day after six months. Ram
Chandar killed him in a battle. “bali kObh kané
tau nah:  jagyé.”—~ramav. “heme ban  tans,

tnyo kfibhka  135.”—rama V.
ਕਭਕਨਅਰਦਨ [kfibhkan-ardan], ਕਭਕਨਰ
[kfibhkan-arI] who crushed Kumbhkaran;
enemy of  Kumbhkan; Ram. 2 the arrow, which
killed Kumbhkan.-—sanama.
ਭਭਕਰ [1<6[)}\]<81-] Skt n maker of pots, a potter.
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People of  this caste claim to have descended
from Brahma, and are called Prajapati. It has
been mentioned in the 32"d chapter ofAushnasi
Simriti that Kumbhkar is the son of  a Brahman
born to a Vaishya girl.
ਭਭਕਰ [kfibhkari] wife of a potter. 2 red
arsenic.
ਕਭਜ [1<6}੭}1 ]'] n born from a pitcher; Agast
Muni. 2 See ਕਭਸਤ.
ਕਭਨਸਨ [kObhnasni] that pierces the heads
of elephants, a small spear.—sanama.
ਕਭਨਸਨ [kfibhnesni] the earth, its lord, a king;
his army; the king’s army.—sanama. 2 army of
a king, the owner of elephants.-sanama.
ਕਭਪਰਞ [kfibhparav] See ਕਭ 10.
ਭਭਪਤ [kObhpIta] father of a pitcher; potter’s
wheel on which a pitcher is formed. “kfibhpIta
sam dhar tabe.”-—GV 6. ‘The earth started
rotating like a potter’s wheel.’
ਕਭਲ [kijbhall n pit of a weaver in which he
suspends his legs while weaving on his warp.
“cir buns kObhal t Is  pahe.”—GPS.
ਕਭ [kubha] See ਕਬਲ. 2 [kn] (bad) [bha]
(reputation). 3 [bha] shadow of  l<u (land).
ਕਭਡ [kubhad] See ਭਪਤ.
ਕਭਤ [kubhatI], ਕਭਤ [kubhati] adj of  a bad
type, ill-shaped. “mera karam kutIlta janam
kubhati.”—gau raVIdas. 2 adv  in a bad way,
badly.

mlkubhar], ਕਭਰ [1<ਪ})}181'] See ਭਭਕਰ. “kobhar
ks gharI hfidi ache.”—todi namdev.
ਕਭ [kfit] See  ਕਭ and  ਕਤ. 2 on  the occasion
of the Kumbh festival. “kfit jo kedar naie.”
-ram namdev. ‘...have a dip during the Kumbh
festivals and at Kedamath.’ See  ਕਭ 10. 3 ਕਭਨ
an army of elephants. “sena catu raganI raci
paIk rath je kfibh.”-c§d1' 1.
ਕਭਕ [kfitk] See ਕਭਕ .2.

ਭਭਕ [kfibhxka] Skt n prostitute, dancing
girl. 2 a small prickly tree. L Pistia Stratiotes.
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It grows close to  water; bugs run away from
its smell; drinking decoction of  its leaves
mixed with coconut water, cures dysentery;
given with rose water and candy, it removes
cough.  Taking its ash cures  the disease
caused by guinea worms. “arjun kfitka
rébha.  ”—GPS.
ਕਭ'ਦਰ [kutdur] n pearl [dar] which comes
out from the head of  the elephant [kfitn].
“man: ma] mukta kfitdur.”—saloh.
ਭਭਠ [kfi t n i ]  an army of elephants.
—sanama.
ਭਤ [kObhi] Skt n elephant. 2 crocodile. 3 water
melon. 4 hell, which is also called kfibhipak.
5 small pitcher. 6 a festival which is called
Aradhkumbhi; union of  planets occurs every
twelve years; a festival that happens after six
years, is called “aradhkfibh”. This is also called
atIkubhi.  See  ਕਭ 10 .
ਕਭਨਸ [kfibhinasi] daughter of demon Sumali
who was the real sister of  Keksi, mother of
Ravan. Kumbhinasi gave birth to  Lavnasur, son
of demon Madhu, whose capital was Mathura. '
He was killed by Shatrughan.
ਭਤਪਕ’ [~1<ਧ)111}੭81<] See ਕਤ 4. According to
Purans, in this hell meat eaters are thrown into
the boilingoil. .
ਭਭਰ [ਛਪਠਸਣਧ‘ਠ'ਸ n crocodile.
ਭਤ [1<6})}19] in the pitcher. “kfibhe baddha jalu
rahe.”-—var asa.
ਕਭ'ਉ [kfibheu] ku—bhav. produced from the
earth; an earthern pitcher. “q parkasxa mati
k0bheu.”—prabha namdev.
ਕਭਸ [kfibhes] kfibh-is, elephant; who has a
pitcher on its head. See ਕਭ. See ਸਸਨ.
ਕਮਹਲ [kumahal],  ਕਮਹਲ [kumahalu] n inappro-
priate place; untimely situation. “mahélu
kumahalu na jannI murakh apne suae.”—var
sorm 3. See ਮਹਲ.
ਕਮਕ [kumak] T .fl’ n help. 2 partisanship,
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favour. “jab hi kumak apnI gayo.”—carItr 29  7.
“ayo  kumak surpatI bises.”—saloh.
ਕਮਕਮ [kumkama], Wlkumkuma] T j 21
small water pot with narrow mouth. 2 rose
wate r  sprinkler. “k0  kumkuma dehI
chrIrkai.”—GPS. 3'round object of shellac,
used during Holi to shower  dry  colours filled
in it. It is so  thin and frail that with very light
collision it bursts and dry colours scatter
around.
ਕਸਤ [kumat], ਕਮਤੜ [kumatri], ਕਮਤ [kumatI]
base intellect, perverse advice. “man  re kaun
kumatI te 1ini?”—sor m 9. 2 mind like ku
(earth); dumb mind.
ਕਮਤ [kumati] See  ਕਮਤ. 2 adj mentally retarded.
3 wicked, depraved.
ਕ'ਮਦ [kumad], ਕਮਦਨ [kumadni], ਕਮਦ [kumdi]
See ਕਮਦ.
ਕਮਰਉ [kumrau] ,  ਕਮਰਵ [kumrav] a Kha t r i
subcaste.
ਕ'ਮਰ [kumrilA d} n type o f  dove, that is
small in size and chirps sweetly.
ਕਸ'ਉਣ [kumlauna] v lose lustre, wither.
“badan  jaI kumlaI.”—var n I  m 3. “hés  gaIa
kaIa kumlani.”-—suh1'kab1'r.
ਕਮਲਹਗੜ [kumlahgarh] See  ਕਮਲਹਗੜ.
ਕਮਲਨ [kumlana] See ਕਮਲਉਣ.
ਕਮਲਣ [kumleni] adj withered, faded. “harI
bajhahu dhan  kumleni.”~gau m 4.
ਕਮ [kfimma] Skt ਕਨਧ n tortoise, turtle.
ਕਮਊ" [kumafi] ਕਮਯ [kumayfi] See ਕਮਊ'. 2 Skt
ਨਜਜ a territory in U.P with an' arep of 600
square miles. To its north is Tibet, to the east

' Nepal, to the south Bareilly and Rampur state,
to  the  west Tehri  state. I ts  old name is
‘Panchkoot’ ‘
ਕਮਰ [kumar] Skt n child upto the age of  five.
2 son. 3 Kartikey; Shiv’s son, Kharanan.
4 Brahma’s sons Sanak, Sanandan, Sanatan, and
Sanatkumar, all ofwhom always remain bachelor.
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5 parrot. 6' Sindh river. 7 twelfth incarnation of
Jainism. 8 Mars planet. 9 fire. 10  horsekeeper. _
11 adj unmarried. 12 See ਕਮਰ.
ਕਮਰਸਭਵ [kumarsébhav] composition written
by Kalidas, in which  the birth of  Kartikey, Shiv’s
son ,  is narrated. See  ਖਟਕਵਜ
ਕਮਰਗ [kumarg] wicked path, perverse way.
2 earth’s [ku] path; orbit upon which the earth
revolves.
ਭਮ'ਰਲਲਤ [kumarlaII t], ਭਸਲਲਤ [kumarlalI  ta]
a metre, characterised by four lines, each line
arranged as ISI, 515, l, 5.

Example:
kIsu na dan  dehige.  su sadhu  lut  lehige.

—I<aH<1'.

2 In its second form, every l ine 'IS arranged as
ISI, IIS, 5.

Example:
VIr‘éCI gi’m d ekhs, gIra gun n9 lekhe.

—ram cédrika.
ਕਮਰ [kumara] S e e  ਕਮਰ H .
ਕਮਰ [kumari] feminine of  kumar; unmarried
girl. See ਕਮਰ I .  2 Parvati, Durga. 3 virgin.
4 daughter.
ਕਮਅਰ [kumIar] See ਕਭਕਰ.
ਕਮਆਰ [kumIarI] potter (nominative case).
“jIU caku kumIarI bhavaIa.”——asa chét m 4.
ਕਸਹਰ [kutar] See ਕਭਕਰ and ਕਮਰ.
ਕਮਤ [kumIt],  ਕ'ਮਤ [kumItU] ਕ'ਸਤ [kumItr]
wicked friend, base friend, cunning friend.
“ahémat anara t  k u m I t  hIt.”—kan m 5 .
“kumItra  seyi  kéidhiahI I k  VI  kh  na  @1311]:
sathI.”—gau var2 m 5 .  “dunia kiya vadIaia
nanak sabh kumIt.”—Var gau 2 m 5. 2 who
measures  the  ear th .  3 the  s u n ,  earth’s
friend.
ਕਮ [ki'Jmi] Skt ਕਫਰਬਸ n female tortoise. “kOmi
jal mehI tan t Isu  baharI.”-asa  dhana.
ਕਸ[1<ਪ…੦€1]5/<2ਭਛਬਥ: n Vishnu,  who prov ides
pleasure to the earth. 2 water lily, lotus. It
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blooms at night. 3 moon. 4 king.
ਕਮਦਨ [kumudni] n water lily. See ਕਮਦ2. “céd
kumudni durahu nIv saSI.”——maru m I . 2 pond
full of  water lilies.
ਕਮਦਬਧ [kumudbédhu] friend of  water lilies,
the moon; lotuses bloom  on seeing  the moon.
ਕਮਦਵਤ [kumudvati] daughter o f  serpent
Kumud  who was married  to Kush,  son  of  Ram
Chandar. 2 pond full of  water lilies.
ਕ'ਮਦਠ [kumUdIni] 866 ਕਮਦਨ.
ਕਮਗਘਗਘ adj bastard; illegitimate child born
from illegal Union. “kumut a kujatI bare jag
me ”—krrsan. _
ਕਮਰ [kumur] adj one who has a base origin.
“nahI sukh mur kumur kubhag'e.”-NP._
2 completely stupid, idiotic.
ਕਮਡ [kumur], ਕਮਡ [kumura] condemned fool,
king of fools; knowing everything about self
inspite o f  being a fool. “bIapIa  durmatI
kubut kumura.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਕ’ਮਤ [kumet] See ਕਮਤ.
ਕਮਰ [kumer] See ਕਬਰ. “
kumer.”—sar a m 5.
ਕਮਰ [kumeru] 866 ਸਮਰ 3. 2 Sec ਕਬਰ.
ਕਮਤ [kumet] T J a horse with deep red
colour; dark-brown horse.
ਕਮਦ [kumod] 866 ਕਮਦ.
ਕਮਡਲ [kum‘édal] earth’s atmosphere. See ਕਮਡਲ.
ਕਮਤ [kumét], ਕਮਤ [kumétr] n worthless magical
spell; wicked advice.
ਕਮਤ [kum‘étrI] adj wicked advisor, base coun-
sellor. “mIthI galanI kumétria.”—sava m 5.
ਕ’ਮਦ [kuméd] 866 ਕਮਦ. 2 adj very dull; very
mean.
ਕਮਰ [kumhar], ਕਮਅਰ [kumhIar] See ਭਭਕਰ.
“bahu b I t  bhfide gharc kumhara.”—bherm
3. “run: musalman kI pere pai kumhiar.”
—var asa.
ਕਯ [kuy] any. “dharam karém par cale na kuy

, he.”—kaIki. 2 adv when, where.

anIk dharam anIk
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ਕਯਸ [kuyasl infamy, notoriety.
ਕਰਮ [kuras] Skt unpleasantness. 2 discord.
3 A ਪਨ“ disc, round ball. 4 Jfgf} sun.
5 face of  the True One. “nur  arasahu kurasahu
jhatie.”—varram 3. ‘Splendour of the sun rains
from the sky.’
ਭਗਤ ਅਰਸ [kUras ares] 866 ਕਰਸ 4 and 5.
ਕਚਸਜਰ [kuraszar] P J) j n gold disc; sun.
ਕਰਸਝਤਝ] A ਮ/ n chair. 2 plinth. “harIm'édIr
k1  kursi b11ai.”-—GPS. 3 generation, lineage.
“kursi apar  bakursi téi. bhogahi patsahi sukh
pai.”—NP.
ਕਰਜਨਸਨ [kursinasin] P ਪਭਵਨ/ successor,
honourable courtier.
ਕਰਸਨਮ [kursinama] P #to’f n genealogy.
ਕਰਹ [kurah]  A o f  n ball. 2 geography.
3 sphere.
ਕਰਕ’ [kurak] T J} adj confiscating. 2 seizing.
3 See ਕਰਕਣ.
ਕਰਕਟ [kurkat] n cock. “Ikatu  patarI  bharI urkat
kurtat.”—asa kabir. 866 ਉਰਕਟ.
ਕਰਕਣ [kurakna] v nibble, gnaw. This word is
used because of such sound produced during
nibbling. “jam cuha kIras n1tkurakda.”—var
gau 1 m 4.
ਕਰਕ [kurki] T [}'/ਝ n attachment of property.
See ਕਰਕ. _
ਕਰਖਤ [kurakhat] 866 ਕਰਖਤ.
ਕਰਖਤ [kurkhet] See ਕਰਕਤ.
ਕਰਤ [kurta], ਭਰਤ [kurti] P3)” n shirt, blouse.
ਕਰਨ [kurnas], ਕਰਨਸ [kurnIs] P ਲਲਪ n
salutation, greeting. “tin kurnIsé kar sxr
nyayo. ”—carItr 82.
ਕਰਥ [kurab] A U }  be near. 2 In Punjabi it
also means status or  rank as in “ki tera kurab .
ghatda ha?”
ਕਚਬਤ [kurbat] A ..4} n neamess, closeness.
ਭਰਬਣ [1<ਘ'}، 8!1],ਕਰਬਣ [kurbanu] ,  ਕਰਬਨ
[kurbanlA UL} an act that denotes closeness.
“sada sada jayie kurbanu.”—-bIIa m 5. 2 what
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is sacrificed.
ਕਰਥਨ [kurbani] P 3!.) sacrifice; what is
sacrificed.- See ਕਰਬਨ.
ਕਰਬਨ [kurbanu] See  ਕਰਬਨ.
ਕਰਬਨਤ [kurbanéti] I sacrifice myself. “tIsu
jan ke hau kurbanéti.”—natm 4 parta].
ਕਰਬ [kurbe] adj who is near or close. 2 near
and dear ones, relatives. “18 kurbe apne sabh
ség.”—-1<rIsan.
ਕਰਬਣ [kurbeni] I sacrifice myself. “tIn hau
kurbeni.”—var sor m 4.
ਕਰਮ [kuram] See ਕਰਮ. 2 n Skt ਜਲਸ n a western
river, which starts from Safedkoh, crosses  the
border ofAfghanistan and flows in the area of
Bannu to merge with the Sindh ocean. In
Rigved it has been called Kramu. 3 a city on
the bank Kurum, which is named as Khurma
in Janamsakhi. 4 See  ਕੜਮ and ਕਰਮਤ.
ਭਰਮ [kurma] See ਕਡਮ. 2 A p} n plural of

kuram. chiefs, leaders, headmen. “laye 55g
detan he kurma.”-—c5d1’ 1. “pun sen bhali sajke
arIo bahu kurman 18 bar juddh macayo.”—
saloh.
ਕਰਮਤ' [kurmat] n family in which one’s son or
daughter is married; matrimonial relationship.
2 community of  such kin. “bahu horanI {ਏ aru
byahan te  kurmatan te  at: 500 khare.”—I<rIsan.
‘There was more fun and frolic than on festivals

like Holi and matrimonial gatherings.’
ਕਰਰ [kurra] n whip, lash. “kurran mar a tk

tih mari.”—carrh'95. 2A 4,} garden covered
with white flowers. “kurre bIkhe ek mugal ki
bal.”—car'_rtr 287. 3 garden, orchard.
ਕਰਰਨ [kurrana] v murmur, mumble with anger.
2 be irritated. “kanak dekh kurrat.”—paras. “let
det apan kurrane.”—VN.
ਕਰਰ [kurri] Skt n bird of prey. 2 fémale of
sheep. 3 crane.
ਕਚਲ [kural] a dark-eyed hunting bird, which
feeds mostly on  fish. It can carry a fish
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weighing 4 to 5 seers  to its nest. It is slightly
smaller in size than a crane. It has very
sharp and heavy claws. Its tail has whitish
feathers. It lays eggs in Punjab also but lives
mostly in Turkistan. It hunts water  fowl and
bare. In Turkistan Kural is trained to hunt
fox and deer. It sits on the head of a deer
and pulls out its eyes. It is also called
'Karkoosh, jig} ‘ .

ਕਰਲ [kurla] xa n rinsing of  the mouth. It is an
act of taking water in the mouth, shaking it
with in the cheeks, stirring it in the mouth and
then throwing it out. Because of the sound thus
produced, arises the  onomatopoeic noun. The
Khalsa normally utter. feminine words as
masculine.
ਕਰਲੳਣ [1<ਘ18_ .18] v groan, moan like a crane.
“bajhu p I a r e  kOI na  sare eklari kurlae.”
—gau chétm I .  “amber  kfijz‘i kurlifi.”—suhi m I
kucajr. ‘Humming sound went on in the brain
because of  senilily.’
ਕਰਲ [kurli] See  ਕਰਲ.
ਕਰਡਉਣ [kurauna] See ਕਰਰਨ.
ਕਰਹ [kurah] n evil path; immoral course,
misdirected way.
ਕਰਹ [kurahi] adj who has gone astray, who
goes on the wrong path.
ਕਰਣ [kuran], ਕਚਣ [1<ਘ81.10], ਕਰਨ [kuran] A

UT; n scripture, book. 2 Mohammedans holy
scripture in Arabic, which according to  the  text
of  Koran, was  received by Hazrat Mohammad
from G o d .  To b e  respec t fu l  t o  Koran ,
reverential and noble words like [majid] and
[serif] are used. J alalludin Sayati mentions 55
such appellations.

Koran has 3 ,23 ,741  characters, 79 ,436

verses, 6,666 stanzas and 1 14  sections. Seven
stages of  these sections have been prescribed
for reading in a month. They begin with letters
such as 3111‘, 1am, mim etc which are defined
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by scholars  acco rd ing  to  their own
understanding, but some say that only God
knows the meaning of these letters. It is also
written in Koran that the meaning of many
verses is not known to anybody except God,
See ਸਰਤ ਆਲ ਇਮਰ, verse 6.

Koran cont inued to  reveal itself t o
Mohammad Sahib for twenty-three years, either
through angel Gabriel, or  in dream, or  through a
voice from heaven. It is also written in Koran
that the verses are entered in the daily diary of
God called 13h mahIfuz. See “ਜਖਰਫ” verse 4.
“vakhat na pa  kadifi jI lIkhanI lekhu
kuran.”—japu. “parahI kateb kurana.”—sri m 1.
“bed puran kuran duhu mIl  bhéit anek VIcar
vicarzi.”-33 saveye.
ਕਰਲ [kurali] a town in tehsil Ropar, district
Ambala. Two gurdwaras are situated here:

(1) gurdwara of  Guru Hargobind Sahib
(2) gurdwara of  Guru Tegbahadur

ਕਰਦ [kuri‘d] Dg n poverty, bankruptcy.
ਕਰ [kuri], ਭਰਆ [kuria] See  ਕੜ. 2 n footpath,
trail. “chod dUbIdha kI  kuria.”—suhi m 5
partal. 3 river bank, shore. “kurie kurie vedIa!”
—var mam 2 m 5. ‘hey, you who are going on
the bank!’
ਕਰਤ [kuritI] n evil practice, bad custom.
ਕਰ [kuru] son o f  Chandarvanshi raja Sanwaran
in the lineage of Bharat, who took birth from
the womb of  queen  Tapti. He  was said to be
a pious man. His name lends fame to Kuru’s
lineage (Kaurav)  and Kurukshetar.  See
ਕਰਕਤ and ਕਰਵਸ. 2 a person of  the lineage of
Kuru. 3 order to do ;  do.  “pathné kuru”.

- 4 cooked r ice.
ਕ'ਰ'ਕਤ [kuruketr] a territory known after the
name of  Kuru king, which falls to the north
'of  Ghaggar river and the south of Sarasvati.
Its area is twelve yojans, and 365 pilgrimage-
centres are mentioned as  existing  within this
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area.
The mention of  Kurukshetar is also to

be found in Rigved. It is writtén in the Shaly
part of Mahabharat in the 53rd chapter that
royal sage Kuru was engaged in ploughing
at  this p l a c e ,  because o f  which it has  come
t o  b e  named  Kurukshetar. T h e  k ings
themselves used to pldugh .thc land to
smooth it for oblations.

The  battle between the Kauravs and
Pandavs was fought at this very place. Many
other battles of  the subcontinent have been
fought here. Now Kurukshetar is a station of
[3.]. Railways and its area falls in the districts
of  Ambala and Karnal.

The residents o f  Kurukshetar also ho ld
that when Vishnu kil‘led demons, Madhu and
Kaitabh, their marrow got  scattered all over
the water. Vishnu was sitting in a cross-
legged posture covering  an  area  o f 4 8  kohs
due to which this marow could not fall at
this place. That is.why it is regarded as a
very sacred land. See ਥਨਸਰ for gurdwaras
of  Kurukshetar. ' '
ਭਰਖ [kurukh] n a worthless tree, castor.
2 calotropisprocera. 3 ominous face.
ਭਰਖਤ [kumkhet], ਕਰਖਤ [kurukhetr] See ਕਚਕਤ.
ਕਰਖਡ [1<ਘਪ1<11ਰ'<:.]] “ge kurukhficj huto jIh
tharfi.”—NP. Scholars have accepted northern
part of  Himalayas as Uttarkuru and southern
part as Dakshinkuru.
ਕਰਛਤ [kumbhetr] See ਕਰਕਤ.
ਕਰਤ [kuruta] adj unseasonal. “kuruta bij bije
nahI jamms.”—maru solhe m 5 .  2 See ਕਰਤ.
ਕਰਮ [kurum] See ਕਰਮ and ਖਰਮ. 2 verb phrase.
ਕਰਰਇ [kururaI],  ਕਰਰਜ [kururaj], ਕਰਰਯ
[kururay] King of Kauravs, Duryodhan. “ਰਸ
bhim kururaj 85 juddh macyo.”—janmejay.
ਕਰਵਸਸਵਪਘਟਤ] lineage of king Kuru. According
to Purans, the genealogical tree of Kuruvansh
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is  as under:

atrI

cédrlama

bugh

ਲਲ'ਲਰ,
ਸਰਭਪਡ

I l |
yadu‘ puru

yrIlsnI dug/5t

devratr bhalrat

5dllrak hastIIn

Slllr ' kui'u2

vasludev sfitalnu
|

balram krI $311 bhilsam VICItrvliry

prady'ruman etc

From the  two widow-queens of Vichitarviraya,
Ambika  andAmbalika,  Vyas Rishi procreated
two sons.
From 5b1ka . From abalIka

I |
dhrItrastra p5dU3

| |
durayodhan etc yudhlsthIr  etc
100 sons five brothers.

Pandu had five sons : Yudhishtar, Bhimsain
and Arjun were born to Rani Kunti; Nakul and
Sehdev were born to Rani Madri, but only the
lineage of Arjun continued further.

afiun
|

atmanyU
'From this came the name o f  the dynasty: “yadav”.
2 F r o m  this came the name of the dynasty: “brew“.
3 F r o m  this came the name o f  the dynasty: “pfidav-vfis".

ਕਨੜਤ

|
pariksIt

|
janmejay

ਕਰਧ [kurup] deformed, ugly.
ਕਰਪ [kurupI] female with an ugly face.
“pahIli  kurupI kujatI kulakhni.”—asa kabir.
ਕਰਸ [kures] A j; n a famous Arabic lineage;
grandfather of  Mohammad was the headman
of this family.
ਕਰਸ [kuresi] adjof Kuraish descent. “k'édhari
kuresi jane.”—akal.
ਕਰਲਨ [kurelna] v scratch the earth; scrape
the ground.
ਕਰਸ [kures] See ਕਰਸ
ਕਰਕ [km-25k], ਕਰਗ [1<ਘਰ8| Skt ਕ n deer, stag.
“kurék nade nehu.”—-bIIa a m 5. “turég kurég
se kudat.”-—aka1.
ਕਰਗਰਪ [kurénpu] lion. “jahi kurégan ke rIpU
S I  katI.”—~krrsan.
ਕਰਡ [|<01‘ਰ(.|] Skt ਜਚਹਧਛ n disease o f  the,
enlargement of testicles. “jur sit gulam kurféd.”
-saloh. See ਖਡਵ'ਧ. 2 Ski ਕਟਞਬਜ a type of
stone, which, aflcr mixing its powder and shellac
in oil, is used to remove rust from weapons. It
is used as grindstone to sharpen weapons.
3 ਲ/ਢਲਰਧਟ a herb also called bahuphali (baleria
priontis) is good for revitalising semen.
ਕਲ [kul] Skt n race, lineage. “kulah samuh
sagal Udharné.”—gatha. 2 inhabited land.
3 house, home. 4 whole, entire, all. See ਕਲ.
“apI tarIa 1<Ul jagat taraIa.”—varguj I m 3.
ਕਲਅਕਸ [1<ਪ1-51<p d ] n ancestral fear, fear from
the forefathers.
ਕਲਸ' [kulas] Sec ਕਲਸ.
ਕਲਰ [kulah] plural of kul. See ਕਲ. 2 P ,(f n
cap. “kulhéi dede  bavle lEde vade  nIlaj.’.’-var
male: 111 I .  “taj kulah SII‘I ਗਹਨ banavu.”——gaua
m 1. 3 crown.
ਕਲਹਤਤ [kulhatrata], ਕਲਹਤਜ [kulhatya] n killer
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of  the family. “kai ban  kulhatrota kou calae.”
—-paras.
ਕਲਹ [kulha] adj family-killing. 2 See ਕਲਰ.
3 See ਕਲਭ. -
ਭਲਕ [kulok] Skt n a tree, also called makartendua.
L strychnos Nuxvomica. 2 snakcwood tree.
3 green coloured snake. 4 earthen lamp. 5 a
metre; In Dasam Granth there is a form of
this metre, which is four-lined, each line being
organised as  Sll, ISI

Example:
d115dhkat i d ,  céckat  chéd.
théthkat pan, bhfibhkat man-dart.

(b) Its second form is where every line has
eight matras, the last two being guru; this form
is also called chakat.

Example:
dCrdat baje, sabh  501- gaje
sis nIvaye. sabh sukh pae.-—c5di 2.

(0) Its third form is where every line has
eight matras. The end is not restricted to laghu
guru. This form is called prasrddh.

Example:
gahI bahu barIyat.  narakahi darIyat.
as durkramé. chut jag dharm5.—kalki.
papan  bharjan. punyan  bhar  jan.
marjan kar jan. karat amar jan.‘

—ca1<radh arcarr tr ca rucédrrka.
6 When there is one verb in three couplets, that
is, the description, already begun, is completed
in three couplets, the metre is called kulak.
ਕਲਕ [kulka] a metre in Dasam Granth; it being
a form of  saslvadna; each line is organised as
III, ISS.

- .

Example:
sarSIj  mp5,  sabh  bhat  bhup‘é.
atI chabI sobham, munIgan lobh5.-kalki.

ਕਨਲ [kulkul] P ਪਘ" on'om sound of water or
'They  bum  evils  and fill the followers with virtues, purify

. them and make them immonal.
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liquor coming out of  a flask or  a bottle.
ਕਨਣ [kulaksan], ਕਲ'ਖਣ [}<0181<11ਹ.1] n ill
mannered,  ill-omcned.
ਕਲਖਣ [kulakhna], ਕਲਖਣ [kulakhni], ਕਲਖਨ
[kulakhni] adj  ill-mannered, ill-omcnec . “pIr
ka hukam na jami bhai! sa kulakhni.”—-—sor a m
3. “pahIli kurupI kujatI kulakhni.”-—asa kabir.
ਕਲਖਤ [kulkhet] Sec ਕਰਕਤ. “mohan aye hi":
kulkhet.”~—krIsan.
ਕਲਥਤਫਪਘਖਗ] at the Kurukshctar pilgrimage.
“je oh  graham kare kulkhetI  .”-—g5d ravrdas.
ਕਲਘਤ [kulghati], ਕਲਘ [kulghna] adj killer of
the family; family-killer.
ਕਲਚ [kulca] P fermented and swollen bread.
ਕ'ਲਜਨ [kuljan] 5ncestors. “kuljan madhe mIlyo
sarégpan re.”—dhana trrlocan. ‘ Vishnu
entered the family’, meaning, Krishandev took
birth in Chandarvansh.
ਕਲਟ [kulta] Skt n promiscuous woman, operating
from generation to generation. “jo bahu logan
56 tIya  rakhat ratI ki cah. kulta tét bakhanhi je
kavin ke  nah.”—padmakar.
ਕਲਦਪ [kuldip], ਕਲਟਪਕ [kuldipak] adj light of
the family that brightens its prospects; worthy
son. Per astrology the name of  a conjunction
of  stars in the horoscope; a person having
Shukar or Budh at the moment of his binh and
having Brahspati in one of  the fourth or  seventh
or tenth and having Mangal in the tenth, is
regarded as the light begotten in a family.2
ਕਲਦਵਨਧਯਗ] the family god.
ਕਲਦਹ [kuldrohi] adj family-destroyer; enemy
ofthe  family. .
ਕਲਧਰਮ [kuldharam] n family-religion; faith
adopted by the family.
ਕਲਪ‘ਤ [kulpatI] n headman of a lineage.
2 The hermit who provides food and education
to ten thousand disciples.
ਕਲਪਰਥਤ [kulparbat] 11 famous mountains of  the
2 S e e  ਲਗਨਚਦਕ.
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earth, which are prominent in their own range.
Their number is described as seven in the
Purans: Mahendar, Malay, Sahay, Shuktiman,
Riksh, Vindhya and Paripatar. Many people
include Gandhmadan in stead of  Riksh in this
number. _

g m  [kulpalak] adj one who feeds his
family. 2 n crow. 3 cock. 4 pigeon. 5 Kaisth.
ਕਲਪਜ [kulpuj], ਕਲਪਜਯ [kulpujey] family-god.
2 god of the family.
ਕਲਵ- [kulaph] A J5 n lock. “kfiji kulaph pran
karI rakhe.”——gau kabir.
ਕਲਫ [kulpha] P j} n vegetable o f  green
leaves, which is slightly sour. Its grows in Chet
and Vaisakh. Potulaca oleracca. It is cool wet
in effect. Kulfa tranquillizes heat of  the blood,
removes inflammation of the liver, ends burning
sensation in the urine and quenches thirst.
ਕਲਫ [kulfi] A ਰਨ‘ਲ n small smoking pipe of a
hubble-bubble. 2 mould for making ice.
3 iced jelly mould, prepared from milk and
sugar; ice cream.
ਕਲਥਹ [kulbah] A ,ਥਲ n plough, implement for
tillling land. 2 land‘for which one plough is
enough. -
ਕਲਥਧ [kulbadhu] Skt ਕਲਵਧ n well-bred wife;
bride from a good family.
ਕਲਬਹ [kulbahu] adj whose family is his arm;
family members are'whose arms.
ਕਲਮ'ਰਗ [kulmurg] See ਕਲਮਰਗ.
ਕਲਹ’ [kulah] See ਕਲਰ. 2 ਕ-ਲਭ ill-begotten
profit, bad gain. “dhédre kulah ch'ItI na ave
hek:o.”—gau var 2 m 5.
ਕਲਹਲ‘ਝਧਗਗ] Skt ਕਲਹਲ n noise heard from
afar; uproar.
ਕਲਚ[1<ਪ18<:], ਕਲਚ [1<ਪ1ਭ<:] T 3;”? n jump, hop.
“mar 1<01ਫ8 taji tab sy§d_an.”—GPS. “kulacan
dekar  yuddh  kar'é.”—kr:tsan.
ਭਲਚਲ [1<0]88ਰ1] 888 ਕਲਪਰਬਤ.
ਭਲਚਰ [kulacar] family-practice, family-conduct,
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behaviour.
ਕਲਤ[1<੦1ਲ]/1 , |); nenmity, hostility. “tIsuvzrhu
vat kulat man 5dar ganti tat parai.”—BG. 2 S
indecent behaviour.
ਭਲ ਧਰਮ [kula dharam] 888 ਕਲਧਰਮ.
ਕਲਥ[1<ਪ181੭<1]×ਯ _,[ਨ' iron bangle; bangle made
by bending somé material; from this is derived
the name of a hand pump on a canal. 2 a rail
terminus at Bombay.
ਕਲਝ [kulabh] See  ਕਲਹ 2 .
ਕਲਯਡ [kulayat] a town between Ghamrauda
and Baghaur. While going to  Nander  the  tenth
Guru stayed here for twelve days. “nagar
kulayat sfidar thaI... dvadas  dIvas basyo tahf
dera.”—GPS.
ਕਲਲ [kulal] Skt n potter. See P J”? .
ਕਲਲ [kulali] potter’s wife.
ਕਲਘਪਗ] in the family. “jIh kulI putu na gIan
bIcari.”—gau kabir. See ਨਮਲ.
ਕਲਸ [kulxsl Skt n Indar’s thunderbolt which
razes hills. 2 electric shock. 3 axe. 4 jewel,
gem.
ਕਲਸਧਰ [kulIsdhar], ਕਲਸਪਣ [1<01]:ਡ})81.11] n
Indar, the holder of  the  thunderbolt.
ਕਲਗ [kulfg] Skt ਗਜਫਧ a type of mouse.
2 male sparrow. 3 in carItr 52, some scribe
has written kulig in place of kalfg. See ਕਲਗ.
4 888 ਕਲਗ. 5 fake 155g sign. 6 adj having a
false identity mark.
ਕਲ [kuli] See ਕਲ. “kete nagkuli mahI ae.”
—gaum 1. 2 TL? labourer. 3 slave. 4 See ਕਲ.
ਕਲਨ [kulin] adj blue-blooded; of  noble descent.
ਕਲਰਥ [kulir] Skt n crab. '
ਕਣਗਝਪਰਛ] P ਥਫੴ n stork. 2 curlew. “nabh te
bahIri lakh chutparI janu kuk kulégan ke  gan
me.”--c5d1' I .
ਕਲ[1<ਪ11]/1 ਲਡ adv whole, entire, all, total.
ਕਲ [kulla] a person of  Jhanjhu subcaste, who
was a devotee of  Guru  Arjan Dev. 2 cap. See
ਕਲਰ 2. 3 plac_e between thigh and abdomen;
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its Arabic root is kuliah. The kidney is close to
this place, therefore, in common parlance it
has, acquired this name.
ਕਲ [kulli] thatched hut; hut made of straw. 2 A U?

adj entire, all. .
ਕਲ[ [kullu] Skt ਕਲਤ8 town, which is in district
Kangra at  the bank of  Vipasha (Vias), It is 75
miles from Pathankot. The fruits of  Ku l lu  are
considered very delicious.
ਕਵਖਤ [kuvkhat] n improper time, late in the
day. 2 See ਕਮਬਖਤ.
ਕਵਤ [kuvat] A __..ਭਡ n strength, power, energy.
ਭਵਰ [kuvar], ਕਵਰ [kfivar] See  ਕਮਰਵ 2 a poet in
the court of Guru Gobind Singh. See ਕਵਰਸ.
ਭਵਰਸ [kuvresl a poet in the court of Guru Gobind
Singh, who, apart from his other compositions,
translated Daronparav of  Mahabharat into

'Hifidi. Kuvresh writes:
samba t  sa t rah  se  a t k  bavan  b i t e  or ,
time kaVI kuvres yah kIyo gréth ko dar.
vahuj bedikul bhaye nanak guru anup,
j I n  me  puro  paIye parbrahm ko rup .
nanak SIkkh kIye  tIhun kul 5gad subhnam,
bhakat saroruh k0 bhaye je raVI athon jam.
5gad a guruta d a I  bhalle bhale VIcar,
amardas k0 a sakal dino jagat udhar.
amardas apne sake] guruta prabhuta gyan,
r amdas  1<o sab d I y o  jo so t su l t an . .
arjun bIkram nam hfi  arjun jag purhut,
'jIn jag jas arjun kIyo r a m d a s  l<e put.
arjun sunu  uda rma t I  hargobfd  n a r f d ,
jI'n harI lo mare nIkhIl beri prabal kari‘d.
chodyo jab gurudatt  ju jagmaya VIstar,
t In  l<e sut harIray k0 dino gurbta bhar.
bhaye sunu  harI ray 1<e guru atrI 5n harIkrIsn,
tajyo jabs tInhfi jagat tabe kari yeh prasn:
guruta prabhuta k0 UCIt? tegbahadur ek,
narayan ja par kIyo bhaktI sudha k0 sek.
a jan kerav sukh karan tégbahadur céd,
jIn  bhav paravar ke dur  kIye dukh dvéd.
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guru gob id  n a r f d  he tegbahadur néd ,
in: te jivat h‘é sakal bhutal kaVI budhbri‘d.
nadi  sa tdru  t i r  ਰਸ: subh anédpur  nam,
guru gobid narfd l<e rajat subhag sudham.
géga jamna bic mé bari gram kou nam,
tahii SU kaVI kuvres k0 bas  kare k0 dham.

Bhai Santokh Singh writes in GPS rutt 2 a:
51:-

kesavdas  huto  kaVI j o y I ,
bhayo bfide lkhéd  me  SOI.
t I s  k0 put t  kuvar he namu,
so bhi rachat gIra  atramu.
turak karan navrég CIt cahyo,
guni a tk  hidun me lahyo.
jabs: kuvar sudh I s  b I t  pai,
tyag d e s  ghar  gayo palai.
dur  dur  d u r  d u r  n I t  calkar,
pahucyo an ané’dpur hItkar.

ਕਵਲਯ [kuvalay] Skt n bangle-like ornament of
the earth; lotus; suggestive of  both the blue
and white variety. “parIphullIt kuvalay
badan.”—NP. 2 round shape of  the  earth, like a
bangle. 3 a special horse. See ਕਵਲਯਸ.
ਕਵਲਯਸ [1<ਘ81)'8d \/] a Surajvanshi king, who
according  to  Vishnupuran, had  21  ,000  sons and
1 0 0  according  to Harivansh. See ਧਧ. 2 son  of
Maharaja Shakarjit, whose name was
Ritudhvaj. GalavRikhi gave him a horse named
Kuvalay so as to kill demons who interfered
with oblations. Hence this, name. See  ਮਦਲਸ.
ਕਵਲਸ [kuvlasv] See ਕਵਲਯਸ.
ਕ'ਵਲਯ [kulya], ਕਵਲਅਘੜ [kuvliapir] Skt
ਗਥਰਧਧਡ a powerful and intoxicated elephant
of Kans, which was killed by Krishan and
Balram. “kuvliapir apI  maraIda pIara.”—sor
m 4. '
ਕਵਲ[1<ਪ/ਰ]1ਕ] adj lacking method (to do things).
ਕਵਕ [kuvak], ਕਵਰ [kuvaky], ਕਵਚ [kuvac],
ਕਵਚਜ [kuvacy] n unpleasant remark, abuse.
2 adj utterance not worthy of  speech.
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ਕਵਟ [ਘਧਣ], ਕਵਟੜ [kuvatri] S n wicked course,
evil path. “dUbIdha chodI kuvatri.”—-asa a m
1 .  “duji  choq kuvatri I kas 510 a m  1211.”

——sava m 5.
ਕਵਦ [kuvada] See ਕਬਦ.
ਕਵਦ [kuvid] See ਕਥਦ.
ਕਵਰ [kuver] See ਕਬਰ.
ਕਵਡ [kuvéd] Sec  ਕਦਡ.
ਕਵਡਲ [kuvédal] adj archer. “krur kuvédal k0
ranmédal.”——car1tr 1. 2 n earth’s atmosphere.
ਕਵਤ [ਢਗ/…], ਕਵਤ [kuvrIta] adj who cams
through evil means; crooked earner, scoundrcl.
ਕਵ'ਤ [kuvrItI] n sinful earning; vile way to
make a living, venality. “as  kuvrItI bir
durdharakh  at I  .”—-paras.
ਕਵਤ [kuvvat] See  ਕਵਤ.
ਕੜ [kur] n wooden lid put on a churning pot
with. a hole to insert a churning stick.
2 See  ਕੜਨ.
ਕਭਕ [1<ਪਰ1<1<1] n trap.
ਕੜਤ [kurta] See  ਕਰਤ.
ਕੜਨ [kurna] v droop by withering. 2 crumble
by drying. 3 See  ਕੜਨ.
ਕੜਮ [kuram] short for, and a transform of,
k u t fi b m a n l ;  fa thers  o f  son - in - l aw 'and
daughter-in-law respectively, who  are looked
upon with reverence in both the families. “kIs
hi  dhara kia [(ਪ-੪… sake nah: javai.”—asa m 4.
2 S ਕਤਮ family.
ਕਡਟਣ [kuramni] mothers of son-in-law and of
daughter-in-law respectively, who are gems for
both the families.
ਕੜਮਈ [kurmai] 11 act of selecting a daughter-
in-law or  son-in-law; in-Iawship. 2 engagement,
betrothal.  “kuram kurmai aya bal I ram jiu.”

—su111' chét m 4.
ਕੜਣ [1<ਘਪ.18] adj dried, withered; crumbled.
ਕੜ [1<ਘ']:] a d v  having withered away. See
ਕੜਨ. “kharu paki kurI bhaje bInss.”—-sri m 1

pehIre.
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ਕੜਈ []<ਪ.'£‘1'] due to  -:amgllters. “kurIi ri'mi

dhémi.”—sava m I .  because o f  daughters,
wives and homes’.
ਕੜ [1<ਘ] girl, virgin. See G ਕਰ and ਕਰ.
2 daughter. 3 in Jhang,  a wife is  called kuri.

ਕਡਮਰ[1<ਘਗਗ] adj daughter-killer. In olden
times some people used to kill daughters so
that they might save themselves wedding
expenses and hence avoid having a son-in-Iaw.
In Sikhism, a daughtc -'—killer is an outcastc. As
a result of  this, the l u n c t i c e  has decreased :1
lot in the country. “In; _… ੨1“ mas‘a'dia mona kuri
ju mar. hOI szkkh var ਮ,] kart: ਹਹ karéga khvar.”
—tanama. '

ਕੜਨ [ਘਜਸ] v writ.‘ in anger.
ਕ [ku], ਭ [kfi] In the w tern dialect of  Punjabi,
this postposition indi "utes objective or dativc
case. “pasan ku saca aihani.”——var maru 2 m
5. “tIna [(ਪ mIl Io  .”--sr1' chét m 5. “jidu [(ਪ

samjhaI.”—-s farid. 2 P f n street, lane.
ਕਅਟ [kuata] 11 well. “kuata eku péc panIhari.”
—gau kabir. ‘The body is a well, five senses
are water drawers.’
ਕਅਣ [1<ਪਰ1.18] v utter a word, speak, say.
ਕਅ [kua] well.
ਕ'ਆਸਰਬ' [kuasat] a well, which the Guru
got dug. Sec ਸਕਰਗਗ and ਫਹਰਟ. 2 a well got
dug by the Guru, two and a half kohs away
from Anandpur, etc.
ਕ'ੲ [kui] small well.
ਕਹ [kuh] n cry; shriek. “uthi kuh jfih gIre  bir

tamé.”+saloll.
ਕਹਣ [kuhni] Skt ਕਫ'ਣ n elbow.
ਕਕ[1<ਧ1<] n shout. “je darImégat kuk kare mahli
khasam sune.”—-asa m 1. 2 announcement ,

proclamation with the beat of a drum. “sastra
bed ki phIrI kuk  n3  hOI.”—mala m 3.
ਕਕਣ [kukan] wife of a. ਕਕ [1<ਧ1<8],' follower of
the Namdhari sect. 2 See ਕਕਣ.
ਕਕਣ [kukna], ਕਕਨ [kukna] v can. “kIthe
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kukan jau?”—majh m 5 dInren. “keso keso
kukie.”—s kabir.
ਕਕਰ [kukar] Skt ਕਕਰ n dog. “kukar sukar kahie
ku,r1ara.”—1_naru 501119 111 5. 2 See  ਤਨਹ.
ਕਕਰਦਸ [kukardrIstI] Sec ਸਰਦਸ. “kukardrIstI
na  kab man dharni.”-—NP.
ਕਕਰ [kukarI], ਕਕਰ [kukri] bitch. “besanau l<i
kukarI bhali.”—-s kabir. ‘Better is the bitch of
the Creator’s dcvotcc.’
ਕਕ [kuka] Sec ਰਮਸਘ 8.
ਕਕ[1<੫1<:੮] after screaming, crying. “kukI mue
gavara.”—-vad chét m 3. 2 announcing loudly
with the beat of a drum. “ved kukI sunavahI.”
——Varmaru I m 3.
ਕਕ [kuku] P ff (mom dove’s cooing.
ਕਕਢਆ [kukedIa] crying, screaming. See
ਚਗਦਆ.
ਕਖਮਡ [kukhmfid] See  ਕਸਮਡ. 2 ਥਨਥਲਸਧਛ, a
particular race of  demons. “mat  kukhmfidatva
tavprasad saphlé.”-—saloh.
ਕਚ[1<ਪਧ] Skt ਕਚਸ weaver’s brush. “kuc bIcare
p h u e  phal.”-—g5d kabfr. 2 beard. 3 P
@ ,I' move, advance. “karma kuc  rahInu thIrU

nahi.”—suhi raVIdas.
ਕਰਣ [kucna] v ਕਚ cleanse by scrubbing; rub.
ਕਚਬਹਰ [kucbxhar] a Hindu state, which is to
the north of Bengal; and the main city or its
capital, situated at the bank of  Toursa river.

Wlkuca] n brush. “apan hath: apI  hide  kuca
ape laI.”—var majh m 2. 2 a scrubber to
cleanse the  utensi ls .  3 P _ਤ/ |8116ਰ street.
4 alley, path.
ਕਰ ਦਲਞਲਸਘ [kuca dIlvalisigh] a street
of Ajmeri gate Delhi, where Mata Sahib Kaur
and Mata Sundri stayed for some time. There
is no gurdwara there. Arora  Hindus live in the
house. See ਦਲ.
ਕਰ [kuci] small bru'sh. 2 brush of the artist.
3 mason’s small brush to  paint walls. 4 broom,

, broomstick.
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ਕਜ [kuj] Skt n sound, word. “sOdar mIl kuj
karfita.”——NP.
ਕਜ [kfij] Skt ਜਕਜ crane; a violet-coloured bird
with a long neck, which causes  heavy loss to
the fields. It flies to hot countries at the
beginning of  winter and moves back to the cold
ones in summer. “apni kheti rakhIle kfij paregi
khetI.”—sn’ m 3. Here kfij means death.
ਕਜਨ [kujan] Skt n producing a sound, uttering
a word. 2 song of  birds.
ਕਜਰ [kfijra] See ਭਜੜ. “rajak kfijre panihar.”
—NP.
ਕਜੜ [kujra] Sec ਕ'ਜ. “aju pharide kujra se koha
thiomI  .”-5 fan'd.
ਕਜੜ [kfijra] Skt ਕਜਅਟ vegetable and fruit
seller; one who brings fruit from thcjungle.
ਕਜੜ [kfijri] wife of a vegetable seller. 2 crane.
“aj mIIava sekhpharid, takIm kfijria.”—asa.
Here kOjfi stands for the senses.
ਕਜ [kuja] A “.,/’ n goblet with a handle, jug.
“purab kham kuje.”—varmala m I . ਪਰ-ਅਥ-ਖਮ-
ਕਜ. ‘Liquid of consciousness [ab] fills the fragile
[xam] body [kuza].’ “kuja bag nIvaj musla.”
-bas§ta m I.  2 lump of  crystallized sugar in an
earthen pot. “kuja meva ms sabtchU
chakhIa.”—gau m I. 3 wild white rose. “phul
gulab kevra kuja.”—raghu. 4 Skt jasmine.
ਕਜ [kfiji] Sec ਕਜ. “5ਚਚ11 hath]: rakhi ਡਗ.”
—mm m 5.
ਕਜਗਰ [kujigar] Sec ਕਭਕਰ.
ਕਟ [kut] n direction, side. 2 Skt peak o f a  hill,
hillock. “gIryo janu kutsthali vrIcch mulé.”
—rudr. 3 hill. “jamna tat kut paryé kIh  ਸਬ?”
—NP. 4 heap of  corn. 5 hammer. 6 dagger kept
hidden in a walking stick; hidden weapon.
7 intrigue, deception. 8 secret. 9 puzzle, riddle.
10 adj false. 11 intriguer. 12 artificial, fake.
13 sinner.
ਕਗਥ [kutasth] adj fixed like a mountain,

' motionless, static g§ecretly concealed, hidden.
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3 n the Timeless. One, the Creator. “kIm
kutasth lahe nIrdhare?”—GPS. 4 soul.
ਕਟਤਨ [kuttan] See ਤਨ.
ਕਟਨ [kutan] v beat, thrash, warn. 2 n pimp.
“ku tan 501 jo man kau kute.”—g5d kabir. People
used to condemn Kabir. He used this term in
the opposite sense to emphasise that he who
bashes his own mind is a kutan.
ਕਠ [kuth] 866 ਜਨ ਕਠ. 2 a herb. See ਕਸ 2.
ਕਡ [kfida] See ਕਡ. 2 mortar made of stone or
clay to grind spices in etc. 3 vat of  a dyer.
4 weaver’s shallow earthen vessel. “chute
kfide bhige puria.”-gau kabir. ‘renounced
were mortar, pleasing objects, smoking and
sexual pleasure.’ 866  ਗਜਨਞ.
ਕਣ [1<ਘ.1], ਕਣ [kuna] n angle, edge. 2 corner.
3 See ਕਅਣ.
ਕਤ [kut] A a ?  occupation, provisions. 2 See
ਕਵਤ. 3 866 ਕਤਨ. 4 See ਕਤ.
ਕਤਣ [kutna], ਕਤਨ [kutna] v assess, evaluate,
appraise. 2-assess the quantum of a field’s
produce.
ਕਤ' [kutu]  See  ਕਤਣ. “keti  d a t I  jam: kanu

kutu.”-—japu. 2 Skt short for ਆਕਤ.
ਕਦਨ [kudna] See ਕਦਣ.‘
ਕਨ [kuna], ਕਨਰ [kunar] S See ਕਨ.
ਕਨ [kunha] n leather-bag for carrying water.
ਕਪ [kup] Skt n that which has less water as
compared to ponds and rivers; well. “kup
bharIo jese dadIra. ”—gau ravrdas. “kup te
mew karave”-sar kabzr. ‘turns a pit into the
peak of  a hill,’ i.e. turns the low into the high.
2 866 ਗਗਨ 6.
ਕਪਮਡਕ' [kupméduk] frog of a well, meaning a
person who has never left his place; who
knows nothing about the outside world; shallow,
illiterate.
ਕਪਮਡਕ ਨ'ਯ [kupméduk nyay] 866ਰਨ'u .
ਕਪਟਆ [kupaIal' is like a well. “nh édh
'ਦਧਸਕਜਯਰਥਡਧਰਭਜਧਫਕਗਧ: (ਰਲਧਰਰਜਫਰਯਜ
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kupaIa.”—suh1’ m 5 partal.
ਕਪਰ [kupar] n well; fissure made in the earth.
“muhI kadho bhuja pasarI 5dh  kuparia.”—gau
a m  5. ‘Extend your helping hand and pull out
of the dark well.’ 2 short for akupar. 866
ਅਕਪਰ.
ਕਥਰ [kubri] See ਕਬਜ.
ਕਮ [kum] short for kumal. “dharm‘a'kur, s‘ékul
kum d315, j f h  sakh badhi sumti sukh bhari.”

-NP.
ਕਮਲਘਗਗ] n delicate shoot; bud. “kaIa kumal
phul gun. ”—Var suhi m 1.
ਕ'ਯਸ [kuyasl P U‘Jf lane, street.
ਕਰ[]<ਪ] n falsehood, untruth, lie.‘  ‘sukh sépatI
bhog I s  jia ke bInU harI nanak jane kur.”
—todr m 5. 2 adj coward, timid. “sur kur tIh
tha parkhehé.e”—saloh. 3 worthless, mean.
“kaha kinrani kur?”—carItr 212. 4 horrible,
frightening. 5 pitiless, cruel. 6 n garbage,
tatters, soiled clothes. “kab-hu kuran cane
bInave.”—bhernamdev. ‘sometimes He makes
one search grams from the garbage.’ 7 ਕਰ
(blind) is also pronounced ਕਰ. 866 ਕਰ.
ਕਰਮ [kuram] Skt ਕਮ n tortoise. 2 second
incarnation of Vishnu. See ਕਛਪ ਅਵਤਰ. 3 one
of  the ten breaths by which the eyelids open.
4 a Puran in which  the  story of  Kacchu Avtar,
figures in the main. 5 Dcvrikhi, a publisher of
the hymns of  Rigved. “machu kachu kuramu
agIa autrasi.”—maru soIhe m 5.
ਕਰਮਪਰਣ [kurampuran] 866 ਕਰਮ 4 and ਪਰਣ.
ਕਰ'ਪਲ [kurmapal], ਕਰਮਪਲ [kurmapalu] Skt
ਫਮਜਕ bed of a tortoise; bed in the form of a
tortoise. “kurmapalu sahasraphani basaku
sejvalua.”—mala namdev. ‘tortoise and Ihe
mythological bed like the thousand-headed
snake.’ '
ਕਰਮ [kuramu] 866 ਕਰਮ. .
ਕਰ [kura] adj false, untrue. “bInse bhram
kura.”-asa a m I. “sagal bInase rog kura.” ‘
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—ram 111 5. “kure gz‘idhan g5dhe.”——gau m 4.
2 rubbish, garbage. “ketak kura karahf
sakelan.”—GPS. 3 microbe.
ਕ’ਰ [kurI] falsely, untruly. “nahI mIlie pIr
kurI.”—sri m 1. 2 n falsehood, untruth, lie.
“5tar1 haume kurI.”—sr1' m 5. 3 Sec ਕਰ.
ਕਰ [kuri] adj false, untrue.
ਕਲ [kul] Skt n bank, shore, coast. 2 rear of the
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—var asa. 2 cheat, dishonest, intriguer. “kuri
pure thau.”—var mala m 2. ‘A hypocrite fills
the place of good persons or usurps that of the
honest ones.’ ‘
ਕਤ [kuru] See ਕੜ. “kuru raja kuru parja.”-var
asa.
ਕਤ [kura] false, untrue. 2 in falsehood. “asékh
kurIar  kure phIrahI .”—japu.

army. 3 Pa water channel, rivulet. Skt ਕਜ ਕੜ []<ਘ‘6] with falsehood. See ਕੜ 2.
channel. “ jae r a l Io  dhal :  kulI.”—s kabir.
‘mingled in the channel of water.’
ਕਲਘਰ [kulghari] stream, that corrodes its own
sides. “tahfi sran ki kulghari bIraje.”-—carrtr405.
ਕਲ [kula] adj soft, tender. “saghén bas kule.”
—bas§t m 5. ‘Redolence has erupted from the
tender plants.’
ਕਲ [kulI] in the channel of water. See ਕਲ 3.
ਕਲਲਘਧ] See ਕਲ 3.
ਕੜ [1<ਘ‘] n fraud, falsehood, untruth. “1੫1!- kapat
kamave mahadukh pave.”—suhi chétm 4. “kur
bolI bIkhU khavanIa.”—majh a m 3.
ਕੜਕਥਥ [1<ਘ1<81੭ਪ] n rubbish, sweepings, waste,
garbage. 2 untruth and evil thoughts. “chodahu'
prani kurkabara.”—mam soIhe m I .
ਕੜ [kura] n rubbish, sweepings. 2 adj false,
fraudulent. “kura lalacu chodie.”—asa a m l .
ਕੜਵ [kurava], ਕੜਵ [kuravi] adj false, unreal,
untrue.  “habhe sak kurave dIthe.”—var  ram 2
m 5.

gl‘a’lkuu] due  to falsehood, with untruth. “kurI
VIguti ta pIrI muti.”—gau chétni 3. See ਕਪਟ.
2 of  the liar. “km-I kure nehu laga.”—var asa.
‘The liar has lust for the unreal, for the false.’
ਬਡਆਰ [kurIar] adj who tells lies. “asé’kh
kurIar  kure phIrahI.”—japu.
ਕੜਅ'ਧਰ [ k u r I a r I ]  (woman) who is false,
untrue. “vmu nave kurIarI.”—sor  a m 3.
ਕੜਅਰ [1<ਘ‘181ਧ] false, untrue. “kurIari raja
kurI.”—var 501' m 4 .
ਕੜ [1<ਘ] adj dishonest. “kuri ras: kura vapar.”

ਕੜ ਕੜ [kuro kur] adj falsehood beyond
measure,  nothing but untruth. “kuro kur kare
vapara.”—maru solhe m 3.
ਕ [ke] pron what. 2 any. “je tIsu nadarI na
avai ta vat na puche ke.”—japu. 3 sufof. “tIn
ke nam anek anfét”—japu. 4 adj many. “tIthe
bhagat vasahI ke loa.”—japu. 5 part or. “jo
uio so bInas he paro aj ke ka .”-5 m 9. day
before yesterday or  day after tomorrow, today
or tomorrow.
ਕਉ [keu] adv why, how. “keu nIrasa hox?”
-var ram 1 m 3.
ਕਉਟ [keut] See ਕਵਟ.
ਕੳੜ []«ਵਘਗ See ਕਵੜ.
ਕ'ਊ [keu] pron some.
ਕਇ [keI], ਕਈ [kei] pron some. “akhahI s1
t keI keI.”—-japu. “kei laha lecale.”-—var sar
m 2. 2 very few; hardly any.
ਕਸ [kes] Skt ਕਸ n hair. “kes 55g: das pag
jharau.”—gujm 5. ‘The hair is the first outward
symbol of a baptised Sikh.’ See ਮਡਨ. 2 god of
water, Varun. 3 P f mode, custom, fashion.
4 habit, nature. 5 religion, faith. 6 an island in
the Persian Gulf.
ਕਸਉ [kesau] See ਕਸਵ. “pid petal: meri kesau
kIrIa.”—asa m 1. ‘Coarse barley on plater
sustains me.’
ਕਸਅਰ [kesarI] n enemy of hair, razor. 2 hair-
remover.
ਕਸਕ [keski] n small turban, worn for the safety
of the hair. '
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ਕਸਕਟ [1<€5]<0ਠ], ਕਸ|ੜ [kesgarh] Keskot and
Kesdurg etc have been coined by Bhai Sukha
Singh in (]… Vilas while literally translating the
word Kesgarh. Kesgarh is that sacred place
in Anandpur, where the tenth Guru revitalized
the inert community by baptizing them on ISt
of Vaisakh Sammat 1756 and directing them
to grow long hair. This is the third Seat of
Khalsa. For the arms of  Guru  Gobind Singh,
lying over here, See ਕਸਗੜ under ਆਨਦਪਰ.
ਕਸਗੜ [kesgur] See ਗੜਕਸ.
ਕਸਦਰਗ [kesdurag] See ਕਸਗੜ.
ਕਸਧਰ [kesdhari] adj who grows long hair; who
does not shave. 2 n devout Sikh. 3 Guru Gobind
Singh. '

bacan gurudev  ke  gyan sso kio
mukatI ki yukatI ese bIcari,

race kartar y'j raci akar te
japegi jap subh estI sari,

tatv k0  dharke  jit boli phate
mar  dutan kiyo bhasam Chari,

bhayo jekar trelok cod'é bhavan
acal partap guru kesdhari. '

—guru sobha.
ਕਸਪਸ [kespasl Skt n knot of braided hair.
ਕਸਰ [kesar] Skt n saffron. “kesar kusam
mIrgame harna.”—~t115g m I. 2 long hair on
t h e  n e c k  o f  a ho r s e  a n d  a l i o n ;  mane.
3 pistil of a flower. For this kesar is also corr'cct.
4 Dg a large evergreen tree.
ਕਸਰ [kesri] adj dyed in saffron colour. 2 of
saffron colour. 3 n father of  Hanuman. 4 horse.
5 lion; for having mane,  the horse  and the lion
are known by this name. kesri is also correct.
ਕਸਰਆ [kesria] lion. See ਕਸਰ 5. 2 adj saffron

' coloured.
ਕਸਰਅਬਹ [kesriabahi] Skt ਕਸਰਵਹਨ Durga,
who rides a lion. “kesriabahI k3mari.”—paras.
ਕਸਰਚਦ [1<€8ਹ੮5੮1] a hill raja of J aswal who was
killed by Bhai Uday Singh in the battle of
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Anandpur. See ਉਦਯ ਸਘ. 2 brother-in-law of
raja Bhim Chand Kchlur i  who along with Vazir
Parmanand (Pamma) acted as an emissary in
the court of  the tenth Guru.
ਕਸਚਬਹਨ [kesribahni] See ਕਸਰਆਬਹ.
ਕਸਵ [kesav] Skt ਕਸਵ n one whose hair is
p r a i s e w o r t h y ;  o n e  h a v i n g  beau t i fu l  hair;
Vishnu.  2 the  Creator, who  is k i n d  to Brahma
and Shiv. “kcsav kalesnas aghkhédan.”—blla
m 5 .  3 o n e  w h o  s l e w  Kesh i ,  t he  demon ;
Krishan.l 4 manifest God.2
ਕਸਵਦਸ [kegavdas] adj a worshipper of the
Creator. 2 n renowned poet of  Varijbhasha and
authority on Hindu poetry, a known  Pandit, who

' was a resident of  Bundelkhand He was a rich
Brahman. ln Shivsinghsaroj, the year of  his birth
has been shown as Sammat 1624. He wrote
Kavipriya, Rasikpriya, Ramchandrika etc, books
ofvcrsc very much adored by the poets. Indarjit
raja of Orcha. gave twenty-one villages to
Keshavdas. as estate. Sec ਕਵਰਸ. 3 Sec ਕਸਦਸ 2.
ਕਸਇਓ [1<ੳ58:[੦]ਰ5'/(!ਕਸ with hair. “caran jhari
kesa.”—saf m 5.
ਕਸਤਕ [kega‘itak] n razor. 2 hair-remover.
ਕਸ [keSI] See ਕਸ. 2 with hair.
ਕਸ [kesi] Skt ਛਯਜ adj having hair. 2 n a
demon,  who,  on  the  orders  of  Kansa,  assumed
the form of  a horse to kill Krishan. Krishan
killed him by putting his am in his mouth. “kesi
kiis mathanu jInI kia.”—g5d namdev. 3 In
etymology, the sun is named Kcshi, for wearing
rays [kesh]. 4 from the hair. “kés kesi pakarx
gIraIya.”—c5di 3. 5 due to the hair. “na satI
mfid mudae kesi.”—-varram I m 1. ‘Attainment
of  truth comes neither by getting shaved, nor
by keeping hair.’
ਕਸਸਨਨ [kesisanan] n the act of washing hair;
'Scc ਵਸਨਪਰਣਅਸ5 ੦16.
2 m  ਪ ਧਟਸ'ਰ ਧਸ ਰ ਨਗ ਬਭਗ:
ਜਖਗ: ਡਧਕ ਰਜਰ ਗਛਥ‘ ਰਯ ਕਰਮ-‘…ਗਗਸਪਜ.
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bath including hair-wash.
ਕਸ [kesu] Sce ਕਸ 2. “]<ਰ5 kesu maraha.”—sor
m 4. “kés kesu caduru n3 koi.”-gau a m I.
ਕਸ [kesu] See ਕਸਕ.
ਕਸ [kcso] Scc ਕਸਵ. “keso kio na mit.”——s ਸਬ“;
ਕਸਗਪ [kesogopal] protector of the earth, the
Creator, who keeps a benign eye on Brahma
and Shiv. Scc ਕਸਵ 2. “kesogopal pédIt
sad  Iahu.”—sadu.
ਕਸਤਮ [kcsotamma] adj  having beautiful hair.
ਕਸਦਸ [kesodas] Sec ਕਸਵਦਸ. 2 a tantaric who,
with the help of  magical hymns, boasted of
incarnating Durga in' the presence of Guru
Gobind Singh, but ultimately left Anandpur
Sahib in utter shame. Kesodas also refused to
teach Sanskrit to the Sikhs.
ਕਸ [1<98੨] See ਕਸਵ. “kahI kabir kesa JagI  jogi.”
—bIIa.
ਕਹ [keh] adv how, why. “suami mIlie keh?”
-—gau m 5. 2 somehow. “Ik  bfid 11.-=> pavai keh.”
-—sr1'a m 1. See ਪਵਈ. 3 adj some. “nanak régu
n5 utre b I a  na  lags: keh.”——var sorm 3. 4 pron
to whom.
ਕ'ਹ [kéh] adv somehow. 2 adj some. “tIsu bIn
an  na kéh.”—j€t 111 5.
ਕਹਰ [kehra] pron which, who.
ਕਚਰ [keharI], ਕਹਰ [kehri] Skt lion with the
mane. “aj kc vasx guru kino keharI.”—asa m 5.
‘Now humility-cum-selfishncss is arrogance.’
ਕਹਗਬਰਸਗਹਸਧ n a forest infested with lions.
“ck divas vah gayo $ I k a r a .  ]‘ਟ1' d I s  huti
kehriba ra.”-—carItr 297.
ਕਹਰ [kehro], ਕਹੜ [kehra], ਕਹੜ [kehro] S pron
which one, who. “prabh thanu tero kehrb?"
—I<an m 5.
ਕਹ[1<€}1€1] adv  of what kind. 2 how. “bura kare
so  keha SIjhe?”—sava m 3.
ਕਰ [kehI] pron to whom, towards whom.
2 adv  how. “gunhini sukh kehI?”—-sr1° a m I .
ਕਰਆ [kehIa] of what kind, of  what sort.
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ਕਹ [kehu] pron any. “un thao n3 kehu.’ —-sarm 5.
ਕਹ [kehe] of what type.
ਕਕ[1<€1<]11 crab, red-coloured fish of scorpion’s
shape.
ਕਕੲ [kekai] Skt ਕਕਯ daughter of raja Ashvpati
of  Kekaya,who was wife of  Dashrath and
mother of Bharat.
ਕਕਈਨਦਨ [1<81<8111ਰ(1੪11] Bharat, son of  Kekai.
ਕਕਯ[1<€1<ਗ] a territory in Kashmir region, now
called Kakka. 2 something from the land of
cay. 3 inhabitant of  Kekay, of  Kakka. “asxt
karan prabhasat kekay.”-—ramav. ‘Kekay
horses, having black ears, look very glorious.’
4 land between Boas and Satluj.
ਕਕਯ [keky-i] See ਕਕੲ.
ਕਕ [keka] Skt n sound (if a peacock.
ਕਕ [keki] n peacock.
ਕਚਤ [keCIt] pron any one someone.
ਕਜਮ[1<8]'੪…]/1 ,. nactofsnapping.25word.
“jape chappar chae banifi kejmfi.”—c5di 3.
‘Swords drawn (by both sides) seemed as if '
the battlefield was covered with a thatched
roofi’
ਕਜਮ [kejma] swords, Sec ਕਜਮ 2.
ਕਡ [1<8(.1.1],ਕਡ[1<8€.11] how big, how large.
ਕਤ [ket] pron how many. “uthI SIdhare ket.”
-ba van. 2 how much, to  what extent. “manukh
ki ਫਰ}… ket calai?”—-asa m 5. “gun naIka! gun
kahiye ket.”—bIIa m 5. 3 any. “karaj nahi ket.”
—majh barahmaha. 4 why. “t5 daris  ket?”—-var
sri m 4.  5 Skt abode.  6 place. 7 sense.
8 concept. 9 grain. 10 flag; ਕਤ and ਕਤ, both
are correct. 11 See ਕਤ 3.
ਕਤਕ[1<81ਰ1<] adj how many. 2 how much. “mi
murakh ki ketak bat he kotI paradhi.‘ tarIa .
re.”—-sor m 5. “manukh ki ਚ}… ketak bat.”
—bh£rm 5.
ਕਤਕ [ketakI], ਕਤਕ [ketki] Skt n screWpine
tree L Pandanus Odoratissimus. 2 screwpine

'accuscd.
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flower. Many people use its essence and scent.
It gives energy to the  heart and the brain. Sec
ਕਵੜ and ਕਟਕ.
ਕਤਨ [ketanI] adj  a cannon with a cavity. “gola
pad p r I thme  ucar ke tanI  pad  ਫਰ}… 5t.”
—sanama. abode of  the cannon ball; the gun;
big cannon.
ਕਹੜ [ketra], ਕਤ [keta], ਕਡਕ [ketIk], ਕਤ [keti] Skt
ਕਤ-ਕਯਤ adj how much. “akhau ketra.”—suhi a
m 1. “jal mehI keta rakhje abh-étarI suka.”—asa
a m I . “keti datI jane ਗ.… kutu.”——japu.
ਕਤ [ketu] which. “kar anarath darab séchIa so
karaj ketu?”—-var jet. 2 n flag. “jInI dukh ka
kat Ia ketu.”-dhana m 5. ‘The rule of  torture
was put to end.’ 3 according to Purans a planet,
the son of  demon Viprachiti from the womb of
Sinhika, which is counted among the nine
planets. 4 disease.  5 comet.  6 Chieftain,
headman. 7 pigmy. 8 See ਕਤ.
ਕਤ'ਮਛ [ketumachi] n who has an emblem of
fish on his flag; Kam. ਸਕਬ “saji sen achi,
mano ketumachi.”—GV 10. ,
ਕਤਮਲ [ketumal] according to Bhagvat, one of
the nine regions of Jambudveep. “ketvmal jahi
khéd suhava.”—NP.
ਕੜ [kete], ਕਤਕ [ketekI], ਕਤਕ [keteke] adj how
much, how many. “kete id (ਚਥ sur kete.”—}19pu.
“jivna vicar: dekhI keteke dIria?”—dhana m I.
ਕਤ [kete] so many, countless. “kahan kahavan
kau kai kets.”—kan m 5.
ਕਤਯ'ਧ [ketvayudh] ketu (flag) ayudh (arms)
“sakal min ke nam kahI ketvayudh kahI 5t.”
—-sanama. ‘Attach ketu and ayudh to words
meaning fish’; as for example jhakhketu,
makarketu, macchketu, matasyketu, minketu-
ayudh. All these mean arrow, the weapon of
Kam.
ਕਦਰ[1<96181‘] Skt n field. 2 a small field in which
ਕ (water) is fed by making ਦਰ (a cut) in the
channel. 3 a pilgrimage, which is situated in
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the icy current of Rudarhimala in Garhwal
statc.(U.P) at a hill under the mountain of
Mahapanth. The peak i s  11,753 feet high. A
Sadashiv Mandir is situated there in which
Mahadev in the form o f  a male buffalo is said
to be placed. It is told that, after being defeated
by Pandavs, Shiv came here in the form of  a
male buffalo.I The priests of  the temple are
Hindu ascetics who wear matted hair and
ringing bells. “kfit jau kedar nhaie.”—ram
namdev. “kapar kedare jai.”—sor kabir.
ਕਦਰਨਥ [kedarnath] Shiv. See ਕਦਰ 3.
ਕਦਰ [kedara] See ਕਦਰ 3. “géga jamna kel
kedara.”—maru some 111 I . 2 a complete rag of
Kalyan that in which maddham  pure and sharp
are used. Both the nlsads are also used. Pure
maddham i s  p r i m a r y  n o t e ,  a n d  sara j  i s
secondary. maddham is sharp and gandhar is
weak. The time of  sihging is the second quarter
of  the night.

gamut: na  $3 ma, ga  pa, mi pa dha na dha  pa,
ਝਟ) na  dha pa, mi pa  dha pa  ma, ra ਤਰ.

In Guru Granth Sahib, it is at number twenty-
three. 3 See ਕਦਰ. ,
ਕਦਰ [kedari] Lumba Khatri, a resident of
Vatala, who became a disciple of Guru
Amardas and was famous as  a person of  great -
achievement. The  Guru made him a preacher
and bestowed him with a Manji (Seat). See

ਕ'ਦ [kédr] Skt n a core of  the shaft. the centre2
'Aflcr getting defeated by Arjun, Shiv took refuge here in
the form of a male buffalo. I-Ie thrust his torso into the
hill, only his back being visible which the people worship. '
The worship of the rcmainin g parts is done at four other

' places: worship of limbs at Tungnath, of mouth at
Rudamath, o f  navel at  Madhyamcsvar, head and matted
hair at Kalpcsvar. These five places are called five kcdars.

2 I n  English this word has come from Greek Kcntron and
it is a transform o f  Sanskrit kédr.
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of  a circle.
ਕਨ [ken] has done, does. “utam her: Mr:
ken.”—kan m 4. 2 pron who, why; third
declension, singular. “jen ken prakare harIjas
sunahu.”-—-asa ch5t m 5. ‘somehow hear the
praise of  Hariyash.’ 3 n an upnishad, which
starts with K e n ;  that i s  why th i s  name ,  as
sodaru. sopurakhu etc. The name of Ken
Upnishad is also talavkar.
ਕਯਚ [keyur] Skt n armlet.
ਕਰ [ker] part of. “guru ker hukam SIr dharlin.”
—GPS. 2 n a gurdwara of  Guru Nanak Dev
about five kohs east of Mangat. See ਕਰਸਹਬ.
3 P If penis. ‘
ਕਰਸਚਥ [kersat] About two furlongs east
of  Pindibahauddin police station, tchsil Falian.
district Gujarat, is village Jaisukh, where a
gufdwara of  Guru Nanak is situated. Maharaja
Ranjit Singh donated 40 squares of  land and
five thousand rupees a year to  this gurdwara.
He got constructed the darbar and the pond.

Fairs are held here on  the fourteenth of  full
moon in Vaisakh and Chet and new moon night
of Bhadon. The priests are Udasis. The
railway station is about six miles south of
Chilianwala.
ਕਰਣ [kerna] v pour, spread, scatter. 2 drop
seeds of  grain through a bamboo pipe.
ਕਰਲ [keral] Skt n a southern state, that is spread
from Kanyakumari to Gokaran along the sea
coast, comprising Malabar Travancore and
Kanara. It is now called Kanara, and its
language is called Kanari. See ਚਰ. 2 inhabitant
of  the Kerala. 3 a branch o f  Phalit astrology,
which  first began from Kerala.
ਕਰ [kera] n act of pouring. 2 banana. 3 part
of. “dhfénu dhénu guru nanak jan kera.”——gau
m 4. “kat ki mai  bapu  kat kera.”—gau m 1.
ਕਰਆ [kerIa] poured,  scattered. 2 part of.
ਕਰ[1<€‘ਸ] n small unripe mango. 2 feminine of
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ਕਰ; of “kalar keri kfidh q.”—-sri m I.
ਕਰ [kere] plural ਘਕਰ; of. “ajab k‘ém karte harI
kere.”—majh a m 3. 2 pron plural of ਕਹਰ
(ਕੜ); who.
ਕਰ [kerhe] pron which. “tu aho kerhe kémI.”
—s fan'd. 2 whose.
ਕਲ [kel] Skt ਕਲ n play, fun. “jIm kelhm
kumar.”—prrthu. “baj pae t Isu rab dc keléi
VIsrifi.”—s farid. 2 banana. “mali ke gharI kel
ache.”——todi namdev. 3 place o f  fun for
Krishan, Vrindavan. “géga jamna kel kedara.”
umaru 50ਪ18211/.45'/(£ਕਲਕਮ੫8 pine, a hilly
tree inferior to the cedar tree in quality. ,
ਕਲਕਲਲ [kelkelali] adj who controls the
playing of  Kilali (by gods); because of  whose
power gods aspire and endeavour to play the
game. “harI mI l Ia  kelkelali.”—dhana m 4.
ਕਲ [kela] adj short for Ikela; uninvolved,
disinterested.  “maha énad kare sad kela.”—asa
namdev. 2 n banana tree. L Musa Sapientum. ‘
Banana tree and its fruit are famous in all the
countries. “kela paka jharI.”—ram kabir. ‘In
the barbed fencing, banana is believed to be
ripe.’ 3 See ਕਲ.
ਕਲਲ [kelali] adj having nectar. 2 11 God. See
ਕਲਕਲਲ. 3 one having water; cloud.
ਕਲ [kelI] Skt n fun, play. 2 coitus, sexual
intercourse with a woman. 3 earth, ground,
land.
ਕਲਭ[1<816] .ਉ/ਢਲਕਲਮ n hilly wood having quality
falling in-between pine and cedar wood, used
in buildings.
ਕਵ [kev] adv how. “tujhu bajhu pIare kev
raha?”—dhana m I . “kev ਸਸ dekhae?”—gau
chétm I .
ਕਵਟ [kevat] Skt n cave. 2 Skt ਕਵਤ boatman.
ਕਵਡ[}<€ਪ(.1], ਕਵਡ [kevadu]  how big,  o f  what
size. “kevadu vada ditha hOI?”—sodaru.
ਕਵਲ [keval] Skt adj only. “keval kalai kartar.”
—hazare 10. 2 decided, ascertained. 3 pure.
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“keval nam dio gurmétu.”-gau m 5. 4 n a
village seven kohs south of  Damdama. While
moving from Damdama to the south, the tenth
Guru first stayed here. It is four miles to the
north east ofKalanwali railway station in tchsil
and police station Rouri in district Hisar. Outside
the village to the south, there is a gurdwara of
the tenth Guru. A legally constituted committee
manages the gurdwara. With this gurdwara,
forty bighas of  land is attached.
ਕਵੜ [1<€\'/.੮‘1] Ski ਕਵਕੴ It is from the pandanus
family. It has white colony and its flower is
bigger than screw pine. Its essence or scent
is  wide ly  used. M a n y  scho l a r s  regard
pandanus and screw pine as of  one and the
same thing and not from different families.
See ਕਤਕ.
ਕਵਰ [kevari] See ਕਵਰ.
ਕੜ [kera] n twist, crease. 2 See ਕੜ.
ਕੜ [}«ਦਜਗ pron who,'which one.
ਕ [ks] pron how many, many. “ks: loa khapI
marijai.”—var mala m I .  2 from-whom. “hau
k8 darI puchau jae?”—sr1' m 3. “]<ੲ SIU kari
pukar.”—dhana m 3. 3 part or. “karte ki mItI
karta jane, ke jane guru sura.”—o§kar. “}“: s'égatI
karI sadhu ki ks harI ke gun gaI.”——s kabir.
4 of. “pahIIe  pahIrc  renI ke vanjarIa  mItra.”
-sn' m 1 pahIre. 5 having done. “}“: pradakkhna
kari pranam.”——GPS. “prabhu thébh te nIl<se
ke bIsthar.”——basét kabir. 6 from. “mad man
ke 5dh.”—sri m 9. “gurmatI satI kar jonI ks
ajonI bhae.”—— BGK. 7 See ਕਯ.
ਕ= [1<ਫ] pron where. “tudhu no chodI jaie
prabhu 1<ਠ dharI?”-asa m 5. ‘where should
we go?’
ਕਸ [1<£5] adv what sort of, how, why. ‘ ‘kaho 50
Res paie?’ ’«akal.
ਕ'ਸ [1<ਟ~,8] n brawl, conflict.
ਕਸਰ [kesar] A [of n emperor, Caesar.
2 emperor of  Rome. Many scholars hold  that

in the Roman language kesar is the name of
one who takes birth after his mother’s death.
Augustus the emperor of  Rome. had such a
birth. Hence  his  n a m e  became kesar; s ince
then this word came to be used for a king or
an emperor.
ਕਸ [1<£5ੲ1],ਕਸਕ[}<ੲ5ਗ]<],ਕਸ[]<£5ਟ],ਕਸ [kcse],
ਕ'ਸ [keso] adv  what sort of, of what kind. “kesc
harIgun gave?”——vad a m 3. ‘what  type.’ 2 kesi
has also been used to mean jesi. “chapa kar
kesi chabI ka l id i  ke kul  ke.”—aka1.
ਕਹਬਤ [kehbat] See ਕਰਬਤ.
ਕਹਰ [kehar] Sec  ਕਹਰ. .
ਕਹ [1<£11€1], ਕਹ [1<£}1ਫ] n bronze. “Ujalu keha
CIlakna.’  ’-—suhi m 1 .  “kehéi kfican tote sa r .”
—-Var majh m I.
ਕਹ [kehi] pron of anybody, of somebody.
“hIau  na kehi thahI.”—s  farid. ‘ D o  not  break
anybody’s heart.’

'ਕਕ [kek] pron several. “dIn kek gae.“——prI   .
ਕਕਯ [kekayi], ਕਕਈ [kekei], ਕਕਯ [kekeyi] Sec
ਕਕਈ.
ਕਕ [keke] because of. 2 This word has also
been used for ਕਕਯ. “jit juddh dve bar 199
keke.”——carrtr 102. ‘Kaikayi got two boons
from Dashrath.’
ਕਖਸਰ [kekhusro] , /.ਭ/ emperor of Iran, who
was the third ruler from the Kiani family. He
was son of  Sayabash and grandson of  Kaikaus.
He is counted among religious kings. His name
has occurred in the eighth hakayat.
ਕ'ਰ [k‘éci] T ਨ Ski ਕਤਨ n scissors.
ਕਟਭ [ketabh] Skl n glowworm. 2 brother of
Madhudait. There is a story in Mahabharat and
Ramayan that when Vishnu was sleeping in
water, two demons took birth from his ears
(from the dirt of  the ear); one was Kaitabh,
and the other was Madhu. They  saw Brahma
on the lotus flower and got ready to kill him.
Brahma worshipped Vishnu, so Vishnu killed
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both in the battle. In the first Chandicharitar
of  Dasam Granth, there is a translation of  this
very story. '

“shrutmel te det  race jug ta.
madhu  ketabh n a m  bhae t I n  ke.  ..

jUddh karyo t I n  5(~) bhagvét,
na  mar  sake a t I  de t  bali  he,

sat] bhae t In  p5c hajar,
(ਰਸ! larte  nahI bah tali he,

detan rijh kahyo—“varmfig”
kuhyo harI—“sisan dehu”,  bhali he,

dhar  um par cakr $6 katke,
job: 18 a pne  5g mali he.”

It is written in the 52th chapter ofHarivansh
that Brahma made two  toys of  mud, and when
he put life into them, they  became Madhy and
Kaitabh demons. See  ਮਧ.
ਕਟਭਰ [1<£ਠ1)11p ]:] Vishnu, who was the enemy
of Kaitabh demon. See ਕਟਭ 2.
ਕਠਲ [kethal] a hill state in district Shimla.
Kayonthal.
ਕਠ [ksthe], ਕਠ [kethc] Bg adv  where. “baharI
kethe ja?”-—gau m 5. “deh  na hoti tau menu
kethe rehIta?”—srdhgosatr. 2 pron who.
“bIn  l ah Ine  ਡਗ“: pa  re.”—todi m 5.
ਕ'ਡ [k‘éda] n measure. 2 mould, structure.
3 P0 pron whose.
ਕਤਞ [ketav] Skt n deceit. 2 gamble. 3 thorn-
apple. 4 greenery. 5 adj gambler. 6 cheat.
ਕਤਵਪਨਤ [ketvapanhutl] See ਅਪਨਤ (b).
ਕਥ [}ਵਬ'ਧ] Skt ਕਪਥ n wild pear. See  ਕਪਥ.
2 See ਕਇਜ.
ਕਥਲ [kethall main city of a tehsil of district
Kama], situated in Kurukshctar area, 1 9  kohs
west of Kama]. This city was founded by
Yudhishtir. Because  o f  the  temple o f
Hanuman’s mother Anjina, here, it was named
Kapisthal. Bhai Gurubaksh Singh’s son Bhai
Desu Singh of  Bhagtu dynasty occupied the

. area in 1767 and made Kaithal his capital. His
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son Lal Singh and grandson Bhai Uday Singh
ruled over it well. The  poet laureate of  the court,
Bhai Samokh Singh, while living in this city,
wrote Guru Pratapsuray etc. Bhai Uday Singh
had  no  child, so  after h i s  death  on 15th March,
1843,  this state was annexed i n t o  the  English
dominion.I

There are two gurdwaras ofthc  ninth  Guru
in Kaithal— one in Thandhar Tirathpur and the
other in the city itself. Ten bighas of land is
attached to the outer gurdwara. A mangosa
tree, since  the  time o f  the  Guru ,  stands at th is
place, the leaves of  which  were given by the
Guru to a sick man who recovered from his
illness.

T h e  outer gurdwara gets rupees one
hundred from the Patiala state and forty seven
rupees from the Jind state annually. One
hundred bighzw of  land was donated by Bhai
Uday Singh. Sec ਭਗਤ ਭਈ.
ਕਦ[1<€€1]/1 ,ਛ nimprisonment, confinement.
ਕਦ [keda] See ਕਇਦ. 2 pron of somebody.
“nah: ms: tras dharé rIpU ksda.”—GPS.
ਕ'ਦਝਫਯਕ] would say. 2 See ਕਦ2 of somebody.
ਕਦ [kedfi] adv  how.
ਫਦਘਖ] A d4} adjwho is a prisoner.
ਕਧਰ[1<€<1}1ਹ], ਕਭਧਰ [k‘édharx] where, in which
direction. “tud‘hu no chodI jaie prabhu
k‘édharI?”—asa m 5.
ਕਧ‘ [1<8€1116], ਕਧਲ' [1<8<1}15] part as if.
ਕਪਹ[1<£[੭911:[] to whom. “dusar kepahI javau?”
-asa m 5. 2 from whom. “kepahI dikhIa
leva7”-suhi m l .
ਕਫ[1<8£]/1 J! nstrong liquor. “keph kécni me
dhan khov‘é.”~GPS. 2 intoxication. “posat bhfig
aphim  mégaypIyo sabh 50k VIda kardaryo.

'Thc territory occupied by Bhai Sukha Singh. the younger
brother of Bhai Dcsu Singh. was not confiscated.
Successors ofSukha Singh have two chicfships ofAmoli
and Sudhuval in district Kama].
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matt hve caroi kephan 56 sut fd r  ke SIG I m  bsn
ucaryo.”—krrsan. 3 adv  how.
ਕਢਯ [1<£[੭11:[}’8],ਕਫ [kephi] adj drunk. “raj
kepte kamav~e.”——car1‘tr 245. “Ikk pathan
kephi ne menu dhakka deke sutghattIa”.
-JSBM.

WIkephiyatlA Q‘s! ndescription, detail.
ਕਬਰ [kebar] 11 an arrow. “tuppak tarak. kebar
karak.”——VN.
ਕਮਰੜੲ‘ਧਘ] ਘਧਰ fig. L Ficus Venosa: Sktuai’a‘}
ਕਮਤਕ ਨ'ਯ [kemuttIk nayay] See ਕਯ.
ਕਰ [ker] 11 wild caper.
ਕਰਉ [1<£1‘੪0] n Kaurav. from the Kuru dynasty.
“meri meri kerau karte duryodhan se bhai.”
*dhana namdev.
ਕਰਵ [kerav] Skt n blue lotus. “sadhan  kerav ]<0

bIgsavat.”—NP. 2 enemy. 3 gambler; 4 Kaurav,
descendant of Kuru. “kerav ran ghae.”—paras.

' ਕਰ [1<£1‘੦], ਕਰ“ [keré] Kaurav; from the Kuru
lineage. “kcro kurukhetr mare prachéd.”—gyan.
ਕਲ [1<£1] See ਕਲ 4. 2 See ਕਯਲ. 3 new sprout,
tender shoot.
ਕਲ [kela] Skt ਕਯਹ n horse with deep red
colour.
ਕਲਸ [kelas] Skt n Shining like a crystal on
water is a beautiful mountain to the west of
Tibet and north of  Mansarovar, which the
Chinese _call kIyunlan. Per Purans, this
mountain is the abode of Shiv and Kuber.
Thousands of  visitors from Tibet, China and
India come here and go around it. 2 prince.
See ਧਨ (h).
ਕਲਖਰ [kelakhar] old name of a doon (valley),
in Tehri state, between Ganga and Jamuna
rivers. “gég jamun bhitar base kelakhar ki
dun.”—carItr 25.
ਕਲ [keli] Skt ਕਪਲ a cow with black teats. In
Simritis, the best Kapila is described as one
whose hair is brown and teats are black.
“brahman keli ghatu képka ancari ka dhanu,
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pahI ete jahI visarI nanka Iku  namu.”—sava
m 3. ‘The murder of some one spiritually
enlightened,  a cow, and a maiden,  and  seizure

of  a cheat’s food (for retaining or  eating) are
sins. Such sins befall a person who forgets the
name of  the Creator. To forget the Creator’s
name is most sinful.’
ਕਲ [1੦:18] a village in police station Raikot, district
and tehsil Ludhiana. A gurdwara o f  Guru
Hargobind is situated here. Only the méji is
there; no other structure exists. It is about 10
miles away from the railway station Mullanpur.
ਕਵਲ [keval], ਕਵਨ [kevaly] Skt ਠਕਚਧ n oneness,
meaning unity with the Creator; supreme
spiritual state. “kevalda ucre subh  bena.”—NP.
2 purity, pristine  state.
ਕ [k0] pron who. “gurmatI ram kahI ]<0 ko na
bekfith gae.”—tod1' namdev. 2 anyone. “harI

bInU tere ko na sahai.”—sarm  9. “bhulan édarI

sabhuko.”—sn' a m 1. 3 particle of accusative
and dative case. of. “ram ]<0 bal puran bhai.”
—gau m 5. 4 P f short for ਕ-ਓ, that he.
ਕਉ [1<੦0],ਕਊ [kou] pron any. “kou sughar na
kou mura.  ”.—bavan
ਕਅ [koa] n eye’s edge, corner of the eye.
2 sugarcane’s eye, from where it sprouts.
ਕਅਡ [kc-5d] n bow. Sec ਕਦਡ. “hath hassé kassé

]<0- ਹਗਰ. ”—-ramav.
ਕਲਡਜ[1<੦p -ਭਧਬ]].9/i wc f n b n : arrow, which flies
from the bow.—sanama.
ਕਅਡਜ ਦਟਨ [ko-édaj daIni] arrow shot with
a bow; the army showering arrows—sanama.
ਕਅਡਨ [ko-édni] bow-wieldin g army—sana   
ਕਇ [kox] pron anyone. “kOI na kIs-hi jeha.”
—maru solhe m 3.
ਕਇਲ[1<੦ਗ1] n Indian cuckoo. “kali kozl tu kItu
gun: kali.”—suhi farid. 2 In Gurbani, this word

is used for a devotee seeking spiritual
realisation. 3 a city in UP. which is now known
by the name of Aligarh. “koxl l<o Uh garha
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kahave.”-—PPP. 4 See ਕਇਲ.
ਕਇਲ []<0:[]£1] o r  ਕਲ [kola]  Skt ਧਗਛਧਸ. n

burnt out charcoal ,  coal' See  E Coal. “kOIle

pap pare t I s  uparI man jalIa.”—maru m 1.
2 pron anybody, somebody. “mukatI na jam:
kOIla.”—mala namdev. 3 See ਕਕਲ.
ਕਈ [koi] pron someone, one. “koi bole ram
ram koi khudaI.”—ram m 5.
ਕੲਕਇ' [koikor] pron few, some, rare. “kotI
madhe janu paie bhai VI rla koikOI.”—-sorm 5.
ਕਏ [koe] plural of ਕਅ. 2 pron anyone, anybody.
“gur bI  nu avaru na  jam: l<o_e.”—an5du.
ਕਸ [kos] Skt ਕਸ n koh, a measure of  distance.
Initially distance ( length) o f  a kos was
determined by the bellowing of  a cow  meaning
the distance where the bellowing of  the cow
could be heard. People in their own lands
determined this distance of kos in their own
way. The kos of  the southern people is much
longer than that of  the Punjabis. As per old
measurement, a kos consisted o f  4000 yards
or 8000 cubits. The present kos is different
for different areas.2 “jIh marag ke gene jahI
na kosa.”—sukhmanI. See ਮਣਤ. 2 Skt ਕਸ
covering, cover. 3 box. 4 sheath, scabbard.
5 treasure. 6 dictionary. 7 egg. 8 vulva, vagina.
9 flower’s soft bud having sweet sprouts.
“kamal VIkhe jIm kos VIraje.”—-NP. 10 Vedant
recognises five Cocoons, which like a quilt
cover the soul.

(a) a body born from grain and living on
'Hcavicr the coal more the heat it has. The heat of hard
coke is many times more than that of  soft coke made

from wood. Expert geologists say that in olden times

vast forests got buried under the earth and by taking

several elements from the earth this wood has hardened

like stone. Now the world is drawing huge benefit from

coal mines.
2 I n  ancient books a koh is also shown of 4045 and 4558

yards respectively.
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grain is called énmay kos.
(b) intelligence supported by five organs is

called pranmay kos.
(c) five sense organs and mind comprise

manomay k0$.
(d) wisdom including five sense organs is

VIgIanmay  kos.
(e) a pure distinctive soul has a covering

named anfidmay kos. kos can be pronounced
ਕਸ [kos] too. 11 P J] a large kettledrum.
12 P Jf adj attempting. See ਕਸਦਨ.
ਕਸਟ [kosat], ਕਸਠ [kosath] chamber. Sec ਕਸ.
“bhojan 1<o kosat bhrayo bhiit b115t kar.”—GPS.
ਕਸਣ [kosna] v Skt ਗਟਸ curse, reprimand.
ਕਸਤਭ[]<੦5੮ਕ)11] See ਕਸਤਭ.
ਕਸਨ [kosna] See ਕਸਣ.
ਕਸਪ [kosap], ਕਸਪਤ [kospatI ], ਕਸਪਲ [kospal] n
treasurer. “kosap hOI sah  k0 jese.”—NP.
ਕਸਰ [kosro] just a koh; only a koh. “ek kosro
SI t  karat lalu tab catur patro  a.”--sorm 5.
‘When just a koh o f  distance was covered
towards the dearest, then the messenger came
and met i.e. the Guru appeared on the scene.’
ਕਸਲ [kosal] Skt ਕਸਲ n land between Ghagra
and Saryu rivers, the main ci ty  of  that region
being Ayodhya; a subcaste of Kshatris. ‘
ਕਸ[1<058]5'/(`/ ਜਧ adj luke warm. 2 P ਕ” he
who attempts. .
ਕਸਧਥ [1<058(]}1)’91<ਝ] treasurer. See ਕਸਪ.
ਕਸਲ [kosal] See ਸਲ.
ਕਸਸ [1<੦ਝ]:ਝ] P 09’] n attempt, endeavour.
ਕਸਦ [kosid] See ਕਸਦ. 2 Dg lethargy, laziness.
ਕਸਦਨ [kosidan] P U13f v attempt.
ਕਸ [1<0ਤਸ] n room. 2 stomach, abdomen.
ਕਹ [koh] See ਕਸ ] .  “1<011 1<ਗਘ calat na ਚਦ.”

—var asa. 2 anger, indignation, resentment.
3 P of hill, mountain.
WIkohkaf] P J50] Caucasus. Sktfi'arfi'dr
n an imaginary mountain that surrounds the
.entire world. See ਕਫ l and 2.
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ਕਹੜਰ[1<੦11ਟਪ੮] a mountain named Tur. See ਤਰ. ਕਚਲ [kohila] masculine of ਕਰ. Sec ਕਰ.
ਕਹਨਰ[1<੦1111…-]7’„3,/ afamous jewel, regarded
as the mountain of  light. It is said that it was
first with Karan and  Arjun and then remained
with Vikramaditya, but o f  this there is no
historical proof. One legend is that this jewel
was first presented to Shahjahan in 1628 by
Mirjumla‘ ,  (a minister  o fAbdu l I a  Kutubshah
king of  Golkanda). In January of 1739 AD
during the plunder of  Delhi it was seized by
Nadirshah who gave it the name of  Kohnoor.
On 8th June 1747 AD this jewel passed into
the  hands  o f  Ahmadshah Durrani  from
Shahrukh Muza, the grandson of  Nadirshah.
On l“t June 1813 A D  it was acquired by
Maharaja Ranjit Singh from Shahshuja, king
of Kabul. On 30th March 1849 AD after the
annexation of Punjab, Lord Dalhousie took
possession of  this  jewel from the treasury of
the minor Dulecp Singh on 7‘h December and
on 6'h April 1850, it was sent to Queen Victoria
of  England through Colonel Mackson on a ship
named Medea, to reach the Queen on 3rd July.
Its previous weight was 319 rattis, after cutting,
it has come now down to 102 rattis. The British
jewellers have estimated its worth at thirty lac
pounds. _
ਕਹਰ [kohar] n frost, mist. 2 bloom of mango-
tree, etc. 3 red gourd; a fruit that becomes
very red on ripening. “jam: phal kohar lal udar.”
'-GPS.
ਕਹਲ [kohli] a farming subcaste of Shahpur
district. 2 a Khatri subcaste that relates to
Khukhrains. “gurmukh ramu kohli.”-—BG.
ਕਹ[1<੦111], ਕਹਅ[1<੦1118] adj wrathful. 2 hillman,
he, who lives on  hills.
ਕਹਆਝਗਡਙ] P ਪਭਲ/ plural ofé‘rzfl. hill folk.
I B a b a r  writes that this jewel was acquired by Hamayun
in Agra in 1526 AD. from the family o f a  Hindu  king of

Gawalior who was assisting Ibrahim Lodhi.

ਕਥ[1<੦1<] Skt n red-legged partridge. “an: kok
kul sokvét.”—$e1<har. 2 wolf. 3 date tree.
4 frog. 5 Vishnu. 6 a Pandit who composed
Kamshastar; the famous book  “Kok”, a sexual
treatise is a part of  this Shastar. “kahfi kok
kavy a puran k0  parhat mat.”-—aka1. See  ਕਸਸਸਤ.
ਕਕਨ[1<੦1<ਗ] wild jujube fruit.
ਕਕਨਦ[1<੦1<11੪੮1]5/ਢ£ n rcd lotus. “jIm dal
koknadé dut I  pav’é.”—NP.
ਕਕਨਰ [koknarl P luff n poppy pod.
ਕਕਬਦਰ [kokbédar], ਕਕਬਦ [kokb'édri] a coastal
territory named Konkan ,  a long  the western
ghats of  Bombay, called ‘kokan’. The residents
of Kokbandar are kokbsdri. “bhajc habsi halbi
kokbédri.”——ka]1<i.
ਕਕਰਮ [kokaram] S e e  ਕਕਰਮ. “1<ਰ11ਫ karam
kokaram he?”—aka1.
ਕਕਲ [kokal] See ਕਕਲ.
ਕਕੜ[1<੦1<ਗ] n stone of a dried fruit. “huti kokréi
pilu keri.”—GPS.
ਕਕ[1<੦1<8] nsmallnail.2 T ff midwife's son,
maid’s son. “patsah da  koka rehi’da si.”
—JSBM.
ਕਕਲ [kokIl], ਕ'ਕਲ [kokIla] Skt n cuckoo.
“kokIl hov‘é 5b]: baséi.”—gaum I . 2 The name
of  raja Rasalu’s wife was also Kokila. 3 At
one place, kokIl has been used for a raven
“kokII kak jah'zi kIlkarahf.”—carrtr 405.
4 green coloured small hill-bird.
ਕਖ [kokh], ਕਖ [kokhI] Skt ਕਕ n womb. See ਕਕ.
ਕਚਬਹਰਰ[1<੦ਧਸ}1ਪ] See ਕਚਬਹਰ.
ਕਛਰ[1<੦<:11ਹ], ਕਛੜ [1<0੮119!”] lap, hip. See ਕਛੜ.
“SIricéd a kochar payo.”—NP. 2 a subcaste
of  Khatris.
ਕਝ [kojha] adj ugly.
ਕਟ [kot] Skt n fort, castle. “kot na 0: na l<os
na.”—saveye sn' mukhvak m 5. 2 city wall;
fortification. 3 king’s temple. 4 Ski ਕਟ one
crore, ten mi | lion. “kécan ke  1<੦ਠ datu kari.”—sri



ਕਟਸ'ਸਰ
a m 1. ‘measureless gold to be given in charity.’
5 endless,  countless,  infinite.  “kotan me nanak
kou.”—s m 9. 6 an English dress; coat.
ਕਟਸਸਹ [kotsamhir] a village in Patiala state,
district Barnala tehsil and police  ' station
Bhatinda, adjoining which is a gurdwara of Guru
Gobind Singh. There is another small gurdwara,
with a cluster of trees in 63 ghumaons of land
attached, donated by Patiala state. A three mile
unpaved road goes  in the south-west to
Katarsinghwala railway station.
ਕਟਕਪਰ [kotkpura] a town inhabited by Kapoor
Singh Brar in Faridkot state, which is now a
railway station. The tenth Guru stayed here
for some time and then went to Muktsar. There
are two gurdwaras at this place: one is in the
middle of  an unbricked pond. 126 ghumaons
of [and donated by the state is attached to it.
The second is  situated  to the south of  the  town,
and is known as “gurudhab” Here Guru
Gobind Singh tied his turban afier  ablution.
ਕਟਕਧਣ [kotkalyani] See ਰਮਰਇ.
ਕਟਕਗਰ [kotkagar] paper fort, castle built by
using paper as in Ramlila etc. “kotkagar bInas
bar na jhuthIa.”—-jst chétm 5. ‘It does not take
long to demolish a paper fort.’
ਕਟ ਕਗੜ [kot kagral'fort of  Kangra. 2 Kangra
town, also known as Nagarkot.
ਕਟਕਟਤਰ [kotkotétar] in millions; innumerable,
in crores. 2 ਕਟ-ਕਟ-ਅਤਰ. “kotkotétar ke pap
bInasan.”—sara m 3. ‘which absolves sins of

‘ innumerable births.’
ਕਟਗਰ [kotguru] See ਗਰਕ 2.
ਕਟਦਰ [kotdvar] entrance of a castle. 2 entrance
through the citywall. 3 a town in district Pauri
of Garhwal. Here is a place related to Guru
Nanak, known as Charanpaduka.
ਕਟਧਰਮ [kotdharmu] See ਸਲਸਰ.
ਕਟਪਚਸ [kotpacasa] See ਕਟਪਚਯ.

_ ਕਟਪਲ [kotpal] Skt n guard at the fort; protector
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of the castle. 2 guard of the  citywall. 3 incharge
of  a police station.
ਕਟਪਚਸ [1<0੮})ਟ੮858] Scholars of Sanskrit have
estimated that the measure of the
circumference of the earth is 500 million yojans.
“prIthvi jojan kotpacasa, 10k caturdas pur
prakasa.”—~saloh. “te taskar jo mm 113 levahI

_ vasahI kotpécasa.”—prabha m 1.
ਕਟਭਈ [kotbhai] a wellknown village in tchsil
Muktsar, district Ferozepur. Bhai Bhagtu lived
here. There are two gurdwaras of  the tenth
Guru in this village:

(1) The Guru came to the house of  Bania
devotees in order to have meals. Afier getting
baptised, the Banias turned Singhs, and the Guru
named them Rangi Singh and Ghumi Singh. They
served the Guru lavishly. There is a gurdwara
with which 50 ghumaons of land has been
attached since the Sikh Raj. The priest is a
baptised Singh.

(2) At a short distance the secc’md gurdwara
is to the south of  the village. When the Guru
came from Guptsar, he stayed here. This
gurdwara was constructed in Sammat 1978.
Here also, the priest is a baptised Singh.

It is five miles to the north from Giddarbaha
ra i lway station. T h e  approach-road is
unmetalled.
ਕਟਮਰਜ ਜਨ [kotmIrja jan] a village situated
between Vatala and Kalanaur. At this place
Banda Bahadur began constructing a fortress
of  unbaked bricks, but before it could be
completed, the Mughal army launched an
attack. Banda Bahadur left it and occupied a
fortress at Gurdaspur. See ਦਨਚਦ ਦ ਹਵਲ.
ਕਟਰ [kotar] Skt n cavity in a tree. 2 jungle
surrounding a fort, which  served as a defence
for the fort. 3 Dg small underground receptacle
for holding grains.
ਕਟਲ [kotla] a village situated at a distance of
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two kohs to the east of  Ropar. Here two Pathans
sewed  the  tenth Guru with full devotion. The
Guru bestowed upon them a dagger and a
shield. There are two sacred places relating
to  the Guru here. One  is inside while the other
is outside the town. 2 See ਮਲਰਕਟਲ.
ਕਟਲਗਗ [kotlanIhég] See ਭਠਸਹਬ.
ਕਟਲਥਘ [1<੦ਠ111੭8811<੧] This village of tchsil and
district Gujranwala falls under police station
Mande. There is a small gurdwara of  Guru
Hargobind. The Guru sat under a peepal tree
which still stands there. The place where the Guru
sat is called “thara sat”. A small pacca house
is located closeby where Guru Granth Sahib is
installed. ANamdhari Sikh is its pn'est. The  village
has donated 16 ghumaons of land to this gurdwara.
A fair is held. on 14th Chet. Eminabad railway
station is 10 miles east of  this gurdwara. During
'the rainy season this road becomes unserviceable.
ਕਟਲਹਚਅ [kotlehria] a subcaste of  Rajputs.
The hilly state of  Kotlehar derives its name
from this subcaste. See ਬਈ ਧਰ.
ਕਟਵਗਆ [kotvaria], ਕਟਵਰ [kotvar] See ਕਟਪਲ
3. “VICI man kotvaria.”—suhi m 5 partal. “ab
kaha kare kotvar?”—maru m 5. Here ਕਤਵਲ
[kotval] means Dharamraj.
ਕਟਵਰ [kotvari] n function of  ਬਕਤਵਲ [kotval].
“pap kare kotvari.”——bas§t a m 1.
ਕਟਵਲ [kotval], ਕ'ਟਵਲ [kotvalu] See ਕਟਪਲ and

u.

ਕਤਵਲ. “kotvalu sukraSIri.”—ma]a namdev. See
ਸਕਰਸਰ.
ਕਟ [1<0ਣਗ] plural of kotI. “UdharahI sagle kota.”
—sor m 5. 2 a state in Rajputana whose
principal town Kotah is now a junction of BB
& CI  railway. 3 salted mixture of  roasted pith
of melon seeds with powdered betel nut,
consumed by the  affluent persons after meals.
ਕਟ [kotI] Skt n ten million, one crore. “kai
kotI prabh kau khojéte.”—sukhmani. See ਸਖਯ.
2 initial part of  an argument. “1<8੮1111<੦੮11<੦ਣ]:
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kotI.”-—japu. ‘croms ਅ speakers have
reiterated with crores of  arguments.’ Sec  ਕਥ-
3 corner of a bow. See ਕਟ. 4 sharp edge of a
weapon.
ਕਟਕਟਤਰ [kotIkutétar], ਕਟਕਟਤਰ [kotIkotétar]
See  ਕਟਕਟਤਰ. “kotIkutétar  ke pap  harI‘khove. 
-—b£ra m 4.
ਕਟਤਰਥ [kotItirath] crores of places of
pilgrimage. 2 a pond of Gokaran. 3 a
pilgrimage centre in Mathura. 4 a pilgrimage
centre in Kurukshetar._5 ; !  tank near the temple
of Mahakal in Ujjain. “kotI tirath majjan
ISnana IS  kalI mahI mrl  bharije.”—suhi m 5.
ਕਟਤਤਸ [kotItetis] thirty-three crore deities.
“kotI tetisa khojahI ta} .wu.”—majh a m 5. Sec
ਤਤਸਕਟ.
ਕਟ [1<0ਠ1] corner of a string-bow. See ਕਟ 3.
“ g a h I  koti d a e  cala  Ike. ran  kali  gussa
khaIke.”—c5di 3. ‘caught demons with the help
of  the corner of  a bowstring and shot them
off.’ See ਕਟ 2.
ਕਟਤਰ [1<0ਠਰਰ1‘] See ਕਟਕਟਤਰ.
ਕਠ [koth] chamber. See ਕਸ. “kajarkoth mahI
bhai n9 kari.”—asa m 5. kajarkoth, a chamber
of  collyrium, refers to household affairs and
trade etc.
ਕਠਰ [kothra], ਕਠਰ [mum], ਕਗਮ [kothria],
ਕਠੜ [!<0ਹ}1ਤਧ] big room, small room, chamber.
“kothre mahI kothri param kothi bicar.”—ram
kabir. ‘conscience in the form of a small room
within a big room and spiritual knowledge in
the form o f a  still smaller room’.
ਕਠ [kotha]  See  ਕਸ. “]<੦ਨ}19 médap maria .”
-—var asa. 2 multiplication table of a number,
written in one column. “dhfice pun uthe joran
kothe gra mkar patvar.”-NP. ‘

ਕਠ ਸਹਬ [1<੦ਨ}18 sat] a memorial of Guru
Nanak Dev in village Uddeke situated 5 kohs
to the south of  Batala in district Gurdaspur. Guru
Nanak Dev visited this place on his way to
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Batala. A fair is held here on the 10th of  $aradhs.
ZSee ਵਲ. 3 888ਕਠਗਰਕ. 4 See ਬਸਰਕ.
ਕਠਗਰ ਕ [1<੦ਣ}18 ਥਪਡਧ ka] a village ofMalwa,'
situated in tchsil and police station Bhatindalof
nazamat Barnala in Patiala state. It is situated

ਰ at a distance of 14 miles from Jaito railway
station and is 15 miles away from Bhuccho.
This village was founded by Prithi Chand in
Sammat 1653. Sodhi Kaul Sahib provided great
prosperity and hustle and bustle to  this village.

It is said that Sulhi died in the same village
when he fell into a burning brickkiln. This
brickkiln was located at a distance of  one mile
to the cast of  this village. Guru ka Kotha is 21
possession and Jagir o f  the Sodhis, who are
descendants of  Prithi Chand. 2 a gurdwara of
thensixth Guru at Wazirabad. See ਗਰ ਕ ਕਠ.
ਕਠ ਮਲਕ [1<੦ਨ}18 maluka] a village in Malwa
situated at a distance of  five  kohs to the east of
Jaito. It is at this place that a guard of  the tenth
Guru forbade an insane person from entering
the Guru’s camp. The guard beat him up so
severely when he insisted on entering that he
died at the spot.
ਕਠਰ [kothari] See ਕਠਲ. “o kanko kothari
carIo.”—sar m 5. 2 .See ਕਠਰ.
ਕਠ [kothi] small room. 2 bungalow of the British
style. 3 trading house, where bills of  exchange
are traded. 4 part of  a gun, c lose  to the match
of the gun, which is filled with gunpowder. It
was part ofold  guns which were filled through
the muzzlcs. “gaj nIkal dalat b Ic  kab‘e'. kothi
kItak bani lakh tab’é.”—GPS. 5 physique. “édhi
kothi tera namu nahi.”—asa m l .
ਕਡ[]<੦€.1] n inclination, bend, curve. 2 one  crore.
“kod anédu.”—japu. “katak kod tamaSIa.”-var
jet. 3 See ਕਡ.
ਕਡ[1<੦(.]8] adj bent forward.
ਕਡ [kodI]  S adv  joyfully; with pleasure.

' ਕਣ[}<੦!.1] Skt n edge, corner. 2 angle. See ਦਸ.
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3 stringed bow of  a sarégi. 4 sharpness of  a
weapon such as a sword etc. 5 drumstick.
ਕੜਰ [kotar] short for Ikottar; one more than
any number i.e., kotar so.
ਕਤਰ [kotri] See ਚਕਤਰ.
ਕਤਲ [kotal] T J] horse for the rich to ride.
2 decorated but riderless horse,  that leads  the
retinue of  rich persons. 3 Skt fast, clcvcr horse.
ਕਤਵਲ [kotval] Skt ਕਟਪਲ. 2 an official, incharge
of the city’s defefice. 3 during the Mughal regime,
a kotwal also used to be a judicial magistrate.
ਕਤ[]<0[8],ਕਤਹ[}<0ਗ1] P ,t/ or ,; adj small,
inferior. 2 less, deficient .
ਕਤਹ [kotahi] P d‘t‘f n shortage, deficiency.
ਕਥਰ [kothri], ਕਥਲ [kothli] S ਕਥਰ, M ਕਥਲ n
sac, pouch. purse. “ramratanu mukhu kothri
parakhu age kholI.”—s kabir. 2 small pouéh in
which  the Hindus tell their beads.
ਕਦ [kod] Pkt n direction. “je je $2;d badat (rah?)
kod.”——-NP.
ਕਦਉ [1<੦ਯਹਪ].5'/ਸਕਦਞ 0ਜਕਦਞੴ paspalum scrobi
culatum; a kind  of  small millet, whose grains
are pulvcrised and the flour  so  produced is used
for making chapattis by the poor. “kodau ko
bhus khai he.”—gu j kabir.
ਕਦਕ[1<੦ਯਹ1<]ਲ/ਢ!ਕਦਕ child fond of playing. P

Hg “jabahI bIlokyo  Star kod ak.”—NP.
ਕਦਰ [kodra], ਕਦ [koda], ਕਦ [kodo] Sec ਕਦਉ.
ਕਦਡ [1<0€1ਰ(.{] Skt ਕਜਟਹਛ n that which produces
squeaking sound, while an arrow is shot. i.e.
string of  a bow. 2 especially a string bow made
ofbamboo  having nine nodes.
ਕਦਞ [kodrav], ਕਧ [kodha], ਕਰ [kodhra] See
ਕਦਉ. “has Udar krodhe paIa.”~—s fan'd.
ਕਥ [kodhre] in the millet field, to the millet
.field. See ਕਦਉ and ਕਸ.
ਕਨ [kon],  ਕਨ [kona] See  ਕਣ. “kone bathe  khaie
pargat hOI nIdan.”—S kabir. 2 none, nobody.
ਕਨ [kone] plural of ਕਨ [kona]. 2 in the corner.
See ਕਨ.
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ਕਖ [kop] Skt n wrath, anger. “kop jaria.”—kan
m 5.
ਕਪਰ[1<੦}੭81].ਗਢ18 large platter with a handle
attached. “kopar kanak kalas bahu thara.”—GV
6. 2 bud, sprout. 3 Skt ਕਪਰ skull, cranium.
“kopar cur cavani latthI karégle.”—c§di 3.
‘After crushing the skull and the face, the
sword reached the skeleton.’
ਕਧਰ [kopri] skull. See ਕਪਰ 3.
ਕਪਲ [kopal] See ਕਪਰ 2.
ਕਪ [kopI] pron anyone. 2 See ਕਪ.
ਕਪਅ [kopIa] adj enraged, angered.
ਕਪਤ [kopIt] adj enraged, furious.
ਕਪਲ [kola] enraged. “mujh uparI sabh
kola.”——m91a namdev. 2 angered.
ਕਪ [kopi] See ਕ'ਪ. 2 adj choleric, wrathful.
ਕਪਨ [kopin] See ਕਪਨ and ਕਪਨ.
ਕਪ' [kopu] See ਕਖ. See ਹ'ਸ.
ਕਫਤ [kofat] P ‘3‘! n percussion, stroke; injury.
2 fatigue. 3 inlaying of  silver or  gold on  iron.
ਕਫਤਗਰ[1<੦ਰ18ਰ] P fuf one who inlays silver
or gold on baser metals.
ਕਛਤਨ[1<੦£1811]/) “if beat, strike.
ਕਫਤ [kofta] P :3/ adj beaten. 2 11 round ball
of mincemeat.
ਕਬ [kob] Pfij beat; infinitive of koftan.
2 When suffixed to another word, it means
one  who  beats : sarkob i.c.one who  hits on  the
head. '
ਕਥਦ[1<੦})੪੮1]1° ਭ/ may beat, beats, will beat.
ਕਬਦ [kobId] See ਕਵਦ.
ਕਮ[1<0111]/1 r} n people of the same nationality;
nation. “koman SIrI koma.”—guja m 5.
ਕ’ਮਦ [komdi] See ਕਮਦ.
ਕਮਰ[1<011191'] See ਫਮਲ and ਕਮਲ.
ਕਮਲ [komal] Skt adj tender, delicate. sans
hardness. “1<੦111911)ਟ11.11 sabh kau 5ਰ1੦1<11£.”-88ਧ
thIti m 5. Poets consider the following as tender:-
mind of  the ascetic, love, flower, butter, silk.
2 beautiful, fascinating. 3 water. 4 according to
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music a flat note. rzsabh, gadhar, dhevat and
mad are all flat  notes.
ਕਮਲਤ[1<੦…1੮8] n tenderness, delicacy. 2 beauty.
ਕਸਬਧਨ [komal bédhan] n sensuous bonds.
komalbfidhan bfita.”—ram m 5 mtr. 2 bond
of  attachment.
ਕਯ [koy] See ਕਇ.
ਕਯਲ [koyal] Sec ਕਇਲ.
ਕਯ [koya] See ਕਆ.
ਕਰ [kor] n edge, border, hem. 2 comer of the
eye. 3 crore. “nahi rahIt b I t  kor.—GV 10.
“lakh lakh kai kore.”—kan m 5. 4 M persistence,
obstinacy. 5 defect. “tau tanI kai kor.”—s fetid.
6 enmity. 7 row, line. 8 P 1/ blind, sightless.
9 unproductive o r  barren land. 10  in the
irrigational parlance, the field  not irrigated afier
sowing. 11 short for ਅਕਰ “59511-ਰ (:}1੦'1', de de
kor.”-—ramav. 12 adj without water. “ayo kor
m6da1.”—car1tr3 76. ‘got his hair out (without
the application of  water).’ 13 new, unused. “ek
dhol trIy  kor m5gava.”—carItr 355. 14 S stone
of  a fruit, especially of  a mango.
ਕਰਥ [korak] Skt n bud. 2 See ਕਰਕ.
ਕਰਚ [korci] T (ਤ,/ਰ“ manufacturer of arms.
2 armed; equipped with arms. 3 one who
manages the court of  a king; Chamberlain.
ਕਰਟ [kort] General Court. He accompanied
Avitabile to Lahore and served under Maharaja
Ranj i t  Singh. His  contonment  was  at
Begampura. He was a wel l  read man. In 184]
AD, during the struggle for power  at the court,
he left his  job  at Lahore. 2 E court. 3 court of
a king. 4 court room, court of  law.
ਕਰਨਸ [komIs] See ਕਰਨਸ.
ਕਰਮ[1<੦ਸ8] See ਕੜਮ. 2 T _…‘1' nmcatcookcd
in ghee (butter).
ਕਰੜ[1<੦1-81] n hard grain, grain difficult to render
sofi by boiling. “1<੦1'91' moth'J Ineha . ’  ’—Varram
2 m 5. “korar moth na rIjhai kar agni jos.”
—BG. 2 S natural grown plants from seeds
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fallen from a tree.
ਕਰੜ[]<੦੮\ \ ]  lash, whip. 2 a metre, also known
as “anéd” characterised by four lines, each having

» thirteen characters, first pause at the sixth, the
second at the next seventh, the last two characters
being laghu guru. With regal), ISI, in the final
position, its rhythm becomes very charming.

Example:
sat I  guru kahyo, suno vir khalsa,
tyagdehu mano, vadIa i  lalsa;
hOI nxskam,  karo seva deg ki,
cahat ho krIpa,‘yadI jagtes ki.

Its variant is pyar ch5d. Sec ਪਯਰ.
ਕਰੜ [korru] See  ਕਹੜ.
ਕਰ [kora] adj unwashed cloth, of which the
starch has not been removed. “nanak pahe
babra kore régu n3 SOI.”—var asa. 2 a person
unaffected by educa t ion  o r  preaching.
“manmukh mugadhu  new kora hOI.”—suhi m
4. 3 unused or new vessel in which water etc.
has not been put. See ਕਰ. 4 unaccommo-
dating; rude. 5 n frost, hoar.
ਕਰ [korI] n crore. “sxdh sadhak tetis korI.”
-—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
ਕਰਕ [korIk] one crore. See ਕਲਯਰ.
ਕਰ [kori] feminine. of ਕਰ [kora]. “nIt uthI
kori gagar ans.”-—bIIa kabir. 2 n Hindu weaver.
“kori k0 kahu maramu na jana.”-asa kabir.‘
3 See ਕਲ4. 4 P 61f blindness, sense of being
blind.
ਕਲ [kol] adv near, close by. 2 Ski n pig. “masal
bali kol dIkhrae.”—GPS. 3 a savage tribe which
is especially found in Bhagalpur district. 4 Dg
a boat made by tying pitchers under a cot.
ਕਲਕ [kolak] Skt n pepper. 2 See arm
ਕਲ [kola] See ਕਇਲ.
ਕਲਹਲ [kolahal] See ਕਲਹਲ.
ਕਲ [kolI] See ਕਲ and ਕਲ.
ਕਲ [koli] adj living close by, living side by side.
“bar: nIkat vase harI koli.”—-gaum 4. 2 breeder
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of pigs. 3 n an agricultural tribe that lives in the
mountains. Many people consider them as
untouchables. Th is  is one  o f  the oldest
communities of  India. 4 The  weavers in north-
eastern Punjab arc also called ਕਲ [koli].
5 certain Gujjars of  Amritsar. 6 See ਕਹਲ. 7 an
ancient territory which is now in Bastar district
of  Avadh in U.P.. Its king, Suparbuddh, was
maternal grandfather of Lord Buddh. Two
daughters o f  Suparbuddh, Mayadevi and
Prajapati, were married to Shuddhodan.
ਕਲ [kolu] n oil press, crusher. “kolu carkha
caki caku.”—var asa.
ਕਲਏ [kolue] a Rajput subcastc. The rich from
Ku l lu  are of  the this subcaste.
ਕਲ [kolhu] See ਕਲ.
ਕਵਦ [1<੦\/:੮(1] Skt n one who knows how to
speak; learned scholar.
ਕਵਦੲਸ [kOVId-isl, ਕਵਦਸ []<0\’]:(11ਝ], ਕਵਦਸ
[kovxdesl chief of  great scholars. 2 chiefspeaker.
ਕਵਡ [1<0\’ਟ(ਤ{] See ਕਦਡ.
ਕਵਡਜ [kovédaj] an arrow shot from a bow
—sanama.
ਕਵਡਜਨ[1<0\/ਟ(ਬਗਘ army equipped with arrows.
—sanama.

.ਕਵਡਨ [kovédni] army equipped with bows.
—sanama.
ਕੜ [1<0.ਫ] n crore. “sxmarahI devte kor tetisa.”
—maru solhe m 5. 2 Ski pig. “dhol dhar haryo,
kagardi korét karakyo.”—ramav. ‘During
Ram’s battle Dhaval (the mythological bul l
which is believed to  hold the earth on its horns)
got terrified and the back o f  Varah (an
incarnation of Vishnu in the form of a pig) gave
out a crackling sound.’
ਕੜਮ [korma] n family, clan. “ I k  vaki korma
v1cari.”—BG.
ਕ'ੜ [1<੦ਖ'1] 11 crore. “tin dev aru korI te t Isa .”
-guj m 5.
ਕੜ [1<ਘ] n a score, group of  twenty. 2 crores
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Le. innumerable. “nanak kori narak barabre
Ujaru soi thau.”—var jet.
ਕਤਭ [korét] pigs too. See ਕਡ 2.
ਕੜ [korh] n ਕਸ See  ਗਲਤਕਸ.
ਕੜ [korha], ਕੜ [korhi] adj leper.
ਕ [1੦] part of. See ਕਉ. “padarath hIt 1੦
duren.”--sar m I .  “bhagatI jog 1੦ jetvar.”
—saveye m 5 ke. 2 adv when. See ਕਲ.

. ਕਸ [1੦5] See ਕਉਸ. “ I k  pag  panhi nol< bad, I k
pag  1੦5 tIkaI.”—-NP. ‘a  shoe in one  foot and a
wooden sandal in the other.’ “dhari  nIsani 1੦5
di, makke 5darI puj karai.”—BG.' 2 Skt silken
garment produced from the cocoons ofs i lk
worms. 3 one from progeny of Kush. 4 P J/
kettledrum made o f  brass. “dere dare dih

'Bhai Vir Singh has  written the  following footnote on the
. 3 6 ‘ h  stanza of chapter 59 of the first half of his
commentary in Guru Nanak Prakash:

The following fact has been verified by Sant Sangat
Singh (Kamalie walc) aflcr his visit to ‘Ucch’:

There is a place in Bahawalpur state known as ‘Ucch
Sharif: Sayyad Jalal Sani Makhdum Ruknuddin Abul Patch
belonged to this place. He descended from the family of
HazratAli Naqi. Even though he had migrated from Arabia
to India. yet he was regarded equal to Mecca’s Sharil’,
whenever he visited the shrfnc. At the time of Guru
Nanak’s visit to Mecca Sharif. Makhdum Ruknuddin was
also present there. Many Indian hcrmits such as Laljati

etc. were also around. When Mecca  moved along with the

feet of Guru Nanak. all the Muslims asked Makhdum

Ruknuddin to lead them in religious discourse with Guru
Nanak. It is he who is mentioned as Ruknal in Janamsakhis.
Fully content with Guru Nanak’s replies to his questions,
he on  his return to India brought Kaus  (wooden sandals)

alongwith him. These wooden sandals are still preserved

in the toshakhana (storcroom where precious aniclcs are
kept) of  Ucch Sharif. Many a time, several rich Sikhs have
tried to procure them in exchange for a large amount of
money and land but Pir Sahib has declined to part with
these sacred objects.
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dhasra, 1੦5 ]0]11:1ਟ1 (18 re.”—sa]oh. 5 A J}  bow.
analkasak] See ਕਸਕ.
ਕਸਤਕ[1<੦5ਚ1<] Some ignorant scribe has written
kostak‘ instead of kastubh. “te kostak manI
dhare.”—carItr 24  a n d  123.  S e e  ਕਸਤਭ.
ਕਸਤਭ [kastubh] Skt ਕਹ-ਤਭ n a gem retrieved
from the sea, which Vishnu, the god, wears
around his neck.
ਕਸਲ[1੦ਝਹ1] Skt n well-being,  cleverness,  wisdom.
2 adj relating to Kaushal land. 3 n queen of
Kaushal, Kaushalya. “kahI ko kasal kukkhI jayo
ju.”—saveye 33. 4 of Koshal subcaste.
ਕਸਲ [1<55ਟ>1] E council n advice. 2 council.
ਕਸਲਆ [kasalxa] Sec ਕਸਕ.
ਕਮਲਸ[1<381ਗ8], ਕਸਲਸ[1੦8]੪ਝ] people of Kaushal;
their king  Ram Chandar. “jos vado 1੦1- kaslisé
adhbicahI te  sar katutare.”-—ramav.
ਕਸਲਤ [kasalya] daughter of Kaushal land and
its King; mother of  Ram Chandar, the chief
queen o f  k ing  Dashra th .  2 wife o f
Chandarvanshi king Puru.
ਕਸਕ[1੦8:੮1<] Gadhi — son of raja Kaushak, who
was Vishvamitar’s father. 2 Kaushak dynasty’s
Vishvamitar. 3 Indar. 4 owl. 5 silken gament.
6 mongoose. 7 treasurer, who guards the
treasure. 8 recitation of  a mantar of Atharved.’
9 per Mahabharat a Brahman leper who had a
pious wife named Narmada.2 See ਮਡਵ.
ਕਸਕ [koslki] See ਅਦਸਤਹ ਕ ਜ ਤਨਅ.
ਕਕਥਦਰ [1<:>1<1੭ਭ€181-] See ਕਕਬਦਰ.
ਕਕ [kaka] See ਕਵਕ.
2 O n c e  Narmada was carrying her husband on her head.
0n  the way. her foot struck saint Mandavya, who was

then hanging on a stake for being a thief. At this, saint

Mandavya cursed the person who had troubled him to
die at daybreak. By virtue o f  her chastity, Narmada

stopped the sun from rising. On request from the gods
and on persuasion from Ansuya, Narmada let the sun

rise. Kaushik, who was dead because of  a curse, was

blessed with life by Ansuya.
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fiance] armour, coat of mail. See ਕਵਚ. “kocan
ko jhatde katdet.”—GPS. 2 according to
Tantarshastar, a song of protection. “tumi kac
vaktrapne te 'ucaryo.”—-car1 tr 1 .
ਕਚਬਹਰ [kacbIhar] Sec ਕਚਬਹਰ.
ਕਚਬਦਜ [kacbIdya] n knowledge of wearing
armour. 2 knowledge regarding the manu-
facture of  armour. 3 knowledge of  defending
one’s body with t h e  power  o f  mantars.
“kacbIdya atdya”-gyan.
ਕਚ [kaci] adj armoured. “aszr. gadi kaci bal
gadhe.”—carrtr 405. swordsmen, maceholdcrs
and wearers of  armour. .
ਕਡ [kada] large cowrie. 2 See ਕਉਡ. 3 a
carnivorous Bhil chief  of  Nishads who used to
plunder jungles in the south of  Vindh. He
wgnted to catch hold of  Bhai Mardana and
eat him. With his spiritual strength, Guru Nanak
Dev transformed Koda’s’ life in such a way
that he bade goodbye to  his barbarity, became
a saint and spent his remaining life in meditating
upon the Creator. '
ਕਡ [kadi] See ਕਉਡ.
ਕਡਅਰ [kadiara], ਕਡਅਲ [kadiala], ਕਡਯਰ
[kadyara] a species  o f  speckled snakes. They

are  very poisonous.  “janu dasgayo nag
kadyara.”——carrtr 297.  2 a gambler who keeps
cowries with him for gambling.
ਕਣ [1<31.1] See ਕਉਣ.
ਕਤਕ [katak] See ਕਉਤਕ.
ਕਤਕਹਰ [katak-har], ਕਤਕ [katki] See ਕਉਤਕਹਰ.
ਕਤਯ [k5tey] Skt of or pertaining to Kunti. 2 n
Yudhishitar, Bhim and Arjun. 3 Arjun in
particular, is famous by this name, although all
the three were sons of  Kuntif’ See ਕਤ.
ਕਥ [koth] which date?
ਕਥ [katha] Skt ਕਤਥ: and ਕਤਥ what number?
'from his mouth.
2In  Gita. Krishan has frequently addressed Arjun as kStey.
Hence this became a proper name for Arjun.
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ਕਧ [dh] Skt ਕਰਧ sun. 2 lightning.
ਕਧਨ [dhan] v flash. See ਕ'ਥ. “jIm kfidhat
savan  b I  jju ghat5.—suraj.
ਕ'ਥਤ [k‘a'tt] adj flashing. See ਕਧ. “k5tt
damanI saghan.”—paras.
ਕਨ [ken] Sec ਕਉਣ and ਕਉਨ. 2 A U f  n world,
earth, material existence.
ਕਪਨ[1<੦ਸਧ] belt, girdle, loincloth. Sce ਕਪਨ.
ਕਮ [kam] A r} n community. 2 nation.
3 dynasty.
ਕਮਬਹਤਰ [10m bahattar] seventy-two communities
of  Arabia; seventy-two sects of Beni Israel.
“kam bahattar 55g kar.”-—BG. Hazrat
Mohammad united seventy-two communities
of Arabia into Islam and aligned them with
himself. See ਇਸਲਮ ਦ ਫਰਕ.
ਕਮ'ਰ [kamari] power of Kumar Kartikey.
2 ever virgin Durga. “kesri abahi komari.”
—paras.
ਕਮਦ [kamudi] moonlight that makes the blue
lotus ecstatic. Blue lotuses bloom a lot in the
moonlight. 2 full moon night ofKattak. 3 a well
known grammar work Sidhant Komudi by
Bhattojidikshit, based upon Ashatadhyai by the
renowned grammarian Panini. 4 Madhyasidhant
Komud i by Varadraj Bhatt, written in Sammat
1250. 5 Laghu Sidhant Komudi by Varadraj
Bhatt, which became more popular than the
other two. 6 See ਗਰਕਮਦ. 7 court of a raja.
8 mace of Vishnu Komodaki.
ਕਮਦਕ [komodki] mace of Kumud (Vishnu).
ਕਰ [kor] morsel. “purab 1੦1- nIkarke p5c,13ge
pun jeman.”-—NP. 2 pillar, threshold. “par khare
1101 km lag.”—GPS. 3 short for karav (kuruvési)
“man bhitar karan kop badhayo.”—krrsan.
4 blue lotus, water lily. “karan ke mukhre
mukulé.”—GPS. 5 prince. 6 name for a Sikh
lady who has been baptised. As  the word Singh
is added to the name o f  a Sikh male, so is the
word Kaur added at the end of  the name of  a



ਕਰਤ

Sikh female. In fact, this word is ki'JvarI (karI)l
7 Skt fi'a‘joint of an organ. “katge kahfi kar ਰਪ
carma.”—gyan.

' ਕਚਉ [karau], ਕਰਓ [karao] See ਕਰਞ. “chad cale
karau jese.”-—-c5di 1 .  “bhae ਰਸ ke karao
pfidveyé.”-—janmejay. ,
ਕਰਪਲਘਧਗਕ] protector of Kauravs, Duryodhan.
“ute karpalé dhare chatrIdharmé.”—gyan.
ਕਰਞ [karav] adj pertaining to Kuru dynasty.
2 n sons of  king Dhritrashtar as Duryodhan
etc. “kate korvé dur s‘idur kheté.”—gyan. See

0

ਕਰਞਸ.
ਕਰ [kora] adj bitter. 2 See ਕਲ.
ਕਰ [karI], ਕਰ [kari] n hug, embrace. “bhar
kari mahI 1in.”—GPS. 2 an object that may be
within the grasp of both the arms. 3 bricked
superstructure of  a well, which is  of  the shape
of  a tower  before it is lowered into the ground.
“jese kua khodke su vasudha dhasaI kari.”
—BGK. 4 cowrie. 5 bitter. 6 See ਕਰ 6.
ਕਲ[1੦1] See ਕਉਲ 1. 2 Sodhi Kaul Sahib from
the progeny of  Prithi Chand, who belonged to
village Dhilvan. When  the tenth Guru attired
in a blue robe arrived at Dhilvan from
Machhiwara , Prithi Chand offered two horses
and a white  dress to the  Guru, who put on  the
white dress, tore the blue robe, and reciting-
“nil bastra 1e kapre phare turak pathanI amal
gIa,” burnt them. The Sodhis of Butter village
of district Ferozepur also belong to the Kaul
dynasty. 3 blue-blooded. 4 according  to  Tamar
Shastar, an adherent of tantric mode of worship.
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“kalnat kal jIh tal me rahat h‘é.”——aka1. ‘lf
Vishnu is  known as Kaulnabh, then is  that tank
not Kaulnabh in which Iotuses grow?’
ਕਲ [kala] n a type of reddish orange. 2 pillar
o f  a door from which an  arch is raised.
3 Kamla, Lakshmi. See ਕਉਲ. 4 a Hindu girl
Kamla, who was purchased and reared as a
maid by Kaji Rustam Khan Mujang (Lahore).
He taught her Islam and she  became a scholar,

‘but she  had special  inclination towards
Hinduism. Having heard the praise of  the Guru
and hymns‘of Guru Nanak from various
hermits, she got attracted towards Gurmat and
took shelter under the sixth Guru and led a
pious life. Kamla died in Sammat 1686 at
Kartarpur. Her memorial is situated there. See
ਕਲਸਰ under ਅਮਤਸਰ. Bhai Santokh Singh has
termed the burial of  Kamla as contrary to
historical practice.
ਕਲ [1੦15] See ਕਲ 4.
ਕਲਰ [kalar] See ਕਉਲਰ.
ਕਲਕ[1<੦1ਗ1<] Skt adj conventional religion of a
family, that tradition has sanctified. 2 follower
of  the Tantric path. 3 n Shiv—who initiated the
family religions of Tantrshastris. 4 cult of the
worshippers of  Shakti. 5 weaver.
ਕਲ“ [kala] till when, till that time.
ਕੜ [kar], ਕੜ [kara] adj bitter. 2 chole r ic ,
wrathful. 3 n a Khatri subcaste of Bahujais.
4 a J att subcaste which was very dominant in
Malwa before the advent of Brars as a great
force.
ਕੜਮਲ [karamall] He was a minister of  subeaar
Mir Mannu of Lahore. Disciple of the Gurus
and supporter of  the Sikhs as he was, he came
to be known among‘Sikhs as Mithamal. He
died at Lahore fighing  against Durrani army in
1752 AD (Sammat 1810) Sec ਮਰਮਨ. '
ਕ [1<5] Skt ਕ… water. “padé 1<ਟ pakhare.”-NP.
2 forehead. 3 comfort, bliss. “kahfi  1<ਰ VItalé.”

ਕਲਸਰ [kalsar] See ਅਮਤਸਰ. .
ਕਲਕ [kalak] See ਕਲਕ.
ਕਲਨਭ [kalnat] Vishnu, who has a lotus in
his navel. 2 a tank where Iotuses bloom.

'A woman’s name should be written with a SIhari (f)  [I]
as ਮਤ ਸਹਬ ਕਚ ਜ (mata sat 10:: ii). But at present
ਕਰ has come into Vogue. Anyhow wrong words which

get prevalent have to be accepted as right.
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—VN. 4 fire. 5 god of  love, Kam. 6 gold.
ਕਉ [kéu] to. See ਕਉ. “jIn kéu harI prabhu
kIrpa dhari.”—vacj chétm 4.
ਕਸ [1<55] Skt n bronze. 2 goblet; a metal bowl.
3 king of  Mathura, who was born from the
semen of  demon Drumil and the womb of  the
wife of  king Ugarscn. He was Krishan’s
maternal uncle and his great enemy. Kans was
son-in—law of J arasandh, king of  Magadh. With
the help of his father-in-law, he dethroned
Ugarsen and himself ascended the throne.
Kans had married his sister Devki to Vasudev
Yadav. At the time of  the marriage, there was
a revelation from an oracle that the son born
from the eighth pregnancy of Devki would
destroy Kans. Hence Kans imprisoned Devki
and Vasudev and all the sons born to them were
kiiled. From the eighth pregnancy Krishan was
born, who was immediately sent by Vasudev
to Gopraj Nand at Gokul, and the girl born to
Yashoda the same day, was handed over to
Kans. Kans killed her  by smashing her against
a stone.‘Kans tried to kill Krishan in every
possible way, but all in vain. Ultimately Krishan
reached Dhanukhyag and caught hold of  his
maternal uncle by his hair, knocked him down
and enthroned his maternal grandfather.
“duaparI krIsan murarI kés kIrtarathu kio.
ugrasen kau raju abhs bhagatahjan dio.”
~saveye m 1 Ice.
ਕਸਅਰ [1<ਟ5v :[], ਕਸਸਤ [R55 satru] enemy of
Kans, Krishan. ..
ਕਸਕਰ [1<ਟ51<81'] brazier, tinker, maker of bronze
vessels.
ਕਸਨਸ'ਦਨ [ਫਥਚਙਸਝਙਪਧਗ], ਕਸਰ [késarI] killer
of  Kans, Krishan.
ਕਸ [1<ਰ50] See ਕਸ.
ਕਕ [1<ਟ1<] Skt ਰਚ-ਭ a carnivorous bird from the
family of  vultures. Its feathers are attached to
arrows. Some scholars take kr5ch to be 1<ਰ1<.

ਕਕਲ

“1ਵਰ1ਵਗ pékh bIl5d lage jIn.”—GPS. “})-.;}…
gIdh 1<ਰ1< bayas pukar.”—GPS. 2 umbrella.
3 heron. 4 Dharamraj. 5 a Brahman who is
described in 27th Charitar. 6 nickname‘of king
Yudhishtir when he lived in disguise with king
Virat.
ਕਕਣ [1<ਰ1<8!.1], ਕਕਨ [1<ਟ}<ਰ11] Skt ਕਵਤਕ n bangle,
bracelet. “har dor kékan ghane.”—oé‘kar.
2 crown. 3 ornament. 4 kSgna, which is tied
to  the hand of  the groom at the time of
wedding. 5 a poet whose literary composition
figures in Hanunatak of  Hridayaram :

tab janakI ko harI kanan terI
gae  sar  tir trIkha jal ki,

kahI kékan neku bhaa drIg  sital
s‘épatI dekhI ratopal ki

91:: kos gae  athae dInnath
nai chaVI to nalInidal ki,

menu mItr  VIyog  pare  murjhaI
deli mukhI melI  halahal ki.

afamaj [kékpatri] an arrow to which are
attached feathers of  the 1<51< bird. “chute
k5kpatri.”—sa]oh.
ਕਕਰ [1<ਰ1<ਰ] See ਕਕਰ. “jamkékar vas parIya.”
—sr1'a m 5. 2 gravel. 3 small piece of stone.
4 Skt ਕਫਥਜ maligned, depraved. 5 n semi-
churned curd._ 6 one hundred million, ten
grores.
ਕਕਰ [kékri] n pebble. 2 gravel.
ਕਕੜ [kékar] See ਕਕਰ.
ਕਕਡਆ [kélq'ia] adj in skeletal form; who is
attired as Bhairav. 2 attired nastily, who is
wearing a garland of  skulls and having blood-
dripping skin. “kélq-ia rupa raktali.”—paras.
ਕਕਲ [ki—Skal] Skt ਨ-ਧਕ Bhairav, Bhairon.
2 skeleton.
ਕਕਲ [kékali] Bhairvi. See ਕਕਲ. 2 who wears-
a skeleton of  bones—Kali. 3 a temple of  the
goddess in Birbhum district of  Bengal, which
is amongst fifty-two seats of  the deity .



ਕਰ'ਨ

ਕਕਜਨ [1<ਰ1<}'811] vehicle of a kék (Khatri);
horse. 2 one who  has gait like that of  a heron
or  a white kite.
ਕਗ [1<ਚ8] Dg n armour. “durga ate danvi sul
hoié k5g5.”-c5di 3. “atukk tukke akég kége.”
—ramav. ‘broke the armour of  the  armed.’ 2 a
subcaste of  Jatts. 3 Skt ਕਜਛਧਧ lung.
ਕਗਣ [kégan] See ਕਕਣ.
ਕਗਣਪਰ [kéganpur] a village of tehsil Chunia,
district Lahore. It is a railway station. Its
villagers showed disrespect to Guru Nanak
Dev and did not allow him to stay there. He
asked them to “stay put” and left the place.
The van tree (salvadorea olevides) under
which Guru Nanak Dev sat is now known as
Mal Sahib. There is a small gurdwara built
there. The priest is a Namdhari Sikh. A fair is
held on the lSt of Chet. See ਮਣਕ ਦਕ.
ਕਗਣ [1<ਰ81.18] See ਕਕਨ 4.
ਕਗਣ[1<ਰ8ਸ] n small bangle. 2 Skt ਥਗਣਘ millet,
canary seed.
ਕਗਨ [kégan] See ਕਕਣ.
ਕਗਨ [kégna] See ਕਕਨ 4. 2 See ਕਕਨ 1. “kar
karI karta kégna pahIre.”—asa m 1.
ਕਗਮੲ[1<ਰਫਗ81] a small village of police station
Hariana, tehsil and district Hoshiarpur. It is
situated to the north-west of  railway station
Hoshiarpur at a distance of eleven miles. There
is a metalled road upto Hariana. From there is
a two mile unmetalled stretch. Bhai Manj was
a resident of this village; Guru Arjan visited
this place.

Bhai Manj was from the family of  Manj
Rajputs of  the area and he was a renowned
devotee of  Sakhisarvar. His name was Tiratha.

In Sammat 1642, Manj became a Sikh of
Guru Arjan Dev and presented such an ideal
specimen of  the faith as seems marvellous to
all. ‘

Once, during a dust storm, he along with
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the  f i rewood he w a s  car ry ing  for the
community ki tchen,  fe l l  i n t o  a well o f
Sultanwind. Driven by his affection, Guru Arjan
Dev himself  reached there, took Bhai Manj
out of  the well, embraced him and thus spoke:

“méy pIara guru …], guru m5}! pIara
may guru ka bohItha, jag li‘)gh.:-n_1hara.”l
After testing him thoroughly, the Guru

appointed him a preacher in Doaba. This sage
obliged the people of  the territory by not only
organising free kitchen but also by propelling
them towards meditation.

In Sammat 1651 Guru Arjan Dev graced
Kangmai. Bhai Manj took it as a fulfilment of
his service. A memorial of  Bhai Manj as well
as a gurdwara of  Guru Ar  ian Dev are situated
here.

Earlier, the entire land of Machhian,
Granthpur and Kang  villages was in the name
of  the gurdwara but now  there is no  free land
any more. The  community kitchen is run only
with offerings from the followers. People come
to visit this place with great devotion. A big
fair is held on the 1"t of  Magh. Routine fairs
are held on the first day of  all the months of
Bikrami Sammat.
ਕਗਰੜ[1<ਚ8੮0ਨ] spine; spinal column.
ਕਗਲ [kégal] See ਕਕਲ 2. pauper. 2 destroyer
of comfort (ਕ).
ਕਗਣ [kéguni] See ਕਟਦ.
ਕਗਰ[1<58ਘ8]/) ”6" or ”C" pinnacle.2 crown-
shaped mark at the top of  a house.
ਕਘ [1ਵਰਥ118] Skt ਕ comb.
ਕਘ ਕਰਨ [1<ਭ8118 karna] v comb or dress hair.
2 annihilate, loot. 3 break someone’s head.
ਕਘ[1<ਡ8ਜ]ਕਕਰਧ8…8]| comb. 2 interlocked
fingers of  both hands. 3 weaver’s comb.
ਕਘਮਰਣ [kéghi mami], ਕਘ ਮਰਨ [kéghi marni]
'This couplct is not a part of Guru Granth Sahib: it is a
part of  historical records.
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v interlock fingers of  the both hands. 2 interlock
fingers of both the hands over the joined knees.
3 grasp something so as not to let it go.
4 separate virtue from vice by discretion or
logic.
ਕਙਣ [1ਵਰਸ11] See ਕਕਣ. “har kégan dhrIgu
bana.”—-ram m 5 rutI.
ਕਚ [1<ਰ੦] Skt ਕਚ glass. 2 short for kécan i.c.
gold.
ਕਚਨ [kécan] Skt ਧਕ-ਧ n gold. “kécan SIU
paie nahi tol.”—gau kabir. 2 thorn-apple. 3 a
deciduous tree, Nauhinia varie gate. 4 gold coin,
mohar. “tIU k5can ਰਪ pesa.”-—gau m 9.
5 brilliance, lustre. 6 a tribe that regards gold
as its favourite god and is the custodian of
adultery. 7 adj of gold, golden. See ਕਬਰ.
ਕਚਨ ਹਰਨ [1<ਰ੦9ਸ hIran] pure gold, 24 carat
goid. “loha kécan hIran ho:  kese?”—ram
ravidas.
ਕਚਨ ਕਇਆ [1<ਟ(:ਗ kaIya] body glowing like
gold; robust body attained through celibacy.
“kécan kaIa gurmukhI bujhe.”-—maru soIhe m
3. 2 Le. priceless body. 3 healthy body.
ਕਚਨ ਕਟਝਗਰਸ 1<0ਣ] mountain of gold; Sumeru.
“kécankot gIryo kahu kahI na?”—datt.
ਕਚਨਢਹ [kécandehi] See ਕਚਨ ਕਇਆ. “jIh
prasadI arog k5candehi.”-sukhmani.
ਕਚਨਪਸਧ [1<ਰ£91ਮ੭059}੭], ਕਚਨਫਲ [kécanphul]
flowers made of  gold; flowers for showering
on the bicr of  elderly and respectable persons.
“dhan gen kécan phul banae.”-GPS. 2 a
golden coloured fragrant flower;  magnolia.
ਕਚਨਬਲ [kécanbelI] Skt ਕਚਨਪਸਪ n beautiful
climbe’r bearing golden flowers. “kécanbelx
gI r i  Ikbara.”—GPS. ‘yellow jasmine.’
2 gold-like body.
ਕਚਠਵਪ [kécanvapu] See ਕਚਨਇਅ. 2 Hiranya-
kashipu, younger brother of  Harnakhas, who
had a glowing body. It is translation o f
ਚਰਨਕਸਪ “k‘écanvapu bha harakh apara.”—NP.
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ਕਚਨਵਨਸਰਢਰਜਰਸ] adj having a glowing body;
having a golden body. “k'écanvéne pase  kalvat
cirIa.”—asa fan'd.
ਕਚਨ [1<ਟ੦!ਪ] n a woman of the Kanchan caste;
female worshipper of  gold; prostitute; harlot.
ਕਚਨ [kécanU] See ਕਚਨ. “kécanu tanu hon: pBI‘BSI
paras kau.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਕਚਕ [1<ਰ੦01<1] Skt ਧ'ਕਬਨ n bodice, blouse,
brassiere. 2 Skt ਕਛਕਕਕ'ਜ in-chargc of women’s
apartment, usually a eunuch.
ਕਰਅ[]<ਟ£ਧ] ਲ/ਢਲਥਲਕਕਰਤ n blackbird. “lage kécua
phal moti.”—gau kabir. ‘vices and virtues.’
2 karéjua; ਮਚਕ [micka]; a thorny plant with
bitter leaves. Its leaves are  ground and
swallowed to get rid of fever. See ਕਰਜਅ.
ਕਜ [1<ਰ]'] n which is produced by water [ਨਰ];
lotus. 2 elixir. 3 hair; which grow on  the head.
ਕਜ ਅਞਲ [k‘éj avalI] See ਪਕਜਬਟਕ 2.
ਕਜਜਸ [1<ਰ]'-]'85ਧ] Brahma, born from the lotus
.[1<ਰ]'], his son Narad. “muné kéj-jasu trIya 55g
line.”—GV 10. ‘Narad along  with the yoginis. ’
ਕਜਰ [1<ਰ]'ਰ] See ਕਚਨ 6. 2 a community which
makes both ends meet by making brooms and
mats of  seed grass. 3 ਗਕਜ drawer of  water—
the sun. 4 elephant. 5 belly. 6 peacock. 7 sage
Agast. _
ਕਜਲਕ[1<ਰ]1ਰ1<], ਕਜਲਕ [k‘éjlaki] lotus. kéjlak stands
for stamens which are present on the pod;
bearer of stamens. “kéjlak nen kébugriv.”
—gyan. _
ਕਜਸ [kéjus] n miser.
ਕਞਕ [1<ਰ_]1}<8] virgin, girl. “brahman kelighat
kéya ancari ka dhan.”—sava m 3.

ਕਟ[1<ਡਣ], ਕਟਕ [kétak] thorn. “sri guru pag ketakI
. pusap prem 1<ਰਨ j Ih  55g. man  malfd ko vedh

kar kahé katha saumég.”-—NP. See ਅਘਕਟ and
ਮਕਰਕਟ. 2 adj painful, irksome, prickly like a
thorn. “nako kétak vsrai.”—var vad m 3 .
3 enemy.
ਕਟਕ ਅਲਪ [1<ਰਠ81< alapi] adj who uses harsh or
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unpleasant language.
ਕਟਕ [1<ਰਨ1<\ ] See ਕਟਕ.
ਕਟਰ [kétari] a herb with fine thornsfiolanum
Xanthocarpum. “je nahI bove bij agari. ky6
kétak  dukh deI  k5tari?—NP.
ਕਟਕ [kétzka] See ਕਟਰ. thorny shrub. “kamal
vatIka hute lagavat, ude kétIka thIri  sadal .”
-GPS. 2 bridle fitted with a bit. “kare su vasx
mukh mahI kétIka deIke.”—NP.
ਕਟਲ [1<ਚਠ118] adj thorny, barbed.
ਕਠ [1<ਰਜ] Skt ਕਠ n throat. 2 neck. “kéth ramniy
ram ram mala.”-—sahas m 5. 3 bank, coast.
“kéthe bethI gursabadI pachane.”-—ma]a a m
1. 4 voice. “kokIl so kéth.”—krIsan. 5 adj
committed to memory. “gu‘rubani 1<0 kéth
karije.”—GPS.
ਕਠਅਰਖਣ [kéth-abhukhan] See ਕਠਭਸਣ.
ਕਠਸਰ [kéthSIri], ਕਠਸ [kathsri] n necklace.
2 bejewelled ornament like a garland.
ਕਠਗਹਤ [kéthgrahxta] that which strangulates;
noose.—sanama.
ਕਨਮਣ [kéthramanl] beautiful necklace.
ਕਠਰਪ [kéthrIpu] death by hanging; noose.-
—sanama. 2 thorn-apple.
ਕਠਲ [kéthla] necklace. 2 chaplet made of
beads of  rudraks seeds, which is worn by saints
devoted t o  Lord  Shiv. “akapat  kéthla.”
-hazare 10.
ਕਠ [1<ਰਨ}18] See ਕਠਲ. 2 bank, coast. “kfithe beghi

' gurusabadI pachane.”—mala a m 1.
ਕਠਗ [kéthagr] adj committed to memory.

’ ਕਠਭਰਣ [kéthabharan], ਕਠਭਰਨ [kéthabharan]
ornament worn around the neck.
ਕਠਭ'ਸਣ [kéthabhusan] See ਕਠਭਰਣ. 2 a metre
characterized by four lines, each having three
bhagans, two gurus, organised as SH, SH, SH, 55.

Example:
“bhar tkumar  na ahath kije,
jah gharé  n a  hams dukh dije,
ra j  kahyo ju hams: ham mani ,
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trayodas barkh basé bandhani.”
—ramav.

ਕਨ [kéthI] in the neck. “namnIdhanU  kéthI
urI dharIa.”—var bIIa m 4. 2 hug. “harI
rakhe kéthI jan dhare.”-—ram m 4. ‘The
Creator keeps the devotee close to his heart’.
3 banks, coast. ,
ਕਨਵਲ [kéthIphul] n necklace. 2 a bejewelled
gold necklace, with a flower-shaped pendant
in it that hangs upon the  chest. “sagal abharan
sobha k5thIphul.”—-asa m 5.
ਕਠ [1<ਰਘ] necklace made of  metal or  wooden
beads worn around the neck. “kéthi kéth kath
ki dari.”-VN.
ਕਠਰਞ [kéthirav] Skt n lion, from whose throat
comes out a loud roar.
ਕਡ[1<ਰ<ਬ] 11 back. “gurI thapi dIti  kéd jiu.”—sri
_m 5 pepaI. 2 very fine alkaline dust that is
present on such plants as grams etc, whose
touch is irritating to  the body.
ਕਡਝੜਨ [kédjharni] v remove thorns from
plants by threshing. 2 prick the ego of  an
arrogant person by admonishing him.
ਕਡ [kéda] n thorn. “ t I n  =étarI haums kéda
he.”—sohIIa. “kéda p a I  na gad-hi mule.”
—maru soIhe m 1. 2 hooked implement to take
out articles fallen into a well. 3 pointer of scales
which is in the beam’s middle and bends
towards the heavier side. “ape kéda tol
taraji.”—suh1’ m I .  4 small scales. “i: kéde
tole sunIara.”—varsarm I . 5 angle, fish hook.
ਕਡਆਗ [kédIari] Skt ਕਟਕਧ n shrub having
sharp thorns. Solanum Jacquinii.
ਕਡ [kédu] Skt ਕਫ n itch, scabies.
ਕਢ [kédha] n bank, coast.
ਕਢ [kédhi] adj of or pertaining to the bank or
the coast. 2 n an ornament which women wear
around their necks. 3 foothills. 4 land by the
bank of  a river.
ਕਤ [1<ਰਇ] Skt ਕ n one who is worthloving,
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husband. “aVIgunIari k‘ét VIsari.”-dhana chét
m 1. 2 adj beautiful, attractive.
ਕਤਨਰ [kétnagar], ਕਤਨਕਰ ਲਛਮ [kétnagar
lacchmi] Kahalgaon; a vil lage  at a distance  of
ten kohs to the cast of district Bhagalpur. Guru
Teg Bahadur stayed here. The gurdwara there
is under the supervision of the Mahant of  Patna
Sahib.
ਕਤਮਹਲ [kétmaheli] adj beautiful woman,
graceful lady.
ਕਤੜ [kétra] See  ਕਤ. “ja uthi calsi k5tra.”—sri m
5. Le. soul.
ਕਤ [1<ਰ੮£] Skt ਕ n wife, consort. 2 adj
graceful, elegant. “nanak sa sohziganI k’éti.”
-—tukha barahmaha. 3 of  the husband.
ਕਤਹਲ [1<ਰਪ}191] See ਕਤਹਲ. “kamla két karahI
k5tuhal.’-’—-maru 501119 111 5. “sét maral karahI
k5tuhal.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਕਥ [kéth] See ਕਤ. 2 See ਕਥ. 3 n tale, talk.
“sunlehu mItr  séchep k5th.”—aj.
ਕਬ [kétha] Skt ਕ n patched quilt worn by
an ascetic. 2 mud wall. 3 human body.
ਕਦ [1<ਰ€1] or ਕਦ [}«ਤਧਪ Skt ਕ n root of a crop.
2 carrots, onions etc which grow under the
ground. “cum khaie k5da.”—-b:rla kabir. “IkI
kédu mu] cum: khavahI.”—var majh m I .
3 cloud that gives water. 4 short for kédan
(kadan). 5 P  f, crystalizcd lump sugar.
ਕਦਹ [kédah] P ,if engraved.
ਕਦਹਰ [kéd-har] See ਕਧਰ. 2 one who brings
tubers or  vegetables grown underground etc.
3 air, which  drives away clouds.
ਬਦਨ [kédan] See ਕਦਨ. “$rI égad kédan
vzghan.”—NP. 2 P wf excavate, dig.
ਕਦਬਦਰ [kéddari] See ਬਦਰਕਦ.
ਕਦਮਲਸਬਧਗਧ] Skt n a plant that is about three
cubits tall. Its leaves are like those of  silk cotton
tree. It has a th ick root, which is used as
vegetable. See ਕਦ and ਮਲ. “d mul aharo
khaie.”—-srdhgosa_tr.
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ਕਦਰ [1<ਰ<:1v ] Skt ਜ n what pierces the head
of an elephant; a goad. 2 See ਕਦਰ. “rukh
bIrakh kare kédar  vasu.”-ratanmala béno.
ਕਦਰਪ [kédrap] Skt ਕਦਪ n which causes vanity
i.e. lust; Kam, god of  love.
ਕਦਰਸਰਘਕ] Skt n cave, cavern, or  hollow  place
made by the flow of  water. Caves are made
in hills by the same process. These serve as
dwelling places for the hermits.
ਕਦਰ [1<ਰ(11‘0] See ਕਦਰ.
ਕਦਲ [1<ਰ<1ਟ>1] n lotus. “k‘édal sukhad tInahu pag
b5d.”—GPS. 2 blue lotus. 3 a plant with white
flowers that grows near water and withers in
the sunlight. “kédal duraI dal.”—NP. See ਮਲ
ਉਡ. 4 gold. 5 skull. 6 condemnation, censure.
7 temple. 8 canh. 9 ginger. 10 tuber root, yam.
l l  ill-omen.
ਕਦਲ [1<ਰ€11ਕ] n gilt. 2 according to  Vishnu Puran,
a mountain upon which seers and deities
reside.
ਕਦਲ [kédli] Skt n lotus-seed. 2 a flowering
shrub which grows near water.
ਕਦਕ[1<ਫ€1੦1<]ਲ/ਢ2 ball. 2 onion. “jatha su kéduk
me ab phore.”—GPS.
ਕਦੲ [kz‘adoi] Dg n maker of sweets.
ਕਦ [kédu] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev from
the Sanghar subcaste, who became a spiritually
awakened and altruistic.
ਕਦਧ [kédrap] god of love. Kam. Sec ਕਦਰਪ.
“kédrap kotI jake lave na dharahI.”——bher a
kabir. ‘Millions of  Kams cannot compete with
Him, i.e. they cannot compete in beauty.’
ਕਧਨਰਯਅ n wall. 2 human body, which, without
the soul is just like an  inanimate wall. “ude na
hésa pare na k5dh.”—srdhgosatr. 3 idiotic;
unintelligent. “pahan ki prItma k0 5dh kédh
he pujari.”—BGK. 4 S neck. Skt ਕਧਰ bearer
of  the head. “nace kédh-hiné kabédhé.”—c§di
2. 5 Skt ਕ shoulder. “két kuhara 52੮1-
8119ਨ8.”-5 fetid. See ਸਦਲ. 6 See ਕਧ. 7 Skt
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bearer of water; cloud. 8 barbaric community
of Orissa.
ਕਧਰ [kédhar] Skt n bearer of water; cloud.
2 bearer  o f  head;  neck. 3 according to
Markandey Puran, a great warrior.
ਕਧ [kédha] See ਕਧ 5.
ਕਧਰ [ksdhar] a subcaste of Rajputs, the
progeny o f  Val. 2 Skt ਜਠਧਕ n regular
deployment of army during the war. “duha
kédhara muhjure dhol sékh nagare  bajje.”—c5di
3.,3P ,1,„ਨ Sktafiufiaterritory of Afghanistan
and its principal town. It is sixty-two miles from
Chaman and 3 1 3  m i l e s  from Kabul.  I t  i s -

si tuated at 3 ,462  feet above the s e a  level.
Kandhar is renowned for its fruit.
ਕਧਰ [kédhari] adj resident of Kandhar. 2 of
or  relating to  Kandhar.
ਬਧ [1<ਰ€111^ ] upon the shoulder. Sec ਕਧ 5.

. ਕਧ [1<ਟ(1}11] S n bank of a river or canal. “kédhi
ute rukhra.”—s fan'd. “5dhe! to betha kédhi

pahI.”——sr1' m 5. ‘ftIkh muia kédhi paSI.”
—maru m 4. ‘died of thirst inspite of being close
to the bank of a river.’ 2 adj situated on the
bank.
ਕਧ [1<ਰ<1}…] See ਕਧ. 2 aspect, cause. “tIn ka
kédhu na kab-hu cte.”—gau var I m 1.
3 body.
ਕਨ [1<ਰ11] or ਕਨ [kénu] Skt ਕਨ ੳਰ. “de ksnu
sunahu ardaSI jiu.”—sr1' m 5 papal. 2 shoulder.
3 Skt ਕਥ a sage whose numerous mantars
are included in Rig  Ved. He  lived on the bank
of  river Malini.  It was he  who nurtured
Shakuntla. It was in the hermitage of Kanv
that king Dushiant had sexual liaison with
Shakuntla. “sesnag aru l<5n rIkhi.”—JSBM.
4 See ਕਨ.
ਕਨਸਇ [1<ਰਸ501-'] 8ੳੳ ਕਣਸਇ.
ਕਨ [kénahu] Pa from. “111 but pai ms
sadhu k5nahu.”—-todi m 5.
ਕਨਖਜਰ [kankhajura] Skt ਣਸਯਕਯ centipede; an

insect that causes irritation in  the  ੳਰ. See  ਸਤਪਦ

and ਖਜਰ. -
ਕਨ ਦਣ [k‘én dena] to listen attentively. “de
kénu sunahu ardaSI jiu.”—-—sr1' m 5 pepaI.
ਕਨ ਨ ਹਥ ਲਉਣ []<ਰ11 m’i hath launa] v take a
solemn pledge not to do a forbidden act in
future. It also carries the implication that in
case this act is repeated, his ears may be pulled.
2 It is mentioned in Parashar Simriti that after
telling a lie or  talking to an  apostate, one should
touch one’s right car, because there live the
deities and touching them sanctifies him. See
a 7 5 28-29.
ਕਨਮਰੜਨ [kénmaroma], ਕਨਮਰਟਨ [kénmuratna]
v twist someone’s ੳਰ and warn that this evil
deed should not be done. “karI pirahu
kanmuratie.”—var  ram 3. '
ਕਨਰਸ [1(ਰ111‘95] n love for music. 2 fond of
listening to idle talk.
ਕਨ [kéna] n vowel mark for [a] ('). 2 shoulder.
ਕਨਵਸ [kénaphusi] See ਕਨਫਸ.
ਕਨ[1<ਰ11ਗ] See ਕਨ. 2 upon the shoulder. “kénx
musla suph galI.”—S farid. “dekhahu béda
calIa cahu janIa de  k5nI.”—s fan'd.
ਕਨਆ [kénIa], ਕਰਕ [kénIka] See ਕਨਕ and
ਕਕ. .

ਕਨਧਨ [kénIdhani] n having treasure-house
of  water; the earth.—sanama.
ਕਨ [1<ਚ111] n skirt of a garment. 2 border. 3 in
the ears. “kéni buje de  raha k1 ti vagc paun.”—s
fetid. 4 to the ears. “kéni sutaku kén pe laItbari
khahI.”-var asa.
ਕਨ ਕਤਰਉਣ [1<ਫ…1 katrauni] v get picked the
edge of a garment with money tied to it.
2 avoid someone.
ਕਨ [1<ਰ110] See ਕਨ and ਕਨ ਦਣ.
ਕਨ [kéne] Pa adj close, near. 2 n direction.
3 adv  upon the bank. “darIave kéne bagula.”
—sfar1°d.
ਕਨ. [1<ਰ110] adv from. “lahénr se sa‘i l<5no
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datI.”—~s fan'd. 2 from the ear.
ਕਨ [1<ਟ11}1] See ਕਨ. 2 Kanh, Krishan. “gharia
sabhe gopia pahar  ki’mh gopal.”——varasa.
ਕਨ [1<51111<1] n shoulder. ,
ਕਨ [kénhI] upon the shoulders. 2 with the
shoulder.
ਕਨਕ [1<511}'81<ਟ1], ਕਕ [kénya] See ਕਨਕ and
ਕਨਜ. 2 Sec ਨ ਕਨਜ.
ਕਕਦਨ [kényadan] n gift of a girl without any
pecuniary gain; marrying a girl to a suitable
groom.
ਕਨ'ਧਨ [kényadhan] n dowry; girl’s wealth;
the wealth which a girl receives from her father
etc. at  the time o f  marriage. It includes
garments,  ornaments,  catt le,  cash.

‘ ਕਜਰਸ [kényarasi] See ਕਕ. 2 a man, shy
and timid as a girl, is called by this name.
ਕਨ [1<ਟ…/] Sce ਕਨ 3.
ਕਧ [kép], ਕਪਨ [k‘épan] Skt n trembling. “tharhar
kfipe bala jiu.”—suh1’ kabir.
ਕਪਨ [kspni] E Company, association.
2 companionship. 3 companion. 4 society. 5 a
troop of soldiers. .
ਕਪਨ ਸਰਕਰ [képni sarkar], ਕਘ ਬਹਦਰ [képni
bahadur] See ਈਸਟ ਇਡਆ ਕਪਨ.
ਕਪਯ'ਮਨ [ k é p a y m a n ]  Skt adj  trembling,
vibrating.
ਕਪਵਨ [képavan] v shake, give ajolt.
ਕਪਤ [képIt] See ਕਪਯਮਨ.
ਕਪਲ [kéla] adj shaken, jolted.
ਕਪ [képu] E camp.
E'I‘Erlkéb], ਕਬਣ[1<ਰ})ਧ] See ਕਪ-ਕਪ. “tIs kébahI
pape.”—var maru 2 m 5.
ਕਬਰ []<ਰ}، 31-] See ਕਬਲ. “kébar ek dhare tan
chadan.”—GPS. See ਜਰਕਬਰ. 2 Ski adj
dappled, spotted. 3 A f3 a slave of Hazrat Ali.
ਕਬਰਬਗ [kébarbeg] commander of Shah J ahan’s
army, who was speared to death by Raijodh in
the battle of  Gurusar Mehraj.

'é'I'EE‘Ikébal] Skt n blanket. 2 shawl. “kébal bfidh
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adébarke.”—carrtr 161. 3 j ow l  hanging under
the neck of  a cow  or an ox. 4 a king of  snakes.
ਕਥਲਡ [kébalri], ਕਬਲ [kébli] See ਕਬਲ. “par:
patola dhaj kari kébalri pahIreu.”—s farfid. “cala
ta t je  k5bli.”-—s farid.
ਕਬਰ [kébir] See ਕਬਰ. “mama jedeu kébir
trIlocan.”——bIIa a m 4. “kahI kébir kou 55g na
sath.”—bher. 2 water-warrior.
ਕਬ [}<ਰ}:)ਪ] Skt n conch. “kébugriv tre rekh
vxsala.”—NP. 2 elephant.
ਕਬਗਞ [kébugriv] adj with conch-like neck.
Sec ਕਜਲਕ and ਕਬ.
ਕਬ [1<ਰ})0] n a community engaged in agriculture.
Its members, originated from Kambi town of
Gujarat, hence their name, Kambo. Some
scholars are of  the view that this community
belongs to Kamboj territory.
ਕਬਜ [1<ਰ})੦]‘] Skt n the territory surrounding
Hindukush mountain range in Afghanistan. It
is known  for owning  horses of  good quality.
ਕਮ [kém] Skt ਕਮ work. “harI kém karavan
aIa.”—-suh1' che'it m 5.
ਕਮਲ [1<ਚ111]8], ਕਮਲ [1ਵਟਗ1ਫ] adj crazy. “sahu
nere dhan k5m1ie!”-—t115g m 1. 2 See ਕਬਲ.
ਕਮੜ [kémra] work. “jmi kémi nahI gun te
kémre VIsarI .”-5 farid.
ਕਮਉਣ [kémauna], ਕਮਵਨ [kémavan] v earn.
2 put into practice. “sara sariatI 1e k‘émavahu.”
-—maru solhe m 5.
ਕਮ[}<ਟਗ:੮] in action, put to use. “amal ]“: kite
duni  VICI dargah ae  kémI.”—s fetid.
ਕਮ [kémi] adj door. 2 worker. 3 due to deeds,
in deeds. Sec ਣਮੜ.
ਕ [kya] See ਕਅ.
mIkyamat] See ਕਯਮਤ.
ਕਰਰ [kyar], ਕਤਰ [kyara] See ਕਆਰ-ਕਆਰ.
ਕਯ’ਹ [ktu]  from. “dam ktu hoti sat.”
—cau m 5. ‘if  it could be exchanged with .
money.’
ਕਜ’ [kyé] adv  why. 2 how.
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ਕਤਅਰਣ [krat-arni] n river, the destroyer of
various territorial boundaries of  regions and
villages. “krat-ami pad adI  kahI jacarnath ucar.
satru ucar kar tupak ke lijo' nam sudhar.”
—-sanama. ‘First of  all it is river, then grass
produced by it, then its grazer, the deer, then
deer’s lord the lion and finally lion’s enemy-
the gun.’
ਕਤਰ [kratagy] See ਕਤਗਜ “karat rahe kratagy
karuname 5tarjami gyan.”—I<an m 5. ‘Keeping
in mind the benevolent and the omniscient.
One, they kept performing their actions
gratefully.’ 2 It means when a person is aware
that God knows about his actions, then he is
not inclined towards evildceds.
ਕਤਬ [kratabI] See ਕਰਤਵ-ਗ.
ਕਤ [kratu] Skt n ਯਗਜ 2 c o n c e p t ,  d e s i r e .

3 discretion thought. 4 soul. 5 Vishnu.
6 according to Purans a saint who was born
from Brahma’s hands. He was married to
Kriya, daughter o f  Kardam. She bore him
sixty thousand Valkhiley saints. 7 son of
Krishan.
ਕਮ [kram] Skt ਕਮ action. “jap-hin tap-him kulhin
kramhin.”-gau namdev. 2 Skt activity of
taking two footsteps. 3 serial, order, system.
4 action, practice. “man bac kram harIgun nahI
gae.”—-dhana m 9. 5 See ਯਥਕਮ.
ਭਕ [kramnasa] Sec ਕਰਮਨਸ.
ਬਯ [kray] Skt n buying, purchasing.
ਕਯ ਵਕਯ [kray VIkray] n sale and purchase,
exchange, business.
ਕਲਪ [kralap] Sec ਕਰਲਪ and ਕਮਲਛ'ਣ. 2 crying
like a curlew.
ਕਵਰ [kravar], ਕਵਲ [kraval] See  ਕਰਵਲ.
ਕਤ [krfit] Skt adj buried. 2 covered. 3 absorbed,

engrossed. 4 penetrated, put across. “barchi

tab bhup calaIdai.  51v ke or  me  lag kréit bhai.”
wI<rIsem 5 n horse. 6 foot.
ਕਤ [krétI] n speed. 2 taking two footsteps.
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3 orbit on which the sun moves. 4 This word
has beeen used by some poets in place ofke‘itI
(splendour) as  well.
ਕਤਵ‘ਤ [krfitIvrItt] See ਕਤ 3.
ਕਰ [krar] Scc ਕਰਰ. 2 bank, coast.
ਕਯਕਦਨ [krarkédni] river, which dcmolishes
the banks.——sanama.
ਕਆ[]<1'18] Sec ਕਯ. “sagal krIa mahI utamu
kIrIya.”—su1<hmani.
ਕ'ਅਭਟ [krIyakfit] fraud, hyprocrisy. 2 act of
staying immovable like a mountain.
ਕਆ-ਵਸਸਣ [krIya-VIsesan] Sec ਕਯਵਸਸਣ.
ਕਆਵਸਖ [krIyaVIsekh] an act that lays more
emphasis on rituals, knowledge not being
primary to it. “kriyaVIsekh puja kareI.”-—baséit
m 3. 2 specific or  special action.
ਕਸ [kris] Skt ਭਕ lean, thin. 2 weak. 3 delicate,
fine. “namo sarabdrIsé. namo sarabkrlsé.”
—japu. 4 Skt ਨਧ vr pull, attract. 5 ਰਧ n
agriculture. “kr I s  kahfi hon na pave.”
—C§dr.
ਕਸਕ [krIsak] Skt ਰਧਤ adj who with a plough
draws fur rows upon the land. 2 farmer,
cultivator. 3 bullock.
ਕਸਤਨਸਸਝਜ] E Christian; disciple of Christ.
ਕਸਨ[1<1'ਗ5911], ਕਸਨ [krIsan] Skt ਬਤਧ adj black, '
dark. “e sen rIda ujjal karhi.”—GPS. “krIsan
VISV tarbe nImIt.”-—krrsan. ‘in order to
salvage this world become dark with sins’.
2 n Ved Vyas. 3 Arjun. 4 cuckoo. 5 crow.
6 dark half  of  the lunar month. 7 Kaliyug—an
era of  vices.  8 indigo.  9 i ron. 1 0  collyrium,

antimony. 11 eighth incarnation of Vishnu i.e.
Krishan, who was the son o f  Yaduvanshi
Vasudev from Bhojvanshi Devak’s daughter'
Devki. He wa's born in prison at Mathura and
nurtured in village Gokul  at the house of  Nand
Gop, under the supervision of  Yashodha.

Krishan was  a great statesman and warrior.
'adoptcd daughter of Ugarscn. See ਉਗਸਨ and ਦਞਕ .
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It was due to his valour that Yadavs became
very powerful. He killed Kans and made his
maternal grandfather  Ugarscn king o f
Mathura. In Mahabharat, he played a pivotal
role in the war that ensued between Kauravs
and Pandavs. As a chariotcer of  Arjun, he
made victory possible for Pandavs. His precept
in Gita prevented Arjun from timidly laying
down his arms'in the battlefield. Fed up with
battles of  J arasandh, he established the capital
of Yadavs at Dwarka in place of Mathura.
Krishan had eight queens (Rukmini, Kalindi,
Mitarvinda, Satya, Nagnij iti, J ambvati, Sushila,
Satyabhama, Lakshmana) Apart from these,
there were said to be other 16,100 wives as
well.  Krishan was  killed at Som Tirath
(P_rabhas) at the age of 125 years by Jar the
hunter (supposed to be an incarnation of  Bali).

Shevya, Sugriv, Meghpushap and Velahak
were four horses of  his chariot. His charioteer
was Darak.

There is a narrative in Vishnu Puran  part 5
a 1 that in order to save the world, God had
sent two hair—one black and the other grey.
From the black hair Krishan and from the grey
hair Balram were born. 12 In part 7, sukt 96
of  Rig Ved, it is mentioned that on  the bank of
Anshumati river, there was a dacoit named
Krishan who lived alongwith ten thousand
robbers. People were fed up with him. At last
Indar killed him. 13 the Supreme Being, the
Creator' who is the source o f  birth and death
to  all. “ek krI sné  sarav deva.”—varasa. “sovén
dhala krIsan mala japahu tusi saheliho”—vad
chét m I .  14 Skt ਨਸ pearl. 15 heartbeat.
16 Bhai Santokh Singh has also used 1615911
in place of  esak (cultivator) “lo-Isan bhagat
ko meghad sanU.”—GPS. ‘To the cultivator

'“ਨਕਝਗਥਸ: ma: ਧਕਜਰਰ ਕ: |
. ਰਧ ਵਥਧ‘ ਧ'ਕਭਧ ਰਧ ਫਞਧਸਧਧਰ.”-ਤਸਘਜ.
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who is a devotee, Indar provides rain in equal
measure.’
ਕਸਨਸਸ'ਰ [krI sansasur] Krishan’s wife Yamuna,
her father, the sun.—sanama. 2 Jamvant.
3 father of  queen Rukmani etc.
ਕਸਨਸਖ [krI sansakha] Krishan’s friend, Arjun.
ਕਸਨਕਰ [krIsankar], ਕਸਨਕ'ਰ [krIsankarI] See
ਹਰਕਸਨਸਤਗਰ.
ਕਸਨ ਕਸਨ ਕਰ ਸਧ ਦ [krIsan krIsan kar sadh
do.]-—I<rIsan. ‘Two saints (Devki  and Vasudev)
started reciting Krishan, Krishan.’
ਕਸਨਗਗ [krIsangéga] a south-Indian river,
which has its origin in the western ghats and
flows into the'Bay of  Bengal. It is 400 miles
long and is also known as  Krishna.
ਕਸਨਚਦਸਢਲਜਢਰਧ] See ਗਗ ਮਤ.
ਕਸਨਬਰਤਮ [krIsanbartama] See ਕਸਨਵਰਤਮ.
ਕਸਨਬਲਤਘ'ਗ sanballabha] beloved of Krishan,
Yamuna.—sanama. “krIsanbal labha ta t  Il<
rahe.”—GV 6.
ਕਸਨਬਨਥਤੲਜ ਸਸਤ [krIsanballabhais sastra]
noose, the weapon of Varun who is the lord of
Yamuna and Yamuna is  the  beloved o f
Krishnas—sanama.

Wlknsanbhav] spiritualism, spirituality.
“aganbhav k I h  b I dh  kah'é krIsanbhav ke'
sath?”—I<r:rsan. ‘ H o w  d o  gopis  talk o f  .
sensuality through spirituality?’
ਕਸਕਲ [krIsanlaI] brother of Pandit Harilal
of Kashi, who was a devotee of Guru Arjan
Dev. See ਹਰ ਲਲ. 2 a poet who rendered
Mahabharat into Hindi verse. He has written
1 8 chapters of Bhagvat Gita under the heading
Shri Mukhvak Patshahi 10. It is also known as
Gobindgita, but evident from its verse is the
fact that its author is not the tenth Guru, rather
it is Krishanlal himself.
ਕਸਨਵਰਤਮ [krIsanvartama] Skt ਰਧਥਗਜ n
whose passage is dark; which is recognised
by the presence of smoke; fire. “krIsanvartama
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ban agh krIsan.”—GPS. ‘If sin is a forest,
Krishan is the fire for destroying it.’
ਕਸਨ [krisna] Skt ਥਡਯਧ n Dropadi. 2 illusion.
See ਕ‘ਸ. 3 goddess Kali. 4 black raisin. 5 iris.
6 pepper. 7 a river. Sec ਕਸਨ ਗਗ. 8 maternal
uncle of  Guru Nanak Dev, brother of  Mata
Tripta. 9 a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev. He
was o f  Sethi subcaste. He used to preach
Sikhism from Muzang. (Lahore). 10 piper
lo‘ngum. 11 adj black; cursed soul. “kaji krIsna
hoa.”—ram a m 1.  ‘for accepting bribe and
denying justice, Kazi has become a cursed
soul.’
ਕਸਨਈਸ ਅਸਤ [krIsnais astra] sanama noose,
the weapon of  Varun, who is the lord of  river
Krishna. .
ਕਸਨਗਜ' [krisnagraj] elder brother of Krishan,
Balram; Balbhadar.
ਕਸਨਜਨ [krIsnajIn] Skt ਨਧਕਜ skin of a

- black buck. 2 black buck.—sanama.
ਕਸਨਤਕ [1<੮ਗ811ਤਚ1<] killer of Krishan, arrow.
-sanama. 2 a hunter  named Jar,  who shot the
arrow  (to kill Krishan).
ਕਸਨਭਸਰਕ [krIsnatsarIka] in poetics a
heroine who, wearing black dress, in order to
avoid detection, goes to see her lover in pitch
dark night. “kari n13: kari ghata kac ratI kare
nag. kare kanhar p8 cali ajab lagan ki lag.”
—jagadb1‘nod. '
ਕਸਨਰਜਨ [krIsnarjun] Krishan and Arjun.
2 adj black and white.
ਕਸਨਵਤਰ [krIsnavtar] Krishan Avtar. See
ਕਸਨ 11. 2 translation of the 10th canto of
Bhagwat in Dasam Granth. It describes the
story o f  Krishan. The  year of  its composition
is given as under:
“satrssc petal:  me savan  SUdI tIthI  dip.l
nagar pé’wta subh karan jamuna bahe  samip.”

—krIsan 2490.
'Sammat I745 Savan Sudi 7.
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ਕਸਨਨ [krIsnIn] bearcr of Krishna river —
the earth.—sanama. 2 bearer of  the black
current of  Yamuna—thc carth.—sanama.
ਕਸਨ [krIsanu] See ਨਕਸਨ l l .  “krIsanU
balbhadru gurupag lagI tave.”—gau m 4.
ਕਸਮ [esma] P _;ਫ/ n wink. 2 sarcasm.
3 miracle. See ਕਰਸਮ.
ਕਸ [krIsa] See ਕ'ਸ.
ਕਸਣ [krIsan], ਕਸਨ [krIsan] Skt ਕਭਧ n
cultivator, agriculturisl. tiller, farmer. 2 See

ਕਸਨ 2.
ਕਸਨਵ [krIsanva] (armors; agricultural
community. “péc krIszmva bhagIgae  le bato
jiu darbari.”-maru kn’n'r. that is ‘five sense
organs.’
ਕਸਨ [krIsani] farming; agriculture.
ਕਸਨ [krIsanu] See ਕਸਨ. 2 ਗਕਜ fire.
ਕਸ [krISI] Skt ਨਯ n agriculture. 2 farming,
ploughing.
ਕਸਦਰ [krIsodarI], ਕਸਦਰ [krIsodri] ਰਥਸਟ' 
adj (a  female) having sl im  waist.
ਬਸ [krIsn] See ਕਸਨ. 2 See ਛਪਯ 2.
ਬਥ [krIsna] See ਕਸਨ 2. “krIsna te janau
harI harI nacéti nacna.”——dhana namdev.
‘Every creation that is animate in the world is
due to  the Creator’s Will.’ ‘
ਕਕਰ [krIkar], ਕਕਲ [krIkal] Skt ਗਧ nasal
breath that céuses sneezing.
ਭਖ[ krIkha] ploughed, dragged. “sabhkrlvxkh
krIkha.”—Var sor m 4. ‘All the sins were
ploughed; they were uprooted.’
ਕਖ [krIkhI] Se'e ਕਸ.
ਕਖਕਰ [krIkhIkar] tiller, cultivator.
ਕਖ [krIkhe] dragged, uprooted. “sabh tIn ke
pap  krIkhe.”—nat m 4.
ਕਛ [krIch], ਕਛ [krIchra] Skt ਬਗ n distress,
pain. 2 meditation. 3 fast. “krIch cadrayan
adIk kalmalche.”—GPS. ‘rcdeemer of  sins
i.e.fasts such as Chandrayan.’
ਕਤ [krIt] Skt ਕ done, performed. “purbalo
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krIt  karamu na m I t e  ghargehanI.”—dhana
trIIocan. 2 Satyug, era of  truth. 3 outcome,
result. 4 Some ignorant scribe has put krIt in
place of ਗਣ. “dInes  krIt  harié.”—-gyan. ‘The
sun’s radiance fades.’ 5 This word has also
been used in place of  kiratI: “badét  krIt  isri.”
—gyan. 6 866 ਕਤਣ.
ਕਤਸਨ [krItsan] Skt ਕਖ-ਫਵ adj whole, total.
2 n water.
ਕਤਸਜਗ [krItséjogi] 866 ਕਰਤਸਜਗ.
ਕਤਥ [krItka] Skt ਭਤਕ wife of the moon.
She  wears the form o f  a constellation, which
has six stars.  It is the same Kritka who
nurtured a son o f  Shiv. Hence his name
Kartikcy. See “ਕਰਤਕਯ.
ਕਤਕਰ [krItkaray], ਕਕਤਯ [krItkrItay] adj
who has done the  work;  who  has done his/her
wérk; philanthmpy.
ਕਤਗਜ [krItagy] Skt ਣਜ adj obliged, indebted.
2 n God, who is omniscient.
ਕਤਘਨ [krItghan], ਕਤਘ [krItghna] Skt ਵਯ adj
ungrateful, unthankful. See ਅਕਰਤਘਨ.
ਕਤਧਰ [krItdhar] adj bountiful, benefactor.
“krIpa ki surat krI tdhar.”—gyan. 2 powerful,
mighty.
ਕਤਬਰਮ [krItbarma] See ਕਤਵਰਮ.
ਕਤਯਗ [krItyug] n Satyug, era of truth. See
ਯਗ.

ਕਤਵਰਮ [krItvarma] adj armoured; who has
put on a coat of mail. 2 n son of Yaduvanshi
Kanak and Kritvirya’s brother. 3 a king, son
of Hridak, whose fight is mentioned in
Mahabharat.
ਕਰਵਨ [krItvani] adj praiseworthy, praised.
“tav tino krItvani.”-NP. ‘All the three deities
have admired you.’ 2 perfomer of  three actions
(giving birth, nurturing, destroying).
ਕਤਕਤ [krItakrIt] adj all that is done [et]
and not done [aet] .  2 material used in fire-
worship such as grain etc. See ਕਤਜਯਨ ਸਮਤ
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ਕਤਜਲ [krItz‘il] adj who has both his hands
folded.
ਕਥਤਧਗਯਢ] Skt ਗਗਕ n death, Yam. 2 fortune,
fate. 3 doctrine, outcome. 4 god. 5 indicative
of  two. 6 end of  the era of  truth, end of  Satyug.
ਕਤਰ [krI tar]  adj cutter. “namasté jararé
namasté krI  taré.”-japu. '
ਕਤਰਥ [krItarath], ਕਤਰਬ krItharathu] See
ਕਰਤਰਥ. “tin samae eku krItarath.”—prabha a
m 1. ‘ t n  righteousness bestowed itself,
riches and sensuality acquired salvation.’
“harInam  krI  tarothu gurmukhI krI  pa kare.”
—maru m 4; _
ਕਤ [krItI] n reputation, glory. “kalI krItI
badhavahxge.”—kalki. 2 Skt a person’s
conduct; his striving.
ਕਤ [krI ti] Skt ਕਹ adj the Creator. “kI jagtékrIti
he.”—japu. 2 Skt ਰਜਜ learnéd, wise. 3 skilful,
judicious.
ਕਤਚਤ [krIticxtr] adj an expert painter, talented
artist.
ਕਤ [krItu] 866 ਕਤ.
ਕਆ [krItua] Skt ਕਤ adv having done, having
made. “kirté kalIkaram krItua.”—sahas m 5.
ਕੜਣ [krIten] due to the hunter. “mrIgis jam)
ghumaté krIten krIt 1<rIti sarfi.”—datt. ‘as if a
deer injured by a hunter’s fatal arrow writhcs
in pain.’
fialkrltt] Sec ਕਤ. 2 reputation, admiration.
ਕਜ [krI ty] Skt adj worth doing. 2 an action_ .-
worthy to be done. --.
ਕਤਮ [krItrIm] Skt ਗਕਸ adj artificial. See
ਕਰਤਮ. 2 n musk. 3 Chinese camphor.
ਕਤ [krItva] See ਕਤਆ.
ਬਦਰ [krIdar] Skt ਥਲਧਰ'ਵ n store. 2 treasury.
3 house. 4 belly, abdomen.
ਕਧ [krIp] Skt ਨਧ vr estimate; be beautiful;
shine. 2 See ਕਪ.
ਕਪਛਘਸਕਫ] favour, kindness. “sats‘égatI mel
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karI krIpche.”—'—bas§tm 4.
ਕਪਣ [krIpan] miser.

(a) dam b I n  darab nIdan thahrat kan
gyan b In  yes apyas  kar  karge,

“kaVIray” sétan subhaI sune suman ke
dharam bIhune dhan  dhara dhar  dharge,

kam  ae  kahfi ke  n3 dam  duhfi dinan  ke
dham  gade  gade  sab gath gar  garge,

bor  bor bIrad badai  besaur kete
jor jor krIpan  karorI mar  marge.

(b)  data hath jati ta kadar  hfi  na  pati ab
mere hath  ai  h‘é badhai  ba t  bavri !

khane  darkhane tahIkhane bic bas dehé
ho: na  udas mero yahe CIt cavri !

bhai sut mitan pa kadI nah: jz‘in dehc')
Véidhav sapuran ko apan  subhavri !

khehc") na  khavehé marjehé to SIkhay jehé
sum kahe lacchmi ! tu bethi git gavrI !

(0) son lagyo jab ren me  sum  k0
tfihI same supna  ayo bheya,

an  asis kari d me Im-
“rajI rakhe tum k0  jagmeya,”

den  lagyo tab ek rupeya,
su {fihI same akté khulgsya,

ah! re deya kahé kardeya!
ju jag na  a t I  to  jat rupeya.

(d)1<Irpan apni yuvatI 85
mt:  manat alsay.

mat  kahfi 'putr Udar hve
dehe dravy lutay.

(e)devta te  sur  3 3501- 1<ਰ}1ਏ danav  te
dai  k0 su dhay dal  pahIti  lahat h‘é,

darpan mukur :) dakh  [ਦ munakka kahfi
d a s  {ਦ khavas kahI kahI nIb-hat h’é,

devi 56 bhavani or  dehra k0 kahi: math

ran d I n  ghasiram  yahi to  cahat hi,
dana  56 cabe na  tyé hi dip k0 carag kahé

dee ke ਲਗ“ té  so dada na kahat  ਕਛ.

2 insect. 3 mean.
ਕਪਣਤ [krIpanta] n miserliness, parsimony,
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stinginess.
ਕਪਣ [krIpne] kindly. “her: devahu karI
krIpne.”—nat  m 4.
ਕਧਨ [krIpan] See ਕਪਣ. “dhaI dhaI krIpan
sram kino Ikatr karI he  maIa.”—todi  m 5.
ਕਪਫ [krIp-pha] n kindness. “dhari harI
prabhu krIp-pha.”—-prabha m 4. Sec ਫ.
ਬਪਲ [krIpaI] See ਕਪਲ.
ਰਪਲ [krIple]  n kindncvs. “dhari  harI krIple.”
~nat m 4.
ਕਪ [krIpa] ਕਭਜ See 1“?“ ”. “krIpa karahu guru
melahu harI jiu.”—n‘ m a m 3. 2 See ਕਪ.
3 Kripacharay. See ਕ, ”.ਜ. “nah:  bhikham dron
krIpa aru dronaj.”—(u aji I .
ਕਪਸਧ [krIpasfdlz 1] ocean of kindness.
“ k r I p a s f t  kaltx .»), darsi.”—hajare 10 .
2 ocean of skulls; bah ~~lield.“kr1pasidhu kali
garajji karalé.”—VN. ‘Uoddess Kali thundered
during the fierce fighting.’
ਕਪਕਟਕ [ k r I p a k a t a k s ] ,  ਕਪਕਟਧ

[]<1‘:£[)8]<9ਨ81<11}'], ਕਪਕਟਛ [krIpakatach] n
favour, kindness. “krIpakatakh avxlokan
kinau.”—~dhana m 5.
ਕਪਕਰ [krIpakar] ਕਪ-ਆਕਰ treasurehouse of
kindness.
ਕਪਚਰਯ [krIpacaray] See ਕਪ.
ਕਪਣ[1<ਢਗ})81.1] ਮਕਪਨ [krIpan] ਕਸ n which
abnegates mercy; wielding of  which  does not
call for mercy; sword. Second of  the k’s of
the baptised Singhs. It is binding on them to
wear it. See  ਸਸਤ. “je je hute akte VIkte su kate

kal krIpan kar ke mare.”—-VN.
cakrapanI pm: me tIhare sri gobid s i g h !

teri jo krIpan pare  jfi par  krIpa 113 he.
~gva1kaVI 

kacch krI  pan  na  kab-hu tyage
sanmukh lets me ran te  bhags.

-pra$anottar bhai nédlal.
2 a metre of  kabI t t  type, characterised by

four lines, each line having 32  characters, four
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pauses each afler every eight characters with
alliteration. Seventh, fifieenth, twenty-third and
thirty-first characters are guru and eighth,
sixteenth, twenty-fourth and thirty—second
characters are laghu. This metre is specially
used in heroic poetry.

Example:
senapatI kalaxan, jor ks camu mahan,

dhar  bal atman, datyo he medan  an,
rIskar  p’édaxan, bhayo guru samuha n,

sfghhad ucc than, bolyo nahI pehé jan,
gahIke  rakab  pan,  roklin he  kikan,

het  bhumI p2 gI  ran, lavat sarirtan,
satruban k0 krIsan,  vir  sodhivés  bhan,

kaljih l<e saman,  jhari 511‘ p8 krIpan.
ਕਪਣਪ'ਣ [krIpanpanI] adj armed with a .
sword. 2 n Macrotime.

“ਕਪਣ [krIpanI] n small sword. 2 adj armed
with a sword.
ਕਪਨ [krIpan] See ਕਪਣ.
ਕਨਕਤਸਖਖਗਯਘ] a metre, having 4 lines,

' each line structured as IIS, III, I
Example:

jahi tir chutat. randhir  jutat
bar bir  uthat. tanutran tutat-kalki

(b) In Dattavtar, Madhubhar is also named
as Kripankrit as-

munI atI  apar.  gun  gen  udar.
VIdya VI car. n I t  karat car.

ਕਪਨਦ [krIpanad] Sec ਕਰਪਨ-੯. 2 bestowcr of
the sword.
ਕਪਨਧਰ [krIpandhari] bearer of the sword.
2 baptised Sikh; Khalsa.
ਕਨਨ [krIpananI] army, armed with swords.
—sanama.
ਕਪਨਪਨ [krIpanpani] Seg ਕਪਣਪਣ. 2 n Durga,
Bhavani. “dini rajdhani vajrapani k0
krIpanpani.”—NP.
ਕਪਨਤਟ [krIpanbhet] See ਭਟ ਕਰਨ.
ਕਪਨਧ [ k r I p a n I d h a n ] ,  ਕਪਨਥ
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[krIpanIt] treasurehouse of kindness.
2 ocean of mercy. “krIpanIdhan d I a l
bekhséd.”—sukhmani. “krIpanIt! basahu
rIde harI nit.”—tod1' m 5.
ਕਪਨ [krIpani] Sce ਕਪਣ. “sada rakhle mo
krIpake krIpani.”—chakke. 2 small sword.
“pag  hfi ko bfidhbo kachuk d I n  piche sikhyo,
pahIle hi sikhyo s igh bz‘idhbo krIpani k0.”
—52 poets.
ਕਪਬ'ਦ [krIpfibud] fibud (a cloud) of mercy.
“januk barakh krIpfibud gayo.”-carItr244.
ਕਪਯਤਨ [krIpayatan] house of kindness.
q‘a'lkrIpar], ਕਪਰ [krI para], ਕਪਹ [krI pari],
ਕਪਰ [krIparu] adj merciful, kind, benevolent.
“prabhu daIar krIpar.”—kan m 5. “hohu din
krIpara.”—gau chét m 5.
ਕ'ਧਲ [krIpal] Sec ਕਪਲ. 2 n Kripal of Jallu,
who was a disciple o f  Guru Hargobind and a
great warrior. 3 king of  Katoch, who went to
fight a battle at Nadaun against Bhimchand
Kahluria. Guru Gobind Singh defeated him
severely. 4 See ਕਪਲਚਦ. 5 See ਕਪਲਦਸ.
ਕਪਲਚਦ [krIpalcéd] brother of Mata Gujri and
maternal uncle of  Guru Gobind Singh. He  was
Guru’s devout disciple and great warrior. In
the battle of  Bhangani he displayed remarkable
valour. Guru Gobind Singh has described it in
the eighth chapter of  Vachitar Natak: “tahfi
matuleyé krIpalé karuddhé.” 2 a king of
Kangra. His subcaste being Katoch, he is at
places referred to as Katochia. See chapter 9
of Vachitar Natak. At one place he has also
been mentioned as Kriparam. He died in the ’
battle of Husseni. See ਵਚਤ ਨਟਕ chapter 11.-
ਕਪਲਦਸ [krIpaldas] votary of Nam (secret
word to meditate on, bestowed by the Guru)
and great warrior. He was the chief of  the
Udasi sect, who killed commander Hyat Khan
with a cudgel. Pleased with it, Guru Gobind
Singh bestowed upon him a robe of honour,
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and mentioned thus in Vichitar Natak.

“epalé kupyo he kuttko sébhari,
ha th i  x a n  hayya t  ke  s i s  jhari,
uthi chIcch Icché kaddha i j  joré
mano makhné mattki kanh phoré.”
His  seat is located at village Hehar (district

Ludhiana). When the Guru dressed as Uch
Pir  arrived at Hehar  from Machhiwara,
Kripaldas served him with full devotion and at
the t ime o f  the Guru’s departure put his
shoulder under Guru’s bedstead for many kos
from'this place.
ਕਪਲ [krIpalu] adj kind, merciful.
ਕਪਵਤ [krIpavat],  ਕਪਵਨ [krIpavan],  ਕਪਵਤ
[krIpavét] adj kind, merciful. See  ਕਰਪਵਤ.
ਕਪ [krIpi]  Skt ਰਧ (or ਕਪ) She was
Dronacharya’s wife and  Ashvthama’s mother.
There is a story in Mahabharat that in order to
disrupt the  meditation o f  Gautam’s son,
Bhardwaj (Sharadvan), Indar sent Gyanpadi,
a fairy. At the sight of  her, the sage’s semen
ejaculated, and it fell in reeds from which at a
boy and a girl were born. When king Shantanu
noticed them, he felt pity and took them to his
house and affectionately nourished them.
Hence the boy came to be known as Kripa
-and 'the girl as Kripi. Upon coming of  age,
Kripi became Dron’s wife and all his life
Kripachary served the progeny of Shantanu
as a great teacher and supporter.
ਕ1ਸ [krIpisut] son of Kripi; Ashvthama
“tl<ham dram krIparU krIpisut.”—krIsan.
‘Bhishampitama. Dronachary, Kripachary and
Ashvthama.’
ਕਮ [krIm], ਕਮ [krImI] ਕਰ'ਸ See ਕਰਮ. “VICI
pathar  krImjéta.”—Var sorm 4.
ਬਮਜ [krIia] Skt ਰਸਗ shellac produced
by insects. See ਕਰਮਚ.
ਕਯਜਣ [krIyman] adj which is being done.
_ 2 11 work in hand.
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ਕਯ [krIya] See ਕਰਆ. 2 part of speech which
asserts or  predicates something  as auna, jana,
lIkhna. Verb.
ਕਯਚਤਰ [krIyacatur] in poetics, a hero, who
by his actions, depicts shrewdness i.e. without
speaking but through his gestures.
ਕਯਵਚਕ ਸਕ [krIyavacak ségya] gerund,
verbal noun as dukh-harta, mukatIdata;
ਕਯਵਸਸਣ [krzyavxsesan] adverb; word added
to a verb, adjective or another adverb to
express some modification of  manner or  time
as at ,  home, ਓਥ [othe], ese.
ਕਯਵਸਖ [krIyaVIsekh] See ਕਅਵਸਖ.
ਕਯਵਦਗਧ [krIyaVIdgadha] Skt ਗਕਟਸ in
poetics, a heroine who is adept in depicting
her feelings through her gestures.
ਕਚਕ [kricak] See ਕਚਕ. “Ih  bI t  sun kricak
harkhana.”—NP.
ਕਛਨ [krichan] See ਕਚਛਨ. _
ਕਟ [krit] See ਕਰਟ.
ਕਤਸਡਦ] Skt adj purchased.
ਕੜਨ [kriran] Skt n play. 2 merriment, joviality.
q‘la'rlkrira] See ਕੜਨ. 2 See ਅਚਪ and ਮਧ 1.
ਕੜਢਕ [kriracakr] See ਭਜਰਪਯਤ (c).
ਕਸ [krusl Skt ਗਗ vr shout, weep, abuse, accuse.
ਛਚ [krfic] Skt ਭਫਕਕ vr go near, rotate aslant,
bend, be insignificant, be rude. 2 a type of
Indian pond heron. 3 grey-coloUred water
fowl. 4 Kronch mountain. 5 rudeness. “dhanu
bhrIkuti  su krOc b I n  baré.”——NP. ‘without
ruffled hair i.e. gentle, soft.’
ਕਧ [krudh] Skt vr be angry.
ਰਧ [kroddh] adj angry, enraged, furious.
ਵਧ ਬਬ ਜਨ ਘਰ [kruddh bIkh‘é jIn ghor] sen
‘In fury, don’t poison the atmosphere.’—ramav.
ਕਰ [krur] cruel. 2 hot. 3 sharp.

[krurkarma] adj pitiless; cruel. “55g
krurkarma ab ana.”—GPS. 2 n a Surayvanshi
king.
ਭਰ'ਬਚਸ [krurbaras], ਕਰਞਸ [krurvarasl a
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Surayvanshi king. See ਕਲਸਣ.
ਕਮ [kres] dispute, problem. “kausal l<e chor
kres.”—ramav. ‘leaving aside the problems of
Kaushal kingdom.’
ਕਰ [kretu] dark young lady. “kurkat kretu kalg.”
—NP.
ਕਸਨ [krosan] Skt n calling, crying, wailing,
lamenting. Sec ਕਸ vr.
ਕਹ [kroh] See  ਕਧ. “na  mohé na  krohé.”—aka1.
ਕ'ਚ [kréc] Sec ਕ'ਚ.
ਰਧ[]<੮੦ਯ}1] anger. Sec ਕਰਧ. “krodh bInase sagal
bIkari.”——gau a m I .
ਕਧ [krot],  ਕਧ [krodhi] adj ਕਧਨ angry.
2 Sec ਮਠ. 3 See ਕਰਧ.
ਕਧ [krop] See ਕਪ. “je atI krop karekarI
dhaIa.”—asa kabir.
ਕਪ [kropI] due to anger. “hasti kropI mfid
mahI marIo.”—g5d kabir.
ਕਰਸਗਘ'] n one hundred lakhs, one crore. “jore
lakh krore man  n9 hore.”—-gau m 5.
ਕੜ[1<£੦d]  Skt ਕਜਤ n pig, swine. 2 lap. 3 cavity
in a tree. 4 See ਕਰਡ”.
ਕ'ਜ [kr5c] Skt ਕਜਕਸ n stork. “krSc su aruncur
pukarat.”—GPS. 2 a mountain in the
Himalayan range. According to Harivansh, he
is the  s o n  o f  Mena k  and  grandson o f
Himalayas. There is a story in Mahabharat that
once Kronch  mountain became so  intoxicated
that it started crushing its residents. Aggrieved,
the people went to Kartikey for help. He shot
an arrow or a spear in such a way, that it
immobilised the mountain, and he cut its
(Kronch’s) horn with a sword. “krSc 581 me
janu $Ivn5dan barchi mar dhasai.”—GPS. 3 a
demon, son of may. He resided on Kronch
island. 4 according to Purans,  an island from
amongst the seven ones, on which Kronch
mountain is situated. It is surrounded by Khir
Sagar. Its measurement is mentioned as 1.6
million yojans. “kr5c nam  t Ih  dip ko nar  sfidar
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samuday.”——NP. 5 Sce ਕ'ਚਪਦ.
ਕ'ਚਪਦ [krScpada] Sec ਸਵਯ 29.
ਕਰਬਹ [1<1-5੦}))…}1], ਕ‘ਚਵਬਹ [krcyuh], ਕ'ਚਬਹ
[krScabyuh] n deployment of  army in the battle-
field in such a formation that it resembles a stork.
“krScabyuh kI  yo asurIs jab.”——carrtr 405.
ਕਦ[1<੮ਰ<1]ਲ/i £ ਕਲਜਘ express sorrow, be upset,
cry in pain.
ਕਦਨ [krédan] Skt n weeping, crying.
2 lamentation of  the wounded ones in a battle-
field.
ਕਮ [krém] See ਕਮ. “man bac krém sevie saca.”
—saw:yc m 4 ke.
ਕਲਸ [klIst] Sce ਕਲਸ
ਕਲਦ [kled] See ਕਲਦ.
ਕਲਦਨ [1<19੮ਚ11] See ਕਲਦਨ.
ਕ [kva] part where. 2 See ਕ'ਟ.
ਕਚਤਘ/ਰਧਯ adj the few; rare; perhaps some.
2 anywhere. “nac sukhé drIsyte kvaCIt.”
—GPS.
ਕਡ [kva'd] See  ਕਦਡ. “kururav kvfid bhe
maryo.”—carrtr 13 7. ‘King Kuru was shot
dead with a bow.’
ਕਥ [kvath] Skt n dccoction. Four tolas of drug
put in sixty four tolas of  water, is boiled till the
same is reduced to one fourth. This mode of
preparation is mentioned in various Ayurvedic
books.
ਕਪ [kvapI] adv anywhere.
ਕਰ [kvar] See ਕਆਰ 3. See  ਕਮਰ. “janat hf) ghan
kvar k0 garjat, bares no aI.”—I<rIsan. ‘A cloud
in the month of  Assu thunders but it does not
rain.’
ਕਰ [kvara] See ਕਮਰ.
ਕ [kve] See ਕ. 2 pron any. “na subhat thadh
kve rahyo.”—krrsan.

' ਕ[1<ਡ,8] Skt ਬਜ. Th is  letter is  a combinat ion o f  ਕ
and ਸ. Per Punjabi usage, it should have been
written as the first compound consonant i.e.
its place should have been afier tIppi  (“ ), but
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as is prevalent in dictionaries we  have placed
it at the end.
ਕਣ [ksan] 888 ਖਣ.

_ ਕਣਤਗਰ [ksanbhégur] 888 ਖਣਭਗਰ.
ਕਣਕ [ksanIk] adj momentary.
ਕਝ [ksat] 888 ਛਤ. “jIn ke jag aksat sis dhare.
t I n  k0 tanu saksat kan kare.”-ramc5drrka.
‘Who can injure those whose  heads are
worshipped by the offerings of rice?’
ਕਤ [.ksatI] n loss, damage. 2 destruction,
annihilation.
ਕਡ [ksatr] n that which saves from getting
wounded; armour. 2 one  who saves someone
from annihilation; Kshatri. 3 kingdom. 4 power,
force.
ਕਤ [ksatrI], ਕਤਯ [ksatrIy], ਕਡ [ksatri] Skt
[.ਧਕਧ n a powerful man. According to the
Hindus, the second caste of  the society, who
defend their  subjects  through the use o f
physical force. In Veds, Purans and Simritis,
the origin of  Khatris is described as from the
Creator’s arm. See ਖਤ.
ਕਪਣਕ [1<ਡਗ){ 91<] Skt 11 one who has given up
sensuality; a Buddhist ascetic. 2 a well known
poet of  king  Vikramadity’s court.
ਕਪ [1<ਝਗ)8] 888 ਛਪ.
ਕਮਤ [ksamta] n capacity, ability. 2 power,
strength.
ਕਮ [ksama] See ਖਮ and ਵਮ. 2 earth.
ਕਮ [k$ami] See ਛਮ.
ਕਯ [ksay] See ਖ. 2 tuberculosis. See ਖਈ 3.
3 doomsday. 4 annihilation, destruction.
5 disease. 6 house, abode. 7 violence. _
ਕਯਹ [ksayah] 888 ਖਆਹ.
ਕਯ [ksayi] See ਖੲ and ਕਯ. 2 adj destructible.
3 n asthma. 4 moon. There is a mythical story
that as a result of  the curse from Daksh, the
moon  had contracted tuberculosis.
ਕਰ [ksar] See  ਖਰ.
ਕਰਣ [1<ਤ91'ਰ1.1] 888 ਖਰਣ.
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ਕਤ [ksfit] adj forgiving, indulgent. 2 v tolerate.
ਕਰ [1<ਤਪ] 888 ਖਰ.
ਕਲਨ [ksalan] n washing, rinsing.
ਕਤ [ksltI] See ਛਤ. .
ਕਤਧ [ksItIp], ਕਤਪਤ [ksxtIpatI], ਕਤਪਲ
[ksxtIpal], ਕਤਸ [ksxtis] n king of  the earth.
See ਛਭਪਤ.
ਕਪ [ksipra] See ਛਪ.
ਕਣ {ksinl See ਖਣ and ਛਣ.
ਕਰ [ksir] See ਖਰ and ਛਰ.
ਕਰਜਮਦ [ksirsamudra], ਕਰਸਗਰ [ksirsagar],
ਕਰਧ [ksirat], ਕਰਨਧ [k5irnIt] ,  ਕਰਦ
[ksirod] According to Purans, the ocean of  milk
from the churning of which fourteen jewels
were extracted. It is regarded as  the abode of
Vishnu.
ਕਵ [ksiv] See  ਖਵ.
ਭਦ [1<ਝਪ€11'] 888 ਛਦ.
ਕਧ [1<ਤਪ€1}1] 888 ਖਧ.
ਕਧ [1ਵਝਪਧ118] 888 ਖਧ. _ _
ਕਧਤਰ [ksudhatur] adj overwhelmed by hunger;
hunger stricken. 2 famished, starving.
ਕਪ [ksup] Skt n son of  Krishan from the womb
of  Satyabhama. 2 In Mahabharat, a king of
t he  solar dynas ty  w h o  was  the  son o f
Prasandhi and the father of lkshwaku. “hot
bhayo ksup bhup mahan.”—GPS. 3 bush.
ਕਰ [ksur] vr cut, split, tear, pierce, draw a line
or furrow. 2 n razor. 3 dagger. 4 hoof.
5 arrow.
ਕਤ [ksetr] 11 body. 2 conscience, mind. 3 field.
4 woman,  wife.
ਕਤਗਯ [ksetragy] n soul, that regards the body
as its own. 2 adj knowing or familiar with the
fields.
ਕੜਜ [ksetraj] adj farm-produced. 2 n per
Hindu faith, a son who is the offspring of  one’s
wife by some other man, as Pandav. See ਕਰਵਸ.
ਕਤਪਲ [1<ਝ8੮1‘8})81] 888 ਖਤ'ਪਲ.
ਕਪਕ [1<ਤ€}੭81<] adj who throws. 2 n one who
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adds a spurious passage of his own or of 2 a variety of Kalyan musical measure
another in some writing; an interpolator. evolved by blending together the notes of two
ਕਪਣ [ksepan] n act o f  throwing. 2 felling, musical measures namely Hamir and Kalyan.
throwing. 3 sending. directing. 4 laying a It is counted amoung the hybrid musical
blame, rcviling. measures.
ਕਮ [ksem] See ਖਮ. ~ ਕਣ [1<ਤ੦1.ਪ] See ਫਣ.
ਕਮਕਨ'ਣ [ksemkalyan] ecstasy and liberation. ਕਝ [ksobh] See ਛਭ.



ਖ [khakkha] seventh character of  Punjabi
script. It is uttered from the throat. Skt n sun.
2 sky, ether. 3 an organ or organs of sense or
action. 4 body. 5 cypher, dot, point.
6 paradise. 7 comfort. 8 hole, aperture, cavity.
9 action. 10 town, city. 11 field. 12 knowledge,
discernment. 13 Brahma. 14 also used in
Punjabi as a substitute for the Sanskrit a? and
ਧ; for instance, ਸਖ [sakhi], ਮਖ [mokh], bIrakh,
v1 kh, khat etc.
ਖਉ [khau] Skt ਕਯ n annihilation, destruction.
“akal muratI su ' k a d e  nahI khau.”—maru
solhem 5. “kotI paradh  khIn mahI khau bhai
he.”—sarm 5. 2 disease, ailment. “kamnanIt
dur kare khau.”—krIsan. 3 See  ਕਯ.
ਖਉਸ [khaus], ਖਉਸੜ [1<}1੪੦5k 8] See ਕਉਸ and
ਕਸ.
ਖਉਛ [khauph], ਖਉਫ [khauphu] A J ;  n fear,
dread. “khauphu na khata na tarasu javalu.”
—gau raVIdas.
ਖਉਲਣ [1<}19011.18], ਖਉਲਨ [khaulna] v boil,
simmer. ਲ/ਹਕਲ vr tremble, jump, play, go. The
word khalna derives from it. 2 massage, anoint,
smear. “gadahu cédanI khaulie, bhi sahu SIU
panu.”—var suhi m I .
ਖਉ[1<}!ਰਪ] adj destructible. 2 See ਖਉ. ਰ
ਖਅਉ [khan] Skt ਕਯ annihilation, destruction.
See ਨਖਅਉ.
ਖਇ’ [khaI] See ਕਯ.
ਖਟਆ [khaIa] destruction. See ਕਯ. “dut dusa;
sat hoe khaIa.”—bIIa m 5. 2 annihilated,
destroyed. “ahiirog saga] hi khaIa.”-~sar m 5.
3 dgstructive; violent. “mue dusat jo khaxa.”

—dev m 5. ‘Murderous aberrations were
destroyed.’ 4 collided. Sec  ਖਹਣ.
ਖਇਕਲ [khaIkal] Sec ਖਕਲ.
ਖਈ [khai] See ਕਯ. “kalmal t Isu  khai.”—-varram
2 m 5. 2 cats, does the eating. “Ikthal bhojan
sabh’ko khai.”—GPS. '3 Skt ਕਯ and ਰਜਯਕਮ.
ਰਨਭਨ consumption. At first there is catarrh
with cough and fever, and then inflammation
of lesions gradually develops in the lungs.
Blood is emitted with phlegm. Pain is felt in
the chest. There is constant fever. The body
becomes sluggish. Hun  gcr vanishes and thirst
increases. The redness of the blood lessens.
The  colour of  the  face fades. Sleep decreases.
There is constant dejection, anxiety and fear
in the mind. The upper half o f  the body
perspires during the night. Continued mild
headache, bad dreams, swelling of  the feet,
occasional constipation and diarrhoea etc are
symptoms of  this disease.

Tuberculosis is caused by execssive coition,
marriage at young age, excessive exertion in
studies, lack of good diet, living in polluted air,
suffering from anxiety and sorrow, prevention
of hunger, thirst and excretory functions, long
sittings and lack o f  air  circulation in the
residence. ‘

Sometimes, this disease is inherited from
one’s parents. It can be contracted by contact
with a patient of  tuberculosis. It is difficult to
extirpate it once it enters the house. A patient
of this disease hardly survives for 1000 days.
As soon as symptoms of this disease appear,
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treatment should be started in consultation with
a competent doctor or  physician. The patient
should leave his home and start living near a
river, sea or  in a jungle of pine trees. The patient
should abstain from sexual intercourse and
protect himself from the cold. Such things as
are pleasing to the eyes and the mind, should
be used. Easily digestible and nourishing  diet
(milk, meat curry etc)  should be taken; and all
the time the patient should have the urge soon
to get well.

The treatment for consumption must never
be got from the quacks. One should undergo
treatment by expert doctors.

Here are general instructions for treating
consumption:

Use anti-tussive and anti-pyrctic medicines
and avoid diaphorics and purgatives. Take
god l iver  oil .  Take trituration  o f  bamboo-mama,
cardamoms, extract of  menispermum glabrum,
real pearls and silver leaves with cow milk.
Prepare tablets of two mashas of each of the
following ingredients: black pepper (dried
berries of piper nigrum) one tola, piper longum
two tolas, pomegranate peel four tolas, alkali
of  barley six mashas and jaggery eight tolas.
Take two tablets daily with warm water. “khai
su badi bhai mavesi.”—carI tr 405.
ਖਈਹ [khaihe] will devour. “mancsu bapura
musa kino micu bIlaia  khaihe re.”—-brla kabir.
2 See ਖੲ.
ਖਏ [khae] got annihilated or  destroyed. “sunat
jaso kotI agh  khae."——gaum 5.
ਖਸ [khas] Skt ਬਧਘ- rub, graze. “511a ség khas
calat nir.”—GPS. ‘The water flows grazing past
the stone slab.’ 2 See ਖਸਣ. 3 P J" rootof  a
plant which  is very fragrant. Otto is prepared
from it. During the summer season the rich
people use its screens and handfans. “khas tati
kine chIrkav.”—GPS. It has a cooling effect
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and cures headache, burning sensation and
vomiting. L Andropogon Muricatus. 4 Skt
Garhwal and the territory lying to its north, the
territory lying to  the south of  Kashmir which
is inhabited by the Khas people. 5 a tribe
inhabiting the Khas territory which is now also
called Khasia. “ਕ,-ਹਗ ਵਰਗ: ਕ:”-ਗਜ0. 6 a
foot disease.
ਖਸਕਣ [khasakna], ਖਸਕਨ[1<}18581<ਸ] v slip, slide.
ਖਸਖਸ [khaskhas] Skt ਣਕਜ n peppy-seed. P
ਗਰਡ-‘ਮਥ poppy-seed. It is used in numerous
medicines and is somewhat intoxicating.
ਖਸਟ [khasat] 81<੮ਸਸ adj sixth. 2 In Punjabi, it
indicates six also. “das asat khasat sravan
sune.”——sarm 5 parted. ‘hcard eighteen Purans
and six Shastars.’
ਖਸਟਨਣ [khasatnen], ਖ'ਸਟਨਨ [khasatnen]
Trishiradait, a six-eyed demon. See ਤਸਰ.
“hanyo khasatnané.”—ramav. 2 tertian fever.
ਖਸਟਮ [khastam] Skt ਸਸ adj sixth.
ਖਸਟਮ [khastamI], ਖਸਟ-ਮ [khastami], ਖਸਟ
[khasatI], ਖਸਟ [khasti] Skt ਸਸ n sixth day of
a lunar fortnight.  “khas t amI  khatsastr
kahahI.”—gau thIti m 5. “khasti khatdarsan
prabhu saje.”—bIIa thIti m I . 2 a goddess who .
is regarded the wife of  Kartikey. According to
the Hindu custom, she is worshipped on the
sixth day after the birth ofa child. 3 sixth day
after the birth of  a child. “khasatI kin bhale
kulcali.”—NP. 4 Skt sixty. “khasatI kul jadav
jujjhe.”—paras. ‘Sixty clans of Yadavs died
fighting.’ 5 a kind of  rice (ripening in about
sixty days after sowing.) '
ਖਸਣ'[1<}1੪51.18] v snatch, wrest. S ਖਸਣ. 2 slip,
slide, move away. “brItha sram khasat he.”
-BGK. ‘Pain and fatigue disappear.’ 3 graze'
past, rub lightly.
ਖਸਤਨ [xastan] P U? v be injured. 2 fall ill.
3 become a pauper.
ਖਸਤ [xasta] P _...ਲਰਭ’ adj brittle. 2 ill. 3 injured,
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hurt, wounded. 4 n a fruit’s stone.
ਖਸਨ [khasna] See ਖਸਣ.
ਖਸਮ [khasam] or  ਖਸ'ਮ [khasamulA ਭ 11 lord,
master, owner. “nanak hukamu na calai nalI
khasam cale ardas:.”—var  asa. 2 Godhead, the
Creator. “khasam VIsarI kie ras bhog.”—mala
m 1. 3 husband, consort. “parpIr  rati khasamu
VIsara.”—maru solhe 221 1 . 4 enemy, foe. “kahu
kabir akhar dUI bhakhI. horga khasamq ta
1e: ga rakhI.”—gau kabir. ‘If for no reason you
have an enemy, God will protect you.’ 5 T .
friend. 6 relative, relation. 7 P ਨ“ indignation,
anger; rage.
ਧਹ [khasmahu] by  or  from the  Lord. “33t
ae hukamI khasmahu.”—tr]5g m 4. ‘All came
by the Lord’s command.’
ਖਸਮਨ [khasmana] P ,.,[ਲ-ਭਹ like the master,
ownership. S ਖਸਮ'ਨ mercy, grace. “prabhu jiu
khasmana karI pIare.”—sorm 5. “1<ਟ੮ hamaro
kialo khasmana.”—asa m 5 .  “khurasan
khasmana kia, hfdustan daraIa.”—asa m 1.
ਖਸਮ [khasamI] Master, Lord (nominative case)
“kat  kuthar  khasamI S I r  katIa.”
—bIIa 221 5. 2 to  the Master, o f  the Lord.
“khasamI mIIIe sukhu paIa.”—maru a m I .
‘because of  meeting the Lord.’
ਖਸਮ [khasamu] See  ਖਸਮ. “khasamu VIsarI

khuari kini.”——mala m 1 .
ਖਸਰ [khasra] a disease like smallpox. Skt

flਮਬਰਜਰ, ਮਧਜਰ, ਮਧਰ./1 ਭ» measles. The patient
of this disease suffers from fever and burning
sensation in his body. His face becomes red;
he feels thirsty and suffers from dryness-of
the tongue and the palate..After some days,
small pimples appear on the neck and the chest.

Its treatment is:
(1) Take cyperus-pertenuis, fumitory,

licorice (glycyrrhiza and glabra) raisins in equal
quantity by weight and decoct them in water.
Sieve it when water in this decoction is reduced
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to one eighth of its original quantity. Small domes
of this decoction, mixed with honey, should be
given to  the patient.

(2) Take sandal, andripogon muricatus,
coriander, spikenard,  fumitory, cyperus
pertenuis and dry ginger in equal measure,
prepare a decoction and give it to the patient
in small dozcs.

(3)  Take eleven basil leaves, half a tola of
glycyrrhiza glabra, one  tola of  sisymbrium lro,
half  tola of  aniseed, one clove and one fourth
of  a fig. Boil all these ingredients in half  a seer
of water. When the water is reduced to one
fourth, s ieve it through a p iece  of  cloth. Give
this decoction to the patient in small dozes.
2 A ,/° record keeper’s list of village land, its
numbers and measurements. 3 rough draft of
an account.
ਖਸਲਤ [1<}!881ਗ],ਖਸਲਤ [khaslatI] A …ਕ n
nature, disposition, habit “mudhe  di  khaslat:
n3 gaia.”—-var bIha 211 3.
ਖਸ [khaSI] See ਖਸਣ. “jab bhave IeI khasx.”-s
kabir. ‘may snatch’. 2 having grazed (past).
See ਖਸ: “khas: apes mahI thI  re mahip.”—GPS.
ਖਸਯ [khaSIya], ਖਸਆ [khasia] See ਖਸ 5. 2 adj
castrated. 3 n billy goat. The reason for this
name is that billy goats reared for the table
are castrated while young. “khaSIya a tk
55g 12: ae.”—carItr 52. 3 scrotum.
ਖਸ' [khasu] See ਖਸਣ.
ਖਸਸਨ [khasusan] A L3,}; a d v  especially,
particularly.
ਖਸਟਨ [khasotna] v snatch, wrest.
ਖਸ'ਮ [1<}195ਰ211] See ਖਸਮ.
ਖਸਣ [khassna] v snatch, wrest.
ਖਸ [khassi] A ਨ" castrated, gelded. 2 billy
goat. See ਖ'ਸਯ 3.
ਖਸ [khast] See  ਖਸਟ.
ਖਸ' [khastI] See ਖਸਟ.

‘ ਖਸਘਪਗ] See ਖਸਟ.
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ਖਹਣ [khahna] See ਖਸ. v rub, scrape. 2 jostle,
pull and push. 3 quarrel, wrangle.
ਖਹਦ [khahdi] ate up. “apI khahdi kherI
dabtie.”—var ram 3. ‘He himself ate as also
distributed (it) among  others as  charity.’
ਖਹਰ [khahra] See ਖਹਰ.
ਖਹਡ [khahra] n doggedness, obstinacy. “khOI
k h a h r a  b h a r a m u  m a n  ka.”—maru m 5 .
2 insistence, obduracy.
ਖਹ [khaI] having grazed or brushed past. See
ਖਹਣ.
ਖਹਣ [khahIna] See  ਖਹਣ.
ਖਹਰ [khahIra] Rajput descendants of  Jahir
Chand, son of  raja Tara Chand of  the Kahloor
state. 2 a Jatt subcaste, one of  whom namely
Mehma, was a famous disciple of  Guru Angad
Dev. 3 a village established by the Khehra
Jatts. See ਥਵਲ ਸਹਬ ਨ 7.
ਪਹਰ-[ਘਰਲਫ] plural of khahIra. See ਖਹਰ.
ਖਹ [khahu] S e e  ਕਯ. “étkal  khahu lakhahu
rukkhe.”—BG. ‘At last the  tree is destroyed by
the lac.’
ਖਹਰ [khahura] adj rough, coarse. 2 harsh, hot-
tempered. '
ਖਹਦ [khahi’ada] adj quarrelsome, pugnacious.
“sukh na paInI mugadhnar sfit nalI
khahéde.”—-var gau 1 m 4.
ਖਖ [khakh] See ਖ'ਖ.
ਖਖਰ[1<1181<}1ਗ-] n house of irascible or malevolent
creatures ;  horne t s ’  nes t ;  wasps ’  nest .

ਖਖੜ [khakhri] See ਕਕੜ. “khakhriz’i suhavie‘i
lagrifi ak kéthI.”—var gau 2 m 5. ‘The
malevolent and ill-natured ones became genial.’
ਖਖ[1<}191<118] pronunciation of the character ਖ.
2 the character ਖ. “khakha, khara sarahau
tahu.”—bavan.
ਖਖ[1<}181<1<}1].5'/ਹਫਕਕਭਫਕ vr laugh; joke. 2 njoke,
banter. 3 fine  dust diffused in the sky.

wlkhakkha] See  ਖਖ. Accordingto Gurupratap
Suray, a Kashmiri Khatri who got converted
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to Islam during the reign of  Aurangzeb. “tIs
d I n  turak bhae tahi‘ sare. hi‘dun hahakar
ucare. khakkhe nam  bhaye khatrin. bh‘ébhe nam
dan k0 cin.”—GPS.
ਖਗ [khag] Skt n that which moves in the sky, a
bird. 2 sun. 3 moon. 4 star. 5 god. 6 air.
7 locust. 8 cloud. 9 arrow. 10 short for kharag.
“khag khéd bIh5d5 khal dal khédé.”—VN.
“chatri ketIk khag dhari.”——GPS. See ਖਗ.
ਖਗਅਰ [khag-arI] enemy of birds, a falcon.
2 éword, the enemy of the arrow. Soldiers used
to cut flying arrows with their swords. “khag
mrI g jacch bhujég gen 9. pad prItham  ucar. phun
ਕ]: sabad ucaris jan t Ise  tarvar.”-—-sanama.
ਖਗਤਨ [khagtan] adj having the body of  a bird;
whose body is that of  a bird: Kakbhasund, a
devotee of  Ram, cursed to be come a crow;
garur, the vehicle of Vishnu. 2 incarnation of
the swan. “khagtan mintan mrIgtan barahtan
sadhu ségl udhare.”—-mala m 5. ‘Incarnations
such as those of  the Swan, male milter, sage
Sringi and Varah were liberated through
association with the saints.’ 3 See ਤਨ.
ਖਗਨ [khagni] that which possesses swords and
arrows, an army.—sanama.
ਖਗਪਤ [khagpatI] master of birds, garur.
2 mind. See _ਭਈ ਗਰਦਸ ਕਬਤ230.
ਖਗਰਜ [khagraj] king of birds, garur.
ਖਗਰਹ [khagroh], ਖਗਸਨ [khagasan] one who
rides garur, Vishnu. “muratI 18 na kare
khagrohe.”——krrsan. ‘lest Krishan absorb our
appearances as his own.’ See ਗਰੜ.
ਖਗਤਕ [1<11885ਚ1<] destroyer of birds, falcon.
2 See ਖਗਅਰ.
ਖਗਧਪ [khagadhxp] master [atp] of birds
[khag], garUr.

H‘FalhagI] with the sword. See ਖਗ 10. “rog
dokh agh moh chIde harInam khagI.”-savaye
sn’ mukhvak m 5.
ਖਗਸ [khagIs], ਖਗਦ [khagfd], ਖ'ਗਸ [khages],
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ਖਗ'ਦ [khagédr] master or king of the birds,
garur. “khagIs  ke sar lage.”——carrtr 203. “je nar
grase  ka lukh ahesa .  jz’t sa ran  so  n a m
khagesa.”—-NP. 2 sun. 3 moon. 4 Indar, the
king  of  gods.
ਖਗਲ [khagol] n celestial sphere; sky that
appears round like the earth.
ਖਗਲ ਵਦਸ [khagol VIdya] n that branch of
knowledge which tells about the motion and
movement o f  the planets and their effect;
astronomy.
ਖਗ [khagg] short for kharag; sword. See ਖੜਗ.
ਥ “khaggan kharake khulh‘é tuppak tarake tfig.”
——ramdas.
ਖਗਖਜਤ [khaggkhyata] adj famous in
swordsmanship. “dou khaggkhyata.”—GPS.

Wlkhaggbahadur] Bhai Sukkha Singh’s
translation of  Guru Teg Bahadur’s name and
used as  such at numerous places in Gurvilas.
ਖਗ [khagga] adj swordlike; of the shape of a
sword. 2 n beans of acacia sirissa and butia
fondosa etc which look like a sword.
ਖਚ [khac] Skt ਣਕਜਘ' render prosperous, purify,
bind or  fasten tightly. ‘
ਖਚਣ [1<}19(:1.18], ਖਚਨ [khacna] v become one;
join. (See ਖਚ vr.) “pritI prem tanu khacx
rahIa.”—-cau m 5. “ s a t s é g a t I  se t i  man
khacna.”—saveye m 4 ké. “harIségI ségI
khacie.”——sar m 5 partal.
ਖਚਰ [khacar] adj moving [car] in the sky [kha].
2 n bird. See ਖਗ. 3 See ਖਚਰ. 4 wickedness,
wiliness.
ਖਚਰਊ [khacrau] wickedness, wiliness, guile,
fraud.
ਖਚਰ[1<}18੮1^8] adj deceitful. 2 vicious, base.
3 prankish.

W[khaca] See  ਖਚਘ’. n wealth, pelf. “5darahu
thotha kurLarU kuri sabh  khaca,”—vai' mam 2
m 5.
ਖਚ [khaCI] having been absorbed. See ਖਚਣ.
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ਖਚਤ[1<118<:11] adj fastened, joined. 2 inlaid.
3 drawn. 4 engrossed. “man khaCIt premras.”
J—sarm 5. See ਖਚ vr.
ਖਚ [khacc] n conflict, bickering. 2 loose talk;
blatancy.
ਖਚਰ [khaccar] n offspring of a donkey and a
mare; mule. Skt ਅਸਤਰ.
ਖਜ[]<11ਹ]'] Skt ਯਕਘ churn, agitate, mix.
mlkhajal] n liquid [jal],of the  sky [kha]; dew.
2 A j adj abashed, embarrassed.
ਖਜਨਸ [khazanci] P (ਰ, 17‘ n treasurer, cashier.
ਖਜਨ [khajana], ਖਜਨ [khajina] A _;ਸ n treasury.
“nam khajana bhagti paIa.”—gau m 5. “harI
harI jan ke mal khajina.”—sukhmani.
ਖਜਰ [khajur] Skt ਖਰਰ n a tree, the fruit of
which is called date; date palm, date tree.
Phoenix sylvestris. “jal 1<i machuli care
khajurI.”—;odi namdev. ‘Thcy are talking of
improbable things.’ 2 silver. “kécan or khajur
dayo pun dasi dai.”~—NP. 3 scorpion.
ਖਜਰ [khajura] See ਖਜਰ 3 .  2 Ski ਵਯਕਕਯ an
insect that enters the human eér, also called
satpad; centipede. See  ਸਤਪਦ. “sis patkat  jéke ‘
kan me khajura dhase.”-aI<aI. See ਕਨਖਜਰ.
ਖਜਚ [khajurI] on the date tree or date palm.
See ਖਜਰ 1. 2 with date.

u'fi'o‘tlkhajuri] n fruit of date palm, date. dried
date. “rab khajuri pakia makhIa nadi
vahénI.”-—s farid. ‘Bencvolent words of  the
saints are like dates and the coversation about
God is l ike  a river of  honey.’
ਖਜਲ [khajjal] abashed. See ਖਜਲ 2.
ਖਟ' [khat] Skt ਣਥਫ vr desire, search. 2 Skt six.
“elg ghari khat masa.”-—tukha barahmaha.
3 anything comprising six units as, khat gastra
khat karam etc. “khal; bhi eka bat  bakhanahI.”

-—ram 111' 5. 4 Skt "(ਕਰ dried up well; ruined or
abandoned well. 5 phlegm. 6 plough, ploughing
implement. 7 grass. 8 See ਖਟਣ. 9 S cot,

' Another form of  it in Gurbani is khatu.
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bedstead.
ਖਟਉਰਮ [khat-uramI ], ਖਟਉਰਮ [khat-urmi]  Skt
ਯਤਸ 11 six facets of existence: hunger, thirst,
grief, infatuation, old age and death. 2 he
who has six superhuman powers; God. See
ਭਗਵਨ.

ਖਟਅਗ [khat—ég] Skt ਯਛਛਧਸ six parts; six principal
parts of  human body are -- head, two arms,
chest and two legs. 2 human body, which has
six parts. “khat-ég panI uchalié.”—c5d1’ 2.
‘With her hand, Durga tossed up the body of
Shumbh’.

3 Six branches of  policy [mu] :
:1. sét: alliance or  treaty.
b. VInh: war. _
c .  ਯਨ [yan]: invading the enemy.
d. asan: picketing, maintaining a post

against the enemy.
e .  sésray: seeking  protection or refuge of

the more powerful.
f. dvedhibhav: exciting dissension (in the

enemy’s camp).
4 Six parts of  the Veds are:

a. sxksa: the knowledge of proper
articulation and pronunciation of  words.

b. kalap: from which knowledge of the
kinds of  mantars. and procedures o f  their
repetition is acquired.

c .  vyakaran: grammar.
d. }‘)/0੮: 5: astronomy.‘
3. chéd: science of  prosody.
f. nIrukt: etymo1ogical explanation of

difficult words.
ਖਟਸਸਤ [khatsasat], ਖਟਸਸਤਰ [khatsastar],
ਖਟਸਯਤ [khatsastra], ਖਟਸਧਤ [khatsastra] Skt ’

'Astronomy is now used for ascertaining the movements
and cccts o f  the planets and the lunar asterisms but in

the Vcdic times it was used for ascertaining lunar dates
for the performance of sacrifices. rituals etc.

2 A n o t h e r  form of  it in Gurbani is khotvsasat.
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ਯਫਵਸ six principal systems of Hindu
philosophy. “khatu sasat VIcrat mukhI
gIana.”-—majh m 5. “khat sastra SImrItI
vakhIan.”—sukhmani. A book that provides
beneficent precept or knowledge is called a
sastar  but  this word i s  used  specifical ly  for s ix
principal systems of  the Hindu philosophy. The
six Shastars are:

( l )  vege$1kz Kanad Muni is the author of
this  system wh i c h  recognizes  o n l y  s ix
categories: ‘

a .  dravy: matter. (earth, fire or light, air,
sky  or  ether, time, space, soul and mind or the
internal organ).

b. gun: quality. (colour or form, taste,
smell, touch, number, distinctness, conjunction,
disjunction, remoteness, nearness, affection,
word, intellect, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion,
effort, merit, demerit, tendency).

c .  karam: action. (throwing upward,
throwing downward, contraction, expansion,
locomotion).

d. samany: generality or  ja t I  speciality.
par: remote and apar: proximate. It is a
common trait of  the facets of  a collectivity;
that is, the general characteristics as existing
between the genus and the individual.

e. VI$C$I particularity or distinct nature.
Each of  the eternal subtances has uniqueness
of its own so as to keep itself distinct from
others.

f. samavay: inherence; the intimate
connection between cause and effect.

These six substances are eternal as well
as nonueternal. The earth, water, fire or light
and air are eternal in their micro form and are
non-eternal in their macro form. The  qualities
inherent in the eternal substances are ever-
last ing and those res id ing in t ransient
substances are transitory. All actions are non-
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eternal .  Generalit ies,  particularities and
inherences are all eternal. Souls in all the
different bodies are separate. God is separate
from the souls. The universe has been created
from the atoms through-the will of God.
Through a complete knowledge of these six
substances, emancipation is attained. The  neo-
Vaisheshiks consider negation or non-existence
[abhav] as one of the categories. The
Vaisheshik ph i l o sophy  thus has  seven
categories in number.

(2) ਨਯ [nyay]: Gotam is the author of  this
system of philosophy. The Nyay system admits
of sixteen categories:

a .  praman: acquisition of knowledge
(sensuous perception, inference, analogy or
comparison, verbal authority or  revelation).

b. pramey: objects of knowledge (soul,
body, senses, cognition, mind, activity, defects,
transmigration, rewards o f  deeds, pain or
suffering, liberation.

c.v sésay: doubt (the cognition of  two
attributes, i.e. in  which one  of the  attributes is
not clear).

d. prayojan: motive or purpose. (for which
one makes an endeavour).

e .  drxstat :  example, instance.
f. s x d d h fi t :  conc lus ion ,

(accepted as true).
g. avyav: promise, a competent of

syllogism (proposition, reason, example,
application, conclusion).

h. tarak: reasoning (logic).
i. nIrfiay: decision.
j. ਵਦ [vad]: discussion (for the sake of

knowledge, without thinking of winning or
losing).

k. jalap: sophistry (sophistical wrangling
with the  motive to  win).

I. vxtéda: cavilling (the argument mixed

d o c t r i n e
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with deception, fraud, jealousy and obstinacy
and meant only for refuting the other person’s
View).

m. ਹਤਧ [hetvabhas]: fallacy of
inference. (savyatcar: argument to prove
too much, vxruddh: to prove the reverse.
prakaransam‘: to tell of  equality on both sides.
sadhyasamzz an assertion identical with the
point to be proved, petitio principal. ਕਲਤਤ
[kalatit mistimed.)

n. ch31: quibbling, refuting the argument
of  the opponent by putting forth a different
meaning.

0. jatI: evasive or shifting answer to an
argument.

p. nIgrah stha’n‘: ground of  defeat in a
debate. (In other words, not to be able to
adduce apt argument or adducing an
incongruent argument that may lead to one’s
defeat).

The knowledge of  these sixteen categories
leads to liberation which is the absolute
cessation of suffering. The individual soul is
different from the Creator and, therefore,
cannot become identical with Him. The
physical objects are made of atoms.

(3) sa‘ikhy: Sage Kapal is the author of this
system o f  philosophy. According to the
Sankhya, there are twenty five elements:

a. prakrItI: nature, from which all things
have been made and which itself has not been
made from anything and which is the state of
equilibrium of the three qualities called sat:
goodness or virtue, raj: passion and tam:
darkness or  foulness.

b. mahattatv: the  great principle, intellect.
'It is also called satpratxpaks.

_ 2 I t  is  also called asrddh.
3 I t  is alsp named as batt.

"They are of twenty-two types. Sec ਨ’ਯਦਰਸਨ.
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(which came into being due to animation of
nature and has  established itself  as intellect in
the human body.

c .  ahz‘akar: self-consciousness (of  which
ego is the manifestation).

d. péj tanmatr: The five subtle elements
(colour,  savour, odour, touch and sound.)

6. gyarfi i‘drifi: The eleven organs (five
perceptive organs, five  active organs and one
mind).

1". p5} mahabhut: the five great or gross
elements (earth, water, fire,  air, ether).

g. purusz soul or spirit. According to the
Sankhya, the universe is eternal and is the result
of  continuous evolution; it always goes on
changing.

Nature needs the help of  the soul and vice
versa, and by themselves both are
unproductive. The soul is different in every
bocfy.

Intellect, self-consciousness, eleven organs,
five elements together constitute the subtle
body sukhamflfg) sarir which is the mainstay
of  action and knowledge. It does not perish
with the material body. Prompted by passion
for action and knowledge, the subtle body
leaves one material body and enters another.
The subtle body does not perish till the
dissolution and at that time it merges with
Nature. At the time of the new creation of the
universe, the subtle body springs up anew.

Through its discriminating faculty, the soul
regards itself different from Nature and its '
activities, and it does not suffer from grief
which is registered through the intellect. This
sense of  being different is known as liberation.

(4) patéjal or  yogdarsan: Sage Patanjali is
the advocate of this system of philosophy. The
doctrine of  this system holds that the observer
and the observed are two different entities.
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The spirit (purakh) is the observer and the rest,
that is, Nature (prakrItI) in the form of  the

' universe i s  the observed.
Nature (prakrItI) is the material cause of

the universe and God (isvar) is its efficient
cause .  When the  oscillations ( o r  the
modifications) of  the mind come  to  a standstill
then, there being nothing else to be seen, the
observer’s identity is confirmed. Detachment
and constant practice are the means of  stopping
the oscillations of the mind which then result
in total concentration and this state is known
as Yog.

By following yam (abstension), nIyam
(observance), asan (posture),  pranayam
(breath  control), pra tyaha r  (sense
withdrawal), dhama  (concentration of  mind),
ਧ'ਨ [dhyan] (steadfast contemplation) and
samat (absorption the mind in the object of
contemplation) mind’s pollution gets removed.
By knowing purus and praetx  as two
separate entities, realization of true knowledge
takes place and the soul is freed from the bonds
of prakrItI. It comes to know that it is separate
from prakrItI and thus gets emancipated.

(5) mimfisa: Sage Jaimini is the advocate
o f  this sys tem.  H e  cons iders  complete
knowledge of  dharam as means of
emancipation. . A c c o r d i n g  to him, the
performance of the Vedic sacrifices etc is
dharam. Through the performance of Such
religious activities, the living being attains the}
status of  a god, incarnation etc and enjoys the
pleasure of the region regarfigzd as heaven etc.

(6) vedfit: Vyas is the pirbpounder of  this
system of philosophy. Accdrding to  the  Vedant
everything has sprung up  from Brahm (the soul
of the universe) with thc; help of His illusory
power and shall merge into Him. The  reflection
of Brahm in pure Maya is called isvar and
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reflection of  Brahm in impure Maya is called
ਜਵ [jiv] (being). ਜਵ [jiv] is one and immortal
but due to different superimpositions, it appears
t o  be manifold.  By obl i terat ing t h e .
superimposition, the identification 01°ਜਵ [jiv]
with pure Brahm takes place. Through the
knowledge of  Brahm sense of  separation ends
and union with Brahm takes place within one’s
own self. This union is known as emancipation
(the absolute oneness with God).
ਖਟਸਸਤ [ਘਹਣਤੴਘ Skt ਯਫ-ਥਜਲਰ adj he who
knows  or has studied the six  systems of  Hindu
philosophy.
ਖਟਸਧਤ [khatsépatI], ਖਟਸ-ਧਦ [khatsépda] Skt
ਯਫ-ਜਰ: religious accomplishments of six
types: * .

1 53m: control of  the mind.
2 darn: control of  the sense organs and

the motor organs.
3 upratI: cessation of material things.
4 t I t I ksa :  endurance of  pleasure and

pain.
5 sraddha: faith.
6 samadhanta: concentration of mind.

ਖਟਹ [khatah] aggregate of six things, a hexad.
See ਤਟਹ. 2 See  ਖਟਕਰਮ. -
ਖਟਕ[1<}18ਣਰ1<] n apprehension, anxiety. 2 worry,
care. 3 Skt ਕਨਕ hexad. 4 See ਖਟਕੜ 3.
ਖਟਕਣ[1<}18ਣਰ1<1_18],1’ rankle. 2 apprehend worry
or misgiving in the mind.
ਖਟਕਰਮ [khatkaram] Skt ਯਫਕਯਜ n the six
activities or functions. “karI kIrIa khatkararn
kar‘éta.”—sopurakh. According to Manusimriti,
the six duties enjoined on a Brahman are:
studying,  t eaching ,  offer ing sacrif ices ,
conducting sacrifices for others, giving and
accepting gifts. (ਡਸਧ, ਗਙਗਧ, ਧਜ, ਕ, ਕ,
my '

Manu has also shown the following as  the
'Sce  menu a | 0 ,  s 75.
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six duties. constant repetition of  the Veds,
religious austerity, knowledge, control of  the
sense organs, non violence, service o f  the
mentorz.

2 According to Yoga, the following are the
six activities:

(a)  dhoti: the practice o f  swallowing
everyday one  cubit of  piece o f  cloth in fifteen
days .  T h e  ou te r  end  o f  this cloth-
approximately four fingers wide and fifteen
cubits long, soaked in warm water, is held tight
inbetween the teeth so that one is able to
swallow fifteen cubits of  strip  and draw it out
slowly. This exercise cleanses the intestines.

(b) ਨਤ [netri]: Approximately one span
(nine inches) long piece of thick and soft thread
is pushed into the nostrils. One end of it is
brought out  through the  mouth, catching both
the ends of  this thread in separate hands, to
clean nostril-passage and throat.

(c) m]: (nIauli): sitting straight with both
the shoulders somewhat pushed down  and with
the help of the vital air (pram) moving the
abdomen upward and downward right and left
in such a way as curd revolves in a pitcher
when it is churned.

(d) vasti: sitting in navel-deep water and
cleasing the intestines by sucking water
through an approximately finger thick hollow
piece of  bamboo inserted about three inches
into the rectum. _

(e) tratak: looking steadily at some special
symbol until tears flow till the eyes get tired.

(f). bhas ta  ( k a p a l b h a t I ) :  breathing
repeatedly in and out like the bellows of an
ironsmith.

3 T h e  fo l lowing a r e  t he  s i x  acts
according to  Tantarshastar: $ 5 t I :  peace,
absence o f  passion, vasxkaranz the act of

I S c c  menu a 12,  s 83.
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subjugating (by  means of  spells, charms etc),
stébhanz paralysing, VIdesan: exciting hatred
or enmity, uccatan: discontent, and max-an:
killing.

4 Sage Atri has denoted the following
as the six acts: jap: constant repetition of
spiritual hymns; tap: practice o f  austerities;
tirathyatra: visit to the holy places of
pilgrimage; devpujan: worship of the gods;
métarsadhanz performance of  an incantation;
sényas: rcnunciaton of the world.

5 In the Parashar Simriti the following
are shown as the six acts:

sédhya: pcrformace of  the morning, noon
and evening prayers, ਸਨਨ [sanan]: religious
bathing, jap: constant repetition of spiritual
hymns, haven: oblation to  the sacrifical fire,
ved path: recitation of  Veds, and devpujan
worship of  the gods.
ਖਟਕਰਮ ਤ ਦਗਣ [khatkarma te dugne] twelve
acts, according to Hinduism. See ਖਟ ਕਰਮ 1
and ਸਨਨ, ਜਪ, ਹਵਨ, ਦਵਪਜਨ, ਤਰਥਯਤ and ਤਪ.
Added up, they come to twelve in number.
“khat  karma t e  dugne  puja karta naI .”
—sr1'a m 5. ~
ਖਟਕਗਜ [khatkarmi] ਧਟਭਸਜ adj performer of
the six acts. See ਖਟਕਰਮ.
ਖਟਕੜ[1<}18੮1<ਗ] a village situated between J ind
and Dhamdhan. The ninth Guru visited this
place. The thieves who stole the Guru’s horses
went blind. Out  of  penitence, they came to seek
Guru’s protection and, having become his
disciples, gave up crime for ever.
The water in this village was brackish. The

Guru ordered a new well to be dug  at a
particular spot. The water of this well was very
sweet and this pleased all.

Khatkar is situated in tehsil and police
station Narwana in Sunam sub-division of
Patiala state. It is one mile to the east of
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Barsola railway station. 250  bighas of  land and
rupees 85 cash figure as grant in the name of
the gurdwara. The priest is a Sikh.

2 a mountain range between Kohat and
Peshawar. The Afghan race that inhabits the
Khatkar range, is also called khatak.
ਖਟਕ [khatka] n noise. “payan k0 khatko
kIyo.”-carItr 248. 2 care, misgiving, anxiety.
ਖਟਕਵ’ [khatkavy] Skt ਯਫਧਟਧ six well-known
books of  poetry, three of  which are known  as
laghutrayi. The books under reference are:
Kalidas’s Raghuvansh ,  Meghdoo t  and
Kumarsambhav and those comprising vrIddh
trayi are: Magh’s Maghkavya (Shishupalvadh),
Sri Harsh’s Naishdhkavya (Nalopakhyan),
and Bharvi’s Kirtarjuniy. Mallinath has
written a fine commentary on all these six
books. ‘
ਖਟਗਣ [khatgun] Skt ਯਫਹਧ See ਖਟ ਅਗ 3.
ਖਟਚਕ [khatcakr] Skt ਧਤ six mystical circles
of  the body yogis believe in. “ultat pavan cakr
khat bhede.”—gau kabir.

(a) ਮਲਧਰ [muladhar]: It is the circle of
the anal area; there is an inverted four-petalled
yellow lotus in it. .

(b) svadhlsthan cakr: It is the root of  the
genital organ. There is an upward-facing six-
petalled, rcd lotus in it.

(c)'manIpur‘cal<r: It is located -at the root
of  the navel and is an upward-facing, ten-
petalled lotus.

(d) anahatcakr: It is a twelve-petalled golden
lotus in the heart.

(e) vzsuddh cakr: It is a sixteen-petalled
upward-facing, red lotus in the throat.

(f) agyacakr: It is a bi-petalled, upward-
facing, white lotus in between the eyebrows.

Besides these six circles, yogis believe that
there is a seventh circle in the tenth opening

ਲ of the ultimate realisation which is a thousand-
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petalled white lotus and which they call the
throne or seat of  Divine Light. 2 that which
has six  mystical circles; human body. “chathI
khatcakr chahu d I SI  dhaI .”—gau kabir ba van.
ਖਟਜਤ [khatjyotI] six sources of light — moon,
sun, stars', lightning, fire and intellect.
ਖਟਣ [khatna] v earn,  acqui re ,  ga in .  “ja tau
khatan vel t5 tu rata duni SIU.”—s fan'd. “satI
ke khatIs dukh nahi paIa.”—asa m 5.

_ .ਖਟਤਲ [khattal] a measure or  ryhthm comprising
. eighteen beats. It reads: “dha trIk dhf  t ,

dha dha dhf dh i ,  dha dha t I  ta, dhi  dhi ,
'dha dhag,  na  dha  trIk.”
ਖਟਤਰਸ' [khatturas] six  flavours with sour taste,
such as sour-sweet, sour-saltish, etc.
ਖਟਤਰਸ [khattursi] state of  six  flavours or  tastes
‘mixed with soumess. See ਖਟਤਰਸ. “khattursi
_ mukhI bolna.”—sr1' m 1 .

‘ ਖਟਦਰਸਪਘਵਡਧਗਚਝ], ਖਟਦਰਸਨ [khatdarsan] ਧਰਟਥਚ
six systems of  Hindu philosophy. See ਖਟਸਸਤ
“car bed khatdaras samasi.”——var maru 2 m 5.
‘Four  Veds and six  philosophical systems will
vanish.’ “khatdarsan varte vartara. gur ka
darsan agam apara.”—-asa m 3. 2 According to
some, the six systems are: ਜਗ [jogi], jégam
(moving Shaivite asCetic), jeni, sényasi, Hindu
monks, veragi renunciants and madari
c'onjurers. But this is not the right view. In a
way, any six philosophical systems or their
followers can be termed as khatdarsan.

‘ ਖਟ ਦਵਤ [1<}18ਠ devta] See ਦਵ ਖਟਕ.
ਖਟਨ [khatan] See  ਖਟਣ. 2 See ਤਟਨ.
ਪਟਨ-ਮ [khatnem] a circle which has six fiXed
rules; six circles. See ਨਮ. “khatnem karI kothri
bfidhi basatv anupu bic pai.”—-gau kabir. ‘a
which having six circles, that is, the human
body.’ See ਖਟਚਕ. 2 a system for following the
six rules. See ਖਟਕਰਮ.
ਖਟਪਟ [khatpati] n want of agreement or

` harmony; disunity. 2 breakdown of  the six
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principles of statesmanship.
ਖਟਪਦ [khatpad] Skt ਧਫਧਥ n a six-footed black
bee; bumblebee. 2 See  ਕਡਲਆ and ਛਪਯ.
ਖਟਪਦ [khatpadi] six-footed louse. 2 lizard.
3 See ਮਸਦਸ. 4 bumblebee.
ਖਟ ਪਮਣ [khat praman] six proofs. See ਪਮਣ.
ਖਟਬਤ[]<ਸਧ€£ਕ] adj who knows the six systems
of Hindu philosophy. “munxjan khatbete.”—asa
m 5.
ਖਟਮਟ' [khatmatu] a hut having six  circles, human
body. 2 one who has six limbs. See ਖਟਅਗਕਧਧ

_ ਖਟਚਕ. “khatmatu dehi menu beragi.”—-ram a
m I .
ਖਰੜ-ਰ [khatmal] n insect born of  filth in a cot;
bedbug.
ਖਟਮਠ [khatmItha] sour and sweet.
ਖਟਮਖ[1<}1੪] { ੦1<}1]ਲ/<£ਧਧਜਫਥ son of Shiv, Kartikey
having six faces. There is a story in Ramayan
that Shiv’s semen fell on a reed scrub and caused
the birth of a son having six faces. See ਕਰਤਕਯ.
ਖਟਮਖ ਵਹਨ [khatmukh vahan] peacock, the
vehicle of  Kartikey.
ਪਟਰਸ [khatras] ਯਤਦਚ s i x  tastes savoured by  the
tongue: sweet, saltish, pungent, tart, astringent,
sour and bitter. “bahuras salne  savardi khatras
mithe paI.”—sava m 3.
ਖਟਰਗ [khatrag] n conflict, discord; singing of
six tunes together so  that one enjoys none of
them; chatter, nonsense. 2 six major musical
measures. See ਰਗ.
ਖਟਰਤ [khatrItU], ਖਟਰਤ [khatrut] ਯਤਟਸਰ, six
seasons of  the year, each comprising two
months. cet-vesakh: spring; jeth-harh: summer;
saun-bhadé :  ra iny  season; assu-kattak:
autumn; maghar—poh: extreme winter; magh-
phaggun: cold season.‘

“rut: saras basét mah  cetu
vesakh sukhmas jiu,

harIjiu nahu t a  mantra
'ਕਸ, ਸ, ਥਧ (man), ਸਥ, m, ਯਯਦ.
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manu tanu sas  jiU,
ghar  nahu  nIhcalu anadu sakhie

carankamél praphulxa,
sfidaru sugharu sujanu beta

gungovid amUlIa,
vadIbhagI paIa dukhu  gava I a

bhai puran  as  jiu,
bInV5tI nanak saranI teri

ਸਸ jam ki tras jiU.

grikham rut: atI gakhri
jeth akhare  ghamu  jiu,

prem bIchohU duhagni,  drIsatI
na  kari  ram  jiu,

nah drIsatI ave marat have .
maha garabI muthia,

jal bajhu machuli tarpharavs
55g: ma Ia  ruthia,

karI pap  jopi bhebhit hoi
deI  sasan jam jiu,

bInvét nanak 0t teri
rakhu purankam jiU.

rutI barasu suhelia
savan  bhadve anéd  jiu,

ghan unaVI vuthe  jal thal
purIa makr‘éd jiu,

prabh purI rahIa sarab thai
harInam navnIt grahI bhare,

SImarI suami starjami
kul samuha sat tare,

prIar‘égI jage nah chIdr lage
krIpalu sad  bakhsfdu jiu,

bInvétI  nanak  harlkétu paIa
sada manIbhavédu  jiU.

rut]: sarad adébro asu
katIke harIpIas jiu,

khojéti darsanu phIrat, kab
' mIlie  gumas jiU,

bInu két pxare  nah  sukh sare
har  kégan dhrIgu  bana,

sfidarI sujanI caturI beti
sas  bInu jese tana,

it ut dah  d I s  alokan
mam: mxlan 1<i prabh  pIas jiu,

bInV5tI nanak  dharI kIrpa
melahu prabh guntas  jiu.

rutI hImkar sital harI
pragte mfighar pohI jiu, '

jalanI bujhi darasu paIa
bInse  maIadhroh jiu,

sabh  kam  pure  mIlI hajure
harIcaifian sevakI seVIa,

har  6,101- sigar  sat ras
gun gau alakh abheVI a ,

bhau bhagatI govfd bachat
jamu na sake johI jiu,

bInvétI nanak prat apI  meli
tah na  prem  bIchoh jiu.

SI  siaru rutI manIbhavti
maghu  phaganu  gunvét  jiu,

sakhI sahcli gau méglo
nhI  ae  harIkét jiu,

n h I  1a] ae  man: tae
sej  sfidarI sohia, _

vanu trI nu trIbhavanu bhae harIa
dekhI darsan mohia,

mIle  suami Ich  pfini
manI japIa nIrmaImét jiu,

bInvétI nanak  n I t  karahu ralia
harI mIle sridharI 1<ਰ੮ jiu.

—ram rutI m 5.
ਖਟਨਣ [khatlaksan], ਖਟਲਖਣ [khatlakhan],
ਖਟਲਖਸਣ [khatlakhyan] six  qualities of  a perfect
human being. “khatlakhyan puran'épurakhah.”
—sahas m '5.

(1) fixing one’s attention on the
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omnipresent  Crea tor  and  repeat ing His
Name.

(2) living an honest life; not making any
enemy, and keeping one’s poise during the time
of  pleasure as wel l  as pain.

(3) resisting the impulse to rely on  the five
- sense organs and showing kindness towards

all living creatures.
(4) relying on  the  Creator’s glory as  one’s

nourishment and like a lotus leading a detached
life in the world.

‘ (5) counselling friend and foe alike to
cultivate devotion for and faith in God.

(6) humbly  becoming  the dus t  o f
everybody’s feet and not listening to libel
against anybody.
ਖਟਲਗ [khatlig] six marks or components; six.
parts of  a book:

(a) upkramupséhar: Prologue of a book.
and its epilogue on  the same  theme or note. _

(b)  abhyas: reiteration of  the context.
(0) apuravta: uniqueness of the context.
(d) phal: conclusion.
(e) arthvad: sentences creating interest in

the book.
(f) up-pattI: logic.

2 In grammar, the  three ajét (vowel-endings)
and three halét (consonant-endings) masculine,
feminine and neuter genders. For example
vowel-ending masculine is ਰਮ [ram], feminine ‘
is rama and neuter is dhan  and the consonant-
ending masculine is rajan, feminine sraj and
neuter  greyas.
ਖਟਵਦਨ [khatvadan] See  ਖਟਮਖ. ,
ਖਟਵਰਗ [khatvarag] Skt ਯਤਟਸ n a group or
collection of  six; a hexad. 2 six perversions
are:- ਕਮ [kam]: lust, ਕਧ [krodh]: anger, ਲਭ
[lobh]: avarice, ਮਹ [moh]: infatuation or
attachment, mad: arrogance, matsary: malice
(jealousy).
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ਖਟਵਸਪਖਰਲਝਡ] ਧਫਰਸ twenty-sixth.
ਖਟਵਸਤ [khatvfsat], ਖਟਵਸਤ [khatsatI] Skt
ISI'Sifél‘HFLtwenty/«six.

ਖਟਵਕਰ [khatVIkar] ਧਵਕਣ S e e  ਖਟ ਉਰਮ
2 See ਖਟਵਰਗ. 3 s i x  states o f  the body:
conception, birth, growth, decay, change and
des t ruc t ion .  “ j anam ask: an) vrIdt
pranama. khin hon memo dukh dhama.  khat
VIkar atam mahf nahi”-—NP. 4 six other
associated changes: birth, death, hunger, thirst,
happiness and sorrow. “khat  VIkar janamahI
ਕ… marne. I h  $a r i r  ke donahu varne. chud  ha
trI  kha dUI pranan  ker. harakh sok man  ke  jug
her.”—GPS.
ਖਟਉਣ [khatauna] v help to earn profit. 2 be
accommodated.  “ e k  n h  mahI dUI na
khatai.”—prabha a m 5. 3 cause to be dug.
“puran tal khataIa.”——BG.
ਖਟਈ [khatai] n sourness. 2 See ਖਟਉਣ.
ਖਟਸ [khatas] n sour juice, sourness.
ਖਟਨ [khatana] absorbed or merged into. 806
ਖਟਉਣ. “jIU jal mahI jal aI  khatana.”——sukhma   
“mIII jal jalahI khatana ram.”—vad chétm 5.
See ਖਟ vr.
ਖਟਠ [khatani] liked or approved. “jam ki dhurI
manI mith khatani.”—-gaum 5. “tau bI t  niki
khatani.”—dhana m 5 .  “ m a n I  t a n I  caran
khatani.”——asa m 5. See  ਖਟ vr. '
ਖਟਘਗ] n earning, gain. “tot: na  ave khatie.”
-—var ram 3.
ਖਟਅ [1<11ਗ&] Skt ਹਕਣਰਥਹ cot, bedstead. 2 Skt
ਗ bier for carrying the dead body. “khatia
legae bhai.”—asa kabir. 3 earning, profit .
“Itnaku  khatia gathia matia.”-—keda kabir. ‘So
much Wealth has been earned, so much is at
hand and so  much has been buried.’
ਖਟਐ [khatie] let’s earn, let’s gain. 2 let’s make
well known. “dohi  kha;ie.”—var ram 3.
ਖਟਕ[1<11ਗ;11<] Skt ਫਰਫਟਗ n tanner, manufacturer
of  leather containers.
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ਖਟ [khatU] See ਖਟ.
ਖਟਸਸਤ [khatusasat] See ਖਟਸਸਤ.
ਖਟਮਟ [khatumatu] See ਖਟਮਟ.
ਖ'ਟਆ [}ਟਯਣਧ] adj  ea rner ,  breadwinner .
2 performer of the six acts. 888 ਖਟਕਰਮ.
“bicarahx anIksastra bahu khawa.”—saveye sn'
mukhvak m 5. 3 knower of  the six  systems of
Hindu philosophy. 888 ਖਟਸਸਤ.
ਖਟਲ [1<11ਗ੦18], ਖਟਲ [khatoli], ਖਟਲ [khatolo]
small cot. 2 cot’s frame. “cit  khatola van
dukh.”——s fluid. 3 bed.  4 human body, torso.
“at: niki meri bani khatoli.”—bIIa m 5.
ਖਟ [khatt] Skt ਰਕਟਗ n cot, bedstead. 2 dowry
given to the bride and groom at the time of
their marriage o f  which the  main is the
bedstead.  3 See  ਖਟ. 4 Skt ਹਗਫਮ desire,  search.
5 Skt ਣਕਫਟ vr cover, surround. 6 Skt ਯਫਫ vr
live, exert, give, beat.

ਖ~ਟਣ [khattna] v earn, make profit.
ਖਟਰ [khattar] adj one who is harsh by nature;
sour, short-tempered. 2 buffalo or cow that
hits when being milked.
ਖਟਸ [khatta] adj sour, acidic. 2 n citrus-like
plant and its fruit which has sour juice; sour
lime. Its fence is very beautiful and its juice is
used with boiled potatoes, arum and also in
pickles. It is used as a rootstock for grafting
orange and sweet lime. L Citrus acida.

ਖਣ
There is a monument of  Guru Angad Dev

in this town. It is here that Guru Amar Dev
used to serve Guru Angad Dev. Guru Nanak
Dev had also sanctified this town with his visit.
In the residential area, there is a beautiful
gurdwara  o f  Guru  Angad  Dev. In t h e
circumambulatory path of this gurdwara, there
is a remnant of  a peg which Guru Amar Dev
stumbled against and fell while he was fetching
water for Guru Angad’s bath. This gurdwara
has an annual grant of rupees two thousand
six hundred. The following gurdwaras are also
there in this town:

(1) Tapiana Sahib, situated at a distance
of  about one furlong to north-east of  the
habitation, is the place where Guru Angad used
to  perform religious austerities. Nearby, there
is a tank on the bank of  which stands the  tomb
of  Bhai Bala.

(2) Thara Sahib is that platform where
Guru Amar  Dev used to  recite Gurbani
whenever he  got time to spare from his daily
routine.

(3) Debra of  Guru Angad Sahib.
(4) Mall Akhara. Near the habitation,

towards the west, is the place where Guru
Angad Dev used to sit while instructing children
in the art 'of wrestling. 888 ਨਸ ਗਇਦਵਲ.

ਖਡ [khad] Skt ਰਕਰ vr cut into pieces; refute. ਖਡ [khadd] n burrow, hole. 2 gorge, ravine.
888 ਖੜਗ. 2 888 ਖਡ. ਖਡਘਗਬਯਣ] that pit in which the weaver sways
ਖੜ [khadI] in  the burrow or  hole. “cuha khadI his  legs  while  weaving fabric.
na mavai.”—-varmala m I .  ਖਣ [khan] Skt ਰਕਜਘ cause grief  or  trouble, dig
ਖਡ [khadi] 888 ਖਡ. up, excavate. 2 Skt ਵਯ moment, instant.
ਖਡਆ [khadua] n pit, ditch. 2 burrow, hole.
ਖੜਰ [khadur], ਖਡਰ [khaduru] a town under
police station Vairoval in district Amritsar
where Guru Angad Dev resided. It is situated

“Udhare Ik  khane.”—var ram 2 m 5. 3 Skt '(ਕਧਤ
part, segment; especially those segments of
the ceiling which fall between two beams. 888
ਖਨ 3 and 4.

at a distance of ten miles to the north-west Of ਖਣ [khanI] See ਖਨ.
Tarn Taran railway station. “sane sane avat ਖਣ [khane] m a j iffy, 'm an instant. 888 ਖਣ 2.
bhae gram khadur avas.”—NP. 2 dug up. See  ਖਨ vr.
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ਖਤ [khat] n ditch, pit. “panhIn mar  khat dar.”
—carItr 194. ‘after a thorough shoe-beating,
threw him into . a  pit.’ 2 enmity, opposition.
3 jealousy. 4 A 15 ਖੜ' written piece or
document. 5 line. 6 letter. 7A ਖ impediment,
check, restriction, interdiction. “Isu  harIdhan
ka koi sarik nahi, k:  58 ka khat  nahi.”—var  bIIa
m 4. 8 snatch, wrest.
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ਖਡਥ [xatib] reciter of xutba. See ਖਤਬ.
ਖਤ [khatu] See  ਖਤ.
ਖਤਗਖਗਰਫ] Skt ਸਫੜ that which wounds limbs
of  the body, an arrow. “bachar ghatti surIfi
VIC khet khatégfi.”—c5di 3. 2 injured,  wounded.
3 S brave, courageous. 4 P „€;... a tree, of
whose wood bows and arrows are made.
5 bow or arrow made of xadég tree. “lie kar

ਖਤਨ [khatna] A 5;,- See ਸਨਤ.
ਖਝਪਢਣ [khatpatna], ਖਤਫਟਨ [hatphama] v get
atom letter etc, breathe one’s last. See ਚਰਪਟ.2
2 tearing of  a statement of  account, i.e. closing
of an account. “na harI bhajxo na khatu
phatIo.”—s kabir.
ਖਤਮ [xatam] A “ sense  o f  comple t ing
something. 2 act of sealing or stamping.
ਖਤਰ [khatra] n answering the call of  nature.
2 A ਅਭ danger, fear. 3 apprehension, misgiving.
“khatra na kije patije sadiv.”-GPS.
ਖਤਰਟ [khatrega] son of a person of Kshatri
subcaste. “satru ki sen taréganI tull he tame
turf-3g tare khatrete.”—carI tr2.
ਖਤਰ'ਮ [1<}1ਗ1'f 1118] n Kshatri community.
ਖਤ [khata] Dg n beard. 2 A lb} n error,
omission. “khalIk! khata 118 kari.”—s fan'd. ‘ 0
God! may my target not be missed.’ 3 crime,

cakr vakr gophan khadégni.”—sa!oh.
ਖਤਗ [1<1181581] adj who carries a bow. See ਖਤਗ

. 4 and 5.
ਖਤਰ [khattri] See ਖਤ.
ਖਤ [khatr] Ski ਸ n that which protects from
injury or  violence, king or  the administration.
2 warrior. “tahi jaI pare jahf khatr bars.”
—-gyan.
ਖਤਹ'ਣ[1<}1811}181.1] adj destroyer of a dominion.
2 destroyer of men of the warrior class. 3 n
Parshuram.

Wlkhatrkheta] adj born in the military class;
real warrior. “dou khatrkheta.”—gyan.
ਖਤਣ [khatran] adj progeny of Khatri caste; of
a military family.
ਖਭਅਤਕਰ [1<118111ਚ11<੪1] killer of a warrior, an
arrow.-sanama. 2 Parshuram.
ਖਤਯਕ ਖਲਕ [khatrIyz‘ik khelak] that which

offence. “asékh khate khInI bakhsanhara.”
—bavan. “asi khate bahut kamavde.”—sava m
3. 4 an ancient city in the centre of China,
Turkistan and Turan.
ਖਤਬ [khatab] A ...,!ਕ n form o f  address.
2 title, rank.
ਖਤਯਖਸ [xatabaxasl A ਪ/ਵਗ adj forgiving,
indulgent.
ਖਤਯ [khatIya], ਖਤਅ [khatia] n pit, ditch.
“khatIya pare ravju pae.”—car1'tr I94.
2 postman.

'Another form o f  it in Gurbani is  khatu also.
2A comer of  the letter conveying the news of  somebody’s
death is torn before it is posted.

dangles from the body of a warrior, a sword.
—sanama.
ਖਤਯਣ [1<}1ਗ1-]:)’81.1], ਖਤਯਨ [khatrIyan] adj
born in or belonging to the martial caste of
Hindus. 2 conveyance of  a warrior, the horse.
ਖਤਯਰ [khatrIyarI] enemy of a warrior, a
sword.—sanama. 2 Parshuram.
ਖਤ [khatri] Skt ਬਜਕਧ second of the four castes
of  the Hindus. “khatri brahmanu sudu bssu
Udhre sxmarI c5dal.”—gau thI t i  m 5 .
2 he who protects his subjects or people from
danger, a warrior. “khatri so in karma ka
suru.”—sava m I. 3 Many people believe that
the words chatri and khatri have different
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meanings. But it is not so; for the source of
both these words is ksatrIy. In Purans two
major dynasties of  Khatris are mentioned, one
being the solar dynasty in which Ram Chandar
was born and the other being the lunar one to
which Krishan belonged.

At present the Khatris are divided into four
main groups: Barhi, Khukhran, Bunjahi and
Sarin. "

Barhis stand further divided into twelve
subcastes; Khukhran into eight;' Bunjahis into
fifty-two and Sarins into twenty subcastes.
Inferior Khatris an ‘th, Mehra, Kapur and
Khanna. In the  six ca;  .uS come Behal, Dhaun,
Chopra, Sehgal, Talwar and Puri and under
five  castes come Behal, Beri, Sahgal, Vahi and
Vij.

Vedi, Trehan (or Tehan) and Bhalla (of
Sodhi subcaste) which have gained respect
dfie to the birth of  Guru Nanak Dev, Guru
Angad Dev and Guru Ram Das respectively,
are counted among Sarins.

There is a story current among Khatris that
during the reign of Alauddin Khalji, when a
large number of  Khatri soldiers were killed,
the  king tried to arrange the marriage of their
widows. Those Khatris who accepted the royal
order were  termed a s  Sar ins  ( i .c .  who
accepted sarah-ain). Dhanna and Mehra, the
two residents of Kajnand village went to lodge
an appeal with the king against the orders for
the said marriages. Those Khatris who  joined
them, two and a half kohs away from their
villages were termed as Dhai Ghar; those who
met them at twelve kohs came to be called
Barhi. After this those who met them at

'Suris, Chadhas. Kohlis. Scthis. Sahnis, Bhasins.Anands,
Sabharwals. S o m e  i n c l u d e  Talwars. Tannons,
Jattchopras, Dhauns, Kakkars and Bahure also among
the Khukhrans.
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various other places were termed as Bahujai
or  Bunjahi.

Hinlkhatres] king or master of the warriors.
“kine su  jer khuni khatres.”——manuraj.
ਖਚ[1<}1961] Skt ਣਕਫ vr eat, strike, cause trouble
to somebody; remain steady; cover.
ਖਦ'ਸ [xadsa] A ,ਕ; n act of scratching.
2 heart-lacerating anxiety. 3 apprehension,
doubt
ਖਦਕ [khadrana] Sec ਖਦਰਨ.
ਖਦਨ [khadan] excavation, pit.
ਖਦਰ [khadIr] Skt n plant; L Acacia Catechu.
2 Indar. 3 moon.
ਖਦਰਨ [khaderna], ਖਦੜਨ [khaderna] v drive
away.  2 chase ,  pursue. “bahut  kos t I h
mrIgahI khadera.”—carItr 344.
ਖਦਗ [khadég] See ਖਤਗ4 and 5.
ਖਚਰਲਫਸਯਰਫਸ] that which carries bows and
arrows.
ਖਦਰਗਗਯਰ] n a kind of rough cotton cloth
woven by the native weavers.
ਖਦਸਤ [khadyot], ਖਦਜਤਨ [khadyotan] Skt n that
which shines (ਦਜਤ [dyot]) in the sky (kha); the
sun. 2 fire-fly or glow-worm; an insect that
glows like a spark. It is found especially in
damp  places. Some poets regard khadyot and
the rfganjotI as identical. But they are
different. The latter does not fly, it shines while
crawling on the. ground.
ਖਨ [khan] Skt ਣ‘ਤਜ vr dig up, turn up the soil,
uproot, excavate. 2 n a piece, fragment. “hau
t I su  VItahu khan khénie.”—maru m 4. ‘ I  cut
myself into pieces (La. 1 sacrifice myself) over
him.’ 3 P ਖਨ short form of  xanah; house,
dwelling place. 4 storey or floor (of a house).
The  Punjabi word, [khan], is derived from it.
ਖਨ [khanak] Skt adj digger, excavator; 2 n
rat. 3 housebreaker, thief.
ਖਨਖਨਐ [1<119111<}1ਰ1ਪ£] See ਖਨ 2.
ਖਨ [khanan] Skt v dig, turn up the soil,
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excavate. 2 split, tear. See ਖਨ vr.
ਖਨਨ [khan-nil n spade, shovel. “vrIdh vac te
khan-ni 1e hath, takk lagay CItav gurunath.”'
—GPS.
ਖਨਲ [khanli] See ਖਨਲ.
ਖਨਵਗਘਗਪਧ] n refutation; refuting anothcr’s
argument .  “caudahI  khanvade.”—BG.
‘refiJtaion of fourteen branches of knowledge.’
ਖਨਵਰ [khanvara], ਖਨਵਰ [khanvari] adj who
digs. 2 n miner. “jese khanvara khanI khanat
hanat ghan.”—BG. “jyé khanvari pavahI hira.”
—NP.
ਖਨ [khanI] in a moment or jiffy. 2 having
scraped or scratched. “kalukh khan: utar.”
—saveye m 2 Re. 3 Skt n mine; a place from
which metals and diamonds are extracted.
ਖਨਜ [khaa] substance obtained from a mine;
semi-metal or  precious stone.
ਖਨ [khani] dug, excavated. 2 See ਖਨ.
ਖਪ [khap] Skt ਥਜਧ vr throw, cast, send, despatth.
2 Skt ਲਧਘ throw, destroy, ruin, strike or hit
(with a weapon) lay the blame on, pull, tie.
From here is formed the Punjabi word khapna
or  khapp.
ਖਪਟ[1<}1ਗمݦਣ] adj consuming, destroying.
“khapat khal garjat.”—kan m 5. 2 ugly, hideous.
3 emaciated, weak. 4 who has the sky itself
for his clothes; naked. 5 See ਖਪਟ.
ਖਪਟ [khapti] adj consuming. 2 n breach; split
wood.
ਖਪਟ [khapatu] See ਖਪਟ. 2 expert in knowing
the state of  the sky; astronomer.
ਖਪਣ [khapna] v be destroyed. See ਖਪ. “kh;ma
VIhune khapIgae.”—05kar. “khIn mahI Upje

‘ khInI khape.”——sr1' a m I .  2 be spent. 3 be
absorbed. 4 be caught or ensnared. “bIkhu

. maIa mahI na OI khapte.”—bavan.
ਖਪਤ [khapat], ਖਪਤ [khapatI] n destruction,
annihilation. “opatI khapatI na aver) jaini.”

'contemplating Guru Nanak Dev.
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—maru soIhem 1. 2 expenditure, outlay. 3 See
ਖਬਤ and ਖਬਤ. 4 master of the sky, the sun.

Hu'o'lkhapat] Skt alf'o'n skull;~skullbone which
is like a bowl. 2 Skt mf'o'begging bowl. 3 thief.
ਖਪਰ’ [khapra] n insect that eats into grains and
makes them hollow; weevil. 2 Sktg'au'q wide-
pointed arrow. “tikhan khapre.”—-GPS.
ਖ'ਪਰਲ [khaprali] skull-carrying woman;
sorceress attendant on Durga; Durga. “hassi
khaprali.”-—VN.
ਖਪਰ [khapri] carrying a skull. 2 someone
holding a begging bowl. See ਖਪਰ. “khaki khapri
lakri camri.”—asa m I .  ‘skin-clad, skull-carrier
(Shaiv ascetic) stick-carrier (ascetic of  the
order founded by Shankracharya), deerskin-
clad and celibate.’
ਖਪਰਲ [khaprel] adj carrier of a wide-pointed
arrow. See ਖਪਰ 2. 2 n flat oval-shaped tiles of
clay used for roofing.
ਖਪਉਣ [khapauna] v destroy. 2 spend; See
ਖਪ vr. '
ਖਪ [khapI] having been exhausted. “khapI
hoe kharu.”—var asa.
ਖਪਟ [khapuflSkt n nail of a lion. 2 See ਖਪਟ.
ਖਪ[1<}18}੭[੭] See ਖਪ.
ਖਪ [khappi] noisy.
ਖਫਕਨ [xafkan], ਖਫਗਨ [khaphgan] See ਦਹਲ.
ਖਫਗਝਗਝ] P L? n displeasure, vexation, anger.
ਖਫਤਨ [xaftan] T 9:3 n a sort of vest worn
under the armour.
ਖਫਨ[1<11ਗ੭}1੪11] See ਕਫਨ.
ਖਫਨ[1<11ਗ>}…£] See ਕਫਨ.
ਖਫ [xafa] Pg; adj whose throat or breath has
got choked. 2 displeased, annoyed.
ਖਫ [xafi] _A 0” adj obscure, hidden.
ਖਫਫ' [xafif] A ...ਫਡ? adj of little weight, light.
2 a little, less, scanty. 3 of  no consequence,
frivolous. 4 abashed, ashamed.
ਖਫਣ [khaphan] See ਕਫਨ.
ਖਬਤ [xabatlA 1,; n fumbling, fidgeting. 2 frenzy,
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madness.
ਖਬਡ [xabti] A „ਲਗ insane, crazy.
ਖਬਰ [xabar] A ×? n tiding, news. 2 knowledge,
understanding, comprehension. 3 infomation,
notice. “mat ghalahu jam ki khabri.”—bIIa kabir.
4 watch, supervision. “sicanhare eke mali.
khabarI karatu he pat  pat  dali.”-—asa m 5.
ਖਬਰਦਰ [xabardar] P „„/7 adj careful, alert,
active.
ਖਬਰਦਰ [xabardari] P6,”; n alertness,
carefulness. 2 act or process of getting
information.
ਖਥਰ [khabarI] 888 ਖਬਰ.
ਖਬਰ [khabri] n emisssary, messenger. 2 letter,
newsletter. 3 868 ਖਬਰ.
ਖਬਰ [khabarul See ਖਬਰ.
ਖਬਸ [khabis] A ੴ adj impure, polluted.
2 depraved, wicked. 3 ghost, fiend.
ਖਬਰ[1<11੪}੭11-] See ਖਮਰ.
ਖਬਚ [khabbcu] adj who can lifi an object with
the left hand; left-hander.

Mlkhabbal] a kind of  grass. It has long stalks,
remains green throughout the year and is
relished by horses. It is grown for its greenery
in gardens and playgrounds. L Cynodon
Dactylon. The  juice of  its roots cures wounds,
piles and also drOpsy.

fl‘arlkhabba] Skt ਸਵ adj left.
ਖਬ ਸਜ [khabba sajja] adj left right. 2 good
and bad. 3 here and there.
ਖਭਰ [khabhar], ਖਭਰ [kh‘ébbhar] n perturbation,
distress. “paryo sarab parIvar khabharu.”
—GPS. 2 large scale affliction, scourge.
ਖਮ [xam] P ?  n curve,'crook, band. 2 upper
arm. 3 Skt that which measures the sky, an
arrow. See ਖਮ.

mmlxamaslA f adj five.
ਪਸਨ ‘[ਗਬਧਝਗ] Pkt n affinity, relation.
ਖਮਰ [xamar] A f n wine prepared from
ferment.
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ਖਮ [khamI] with an arrow. 2 of an arrow. See
ਖਮ3. “batku UdharIo kharnI prahar.”—bas§t
a m 5. ‘liberated the hunter who had hurt (it)
with an arrow.’
ਖ'ਮਰ [xamir] A ff n surge, swelling.
2 fermentation of  kneaded dough. 3 a persons’s
inherent nature. disposition. 4 jealousy, spite.
ਖਮਸ [xamus] P ਕਡ a transform of  xam0$.
ਖਮਸ [khamos] See ਖਮਸ.
ਖਮਸ[×ਹਗ0ਝਰ] Put}; plural of  xamos; the  silent
ones. For example, sahre xamoséi. 866 ਖਮਸ-
ਸਹਰ.
ਖਮ'ਰਸਰਗਗਪ] A A} wine [xamar] seller.
ਖਯ [khay] See ਕਯ.
ਖਯਝ [xayat] A 14:; n he who works with the
thread, a tailor. 2 See  ਖਜਤ.
ਖਯਨ[×ਰ}'8ਸ8੮] A ਕਨ? n evil intention, theft.
2 embezzlement.
ਖਯਲ [khayal] 868 ਖਆਲ.
ਖਯਲ [khayala] 888 ਖਆਲ.
ਖਯ [khayo] was wasted or destroyed.
2 confronted, resisted. “ban kaman gahe her:
samuhe  a I  khayo.”—krIsan.
ਖਰ[1<}1ਗ‘] Skt n that which has a large cavity
(khs); donkey. 866 11 below. “nanak se nar
asalI khar jI bInU gun garabu karétI.”—varsar
m 1. 2 a demon who was Dookhan’s brother.
“dukhan a khar de t  pathae.”-—ramav. Ram
Chandar killed him in Dandkaban. 3 thorn. See
P ਖਰ. “tIs khar dhare deh par yéite so malin
he.”—NP. ‘The lotus has thorns on its body.’
4 crow. 5 heron. 6 adj sharp. “khar krIpan
kar gahi kal.”-saloh. 7 hot, burning.
8 merciless, hard hearted. 9 Skt ifi'fivr dissolve,
melt. “bade bade bir bar ora sam kharge.”
-thakur. 10 n also used for khal or  khali “khar
ko tukro hath hamare p8 dharyo.”—carItr I92.
11 P 7' ass, donkey. 12 drumstick, plectrum,
bow, blow. “sat; pai  khar cami.”—c5di 3. ‘The
drum skin was struck with a drumstick.’ See
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ਖਰਚਮ. 13 a bow for playing upon a violin. etc.
14  adj large, big. 15 rough, uneven.
ਪਰਸ [kharas] See ਖਰਸ.
Haalkharak] See ਖੜਕ2. 2 a village under police
station Barki in district Lahore. See ਬਰ ਸਹਬ
2. 3 See ਖਰਕ ਭਰ. '
ਖਰਕਸਘ [kharak sigh] See ਖਰਗਸਘ and ਖੜਗਸਘ.
ਖਰਕਭਰ [kharak bhura] a village undef Sunam
subdivision, in tehsil and police station Narwana
in Patiala state. It is near the railway station.
Uchana and Ghasso. Towards the east of this
village, there is  a gurdwara o f  Guru Teg
Bahadur. On his way to Delhi, the Guru paid a
visit to this place. This gurdwara has got
donation of 150 bighas and rupees twenty-five
per annum from the Patiala state. The priest
is a Sikh. - .
ਖਰਕ [kharka] See ਖੜਕ. “dhunI sékh bajay
karyo kharka.”——c5di I .  2 derogatory term for
donkey.
ਖਰਖਸ [xarxasa] Ppp'j' n dispute, quarrel,
wrangling. 2 fear, dread.
ਖਰਖਰ [kharkhara] P „'“'/' Skt ਕਢਥਸ saw-like
device of metal used for grooming horses;-
curry comb. “kharo kharkhara kharo karéta.”
—GPS. ‘He is currying the horse nicely, while
standing.’ .
ਖਰਗ [kharag] See  ਖੜਗ. “tab  brIjbhusan  kharag
gahI.”—krIsan.

. ਖਰਗਸ'ਘ [kharagsfgh] a great warrior and a
friend of  Jarasandh. In Krishanavtar its
meaning is thus explained: “kharag ramyatanu
garmIta sighnad ghamsan.  péc  baran  1<0 gun
lIyo Ih  bhupatI balvan.” See ਖੜਗਸਘ and
ਰਗਢਸਦ.
ਖਰਗਸ [xargos] P‘jfj one with ears of an ass;
rabbit, hare.
ਖਰਚ [kharac] P (97' A a} n expenditure, outlay.
2 provisions for a journey. “kharac'  bénu

" ”cégIaia. —sor m I.
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ਖਰਚਮਘਰਢਕਧ] leather stick, leather drumstick.
“cot pai kharcami.”—c5di 3. ‘Kettledrums
were struck (beaten) with drumsticks.’ See
ਖਰ 12.  2 In o l d  t imes ,  instead o f  a wooden
stick, a woven leather thong  of  one and a half
feet was used to beat a kettledrum. The stick
of  leather struck  the kettledrum. 3 It appears
that it is also a name o f  another musical
instrument different from a kettledrum. “dc
cob damaman usat khari, kharcam anek bajE
jhankara.”-—saloh. “kha rcam asp i  ੴ…
sutri.”—saloh. This proves that the musical
instrument  o f  hard lcaI i::::-, wh ich  looked like
a kcttledrum, was beaten while  mounted  o n
the back of  a horse, donkey, camel or  elephant.
4 Accord ing  t o  s o m e  schola rs ,  it is  a
kettledrum having parchment of  donkey skin.
5 skin of a donkey.
ਖਰਚਮ [kharcami] with the leather drumstick.
2 on a drumstick. 3 on a large kettledrum.
4 See ਖਰਚਮ.
ਖਰਚ [kharCI] spending. “khat kharaCI ਗ}…
totI n3 ave.”——ram m 5. 2 having spent.
ਖਰਜ[1<}1ਰਰ]‘] young one  o f  an ass.  2 mule  3 See
ਖੜਜ. 4 string producing kharaj sound (sadaj)
(first of  the seven primary notes of  the Indian'
gamut). 5 See ਖਰਚ. 6 Ski ਗਘ worship; give
a knock; cause pain.
ਖਰਜਦਲ [kharjédal] hard-hearted executioner.
“turak kahé kharjédal péth hef—PPP.
ਖਰਣ [kharna] Skt ਕਰਣ. n dripping, oozing.
2 flowing, seeping. 3 See ਖੜਨ.
ਖਰਦਰ [khardara] rough, bristling, prickly.
ਖਰਦਖਨ [khardukhan]  Skt ਖਰਦਸਣ n thron-applc,
by eating which a donkey dies. 2 See ਖਰ and
ਚਖਨ.
ਖਰਨ [kharna] See ਖਰਣ. “kai janam garabh hI  r1
kharIa.”—gau m 5. 2 See ਖੜਨ. “jo disc so
kalahI kharna.”—suhi m 5. “graSI mina
vaSIgat kharIa.”—kan m 4. “jéjir be'it karI
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khare kabir.”——bh£r a kabir.
mlkharab] Skt ਖਬ n one of the treasures of
Kubcr. According to Lilawati, ten times a crore
is an arbud, ten times an arbud is an abaj and
ten times an 3i is a kharab. In Ramayan it is
stated that a thousand mahapadams equal one
kharab. See ਸਖਯ. “lakh arab kharab dino
dart.”—-gaum 5. 2 dwarf. 3 adj small, short.
ਖਰਬੜਫਸਝਹਗ] M adj uneven, unequal. 2 high
and low. “kharbar hoe  khudi khuara.”—-BG.
ਖਰਬਹਨ [kharbahan], ਖਰਬਹਨ [kharbahanI],
ਖਰਥਹਨ [kharbahni] one who rides a donkey;
goddess Sitla, the donkeyridcr. “kharbahan uh
char Udave.”—g5d namdev. 2 goddess Sitla who
rides a donkey.
ਖਰਥੜ [kharbaru] See  ਖਰਬੜ. 2 Skt ਉਦਚ marsh-
melon. “kharbaru  khira.”——BG.
ਖਰਬਜ [kharbuja] P , )1} Its pronunciation as
xurpuzah is also correct. Skt ਖਬਜ, ਉਵਰ and
ਦਸਗਲ marshmelon. It is an autumn crop and
grows on a creeper. Its effect is hot and moist.
Marshmelons from Balochistan and Egypt are
very sweet. sarda  from Kabul also belongs to
this genus.
ਖਰਤ [kharbhar ] ,  ਖਰਭ’ਰ [kharbhari] n
disturbance, confusion, perplexity. “5dh dhOdh
jag kharbhar paryo.”—GPS. “keharI garjan te
}')/(~) kari. hof pfij taddapI kharbhari.”—NP.
2 noise,  tumult.
ਖਰਮਸਤ[×੪…1੪5ਘ P ਸ?“ n unrestrained joy like
that of  a donkey; horseplay. 2 overt lewdness,
lasciviousness. '
ਖਰਮਹਰ [kharmohra] P W} n cowrie, cyproea
moneta.
ਖਰਲ [kharal] a caste o f  Muslims inhabiting
chiefly the district of  Jhang. 2 a subcaste of
Rajputs. 3 Ski ਖਲ boat-shaped stone vessel in
which antimony and drugs are powdered;
mortar. Mortars manufactured in Gaya are of
excellent quality and are priced from eight
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annas to two thousand rupees.
ਖਰਵ'ਹਨ [kharvahan], ਖਰਵਹਨ [kharvahIni] See

ਪਰਵਰ [kharvar] ਖਰਵਦਤ See ਖਰਰਮ. “sat; pai
kharvar kau.”-—c5di 3. 2 S e e  ਖਲਵੜ. 3 Ski
ਖਰਭਰ. ass load. P A)? In Kashmir, load of two
standard maunds and three secrs is called a
kharvar.
ਖਰਵਰ [kharvara] See ਖਲਞੜ.
was: [harar] n rattling or  clattcring sound.
2 rough hemp cloth used for loading grain on
the bullock cart etc. 3 a major city of a tchsil
of Ambala district.
ਖਰ [khara] adj very much, excessive. “tu me
khara pIara.”—-dhana m 1. “ae  khare kathIn
jam k5kar.”—brha ché't m 5. very stem.
2 unadulterated, pure, absolutely pure. “khote
kau khara kahe, khare sar  n3  jane.”—gau a m 1.
3 genuine. 4 honest, sincere. 5 standing, steady.
“ਰਨ ki bar  k0 khara na  hosi.”—sor m 5.
ਖਰਸ [kharas] n rough mill; large flour mill which
is worked by a bul l  or some other source of
energy. 2 P jg j bruise, scraping.
ਖਰਸਦਨ [xarasidan] P ਪਭਟ'ਪ v scrape, lacerate.
ਖਰਸਦ [kharasada] Sec ਚਹੜਕਣ.
ਖਰਹਟ [kharahat] a village under police station
Tibbi in tehsil Pakpatan district Montgomery.
It is twelve miles to  the  south-east of  Pakpatan
railway station. There is a gurdwara of  Guru
Nanak Dev. The priest is an Udasi Sikh.

mlkharaj] A (7,} n act of  pressing or  taking
out; tax, tribute, impost, revenue. See  ਖਰਜ.
ਖਰਝ [xarat], ਖਰਦ [xarad] A 1,?) P ,7} n act of
peeling or scraping. 2 tumer’s lathe, that turns
objects of metal and wood into round pieces.

mlxarab] A ਮਪ adj barren, desolate. 2 bad,
worthless.
ਖਰਬ [xarabi] P d!) destruction, desolation;
2 evil. .
ਖਰਯਤ [kharayat] alms. See ਖਰਤ..“}<€੮]:1< det
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phakir kharayat.”—NP. ‘
ਖਚਰ [khararI], ਖਰਰ [kharari] Ram, the enemy
of  demon Khar. See  ਖਰ..2’[|10||1-8|)|)|6, eating
of  which  causes a donkey to die.
ਖਰਲ [,1<}|91'81] See ਖਰਲ 3. “cuna sukham pis
kharale.”—GPS. ‘in the mortar.’
ਖਰਲ [kharale] with the mortar. 2 in the mortar.
See ਖਰਲ. '
ਖਰਞ [1<|1ਰਫ'ਮ] n wooden sandal. “deI kharéiv
sadan  k0 mora.”—NR
ਖਰਅ [kharIa] See ਖਰਨ and ਖੜਨ. 2 See ਖੜਆ.
ਖਰ [khari] feminine of khara. “rasna harIjas
gave khari suhavni.”——var sorm 4. “VIC sahurre
kha'ri sohédi.”—sr1' chét  m 4. 2 Skt feminine of
khar, she-ass. 3 adj relating to or concerning
an ass. “aspi  sutri bajat asekha. pil khari nabat
nahI lekha.”—-sa]oh. ‘The kettledrums laden
on horses, camels, elephants and asses are
being sounded.’
ਖਰਆ [kharia] See ਖੜਆ.
ਖਗਤ [xarita] A ‘5‘) n pouch, purse (of leather
etc) 2 envelope or bag in which a despatch is
sent. 3 formal royal letter.
ਖਰਦ [xarid] P 4:} n purchase.
ਖਰਦਣ [kharidna], ਖਰਦਨ [kharidna] P PM.) buy,

‘ purchase. Skt ਕਤਧ “mullkharidi lala gola.”
—maru m I .
ਖਚਫ[×91^ਧ] A .51} n autumn harvest.
ਖਰ [kharu] See ਖਰ- 2 Skt adj stupid. 3 cruel.
4 covetous, greedy. 5 n tooth. 6 horse. 7 Shiv.
8 Kamdev. 9 egotism.
ਖਰਜ [xaruj] A (7,} sense o f  coming out;
emerging. “nanak kia kharuj.”——mago. See ਖਰਜ.

‘ ਖਚਦ [kharud] n horseplay, rowdyism.
. ਖਰ [khare] See ਖਰ, W a n d  ਖੜਨ.
' ਖਰਖਰਏ [kharekharoe] adv standing on guard;

military guard on duty. 2 while standing.
"‘kharekharoe bethat uthat marag péthI
tavego.”-—kan a m 4.
ਖਚਆ [kharoa] stood. See ਖਲਤ.
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ਖਰਸ [×ਰ05] Pj,j n noise, clamour, hue and
cry.
ਖਰ'ਸਦਨ [xarosidan] P ਪਭਰ'ਭ'ਭਭ v make a noise.
ਖਰਟ [kharot] See  ਅਖਰਟ. “khare kharot su  dalgan
hare.”—GPS.
ਖਰ [kharha] See  ਖਹਰ.
ਖਲ[1<1181] Skt ਰਥਰ vr gather, collect, move. shake.
2 n threshing floor. “]ੲ téguli khal danan jyé
nabh bic udai.”—krrsan. 3 See  ਖਰਲ. 4 earth.
5 residue of  mustard seeds etc when most of
t h e  o i l  h a s  b e e n  e x t r a c t e d ;  o i l c a k e .
6 that which disappears into  the sky, the sun.
7 that which has the sky coloured, tamal tree
(xanthochymus pictorius). 8 adj wicked base,
vile. “khalmurakhte pédItkarbof’~5arkabir.
9 cruel, pitiless. 1 0  See  ਖਲ.
ਖਲਹਲ [khalhal], ਖਲਹਲ [khalhalu]  n fluster,  dread,
distress. “dI l  khalhalu jake jarad ru bani.”
—bher1<ab1’r. ‘One whose mind is agitated, is
pale in the face.’ 2 See ਖਲਲ.
ਖਲਹਨ [khalhan],  ਖਲਹਨ [khalhanu] See  ਖਲ2. P
ਖਰਮਕ. “bInu ken khalhanu jese gahan paIa.”
—bherm 5. See ਖਲਹਨ.
ਖਲਕ [xalak] A Jpn God’s creation, the universe.
“khal:k1<halal<,khalakmahl khaIIk.”-—prabha
kabir. 2 create, make.
ਖਲਕੜ[1<}1811<ਰ|]/| ਗ n world, universe.
ਖਲਖਡਕ [|<|1811<|1ਰ(_191<], ਖਲਖਡਨ[1<|181|<11ਰ<ਬ8ਸ] adj
destroyer of  the wicked. 2 22 sword—sanama.
ਖਲਖਡਨ [1<}|911<}|ਟਧਯ1] adj female destroyer of
the  wicked._ 2 n sword-sanama. 3 army
equipped with swords—sanama.
ਖਲਜ[×ਰ1]'1] A if; There IS a city named Khalaj
in Afghanistan and this noun relates to that
place. Jalaluddin of this clan was a famous
emperor of  Delhi. The Khalji dynasty ruled
over India from 1290 to 1320 AD.
ਖਲਨ [khalan] See ਸਖਲਨ. 2 stand up, halt.
3 to the wicked 4 the wicked (nominative
case).
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ਖਲਫ [×ਰ1^ 1./1 J; adj one who follows; a
follower. 2 successor, heir. 3 n progeny,
posterity. 4 son; male offspring.
ਖਲਮਰਕ [khalmarak] adj killer of the wicked.
2 n sword.—sanama.

WHIkhalmurakh] vile and foolish. See ਖਲ 8.
ਖਲਰ [khalra], ਖਲਰ [khalri] See ਖਲੜ-ਖਲੜ.
2 leather strap worn round the neck by the
devotees of  Sakhi Sarvar from which a walking
stick keeps hanging. “khfidi khalra gal mahI
dharo.”—GPS.
ਖਲਲ [xalal] A J" n interruption, restriction.
2 impediment. 3 defect, drawback. “khalal
adal paryo svami.”-—saloh.
ਖਲਵਇਆ [khalvaIa] v got. stood up. “bhagta
age khalvaIat’Lvar vad m 4. 2 fed; made
someone eat food.
ਖਲਵਯ [khalvara], ਖਲਵੜ [khalvara] enclosure
for stacking unthreshed corn; threshing floor.

- Sce ਖਲ 2. mound of grains. “kheti jIn ki ujre
khalvare k I a  thau?”——var sar m I .  “sabh kure

' ke khalvare.”—-nat a m 4 .
ਖਲੜ[1<}_1੪1ਡ8], ਖਲਡ [khaki] n skin, hide. See
ਖਲ. 2 leather bag. “bhau tera bhz‘xg khalri mera
cit.”—tI'15g m 1 .3  adj See ਖਪਰ. “khalri khapri
lakri camri.”—asa m 1.

Wlkhala] adj standing. “sajanu sabhke nIkatI ,
khala.”—ram ché’t m 5. 2 plural of khal. “se
apaVItr amedh khala.”—vargaul m4. See ਖਲ
8. 3 See ਖਲ.
ਖਲਸ [khalas] A ਸ]; adj unfettered, free,
liberated. “ਯਗ-8811! ho: khalas.”—sar m 5.
“lab: raVIdas khalas  cama ra.”-gau.
ਖਲਸ [khalasa] See ਖਲਸ and ਖਲਸ.
ਖਲਸ [khalasi] P ਨ”; n release, liberation,
deliverance. “tIsu bhai khalasi hoi saga]
sxt.”—gau  a m  5. 2 employee on a ship who
unties the ship from the anchor. 3 tent pitcher.
ਖਲਸ [khalasu] See ਖਲਸ. “pm 10 sadhu bhetie
so dargah ho: khalasu.”-majh barahmaha.
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ਖਲਛਤ [khalaphat] rank of a caliph; caliphate.
2 duty of a caliph. See ਖਲਫ.

,ਖਲਞਨ [khalavna] v feed. “khalave bhojan.”
—dhana m 5.

HfiSIkhalI] Skt n residue of sesame and mustard
seeds etc afier the oil has been extracted; oil
cake. “na khalI bhai na tel.”—s kabir. khal and
khaII are both genuine Sanskrit words. 2 Sec ਖਲ.
ਖਲਆ [khalxa] standing, erect. 2 adv while
standing. “sovat beset khalIa.”—suh1' chétm 5.
ਖਲਅਨ [khalIan] See ਖਲ 2 and ਖਲਹਨ.
ਖਲਇੜੴਗਗ-ਗ] adv after standing up. “khalI-I
kice ardaSI.”—Var maru 1 m 2.
ਖਲਹਨ [khalIhan] See ਖਲ 2. 2 Skt ਖ'ਲਨ
multitude of  threshing floors.~
ਖਲਹਨ [khalxhanI] on the threshing floor. “koi
vahe k0 lune k0 pae khalIhanI.”-var bIIa m I.
ਖਲਤ [khalIt] See ਸਖਲਤ.
ਖਲ [khali] See ਖਲ 2 and ਖਲ. 2 adj stood up.
“hath jot]: khali sat hoi.”—var bIha m 4.
3-Skt n that which is hidden in the buccal
cavity; curved bit of  a bridle. .
ਖਲਕ [xalik] A l3.3“" adj good-natured.
ਖਲਜ [xalij] A ਨ n part of the land that has
indented into the sea. It has land on  three sides - '
and sea on one; bay. 2 small ship.
ਖਲਤ [khalita] See ਖਰਤ.
ਖਲਤਘਹਹ] small bag. “riti ram nam te rahi ja
bIn  kam, ta ye kharIj kharab hal khal ki khaliti
he.”—-gva1. Sec ਖਰਤ.
ਖਲਫ [xalifa] A ,.ਮਕ This word is derived from
xalaf, which means to leave behind; i.e. to
appoint someone as a representative for the
period of  one’s absence. The heads of  Islam
and the successors who  reigned and preached
their religioq after the demise of Mohammad,
were called xalifa; caliph.l To begin with, the

"Caliph‘ also means a leader. In the Koran, the word
‘Caliph’ has been used for Adam and David. Sce Koran.
surat 2 ayat 28 and surat 38, ayat 25.
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caliphs belonged to Mecca  of whom four were
prominent:

(l)  ,69 Abu Bakar. He became caliph Rasul
Allah (that is, the vice regent of  Mohammad,
the apostle of  God)  in Hijri 1 1 at the age of  60.
He was father of  Mohammad’s wife Aysha.
He remained caliph for two and a quarter
years and died in Madina on 23rd August
634 AD. ‘ '

(2)  /“ Umar, son  of  Khattab, was installed
as caliph in Hijri 13. He was father of Hafsa,
third wife of  Mohammad. His title was  Amirul
MOminin. He conquered Persia and Egypt. He
razed the  world-famous library of  Alexandria
thinking that if  the said library contained some
books against the Koran then there was no
use to keep l t h e m  and if they were in
accordance with the Koran then their content
was already there and therefore, there was
no use keeping them intact. He captured
Jerusalem and constructed a mosque there
which is ,  till  date, named after him. He made

laws according to the Islamic principles. He
was fatally injured with a dagger by Firoz, a
Persian s lave,  o n  November 3 ,  644 AD while

reciting his morning prayer (namaz) in the
mosque only  to die three days after.

(3) UV; Usman, son of Affan. He was
appointed the caliph in Hijri 24. He was husband
of  two of Mohammad daughters, namely
Rukiah  and  Ummukul sum.  H e  w a s
assassinated by Abu Bakar’s son  Mohammad,
at Madina on 30th June 665 AD.

(4) J6 Ali was son ofAbutalib and husband
of  Mohammad’s daughter Fatima. He was
born in 599 AD. He was installed the fourth
caliph but was forced to give up his caliphate
after five years. He was injured with a
poisoned sword by Abdur Rahman, at Kufa
and died four days later in 661 AD. His tomb
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in the city o f  Najaf is a famous place of
pilgrimage for the Muslims. Imam Ali had 18
sons  and 18 daughters in all. Among them were
three sons Hasan, Hussain and Muhsin from
Mohammad’s daughter Fatima.

All of  these four caliphs are famous as
Charyar, that is four comrades or  friends. The  '
fifth caliph, Hasan, son  of  Ali, reigned for six
months only. After him there were 14 caliphs
who ruled over Damascus from 661 AD to
749  AD. Then, the caliphate passed on to the
rulers of  Baghdad and it remained With them
from 750 A D  to 1258 AD. After that the
caliphate came under the control of  the Turkish
kings.

On  November 12,  1922,  the  Grand National

Assembly  o f  Tu rkey  deposed  Sul tan
Wahiddudin from the caliphate and installed
Abdul Majid as the new caliph but deprived
him of  the all authority. He was reduced to a
mere religious figure head. In March 1924, the
office of  the caliph was totally abolished.

Besides the above-mentioned caliphs,
many Arabic, Egyptian, Persian and Turkish
kings have, in the past, been posing themselves
as independent caliphs and some are so called
even now.

The ruler  of  Delhi, Alauddin Khalji and
the Mughal emperor Akbar used ‘to term
themselves as Khalifa  (caliph). That is why
the capital city was known as Dar-ul-
Khilafat.

The Sunni Muslims believe that a caliph
can be from no other caste except that of  the
Quraish family. According to  the Shiah
Muslims, it is proper for a caliph to be only
from the family ofAli.
ਖਲਰ [khalir] n performer, player. 2 acrobat,
gymnast. 3 jester, mimic, bufibon.
ਖਲਲ[×ਬ111] A J? true friend. “Ihbrahim khalil
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ਖਲਲ ਖ
pagébar.”—GPS.
ਖਲਲ ਖ [xalil x5] name of a military officer in
Shah Jahan’s army, who commanded five
thousand soldiers. See ਸਦ 5.
ਖਲ [khalu] Skt part question. 2 negation,
refutation. 3 reason,  cause. 4 certainly,
doubtlessly. "‘In dutan khalu badhukarI
marIo.”—j£travrdas.
ਖਲਆ[1<}191੦<1],ਖਲਇਅੜ[1<}ਸਰ]0ਗਕਹ],ਖਲਹ[]<ਚ10ਘ],
ਖਲਤ[1<}181੦੮8] stood up, halted. “nIkatI khaloxara
mera sajanra.”—ram ché't m 5 .  “VICI
kartapurakhu khaloa.”—-sor m 5 .  “age a1:
khaloha.”——var ram 2 m 5. 2 on the threshing
floor. “khatI sarirI jo bijie so ਰਨ khaloa a1.”—
sava m 3. ‘ Whatever is  sown in the fie ld  comes .
to  the threshing floor.’
ਖਲਵਨ [khalovna] See ਖੜਵਨ.
ਖਲ[1<11811]5/ਯਧ n pit. 2 rain bird, pied cuckoo.
3 leather water bag, bellows. “bhau khala aganI

A t a p  tau.”—-japu. 4 leather, hide. 5 Skt ਖਲ
stone or  metal vessel for grinding drugs;
mortar.
ਖਲਕ[×ਰ11ਕ!<] A J05 adj the Creator. See ਖਲਕ.

&
ਖਲ [khalli] ਨ" convulsions. This ailment results
from the affliction o f  the body by windy
humour. The muscles of the arms and the calfs
get tense and the patient suffers from cramps.
During cholera it is very painful. Massaging
the body with narayani oil and intake of muscle-
tonics are useful to  cure this disease. 2 swelling
of glands in the groin due to some boil or
wound.
ਖਲ [khallu] See ਖਲ. 2 one who skins an animal;
skinner. 3 of the Skin. “meri khallu majre
gursrkkh h5dh5de.”—BG.
ਖਞ [khav] See  ਖਵਣ.
ਖਵਣ [khavan], ਖਵਣ[1<}19ਘ.18], ਖਵਣ [khavanu] v
bear, tolerate. “prabh das ka dukhu na
khaVIsakahI.”-var guj‘ 2 m 5. “nfdak sakat
khav na  sake.”——bas§t a m 4. “nIvanU su  akharu
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khavanu gunu.”—s farid. See ਵਸ. “khave na
v5pan1.”—varguj2 m 5. ‘cannot be tolerated.”
“eku b0] bhi khavto nahi.”—asa m 5. ‘Even a
single utterance could not be tolerated.’
2 pardon, forgive. 3 dissolve, merge. “avatanu
ape  khave dudh  kau khapan na  deI.”—sr1' a m 1.
ਖਵਜ [khavlana] v feed. “jo bije so
khavlavego.”—kan a m 4.
ਖਵਸ [khavas] A w} n plural of  ਖਸ [xas];
ministers,  grandies  e tc ,  royal servants .
2 special qualities. 3 A Jl?‘ lion. 4 slave.
5 dacoit,  plunderer. “kine kharab khane
ld1avas.”—aj. 6 P U1} adj petitioner, supplicator.
ਖਵਸ [khavasi] P m} duty of an attendant.
“narad sarad karahI khavasi.”-—asa kabir.
2 backseat of  a buggy, chariot or howdah of
an elephant etc for the servant to si t  in
attendance, behind the noble man. 3 grandies,
distinguished or favourite attendants. “kIa
Iaskar kIa  neb khavasi?”—var majh m I .
ਖਵਲਣ [khavalna] v feed, provide food. “es no
kur bolx kI khavalie?”—-varguj I m 3.
ਖਵ [khavz] Sec ਖਵਣ. 2 having tolerated.
ਖਵ [khavi] n tall and rough grass which, like
reed stalk, has a small car at its top..
ਖਵਸ [khavis], ਖਵਸਨ [khavisni] djinn, ogre,
ogress. “khavisni pIsacni bItal  bir bhervi.”
—PP. ‘
ਖਵਦ [xavid] P „ਖ n wheat or barley plant on
which the car has not appeared yet.
ਖਵਨ [khavin] See ਖਵਨ.
ਖੜ [khavhi] Sec ਖਵ.
ਖੜ [khar] o r  ਖੜ [1<11ਗ0] Sec ਖੜਨ. 2 Skt ਣਕਤ
paddy straw. “kharu khavahI émrIt  dehI.”
—guj m 1. S ਖੜ residue of pressed mustard
seed etc; oil  cake. 3 crop. “khan; paki ]…!“ bhaje
bInse.”—sri m I pahIre. 4 Skt ਯਹ six.
“dharanI suvéni khar ratan jaravi.”—gau vat-2
m 5. Here khar has a pun: ‘The earth decorated
w i t h  different  k i n d s  o f  g e m - l i k e  g r a s s ,
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becomes comely after having been equipped
with spiritual glory.’
ਖੜਸਨ [kharasanI] will take away. “avgan
kharsanI b5nI.”—sr1' m I pahzre.
ਖਡਹੜ [kharhar] n knocking or  clattering sound.
ਖੜਕ [1<}1ਗਰ1<] See  ਖੜਕ. 2 a village which Bhai
Santokh Singh has referred to  as Kharak. It is
situated at a distance of twelve kohs towards
the south of Dhamdhan. While travelling
through Bangar, Guru  Teg Bahadur halted here
under a banyan tree. “kharak gram nIygrodhl
VIsala. tahfi jaI dera guru dala.”—GPS.
ਖੜਕ-ਸਘ [kharak sigh] See ਖਰਗਸਘ and ਖੜਗਸਘ.
2 See ਕਪਰਥਲ.
ਖੜਕ [kharka], ਖੜਕ [kharaku] n knocking noise,
tap. “ghfighar kharaku t IagI  VIsure.”—ram m
5. 2 fear, apprehension, trepidation. “haume
5darI kharaku he.”—-vaf vad m 3.
ਖੜਗ [ਘਰਸਰਫ] Skt ਰਕਤਧ n that which cuts. See
ਖਡਸ sword.  According to  Dhanurved (miltary
science), a sword should be four fingers wide
and fifty fingers long. Thirty-two methods of
brandishing a sword have been defined. “as:
krIpan khfédo kharag seph teg tarvar. racch
karo hamri sada kavcfitak karvar.”—sanama.
2 Macro Time as the supreme destroyer of
the world. “namaskar sri kharag ko.”—VN.
“kharag god me tum 1<o payo.7’——GV 10. 3 horn
of a rhinoceros. 4 rhinOceros.
ਖੜਗਸਘ [kharagsigh] a warrior mentioned in
Krishana'vtar, a pan of Dasam Granth. He was
friend of  J arasandh and  several times defeated
Kr ishan and other commanders,  but ,  at last he
was killed through deception. “tIhbhupatI ko
mItr Ikk kharagsi'gh t I h  nam. pare samar
s a m u d r  bahu maharathi ba ldham.”
—1<rIsan. See ਖਰਗਸਘ and ਗਰਮਤ ਸਬਦ. 2 eldest
son of Maharaja Ranjit-Singh, the lion of Punjab,

'from Maharani Datar Kaur. He was born-in
'nyagrodh,  bohar, vat.
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Sammat 1860 and ascended the throne of
Lahore in Sammat 1896; but wily Dhyan Singh
Dogra dethroned him and  put Naunihal Singh,
Kharag Singh’s son, on the throne. Having
remained grief-stricken for one year, Kharag
Singh died at the age of  3 8  years, on 21St of
Kattak Sammat 1897.
ਖੜਗਧਰ [kharagdhari] adj sword-bearing. 2 n
Khalsa; the sword-bearer. 3 the Timeless One.
ਖੜਗਧਜ [kharagdhvaj] the Timeless  One,  whose
standard has the emblem a sword.
ਖੜਰਲ[1<}19ਫ98ਸਜ]ਲ/ਢਠਦਕਤਸਜਪ00})5 armed with
swords.—sanama.
ਖੜਗਪਣਝਸਰਡਥਬਧ] one who has a sword in
hand; community of  the duly baptised Sikhs.
2 the Timeless One, God. “kharagpanI khaldal
balharné.”—gyan.
ਖੜਗ [khargi] Skt ਰਕਰਧਜ adj swordsman. 2 n
duly baptised Sikh; the community of  baptised
Sikhs. 3 rhinoceros, having a (sword like) horn
on its nose. 4 Skt ਰਕਡਸ female rhinoceros.
ਖੜਗ'ਣ [khargun] Skt ਯਰਹਧ See ਖਟਅਗ 3 and
ਮਹਭਰਤ ਸਤ ਪਰਵ ch 69. 2 produce, nurture,
bring up, devastate, reward or  punish suitably
for a consequent action, pardon, forgive,
excuse, be competent. “khargun isvar pi'm atul
be .”-(ਨਧ).
ਖੜਹ[1<}1ਗ8ਰ] ਲ/ਯਧਤਛਗ See ਖਟਮਗ. “khargé asekh
VIdya VIsekh.”—datt. 2 See ਖੜਗ.
ਖੜਜ [kharaj] Skt ਯਡਯ n the first  note of the
musical scale which originates from six places
viz  nose, throat, chest, palate, tongue and teeth.
This musical note is produced with the help of
these six parts of  the body.2 In musicology, its “
origin is traced to the sound of a peacock.
ਖੜਤਲ [khartall See  ਕਰਤਲ. 2 See ਤਲ.
ਖੜਦਮ [ਘਰਨਧਪਧ] adj having its tail raised;
mischievous, roguish; (an animal) driven into
ਣਬਗ W ਯਰਕ WW  ਰਕਰ:
ਯਤਸਸਧ ਜਹਧਰ ਧਸਰ ਜਜਰ ਧਫਯ ਡਰ ਗਰ:-5ਰ8ਟ£ damodar.
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excitement or fury. 2 n uproar, furore.
ਖੜਨ [kharna] v take away. “avgan kharsanI
bénI.”—sr1' m 1 pahrre. 2 stand. “gharI apanre
khari takéi.”—suhi ché'tm 1. 3 steal, abduct.
ਖੜਪਚ [kharpéc] sixth among five village
headmen i.e. self-styled chief; presumptuous
person; one  who pokes his nose.
ਖੜਭੜ [kharbhar] Sce  ਖਲਭਲ. “kharbhar ਪਰ.”
—suraj.
ਖੜਰਤਨ [kharratan] See ਖੜ 4 .
ਖੜ [khara] adj s tanding.  “khara pukare patni.”

-—s farid.
ਖੜਉ [kharafi] n wooden sandal. According to
an article in Aangiras Simriti, “A king would
get the feet of  a person other than Agnihotri
and Tapasvi chopped off, if he dared to walk
beyond five houses from his home with
wooden sandals on his feet.” See ਸਲਕ 51.
ਖੜਸਹਰ [1<}18.1ਫ5-}1p j ] Skt ਯਤਸਗਪਜ n the ruler,
who collects one sixth of  the produce from his
subjects. In ancient times, the  king used to get
one sixth share of all kinds of produce from
his people.
ਖੜਨ [kharanan] See  ਖਟਵਦਨ.
ਖੜਰ [khararu] adj who takes away. “kal
khararu ae.”-—vad m I aIahm'. ‘The messen-
gers of  death came down to take him along.’
Chanting of  this line as “kal khara ruae” is
incorrect.
ਖੜ [khan] adv by carrying away, by taking
along with. “khan dargahI penaie.”—sr1° m 1.
See ਖੜਨ.
ਖੜਅਸ [khariasx] will carry away. “bIn  bujhe
sabh khariaSI b5t.”-—bas;3tm I .  See  ਖੜਨ.
ਖੜਆ [1<}19118] n a kind of white soil; chalk.
2 adj who takes away.
ਖੜ [kharu] See  ਖੜ.
ਖੜਸਥ [kharesri] n an ascetic or  hermit, who
remains standing day and night, never to sit or
sleep.
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ਖਡਣ [kharona], ਖਡਵਣ []<1191'0\/1_18] v stand. “apI
kharovahI apI  kar.”—varsuh1' m I .
ਖਤਗ [kharég] Skt ਧਛਛਧਹ See ਖਟਅਗ.
ਖਤਗਯਗ[1<}13.1ਰ8)/08] Instead o f  eight ,  s ix  kinds
of  Yog are described in Daksh Simriti:
pranayam - a system of breathing exercise
and regulating respiration; ਧ'ਨ [dhyan] —
concentration; pratyahar—control over senses;
dhama  — concept; tarak — logic; and samat —
deep meditation. Yog comprising these six kinds
is called kharégyog. 2 s ix  actions  oog, which
form its various practices. Sec ਖਟ ਕਰਮ 2.
ਖ [kha] short form of  khadnékuru. v eat.
ਖ [×ਬ] short for ਖਨ (xan). See ਖਨ.
ਪਉ [khau] adj gluttonous. 2 one who swallows
another’s wealth. 3 corrupt.
ਖਇ [khaI] eats. “bhogi hove khaI.”—suhi m

I .  2 tolerates,  endures. “muhe muhI pana
khaI.”—var asa. 3 adv  by eating, by making
one  eat. “mata  p r i t I  kare  pu tu  k h a I . ”
—gau m 4. 4 after eating. “khaI khaI kare
badphelI.”—-majh m 5.

H'fEbFlkhaIa] ate. “gharI gharI khaIa pidu
vadhaIa.”—guj ”1100911. 2 decayed.
3 finished. “so dia na jai khaIa.”—sor kabir 
4 P :6 ovary, scrotum. “tere pat: ke das
khae.”—carrtr 43. 5 egg.
ਖਗਜਮਨਣਸਚਨਕ me‘mna] v fccl obliged, feel
indebted. “kahIa  sunahI na  khaIa manahI.”
—bas§tm I .
ਖਟਕ [khaIk], ਖਇਕ [khaIku] P .{l} n
grasshopper, winged insect. 2 Skt ਆਪਯਕ
garrulous “je ko khaxku akhanI paI.”—japu.
“than nahi khaIka.”—var 511' m I .  3 glutton,
voracious eater.
ਖਇਣ[1<}1811.1] Skt ਰਕਸ n act of eating, process
of eating; 2 victuals, food. “§mrItrasu khaIn.”
"var ram 2 m 5.

HTa‘Hkhai] ate, consumed. “bIkhE thagauri jInI
janI khai.”—gau m 5. 2 n trench dug around a
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fort containing water  so  that the  enemy might
not get across it. “léka sa kot samfid si khai.”
~asa kabir. 3 one that consumes — desire.
“lahbar bhujhi khai.”—-—asa m 5. See ਲਹਥਰ.
ਖਸ[1<}\88] A JG adjchief, principal,  the  elected
one. 2 P ਗਜ,?“ n desire, need. “kIsi vastu ki
khas na rahi.”—-GPS. .
ਖਸ [khasa] will eat. “jesa bijahI tesa khasa.”
—gau m 5. 2 n ,a special sedan chair for the
rich; palanquin; kiosk-like seat for a holy
scripture. “khase ko ucvaI caleh'é."—GPS. 3 P
„‘[‘; a kind of fine muslin. 4 adj superior,
excellent, of good quality. “s sxrpau paIa gal:
khasa he.”—maru solhe m 5. 5 free from
disease, healthy. 6 A n nature, temperament.

  ‘ਖਸ [khz‘isa] See ਕਸ.
ਖਸਯਤ [khSIyat] A .9496 quality, important
matter. 2 habit,  nature. 3 special  effect, after
effect.
ਖਸ [1<11ਫ81] a disease. Skt ਕ and ਵਯ, db:
cough. This ailment is caused by taking sour
or  acerbic food‘in excess, drinking cold water
immediately after consuming hot substances,
inhaling dust and smoke through nostrils, eating

' dry, unseasoned and stale food and dwelling in
filthy and damp places.

A patient, disabled by a chronic disease
suffers from cough due to sudden exposure
to the cold. There is a Punjabi proverb. “Root
cause of  all diseases is khfisi (cough); bone
of  contention o f  al l  quarrels is Hansi (a
place).”

The sound released from the throat of a
cough patient is just like that caused by a broken
bronze utensil; t h e  chest gets  s t rained,
respiratory pipes are choked with phlegm,
there is a thorny feeling in the throat and on
the tongue;  the patient has  headache, feels no

hunger. There are many causes and types of
cough. It must be got treated from a properly
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experienced and well-qualified physician.
However the common  treatment is as follows:

(1) licking the extract of  green leaves of
bamboo soaked in honey.

(2) swallowing the berry-sized ball of a
mixture by equal weight of  roots of  liquorice
(glycyrrhiza glabra), bark o f  myrobalan
(torminalia balcrica), starch, tragacauth gum
and lump sugar.

(3) licking the extract of  fresh ginger mixed
with honey.

(4) making  small balls (weighing about a
ratti each) of  the crushed mixture of  black
pepper, opium, lump sugar, catechu, arabic gum
(one masha each) and taking one such ball
with warm water in the morning as wel l  as  at
the time ofgoing to sleep.‘
ਖਸਯਤ [khasiyat] See ਖਸਯਤ. ,
ਖਹ [khahI] eats. “k511i sutak kén ps laItbari
khahI.”—var asa. backbites. 2 See ਸਹ.
ਖਹਸ [khahIs] See ਸਹਸ.
ਖਹ [khahi] adj (one) who eats. “juga jugétarI
khahi khahI.”—japu. 2 desirous, ambitious.

H'Erlxak] I’Jg n dust, grit, ashes. “tere cakra
pakha .”—tII§gm I. 2 earth, land.
ਖਕਛਣਨ [khakchanna] v trudge a dusty path.
2 tolerate insult, search for wealth. “kaudi
kaudi kau khak S I r  chans.”—ram m 5.

ਖਕਤਦ[×81<੮੦<18] P „,ਫ/!; n dump of  earth, used
as a target for arrows to be shot at. A thin
mudwall is erected in front of the heap that is
filled with fine and dry soil. The extent to
which the arrow2 penetrates the wall, indicates
the strength of the archer. “karyo khaktoda
sud  hra  I .”-GPS.
ਖਕਰਬ [xakrob] ltd/1; n one who sweeps
away dirt, dust eté; sweeper, scavenger.

"I‘his medication should not be administered to the

children.
2See ਲਸ.
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ਖਕ [xaka] P f |, n sketch: plan, outline map.
ਖਕਸਰ [xakIstar] P/ / b n ash, calx (of metals)
ਖਕ [xaki] P ਨ“; adj made of dust; made of
earth. 2 dust-coloured, greyish brown. 3 n a
sect o f  ascetics,  members o f  wh ich  rub ashes
on their body. This sect descends from Ki]
-—thc disciple of  Krishan Dass.
ਖਕਆ [xakifi] plural ਘਖਕ [xaki]; people,
persons, populace.
ਖਕ [khaku] See ਖਕ. “khaku loreda ténIkhe.”

—var maru  2 m 5.
ਖਕ [khaku] the vowel [u] pronounced with ਖਕ
[khak] is indicative of  genitive; pertaining to
ਖਕ [khak]; o f  ਖਕ [khak].  “khIn mahI rulta
khaku nalI.”-—g5cj m 5. 2 adj made of ash.
“khaku khak rale.”—bIIa a m I . 3 n earth, See
ਖਕ 2. “khaku jedu na  ROI.”—s fetid.
ਖਖ [khakh] n meeting point of the two lips.
2 See ਖਕ; the comer  of  two lips.
ਖਗ [khag] See ਖੜਗ. 2 arrow, (which moves
through the sky). “chutgayo sarap sam jaI lag.
ਭਗ!) bhujan ke bic khag.”—GPS.

H'G'lhaci] See ਖਚਤ.
ਖਜ[1<}18]'] ੦1ਖਜ [khaju] Skt ਖਰ“ food, victuals,
meals. “khaju ho murdaru.”—var sar m I .
“jInahu akhaj khaj lakh pae.”—GPS. 2 Ski ਖਚ
itch. _]; prurigo. Psoriasis is caused by
remaining unclean, not taking fully cooked
clean diet, indigestion, hepatic (liver) diseases,
stoppage of  menses etc. Whenever there is
an impurity in the blood due to any of the above
causes, scabies appear on our body. The best
treatment for this ailment is to keep the body
clean, constantly to take blood-purifying
medicines .  Take five mashas each  o f
pItpapra, caraIta (blood—purifying drug  made
from a plant (Ophelia chirretta), mfidibuti, (ਸਧਰ

Caner; (white sandalwood-santalum album),
choti hare;- (a  medicated nut—myrobalan) and
also seven grains of  fruit of  jujube; put this
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mixture in one and a quarter pan of water, to
keep it soaked over night. Filter the mixture in
the morning and drink with two tolas of jujube
syrup.

Avoid intake of  acerbic food, red chillies,
wine etc. Apply such conditioners on  the body
as a massage to keep the skin sofi .
ਖਜ [khaja] Sec ਖਜ 1.
ਖਜਨ [khajxn] A w; adj who accumulates.
2 n treasurer.
ਖਜਨਅ [khajinia] treasurer, holyman, hermit.
Sec ਖਜਨ. “sacu tere khajinIa.”—suhi m 5.
ਖਰ [khaju] See ਖਜ.
ਖਜ [khaje] should be eaten. “de khaje akhI
gavaie.”—var asa. ‘We should eat whatever is
provided by God. One loses when he claims
himself to be a giver.’ 2 We should share food
with others without assuming ourselves to be
charitable i.e. we should not boast of donation.
ਖਟ [khat] Skt ਖਟ cot, bedstead. See E cot.
“khat ma  gau caupai.”—sor kabir.
ਪਟਣ [khatan], ਖਟਨ [khatan] v earn, get profit.
“khatan kau her]: her: rojgar.”—-dhana m 5.
“dhan  khatan kije b I t  rurI.”—NR
ਖਟ [khatI] n earning, profit, gain. “vadbhagi
dhan khatI. ”-—sr1'm 5. 2 adv  by earning. “mai -
khatI a gharI puta.  ”—gujm 5. 3 Skt n bier,
hearse, funeral pyre.
ਖਟਓ [khatIo] earned, gained. “ramratanu
dhanu khatIo.”—tod1‘ m 5.
ਖਟ ਖਟਲ [khatI khatuli] after making profit,
after caming. “kaha karahI re, khatI khatuli.”
—sar m 5.
ਪਟ [khati] earned. “namras: sadh ségI
khati.”—gaum 5. 2 adj sour, pungent. 3 bitter.
“jesa 5mrI tu  tesi bIkh khati.”-sukhmani.
“gurprasad: 5mrItu bIkh khati.”—gaum 5.
ਖਟ ਬਖ [khati bIkh] n wine, liquor. 2 strong
poison, bitter venom. '
ਖਟਲ [khatuli] See ਖਟਖਟਲ. 2 small cot, cradle.
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khate.”—dhana m 5.
ਖਟਗ [khatég] Skt ਧਫਧ 866 ਖਟਅਗ. “tIlak
khatéga.”—kan m 5. consecration mark on six
parts of  the body i.e. forehead, both ears, both
arms and  chest.  In some scr ip tures
consecration mark is applied on twelve parts
of the body. See ਬਰਹ ਤਲਕ.
ਖਡ[1<118(.1], ਖਡ [khéid] Skt ਣਬਧਛ n sweet  material
made from sugarcane  juice; sugar; white sugar.
“khir khad ghiu na bhave.”—bher namdev.
“harI  he  kha‘id re t  mahI bIkhri .”—s kabir.
2 ditch, trench.
ਖਡਵ [1<115€.1ਗ], ਖਡਵਵਨ [khéidavvan] Skt ਣਕਛਥ n
per Kalika Puran and Padam Puran, a forest
redeveloped by the ruler of  Kashi (Kashiraj)
after the destruction of Khandvi town. He did
this as desired by the deities. The forest was
situated near Indarprasth (old Delhi) on the
bank of river Yamuna.‘ This was a favourite
forest of Indar. There is a tale in Mahabharat
that once the sun god was down with
indigestion. As a treatment it was suggested
that if he gulped the herbs of Khandavvan, he
would be relieved of  indigestion. So  he started
eating the forest, then Indar extinguished the
flames  by pouring  torrential rains. Ultimately
Arjun came to rescue  the sun.  The  god of  fire
was pleased with Arjun and presented him a
bow named Gandeev with the help of  which,
he made a shelter of arrows that protected
the sun from the effect of  heavy rains. Arjun
blew off the clouds with the arrows.2“kh5dav
jaran k0 agni hIt  parath ne janu megh VIdare.”
-kr'_rsan. 2 s u b s t a n c e  m a d e  o f  sugar .

'In Mahabharat, Khandav Van was situated on the
bank o f  the  river Ashwarth, which means that this
forest was a few miles away from Meerut in District
Mujaffarnagar.

”See ਸਘਪਰਞ ਅ: 225.
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ਖਟ [khate] adv by earning. “apne gharI 18 am
ਖਝਰ

3 molasses. 4 adj sugary.
ਪਡ [khz'ida] See ਖਡ.
ਖਤ [khadi] n gulf, bay; portion of the sea
surrounded by land on  three sides.
ਖਤਰ [khaduru]  S e c  ਖਡਰ. “phe r I  v a s a I a
pheruanI satIgurI khaduru.”—var ram 3.
ਖਡਯ [khadyo] broke to pieces, broke into
fragments. “bhagvan akhédan khéidyo.”
—1<rIsan. ’
ਖਣ[1<1181.1], o r  ਖਣ [khanu] Sec  ਖਣ. “ d I t a
penanu khanu.”—sor m 5. 2 See ਖਨ.
ਖਣ [1<}181.18] v take meals, eat. “khana pina
paVItr  he.”—var asa. 2 n food, meals, edibles.
ਪਣ [khanI], ਖਣ [khani] n mine, mineral
deposits. 2 macroscopic classification o f
biological evolution. “teria khani teria bani.”
—majh a m 3. “édaj jeraj utbhuj setaj tere kite
jéta.”—sorm 1.
ਖਣ [khanu] 866 ਖਣ.
H13[khat] eating, taking meals. “harIras bhojan
khat.”—bIIa m 5. 2 Skt n pit, ditch. “dunia
labu paIa khat 5darI.”—maru m 5 5julié'.
_3 manure, fertilizer.

H'Bl-Flkhatma] A )1, n end.
WIkhatar] 866 ਖਤਰ.
ਖਤਰਜਮ [khatarjama] 866 ਖਤਰਜਮ.
ਖਤ [khata] eating, taking meals. “harIras
bhojan khata.”—dev m 5. “53t dokhahI
khata.”—gau var 2 m 5.  2 n pit, ditch.
“manmukhI dukhu khata.”—var guj 1 m 3.
3 trader’s ledger; diary. 4 ledger folio.
ਖਤਮ [khatIm] A ਨ{; adj who finishes, who
puts an end ੮0.-
ਖਤਮ [khatIma] See ਖਤਮ. 2 a book written
by Bhai Nand La]. See ਨਦ ਲਲ ਭਈ.
ਖਤਰ [xatIr] A ੲ; n respect, honour.
2 intention, resolve. 3 attention, attentiveness.
“a  khatIr me kIse na lyavc.”-—GPS.
4 satisfaction. “utter dehu pir tum diragh s te
mam khatIr  hvejaI.”—GPS. 5 heart. 6 aspect,
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partisanship.
ਖਡਰਜਮਅ [xatIrjama], ਖਤਰਜਮ [khatIrjama],
ਖਤਗਨਸ [khatIrnIsa] A (5)1; n satisfaction,
contentment, patience. “khatIrjama t urtab-
hi.”—NP. “jhuth muth kah‘s’: sabh khatIr  l<o jama
rakh, jama ho: ghar me to khatIrjama rahe.”
~nxpatkavr. “khane  k0 hama rahs na  kahfi  ki
tama rahe. jo g5  th  me  jama tabs: to khatIrjama
rahe.”—gval.
ਖਤ [khati] Skt ਥਰ n carpenter, cutter, outcastc.
“na Ihu  brahman na Ihu  khati.”—-g5d kabir.
2 Skt ਯਰ adj who digs; who hoes. 3 in a muddy
pit. “fine  pavna khati tove.”-—sava m 1.
ਖਤਨ [xatun] T wit; respectable woman, lady,
wife, begam. -
ਖਦ [khad] Skt ਖਣ. “bhram bhe sagle khad.”
—sarm 5. 2 edible substance, meals. 3 manure,
fertilizer. See ਖਤ3.
ਖ_ਦਮ[1<}1..1<19ਗ] See ਖਦਮ.
ਖਦਰ [khadar] Skt ਜ'ਯਫਟ n mud, slush. 2 mire,
land near a river bank, that always remains
slushy. 3 land adjoining the foot hills.
ਖਦਰਘਗਘ] a village in tehsil Nankana Sahib
of district Shekhupura. There is a gurdwara in
memory of  Guru  Arjan Dev in this village. 2 a
resident of village Khadar. See ਖਦਰ2 and 3.
ਖ'ਦ [khadI] See ਖਦਜ
ਖਦਮ[×ਗਡ…] A (:6 n adoring servant, humble
well-wisher, servant. “khadIm kije bara
khudaI.”—GPS. 2 servant.
ਖਦਮ [xadIma] feminine of  xadIm.
ਖਢ.[1<}18(1ਣ] n coarse cloth of homespun cotton,
iperforated coarse cotton cloth. 2 adj eatable.
' [khaday] Skt n tam: food, meals, eatables.
2 dj eatable, edible. “akamé karotI akhady

` khadyé.”—-sahas m 5.
ਖਧ [khadha] eaten. “khadha ho: suah.”--var
majh m I .
ਖਧਤ [khadhata] See ਤ.
ਖਧ [khadhe] on eating. “kIa khadhs km
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pedhe hOI?”—var majh m I .
ਖਨ [khan] P ਘ; n wealthy person, noble man.
“sul tan khan maluk  umre.”-—sri a m I .
2 home, dwelling place. “kahii gari godri nahi
kahfi khan parara.”—-asa kabir. ‘Some do not
have even tatters or rags, while others have
majestic and elegant palaces to live in.’ See
ਪਰ. 3 family, household, kith and kin. “jese
ghar lags agI  bhag nIksat khan.”—BGK.
4 beehive, honey beehive, honeycomb. 5 title
of the Pathans, appellation of the Pathans.
6 Skt ਖਣ “59t khusia sat khan.”—-var
sarm1.7SeeH'F6. *
ਖਨਸਹ [xansah] a disciple of Bhai Pheru (saci
dari) who was a sage professing deep faith.
ਖਨਸਮ [xansama] P MUG attendant of  a rich
man. 2 one who cooks food for a rich man;
buflen
ਖਨ [xanah] See ਖਨ.
ਖਨਕਹ[×8ਸ1<8}1] P „ਸ; or  ਗ; n dwelling place,
home. 2 residence, particularly of a Muslim
monk.
ਖਨਖਨ [khankhana] P guy‘s supervisor of  a
princely palace. 2 chief  of  chiefs. 3 a high rank
which was conferred on army commanders
by Mughal emperors. 4 a famous nobleman.
who was one o f  the chiefs of  Akbar. See
ਖਖਦਲਰਹਮਖਨ. 5 a rich man, and devotee of the
tenth Guru, who usually stayed in Agra. His
real name was Munaim Khan. He  attained the
rank of  a minister during the regime of emperor
Bahadurshah. He died in Sammat 1768.‘
ਖਨਸ [xangi] P J; adj domestic, household,
pertaining to the house. 2 hsed for a harlot
satirically.
ਖਨਜਰਦ [khanjarad] 45,11) armoury, arsenal,
arms-store. See ਖਠਜਰਦ.

'Bahadur Shah got annoyed with him because knowingly
he let Banda Bahadur escape from the blockade. His
book Ilhamat Munimi is very popular.
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ਖਧਰ'ਦ [khanjaradi] adj pertaining to the
armoury. See ਖ'ਨਰਦ. “karan guman kamangar
khanjaradi bahut bakhoa.”—BG. ‘The bow-
makers boast that the bows made in their
armoury are special.’
ਖਨਦਨ [xandan] P Um; n dynasty, lineage.
ਖਨਦਸ’ [khandes] Skt territory towards the
south of Satpura mountain range in the Bombay
presidency, which is divided into two regions.
Dhulia is the capital of western Khandesh
while J algaon is that of  eastern Khandesh.
ਖਨਪਰਰ [khanprara] See ਖਨ and ਪਰਰ.
ਖਨਪਨ[1<118ਘਗ] v relish eating. 2 n foodstuff.
ਖਨਪਰ [khanpur] a village near Gurdwara Toka
in tehsil and police station Naraingarh of
Ambala district. When Guru Gobind Singh
arrived in Toka, his camels were stolen away.
The Guru came to this village to warn the
thieves. There  was a Manji Sahib  here, which
has since been washed away by floods. Land
measuring about 100 bighas is allocated to  the
gurdwara. The priest is a baptised Sikh.
ਖਨਬਹਦਰ [khanbahadur] His  real name was
Zakriakhan. He was son of Abdul Samad Khan
and the father of  Shahnwaz. He is referred to
as Khanoo among the Khalsa Panth. His role
in Sikh history is duly mentioned. See ਪਥਪਕਸ.
etc. Khanbahadur became governor of  Lahore
in 1739 AD and died in 1745.
ਖਨ' [xanam] P ੴ]; n wife of a khan; queen;
begum. “mir n9 khanam 55g]: na kou drIsatI
nIharaU.”-saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
ਖਨਮਨ [khanman] P gm; short for xanah va
saman. house and luggage.
ਖਨਜਦ [khanrajada] a village—about one and
a half kos away to the wefif Khadoor Sahib.
A gurdwara in memory of  Guru Angad Dev is
situated there. The Guru came here after being
harassed by the rich people of  Khadoor village.
He was persuaded to come here by Tapa.

Now this place is named as Chhapri or Khan
Chhapri. See ਛਪਰ.
ਖਯਞਲ [1<}‘1ਗਪ1] an ancient village; Guru Arjan
Dev founded Tarn Taran on a part of  the land
of  this village after purchasing it. See ਤਰਨਤਰਨ.
ਖਨ [khana] n food, meals. 2 v take meals,
eat. 3 P _.ਭਰਲ; n house, home. 4 wife, woman,
lady. 5 a Brar Sikh who on the order o f
Kapoora went to the tenth Guru to guide him
to the path leading to Khidrana (Mukatsar)
pool. 6 a dcvotec belonging to Chhura sub-
castc of village Dalia, who attained self-
rcalisation on becoming a disciple of  Guru
Amar Dev.

'ਖਨ'ਇ [khanaI] housing complex, houses.
“mIlak khanaI.”—-tI15g m 5. 2 Afghans;
Muslim nobility.
ਖਨ [khanI], ਖਨ [khani] Skt ਖਨ and ਖਨ n
mine. “vacan bhane gunkhanI.”-—-GPS. ‘
2 classification of the origin of mammals. “édaj
jeraj setaj kini. utbhuj khanI bahur racdini.”
—capa1'. 3 diet, food. “jesx lasan ki khanI.”—s
kabir.
ਖਨ' [khanu] See ਖਨਬਹਦਰ. 2 a devotee of Guru
Amar Dev.
ਖਨਵਲ [khaneval] See ਖਨਵਲ.
ਖਧ [khap] n consumption, destruction. “mad
matsar sadhu ks: sfégx khap.”—sar m 5. See
ਕਪ vr.

WIkhapak] adj who propels; who projects.
“khapak h‘é sabh tap.”—NP. 2 destroyer.
ਪਪਣ [khapat] adj destroying, devastating.
“hanyo kapté khapté.”—paras.
ਪਪਨ [1<118!}:>911]` v destroy, devastate. “5tkal soi
khapanhara.”—cab1’s. 2 projecting, throwing.

Wlkhapar], ਖਪਰ [khaparu] See  ਖਪਰ 2.  “phute
khaparu bhikh na bhaI.”—ram a m 1. 2 See
ਖਪਰ 1. “khftha jalI kOIla bhai khapar
phutamphut.”—s kabir. ‘The corpse got burnt
to coal and the headskull smashed to pieces.’
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ਖਪ [khape] were destroyed, were devastated.
“ma  I a  mahI khape.”—bh£r kabir.
ਖਫਖ [×ਟਪ×ਕ] UGGS a historian and writer of
Muntkhibaul Lubab. (History of  Khafi Khan).
His real name was Mohammad Hashim. He
described historical events of the period from
15191੦ 1718 AD  i.e. from the time of  emperor
Babar to that of  Mohammad Shah. Nobody
was allowed to write history without the
permission of Aurangzeb, but he wrote the book
secretly and published it in 1732 during the
regime o f  Mohammad Shah. The emperor
honoured him  with the  title of  Khafi  Khan,  in
addition to giving a reward and handsome

_ money in cash. According to V.A. Smith, he
was named Khafi Khan  because he belonged
to  the village Khwaf  of  Khurasan.

Khafi Khan was not a dispassionate writer.
He described Banda Bahadur through the
prism of  his prejudice. ,
ਖਬ- [xab] P 3.1} n sleep. 2 dream.
ਖਮ [kham] P [$ adj raw, unripe, half-baked,
fragile. “purab kham kuje.”—varmala m 1 . “pur
ab xam kuzah.” ‘Half-baked pitcher is just like
the mortal body, while water is its conscious
energy.’ 2 non-durable, non-lasting, perishable,
mortal. “sigar tébol ras sax) dehi  sabh kham.”
-majh ba rahmaha. 3 closed. “kagaj karke kham
1<o dino sztkkh pathaI.”—GPS. 4 inexperienced.
“ਦ] gopal  an  jo kami soi soi bInsat  kham.”—jet
m 5. '
ਖਮ [khamI] S sorrow, grief. 2 jealousy, heart-
burning.
ਖਸ [xami] P w; n weakness.  2 lack o f
experience. 3 deficiency. “bhayo hukam seva
mahI khami.”——GPS. 4 immaturity.
ਖਮਸ [xamos] P 09,4; adj silent, mute.
ਖਮਸਸਹਰ [xamos sahar] )1 city of  silence; silent-
city;  cremation-ground, grave-yard.
ਖਔਸ [xamosi] P (ਰਝ/!‘; n silence.

ਖਯਨ[×8)ਲਗ] A Li"; adj who  misappropriates or
embezzles. '

mlxayaf] A ..ਡਮਠ adj terrorised, frightened.
ਖਯ [xaya] P „.../[ਕ n egg. 2 ovary.
H‘BTkhar] Skt ਕਰ n alkaline taste. “auras  sat
khar.”—-sar m 5. 2 ash, calx. “pap hovat
khar.”—sarm 5. 3 salt. 4 an alkaline substance
like borax, unpurified washing soda, crystalline
nitre, ammonium chloride etc. 5 adj alkaline.
“khar samfidr dhédhol ie  I k u  mania pave.”
-maru a m 1 . 6 P A} n thorn. 7 jealousy, enmity,
envy. 8 P A} disgraced. “khapI hoe khar.”
-—var asa.
ਖਰਸਮਦ [kharsamud], ਖਰਸਮਦ [kharsamfid],
ਖ'ਰਸਮਦ [kharsamfidr] ,5'1੯1ਕਰਸਮਦ n ocean with
saline water. “khar samfidr dhédholie ::}…
mania pave.”—maru a m 1. 2 See ਖਲਸ ਦ ਬਲ.
ਖਰਕ [kharak] Skt ਕਰਕ n dried date, date fruit.
“surajmal kharak mukh dine.”-GPS. ‘Making
the potential groom bite a dried date offered
by re la t i ves o f  t h e  br ide s ignif ies  t he
confirmation of  the betrothal ceremony.’
ਖਰਜ [kharaj] See ਖਰਜ.
ਖਰ [khara] adj having alkaline taste. 2 n seat
spread for bride and groom during  ceremenial
ambulations around the holy fire. “motIn ke
cak kare lalan 1<e khare dhare.”—1<rIsan. 3 a
village oftehsil Tam Taran in Amritsar district
which is at a distance of  one and half  miles to
the west of  Dukhniwaran railway station. The
following two gurdwaras are there in this
village.

(a) Manji Sahib: Guru Arjan Dev visited
this place several times when Tarn Taran was
under construction. A beautiful temple is built
there. A well got dug up  by the Guru, still exists.
Ten bighas land is attached to the gurdwara.

(b) Dukhniwaran: There was a small pond
here in which Guru Arjan Dev occasionally
washed his feet. A pucca tank was built during
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the regime of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and an
estate with annual revenue income of  Rs five
hundred was alloted to it. Land measuring 40
bighas is also attached with this gurdwara.
ਖਰ ਸਹਬ [khara sat] A gurdwara exists in
memory of  Guru Hargobind about two furlongs
to the south-west of village Bhai ke Mattu in
Nushahira Verka police station of district and
tehsil Guj ranwala. When the Guru came to this
village, someone paid obeisance and sat  close
to him. His moustaches had turned yellowish
because of  excessive smoking. The Guru asked
him his name who replied that it was Hargobind.
The Guru asked him why with such a name,
he was committing a misdeed like smoking.
The man felt ashamed and gave up smoking
and became the Guru’s disciple.

A small gurdwara stands here. A fair is held
there on Savan 7 every year. The railway
station is situated 15 miles to the south-west
of  Gujranwala.
ਖਰਥ [kharab] See  ਖਰਬ. “kharaba vekar.”—var

, asa.
ਪਰਸ” [1<1181':ਝ] P J31; n itch, scabies. See ਖਜ.
ਖਰਜ [kharIj] A 619 adj what oozes out, what
flows out. 2 discharged, expelled. 3 rejected,
repealed.
ਖਰ [khari] n basket or box made of bamboo
or cane. “pat:  kusti 1<੦ dhar vzc  khari.”—GPS.
2 sea, which has saline water. “khari lag
lacchmi sagri.”—GPS. 3 small pitcher, earthem
vessel.  “dar  dai  da t  ki sat  khari.”
—1<rIsan. 4 adj alkaline, saline, brackish. “ਰ! ki
bar hot kat khari.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
5 Skt ਰਕਜ n weight equal to one maund and
twenty-eight seers.‘ 6 stain, spot, blot, blemish.
ਖਰ ਬੜ [khari bit] Guru Arjan Dev ordered
Bhai Banno resident of Mangat, district

'According to some books. one khari is equivalent to two
' maunds and sixteen seers.

Gujarat, in Sammat 1661 to get Guru Granth
Sahib bound from Lahore. Bhai Banno made
another copy of Guru Granth Sahib while
tarrying on his to and fro journey to Lahore
and added some extra compositions to the
original text. When the manuscript was
presented to the Guru, he named it as khari
bir due to in'terpolations. This holy manuscript
is intact with the descendants of Bhai Banno
in Mangat. COpies of  this holy  manuscript are
mostly available in the south-western region
of undivided Punjab. See ਗਥ ਸਹਬ, ਬਨ ਭੲ
and ਮਗਟ.
ਖਰ’ [kharu] n salinity, brackishness. “karam karI
kharu maphitasz: ri.”—dhana trrlocan. 2 See- -
ਖਰ. _
ਖਲ [khal] See ਖਲ. 2 P d ;  mole, mole-sized
black spot on  the skin. 3 line, streak. 4 waterg
channel, drain. 5 fountain. 6 spring. 7 flag,
' s t a n d a r d ,  colour. 8 arrow. 9 messenger,
advocate. 1 0  A pride, arrogance, vanity.
11 cloud. 1 2  lightning. 13 bridle. 14 big horse
or camel. “mal lal ar sal me khal cal va cal.
SIdak guru ka en t g  Ihi sxkkh ka sval.”
—GPS. ‘mal (wealth), lal (son), sal (house), khal
(horse, camel etc) to move  on or  barefoot, the
disciple longs for the sustenance of faith in him
through all these activities.’
ਖਲਸ [khalas] A Jig, adj pure, genuine;
unadulterated. 2 n the Creator, God. “khalas
ki carni sabh lago.”—GV 10. 3 See ਖਲਸ. ~
ਖਲਸ {khalsalA J; adj pure. 2 unadulterated,
clear, unmixed. “kahu kabir jan bhae khalse2
prembhagati jIh jani.”—sor. 3 n territory or
region that belongs to the emperor, with a

2 S o m e  ignorant authors mention that Guru Gobind Singh
substituted ਖਲਸ [khalsc] for khalase at Damdama Sahib,
but it is incorrect. In the Kartarpur version of Guru
Granth Sahib the original handwritten word is ਖਲਸ
[khalse].
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landlord having no right on it. 4 Sikh religion,
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ਖਲਸ ਕਲਜ [khalsa kal] Khalsa College. See

Khalsa of the Creator. 5 a Sikh; a devotee of ਅਮਤਸਰ.
Guru Nanak.

“jagatjotI jape nIs  basar
' ek  bIna man  nek na  ans,

puran  prem pratitI saje
brat gor mari mat bhul na  mane,

tirath dan  daya tap sfijam,
ek bIna nahI nek pachane,

puranjotI jage ghat  me
tab khalsa tahI nakhalas jane.

-3 3 saveye.
vak  kio kartar  sétan lio  bIcar

supne sésar tfihI kahI laptaie
bIkhIn k0 tajo neh  sriguru l<i sikkh leh

nase chIn mfihr deh  yampuri jaie,
sis 113 modao  mit! hukka taj bhali ritI

prem pritI man kar sabad kamaie
jivan he d I n  car dekh bujh k2 bIcar
‘ vahguru guru ji ka khalsa kahaie.

-gurusobha.
khalsa hamari saj khalsa hamari maj

khalsa hamari phaj jit ki nIsani he,
khalsa hamari cal khalsa hamari dhal

khalsa hamari ghal bhog mokh dani  he,
khalsa hamari jan khalsa hamari an

khalsa hamari khan mod l<i suhani he,
khalsa hamari jatI khalsa hamari patI
- sri guru gobéd sigh bani y6 bakhani he.

—55t nIhaI sfgh.
puja ek  advay akal  ki he Is t  jahé

satynam vahguru jap muktmal  sa,
_ baniguru gaybe  ko sudhi  gurugréth ju l<i

khaybe  k0 bhojan karah nakd mal  sa,
kahe “tokh harI”  bhae  can”) hi  baran e1<

daran  malechan k0 dharyo vapu  l<a1 sa,
dvemat k0 sal' sa nIralsa dharam nitI

lalsa2 bharan dhany bhayo péth khalsa.
'hurt.
2desire. longing.

ਖਲਸ ਦਵਨ [khalsa divan] See ਸਘ ਸਭ.
ਖਲਸ ਦ ਬਲ [khalse de bolle] n symbolic
vocabulary used by the Khalsa (Sikhs) in the
early period, also called gargaj bolle. People
now do  not remember the  vocabulary used by
the early Sikhs. Most of  these terms have been
forgotten with the passage of time. Terms
which we could collect are being alphabetically
reproduced below:
ਉਗਰਹ [ugrahi] begging, collecting of offerings.
ਉਜਗਰਪਰਫਹ] lamp, oil lamp.
ਉਜਗਰ [ujagri] lantern.
ਅਸਵਚ [asvara] holy scripture of Guru Granth

Sahib. 2 march, departure. 3 death.
ਅਸਵਰ ਸਹਬ ਪਕਸਨ [asvara sat prakasna]

instal with reverence Guru Granth Sahib in
the open position.

ਅਸਵਰ ਕਰਨ [asvara karna] attack, march,
invade. 2 die, expire.

ਅਕਲਦਨ [akaldan] stick, staff.
ਅਕਸਪਰ [akaspari] nanny goat.
ਅਕਸ ਦਵ [akasi diva] sun and moon.
ਅਕਸਫਜ [akasifaj] band of martyrs; invisible

force.
ਅਕਲ ਬਗ [aka] béga] ovation of  Sat  Sri Akal,

raised in unison.
”ਗਲ [akali] worshipper of the Timeless One.

2 a Sikh in blue robe, Nihang Singh.
ਅਖਡ ਪਠ [91<115€.1 path] continuous and

uninterrupted recitation of  Guru Granth
Sahib. The holy scripture is not to be
covered with sacred cloth until the
recitation is complete. The  duration of  this
recitation varies from 13 pahIrs (one
pahIr equals three hours) to 16 pahIrs.

ਅਤ ਅਖਡ ਪਠ [ati akhéd path] continuous and
uninterrupted recitation of Guru Granth
Sahib performed by a single Sikh reciter in
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one sitting. This recitation may be
completed within 8 to 9 pahIrs. (Le. 24 to
27  hours).

ਅਤ ਅਖਡ ਪਠ [ati akhéd pathi] single reciter,
who can complete the whole recitation of
Guru Granth Sahib in a single sitting.

ਅਥਕਚਧਰਖਗ feeble horse, infirm horse.
ਅਥਕ ਸਵਰ [athakk savari] pair of shoes.
ਅਨਹਤਸਬਦ [anhot sabad] snoring.
ਅਫਲਤਨਚਇਖਗ] quilt.
ਅਫਲਤਨ [aflatuni] flamboyant.
ਅਰਦਸ [ardasa] prayer.
ਅਰਦਸਅ [ardasia] a Sikh who offers prayer.
ਅਰਕਣ [arakan], ਅਰਕ [araki] horse, mare.

2 pony, female pony.
ਆਗਬਤਗਹਣ [Brag barég hona] sleep, go to bed.
ਆਹ ਲਹਣ [ahu lahune] massacre, butcher.
ਆਕੜਭਨ [akarbhén] disease, ailment.
ਆਕ ਹਣ[81<111੦1.18] be in the lock-up, be in

prison. '
ਆਨਦ [anéd] fully satisfied, fully satiated;

marriage ceremony according to Sikh rites.
ਐਰਪਤ [erapat] young adult he-buffalo; stud

buffalo also named mahIkhasur.
ਅਗ ਸਗ [5g 55g] companion, helping hand.

2 the Creator, God.
ਅਗਠਚਸਡਸਕ] funeral pyre.
ਅਜਨ [5jni] night. 2 Kali, the goddess.
»ਠ-[ਤਆ [énmatia] person belonging to a

religion other  than Sikhism.
ਔਨਚਘਕ] idol worshipping Hindu.
ਅਮਤ ਵਲ [5mrIt vela] early morning.
ਔਮਤ [5mrIti] saltish curry.
ਔਮਤਆ [5mrItia] one who has been duly

baptised.
ਇਕਟਗ ਬਟਰ[]:1<ਦਰ81 batera] brinjal.
ਇਦ [idr]  cloud.
ਬਦਜਲ [idr-jal] rain-water.
ਇਦਣ [idrani]  wind, air, breeze.
ਇਦਣ ਜਫਆ ਪਉਦ ਹ [fdrani japphia‘ilpafidi
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he] pleasant wind strikes the body.
ਇਲਚ [Ilaci] a type of  tree, acacia modesta.

2 twig or bark of  the above tree, used as
tooth brush.

ਸਹਦ [sahid] martyr.
ਸਹਦਗਜ [sahid géj] battlefield and cremation

ground of  martyrs.
ਸਹਦ [sahidi] martyrdom, sacrifice made in

war.
ਸਹਦ ਸਧ [sahidi sodh] natural suffering,

suffering a s  willed by the Timeless.
2 punishment given by martyrs to persons
who do  not strictly observe the traditional
Sikh code.

ਸਹਦਦਗ {sahidi deg] sacred sweetened drink
of hemp. 2 kitchen conducted to serve food
to peOplc on behalf  of  the martyrs.

ਸਹਦ ਪਸਦ [sahidi prasad] sacred sweet
pudding of  wheat flour. 2 meals' prepared
with devotion for five Sikhs.

ਸਹਦਫਜ [sahidi faj] army of martyrs. 2 secret
army of  the Timeless One.

ਸਹਦ ਮਰ [sahidi mar] punishment given by
martyrs; torture inflicted upon vicious
people by martyrs.

ਸਚਖਡ [sacckh‘éd] abode of the Guru, the true
One. 2 religious congregation of Sikhs.
3 Gurdwara  Abchal Nagar, Hazoor Sahib.

ਸਚਖਡ ਵਸ [89੦1<11ਰ<ਬ vasa] abode in heaven;
death; departure.

ਸਚ ਪਤਸਹ [sacca patsah] the true Master.
ਸਜਣ [sajna] get ready, be. dressed. 2 sit in

assembly. 3 be accoutred.
ਸਤ ਸ ਅਕਲ [satt sri akaI] Sikh slogan of

victory. 2 ovation shouted after goat
slaughter; a march and  conclusion of  Sikh
congregation.

ਸਦਗਲਬ [sadagulab] acacia.
ਸਦਗਲਬ ਦ ਮਖਮਜਣ [sadagulab da  mukhmfijna]

twig of acacia for cleansing teeth.
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ਸਫ ਜਗਝਗਸਜ jag] small axe, battleaxc, axe.
ਸਥਜਪਲਉ [sabaj pulao] green leafy vegetable;

dish prepared from green leafy vegetable.
ਸਬਜ ਮਦਰ [sabaj madar] tree; shelter under a

tree.
ਸਬਦ [ਝਗਹਯ] hymn of  Gurbani; verse uttered

by the True Master.
ਸਬਦਕਰਤਨ [ਝਹਹਹਯ kirtan] chanting of Gurbani.
ਸਬਦਭਟ [sabadbhet] offerings made to a person .

who recites and chants Gurbani.
ਸਮਦਰਝਹਗਪਯਰ] milk.
ਸਮਦਰਧਰ [samfidradhari] one who takes only

milk.
ਸਰਦੲਡਹਧਣਪ] drink made with crushed hemp.

2 pond’s water.
ਸਰਦਨ [sardana] cold, coldness; chill.
ਸਰਦਨ ਮਠਆ ਭਰਦ ਹ [sardana mutthifi  bharda

he] feeling cold; shiver.
ਸਰਬਰਸ [sarabras] salt; aiso called  ramras.

“ਸਰਬਲਹ [sarabloh] the  Timeless One. 2 iron,
arms.

ਸਰਥਲਹਆ [sarablohia] a Sikh, who takes his
meals only  in iron utensils.

ਸਲਤਰ [salotar] heavy club. 2 wooden pestle
for pounding  cannabis or  hemp.

ਸਵਇਅਝਹਧਗਗ] a little; in small quantity.
ਸਵਰ [savara] See  ਅਸਵਰ.
ਸਵਰ ਕਰਨ [savara karna] See  ਅਸਵਰ ਕਰਨ.
ਸਵਨਖ [sava lakkh] one, single.
ਸਵ ਲਖ ਫਜ [sava lakkh foj] a single Sikh.
ਸਉਗ [saugi] green gram.
ਸਹ ਜਹ [sahjahal poppy plant.
ਸਕਤ [sakat] disobedient to the Guru; one

attached to  worldly possessions. 2 apostate,
immoral.

ਸਖਤ [sakhat] See ਸਕਤ.
ਸਰ [sar] iron, steel, arms, weapons.
ਸਵ [savi] a kind of kidney bean; mfigi.
ਸਕਰ [$Ikri] pincers, tweezers, nippers.
ਸਕਰਡਗਢਘ] lecher, adultercr, womaniser.
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ਸਘਡਣਫਪ baptised Sikh.
ਸਪਫ [5ਝ81ਘ] baptised Sikh woman.
ਸਰਖਡ [sxrkhicji] raw sugar, brown sugar.
ਸਰਗਮ [SIrgOm] one who has got his hair

trimmed after being duly baptised.
Wlsnghasa] clean-shavcn. 2 Jain monk.

3 ascetic.
ffiafi'alsnjorljaggcry.
ਸਸਮਹਲ [sismahall thatched hut in dilapidated

state, through which  one can see the sky.
ਸਕਮਜ [sukmz‘ij] hungry.
ਸ'ਖਈ ਸਘ [sukhai sigh] he who crushes hemp

and offers it as a drink.
ਸ'ਖਦ'ੲ [sukhdei] mattress padded with cotton

wool.
ਸ'ਖਨਧ'ਨ [sukhnIdhan],  ਸਖ [sukkha] hemp.
ਸਚਲ [sucala] lame, club-footed.
ਸਚਤ [suceta] defecation behind the bushes.

2 having a brief wash; ablution.
ਸਚਤ ਤੜਨ [suceta tarna] have a brief body

wash; be ready by washing feet, hands and
face. '

ਸਚਤ ਜਣ [sucete jana] go out for defecation.
ਸਜਖ[5੦]'ਣਪ<}18] mesh, sieve. 2 learned person.
ਸਦਰ [sfidri] broom.
ਸਨਰ [sunahra] iron utensil for preparing

nectar. 2 stone mortar.
ਸਨਰਆ [sunahria] a Sikh who, on being

baptised, has taken nectar from the same
utensil. '

ਸਰਗ [surag] distress, calamity. 2 sleep, sound
' slccp.
ਸਰਗਦਆਰਆ [suragduaria] one with clipped

nosc.
ਸਰਗਬਸ [suragbas] have sound slccp.
ਸਰਮਈ [surmai] light-blue, grey, black.
ਸ'ਰਮੲਦਲਡਪਸਗ dala] pulse cooked in iron

vessel. 2 (a variety of) cooked pulse, lentil;
méih d i  dal.

ਸਬਦਰ [subedar] a Sikh assigned the duty of
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sweeping.

ਸਰਮ [surma] blind.
ਸਉ [seu] grafted berry (fruit of jujubc).
ਸਰ ਦ ਕਨ [ser  de  kén] corners of  cloth used to

sieve hemp.
ਸਝਦਣ [sojha dena] scrub, cleanse. 2 punish

a person who does not strictly observe the
traditional Sikh code. 3 reform a criminal
by punishing.

ਸਧ [sodh] purity, sacredness. 2 purification
(by punishing) of a person not observing
the traditional Sikh code.

ਸਧਣ [sodhna] purify (by admonition) the non-
obscrver of the traditional Sikh code.
2 conquer a territory. 3 collect subscription.

ਸ'ਖ [sékhi] a bone in a meat dish.
ਸਤਖਣ [s‘a’tokhna] close and wrap Guru Granth

Sahib. 2 finish a piece of work.
ਸਸਰਬ [ਝ੮18811ਗ13] sword, sabre.

ਹਜਰਸਖ [hajarmekhi] beggar’s blanket; ragged
or patched blanket.

ਹਜਰ ਸਹਬ [hajur sat] Takht Sri Abchal
Nagar. '

ਹਜਚਅ [hajuria] one who has visited I-Iazoor
Sahib (Sri Abchal Nagar) 2 one  who  serves
in Hazoor Sahib gurdwara.

ਹਜਰ ਪਰਨ [hajuri parna] towel used for
cleansing hands and face.

ਹਥ ਸਚਤ ਕਰਨ [hatth sucet karne] wash hands.
ਹਰਨ ਹਣ [haran hona] run away, flee.
ਹਰਨ[11ਰ…1] fly, housefly. 2 louse, head louse.
ਹਰ [hara] dry, dehydrated.
ਹਰਕਰਨ [hara karna] dry, dehydrate. 2 wash,

clean.
ਹਜਰ ਭਰਨ [hajri bharni] attend the Sikh

congregation in the morning  as well as in
the evening.

ਹਮਚਲ [hImécal] digested, digested food.
ਹਰਨਖਰ [hIrankhuri] woman’s genital organ,

vagina. -
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ਹਕਮਸਤ [hukamsatt] pass away, die.
j'sflhfijha] sheet-like wrap for the lower body.
ਰਲ [11015] cardamoms.
ਹਲ ਖਡਣ [holla khedna] fight. 2 enact the

traditional Sikh fight.
ਹਭਲ ਮਹਲ [holla mahalla] festival observed

on the lSt day o f  the lunar phase of  Chet:
Sikhs enact the traditional way of  fighting
on this day.

ਹਕਚਅ ਹਇਆ [hékarIa hoxa] torn, ragged.
ਹਨ [11ਚਸ] penis; also termed as ghora.
ਕਸਤਰ [kastura] pig.
ਕਚ ਪ'ਲ [kacca l la] lax inthc observance

of  Sikh traditional code; one having loose
notions of  Sikh traditional codc; one who
does not strictly observe Sikh doctrines.

ਕਚਬਲ [kacca bolla] commentary against Sikh
religion. 2 false statement.

ਕਚਬਣ [kacci banI] verses other than Gurbani.
2.verses devoid of  the Almighty’s praise.

ਕਛਹਰ [kachahra] underwear, shorts.
ਕਟ [1<8ਨਠ8] elephant.
ਕਠਝ [kathata] wooden pot.
ਕਪੜਬਜ [kapparbij] cotton seed.
ਕਮਰਕ ਕਰਨ [kamarkasa karna] gird up one's

loins,  be ready for a task. 2 pass away, die.
ਕਮਰਕਸ ਖ'ਲਉਣ [kamarkasa khulahuna] be

hospitable to a stranger.
ਕਰਦਨ[1<ਰ(1:>ਸ] small kitchenknifc.
ਕਰਤ [1<ਰ<1ਤ1] radish.
ਕ [kalga] bald (person).
amfltl'u'lkalgidhar] Guru Gobind Singh.
ਕੜਹ ਪਸਦ [karah prasad] pudding prepared

by mixing three ingredients, i.c., flour, sugar
and ghee in equal proportions; pudding of
five ingredients.

ਕੜਕ [karaka] hunger, going without food.
2 trouble, calamity.

ਕਜ [kaja] hungry; non-availability of  food.
ਕ ਖਲਣ [kaja kholhna] eat, take meals.
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ਕਜ [kaji] cock; rooster.
ਕਠਗੜ [kathgarh] funeral pyrc.
ਕਣ [kana] Turk, Muslim.
ਕਨਗ [kanfigo] bamboo club with crooked

root-end; stick with crooked grip.
ਕਬਲਕਤ [kabuli kutta] Ahmad Shah Durrani.
ਕ'ਰਦਰ [kardar] spade-like wooden scraper.
a‘afizlkarbhet] voluntary donation collected

in the Guru’s name.
ਕਰਤਨ [kirtan] chanting of Gurbani.
ਕਹ [kuhi] sickle.
ਕਹ ਦ ਸਕਰ [kuhi da sxkar] cut grass or crop

with a sickle.
ਕਠ [kuttha] mcat got through the Muslim

mode of  animal slaughter.
ਕਵ [1<ਘ.11<| ] a bit of  the sacred pudding.

2 sacred pudding.
ਕਤਬਦਨ-[ਘਚਠਯਤਗ] dog, hound.
ਕਰਹਤ [kurahIt] conduct in violation of thc

“ Sikh traditional code.
ਕਰਲ[1<ਪ18] gargle, mouthwash.
ਕੜਮਰ [kurimar] killer of  a female child; one

who receives money in lieu of  his daughter’s
marriage.

ਕਸਰ [kesar] turmeric.
ਕਤਲ [kotal] cot, bedstead.
ਕਤਲਕਸ [kotalkas] bedsheet. 2 decoration of

bed.
ਕਤਵਲ [kotval] knife, penknifc.
ਕਘ ਕਰਨ [1<ਰ8118 karna] cause grievous harm.

2 comb the hair.
ਕਪਣ [krIpan] sword. 2 kitchcnknifc.
ਖਸ ਫਜ [khassi faj] band of ladies.
ਖਜਰ[1<}ਸਰ]'ਘਬ] jujube fruit.
ਖੜਗਕਤ [kharagketu] eternal.
ਖੜ ਦ ਖਲਸ [khare da khalsa] benefiting those

who are present.
ਖਰਸਮਦਰ [khar samfidar] buttermilk; lassi.
ਖਲਸ [khalsa] baptised Sikh.
ਖਸਕ [khIsku] loincloth; wrestlcr’s drawers.
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ਖਚੜ ਪਲਉ [khIcar pulau] dish of  rice mixed

with lentils. 2 jujubc flowers.
ਖਸਕ ਪਲਉ [1<1ਘਡਹ1< pulau] roasted grams for

munching; roasted grams.
Wlkhurmaljujube.
ਖਤ[1<11੦੮ਪ bowl of hubble-bubble into which

are put tobacco, hemp and burning coal.
ਖਡ[1<}1ਰ(.{] ash, calx.
ਗਹਰ ਗਫ [gahra gappha] heavy food like the

sacred pudding enriched with fat. 2 ample
wealth grabbed during the war.

ਗਜਗਹ [gajgah] an iron weapon with a
‘Khanda’ at the top and two half moons of
steel in the middle. Nihang Sikhs adorn it in
their turbans.

ਗਜਣ [gajjna] roar loudly, roar like a lion.
ਗਥ [gadhi] smoking pipe, hookah, 'hubblc -

bubble
ਗਥ ਰਘਣ [gadhi cfighni] smoke a pipe.
EIT'é'Tlgappha] wealth. 2 delicious food enriched

with fat. 3 booty, loot, plunder.
ਗਫ ਲਉਣ [gappha launa] take delicious fat-

enriched food to one’s satiety.
ਗਰੜ [garre] rice.
ਗੜ [ਥਹਜ] forest, deep forest. 2 enclosure.
ਗੜ ਤੜਨ [garb torna] achieve one’s object;

tackle a difficult problem. 2 enter after
breaking the fence.

ਗਦੜ [gIddar] cowa‘rd, desertcr, absconder.
2 one who shirks work and lives by begging.

ਗਦੜਰਗ [gIddarréga] one who wears saffron
clothes.

ਗਣਗਹ [gongrahi] winnowing tray.
ਗਦੜਲਘਯਕ] skim of milk.
ਗਪਤਲਧਸਕ] dumb.
ਗਪਲਫਲ [80ਨ੭81ਲਸ81],ਗਪਲਲਡ [gupal laddu]

hen’5 eggs.
ਗਬਦਆ [ਫਪਸਧਫ] carrots.
ਗਬਦ [gubide] musk melons.
ਗਰਦਆਰ [gurduara], ਗਰਦਰ [gurdvara] Sikh
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religious place, Sikh shrine.
ਗਰਮਤਲਪਗਗ] Sikh religion. 2 Sikh ideology.
ਗਰਮਤ [gurmata] resolution passed in a Sikh

congregation.
ਗਰਤਸਧਣ [gurmata sodhna] pass a resolution.
ਗਰਮਰਜਦ [gurmarjada] a rite according to Sikh

doctrine; code set by the Guru.
ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukh] true fol lower  of  the Guru.
ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukhi] the script created by the

Guru,  in which Punjabi  language is
meticulously written.

ਗਰਮਖ ਦਸਤਰ [gurmukhi dastara] turban worn
in the traditional Sikh way.

ਗਰਮਖ ਦੜ [gurmukhi darha]  flowing  beard.
ਗਰਮਖ ਪਸਦ [gurmukhi prasada] thick loaf;

thick loaf  of  Indian bread.
ਗਰਮਖ ਵਰਤਰ [gurmukhi vartara] equal

distribution, identical distribution.
ਗਬ ਫਜ [gebi fojfi] secret martyr forces.
ਗਪਲਚਦਨ [gopal cadan] ointment to be applied

on the wound;  ointment.
ਗਲਕ [golak] offerings to the Guru stored in a

metallic pitcher.
ਗਗਜਲ [gégajall wine.
ਗਢਲ [gédhall one who has been rebaptised

after violating the Sikh code; a hypocrite.
ਗਜਨਸਘ [gyani sigh] a Sikh who recites and

explains or  elucidates Guru Granth Sahib.
ਘਮਸਣ [ghamsan] war, battle. 2 dispute.
ਘਲਘਰ [ghallughara] fierce battle.

2 annihilation, total destruction.
ਘਣ [ghan] war, battle.
ਘਲਮਲ [ghalamala] disposing off a matter

without any decision. 2 including a non-
observer of  the traditional Sikh code into
the main stream without punishing him.

ਘਸਮ'ਸ [ghusmusa] whispering, not exposing
oneself  publicly.

ਘੜ [ਥਘਨਕ] penis. See ਹਨ. 2 pair of shoes.
ਘੜ ਕਜ ਕਰਨ [81101'8 kaje karna] maintain
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celibacy.
ਘੜ ਦੜਉਣ {8}…1‘8 dorauna] copulate.
ਚਕਰਫਬਘ] small ring to be worn on the head.
ਚਕ [cakr] circular weapon to be worn on the

neck  or the head. It was used in warfare in
ancient times.

ਚਟਣ ਪਲਉ [eaten pulau] sauce.
ਚਢਈ [cadhai] See ਚੜਈ.
ਚਤੜਗੜ ਤੜਨ [catargarh torna] urinate.
ਚਰਨ'ਸ [carandasi] shoes, pair of shoes.

2 wooden sandals.
ਚਲਕਣ [calakan] small short hoe with a handle.
ਚਲਕ [calaka] large needle.
ਚਲਣ [calana] die, breathe one’s last.
ਚੜਦ ਕਲ [carhdi kala] courage, high spirit.

2 promotion, progress.
ਚੜਈ [carhai] march, departure. 2 attack,

assault, charge. 3 death.
ਚਦਨ ਪਲਉ [cédni pulau] roasted sorghum;

juar.
ਚਤੜਗੜਤੜਨ [CI targarh toma] Sec ਚਤੜਗੜਤੜ  
ਗਲਬਰਮ [CImni begam] opium.
ਚਤ [cita] urine.
ਚਤ ਕਦਉਣ [cita 1<ਘਕਘਗ,ਗਤ ਭਜਉਣ [cita

bhajauna] urinate.
. ਚਗਲ [cugal] poppy pod.
ਚਗਲ ਮਲਨ [cugal malne] crush poppy pod by

rubbing.
ਚਟਕ ਪਸਦ [cutka prasad] salt and ground

chillies taken alongwith unbuttered bread.
ਚਪ [cupp] sugar.
ਚਬਰ ਚੜਆ [cubare carhIa] Sce ਚ'ਬਰ ਚੜਆ.
ਚਰਸਫਪਕਥਤ] living beings otherthan the Sikhs.
ਚਲ [cola] washing the mouth on taking meals

and prayer to  the Almighty.
ਚਨ [cuna] flour, atta.
ਰਗ-ਮ [curma] wheat chaff.
ਚਬਚਨ [cobcini] red chilly.
ਚਕ [coki] group of four Gurbani chanters.

2 group of  devotional singers who chant
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Gurbani. 3 Gurbani-chanting at the fixed
period. 4 four-legged stool for placing karah
parsad.

ਰਥਫਹਧਹ] salt.
ਚਥਪੜ [cathapara] majhbi s igh .  Ranghrcta

and Ravidasia Sikhs.
ਚਬਰ ਚੜਆ [cabare carhIa] deaf.
ਚਡ [cédil fire. 2 sword. 3 war, battle.
ਛਕਣ [chakna] dress up. 2 take meals.
ਛਤਧਰ [chatrdhar] opium.
ਛਰਰ ਛਡਣ [char-m chaddna] urinate while

standing.
ਛਦਘਹਯਹ] distribution, division, share, part. _
ਛਲ ਮਰਨ [chal marni] fall down.
ਛਵਣ [chavni] halting of the Sikhs.
ਛਲੜ [chlllar] rupee coin.
ਛਵ[੦}1€\/ਕ] oil.
ਜਹਜ [jahaj] bullock cart. 2 Sikh religion.

_ਜਹਜ ਚੜਨ [jahaj carhna] adopt Sikhism after
being duly baptised.

ਜਕ [jakka] curd.
ਜਗਤਚਠਰਹਛਬਹਪਸ] smoking pipe, hookah.
ਜਗਨਥ []‘ਹਫਰਸਧਮ earthen pot for cooking.
ਜਥ [jatha] band, group, cluster of  Sikhs.
ਜਥਦਰ [jathedar] leader of a group.
ਜਮਦਡ [jamdéd] punishment awarded by the

leaden
ਜਮਰਜ ਦ ਧ [jamraj di  dhi] See ਧਰਮਰਜ ਦ ਧ.
ਜਲਖਚ ਸਘ [jalkhIc sigh] water carrier.
ਜਲਤਰਹਗਘ] fish.
ਜਲਥ [jalebi] bean of a desert tree jéd.
ਜੜਪਟਸਗਦਗਘ] pincers.
ਜਨਭੲ [janbhai] riding horse.
ਜਕਰ [jekara] the Sikh slogan.
ਜਤ ਜਤ ਸਮਉਣ [joti jotI samauna] Guru’s

mingling with the Eternal, afier  leaving the
mortal frame.

ਜੜਮਲ [jormell gathering of  the Sikhs. 2 Sikh
congregation on  Gurpurb.

ਜੜਮਲਣ [}'੦ਨਧ1੪1ਸ] needle. 2 sweet tongue,
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soft speech.
ਜਗਲਜਣਪਨਹਥਹ jana] answer the call of nature.
ਸਲਰਪਚ] fire.
ਜਲਵ-[ਣ [jvalavamni] gun. 2 cannon.
ਝਟਕ [jhatka] act of  beheading an animal with

one stroke, accompanied by a shout of  ‘sat
sri akal’. 2 meat o f  such a slaughtered
animal.

ਝਲ [jhola] big bag.
ਟਹਲ [tabla] service.
ਟਹਲ'ਅ [tahlua] duster for cleansing the feet,

cleansing towcl.
ਟਗ [tfigu] person sitting on a tree (observation

post) t o  keep watch on the  enemy’s
movement.

ਟਕਰ [tukkar] estate and sustenance awarded
by the king.

ਟਢਗਆਨਘਧਧਫਗਗ] lie down.
ਠਕਰ [thakur] ovary, testicles.
ਠਣ [ thana]  monastery.
ਠਕਰ[ਣ}ਘ<ਰ] body, physique.
ਠਕਗ [thikri] rupee coin.
ਡਡ [daddul small earthen pot used to take

water from a bigger earthen vessel.
ਡਲ [dala] a piece of  pig’s meat.
ਡਇਣ [dam]  i l l us ion .  2 lecherous woman,

adulteress.
ਡਕਲ [dokal] a type of loose undergarment

worn by traditional Sikhs.
ਢਹਦ ਕਲ [ d h a h f d i  kala]  f rus t ra ted ,

disheartened, depressed.
ਫਈਲਖ [dhai lakkh] two Singhs.
ਢਲ [dhala] shield.
ਵਲ ਹਠ [dhale heth] under protection, shielded.

2 in the asylum.
ਤਹਤਡਯਮਘ‘] })ਰਹਧਸਹ; Indian fried cake with

ghee in its layers, the  layers getting
separated on being cooked.

ਤਖਤ [takhat] the holy seat of  the Guru i.e.
Aka! Bunga, Patna Sahib, Kesgarh and
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Abchal Nagar.
ਤਤਖਲਸ [tattkhalsa] Sikhs who observe the

code  set  by  Guru  Gobind Singh.
ਤਨਖਹ [tankhah] religious punishment. 2 act

of  violation of the tradional Sikh code.
ਤਨਖਹਆ [tankhahia] One who has violated

the Sikh religious code.
ਤਰਪਲਉ [tar pulau] simple meal without ghee

and vegetables or cooked pulses.
ਤਰਤਗ [teratari] too much, more than sufficient.
ਤਬਇਸ] coin.
ਤਆਰ ਬਰ ਤਆਰ [tIar bar tIar] armed and

equipped. 2 alert. 3 firm in observing the
traditional Sikh code.

ਤਟਗ [[]:ਣਰਸ] Gayatri, mool mantar of the
Hindus.

ਤਮਰਲਗਆ [tImarl'égia] club-footed.
ਤਚਕਘਫਗ] a Muslim.
ਤਰਕਣ [turakni] a Muslim woman.
ਤਰਕਣ ਨਲ ਜਧ [turaa na]  juddh] coitus with

a Muslim woman.
ਤੜ [total iron chain used for decoration on

the turban of  a Nihang Singh. 2 gun’s belt.
ਤੜ ਝੜਨ[ਛ੦ਟ8 jharna] shoot with a gun.
ਥਹ ਪਈਆ [thahI paiéi] sun-dried lumps of

meshed pulses;  varifi.
ਥਣਦਰ [thanedar] donkey, ass.
ਦਸਤਰ [dastara] turban.
ਦਛ [dacch] goat.
ਦਬੜਘਸੜ [dabru ghusru] not firm in observing

the traditional Sikh code. 2 coward.
ਦਮੜ [ਧਗਧ] rupee or paisa coin; cash.
ਦੲ'ਆ [daia] insistence, determination.

2 claim.
ਦਖ [dakh] fruit ofa wild tree. Salvado’ra indica.
ਦਲ [dala] cooked pulses or lentils.
ਦੜ [darha] beard.
ਦਦਰ [didare] glimpse, sight.
ਦਸਗ [dusfiga] trousers, pyjama.
ਦਸਲ [(ਪਝਗਕ] blanket.
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ਦਨਲ [dunali] pitch fork; an implement to lift
thorny bushes etc.

ਦਬਜਰ [dubajra] one  who shifts from one faith
to another.

ਦਥਰਜ [duburji] salvar; a type of loose trousers
usually worn by females.

ਦਮਲ [dumala] high turban worn by a Nihang
Singh.

ਦਗਧੲਥ] kitchen. 2 cooked food for devotees.
ਦਗ ਸਜਉਣ [deg sajauni] prepare food for

devotees.
ਦਗਮਸਤ [deg masat] non-availability of food-

stuff; non-availability of meals for want of
the required material.

ਚਣਦਰ [dendar] one who is to be punished for
not observing the traditional Sikh code.

ਧਚਰ [dhanétar] margosa tree; neem trce.
ਧਰਮਰਜ ਦ ਧ [dharamraj di dhi] sleep.
ਧਰਮਰਜ ਦ ਧ ਨਲ ਜਧ ਕਰਨ [dharamraj di dhi

nal judh karna] sleep.
ਧਰਮਰਜ ਦ ਪਤ [dharamraj da putr] fever.
ਧਰਰਜ ਦ ਪਤ ਸਵ ਕਰਦ ਹ [dharamraj da putr

seva karda he]... is ill.
ਧੜਕਟ [dhurkot] maxi skirt, petticoat.
ਨਰਰਨ ਸਘ [naherna sigh] barber.
ਨੜਮਰ [narimar] one who smokes a pipe.
ਨਖ [nakhé] fruit of a banyan tree or mulberry

tree.
ਨਸਨ ਸਹਬ [nxsan sat] flag, standard.
Wlnxhkalék] pitcher, reservoir.
ਨਹਗ ਸਘ [ਸਗਚਫ sigh] a Singh wearing blue

dress and high turban.
ਨਰਬਣਆ [nIrbania'i] an ascetic belonging to

the Udasi sect.
ਜਕਰ [nIrékari] a Sikh worshipper of the

Formless One. 2 a disciple of Guru Nanak
Dev.

ਨਲਞਰਣ [nilvami] female ass.
ਨਗਦ [nugda] ball made from the residue left

after filtering hemp through a cloth.
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ਨਦ ਮਰਨ [nugda marna] strike a ball of
residual hemp against a wall or a tree,
considering the latter'a symbol of the
enemy; strike a nugda with force uttering.
“aIa nugda tere bacce nfi cugda” etc.

ਨਤਠਕ [netr thoka] antimony or collyrium
powder. 2 thin metal or glass bodkin used
to apply col lyr ium  to the eyes.

ਪਟਕ [patka] animal not slaughtered with a
single stroke. 2 meat of  thus slaughtered
animal.

ਪਤਲਮਚਨ [patalmocni] hoe, spade.
ਪਰਸਰਮ [parasram] large heavy axe.
ਪਰਸ [parsa] water.
ਪਰਸਦ [parsada] bread, loaf  o f  Indian bread.
ਪਰਸਦਫਟੜਕਰਨ [ parsada phattar karma] break

a loaf of bread into pieces. ‘
ਪਰ [pari] sheep.
ਪਲਟ [palatta] scrubber, scraper.

“ਪਹਲ [pahul] nectar, consecrated sweetened
drink prepared for baptising a Sikh; amrIt.

ਪਜੜ [pajar] See ਗਢਲ.
ਪਲਕ [palka] saddle.
ਪਲਕ ਸਜਉਣ [palka sajauna] saddle a horse.
ਪਰ [puri] leaves of a slow'growing wild tree;

Salvodora indica; especially the leaves of
a creeper of  Menispermum glabrum.

ਪਣਤਰਗ [ponturég] feeble pony, infirm pony.
ਪਣਪਕਸ [panprakas] fan.
ਪਚਮਤ [pécéimrIt] karah parsad.
ਪਜਇਸਨਨ [péj-Isnanal washing of hands, feet

and face; brief  ablution.
ਪਜਕਕਰ [péjkakari] one who wears five

symbols of  the Sikh faith viz untrimmed
(unshom) hair, sword, drawers, comb and
steel bangle.

ਪਜਖ [péjakkha] blind of one eye.
ਪਜ ਪਆਰ [péj pIare] Daya Singh, Dharam

Singh, Mohkam Singh, Himmat Singh, Sahib
Singh. 2 five Sikhs who prepare 5mrIt.
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ਪਜਪਰਆ [p‘éjpiria] one who worshipsVishnu,

Sun, Shiv, Ganesh and Durga. 2 one who
has faith in many gurus and Muslim saints.

ਪਜ ਮਕਤ [})ਰ] mukte] Deva Singh, Ram Singh,
Tahil Singh, Ishar Singh and Patch Singh.

ਪਜਮਲਜਹ] mel] descendants of Prithi Chand
[mine] Dhir Mal [dhir mallic], Ram Rai [ram
raie]; preachers and collectors of  tithes and
offerings for the Guru [maséd]; and the
clean shaven ones [SIrgOm].

ਪਜਰਤਨ [péjratna] saltish dish prepared from
carrot, radish, turnip, brinjal and pumpkin.

ਪਜਲਖਸਙਜ lakkh] five Sikhs.
ਪਜਵ [péjvéi] ghee.
ਪਜ [p5ja] hand-shaped weapon worn by

Nihang Singhs on their turbans.
ਪਥ [path] the Khalsa.
ਪਮ [péma] Brahmin.
ਪਕਸਘ [prakasa sigh] day. 2 tower, minaret.
ਫਤਕਮਤ [phatekumet] black-coloured staff or

club.
ਫਤ ਗਜਉਣ [phate gajauni] utter loudly the Sikh

salutation; greet o n e  with the  Sikh
salutation. 2 depart. 3 die.

ਫਤ ਕ ਗਆਪਗੲ gaja gIa] left. 2 died. 3 got
tom. 4 collapsed.

ਫਰਨਸਲਘ] grinding mill.
ਫਰਨ ਦ ਸਵਰ [phirni di savari] grind grains in

the grinding-mill.
ਫਜ [phoj] roving Sikh.
ਫਜ [phajz‘i] many roving Sikhs; a band of

roving Sikhs.
ਬਸਵ [basava] iron plate for baking chapatis.
ਬਸਤਕਰ [basétkor] maize.
ਬਸਤਰ [[)ਰਝਚਇ'] fire.
ਬਟਰਧਰਫਗ] brinjal.
ਬਦਣ [badana] See  ਬਦਣ.
ਬਦਮ [badam] gram.
ਬਬਰ [babbru] fermented bread.
ਬਜ [baj] hoe with a short crooked handle.
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ਬਜ ਉਡਉਣ [baj Udauna], ਬਜ ਦ ਸਕਰ [baj da
slkar] cut grass with a hoe; scrape grass
with a hoe.

ਬਟ [bata], ਬਟ [bati] deep  bowl. 2 bowl used
for preparing nectar.

ਬਟ ਦ ਸਝ [bate da séijhi] companion; those
baptised with nectar from the same bowl.

ਬਮਣ [baman] sacred fig tree, peepul.
ਬਮਣ [bamni] sweetened rice pudding cooked

in milk.
fafi'amlbIh'égam] roving Singh, who  does not

stay permanently at one place.
ਬਖਯਧਗਗਲਕ] tobacco. .
ਬਚਤਸਪਯਧਗਧਗਪਙਗਝਪਬ] a Sikh belonging

to  the Lubana community. 2 a Raj put Sikh.
ਬਬਕ [bIbek] concept of Sikh traditions;

observance of  Sikh tradition. 2 purification
in accordance with the Sikh code.

ਬਬਕਧਗਠੲਹ] considerate Sikh, thoughtful Sikh.
2 one who observes purity in all respects.

ਬਰਦਧਗਰਧ] dress, robe. 2 religious symbol.
ਬਰਦਬਣ [bIradbana] traditional robe in the

Sikh faith.
ਬਰਜਣ [bIrajna] be seated in a gathering.

2 lie down.
ਬਗਧਪਛਕ] dwelling place of the Sikhs. 2 high

turban of  a Nihang Singh.
ਬਧ ਅਵਤਰ [buddh avtar] crippled; maimed

particularly in arms or legs; one with an
amputated arm.

ਬਦ [bfidi] boiled food grains.
ਬਦਣ [bedana] bowl made of the wild caper;
flowers of wild caper.

ਬਮਹਤਜ [bemuhtaji] wooden piece with forked
branches with cloth tied within these
branches, used for filtering hemp.

ਬਲ [bolla] language. 2 speech, utterance.
ਬਦਈ ਕਛ [biidai kacch] loose traditional

drawers upto the knees worn by Sikhs.
ਬਹਮਗਜ [brahamras] sugarcane.
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ਭਗਮਖ [bhagmukhi] wheat.
ਭਗਤ [bhagata], ਭਗਤ [bhagati] sword.
ਭਰਥਰ [bharthari] bull, stud bull.
ਭਉਠ [bhauni] faith, reverence.
ਭੲ [bhai] co-followers of  a faith, Sikh-

brothers. 2 Sikh priest. 3 title given to  every
Sikh as per Sikh religion.

ਭਜ [bhaja] vegetable dish.
Wlbhana]  Will of  the timeless One; His Will.
ਭਣ ਵਰਤਣ [bhana varatna] occurrence o f  an

event according to the Almighty’s Will.
2 die, pass away.

ਭਇਸਰਧਘਗਝਘ‘] turnip.
ਭਜਗਣ [bhuj‘égan], ਭਜਗ [bhujégi] daughter, son.

2 duly baptised Sikh woman or man.
ਭਟਰ [bhutera] ball of  flour baked in hot ash;

ball of  flour baked in fire without an iron
plate.

ਭਤਨ [bhutni] storm, dust cloud. 2 train.
ਭਸਰ [bhc‘isur] See ਭਇਸਰ.
ਮਸਤ [masat] shortage of  material, deficiency.

2 closed. See ਲਗਰ ਮਸਤ.
ਮਸਤਗੜ [ਧਰਝਗਛਭਜ] a mosque in which Guru

Granth Sahib is installed. 2 a gurdwara
established in place of a mosque.

ਮਸਤਨ [mastana] torn,  old. 2 finished.  3 sick.
ill.

ਮਸਣ [masani] rectum, anus.
ਮਸਣ ਦ ਸਰ ਚਲ [masani da sur t l l a ]

suffering from diarrhoea.
ਮਸਲ [ਗ3581ਕ] firewood, fuel. 2 eyes.
ਮਸਦ [maséd] one who collects money from

the Sikhs for himself. 2 priest who
embezzles offerings presented to the Guru.

ਮਹਖ'ਸਰ [mahkhasur] See ਐਰਪਤ.
ਮਹਪਸਦ [mahaprasad] meat of an animal

slaughtered with a single stroke. 2 keg-ah
parsad.

ਮਖਖਲਫਰਸਗਗਗਧਗ phara$l lawn with green
grass, grassy ground.
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ਮਜਹਬ [maj-habi] a baptised Sikh orginally
belonging to the cuhra community.

mlmanmat] wilful act against the teachings
of  the Master.

ਮਨਮਤਆ [manmatia] self-oriented person
opposed to the Guru’s dictum.

ਮਨਮਖ [manmukh] guided by one’s own whim
rather than by the Guru’s advice, self-willed.

ਮਰਚਨ [max-canal black pepper.
ਮਰੜਚਲ [marorcula] act of  cleaning  the mouth

by simply touching with hand for want of
water.

ਮਲਕ [maIIka] cat.
ਮੜਲ [maroli] body, physique.
ਮਰਬਕਰ [mara bakara] act of  frightening the

enemy by roaring like a l ion  in unison.
ਮਰ ਗਉਣ [maru gauna] weep, wail, lament.

2 chant verses of  Maru rag on the occasion
of  someone’s death.

ਮਨਆਈ [mIthIai] sweet potato.
ਮਠਤਘਗਣਸਕ] fruit of the jujube tree.
ਮਣ [mina] non-baptised Sodhi descendant

of  Baba Prithi Chand.
ਮਆਮਲ ਲਣ [muamla 1213a] collect cereals,

food,  milk,  cash etc. from different
households in a village.

ਮਸਕ ਕਸਣਆ [muskéi kasnifi] tie beard.
ਮ'ਸਲਧਰ [muslidhar] he who keeps a Muslim

woman as his wife. '
ਮਹ1-|ਦ ਇਸਨਨ [muhémdi Isnan] take a nude

bath; take a bath without undergarments.
ਮਹਮਦ ਸਵਰ [ਗਘਰਗਧਤ savari] camel.
ਮਹਮਦ ਪਲ [muhémdi pala] razor.
ਮਖਮਜਣ [mukhmajna] twig for brushing teeth.
ਮਛਹਰ [muchahra] moustaches.
ਮਤਹਰ [mut-hIra] club; pestle used for

preparing a nourishing cold drink by
crushing poppy seeds, almonds, sugar etc.

ਮਰਗਈਆ [murgaifi] bulbs of a vegetable plant
grown on water.
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ਮਹਤਦ [mfihtani] scissors.
ਮਵੜ [ਗੲਘ‘\ ]  one who offers prayers; one who

leads devotees to present themselves
before the Guru.

ਮਦ [medal wheetmeal.
ਮਦਨ ਜਣ [medan jana] go out in the open to

defecate.
ਮਰਚ ਲਉਣ [morca launa] start work. 2 start

a battle.
ਮਰਧਜ [mordhuj] a carefree ascetic, Udasi saint

belonging to the sect of Sodhi Meharban.
ਮਜਸਰਗਗਟਨਣ sat] a small palanquin used

for laying Guru Granth Sahib. 2 palanquin-
shaped platform raised for the Guru to  sit
on.

ਰਹਣ [rahni] observance of  the Sikh traditional
code.

ਰਹਣ ਬਹਣ [rahni bahni] religious rituals and
practices; codes and principles of  religion.

ਰਹਤ [rahat] compliance with the traditional
Sikh code.

ਰਹਤਨਮ [rahatnama] a book describing the
Sikh religious code.

ਰਹਤਆਧਗਗਗ] one who observes the traditional
Sikh code; baptised Ravidasia Sikh.

ਰਜ[ਫ੪]]'1] small ladle.
ਰਣਸਗ [rénsiga] n fart.
ਰਣਸਗ ਵਜਉਣ [rénsfga vajauna] v fart.
ਰਮਚਕ [ramcaka] not to take any consideration

of  the place where food is being cooked,
considering the whole earth as the cooking
place of  God.

ਰਮਜਗ [ramjéga] gun.
ਰਮਡਲ [ramdol] leather bucket for drawing

water from a well.
ਰਮਬਗ [rambag] world, universe. 2 forest,

wood.
ਰਮਰਸ [ramras] salt, also named as sarabras

and rupras.
ਰਮਰਟ [ramroti] estate allotted to Ramgarh
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fort at Amritsar for the Khalsa.
ਰਲਡ [ramladdu] watermelon.
ਰਪ [ruppa] onion.
ਰਪ'ਕਰ [rupkar] vessel, usually earthen, for

boiling milk on low heat.
ਰਪਰਸ [rupras] salt.
amlresamflute.
ਰਸਮ ਨਲ [resmi nala] cord of jute.
ਰੜ [ror] a kind of pulse; moth.
ਰਘੜਫਟਫਯਡ] mulberry. 2 arrogant, conceited.
ਰਘੜ [réghri] corncob of  maize. 2 shrew, ill-
_ reputed woman.
ਲਖਨਤ [lakhnetra] blind in one eye.
ਲਖਬਹ [lakhbaha] with one hand maimed.
ਲਡ [laddu] squash gourd, t ido.
ਲਵਰ [lavera] one without a beard.
ਲਗਰਸਘ [lagra sigh]  cook, butler.
ਲਰ [laca] wooden seat.
ਲਚਦਣ [lacidana] millet, Panicum spicatum.
ਲਖ ਲਉਣ [lekhe launa] utilise, consume

material by distributing. 2 spend in the name
of God.

8Ulloh] large oblong iron hotplate.
ਲਹਲਗਰ [10h légar] large oblong iron hotplate,

cauldron; provisions for food.
ਲਗਰ ਮਸਤ [1ਰ8ਰ masat], ਲਗਰ ਮਸਤਨ [1ਟ891-

mastana] meals not being cooked for want
of  provisions.

ਲਡ ਸਚ []ਰਵਬਤ bucci] miscreants, mischief-
mongers. 2 vicious persons not observing
the traditional Sikh code.

ਵਹਰ [vahir] large body of Sikhs on the move;
body of Sikhs observing the traditional code,
which visits gurdwaras and exercises
control over the attendants; group of Sikh
preachers who preach Sikhism in various
regions.

ਵਹਰ ਪਉਣ [vahir pauna] march. 2 pass away.
ਵਹਗਆ [vahiria] member of  the body of Sikhs

on the move.
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ਵਟਉ [vatau] traveller. 2 destructible.
ਵਰਤਵਸਗਕਹ] large ladle, scoop. 2 distributor.
ਵਹਲ ਸਰ ਵਲ [vehle SIr vala] one who has no

hair on his head; bald.
mIkhalak] See ਖਲਕ. “khalak thavahu bhula
mutha.”—maru a m 5 5q1’.
ਖਲਕ [khalka] Oh God! “$0131 benfiti khalka!”
ਅਸਕ… soIhe m 5.
ਖਲਕ [khalku] See ਖਲਕ.
Wlkhalra] a police station of  district Lahore
situated at a distance of  13 miles south west
of  Jallo railway station. Guru Nanak Dev
visited this place. A holy shrine has been
constructed here. Land measuring 40 bighas
has been allotted to this holy place}.

HWlxala] A _"; n aunt, mother’s sister. 2 uncle,
husband of  mother’s sister.
ਖਲਸ [khalIs] See ਖਲਸ.
ਖਲਕ [1<}181]:1<], ਖਲਕ [khalIku] A ਹ; the
Creator, God.  “khaIIku khalak, khalak mahI
khalIkU.”—prabha kabir.
ਖਲ [xali] A ਹ; adj empty. 2 hollow. 3 without
any achievement. “khali cale dhani SIu.”—'s
farid. 4 a small channel for flow  of  water. 5 a
beat in  musical rhythm, not to be  disturbed.
ਖਲ [khalu] See ਪ.
ਖਵਣ [khavan] v eat, consume.
ਖਵਣ ਸਦੜ ਸਲ [khavan sédre sul] See ਸਦੜ.
ਖਵਣ [1<118ਘ.18] v eat.  “tera  d I t a  khavna.”
—Var 501' m 4.
ਪਵਤ [khavat] eats. 2 adv by eating. “bhukhe
khavat laj n9 ave.”—sor m 5.
ਖਵਨ [khavna] v eat. “khavna tu bhukh na
lage.”—maru a m 5. ‘
ਖਵਨ [khavne] eat (v-plural)  “jIcarU penanI
khavne.”—V._ar ram 2 m 5.

Wlkhava] n dug-out pit, cavern, cave. 2 mine,
mineral deposits e.g. salt mine.
ਖਵਰ [khavare] makes one eat, helps one cat.
“manI bia khavare.”-nat a m 4.
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ਖਵਦ [khavid]  See ਖਵਦ.
ਖਵਨ [khavin] P Mfg} plural ਧਖਨ [xan].
“khavinié khet mare.”—- VN.
ਖਵ [khave] cats. 2 destroys, eliminates. 3 one
having  fame; famous. “je  ko bada kahaI,  badai
khave.”—maru solhe m 1.
ਖਵਦ[]<11ਜਰ੮1] P ਖਸ,; n master, lord. “marat hi
t é k o  l a k e  k h a v é d  ko n a m  he.”—-c5di 1 .
2 husband. ‘
ਖੜਞ [kharav] Skt ਸਡਵ n a measure of six
musical notes. See ਰਗ.
ਖਉਣ [khIUlCla] See ਖਵਣ. 2 See ਖਮਕਣ.
ਖਅਉ [khIaU] See ਖਅਉ.
ਖਅਤ [khIal] Ski ਖਜਤ adj famous. “nagri nagri
kh Ia t  apar.”-——bh£r a kabir. 2 explained,
described.
ਖਅਹ [khIah], ਖਅਹ [khxahi] Skt ਕਯਹ n the
death day, the day of  dying. 2 a Hindu rite of
feasting the Brahmins for the good of  an
{ancestor’s soul  o n  the  la t ter’s  death
anniversary.
ਖਆਤ [khIata] See ਪਤ.
ਥਅਨ [khIan] Skt ਅਖਜਨ n tale, history,
anecdote. “nana khIan puran bed bI t . ”
—sor and mam, ravrdas.
ਖਆਨਤ [khIanat] Sec ਖਯਨਤ.
ਖਆਲ [khIaI] A ਪਨ, n concept, idea. “man me
Upjyo tabs khIal.”—NP. 2 meditation,
contemplation. “ek khIal VIkhe man fata.”
—GPS. 3 a musical rhythm forged for singing
a song. See ਖਆਲ ਪਤਸਹ 10. “mItr pIare …“!
ha] muridz‘i d a  kahIna.. yarre d a  sanu sat thIr
céga bhatthI kherIz‘i d a  rahIna.”~hazare 10.
ਖਆਲ [khIala] three villages named Khiala
under police station Mansa in Barnala district
of Patiala state. Guru Teg Bahadur visited
these villages. The Guru ordered the digging
of a well and planting of a banyan tree, which
still exists there. Patiala state has allotted land
measuring 150 ghumaons to the gurdwara. A

bowl presented by Guru Teg Bahadur to a
Brahmin is preserved in village Khiala Kalan.

This gurdwara is situated at a distance of
about four miles to the north of  Mansa railway
station.
ਖਆਲ [khIalU] Sec ਪਆਲ. “vmu  nave aludIa
t i  how khIalu.”—var mam 2 m 5.
ਖਸਕਣ [khIsakna], ਪਸਣ [1<}1:[51.1£1], ਖਸਣ'
[khIsanu], ਖਸਨ [khIsna], ਖਸਰਨ [khIsarna],
ਖਸਲਨ [khIsalna] v move from one place.
deviate from one’s stand, fall, slip, move aside,
skip away. “bacanu kare {£ khIsakIjaI bole
sabhu kaca.”—var mam 2 m 5. “kalug harI
kia pag  tre khIskia.”——asa chétm 4. “parbhate
tare khIsahI.”—s kabir. “pagI  cautha
khISIa.”—asa chétm 4. “khIsarIgabhumI
par darIo.”-—asa m 5. “pagI khISIe rahIna
nahi.”—sn’ m 3. “khIse jobanu badhe jarua.”
—asa chét m 5. “sabh tap tan te khIea .”
uphunhe m 5. “carer; kar khIsre tuca deh
kumlani.”—bh£r m 5. “karahu Upai. darab
khIsai.”-—NP.
ਖਸਨ [khIsan], ਖਸਨ [khIsana] adj mentally
disturbed, perturbed. “jo barsbar kIse nfi
bulfivda he tz‘i 05 p a r  khIsaI jfida he.”
—-bhagta ਘ. “gayo maghva  0 t h  d h a m
khIsfida.”—krrsan. “kh‘éjan khIsan kine.”
—rama v. “min murjhane kéj khéjan khIsane.”
—-c5di I .  “dckhI jagat ke log khIsanahI.”
—GPS. 2 ashamed, abashed.
ਖਸਰ [xIsara] A “Le“ n deficiency, loss, deficit.
ਖਸਦ[1<1115ਰ(10] slipping, sliding. “jamI khIsédo
per.”—-var mam 2 m 5.
ਖਸ [xxst] P ਭਭਟ Skt ਇਸਕ brick.
ਖਖਰ [khIkkhri] Skt ਖਖਰ n vixen. 2 n
‘ goddess Kali, surrounded by Vixens.
fi'drlkhig] 1L6 n white-skinned horse; a horse
whose mouth and all the four hooves are of
white colour with rosy tinge. “tad khfg
nIsObh nacaIa.”-c5di 3. 2 horse. “duhfi  or te
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1(t khatri nacav‘é.”—carrtr 120. 3 Skt ਯਫਧ
adj brave, courageous.
ਖਗਰ [khigar], ਖਘਰ [khighar] n over-burnt
brick; hard brittle stone.
ਖਚ [khic] n attraction. “sut khice ekékari.”
—guj a m 4.
ਖਚਤਨ [khictani] n pull and push, stress and
strain. 2 strong affinity. “esi madho
khfctani.”—bIIa m 5.
ਥਚਰ [khIcri], ਖਚੜ [khIcri] Skt ਭਚਰ a dish
prepared by mixing rice and sesame. 2 meals
prepared from rice and mfih lentil (horse beans)
Skt ਯਦਗਡ, Now a days, this term is also used
for a mixture of  two or  three dishes together.
It also denotes a mixture of  several things.
ਖਚ[1<11ਨ<:ਗ] See ਖਚ. 2 by stretching.
ਖਚਤਣ [khicotan] n pull and push, struggle,
persistence.
ਖਚਤਣ [khicotanI] under dilemma, double-
mindedness. “khicotam: VI gucie.”-suhi am  1.
ਖਜ [khij] n tightness, stretch. 2 cord or rope
used for pulling. 3 pull of  stubbornness.
ਖਜਣ [khI'jna] v touch, fondle. “garibe'i uparI
jI khi'je dari.”—gaum 5. ‘who moves his hand
over his beard to show  his virility to  the poor.’

ffi'fi'H'SIktmat] orfum-rl‘a'lkhxjmatzl A ”A; n
in attendance. 2 service. “ktmatI kari jan
béda tera.”—maru m I .
ਖਜਮਤਗਰ [ktmatgar], ਪਜਤਦਰ [ktmatdar]
PAC-pus; servant, waiter, attendant. “hau bédi
prIy ktmatdar.”—asa m 5.
ਖਜਮਤ [khImatI] See ਖਜਸ.
ਖਜਮਤ [ktmati] See ਖਦਮਤ.
ਖਜਰ [ktar] A ,9: adj greenish, green. 2 n
Varun, god of  vegetables. 3 a prophet, in the
Muslim scriptures, who is supposed to be a
descendant of Noah and contemporary of
hdoses.
ਥਜਰਖਨ [ktarkhfin] See ਸਜਹ ਮਰਦਦ.
ਖਜਰਬਦ [ktrabad] See ਚਤੜ.

ਖਥ

ਖਜ [1<}11]'ਕ] P yiy‘ n autumn. Sec ਖਟਰਤ.
ਖਜਥ [ktab] A ਖਜਬ Sec ਕਲਫ and ਕਲਮਥ.
ਖਜਲਤ [XIjalat] A c? n shame. “(ਬਟਮ/ਪਟ pur
ktalat.”—saloh. ‘fled away feeling
ashamed.’
ਖਜਤਣ[1<11]:]'੦੮81.1],ਖਜਤਣ[1<ਸ]'੦£ਗ.1:੮], ਖਜਤੜ

[1<}1ਨਨ]'0[8ਨ] See ਖਰਤਣ and ਖਚਤਣ. “khijotan
kar‘é betale.”—-BG. “nah: khijotara.”—varmaru
2 m 5.
ਖਝ [kth] n vexation, annoyance. Its root is
ਖਚ vr.
ਖਝਣ [kthna] v get irritated, be annoyed.
ਖਡਣ [khfdna] v scatter, expand, spread.
“bahute rah man ki mati khfdia.”—var majh
m 1.
ਖਡਰ[1<}1ਗ€.1ਪ],ਖਡ'ਰ[1<11$<ਬਘ] adj player. “}')/(~ 
pat‘ég he ੮,101- adhina. cahe khIdar  karakh tab
lina.”—NP.
ਖਣ [khIn] Skt ਕਣ n moment, instant.
ਥਣਤਗਰ [khInbhégar] Sec  ਕਲਗਰ.

ਖਣ [khIne] in a moment, in an instant. “den-ab]:
bhare bhédar  rite I k  khIne.”—m 1 var majh.

fifi'[khIt] See ਖਤ.
ਖਤਸਤ [khxtastva] See ਪ'ਤ.
ਖਤਬ [khItab] See ਖਤਬ.
ਖਤ[1<ਸਠ1-'] .ਵ/(ਣਕਤਖ earth, on which all dwell.
2 dwelling, abode, residence.
ਖਤਪਤਸਖਗਗੳਗਗ], ਖਤਪਲ [khItIpal], ਖਤਰਇ
[khItIraI] lord of  the  earth, ruler of  the earth,
emperor. 2 landowner.
ਖਥ [khfth], ਖਥੜ [khfthar] Skt ਕਸ n tattered
quilt with patch work. 2 robe of rags. 3 mud
wall, wall made o f  mud bricks. 4 body,
physique.
ਖਥੜ [khitharz] to the tattered quilt of patch-
work cloth. “khitharI mekhéi aglia‘i j'I'du na kai
me .”—s fax-id. ‘The mortal frame has stitches
of  many veins, but  there is no  stitch to  bind the
soul.’
ਖਥ [khitha] tattered quilt of patch-work cloth.



ਖਚ

“jogu na khi’tha jogu na d5d£.”——suhi m I .
2 body, physique. “khitha jalI kuzrla bhai.”—s
kabir.
ਖਚ [khId] Skt ਯਬ vr cause distress, terrorise,
make nervous.
ਖਦਮਤ [khIdmat ] ,  ਖਦਮਤਗਰ [khIdmatgar] See
ਖਜਮਝਗਹ ਖਜਮਤਦਰ.
ਖਦਮਤ[×$<:1ਗਗ] P ਪਨ“, n present, gift, offering.
2 an Open-mouth vessel used for washing
hands and face; bowl ;  wash bowl. It is also
called CIlamci by pipe-smokers, because it
picks up ash from the bowl of the hubble-
bubble.
ਪਦਰ [khIdar] Skt ਖਦਰ n poor, indigent,
pcnnilcss. 2 ascetic. 3 n moon. 4 A “,', rain.
5 laziness,  dullness. 6 s leep ,  slumber.
ਖਦਰਣ [khIdrana], ਖਦਰਨ [ k h I d r a n a ]
dwelling place of  ascetics. Sec  ਮਕਤਸਰ.
ਖਦਰਬਦਸਲਧਗਠਘ] Guru Gobind Singh had
, a stopover here while going  to Anandpur from

Raipur Rani. This town is situated in Kharar
tehsil of  districtAmbaIa. A gurdwara has been
constructed at this holy place and is Idoked
after by a Sikh priest. According to Bhai
Santokh Singh, the Guru fought a battle near
this town.

“ropar nIkat aha pur 3r.
khIdrabad vase a s  that.
t I s  hi dISI d9] gayo palai.
jahI khalsa pith dabai.”

-GPS.
ਖਧਰ [khidhra], ਖਧੜ [kh fdh ra ] ,  ਖਧਲੜ
[ k h f d h o l r a ] ,  ਖਧਲ [ k h f d h o l a ] ,  ਖਧਲ
[khfdholi] See ਖਥੜ and ਖਥ. “sun donahu
khidhre tan dhare.”—GPS. “malu jui bharIa
nila kala khIdholra t I n I  vemukhI vemukhe
no paIa.”—x}ar gen 1 m 4.

The learned people of  yore tell that long
black robes were kept in the assembly halls of
the village; anyone who wished to present
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’ himself before the ruler, would put on this black
robe. The  ruler  could guess the purpose of  the
person from his dress. These robes were
generally very dirty and infested with lice
because of  their repeated use by various
complainants.
This verse refers to the context that the

opposing Marwah Khatris persuaded an ascetic
to  put on  this black-coloured robe and present
himself before the emperor to complain against
Guru Amar Dass.
ਖਨ [khIn] particle. See ਖਣ. “khIn pal nam
rIde vase bhai.”—sor a m I .
ਪਨ [khfn] Skt ਯਸ adj in grief, grief-stricken,
unhappy. “badan khin du t I  nahi Udote.”
—GPS. 2 sad, frustrated. 3 poor, indigent.
ਖਨਰਰਨ [khInbhégan], ਖਨਤਗਨ [khInbhéguna],
ਖਠਤਗਰ [khInbh'égur] destructible in a moment.
See ਕਣਕ-ਚਰ. “khInbhégan dehadI.”—-b1'1a m
5. “khInbhéguna ks: manI mate.”-asa m 5.
ਖਨ'ਰ [khInvar] in a moment. “bInasjaI
khInvar.”—sava m 3.
ਖਨਰ [khInahu] within the twinkling of an eye.
“dukh dared t I h  mItahI khInahu.”—ba  van.
ਖਨ[1<}1:[ਪ] in a moment.
ਖ'ਨ [khIni]  a moment. “rahanu  na j a I
khIni.”—bIIa m 5.
ਖਨ [khInU] See ਖਣ. “khInU khInu namU
samalie.”-—sri m 3.
ਖਨਆ [khInua] moment. “apan ram 113 cino
khInua.”—todi m 5.
ਪਪ [khIp] See ਕਪ. 2 adj ਕਪ thrown,
projected. “r'IpUkhIp bahur ucar.”-sanama.
‘noose thrown upon an enemy.’ 3 See ਖਪ.
4 See ਖਪ.

firm [khIpnak] See ਕਪਣਕ.
ਖਪਣ [khIpni] adj which throws a projectile.
“rIpni ad I  ucarke khIpni  bahur  bakhan. nam
tupak ke hot  h‘é lijahu samajh sojan.”—sanama.
‘the gun, meant to kill the enemy.’



ਖਪ

ਖਧ [khIpp] n a kind of grass. This grass is
spread over the  wooden rafters and a layer of
soil is laid on it while making roofs of mud
houses in villages.
ਖਪ [khIpr] See ਕਪ and ਛਪ.
ਖਛਤ [xrffat] A _...ਫਟ n hollowness, flippancy.
2 shame.
ਖਮ [khIm] See ਖਮ. “1<8})ਗ'0 pahIro khIm ka.”
—var 301' m 4. ‘wear a dress of forgiveness.’
ਪਮਕਣ [khImakna] v flash (lightning)
momentarily. “khImi damIni janu bhadc”)
majharé.”—-c5di 2.
ਖਮ [khIma] Skt ਕਮ n forgiveness,
accommodat ion,  courage. “khIma VIhune

khapIgae.”—05kar. 2 the earth.
ਜਸ [khImi] 866 ਖਮਕਣ. 2 Skt ਕਮ adj tolerant,
(one) having a forgiving nature, accommodating.
ਖਯਲ [ktal] 866 ਖਆਲ. 2 A J?  horserider,
horseman. “hanyo ek khané kta lé
khatégé.”—VN.
ਥਰ [khIr] Skt ਕਰ adj destructible. “e akhar
khIrIjahIge.”—gau bavan kabir. 2 866 ਖੜਨ.
3 P 7' n happiness, bliss.
ਖਰਕ [khIrka] 866 ਖਲਕ. 2 866 ਖੜਕ.
ਖਰਕ [khIrki] See ਖੜਕ.
ਖਰਖਚ [khIrkhIr] onom act or sound of loud
laughter; guffow, immense pleasure. “badne
bInU khIr khIr hasta.”—~bas§t kabir. ‘Mind,
sans mouth, laughs loudly on  feeling pleasure.’
See ਜਇ ਖਸਮ.
ਖਚਣ [khIran],  ਖਰਣ [khIma] 866 ਖਰਣ.
ਖਰਣ [khImi] Skt ਕਰਣ n a softwood milky
tree which is  very old in age and large in size.
Its fruit is like that of margosa tree and is very
sweet. The after-effect of  this fruit is to keep
the body warm and hydrated. L Mimusops
Elengi (Kauki).
ਖਰਤਘਸਗ] Skt ਕਰਤ adj dripped down, fallen
down. 2 destroyed. 3 dropped down. 4 fallen,
degraded. “khakha, khIrat khapat gaye kete.”
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-—gau ba van kabir.
ਖਰਦ[×ਗ1'8ਯ] P „ਤ n wisdom, intelligence.
ਖਰਨ [khIrna] v bloom, blossom, flourish.
2 drip, leak. 3 slide, escape. 4 crumble bit by
bit.
ਖਰਨ [khIrni] 866 ਖਰਣ.
ਖਰਛਤ [khIrfat] A .597 interesting story;
amusing tale.
ਸਰਮਨ [xxrman] P of}; n threshing floor. 2 heap
of  food grains.
ਖਰਜ [khIraj] See ਖਰਜ. “khIraj na mal.”-—ga 
ravrdas. “ganimul khI  raj he.”-—japu.'
ਖਰਮਦ [XIramad] PA} walks charmingly,
should walk charmingly, will walk charmingly.
See ਯਗ.
ਖਰਮ [×]:1'8111ਕ] P ਪਘ walking elegantly,
walking with graceful gait. 866 ਖਰਮਦਨ.
ਖਰਮਦਨ [XIramidan] P was} v walk
charmingly; walk elegantly.
ਖਚ' [khIrI] See ਖਰ. 2 after decaying, on
decaying. 3 by blooming. 4 by slipping
away.
ਖਲ[1<ਸ1] ਲਫਣਬਰਮ gather grains, glean grains, '
pluck. 2 Skt adj residual, remaining. 3 866
ਖਲਨ. 4 A J: n band, group, class. 5 family,
dynasty. 866 ਖਲਖਨ. 6 866 ਖਲ. 7 short for
akhIl (entire, all).
ਖਲਉਨ [khIlauna] n an object with which one
can play; a toy. “logan ram khIlauna jana.”
—bh€rkabir.
ਪਲਸ[1<ਲ188] A 0415 n true friend. adj beautiful,
charming.
ਖਲਕ[1<1111ਰ1<] A 04:13 n robe, dress. “tIh  chin
khIlak akas te utaryo guru tg  aI.”—NP.
2 tom or  tattered quilt.
ਖਲਕਤ [khIlkat] A ਗ n universe, world.
2 origin, creation.
ਖਲਕ [khIlka] See ਖਲਕ.
ਖਲਖਯ [khIlkhana] A _.4;J_5 family and home. “
“khIlkhana bIradar  hamu jéjala.”—mam solhe
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m 5 . 2  See ਖਲ2,3, 48ਸਧਖਲਖਨ.
ਖਲਜ [khIlji] See ਖਲਜ.
ਖਲਰ [khIlat] playing. “khIlat akhetak Ihthz‘i
ayo.”—carItr 103. 2 A ...,-’ੴ n act of putting
off clothes. In olden times, the emperor used
to put off  his clothes and give them away in
charity; hence khIlat is considered ‘a robe
of  honour’ 3 dress, robe. 4 clothings received
from an emperor, considered as symbol of
honour. 5 A L15; gifted object, object received
a s  gift. 6 elements o f  the  body: Psora,
Syphlisis and Sycosis. Practitioners of  Greek
system of  medicine believe in four elements
i.e. U ;  Blood, |/‘ Psora, f“ Syphlisis and
g”: Sycosis. Psora is black residue obtained
on burning of blood, Syphlisis and Sylosis. It
is contagious.
ਖਲਤ [khIlta] A 5} n loose gown worn by a
fa_qir. 2 See ਖਰਤ.
ਖਲਨ [khIlna] v blossom, flourish. 2 n sharp
tipped agricultural implement used for hoeing.
It  is  specia l ly  used in the  hi l ls .  3 S e e
ਖਲਨ.
ਖਲਵਤ [khIlvat] A 9,]; n loneliness, solitude,
seclusion.
ਖਲਵਗਘਖਪਢ] adj who plays. “khel basét bade
khIlvar.”——carItr 52.
ਖਲ [khIla] adj in full bloom, developed,
flourished. 2 played. “harI khel sat khIla.”
-—vargau 1 m 4.
ਮਲਉਣ [khxlauna] v cause one to play. 2 make
one cat; feed.
ਪਲਣ [khIlan] adj playing, player. “bir calak
khaggé khIlané.”—VN.
ਖਲਫ [xxlaf] A ਹ“; adj opposite, against. 2 n
dispute. 3 fabrication, falsehood. “na khIlaph
tujh 55g gafi.”—NP.
ਖਲਫਤ [lafat] A .9115 n title of a caliph;
spiritual and temporal headship of the Muslims.
2 authority of a caliph. See ਖਲਫ.

ਖਲਰਣ [khIlama] scatter, spread. 2 expand.
ਖਲਰ [khIlari] See ਖਲਰ.
ਖਲਵਣਹਰ [khIlavanhar], ਖਲਵਣਹਰ
[khIlavanharo] adjthe Almighty: who impels
us to act according to  His Will.
ਖਲਆ[1<11:1ਗ8] in bloom, flourished. “pargasu
bhaIa kaul khIIIa.”—gau chét m 5.
ਖਲਨ [khIlana] See ਖਲਉਨ.
ਪਲ [khIll] n fully parched and burst grain etc.
2 Sec ਬਲ.
ਪਲ [khIlli] n humour, mockery, jest. 2 an act
which  amuscs and makes people act imparting
a feeling of fulfilment.
ਖਵਣ [khivan] v See ਖਮਕਣ. “ktét bIjju
jvalIka.”—gyan. ‘Lightning is flashing’.
“satIgur ka kte c5doa.”—var ram 3.
ਖੜਕ [khIrka] ,  ਖੜਕ [khIrki]  Skt ਰਕਗਜ )7
window, opening, slit. “khIrki uparI dasva
duar.”—bher kabir. 2 door  with wooden rods.
ਖੜਖੜ [khIrkhIr] See ਖਰਖਰ.
ਖੜਨ [khIma] v flourish. 2 be happy. 3 laugh.
ਖਉ [khiu], ਖਓ [khio] Skt ਕਵ adj extremely
happy, exhilarated, intoxicated. “uhi pio uhi
khio.”——gaum 5. 2 Skt ਕਯ destruction. “sate
bIkhIa bhai khio.”—asa m 5.
ਖਸ [khis] n shame, humiliation. 2 displeasure,
protest, anger. 3 Skt ਕਸਢ adj destroyed,
decayed. “aj kal me hot khis.”—GV 10.
ਪਸ [khisa] P ,f n pocket of a shirt or a coat.
ਖਘਚ [kh‘ighar] Sec ਖਘਰ.
ਖਚ [khic], ਖਚ [kh‘ic] n attraction, pull.
2 persistence, obstinacy, stubbornness.
ਖਚਤਨ [khictani], ਖਚਤਨ [kh‘ictan] n pull and
push. 2 act of interpreting an ambiguous
sentence to suit one’s convenience.
ਖਚਰ [khicri] See ਖਚੜ. “khub khana khicri.”
-skabir.

tflTflIkhica] n See ਖਚ. 2 space, gap, distinction.
“bic na khica, hau tera tfi mora.”-bIIa m 5.
ਖਜ [khij] n unhappiness, displeasure,



ਖਜਨ

annoyance. See ਖਝ.
ਖਜਨ [khijna] v be annoyed.
ਖਝ [khijh], ਖਝਨ [khijhna] See ਖਝ, ਖਜ and ਖਜਨ.
“jIn  ki rijh khijh b I n  moghu.”—GPS. ‘Pleasure
and annoyance are definitely effective.’

tflElkhin] , ਖਣ [khinéi] Skt ਕਣ adj lean, slim.
2 reduced, weak. “bIrat bhaIa tanu khin.”
—sr1' m I pahIre. 3 destroyed. “khin padarath
ghar ke hoe.”—GPS. “kahI kabir kIlbIkh gee
khina.”-prabha.
ਖ‘ਧ [kh’idh], ਖਧ [kh‘idha] n tattered quilt.
2 old coarse and tattered quilt. “uper kau magau

.khidha.”—s kabir. “kh'idh ek raja par dhari.”
—carItr 383.
ਖਨ [khin] See ਖਣ. “jalahI bIn  khin.”—gau kabir.
2 Skt ਰਯ distressed, perturbed. “khat pivat
savét sukhia, nam SImrat  khin.”——sar m 5.
“mina jalhin he, Uh bIchurat manutanu khin
he.”-—asa chéit m 5.
ਖਨਸ'ਆ [khinsua] adj got reduced, weakened.
“tanu khinsua.”—gau m 5. 2 sad, depressed.
ਖਨਖਫ [khinkhaph], ਖਨਖਬ [khinkhab] See
ਕਮਖਬ. “khinkhaph lags  jari sfidar dutIvéti.”
—GPS. “khinkhab ke than ghanere.”—GPS.
ਖਨ [khina] See ਖਣ. “nenahu nir baht: tanu
khina.”—-sor tkhan. 2 d i s t u r b e d ,  s a d ,
annoyed. “kahu na karte kachu khina.”—bIIa
m 5.
ਖਨ [khini] adj decayed. 2 became, dejected.
tflalkhir] Skt ਕਰ that which tones up the body
against debility hence called ksir; milk. “khir
adhar barIku jab hota.”—-maIa m 5. 2 rice
cooked in milk; custard. Skt ਕਦਨ “res smut
khir ghIali.”—var ram 3. “khir saman: sagu
ms: paIa.”—ma«ru kabir. 3 See ਖਰ.
ਖਰਸਮਦ [khirsamfid], ਖਰਸਮਦ [khirsamudr]
According to Purans, an ocean of milk, on
which Lord Vishnu sleeps. ਕਰਸਮਦ. The
fourteen precious gems are supposed to have
emerged from the churning of this ocean.
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ਖਰ[1<}ਘਕ] milk. See ਖਰ. “mukhI nam tumaro
khira.”—todi m 5. 2 animal with deciduous
(milk) teeth. 3 Skt ਕਚਕ n cucumber, usually
grown in the  rainy season. L Cucumis sativus.
4 P ,2 adj shameless, devoid of  sense of
honour. 5 disrespectfiJl, discourteous. 6 daring,
bold. 7 surprised, astonished. 8 n dimness
appearing before the eyes, meaning the

. eyesight getting dazed.
ਖਰ [khiru] S milk. See  ਖਰ.“1<}1ਤ1'0 pie khelaie.”
-sr1' m I pahrre. 2 ocean of milk. “ratanu UpaI
dhare khiru mathIa.”-asa m I .
ਖਲ [khile] makes merry, enjoys. “khile bIgse
teto sog.”—bas§t a m I .
ਖਞ[1<}ਘ] Skt ਕਵ adj intoxicated, exhilarated,
ecstatic.
ਖਵਨ [khivan], ਖਵਨ [khivna], ਖਵਨ [khivanI] v
be intoxicated, be extremely }18੭੭)’.'888 ਖਞ.
“ram nam ras khivanI.”—sar m 5.
ਖਵ [khiva] Skt ਕਵ intoxicated, highly excited.
See ਖਞ. “khiva émrItUdhare.”—asa m 1. “ta
manu khiva janie.”—sri m I . 2 See ਖਵ ਕਲ.
ਖਵ ਕਲ [khiva kala‘i] a village under police .
station Mansa of  district Barnala in Patiala
state. It is seven miles tothe north-west of
Mansa railway station. Guru Teg Bahadur
visited this place. Freehold land measuring
about 150  ghumaons is allotted by the state to
the gurdwara. The priest is a Sikh.
ਖਵ [khivi] feminine of ਖਵ [khiva]. 2 See ਖਵ
ਮਤ.

ਖਵਸਰ [khivisahu], ਖਵਪਤ [khivipatI] Guru
Angad Dev. See ਖਵ ਮਤ.
ਖਵ ਮਤ [khivi mata] wife of Lehna (Guru
Angad Dev), daughter of  Devi Chand Khatri
of Khadoor Sahib. She was married to Lehna
in Sammat 1576. She  expired in Sammat 1639.
The shrine in her memory is located in Khadoor
Sahib. “mata khivi sahu 50:, jun: goat uthali.”
—var ram 3.



ਖਆਉਣ
ਖਅਉਣ [1<110801.18] v cause one  to lose. 2 make
one go astray, cause one to forget. “sahI
khuai t I s u  kaunu kahe?”—var ram 1 m I .
“dujebhaI khuaI.”-sr1' m 3. “dujebhaI khuai
ram.”—vad chét m 3. “s no ap I  khuae
karta.”—asa a 111 I .  3 miss a chance, miss an
opportunity.
ਖਆਇਅਨ [khuaIanU] he misled. “IkI dujebhaI
khuaIanu.”—var suhi m 3.
ਖਅੲਅਹ [khuaiahI] causes to go astray. 2 is
made bereft. 3 is caused to  miss the
opportunity. “Ikna vakhat khuaie.”—asa a m  1.
‘The time of Muslim prayer is missed.’
ਖਆਜ [khuaja] See ਮਜਹ.
ਖਆਬਝਘਗ] See ਖ’ਞਬ'.
ਖ'ਆਬ [khuabi] adj sleepy.
ਖ'ਅਰ [khuar] P ,Lf’ adj unappreciated. “mar:
khuar sakatnar thive.”-—bIIa m 5. 2 distrustful,
unreliable. 3 one who suffers; in such a
sitfiation this term is used as a suffix. e.g.
ਰਮਰ.

' ਖਆਰ [khuari] P6113; n humiliation, disrespect,
insult. “harI bIsrat sada khuari.”—todi m 5.
2 weakness.
ਖਆਚ [khuare] feeds. “kou pan khuare.”
-—ramav.
ਖਇ [khUI] n error, omission, fault. “rove
janmeja khUI gaIa.”-var ram 1 m 1. 2 adv
mistakenly. “ਰਧਕ bola khUI UjharI paI.”—-gau
var 1 m 4.
ਖ'ਇਦ [khUId] See ਖਵਦ.
ਖ'ਈ [khui] misguided, gone astray. “duje bhaI
khui.”—tukha barahmaha.
ਖਜ [khus] n act of snatching. “khus: khus:
léda vasatu parai.”—-mafu a m 5 5juli. 2 P Jf
adj happy, joyous. 3 favourite, liked. 4 good,
nice.
ਖਸਸਯਰ [xussxyar] P in}? ad] good-natured,
good-tempered.

mlxus-hall P J39} adj prosperous; 2 happy,
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blessed. “bethak mé  bethyo khus-hal.”—GPS.
ਖਸਹਲ [xus-hali] P 6155} 1'1 prosperity, happy
state.
ਖਸਕ [xusak] ਖਨ; adj dry, parched.
2 indifferent.
ਖਸਖਬਰ [xusxabri] P djjp‘ n auspicious news,
joyful tiding. “hale yara, hale yara
khuskhabri?”—t115gnamdev.
ਖ'ਸਖ [xusxu] P Ff adj good-natured.
ਖਸਜ'ਬ [×052ਪ੨ਬ] P ਪਸ,/ਪ.?“ adj sweet-tongued;
pleasant to talk to.
ਖਸਤਰਕ[×ਪਤਛਰ1‘81<] P J}; adj excellent, superb.
2 exultant..
ਖਸਨਦ [xusnud] P ,p} adj glad, joyful.
ਖਸਨਦ [xusnudi] P (5);} n joy.
ਖਸਬ [khusbu], ਖਸਬ [khusbo], ਖਸਬ-ਇ [khusbox]
P ,ਵਕ'ਟ n fragrance, pleasant smell.
ਖਸਰ [xusar] P / Skt father-in-law; foster-
father.
ਖਸਰ [khusra] P 1/n superintendent of
the harem (women’s apartment). In olden
times, during  the  Muslim rule, congenitally
impotent or castrated males were appointed
superintendents o f  the harems. The word
‘khusra’ has, thus, become equivalent o f
‘impotent males.’ “bfdu rakhI jau tarie
bhai! khusre l<IU na paramgat'I pai?”—gau
kabir.
ਖਸਰ [xusro] v”: king, emperor. Scholars
consider  tha t  it is  der ived from xusru.
2 Khusro Sultan was emperor Jahangir’s
eldest son born to his wife Shah Begum,
daughter of  raja Bhagwan Das at Lahore in
the year 1587. He rebelled against his father
and came to Lahore with the intention of
capturing it. However, the  subedar did not let
him enter the city. Khusro was arrested from
Chenab. Jahangir awarded death sentence to
his associates and got Khusro’s eyes stitched.
He died in 1622 after long imprisonment. By



ਖਸਲਕ
submitting a false report that Guru Arjan had
helped Khusro, Chandu incited Jahangir against
the latter.
ਖਸਕ [×0ਤ laka] P [ਛ‘/“ਤ adj good-looking.
ਖਸ [×0ਝ8] P Li} part  good!excel len t !
commendable!
ਖਸਇ [xusaI] P Lil?) nice that you have
come, welcome. 2 See ਕਸਇ.
ਖਸਅਦ [xusamad] P „,ਟਟ/ n flattery. 2 the act of
making  someone happy.
ਖਸਲ [khusal] P Jlfif adj well-to-do, happy,
delighted. “madar khusal khatar.”  —rama v.
ਖਸਲ ਸਘ [khusal sigh] son of Hargobind, a

'Gaur Brahmin by caste, resident of  Ikri, district
Mehrat. He was recruited as a soldier in
Dhaunkal Singh’s platoon in sammat 1864 in
the army of  Maharaja Ranjit Singh. On one
occasion, impressed by his elegant turn-out,
the Maharaja exclaimed “It would have been
better, had this young man been a Singh.”
Khushala at once turned Khushal Singh. He
also got his son Ramlal, and his brother’s son
Teju baptized as Singhs. Eventually, he was
promoted to  the  post o f  a supervisor o f
Maharaja’s antechamber. Khushal Singh died
in 1 844. His descendants’ seat of administration
is Sheikhupura to which are attached 180
villages of several districts (Sheikhupura,
Sialkot, Lahore and  Amritsar) with Rs 1,20,000
as income.
ਖ'ਸਲ [khusali] P ‘5b n prosperity, opulence.
2 happiness.
ਖ'ਸ [khUSI] by snatching, by usurping. See ਖਸ ] .

ਖਸ [xusi] P ‘5‘"; n happiness. “khusi khuar bhae
ras bhogan.”—mafu a m I .  2 adj favoured.
“rahIt k0 khusi na ayau.”—saveye m 3 ke. “jo
SIkhunO loce so gur khusi ave.”—vargau I m 4.
ਖਸਣ [khussna] v get entangled. 2 scatter. 3 get
duped. ‘
ਖਰਦ [khuhdi] residue, remnant. See ਰਹਦਖਹਦ.
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ਖਖਰਣ [khukhran] See ਖਤ and ਖਖਰਇਣ.
ਖਗਰ [khugir] See ਖਰਗਰ.
ਖਜਤ [khujat] searching P .«3' n coitus. “khujat
turak na kijIye.”—GPS. i.e. ‘Do not have coitus
with a Muslim woman etc.’
ਖਜਲ [khujli] See ਖਜ 2.
ਖਜਆ [khujia] adj one who investigates;
investigator. “khoj thake sab hi khujia.”
—aka1.
ਖ'ਝ [khujh] Skt ਰਧਸਯ n bamboo. “c5dan vas
nIvas n3 khujhe.”—BG. ‘Fragrancc does not
reside in the bamboo.’
ਖਝਣ [khfijhna] n err; make a mistake. “vad
karéd ਰਲ khfijhe.”——BG.
ਖਟਹਰ [khut-har] adj debased, perfidious, impure.
“man khut-har tera nah: bIsasu.”—bIIa m 5.
ਖਟਈ [khutai], ਖਟਅੲ [khutIai] n baseness,
blemish, vice. “prIthie 1<i I m  suni khutai.”
-GPS.
ਖਟਰ [khutera] adj having defect, defective.
ਖਡ[1<1ਘ€.1];1 ditch, hole. “khodi khud nah: kese
lahyo.”—GPS.
ਖਡ [khOd] See ਖਢ.
ਖਡਲ ਅਕਬਰਵਲ [khudal akbarvali] a village in
police station Boha, tehsil Mansa, circle
Bamala of  Patiala state. A gurdwara of  Guru
Gobind Singh stands a furlong away to the
south of the village.

When the Guru was staying at Sirsa, the
daughter of  Nabi Baksh, ruler of the area,
confined Gulab Singh, a Sikh goldsmith, to a
dungeon. Enamoured of the man, she wanted
to have sexual relation with him, but he did not
want to  blemish Sikhism, his faith.

Accompanied by five Sikhs, the omniscient
Guru arrived at the village and liberated that
Sikh from the dungeon and delivered a religious
sermon to  Nabi Baksh. That underground cell
is still there in the village.

'em-Ila. breach of  celebacy.
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A simple structure has been improvised
there. Residential quarters are closcby. Patiala
state has granted 50  ghumaons of  land as well.

Two miles long unmctalled path links it with
Bareta railway station.
ਖਡ [khudd] hole, ditch. See ਖਡ.
ਖਢ [khOdh] Skt ਬਧਤਖ n trunk of  a felled tree.
“susak  khfjdh 5 6  l agka r  thadho.”—GPS.
2 broken tree trunk, sleeper. 3 cylindrical roller
t o  extract ju ice  by crushing sugarcane.
“khfidhfi 5darI  rakhI ke den: 50 mal sajaI.”
—Var majh m I .
ਖਢ [khfidha] Skt ਗਗਠ adj blunt, not sharp.
mlkhunas] n mind’s dispersion, spleen, anger.
“khadhi khunas jogisrfi.”—BG. “vekh cal]: tr jogi
khunsaI.”—BG.
ਖਣਸਣ [1<}1ਘ.1581.18] v be disconnected, fret, get
enraged. See ਖਣਸ.
ਬਣਨ! [1<}1ਘ_…8] Skt ਖਨਨ n digging, hoeing.
2 engraving name etc. on the skin with a
needle;  tattoo.

' ਖਤਨ [xutan] P cf" n a region of Chinese
Turkistan, where musk deer are found in
abundance.
ਖਤਬ [khutba] A 4:5 speech, discourse.
2 address delivered by an  imam at the prayers
before Friday or after Eid. It is recorded in
Mishkat that Prophet Mohammad used to
deliver khutba with great fervour. According
to the custom prevailing in Islam, the person
(preacher) delivering khutba should stand on
a high pedestal and offer prayers for Prophet
Mohammad and the Caliph (the Prophet’s
successor). On assuming the right of
succession, the kings of  Baghdad and Rome
started khutbas to be read in their names. As
is written by Bhai Gurdas: “xutba ਰਥ]:
parai‘da.”—-var 26.
ਖਥ [khuttha] adj ruffled. 2 twitched, reduced
to a nonentity. See  ਸਰਖਥ.
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ਖਥ [khutthi] adj bewildered, ”perplexed. 2 n
purse for holding money, wallet. 3 pile of  rolls,
heap of  clothes. “je khutthi bIda bahe, kxc‘) hor.
bajaj.”—BG.
ਖਦ [xud] P”; part self. “khud khasam bada
atol.”—trl§g m 5.
ਖਦਕਰ [khfidkar] P Jae} king. 2 lord, master.
“khakhe khfidkar sah  alam.”—asa pati m 1. “ms:
5dhule l<i tek tera nam khfidkara.”—trl§g
namdev. 3 Ag; is also a transform of
xudavédgar.
ਖਦਕਰ [khfidkara] vocative “he khfidkar! he
khfidgafl”
ਖਦਕਸ [×ਪਧਵਪਤ1] P ਪਨਭ n suicide.
ਖਦਖਸਮ [khudkhasam] one who is his own
master, and is unconcerned with any other
person’s supremacy. “khudkhasam bada
atol.”—-trl5g m 5.
ਖਦਖਦਟ [xudxudaI] one’s own master; one’s
own creator. “khudkhudaI bad besumar.”
-ram 111 5.
ਖਦਗਰਜ [khudgarj] P Jfi} adj self-centered,
selfish.
ਖਦਗਰਜਸਘਯਸਰਸ] P 5'73} n selfishness.
ਖਦਗਰ [khfidgar] P ਖਦਵਦਗਰ See ਖਦਕਰ and
ਖਦਵਦਗਰ.
ਖਦਨਮ [xudnuma] P [ਲਥ adj self-exhibitionist
i.e. proud, arrogant, self-centred. 2 vainglorious.
ਖਦਨਮਈ [xudnumzii] P ਰਭਸ n exhibitionism,
boastfulness. 2 self-praise.
ਖਦਪਸਦ [xudpaséd] P „"/,'”; adj self-admirer.
ਖਦਧਰਸ [xudparast] P ...'ਭ/{s w’ adv  self-admirer;
proud. ‘
ਖਦਬ'ਖਦ [xudbaxud] P :fm' a d v  without
anybody’s help; on one’s  own. , '
ਖਦਮਖਤਰ[×0<:1…0×੮ਪ]/’ Jig} adj independent,
one who is not dominated by anyone else.
ਖਦਰਵ [xudravi] P duo} acting according to
one’s own will.
ਖਦ [xuda], ਖਦਇ [xudaI] P u; n one who is
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self-existent, self-born, the Creator. “koi bole
ram  ram koi khudaI.”—ram 111 5.
ਖਦਟਆ [xudaIa] of God. “khunak nam
khudaIa.”—var mala m I .  2 P ਨ’,“; O God!
“sacu khudaIa.”—maru soIhe 111 5.
ਖਦਈ [xudai] P 8:» adj relating to God, of
God. “allah agam, khudai b5de.”—maru soIhe
m 5. “mula, kahahu nIau khudai.”-—prabha
kabir. 2 n dominance, lordship. 3 awareness
of  the Creator. “vekhe suns tere nalI  khudai.”
-maru m 5 5ju11'. 4 devotee of  God, Musalman.
“tih  nh roj khudai av’é.”-—car1tr 99. 5 short

‘for khudvai; excavation. “gahri karke niv
khudai.”-—dhana namdev. 6 wages  for
excavation;
ਖਦਸਘਪਖਘਕਗਝਪ son born to Sukhdei, wife .
of  Bhai Nattha Singh of  village Shyamgarh
(district Karnal) in Bhadon Sammat 1843, and
named Jaswant Singh at the time of his baptism
as  a Sikh.  He  grew up  as  very  robust ,

_ handsome, refined and sagaCious, and was
married to Chand Kaur.

On the advice o f  those who counted,
Jaswant Singh was appointed a station house
officer at Kurri ' .  During the tenure of his
office, he dealt stemly  with thieves and dacoits
and peace prevailed all around.

Baba Jaswant Singh’s association with
Baba Bhag Singh of Kuri, Baba Bir Singh of
Naurangabad and Baba Sahib Singh of Una
resulted in his turning into a saintly person. His
voice was melodious. He recited Gurbani so
melodious that all would be moved to the core
of  their hearts.

Baba Jaswant Singh preached Gurmat in
Majha and turned many persons belonging to
Multan, Panja Sahib, Hajro, Kharabad,
Naushehra,  Peshawar, Jalalabad, Kabul. ‘
Bukhara etc into believers.

'kurri is  near Shyamgarh in district Kama].
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Tehal Singh, a disciple of Baba Jaswant
Singh, used to  call himself  ‘Ali’, named Gulab
Singh (his brother by faith) as ‘Mohammad’
and Baba J aswant Singh ‘Khuda’ i.e. God. The
Baba, therefore, came to known as ‘Khuda
Singh’.

After the battle of  Chillianwala, the British
government took Khuda Singh into custody for
a few days upon suspicion, but set him free,
thinking that he was a saint.

Khuda Singh spent last years of his life at
'a place between the birth place of Guru Ram
Das and Divan Khana of  Guru Arjan Dev,
where a good number of devout Sikhs used to
visit him. The Baba breathed his last on the
waning moon’s Itenth day in the month of  Asu
vadi, 1918.
ਖਦਤਲ [xudatala] 2.9!} the Creator who is
the greatest of all.
ਖਦ ਦ ਰਜਨਮਚ [khuda da roznamca] See ਲਹ.
ਖਦ ਨਮਸਤ [xuda naxvasta] P ;.ਲਰਸਲ; part May
Gdd not do  so! May the Creator not like it!
ਖਦਯ [khudayi] See ਖਦੲ.
ਖਦਵਦ [xudavéd] P ”A; n Master, Lord. 2 the
Creator.
ਖਦਵਦਗਰ [xudavédgar] P Master, Lord.
ਖਦ [xudi] P (5,} n egoism, self-obsession.
“khudi mIt i  tab sukh bhae.”-—-bavan. “khudi

mIti  chuka bholava.”¥-majh 111 5. 2 one’s self.
ਖਧ [khudh] n ਬਬਸ feel hungry, be voracious.
ਖਧ [khudha], ਖਧ [khut], ਖਥਆ [khuta]
Skt ਕਧ n hunger, desire for eating. “khuta
nIdra kalé.”—mala a m I .  “khan pan  an  nahi
khuta.”—dhana m 5. 2 greed, yearning.
“japu harInam mIti khut tasu.”—gau 111 5.
ਖਧਆਰਥ [khutarth], ਖ'ਧਆਰਥ [khutarthi],
ਖ'ਧਆਵਤ [khutavét] Skt ਥਧਗ-ਬਥਸ. adj
tormented by hunger, hungry. “q maha

khutarth bhog.”—bIIa a m 5. “khutavét
na janai laj kolaj.”—var gau 1 m 5.
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ਖਨਸ' [khunas], ਖਨਸਨ [khunasna] malice. See
ਖਣਸ-ਖਣਸਣ. “khunse jaryo na jaI  pratapu.”
-GPS.

-ਖਨ[×ਘਰ1<] P ”6" adj cool, chilled. “ates dunia
khunak n a m  khudaIa .”—var  mala m I .
2 happy, elated.
ਖਗ [xunki] n chill, coolness.
ਖਨ'ਕ []<}1ਘ181<]ਰਨ[;5~ a disease. Skt ਗਲਘ, ਤਲਛਦ
,8!1(1 ਗਲਰਹਣ croup. khunak means choking of
the breath. This disease makes breathing
difficult hence the name. The palate gets
inflamed. Inhaling and exhaling of  the breath
become difficult. The  disease starts from
influenza. One is slightly feverish, voice gets
hoarse, food doesn’t go down the throat, which
turns red due  to inflammation. With rise in the
intensity of  the  disease, the body-temperature
increases. It is a source of unbearable pain at
night. Some expert should be immediately
céntacted for treatment. The following are the
common remedies:

Taking a mild laxative, having a decoction
of  syrup of  black berries or  decoction of  husks
of myrobalan and crucifier, mixed with honey,
steaming of  the larynx with vapours of  boiling
margo leaves by means of a tube,
administering the decoction of violets and
cathario cargus fistula.
ਖਨਮ [khunami] state of  losing reputation, that
results in bad name; guilt, crime. “ken khunami
pIkhi hamari.”—GPS. 2 adj criminal, guflty.
“duhi sarai khunami kahae.”——suhi m 5.

yfis‘arlkhun’ida] P ,ਭਧਡ adj appreciated, praised.
2 liked, approved. “kalakh katfda khurasan
ko khunida.”-—gyan. 3 ,ਗਡ" reader. 4 singer.
ਖਫਤਹ [xuftah] P :1? adj asleep, dormant.
ਖਫਤਨ [xuftan] P U”: v sleep, slumber.
Ufiawlxuflya], Wlkhuphia] A ‘5‘ adjsecret,
concealed.
ਖਬ [khfib] Skt ਬਜਕਬਲ n saline water, alkaline

water. 2 washerman’s basin in which clothes
immersed in water and mixed with washing
soda are steamed in order to remove dirt. “bhe
VIC khfibI caraie.”—var asa. 3 Skt ਜਨਧ
mushroom, terrigenous substance of white
colour and round head/domed cap which
grows during the rainy season. It is used as
vegetable. Mushrooms of Afghanistan and
Kashmir last long and are very delicious. L
Agaricus Campestris.
ਖਬ [khfibI] on the mushroom. See ਖਬ 2.
ਖਭ [khubh] Skt ਥ‘ਸ vr churn, get enraged.
2 See ਖਭਣ.
ਖਭਣ [khubhan] n act of sinking, or being bogged
down in a quagmire, . 2 See ਖਭਣ.
ਖਭਣ' [khublma], ਖਭਣ [khfibhna], mlkhubhna]
v sink, be bogged down. “nadi ਨਰਧ meda khoju
n3 khfibhe.”—var guj 2 m 5. ‘Swimming in the
river of the world, my foot does not sink in the
quagmire of sensualities.’
ਖਭਡ [khubhri] sunk, bogged down. “khubhri
kuthaI.”—sava m 5.
ਖਮ [xum] P f n barrel for storing liquor.
2 kettledrum for use in a battle.
ਖ'ਮਰ[1<}ਘਗ31']/1 / ਖਮਰ n liquor, intoxicant.
mlkhumar] A A? ਖਮਰ“ distiller and seller
of  liquor. 2 hangover; uneasiness caused by
hangoven.
ਖਮਰ [khumari], ਖਮਰ [khumaro] n intoxication
caused by liquor; ecstasy. “jese khéd
khumari.”——keda kabir. See ਖ'ਦ. “harIras rapIo
khumaro.”—sar m 5.

y‘alkhur] Skt n part of  theanimal’s foot, which
touches the earth, and is very hard; hoof; small
iron heel for a hoof; horse shoe. 2 claw  talon,
nail. “Ikna peran 811- khur pate.”—asa a m I .
‘Garments of some have béen torn from head
to foot, i.e. they have been disgraced by
soldiers.’ 3 razor, See ਭਰ. “bacan kio kartar
khur nahI laie.”—gurvsobha. 4 See ਖਰਸਦ.
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ਖਚਸ [×ਪਰਤ] P J5} n victuals, food.
ਖਰਸਦ [xursid], ਖਰਸਦ [xursed] P 21,5 n xur
(sun) sad (illuminating) … the illuminating sun.
ਖਰਕ [khurak] n premoni t ion ,  apprehens ion,
worry. “man te khurak na jaI.”—car1'tr 33.
2 See ਖਜ 2. 3 Skt a kind of dance.
ਖਰਗਨ [khurgin], ਖਰਗਰ [khurgir] P [-67 n xu
(perspiration) gir (catcher) saddle blanket,
thick cotton or  woollen blanket spread under a
saddle. “tIn ke ture jin khurgir sat paVItU
hah:.”—var 501' m 4. “lagyo jin bicé khurginé
paroyo.”—GPS. .
ਖਰਚਣ [khurcen] See  ਖਰਚਨ. 2 n waste obtained

' by scraping  residue sticking to  the  bottom of  a
pot of  boiled milk, specifically the thickened
khoa (paste of  condensed milk) in the cauldron.
See ਖਆ. ’
ਖਰਚਣ [khuracna], ਖਢਚਨ [khuracna] Skt ਕਰਚਯਨ,
v collect a substance by scratching  with a sharp
implement; scratch, peel, scrape. 2 n scraper.
ਖ'ਰਜ [khurji], ਖਰਜਨ [xurjin] P Ufj-J} n bag
placed over the  thick woollen cloth in which
the rider keeps things required for daily needs.
2 travelling expenses. 3 rug on a donkey’s
back.
ਖਰਦ[1<11ਘਬ€1] P ,ਤ ਖਰਦ adj small. 2 segmented,
fragmented. 3 P „ਭ cats. 4 eaten.
ਖਰਦਸ' [xurdast] has eaten. “khurdast jé jIgar
ra.”—ramav. See  ਖਰਦਨ.
ਖਰਦਹੲ [xurad-hai] P 3;”; thou hath eaten.
See  ਖਰਦਨ.
ਖਰਦਨ [xurdan] P w}; v eat, consume,  take.
2 n consuming; eating and drinking.
ਖਰਦਨ [xurdani] P (],/’,“; edible thing, food.
“dunia murdar  khurdani.”—t115g m 5.
ਖਰਦਰ [khurdara], ਖਰਦੜ [khurdara] See  ਖਰਦਰ.
ਖਰਪ [khurpa] Skt ਕਰਪ n that which cuts like a
razor; tool for cutting grass  and  for weeding.
ਖਰਪਜ [xurpuza] P 9);]. See ਖਰਬਜ.
ਖਰਫ [xurfa] S e e  ਕਲਫ.
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ਖਰਬਰ [khurbar] thud o f  a hoof, sound of  a
hoof. Skt ਕਰਰਵ “ghoran ki khurbar baje
bhua.”—krI$an.
ਖਰਮ [xurma] P L}: n dried date. “khajur te tut
paryo  khurma.”—c5di I .  2 sweetmeat
resembling a dried date. “modak  khurme bahu
mistana.”—NP. 3 This  word has also been used
in Sikh literature  for Kurum, a town and  a river
in Afghanistan. “ab cal khurme nagar majhara.”
—NP. See ਕਰਮ.
ਖਰਲ [khurli] n trough for cattle’s fodder;
manger. 2 custom of  serving meals during a
marriage in Khatri families wherein sweetmeats
were heaped before all. Now, people hesitate
to  eat in this way. 3 Skt site of  military parade.
4 practice of  arms training.
ਖਰ [khura] n impression of  a hoof; footprint.
“khura khoj janyo nah: jai.”—GPS.
ਖਰਸਨ [khurasan] Skt and P UM; territory
extending to the east of  Iran and the west of
Afghanistan; Herat and Mashhad are its
important towns. Babar writes that for the
Indians the western area beyond Sindh was
all  Khurasén .  “khurasan khasmana kia
hfdustan daraIa.”—asa m I .
ਖਰਕ [xurak] P J); n food, meals, victuals.
2 hoofed animal.
ਖਰ ਖਜ ਮਟਉਣ [khura khoj mItauna] v efface
footprint on  the earth. 2 annihilate, making one
incapable of  leaving a footprint on the earth
again. Associated meaning: removal from the
terrestrial sphere.
ਖਚਟ[1<1101-ਕਣ] adj  clever, willy; its root is khurah.
See ਖਰਨ 1.
ਖਰਣ [1<}ਘ1-81.18] a village in tehsil and police
station Sangrur, situated to its north-east at a
distance of  four miles from railway station
Sangrur. From village Akoi, Guru Hargobind
Sahib proceeded to  grace this place. The  Sikh
temple has three bighas of land attached to it.
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It also gets eighteen rupees annually from Jind
state.
ਖਰਨ [khuran] P U549} adj Spiller of blood,
bloody. “khéde akhéd khfini khuran.”—ka]l<1'.
2 See ਖਰਸਨ. .
ਖਚਨਦਨ [xuranidan] P WED} v feed; make one
take meals.
ਖਰਫਤ [xurafat] A .551} n plural of  xurafat
(chatter); futile talk.
ਖਰ [khuri] n foot of  a quadrupcd. See ਖਰ.
2 hoofprint,  mark o f  a foot. 3 heel  o f  a shoe.
4 iron mounting on a shoe’s heel. 5 brisk gait;
race; dash. 6 swift flow of a stream. 7 Skt
1{ifi‘ihoofed animal.
ਖਰਮ [xurram] P (1’7 adj happy, glad.
ਖਲ[1<1ਘ1],1 liberty, freedom, independence.
ਖਨ [ x u l a s ]  A ਚਤ adj  s a c r e d ,  p u r e ,
unadulterated.
ਖ'ਲਹਨ [khulhanu] See ਖਲਹਨ. “jam mar]: kare

. khulhanu.”—sri m I .
ਖਲਕ [khulak] Skt n jo int  of  a leg  and foot; talus.
2 A ਰਨਠ-ਟ’ disposition, nature, habit.
ਖਲਦ [xulad] A A; n permanence, perpetuity.
2 place of  stay. 3 heaven, paradise.
ਖਲਨ [khulna] v be emancipated, get salvation.
“maIa-phas b‘édh bahu  bédhe, harI japIo khul
khulne.”—nat m 4. “khule hat hoa vaparu.”
—var suhi  m I .  2 be revealed, emerge.
ਖਲਰ [khular] a Khatri subcaste among dist-
inguished Sarins. “naia khular guru pIara.”
-BG.
ਖਲੜ [khulra] adj spacious, open. “khulre
kapat.”-—sr1' chét m 5. 2 unfettered, free.
ਖਲ [khula] adj unfettered, redeemed, free.
2 vast, large-hearted.
ਖਲਸ” [xulas] A my: sense o f  redemption
(emancipation). 2 adj unbound, redeemed.
ਖਲਸਤਲਤਵਚਖ [xulasatultavarikh] History of
Punjab, written by Sujan Rai of  Batala in 1697.
It has two parts; in one  are mentioned the main
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places and towns  of  Punjab. In a way, it shows
the geography of  Punjab of  those times. In the
other part is described the history of  the
emperors .  In this book ,  well-deserved
appreciation is shbwered upon the Sikhs.
ਖਲਸ [xulasa] A‘ J”; n import, summary,
essence. 2 Sec  ਖਲਸ. 3 free of  religious bonds.
“rahIt  tyag t I n  ne kari bhae khulase soe.”
-gurusobha.
ਖਲਵਨ [khulavan] v feed; make the other one
cat.
ਖਲ[.1<}ਘ11] feminine of  khula.
ਖ'ੜਕ [khurak] n apprehension,  fear. 2 concern,
anxiety. .
ਖੜਲ [khural] Sce ਖਡਲ ਅਕਬਰਵਲ.
ਖ [xu] P ਨ n nature,  habit ,  conduct .
ਮ [xfi] P ਪ" n murder, blood. See ਖਨ.
ਥਹ[1<1ਘ11], ਖਹਟ [khuhta]  n well.  “te  bIkhIa ke
khuh.”—sar m 5. “ s t e m  k h u h t a  amrItU
bharIa.”—vad  chétm 3.
ਖਹਣ [khuhan], ਖਹਣ [khuhanI] Skt ਗਸਫਧ n
defence forces of  a specified count; 21,870
elephants,  21,870  chariots ,  65 ,610  horses and
1,09,350 foot soldiers : total 2,18,700. “khIma
VI hu  ne  khapI gee khuhnI lakh asékh.”—o§kar.
ਖਹ ਦ ਡੜ [khuh da daddu] See ਕਪਮਡਕ.
ਖਹਡ [1<}1੫}t ]  n small well. “0t dIse khuhri
kaun laj vahari?”—gau kabir. ‘Who is lowering
the rope (life-journey) into the well (i.e. the
world) to draw water of  scnsualities?’

wlkhuha], ਖਹ [khuhi] large well and small
well. 2 See ਵਧਣਖਹ.
ਖਕ [xuk] P J; n pig, swine. “khuk malhari gaj
gad-ha bIbhutdhari.”—-akal.

fiWIkhfikhar], ਖਸਰ [xfixyar]  P ਅਨ’ਚਜ adj blood
sucker. 2 ferocious, fearful. “jute dal sur asur
khfikhar do 511 jég cah.’.’——saloh. 3 cruel, blood-
thirsty, pitiless.
ਖਜ [khfija] n angle, border, corner.
fizlkhfit] n quarter, comer, side, direction.



ਖਟ
ਖਟ [khfita] n peg, hook.
ਖਟ [1<}ਘਵਫ] n mini-peg, hook.
ਖਡਨ [khfidan] n refutation. 2 plucking, pecking.
“talia khfidahI kag.”-—s fetid.
ਖਡ [khuda] adj warped, bent, curved. 2 n club
with a curved head; having warped head.
ਖਡ [khfidi] feminine cf khfiqla. “ਖਮ-ਘ di
khedari.”—var gauZ  m 5. 2 the hook of  Sakhi
Sarvar (Sultan) which his followers wear round
their neck. “khfidi khalra gal mahI dharo.”
—GPS.
ਖਦ [khud] P „,' metallic belt. 2 steel belt.
“pakhar CIlatah khud.”—sah. 3 See ਖਵਦ.
ਖਧ [khudh] See ਖਧ.
ਖਧ [khudha] adj famished, hungry. “avat pahia
khudhe jahI. ”—n kabir.

yfi'lkhun] P U} n blood, gore. 2 killing, murder.
“khun l<e sohle gaviahI nanak.”—-t115g m I .
ਪਨ [khuna] Skt ਸਜ n diminution, shortage,
deficiency. “khakha! khun'a kachu nahi tIsu
samrath ke pahe.”-bavan.

Wlkhuni] adj killer, murderer. 2 cruel. 3 blood-
red. -
ਖਬ [khub] P ......੭' adj supreme, excellent, pre-
eminent. “khub tero nam.”—bherm 5. 2 gentle,
good. ' '
ਖਬ [khfib] See ਖਬ. “bhadé mas khfib jug jese. ”
——GPS. 2 foam, froth. “cali bahI sronat upar
khube.’  ’—-cadi I .
ਖਬਸਰਤ [xubsurat] P “up; adj good-looking;
having a beautiful face.
ਖਬਕਲ [xubkalé] P wt“; It has warm-cum-
moist effect. Physiciaris prescribe it to cure
indigo fora linifalia, a disease, which causes
eruption on  the body. Sisysmbrium Irio.
ਖਬਚ [khfibca] See ਖ'ਚ.
ਖਬਰ [khfibra], ਖਬਰਜ [khfibraju] ਲਜਸ n canopied
fungus produced by the union of  the earth and
the cloud. Ethereal spores, appearing during
the rainy season. “jese bhadau khfibraju.”
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—bas§travrdas.
158*[xuba] P at}; plural of xub. 2 beloved,
sweetheart.

mlxubani] P [393; apricot, a fruit belonging
to the genus of  the peach-family. See ਸਰਦਲ.
ਖ'ਥ [xubi] P ਲ?“ n quality. 2 goodness, piety.
“kher khubi k0 dIh‘éda he.”—-aka1.
ਖਬਦਹ [xubidIh] P „(ਕ adj bestower of
goodness. ‘
ਖਲ [khulI] See ਖਲ.
ਖਲ [khuli] untied, opened. “khuli gath, utho
lIkhIa aIa.”—tukha ch5t m I. ‘The knot of
the vital force has been untied.’
ਖਲ [khule] have opened.
ਖਲ [khule] open. “kIU khule galjevri.”—gau chét
m 1. ‘
ਖਲ [khulhI] Skt ਗ'ਰ adj trivial, inferior.
. “manmukh khulhI mahabIkh khaI.”—prabha
m 1. 2 adv  openly, without any  doubt, with full
freedom.
ਖਲ [ khulhe] have been untied. “khulhe bédhan
mukatI gurI kini.”—-sarm 4.
ਖ [khe] S suf of. “dhuri majan sadh khe.”—sri
ché't m 5.  “harI  tare 55g jan khe.”
—nat m 4. 2 to. “jo dubédo ap so tarae kin
khe?”—var maru 2 m 5. 3 Skt ਖ n sky. “khe
kéhI gayo dharanI dhasgayo!”—krrsan.
4 Skt ਖ in the sky. “damni camatkar tIu  vartara
jag khe.”—gau var2 m .5. ‘As is the marvel of
lightning in the sky, so  is the momentary
phenomenon of  the  transient universe.’
ਖਈ [khei] See ਖਵਨ.
ਖਸ [khes] A ਗ.” n coarse cloth used as a wrap.
“jeha des teha bhes, ter lfigi modhe khes.”
—ratanma1. 2 P ਕਨ self. 3 kith and kin,
re la t ives .  “avval 1’<he$, bad -hu  darves .”

—prov.
ਖ'ਸਤਨ [xestan] P ਪਥ'ਨ self.
ਖਹ [1<118}1],ਖਹ [1<}1€ਘ],ਖਹ [khehu] n dust,
powder, filth, dirt. “jIU dhami mahI kheh. ”—
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kabir. 2'earth. “khehu seti ralIgaIa.”—vargab
l m 4. 3 faeces, sewage. “kheh tobra badan
cadhaI.”—GPS.
ਖਚਰ [khecar] Skt adj wanderer in the sky;
celestial rambler. 2“ n sun. 3 moon. 4 planet.
5 air, wind. 6 god. 7 aeroplane. 8 bird. 9 cloud.
10 ghost. 11 arrow, dart. 12 See ਖਚਰ ਮਦ.
“khecar bhucar tulsimala.”—ram namcjev.
ਖਚਰ [khecri] adj wanderer in the sky. 2 n
female ascetic. “bharét patr khecri.”--ramav.
3 888 ਖਚਰਮਦ. '
ਖਚਰਮਦਗਪਖੳਢਸਗਘਗ] practice of ‘hath yog’,
that operates thus: by massaging and pulling
the tongue to the extent that it can be rolled
back to entwine in the palate. Yogis believe
that stoppage of  breath by sticking the tongue
in the gullet results in the nectar dripping on
the tongue from its location in the brain.
ਟ According to Tantar Shastar, the practice of
mystic approach khecri mudra comprises
assumption of  a yogic posture with the right
hand gripping the left.
ਖਚਲ[1<118<:81] n hard work. 2 trouble. 3 fatigue.
ਖਚਰ [khecari] adj which rambles in the sky.
888 ਖਚਰ. “khecari patal mahicar.”—GPS.
ਖਜ [xez] P ਨ imperative of xezidan; arise.
2 adj arouser, producer. In such cases, it
follows another word as in zarxez.
ਖਜਦਨ [xezidan] P £9d v arise.
ਖਟ [khet] Skt 1%q eat, consume.  2 n wanderer
in the sky; planet, star, sun etc. 3 hamlet, village.
4 quarry, prey. 5 straw, dry grass. 6 club, stick.
7 horse. 8 shield, escutcheon. 9 leather, skin.
ਖਟਕ[1<}1੪j 81<] n shield; skin.
ਖਡ[1<116(.1] n game. 2 wager.
fivlkheda] n arena, amphitheatre. 2 a resident
of Khemkaran (district Lahore) and a Durga
devotee who after turning a Sikh of  Guru
Amardas, became devout worshipper o f  the
Almighty  a n d  w a s  g ran ted  a p lace  o f
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honour  as  a preacher. 3 a subcaste of  bahujai
Khatris.
ਖਡਰ [khedar], ਖਡਰ [khedari] adj participan 
in a game; player, sportsman.
ਖਤ [khet], ਖਤ [khetu] Skt ਕਤ n earth, land.
2 place where food is grown. “khet khasam
ka rakha uttaI.”—gaum 5. 3 body, physique.
“khet hi karahu nIbera.”—maru kabir. 4 place
of production. 5 woman, wife. “récak ret khet
tan nIrmIt.”—saveye $r1' mvkhvak m 5 .
6 conscience. 7 sense organ. 8 meritorious
person, officer. “khet pachane bije danu.’.’-—sav 
m J. 9 battlefield, battleground. “purja purja
katI mart: kabhfi na  chads khetu.”—maru kabir.
10 place of  pilgrimage.
ਖਤਪਲ [khetpal], ਖਤਰਪਲ [khetarpal] 888 ਖਤ'ਪਲ 
ਖਤਰ [khetar], ਖਤਰ [khetaru] n field. “101,1 
mInIa khetaru.”—sr1' m 5. Here this word
stands for the human body.
ਖਤ [kheti] n the thing grown in a field; the
produce of  a field; crop. “kheti j In  ki ujre
khalvare kIa  thau.”—var sarm  I . 2 agriculture,
cultivation, farming.
ਖਤ ਪਤ [kheti patti] n crop and other green
leafy vegetables.
ਖਤ []<}1810],ਖਭ [khetr] 888 ਖਤ.
ਖਭਰ [khetragy] Skt ਯਰ adj familiar with
the field.- 2 n cultivator, farmer. 3 witness of
the body, soul. 4 acquainted with the state
o f  mind, creator,  knower o f  the  heart’s
secrets .
ਖਤਪਲ [khetarpal] Skt ਕਤਪਲ adj protector of
the  f ie ld .  2 n nou r i she r  o f  t he  f ie ld .
3 incarnation of  Shiv, who is the gate keeper
of goddess Kali on the western side. 4 chief
of  the battlefield. “Ubhe khetarpalé  bak‘é mar
maré.”—-VN.
ਖਤ [khetri] See ਖਤ. 2 Skt ਕਤਨ field owner.
3 soul.
ਖਦ[1<119(1] 888 ਖਦ. n suffering. “khed mIte
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sadhu mxlat.”—ba van. 3 sorrow. 4 nervousness.
5 See ਖਦਨ.
ਖਦਤ [khedat] Skt ਖਦਤ. adj one made to suffer,
afflicted. 2 ਖਦਤ: amenable to suffering.
“khedat h‘é anched pukare.”—-aka1.
ਖਦਨ [khedan] Skt amenability to suffering.
2 fatigue; weariness.
ਖਦਨ [khedna] See ਖਦਨ. 2 disperse, push. “tIne
khedke bar te bic daré.”—VN. ‘pushed into the
enclosure.’
ਖਦਆ [khedIa] tormented. 2 pushed,
over threw,  de fea ted .  “kha tda r san  kau
khedIa.”-BG.
ਖਨ [khena] See ਖਵਨ.
ਖਪ [khep] S n stuffing with goods, articles of
commerce.  “ l a d :  khep sétahI 55g cal.”
—sukhmani. “nIb-hi nam ki sacu khep.”—sar
m 5. 2 See ਕਪ.

Mlkhepan186e ਕਪਣ.
ਖਮ [khem] Skt ਕਮ n efficiency, happiness.
2 salvation, emancipation. “khem sat :  r I t
nav nIdhi.”—svkhmani.
ਖਮਸਘ ਬਬ [khemsigh baba] See ਵਦਵਸ.
ਖਮਕਰਨ [khemkaran] a town in tehsil and police
station Kasur, district Lahore. Inside its
Yakkianwala gate, there is a gurdwara of Guru
Hargobind. The Guru stayed there for some
txme. A modest gurdwara has been built in
memory of  the event.  A column of  the Guru's
time called ‘Thamm Sahib’ is also there. The
gurdwara has no  regular income.

2 There is Gurusar  gurdwara of  Guru Tegh
Bahadur to the south of Khemkaran.
Previously this was just an ordihary hall. In
Sammat 1960, Lala Kashiram, an aristocrat
of Ferozepur, got built a hall and residential
quarters.

Nirmal Singh is the chief priest. A fair is
held on  the full moon day in the month of  Hath.
The site is about two furlongs from Khemkaran
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railway station to  the  south-east.
ਖਮਕਨ'ਨ [1<}16ਗ|<y1)/8ਸ] Sec ਕਮਕਕਨ.
ਖਮਕਸਲ [khemkusal] n salvation and happiness.
“khemkusal bhaIa Isnana.”—sor m 5.
ਖਮ [khema] A _ਟ n tent, temporary quarters.
“sa t IgurI  khema tanIa.”—saveye m 4 ke.
Here, Sikh religion is signified as  a tent.

Wlkhera] See ਖੜ. 2 Heer’s husband, Saida.
“ab-hi yah khera 1<0 dije.”-—carItr 98. Sec ਹਰ.
3 This word has been substituted for khIrni
in “tut nim am khera janie.”—GV I 0.
ਖਲ[1<1181]5/(ਲਕਲ and ਖਲ )1 game, sport. “t1
sékoce tau nanak eke.”—sukhmani. 2 P J:
crowd; gathering. 3 dynasty, subcastc. “bavan
khel pathan tah‘f sabhe pare ar-raI.”—carI tr97.
See ਬਵਨ ਖਲ. 4 slave, follower, servant.
ਖਲਖਸ [khelkhasi] select follower, readily
available servant. “chapan kotI ja ke
khelkhasi.”—bh€r1<abir.
ਖਲਖਯ [khelkhana] P ,‘,[ਡਸ chief ancestry,
superb dynasty. 2 the multitude leading home
life, i.e. the householders. V “ t e t i s  karori he
khelkhana, caurasi lakh  phIre dIvana.”—bh£r
kabir. ‘Thirty-three crore gods are having
family life and eighty-four lakh species are
wandering as homeless.’ See ਖਲ and ਖਨ.
ਖਲਣ [khelan], ਖਲਣ [khelna] v play, sport. “jau
tau prem khelan ka cau.”—sava m I. See ਖਲਨ.
ਖਲਤ [khelat] playing. “hasat khelat tere dehure
aIa.”—bh€r namdev.
ਖਲਨ [khelan] Skt ਕਲਨ n game, play, sport.
2 See ਖਲਨ 1.
ਖਲਨ [khelna] v play, sport. 2 n toy, plaything,
thing to amuse. “khelne  karan  sfidar  khelne.”
—GPS.
ਖਲਤਕ [khelfitak] n sword, that ends the game
of  warriors. —sanama.
ਖਲਰ [khelari] adj one who plays; player.
ਖਲ[1<}1੪1:[] adv  playing, gambling. Skt n game,
play.
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ਖਲ [khelu] See ਖਲ.
ਖਞ[1<11€\/] Sec ਖਵਨ. “anIl bera hau kheVI n3
sakau.”——basé’t namdev. ‘I cannot row a boat
against the strong wind’ meaning, ‘I cannot
swim across the wor ld  due to the intensity of
desire.’
ਖਵਟਘੴ/ਹਠ], ਖਵਟ [khevtu] Skt ਕਨਕਚ n boatman;
person who rows a boat. “gur khevat sabadI
taraIa.”——brha chét m 4. “viajhi hathI na khevtu
jalu sagaru asralu.”—maru a m 1. 2 adj ਕਪਕ
flinger, thrower. “fakus gyzm raténu he khevatu
VIrla sét.”—s kabir. ‘It is some rare saint who
can goad an elephant.’
ਖਵਨ [khevan], ਖਵਨ [khevna] Skt ਕਪਣ put oar
into  water  to row a boat;  scull. See ਖਞ. 2 while
away time; spend time. “kInhi [ਗਪ …ਰਖ bahu
kheva.”—ram a m 5. ‘spcnt (whiled away) time
in mystical and occult exercises.’ “jhuthe régI
khuaru kahz’i lagu khevie?”—phunhe m 5.
fiaflkheva] See ਖਵਨ. 2 See ਖਵਟ.
ਖਵਟ [khevat], ਖਵਟ [khevatu] See ਖਵਟ. “ape
sagar bohItha,  ape  hi l<hevat.”--var guj 2 m 5.
ਖੜ [khera] Skt ਖਟ n village, large hamlet.
“prI thme baSIa sa t  1<a khera.”—ram m 5.
“bhatth kherIa‘i d a  rehna.”—-hajare 10. 2 body,
physique.
ਥੜ ਕਲਮਟ [khera kalmot] See ਕਲਮਟ.
ਖੜ[1<}1ਘ]5’/“ਖਰਯਸ. n steel, which is used for
making implements such as sicklcs, axes, etc.
2 small village, hamlet. 3 a village in police
station  Morinda,  tehsil Ropar, districtAmbala.
Gangu Brahman, a resident of  the village, stole
Mata Gujri’s valuables and got her captured
along with the Sahibzadas by the Turks. Banda
Bahadur demolished the village'in Sammat
1767 and paid Gangu in his own coin.
Now, the new hamlet is known as Saheri See
ਸਹੜ.
ਖ [1<}1£] adv after eating, after consuming. “ek
kahi: ham khe mar hi: bIkh.”—1<I‘I$8n. 2 Skt
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ਕਯ. n ruination. “sagal bIat man te khe
nase.”—sukhmani. 3 loss, damage, paucity. “ja
ke  bhagat  kau nahi khe.”-—bas§t m 5 .
4 tuberculosis. Sec ਖਈ 3.
ਖਹੜ [khehra] See  ਖਹੜ.
ਖਥਰ [khekar] S mutual (reciprocal) courtesy
at the time of a meeting; happy interaction.
2 See ਖਕਲ.
ਖਕਲ [khekal], ਖਕਲ [1<}1£}<8!ਪ] adj agent of ksay
(destruction); destroyer, demolisher. “jhuth
bura khekalu.’-’—05kar. 2 n moment of  death;
the last hour. “khckal SIr duni aie.”—var majh
m 1. 3 doomsday, the day of judgement. “dojak
tsat nah‘i khekala.”—maru soIhe m I .
ਖ'ਚ[1<11’ਏ<:] n pull, attraction. 2 insistence.
ਖ'ਚਨ [1<}1’ਏ੦118], ਖ'ਚਥ [kh‘écab] v pull, attract.
Mlkhebar] A ,g‘ a site in Arabia, situated at a
distance of eight days’ journey from Medina.
PrOphet Mohammad put an end to the custom
of  temporary marriage here. 2 a mountain
pass  between d is t r ic t  Peshawar and
Afghanistan which starts from a distance of
ten miles and a half from the West. Most of
the invasions into India took place through this
pass.
ਖਰ [kher] A ਸ n welfare, goodness. 2 peace,
tranquility. “uhéi khsr sada mere bhai.”—gau
ravidas.-3 charity, benefaction. “tija kher
khudaI.”—var majh m I. ‘The third Muslim
prayer is for benefaction.’

“Isak  musak khasi aru khurak bakhanie;
khun kher madpan so bahur pramanie;
kas ko karai sat chupae chapat nahI;
ho! hovat pragat su sari sarlstx mahI.”

—carItr 154.
4 Skt ਖਦਰ ਬਰਛ. Mimosa Catechu.

ਖਰਖਹ [kherkhah], ਖਰਸਹ [xerxvah] P „,ਨਭ adj
well-wisher; who seeks well-being of  others.
“kherkhah ham  donahu ker.”—GPS.
ਖਰਤ[×£1'ਗ] A ...-„ਸ plural of xer. alms, virtuous
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action, beneficence.
ਖਰਬਦ [kherabad] a village in police station,
tehsil and district Amritsar, at a distance of four
miles to the north-west from the railway station.
There are two gurdwaras about half a mile
to the south-east by straight path from the
village.

(1) Gurpalah: a gurdwara in memory of
Guru Hargobind, who used to rest near a palas
(buteafrondosia) tree. The gurdwara  stands in
a secluded place, surrounded by a thick cluster
of  trees. A modest structure has been erected.
Six bighas of  land is attached.

(2)  Kalapbircch: This  too is in memory of
Guru Hargobind. Here a group of devotees
from Kabul were robbed. The Guru reached
there and punished the guilty ones and after
baptizing them as Sikhs, set them on  the right
path.

A modest platform, made of pucca bricks,
exists there. About six bighas of  land are
attached to the gurdwara. No priest is there.
2 a town near Attak.
ਖਰ [khEI‘I], ਪਰ [kheri] n charity. See ਖਹਦ.
“cauthe kheri.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘The fourth
Muslim prayer stands for charity.’
ਖਲ [khel] See ਖਲ. 2 See ਖਲਲ.
ਖਲਭਲ [khalbhel] fearful disturbance, terrible
interference. 2 turmoil, shaky situation.
“khelbhsl parat khalan gharbar he.”—h53ram.
ਖ [kho] See ਖਣ. 2 P ;; n disposition, nature.
ਖਉ [khou] adj loser.
ਖਆ [khoa] n Skt ਕਦ-ਪਯ. n milk condensed
through scraping  and evaporation; utensil for
decoction; milk thickened by the heat of  fire
and shaped into a mass. From it are formed
several sweets, such as pere, gulabjaman,
kalakéd etc. Dense milk begets more of  khoa,
and thin milk less in comparison. For example,
one maund of buffalo milk produces nine seers,
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goat’s eight seers and a quarter, and cow’s
eight seers of  khoa. If  khoa is fried in clarified
butter, it does  not putrefy for a long  time. It is
nutritious and increases sperm count. Being
greasy, it is difficult to digest for a weak person,
in particular. “khoa pay taptaI banavahf”
—GPS. - .
ਖਇ' [khox] P ‘_;>‘ n temperament; habit,
addiction, nature. “atmanu khOI khOI.”
~bIIa m 5. “tum khox turak ki jano.”—NP.
2 See ਖਣ. “khOI khahra bharamu man ka.”
-maru m 5. 3 snatched, lost.
ਖਇਓ [khOIo] lost. “khoxo mul, labh kahi’
paves:?”—bher m 5.
ਖਇਆ[1<110:[8] See ਖਇਓ. 2 See ਖਆ.
ਖਇਦ [khOId] See ਖਵਦ.
ਖਈ[1<}1੦1] lost. “khoi hau.”—bIIa m 5. 2 finished,
ended. “lIkhdIa  lIkhd  I a  kagad masu khoi.”
—majh a m 3.
ਖਸਣ [!<}1051.18], ਖਸਨ [khosna] v extort, snatch.
ਪਸਨ [khésna] v thrust, hang. “murli katI
khéslai.”—1<rrsan. '
ਖਸਲ [khosla] a Khatri subcaste.
ਖ'ਸੜ [khésra] See ਖਸੜ.
ਖਸ [xosa] P ,5} n ear of com. 2 ਚ; part good!
well done! hurrah!
ਖਸਕਟਲ[1(}1੦58 kotla] a village in police station
Dharamkot, tehsil Zira,‘ district Ferozepur,
situated at a distance of  about six  miles to the
north-east from Dagru railway station. To the
north just near this village, there is Guru
Hargobind’s gurdwara. The Guru had halted
by a big pond.

A hall was constructed in Sammat 1965.
Previously there existed Only a structure. The
priest is an Akali Singh. The villagers have
donated 28  ghumaons of  land to the gurdwara.
A fair is held on the first of Magh and Basant
Panchmi.
ਖਹ [khoh] n restlessness; uneasiness. 2 cave,
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cavern. “gIrI  ki khohan me vicréte.”—GPS.
3 See ਖਹਣ. “Ikasu harI ke namu bInU age
laiahI khohI.”-—majh barahmaha. 4 See ਖਣ.
“sacxsabadx malu khohu.”—-asa chétm 3.
ਖਹਣ [1<}1੦}!1.18], ਖਹਨ [khohna] v wrest, snatch.
See ਖਹ 3. 2 pu l l  out, pluck, uproot. “galha
pItanI SII‘U khohenI.”—sava m 1.
ਖਹ [1<}1੦1p ]  n a kind of grass; saccharum
spintansum; weed. 2 restlessness, uneasiness.
3 intense itch.
ਖਰ [khohu] See ਖਹ 4.
ਖਹਨ [khohenI] pull off (uproot). See ਖਹਣ.
2 snatch.
ਖਖਨ [khokhni] kukri; Gurkha’s knife. See ਖਖਰ
2. “churi khokhni saf lfibi.”—GPS.
ਖਖਰ[1<11੦1<11ਰ] adj hollow, empty. “khokhar
lakra par mahana.”—GPS. 2 n hole, burrow.
“khokhar sahI t  brIcch I k  jova.”-—GPS.
ਤ Khukhran, a Khatri subcaste. See ਖਤ and
ਖਖਰਇਣ. 4 a Rajput subcaste; wife of Rai
Bular, chief  of Talwandi, was of  this subcaste.
“jahi rani khokhar madh sala.”—NP. 5 a Jatt
subcaste. 6 a village set up by Khokhar Jatts.
ਖਖਰ[1<11੦1<1ਧ] adj hollow, empty. 2 moth-eaten,
decadent
ਖਖਰ'ਟਣ [khokhraIn] n a community
comprising people of  Khokhar  subcastc. Seeਖੜ. .
ਖਖਰਘਧਗਘ feminine of khokhra. 2 n curved
Nepalese weapon also called kukri. See ਸਸਤ.
ਖਜ [khoj], ਖਰ [khoju] n search, investigation.
“béde khoju dI l  harI roj.”—-t115g kabir. 2 foot-
print. “gurmatI khoj pare tab pakre.”—bas§tm
4. ‘per Gurmat the pursuit of the five thieves
whose footprints led to  their arrest.’ See ਬਛਰ
ਖਜ. 3 way, path. “khoj roj ke het lag dayo mIsr
ju rOI.”—xam. 4 foot, feet. “nadi tarédri meda
khoj n9. khfibhe.”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਖਜਕ[1<11੦]’ਹ1<] adj who searches.
ਖਜ ਜਨਵਰ [khoj janavar] Jilé‘tf' an official in
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the army of  emperor Shahjahan. “khoj janavar
bIsme dhari.”-GV 6. See ਖ'ਜ ਅਨਵਰ.
ਖਜਣ [1<}10]'1.18], ਖਜਨ [khojna] v search, probe,
scrutinize, explore. “jo khoje so pave.”—dhana
pipa. “khojat hare  dev.”—ram m 5.
ਖਜ ਪਣ[1<}10]'})£1.18], ਖਜ ਲਣ [khoj 1813a] v follow
footprint. 2 follow, pursue. 3 track. “sakat khoj
paIa.”—kaII m 4.
ਖਜ [khoja] See ਖਸਰ. “khoje jaha anek.”—-carItr
82. “patIh5 tor khoja kardara.”—carrtr 326.
2 P „,’!ਟ” master, chief. 3 short for khara ho ja;
stand up. 4 See ਖਦ 2.
ਖਜ ਅਨਵਰ [khoja anvar] See ਖਜ ਜਨਵਰ and ਖ'ਞਜ
ਅਨਵਰ.

ਖ'ਜ' [khojI] having searched. “seve SIkhu sou
khojI lahe.”—prabha m I . 2 on the way, in the
footsteps. “hamre khojI parahu mat koi.”—gau
kabir.
ਖਜ [khoji] adj who tracks. “khoji upje badi
bInse.”—mala m 1. 2 n one who tracks foot-
prints; an expert in tracking footprints.
ਖਰ [khojU] See ਖਜ.
ਖਟ [khot] n drawback, defect. 2 adulteration.
“khotu na kicai prabhu parkhanhara.” ~asa
Che—“it m 5. 3 Skt adj lame; one-legged; club-
footed. 4 Ski ਖਟ vr limp, throw, eat.
ਖਟਸਰਆ [khotsaria] adj who adulterates; who
mints base coins. “khotsario nIkaryo cahie
nagar hfi t‘é.”j-BGK.
ਖਟਜਲ [khotsala] n illegal mint; place where
base coins are minted. 2 bad company.

mlkhotsali] adjof a illegal mint. “khotsali
srkke.”—BG.
ਖਟੜ [khotra] a branch of the Kharal subcaste
who are tillers in Montgomery district.
“baramdas he khotra.”-BG. 2 adj adulterated,
alloyed.
ਖਟ [khota] adj accused, degenerate. “khote
saci dargahI sutiahI.”—-var majh m I .
2 adulterated, impure. “khote ka mul eku
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dugana.”—dhana m I .  See ਦਗਣ.
ਖਟਈ [khotai] n baseness.
ਖਟ [1<}1੦ਣ0] See ਖਟ.
ਖਡ[1<ਖ੦(.1] n hole, burrow.
ਖਣ [khona] v lob, throw. 2 lose.
ਖਤ [khot] shakes off. “sadh 55g: malu sagli
khot.”—-sukhmani. “bhe bharam dutia sagal
khot.”——asa chét m 5. 2 n donkey, ass. “jese
bharbahak khot.”——keda m 5.
ਖਤ [khota] n donkey, ass. 2 fool, dunce.
ਖਤ [khotI] adv having scraped, or dug or
mined. “koi gurmukhI sevaku kadhe khotI.”
—vargaul m 4. ‘digs out gems.’
ਖਦ [khod] See ਖਦਨ. 2 See ਖਵਦ. 3 See ਖ'ਦ. 4 P
„& n steel helmet.
ਖ'ਦ [khéd] Skt ਯਟ grape juice. 2 wine
fermented from grapes. “ubat caléte Ihu  madu
paIa jese kh6d khumari.”—keda kabir. 3 honey,
sweetness.
ਖਦਣ [khodna], ਖਦਨ [khodna] v scrape, dig,
uproot.
ਖਦ[1<11੦€18] n digging up e.g. “us de ghar khoda
dIt ta he.” 2 a person on whose face beard
doesn’t grow.
ਥਦ [khod I ]  adv having dug. “basudha khOdI
karahI (ਗਹ-“£ cule.”——asa kabir.
ਖਨ [khona] See ਖਣ.
ਖਪਰ [khopar], ਖਪਰ [khopri], ਖਪੜ [khopar], ਖਪੜ
[khopri] Skt ਖਪਰ n cranium, skull.
ਖਪ [khopa] n coconut kernel. 2 a semi-
spherical covering put on  the  eyes of  bullocks
or other cattle. In the beginning, it was made
of coconut-bowls, hence the epithet.
ਖਭ[1<11੦t 11] n a prick; the idea of getting stuck.
2 See ਕਤ and ਛਭ.
ਖਭਣ[1<}1੦ਠ119ਸ],d /<ਲਕਭਣ adj who pierces; who
exasperates. 2 See ਖਭਣ.
ਖਭਣ[1<110}੭}ਧ.18] v thrust, pierce.
ਖਯ [khoya] See ਖਇਆ. 2 See ਖਆ.
ਖਰ [khor] n residue, dreg. “karakh, lei sabh
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sakatI jab rahIgyo piche khor.”-~NP. 4 narrow
lane. 3 dungeon. See ਮਹਖਰ 4. 4 acrimony,
rancour. 5 path. “nabh or  khor nIharke.”
~ramav. 6 Skt adj limping, lame. 7 P 1} who
eats;  in this sense it is  used  as a suffix. “asékh
cor hara  mkhor.”——japu.
ਖਰਹਰਮ [khorharam] See ਹਰਮਖਰ.
ਖਰਰ [khorar] adj rough, rugged. “jIm khorar
pathar pa carnathi.”—-—I<rIsan.
ਖਰ [khora] n pbwder of baked bricks. 2 kiln’s
baked earth which contains ashes. 3 adj hollow,
half-baked. 4 P U} able, capable. 5 P u} who
eats; used as a suffix with another word,  as
sakarxora.
ਖਰ [khorI] n cvil, badncss. “moti lagi khorI.”
-—s kabir. 2 narrow lane.
ਗ [khori] adj having rancour. 2 consumer.
“karahI haramkhori.”——maru m 5. See ਖਰ 5.
3 n narrow lane. 4 intoxication. “man bidho
prem ki khori.”—nat m 5. “man khaCIt premras
khori.”-sar m 5. 5 crushed residue of
sugarcane; crushings of  rind. “jese ukh deI
kar khori.”—NP.
ਖਰ' [khoru] See  ਖਰ. 2 S sweets made from milk
and dry fruit like almonds.
ਖਲ [khol] See ਖਲਨ. 2 P d} ਖਲ n quilt cover.
3 peel, skin of fruit. 4 protective gear; armour.
“khol kh‘éde apare.”——VN. 5 steel helmet.
ਖਲਨ [kholna] v remove a curtain. “jInI
bhramuparda khola ram.”-—suhi chét m 5.
2 separate two jo ined things. 3 disentangle,
emancipate. 4 reveal. 5 clarify.
ਖਲ [khola] n roofless house with dilapidated
walls. 2 squint-eyed, one-eyed. 3 skeleton.
ਖਲ [kholI], ਖਲ [kholhI] by opening, by
throwing wide. “kholI kapat gurI melia.”
—varjet. ‘united by throwing the door open.’
“darsan dije kholhI kIvar.”—-bIIa kabir.
ਖਵਣ [khovna] v lose, mislay. 2 remove, wipe
out. “bharam bhau khovna.”—var guj 2 m 5.
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“mamas janam akarath khovat.”-—asa m 9.
ਖਵਤ[1<11੦\/ਗ] loses. See ਖਵਣ.
ਖੜ [khor] n ditch, hole. See ਖ'ੜ. 2 sheath,
repository. 3 M game, sport. 4 fault, defect.
5 short for khoras (sixteen). “khor sigar kare
atI  pIari.”——gau a m 1 . “jese kulvadhu 5g racat
sigar khor.”—BGK. Sec ਸਲਰ ਸਗਰ.
ਖੜਸ[1(110ਤ95] Skt ਯਤਧ adj sixteenth. 2 ਧਰਜ n
sixteen.
ਖੜਸਪਜ [khoraspuj], ਖੜਸਪਚਰ [ khorsopacar] Skt
ਧਤਸਧਸ sixteen requirements of worship:
invocation, yogic posture, washing of feet,
water for washing the  face, ceremonial
drinking ofwatcr, ablution, clothing,  ornaments,
perfume (sandal), flowers, incense, lamp, food
consecrated to  the deity, salutatiofi, offering to
the priest and a parting gift. “khorsopacar kar
puja kulpuj hfi ki.”—hanu.
ਖੜ[1<}10ਡ<1]ਰਉ/ਪਯਗ partsix kinds, in six ways.
2 "M n restriction, obligation, principle. “tin
khora n I t  kal sare.”—sri m 1. ‘spcnds time
regularly unde r  th ree obl igat ions; ’  that is,
prayers done three times, i.c., doing good turns
through word and deed. See ਬਸ ਸਪਤਹਰ.
ਖੜ [khorI] in the hole, in the cave. See ਖੜ.
“khakha Ihe RhorI man ava.”——gau bavan
kabir. ‘Rapt mind does not go astray.’
ਖੜ [khori] layer of a turban’s fold.
ਖਤ [khoru] S heap, accumulation.
ਖ- [kha] See ਖਉ.
ਖਸੜ [khasra] shoes. Sec ਕਸ. “kar’é khosre
mar.”—GPS.
ਖਹ [khahi] a type of fungus. See ਖਹ. “khahi
khari prabhu! I t  ore”-—GPS.
ਖ'ਚ [kh5ca3 n multiplication table of six and a
half. 2 P {'3‘ small platter or basket for
keeping food items.
ਖਜ [khaj] A ਯ}; ਖਜ n act of intrusion.
2 contemplation.
ਖਫ [khaph] See ਖਉਫ.
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ਖਰ[1<}ਇ] n consecration mark on the forehead,
vermilion mark. “mathe cédan khar.”—hanu.
2 in particular. a oblique bow-like mark on the
forehead. 3 Skt ਕਰ. shave with a razor;
tonsurc.
ਖਰ [kharu] n pandemonium, turmoil. 2 raising
dust with a hoof. “dhatte kharu kargae.”—b5no.
ਪਲਨ [khalna] See ਖਉਲਨ.
ਬ [khé] Skt (ਜਸ; n sky. “khé pan b‘énhI pani
choni péc tatt jani.”—-NP. 2 Sec ਖ.
ਖਕਰ [1<}151<੮£], ਖਕੜਯ [khékriy] adj destructive.
“kh‘élq'iy kal kruraprabha.”—I<alki.
ਖਕਲ [khékal], ਖਕਲ [khékali] Sec ਕਕਲ and
ਕਗਲ. 2 incarnation of Shiv as Bhairav. “kal
narad khékal  jamgan juh bItal.”—saloh.
3 Bhairvi, the power of Shiv. ਖਕਲ. “angéj
abhéja khékali. ”.—-paras
ਖਗ [1<}158] ਕਯ-ਅਗ.“kIte  khig khége.”—carItr
128 .  ‘Many  horses  were  s laughtered . ’
2 a phlegmatic disease; cough.
ਖਗਰ [1(}1ਰ891'] See ਖਘਰ.
ਖਘ [1<}1ਟ8}1] See ਖਸ. 2 throat, gullet.
ਖਘਰ [khéghar] n a chunk of a brick melted into
stone-like form in the oven’s intense heat.
ਖਘਰ [1<}1ਰ8}181‘] Skt ਖਟ ਕਯਕਰ n coughing up of
mucus of  the gullet, ਖਘਹਰ. 2 phlegm, expelled
out of  the throat.
ਖਘਲਨ [khéghalna] Skt ਸਕਲਨ v wash properly.
ਖਘਰਣ [khéghuma] v clear phlegm from the
throat by coughing up.
ਖਘਰਘਟਝਘਖ] n high sound of the gullet made
while coughing up mucus.
ਖਜ [1<}1ਰ]] Skt ਣਗਕਯ n a cripple; handicapped
person.
ਖਜਥ [1<}1ਰ]'1<ਹ] See ਖਜਰ. “dhol dholak khéjka
daph.”~—gyan.
ਖਜਨ [khéjan] Skt ਸਯਜ n wagtail, spotted

‘ forktail; Montacilla alba; a bird ofthe size ofa
sparrow, which is very agile. Poets compare it
with human eye and mind. “min morjhane kéj
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khéjan khIsane.”—c5di 1. “sfiguru pag sobha
VImal pijar 891- pahIcan. man khéjan tahf
paIkE kahé katha gatIdan.”—NP. 2 adj who
eradicates, who exterminates. “kal bIka l
bharam bhe khéjan.”——mala a m I . See ਖਜ W.
3 n See ਸਵਯ ਦ ਰਪ 22.
ਖਜਰ[×ਫ]'31'] P ਭ," Skt ਜ“ small dagger. 2 per
Bhai Santokh Singh’s essay, a village in Assam
near Dhubrhi, where Guru Tegh Bahadur thrust
his dagger into the  earth. From this, the  village
got the name Khanjar. “khéjar tfiko nam
ucari.”—GPS.
ਖਜਰ [1<}1ਰ]‘1'j ] Skt n small tambourine. In music,
it is also called karcakr.
ਖਜਚਟ [khéjrit] n wagtail. See ਖਜਨ.
ਖਡ[1<11ਟ€_1] n double-edged sword. “pio pahul
khéd-dhar hUI janam suhela.”—gurdas loan.
2 Skt ਰਕਹਛ portion. “khéd khéd karI bhojanu
kino.”—sor ravrdas. 3 a large region of a
country. “nau khéd prIthmi phII'E CIr jive.” .
—sukhmani. 4 deficiency, shortage, lack.
“ a b I n a s i  nah i  kIchu khéd.”—sukhmani.
5 section of  a book, part. 6 place, country.
“kféd mul cunI khavahI van kh‘éd vasa.”—var
majh m I .  7 sugar. “sakar khéd nIvat gur.”
--s farid. 8 chapter, preface, degree,
destination. “gIankhéd mahI gIan  pracéd.”
—japu. 9 a baptized Sikh. “tre prakar mam
SIkkh hé sahji carni kh‘éd.”——ratanma1. 10 Skt
ਯਧਛ impotent, eunuch.
ਖਡਸਸਡਵਬਰਙ] adjwho demolishes. “khalkhédas

h'e'.”-japu. .

ਖਡਸਪਗਰਕਰਝਗ] destroys. 2 will demolish. “kahe
na khédaSI avganu mera?”—asa kabir.
ਥਡਸਰ [khédsuré] khéd-asuré. one who destroys
demons. “tejturégi khédsuré.”—aka1.
ਖਡਹਗਘਰਗ-ਸਢ] n demolished house, dilapidated
home. -
ਖਡਕ [1<11ਰ€.1੪1<] adj who destroys.
ਖਡਣ[1<115€.18ਸ] See ਖਡਨ. “khédné kalIkalesah.”
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--var jet.
ਖਡਤ [khficlat] See  ਖਡਤ.
ਖਡਧਰ[1<}1ਰ(.1-ਯ}ਸ] of the double-edged sword’s
honed edge. “pio pahul khéd-dhar hOI janam
suhela.”—gurdas kavr.
ਖਡਨ [khédan] Skt n demolishing, cutting into
pieces. “tum papkhédan.”—sor m 5. 2 reject.
3 Khadyakhandan; a treatise on jurisprudence
by Sri Harsh, the author of  Naishidhy Kavy.
ਖਡਨ [khédni] n armed forces which wear
double-edged swords.—sanama. 2 adj which
destroys, which demolishes the enemy.
ਖਡਪਤ [khédpatI] chief of a territory; supreme
head of  a region.
ਖਡਮਡਲ [khédmédal] Skt n half the universe;
geography or astronomy. “tIthe khédmédal
varbh‘éd.”—japu. ‘Many universes alongwith
regions are there.’
ਖਡਲ [kh'édal] n place. See ਸਧਥਡਲ. 2 comprising
many regions of different countries. “saglo
bhumédal khi—idal prabhu tumhi ache.”—maru

m 5. 3 piece, part.
ਖਡਲ ਮਡਲ ਮਡਲ ਮਡ [khédal médal m’édal méda]
—bher a kabir. who has adorned the universe
comprising many regions.
ਖਡਲ [khédli] adj who destroys. “papkhédli.”
~kaII m 5.
ਖਡਘਰਵਬਗ] double-edged sword; weapon which
has both edges sharp. “tre se hatth utégi khéda
dhuhIa.”—kalki. See ਸਸਤ- 2 illusion, which
creates fragments (dual entities). “khéda
pr I thma  sajke jInI sabh sésar upaya .”
—c5d1° 3.
ਖਡ ਧਖਰਨ [1<115<.18 pakharna] v put the sword
back into the sheath after wiping it off, there
being no enemy in the battle field. See ਹਬਸ
ਪਖਰਨ.
ਖਡ [1<11ਰ(.1:] in the region (country). 2 in the
body. “jo brahmédl khédI so janahu.”—maru
soIhe m 1. 3 by demolishing. “bhavaru vase
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bhe khédI.”—var maru I m 3 .  black bee,
which embodyies a seeker that lives after
obliterating fear.
ਖਡਸਘਰਧਲ] khéd-i5. See ਖਡਪਤ. “khédIsan
khédkar.”—carrtr 200.
ਖਡਤ[1<11ਚ6.1ਗ੮] Skt adj broken, split into pieces.
2 rejected. 3 incorrect recitation, involving
omission of several matras and characters.‘
ਖਡਗਝ'ਦ [khédItnidra] 'adj whose sleep has
got reduced; whose sleep is Of a short duration.
“khédItnidra alap aharé.”—srdhgosat1'. 2 n
disturbed sleep, pollutio noctuma.
ਖ'ਡਤਘੴਵਬਡਕ] in poetics, the heroine who gets
annoyed on finding that the body o f  her
husband has signs of  sexual union with some
other woman. ‘
ਖਡ ਮਡਲ [khédI madal] parts of a region;
territories in a region (country).
ਖਤ [khédu] See ਖਡ. 2 With split lip.
ਖਡਗਘਚਧਪ] a village in police station Dakha,
tehsil J agraon, district Ludhiana at a distance
of  four miles to the east  of  Mullanpur railway
station. To the south, in the vicinity of  this
village, is situated a gurdwara of Guru
Hargobind, that has recently been built. The
priest is an Udasi Sadhu. 10-15 bighas of  land
are attached to  the shrine; which is also known
as Gurusar. 2 See ਖਡਰ.
ਬਤ ਦ ਅਮਤ [khéde da amrIt] See ਅਮਤਸਸਕਰ.
ਖਡਧਰ [khédedhar] edge of a double-edged
sword, suggestive of subtle and. arduous path.
“Ihu marag kh‘édedhar.”—devm 5. 2.8% ਖਡਧਰ.
ਖ'ਡਲ [khédela] adj who possesses a double-
edged sword; a swordsman. 2 n a subcaste of
Chauhan Rajputs.
ਖਢ [1<11ਰ(.1}1] See ਸਢ.
ਖਦਹਰ [xédah ru] P „',/5 jolly, cheerful.
ਖਦਕ [×5ਯ81<] A Jps n ditch, moat.
ਮਦ [×ਰ618] P „=; n smile, laughter. 2 Pkt adj
who digs; this word is derived from kédan (to
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dig). See ਕਦਹ and ਕਚਨ. 3 dog that digs after
sniffing. 4 milk-yielding animal, milch cattle.
ਖਦ[×ਰ<15] P 0’15 adjlaughing. 2jolly.
ਖਦਦਨ [xédidan] P ਪਮਭਫਭ v laugh.
ਖਧ[1<115€1118] See ਖਦ 4.
ਖਨ [khan] Skt ਖਡ n fragment, piece.
ਖਨਖਨਐ [khénkhénie] get torn into pieces, i.e.
get sacrificed. 2 get split into fragments.
ਖਨਲ [khénli] Skt ਜਧਧਰਜ rag used for cleaning
the oilpress of an ojlman. “kh‘énli dhoti 0i na
hovai.”-—varsorm 3. i.e., ‘degenerate intellect
disposed to  sensual pleasure.’
ਖਨ [khéna] n double-edged sword; S ਖਨ.
“khéna saga] ren chari.”—sor m 5. “khénxahu
tIkhi valahu nIki.”—an5du. 2 a subcaste of
Khatris. 3 half a part (piece).
ਖਨ [khéni] adj half, fragmented, broken.
ਖਨਐ [khénie] get fragmented, get sacrificed.
“tere darsan VItahu khénie v5ya.”——vad m I .
‘may get sacrificed.’
ਖਭ [khébh] n which causes reverberation o r
sound [at] in the sky [kha]; wing, feather.
“khébh VIkfidre je 19h5.”-—sava m 5. “jInI tam:
sajI die nalI khébh.”—mala m I . 2 stanchion,
column, prop, pillar.
ਖਭ ਲਗਣ [1<}1ਰ})}1 laggne] i.e., be capable of
flying. 2 turn benevolent by controlling one’s
energy. 3. vainly show off beyond one’s
capacity.
ਖਭ [khébha] n Stanchion, column, prop, post,
pillar.

HER-Ilkhébhar] agitation; uneasiness. See ਖਭਰ.
“a pdvar bhari khébhara.”—saloh.
ਖਭਵਤ [khébhavti] winged, fairy, nymph. “k1
khébhavti he.”—datt.
ਖਭ [khébhi] adj feathery. 2 n bird. 3 petal of a
flower. 4 pillar-like support of  a spinning-
wheel. “q carkha athkhébhia.”—-BG.
ਖਯਤ [khyatri] See ਕਡ and ਖਤ. “brahman bes
sud aru khyatri.”-bIIa ravrdas.
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ਖਯਹ [khyah] See ਘਸ. “khyah bhayo s dyos
hamare.”—GPS. '
ਖਯਤ' [khyat], Wlkhyata] Skt adj famous,
well-known. 2 told, narrated. “sarbé khyata.”
~—japu. 3 clear, evident. “jo heri so bhakhi
khyata.”—NP.
ਧਤ [khyatI], ਖਯਤ [khyati] Skt n fame,
renown. 2 praise; appreciation. 3 renown.
“anadkéd mukéd jI khyati.”—NP. 4 saying,
proverb. 5 In suspicion and doubt, scholars
have identified five perceptions: asatkhyatI,
atamkhyatI, anyathakhyatI, akhyatI and
anIrvacniy4khayatI which are thus described
briefly:

(a) $unyvadi, votaries of  non-existence;
believe in unreal perception (asatkhyatI). They
hold that the snake in the rope is utterly non-
existent.Such non-existence prevails every-
where. Unreal perception is inherent in the
concept of  non-existence. .

(b) The followers o f  the ksanIk
vxgyanvadi believe in psychic perception
(atamkhyatI). They hold that the real snake
does not exist in the rope, or  at any other place.
All the objects are in the mifid, and the mind
adopts the form of  all the objects. The mind is
atomist ic  in nature.  The  concept  o f  the
atomistic mindin the form of a snake is a
psychic phenomenon that—isyatamkhyatx.

(c) The followers of  neyayIk and vasesIk
school of thought believe in erroneous being.
They hold that there  does exist a real snake in
places like a hole, etc. The deluded person
sees it with his eyes. The  visual illusion leads
to the perception of the snake in the rope.
Otherwise, the appearance of  an object is
erroneous in perception that is,
anyathakhyatI.

(d) The sfikhy and prabhakar' assert that
"an investigator; an adherent of  mimz’isxk system.

ਪਤ

when the mind is applied to activate the eyes
with the memory of the snake persisting, one
visualises ‘this’ form of the rope in general.
Then the idea, ‘this is a snake’ comes up. This
knowledge has two parts: ‘this’ is a general
perception and ‘is a snake’ is its recapitulation.
Even with the knowledge of both, the fear- "
complex of he, who sees, and the visual illusion
lead him to  believe that two perceptions have
come into being. The illogical characteristic
of these two aspects of  knowledge is termed
akhyatI.

(e) The followers of  the vedfit doctrine
believe in indefinable perception. They are of
the view that the image arising out of the mind
through the eyes, assumes the form of the
object, and this uncovers the object resulting
in a clear impression of  the same, which needs
the assistance of light too. The eyes alone,
are incapable of  perceiving the  object. When
there is darkness or  the  eyes are dim and hazy,
the impression of the rope coming out of the
mind, does not assume the form of  a snake,
and cannot strike off the non-existence of the
rope. Consequently, the  r0pe, activated by the
lack of knowledge born of  secondary
consciousness, ass'umes the form of  a snake.
Hence, “ਪੳ snake is the cause of  the non-
knowledge; if  true, it will not vanish in face of
the perception of the mm. The appearance
of the snake does not take place after the
reality about the rope is known. The snake is,
therefore, non-existent. And if  the snake were
a non-existent entity, its appearance would, in
no way, happen like the son of a barren
woman. However, it does appear, hence it is
not non-existent. From this, it is clear that the
appearance is neither true, nor untrue, but
undefinable. This perception of the undefinable
is called anIrvacniykhyatI.



ਖਯਤਫਦ

ਪਤਵਦ [khyativad] See ਪਤ 5.
ਖਜਨ [khyan] See ਅਪਨ and ਬਆਨ.
ਖਯਲ [khyal] See ਖਆਲ.
ਖਯਮ [khyem] See ਕਮ and ਖਮ.
ਮਸਤ[×ਪ5੪£] P ““/’ਤ adj desired. See ਮਸਤਨ.
ਖ'ਸਤਗਰ [xvasatgar] P 15:43; adj desirous,
covetous.
ਮਸਤਨ [xvastan] P ਹ!» v desire, crave, want.
wlxvah]  P “ਨ“ part or; and. 2 adj  desirous; in
this sense it is a suffix, as in xerxvah, badxvah.
3 n desire, inclination, demand.
ਮਹਦਗਜਸ [xvahad guzast] P ....„ਟ/ਚਗ will pass,
will leave. ਭ
ਪਹ [khvaha] desired, wanted. See ਸਹ. “na
bar ap  kahfi kachu khvaha.”—NP.
ਸਹ [xvahfi] P ਖ’ਡ adj desirous.
ਖਹਸ” [xvahIsl P J‘If n desire, aspiration.
ਮਹਦਹ [xvahi‘dah], ਖ'ਰਦ [xvahida] P ਮਝ’ਟ"

…, adj desirous. 2 beggar, supplicant.
ਮਜਹ [xvajah] P ,4} n owner of the house.
2 chief. 3 veteran. 4 rich man. 5 ruler.

.ਪਜਹ ਖਜਰ [khvajah ktar] See ਖ'ਜਖਜਰ.
ਮਜਹ ਮਰਦਦ [xvajah mardud] ਮਰਦਰ (rejected or
discarded), ਮਜਹ (chief). Khizar Khan brother
of  Sher Khan, a Maleria chief  who fought in
the battle of Chamkaur.

“k1 ਰ xvajah mardud sayah divar.
bamedfi na  amad bamardanahvar.”——jafar.

He was killed by the Khalsa near Ropar.
ਪਜਖਜਰ [khvajktar], ਮਜਖਦਰ [khvajkhxdar]
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P fig} a prophet. See ਖਜਰ. 2 lord of  greenery,
god of  verdure, master of water, god Varun, .
Neptune. See  ਵਰਣ. 3 a Muslim holyman, who
is also known as Zindahpir. See ਜਦਪਰ and

ਪਜ [khvaja] See ਪਜਹ. 2 a Kashmiri Muslim
who became a devotee of Guru Harg‘obind and
turned a spiritual master and philanthropist.
ਮਜ ਅਨਵਰ [xvaja anvar] 1,31,?!) a commander
in Shah Jahan’s army, who along with Kala

_ Khan and Painda Khan reached Kartarpur to
fight against the sixth Guru. He came here as
a spy to gather information. The arrow shot
by Bhai Bidhi Chand killed him. See ਖਜਜਨਵਰ.
ਪਜ ਖਜਰ [khvaja ktar] See ਬ'ਜਖਜਰ.
ਪਜ ਮਰਦਦ [khvaja mardud] See ਪਜਹ ਮਰਢਦ.
ਮਦਨ [xvadan] P wag; v read, study.
ਮਦ [xva‘ida] P ਸਲਨ read, study.
ਸਨ [xvan] P mg n plattey. 2 cloth on which
food is served.
ਪਨ [xvani] P 43;; you may study, you read.
ਮਥ [xvab] P “."ਡ' n sleep, slumber. 2 dream.
ਰਬਗਹ [xvabgah] P ,ਗਮ or _ਨਮ n place for
sleeping; room for sleeping; bedroom.
ਮੲ [xvabi] adj sleepless, insomniac. “c5k pare
tam me (ਭਰ!- khvabi.”—krrsan.
ਖਹਸ/ਪ] P 113' needlessly bothered. 2 mined.
ਦ [khve] See ਖਵਨ. “khvehé dharam malech
ko.”-1<rrsan. -‘shall deprive the barbarian of
his faith.’ 2 having missed, having lost.



ਗ [gagga] eighth character of Punjabi script,
which is guttural. Skt n song. 2 Ganesh.
3 Gandharav, the  celestial musician. 4 a
character with two matras; long matra. 5 When
used as a suffix, it means a singer, wanderer,
(gOer), etc. as samag (reciter of Samved),
khag (wanderer in the sky). ਲ
ਗਉ [gau] Skt ਗਮਨ n going. 2 i.e., dying.
3 transmigration. “abhau labhahI gau cukIhI.”
—saveye m 3 ke. ‘Transmigration is
transcended.’ 4 step, pace. “menu ke n91 ke
calte na cali gau.”—datt. ‘The earth did not
accompany them even a step on  the death of
kings such as Mann and Nal etc.’ “bharé tIrchi
tum gauh‘é.”—1<r1‘san. 5 See ਗ.
ਗਉ [gafi] n self-interest, purpose; aim; motive.
“gafi pIhave if), bhav'é gIlle hi hon.”—-prov.
2 ambush; snare, trap,
ਗਉਸ [gens] See ਗਸ.
ਗਉਹ [gauh] See ਗਉ 4 and ਗਹ.
ਗਉਹਰ [89ਘ81],ਗਉਹਰ [gauharulP fif npearl.
“gauhar gyan pragat ujiarau.”—saveye m 4 ke.
“guru gauhar darIau.”—saveye m 3 Ice. ‘The
Guru is a river overflowing with pearls.’

2 family. 3 SM ਧਰਯਚ’ adj dense. 4 deep, serious,

unfathomable. “ape hi gauhar.”—var mm
m 4.
ਗੳਹਟ [gauhati] a town in district Kamrup of
Assam,  the  anc ien t  'name o f  which is

Pragjyotishpur. Bhagdéfi (Narkasur’s eldest

son), ruling over this territory, fought bravely in
the war of Mahabharat. He sided with Kauravs.
ਗਉਗ [gauga] See ਗਗ.

ਗੳਣ [gaun], ਗਉਣ [gaunu] Skt ਗਮਨ n going,
moving about. “gem; kare cahu kOt ka.”—sr1' a m
5. “namo sarabgaune.”—japu. 2 transmigration.
“cuka gaunt) mItIa étar.”—prabha a m 5.
3 See ਅਤਮਗਉਣ. 4 See ਗਣ.
ਗਉਤਮ [gautam] See ਗਊਤਮ and ਗਤਮ.
ਗਉਨ [gaun] going, departure. See ਗਉਣ. “jam-
magI gaun akeli.”—bIha ché't m 5. See
ਗਉਨਗਨ.
ਗਉਨਗਨ [gaungagan] n movement in the sky,
rambling in the sky. 2 stars like the sun and
the moon, etc. 3 god. 4 words about celestial

virtues. “ga'ungagan jab tabahI na hotau.”
—srdhgosatI.
ਗਉਨ [gauna] See ਗਉਨ and ਗਨ. _
ਗਉਰ [gaur] See ਗਰ. 2 Gauri; (a woman of) fair
colour, Parvati. “pher dai tan daurke 8801- kau
ghaIlke.”—c5di I.  3 See ਗਰਵ.
ਗਉਰਜ [gauraja] See ਗਰਜ.
ਗਉਰ [gaura] n a person of Bhai Baihlo dynasty.
See ਗਰ. 2 dignified, weighty, heavy. “MW: 50
gaura hOI.”—-var asa. “tu gaura ham haure
hoche.”—sorm I .  See ਗਉਰ and ਗਰ.
ਗਉਰ [8੪01'ਰ] Gauri; (a woman) of fair colour,
Parvati.
ਗਉਰ [gauri] Gauri, Parvati. 868ਗਰ. 2 See
ਗਉੜ. '
ਗਉਰਸਤ [gaurisut] son of Gauri (Parvati),
Ganesh. 2 Bhai Gulab Singh. See ਗਲਬਸਘ 4.
ਗਉਰਪ'ਤ [gauripatI] husband of Gauri (Parvati),
Shiv.
ਗਉਰ [gauro] heavy. See ਗਉਰ 2. “hau hauro tu
thakur gauro.”—asa m 5.
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ਗਉੜ [gaur] See ਗੜ.
ਗਉੜ [gaura] See ਗਰਚਨ and ਗਰ.
ਗਉੜ [gauri] See ਗੜ. 2 a ragIni which employs
notes in purbi that. It is a part of Sri Rag. In
ਆਰਹ [arohi] (ascending order), gfidhar (the
third note) and dhevat (the sixth note) are

. forbidden, whereas avrohi (descending order)
gédhar (the third note) is forbidden; rIsabh
(the second note) is  primary, while; pécam (the
fifth note) is secondary. rIsabh (the second
note) and dhevat (the sixth note) are flat,
whereas maddham (the fourth note) is sharp;
all other are pure notes. The time for singing it
is the fourth watch of  the day.

ascending - $3  ra mi pa ਸਰ $ 3 .

descending - $3  113 dha pa mi ta 5;).
In Guru Granth Sahib,  this rag is at number

three, and it has many variations, such as
guareri, ਚਤ [ceti], dakkhni, ਦਪਕ [dipki], ਪਰਬ

“[ਵਘਧਤ], beragan, ਮਝ [majh], ਮਲਵ [malva] and
ਮਲ [mala]. Its combination with other rags
has resulted in these variations. Regrettably
enough, these days, ragis do  not sing  them all.
ਗਉੜ ਚਤ [gauri ceti] It is a modified musical
tone comprising five  notes. saraj (the first note)
pécam (the fifth not'e) and nIsad (the seventh
note) are pure, rrgabh  (the second note) is flat
and maddham (the fourth note) are sharp;
gfidhar (the third note) is primary, whéreas
dhevat (the sixth note) is secondary. The  time
for singing it is the fourth quarter of  the day.
ਗਉੜ ਬਰ|ਣ [guri beragan] This modified
musical  mode employs all  the seven notes. $9raj

(the first  note), gadhar  (the  third note), pécam
(the fifth note), and nIsad (the seventh note)
are pure; rIsabh (the second note), gz‘idhar
(the third note) are flat, while maddham  (the
fourth note) is sharp. maddham (the fourth
note) is primary, whereas rxsabh (the second
note) is secondary with samj (the first note) as

ਗਇਆ

(primary). The time for its singing is the fourth
quarter of  the day.
ਗਉੜਮਲ [gaurimala] This  ragIni employs all
the seven notes, saraj (the first note), maddham
(the fourth note), pécam (the fifth note) and
nxsad (the seventh note) are  pure, r1$abh (the
second note), géidhar (the third note) dhevat
(the sixth note) are in flat. dhevat (the sixth
note) is primary and rIsabh  (the second note)
is secondary. The time for its singing is first
quarter of  the night.
ਗਉ [gap] Skt ਗ, ਗ n ox. 2 cow. See E cow.
3 poor, humble. “gau kau care sardul.”—ram m
5. ‘The highly-violent man, who is always bent '
upon annihilating everything, looks afier the
helpless poor.’
ਗਉਗਸ [gaugras] Skt ਗਗਸ' n articles of food
offered in the name of cow  during the devotional
feasting by brahmins; cow-sacrifice.
ਗਉਚਰਹ [gaucaraha] cowherd, who takes cows
to the forests and fields for grazing.
ਗਉਚਰ [gaucarI] riding a cow. See ਚਰ.
ਗਉਰਣ [gauconi] absorbing ambrosia dripping
continuously from the brain through yogic
inhaling and exhaling of  breath. “gaganmédal
gau jInI coi.”—ratanma1a béno.
ਗਉਤਮ [gautam] See ਗਤਮ. “gautam sati SIla
nIstari.”—g5d namdev. 2 See ਗਤਮ.
ਗਉਮਖ [gaumukh] adj mute as a cow. 2 gorgeous
from outward, but fraudulent from inward
appearance. “gaumukh bagh  jese base mrIgmal
bIkhe.”—BGK. 3 See ਗਮਖ.
ਗਇ [gaI] Skt ਗਜ n elephant. “he gaI bahan.”
-s kabir. 2 See ਗਯ ‘
ਗਦਅ [gala] passed, departed, left. “dukh
darIdr  t I n  ke gaze.”-—saveye m 4 ke.
ਰਇਅ'ਮ [gaIamu] went by, departed, passed.
“pI ru  b I nU  jobanu b a d I  gaIamU.”—maru
kaphi m I. S ਵਅਮ.
ਗਇਆ [gaIa] See ਗਇਅਅ. “mera saga] 5desra



ਗਬਦ

gala.”—devm 5. 2 See ਕ. “ਫਰਬਕ gaIa  godavri
sésar ke kama.”—bas§t namdev. “gaIa pfd
bharta.”——g5d namdev.
ਗਬਦ [gafd], ਗਬਦ [gaidra] See ਗਜਦ and ਗਯਦ.
ਗਈ [gai] went by, passed. 2 deteriorated.
“gaibahoru b5dichoru.”—sorm 5. 3 will sing.
“tab kese gun gaihe?”—gu j kabir.
ਗੲਆ [gaia] singer. 2 sang, recited. “nam kIdh5
tumro sabh hi  jug gaia.”—krIsan. 3 cows, kine.

' 4 disappeared, went by, ceased to exist.
ਗੲਬਹਰ [gaibahor], ਗੲਬਹਤ [gaibahoru] (one)
who brings the past back. 2 (one) who gets
things on the right track. “gaibahor
gariavaju.”—tulsi. See ਗਈ 2.
ਗੲਯਰ [gaiyar] elephant. “cal cale jIm gaiyar
mato.”-I<rrsan.
ਗਏ [gee] passed, went by. 2 recited, sang. “gae
jit karkha.”——c5di 2. ‘recited the martial song
of success.’ 3 were misled. “apo gee aran hfi
khovahI.”——-gau kabir.

“ਗਸ [gas] A ਕ“ n unconsciousness,
senselessness. See ਮਰਛ.
ਗਸਤ [gasat] P 6.; n act of roaming and rambling.
ਗਸਤਨ [gastan] P ,.}‘ਟਲ v ramble, roam. 2 be.
ਗਸਤਮ [gastam] P if 1 roamed. “sab roj gastam
dar hava.”—trl§g m I .  2 I was.
ਗਸਤ [gasti] P f7 adj rambler, roamer. 2 boat,
yacht, skiff. '
ਗਸਤਦਲਰਡਟਟਘਸ ਔ roamed.2were; existed.
ਗਸ [gasi] See ਗਸ. ‘
ਗਹ [gah] See ਗਹ vr. “kar gah lehu ubari.”
—hajare10.2 P f n site, location, place. 3 time,
moment. 4 adv sometimes, occasionally. “gah
kalédar mesvad.”-—d1'van goya.
ਗਹਗਹ [gahgaha] adj fast, deep. “q ubli'
majithe régu gahgaha.”-gau var 1 If] 4. 2 firm, ‘
enduring.
ਗਹਗਚ [gahgac] adj that which has a firm hold
as lime; grasper. 2 grip, grasp.
ਗਹਗਚ [gahgacx] in the grip (grasp). “gahgac:
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parIo kutéb ke.”—s kabir.
ਗਹਰਡ [gahgadd] adjfirmly pitched. 2 engrossed.
ਗਹਡੜੜ [gahdana] n assimilator, absorber, a
pit dug in a forest and  covered with grass so
as to  catch an  elephant. 2 universe. “gahdarra
trInI cha1a.”—var maru 2 m 5. tan (straw)
stands for worldly comfort.
ਗਹਡਓ [gahdIo], ਗਹਡਆ [gahdIa] caught,
entrapped. ‘.‘gahdIo mur 1181- hz‘i.”—asa m 5.
,2 pitched, pushed.
ਗਹਣ [gahan] Skt ਗਹਣ n catching. 2 enjoying
erotic and sensual pleasure through sense-
organs. 3 Skt ਗਹਨ adj hard, difficult. “tIn  ki
gahangatI kahi na jaI.”—asa m 3. “apni
gahangatI ape jane.”——maru solhe m 3. 4 n
depth, profundity. “ham 11811]'81.11 her:  gahne.”
—natm 4. 5 See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹਵਤ [gahangatI] n grave condition,
unfathomable state. See  ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹਣ [gahna] v adopt ,  hold. 2 n ornament,
adornment. “tii mefa gahna.”—majh m 5.
“namu sace l<a gahna.”—majh m 5. See ਦਅਦਸ

_ਭਸਣ and ਭਸਣ. 3 trust money held  particularly
against some debt; mortgage. “je tfi kIse na
dei mere s a t a !  1<Ia k0 kadhe gahna?”
—dhana m 1. ‘If you d o  not bestow any
blessing on a person, can he get that by
mortgaging something to  you?’
ਗਹਣ [gahanu] S t o i l ,  hard work .  2 act  o f
obliging, act of  making one  grateful.
ਗਹਨ [gahan] Skt adj serious, unfathomable.
2 arduous, difficult. 3 inaccessible; where it is
difficult to  reach. 4 dense. 5 depth, profundity.
6 water. 7 agony, affliction. “mIthIa gahan
gahe.”—-asa m 5. 8 See  ਗਹਣ 1. “kéth  gahan tab
karan pukara.”—suh1’ kabir.
ਗਹਨੲਆ [891111818] adj who adopts. 2 worthy
of  adopting. 3 from the ornaments. Sec ਗਹਨ
ਗਹਨੲਅ.
ਗਹਨ ਗ-ਹਨੲਆ [ g a h a n  gahnaia]  the  best
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amongst ornaments, the finest  o f  ornaments.
888 ਮਤਚਰ,
ਗਹਨਤ [gahangatI] 888 ਗਹਣਗਤ and ਗਹਨ.
ਗਹਨ [gahna] See ਗਹਣ 3. “rav: sasx gahne
deu re.”—ram kabir. ‘Mortgagc the sun and the
moon.’
ਗਹਥਰ [gahbar], ਗਹਬਰ [gahbara] Ski ਧਫਥਦ n
densejungle, difficult to pass through. “gahbar
ban  ghor, gahbar ban ghor he!”—asa chétm 5.
2 tortuous t e r r i tory  a rduous  to  reach.
3 den, cave. 4 hypocrisy, pretence. 5 deep
meaning. 6 water. 7 adj secret. 8 dark, dense.
“lal gulal gahbara.”—-$ri m 1 .
ਗਹਰ [gahar] n haziness. 2 overcast with dust.
3 See ਗਹਥਰ 1. “mahe‘i gahar bantahi I k  laha.”
4carrtr 256. ‘saw a dust storm in the  jungle.’
ਗਹਰਗਹ [gahargahu] See ਗਹਰਗਹ.
ਰਸਗਰ [gaharg‘ébhir], ਗਹਰਗਭਰ [gahargébhira]
adj inaccessible and grave; hazy and

~ impenetrable; difficult to secure, unfathomable.
2 888 ਗਰਰਗਭਰ.
ਗਹਰਗਭਰ ਗਉਹਰ [gahargébhira gauhar] .pearl
of the inccessible and unfathomable sea.
2 (unfathomable sea’s gem) metaphysical
deliberation. “tIsu sevak ks nanak kurbani jo
gahargébhira gauhar jiu.”—majh m 5.
ਗਹਰਵਰ [gaharvar] a subcaste of Rajputs.
“gaharvar cahan gahlat dare.”-carI tr 9]  .
ਗਹਰ [gahra] Skt ਗਰਰ 888 ਗਹਥਰ. 2 grave, deep.
ਗਹਰਈ [gahrai] n seriousness, depth.
ਗਹ'ਰਗਰ [gaharIgahU] metaphysical
deliberation, knowledge o f  the Creator.
“gaharxgahu hadrathI dio.”—-saveye m 2 ke.
‘Hazra t  ( G u r u  Nanak  Dev)  gave us
knowledge of  the Creator.’
ਗਹਰ [gahri] adj  deep. “gahri karka niv khudai.”
—-dhana namdev. 2 dense. “gahri bIbhut laI
betha tari.”-—ram m 5.
ਗਰਲ [gahal] a village of police station Bhadaur,
administrative circle Bamala, Patiala state,
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situated at a distance of ten kohs to the north

from Bhadaur and 14 miles from Bamala
railway station. There is a gurdwara of  Guru
Har Rai to the north-west of  the village. The
Guru halted here while going to  Mehraj. It has
50 bighas of  land attached to it and gets an
annual grant of 25 rupees from the Patiala
state. A baptised Singh acts as the priest.
2 Dg intoxicant, inebriant, spirit.
ਗਹਲੜ [gahlara], ਗਹਲੜ [gahlaro], ਗਹਲ [gahla]
adj intoxicated, inebriated, befuddled. 2 crazy.
3 S ਗਹਲ-ਗਹਲ, careless, ignorant. 4 foolish.
ਗਹਲਟ [gahlot], ਗਹਲਤ [gahlot] a subcaste of
Rajputs, from which evolved the Shishodia
dynasty of  Mewar.
ਗਹਵਰ [gahvar] 888 ਗਹਥਰ.
ਗਹ [gaha] adopted, accepted. 2 held. 3 P ,g
Eran place, site. 4 a bunch of  thorny branches
used for threshing the harvested crop.
ਕਹਉਣ [gahauna] v have the harvest thrashed.
2 pass on, hand over;
ਗਹ'ੲ [gahai] n threshing. 2 wages for
threshing. 3 hold, grasp.
ਗਹਵ [gahava] adj who threshes, who does
the threshing. 2 adopted, grasped. 3 accepted
with full determination. “lakh I n  sac kare jU
gahava. 5tl<al tIh  hUI pachtava.”——NP.
ਗਹ [gahI] n grasp, hold, adoption. “gahI bhuja
levahu nam devahu.”—asa ché't m 5.
2 involvement; attachment. “harI seti cm) gahI
rahe.”—guj m 3. “pa seti andznu  gahI rahi.”
-—asa a m 3. 3 adv  by assimilating, grasping,
holding. “gahI kéth laIa.”—asa chétm 5.
ਗਹਓ [gahIo], ਗਰਆ [gahIa] held, grasped.
2 adopted, accepted. “man re, gahIo na gur-
updesu.”—sorm 9. 2 n mortgaged or  pledged
article.
ਗਹਣ [gahIna], ਗਹਨ [gahIna] See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹਬਰ [gatar] 888 ਗਹਥਰ.
ਗਰਮ [gahIm] n heap. 2 assemblage,
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‘ community, crowd.
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—asa m 5.
ਗਚਮਗਚਮ [gahImagahIm] large crowd. See ਗਹਲ [gahIli] adj crazy. See ਗਹਲ and ਗਹਲ.
ਗਰਮ 2. 2 hustle and bustle.
ਗਹਰ [gahIr] See ਗਹਰ. 2 See ਗਹਬਰ. “sital chaIa
gahIr phal.”-—s kabir.
ਗਹਰਗਭਰ [gahIrgabhir], ਗਹਰਭਰ
[831111'8811ਸ1-0],ਗਹਰਗਭਰ [gahIrgébhir],
ਗਚਰਗਤਰਟ [gahIrgébhirie], ਗਹਰਗਰ
[gahIrgébhirU] See ਗਹਰਗਭਰ. “vacje mere
sata gahIrgébhira gunigahira.”—sodaru.
2 a child named Bishna born to Sukhi, wife
carpenter Kahnchand, on the 9‘“ of the dark

~ half of the lunar month of Sammat 1920 in
village Thana,  of  Ludhiana district. He
became a disciple of Matabdas Udasi and
was  called Bisan Dass. He  spent several years
in the big assembly of  Udasis. In Sammat 1944,
he set up his own  centre and began to preach

~ his sermon. According to Bisan Das, the mist
exalted name for God is Gahirgambhir. In
support of  this he  used to recite the following
verses of Gurbani. “gahIrgébhir athah suami
atulu na jai k I a  mIna.”—maru soIhe m 5.
“gahIrgébhir athahu hath na  labhai.”—varmala
m I .  “gahIrgébhirU athahu tu  gun g I a n

. amole.”—var maru 2 m 5. “gahIrgébhir sagar
ratnagar  aver  nahi anpuja.”—sar a m 1 .
“gahngébhir best govide.”—-majh m 5. The
disciples of Bisan Das came to be known as
Gahirgambhirie. Guru Granth Sahib is their
scripture and their headquarter is in Ropar,
districtAmbala.
ਗਹਰ [gahIri] See ਗਹਰ. 2 gahI (adopt), ri (O
lady). See ਪਓਹਰ.
ਗਹਰਗਭਰ [gahIrigébhiri] See ਪਓਹਰ.
ਗਹਲ [gahII] See ਗਹਲ.
ਗਹਲੜ [gahIlaro], ਗਰਲ [gahIla] See ਗਹਲ.
“garab gahIlaro muno.”—~todi m 5. “gahIla
ruhu na janai SIrU bhi mI t i  khaI.”—s farid.
“kIa sovahI nam VIsarI gaphal gahIlIa?”

'ਗਹਰ [gahur] Pkt n lateness, delay.

2 assimilative, adoptive. “karamI m I l e
gungah11i.”—tukha barahmaha.
ਗਹਵਰ [gatar] See ਗਹਬਰ. “or amod 55g bhe
gatar.”—NP.
ਗਹ [gahi] adopted, imbibed. “gahi ot
sadhaIa.”—-suh1‘ m 5. 2 assimilator; who with
full force has imbibed sensualities; lustful.
“kotI gahi ke pap nIvare.”—maru soIhe m 3.
ਗਹਜ [gahije] should adopt. “chodI man
. harIcaran gahije.”—gau m 5.
ਗਹਚ [gahir] adj ਗਭਰ, unfathomed. See
ਗਹਰਗਭਰ. 2 P 27 one who does not abandon
his post in the battlefield. “gajje gahir.”—VN.
3'obstinate horse. 4 See ਗਹਰ.
ਗਹਰ'ਉ [gahirau], ਗਹਰ [gahira] adj who
assimilates; who  grasps; who seizes. “manahI
gahirau pekhI prabhu kaU.”—jet m 5. 2 deep,
unfathomable. See ਗਹਰਰਭਰ.
ਗਹਰ [gahiru] S big. 2 See ਗਹਰ.
ਗਹਲ [gahila], ਗਹਲ [gahili] ਲ/ਵਹਰਰ assimilator,
adopter. “patIt-Udharan bIrad gahila.”—NP. 
2 customer. “mahapurekh tum gunigahila.”
—NP. 3 grasper. “garabI gahili.”—aka1. ‘one
who keeps the conceited ones in thtjall.’
ਗਹ [gahu] n pit dug  for a hedge engulfing thorny
branches. 2 grasp, hold. “rahIn nahi gahu
kItno!”—gau m 5. See ਅਜਰ 5. 3 Skt ਆਗਹ.
insistence, stubbornness. “durI karahu apan-
gahu re.”-keda m 5. 4 grasp, assimilate. “gahu
parbraham saran.”—dhana m 5.

“calahu,
nahI gahur karije.”—GPS. See ਗਉਹਰ.
ਗਹ [gahe] adopted, grasped, held. See ਗਹਨ.
ਗਹਹ [gahehi] have grasped. “me satIgur 0t
gahehi.”—sorm 5.
ਗਹਰ [gahera] adj grave, deep. “sahib
gunigahera.”-sor m 5. 2 dense forest. “man
re, sésar 5dhgahefa.”—sor kabir. 3 one who
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assimilates or  grasps.
ਗਹਲੜ [8ਗ811'੦], ਗਹਲ [gahela], ਗਹਲ [gaheli], ਗਹ
ਲ [gahelo] See ਗਹਲ. “50111: sunI kamgahelie!”
—-sr1' m 3. “garabgaheli mahllu na pave.”—suhi
m 5.
ਗਹ [gahe] adopts. 2 threshes. 3 goes to; bathes.
“bharme bhula sat tirath gahe.”—var ram 1
m 3. ‘
ਗਹਯ [gaheya] adj who assimilates. 2 who
grasps (holds). ‘
ਗਹ [grah] Skt ਸਹ vr slander; accuse.
ਗਹਣ [graham] Skt ਸਵਯ n slandering, blaming,
defaming.
ਗਹਤ [grhIt] Skt ਧਵਰ adj slandercd.
ਗਰਰ [gahvar] See ਗਹਬਰ.
ਗਕਝ [gakat] See ਗਧ.
ਗਕਰ [gakkar], ਗਕਰ [gakkri] a resident of Kakka
village in Kashmir. In Sanskrit, it is cailed

~ Kekay. 2 See ਗਖਰ. '
ਗਖਰ [gakkhar], ਗਖਰ [gakkhri], ਗਖੜ [8੩}<1<11੩1']
' a Rajput subcaste of  Muslims, living mostly in
districts of J ehlum and Hazara. “bhakkhri
kédhari gor gakkhri.”—aka1.
ਗਗਣ [gagan], ਗਗਣ [gaganu] group of celestial
musicians. 2 sky. See ਗਗਨ. 3 short for grahgan.
ਗਗਨ [gagan] Skt n sky, for one to move about.
“gaganme thalu raVI c5du dipak bane.”
—-sohrla. 2 dot, zero. 3 vacuum, space. 4 mica.
5 heaven, paradise. 6 air, breeze, wind. “uparI
ku-p gagan panIhari.”—prabha m 2 . 7 the
universal Creator, the all pervasive  Almighty.
“gagan gébhiru gaganétarI vaso.”—05kar.
8 ultimate stage of divine awareness. “gaganI
nIvaSI samat lagave.”—asa a m 2. 9 See
ਛਪਯ ਦ ਰਪ 1. 10 measure of  one, because the
sky is taken as a single entity.
ਕਅਕਸ [gagan akas] the sky and shining stars
i.e. planets. See ਆਕਸ and ਕਸ. “j: n: dhar dhari
gagan akas.”—-asa a m 1. 2 planets and the sky.
ਕਨਕਸਮ [gagankusum] n flowers of the sky,
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that is, unexpected happening, impossible
occurrence. 2 sun, moon, stars, metaphorically
regarded as flowers in the sky.
ਰਨਗਭਰ [gagangébhir] n the Creator, universal
and infinite like the sky.
ਗਗਨਰ [gagancar], ਗਗਨਰਰ [gagancari] adjliving
in the sky. 2 n birds. 3 sun. 4 moon. 5 planets.
6 arrow. 7 cloud. 8 air. 9 deity, god.
ਗਰਸ [gagan-nagar], ਗਰਸਰ [gagan-
nagar-I] n ultimate stage of divine awareness.
“gagan-nagarx I k  had  113 barkhe.”—asa kabir.
ਗਗਨਪਰ [gaganpur], ਗਗਨਪਚ [ gaganpurI], ਗਗਨਪਰ
[gaganpuru] See ਹਤ. “rahe gaganpurI
drIsatI samesarI.”—ram a m  2 . 2 all pervasive
like the sky; the Almighty. “garabu nIvarI
gaganpuru pae.”—gaum 2 . 3 palace, so named
for comprising many storeys.
ਸਡਲ [gagenmédal] n galaxy, cosmos.
2 ultimate stage leading to divine awareness.
“gaganm‘édal mahI rope thému.”——var ram 2
111 2. '
ਰਗਨਗਨ [gagnéigna] n beauteous woman living
in the sky; celestial female; fairy.
ਗਗਨਬ [ਫਰਫਰਸਭਘ] Skt water of the sky, rain-
water; Sushrut mentions its use in numerous
medicines.
ਗਗਨ [gaganI] in the sky. “tu jaII thalI gaganI
payalI purI rahIa.”—saveye m 4 Re. 2 in the
ultimate stage o f  d iv ine  awareness.  See
ਗਗਨ 8.
ਗਗਨ [gaganu] See  ਗਗਨ. “gaganu rahaIa
hukme.”——maru soIhe m 5.
ਕਨਤਰ [gagnétarI], ਗਗਨਦਰ [ਫਰਤਰਯਰਗ] in the
ultimate stage of divine awareness. 2 in the
ultimate Reality like the all-pervasive sky.
“gagnétarz vas.”—o§1<ar. “gagn‘étarl vasxa gun
pargasxa.”—sor a m I .  “saca vasa purI
gagnfidar1.”—mam some m I .
ਗਗਰ' [gagra] See ਗਗੜ, 2 pitcher.
ਗਗਰ [gagri], ਗਗਰਆ [gagria] See ਗਗਰ. “kac
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gagria ਭ)}! majhria.”—asa m 5. Here unbaked
pitcher stands for mortal frame.
ਗਗੜ [gagra], ਗਗੜ [gagri] a low caste, whose
members use leech, cupping glass, hollow horn
etc to remove by suction blood from human
bodies. “}‘)/(~) gagri tumri tan layke.”—I<rrsan.
ਗਗ [gaga], ਗਗ [gagga] pronunciation of
character ਗ. 2 the character ਗ. “gaga gobxdgun
ravahu.”—bavan.
ਗਗ'ਬਹ [gaggobuha] a village under. police
station Taran Taran in district Amritsar,
situated ten miles the west of  the railway
station. While on  a hunting  expedition, Guru
Hargobind came here and rested for a while
under a peepal tree. Bhai Bir Singh (disciple
of  Khuda Singh), a famous and dedicated
preacher belonged to  this village. At  the dera,
a community kitchen is still active for serving
food. An annual congregation is held on J eth
5. See ਬਰ ਸਘ.
ਗਚ [gac] 01’ਗਰ [gacu] P ਭ n lime; mortar used
for raising walls o f  bricks and stones etc.
2 plaster prepared for beautifying the inside
and outside of  the bricked walls and arched
roofs. It has been in use since the ancient
times and is of  many types depending upon
the proportion in which  the components are
combined.  The  mortar  prepared for the
decoration of  inner walls consists of  fine  sand,
powder of  marble and gypsum. The mortar
for use in external walls is not so pure and
fine,  but  i t  sh ines  jus t  like marble i f  the  dr ied
plaster i s  properly rubbed. Now-a-days
cement is also mixed in this type of  mortar.
The third coating of plaster of Paris mixed
with sand and fine  powdered lime is also given
this name. There is another  type of  mortar in
which some quantity of  hair is also mixed.
This is very hard, smooth and sleek. “ghar
gac kite bage bag.”—var sar  m I .  “kaci

dhahagI d Iva l  kahe gacu 1avahu.”—bas§t m
I .  3 See ਗਚ. .
ਗਚਕਰ [gackari], ਗਚਗਰ [gacgiri] n act of
embedding, inlaying. “ajaran bIkhe manIn
gackari.”—-NP. 2 masonry work in lime; a
building constructed with lime sand. “gar mwar
gacgiria’i kIchU sathI na  jai.”—var sar  m 4.
ਗਹਨ [gacan] v fix with lime. 2 unite, join. “bacan
cin tame gacS.”—c§di I . “prabha kartar Ihi  me
gaci he.”—krrsan.
ਗਢ [gacu] Sec ਗਰ.
ਗਚ [gacc] n anger, ire. 2 indignation. 3 adj
intoxicated, inebriatcd.
ਗਛ [gach] See ਗਛ.
ਗਛਣ [gachna], ਗਛਨ [gachna] v go. “gachen
nan bharen.”—-ga tha. See ਗਛ and ਨਣਭਰ.
ਗਛ [gacch] Skt ਸਦਭ derived from vr ਗਮ (ਸਸ),
which means to. go. 2 n tree. 3 group of  Jain-
monks. 4 shower. “pari gacch tiré.”—c§di 2.
ਗਜ [gaj] Skt ਧਕ vr shout in intoxication. 2 n
elephant, that shrieks when intoxicated. “kop
bharyo gaj matt mahéi bhar  56d lae bhat sfidar
sou.”—krIsan. 3 a celestial musician, who
turned into an elephant due to sage Deval’s
curse. He was seized by an octopus in Varun’s
pond. As he got helpless and was about to
drown, he prayed to the Almighty who cutoff
of all the bonds. See ਭਗਵਤਸਕਧ 8; ch. 2. “gaj ko
tras mItIo jIh SImrat.”—gau m 9. See ਗਜ'ਦ.
4 Ganesh. “kahu gur gaj SIV sabhko jane.”
—gau kabir. 5 a demon, having appearance of
an elephant, son of Mehikhasur; Gajasur in
his previous‘birth was king of Mahesh. In the
next birth, he  turned into an elephant because
of curse from Narad. In order to end the
troubles caused to the gods, Shiva killed Gaj
and put its skin on his body.l See  ਸਕਦਪਰਣ, ਗਣ
ਸਖਡ, ch. 10. 6 an advisor of  Sugriv. 7 yard; 21
length measuring 48  fingers. See P f “menu

| “ pahIne hathi sih khall dam-u vaI  kart: heranc”—BG.
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“੧0 0… gaju jIhva meri kati.”—asa namdev. The
exact measure of  a yard has been varying and
still it has variations; but the most popular
measure is of sixteen gum or thirty six inches.
In Punjab, the  yard is  also taken to  be two
cubits. 8 ramrod for playing the stringed
instruments saréda or sarégi e tc ;  ramrod o r
i ron rod for cleaning the barrel of  a gun.
“chonkét lag‘at gaj pher pher.”—GPS. 9 See
ਗਜਣ. 10 At one place gaj has also been used
ror Gazi. “hams: na gajsena me  dije. hidudharam
rakh karI lije.”—-carrtr 195. ‘Do not hand us
over to the army of  Gazi Pathans.’
ਗਜ ਇਕਸ [gaj Ikis] Sec ਰਸਨ.

' ਗਜਬਦ [gajfdra] See ਗਜ 3 and ਗਜ'ਦ. “gajidra
t a  harI kio mokh.”—bas§t a m 5.
ਗਜਸਘ [gajsfgh] a relative of Bhimscn Kahluria
and Rajput soldier. See ਵਚਤਨਟਕ ch. 12;
ਗਜਹਸਤ [gaj-hasti] adj (an elephant) who has

‘“ raised his trunk for trumpeting. “gaj—hasti ke
pran udhariale.”——ma1i namdev. There is an
ancient story that with his trunk  the elephant
offered a lotus to the Almighty and pleaded
for protection. See ਗਜ3. 2 intoxicated elephant.
Sec ਗਜ 3. “gaj-hasti dino camkarI.”—bh£r a
namdev.
ਗਜਕ [gajak] P J‘f n a kind of pungent, sour
delicacy. 2 a kind of sweet meat.
ਗਜਗਤ [gajgatI], ਗਜਗਮਨ [gajgaman] n gait of  an
elephant. 2 gait like that of  an elephant. In
poetic compositions an elegant lady’s gait is
compared with that o f  an  elephant. See

ਗਜਗ'ਹ [gajgah] n elephant’s ornament,
especially one for an elephant or a horse to
wear on the head. “turag nacavat yut
gajgahan.”—GPS. 2 an  ornament for the head
of a warrior, shaped like a plume. “gajégah
bédhe, puna bhag jano!”—GPS. ‘racing after
wearing an ornament on  the head!’ 3 elephant’s
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covering. 4 howdah of  an elephant.
ਕਜਮਨ [gajgamIni], ਗਜਗਣ [gajgeni], ਗਜਗਨ
[gajgani] adj having an elephant’s gait.
“mrIgpatI  kat I  chajat gajgeni.”——ramav. “gar.
rég kécan gajgani.”—-NP.
ਗਜਣ [gajna] Skt ਸਚਚਜ n thunder, roar.
ਗਜਦਸ [gajdas] See ਗਜਨ.
ਗਜਧਰ [gajdhar] a ruler, who keeps elephants.
2 forest in which elephants live. 3 Dg tailor,
who uses a yardstick for measuring cloth
etc. 4 player of  stringed instruments like
saréda, sarégi, taus etc.
ਰਯਨ [gajnav] a verse by Kabir in Gauri Rag:
] gajnav gajdas gaj-Ikis puria ek tanai,
2 sa th  s u t  navkhéd  b a h a t a r I  patu Iago
atkai,
3 gai bunavan maho'. ghar  chod IE ja I julaho,
4 gaji na  minis tell me tulie pacanu ser adhai,
5 jau karI pacanu begI na pave jhagaru kare
gharhai.
6 d I n  ki bath khasam ki barkas I h  bela kat
ai?
7 chute kfide  bhige puria calIo  julaho risai.
8 chochi nali tétu nahi nIkse ਸਹਰ… rahi
urjhai,
9 chodI pasaru iha rahu bapuri kahu kabir
samjhai.”—54.

Its meaning is  as  fol lows:
1 A ro l l  of  forty yards long warp was spread
with nine yafds (for as many Openings), ten
yards (for ten sensory organs), twenty-one
yards (five for basic elements, five for sensory
pleasures, ten for as many types of  vital airs
and one for self-realisation).
2 Warp was made of  sixty tendons (veins)
and nine main joints in the body while woof
comprised seventy two principal nerves.
3 When the weaver (proud o f  his male

'ln Sindhi ਮਹ means warp and cotton-thread, which
appears appropriate here.
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physique) was leaving his house (mortal
frame), his attachment to physical existence
went ahead for a warp i.e. strove to acquire a
new body.
4 Is this roll o f  warp (bodily frame) not
properly designed by length and weight? Its
daily diet (starch in  case  of  weaver’s cloth) is
two and a half seer.
5 If the diet (starch) is not  at once available,
the weaver fights to  dismantle the  web,
meaning i.e. the physical body gets weakened

-due to the non-availability of  proper diet, the
being quarrels to demolish the house or the
mind tends to leave the mortal frame.
6 O, lady! disobeying your beloved husband,
why are you sitting idle during life’s day-time?
This preciousiime won’t return.
7 The weaver is annoyed and is ready to
leave renouncing these veins in the vessels
i.e. bodily pleasures.
8 Vital a i r  i s  n o t  emerg ing  from the
respiratory tube i.e. breathing system is getting
inanimate.
9 O pitiable lady! forsake worldy pleasures
and get free from desire. This is Kabir’s
sermon to you.l
ਗਜਨਵ [Gaznavi] A djy‘ adj pertaining to Gazni;
of Gazni. See ਗਜਨ 4. 2 See ਮਹਮਦ.
ਗਜਨਲ [gajnal] gun, which is fired from the back
of  an elephant. 2 heavy cannon, pulled by
elephants.
ਗਜਨ [gajni] n Skt female elephant. 2 earlier
name of  Ballabhpur,  as it  was founded by Gaj,
the ruler. 3 army of  elephants—gamma. 4 P
67‘ a town in Afganistan, which happened to
be the capital of Mahmood. It‘ is situated at a
distance of 92 miles from Kabul and 221 miles

'We cannot. for sure, say what the meanings of these
obscure words are. It is probable that Kabir might have
meant something else.
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from Kandhar. Its average height above sea-
level is 7,279 feet.
ਗਜਨਚ [gajanyarI] foe of Gazni (army of
elephants), the gun—sanama. 2 lion, enemy of
the flock  of  elephants—senama.
ਗਜਪਤ [gajpatI] master of  elephant Airawat,
Indar. 2 a ruler, w h o  keeps  elephants.
3 supreme elephant.
ਗਜਧਤਸਘ [gajpatIsi'gh] second son of
Sukhchain of  Phul dynasty, born in 1738,
whose daughter Raj Kaur, was married with
great  pomp  and  show  t o  M a h a  Singh
Shukarchakia in 1774 AD. Her belonging to
the Phool dynasty was regarded crucial for
giving birth to  the glorious ruler Maharaja Ranj it
Singh. Raja Gajpati Singh conquerred J ind in
1763. He issued a coin in his Own name. Raja __
Gajpati Singh breathed his last in 1789.
ਗਜਪਲ [gajpal] Skt n one who goads an
elephant;'Mahout.
ਗਜਪਰ' [gajpur] Hastinapur. See ਗਜਪਰ. ,
ਗਜਬ [gajab] A .../" n anger, ire. 2 calamity,
disaster. 3 wonder.—acaraj.
ਗਜਦਨ [gajbadan] See  ਗਜਵਦਨ.
ਧਥਹਨ [gajbahan] n Indar, who rides Airawat;
Airawat, the elephant. .
ਗਜਥਲ [gajbelI] See ਨਗਬ'ਲ.
ਗਜਮਕਤ [gajmukta] n pearl obtained from the
head of  an elephant. Mallinath writes that
ancient scholars have mentioned eight kinds
of  pearls extracted from eight different sources
i.e.—elephant, c loud ,  pig,  conch shell ,  whale ,
snake, oyster shell and bamboo. 2 swollen
portion‘of flesh on the forhead of  an elephant;
pitcher.
ਗਜਮਖ [gajmukh] Ganesh. See ਗਜਵਦਨ.
ਗਜਮਧ [gajmedh] ritual around fire, performed
by sacrificing an elephant.
ਗਜਮਤ [gajmoti], ਗਜਮਤਆ [gajmofia] See ਗਜਮਕਤ.
“kanIk manIk gajmotia.”—asa m 5.
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ਗਜਰਥ [gajrath] n one having elephant as his
vehicle, Indar. 2 a chariot pulled  by elephants;
a mobile throne.
ਗਜਰ [gajra] n leaves of carrot. 2 rosary of '
flowers, flower  garland. 3 an ornament worn
on the wrist by women. “besar gajraré.”
---ramav.
ਗਜਰਜ [gajraj] n chief elephant. 2 Airawat, the
elephant. 3 Indar, who  is lord  of  Airawat (the
elephant).
ਗਜਰ [gajarIl elephant’s enemy, the lion.—sanama.
See ਗਜਰ.
ਗਜਲ [63231] A J} beating of hours at four, eight
and tweleve o’clock. “gajal bajai nahi ajal bajai
he.”—das kavr. 2 in Arabic it means talk with
ladies i.e. romantic poetry, but in prosody this
term is also used for a specific metre.

This poetic metre is of  many typesjusf like
-different types of savcya. Bhai Nandlal has

composed gazals of 10 and 12 stanzas in
Deewan Goya, which vary in metre depending
upon the number and position of  matras. Even
jasat‘ verses must rhyme. See, they must
alliterate as is evident from the following
examples:

a. ten lines, each line has 27  or  28  matias,
with even lines rhyming and having guru as
terminal character.

Example:
din dunIya dar kaméde ਰ pari ruxsare ma,
har do  alam  kimte yak tar muye  yare  ma.
gahe sufi gahe  zahad gah kalédar mesvad,
rég-haye muxtallf  dared bute ayyare ma.

—divan goya.
b. twelve lines, each line having 21 matras,

even lines alliterating and stanzas ending with
guru character.

Example:
xusast umr  k1 dar  yad  bI  guzarad, varanah

'Its pronunciation as sat is also correct.

CI haslast azi gfibde kabud mara....
—d1'van goya.

c.  ten lines, odd lines have 24 matras, even
lines have 27 matras. Even lines‘rhyme and
end with a laghu character.

Example:
goya nIgahe yar kI  maxmur gast-haem
ke xvahse may régin pur  asrar  mekunem....

-—d1'van goya.
d. Punjabi poets have written gazals of

various metres; one is as under:
eight lines, odd lines have 27 matras while

even lines have 26 matras each. Even rhymes
alliteratc to end with guru. Odd rhymes have
no alliteration but end with laghu.

Example:
niI tgai  man ki  burai $5tI  ne kino nIvas ,

sat I  guru ki krIpa pai  janam mama katgxa.
satn se  kini m I t a i  dur  kino dvetbhav,

hi (:1 Ikhate sage bhai petal bhram  ka phata.
ਗਜਵਦਨ [gajvadan] n one having the face of an
elephant; Ganesh. See  ਗਣਸ.
ਗਜ [gaja] n alms begged in loud voice; beggar’s
earnings.
ਗਜਉਣ [gajauna] v roar; call by shouting; utter
(salutation) in loud, thunderous voice as a
religious slogan.
ਗਜਇਧ [gajaIdh] See ਗਜਯਧ.
ਗਜਇ'ਥ [gajaIb] A dtv’ adj plural of ਗਜਬਨ.
“gajaIb  ganime.”—-japu.
ਗਜਸਰ [gajasur] a demon named Gaj. See
ਗਜ 5.
ਗਜਧਪ [gajatpi] n lord of elephants; master
ofAirawat; Indar. “gajatpi naradhxpi karat
sev hi: sada.”—aka1. Indar and Kuber are
always in attendance. 2 King, the lord of
elephants.
ਗਜਨਙ [gajanan] Skt :1 one having the face of
an elephant, Ganesh.
ਗਜਪਚ [gajapur] Hastinapur. “bar bir gajapur
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me caljeye.”—krrsan. See  ਹਸਨਧਰ.
ਗਜਮਧ [gajamedh] 866 ਗਜਮਧ.
ਗਜਯਬ [gajayab] 866 ਗਜਇਥ.
ਗਜਯਧ [gajayudh] n goad to egg  on elephants.
“barchi ban krIpan gajayudh.”—paras. Iri
anc ien t  t imes ,  war r io r s  used  goads  in
warfare.
ਗਜਰ’ [gajarI], ਗਜਰ [gajari] n enemy of the
elephant, lion, tiger. 2 a species of  the pine
tree.
ਗਜਅ [gaa] shouted, roared. “gursabdi gobid
gaa.”—-var kan m 4. ‘raised the slogan of
Gobind’.
ਗਜਦ [gajfd] See ਗਜ'ਦ. “kare gajid 50d ki cot.”
-bh£r namdev. '
ਗਜਦ [gaj‘I‘da] adj roaring. 2 P „ਭ:/ਭ who
raises slogans; selector; Who makes a choice.
“jot jeb 1<o gajida  jan.”—gyan.
ਗਜ [gaji] Skt n female of an elephant; she-
elephant. 2 army of‘elephants.—sanama. See
ਹਈ. 3 adj elephant keeper. 4 with yards, by
yards. “gaji na mInie  tolI na tulie.”—gau kabir.
ਗਰ [gaju] 866 ਗਜ.
ਗਜਦ [gajédra] Skt ਸਯ-"ਟ adj chief of elephants,
supreme elephant. 2 n Airawat, the heavenly
elephant. 3 a celestial musician who, cursed
by sage Deval, turned into an elephant and was
caught hold of  by an octopus in the pond of
Varun. When he became helpless and was
about to get drowned, he took a lotus in his
trunk, offered it to the Almighty and prayed
for help. The Almighty freed him from the
clutches of the octopus. This tale is described
in detail in the second chapter of  the. eighth
section of  Bhagwat.

King Indradyuman' is also believed to haile
turned into  an  elephant due  to  sage  Agastya’s
curse. See ਹਹ ਹਹ. 866 ਗਜਟਦ.

'This is written as idrdan in Gurusobha as in "idradon
raja I k  hota”.
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ਗਜਦ [8੪2ਰਧ] P If n pain, suffering. 2 shock,
hurt, injury.
ਗਜਦ [gajéda] See ਗਜਦ. 2 adj causing a roar.
“gaj gaji 1<o gajéda.”—gyan.
ਗਜਣ [gajjan] brother of Shihon, who was a
staunch follower of Guru Nanak Dev. 2 See
ਗਰਜਨ.
ਗਜਲ [gajjal] 866 ਝੜਸਹਬ.
ਗਜਸਘ [gajjasigh] 866 ਗਰਸਰ ] .

ਗਜ' [gajju] a follower of Guru Hargobind, who
was deeply spiritual and a great warrior. He
showed valour in the battle ofAmritsar. “chajju
gajju muhru rédhava te sujana sur.”—GPS.
ਗਝ [gajjh] n elephant. 2 treasure. 3 adj brave,
courageous. “gajjh a n  jutt-h‘é.”—paras.
ਗਰਕ [gatak], ਗਟਕ [gatka] n onom gurgling
sound produced in the throat while gulping milk;
a word suggesting gulping sound. 2 act of
gulping. “q gfiga gatak samare.”—nat a m 4.
“res rasIk gatak n I t  pije.”—kalr a m “ਨ. “harI
pia ras gatke.”——suhi m 4.
ਗਟਕਉਣ [gatkauna] v gulp; sip; drink noisily.
2 swallow, eat without chewing. “dala SIU peda
gatkavahI  .”—asa kabir. '
ਗਟਕਰ [gatkar], ਗਟਕਰ [gatkara] n See ਗਟਕ.
“1(3t makhan  l<e gatkare.”——nat a m 4. _
ਗਟ [gata] n line. “bagpétI last janu dét  gata.”
ecécji 1. 2 knot. 3 bud of  a flower, flower-
bud.
ਗਟਕ [gatak], ਗਟਕ [gataka] See ਗਟਕ. “5dhe
khavahI bIsu ke gatak.”—sar m 5. “harIras
gatak piau jiu.”—asa ਗਤ!“ m 4.
ਗਟ [ਫਰਨਤ] n count; plan. “man gInat  gati kIm
VIghén than.”—-GPS. 2 worry. 3 wooden
piece or  pebble used as  checker; dice. 4 knot.
5 shackle, fetter. “auguna difi perigatié pafidié
han.”—JSBM.
ਗਟ [gatta] n cork, stopper, plug. 2 in théjargon
of  sweet makers, a thickened sugar paste in
the shape of  a fine rope, cut into small balls
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00ਸ6|6n R|||1 sesame seeds; revfi. 3 See ਗਟ.
ਗਠ [gath] n knot. 2 joint.
ਗਨਟ [gathkata], ਗਰਤਰ [gathkatraL ਗਠਕਪ
[gathkapp] pick pocket. 2 cheat, deceiver.
ਗਨਜੜ [gathjora] n tying ends of the robes of .
the bride and the bridegroom during the
marriage ceremony. It means that the two are
joined in a lifelong union to act as  single entity.
ਗਠਨ [gathan] Skt ਗਥਨ v knot, tie, join. 2 n
formation, embedding.
ਗਠਰ [ਫਗਘ], ਗਨੜ [gathri] n package tied with
a knot in a sheet of cloth.
ਗਠ [ਫਰਸਕ] Skt ਯਕਕ n onion. L Allium Sepa.
xa ਚਪ. Its latent effect is dry and warm. The
white onion is less warm in effect than the red
one. It is aphrodisiac, phlegmatic to some
extent, eradicates psora and provides vigour
to the body. It kills worms in the intestines. It
brings relief from flatulence; vomiting ends on

~smel l ing  it. The  use of  onion is very effective
for a patient suffering from cholera.
ਗਠਉਣ [gathauna], ਗਠਨ [gathana] adj getting
cobbled, gettin g stitched. “logo gathave panhi.”
-—sor raVIda s.
ਗਨਯ [gathzya], ਗਠਆ [gathia] pickpocket,
cheat. 2 ailment of joints, hence the name. Skt
ਸਥਵਤ J}; It is a rheumatic disease caused

ਗਡ

suffering from urinary diseases, etc. It is
hereditary also.

Generally the following steps are taken to
cure gout:

(a) Add two mashas each of  colocynth root
and piper longum (piperaceous plant) to one '
tola of jaggery and make balls of  two mashas
each. Take two balls daily with water.

(b) Massage thejoints  with castor oil.
(0) Grind to  fine powder a mixture ofsweet

' suréj, asgédh (physalis flexussaital), bIdhara,
sfidh (dried ginger), sSph (anisecd). Add to it
an equal amount of  sugar, prepare small
packets of  about four mashas each. Take one
packet of dose in the morning and one in the
evening with warm milk.

(d) Use gum of  pine tree.
(e) Massage  t h e  joints with oils o f

turpentine, sesame, camphor,  kutth and
naraIn i .

(0 Take mixture o f  three mashas o f
asgédh (physalis flexussaital) powder and six
mashas of  sugar with goat’s milk.

3 in a bundle, in hand. “Itnaku  khatia gathia
mafia. ”~keda kabir. ‘So much wealth has been
earned, this m u c h 'IS in hand while  so much'IS
hidden.’

by disorder in the wind within the body. The ਗਠਲ [gathila] adj knotted. 2 engrossed.
body of  the  patient gets inert followed by pain ਗਠ'ਤ [ਫਗਇ], ਗਠਤ [gathoti] n relationship,
and inflammation of  the  joints. Sometimes, one friendship, agreement. 2 act of joining.
has fever due to severe pain. Gout is caused ਗਠ [gattha] n bundle of  wood etc. 2 container
by several factors, accordingly the treatment
should be done. The, following are the main

of  cartridges. 3 a measure of land equal to
one bIsvasi. Sec ਕਰਮ and ਯ. 4 See ਗਠ.

causes: ਗਡ [gad] Skt ਸਤ vr flow, drip, irrigate, cover,
excessive sitting, doing no exercise, taking

0 i  and heavy food, exposure while having
fever, lack of  care in wearing proper clothes
in cold countries, walking with bare feet,
infection of syphilis and gonorrhoea in the body,
taking unprocessed metals, excessive drinking,

hide. 2 n barrier, stoppage, resistance. 3 ditch.
4 difference, gap. 5 a kind of fish. See E cod.
“Ihu  man lahIri gad thIa.”—s {arid ‘Thinking
has got entangled like a fish in the waves.’
6 spear, lance. 7 rice cooked in jaggery, rite.
“gadsatuyé. datsatuyé.a”—-gyan. 8 See ਗਡ.
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ਗਡਸ [gadas] Skt ਸਤਯ n gargle. 2 sip. See
ਗਡ 7.
ਗਡਹ [gad-ha] n pit, dugout. “de karI gad-ha
gadi.”—dhana m 5. “eke sram karI gadi gad-
he.”—-maru m 5. ‘cart in the pit.’
ਗਡਣ [gadan] n sinking or  getting stuck in mire,
marsh or mud.
ਗਡਣ [gadna] get stuck, sink. 2 mix ,  enter.
“VICI sace kuru  na  gadai.”-—var gau m 4.
ਗਡ ਬਆ [gad thIa] See ਗਡ 5. 2 got stuck.
ਗਙਦਰ [gaddar] adj who carries a lance or
Spear. “matt kari gaddaran  jese.”-I<rIsan.

31383[gac1bad] advtopsy-turvy. 2 upside down.
3 confused. 4 See ਗੜਬੜ.
ਗਡਚਆ [gadria] Skt ਧਫਯ shepherd.
ਗਡਵ [gadva] See  ਗੜਵ. “dudh katore gadve
pani.”—bher namdev.
ਗਡਵਰ [gadvar] spearman. See ਗਡਦਰ. 2 one
who  fixes, or  pitches.
ਗਡ [gada] See ਗਡਹ. 2 See ਗਡ.
ਗਡੲ [gadai] mixed up. “vasatu mahI 1e vasatu
gadai.”—sukhmani. 2 n act of  fixing. 3 wages
for fixing.
ਗਡਰ [gadar] name of  Shaktasur as used in
Dasam Granth. “bakai bak or gadar trInavat.”
—krrsan. ‘Vaki ,  Vakdait ,  S h a k t a s u r  a n d
Trinavarat. 2 Dg cart track.
ਗਡਵਡ [gadavad] See ਗਡਬਡ. “hon: gadavad juddh

macaIa.”—BG.
ਗਡ [gadI] n firm determination. 2 adj firm.
“so nIbahu g a d I ,  jo calau na thie.”—-yar
maru  2 m 5. 3 Skt an ox, given to lying down
to shirk yoking.  4 a d v  by fixing, after
thrusting. ,
ਗਡਅ [gadIa] fixed firmly, stuck. 2 linked,
joined. “papi SIU tam: gadIa.”——var asa. ‘had
joined the  sinner.’
ਗਡ [gadi] See ਗਡ.
ਗਡਅ [gadia] n cart, carriage, wagon, bullock
cart. “péc bel gadia deh dhari.”-ram m I .  Here .
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five oxen stand for sense organs.
ਗਡਹਰ [gadihar] n toy cart for children to play.
2 three-wheeled frame used to train children
to walk; walker. “rah sxkhavan kaj gadihar.”
—kr'_rsan.
ਗਡਰ [gadir] Skt ਧਜਧਛਥ n bow having bamboo
nodes, bow made from a bamboo piece. 2 bow.
“ahInIs rahe gadir caraI.”—ratanma1a béno.
‘onc who always keeps his bow stretched to
hunt down  sexual passions.’
ਗਡਰਣ [gadiran], ਗਡਰਨ [gadirna], ਗਡਰ [gadim]
See ਗਡਹਰ 2. “hath gadiran pe dharke pad
médahI méd uthavan lage.”—-GPS. 2 small
cart, light-wheeled carriage. “gan gadirne par
h‘s': cite.”—GPS.
ਗਡ [gadu] S n dust, dirt. 2 thin stem of  a tree.
3 adj deep. 4 Skt hunchback. 5 hollow.
ਗਤਆ [gadua] n pitcher-like small metallic
vessel.  2 bucket-like  metallic vessel;  kamédal.
“5a me  saj 116 bhagve  pat  hath  bIkhe gadua
gahIlehé.”—-carr tr 25 7. -
ਗਡਣ [gadona] v force in, fix, plant.
ਗਡ [gadda], ਗਡ [gaddi] n two-wheeled cart
used for carrying load. Such a small cart is
also used for conveyance. It is of several types.
Nowthis word is commonly used for wheeled
vehicles.
ਗਢ [gadh] Skt n ditch, trench. 2 castle,  fort.
“kIu  lije gadhu });-ਚ bhai?”——bh£r kabir.
ਗਢਨ [gadhan], ਗਢਨ [gadhna] v chisel. “pakhan
gatke murat I  kini.”—asa kabir. “sona
gadhte hIre sunara.”—g5d namdev. 2 make,
create.
ਗਢਵਲ [gadhval] a district in  Kumaon division
of  U.P. 2 an eastwhile state, situated to the
north of Haridwar. Many Hindu pilgrimage '
centres like Badri Narayan, Kedar Nath etc
fall in this region. Shri Nagar was the capital
of  this state during the period of  Guru Gobind
Singh. See ਸ ਨਗਰ.
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ਗਢਕ [gatke] by sculpting. See ਗਢਨ.
ਗਢਯ [ga tya] ,  ਗਢਅ [gata]  adj sculptor,
maker. 2 See ਗੜਅ 3.
ਗਢ [gadhu] See  ਗਢ.
ਗਢਤ [gadhz‘it] n creation, shape, design. 2 fake
utterance, fancy.
ਗਣ [gan] Skt n community, group, gathering.
2 unit of  army having strength of  27  chariots,
27  elephants, 81 horses. and 135 foot soldiers.
3 c lass ,  cas t e .  4 attendants o f  deities l ike
Yamgan, Shivgan etc. “gar; gédharab  SIdh aw
satk.”-dev m 5. 5 ten sections of  grammar
like bhvadI ,  adad I  etc. 6 nine deities so
named because each deity carries multiple
numbers. They are as followsf

‘ a.  an] (air): forty-nine.
b. adxty: (sun) twelve.
c. abhasvar: sixty-four.
d. sadhy: twelve.
c. tU$Iti thirty-six.
f. maharajIk: two hundred and twenty.
g. rudr: eleven.
h. vasu: eight.
i. Vlsvedeva: ten.
7 In prosody, a combination of  three

characters is called a gen. (5 stands for guru,
that is, lohg. and l stands for laghu, that is, short)
These are eight in number-

magan 555 all long
chagan 5|| first long
jagan |5| middle long
saga!) ||5 end long
nagax) Ill all short
yagan ਹਰਡ first short
regal) SIS middle short
tagan SSI end short

8 In prosody, five combinations of  a' man-1k
foot are : tagan has six  matras, thagan has five
matras, dagan has  four matras, dhagau has
three matras and nagan has two matras.
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9 a demon, according to Sakand Puran, who
was born from the womb of Abhij  it Brahmin’s
consort, impregnated with Brahma’s semen.
He was ki l led by Ganesh, hence was named
Ganesh (lord of  gen, conqueror of  gen).
ਗਣਕ [ganak] Skt n astrologer; numerolgist.
ਗਣਣਉਣ [gan-nauna] v roar. It is  onomatopoeiq
of roaring. (of lions etc.) “si'h turIa gan-
naIk€.”——c5di 3.
ਗਣਝ [ganat], ਗਣਤ [ganti] n counting, numbering.
“ganat ganave akhri.”-—o§kar. “ga'nti gani na
jaI.”—var guj 2 111 5. “c i t  5desa ganat tajI jan
hukam pachata.”——bIIa m 5. 2 rol l call of
labourers, soldiers, policemen etc. “satIgur ki
gents: ghusie dukhedukh VIhaI.”—var gau I
m 3. ' ‘
ਗਣਤ [gents] by numbering. “gents-prabhu na
paie.”-var  guj I m 3.
ਗਣਢਵ [ਛਰਸਧਗ] Sec ਗਣ 6.
ਹਤ [ganna] Skt n counting, numbering.
2 calculation. ‘
ਗਣਨਇਕ [gannalk], ਗਣਨਥ [gannath], ਰਤਯਕ
[gannayak], ਗਣਧ [ganap], ਗਣਪਤ [ganpatI],
ਗਤ'ਜ [ganraj] n Lord of all, the Creator.
2 Ganesh. 3 Shiv.
ਗਣਰਜ ਰਦਨ [ganraj radan] tooth of Ganesh;
indicatc of  one (because Gancsh has only
one tooth). See ਗਣਸ.
ਗਣ [gana] Skt ਧਧਧ adj countable. “jInI paIa
prabhu aprja a c  tIsahI gan’a.”—majh
barehmaha.
ਗਣਉਣ [ganauna] v be recognised, get oneself
counted among noble persons. “anhoda apu
ganaIde.”—var  vad m 3.
ਗਣਧਪ [ganatp] n lord of all, .the Creator.
2 lord of the deities — Ganesh. 3 Shiv.
ਗਣ [ganI] adv by calculating, by counting.
“gem: gal): jotaku.”—ram a 111 I .  2 Skt n-
counting; inclusion.
ਗਣਕ [ganlka] Skt n having many husbands;
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wife of  many persons; prostitute; harlot. See
ਹਤ. 2 female elephant, so called as it is
covered by many elephants.
ਗਠਤ [ganIt] Skt adj counted. 2 n arithmetic.
3 science that includes arithmetic. ‘
ਗਣਤਗਜ [ganItagy] Skt astrologer.
2 mathematician.
ਗਕਵਦਜ [ganIt VIdya] science of arithmetic,
science of  computation (mathematics).
ਗਣ [gani] See ਹਤ. “ganat na ja; gani.”-sor
m 5. ‘Computation cannot be counted.’

- ਗਣਸ [genes] Skt ਗਣਸ lord of gan.‘ In
; Brahamvaivarat Puran, it is written that with

the blessings of Vishnu, Parvati gave birth to
a son. When after having seen the child all
the dieties were delighted, Parvati asked
Shani to have a glimpse of  it. With a look  from
Shani the head of the child got. blown off
immediately. Parvati started wailing. Vishnu
chopped off  the head of  an elephant  and fixed

' it on  the  child’s body, assigned him the  name
Ganesh and ordained his worship While
initiating all tasks.

There is another tale that Parvati formed a
child from the scum stuck to her body and
made him sit outside‘her house as a guard.
When Shiv came, the child forbade him to enter
the house. This enraged Shiv who chopped off
the child’s head. On hearing Parvati wail for
the  child, Shiv installed the  head of  an elephant,
immediately available at that time, on the body
of  the ch’ild and named him as Ganesh.

Once a battle ensued between Ganesh and
demon Gajmukh. Ganesh made Gajmukh a
mouse by piercing his body with an arrow and
made it his vehicle.

Parshu Ram once went to see Shiv.
Nobody was allowed to enter the palace at
that time. Ganesh prevented him from going

'for etomology of Ganesh Scc ਗਣ 9.

in. So  they were engaged in a combat, Parshu
Ram struck Ganesh with an axe given to him
by Shiv. A tooth of  Ganesh was broken by this
blow. Hence Ganesh is so named (single-
toothed).

ln Sakand Puran there is also a legend that
Ganesh was born  to queen Pushpka from king
Vareny’s semen. The king got frightened on
seeing the horrible appearance of  the child and
abandoned him near the hermitage of sage
Parashav. The  child was brought up by Deep-
vatsala, wife of the sage, hence Ganesh is also
known as Divmatur. Ganesh is believed to have
been born on the 4‘h day of the bright phase of
the lunar month Bhadon; so  this auspicious day
is celebrated as Ganesh Chaturthi.

In Purans, Ganesh is regarded as a fast
scribe.2 The first volume of Mahabharat was
scribed by Ganesh. Ganesh penned down
what Vyas uttered. Ganesh has four arms
possessing a conch shell [$5kh], an iron ring
[cakr], a goad and a padam’. With deep
devotion, Ganesh is specially worshipped in .
the South. See ਗਣਸਚਕ and ਗਨਸ. 2 the Creator,
who is the lord of all (ਗਣ + ਈਸ).
ਗਣਸਚਕ [genescakr] In the system of magical
pract ice,  d i f fe ren t  de i t i es  (gods)  a re
represented by mystical diagrams of  different
shapes. The devotees Worship the mystical
diagram formed with flour and vermilion (red-
oxide) representing their deity. The hexagonal
star-shaped diagram representing Ganesh
Chakar is formed within a lotus having 8 or 12

"‘sarsuti vakta karkc jog kot I  games ke hath IIkhc he.”
—-VN.

JIgnorant  people misunderstanding padam as kamal have
shown lotus in the pictures o f  Ganesh. In fact, padam
is a weapon which looks like kamal. It is a club used to
hit the enemy on the head. It is this weapon that Vishnu
carries in his hand.
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petals as shown below.‘

Its scriptural mystical text in Gurmukhi script
. is: “g5 sarvsaktI kamlasnay namah.”

In Ganpati Kalap of  Yagyvalkay Simriti,
there is an instruction to worship Ganesh or
other deities by marking swastik symbol .

… 'ਹ'l '
below bhadrasan.2 Such an instruction is also
found in Purans. “ganapah svastIke pujyah.”

In Guru Granth Sahib the above mentioned
Ganesh Chakar is also referred to by bhagat
Baini as follows:

“mIl  pujaszt cakraganes‘é.”—prabha.
ਗਣਸਚਥ [ganescath] See ਗਣਸ ਰ

“ਗਤ [get] adj known. 2 gained, achieved as
hastgat. 3 finished, vanished. “garabgaté sukh
atam tan.”—gau a m 1 . “dukh rog bhae get
ten te.”—asa m 5. 4 passed, elapsed. 5 See ਗਤ.
ਗਤ ਅਵਗਤ [get avgat] See ਗਤ ਅਵਗਤ.
ਗਤਕ [gatka] n three cubit long wooden stick
used for giving preliminary training in mace-
fight. Its handle is covered with leather. Two
players fight with such sticks in their right hands
and small shields in their left hands. P ਕ.
um  ਜਯਪਰ ਸਨ m ਕਟ m ਭਪਯ |
cm ਸਗਕਰ vb ਸਕ ਜਧਵਛ:

-…ਗਸਗਗ੦ਧ8ਥਧ,' tarég 2.
’See ਭਦਸਨ.
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ਗੜ [gata] movement, play. “gahI na sakah
gata.”-guj m 5. See ਗਤ ਸਬਦ.
ਗਤਗਤ [gatagat] adjaB—Wals'come and gone,
arrived and departed. 2 circle of birth and
death; transmigration o f  the soul. 3 See
ਚਤਅਲਕਰਧ).
ਗਤਗਤ [gatagati] n passage, movement, running
about, wandering. “man ki gatagati jo janc.”
—NP.
ਗਤ [gatI] See ਗਮ vr Skt n going around,
movement. “karpur3 gatI b I n  akal dujo
kavan?”—gyan. 2 way, path. “gurparsadx
mukatI gatI pae.”—majh a m 3. 3 knowledge,
education. “apni gatI mIt I  janahu ape.”
—sukhmam'. “get: mukatI ghare mahI paI .”
—sr1' m 3. ‘method of achieving salvation.’
4 achievement. “gur kc darsan mukatI get:
ho:.”—asa m 3. 5 liberation, salvation. “jIh
srmrat get: paie.”-—s m 9. 6 rest, stability.
“bhramat phIrat telak ke kapI q gatI bInu
renI bIhaihe.”—gujkabir. 7 purity, sacredness.
“mUIa jivdIa gatI hove ja 8111 paie pani.”
—varmajh m 1. “ਚਗ- ki gatI tahi jiu.”—sorm I .
8 state, condition. “Star ki gatI tumhi jani.”
——sor m 5. “re man! kaun get: hOIhs teri?”
—jeja m 9. 9 method, technique, way, tactic.
“rambhajan ki gatI nah]: jani.”—sor m 9.
10 combination of  notes produced by a sitar
(stringed musiéal instrument) and sound
produced by the  beat of  a mridang (two sided
drum). See ਜਤ 3. 11 interference, entry.
12 short, play. “her: ki gatI nah: kou jane.”
—b1ha m 9. 13 conclusion, result. 14 adj
attained. “5targatI tirathI malI nau.”—~japu.

_ ‘Purify thy mind of  ill-intentions by bathing in
the pond of  spiritual realisation’, i.e. one  can’t
achieve purif icat ion through worldly
pilgrimages. _ .
ਗਤ ਅਪਗਭ [gatI apgatI], ਗਤ ਅਵਗਤ [gatI
’which feeds itself with its trunk, elephant.
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avgatI], ਗਤ ਅਵਗਤ [gatI avxgatI] n fast and
slow, up and'down, holy and unholy movement;
ascent and descent. “tIn  ki gatI avgatI tfihe
janahI.”-—asa chét m 3. “gatI avgatI ki sar  n3
jane.”—maru sbIhe m I .
ਗਤਕ [gatIke] adv  by achieving, by obtaining.
ਗਤਚਤ [gatICItr] See ਚਤ'ਅਲ'ਕਰ (d).
ਗਤਧਤ [gatIpatI] n the Lord who bestows
salvation; the Creator. 2 salvation and dignity.
3 liberation and indulgence.
ਗਤਬਵਨ [gatIvan] See ਬਵਨਗਤ. .
ਗਤਮੜ‘ [gatImItI] n limit of knowledge, extent
of  self-realisation. 2 knowledge and religious
code. “gatImItI sabde pae.”—var mm m 3.
3 end of  worldly play. “tumri gatI mIt I  tumhi
jani.”——sukhmani.
ਗਤ ਮਕਤ [gatI mpkatI] n mode of obtaining
salvation. “get: mukatI ghare mahI paI.”—sri
m 3. 2 achievement of salvation. “gatI mukatI
kade‘ na.hovai.”-mala m 3.
ਗਤਵਦਜ [gatIvidya] kinematics, dynamics;
science o f  measuring speed. Much useful
information about speed of  light, sound, wind,
sea-waves ,  f r equency  o f  heart beats ,
movement of  foot soldiers etc is known with
the help of  this science. Only  a person having
this knowledge can lead a peaceful life.
ਗਤ [gati] See ਗਤ. “lalan raVIa kavanu gati
ri?”—suh1’ m 5. ‘meditated by which  method?’
ਗਤ [gatu] destroyed. See ਗਤ. “apIo pio gatu
thio bharma.”—j€tm 5. 2 Skt ਗਹ. n way, path,
passage. “jara maran gatu garab nIvare.”-gau
a m 1. ‘
ਗਤ [gate] gone. “mukh bhakh gate na pIkhE

‘ dukh dina.”—NP. 2 passed, elapsed.
ਗਤਲ [gattla] n piece of flesh; bone. “saron mas
gattle.”—PP. 2 an extract, section, segment.
ਗਤ [gatta] n board of wood or paper fixed on
a book for its protection; binding.
ਗਥ [gath] See  ਗਥ.
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ਗਥਈ [gathai] destroyed, vanished. “sabh
kIlVIkh pap gathai.”~—kalr m 4. '
ਗਭ [gathu], ਗਥ [gatth] Pkt capital; principal
sum. “bIn  nave gathu gala  gavae.”—maru soIhe
m 1. 2 community, group. 3 saga, tale.
ਗਦ [gad] Skt n po i son ,  venom.  2 d i sease ,
ailment. “VIpr jatImad VIdyamad he. yéte ਰਧ!
atk dve gad he.”—GPS. 3 younger brother
of  Krishan. 4 statement, saying. 5 According
to Vayu Puran a demon. See ਗਦਧਰ. 6 See ਗਦ.
ਗਦਹ [gad-ha] n ass, donkey. “pahIrI colna
gad-ha nace.”—asa kabir. Sec ਫਲ. 2 Skt native
physician who cures a disease. “ya gad ko gad-  
ha kya karIye?”—carrtr 1 72. “at: hasi gad-ha
ko bhai.”—carItr 68. ‘Ridicule was heaped
upon the physician.’
ਗਦਹ [gad-hi] Skt she-ass, she-donkey. “gad-
hi hUIke aut-re.”—s kabir.
ਗਦਰ [gadahu]  n ass ,  donkey. 2 to  the  ass.
“gadahu cédanI khaulie bhi sahu SIU panu.”
—-var suhi m 1.
ਗਦਗਦ [gadgad] Skt ਸਟਧਥ n indistinct sound
coming from a throat choked due to feeling of
grief or joy. “gad-gad bani bhai mahani.”
—saloh.
ਗਦਰ [gadar] A #; n disloyality. 2 disturbance.
3 disorder. 4 rebellion, revolt. 5 See ਚਦਹ ਦ
ਗਦਰ.

ਗਦਰ [gadri] adj rebellious, mutinous. 2 not fully
ripe. See ਗਦਰ. “kaci gadri pak khari he.”—GPS 
ਗਦ [gada] Skt n mace. See ਗਦਧਰ. “garibi gada
hamari.”-sor m 5. See  ਸਸਤ. 2 P L] beggar.

. ਗਦੲ [gadai] P n beggary, act of begging.
ਗਦਸਰ [gadasur] a demon named Gad. See ਗਦਧਰ 
ਗਦਹਞ [gadahav] mace- fight. “jese gadahav ki
VIt  he.  ”—krIsan.
ਗਦਧਰ [gadadhar] n Vishnu who bears a mace.
The Kaumodki mace possessed by him i s
famous. According to  Vayu Puran, a glorious
ruler named Hetiraksh became invincible after
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being blessed with a boon from Brahma.
Distressed at his oppression, the deities
approached Vishnu for help. Vishnu told them
that he would kill Hetiraksh only if they
provided him (Vishnu) with a very hard
weapon. The gods prepared a weapon from
stone-like hard bones of  Gadasur  and offered
it to Vishnu, with  which  Hetiraksh was killed.
Thus Vishnu is also known as Gadadhar for
having this weapon (mace).
ਗਦਯਧ [gadayuddh] 866 ਗਦਹਵ'.
ਗਦਤ [gadIt] adj stated, said. 2 n statement,
saying. ‘
ਗਦ [gadi] adj mace bearer. who owns mace.
2 patient suffering from a disease called ‘gad’.
3 n Pavan,  the god  who bears a mace.
-sanama. 4 Bhimsain. 5 Duryodhan.—sanama.
6 Vishnu. 7 Hanuman. 8 See ਗਦ. '
ਗਦਦ [gadud] A ,1; n plural o f  ਗਦਹ. glands,
swellings, boils. “malerIyan me the bado
gadud.”——PPP. i.e. prick in the heart.
ਗਦਲ [gadela] n mattress stuffed with cotton-
wool used for spreading on  the bed.
ਗਦ [gadd] onom sound produced from the
falling of  a heavy object. 2 short for gév d i
hadd; pillar, mound, boundary point. “selpati
dohan me lagyo guru k0 gadd.”—GPS.
3 mace,club. “some gadd saddé.”—VN. ‘heard
sounds the mace produced.’ 4 See ਗਦਜ
ਗਦਰ [gaddar] adj half-ripe.
ਗਦ [gadda] 866 ਗਚਲ.
ਗਦ [gaddi] n cushion. 2 throne of a king.
3 seat of a priest. 4 a Brahmin subcaste living
in hilly areas; entitled to wear the sacred thread
as a mark of initiation. Its name is mentioned
as Gadhila in Gurpartap Surya. 5 a low caste
that rears sheep, asses etc and is nomadic.
ਗ [gaddial] a village under police station
Nurpur in district Hoshiarpur, situated thirteen
miles east of  Garh Shankar railway station.
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Guru Gobind Singh stayed here for some time
after conquering Khera Kalmot. There is
structure to the west close to  this village.
ਗਦਨਸਨ [gadinasin] adj enthroned, crowned.
2 n ruler. 3 head of  a religious place.
ਗਦ [gaddé] n donkey, ass; name of a sheep-
rearing hill tribe.
ਗਰ [gady] adj describable, mentionable. 2 n
prose. '
ਗਧ [gadha] n donkey, ass. 2 foolish, stupid,
idiotic.
ਗਧ ਜਘਣ [gadhi cfighni] xa v smoke a pipe;
give out smoke while inhaling tobacco.
ਗਨ [gen] Sec ਗਣ. 2 counting, reckoning. “e av
gan kat jahi?”-gau kabir. 3 866 ਗਨ.
ਗਨ [ganak] See ਗਣਕ. 2 866 ਗਣਕ and ਗਨਕ.
“parI sua ganak udhare.”-nat a m 4.
ਗਨਕ [ganaka] Skt ਗਠ n prostitute, harlot,
dancing girl. See ਰਲ. We find reference to
two ganikas in Gurbani. One night, a crippled
woman, who lived in the capital city of king
Janak, did not find any one to satiate her lust.
Afier midnight had passed she felt disturbed
and penitent feeling that if she had expressed
so  much love and attachment for the  Almighty,
she would have lived a peaceful and pious life.
She immediately decided to  shun all evil deeds
and devote herself  to the  Almighty. She lived a
pious life thereafter. Dattatrey adopted this
ganika as his mentor. “ajamalu pigula lubhatu
kficaru gee her: kc paSI.”—keda ravidas.

There was another ganIka, who was given
a parrot by a monk in order to practise
meditation. She became pious after busying
herself  in meditation. “ganIka  udhri harI kahe
tot.”—basé’t a m 5. “jIh SImra t  ganka s i
udhri.”—sor m 9. See ਗਨਕ.
ਗਜਪਸਗ [gankapraségi] one who visits
harlots; he  who relishes the company o f
whores.
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laj ko na les rahe ghar me kales rahe
ch31 k0 preve$ rahe murh mathégi k0,

kul ko na moh rahe vam so  VIchoh rahe
paras ki toh rahé ya ras umégi ko,

sac  so na  mel rahe jhuth so  jhamel rahe
har  na  heme] rahe Uddhat-anégi k0,

saji n I t  sej rahe dhan ka na hej rah:
tan ka na  téj rahe gankapraségi  k0.

ਗਨਕਵੜ [gankavara] red light area; brothel;
centre of prostitution. “gankavare jaI
khalota.”—BG. ,
ਗਨਣ [ganan], ਗਨਣ [gananu] See ਗਣਨ and ਗਣਨ.
“ganan na jai kim na paI.”—ram m 5. “te
dukhia mahI ganne.”—sor m 5.
ਗਨਮਨ [ganmIn] See ਗਨਮਨ.
ਗਨਲ [ganla] See ਰਨਲ.
ਗਨ [ganI] having counted. See ਗਨਸ-ਧਨ.
ਗਕਧ [ganIka] See ਗਣਕ and ਗਨਕ. “tarile
ganIka b I n  rup kUbIja.”-——gau namdev.
ਗਨ ਮਨ [ganI t I ]  adv contemplating
_ thoroughly; assessing fully. “ganI mInI
dekhahu mane mahI sarpar calno log.”-—ba van.
ਗਨ [gani] may I count. “tab b‘édh rnukatI kahu
kIs  kau gani?”—sukhmani. “VICI varts nanak
apI  jhuth kahu k Ia  gani?”—t115g m 4. 2 A (3‘

rich, wealthy. “uha gani basahI mamur.”—-gau
raVIdas.“jInI tu taIa se gani.”—bas§tm 5.
3 one of the 99 or 100 names defining God in
‘.Koran “karima rahima alah tu gani.”
-tII§g namdev.
ਗਠਆ [gania] (I) am counted among; am
included among. “namI se ke ujli tIsu dasi
gania.”—asa m 5. 2 calculator.
ਗਨਖ [6੪1p ×ਕ] ਪਫਮਫ a Pathan, resident of
Macchiwara, who was the elder brother of
Nabikhan. The two brothers remained in the
service of Guru Gobind Singh. When the Guru
came to Ma’chhiwara from Chamkaur, they
presented themselves before him with full
devotion. Carrying his bedstead, they went
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with him upto village Hehar. While sending
them back from this place the Guru presented
an edict to  them. The  edict reads: “Ganikhan
and Nabikhan are dearer  to me  than my sons.”

Their immediate descendants get fixed  
grants by Sikh States and devout Sikhs pay
regards to them.-
ਗਨਮ [canim] A (If n plunderer, decoit. 2 foe,
enemy.
ਗਨਮੜ [canimat] A ਆ booty, plunder; wealth
acquired without any  hard labour.
ਗਨਮਲ ਸਕਸਤ [ganimul SIksate] mjapu. who
defeats the foes; who destroys the enemies.
ਗਨਮਲ ਖਰਜ ਹ [canimul XIraj he] —japu. ‘He
who realises revenue from the enemies. i.e.
brings them under subjection (control)?
ਗਨਮਲਗਦਜ [canimulgudaz] P )ufilf’ adj He
who destroys the enemies.
ਗਨਞ [ganiv] adj worthy, honourable
mentionable. “sadiv ganiv suhavne.”—ba van.
2 rich, wealthy. See ਗਨ 2. 3 See ਗਠਮਤ. “ganiv
teri SIphatI ,  sace patsah!”-—bher m 5.
ਗਨਸ [genes] See ਗਣਸ -
ਗਨਸਹ [ganesahI] to Ganesh. “me me ganesahI
prItham  manau.”——kr:rsan.
ਰਸ [gany] Skt ਧਧਧ adj worthy of count, worth-
counting.
ਗਧ [gap] See ਗਪ.
ਗਪਕਣ [gapakna], ਗਪਕਨ [gapakna] v swallow.
2 eat (up) completely.
ਗਪਯ [gapIya], ਗਪਆ [gapia] gossipmonger,
garrulous. 2 talkative, chatterer. “gap'é kahIt
gapIyét nIharyo.”—carItr  39.
ਗਪੜ [gapara] false utterance; blatant lie.
ਗਪੜ [gaparu] adj garrulous, talkative. 2 false,
untruthful.

a'I'UlgapplnPktalfiufiction, false report, rumour,
cock and bull story. 2 P J  tale, talk. 3boasting.

aralgaphlA J adjthick, compact, seamless.
In fact this terms stands for a cloth with two
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layers stitched together.
2 Viscount Hough Gough. He was son of
George Gough and was born in 1779 in Ireland.
He joined the British Army in 1794 and
because o f  his intelligence got promotion up
to the rank of  comménder-in-chief of  the
Indian army in 1843 AD. He showed his valour
in the  famous  Sikh bat t les  o f  Mudki ,
F irozshaher and Sabraon in 1 845-46 AD. When
the Brit ish  army sustained heavy losses in the
final Anglo-Sikh battle of Chillianwala in 1848-
49, Sir Charles Napier was ordered to  replace
Gough. However Gough won the Gujarat battle
prior to the arrival of Sir Napier and thus
removed the stigma of  his earlier defeat.

His services were well recognised by the '
government and he  was given pension worth
four thousand pounds. He  died in 1869  AD.
ਗਫਲਝ [caflat] A ਕ n mistake, omission.
2 neg l igence ,  carelessness, inadver tence.
“gaphlat karoge ਪ khavoge mar.”—nasihat.
ਗਫ [gapha] n substantial share, wealth.
2 profit. 3 morsel, bite, mouthful. “detkare sabh
ek gapha.”—~krIsan.
ਗਫਚ [cafur] A ”£5 adj pardoner, forgiver. 2 n
the Creator; the  Almighty.
ਗਫ [gappha] See ਗਫ.
ਗਫਰ [caffar] A A3} adj who pardons; who
forgives. 2 n the Creator, the Transcendent
One. “ੲ khalIka gapphar.”—saloh.
ਗਬਨ [caban] A (../ਭ n loss in purchase, loss in
business. 2 embezzlement. 3 committing a
fraud. '
ਗਬਰ [gabar] A j adj passer-by, who goes .
closeby. 2 enmity, opposition, jealousy. 3 P If
worshipper of fine, devotee of  fire.
ਗਥ [Gabi] A U? adj half-wit, unintelligent, idiotic.
ਗਬ [gabu] Skt ਗਵ n arrogance, vanity. “eta gabu
akaSI n3  mavat.”-saveye sri mukh vak  m 5.
ਗਥਰ [gabbar] adj arrogant, vain. 2 vain with

the headiness of  wealth.
ਗਭ [gabh] Skt n female genital, vagina. 2 short
for garabh; conception. See ਗਰਭ.
ਗਭਣ [891੭11^ 1], ਗਭਣ [gabhanI] Skt ਗਭਣ adj
pregnant. “m5  gabhan jia jandi.”--BG.
ਗਭਰ [gabhru] ਗਰਵ …- ਰ. n one who is proud of
his good looks; young, fresh. “kIa  gabhru kIa
bIradh  he.”——var 501' m 3.
ਗਭਰ [gabhir], ਗਭਰ [gabhiru] Skt ਧ'ਸਦ adj
serious; profound; fathomless. “gurmat:
gabhir.”—savcye m 5 ke. “gungabhir gun-
naIka.”—b11a m 5. “satIguru gahIrgabhiru
he.”—sn‘ m 5. 2 ulcer in the nerve or  the bone;
gangrene. It is a deep rooted boil caused by
impurities and infections which develop in the
blood. O n e  must  take blood-puri fying
medicines to  cure such an ulcer. Expert
physicians must be consulted for its treatment.
The following medicine has proved beneficial
in this regard.

Take equal amount of the following
ingredients, crush them into fine powder and
take four mashas of this powder daily with fresh
water: dorsel, Ophelia chirreitta, five parts of
margosa tree' , emblic myrobalan, bhégra, ਬਬਰ
[babci],  chebu l i c  myroba lan ,  bel ler ic
myrobalan, physalius flexussaital, punranva,
sébhalu,  devadaru, gaIOI ,  idrayan, mfidi ,
suhéjna and palasbij.

Oil extracted from the following ingredients
is useful when applied, on the affected part.

Oil extracted by trickling through cow’s
ghee, a mixture of  masri lentil (ervum lens)
and camphor taken in equal measures should
be applied on  the wound twice a day.
ਗਮ [gem] Skt ਧਸ vr go, meet, imitate, leave,
unite. 2 n way, path, passage. 3 movement.
“mam dIs  te le gamahu upayan.”—GPS. 4 See
ਗਸ. 5 A f sadness, agony, sorrow. 6 worry,

'root. bark. leaves, flower  and fruit.
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anxiety. “sasna te balak gam na kare.”——bh£rm ਗਸ [gamy] Skt adjcapable of going, reachable.
5. 7 See ਗਮ.
ਗਮਕ [gamak] Skt n reason, cause. 2 adj who
understands. 3 who  explains. 4 n in musicology,
deep  tone, shake or  trill; grace note. There are
seven types of  this according to  Sangeet
Damodar : kampIt, suphrIt, ਲਨ [lin], bhi'n,
sttar, ahat, adolIt .  According to Sangeetsar,
there are fifteen types of this. 5 sombre tune,
deep sound.
ਗਮਖਰ [gamkhar], ਗਮਖਰ [gamkhor], Elm-3'18
[camxvar] P 1”! ad} tolerant 2 sympathetic.
ਗਬਗਨਫਰਗਝਅਸਪਪ adjanxious, concerned.
2 sorrowful.
ਗਮਜਹ [camzah] A 1.}? n wink, indication,
gesture.
ਗਮਤ [gamta] See ਗਸਤ. “as nahI gamta moran
kérni.”—NP. ‘We do not have the temerity to
disobey.’
ਗਮਨ [gaman] Skt 11 going,  journeying, travelling.
ਗਮਨਗਮਨ [gamnagaman] coming and going. i.e.
birth and death. 2 dying and being born.
ਗਮਰ [gamer], ਗਮਰ [gamaru] A f adj brave,
valiant. 2 generous. 3 rising of  water level.
4 n elderliness, respectability, worthiness. “jake
kamI tera vadu gamarq.”—gau a m 5. 5 See
ਗਮਰ.

ਗਮਲ [gamla] n flowerpot in the shape of a
mortar, for planting  flowers. 2 ambit  of  a plant.
ਕਮਉਣ [gamauna] v lose.
ਗਮਗਮ [gamagam] Skt n going and coming.
2 world; universe. 3. See ਗਹਮਗਹਮ. “ਧਟਧਗ.
508ਟਘ1| £  gamagam  he.”—BG.
ਗਮਰ [gamara] cereal harvested in autumn,
used as fodder for cattle. Its grains are fed to
milch animals and oxen. If  its crop is ploughed
and buried in the  soil while standing, it serves
as green manure for wheat etc.
ਗਮ [cami] P of n state of grief.
ਗਮ [gamu] S n grief, sadness. See ਗਮ.

2 achievable, attainable. 3 provable.
ਗਸਤ [gamyata] Skt 21 approach. 2 capacity,
capability.
ਗਮਯਤਪਕ [gamyotpreksa] See ਉਤਪਕ (b).
ਗਯ [gay] n pus, suppuration. 2 Skt abode.
3 sky. 4 breath .  5 wealth. 6 son .  7 In
Mahabharat, the son of  royal sage  Amoortaray,
whose altar is in Gaya. 8 In Vayu Puran a
demon, who was very pious. Thus goes his
tale: Gayasur practised meditation with such
devotion that Brahma and Vishnu were pleased
with him and went to bestow blessings upon
him. Gay asked for this boon: “He, who has a
glimpse of  me, should get a place in heaven”.
Vishnu acceded to his request. Gayasur started
wandering on the earth day and night so that
people could see his huge body (125 yojan long
and 60 yojan wide) from far off places and
become entitled to  enter into heaven. Virtually
the task of  Dharam Raj came to a stand and
he narrated his woes to Brahma and Vishnu.
On this, the deities asked Gay to offer them ‘
his body in charity. He  generously acceded to
their request. The  deities buried his body under
a stony rock and blessed Gay with a boon.
According  to his  wish, whosoever offered p i d
(balls of  cooked rice), he alongwith with his
ancestors, would be entitled to a place in
heaven. This place of  Gay’s burial is named
as Gaya. See  ਗਯ. 9 Pk! elgphant.
ਗਯਉ [gayau] went away, vanished. “gayau dukh
durI.”——saveye m 4 ke.
ਗਯਨ [gayni] n army of elephants.
ਕ [gaya] Skt n one of  the seven sacred pilgrim
centres of  Hindus, situated on  the bank of  river
Phalgoo near Patna in Bihar. Hindus offer pfd
(balls of  cooked rice) here for the salvation of
their ancestors. Guru Nanak Dev also visited
this place to preach his doctrine about the
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Eternal One. The hymn “diva mera ek namu”
in Rag Asa was uttered at this holy place. Guru
Teg Bahadur also visited this sacred place. See
ਗਯ 7 and 8.

mlgayas] A ਗਯਸ n help, assistance. 2 call
for help. 3 appeal forjustice.
ਗਯਸਦਨ [gayasuddin] Gyasuddin; provider of
religion.
ਰਧਸਦਨਤਗਲਕ’ [ gayasuddin tuclak] See ਮਸਲਮਨ
ਦ ਭਰਤ ਵਚ ਰਜ. ‘
ਗਯਸਚ [gayasur] See ਗਯ 8.
ਗਯਤ [gayatI], ਗਯਤ [gayati] Sec ਗਜਤ.
ਗਯਰਞ [gayarav] Sec ਗਜਰਵ.
ਗਯਦ [gayfid] a Bhatt, whose composition is
included in saveye by Bhatts. “tajbIkaru man
gayéd.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 a type of a couplet.
See ਦਹਰ ਦ ਰਪ 10. 3 chief elephant, supreme
elephant.
ਗਰ [gar] n neck, throat. “kal phas: jab gar me
meli.”-maru m 9. “suami gar mIle.”—sar m 5
partal. 2 decaying, decomposing, melting. “gar
sen gai jImI atap ora.”—saloh. 3 Skt poison,
venom. “gar kéth vasai.”—saloh. ‘ Shiv
swallowed poison and stored it in his throat.’
4 P f suff when suffixed it gives the meaning
of  a doer, performer. as in karigar, sadagar,
bazigar etc. 5 P part short for agar; if. “tura
gar  nazar  hast 13;;e va zar.”—jafar.
ਗਰਸਨ [garasna] Skt ਗਸਨ n swallowing. 2 grip;
grasp; capture.
ਗਰਹ [garah] 'See ਗਹ. “garah nIvare satIguru
de :3a nau.”——asa m 5. “pap garah dUI
rahU.”—var majh m .
ਗਰਹਰ [garhar] rem'over of poison, nectar.
2 Dg sound produced by a kettledrum.
ਗਰਹ [garahI] around the neck. “jo jo karam kie
lalac SIU te phIrI garahI parIo.”—gau kabir.
2 See ਗਹ. 3 See ਗਹ.
ਗਰਕ [carak] A J} n drowning, sinking. 2 adj
drowned, sunk. 3 engrossed. “garak hon chItI
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chIdra na pai.”—GPS. 4 destroyed; ruined.
“hovége garak kuch lags na  bar.”—nasihat.
ਗਰਕਹ ਮ [Garkah xii] P Ujjj adj profusely
bleeding, soaked in blood.
ਗਰਕਬ [carkab] P h.43] n deep water, drowning
water. 2 adjdrowned. 3 absorbed, engrossed.
ਗਰਕਠ [garkéthi] one who stores poison in his
throat; Neelkanth, Shiv.
ਗਰਗ [garag] Sktflfi an ancient sage, son ofVittath,
regarded as a scholar of  astrology. Per Purans,
he got his education from Sheshnaag. He was
the family mentor of  Yadavs. Vasudev sent him
to Nand’s house in order to pcrfom1 the naming
ceremonies of  Balram and Krishan. “vasudev
tab garag k0 nIkat su kahi batha I .  gokal n‘édahI
kc bhavan krIpa karo tum jaI  .”-krIsan.
ਗਰਜ [garaj] See ਗਰਜਨ. 2 A ,f/ purpose, motive.
3 wish, desire. 4 necessity, need.
ਗਰਜਨ [garjan] Skt ਗਜਨ“ roar of a lion; thunder
of a cloud. “bole pavna gagan garje.”—srdh
gosatI.

ਗਰਜਮਦ [garajmfid] P ਮ/ adj selfish, self-
sceking. 2 needy. 3 selfish.
ਗਰਜਸਘ [garjasigh] See ਬਤਸਘ.
ਗਰਜਤ [gart] adj roaring.
ਗਰਜ [garji] adj needy, wanting. “arji sxkh ki
raver marji. me garji I k  seva garji.”—GPS.
ਗਰਠ [gartha], ਗਰਠ [garthe] Skt ਗਥਤ ad] was
killed. 2 was buried. 3 Skt engrossed. “jamkal:
garthe karahI pukara.”—majh a m 3.
ਗਰਤ [garat] Skt ਧਰ n pit, ditch. “garat parat
gahIlt 5guria.”—gau m 5. “garat ghor  5dh  te
kadhahu nanak nadarI  nIhar.”—kan m 5.
2 See ਗਰਤ. “sabh me garat kar dItte hen.”
-JSBM. 3 See ਗਲਤ.
ਗਰਦ [gated] Skt adj who gives poison. 2 Skt
fierce, harsh. 3 P ,f n grit, dust, dust storm.
4 profit, benefit. 5 pleasure.
ਗਰਦਸ [gardes] See ਗਰਦਸ.
ਗਰਦਨ [garden] P U,/ n nape.
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ਗਰਦਨ ਮਰਨ [garden marna] v chop off a
criminal’s head with a sword. In ancient times
in stead of  hanging, this punishment was
prevalent. “kam krodh la gardanmare.”—maru
501119 111 I .
ਗਰਦਨ [gardani] n an ornament worn by women
round their neck. 2 collar (of  a shirt). 3 cloth
put on  the saddle of  a horse in order to  protect
it from dust. 4 P adj fit  to be  killed by chopping
off the head. See  ਗਰਦਨ ਮਰਨ.
ਗਰਦਧ [gardap] See  ਗਰਦਭ.
ਗਰਦਭ [gardabh] Skt ਧਟਰਸ n an expletive used
for men; ass.
ਗਰਦਭ [gardabhi] n feminine of gardabh; jennet.
See  ਗਰਦਭ.
ਗਰਦਨ [gardan] P wb/ n circumference,
circumambulation, round. 2 In grammar, a
process of changing the class of a word by
suffixation or prefixation. 3 Skt act of giving
poison.
ਗਰਦਸ [gardzrsl P ਪਛ/ n revolution, circular
movement. 2 change of  state with time.
ਗਰਦ [gardi] P (ਨ,/’ may you wander, you
wander, you will wander.
ਗਰਦਦਨ [gardidan] P (fly/r v wander, roam
about. 2 n change, transformation. “jug-gardi
jab hovhe. ”—BG.
ਗਰਦਦਮ [gardidam] P pu/ I wandered, I
roamed about.
ਗਰਚ [gardfi] P Unf n wheel, cycle. 2 sky.
“bajI samet udyo gardfi mahf.”—saloh.
ਗਰਰਚਰ [gardficar] n arrow, that wanders in
the sky. 2 bird. 3 cloud:
ਗਰਦਜ [gardej] territory between India and Gazni.
ਗਰਦਜਚਰ [gardejacari], ਗਰਦਜ [gardeji] living
and moving about in Gardej; resident of Gardej.
2 Gardeji is also a subcaste of Hussaini Sayads,
who are also called Baghdadis.
ਗਰਧਧ [gardhap], ਗਰਧਬ [gardhab], ਗਰਧਭ
[gardhabh] ass, donkey. See ਗਰਦਭ. “gardhap
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vz‘igu lahe pet.”—gau m 5. “gardhab pritI

,bhasam 33g]: hOI.”—-sukhmani. “kukar sukar
gardhabh pavahI garabhjoni.”—guj m 4.
ਗਰਨ [garna] v swallow. See ਗ W. 2 rot, decay.
3 n a tree. See ਗਰਨ ਸਹਬ.
ਗਰਨ ਸਹਬ- [garna sat ]  a gurdwara in
memory of Guru Hargobind, raised about two
furlongs to the west of  village Bodal falling
under police s ta t ion Dasuha in district
Hoshiarpur. There was  a dense  jungle (forest)
when the Guru came here for hunting and took
rest under this Gama  tree for a short while.

The  Guru sent for a mIrasi  called Chuharh
and advised him to recite hymns. The Guru
handed a rehab to him, which is now preserved
at the dera of Sat Kartarias'in Sri Hargobindpur.

An elegant gurdwara has been built here.
First of  all, the construction of  the gurdwara
was started by Sardar Jodh Singh, chief of
Ramgarhia misl. The garna tree of  the Guru’s
time still  exists in the periphery o f  the
gurdwara.

Land measuring about thirteen ghumaons
has been attached with the shrine from the
period of  the Sikh kingdom and ten kanals of
land was donated by Mai Prem Kaur. There
are some rooms for pilgrims in the gurdwara
complex, where free community kitchen is also
run for all visiting this holy  place.

The religious congregations are held on
Baisakhi and Maghi days. The gurdwara is
situated one mile to the south-east of  Gama
Sahib railway station.
ਗਰਬ [garab] or ਗਰਬ [garabu] Skt ਧਥ n arrogance,
pride. “kabirgarabu nakijie. ”—5. 2disobedience.
“ona ahékar bahu garabu vadhaIa.”-—Var guj m
3 . ‘  ‘tu haume garab n Iva r i .  ”—sor m 5.
3 impulsive mood or idea. See ਭਵ. 4 A .7}
direction in which the sun sets; west.
ਗਰਥਸ [garabasx] feels proud of. “kaha nar
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garabas: thori bat.”—sar kabir. 2 will feel proud
of. .
ਗਰਬ’ਆ [garabsua] n ego. 2 arrogance and
jealousy. “saranI parIo tajI garabsua.”—gau
m 5.
ਗਰਬਹ [garabah], ਗਰਬਰ [garabahI] feels
arrogant, feels proud of.
ਗਰਬਗਬਰ [garabgubar] n unbound arrogance.
2 adj over weaning vanity.
ਗਰਬਗਮਨ [garabguman] n thought of arrogance,
idea of  vanity. See ਗਮਨ.
ਰ|ਰਬਗਜਨ [garabgéjni] an annotation of Japuji
written by poet Bhai Santokh Singh, in which
figurative expressions of  poetry are explained.
Bhai Sahib writes: .

“ u d e fi g h  bad  bhup  bahadar ,
kaVI bulaI rakhIo t g  sadar.
sri g ré thsa t  gurubani, ‘
sarav SIromanI japji jani.
a ra th  gébh i r  mahan  mahane ,
as lakhI kaVI 86 vacan bakhane,—
a léka r  yu t  tika raCIye, '
nIrne arath dharahu matI khaCIye.

The year of  completion of  this annotation is
written as: fisémat res basu basu rasa cet cfidni
duj.” It means the 2"d day of lunar month’s
bright phase in Chet Sammat 1886 Bikrami.
ਗਰਨਞਰਣ [garaavaran] ,  ਗਰਥਪਹਰ
[garabprahari] adj destroyer of the ego.
“garaavaran sarabsadharen kIchU kimatI
kahi na jai he.”—maru soIhe m 5.
ਗਰਬਰ [garbér] See ਗੜਬੜ.
ਗਰਬਞਤ [garabvati] adj arrogant (lady).
“garabvati ka nahi thau.”—bas§travrdas.

_ ਗਚਬੲ [garbai] feels prOud of. 2 with
arrogance. “garbe garbai.”—-var sar m 4. 3 n
honour, eminence, prominence.
ਗਰਬ [garabI], ਗਰਬ [garbi], ਗਰਬਲ [garbila] adj
arrogant, egoist.
ਗਰਬ [garabu] See ਗਰਬ.
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ਗਰਥਣ [garben] (third declension); with arrogance,
with vanity. “garben agyanno.”—ga tha.
ਗਰਬ [garbe] behaves arrogantly. “jo garbe so
pacsi pIare.”—sor m 4.
ਗਰਭ [garbh] Skt ਜਝਘ ਹਮਲ pregancy. A small
egg (foetus) develops in woman’s womb due
to the union of  spermatozoon and ovum that
grows into the shape of a child within the
membrane and takes birth during eight to ten
days of  the tenth month of  conception.

One finds detailed description of conception
and development of  foetus in the sixth chapter
of Garurh Puran. According to the 49th slok in
the third chapter of  Manusimriti, a male baby
takes birth if semen is in excess, while
domination of  ovum results in the birth of  a
female baby. If the two are in equal proportion,

‘ a eunuch is born.I 2 womb. 3 child, baby.
4 grains. 5 fire. 6 middle of  a river etc. 7 secret
place.
ਗਰਭਅਗਨ [garabh-aganI] n eagerness of the
uterus. “garabh aganI mahI jInahI UbarIa.”
—sukhmam'.
ਗਰਭਸ'ਞ [garabhsrav], ਗਰਭ ਹਰਣ [garabh hIrna]
foeticide, abortion. There are many reasons
for abortion, but the main ones lie in: parents
suffering from some serious disease, sudden
hearing 'of some shocking news,  getting
frightened, getting injured on falling down,
remaining hungry and thirsty for a long period, '
climbing stairs, suffering from dysentery,
expansion of  the orifice of  uterus, excessive
travelling, taking hot and scorching foods,
jumping, sexual indulgence during pregnancy
and suffering from leucorrhoea, etc.
Its treatment is as under:

(1)  The woman should avoid marital -
relationship for fifteen months and she should
not have intercourse on becoming pregnant.

‘Prcscnt day scholars don’t concur with this.
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(2) She must take easily digestible diet
during pregnancy and should avoid taking
heavy diet.

(3) She must take Banarasi gooseberry-
jam coated with silver foil.

(4) She should take sherbet of  pomegranate
or sandalwood-husk. .

(5) She} should grind the mixture of  the
following in equal amount (by weight) and
make small doses of two mashas each, then
take one such dose in the morning and one in
the  evening with cow’s milk...: husk of  white
sandalwood,  lotus nut ,  cardamom, véslocan,
lodhpathani, dried goosebcry, tragacanth (a
m e d i c i n a l  g u m ) ,  satavar ,  water  c h e s t n u t ,
powder  of  liquOric'e, curcuma reclinata mocras,
essence o f  seeds of  fleawort (L plantago
ispagula) plant ,  lump sugar,  iron-oxide
(hydrous). The use of  this medicine should be
discontinued after five months of  pregnancy.
“kai janam garabh hIrI kharIa.”—gaum 5. See
ਅਠਰਹਨਰ ਗਰਭਪਤ.
ਗਰਭਕਟ [garabhkfit], ਗਰਭਕਙ [garabhkfid] n
uterus; womb. A“garabhl<6t mahI uradh tap
karte.”—-bavan.
ਗਰਭਕਡਲ [garabhkfidal] n circumference of the
uterus, womb. “re nar, garabhkfidal jab
achat.”—sr1' bani.
ਗਰਭਜਨ [garabhjonI] impregnation and growth
of foetus in the womb; heat and moisture.
2 growth of  foetus; stay in the womb during
pregnancy. “so new garabhjonI nahi ave.”
-asa a m 1 .
ਗਰਭਣ [garabhni] See ਗਰਭਣ.
ਗਰਭਦਨ [garabhdan] n anonymous gift; gift
offered by hiding it in white gourd etc. “sona
garabhdan  dije.”—ram namdev.
ਗਰਭਪਤ [garabhpat] n miscarriage. after four
months of  pregnancy; it is called abortion if
foetus is of  more than four months old. See
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ਗਰਭਸਞ.
ਗਰਭਵਤ [garabhvati] pregnant, expecting a baby.
ਗਰਭਵਸ [garabhvas] n stay within the womb;
stage of being in the womb. “garabhvas mahI
kul nahI jati.”—gau kabir.
ਗਰਭਸ' [garabhas] Skt ਗਭ'ਸਯ n uterus, womb.
ਗਰਭਸ [garbhasx] in the womb. “hukamI paIa
garbhaSI.”-—sri m 1 pahIre. “phIr  garbhaSI
ਸਹ parIa re.”—-sr1' m 5.
ਗਰਭਧਨ [garbhadhan] Skt ਧਸਠਜ n having
conception, being pregnant.
ਗਰਭ [garat] within the womb. “garabhx
nahi basét.”—ram m 5.
ਗਰਭਣ [garbhmi] Skt ਧਥਧ adj pregnant; on
the family way.
ਗਰਭਤ [gartt] adj having pregnancy. 2 filled
up, packed, e.g. “ I h  vaky sargartt  he.”
—prov.
ਗਰਮ [garam] P (2’ adj hot, warm. See ਘਰਮ.
2 Skt ਸਸਜ heavy, weighty. “kIte baram pe
caram rup garam  jhare.”—carI tr 91.
ਗਰਮ [garma] n musk melon of Balochistan,
which is sweeter than that of the common
variety. 2 summer season. 3 See ਗਰਮ.
ਗਰਮੲ [garmai] n hotness, heat, warmth.
ਗਰਮਤ [garmIta] Skt ਸਹਜ n heaviness,
largcness. 2 a type of  spiritual and miraculous
power. See ਅਸਟਸਧ. 3 clderliness, importance.
“kharag  ramyatanu  garmIta s f g h n a d
ghamsan.‘ péc  baran k0 gun lIyo I h  bhupatI
balvan.”——krIsan. The name kharag sigh  [ਗਣ-).
ra-ga-sf-gh] is an acronym from the first
characters of these five words.
ਗਰਮ [garmi] Sec ਗਰਮੲ. 2 summer season.
ਗਹਰ [gar-m] See ਗਰੜ. 2 n Satluj.
ਗਰਰਟ [gar-rat] n rumbling sound.
ਗਰਲ [garal] Skt n life-destroying; poison,
'kharag (sword). ramyatanu (beauty of the body)
garmIta (respectability), sighnad (roar like that o f  a

lion) ghamsan (pitched battle).
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venom. “garal nas  tanI nathyo  aq  StargatI
pio.”—saveye m 2 kc. .
ਗਰਲਧਰ [garaldhar] Skt n Shiv—who absorbed
poison. 2 snake, serpent. 3 poisonous creature.
ਗਰਵ [garav] See ਗਰਬ.
ਗਰੜ [garar] See ਗਰੜ.
ਗਰੜਧਜ [garardhvaj] See  ਗਰੜਧਜ.
ਗਰੜ [gar ra] adj spotted, multicUlourcd like a
blue jay. 2 Sec ਗਰੜ.
ਗਰ [gara] n throat. “an aphim garo l Ih  gaha.”
-carItr 331. “gayo gara bhar gadgad bani.”
—GPS. 2 mountain pass, valley. 3 adj rotten,
decomposed.
ਗਰ [garfi] n village. “garfi or kahI y‘j gai.”
—carItr 13. 2 See ਨਸ.
ਗਰਸ [garas] Skt ਗਸ“ morsel, bite. 2 grip, hold,
sense of  holding.
ਗਰਹ [garah] n morsel, bite. 2 Skt water animal

_ like a crocodile; panther. “gaj garah  te chuta.”
—-sor m 9. 3 prisoner, detainee. 4 grip of  a
weapon. 5 adj who holds.
ਗਰਘ [garap], ਗਰਫ [garaph], ਗਰਬ [garab] E
grapeshot; shot in the shape of  a grape; pellet.
“top  garaph  sath bahu d5bh'é.”—PP. ‘Many are
wounded with gunshots.’
ਗਰਮ [garam] Skt ਗਮ n village. 2 See ਗਮ.
Eran-I3 [garamno] Skt ਧਇਜਕਥ going, moving,
carrying. “guru bohIth pargramno.”-—gaum 5.
‘Guru is just  like a ship that certainly leads to
salvation.’ There is no  fear of  sinking midway.
ਗਰਰਹ [cararah], ਗਰਰ [garara] P , ,1/ This  term
figures as Garcarah in Arabic; garglc; process
of  producing a bubbling sound by taking water
in the mouth. E gurgle; gargle. 2 loose-fitting
trousers.
ਗਰਵ [garav] Skt n village. 2 See ਗਰਬ’. 3 Skt
ਸਜ. stone, rock. “katIo bédh garavau.”——asa m
5. ‘dcmolished the dyke i.e. removed ignorance.’
ਗਹ [gal-I] adv  by rotting, by melting. “ora gar:
pani bhaIa.”-—~s kabir. 2 within the throat,
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around the neck.
ਗਰਸਤ [garIsat] See ਗਸਤ.
ਗਰਸ [garIst] Skt ਗਰਸ adj very heavy, weighty.
2 highly respectable. “gusai garlst rupen.”—
sahas m 5. 3 n a mighty demon in Mahabharat.
ਗਰਦ [garida] 1’ ,;[adj adopting, holding.
2 burying (the enemy), laying to the ground.
“ganiman garida.”-aka1.
ਗਰਫਤ [garIfat ਲ/ n grip, hold.
ਗਰਫਤਨ [garIftan] P ਮਵ/ v grip, hold, capture.
ਗਰਮ [garIma] See ਗਰਮਤ and ਅਸਟ ਸਧ.
ਗਰ [gari] adj rotten, decomposed, decayed.
“kahfi gari godri nahi.”~asa kabir. 2 n nut,
kernel. “badaman gari samai.”—GPS.
3 coconut kernel. “gari chuhare khfidiz‘i.”—as 
a m 1. 4 street, lane. “khelat kfij garin ke bic.”
“ਹਜ-5921. “gari bajar bIlokat ae.”—-GPS.
“bhramat lakh garia.”—-kan m 5.
ਗਰਬ [garIb] or ਗਰਬ [garibu] A ਯ/ adj
traveller, wayfarcr, stranger. 2 destitute,
indigent. 3 humble, meek. 4 incapable. “nanak
garibu (”ਰਸ paIa duare.”—su11i a m 4.
ਗਰਬਦਸ [garibdas], ਗਰਬਦਯਆ [garibdasia]
Garib Das was born in Sammat 1774 in a family
of Dhankhare Jatts in village Chhudani of
Delhi. He spent early years of his life as a
married man and became father of four sons
and two daughters.

He was so influenced by the company of
mendicants  o f  t he  Dadoo sect that he
renounced his family and joined their ranks.
He was widely respected because of  his pious
deeds. Whatever he wrote is full of devotion
to, and praise of, God.

Garib Das breathed his last in Sammat
1825. The  followers  of  this sect are popularly
known  as Garib Dasias.

Garib Dasias greet each other by saying
Sat Sahib; hence they are also called Sat
Sahibis also.
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ਗਗਬਟਕਜ [gariamaj], ਗਰਬਨਵਜ [Gariavaz]
P ਖਯ/ adj kind to the poor, helping the poor.
“gariavaj gusaia mera.”—maru raVIdas.
ਗਚਬਪਰਵਰ [Garibparvar] P 1.94.74] sustainer of
the poor.
ਗਰਬਨ [gariban] See ਗਰਵਨ.
ਗਚਬਨ [garibano] adj  indigent, benign, humble.
“ek mahalI garIbano.”-gau m 5.
ਗਰਬ [garibi] n poverty, indigence. 2 gentleness,
humility. “garibi gada hamari.”——sorm 5.
ਗਰਥ [garibu] See ਗਰਬ.
ਗਚਬਨਸ [Garibulparast] P adj sustainer of
the poor. “garibulparaste.”—-japu.
ਗਗਯ [gariy], ਗਗਯਸ [gariyas], ਗਚਯਨ [gariyan]
Skt ਗਧਰਕਧ/ very heavy, massive. 2 dignified
respectable.
ਗਚਵਹ [garivah] P ”of n mound, hillock, heap.
2 cord, string. ..
ਗਗਵ ਕਮਨ [garive kaman] P n bowstring. See
ਗਗਵਹ.
ਗਰਅੲ [garuai] n heaviness, weightiness,
massiveness. 2 elderlincss.
ਗਰਤ [gamt] Skt n that which produces sound
in the  sky—feather; bird’s wing.
ਗਰਤਮਤ [gawtmét] that which has wings—bird.
2 blue jay, a large heron.
ਗਰਰ [gamr] See ਗਰੜ.‘ ‘garur garur tajyo baz
sabh baz  ae.  ”-kaVI 52. .
ਗਰਞ [garuv], ਗਰਵ [garuva] adj majestic,
eminent. “bakhse me  ju garuv apradhu.”—NP.
ਗਰੜ [ਫਰਘ] Skt ਗਲਫ n son of  Kashyap born
from the womb of  Vinta. It is the carrier of
Vishnu (Vishnu’s vehicle) and is lord of the
birds. The lower half  of  its body is of  bird and
the upper half of  man. According to a tale in
Mahabharat, when Garurh brought nectar from
the heaven after conquering  the deities, Vishnu
was delighted and granted him a boon. Garurh
wished that he  should always be above Vishnu.
Vishnu gladly agreed to it. But Garurh then
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thought that it was not fair and realised his
mistake as it amounted to insulting Lord
Vishnu. Garurh requested Vishnu to ask for
any boon from him. Vishnu wished Garurh to
become hié vehicle. Now there was a dilemma
that both of  them were to remain beneath each
other. After a long discussion it was decided
that Garurh would remain on the standard
(flag) of  Vishnu, thus he would be above
Vishnu as well as remain his vehicular carrier.
“garur care ae gopal.”-bher namdev. 2 See
ਗਚਤ.

ਗਰੜਰਗ [ਠਰਪਠਰਠਕ] a rivulet on way to Badri
Narayan. It is believed by Hindus that keeping
a stone brought from this rivulet in the house
rids one of  the fear of  a snakebite.
ਗਰੜਦਗਰ [ਫਰਪਧਪਫਪ] Skt ਧਣਗਟਧ n a herb
used for curing a snakebite. This herb is
believed  to have been produced from the burp
of  the blue  jay.
ਗਰੜਧਜ [garmdhuj], ਗਰੜਧਜ [gamrdhvaj] Vishnu,
whose standard bears the image of Garurh.
See  ਗਰੜ.
ਗਰੜਪਰਣ [garug‘puran] See ਪਰਣ.
ਗਰੜ [garura] Skt ਗਰਤ. cooked rice. “gamra
khana dudh SIU gadI.”—basé‘t m I .  2 S adj
soft; which  melts easily. “bhar atharah: meva
hove gamra how: suav.”—var majh m I .  See
ਸਆਉ 8.
ਗਰੜਸਨ [ਫਗਘ'\ dv^ ]  Vishnu, whose seat is on the
back of the blue'Jay. 2 a sitting posture in yog.
ਗਰੜਰ [gamrari],  ਗਰੜ [garuri] Skt ਸਗਤਕਟ one
who has knowledge of  Garurh Mantar. 2 one
who cures a snakebite. 3 medicine to cure
the effect of snake venom. “gurmétr mukhI
gamrari.”—sar m 5. ‘Chanting Guru’s words
relieves one of the dreadful effect of poison.’
ਗਰਤ [gamw] Skt ਸ whose god is garurh
(blue jay); a magical formula, chanting of
which relieves one of  the dreadful effect of
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snake venom. 2 medicine to cure the effect
of snake venom. “ghaSI garuru sabad mpkhI
litha.”—gau m 4. ‘Iicked the words of Guru
(as a medicine).’ See ਲਠ. “ਫਰਘਪ sabadu
mukhI p a I a ,  haume bIkhu harI mari.”
—maIa m 3.
ਗਰੜਦਗਰ [garurodgar] See  ਗਚੜਦਗਰ.
ਗਰ [gem], ਗਰਓ [game], ਗਰਅ [game] adjcmincnt,
majestic, dignified. “gurumukh dekhI garu
sukh pa.”~-saveye m 4 ke.
ਗਰ'ਅਮਤ [garuamat], ਗਰਅਮਤ [garuamatI] adj
who professes prestigious doctrine. 2 most
intelligent, highly talented, having excellent
brain. “garuamat nIrver  lina.”-—savsye m 3 Ice.
“guru gébhir  garuamatI .”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਗਰਅ [garua] See ਗਰਅ. “soi nar  garua jo prabhu
ke gun gave.”—b1‘1a m 9.
ਗਰਰ [carur] A 1,} n deceit, cheating, treachery.
2 arrogance, conceit. “hor mucu garur.”—-var
Ham 3. See ਗਰਰ.
ਗਰਰ [garuri] adj arrogant, conceited. 2 n
arrogance, conceit.
ਗਰਬਨ [gareban] See ਗਰਵਨ.
ਗਰਵਲ [gareval] a subcaste of Jatts, believed
to have originated from Rajputs.
ਗਰ [garo] throat. “garo rukgayo.”—NP. 2 See
ਗਰ.
ਗਰਹ [garoh] n intimacy, familiarity. 2 affection,
love. “jab d ke grehI parhat tab mo 56 huto
garoh.”—krrsan. 3 P ”f group, community.
4 gang, band, coterie.
ਗਰਥ [garéth] See ਗਥ. “85ਟ1<}1 garéth mukhI
vedpath.”—-japu.
ਗਰਥਸਹਬ’ [garéthsat] See ਗਥ ਸਹਬ.
ਗਰਥ [891'ਰਧ1] See ਗਥ.
ਗੜ [garh] See ਗਹ.
ਗਬਣ [garhan] See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਰਤ [garhIt] See ਗਹਤ.
ਗਲ [gal] Skt ਸਰ vr eat, swallow, decay, drip,
leak, destroy. 2 n throat, neck. 3 check, jaw].
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See ਗਲ. “gala pItanI sxru khuhenI.”—sava
m 1. 4 See ਗਲ 2.
ਗਲਉਰ [galaura] See ਗਲਰ. 2 folded betel leaf
kept in the mouth on the inner side of  the
check. “ghis galaure lIave.”—asa kabir. See
ਫਲ

[galaori] folded betel leaf stuffed with
catechu, lime paste and areca pieces. 8%
ਗਲਉਰ 2.
ਗਲਹਥ [galhatha] n hand, in the form of a half
moon, kept on the neck of  some body to push
and throw him away; ha l f  moon.
ਗਲਕਡ [galakkri] n embrace, hug; act of
embracing with affectionate hands round the
neck.
ਗਲਗਜ [galgajj] n roaring sound produced by
warriors; lion’s roar. “yodha galgajyi—S.”
-—rama v. “galgaj-hf ge.”—1<aIki.
ਗਲਗਲ [galgal] a citrous fruit, used for preparing
pickles. Ayurvedic practitioners use its extract
in several medicines. Citrum Medica.
ਗਲਚਮਡ [galcamri] See ਗਲਚਮੜ.
ਗਲਣ [galan], ਗਲਣ [galna] Skt rot, leak, drip.
2 decay, decompose, rot. 3 be ruined, be
destroyed. Sec ਗਲ vr. 4 In Punjabi, it is the
name of  an earthen pitcher with a wide mouth.
ਕਣ [galanI] n marsh, mire, bog (sinking
place). 2 voice; sound produced from the
throat; talk, conversation. “mI th i  galanI
kumétria.”——sava m 5.
ਗਲਣ [galni] earthen pitcher with a wide mouth.
See ਗਲਣ 4.
ਗਲਤ [galat] Skt ਧਜਰ adj fallen. 2 rotten,
decayed, decomposed. 3 leaked. 4 melted,
liquefied. “tanu manu galat bhae thakur SIU.”
—I<an m 5. 5 A be wrong, incorrect.
ਗਲਤਨ [881੮8؛ 1] P L'JW adj rolling. 2 lying.
3 engrossed, involved. “man tano galtan srmrat
prabhu nam.”—sn’ ch5t m 5. “her: mIle bhae
galtan.”—n.91,L m 4 partal.
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ਗਲਤ [galti] n gal-valIt. sheet of cloth wrapped
around one’s neck; a sheet wrapped on the
body in place of  a shirt; galtri that protects the
neck. P 1,]; 2 P 05" error, mistake.
ਗਲਤਦਨ [Galtidan] P Lug-12 v lie down. 2 roll.
ਗਲਤ [galatu] See ਗਲਤ.
ਗਲਨ [galna] See ਗਲਣ. “harIbIsrat tere gen
galxa.”—sopurakhu.
ਗਲਫ-ਰਸ [gélpharos] 21 animator, informer.
2 jester, c lown,  professional fool.
ਗਲਫਰਸ [galpharosi] n animation, act of
informing. 2jest,  clowning. “oh galpharosi kare

‘ bahuteri.”——var g a u ]  m 4.
ਗਲਥ [calba] A ,rli 21 sense of being dominant.
2 pressure.

.ਗਲ [gala] n neck. “gala bfit  dUhIleI ahir.”
—sarnamdev. 2 plural ofgéll;  talk. “gala kare
ghaneria.”——var a s a  m 2 .  3 p l u r a l  o f  ga l l ;
cheek. “gala pItanI SIrU khuhenI.”
-sava m 1. 4 hailstone, hail. “galla seti mih
kurutta.”—-—BG. 5 hole,  aperture, s l i t ,  opening,
pass, mountain pass. 6 a measure (amount)
of  grains which can just be poured in the fimnel
of the flour mill. 7 A _‘ਟ foodgrains, foodstuff.
“gala pihavni.”—-BG. 8 herd of cattle, drove.
“phIta vats: gala.”~—var majh m I .  ‘overfed
herd of  cattle is wandering.’

,ਗਲਉਣ [galauna] v pronounce, say, produce
sound from the  throat.
ਗਲਈ [galai] adj stated, said. 2 n act of
__decomposition, act of putrefication. 3 wages
for melting.
ਗਲਸ' [galas] Skt ਗਲਕ 21 glass, tumbler See E
glass. 2 crystalline vessel. 3 cherry from
Kashmir. It isjuicy and delicious berry-like fruit.
ਗਲਹ [galah] Skt ਧਫ 21 stake in a game.
2 object put at stake in gambling. “pratham
galah darab k0 lava.”——NP.
ਗਲਜਤ [galajat] P @511; n dirt, impurity, pollution.
ਗਲਟ [galate] adv  by embracing, by hugging.
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“gurSIkh pritI guru mIle  galate.”——gau m 4 .
ਗਲਢ [galadhe] decayed, vanished. “manmukh
garat galadhe.”—gaum 4.
ਗਲਣ [88181121], ਹਤ [galana] v say; produce
s'ound from the throat. 2 adj said, stated.
3 pertaining to the throat, concerning the throat.
“tete bédh galane.”—maru m 5. 4 n collar.
ਗਲਨ [galanI] Skt ਗ 21 hatred, contempt.
ਗਲਵ [galéivéi] 21 collar. 2 rope tied round the
neck. “ghatI galava calla t InI  dutI.”—var
gau 1 m 4. “Es cale ghatI galav-Ia.”—asa ch5t
m 5. “jIU taskar p a I  galave.”——var gaUI m 4.
ਗਲ [gall] round the neck. “galI jevri haume.”
~gau m 5. 2 from the throat; with the chest. '
“gall lavego.”—-kan a m 4.
ਗਲਗਖ [8811੦8111f 1] 21 leech. 2 tick; dermal
parasite. “galIcamri jaU chode nahi.”—asa m
5. ‘craze for world ly  goods.’
ਗਲਤ [gaIIt] adj rotten. “galIt  fag péchi tabs.”
—carItr 217. 2 See ਗਲਤ. 3 See ਗਲਤ ਗਵਰ.
ਗਲਤਕਸਟ [ga l I tkusa t ] ,  ਗਲਤਕਸ [galItkust],
ਗਲਤਕ'ਸ [gaIItkusth] a chronic disease due to
which blood and pus begin to  ooze out and the -
limbs begin to  fall off. Defect in the semen of
parents, syphlis, eating of  rotten fish, infection
from someone afflicted with a contagious
disease, taking eatables which infect blood  and
witholding of  urine and faeces, are the causes
which bring it about. ‘

This  horrible disease affects the blood  of  a
person very badly. His appearance turns
frightening, fingers and feet swell, due to pus
limbs begin  to fall apart, the  nose  caves in,  voice
becomes hoarse and the body gives out bad
odour ,  wh i c h  those s i t t ing  around find
contemptible.

In Ayurved, its manifestations are eighteen
in number. Among  them'figure harpes, eczema
and ringworm etc. Most frightening is syphilis,
of course. When it becomes known that a



   ਗਵਰ

    on has got syphilis, then some experienced
   sician must be approached for treatment.
    owing are the common measures for curing
   

 1) to keep the patient in open air, away
     habitation.

 2) to bathe with water in which  leaves of
   gosa are boiled.

 3) to eat things prepared from grams.
 4) to bandage the wounds after washing

     with full care.
 5) to  take brahmdéd i ,  gorakhmfidi ,

    yta, suddh gédhak etc.
 6) to drink a decoction of  usabe.
 7) to take five drops of  chaulmoogra oil

    e times a day and apply it to the swollen
    s.

 8) to take ten drops of  margosa oil.'
 9) to make balls of baIbrig weighing five

     half tolas, harar d i  chIll  two tolas, khassi
     seven tolas, and CItti trIbi sixteen tolas.
     should be separately ground and sieved.
    these should be mixed with double the
    tity of old guy, balls of the size of betelnut
   uld be prepared and each morning one
    ld be taken with warm water. “gaIItkust
     dustan tan.”——carItr 405.

    ਵਗਥਗਗਡਛੲਧਰ] adj an elephant in highly
     icated state; (such an illustrious elephant
     s) intoxication oozing from all its limbs.
     tgevar jyé jutte.”—-paras. “galIt  durad mad
     .”-—paras.

    [galfda] adj which decomposes.
    gali] n street, lane, passage passing
    een houses and streets. “SIr dharI tali
      mori au.”—sava m I . “mero sfidaru kahahu
     kItu gali.”—devm 4. narrow  passage in
       and habitation in a valley e. g. ghoragali,
    lagali, nathiagali etc. 2 adj rotten,
    yed, decomposed. 3 merely in talk. “ਠਗ
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ha sohaganI bhene!”«—asa paw m 1 .  “gali sel
uthavat cahe.”—todz‘ m 5. 4 round the neck,
encircling the neck. “Ikna gali j5jiria.”—var
asa. ‘
ਗਲ“ [gali’], ਗਲੲ [gali-i] merely in talk. “gali su
sajan vih.”—s farid. “gIanU  na  gaIi-i dhudhic.”
—var asa. 2 merely in talk. See ਗਲ 4.
ਰਲਚ [galica] P ਡਞ,’ and ਛਠ n embroidered
carpet made of  wool or cotton, to be spread
on the floor.
ਗਲਜਛਗਨ] P 5:13 adj unholy, polluted. 2 dirty,
unclean. 3 fat, thick, dense.

WIgalua],  ਗਲਆਰ [galuara] n hole, opening,
aperture, slit. “golan ke hvsge galuare.”
...ਕ-258“.

ਗਲ [gale] rotten decayed, decomposed.
“hékaria nanak garabI gale.”—sukhmani.
2 swallowed gulped. “man muni munIvar
gale.”—s kabir. 3 with the neck, from the throat.
“Iago gale sunu bInti meri.”'—asa kabir.
ਗਲਫ [galeph] n cover, covering (for quilt, pillow
etc). 2 quilt. 3 See ਗਲਫਣ. -
ਗਲਛਣ [galephna] v prepare sugar-coated
sweet grains, anisecd, almond. cardamom.
2 wrap.
ਗਲ'ੲਐ [galoie] let us talk about, let us speak
of. “harIgal galoie.”—var vad m 4.
ਗਲਹ [galohi] spoken, talked. “sét tere 810 gal
galohi.”—-gau m 5.
ਗਲਗਡ [galogadd] Skt ਧਸਛ n army fort; army
lined up in the shape of a fort; fort-like circular
position of the army. “galogadd phor‘é.”—c5di 2.
ਗਲਟ [galota] n reel or skein of yarn spun on
the spinning wheel, which is ofthe size ofan
egg.
ਗਲਟਆ ਖਰਦ [galotia xurad] a village under
police station and tehsil Daska of district Sialkot
which is twelve miles to the north-east of
Gujranwala railway station. Guru Hargobind
stopped in this village on his way to Kashmir
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and Guru Har Rai, beseechcd by a devotee,
visited this village. A banyan tree of  the Guru’s
period still stands. A gurdwara exists there to
which  the village people have donated thirteen
ghumaons of  land.
ਗਲਲ [galol] See ਗਲਲ. “})ਰਯਰੲ 881੦15 pas
amolé.”—ramav. ‘Ravan has a pellet bow in
his fifteenth and a noose in the sixteenth hand.’
ਗਲਲ [galola] P ,],[ਛ n spherical object. 2 pill,
tablet. “amal galola kur ka d I ta  devanharx.”
—sri m 1 .  ‘Mammon has given a dose of
falsehood.’ 3 sling shot.
ਰਲਰ [galara] a preacher, resident of Cheeka,
Who was deputed to preach Sikh doctrine in
Hansi and I-lissar areas by Guru  Teg Bahadur.
The ninth Gu ru  visited his residence and
bestowed on him a quiver full of  arrows. See
ਚਕ.
ਗਲਰ [galari] See ਗਲਉਰ. 2 See ਗਲਹਰ
ਗਨਥ [831ਟਧ] See ਗਲਹਥ. “mar galéth nIkara.”
—NP.
ਗਲ [galh], ਗਲ [gall] Skt ਸ n brow, cheek,
trough in which  jaggery is prepared. 2 related
with the throat; talk; tete-é-téte. 3 Skt ਧਜਘ
blame, defame.
ਗਲ [galla] See ਗਲ 7.
afilgav] Skt n ox, bullock.
ਗਵਜਨ [gavzan] P ‘91.," n stag.
ਗਵਣ [gavan], ਗਵਣ [gavanU], ਗਵਨ [gavan], ਗਵਨ
[gavenu] Sec ਗਮਨ. “55g 113 sathi gavanu Ikela.”
—suhi ravidas. 2 cycle o f  birth and death,
transmigration o f  the soul. “phahe  kate mIte
gavan.”-bavan. 3 sexual intercourse,  coitus,
coition. “tIh sath gavan kese kar karIye?”
——carItr 31.4 Skt ਗਣ adj not special, ordinary.
“mukkh karke nahigae, gavan karke gae hen.”
—JSBM. .
ਗਵਯ [gavay] Skt n a (wild) hybrid creature
b e t w e e n  c o w  a n d  h o r s e ,  s t a g ,  n i l g a I
(baselaphus trogocomelus). 2 a wild creature
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who was a general in Sugreev’s army. 3 Sec
ਗਵਜਨ.
ਗਵਰ[8ਗਰ] See ਗਹਬਰ. 2 See ਗਰ. 3 See ਗਰਵ.
ਗਵਰਨਮਟ [gavaranmit], ਗਵਰਨਮਟ [gavaranmét]
E Government. n seat  o f  power. 2 ruler.
3 state, empire.
ਗਵਰਨ [gavarnar] E Governor. n ruler. 2 chief
administrator of  the state. 3 administrative head
of  an institution.
ਗਵਰਨਰ ਜਨਰਲ [gavarnar ganaral] E Governor
General. n supreme authority who has control
over all administrators o f  a country;  all
governors of  states are under him; the supreme
ruler of  the country. Warren Hastings was
appointed the first governor general of  India
in 1773.
ਗਵਰਮਟ [gavarmit] See ਗਵਰਨਮ'ਟ.
navra] adj fair-complexioned, fair-skinned.
2 See ਗਉਰ.
ਗਵਰਜ [gavraj] Skt bull, stud bull. 2 ਗਵਰਜ n
Kamdhenu, a mythological cow, believed to be

_ supreme among all its species. “nIksi gavraj
su dhenu  bhali.”-——samudramathan.
ਗਵਰ [gavarI], ਗਵਰ [gavri] See ਗਉੜ. 2 Gauri;
Parvati, wife of Shiv. “an gavarI kéhI sis
jhukavat.”—carrtr 355.
ਗਵਲ [gavel] Skt n buffalo, male buffalo.
2 wild stud buffalo. 3 stud buffalo’s horn.
ਗਵਉਣ [gavauna] v lose, misplace. “péct
rovahI g I a n  gavaI.”—var ram 1 m I .
“gu rmukhI  l adha  manmukhI gavaIa.”
—sopurakhu._ “mau piu kIrat  gavaIn.”—var
majh m I .  2 spend time, to pass time, waste
time. .“bed pare par:  brahme janamu gavaIa.”
-asa kabir. 3 make or  persuade one to sing.
ਗਵਇਲਰਪਗ] adv  by getting musical recitation
performed. 2 by losing. See ਗਵਉਣ.
ਗਵਸ [gavaSI], ਗਵਸ [gavasi] will sing. 2 Skt
ਧਸਧਢਧਚ will cause one to roam. 3 will lose.
“tIn  ka bhau sabhu gavasi.”—sopurakhu.
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ਗਵਹ [gavah] P ”f n witness, deponent,
testifier, he who gives evidence.
ਗਵਹ [gavahi] P wf n evidence, deposition,
testimony.
ਗਵਕ [gavaksl Skt n hole in the shape of a
cow’s eye, generally found in the ventilators
of  a house; peep-hole. 2 window; aperture
through which sunrays  penetrate. 3 a
councillor of  Sugrcev. 4 signboard for firing
which has on it the bull’s eye. guljari is its
distorted form.
ਗਫਝ [gavajha] adj lost; was lost, destroyed.
“sabh kIltkh gaye gavajha.”—j£t m 4.
ਗਵਢਲਗਹਕਪ n neighbourhood.
ਗਵਢਲਗਫਧਪ] adj neighbouring; 2 n neighbour.
ਗਵਤ [gavate] lost. “japIE pap g3vate.”—brha
chét m 4. _
ਗਵਧ [gavadha] adj destroyed. See ਗਵਝ.

… 2 singing, reciting. “gun gobfd gur‘mukhI
gavadha.”—var maru  2 m 5.
ਗਵਧ [gavadhu] See  ਗਵਧ 1.
gavadhu.’  ’-—sar m 5 partal.
ਗਵਰ [gavar] Skt ਗ'ਮਨ rural, rustic i.e.
uncivilised.‘‘murakh mugadh gavar.’’-maru
kabir. 2 P I f  suf used as a suffix, it has a
positive meaning viz khusgavar, nagvar.
ਗਵਰਲਬਧਰ] vocatiye of gavar. “harI ka nam
ki na japaSI gavafa?”—sor kabir. 2 See ਗਮਰ.
3 P ”f adj well-disposed, in accordance with,
favourable. 4 n beehive.
ਗਵਹ [gavari] feminine of gavar. “naraIn
nfdaSI ]…: .bhuli gavari?”—dhana Urban.
2 milk woman, milkmaid, dairymaid. “pat sajan
k0 sajke so  gavari.”—krrsan.
ਗਵਰਏਰ [gavarier], ਗਵਲਯਰ [gavalxyar],
ਗਵਲਅਰ [gavaliar] Skt ਗਪਦ a famous state of
central India and its capital. There is an old
big fort in this city, where royal prisoners were
kept in the Mughal era. The fort is situated at
300 feet high sandy hilltOp. The  fort is one and
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three-fourths mile long and 2,800 feet wide.
The height of  the surrounding wall is 30  feet.
Guru Hargobind was kept a captive in this fort
for sometime due to the cunningness of Chandu
and cmpcror Jahangir’s policy,l which is
referred to by Bhai Gurdas:

“gar  carIa patsah  caraia.”
At the time of  his release, the Guru got several
royal prisoners released alongwith due to which
he was popularly known as b5di chor. The
Sikhs have not paid any attention to this holy
place. No wonder some enterprising Muslim
has turned the place into a memorial named
bédi chor data, as his permanent source of
income.
ਗਵਲਭ [gavalébh] slaughter of the cow (ox);
fire ritual in which  cows  are sacrificd. Many
Ved ic  anno ta to r s  have forb idden  this
Sacrificial ritual in Kalyug. According to
Prashar “the following five practices are
strictly prohibited in Kalyug: Ashvmcdh (in
which horses are sacrificed), Gvalambh (in
which oxen are sacrified), renunciation,
offering mcat during saradhs, begetting ofa
son by a woman through her husband’s
brother.2
“gavalébh ajmedh aneka.”—rama v.
“gavalébh bahu jagg kare bar.”—raghu.
ਗਵਵਣਲਗਗਸਕ], ਗਵਵਨਲਬਪਘਕ] v lose, waste,
destroy. “mat ਪ apna-ap gavavhe.”
—asa chét m 3. 2 go, leave. “jo ghar chad
gavavna.”—sn‘ m 5. 3 make one sing.
ਗਵਆਝਰਪਹ] sang, recited, gave recitation of.
“VIr le  h i  gaVIa.”—bavan. 2 searched ,
explored. See ਗਵਸਣ.
ਗਵਤ [gavrta] lost, wasted. “sabh gIan
gavxta.”——guj var 1 m 3. 2 singer, chanter.

'Scc ਜਹਗਰ.
Imam-mi ਧਕਸ W ਧਕਧਰਥਸ
ਫਲਹ-*,“ਹ ਚਗਵਧ'ਰ ਗ ਧਕਧ ਥਕਯਧਰ.
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' ਗਵ [gavi] Skt n cow.
ਗਵਜ [gavije] See ਗਵਜ.
ਗਵ [gave] See ਗਵ. Skt ਸਕਰ “parbraharn l<i
dargah  gave.”—-sukhman1'.
ਗਵਸਣ [gavesan] Skt n searching, looking for,
exploration. .
ਗਵ [gave] goes, reaches, arrives. See ਗਵ-
2 (may) go, (may) reach. “her: dargah kahu
kese gave?”~—-sukhman1'.
ਗਵਯ [gaveya] singer, chanter.
ਗਵ [gavy] Skt adj of the cow, pertaining to
the cow. See ਪਚਗਵਜ

ਗੜ [gar]  See  ਗਢ. “harIcaran saran gar kotI
hamare.”—suhi m 5. “gay carIa patsah caraIa.”
—BG. See ਗਵਲਯਚ. 2 carving, idol-making.
“losat k0 jér gar bohIth banaiat.”—BGK.~
3 spear, lance. See ਗਡ. “pattIs  loh-hathi parsé
gar.”—rama V. 4 boil.
ਗੜਕਨ [garakna] v thunder.
ਗੜਗਜ [ਬਰਨਫਗ] n thunder; thunder of  a cloud
raining hailstones. 2 lightning, accompanied by
thunder. 3 adj pea] of thunder, crackling loud
sound. “gargajjian gahIke.”——carItr 142.
ਗੜਗਜਬਲ [ਥਗਫਗ bolle] n thundering utterances.
See ਖਲਸ ਦ ਬਲ.
ਗੜਗਣ [ਫਰਨਛਬਸ] haVing a spear in hand; spear-
woman. “khargani gargani.”—paras.
ਗੜਗਗ [gargéga] river Ganga flowing near the
town of Guarhmukteshwar in district Meerut.
“gargéga 1<e péth padhare.”—GPS. 2 Many
scholars refer to Garurhganga as Garhganga.
See ਗਰੜਗਗ.
ਗੜਤ [ਫਰਨਗ] n carving, sculpture. 2 adj carved,
sculpted.
ਗੜਤ [garta] engraver, sculptor.
ਗੜਦਰ [ਫਗਧਪ] spear man, lancer. “garedar
mano kari matt ki jy6.”—-carrtr 320.
ਗੜਨ [ਛਗਜ] Skt engraving, carving.
ਗਡਨਹਰ [geranhara] adj engraver, sculptor. “je
IhU murat-I saci he tau garanhare khau.”—asa
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kabir.
ਗੜਪਣ [garappna], ਗੜਪਨ [garappna] v swallow,
gulp.
ਗੜਪ [garappu] adj who swallows, who gulps.
ਗੜਬੜ [gag-bar] n disorder.  2 nonsense.  “garbar
kare kadi r‘ég lax.”~—bh£r m 5. 3 onomatopoeic
ofsimmcring noise.
ਗੜਬ [garba] Skt ਧਫਥਕ n metal vessel resembling
a small pitcher.
ਗੜਵਈਲਗ'ਪਤ] attendant who keeps the pitcher-
like vessel of  metal in his hand; bath attendant.
Dogra Gulab Singh, bath attendant of  Maharaja
Ranj  it Singh, got the status of  a raja from that
of  Singh Sahib. After the fall of  Lahore
kingdom, he got the title of  maharaja from the
British Government. See ਗਲਬਸਘ ਨ: 5.
ਰਤਲਹਲਗ] See ਗੜਬ.
ਗੜਵਰ [garvar] adj owner of a fort. 2 n
superintendant of  a fort. 3 spear man, lancer.
4 See ਗਢਵਲ.
ਗੜ [gem] n hail, hailstone. “ape sitalu thar
gara.”—-maru 301119 In 5. 2 See  ਭਰਮਗਤ.
ਗੜਡਲ [ਥਬਨਕਗਪ] E grenadier, a soldier who ‘
throws a grenade. 2 in Punjabi it is alsoused
for a tall soldier. Its root could be ਚਫ_ਡਲ
ਗਡੜ [ਥਗ’\ o ]  n poked  spear; multipoked spike;
tree with spikes. “dah d I s  chutat top sayak
vajra garar.”—saloh. 2 Skt ਕਤਗਜਜ. According
to  Purans, it is a fire  emanating from a mare’s
mouth  that dries the  water in the ocean. “satt
samfid gora:  mahf jaI smaI na  pet  bharave.”
—BG. 3 In  anc ien t  t imes ,  i t  was a c o m m o n
belief that there exists a Iarge hole at the
base of an Ocean into which water
continuously gets sucked and the ocean is
never full.
ਗਤ [garI] after carving, by engraving. 2 in the
fort. “garI dohi patISah ki.”—o§kar.
ਗੜਓ [germ], ਗਡਅ [gag-Ia] formed, created,
shaped, carved.
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ਗਡਲਗਣ] small fort.
ਗੜਅਲ [ਛਘਗ] a subcaste of Bunjahi Khatris,
its correct pronunciation being gurial. “garial
mathradas he.”—BG. 2 spear man, lancer.
ਗਡਅ [garia] n spear, lance. 2 small spear.
“garia bhasfidi  bhervi  bhala  neja bhakh.”
—-sanama. 3 an  ardent but enlightened devotee
of  Guru Hargobind. He  was deputed to  preach
t he  Guru’s doc t r ine  in Kashmir. Sain
Shahdaula,  a resident  o f  Gujarat, became a
follower of  the Guru on listening to Sukhmani
from him. Garhia served the nincth Guru as
well. He is also named as gadhia.
ਗੜ [gem] See ਗਢ and ਗੜ. “jInI bharamgaru
torIa.”—var gu12 m 5.
ਗੜਦਰ [garcdar] See ਗੜਦਰ.
ਗੜ [ਫਰਜ] See ਗਢ and ਗੜ.
ਗੜਸਰ [garhser] or ਸਰਗੜ [sergarh] a fort built
by Sher Shah m Sasram subdivision of district
Shahbad in Bengal which is in a dilapitated
condition now.
ਗੜਸਕਰ-[ਫਰਸਝਟਠਰ] a town of a tehsil in district
Hoshiarpur. Bhai Tilak, a devoted Sikh,
belonged to this place. See ਤਲਕ 7.
ਗੜਚਲਨ [garhCIlan] or ਗੜ ਚਰਲ [garh CIroli]
See ਰਮਸਘ 3.
ਗੜ [garha] See ਗਢ. 2 pit, ditch.
ਗੜ [garhi] n small fort. 2 See ਸਮਨ 3 and

ਗੜਨਜਰ [garhinazir] a village under police
station Goolah, tehsil Kaithal of  Kama! district,
inhabited by Bikhankhan. A gurdwara in
memory of  Guru Teg Bahadur is situated near
this fort to the south, where he encamped at
the request of  Bikhankhan. Pucca residential
houses and a gurdwara were got renovated
there by Maharaja Karam Singh of Patiala
state. One hundred bighas of  land has been

~ donated by Bhai Uday Singh, while an annual
grant of  rupees two hundred is sanctioned by
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J ind state. The  village is situated at a distance
of eighteen miles on a pucca road to  the south-
west of  Patiala railway station.

At  the time of  the Guru’s visit to  this place,
this land was a part of  Samana. That is why
some writers hold that this gurdwara is in
Samana. See ਸਮਨ.
ਗ [gal Skt vr go, proceed, praise, appreciate.
2 n appreciation, praise. 3 singing, recitation.
4 suffix indicating future tense. “jiare jahIga
me jana.”-—gau kabir. 5 short for ਗਮ [gam]
(ਗਅ [gram]). “nahI lakh‘é ham ko jan ga ke.”
—_krrsan. ‘of  a village.’
ਗ [gz‘i] village. 2 short for ਗਨ [gan]. See ਗਨ 6.
“baccgéi kustah car.”——jafar.
ਗਉ [gau] See ਗਉਣ. “gau gau ri dulhani
m5galcar.”—asa kabir. 2 P 53’ ox.
ਗਉ [ਫਫਪ], ਗਉ" [gafi] n village. “bahut pratap
gz‘iu sau pae.”-—sar kabir. 2 sing. “nanak

ਰ harIgun gab.”—var mala m 5.
ਗਉਣ [gauna] Skt Wrecital of musical notes.
ਗਉ [gau] will sing. 2 n herd of cows, drove.
“krIsan caravat gau re.”-gau kabir. 3 village.
“majh banaras gau  re.”—-gau kabir. Sec  ਬਨਰਸ.
ਗਟ [gaI] n cow. “ਸਰ… paraIa nanka, USU
suaru usu gaI.”-—varmajh m 1. 2 village. “gar
samet sabho mI l  k3ran.”-l<rrsan. 3 having
sung, recited. “gags gox gaI  jInI chodi gali
gobIdu garabi bhaIa.”—asa pati m 1. ‘One
who has stopped reciting hymns in praise of
the Creator, has the vanity o f  being an
enlightened one.’ 4 earth, land. 5 by singing.
“nanak kahIt gaI karuname.”—gau m 9. 6 P
,3’ place, site. “tujhe kInI pharmai gal?”
—s kabir. ‘Who has informed you o f  this
place?’

ar'fealgaxk] Skt ਗਯਕ singer, reciter, chanter.
ਗਇਣਲਪਸ], ਗਇਣ [gamu] Skt ਗਯਨ (ਹ vr sing.
SeeA  bf) n singing, chanting. “sadh  melI harI
gaInu?”—bherm 4. 2 singer, chanter. “kab kou
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mele péc sat gaIn?”—asa m 4. _
ਗਇਤ [gaItri] Skt ਗਯਤ n she who protects
the reciter of  holy hymns. It is called Gaytri
also because this hymn is believed to have
been chanted from Brahma’s lips. According
to another etymological explanation ਗਯਤ is
the converse of ਤ-ਗਯ, which means ‘three-
footed’; trIpada (i.e. having three verses).
“sféta tarpan karahI gaItri.”—sorm 3. Gaytri
is the most important holy hymn of  Hindus.
Only Dvij (Brahman, Khatri and Vaishya) are
entitled to chant it.
' Gaytri:
“ਰਥਰਥਵਟਧਬਸਜਫਥਜਬਸਛ mam; ਧਗਵਗ’
It means: ‘The Sun  god that sustains  all, relieves

all from pain, is the  source of  light, worthy of
prayer, vanisher of sins, inspirer of our intellect,
and we meditate upon Him.’

According to a legend in Padam Puran,
Brahma, about to perform an oblation, asked
Indar to bring his (Brahma’s) wife Savitri,
because it could never be performed in the
absence of  one’s better half. Savitri told that
s h e  would  no t  go  wi thout  he r  female
companions (Lakshmi etc). When he came
back without Savitri, Brahma asked Indar to
bring another woman for him. Indar brought a
milkmaid from the mortal world, whose name
was Gaytri. Brahma solemnised Gandhrav
marriage with her and perfomed the oblation.

Gaytri’s appearance is thus described :
deer’s  horn in one hand  and a lotus in  the  other,

red-coloured clothes, a pearl necklace around
the neck, rings in the ears and crown on the
head.

There is an anecdote in Brahmin scriptures
that once Brahaspati hit Gaytri with his leg,
wounding her on the forehead. From the wound
emerged many deities. Gaytri is also known
as the mother of  Veds. In fact, this holy hymn
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o f  Rigved is  a composi t ion  by sage
Vishvamittar. See ਲਧ.

2 a category of  metres with six characters
per font (thus having 24  characters in all) as in
saSIvadna and ਸਮਰਜ [somraji].
ਗਇਨ [gaIn] Skt ਗਯਨ song; prelude to a song;
Singing. “gungobfd ga  nahi.”—s m 9.
2 singer. “gavahI gaIn prat.”'—ma 55g.
ਗਇਨਪਤ [gaInpatr] one who is competent in
vocal music, viz-singer, musician. “gavahI
gaInpatr.”-ragma1a.
ਗਇਨ [gaInI] female singer. “sun gaInI {ਛ

bat hamari.”—carItr 2 76.
ਗਇਬ [gaIb] singer. “gaIb pekh risE gen
g5dhrab.”——krrsan. 2 singing. 3 See ਗਯਬ.
ਗੲਲਗ] sung. “nahI kiratIprabh gai.”—-sorm
9. 2 cows. “gaiputa nIrdhana péthi cakaru
ho:.”—var male: 111 I .  See ਚਹ ਵਡ’ੜ.
ਗਈਧਤ-[ਫਗਹਘ ox. See ਗਈ 2.
ਗਸ [gasi] will sing. 2 Pk: n reed of an arrow.
3 arrowhead. “akhiéi sam gasi.”—1<rrsan. “teri
hasi hams gasi si lagat he.”—krrsan. 4 A 0'5
adj fragile.
ਗਸਆ [gasia] A gt; n cover for a quilt or a
pillow. 2 saddle-cover.
ਗਹ [gah] Skt ਗਫ vr destroy, break, shake, make
topsy-turvy,  take bath. 2 n process o f
threshing. “latu madhanifi angah.”-—var asa.
3 adoption, acquisition. “akhri g I a n u  git
gungah.”—japu. 4 Skt serenity; profundity.
5 P ,g’ place, site.
ਗਹਕ [gahak] or ਗਹਕ [gahaku] Skt ਗਹਕ adj
acquirer, receiver, purchaser. “sace ka gahaku
VIrla‘ko jan.”—dhana m 3.
ਗਹਕਲੲਘਪ] n process of acquisition, purchase,
act of  buying. 2 adj purchaser, receiver. “koi
an} mIlego  gahki.”—s kabir.
ਗਹਕ [gahaku] See ਗਹਕ.
'This is a reference from Madhvanal Sangcct, while in

Ragmala this word is written as patra.
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ਗਹਣ [gahan] See ਗਹਣ. 2 Skt ਗਹ-ਅਣ lacking
in profundity; the place where water is shallow.
ਗਹਣ [gahna] v thresh, crush. “kanu nahi tuh
gahan lage.”—sar m 5. 2 dive. See ਗਹ vr.
3 contemplate; differentiate between truth and
falsehood.
ਗਹਣ [gahanul See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹਨ [gahan] See ਗਹਣ and ਗਹਣ. “bInu kan
khalhanu ksse gahan  pa Ia?” -bh£r  m 5.
“bIkhedal sétan tumre gahIo.”-kan m 5.
2 contemplate. “nanak gun gahI.”—-gau m 5.
“nanak harIgun  gahI.”—-asa m 5.
ਗਹਨ [gahna] See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹਨ [gahanu] See ਗਹਨ.
ਗਹਰ [gahra], ਗਹਰ [gahro] adj deep, thick,
dense. 2 profound, infinite. “bahu  be'ét at :  bado
gahro.”--dev m 5. -

naha] n narration, tale. “harI ks rag sada
~ gungaha.”—jetm 4. 2 praise, admiration. “gun

gopal prabhu ke n I t  gaha.”——suhi m 5. 3 a
poetic metre comprising two lines. Each line
has four feet with two pauses. The first foot
has twelve, second eighteen, third twelve and
the fourth fifteen matras with a guru at the
end. It is also named Arya'.

Example:
guru nanak  pad  padmé

sur  nar  mun]: vrid v’édniyé bhoh.
védehé sukh-hetormansa vaca sariren.

(b) See ਗਹ ਦਜ.
ਗਹ ਦਜ [gaha duja] Under this heading the
poetic metre has the following form in Dasam-
Granth: two lines, each line having 27  matras,

I I n prosody the characteristics of Arya poetic metre arc—
in the first half scvcn dagans. guru at the end, jagans at
the sixth place or four laghu. Onc 193110 is essential at the
sixth place in the second half. The remaining
characteristics are similar to those of  the first half. There
should not be any jagan at  the first, third, fifih & seventh
places of  this metre.

ਗ'ਖਰ

first pause at the 14m matra and the second at
13… thereafter.

Example:
ma  ਪਰ mad I 5  kunaré, anraté dharmano trIaI.
kukarmano kathI  t5 bad  I t5, lajjnoh tajté nar‘é.”

~kalki.
ਗਹ [gahI] See ਗਹਨ. “harI .ke gun gahxl’
-—prabha m 3. See ਗਹ 5. 2 “taskar besahI
gahI.”-s kabir. See ਲਰਲਰ. 3 adv having
threshed. 4 h a v i n g  p o n d e r e d ,  h a v i n g
contemplated.
ਗਰ [gahu] See  ਗਹ. 2 praise, admire .  See ਗਹਨ
2. “mIlI  sadhu  gun  gahu.”—majh barahmaha.
ਗਹਣ [gahuna] See  ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹ [gahe] should thresh. 2 should contemplate 
3 P ਵ-ਨ adv sometimes, at times. “gahe na
neki kar  kardam.”—trl§g m I .
ਗਹ [gahe] threshes. See ਗਹਘ‘. 2 contemplates 
3 recites. “sahI parapet: so harIgun gahe.”
-—gau m 5.
ਗਰਪਤ [garhpaty] See ਗਰ'ਪਤ.
ਗਖਣ [gakhan], ਗਖਣ [gakhna],  ਗਖਨ [gakhna]
Skt ਗਵਸਣ n search, exploration. “na galli
gakhie.”~—BG. “res janat so nar jo ras gakhe.”
—1<rIsan. 2 concluding. “sad-hi”) gun gakhe.”
—BG. 3 scrutiny, screening. “sahs kasati man
k0 gakhe.”—GPS.
ਗਖਰ [gakhra], ਗਖਰ [gakhri], ਗਖਰ [gakhro],
ਗਖੜ [88]<}1;‘8], ਗਖਤ [gakhri], ਗਖਡ [gakhro]
adj difficult, hard, arduous. 2 inaccesiblc; a
place ardous to reach. 3 unbearable. This term
is derived from Skt word ਯਬਗਟ which is the
name of  a medicinal herb bearing hard thorny
seeds; path paved with this thorny herb.
“ghumangherl agah gakhri.”—asa m 5.
“satIgur ki seva gakhri.”-sri m 3. “kému
krodhu ahékaru gakhro, séjamI kaunu chutIo
ri?”—asa m 5. “grikham rut: gakhri.”—ram m
5 ruti. “VIchohe jébur khave n9 véyanI
gakhre.”—var guj 2 m 5. “ucau parbat
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gakhro.”—sn' a m 1. “sabh agun te garab gakhro,
parmesvar  nah]: bhavat.”-—saloh.
ਗਗ [gag] Skt ਗਡਧ adj pertaining to Ganga, of
Ganga. 2 n Bhisham Pitama. 3 Kartikey,
kharanan. ‘
ਗਗਟ [gagti] n a succulent root used as
vegetable; its plant, calocasia arum. It belongs
to arum family. Its root is used as vegetable
while the leaves are used to prepare snacks.
It is sown during the months of CHet-Baisakh
and dug  out in the month of  Kattak.
ਗਗਨ [gfigna], ਗਗਠ [8ਕ8110] n bracelet of

: multicoloured yam;  thread hung round the neck
or worn on the head by Hindu women as a
symbol of  marital status; a sacred thread tied
round the wrist during marriage or in war.
“hath gfigno ya par  ayo.”—krIsan,

mlgagar], ਗਗਰਲਕਥਗ'ਗ], ਗਗਰ [gagri] Skt
ਗਗਰ n earthen or metallic pitcher with
narrow mouth used for fetching  water. This
word der ives  from the  rumbling sound
produced at the  time of  filling  the vessel with
water. “tutat bar na lags ta kau q gagarI jal
phori.”—sar m 5. “ n I t  uthI kori gagarI
ane.”—-bIla kabir.
ਗਗ [gaga] a village'under police station, tehsil
and district Sunam  of Patiala state. A gurdwara
in memory of Guru Teg Bahadur is situated
one furlong away to the north-west of  this
village. The Guru stayed here by the side of a
pond.

The gurdwara building and residential
houses are in good condition. They were got
renovated by Sardar Sewa Singh, minister of
Nabha State in Sammat 1933. Land measuring
750 bighas has been allotted by Patiala state.
The priest is a Sikh. The village is one and a
half miles to the west of  Lehragaga railway
station.

afiafllgéga] a popular oilman during the reign of

raja Bhoj, who without uttering any word won
over pandits (scholars) in discussion through
gestures and signs only.
“gogatI gage telie pédit nal hove jag dekhe.
khari kare Ik  éguli géga dUI vekhale rekhe.
pher ucaI péjagula gfiga mutth halal 31.6.1418-
pefi p8 uth callIa p§dIt  har bhulave bhekhe.
nIrgunsaxgun'ég dUI pannesur p‘éj mIIan sarekhe.
akkh‘i dov‘é bhénsfi mukki l a I  halaI nImekhe
murakh p'éct surat VIsekhe.”

The following saying is quoted when
reference is made to inequality between the
high and the low, the  wise and the unwise:
“kItthe raja bhoj ate  kItthe géga teli.”--pr0v.
ਗਗਯ [ਥਬਥਗ], ਗਗਞ [gagev] Skt ਸਫਧਧ adj
pertaining to  Ganga,  of  Ganga.  2 n Bhisham
Pitama, son of  Ganga. “gagev bhanuj kah‘I‘
maryo.”—nara v. ‘killed Bhisham and
Karan.’
ਗਛ [gach], ਗਛਹ [gachahu], ਗਛ [gache], ਗਛ
[gacho] Sec ਗਛ. “gachahu putri rajkuarI.”
—bas§t a m 1. “jo dIs te  so  gache.”—dev m 5.
ਗਜ [gaj] Skt ਗਜ n thunder, loud sound. '
2 lightning, which produces thunder. 3 trumpet
(of an elephant etc.) “jese gajraj gaj marat.”
—BGK. 4 P ,1 place, site. 5 Skt adj relating to
an elephant. 6 cluster of  elephants, flock of
elephants.
ਗਜਰ [gajar] Skt ਧਗ n a succulent root-like
raddish, sweet in taste. It has cooling effect.
The carrot is a tonic for the heart and the brain.
It helps kidneys and curesjaundice. L Daucus
Carota. E carrot. 2 P „ੴ washerman. “gajar
huto tir par  bari.”-NP.
ਗਜਰਜਲਕਗ] lord of  lightning, I.ndar.—sanam  
2 leader of  the cluster of  elephants.

afififlgfija] Skt ਢਗਯਧ n an intoxicant, a narcotic
drug obtained from hemp, smoked like tobbaco
in a smoking pipe. E hemp. Its effect is dry
and warm; It harms the heart, brain, muscles,
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stomach and makes one lethargic.
ਗਜ [cazi] P (,ਤ/“!; harlot, prostitute. 2 dancing
girl. 3 crusader or  fighter for a religious cause.
“hathyo jitméllé sugaji gulabé.”-— VN.
4 warrior who kills infidels  in war. 5 chief- .
commander, commander-in-chief.
ਗਜਆਬਦ [caziabad] tehsil head quarter of
district Mecrut in U.P., founded by Gazi-u-din
son of  Asaf  J ah. It is a junction of  East-Indian,
North Western and Avadh Ruhelkhand railways.
ਗਜਪ'ਰ [cazipur] district headquarter of UP
situated on the left bank of  Ganga. Many
historians hold it to be Gadhipur founded by
raja Gadhi, while others have associated it with
the name of Masood Gazi.
ਗਜਮਰਦ [Gazimaradl‘ P 3/61"; brave man,
warrior. 2 horse.
ਗਣ [gat] n onom sound produced While
_ swallowing water. “raszrharI gat.”——kan m 4

partal.
ਗਟ [gata] n neck. “uco kar gata.”—GPS.
ਗਠ [gath], ਗਠ [ਫਫਸ] n knot. “haume bInthi
gathe.”—suh1'ch5tm 5. 2 See ਗਠਨ. “hau bInu '
gathe jaI pahuca.”—sor ravidas.
ਗਠਕਤਰ [gathkatra] See ਗਠਕਤਰ.
ਗਠਨ [gfithna] Skt ਗਥਨ v t ie into a knot,
interlace, knot. See  ਗਠ 2.
ਗਗ [ਫਫਧਸ], ਗਠਲ [gathli], ਗਠਡ [gathri] Skt
ਗਥ. knot, knarl, knob. 2 bundle, bale, package.
“bacan guru jo pure kahIo me chikI gathri
badha.”—sar m 5. “jako lahIno maharajri
gathrio.”—todi m 5. ‘...who is to get from the
Almighty’s bundle.’ See ਗਨਲ.
ਗਠਡਓ [gathriol from the package, from the
bundle. See ਗਠਡ.
ਗਠ [gatha], ਗਨ [gathI], ਗਨ [ਛਕਸਗ], ਗਠ
[gathi], ਗਠ [ਥਫਸਤ] Skt ਗਬ knot. “bInu guru
gathI na chutei.”—soram 1. “he kou esa mitu }']:

_ 'This word is derived from gazi in Arabic and marad in
Persian. Sce ਗਜ3, 4, 5.
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tore bIkham gathI?”-—phunhe m 5. “g5thi
tnItnI tnI  tanie.”—bIIa m 5. 2 in the
bundle, in the package. “gathI na badhau becx
na  khau.”—bh£r kabir. “taka car g‘éflfi.”—sarkabir.
ਗਠਛਰ [ਫਫਯਧਘਰ] a cheat who deprives one
of money in possession; a thief who steals
packs containing belongings.
ਗਠ'ਲ [ਫਕਸਘ] See ਗਠਲ. “aj kal khule teri
g5thuli.”—sar m 5. Here the word indicates
the breathing process.

mlgad] n pit, ditch. 2 sitting place for a deer,
where he digs a small pit with his hoofs. Sec
ਗਡ 3.  3 act of  uniting; union.
ਗਡਨ [gadna] v dig, make a pit. 2 bury in a pit.
“01 1e jare UI 1e gade.”—s kabir. 3 establish

" warm relations, reconcile. “Ihu tanu jIn SIU
gadIa.”—suhi chét m 1.
ਗਡਰ [gadar], ਗਡਰ [gadri] Dg n sheep. Skt
ਸਤਰ-ਪ “gadar 1e kamdhenu karI puji.”—gau
m 5.
ਗਡਰ [gadro] Dg n ram, male sheep. See ਗਡਰ.
ਗਡ [gada] n a pole, a firmly fixed pillar. “gada
cale na  hada hal he.”—VN. ‘A pillar may move,
but a Rajput never flees the battlefield.’ 2 cart,
bullock cart. “gade lade char.”—-maru a m I .
3 pit, ditch. 4 This word has been used for
Shaktasur. See ਸਕਟਸਰ. 5 adj strong, firm,
determined. “kaha su tegbéd gade  rarI?”-—asa
a m I .  ‘Where are the swordsmen, who were
determined to fight in the battle field?’
ਗਡ [gfida] n sugarcane, having segments
between nodal joints; segmented. “res ko gfido
cusie.”——s kabir.
ਗਡਪਫਬਧਗ] by mixing. “gamra khana dudh SIU
gadI.”—bas§tm I .
ਗਡਵ'ੜਕਧਗਧ] See ਗਡਵ. '
ਗਡ [gadi] n cart; light carriage. “dhurImani
gadi calti.”—bas§tnamdev. 2 See ਗਡਨ. 3 firmly
dug in, firmly fixed. “gadi hUI thadhi tahi
ese.”—GPS.
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ਗਡਸਖ [gfidisakha] n gland close to the
rectum of a wild cat (civet) that gives out
fragrance. “musakbxlai g5disakha.”—BG. See
ਮਸਕਬਲਵ.
ਗਡਰਹ [gadirah] n road; pathway for smooth
'transport of  carts. 2 Sikhism—a way of  life that
poses no ordeals. “gurmukh gadirah calaya.”
-—BG.
ਗਡਵ [gédiv] Skt ਧਫਥ adj knotty, knarred.
2 n knarred bow. According to Mahabharat
this bow made by Brahma was handed over
to the moon, who gave it to  Varun. When Arjun
vowed to help Agni to burn Khandavban, the
latter took it from Varun and handed it over to
Arjun. Arjun pledged to kill whoever slandered
this bow. 3 a bow, especially one made of  "
bamboo having knars; bow on  which a string
is wound. Both gfidxv  and gadiv are correct
words. -
ਗਡਵਧਰ [gfidivadhar] Arjun, the possessor of
gfidiv bow.
ਗਡਵਨ [gadivan] coachman, cart driver.
ਗਡਵ [gédivi] See ਗਡਵਧਰ.
ਗਡ ਰੜ [gade rarI] See ਗਡ 5.
ਗਡ [gado]  S e e  ਗਡ 2 .  “ d h u r  t u t i  g a d o
sxrbharI.”—ram m I .  Here gadda is the mortal
frame and dhur stands for the breathing
system.
ਗਡ [gado] 888 ਗਡ.
mlgadh] Skt nadversity, misfortune, hardship.
“gadh  pari  b I rh i  jan ko.”—krIsan. 2 adj
excessive, plenty. 3 thick, dense. 4 deep.
5 difficult, arduous. 6 strong, firm. '
ਗਢਲਫਫਸ] n knot, joint.
ਗਢਣ [gédhna], ਗਢਨ [gadhan] v tie into a knot,
interlace. 2 bind. “tut: gadhanhar gopal.”
~50khmani. “kure gadhan gadhe.”—gau m 4.
“janam janam ka tuta g5dha.”—prabha a m 5.
ਗਢ [gadha]  888  ਗਢ. “gadhe  gadhan  1<e
toranhar.”—aka1. ‘conquerors of  strongly-built
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forts.’ 2 888 ਗਢਨ. “janam janam ke lute gadhe.”
—suhi m 5.

mlganpaty] Skt adj pertaining to Ganesh.
2 n a devotee of  Ganesh.
ਗਣਵ [ganva]  adj  counted ,  numbered,
enumerated. S ਗਣਵ. “]'0 dIh  ladhe ganve.”-s
fax-id. ‘numbered days i.c. days of  life are
numbered.’
ਗਣਵ [ganve] 888 ਗਣਵ.
ਗਤ [gat] Skt ਗਤ n mortal frame, body.
“bInaSIjehe tero gat.”—jeja m 9. 2 limbs. “men
ke tome h'é sabh gat.”—krIsan. 3 salvation,
emancipation. 888 ਗਤ. “nath narharx karahu
gat.”——asa chét m 5.
ਗਤਰਲਗਰ] n belt to support a sword on onc’s
body, put around the shoulder like janeu, the
sacred thread. “jari gatra jahf guljar.”
—GPS.
ਗਤ [gatI] salvation. 888 ਗਤ. “bhai hamari
gatI.”-——dhana m 5. 2 condit ion,  state, stage.
“jani n3 jai tfiki gatI.”—devm 5. 3 singer.
ਗ'ਤ [gati] n sheet of cloth wrapped around the
body, in place of  a shirt etc. 2 condition, state.
See ਗਤ. “janahu apan gati.”—-dhana m 4.
3 888 ਗਜਤ. “harI tavahu gurmukh: gati
jio.”—majh m 5. ‘Meditate upon the Almighty,
who is our own.’ 4 888 ਗਤ.
ਗਤ [gatu] Skt n path, passage. 2 song. 3 singer.
4 large flower-sucking black bee. 5 celestial
musician. 6 wealth, money.
ਗਤ [gate] singing. 2 liberation, salvation. See
ਗਤ. “karahu hamari gate.”—gau m 5. 3 There
is salvation, and also liberation. “harI ekas te
meri gate.”—-sar m 5.
ਗਤ [gatr] Skt ਸ n mortal frame, body. 2 limbs.
ਗਭ [gatrI] Skt ਹਸਰ singer.
ਗਥ [gath] Skt n singing. 2 song of  praise,
panegyric. “sun nanak jive gat .”-1118… 111 5.
3 narration. 4 888 ਗਥ.
ਗਥਕ [gathak] Skt n singer. 2 one who delivers



ਗਥ

a discourse.
ਗਥ [gatha] Skt n praise, panegyric. .“gatha

gavz‘atI nanak.”-—gatha. 2 discourse, anecdote,
tale. “rar karat jhuthi lag]: gatha.”—asa m 5.
3 historical writing describing the dynasty and
the charitable deeds of  a family or  personage
etc. “jatI patI na gotr gatha.”—akal. 4 a poetic
metre also called ਅਰਯ [arya] and  ਗਹ [gaha].
See ਗਹ. 5 an ancient language containing
words of  Sanskrit, Pali and other languages.
The scriptures of  Buddhism like Lalitvistar etc
and hymns entitled Sahaskriti Salok and Gatha
in Guru Granth Sahib are written in this
language. Some ignorant commentators,
without grasping the meaning of this, define
these saloks as going against the Sanskrit
grammar. _
ਗਥ [gathu] Pkt ਧਧ n capital, principal amount.

,. “maharajro gathu vahu SIO lubhrio.”—todi m
5. 2 See ਗਥ.
ਗਦ [gad] Skt ਗਧ n bottom beneath water.
2 silt settled at the bottom of  water or  oil.

mlgadar] njackal. 2 coward, timid, chicken-
hearted.
ਗਦਲ [ge‘idla] adj dirty, unclean.
ਗਦ [gadi] See ਗਦ. “gurgadi ki sev karéta.”
-GPS.
ਗਧ [gadh] Skt n water bottom, water base.
2 place, site. 3 aspiration, longing. “na adh he

. na gadh he na byadh ko bIcar he.”—aka1.
4 bath.
ਗਧਰਞ [gédharav] Skt ਧਜਥ adj pertaining to
celestial music. 2 n musicology. 3 horse. 4 one
of the eight types of marriage described in
Manusimriti i.e. union of man and woman due
to their love for each other.
ਗਧਰਞ ਵਦ [gédharav ved] See ਉਪਵਦ.
ਗਧਰ [gfidhar] See ਕਧਰ. 2 adj related to
Gandhar; of  Kandh'ar. See ਗਧਰ. 3 third in the
series o f  seven musical notes. 4 red lead,
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vermilion.
ਗਧਰ [gédhari] daughter of Subal, king of
Gandhar, who was married to Dhritrashtar of
Kaurav dynasty. She gave birth to one hundred
sons including Duryodhan and one daughter
Dohshala. Dohshala was married  to Jaidrath,
king of Sindh. On findingthat her husband was
blind, Gandhari kept her eyes bandaged all her
life. She was of  the view that if her husband
was deprived of  the pleasure of  sight, it was
not proper for her to be with eyes.
ਗਧ [ga t ]  son of Kushamb of Kushik
dynasty who was the father of  Vishvamittar.
He was a ruler of Kanauj, hence Kanauj is
also called Gadhipur.
ਗਧਸਤ [gatsut],  ਗਧਜ [gatj], ਗਧਤਨਯ
[gattanay], ਗਧਨਦਨ [ਫਕਧਯਸਬਯਗ], ਗਧਪਤ
[gatputr]  Vishvamittar, son of Gadhi.
“gattane parkhyo haricéd.”—NP.
ਗਧ'ਪ'ਰ [gatpur] Kanauj. See ਗਧ.
ਗਧ [gédhi] Skt ਗਧਕ manufacturer and seller
of  perfumes; dealer in scents.
ਗ'ਧ'ਬ [gfidhrabi] Skt TIFEra‘T n relating to
Gandhrav, celestial. 2 celestial female.
ਗਨ [gan] 11 song. 2 singing. 3 tone, note.
4 short for ਗਜਨ [gyan]. “gan dhan dharat his
cahI.”—saveyc m 4 ke. ‘busy here in knowledge
and meditation.’ 5 P w” adj able, competent.
6 When used as a suffix with a word ending
with z, (,)  it makes that a plural. e.g. baccgan
from baccah, rajgan from rajah etc.
ਗਨਬ'ਧ [ganbédhu] According to Adbhut
Ramayan, a music teacher of sage Narad who
taught him this art.
ਗਨ [gana] Sec ਗਨ. 2 bracelet of multicoloured
yarn tied to one’s wrist (for prqtection) by
chanting of mantars. This bracelet is tied at
the time of  marriage, war, performace o f
oblation and recitation of mantars. See ਗਨ
ਬਨਣ. 3 sugarcane. “mith res gane.”-gaum 4.
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ਗਨ ਬਨਣ [gana bénhna] get ready for going
to war or  getting married by tying the sacred
bracelet. Tying a. bracelet to the wrist of  the
person going for war means he would  marry
death or a celestial female. “jéi aIa  hukam aka]
da hath baddha gana.”—jé’gnama. 888
ਗਨ 2.
ਗਨ[821111] sung, recited. “tino gani barb‘a'dIka.”
—NP. ‘Three gods and three Veds have recited
Balvantika (deity of  the mighty).’
ਗਨ [gane] plural of ਗਨ [gana]. 2 sung, recited.
3. plural of g‘e'ma. See ਗਨ 3.
ਗਛਲ [gaphal], ਗਫਲ [GafIl] A J]; adj lazy,
lethargic. “kahI gaphal 501a.”—t1'15g m 9.
“bakhil gaphIl.”—tI15g m 1.

“ਗਫਲਸਕਨ [cafllsrkan] P ft}; adj destroyer
of  the careless ones, the lazy ones.
ਗਮ [gam] Skt ਗਮਨ gait, movement. “cal ke
gajgame.”—krrsan. 2 singing, recitation,
chanting. “harI harI gun gam.”—'—sukhmani.
3 Sktay'H adj group, association. “mIle krIpa
gun gam.”—todi m 5. 4 n village, hamlet. “gam
kIsi me so nahI rahé.”—GPS. 5 P [ੴ foot-
steps, feet. 6 horse’s bridle. 7 horse’s gait,
pacing step by step.
ਗਮਚ [gamca], ਗਮਚ [gamci] P ਰਰਝ n body part
of a horse between its hoof  and ankle; pastern;
“alap gamci si‘Jm badere.”—GPS. ‘A horse with
a short pastem is considered strong.’
ਗਮਨ [gaman] See ਗਇਨ and ਗਨ. 2 See ਗਮਨ.
3 See ਗਮ.
ਗਮਨ [gamanI], ਗਮਨ [gamni], ਗਮਨ [gamIni]
Skt ਗ'ਮਨ adj accompanying. “nah: ség‘
gamIni.”—ram m 5.
ਗਮ [gami] Skt ਧਇਜ adj accompanying, '
moving. 2 having erotic gait. “garja kamgami.”
—c§d1’ 2. ‘Girija i.e. Parvati with erotically
charming gait.’ 3 adulterer. “gotamnar:
umapatI suami, sisdharan sahasbhag gami.”
—jet ravidas. ‘Indar deveIOped a hundred signs
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of  the vagina on his body due to his sexual
desire; the furious Shiv beheaded Brahma,
resulting in the adhesion of latter’s skull firmly
to the hand of Shiv.’
ਗਮ [gamu] See ਗਮ.
ਗਯ [gay] See ਗਇ.
ਗਯਕ [gayak] 888 ਗਇਕ.
ਗਯਕਵਰ [gayakvar], ਗਯਕਵੜਲੴਗਲਪ] title of
Maharaja of  Baroda. This dynasty originated
from Damaji Gaykawarh.
ਗਯਤ' [gayat] A “1; adj extreme; absolute;
beyond limit. 2 n bank, shore. 3 result.
4 purpose, motive.
ਗਯਤ [gaytri] 888 ਗਇਤ.
ਗਯਨ [gayan] 888 ਗਇਨ.
WIcayab] A ਖਸ; adj out of sight, invisible,
lost in meditation. 2 absent.
ਗਯਬਨ [Gaybana] 888 ਗਬਨ.
ਗਰ [gar] n dirt, muddiness. 2 dirt at the bottom
of water. 3 arrogance, pride. “man mahI
dharte gar.”—dev m 5. “maIamat kahalau
garahu?”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 4 fort,
castle, fortress. “kou bIkham gar tore.”—-asa
m 5. 5 abuse, insulting remark. “gar denhari
bolhari dari set ko.”-—BGK. 6 See ਗਲਨ. “gar
gar akharab garab.”—prIthu. 7 888 ਗਰ. 8 P „|;
pit, ditch. “sesar gar bIkar sagar.”—kan m 5.
9 cavern, cave, den. 10 P ,g’ as a suffix, it is
suggestive of  cause, possession or  ability e.g.
rozgar, yadgar etc. “gunahgar lunharami.”
-suhi m 5.
ਗਰਹ [garahu] conceited, arrogant. See ਗਰ 3.
ਗ'ਰਕ [garak] adj destroyer. “ganiman k0 garak
he.”—aI<aI.
ਗਰਕ [garkiln destruction, devastation, havoc,
doom ’5 day. “bhayo sama In  garki.”-GPS.
ਗਰਗ [gargi] Skt ਗਗ a damsel of the Garg
subcaste, who was a great scholar. She was
the aunt  of Matreyi. She  remained celibate all
her life. Her saga is narrated in Brihdamyak
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Upnishad. Once she  he ld a discourse on
Vedant in the court of king Janak, which
charmed the audience. 2 Durga, goddess.
3 wife of  sage Yagyavalak.
ਗਰਤ [garat] A car, n act of looting. 2 adj
destroyed, devastated, ruined.
ਗਰਨ [garan], ਗਰਨ [garna] v cause decay. “tanu
jau tale gare.”—ram namdev. 2 en  gross. “sét
Ubar ganiman gare.”—akal. 3 unite. “gh95I
kfikam cédan garIa.”—sor kabir. ‘The soul
merged with Brahma as d o  saffron and
sandalwood.’
ਗਰਥ [garab] Skt ਗਬ n arrogance, vanity.
ਗਰਬ [garabI] adv arrogantly, Vainly. “kaItu
garabI h5dhie.”-—var asa. “man, tu garabI
at‘Ia.”-—asa chét m 3.
ਗਰਬ’ [garabu] See  ਗਰਬ. “cakar lage cakri nale
garabu vad.”—var asa m 2. ‘
ਗਰਰ [gar-m] See ਗਰੜ.

“ ਗਰਞ [garav], ਗਰਵ [garavu] See  ਗਰਬ. 2 pride,
grandeur, glory. “dhanahI kIa  garavu de?”
—savsye m 4 ke. 3 territory around Girivraj in
Bihar. Girivraj (now Rajgrih) was once the
capital of Magadh. “garav des beset he jahfi.”
—carItr 310.
ਗਰਡ[88ਪ], ਗਰੜ [gararu], ਗਰੜ [garru] Ski ਧ
knower of  the gem; métr. 2 one who treats
snakebite. “gurmukhI k0: garm.”—var guj I
m 3. “dasan'bIhun bhuyégé mé’tri garuri

. n1var§.”—gatha. ‘A snake charmed by holy
hymns loses its power  to sting.’ 3 holy hymns
believed to be anti-venom. “garuru gurgI  an.”
—maIa a m 1. 4 Skt ਗਰੜ expertise for treating
snake-bites. “kahfi bethke gararigréth bac‘é.”
—jamnejay.
ਗਰ [gara] n mud, sludge. 2 abuses. “chohIo
mukh te sunIkarI gara.”—mam m 5.
ਗਰ [gar'I] See ਗਰ. 2 by decaying.
ਗਹਆ [garIa] See ਗਰਨ.
ਗਥਫਬਸ] n abuse, name calling. 2 malediction,

curse. “tIs 1<£ kUII lagi gari.”—maIa m 4.
ਗਰੜਲਪਘ] See  ਗਰਤ. “rare  gamr  tum sunahu.”
——o§kar. ‘Listen to the holy hymn of Garurh to
eradicate the poison of  evils (in the form of
snakebites).’
ਗਰੜ [garuri] See ਗਰਤ.
ਗਰ [881'8] See ਗਰਨ.
ਗਰ [garh] n small fort. “guru: bIkham garh
tori.”—sarm 5 parta1.2 cave, cavern, dungeon.
“bIkham  garh  karu pahuce nahi.”—sarm 5.
ਗਰਪਤ [garhpaty] Skt ਧਸਟਧਣਧ n who is related
to the head of  a family. Agni, by which the
head of a houséhold discharges obligations
relating to  ancestors and his day-to-day
domestic chores.
ਗਲ [gal] S n conversation. “sét tere SIU gal
galohi.”—gau m 5 .  “sab r en I  samhalahI
harIgal.”—prabha m 4. “koi an:  sunave harI
ki harIga].”—nat m 4. 2 curse. 3 See ਗਲਨ.
4 See ਗਲ.
ਗਨ [galak] adj who calls names. 2 who
destroys.
ਗਲਨ [galan] v cause decay. 2 cause leak, drip.
ਗਲਬ [galab] A *l adj strong, overpowering.
2 victorious. 3 also used in Punjabi for kalab
(a die or cast) “gulxka galab mahI dhalvaI.”
—GPS. 4 a famous Urdu poet. 5 See ਗਲਵ.
ਗਲਭ [galabh] See ਗਲਵ.
ਗਲਵਫਗਗ] son of sage Vishvamittar. 2 disciple
o f  Vishvamittar. There is  a story in
Mahabharat that out of regard for him Galav
on completing his education, desired to make
an offering to Vishvamittar, who declined to
accept the offer a number of times. Getting
irritated-on Galav’s persistent request, he told
him to offer eight hundred white horses having
black ears. At  this Galav got worried and called
his dear friend Garurh (a  vehicle of  Vishnu)
for help. Garurh carried him on his back to
king Yayati. Galav requested him for horses.
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The king  told him that he did not have such
horses,  but  his  daughter, Madhvi ,  cou ld  fulfi l
his desire. Galav took Madhvi to king
I-laryashv and requested him to provide 200
horses in return for a son  born from the womb
of  Madhvi. After getting a son, Sumana  from
her, Haryashv returned Madhvi alongwith 200
horses. Then Galav approached king Divodas.
He also got a son Pratardan from Madhvi
and gave 200 horses to Galav and returned
Madhvi. Thereafter Galav  presented Madhvi
to Ushiner, who  also begot a son, Shivi from
Madhvi and handed Madhvi back to Galav
alongwith 200 horses. When  no  more horses
were available anywhere else, Galav on the
advice of  Garur handed over  600  horses and
offered Madhvi to  Vishvamittar in lieu of  the
remaining 200  horses. Vishvamittar got a son
named Ashtak from Madhvi .  Ultimately
Galav returned Madhvi to king Yayati. “galav
adI  anét inunIsar brahmhfi te nahI jat
ganaye.”—datt.
ਗਲੜ [8811'1] adj talkative, gossip monger. 2 n a
village in tehsil Gurdaspur, which has a holy
place in memory of Baba Sri Chand.
ਗਲਇ [galaI] See ਗਲਉਣ. “Ik phIka n3
galaI.”—s farid. ‘do not indulge in fake talk.’
ਗਲਇਓ [g'ala] uttered, spoke. See ਗਲਉਣ.
“kIa gala bhuch.”—var maru 2 m 5. See
ਭਛ.

[galI], ਗਲ [gali] adv by causing to
decompose, by decaying. “te gal]: gal: tanu
chije.”—1<aII_a/m 4. 2 n talk, conversation.
“bidak gaII  sOni.”;-—asa m 5. “gali  b I a  VIkar,
nanak dhani  VI  hunia.”——var gauZ m 5. “nanak
gali kuyia bajh paritI kareI.”—var vad m 1.
3 plural of gall. “sé gali rab kia.”—s fetid.
4 (third declension); merely by talking. “gali
harInihu na hOI.”—todi m 5. 5 Skt ਗਲ n
abuse, name-calling, curse. “jo bemukh gobid
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te pIare, tInI kulI lags galI.”—sor a m 5.
6 infamy, blemish, blot  on one’s reputation. “tere
kulahI n3  lags gal :  jio.”—majh a m 5.
ਗਲ [galh] Skt ਸ n cheek.
ਗਲ ਥਜਨ [galh bajana], ਗਲ ਮਰਨ [galh mama]
v talk nohsense. 2 boast. “avat h‘é cale’ galh
bajavet.”—krrsan. 3 bleat like a male goat (by
putting thumb in the mouth) in Shiv temple.
Realising the insult heaped upon her husband
Shiv, Sati got herself burnt in the oblation
perfomed by her father Daksh. Virbhadhara,
the disciple of  Shiv, disrupted the oblation by
beheading Daksh. Shiv pardoned his father—
in-law Daksh and fixed the head of  a he—goat
on his beheaded body, thus bringing him back
to life. Shiv was very much pleased to hear
the bleating sound produced by Daksh. Sinée
then, the devotees have been producing bleating
sound to please Shiv.
ਗਵ- [gav] singing. “gav leh.”—asa m 5. 2 Skt
ਗਵ: (plural of  first declension); “gav sab ani.”
—-narav. 3 village. “bIkhebIadh: ke gav  mahI
basu.”——ram m 5. 4 P ,5’ ox. “amIt gav  lavgan
ke bhare.”—datt. countless carts laden with
cloves.
ਗਵਲਘ] n village.
ਗਵਸ'ਡਕਪਤ], ਗਵਸ [gavsi] will sing. 2 singing,
reciting. …
ਗਵਹ [gavahI] sings. 2 (they) sing. “gavahI
isaru barma devi.”——japu.
ਗਵਹਲਕਧ] sings. 2 (they) sing.
ਗਵਣ [gavan] See ਗਇਨ.
ਗਵਣਹਰ [gavanhara] adj  singer. “kete
gavanhare.”—japu.
ਗਵਣ [gavna] See ਗਇਨ. 2 adj worth singing
worthy of  chanting. “renI dInasu parbhatI
tuhe hi gavna.”——var sor m 4.
ਗਵਣ [gavanI] n musicology. 2 recitation of
holy hymns. “gavanI gavahI jInI namu
pIarU.”—gaum 3. 3 See ਗਵਨ.
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ਗਵਰ [gavat] adv while singing. “gavat sunat
sabhe hi mukte.”—majh m 5.
ਗਵ ਤਕਆ [gav takia], ਗਵ ਤਕਯਹ [gav tékiyah]
P fib’ n big pillow, bolster (used as support
for sitting).
ਗਵਨ [gavan] n singing.
ਗਵਨਹਰ [gavanhara] singer.
ਗਵਨ [gavanI] (they) sing. “gavanI d I t
paranI rakhisar.”—-japu. 2 See ਗਵਣ. '
ਗਵਨ [gavni] See ਗਵਨ. 2 n traditional way of
singing. “gavni  niki.”—mala m 5.
ਗਵਨ [gavno] n singing. 2 adj singer, chanter.
“koi ramnam  gun gavno, jan nanak t Isu  peg
lavno.”-—bIIa m 4 partal.
ਗਵਗਫਕਰ] P „ੴ atheist, infidel.“urajh1rahIo
re ‘bavar gavar.”—gau m 5. 2 See ਗਵਰ. 3 See
ਗਰਰ.
ਗਵਰ[88\ਸ], ਗਵੜਲਫਘ'ਕ] n village. “bacaIlayo
gavra.”—-1<rIsan.

’nava] See ਗਞ ਤਕਆ. 2 village. “dehi gava .
jiu dhar mahI tau.”—maru kabir. ‘ Human body
is a village while the soul is its land owner.’
3 Skt ਗਵ adj pertaining to the cow, of the
cow. “gava gobar lehu mégaI.”—carrtr 370.
4(1) sing. “jab dekha tab gava.”—-sor namdev.
ਗਵਇਦ [gavaIda] makes one chant. “ape  gun
gavaIda.”—sor m 4.
ਗਵ'ਈ [gavai] got sung. 2 act of singing.
3 remuneration for singing. 4 4Skt ਧਬਢਧ got
missing, got wiped out.
ਗਵਏ [gavae] got sung. 2 lost, wasted. “halat
palat dove gavae.”——majh a m 3. .
ਗਫਹ [gavaha] gets sung. “gun gurmukhI
gavaha.”—majh m 5. 2 worth singing.
ਗਵਧ [gavadha] sang. 2 got sung.
ਗਵਲ'ਰ [gavar], ਗਵਰ [gavaru] See ਗਫਰ.
“kaca dhanu sécahI murakh gavar.”—dhana
m 3.
ਗਵਵਹ [gavavahI] gets one to sing. 2 loses,
wastes. 3 (they) lose o r  waste. “dharmi
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dharam  karahI gavavahI  .”—-var asa.
ਗਵਆ [gavxa] sung. 2 adv has been sung.
“sahje gaVIa than: pave.”—sri a m 3.
ਗਵਸ [gaVIs] n perched upon the ox, the earth.
—sanama.
ਗਵਸਇਸਫਕਗਝ-ਗਝ lord of the earth—the king.
-sanama. See ਗਵਸ.
ਗਵਸਬਸਣ [8ਗ15-15ਸ1] king—the lord of the
earth, his army.—sanama. See ਗਵਲਸ.
ਗਵਏ [gavie], ਗਵਐ [gavie] let us sing.
ਗਵਜ [gavije] should sing, let us sing.
ਗਵਤਡਟਘਫ] sang. “harIgun gavita.”—varram
1 m 3. ,
ਗਡ [gar] Skt ਗਢ adj more, a lot. “lags pap
gar5.”—janmejay. 2 n a construct, Le. a
composition (poetry) “parat parat thake
mahakav: garat gar anét.”~akal. 3 trouble,
distress. “gar pari gaj pe jab hi.”—-krIsan.
4 encounter, scuffle. “gar pari ਘ })}1ਕ੮ tahéi.”
-carrtr 116. 5 knar, knurl, burl. “sat garan  ko
bal jo nar kar me dhars.”—car1'tr 1 74. ‘who
holds a lance having hundred knars in his hand.’
6 a subcaste of  Pathans, which is a branch of
Orkazais. 7 a hillock comprising tiny stones.
8 salt crushed into minute pieces.

3113'[gara] adj dense, thick. 2 strong, firm,
determined. 3 Pa hybrid, which is not from a
pure race. 4 édulterer. “apI  satvéta apI
gara.”—maru solhe m 5. 5 See ਗੜ.
ਗੜ [gam] a devotee belonging to Vijj subcaste,
who became a true patriot on turning a devotee
of Guru Arjan Dev.
ਗ [g1] a verbal suffix indicating the future tense
e.g. will come. “avagI agIa parbraham ki.”
—asa m 5. 2 See ਗ.
ਗਆ [gIa] adj went. 2 disappeared, ceased.
3 See ਗਯ.
ਗਆਸ [gIas] n eleventh day of the lunar phase.
“brahman g: as  karahI caubisa.”—prabha kabir.
‘Brahmins keep fast on every Ekadshi (i.e.
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eleventh day of  the lunar phase).’ 2 Skt ਕ'
close relative, collateral. 3 See ਗਯਸ.
ਗਆਸਦਨ [glasuddin] See ਗਯਸਦਨ.
ਗਆਤ [gIat] Skt ਜਰ adj known
,ਗਅਤ [gIata] Skt ਕ adj who knows; the

learned one. 2 to the body. “kIa jalI borIo
gIata?”-—gau kabir. ‘What is the purpose of a
dip in water?’
ਗਆਝ [gIati] Skt ਗਰ n a relative of the same
subcaste; coming- from the same ancestry.
ਗਆਨ [gran] Skt ਛਸ knowledge, learning,
intelligence, understanding. “étarI 31m 113 a IO
mIrtakU he sésar.”—var sri m 3 .  2 t he
Transcendent One - i.e. who is knowledge
incarnate. _
ਗਆਨਅਜਨ [ g1 an-éjan], ਰਸ’ਨਅਜਨ [glan-éjanu]
n spiritual insight, collyrium like spiritual
insight. “gmn-éjanu gur I  dia,  a g I a n
5dheru  bInas.”—sukhmani.
ਗਆਨਇਦ [gIan—fdri] See ਇਦਯ. “gur gIan-
fdri drI ਨਕਲ-856] namdev.

ਗਆਨਹਣ [gIanhin], ਰਸ'ਨ‘ਠ [gIanhin] adj
devoid of  knowledge, ignorant. “granhiné
agIanI puja.”—sava m I .
ਗਆਨਖਡ [ gIankhéd] n stage (if spiritual
knowledge, state of self  realization. “grankhéd
mahI gIanU parcédu.”—japu. 2 ਰ'ਨਡ.
ਗਅ'ਨਤ [gIanmati] adj who has intellect
guided by true knowledge. “granmati pachata
he.”——maru solhe m 3.
ਗਅਕਉ [gIanrau], ਗਅਨਰਇ [gIanraI] n the
Transcendent One-Master of all knowledge;
from whom emanates all knowledge. “gIanrau
jab seje ave.”—-asa m 1.
ਗਆਨਵਤ [gIanvét] adj intellectual. “gIanv5t
kau tawvicar.”—gau ba van kabir.

'Sanskrit ਗ is formed by the union of  ਜ and ਞ. That is
why it acquires the shape ਜ in Punjabi. It is difficult to

popularise it because at places it is written as ਗਜ in the

changed form.
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ਗਆਨ [gIani] Skt ਜਸਜ, adj who is
knowledgeable; scholarly. “apu bicare so grani
hOI.”-gaum 1. “bhe  kahu kau det  nahI,  nah]:
bhe manat an. kahu nanak sun re mana, gIani
tahI bakhan.”—-s m 9. 2 See ਗਯਨ.
ਰਧਰਸ' [gIaraSI] n eleventh day of the lunar
phase, Ekadashi.
ਗਆਰਹ [gIarah] eleven. “glarah mas pas l<e
rakhe.”—pr'abha kabir.
ਗਅਰਹ ਗੜਸਖ [gIarah gera SIkkh] instruction
to  utter the holy hymn consecutively for eleven
times. “g1arahI gera SIkkh sun: gur SIkh ls
gursxkkh sadaya.”—BG. There was a ritual
prevalent before the creation of the Khalsa
that a person was instructed to utter ਸਤਨਮ
ਵਹਗਰ consecutively for eleven times while
being baptised a Sikh. 2 Some scholars are of
the opinion that this instruction implies Mool
Mantar i.e. from ੧ਧਥ0 ਗਰਪਸਦ, which has
eleven adjectives to define the Creator.
ਗਆਰ [gIarfi] See ਗਅਰਹ.
ਗਆਰ ਸਵ [gIaré $IV'], ਗਆਰ ਰਦ [gIarfi rudr]
See ਰਦ. ' '
ਗਆੜਕ [gIarki] n dense bush. 2 cave, cavern.
ਗਸਟ [gIsat] Skt ਵਤਸ stretched hand, span,
one fourth of a yard. “kIte dedh gIste.”
—janmejay.
ਰਗਲਲਝਥਸ] n Durga—havingthe sign of the moon
on her forehead. “gigli higli pigla.”—paras.
ਗਚ [gIcci] nback of the neck.
ਗਜਲਗਫ] A I,ਫ“ n diet, food, meals.
ਗਜਢ [gIzaf] See ਗਜਫ’.
ਗਝਣ [nhna], ਗਝਨ [nhna] v get used to,
become addicted to, long for. See ਗਧ. “sadh
krIpaII harI ségI nhaIa.”——majh m 5.
ਗਟਕ [gItak] n endocarp, stone of fruit.
“badriphal ki g1 tak bad eri.”—GPS.
ਗਟ [gItta] Skt ਗਲਫ ankle.
ਗਠ [gIth] See ਗਸਟ.
ਗਡ [gId] Skt ਕਟ n mucus or viscid matter
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formed in the sore eye. 2 fall, decline, sense
of falling. .
ਗਣਤ [gmat], ਗਣਤ [gmti] Sec ਗਣਤ and ਗਣਤ.
See ਸਪ.
ਗਣਨ [gInna] Sec ਗਣਨ.
ਗਦਲਧ] Skt ਕਫਕਛ n ball made oftightly packed
yarn or rags. “jamuna ke kulI  khelu khelIo
jIn  g i d  jio.”—saveye m 4 ke.

nxdarlfa'g'wlgldua] njackal. See ਗਦਰ.
“gIdua masanbas karyoi karat hé.”—aka1.
ਗਦ'ਅ [gi‘dua] See ਗਦ.
ਗਢੜ [gidara] See ਗਦੜ.
ਗਦੜ [gIddar] See ਗਦੜ.
ਗਦੜਦਖ [gIddardakh] Sec ਮਕ.
ਗਧ [gidh] n elephant. 2 mythical elephants.
“g5gkat gidh.”—datt. ‘Elephants trumpet.’
ਗਧ [gIdha] addicted, accustomed, tantalised.
Skt ਧਬ vr long for, desire. gIdha and ndh
are derived from it. “surIz'x de tan laié gosat
gIdhia’i.”—c5di 3. 2 S bought, purchased.
3 Skt rhythm of  a song; clapping during its
singing. 4 onom gIt-gIt  sound.
ਗਧ [gIddh] Skt ਸਧ“ vulture, which is fond of
carrion. It has red-coloured head, black wings,
curved and sharp beak. Its eyesight is very
sharp and can see  a.carcass while flying from
a great distance. A vulture does not prey by
itself, but eats only carrion. See ਕਰਗਸ.
ਗਨ-ਧ [gInna] See ਗਣਨ.
ਗਟਡ [gInti] See ਗਣਤ. 2 worry, anxiety.
ਗਬਣ [gIbna], ਗਬਨ [gIbna] v feel proud of.
2 boast.

famlgibar] See ਗਥਰ.
ਗਰ [gIr] See ਗਲ. 2 See ਗਰ. 3 Skt ਸ
sentence, speech.
ਗਰਸਤ [gIrasat] Skt W adj householder, a
family man. “nam vasxa su Star: parvan
gIrasat udasa jio.”—majh m 5. ‘That householder
is an ascetic who is in tune with the Creator.’
2 n second stage of  life according to Hindu
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code. 3 adj  suffering from; “rog-gxrasatcrtare
nafi.”—gaum 5. ‘He  meditates who is gripped
by the Divine.’
ਗਰਸਤ [gIrasatI], ਗਰਸਤ [gIrasti], ਗਰਸਤ
[gIrasatu] Skt ਸਫਢਧਜ householder, person
leading a domestic life. “gIrasti  gIrasatI
dharmata.”—sr1' a m 5. 2 second stage of  life
according to Hindu code. See ਗਰਸਤ. “taje
gIrasatU bhaIa banvasi.”—bIIa a m 4.

fiT‘o’UlgIrah] Skt ਧਫ n house, dwelling place.
2 second stage of life according to Hindu code.
“vxce gIrah  udas.”—-var sarm  4. 3 P ,f knot,
knar. “gIrha seti malu dhanu.”—-japu.
“mohmagan laptIo  bhramgIrah.”—ram m 5. 4
measure equal to three fingers (1/16‘h of ,a
yard). 5 See ਗਹ.
ਗਰਹ [gIrha] See ਗਰਹ 2 and ਗਚਹ.
ਗਰਹ [gIrhi] Skt ਸਫਜ adj householder. “Ihu
manu gIrhi kI Ihu  menu Udasi?”—mala m 3.
2 within the home, in the house. “gIrhi mahI
sada harIjan Udasi.”-sor m 3.
ਗਰਹ [g1 rahu] Skt ਹਫ n home, house. “ek gIrahu
d a s  d u a r  ht”: jake.”—bIIa a m 4 .  2 adj
householder, one living with the family. “:5
bhekhe thavahu gIrahu bhala thahU l<o
varsaI.”—var  vad m 3.
ਗਰਗਟ [gIrgat], ਗਰਗਟ [gIrgIt] n large-sized
lizard, chameleon.
ਗਰਜ [gIrja] .Pg ਇਗਜਯ n Christian place of
worship; church. 2 home, house, dwelling
place. 3 See ਗਰਜ.
ਗਰਝ [gIrajh] See ਗਧ. “dehi gIrjhan khai.”
—dhana namdev. '
ਗਰਣ [gIran] Skt n act of swallowing.
ਗਰਣ [gIma] v fall, get apostate. “gxrat kup
mahI khahi mIthai.”—-asa m 5. 2 See ਗਰਣ.
ਗਰਦਡਗਰਯ] P ,/ part surrounding, all around.
2 n encirclement. “pédrahx pahIr gIrad t ih
kio.”—-VN.
ਗਰਦਨਵ [gIrdnava], ਗਰਦਨਵਰ [gIrdnavara],
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ਗਰਦਨਵਹ [gIradnuvah] P 013/ surrounding
area. “janat gIrdnava Ih  sara.”—GPS. “hum
lIkh ghallo val rajxé jc) gIrdnavara.”—j§gnama.
ਗਰਦ [gIrda] P ”f n circumference,
encirclement. “gnda karke t Ih  1<o tIsteya.”
—k1-Isan. 2 surrounding area. “lavpur ko gIrda
sabh mIle.”—GPS. 3 hem, border, frill. (of  a
cloth) “gIrda vastra varan var nana.”—GPS.
4 round pillow, bolster.
ਗਰਦਨ [gIrdan] P ub/ n encirclement,
blockade.
ਗਰਦਥ [gIrdab] P _.ਭਘ n whirlpool, swirl,

ਭ eddy.
ਗਰਦਵਰ [gIrdavar] P ”13/ n surveyor;
revenue official Who surveys crops.
ਗਰਧਰ [gIrdhar] See ਗਰਧਰ.
ਗਰਧਰ [gIrdhari] See ਗਰਧਰ. 2 a bania
disciple ,of Guru Amar Dev, who always spoke
the truth and was a great scholar.
ਗਰਨ [gIrna] v fall, decline. 2 See ਗਰਣ.
ਗਰਨਰ [gIrnar] See ਗਰਨਰ.
ਗਰਛਤਹਲਧਗਮਪਗ] P :3} caught, siezed, held.
“mam  sarmuI ajrailgIraphtah."’-—t115gm I .
ਗਰਵਰ [gIrvar] See ਗਰਵਰ.
ਗਰਵ [gIrvi] P 5,} adj mortgaged.
ਗਰ [gIra] See ਗਰਹ. 2 Skt n poetic work,
sacred text. 3 tongue, speech. 4 Sarasvati-é
goddess of  knowledge.
ਗਰ [gIra’i] See ਗਰ. 2 P w/ adj heavy,
weighty. 3 costly. 4 precious.
ਗਰਉ [gIrau] n fall; decline. 2 hamlet, village.
“ona ghar na gI  rau.”—sr1' a m 3. “vutha ghughI
gIrau jiu.”—sr1' m 5 papal.
ਗਰ'ਉ [gIrai’J] n hamlet village, town. 2 body,
physique.
ਗਰਉਣ [gIrauna] v make (it) fall, to fell.

2 defeat (in wrestling).
ਗਰਇਲਤਕਗ] n Village, town. “sacs 1(t gIraI
agharI vaSIa.”—var majh m 2. 2 body,
physique.
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ਗਰਸ [gIras] Skt ਗਸ n bite; morsel. “bIkhu
khana bIkhu penna bIkhu ke mukhI gIras.”
—var vad m 3. 2 livelihood, daily meals.
3 swallowing, gulping. “sasx kino sur  gIrasa.”
—ram kabir. ‘Poised in the tenth opening, the
moon, has gulped the sun, the absorber of nectar,
whose abode is in the navel.’ This is a belief of
Yog. 4 Goodness made evil vanish away.
ਗਰਸ [gIrasi] n a bite, morsel. 2 gulped,
absorbed.
ਗਰਸ' [gIrasu] n bite; morsel. 2 livelihood,
sustenance. “ape de I  gIrasu.”-var gau I
m 4.
ਗਰਹ [gIrah] See ਗਰਹ. “})ਰਟਧਰੲ n3 gIrah
jar.”—var majh m 1. ‘Birds have no wealth.’
2 a bite; morsel, mouthful. 3 livelihood, daily
meals. “qq sace bhave no  no deI  gIrah.”
—var majh m I .
ਗਰਹ [girahu] n a bite, morsel. “tije muhi
gIrahu.”-Var  majh m 1.
ਗਰਨ [gIrana] See ਗਰਉਣ.
ਚਰਨ [gIrani] n flatulence, dyspepsia,
indigestion. 2 P ‘3’} 3 deficiency, loss.
ਗਰਪਤ [gIrapatI], ਗਰਪਤ [gIrapItu] Brahma,
Chaturanan. In Purans, Brahma is regarded
as both the husband and father of Sarasvati.
ਗਰਬ' [gIrab] See ਗਰਉ. 2 See ਗਰਪ.
ਗਰਮ [gIram] n village, town. “phIra deh
gIrama.”—sarm 5. 2 See ਗਮ.
ਗਰਅਧ [gIréimayah] P {01/ adj very
precious, highly valuable.

filan-fllgirami] P w} adjvenerable and elderly
person.
ਗਰ [gIrIl Skt n mountain, hill. “gIrI basudha
jal pavan jaIgo.”-—sarm 5. 2 a sect of Dasnami
ascetics whose names end with gI r I .  See
ਦਸਨਸਸਨਯ.
ਗਰਸ-ਤ [gIrIsuta] n Parvati, known as the
daughter of  Himalaya (mountain).
ਗਰਹ [gIta] See ਗਰਹ. 2 Skt Indar; who,
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with a thunderbolt, shatters mountains to pieces.
3 thunderbolt. '
ਗਰਜ [gIrIja] n Parvati, daughter of
Himalaya mountain. “bath tabs gI  rIja ਰਪ devan
budt Ihe  man maddh  VIcari.”—c5d1’ 1 .
2 river Ganga, daughter of  Himalaya mountain.
“géga gIrIja prItham kahI putr sabad pun
dehu.”—sanama.
ਗਰਜਸਤ [gIrIjasut], ਗਰਜਨਦਨ [gIrIjanédan]
Ganesh, Parvati’s son. 2 Kartekey, Kharanan.
3 Bhisham, son of  Ganga.—sanama.
ਗਚਜਪਤ [gIrIjapatI] Shiv, husband of
Parvati.
ਗਰਜਪ'ਤ [gIrIjaputr] See ਗਚਜਸਤ. 2 Bhisham
Pitamah, according to Sastarnammala, is son
ofGanga (Girija). See ਗਰਜ 2.
ਗਰਦ [gIrid] See ਗਚ'ਦ. ‘ .
ਗਰਧਰ [gIrIdhar] ,  ਗਚਧਰ [gIrIdhari]
Krishan, who  lifted Goverdhan hills. There is
a story in Bhagwat that milkmen used to
worship Indar every year. Krishan stopped
them from doing  so.  At  this, Indar ordered the
clouds to rain heavily and wash away all the
villages and animals belonging to  the milkmen.
When Krishan saw the milkmen in distress and
their houses inundated with water, he lifted
Goverdhan hills on  his finger like an umbrella,
thus saving them from Indar’s wrath. 2 the
Creator, who supports all the mountains. 3 See
ਗਰਧਰ ਲਲ. 4 a poet of nineteenth century,
whose real name was Haridas. This
melancholy sage was indifferent to wordly
attachments and was a great scholar too. The
poetic stanzas Giridhar wrote in kfidlie metre
are very beautiful—

sfii gIrIdhar gII‘I dharyo
gIrIdhar kahI sabhkor.

hanuman gIrIvar  dharyo
gIrIdhar kahe na kOI.

gIrIdhar kahe na  kozr.
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hanu dronagIrI lyayo.
{ਕਟ kanka gIryo sou

le krlsan uthayo.
kahI gIrIdhar  kaVIray

vadIn ki yahi vadai.
thore hfi  jas hot

vade  purkhan k0 sfii.
bIna VIcare jo kare so pache pachtaI.
kam bIga re  apno jag me hot  hésaI.
jag me hot hésay cut  me can na ave.
khan pan sanman rag rég manahI na bhave.
kahI gIrIdhar kav1ray dukkh kachu taratna tare.
khatkat he in; mfihI kIyo jo bIna VIcare.
ਗਰਧਰ ਲਲ [gIrIdhari lal] a poet from Agra,
who remained withthe tenth Guru for a very
long time. The Pingalsar written by him is an
excellent work on prosody.

“e satIguru gubidsi‘gh mir pir sukhméd.
raj madhy g1: rIdhar  karyo pigalsar akhéd.”

‘ —pfgalsar.
ਗਰਨਸਨ [gIrInasanI] the river that corrodes
the mountains.—sanama.
ਗਰਨਸਗਇ ਸਸਤ [gIrInasanIpatI sastra] n
noose; r iver that corrodes the mountains, its
lord Varun; his weapon, the noose.—sanama.
ਗਰਨਰ [gIrInar] Skt ਗਰਠਗਰ a mountain
about 3500 feet high, situated near J unagarh
in Bombay presidency on which stand holy
temples of  Jainis as well as those of  Durga;
Gorakh ,  Ka l ika  and  Dattatrey. While
salvaging humanity Guru Nanak Dev also
visited it.
ਗਰਛਤਨ [gIrIftan] See ਗਰਫਤਨ.
ਗਚਮਰ [gIrImeru] See ਮਰਗਰ.
ਗਚਰਇ [gIrIraI], ਗਰਰਜ [gIrIraj] king of
mountains, Himalaya. 2 Sumeru.
ਗਰਵਰ [gIrIvar] a mountain all covered with
trees and greenery. 2 Himalay. 3 Sumeru.
4 cloud. “jau tum gIrIvar, tau ham mora.”-sor
ravidas.
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ਗਰ [gIri] See ਗਰ. 2 a mountain stream
flowing near Paonta. “bahe nadi Ik  nam gIri
he. dISI duje I'BVISUta dhari he.”—GPS.

- 3 There are a number of other mountain
streams with this name. One flows between
Shimla and Chail. 4 kernel,  inner seed.
5 resident of hills, hillman.
ਗਗਆਲਖਧਕ] P „...,/ਹ weeping, wailing, crying.
“subh amla th'i bIger gIria karde han.”—-JSBM.
ਗਰਆ [gIrifil P UL): weeping, wailing.
2 mawkish, maudlin.
ਗਰਸ [gIris] Skt ਗਰਸ lord of mountains, king
of  a hill state. 2 Shiv, who  is the lord of  Kailash.
“brahma bIsanu bIhin  gIrisa.”-—NP. 3 king of
mountains, Himalaya. 4 Sumeru.
ਗਰਸਤਨ [gIrisatan] P Ufif v weep, wail.
ਗਰ'ਦ [gIr‘idra] ਗਰ-ਇਦ. 888 ਗਰਸ.
ਗਰਵਨ [gIrivan], ਗਰਬਨ [gIreban], ਗਰਵਨ
[ਥਧਗ‘\ { ]  P uk/ n collar of a shirt, coat etc.
“apanre gIrivém mahI SII‘ nivé karI dekhu.”
-sfar1'd. ‘Look within to realise your own flaws
instead of  finding  faults with others.’ 2 has also
been used for girvan (deity, god). “gIrivanvaca
at: goi.”-—GPS. ‘The language of  gods (i.e.
Sanskrit) is  very difficult  to undprstan‘d.’
ਗਰ [giro] P ,/ adj mortgage, mortgaged.
ਰਰਤਲਧਚਛ] falls, declines. “gIr5t gIrI patIt
patalé.”-—sahas m 5.
ਗਰਦ [gIréda] adj one who pulls d0wn, one
who defeats. “galab gIréda.”—gyan. 2 Sec
ਗਰਦ.
ਗਰਬਰ [gIrébari] gIrI  (mountain) and bar:
(water) land and water. “g1r5bari vad
sati.”—sr1' m 5. ‘reign over the earth and
the ocean.’ 2 P u n  garland, rosary.
ਗਲ [gIl] Skt ਧਕ vr swallow, gulp. See ਤਮਗਲ
ਗਲ. 2 adj who swallows. 3 P j, n soil. 4 mud.
ਗਲਉਰ [gIlauri] See ਗਲਉਰ. 2 888 ਗਲਹਰ.
ਗਲਹਰ [gIlhari] n squirrel.
ਗਲਜੲ [gllzai], ਗਲਜ [3112a] a branch of Mati
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Pathans. Its Pashto pronunciation is calezi.
“kabul ke gIlje jIn kah‘é.”—GPS.
ਗਲਨ [gIlan] Skt ਗਰਣ“ swallowing. 2 See ਗਲ
vr.
ਗਲਮ [gIlam] P 5‘ n woollen carpet. “gIlam
galice pharas bIsala.”-GPS. '
ਗਲਮਨਧਲਗਗ] A wt? plural of culam; used
especially for the  youth in Paradise, who will
be at the  service of  momIns (pious Muslims).
See ਕਰਨਪਰ27,ਸਰਤਤਰ52,ਰਕਅ 1.
ਗਲ [81:18] P j n grouse, friendly complaint.
“karo na gIla sunat IS ben.”—NP. 2 a grape
parted from its bunch. 3 a path between two
mountains; a mountain pass. 4 888 ਗਲ.
ਗਲਜਤ [gxlajat] A .5311; sense of being fat;
flabbiness, denseness. 2 dirt, filth.
ਗਲਨ [gIlan], ਗਲਨ [gIlanI] See ਗਲਨ. “gai
gIlanI sadh  ke ségI.”—ram m 5.
ਗਲਫ' [GIlaf] A ...;“ਟ n curtain. 2 covering,
cover-cloth.
ਗਲਸਤ [gIlIsat] spread hand, span. Sec ਗਸਟ.
“sava gIlIsat  praman ki coti SIr kes.”—GPS.
ਗਲਦ [gIlfda] adj who swallows. 888 ਗਲ.
ਗਲ [gIIi] adj wet, moist. “gIIi gIli rodri.”
-—varmaru 2 m 5. ‘moistened lump of jagger'y.’
2 swallowed. See ਗਲ. 3 P J made of earth;
monal.
ਗਲ [gIlo] See ਗਡਚ,
ਗਲਟ [gIlot] Skt ਗਲਰ a wild root of potato
family. Its creeper spreads over the shrubs.
Its leaves are sour in taste. A white-coloured
round potato grows in its roots, which is used
for eating.
ਰਲਲ [gIlola] pellet of wet earth; an earthe 
ball; pellet or ball used as a missile with a sling
shot. 2 See ਗਲਲ. '
ਗਲਰ [gxlari] See ਗਲਉਰ. 2 888 ਗਲਹਰ.
ਗਲੜਫਡਧਗ] n goitre, a disease which cause 
enlargement of thyroid glands resulting in
swelling the front of  the throat. )5). This
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disease is more prevalent in hilly areas where
water is highly contaminated with lime
elements. The swollen flesh near the throat
takes the shape of  a tumour. For treatment
one should live in an area free from goitre.
Boiled and filtered water should be used. Paste
of  ground seeds of  brown hemp (a kind of
jute) in warm water should be applied on the
affected part. The  paSte prepared by pulverising
the roots of butea frondosa in viscous rice water
should be applied on the goitre. Fine powder
of  barberry and borax on a cut piece of  aloe
should be sprinkled and then bandaged on the
affected part of  the body.

One masha of powder made from the
mixture of gIlharpatar‘ and black pepper be
taken with water in the morning as well as in
the evening regularly. '
ਗਲ [8111] n moisture, wetness. 2 a subcaste
"of Jatts. 3 Many villages of  this name are
inhabited by people of  the Gill subcaste. See
ਗਲ ਕਲ.
ਗਲਕਲ [8:੮11 1<9]ਕ] a village in district Phool of
Nabha state which is situated one and a half
mile to the east of Rampura Phool railway
station. Guru Hargobind visited thié place. An
elegant gurdwara was got built by Maharaja
Hira Singh. Land measuring 70  ghumaons is
allotted to the gurdwara. A religious

. congregation is held on the seventh day of
bright phase of the lunar month of Poh as well
as on the first day of  Magh every year. The
priest is a Sikh.
ਗਲ ਨਲ ਗਲ ਮਲਣ [8111 nal gIll mIlni] Such
continuous rainfall as causes dampness to
percolate deep to the existing water level. This
dampness is very useful for cultivation of crops
and for prevention of  draughts for long periods

'It is the leafof  a plant, grown on the banks of saline lakes
in Tibet.
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of time.
ਗਲ [gIlla] adj wetted, wet, moist, damp.
ਗਡਗਡਉਣ [gIrgIrauna], ਗੜਗੜਨ [gIrgIrana]
v entreat abjectly; speak with a great deal of
submissiveness; speak obsequiously.
ਗੜਨ[8ਧਸ8] v fall, go round.
ਗੜਵੜਲਗਲਗ] See ਗਰਵਰ. “gacu jI laga gIrvari
sakhie dhaulhari.”—~sava m 1. ‘huge palaces
constructed with mortar of lime.’

fili-‘JES‘TIgIrvaril See ਗੜਵੜ. 2 a village in district
Hoshiarpur. See ਗਲਬ ਸਘ 6. and ਤਰ ਸਘ 2.
ਗੜੳ [8ਧ60], ਗੜਇ [giraI] n fall, decline.
“sukh bhogke gIraU mIlda he.”—-JSBM.
ਗੜਮੜ [gIrImurI] adv by falling on the
ground and by whirling around. “gIrImurI
purahI tal.”—var asa. 2 repeatedly.
ਗ[81] ਫਸਪਸਸੳ of ਗ [ga]. e.g. ਜਵਗ [javegi],
ਆਵਗ [avegi]. 2 Skt n sacred text, poetic work.
3 Sarasvati.
ਗਓ[81੦] went, disappeared, departed; “tap sétap
mera bar gio.”—-asa m 5.
ਗਅ [gIa] Skt ਸਧ adj praiseworthy, worth-
singing. 2 n song. “Ikna nad  na  bed,  na  gia
rasu, ras  kas na  janétI.”—var sar m 1 . ‘Some
peeple who do not have knowledge of Veds,
lack aesthetic sense of music and
significance of diet as denoted in the Vedic
Iore.’
ਗਅਰਸ [gIarasl See ਗਅ.
ਗਆਲਬ] a poetic metre, which is the first form
of harIgitIka. See ਹਰਗਤਕ and ਗਤਮਲਤ 2.
ਗਹਨ [gihanI] Skt ਸਵਧ houswife, wife. “8119!-
ki gihanI c5gi.”—dhana dhéna.

aflal'lgiga] Dg infant baby, ignorant. 2 simpleon;
who cannot utter words distinctly.
ਗਡ [gid] See ਗਝ. “gid bahIt jIh pIkhat
gIlana.”—NP.
ਗਤ [git] Skt n verse which is worth singing.
“gIan  VIhuna gave  git.”—varsarm 1 . 2 glory,
grandeur. 3 he, who should be glorified.
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ਗਤਗਬਦਝਪਥਧਸਧ], ਗਤਗ'ਵਦ [gitgovid] verse
in praise of the Almighty; recitation of the

_ supremacy of the Creator. “sahia m‘égal gavhi
gitgobf d a‘laI.”—barahma11a majh. 2 a text
written in verse by Jaydev in praise of  the
Divine. Its beautiful poetic metres are lyrical

" a n d  melodious. See ਜਯਦਞ.
ਗਤਨਦ [gitnad], ਗਤਬਦ [gitbad] vocal and
instrumental music. “gitnad harakh caturai.”
-—prabha m 1. “gur-rasu git bad nahi‘ bhave
sonic, gahIrgébhir gavaIa.”—05kar. ‘He, who
does not relish the enthralling and captivating
recitation and music of  Gurbani, remains
deprived of spiritual bliss.’
ਗਲਤ [gitmalzti] a poetic metre, having-
four lines; each line has 28 matras, two pauses
each afier 14th matras each; with a reagent, SIS,
at the end.

Example:
pachIraj  raven marks,

raghuraj sitahI legayo.
nabh or khor nIharke,

su jatayu 51y sédes  dayo.
tab jan ram gaye bali,

SIy  saty raven hi hari.
hanuvét marag mo mIle,

tab m1: trata t Ih  56 kari.—ramav.
2 If the first  pause is on  the 16‘h matra and the
second on the next 12“1 followed by a ragan,
SIS, in the end, the poetic metre acquires the
name ਘਗਯਮਲਤ [giyamalti].

Example:
guru kalpataru kar sakh sfidar,

phul phal yut sobhti.
chabI laIIt 19h: 13h: lakhat  j Ih  jag,
ਬਸਰ!“ hfi brI tI  lobhti.

—n Irma] prabhakar.
ਗਤ [gita] n song, poetic metre, verse. 2 glory.
“gun gita n I t  vakhania.”—mam a m 5 éjuli.
See ਗਤ. 3 a text relating to Bhisham section
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in Mahabharat, which has 18 chapters and
700 sloks. Krishan delivered  the sermon of
Geeta to Arj un, when the latter got disinclined
to  fight  the war. The  site, where  Krishan and
Arjun had this dialogue, is named as Jyotisar.

. An elegant Geeta Bhawan is built at this place
now. 4 a matrIk metre, marked by four lines,
each having 26  matras, first pause after 14
matras, second after 12 matras with guru-
laghu (SI) in the end.

Example:
moti ta médarI usarahI, ratni ta ho: jarau.
kasturI ki‘Jgu agar cédanI,  lipI (web: can.

—sr1' m I .
yak araj guphtam pes to, dar gos kun kartar.
hakka kabir karim tu ,  be-eb parvadgar .

—t115gm I .
(b) The second type of Gita poetic metre of
has two pauses: each after 13 matras with
guru-laghu, SI, at the end.

Example:
sevi satIgurU apna,
harI sImri d I n  sat r213.

ap t I ag I '  semi pavfi,
mukhI boli mIthre van.. .

-majh m 5 dInrenI 
ਗਤਮਲਤ [gitamalIti] See ਗਤਮਲਤ.
ਗਤ [gitI] Skt n singing. 2 type of singing,
method of  singing.
ਗਤਕ [gitIka] a matrIk metre, marked by four
lines, each line having 26  matras, pauses at
the 14‘h matra and the next 12"I matra
thereafter, ending with laghu-guru.

Example:
“das cakhu bhe kumud l<e sam, (ਰਧ sfi kalgidhar‘é”

2 Its  second form has four lines, each l ine
having  2 5  matras, with two pauses,  first after
the 14‘h matra and second at the 11th matra

'According to the metrical requirement, its pronunciatic;

is tyagI.
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thereafter, having laghu guru at the end.
Example:

permadI purakh manopIm'é, satIadI' bhavraté,
parmadbhuté parkrI tIpar‘a', jadI ci t  sarabgaté.

—gujjedev.
3 Geetika gen metre .has the. following
characteristics: four lines, each line has the
following matrIk combinations as:
ਸ (sagan-IIS), ਜ (jagan-ISI), ਜ (jagan-ISI), ਭ
(bhagan-Sll), ਰ (Hagan-SIS), ਸ (sagan-IIS), ਲ
(laghu— l), ar(guru—S)

Example:
jIn  kc rIde sumti  nIvasat

so  kabhi dukh pat  na.
jIn  he rati guru ki gIra

' nahf so  sah‘é yamyatna.
It resembles the first form of  harIgitIka as

far as matras are concerned, but the matrIk
combination dominates this poetic metre.

“ ਗਦਗਛਡਧਰ], ਗਦੜ[81ਯਗ'] whose how! is scary;
jackal. 2 cowardly, timid.
ਗਢ [gidi] P (.51! cowardly, timid. “ab gidI jano
nah: pave.”- GPS.

afiulgidh] Sec ਗਧ. 2 greedy, desirous. See ਗਧ.
“nam  55g]: IhU manua gidh.”-g§d m 5.
ਗਧਨ [gidhna] v desire, long for. See ਗਧ vr.
“nanak gidha  harI ras mahI.”-asa m 5. “rasna
gidhi bolat ram.”—gau m 5. “ram rasaInI jo ਸਹ!-
gidhe.”—gau In 5.
ਗਧ [gidha], ਗਧ [gidhe] See ਗਧਨ.
ਗਨ [gin] P ਘਨ part complete, filled up; having.
This is generally used as a suffix e.g. camgin,
régin etc.
ਗਥਤ [gibat] A cw! n backbiting, nasty words
spoken on one’s back. 2 condemnation;
slander.
ਗਯਅਲਤ [giyamalxti] See ਗਤਮਲਤ 2.
aflalgir] Pif Partpossessor. This word is used
'According to the metrical requirement, its
pronounciation is satyadx.
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as a suffix e.g. damangir, jaha‘igir etc. “kas
nes dastégir.”-trl§g m 1. 2 Skt n speech,
utterance.
ਰਇਬਣ [girban], ਗਰਵਣ [girvan] Skt ਧਥਯ n one
whose speech hits like an arrow; one making
acutely piercing utterance. The gods, whose
utterances acts like arrows, can destroy the
sinner. 2 t h e  True One ,  w h o  with His
utterances leaves lasting impact upon the
mind. See ਕਬਰ ਜ ਦ ਸਲਕ 157.
ਗਰਵਣਸਲਘਹਸੲਤ] ਗਵਣ- ਈਸ i.e. lord of deities,
Indan ,
ਗਰਵਨ [girvan] Sec ਗਰਵਣ.
ਗਰਲਸ] P ‘5/ act of  grasping. It is used as  a
suffix. e.g. dastgiri. Its root is ਗਰਫਤਨ.
ਗਚਦ [giréda] P ”1:; adj customer, purchaser,
holder.
ਗਲ [gila] adj wet, moist.
ਗਲਨ [gilan] P a region2 of Persia knoWn for
its well bred horses.
ਗ [gu] Skt vr defecate. 2 speak in a manner,
that its meaning can not  be understood; talk

' obscure. 3 suffix gu indicates future tense in
old Punjabi. See ਫਡਅਗ.
ਗਆ [gua] See ਗਆਉਣ. 2 short for gavah. 3 P

(_f ball. “mat kunem jI j5g guaham.”-—1<rrsan.
‘the game of war, which is primary.’ See ਜਗ
ਦਰਯਦ.
ਗਆਉ [ਠਪਕਧ].” speech, utterance, words. See
ਗ. “eve kare guau.”-—var mala m 2. See ਗਅਉਣ.
ਗਅਉਣ [guauna] v lose. 2 cause to sing.
ਗਅੲਝਪਕਢ] is sung. “gharI gharI baba pujie,
hfdu musalman guai.”-—-BG. 2 lost. 3 P ਰਥਠ/ n
power of  eloquence and dialogue.
ਗਆਹ [guah] Sce ਗਵਹ.
ਗਆਹਮ [guaham] ਗਯ-ਅਹਮ “mat kunem jI jég
guaham.”—-krrsan. ‘Let us win the war that
the game of  playing with ball stands for.’ See
ਜਗਦਰਯਦ.

’It is between Caspian and Euxinc.
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ਗਅਤ [guata] lost, wasted away.
ਗਆ ਬਦਰਲਧਕ })ਚਧਹ] 888 ਗ'ਅ ਬਦਰ. “gua b‘édar
I k  rahIt apala.”—carItr 239.
ਗਆਚ [guar] See ਗਵਰ. 2 milkman. “ham goru
tum guar gusai.”—asa kabir.
ਗਅਲ [goal] milkman.
ਗਅਲਨ [gualanzt], ਗਆਲਨ [gualni] milkmaid,
milkwoman.
ਗਅਲਅਰ [gualiar] 888 ਗਵਲਅਰ.
ਗਸਈਆ [gusaia], ਗ'ਸੲਅਥ [gusaiéi] Skt ਜਦਰਇਜ
n lord of  the earth, lord of the world; the
Creator. “koi seve gusaia koi alahI.”—-ram m
5. 2’ lord of the senses; arouser of the senses.
3 title of  saints who have conquered their
senses. 4 See ਗਮਈ 2 and 3.
ਗਸਤਖ [gustax] P Obj adjcunning, naughty,
rude. 2 impolite, blunt.
ਗਸਤਖ [gustaxi] P ਰਟਫ/ n impoliteness,
disobedience. 2 cunningness, naughtiness.

' ਗਸਲ[8059]] A L}; n bath. “gusal kardan bud.”
—tII.§g kabir.
ਗਸ [gusa] A _.ਥਫ n anger, rage, annoyance.
“gusa manI n9 hadhaI.”—s farid.
ਗਸਟਨ [gusaInI] Skt ਗਸਧ-ਲ. feminine of
ਗਸਮ [gosvami]. See ਗਸਈਆ. “ਥਰਫ gusaInI
gahIrgébhir.” -bher ਰਘ.
ਗਸਈ [gusai], ਗਸੲ [gusa'ii] ਗਸਮ 888 ਗਜਈਆ.
“gusai, partapu tuharo ditha.”—sar a m 5.
2 a sect of ascetics. 3 a group of mendicants.
ਗਸਲ [gusela] adj short-tempered, one who
easily gets provoked.
ਗਸ [gussa] 888 ਗਸ.
ਗਹਲਘ] Skt n Kartikey, son of Shiv; Kharana
n (having six faces). 2 King of  Bhils, who ruled
over Shringver. Sec ਸਗਵਰ. 3 888 ਗਹਨ.
ਗ'ਹਜ [guhaj] Skt ਧਰਧ adj secret, confidential,
concealed. “guhaj gal a 1<i kice satIguru
paSI.”—Var bIIa m 4. “guhajkatha :}… guru te

' jani.”—suh1' m 5. 2 mysterious; whose purpose
is not easy to understand. 3 n deceit, guile.
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4 private parts—vulva, anus, penis.

. ਗਹਨ [guhan], ਗਹਨ [guhna] Skt ਹਲਧ n plaiting,
braiding.
ਗਹਯ [guhay] See ਗਹਜ and ਗਰ.
ਗਹਰ [guhar] P / short for ਗਹਰ, pearl. See
ਗਉਹਰ. '

nuha] Skt n cave, cavern. 2 mind, conscience.
3 illusion.
ਗਹਗਠ [guhégni], ਗਰਜਣ [guhéjni] Skt ਗ'ਹਜ
ਅਜਨ n pimple on the inner side of the eyelid;
sty.
ਗਹਰ [guhar] n call, cry. “dar par txsth guhar
sunai.”—NP. 2 group  of  persons tracking down
footprints of the cow thieves; group of Chasers.
“guhar lag turat chudavai.”—BGK. “piche pari
guhar VIsaIa.”—GPS;
ਗਹਰ [guhara] n stock of cow dung; heap of
cow  dung, pyramid of  cow  dung  cakes.
ਗਹਰ [guharu] adj one who gives a call or
makes a shout. 2 n campanion of a tracking
group. 888 ਗਹਰ 2.
ਗਹ [guhI] See ਗਰ. 2 888 ਗਹਨ. 3 by plaiting,
by braiding.
ਗਰ [guhi] plaited, braided. 888 ਗਹਨ and ਗਥਨ.
“mfidanmal anek  gUhi SIV. ”-—.krIsan “kavxta
kaVI ke man madt guhi he.”—c5di 1 . 2  888
ਦਵਗਹ.
ਗਚਰ [guhira] n stored cow dung, stock of
cow dung. 2 a kind of venomous creature
belonging to  the  family of  large-sized lizard
with red-coloured head. In Sanskrit
scriptures it is named as g'otkatamaj and
is said to be produced by a large-sized
female lizard from its mating with a black
snake. Dg ਗਧਰਕ.
ਗਰ [guhay] Skt 888 ਗਰਜ-
ਗਰਕ [guhyak] Skt n demigods, who  guard the
hidden treasures of Kuber.

nuhyakesvar] lord of demigods yaks,
Kuber.
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ਗਰ'ਰਥ [guhyarath] underlying meaning, sense.
“vahI guru guhyarath bakhano.”——GPS *
ਗਗ [gfig] P _ਰਨ/ adj dumb, unable to speak.
“kahfi bIsanupad  gave  g0g?”—sukhmani.

araflguga] a Rajput belonging to  Chauhan sub-
caste, who l ived during the 11th century. He
gave up Hinduism to become a Muslim. He
was an expert in the treatment of  snakebite.
People consider  him the  incarnation o f
Sheshnag (serpent’s god) and worship the
shrines built in his memory. A special worship
is performed on 9“1 day of the dark phase of
the lunar month of  Bhadon (the birth day of
Gugga). Gugga (or  Gogga) was  born in village
Odero of Bikaner State and died in Taiher,
where a tomb,  bui l t  in h i s  memory, i s
worshipped. There is another anecdote that
Gorakh ' N a t h  gave fragrant rasin of
amyrisagallochun to a Rajput virgin named

„. Vaachal to beget a child. She gave birth to
Gugga. The name of Gugga’s wife was Shiriyal
and his horse was named Javadiya.
ਗਗ [gfiga] See ਗਗ. “gfiga bakat gave bahu
ch5d.”—ram a m 5.
ਗਗ ਕਮਨਅੲਲਪਫੲ ki mIthIai] indescribable
experience. This phrase is used for an
experienced but indescribable pleasure.
“harIras sei jande q gfige mIthIai khai.”
-—var gen 1 m 4. “ਮ…: I h  cakhi soi jam: gfige
ki mIthIai.”—sor  m 4.
ਗਗਲ [guggal] Skt ਹ’ਜਕ n a thorny tree found in
abundance in Kathiawarh, Rajputana and
Khandesh. 2 gum of  this tree, which is highly
fragrant. Its incense is used in temples and
houses. It is also useful in the treatment of
many diseases like arthritis/rheumatism. Its
latent effect is warm and dry. L
Balsamodendron mukul.
ਗਗ [gugga] See ਗਗ. '
ਗਗਲ [808801], ਗਗਲ [goggulu] See-aim.
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ਗਚਹ [gOcah] P 3’ or f n bud, flower bud.
ਗਚਹਖਦਧਪਧਗ ×ਰ€11 P ਸ'ਟ’ adj smiling like a
flower bud; having face like a blossoming
flower.
ਗਚਕ [gucki] n dip, dive. “ve$ya sakal guckIyan

khz'ih‘i. ”—carItr 168
ਗਢ [guca] See ਗਚਹ.
ਗਛ [gucch], ਗਛ [guccha] Skt ਜਚਵਨ 11 a bunch of
leaves and fruit; cluster of frunt produced on a
branch as, for example, a bunch of  grapes.
2 dome-like tasseled ornament.

. ਗਛ [gucchi] small bunch. See ਗਛ. 2 a kind of
edible mushroom grown in cold regions. People
preserve it in dry form and prepare a vegetable
dish from it. 3 barber’s small bag which
contains all the material required for shaving
off the head.
ਗਜ [gfij] Skt ਸ vr echo, resound, produce
unclear sound. 2 n sound of an echo. “gfij rahIt
t f h  par sada.”—carItr 266. 3 echo,
reverberation.
ਗਜਸਤਹ [gujastah] P 5! adj past, elapsed.
2 dead, deceased.
ਗਜਸਤਨ [gujastan] P J] v pass. 2 die.
ਗਜਗਫਪਨਗ] ਗਜ-ਕਰਤ. See ਗਜ. “gujat sigh dakarat
kol.’ ’—ramav. ‘The l ions  roar.’
ਗਜਦ [gfija'd] P j absorbs; may absorb; will
absorb; Its root is gfijidan.
ਗਜਨ [gfijan] n reverberating, echoing. See ਗਜ-
ਗਜਰ [gujar] See ਗਜਰ and ਗਜਰ.
ਗਜਰ [guzar] P I f  n motion, exit. 2 entrance,
approach. 3 sus tenance ,  maintenance .
“maphak gujar tahfi dhan pavo.”—GPS. _
ਗਜਰਦ [guzarad] P ” f  passes, may pass, will
pass. Its root word is guzastan.
ਗਜਰਨ [gujarna] See ਗਜਸਤਨ.
ਗਜਰਤ [gujrat] Skt ਜਜਦ n a subdivision of
Bombay region, which includes territories of
Kacch, Kathiawar, Palanpur and Daman. Its
spoken language is Gujarati. 2 a sword made
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in Gujarat state or  Gujarat city. This sword is
of  two types: long Gujarat and short Gujarat.
See ਛਟ ਗਜਰਤ. 3 a town in Punjab which is a
district headquarters. It is situated between
Wazirabad and Lalamoosa. A gurdwara in
memory of Guru Hargobind is built near Kabuli
Gate in Gujarat. While returning from Kashmir
the Guru stayed here. This place is situated
one mile to the east of Guj arat railway station.

Four edicts said to be written by Guru
Gobind Singh are preserved at the residence
of  Bhai Lal Singh of  goldsmiths’ street in
Gujarat.  O n  reading the  copies o f  these
commands, one  fails to  be convinced that they
were actually written by the tenth Guru
because t h e  command o f  Sammat  1754
contains a reference to  the  Khalsa, which  was
actually baptised in Sammat 1756.

The last Anglo-Sikh war was fought near
Gujarat on 215‘ February, 1849. See ਗਡਅ 3
and ਢਲਸਹ.
ਗਜਰਤ [gujrati] adj pertaining to Gujarat. 2 a
Brahmin subcaste, which originated from
Gujarat of  Sindh. It is also named as Vyas. Its
members accept alms offered during the
eclipse-period. They also accept other forms
of  maligned alms. 3 language spoken by the
people of  Gujarat. 4 a sword made in Gujarat.
ਗਜਰਨ [guzran] P vhf n sustenance,
Hvefihood.
ਗਜਰਵਲ [gujrévala] a district headquarters in
Punjab, which in hoary past was founded by
Gujjars. For some period, it was named as
Khanpur. It is forty-two miles away from
Lahore in north-west direction. It was the
capital of  Mahan Singh, father of  Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. According to some historians,
Gujranwala is the birth place of Maharaja
RanjitSingh.
ਗਜਰਵ [gujravs] may provide; may request. “mo
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garib ki  k0  gujrave?”—bher kabir.
ਗਜਰ [gujri] wife of  a Gujjar, milkmaid. 2 past
of  guzastan; passed, elapsed. 3 died, expired.
See ਗਜਸਤਹ. 4 See ਗਜਰ ਮਤ.
ਗਜਰ ਮਤ [gujri matal' daughter of Lal Chand
Subhikhia Khatri and Mata Bisan Kaur. She
was married to Guru Teg Bahadur on 15‘h Asu
Sammat 1686 at Kartarpur. She had the
privilege of being the mother'of Guru Gobind
Singh.

When  younger sons of  Guru Gobind Singh
were brought to Sirhind after being  captured
by the  Mughals,  she was  with them. On
hearing that her grandsons had been martyred
she breathed her last on 13… Poh Sammat
1761. The minaret in which  she was  confined
along with Zorawar Singh and Fateh Singh is
now named as Mata Gujri da Burj. A shrine
built on the remains of  Mata  Gujri is situated
near gurdwara Jyoti Saroop. See ਸਰਹਦ and
ਫਤਗੜ.
ਗਜ [gfija] Skt ਹਕਚਸ n small red and black seed
of Abrus precatorius. 2 kettledrum, large drum
beaten with a rope of  twisted clothes.
ਗਜਇਸ [gfijaIs] See ਗਜਯਸ.
ਗਜਸ' [gujast] P :Jw’ released, freed, relieved.
ਗਜਸਨ [gujastan] P fur renounce; give up.
2 release, free.
ਗਜਨ [gfijan] P Ulff adj dense, thick, concent-
rated, non-rarefied.
ਗਜਵਫਘਗ] P .31} nnonscnse. 2 scandalo  
and false remarks, gossips.

afmlgfijayasl P flu] n capacity, accommo-
dation. 2 space, room. _
ਗਜਰਲਧਪ] P'  1,} suf one who provides. It is
used as a suffix like in malguzar.
ਗਜਰ [gfijar] See ਗਜਨ.
ਗਜਰਦਨ [gujardan] P wuuf v set free, release.
'Many historians have written her name 85ਗਜਰਮਤ [gujri
mata] but the correct name is gujri mata.
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2 ਰਪਭਪ/ present, offer. 3 give, offer.
ਗਜਰਨ [guzarna] v spend time, pass time.
2 offer. See ਗਜਰਦਨ 2. “subahI nIvaj saraI
gujarau.”—suhi kabir.
ਗਜਰਮ [guzaram] P rflf may I leave; I leave;
Iwill leave.
ਗਜਰਲਘ'ਪਹ] P ”0’ n sustenance, livelihood.
2 money, material etc  received for sustenance.
ਗਜਰਸ [guzarIsl P jflf n request, prayer.
ਗਜਰਦਹਕਚ [guzarfdahkar] P ਭ “1.)“ adj
doing work, performing work, supervising
work.
ਗਜਤ [gfit] Skt adj resounding.
ਗਜਦਨ [nidan] P ਖਭਭ' v absorb, merge.
ਗਜਰ [guzir] P {f n effort, remedy. 2 plan,
method. _
ਗਜਰ [gujjar] Ski ਗਜਰ cow grazcr; a subcastc of
Aheers (milkmen). 2 a subcaste of Khatris.
3 Gujarat state. 4 a blacksmith and disciple of
Guru Angad Dev, who was prominent among
philanthropists. “gujjar ja t I  luhar he.”—BG..
ਗਜਰਵਲ [gujjarval] a town under police station
Dehlon in district Ludhiana, situated at a
distance of  four miles to the west of  Quilla
Raipur railway station. The  sixth Guru stayed
here for some time. There is a gurdwara one
and half miles away to the south-east of the
village, which is also named as Gurusar. 30
bighas of land has been donated by the villagers
for the gurdwara. A religious fair is held on
the fourteenth day of the lunar phase of Chet.
ਗਜਰਵਲ [gujjra’ivala] See ਗਜਰਵਲ.
ਗਝ[8ਘ1],ਗਝੜ[8°]'}1ਛਬ],ਗਝ[8ਘ18],ਗਝਲਧਘ],
ਗਝ [gujjha], ਗਝ [gujjhi] Skt ਗਰ See ਗਹਜ.
“gujhra ladhamu lal.”-—var mam 2 m 5. “11am
ratan ls: gujha rakhIa.”—majh a m 5. “dunia
gujhi bhahI.”—s fetid. 2 a lung disease;
pulmonary disease. Pneumonia is also known
by this name in Punjab, but this_ word is used
mainly by ladies. Pneumonia affecting the
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young children is called gujjha.
ਗ'ਝਯਕ [gujhyak] See ਗਹਯਕ.
ਗਟਇਡਪਠਹਗ] chirps. See ਗਟਕਣ.
ਗਣਕ [gutak] n sound produced by birds like
pigeons etc when in a joyful mood. 2 soft or
mild sound produced by beating of  drums etc.
“paran pakhavaj gutak dholka.”—saloh.
3 gurgling sound produced by gulping.
ਗਟਕਣ [gutakna], ਗਟਕਨ [gutakna] v produce
chirping sound, chirp, coo. 2 drink with gurgling
sound. “amIa dhara rés gutaI.”-saveye m 4
ke.
ਗਟਕ [gutka], ਗ'ਟਕ [gutIka] Skt ਗਟਕ n pill,
tablet. 2 according to Tantar Shashtar (magical
science), a kind of  p i l l  prepared by persons
with miraculous powers; one attains the
capability of  reaching any place  just by putting
this pill in his mouth; a magical pill. “gutke balk:
bahu 0d jave.”—carrtr 85. “gutka mfih VIC pa IkE
des  dIsétar ja I  khalove.”—BG. 3 book of  small
size.
ਰਢਲਘ] n spherical object obtained from within
the coconut fruit; kernel of coconut. 2 adj
intoxicated, inebriated. 3 n flower with
interlocked petals. 4 bud o f  a f lower ,
unblossomed flower.
ਗਨ [goth] Skt ਹਨ vr encircle, surround, wrap.
ਗਟ [got] and ਗਠ [goth] are derived from it.
ਗਠਲਲਪਣਖਚ] n stone of  a fruit, 'covered by crust
and pith. See ਗਨ. `
ਗਠ [gutth] :1 corner, nook.
ਗਡਕ [gfidak] Skt ਹਧਤ adj dirty, filthy.
2 lecherous. gfida is  i ts  derivative.
ਗਡਗਡ [gudgudi] n two-faced tambourine or
tabor, producing sound like gud god. “mucég
sanai gudgudi.”—carrtr 102. 2 hubble-bubble
of  a small size.
ਗਡਲ [gudli] See ਗਠਲ. 2 adv on the knees.
3 n act of moving on the knees. “Sagan bic
phIr‘é gudli.”-—GPS.
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ਗੜਛਘਕ] 0ਸਗਡ [gudda] n doll; man-like figure
made of wood, cloth etc which is used for
playing, maligning and exercising. “dab  khat
tar gai gudan banayke.”-carrtr 233. 2 upright
support of  a spinning  wheel.
ਗਡ [gfida] 888 ਗਡਕ. “gfidan sath kare gujran.”
-carItr 1 8 7.
ਗਡਯ [gUdIya], ਗਤਆ [gUdia], ਗਡ [gUddi] n
doll, puppet made of wood, cloth etc for playing
and performing shows. “gudia rahi sébhalti.”
—GPS. 2 kite.

aralgun] or  ਗਣ [gunu] Sktgur n attribute, praise.
“gun eho horu nahi kOI.”—asa m 1. ‘The
Creator’s attribute is that nothing equals Him.’
2 modest, good-natured, noble. “vmu gun  kite
bhagatI na hOI.”—japu. “bInu gun janamu
vmasu.”-—sr1’ a m 1. 3 three attributes of the
material world viz-virtue, passion, evil. “raj gun
tam gun sat  gun kahie eh  teri sabh maIa.”—-keda
kabir. 4 temperament, nature. “250 gm; mero
prabhu ji kin.”—;odi m 5. 5 rope, thread, string.
“gun k8 har  parove.”—tukha chétm 1. ‘Prepare
garland with the thread of  good qualities.’
“kavanu so akharu kavanu gun?—s fan'd.
6bowstring. “kotI do: dhari dhanukh gun bIn
gahIt na kox.”—vrfd. 7 wick of a lamp.
8 six parts of diplomacy. See ਖਟਅਗ. 9 twenty-
four facets of logic. 888 ਖਟਸਯਤ. 10 three
qualities of poetry-glory, majesty, delicacy.
11 qualities like knowledge, skill etc. “te nar
asalx khar, j: b10 gun garabu karétI.”—var 581-
m 1. 12 taste, effect. 13 subjects of  sensory
organs-speech, touch, appearance, taste,
fragrance. l 4  gem. “sarirI sarovarI gun
pargatI kie.”—asa m 4. 15 reward, outcome.
“jIni l<5mi nah gun, te kémre VIsar.”
-—s fan'd. 16 cognitive of number three-because
there are three facets of Maya (illusionary
world). 17 actions, deeds. 18 justice. “adalu
kare gunkari.”—ram a m I .  See ਗਨ. 19 888
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ਗਣਨ. “un te dugun dIr i  un mae.”-gau m 5.
20 flower. “braham nam gun sakh tarovar nIt
cunI cum: puj karije.”—kaII a m 4. ‘The branch
of  Brahama tree is ਨਮ [nam], its flowers are
good qualities; gather them to worship Him.’
21 three characteristics according to grammar.
ਅ [a], ਦ [8], ਓ [o].
ਗਣਆਦ [gun-adI] n the Creator, the Ultimate
One, the origin of all virtues. “man-ad: gun-
adI  vakhanIa.”—mam jedev.
ਗਣਸਖ [8ਘ581y111] adj witness of deeds (ਸਖ
[sakhi]: evidence) “dhanu gupal gunsakhi.”
-dhana m 5.
ਗਣਸਗਰ [gunsagar] n ocean of virtues, abundance
ofqualities.
ਗਣਸਝ [gunsfijh] n sharing of virtues. “gun ki
sfijh sukh upje.”—suhi a m 3 . “sfijh karije gunah
keri chodI avguna calie.”—suh1' chét m I .
ਗਣਸਝ [gunsfijhi] adj interested in sharing
virtues. 2 n sharing of  virtues. “gunséijhi tInI
SIU kari.”—var sorm 4. '
ਗਣਸਰਣ [gunsarna] See ਸਰਣ.
ਗਣ ਸਘਹ [gun séghrs] 888 ਸਘਚ.
ਗਣਹਣ [gunhin], ਗਣਹਨ [gunhin] adj without
virtues, devoid o f  virtues. “gunhin ham
apradhi.”—sor 3 m3. 2 without a bowstring.
ਗਣ ਕਮਣ [gun kaman] See ਕਮਣ.
ਗਣਕਰ [gunkari] adj virtuous. “gurmukh:
sajanu gunkaria.”—sr1' m 4. “jisu star]: harI
gunkari.”—var vad m 4. 2 profitable, useful.
3 fair in impértingjustice, judge. See ਗਣ 18.

WIgunag] Skt [PEI adj learned, talented, one
who recognises talent.
ਗਣਗਹਲ [gongahrla] adj having the tendency
to  assimilate knowledge.
ਗਣਗਹ [gungah], ਗਣਚਜਕ [gungahak] adj
knowledge-seeker.
ਗਣਗਨਲਪਥਗ] n recitation of  qualities, singing
the glory of God.
ਗਣਗਮ [gungam] n abundance of good qualities,
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multitude o f  virtues, embodiment of  virtues,
treasure of good qualities. “kalxanrup magal
gungam.”—sukhmani. 2 singing of God’s
praise, recitation of  hymns. “mxle krIpa
gongam.”—todi  m 5.
ਗਣਗੜ [gungit], ਗਣਚਸਤ [gungita] n hymn in
praise of the Creator. “gavo ram ke gungit.”
-—-ram 111 5. “gungita n I t  vakhania.”—-maru a m
5 ਭਗ.
ਗਣਗਣ [gunguna] adj snuffler. This word has
originated from Arabic _.;£.

Mlgunagy] See ਗਣਗ. “gunagy namkiratanah.”
—sahas m 5.
ਗਣਗਹਕ [gungrahak], ਗਣਗ'ਹ [gungrahi] adj
who is  a knowledge seeker;  who values merit.
ਗਣਢਰ [guncor] Dg adj ungrateful, not feeling
gratitude.
ਗਣਤਸ [gontas] See ਤਸ.
ਗਣਧੜ [gundhatu] n fundamental quality, which
is the basis of  all qualities, 2 characteristics of
five essences viz. speech, touch, appearance,
taste and fragrance. See  ਧਤ. “tarkas tir kaman
sag teg béd gundhatu.”—sn° m I . ‘Wearing five
weapons is equal to controlling the five senses.’
Here béd is equivocal.
ਗਣਨ [gunan], ਗਣਨ [gonna] Skt ਜਧਜ n
enchancement, multiplication, multiplying.
2 accounting for. 3 thinking of logic for
discussion. “parahI  gunahx [ਪ bahutu
pukarahI.”—asa pafi  m 3.
ਗਣਨਧਨ [gunnIdhan], ਗਣਨਧਨ [gunnIdhanu],
ਗਣਨਧ [ g u n n I t ]  adj highly vi r tuous.
“gunnIdhan apar thakur.”—j£t ché't 111 5.
2 ocean of virtues. “gunnIt gaIa sabh dukh
mItaIa.”—asa chétm 5. 3 n the  Timeless One,
the Creator. “satIguru seVI gunnIdhanU
paIa.”-sn' m 3.
ਗਣਬਣ [gunbani] adj sacred hymns rich in
virtues; enriching hymns. “jan nanak bole
gunbani.”—guj 111 4.
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ਗਣਬਦਲਪਠਕਧ] Skt ਗਣਨਵਦਖ s inging  in  praise
of; recitation of  virtues; appreciation. “raman
k0  ram  l<e gunbad.”—sar m 5.
ਗਣਬਧ [ਫਪਫਧਟਧਜ] adjvirtuous, guided by virtues,
committed to virtues. 2 See ਗਣਬਧ.
ਗਣਬਧ [gunbédhu] adj relating to virtues. See
ਗਨਬਧ.
ਗਣਤਮਸਘਸਧਬਗ] n rope illusion; i.e, mistaking
a rope for the snake. fallacy, delusion.
“gunbhram bhaga tau man  sfmI sama na.”——as 
kabir.
ਗਣਚਸ [gunraSI] ‘ad j  enriched with good
qualities. 2 treasure of  virtues. “gunraSI bénI
pale ani.”—asa m 5.
ਗਣਵਚਕ ਸਕ [gunvacak ségya] qualitative
noun, as sitfisu (cool) for the moon  and taptasu
(hot) for the sun.
ਗਣਵਨ [gunvan], ਗਯਤ [gunvét], ਗਯਤੜ
[gunvétra], ਗਣਵਤੜ [gunvétri], ਗਣਵਤ [gunvéta],
ਗਣਵਤ [gunvéti] adjvirtuous, talented, gifted.
“gunv'étI sahu ravia.”—vad m I . “gunvéta harI
harI daIalU.”—gau 111 4. “gunvét nah daIalu
bala.”——gau ਗਤ!“ 111 5. 2 Guru Arjan Dev has
taught the value of  virtues through his hymn
entitled “gunvéti” in Suhi Rag. “jo dise
gurSIkhra.”
ਗਣ [ਫਘਵ] 866 ਗਣਨ. 2 marked substance or
part. '
ਗਣਗਣ [gunagun] merits and demerits; good
and bad points.
ਗਣਢ’ [gunadh], ਗਣ'ਵ' [gunadhy] Skt adj fully
equipped with noble qualities; perfect, gified.
2 the writer of Vrihatkatha Sarit Sagar, who ‘
lived around 315 BC.
ਗਣਤਤ [8008111] adj above all aspects of the
material world, beyond all the three facets Of
Maya viz. virtue, passion and evil. 2 God,  the
Creator God.  ' _

mlgunadhar] adj basis  o f  virtues.
ਗਣਨਧ [gunanIt] See ਗਣਨਧ.
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ਗਣਨਵਦ [gunanuvad] See  ਗਣਬਦ.
ਗਣਯਨ [ਥਘਗਗ] adj having noble qualities in
abundance.
ਗਣਰਸ [gunaras], ਗਣਰਸ [gunaraSI] See
ਗਣਰਸ. 2 wealth of  virtues, capital of  noble
quafifies
ਗਣਲਯ [gunalay] adj abode of  qualities.
ਗਣਲਘਡ] by virtue of good qualities. “Ih  gum
nam  sukhmani.”-—sukhmani.
ਗ'ਣਝਲਘਸ adj multiplied, enhanced.
ਗਣ [gum] by (his) virtues, because of virtues.
“avgun guni bakhsaIa.”—asa a m 3. 2 ਜਘਰ

: holy, virtuous, pious. “gun  kahI guni samae.”
—sor m 3. 3 equipped with a bowstring;
stringed. 4 n bow.
ਗਣਅਲਪਸਕ] adj virtuous, meritorious. “gunia
gun he prabhu mIle.”—oé'kar. 2 one who
m u l t i p l i e s ;  o n e  a s s i g n e d  t h e  d u t y  0 f
multiplication. 3 n an implement used by
masons and carpenters; T—square, set square.
ਗਣਕਲ [gunike] a village under police station
Nabha, subdivision Amloh of Nabha state. Guru
Teg Bahadur stayed here. A gurdwara is
situated one furlong away to the south of  the
village. Thejoly shrine was got built by
Maharaja B/harpoor Singh. A token money of
rupees 87 per annum is granted by the state.
It is situated six miles to the west of Nabha
railway station.
ਗਣਗਹਰ [gunigahir], ਗਣਗਹਰ [gunigahira],
ਗਣਗਹਰਲਧਸਫਗਖਕ] adj  unruffled due to good
qualities; having numerous virtues. “vade  mere
sata,  gahrrgébhira gunigahira.”—sodaru.
“ਪ saca satu gunigehera.”-majh m 5.
ਗਣਤ [gunita] adj mult ipl ied,  enhanced,
manifested. 2 having noble qualities; virtuous.
“beét gunita.”—bIIa m 5.
ਗਣਨਧਨ [guninxdhan], ਗਣਨਧਨ [ਸਘਸਧਯਧਪ]
adj highly virtuous. 2 ocean of  virtues. “t5 paie
guninIdhan.”-sri m 1 . “gavie guninIdhanu.”
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—japu.
ਗਣ [gunU] See ਗਣ.
ਗਣਝ [gunét] doing multiplication, multiplying,
accounting. “gunét gunia.”—-sahas m 5.
ਗੜਵ [gutava] n fodder prepared by mashing
ground grain, chaff in water for animals like
cows and buffaloes. '
ਗਝ [gutt] pig tail, hair tied or dressed into a
braid.
ਗਥਨ [ਥਪਧਹਸ] Skt ਧਥ n combining, interlacing.
2 plaiting, braiding.
ਗ'ਥਰ [guthri], ਗਬਲ [guthla], ਗਥਲ [guthli],  ਗਥ
[gutthi] n bag, small bag, cloth bag, pouch,
purse, wallet.
ਗਦ [gud] Skt ਹਟ vr play, enjoy. 2 n rectum,
anus. 3 See ਗਦ.
ਗਦਰ [gudar] See  ਗਜਰ.
ਗਦਰਣ [gudranu] See ਗਜਰਨ. “gurmukhI saCI
tahfi gudranu.”—asa m 1. '
ਗਦਰਵ [gudrave] should request. See ਗਜਵ.
ਗ'ਦਰ [gudri] n beggar’s blanket; ragged or
patched blanket; tattered quilt. 2 adj passed,
elapsed. “sagli I'EIJI gudri 5tari ,  seVI ‘
satIguru cananu hOI.”—sr1'm 5 pahrre. ‘entire
life passed in ignorance.’
ਗਦਰ [gfidri] adj plaited, braided. “hiran pz‘itI
mano g6dri.”—NP.
ਗਦਰ‘ [gudre] passes. “jhagra kardIa anUdIn
gudre.”—gau var 1 m 4.
ਗਦੜਲਘਗ] or ਗਦਡ [gudaru] n ragged blanket,
tattered covering, heavy quilt made of  tatters.
“jIn patu Eider]: baharI gudaru.”—var asa.
‘kind-hearted from within but rude from
without.’ 2 waste, garbage.
ਗਦੜ ਸਘ [godar sigh] great grandson of Bhai
Roop Chand and son of  Bhai Dyal Singh. He
was a famous priest of the Bagarian seat of
spiritual authority established by Bhai Roop
Chand. See ਰਪਚਦ ਭੲ. .
ਗਦੜ [ਫਘਤਕ], ਗਦੜ [gudri] )1 tagged blanket,
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tattered quilt of patches, tattered covering,
small tattered covering.
ਗਦਤ [gudaru] See  ਗਦੜ.
ਗਦ [guda] See ਗਦ. 2 See ਗਦ.
ਗਦਖਤਨ [gudaxtan] P fi f  v melt, soften.
ਗਦਜ [gudaj] P flf adj which melts. It is used
as a suffix, as in dIlgudaz.
ਗਦਜਦਹ [gudazidah] P ,cn adj melting,
sofiening, becoming sympathetic.
ਗਦਰਣ [gudarna] ,  ਗਦਰਨ [gudama] v pass,
spend (time). “sukhe sukhI gudarna.”-—ram a
m 5. “dunia 95g: gudarIa sakat mur.”—var
guj2 m 5. 2 expel or  push beyond the borders.
“jInI péc marI bIdarI gudare, so pura 1 h  kali
r e ”—asa m 5.
ਗਦਰਲਘਪਤ] passed, spent (time). “Iv hi karat
gudari.”-—dha‘na 111 5.
ਗਦਹ [gudare] passes, spends (time) “bIkhai
dIn  rem: Ivhi gudare.’  ’—sar m 5.

afEIgudd],  ਗਦ [gudda]  ਠ/ਯਗਦ n soft part of  a
fruit under the sk in ;  pulp.  “gudda bhakhyo
khapar SIr dharyo.”—carItr 41. 2 kernel, kernel
of seed, inner seed.
ਗਧਨ [gudhan] See ਗਨਣ. .
ਕ [gudha] adj plaited, braided. 2 kneaded.
3 was tempted; got interested. “nanak r951
gudha.”—asa chét 111 4.
ਗਨ [gun] See ਗਣ. 2 kind act, favour. “1k gun
nahi murakh jata re.”-—sor 111 5. 3 profit, gain.
“bed puran pare l<o Ih  gun.”—gaum 9. “prem
ki jevri bato tero jan. kahI raVIdas chuto
kavan gun?’ -—asa ‘What is the use of being
released from this bondage?’ 4-5 rope and
fastener. “man bfidho  hamaro mai, kava] nen
apne gun.”-—maru mirabai b.5110. ‘The lotus-
eyed (Krishan) has bound my heart with the
thread of  his rare qualities.’ 6 praise, glory.
“harIjan ram nam gm; gave.”—-b£ra m 4.
7 result, theory. “kahI kabir kIchu gun bicar.”
—bh£r. 8 bow-string. “tir calyo gun te chutkayo.”
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—gurusobha. 9 ordinary. 10 adjective.
ਗ'ਨ [gunah] P f or “=?“ crime, guilt, sin.
“gunah us ke saga] aphu.”—t115g m 5. “pIchle
gunah satIguru  bakhasx lae.”-var bIIa m 4.
ਗਨਹਗਰ [gonahgar] P ”if? n guilty, criminal,
culprit, sinner. “gunahgar lunharami.”-—suhi
m 5.

nunha] plural of gunah. See ਗਨ. “gunha
bakhsanharu.”—asa a 111 I .
ਗਨਹ [gunhi] adj guilty, criminal. 2 with sins,
with guilts. “gunhi bharIa me phIré.”—s fetid. _
ਗਨਕ [gunke] by calculating, by giving a thought.
“seyad gunk: gIra ucari.”—NP.
ਗਨਗਨ [cuncuna] Sec ਗਣਗਣ-
ਗ'ਨਯ [gunagy] See ਗਣਗਜ “dhunIt lalIt  gunagy
anIk bhéitI.”—mala m 5 partal. “acut gunagyé
purnérbahulo krIpala.”-sahas m 5.
ਗਨਚਰ [guncar] virtue and conduct,  knowledge
and action. “nam bIna kese guncar?”-basa‘t a
m I .  2 virtuous actions, noble deeds‘
ਗਨਣ [gunna] See ਗਣਨ. 2 contemplation,
meditation. “némak parna gonna IkU nau he.”
-var sar  m 3.
ਗਨਨਧਨ [gun-nIdhan] See ਗਣਨਧਨ. “gun-
nIdhan best  apar.”-sukhmani.
ਗਨਬਧ [gunbédh] adj  committed to noble deeds;
tied with the rope of virtues. “me gunbédh sagal
ki jivanI'.”—sar namdev. 2 tied to three facets
of the material world  viz. virtue, passion and
evil.
ਗਨਬਧ [gunbédhu] adj having noble qualities.
ਗਨਉ [gunau] n praise. 2 temperament, nature.
“brahamgIani ka IhE gunau.”-—sukhmani.
3 gain, benefit. “tirath majan karbe l<o he gunau
Ih.”-BGK.
ਗਨਇਨਫਘਕ In] adj  embodiment of virtue. See
ਗਣਯਨ. “déu m2 UpaIn gunaIn su hOI jab.”
-NP. ‘
ਗਨਹ [gunah] P ,1; n See ਗਨਹ.
ਗਨਕਰ [gunakar] adj enriched with good
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qualities. “kah‘é gunakar banI saci.”—-NP.
ਗਨਢ [gunadh] See  ਗਣਢਯ. “gunadh kie Ikatr.”
—gyan.
ਗਕਲਘਗਦ] See ਗਲ- 2 thought over. 3 tuned
to rhythm and tone. “anIk gunIt dhunIt
laIIt.”-bh£r partal m 5. See ਧਕ.
ਗਨ [guni] See ਗਣ. “guni rahe gun gai.”—-gau
m 9. '
ਗਨਆ [gunia] adj gifted. “sunahu re gunia.”
—gau kabir. 2 See ਗਣਆ.
ਗਨਐ [gunie] let us evaluate, let us calculate.
2 let us think over. “10:21 parie 1<Ia gunie?”—sor
kabir. 3 of virtues. “ਗਹ na paie gunie.”—ram
ch5t m 5.
ਗਨਰਸਰ [gunigahir], ਗਨਗਹਰ lgunigahira],
ਗਨਗਹਰ [gunigahera], ਗਨਗਹਰ [gunigahero],
ਗਨਯਗਹਰ [guniygahira] adj See ਗਣਗਹਰ.
“satU gunigahera.”—sor m 5. “beét suami
uco gunigahero.”—-sor m 5. “nickula jolahra
bha guniygahira.”—asa dhana.
ਗਨਦਗ [cunudgi] P ਰਸ n drowsiness, sleep,
nap.
ਕ [cunudan] P w}? v doze.
ਗਨਣ [gfinhna] v knead; work and press
together into a mass; crush by rubbing.
ਗਧ [gup] Skt ਧਧ vr defend, save, hide, malign,
light up, get restless, worry.
ਗਪਸ [gopsa] See ਜਗਪਸ.
ਗਪਸ [gupaSI] braids, plaits. ‘fphpl gun nanak
gupaSI mal.”—var suhi m I.  See ਗਫ.

Mlgupat] Skt ਧਰਰ adj defended, protected.
2 hidden, secret. “gupat karta s‘égI so prabhu.”
#maru m 5. 3 n Vaishya subcaste. This word
is used after the names of its members. 4 a
famous person, after whose name, his family
or lineage came to be called Gupt. His son
Ghatotkach was a very strong and energetic
person. Ghatotkach had a son Chandar Gupt,
who with the help 'of his wife Kumar Devi
became the ruler of Maghad in 320 AD and
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then on the strength of his diplomatic vision
became the emperor of  India. The capital of
his empire was Patliputar. His son Samudar
Gupt was also a renowned ruler around 330
AD who, in addition to Patliputar, established
Ayudhya as his capital.
_ Chandar Gupt II (also known as Vikrama—
ditya), son of  Samudar Gupt and Dhruvdevi,
became an enlightened emperor in 3 80 AD and
conquered Ujjayan, Malwa, Gujarat and
Surashtra. Most of  the tales relating to the
famous king Bikramajeet are from the life of
this renowned ruler. Sanskrit was greatly
promoted during his regime. Many authors hold
that the  supreme poet Kalidas belonged to  this
period. His son Kumar Gupt was enthroned in
413 or 415 AD, but the popularity of the Gupt
dynasty started waning during this period.

Sakand Gupt  son o f  Kumar Gupt was
defeated by the Hoons in 455  AD. He may be
regarded as  the last king of  the Gupt dynasty.
Although there came  several unpopular kings
and chiefs of  the Gupt dynasty after him as
Narsinh Gupt, Kumar Gupt II etc. but Bhanu
Gupt in 510 AD was the last of them, and the
most glorious period of  the rule of Gupts had
been between 320 and 455  AD.

Gupt Sainmat (calendar), begun in 320 AD,
became extinct with the decline of this dynasty.
5 harem of a king, interior portion of the palace
for queens to live. 6 prisbn, jail, place to confine
the prisoners. 7 ghost, evil spirit. “ségat guptan
ki he jeti, lalo ke peg pujahI teti.”—GPS.
ਗਪਤਸਰ [gupatasar] village Chhatteana under
police station Kot Bhai ka, tehsil Mukatsar
district Ferozepur. A gurdwara in memory of
Guru Gobind Singh is situated one mile away
to the south-east of  this village. When the Guru
reached this village, his servants asked for their
wages. The  Guru stepped his horse there and
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then all of  a sudden a Sikh brought a mule
loaded with money and gold coins and
unloaded all the wealth in front of the Guru.
The Guru paid the wages" at the rate of  eight
annas per day to the horseman and four annas
per day to  the footman to  five hundred
horsemen and nine hundred footmen. The Guru
also asked their chief Bhai Daan Singh to
collect his wages. With folded hands Bhai Daan
Singh beseeched, “My revered true Master!
Kindly grant me your faith. I have all the
worldly things.” Moved by his utmost devotion,
the Guru said “You have preserved the
existence of faith in Malwa as Bhai Mahan
Singh has done in Majha”. ‘

The money left after the distribution of dues
was buried there by the Guru. Bairars tried to
dig it out after the departure of  the Guru from
that place, but could not find anything. That is
why the place has come to be known as
Gupatsar (secret pond).

The  shrine there, is very old. The attendant
is aNihang  Singh.

Sixteen ghumaons of  land attached to the
gurdwara has been donated by villages Sahib
Chand and Chhatteana. Nine miles long
unmetalled road leads in the north to
Giddarwaha railway station. See ਧਧਸਹ.
ਗਪਤ ਸਮਤ [gupat sémat] See ਗਪਤ 4.
mlgupatdan] n secret donation, infomation
about which is not known to anyone except
the donor. '
ਗਪਤਵਸ [gUpatvéSs] See ਗਪਤ 4.
ਗਪਤ [gupta] Skt ਹਧਗ n in poetics, the heroine,
who conceals her misdeeds. There are three
types of  such a character: past gupta} who
conceals actions done in the past; present
gupta: who hides her current misdeeds; future
gupta: who prospectively tries to conceal her
evil acts planned for the future. 2 secret,
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hidden. “guptahira pragat bha.”—asa kabir.
3 xa dumb. ,
ਗਪਤਹਰ [guptahira] soul. See ਗਪਤ 2.
ਗਪਤਰਘਟ [guptarghat] ਗਪਘਟ [guptghat],
bathing place on the bank of river Saryoo near
Ayudhya, where Ram Chandar  dived into the
Saryoo and left for heavenly abode. '
ਗਧਤਲਘਗਗ], ਗਪਤ [gupti] Skt ਹਚ n defence,
protection, security. 2 act o f  concealing.
3 cave, cavern. 4 sword hidden within a stick
etc. 5 adj secret, hidden. “gupti bani pargat
ho: .”—srdhgosatr. 6 adj secretly, confidentially.
“gupti khavahI vatIka  sari.”-—gad kab’ir.
ਰਤਤਪਥ [guptotpreksa] See ਉਤਪਕ (b).
ਗਪਲਕ [guplak], ਗਪਲਆ [guplia] adj engaged
in the profession of  cow breeding or cow
grazing; belonging to cow  breeding tribe. 2 n
the Creator, who sustains all creatures on  the'
earth. ‘vv‘ghatI ghatI ram raVIo guplak.”—kan
m 4. 3 Krishan.
ਗਪਲ [gupal] adj engaged in the profession of
cow breeding or  cow  grazing; belonging to a
cow breeding tribe. 2 n Krishan. 3 Lord of
Creation. See ਗ. 4 King of Guler, who along
with'Bhim Chand Kahlooria, fought against the
Guru in the battle ofAnandpur. See ਵਚਤਨਟਕ.
5 See ਚਪਈ ਦ ਰਪ 2.
ਗਪ [gopala] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev,
who was a great scholar and thinker. He also
served Guru Hargobind and showed great
valour in the battle of Amritsar. Once  the Guru
gified him a precious horse and robe of honour
on listening to the recitation of  Japu Sahib
chanted with full accuracy and devotion by
him and remarked that had he done so without
any consideration, he would have attained the
status of  the  Guru. 2 vocative of  ਗਪਲ. “tumri
ot gupala q.”—majh m 5.
ਗਪਅ [gupia] n wife of a milkman, milkmaid.
2 See ਗਪਆ.
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ਗਛ [gfiph'] Skt ਸਘ braid, create. 2 n bunch.
3 act of  interlacing and threading. 4 a poetic
composition. “gatha gfiph gopal kath‘é.”——gatha.
ਗਫਤਲਖਗ] P J adj said.
ਗਫਤ [gfiphat] See ਗਫਤ.

. ਗਫਤਗ' [gufatgu], ਗਫਤਗ [guphatgo] P ’631’ n
conversation, talk, dialogue.
ਗਫਤਨ [guftan] P ਢਮਫਲ v say, state.
ਗਫਤਮ [guftam] P " I said, I stated. 2 I say.
“yak ਚਰ] guphtam pesx to.”—t115gm I .  ‘
ਗਫਤਰ [guftar] P my“ n act of making an
utterance; statement.

ਭ ਗਫਨ [guphan] n slingshot. See ਗਫਨ. “mudgar
guphan guraj go]ale.”—paras.
ਗਫਨ [gfiphan] Skt ਹਮਵਸ n plaiting, interlacing.
“harIgun gfiphahu manImal.”—Var gab 2 m
5. Here [manImal] is an equivocation, -a
rosary in mind and rosary of jewels.
ਗ'ਫ' [gupha] Skt ਗਹ n cave, cavern.
2 underground cell, vault. “jata bhasam lepan
kia kaha gupha mahI bas.”-—maru kabir.
3 inner-self, consciousness.  conscience.  “ I s
gupha mahI akhut bhédara.”—majh a m 3.
4 body, physique. “harI  jiu gupha 5dar I
rakhIke vaja pavanu vajaIa.”——an5du.
ਗਛ [gfipha] n bunch, cluster. See ਗਫ. “sejbéd
gfiphe bad jari.”—GPS. 2 a figure of speech,
named karanmala. See ਕਰਣਮਲ.
ਗਢਆ [gfiphIa], ਗਫਤ [gfiphIt] adj plaited,
braided. 2 entangled, involved. “pékaj phathe
pék  mahé mad  g6phIa.”—phunhe m 5.
ਗਬਜ [gfibaj], ਗਬਦ [gfibad] P ਭ n minaret .
2 arch. 3 bloom. 4 cup. 5 sky.
ਗਬਦ agEIgfibde kabud] P ”car n blue dome.
i.e. sky.
ਗਬਰ [gubar] or ਗ'ਬਚ [gubaru] A 1|} :1 dust.
2 haze due to the dust-storm. “bharam gubar
moh b‘édh pare.”—bIIa m 5. “guru te marag paie
cuke moh gubaru.”—sri m 3. 3 darkness.

mlgubara]  See ਗਬਰ. 2 darkness. “bajhu
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guru gubara.”—sorm 3. 3 gun with a wide bore
and small size, used for firing explosive shells.
4 spectacles used for protecting eyes from
dust; goggles. 5 a gasbag flying in the sky;
balloon. 6 adj devoid of  knowledge, ignorant.
“manmukh  mugadh  gubara.”—sor m 3.
ਗਬਰ [gubarI] in ignorance. “phIrtau garab
gubarI.”—phunhe m 5. 2 with dust.
ਗਥਰ [gubari] n storm, Windstorm. 2 state of
darkness. 3 adj ignorant. “jInI kie tISE na janni

' manmukh gubari.”-var suhi  m 3.
ਗਬਰ [gubaru] See  ਗਬਰ.
ਗਬਦ [gubid] See ਗਵਦ. “satguru gubid jiu.”
—saV£ye m 4 ke.
ਗ'ਥਦ [gub‘I'dI] n Lakshmi, who is the power
of Vishnu. “namo cé'dravi .bhanuviy5
gubd.”—C5di 2. 2 adj pertaining to Gobind,
the Creator. ਭ
ਗਮ [gum] P K adj hidden. 2 unknown, not
manifest. 3 lost.
ਗਮਟਲ [gumtala] a village near  Amritsar where
Guru Hargobind’s chief  hunter unknowingly
caught hold of  the white falcon of  emperor
Shahjahan.
ਗਮਟ [gumti], ਗਮਟ [ਫਧਸਗਣਜ] n mansion of a
house, room on rooftop. 2 a village in Nabha
state, where the Lodhgharia chiefs of  Phul
dynasty used to live. See ਫ'ਲਵਸ. 3 See ਜਡਸਯ.
4 a kind of simple, coarse and striped cloth.

amalgumar] jealousy; desire to take revenge.
2A  A? n community, group, gang. 3 whirlwind,
whirlpool.
ਗਮਰਹ [gumrah] P ,g/ gone astray; misled,
who has deviated from the right path. 2 devoid
of  philanthropy.
ਗਮਟ [gumaI] See ਗਮਯ.
ਗਮਸਤਲਪਕਤਨਬ] P 56‘ adj appointed, assigned
for a specific work. 2 n agent of  a money
lender. 3 accountant of a trader.
ਗਮਣ [guman], ਗਮਨ [guman] P wf idea,
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concept. “haume jaI guman.”—-var guj 2 m 3.
2 doubt, suspicion. 3 vanity of  being a donor
or  an ascetic; such other vain feelings. “tirath
barat aru dan  karI man  me  dhare  gumanu.”—s
m 9.

numani] adj arrogant, conceited. “phIrahI
gumani jag mahI.”—var maru 2 m 5. “marte
phutI gumani.”—ram kabir. 2 n egoism,
arrogance. “tIagahu manahu gumani.” —gau
m 5.
ਗਮਨ [gumanu] See ਗਮਨ.
ਗਰ [gur] njaggery, lumped brown sugar. “jese
bhz’it makhIka gur 56.”—-car.rtr 108. 2 Skt ਹਰ
vr try, attempt, endeavour, beat, harm, lift,
raise. 3 Skt ਹਞ n The origin of this word is vr
ਗ (1]), which means to swallow and. to teach.
The Guru is he who dispels ignorance and
enlightens his disciples. The words gur, guru
and guru in Gurbani have identical meanings.

.. viz. “gur apne balxhari.”-sorm 5. “sukhsagaru
guru paIa.”-—sdr m 5 .  “apna guru t ae . ”
.-sor m 5. 4 preacher of  a religion; religious
teacher. 5 preacher of a religious school of
thought; founder of a sect. “chIa ghar chIa
801- chIa updes.”—soh11a. See ਛਅ ਉਪਦਸ.
6 husband. “sobhavéti sohagni jInI gur ka het
aparu.”—sr1‘ m 3. 7 Vrihaspati, lord of the
deities. “}“>}… gur gaj 51v sabhko jane.”—-gau
kabir. 8 conscience, mind. “kObhe badha jalu
rahe, jalu bInU kfibh na 1101:. gIan  ka badha
menu rahe, gur (man) bInu gI  an 119 hOI.”—var
asa. 9 adj adorable. “nanak gur te 80!- hOIa.”
—guj m 3. 10 chief, principal. “kaun nam gur
jake SImre bhavsagar kau tarai?”-—sor m 9.
11 See ਗਰ.
ਗਰਉਪਦਸ [gur-updes] n teachings of the Guru,
precepts of the Guru. “guru szkh Sikh guru
he eko, gur-Updes calae.”—asa cha'tm 4. “gur-
Updes karI har UI'I dharie.”-—BGK.
ਗਰਉਪਦਸ [gur-updeSI] with the teachings of
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the Guru; byhhrough the teachings of the Guru.
“gur—updeSI japie man: saca.”¥—maru soIhe
m 5.
ਗਰਉਪਦਸ [gur-updesu] teachings of the Guru.
“gur-updesu sunIo nah: kanan.”—sar m 9. ‘
ਗਰਅਸ [gar-55] This word is used for guruv55.
See ਗਰ'ਵਸ.
ਗਰਏ [gurae] Skt ਗਰਵ (fourth declension): to
the Guru. “adI  gurae namah.”-sukhmani.
ਗਰਸਭਗ'ਰ [gursatIgur] adj the premier Guru;
supreme teacher of  a religious sect. 2 Guru
Nanak Dev. “guru satgur ka jo SIkh akhae.”
—var gau 1 m 4. '
ਗਰਸਨ [gursanah] P ,.ਲ/ adj hungry.
ਗਰਸਨਗ [gursangi] P ff n hunger.
mlgursabadl' teachings of the true Master,
utterances of the Guru.
ਗਰਸਬਦ [gursabdi] with the teachings of the
Guru. “gursabdi salahie.”—sri m 1.
ਗਰਸਬਦ [gursabadu] teachings of the true Master;
utterances of the Guru. “gursabadu kamaIa.”
-—asa chét m 4.
ਗਰ'ਸਭ [gursabha] n congregat ion o f  the
followers, congregation of  disciples of  Guru
Nanak Dev. 2 company of the Guru, closeness
to the Guru. “gursabha ev na paie.”—var sri
m 3.
ਗਰਸਗਫਘ'ਝਰ] the Guru as a pool. “te nae sétokh
gursara.”——b1‘1a m 4.
ਗਰਸਖ [gursakhi] n the Guru’s chronicle.
2 the Guru as manifest. 3 teachings of  the
Guru. “gursakhi jotI jagaI diva balIa.”-var
maIa m 1.4  advthrough the Guru’s teachings.

'In Punjabi when gum is used as a compound word. then
aka; ( , )  [u] vowel disappears; Hence words like ਗਰਸਬਦ,

ctc  appear in this cncyclopacdia without [0] but the use
o f  [u] is mandatory as  per Sanskrit grammar. Hence
several Sikh authors have written these words using  [0].

Such words should not be considered as incorrect.
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“gursakhi mItIa 5tara.”—majh a m  3.
ਗਰਸਖ[8ਘ83:1<}1],ਗਰਸਖੜ[8ਘਡਗਘ8] n folloWer
o f  Guru Nanak Dev; believer in the faith
founded by Guru Nanak Dev. “gurSIkh mit!
calahu gurcali.”—dhana m 4. “jo dise gurSIkhra
t Isu  nIVI nIVI lagau paI  q.”—suhi m 5
gvnvéti.
guru hi ucare pritI guru ki sudhare ritI

guru ki pratitI  ja‘iko bhut  a bhaVI kkh he,
guru hi ki kije sev guru hi  k0 dije bhev

guru hi  ko puje dev  uco  ev pIkkh he,
gurup‘a’th hi k0 dani  guru ki kahani  jani

guru hi ki sudhh  vani achi bhéitI lIkkh he,
guru so  na mane  koi guru ju ke dham  dhoi

guru ji k0 pyaro jOI soi gursxkkh he.
-nIha1 sfgh ji.

sattkartar  ki upasna karanharo,
puje nah]: maya VI t VI  ਤਰ…) mahes k0,

Uddam se lacchmi kamave ap  khave bhale,
aran khalave kars n I t  hI tdE$ ko,

vad ver irkha VIkar man lave nahI ,
par h I t  khed sahe, deve na kales k0,

sadacari sahsi suhrId saty vratdhari,
ese gurSIkkh sartaj he  vrIjes k0.

2 This word has also been used for the Guru’s
teachings. “gurSIkh de gUI‘SIkkh mIIaIa.”
—BG.
ਗਰਸ'ਖ [gursukhu] eternal bliss, ultimate pleasure.
“gur '  mIII gursukhu pai.”-—suh1' a m 4 .
2 liberation,  salvation.
ਗਰਸਞ [gursev], ਗਰਸਵ [gurseva] 11 service of
the Guru, submission to the Guru. “gursev na
bhai cor cor.”—bé55t m I .  “gurseva tapé SII'I
tapu saru.?’-a§a a m 3. “gurseva te_ bhagatI
kamaI. tab I h  manas dehI pai.”—bher kabir.

Only by dedicating oneself to the Guru and
meditating upon Him, does one attain the status
of  a real human being. Prior to this, a person ‘
was just like an animal, i.e. one without
dedication and devotion to the Gurulis no more
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than an animal.
ਗਰਸਰਇ [gurségatI] See ਗਰਸਰਰ.
ਗਰਸਤ [gursét] n the Guru with a calm mind;
Guru Nanak Dev. 2 a saint belonging to the
tradition of  Guru  Nanak Dev. See ਗਚਜਤ.
ਗਰਸਤ ਸਭ [gursét sabha] community of Sikhs, =
congregation of  Sikh devotees. “gurs‘ét sabha "
dukhu mIte  rogu.”-bas§tm I .
ਗਰਹਟ [gurhati], ਗਰਹਟ [gurhatt] n Sikh shrine;
Sikh temple. 2 seat of the Guru, which is the
centre of  religious practices. “takhatI betha
gorhatie.”—var ram 3. 3 centre of learning.
“bed grfith gurhatt he.”—BG.

. ਗਰਹੲ [gurhai] See ਹਈ. “gIani  tani  gur
gurhai.”——sodaru. 2 killer of the Gur'u, the
Guru’s assassin.
ਗਰਹ [gurahI] to the Guru. “gurahI dIkha
101na.”~—asa m 5.
ਗਰਹਗਰਲਘਲਛਪ] adj guilty, criminal, sinful.
2 according to the teachings of a spiritual
mentor. “ram na chodau gurhIgar.”—-'b355t
kabir.
ਗਰਕਰਣਲਘਫਗਣ] n mode of living prescribed
by. Guru Nanak Dev, ideals of  Sikhism.
“gurkami bInu bharamu na bhage.”——bas§t a
m 1. 2, great deeds.
ਗਰਕਰ [gurkar] service performed in the name
of the Guru; religious work pertaining to the
Guru. “jo SIkh gurkar kamavahI.”—var gau I
m 4.
ਗਗਕਰਪ [gurkIrpa] grace of the true Master,
grace of the mentor. “gurkIrpa te mile
vadIai.”¥—maru solhe m 3.

nurag] P Jf 11 Wolf.
ਗਰਗਮ [gurgam] n path directed by the Guru.
“gurgam gIanU batave bhedu.”—gau thIli kabir.
2 scripture containing teachings of  the spiritual
mentor; holy hymns composed by the Guru.
“gurgam pramanI ajaru jarIo.”-—saveye m 5 ke.
3 adj attainable of achievable with the Guru’s
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grace.
ਗਰਗਮ [gurgamI] on the path directed by the
Guru, by the teachings of the Guru. “gm-gem:
bhed so  her: ka pavau.”-—-gau kabir var 7.

nurga] one who sits in ambush like a wolf; .
selfish person. See ਗਰਗ. 2 follower of the
Guru.
ਗ'ਰਗਬ [gurgabi] P (”'/' a kind of  'pair of
wooden sandals; punfp shoes.
ਗਰਗਆਨ [gurgIan], ਗਰਗਅਨ [gurgIanu] n
teachings of Guru Nanak Dev. “gurgIan dipak
uaria.”—gau m 5. 2 self-realisation, which
transcends all kinds of knowledge. “gurgIanu
.padarathu namu he.”—suhi a m 4.
ਗਰਗਧ [gurgop], ਗਰਗਪਕ [gurgopak] adj (one)
Guru less; one who conceals the name of  his
or  her spiritual mentor and pretends to  be fully
divine. 2 maligner of  the Guru. See ਗਪਨ.

^ਗਰ ਗਬਦ [gur gobfd] Guru Gobind Singh.
“who gur gobfd.”—-s m 9. 2 spiritual guide in
the guise of  Guru Gobind Singh. 3 spiritual
teacher with knowledge of  the entire universe;
the Creator.
ਗਚਘਰ [gurghar] See ਗਰਘਰ.
ਗਰਚਰਣ [ gurcaran], ਗਰਚਰਨ [gurcaran] feet of  the
spiritual guide; feet of the mentor. “gurcaran
lagi sahajI jagi.”—bIIa chét m 5. “gurcaran
sarevahI gursxkh tor.”-—bas§tm I .
ਗਰਚਲ [gurcal], ਗਰਚਲ [gurcali] )1 religious
practices of the Guru. “gurSIkh mit calahu
gurcali.”—dhana m 4.
ਗਰਜ [guraj] P if n mace; knobbed iron club.
See ਸਸਤ. “pIta prahxlad SIU guraj Uthai.”
-—bher a m 3. '
ਗਰਜਗਤ [gurjagat] See  ਜਗਤਗਰ. “gurjagat phIran
sih 5grau.”—saveye m 2 ke. ‘son of Pheru—Guru
Angad Dev, 3 universal spiritual guide.’
ਗਰਜਦਰਲਘਗਯਗ] adj mace holding; possessing
a mace; armed with a mace. 2 n a band of
persons armed with maces like chobdars during

the Mughal empire. “gurajdar dvedine 55g.”
—GPS. See ਗਰਜਬਰਦਰ. 3 a sect o f  Muslim
faqirs, who keep maces with them.
ਗਰਜਨ [gurjan], ਗਰਜਨ [gurjanu] See ਗਰਜਨ. “na
her: bhao na gurjanu seVIo.”—sor m 9.
ਗਰਜਥਰਦਰ [gurajbardar], ਗਰਜਮਰ [ gurajmar] See
ਗਰਜਦਰ. royal employees keeping maces. They
were authorised to use these for the recovery
of dues and penalities from the defaulters.
Mace bearing mendicants often used to beat
their bodies with maces and get alms by
frightening the householders.
ਗਰਜਤਲਘਰਖ] light of the Almighty, spiritual
enlightenment. “gurjotI arjun mahI dhari.”
-st-:ye m 5 ke.
ਗਰਝ [gurajh], ਗਰਝਨ [gurjhan] n entangled knot.
“sakat sutu bahu gurjhi bharIa.”-kaII a m 4.
ਗਰਤ [gurta] See ਗਰਤ.
ਗਰਤ [gurti] See ਗੜਤ. “gurti ad:  déhi sukh
k5d.”—GPS.
ਗਰਦਛਨ [gurdachna] See ਗਰਦਕਣ. “to prathme
gurdachfia dije. pache sravan gyan ko kijs.”
—NP..
ਗਰਦਰਸਨਝਘਯਰਙਰਸ] n philosophy of the Guru;
printed scripture depicting the philosophy of
Sikhism. “khatu darsanI varte vartara. gurka
darsan  apar  apara.”—-asa m 3. 2 glimpse of  the
true Master.
ਗਰਦਰਸਨਡਘਰਧਰਰਪ] on having glimpse of the
Guru. “gurdarsanI udhre sésara.”—-asa m 3.
2 from the scripture of  the Guru.
ਗਰਦਰਸਨ [gurdarsanu] See  ਗਰਦਰਸਨ. “gurdarsanu
dekhI man: hOI bIgasu.”—sukhmani.
ਗਰਦਰਸ’ [gurdarasu] See ਗਰਦਰਸਨ. “gurdarasu
pa Ia  agIanU gavaIa.”-tukha chét m 4.
ਗਰਦਚਅਉ [gurdarxau] See ਗਰਦਰਆਉ.
ਗਰਦ [gurda] P ”f E kidney; a pair of glands
(kidneys) on  the backside of the abdomen and
below the eleventh rib. They are a kind of piped
glands, which fil ter  impurities from the blood
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andexcrete  (drain) them as urine through the
bladder. … .
ਗਰਦਸ [gurdas] adj follower of a spiritual
teacher; disciple  o f  the true spiritual mentor.
2 n Bhai Gurdas. “adI brIddh  gurdas gan cahfi
dISI me  gurdas.”—GPS.

A t rue  S i k h ,  B h a i  Gurdas  was  c o u s i n
brother of  Bibi Bhani. He was initiated into
Sikhism by the fourth Guru in 1636 and a -
acquired knowledge of  the Sikh doctrine from
the  fifth Guru. A s  a preacher ,  h e ,  whole-
heartedly, preached the doctrine of  Sikhism.
I-Ie spread the message of  Sikh religion to  many
places like Lahore,Agra, Kashi  etc. According
to the historians, the original version of  Adi
Granth (Guru Granth Sahib) dictated by Guru
Arjan Dev was penned by Bhai Gurdas. The
verses written by Bhai Gurdas (40 Vars and
556 Kabbits) are a valuable treasure of the
Sikh doctrine. It would not be  an exaggeration
to say that the Sikh code o f  conduct written
by Bhai Sahib has no peer. Guru Arjan Dev
remarked that one acquired true knowledge
of  Sikhism only afier  studying the  compositions
of  Bhai Gurdas .

Bhai Gurdas breathed his last on the 8th
day  of  the bright phase of  lunar month  Bhadon
in Sammat 1694 in Goindwal during  the time
of  the sixth Guru. The GUru, personally,
performed the last rites. 3 Gurdas, a preacher-
cum collector of  tithes and offerings and a
descendant of  Bhai Ram Rai. He served the
tenth Guru after the death of Ram Rai. See
ਤਰ. 4 a devoted Sikh poet, who added his own
composition to  Vars of  Bhai Gurdas  as  the 41"
Var which reads: “pio pahul khéddhar huI
janam suhela. vah vah! gobid sigh ape gur
cela.” etc. 5 a saint of  Udasi (ascetic) sect of
Shikarpur, whose place of  worship in Sindh is
very famous. He has recorded meanings of
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difficult words appearing in Guru Granth Sahib.
ਗਰਦਸਪਰ [gurdaspur] district headquarters of
Punjab, which is forty-five miles away from
Amritsar by rail. Banda Bahadur was captured
here by Abdul Samadhkhan with an army
comprising about twenty thousand soldiers and
was sent to Delhi. See ਬਦਧਦਰ.
ਗਰਦਤ [gurdItta] See ਗਰਦਤ ਬਬ. 2 son of
Tilok Singh and grandson of  Baba Phul, who
was the ancestor of  Nabha dynasty. Gurditta
died in 1754 AD. See ਫ'ਲਵਸ.
ਗਰਦਤਬਬਲਘਯਗਢਰ baba]  Gurdatt  Baba.  The
older son of  Guru  .Hargobind, born to Mata
'Damodari on full moon day of Kattak 15th in
Sammat 1670 at Daroli (district Ferozepur).
Baba was given religious education and training
in martial arts in an excellent way under the
supervision of  his father Guru. He  was married
to Ananti, daughter of Rama Sill Khatri at
Vatala on  215‘ Baisakh,  Sammat 1681. She
gave birth to Baba Dheer Mall and Guru Har
Rai.

Baba Gurditta became a disciple of  the
supreme yogi, Baba Sri Chand. He spread
Sikhism for and wide in India through Udasi
sect with the help of his four disciples who
had all the virtues.

Baba ji breathed his last on 10‘h day of
brighter phase of Chet in Sammat 16951 in
Kiratpur, where an elegant shrine has been
constructed in his memory. See ਕਰਤਪਰ.

Historians have forwarded two reasons for  

the title of “Baba” given to him. One, he
appeared as Guru Nanak Dev to Sai Buddhan

'Bhai Santokh Singh has erroneously written the year as
Sammat 1692. The Kartarpur manuscript of Guru
Granth Sahib has on its first and last blank pages
references to many different dates and events. In “joti

jotI samayan dc  carItr“. the date given is Chet Sudi 10
Sammat 1695 which  is  correct.
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Shah; two, he became a disciple of Baba Sri
Chand and was appointed chief  of his Udasi
sect. 2 See ਬਢ ਬਬ.
ਗਰਦਖਆ [gurdikhia] religious instruction by
the spiritual mentor. “bIn gurdikhxa kese
gIan?”-bher m 5'. f ‘gurdikhIa  jIh man:  base
nanak masatkI bhagu.”—ba van.
ਹਰਦਆਰ [gurduar] See ਗਰਦਆਰ and ਗਰਦਆਰ-
2 religious seat of  the Guru.
ਗਰਦਆਰ [gurduara] ਗਰਦਰ, a d v  through the
Guru ,  by the spiritual mentor. 2 n religious
place for preaching; seat of  the Guru. 3 Sikh
temple,  Sikh shr ine ,  the p lace  established by
any of  the ten Sikh Gurus or where Guru Granth
Sahib is  reverently kept.  The Sikh  shrines were
named as Dharamsala during the, period of
Guru Nanak Dev to Guru Arjan Dev.‘

Initially Amrit Sarovar(Amritsar), it was
named as Harimandir by Guru  Arjan Dev and
dharamsalas were named gurduara from the
time of  Guru Hargobind.

The Sikh gurdwara is a centre of  learning
for students, preacher for seekers of spiritual
knowledge, hospital for the sick, storehouse
of food for the hungry, iron-fortress for
protecting the chastity of women and resting
place for the pilgrims.

During the times of the Gurus and the
Budha Dal, the gurdwaras were maintained
with great care. The  priest of  a gurdwara used
to be an  ardent devotee, scholar and bearer of

_ good moral character. With the passage of time,-
during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
major historical gurdwaras came under the
control ofDogras who  could not manage them
properly. This mismanagement also gradually

'“me bat sacu dharmsal he. gursxkha Iahda bhalIkc.
per dhova pakha pherda tIsv [NW]: 11v laga paI
o.”-sn' m 5. “purab dharamsal benvavahu. bahur a :
ham k0 lcjavahu.”—NP.
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affected other local gurdwaras in various parts
of the country. With decline in the preaching
of  Gurmat,  the conventional  religious  practices
also started declining in gurdwaras. The
situation deteriorated so much that the Sikh
temples became insignificant centres of
religion.

The priests of  Sikh temples started using
shrine’s property as if it were their personal
estate and such unholy and immoral acts were
commit ted within the  precincts  o f  the
gurdwaras as are too shameful to describe.

With the  passage o f  t ime ,  var ious
organisations and bodies were formed by
people of different religions and sects in India
to reform their respective religions. This
awakened the Sikhs also. They established
organisations like Singh Sabha and Khalsa
Diwan and initiated reform of  the society and
religion. Various newspapers like Khalsa
Akhbar, Khalsa Samachar etc. and Khalsa
Tracts Society started publishing literature on
the issues, which created a lot of  awareness
among the Sikh community,

T h e  present Shiromani  Gurdwara
Prabandhak Committee is the outcome of this
movement. The details about the establishment
of Prabandhak Committee are worth-
mentioning in this regard.

As peOpIe started acquiring knowledge of
the Guru’s doctrine, they came forward for
improving the deteriorating state of affairs in
their holy temples, but due to the absence of a
strong organisation, desired result could not be
achieved.

In the annual Khalsa congregation held
on October 12, 1920 in Amritsar, when some
of the so called untouchables, after being
baptised, went to offer the sacred Karah
Parsad and cash in the Golden Temple, the
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ਘਛਬ performed prayer in their names initially
with some hesitation. But  when these baptised
devotees went to the Akal Takht to pay their
obeisance, the priests fled away leaving the
Akal  Takht unattended. The  congregation of
the Sikhs present there at that time realised
that the holy Akal Takht should not be left
unattended by a priest, hence they decided
to appoint a team of  twenty-five Sikhs to be
in attendance at the Akal Takht. The
Administrator was duly informed o f  this
development. The Administrator and Deputy

= Commissioner asked the priests to resume
their duty, but they paid no heed to their
request. Hence the Deputy Commissioner
constituted an adhoc committee of nine Sikhs
for the management of the Golden Temple
and the Akal Takht at Amritsar. All the
members  'of this managing Committee were
supporters o f  the Gurdwara Reform
Movement.

The new managing committee realised the
need to form a representative and common
committee of  the Sikhs and hence they got a

'Hukamnama issued by the Akal Takht to
summon a general assembly of the entire Sikh
Panth '  on  November  1 5 ,  1920  s o  a s  t o
constitute a representative committee. The
plenary meeting held on  November 15  and 16
resolved to constitute a committee of 175
ਸੳਗਠਵਠ, which was named as Shiromani
Gurdwara .Prabandhak Committee. The
inaugural meeting of  this  committee 'was held
at Akal Takht on December 12, 1920. In this
meeting ' a l l  the members were strictly
scrutinised and the office bearers were elected
and a subcomxfiitteé for drafiing the constitution
of  SGPC  was canstituted. The SGPCwas got
registered on April 30, 1921, and the new
elections were held the same year in July after
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finalising the constitution. The elected members
nominated one-fifth members of  its total
strength on August 14, 1921 , and a meeting of
the full committee was held on August 27,
1921.

T h e  commit tee  init iated the  task o f
gurdwara reforms with great zeal and
devotion. Many hurdles were faced, and as
detailed under, a large number of sac’rifices
had to be made for this purpose.

On January 25, 1921, when a discussion
about the terms and conditions of  agreement
between the priests and the reformers was
going on, the priests suddenly attacked the Sikhs
with sticks and battle axes.  As  a result,
seventeen Sikhs were wounded, and Bhai
Hazara Singh and Bhai Hukam Singh were
martyred.

Taking cognizance of the malpractices of
Mahant Narain Dass of  Nankana Sahib, SGPC
resolved in its general body meeting on January
24, 1921 that a massive congregation be held
at Nankana Sahib on March 4, 5 and 6 and
called upon the whole Panth to be there to
warn the Mahant to reform himself. When he
came to know about the above development,
the Mahant, instead of  reforming himself,
started accumulating weapons. On February
20, 1921, a group of 150 Sikhs marched
towards Nankana Sahib with the intention of
reforming the Mahant and paying obeisance,
only to be mercilessly butchered. Some of
these martyrs were killed with gun shots and
sharp-edged weapons, while others were burnt
by pouring oil on them. After this horrible
tragedy, the government handed over  the  keys
of  the holy Sikh shrine to SGPC  on  the‘eve of
February 21.

Due  to  some misunderstanding, the Deputy
Commissioner took the keys of the treasury
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belonging to Darbar Sahib from SGPC on
November 7,  1921. This incident hurt the
feelings of  the community and many Sikhs
were arrested. At last, the keys were handed
over to Sardar Kharak Singh, president of the
committee, on January 19,  1922.

On August 8, 1922, the issue of  cutting
forest-wood for use in the common kitchen  of
Guru Ke Bagh (Ghukewali) flared up  so  much
that the Sikhs offered themselves for arrest
on August 12. The police resorted to severe
beating of the Sikhs. The matter was resolved
through the intervention o f  a devotee, Sir
Ganga Ram, on  November 17.  The  number of
arrests in this agitation rose ੮੦ਰ5,605 including
35 members of  SGPC.‘

An important and significant  work  done
during this reform movement was to desilt
the  holy tank o f  Amritsar. Millions o f

,. devotees thronged to Amritsar and devotees,
belonging to all castes and sects, participated
in this holy  work. The  desilting  process was
started on June 17, 1923. This scene was
worth 8: eing.

Keeping in view the impulse for gurdwara
_ reform movement and the sentiments of the

Sikhs, the government realised that some
concrete steps be taken for the management
of gurdwaras and it announced the constitution
of  an assessement committee for the purpose.
A decision was taken on February 16, 1921 to
hold a meeting between representatives of
SGPC and the prigsts under the chairmanship
of  Sheikh AsgarAli, but this proposal did not
materialise. On March 14, 1921, Mian Fazal
Hussain moved a resolution in Punjab Council
to  intrbduce a bill about  reforming the

'Many more sacrifices were made by the Sikhs at several
places during Gurdwara Reform Movement, the
description of which is avoided to limit the size of article.
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management of  holy places. A decision was
taken to  constitute a three-member gurdwara
commission till a B i l l  was passed, but instead
of  constituting a gurdwara commission the
government decided to present the gurdwara
B i l l  on  April 5. This proposal could not mature
and ultimately, aficr  detailed deliberations and
efforts, the Sikh Gurdwara Act 1925 (Punjab
Act No VIII of 1925)was passed, which was
approved by the Governor  General on July 28,
1925 and it was implemented with effect from
November 1, 1925. _

According to this Gurdwara Act, a meeting
of the elected members of the Gurdwara
Central Board was held on September 4, 1926
in Town Hall Amritsar and fourteen members
were elected. The first meeting of  the full
Central Board was held on October 2, 1926 in
,Town Hall  Amritsar. After the  e lect ion o f
officer bearers and the  execut ive committee,
it was resolved to rename the Central Board
as  Shiromani Gurdwara  Prabandhak
Committee. This name was approved by the
Government vide its notification dated January
17, 1927. The  previous Shiromani Committee
started handing over the charge to the newly
formed Shiromani Committee on November
27, 1926 which was completed on December
4, 1926, thus effectively merging itself fully into
the new one.

The  SGPC,  Sikh th inkers ,  a l l  Sikh
organisations and societies earnestly desire
that gurdwara management should set  an
example for others. But so long as—

(a) the priests of  the gurdwaras are not
fully conversant with Sikh doctrines, and don’t
become scholars in the real sense and have
high moral character;

(b) the Udasis, Nihangs, Nirmalas and
Namdharis do not forego their fanaticism and
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consider themselves as sons of  the same father
and behave like brothers; and

(0) don’t rise above the snares o f  the
illusory world and follow the ideals of  selfless
s e r v i c e ,  t h e  terms “ R e f o r m ”  and
“Management” will remain restricted to mere
talking and writing.

The priests of  the gurdwaras should recite
daily in the morning the following verse of Bhai
Gurdas:

bahar  ki aganI bujhat jal sarIta  ke,
nau me ja ag lags: kese ks: bujhaie?

bahar  se  b11ag 0t  lijiat kotgarh,
' garh m‘é jo lutlije, kaho kat jaie?

coran ke tras  jaI sax-an gahe  narid,
mare mahipatI jiu keseke bacaie?

mayadar darpat har gurdvare java,
ਰਸ! ja maya bIape, kahéi thahIraie?

—kabItt 544.
With earnest  desire the author o f  this

book prays to  the  Almighty that a t ime
should  come  at the  earliest,  when  we  shall
f ind priests,  granthis  and mahants  l ike
Baba Buddha Ji.‘ Bhai Gurdas Jiz, Sant
Almasat Ji.3, Bhai Kanhya Ji“, Bhai Mani

'Baba Buddha was appointed priest of Harimandir in
Sammat 166! . According  to Gurvilas-
“aman 1211 vxcartc bhae. guru grfith scvak ਖ}! kac.
bedi sodhi ko dIt'J seva. v55 uc mane a bheva....
karat VIcar ch thahIrai. buddha ji seva nIpOnai.”—a 5.

2 B h a i  Gurdas was a script writer and religious preacher
of  Guru Arj an Dev. He used to narrate hymns of Gurbani
to the devotees in the congregation daily.

3BabaGurdi t ta  sentAlmasat to UP. for preaching Sikhism.
He stayed mostly in Nanak Matta. Guru Hargobind
solved all his problems on reaching Nanak Matta.

‘He was appointed preacher by the ninth and tenth Gurus.
He was admired by the tenth Guru, when he served
water as well as dressed the wounds of  both Sikhs and
Mughals during the battles of  Anandpur.

Singh Ji’, and Mahatama  Gurbakhash", so
that the principles ofSikhism,  which were
laid down by Gu r u  Nanak Dev, spread
throughout the world.
ਗਰਦਆਰ ਐਕਟ [gurduara ekt], ਗਰਦਆਰ ਸਧਰ
[gurduara sudhar], ਗਰਦਆਰ ਪਬਧਕ ਕਮਟ
[gurduara prabédhak kameti] See  ਗਰਦਆਰ 3 .
ਗਰਦ'ਆਚ’ [gurduarI], ਗਰਦਆਰ [gurduare] within
the gurdwara, in the gurdwara, before the
Guru. “kIu sohe gurduarI.”—sri m 1. 2 through
the Guru, by the Guru. “jag jitau gurduarI.”
—saveye m 2 ke. “gurduare harIkirtanu
sunie.”—maru soIhe m 5.
ਗਰਦ'ਉ [gurdeu], ਗਰਦਵ-[ਫਘਧੲਧ] god-like mentor,
reverent master. “gurdev mata  gurdev pIta.”
7bavan. 2 deity worthy of  worship. 3 Guru
Nanak Dev—{he supreme mentor.
ਗਰਦਵਏ [gurdevae] (fourth declension) to the
deity," to the god-like spiritual guide. “sri
gurdevae namah.”—sukhmani.
ਗਰਦਰ [gurdvara], ਗਰਦਰ ਪਬਧਕਕਮਟ [gurdvara
prabédhak kameti] See ਗਰਦਆਰ 3.
ਗਰਨ ਕਲ [gume kalfi] a village under police station
Moonak, tehsil and subdivision Sunam of  Patiala
state. A gurdwara in memory of  Guru Teg
Bahadur exists one furlong away to the west of
the village. A small shrine is built there with a
residential house adjoining it. The priest is a Sikh.
A regular cash grant of  rupees 300 per annum is
given by Patiala state and 10 bighas of land is
attached to the gurdwara from the village.

` It is situated about one mile north-west of
Gume  railway station.

’Bhai Sahib was appointed Granthi of Harimandir in
Sammat I778. Even the fanatic Musl ims  could not help

landing the explication of Gurbani by him. Bhai Mani
Singh turned Amritsar into a centre of knowledge.

6San t  Gurbakhax was appointed priest of gprdwaras of
Anahdpur when Guru Gobind Singh was leaving
Anandpur. Hc discharged this duty very efficiently.
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ਗਰਪਗ [gurpag] feet of the spiritual guide.
“gurpag  jharahI ham  bal.”—-prabha m 4.

WIgurparsad] grace of the spiritual guide
(guru).
ਗਰਖਰਸਦ [gurparsadI], ਗਰਪਰਸਦ [gurparsadi]
due  to the grace o f  the spiritual teacher, by the

grace of the Guru. “gurparsadI na hOI sétapu.”
—bIIa m 5. “gurparsadi paIa.”—-sn' m I jogi
5dar. “gurparsadi ekp jana.”—majh a m 3.
ਗਰਪਰਗਸ [gurpargas] n wonderous effect of
the Guru’s teaching. 2 self-realization. 3 adj
infinite light, superior to that emitted by the sun
and the moon.
ਗਰਪਰਵਨ [gurparvan] n authenticity of the Guru,
authenticity of the Guru’s utterance. 2 adj the
authentic Guru, the Guru proven with all
testimonies. “seVIa gurparvan.”—saveye m
2 ke.
ਗਰਪਲਸ [gurpalas], ਗਰਪਲਹ [gurpalah] a kind
of  tree — Butea frondosa, that has some
connection with the Guru. The following
gurpalah trees are famous. ln village Sotar,
half koh to the north of  village Banga in district
J alandhar, the sixth Guru rested for some time
under this tree. A religious congregation is held
on 20th Harh every year. It is situated one mile
to the west of Banga railway station. 2 Two
kohs east of Phagwara there is a gurpalah,
under which the seventh Guru took rest. 3 a
gurpalah related to the ninth Guru near village
Sarale five ਕਹ [koh] east of Phagwara. 4 a
gurpalah, twelve ਕਹ [koh] to the west of
Anandpur under which the  tenth Guru stayed
for some time while returning from Bhabaur.
This tree exists one furlong to the east of village
Bathu. Land measuring twenty five  ghumaons
is attached to this holy place. An annual grant
of Rs 25 is given by Nabha state. This is
situated ten miles to the east of Jejo railway
station.

ਗਰਬਖਸ ਸਘ

ਗਰਪਗਫਪਧਕਬ] feet of  the Guru. “mastak darn:
gurpagIo.”-gau m 5. ‘at the feet of spiritual
guide.’
ਗਰਪਰ [gurpur] See ਗਰਪਰ.
ਗਰਪਰਬ [gurpurab] See ਗਰਪਰਬ. “bhaI bhagatI
gurpurab karéde.”—BG.
ਗਰਪਸ [gurprasad] n grace of  the Guru, blessings
o f  the  Guru.
ਗਗਤਦ [gurprasadI] See  ਗਰ and  ਪਸਦ. “ajuni
sebhé gurprasad:.”~—japu. 2 by the grace of
the Guru; due to the grace/blessing of  the Guru.
“gurprasad  I nanak man: jagahu.”—sukhmani.
ਗਰਪਣਲ [gurpranali] Sec ਗਰਪਣਲ.
ਗਰਪਤਪ [gurpratap] a village Guru ka Chakk
under police station Banga, tehsil Nawan
Shahar, district Jalandhar. A Sikh shrine named
Gurpratap in memory of  Guru Tegh Bahadur
is situated half a mile to  the west of this village.
The Guru stayed here for one month while
going to Kiratpur from Baba Bakala.

There was dearth of  water in the area. The
Guru got a well  dug  on the request of the people
of  the area. Mata Gujri gave first cut to the
earth for the well and founded the  village Guru
ka Chakk.

Maharaja Ranjit Singh transferred the
whole of the land of the village to the
gurdWara. It used to be cultivated by the
villagers on behalf of  the gurdwara; but now
under  the  British rule, the  villagers have been

given status of hereditary cultivators of the land
by Sodhis of  Anandpur and they themselves
claim ownership of  the land and thus collect
and settle rent of the same. There is still 15
ghumaons of  land in the name of the gurdwara.

This holy place is one and a half mile to the
south of  Kultham Abdullashah railway station.
ਗਰਪਤਪਸਰਜ [gurpratapsuraj] See ਗਰ'ਪਤਪਸਰਯ.
ਗਰਬਖਸ [gurbakhas] See  ਗਰੲਖਸ.
ਗਰਬਖਸ ਸਘ [gurbakhas sigh] See ਗਰਥਖਸ ਸਘ.



ਗਰਬਚਨਤ

ਗਰਬਰਨਤ [gurbacnat] (ablative case) from the
Guru’s word. “gurbacnat kamat krIpa te.”—sar
m 5. ‘
ਗਰਬਚਨ [gurbacanI], ਗਰਥਚਨ [gurbacni] by
Guru’s teachings; according to the utterances
of the Guru. “gurbacanI taIa jInha agamu
harI.”—var kan m 4. “gurbacni sukhu upje.”
--sor a m 5.
ਗਰਬਤ [curbat] A a }  foreignncss, sense of
being abroad (in a foreign county) 2 poverty,
penury. 3 non- fami l i a r i ty ,  lack o f
acquaintance. “gurbat s igh  56 nahI khuli

_' hamari.”—PPP.
WIgurba] P 7 /  n cat. 2 ਖ plural of  carib.
ਗਰਬਣ [gurbani], ਗਰਬਨ [gurbani] n hymns of
Guru Nanak Dev  and succeeding Gurus; divine
knowledge received through the Guru.
“gurbanI ISU jag mahI cananu.”—sr1' a m 3.
“gurbani harInam samaIa.”——gau m 4. See
ਗਰ'ਬਨ.
ਗਰਬਲਸ [gurbIlas] See' ਗਰਵਲਸ.
ਗਚਬਸ [gurbés] See ਗਰਵਸ.
ਗਰਭਉ [gurbhau] n underlying meaning of the
Guru’s utterances. 2 philosophy of  the Guru;
the Guru’s precepts. 3 devotion to the Guru.
ਗਰਮਹਲਲਪਧਗਗ] residential place of the Guru.
2 status of  the Guru. 3 stage of  realisation.
4 wife of the spiritual guide.
ਗਰਮਹਲ [gurmahli] by the Guru’s wife.
2 deserving the supreme stage of realisation.
“gurmahli so mahalx bulavs.”—bas§ta m I.
ਗਰਮਣਆ [gurmania] n a supreme. precious
jewel, that fulfills wishes of  the person owning
it. 2 spiritual knowledge. “guru pas saci
gurmania.”—var bIIa m 4.
ਗਰਮਤ [gurmat] the Guru’s precept; the' Guru’s
philosophy. 2 principal religious tenets
established by the spiritual mentor.
ਗਰਮਤ [gunnata] See ਗਰਮਤ.
ਗਰਮਤ [gurmatI], ਗਰਮਤ [gurmati] n views of
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the Guru. 2 wish of  the  Guru, will of  the Guru.
3 advice of the spiritual guide. “gurmatI lehu
tarahu bhav dutaru.”—maru solhe m I .  4 by
the Guru’s precepts. “gurmat: paIa sahajI
mIlaIa.”—suh1’ ché't m 3 .  "‘gurmati menu
agharI vaSIa.”—vad chétm 3.
ਗਰਮਨਚ [gurmanarI] See ਮਨਰ. '
ਗਰਮਰਝਪਗਘ] Sirhind town. See ਗਚ'ਮਰ.
ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukh] See ਗਰਮ'ਖ. 2 n countenance
of the Guru. “gurmukh dekh sxkkh
bIgsavhi.”——GPS. 3 a person devoted to the
Guru, never defiant of him. “gurmukh szu
manmukhu are  dubs.”-var majh m 2.
ਗਰਮਖ ਗਡ [gurmukh gati] Sec ਗਤ.
ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukha], ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukhfi] the
devout Sikhs. “gurmukha harIdhanu khatxa.”
—sava m 3.
ਗਰਮ'ਖ [gurmukhI] in the words of the Guru.
in the preachings and utterances of  the Guru.
“gurrnukh: nadé  gurmukhI ved‘é.”—japu. 2 on
account of devotion to the Guru. “gurmukhi
mIlie  manmukhI VI  churc.”—majh a m 5. 3 See
ਗਰਮਖ. 4 See ਗਰਮਖ. “gunnukhI mukta gurmukhI '
jugta.”—majh a m 5. 5 primal lord — Supreme
lord. “05 gurmukhI kio akara.”—bavan. ‘ਗ
(Braham) the beginning of  the creation.’ 6 to
the devout Sikh. “gurmukhI sada hajurI.”—sri
m 1.
ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukhi] n a script used for Punjabi
language, which originated from Sharda and
Tankri. The devotees wrote the utterances
of the Gurus in this script. Hence the name
“Gurmukhi”. The language of  the people of
Punjab can be accurately written in this
script, that is why  it is also named as Punjabi
script.

Some authors are of the View that this script
was created by Guru Angad Dev, but it is a
misconception. Guru Angad Dev only
popularised this script. patti written by Guru
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These specimens are of very early Gurmukhi writing. Due to orthographic variations, letters are required
to be of various types. The earliest writers, employing the Gurmukhi script, had recourse only to such letters. The
first specimen is the picture of a page from an early manuscript of Guru Granth Sahib, preserved in Buta Singh
Hakim's dharamshala, situated in Rawalpindi. The second specimen is the picture of a page from the Janamsakhi
entrusted to the East India Company by Mr. H. .T. Colebrooke. It is preserved in its London office. Having known
of its existence from Dr. Tmmpp's article on this Janamsakhi, Sikhs residing in Amritsar, applied for its copy to the
Punjab government in 1883. Acting upon the order issued by Sir Charles Aitchison the then Lt. Governor, its
photographic copy was prepared in Dchradun in 1885 with help given by the Surveyor General of India. Heads of
Sikh states and prominent personalities of the faith then got copies of it from the government. ’

PICTURES OF GURMUKHI (NEW AND OLD)
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, No:- 3
'" ' ਭ ., „.,.ਭ. ’ '__. - ਰ , * In 1795-1810, Sikh savants based

` , in Damdama Sahib radically altered the
ਭ‘ਚ'ਚਭਭ‘ਭਲ-ਵ " " ‘ ਰ " “ ^ ‘ Gurmukhi orthography. Thereafter, it came

` , ਰਰ .‘ to be known as Damdama mode of writing.
‘”’"°“’““' “ ”ਹ " "" ਰ " ‘ "’“’" Its letters look very elegant. Prior to it, Guru

` Granth Sahib was printed in lithograph.
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No:- 4
In 1876, Maharaja Ranjit Singh established his rule in Kashmir. Sanskn't writers, having learnt the Gmmukhi

script, began to transcribe scriptures and Guru Granth Sahib into it. Thereafter, it came to be known as Kashmiri
Gurmukhi. Lala Dhani Ram Chattik prepared its printing letters.
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No:- 5
Guru Gobind Singh devised this orthography. Guru Sahib and the writers like Sainpat, whom he patronized,

employed it in most of their poetic compositions. This is a photocopy of page 746 of Dasam Granth, which Bhai
Mani Singh had compiled and now lies at Hazoor Sahib. In the Nabha royal palace, is available a manuscript
composed in such letters. Copies of the Hukamnama, preserved in the Fan'dkot treasure-house, observe the same
pattern. Ignorant persons were of the view that these letters were itched with sharp ends of the arrows.

  For the benefit of the readers, the text, ranging from the second to the eleventh line, is reproduced here.
  Letters, got dim in the manuscript, are replaced with sign... This text is from the Kalki portion of Dasam (ਮ!…/!.

  .In the printed copies, it is on pages 559-562. '
...do stgqfldeEEkOmvdce? focne? ਖਧਪਸ ;zr e? um ੦ isqssq £13? £35? nfs enemas
...;[odd iI'I ਖਸਹਹਸ frfodd ;/G\Ivice?0;[ygkjqrpfl<fJe? my my i; :zrb?O
...st gq;ldeEskOnfo ihfsjhfsrfl's jP? ir j 'wixB/  eo/ ਪਥ; (1/; n;/: fCBeo'r ; 'r;
...e[ooki iI'I fdiokiBepjl Gsdcfodflce?bir ihfs :2me' ubI' 1: £13 £3 mane?
...410 Ow'jMOstgqfldeEkO in'hfs p/dg:ko s/ ir ;[mEmE fuskdnz ()ਦ/,- (3/; fpdh MG/
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No:- 6
It wasin 1845 thmthcchristian missionaries fitstprcpared the Gurmukhi script, withthis title, thebook

cameoutin 1846. ' '

IDIOMATIC SENTENCES
1N

ENGLISHAND PANJABI
. LODIANA. .

Printed at the American Presbyterian
Mission Press.

1846. _
Aficrwardsin 1887,3hdflhadandodmpemmpmpmedtypinglcumfiomfimemfime   ym

known to all. ,

  
  

 



ਗਰਮਖ‘
Nanak Dev in Raga Asa, clarifies this doubt.
The  alphabet of  thirty-five letters prevalent at
that time contains all letters except ੜ [:1 present
in patti only. They are not available in the script
of any language other than Punjabi. The
sequence o f  letters in the  patt i  is as under :
ਸੲੳਙਕਖਗਘਚਛਜਝਞਟਠਡਢਣਤਥਦਧ
ਨਪਫਬਭਮਯਰਲਞੜਹਅ.

When we compare Gurmukhi characters
with those of  Sharda and Tankri script, we find
a lot of  similarity in the formation of  many of
them.

The changes in the formation of  Gurmukhi
characters from time to  time are  subsequently
illustrated.
ਗਰਮ'ਖ [gurmukhi] the devout did.
ਗਰਮਖ [gurmukhu] S e c  ਗਰਮਖ.
ਗਰਮਤ [gurmét], ਗਰਮਤ [gurmé’tu], ਗਰਮਤ
_ [gurmétr], ਗਰਮਭੜ [gurmétr-ra] n religious

formula, specificwords  which  are spoken by
the spiritual mentor to the followers as a
sermon; words to  be practised by the new
followers as  ”Instructed by their spiritual
teacher; the. fandamental scriptural formula
consisting of words representative o f  all
religions. According to the Sikh doctrine
“satInam  vahIguru.  ” “j InI  japIo gurmfitu.”
-s m 9. “ਧਰਤ/੮ besat sovat jagat gurmétr rIde
CItarI.”—ma1fu (n 5. “gurmétr-ra CItarI nanak
dukh na  thivai.”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਗਰਰ [gurar] Dg n arrogance, conceit, vanity.
ਗਰਰਸ [80੮-ਫ੩5ਨ] spiritual bliss—Le. supreme
pleasure. 2 taste o f  Gurbani (Guru’s hymns)
“gur—rasu git bad nahi  bhavs.”—o€5kar.
ਗਰਰਸਨ [gur—rasna] the Guru’s utterance. “gur-
rasna 5mrItU boldi.”—t115g m 4.
ਗਰਰ [cur-r5] P (],/‘ adj thundering, roaring.
ਗਰਰਨ [cur-rana], ਗਰਰਦਨ [cur-ridan] P 04: ਭ
v thunder. 2 roar.
ਗਰਲ [gural] n wild male goat.

106] ਗਰਅ.’
ਗਚਵਰ [gurvahu] glory to the Guril. “nanak das
kaho gurvahu.’—asa m 5.
ਗਰਵਕ [gurvak]  ਗਰਵਰ n ut te rance  o f  t h e
Guru .  See  ਗਰਵਕ.
ਗਰਵਕ [gurvakI] Guru’s utterance. “gurvakI
satIgur  jo bhaI cale.”—tukha chéit m 4.
ਗਰਵਕ [gurvaku] See ਗਰਵਕ. “gurvaku nIrmalu
sada canan.”—dhana chét m 1. .
ਗਰਵਲਸ [gUIjVIlas] Sce ਗਰਵਲਸ.
ਗਰਵਚਰ [gurvicar] n principles laid down by
the spiritual mentor; Guru’s sagacity; Guru’s
thinking.
ਗਰਵਚਰ [gurvicarI] with Guru’s  thinking, per
Guru’s philosophy. “tarie gurvicarI.”—sri m 1.
ਗਰੜਉਨ [gur-rauna] v S e e  ਗਰਰਨ.
ਗਰਹ [guraha], ਗਰਣ [gurana] adj pertaining to
the Guru, of  the Guru. “ m I l  satségatI 55g
guraha.”—j£t m 4.
ਗਰਲ [gurala] guru’s hOuse, organisation
established by the Guru. 2 conscience. 3 final
stage (besides the nine openings in human
body) “surat sfa'koc bajr khul tala. dhasyo maddh
jahf sukhad gurala.”—-GV 10.
ਗਰ [gurI] guru. “gurI kati tédi jevari.”~—sr1'
m 5 pepa I .  “gurI asa mansa puria.”—-—bIha chét
m 4. 2 Sktafirfi-r: (plural of the third declension)
the Gurus, the true Masters. 3 ਗਵਜ large, heavy.
ਗਰਆਈ [gurIai] n Guruship, status of the
mentor, status of the spiritual teacher. “prapat
bhi gurIai.”—GPS.
ਗਰਅਣ [gurIani] wife o f t h e  Guru.
ਗਰਟ ਖਲ [gurae khel] See ਗਰਖਲ.
ਗਰਥਬ [gur Ibabe]  B a b a  is t h e  Guru; Guru
Nanak Dev. “gurIbabe  phItke so  phIte,  gurI
égadI  kite kurIare.”—vargau 1 m 4.
ਗਰ [guri] Skt ਗਰ adj fair-complexioned. “guri
garja.”—c5di 2. Gauri Girija. 2 heavy, large,
huge.
ਗਰਅਸਪਸਕ] adj significant, prestigious, heavy,
large. “pritI pritI guria mohan lalna.”-—-suhi



ਗਰ

m 5 partal. 2 Some authors have referred to
Bhai Gonda as Guria. “kabul me guria guru ko
ek  SIkkh huto.”——gva1.
ਗਰ [guru] See ਗਰ 3. 2 n spiritual teacher,
religious mentor. “guru isaru guru gorakhu
barma.”-—japu. “tInI  kaU kIa  Updesis: jInI guru
nan'akdeu?”—var majh m 2.

Guru Hargobind has described four types
of  spiritual teachers:

(a) guru like a large flower-sucking black
bee—this type of guru turns a particular insect
like itself but not all the insects.

(b) guru like a philosopher’s stone converts
iron into gold but does not induce qualities of  a
phiIOSOpher-stone in it.

(c)  guru like sandalwood—makes the
surrounding trees fragrant in a particular
season, but  not in  all seasons and cannot  induce
fragrance in the bamboo tree in any season.

(d) guru like a lamp—lights up other lamps
just like itself. 3 Jupiter. 4 teacher, guide,
mentor. 5 a character of  two matras, which
takes twice the time taken to pronounce a
laghu (short) character. The characters with
following vowel signs are long ones (guru)—
ਕਨ[8],ਬਹਰ [i], ਦਲਥ [u], ਏਲ[€ਝ],ਦਲੲਆ [£],
ਹੜ [o], ਕਨੜ [:)], ਬਦ/ਇਪ [~], ਵਸਰਗ : ਇਜਢਤ
(addition), ਅਧਕ [']. The initial character in a
word with conjunct characters is considered
guru (long) like ਸ and ਮ in ਸਤ and ਮਤ
.rcspcctively. If the initial part of a conjunct
character is not stressed, then it remains a
laghu (short), as  for example  ਕ and  Hare laghu
in ਕਪ and ਕਨਯ respectively.

To keep the  read ing  o f  metre ap t ,
sometimes laghu is pronounced and written as
guru e.g. “nath nIréjan tva saran”. In this
sentence ਤ [tv] is laghu but to complete the
matra of the chappay metre, it is read as tve,
in the same way “raccha ho: tfihI sabh kala.
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dust arIst  tarhi tatkala”. Here ਲ.01`ਕਲ [kal]
and tatkala is made long.
ਗ [g3], ਗ [gu], ਗ [go], associated with guru

are long. They are supposed to have two
matras and S is the sign for writing them.
6 father. 7 king. 8 Guru Nanak Dev. 9 The
transcendent one, the Creator. 1 0  heavy,
weighty. 11 detailed.  1 2  n key to  some
meaning or  doctrine.
ਧਜ [guruani] n mentor’s wife. 2 a woman
who gives religious discourse.
ਗ'ਰਅਕਸ [guruékosu] n mentor’s fear, sticking
to mentor’s order. “guruékasu j In I  namu
drIraIa.”—sor a m I .
ਗਰਸਤਗਰ [ gurusatguru], ਗਰਸਤਗਰ [gurusatI gur]
See  ਗਰਸਤਗਰ.
ਗਰ'ਸਬਦ [gurusabad] See ਗਰਸਬਦ and ਗਰਸਬਦ.
ਗਰਸਬਦ [gurusabdi] by the Guru’s teachings.
“gurusabdi sabhu brahamu  pachanIa.”—maru
solhe m 1. 2 practitioner of  the Guru’s words.
ਗਰਸਰ [gurusar] See ਗਰਸਰ. 2 Scc ਗਰਸਰ.
ਗਰਸਰ ਜਕਰਣ [gurusar manikaran] See ਗਰਸਰ

ਗਰਸਖ [gumsakhi] See ਗਰਸਖ.
ਗਰਸਖ [gurUSIkh] See ਸਖ, ਸਖ and ਗਰਸਖ.
ਗਰਸਖ [gurusukh],  ਗਰਸਖ [gurusukhu] S e e

ਗਰਸਖ.
ਗਚਸਤ [gurusut] Guru’s son.
ਗਰਸਰਯਪਝਧ [gurusuraypratap] See ਗਰਪਤਪ
ਸਰਯ

[guruseva] n service of the Guru. See
ਗਰਸਵ.
ਗਰਸਭ [gurusobha] See ਸਨਪਤ.
ਗਰਸਗਤਲਪਪਗਬਗਗ] n Guru’s proximity. 2 Sikh
community.
thadhe  kar  jorke krI  tat  56 pukar'é dut

achi guruségatl jU hui he patijIye,
beri pfiy darke  lapetke jéjir‘é hath

kéth tak pay  te  ag  dhar  lijIye,
phasi katI nak  déd  kédhan  p8 thébhe dhar
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stanan me pijre  a hahi dho: pijIye,

ses narkavli batorke uthay  mfid
bhari bhim  gel me nIsék sel kijIye.

—55t nIhaI  sfgh.
ਗਰਸਤੜਪਪਝਗ], ਗਰਸਤ [ਫਪਪਝਰਖ] n Guru Nanak
Dev, thc'supreme saint. “gurusétu paIa  prabhu
taIa .”—suhi  chétm 5. 2 Guru Nanak Dev’s
devout Sikh. Sce ਗਰਸਤ. .
ਗਰਕਰਣ [gurukarni] Sec ਗਰਕਰਣ.
ਗਰਕਰ [gurukar] Sce ਗਰਕਰ.
ਗਰਕਲ [gurukul] n Guru’s dynasty, lineage,
family.
ਗਚਕਮਦ [gurukamudi] a Sanskrit scripture
written by Ram Narayan in which Guru Nanak

- Dev and his successors are shown as divine
incarnations with quotations from the holy
scriptures of  Hinduism.
ਗਰ'ਗਮ [gurugam] See ਗਰਗਮ.
ਗਰਗਰ [gurugIra] utterances of the Guru,
hymns of  the spiritual mentor, utterances and
instructions of  the ten Gurus.
ਗਰਗਰ ਕਸਟ [gurugIra kasati] touchstone;
Gurbani as  the criterion; 21 book entitled
Gurgira Kasauti written by me in which  articles
op Sikh history and books about religion are
evaluated on the criterion of  Gurbani. As the
purity o f  gold is tested by a touchstone,
similarly suitability of each article is tested by
comparing it with Gurbani. See ਗਰਮਤਸਧਕਰਦ
ਭਮਕ.
ਗਰਗਰ [guruguru] adj lord of  teachers, mentor
of the spiritual teachers of all religions, the
Creator, the Almighty. “guruguru eko ves
anek.”—sohIIa. “ jan nanak her]: guruguru
mIIau.”—basét m I .  2 n Guru Nanak Dev.
ਗਰਗਬਦ [gurugobfd] Sce ਗਰਗਬਦ. 2 See ਗਬਦ
ਸਘਸਤਗਰ.

_ ਗਰ’ਗਹ [gurugrxh] n Guru’s abode. 2 the Sikh
shrine. 3 sect of  the Guru, system of Guruship.
ਗਰਗਥ’ਲਪਫਫਰਧ] sacred Sikh scripture compiled
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by the Gurus. Sec ਗਥ ਸਹਬ.

ਗਰ'ਘਰ [gurughar] Sec ਗਚਗਹ 3. “gurughar ki
maryada p5cahu.”—GPS.
ਗਰਘਰਨ [gurugharni] wife of the Guru.
“gurugharni damodri.”-GPS.
ਗਰਚਵਦਯ [80੮065l 0ਧਗ] Sce ਗਰ ਨਨਕ ਚਦਦਯ.
ਗਰਜਗਤ [gurujogat] Sec  ਗਰਜਤ and  ਜਗਤਗਰ.
ਗਰਜਨ [gurujan] n elderly persons, mother,
father, religious teachers etc. “gurujan ki Ijjat
bahu karni.”—G V 6.
ਗਰਜਤ [gurujotI], ਗਰਜਤ [gurujyotI] Sce
ਗਰਜਤ.
ਗਰਤਲਪ [gurutalpi] Skt ਧਵਭਜਜ“ one who has
access to the Guru’s bed. one who has illicit
relation with mother-like respectable women.
“gurutalpi kapti ht: joi. bod tankhahi janahu
sohi.”—tanama.
ਗਰਤ [guruta], ਗਰਤ [gurutva] n heaviness .
2 greatness, importance. “guruta guru sahI
sake su nahi.”—GPS. 3 act of  being the Guru,
Guruship. 4 Guruhood,  status of  the Guru .
“guruta apta dou  SIdh bIt.”—gurvpad.
ਗਚਦਕਣ [ gurudakglna],  ਗਰਦਖਣ [gurud akhua]
n offerings given to a teacher or  priest; cash
o r  c lo thes ,  land. house e t c  offered to  the
spiritual teacher on acquiring education or
religious teaching. ‘
ਗਰਦਤ ਬਬ [gurudatt baba] See ਗਰਦਤ ਬਬ.
ਗਚਦਰਸਨ [gurudarasan] See ਗਰਦਰਸਨ.
ਗਰਦਰਅ'ਉ [gurudarlau] n the Guru  as a river.
“gurudariau sada jalu n I r m a l u  m I l I a
durmatImelu hare.”—prabha m 1.2  god Varun
(deity of  rivers and oceans), who is lord  of  all
rivers. Udasi saints and many Sikhs make an
offering to the lord of  waters, Varun, while
distributing karah parsad among devotees
because god Varun took Guru Nanak Dev to
the realm o f  the  True One from the rivulet,
ਘ in Sultanpur. The believers in Gurbani regard
this ritual against the Sikh doctrine.
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ਗਚਦਸ [gurudas] See ਗਰਦਸ 2.  2 devotee of
the True Master.
ਗਚਦਸਪਰ [gurudaspur] See ਗਰਦਸਪਰ.
ਗਰਦਸ ਭੲ [gurudas bhai] See ਗਰਦਸ 2.
ਗ'ਰ'ਦਤ [gurudItta] adj bestowed by the Guru.
2 n a devotee oqru Arjan Dev. 3 Sec  ਗਰਦਤ
ਬਬ.

ਗਰਦਤ ਬਬ [gurUdItta baba] See ਗਰਦਤ ਬਬ.
ਗਰਦਕ [gurudiksa], ਗ-ਰਦਖਅ [gurudikhIa],
ਗਚਦਪ [gurudIkhya], ਗਚਦਛ [gurudicha] n
initiation or  imparting of  religious instruction
given by the Guru; process of obtaining religious
instructions. 2 The term gurudikhIa has been
used  for gurudaksma in  Guru Vilas of  the  sixth

Guru. “sat buddhe ke peg lage, gurudikhIa
dini  matI page.”
ਗਚਦਅਰ [guruduara] See  ਗਰਦਆਰ and ਗਚਦਰ.

ਗਰਦਵੜਪਪਯਗ] See ਗਰਦਞ._2 the eternal Being,
the mentor of the Guru. “dharam het gurudev
pathae.”—-VN.
ਗਰਦਵਏ [gurudevae] See ਗਰਦਵਏ.
ਗਚਦਰ [gurudvar], ਗਚਦਰ [gurudvara], ਗਰਧਮ
[gurudham] See  ਗਰਗਹ and ਗਰਦਆਰ. 2 residence
of  the Guru. 3 Sikh shrine, religious place of
the Sikhs. 4 temple of  God,  the Golden Temple.
“sudha sarovar ਰਪ gurudhamu.”—GPS.
ਗਰਨਥ [gurunath] n lord of the Gurus; the
Creator. 2 Guru Nanak Dev. See ਖਨਨ.
ਗਰਨਨਦਞ [ guruna nak dev] Sec ਨਨਦਞਸਤਗਰ.
ਗਰਨਧਚਦਦਯਫਘਘਗਗਖਟਧਘਗ] an excellent
composition in Sanskrit by poet Dev Raj, which
is a translation of  Bhai Bala’s Janam Sakhi.
Pandi t  Brahma Nand,  an  Udas i  sa int ,  has

written its annotation.
ਗਰਨਸ ਪਕਸ [gurunanak prakas] See ਸਤਖ ਸਘ
and ਨਨਕ ਪਕਸ.

nurupacasa] an invocation containing
fifty stanzas written to glbrify the Guru. See
ਸਖਰ and ਗਲ. ~
ਗਰਪਤਨਲਧਪਖਗਪ] wife of the spiritual mentor,
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wife ofthe Guru.
ਗਚਪਦਪਮਪਕਸ [gurupadpremprakas] a history,
in verse, of  the ten Gurus written by Bawa
Sumeru Singh (head priest of  Patna Sahib) son
of Baba Sadhu Singh of'Bhalla lineage. Its
tenth volume has been published, which
contains an account of  the tenth Guru. Sec

ਸਮਰਸਘ.
ਗਰ'ਪਰਨਯ [guruparnali] See ਗਰਪਣਲ.
ਗਰਪਰਬ [guruparab] n festival or occasion
related with the Guru; an auspicious day
pertaining to  the Guru. See  ਗਰਪਰਬ and ਪਰਥ.
ਗਰਪਤ [guruputr] son o f t h c  Guru.
ਗਰਪਰ [gurupur] Ramdaspur,  Amritsar  city.

raj'é 50੮11ਘ to Ihéi sadhu sur  rajE sada
sudha he vahfi to hyz‘i sudhasar dares he.

pan  kI  ye  vz'ike hot amar  su  marahfike
jivanmukat yah  sabh k0 paras he.

gval kavz yogInI ko durlabh kaha he vah
yogi bhogi doun  k0 hot }}}/ਕ haras he.

ਘਰ he harImédIr }})/ਹ harI guru méd  11' he
yéite gurupur  surpur te saras he. .

ਗਚ'ਪ'ਰਖ [gurupurakh] n follower o f  the Guru,

devotee of  the Guru. 2 spiritual guide in the
form the Divine. “gurupurakh ajanma.”
—gaU m 4.
ਗਰਪਸਦ [guruprasad] n Guru’s grace, Guru’s

blessings. '
ਗਰਪਸਦ [guruprasadI] See ਗਰਪਸਦ.
ਗ'ਰਪਣਲ [gurupranali], ਗਰਪਨਲ [gurupranali]
n lineagc'of the Guru, genealogical chart of
the Guru. 2 a book  explaining the genealogy
ofthe Guru. See ਪਣਲ. '
ਗਰਪਤਧ ਸਰਯ [gurupratap suray] history, in
verse, of the nine Gurus, written by Bhai
Santokh Singh. This is divided into sections

using metaphdrs like twelve signs of the zodiac,
six seasons and two solar positions (relative
to the equator). The subsections (rays-Le.
chapters) of  this book are 1,152 in number.
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The whole of  the history is divided as follows:
15‘ zodiac sign [rasx] contains the life history

of  Guru Angad Dev and Guru  Amar  Dev.
2“d zodiac sign gives the life history of  Guru

Ramdas.
3'd and 4'h zodiac signs throw light on Guru

Arjan Dev.
5‘“, 6‘“, 7lh and 8th zodiac signs depict the

l ife history of  Guru Hargobind.
9lh and 10‘h zodiac signs contain talgs from

the life of  Guru  Har Rai and Guru Harkrishan.
l 1‘h and 12'" zodiac signs tell the life-history

ot’Guru 'I‘eg Bahadur.
Six seasons and two solar positions depict

the life oqru Gobind Singh.
This book is popularly named as'Surya

Prakash. See ਸਤਖ ਸਘ.
ਗਰਥਖਸ [ਫਪਪਠਹਧਖਡ] Mahatama Gurbakfiash
was a disciple of  Mahadev—an Udasi saint; he
was assigned the duty of  serving at Guru Tog
Bahadur’s shrine and other holy  places. “Ikk
gurubakhas sadhu t g  kharyollss VIlokat
vak  ucaryo. baso Ihfi  tum seva karo. kar seva
a janam sudhro.”—GPS. See ਗਲਬ ਰਇ. 2 a
maséd (preacher-cum-colIector of  tithe), who
remained in attendance at Guru  Harkrishan in
Delhi. 3 a devoted Sikh of  J oanpur, who used
to recite hymns during the stay of  Guru Teg
Bahadur in Kashi. He was  a skilled musician.
ਗਰਬਖਸ ਸਘ [gumbaxas sigh] See ਬਢ ਬਬ and
ਰਮ ਕਵਰ. 2 ਬਦ ਬਹਦਰ. 3 a Sikh of  Bherowal
belonging to Kala] subcaste who was duly
baptised by Guru Gobind Singh on Baisakh I,
Sammat 1756. He  showed great valour in the
battle o f  Anandpur. 4 martyr Gurbakhash
Singh, resident of village Leal (district
Amritsar). He was baptised by Bhai Mani
Singh and was regarded as one of the leaders
of  the Sikhs. In Sammat 1822 alongwith a
handful of  thirty Sikhs, he fought against a
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huge army of  Ahmed Shah, comprising thirty
thousand soldiers, in order to protect the Golden
Temple and ultimately got martyred in the

. p r e c i n c t s .  A shrine built in his memory is
situated behind Akal Bunga in Amritsar. 5 a
nephew of Bhai Mati Das. He was the chief
attendant of  Gtgru Gobind Singh.
ਗਰਥਖਸਦਸ [guwbakhasdas] See ਗਚ'ਬਖਸ l .
ਗਰਬਣ [gurubani], ਗਰਬਨ [gumbani] See ਗਰਬਣ.
“gurubani kahe scvak  jan mane  partakhI  guru
nIstare.”—nat a m 4.
sudha ki tarégni si  rog bhram  bhégni he

mohasvet rfigni mahan man  mani  he.
kIdh5 yahI h55ni si manasvatésni he,

gunIn prasfisni sarab jag jani he.
kIdhé céd cfidni si  mohgham médni  he.

rIde ki anédni sadiv sukhdani he.
prem patrani syani gyan  ki jananI jani

guni bhani bani tfiki guru gurobani tin—NP.
2 hymns pertaining to the Creator. “rati jaI
suns gurbani.”—BG.

_ ਗਚਬਬ [gurubaba] Guru Nanak Dev.
ਗਰ'ਬਲਸ [gurubIlas] See ਗਰਵਲਸ’.
ਗਰਬਸ [gurubés] See ਗਚਵਸ.
ਗਰਭਇ [gurubhaI]  n faith in the Guru, spiritual
attachment with the Guru, belief in the Guru.
ਗਰਭੲ [gurubhai] n persons considered as
brothers for having faith in the  same Guru,
disciple (son) of the father-like Guru. “gurubhai
sétusat kér.”—BG.
ਗਰਮਝ [gurumat] Guru’s philosophy, doctrine
laid by the Guru. 2 Sikh religion, Sikhism.
ਗਰਮਝਪਚਜਤ [gurumat parIjat] a book written
by Pandit Hara Singh—a saint belonging to the
Nirmala sect. This book contains the essence
of  the Guru’s precepts.

nummata] n a resolution  passed according
to the Sikh tradition. In earlier times, the Sikhs
used t o  h o l d  consul ta t ions  in their
congregations, before initiating any worldly or
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religious task'. The unanimous decison, so  taken
by the congregation as  per Sikh tradition, was
named gurmata—thc decision of the Almighty.
Whosoevcr dared to defy this resolution was
declared guilty [tankhahia]. Resolutions of the
Khalsa were passed in the congregations
especially held  at  Akal Takhl and also at Takht
Kesgarh on the occasion of  Hola Mohalla.
Irrespective of  personal rivalry, the Sikhs used
to participate in the  congregations.
ਗਰਮਤ [gurumatI], ਗਰਮਤ [gurumati] Guru’s
consent, Guru’s opinion. 2 by Guru’s consent,

.. through Guru’s opinion. See ਗਰਮਤ,.
ਗਰਮਗਟ [gurumfigat] a village four kohs to the
east of  Lahore. Guru l-Iargobind stayed here
while travelling from Lahore to  Amritsar. 2 Sec

ਗਰਮਰਆ [gurumarIa] See ਸਰਸ 2.
ਗਰ'ਮਗ [gurumari] The Khalsa had given this
name  to Sirhind at the time o f the  martyrdom
Of two Sahibzadas and Mata Gujri. See ਸਰਹਦ
and ਫਤਗੜ.
ਗਚਮਖ [gurumukh] Sec ਗਰਮਖ. 2 See ਮਹਨ. 3 a
devoted  S ikh  o f  G u r u  Arjan Dcv who
expressed his desire to see some devout Sikh.
The  Guru fulfil led  his desire by sending him to
Bhai Bhikhari, a resident o f  Gujarat. Scc
ਭਖਰ 2.
ਗਰਮਖ [guwmukhi] See ਗਰਮਖ.
ਗਰਮਖ ਦਸਤਰ [gurumukhi dastara] n a style
of  tying turban, which the Guru had taught to
the Sikhs. See ਦਸਮਸ ਦ ਮਰਤ, from which we
get to know  about the Sikh turban.
ਗਚਮਤ [gurumétrfi ਤਤੜ [ਥਪਪਗਰਪ‘ਜ] Sec

ਗਚ'ਰਸ [801ਨਪ85] See  ਗਰਰਸ.

ਗਰ ਰਤਨਵਲ [guru ratnavali] See ਮਹਮਪਕਸ.
ਗਰਵਰ [guruvar] n day of  Vrihaspati, Thursday.
ਗਰਵਲਸ’ [gurUVIlas] There are two well-
known boolss bearing this title: History of the
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sixth Guru and History o f  the tenth Guru
respectively.

The poet who authored the history of  the
sixth Guru,‘ writes that Bhai Mani Singh
narrated the contents to Bhai Bhagat Singh on
the banks of  Nankiana Sahib Nanaksar. The
poet contends that his mentor Dharam Singh
then narrated the history to  the poet who then
versified it.

“satrz’i se bite tab: barakh pajjhatar jan.
savon mas Ikis  d I n  gyo sukhad pahIcan.
sudi pakkh d I n  pécmi sri guru ke parsad.
p a I  bhog gurugath ka kar kaVIta ahIlad.”

There are twenty-one chapters in this book.
See ਗਚਮਤਸਧਕਰ ਕਲ 4.

2 The  history of  the tenth Guru was written
by Bhai Sukha Singh the savant in-charge of
Keshgarh Sahib (Anandpur). This book was
compiled in Sammat 1854. It has 30  chapters.
“sémat sahIs puran kahIt tab. aredh sahIs pun
car ganat sab. kvar vadi pécamI raVIvara.
gurUVIlas l ino  ovtara.” S e e ,  ਗਰਮਤ ਸਧਕਰ

ਕਲ 15. -
ਗਚਵਸ [guruvésl clan o f  the Guru :  lineage of

the  Guru;  sons  of  Ved i, Tchan (Trchan), Bhalla
and Sodhi  subcastc. 2 the Sikh community.
ਗਰ [guru] Sec ਗਰ and ਗਰ. 2 venerable, worthy
of worship. “Isu pad jo arthaI leI so guru
hamara."—~gou asa m 1. ‘
ਗਰਆ [gurua] See ਗਰਅ.
ਗਰ'ਆਣ [guruana] adj of the Guru. related to
the Guru. 2 n In district Amritsar, tchsil Tarn
Taran, undcr thcjurisdiction  ofpolicc  station
Vcrowal is village Bharoval, to the east of  which
close to  a ditch there is the habitation relating
to Guru An gad Dev. The Guru  rcstcd here for
a while on his way  to Khadur Sahib.

'Although the poet has not identified himself. yct after

full research I was able to identify him and mentioned his

name in Gurmat  Sudhakar.
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It is ten miles to the north-west of the
railway station of  Tarn Taran. A metallcd road
leads to the gurdwara.

3 In  d i s t r i c t  L a h o r e ,  t e h s i l  K u s u r ,
approximately two  furlongs away from Patti,
in the south-east corner, on a pond there is
a place where Guru Nanak Dev stayed for
a while. A gurdwara  has  not yet been
constructed. On ly  a simple structure called
Manji Sahib exists. Close by in the city, there
is gurdwara 'Bhatth Sahib~ whcrc Bhai
B i dh i c hand  s tayed in a b ig  1 5 d u r ( o v c n )  to
p ro tec t  h i m s e l f  f rom ex t r eme l y  c o l d
weather.

4 in district l-losl1iarpur,t<_:hsil Una there is
a village Jindwari underthcjurisdiction of  police
station Anandpur. On  the outskirts to the north
of thc  village, there is a gurdwara dedicated to
Baba Gurditta. He brought a dead cow back
to life. Guru Gobind Singh also visited this
gurdwara. This  gurdwara is situated to the cast
of the railway station Garhshankar about
twenty miles from river Satluj. Twenty-five
ghumaons of land belongs to the gurdwara.
An Akali Singh is the priest here. 5 Sec ਮਣਕ
ਟਬਰ. '

ਗਰਸਰ [gurusar] n the holy  tank got built by the
Guru .  D u e  t o  t h e  Guru ’ s  associa t ion,  it is
regarded sacred. There are many holy tanks
and gurdwaras bearing this name. but the most
popular ones are the fol lowing:

1 There is a holy  tank got constructed by
the sixth Guru in village Mchraj, district
Ferocur. The Guru camped near this tank
and later fought his third battle against the royal
Musl im army. There is a mound here which
served as a temporary resting place. Under
this mound. lie buried numerous military chiefs
of thc  Guru’s army. Maharaja Hira Singh of
Nabha state has  got constructed a very
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beautiful gurdwara at the site yvhere the Guru
pitched his tent. Its head priest Bhai Gajja Singh
has been a peerless teacher of musicology
among the Sikhs. His rendition of classical
music on taus (a  type of  stringed instrument)
has left an indelible imprint on those who have
heard him.
_ 2 a pond of the tenth Guru at Damdama

('l‘alwandi Sabo/sabo  ki Talwandi).  Th is  pond,
was sanctified by the ninth Guru. The tenth
Guru also set his foot there.

3 a pond, the seat of thc  tenth Guru about
twelve kilometers south ofMachhiwara', in La“
village.

4 Another pond at a place in-betwccn Sarav,
(Saravan) and Behbal villages lie in the princely
slate of  Faridkot. under the jurisdiction of  Kot
Kapura police station. The building of the
gurdwara was got constructed voluntarily and
free of  cost by the princely state of  Faridkot.
Some acres Orland free of  land revenue have
been donated to the gurdwara. The  gurdwara
is under the aegis of  the managing committee
of  the princely state.

5 In the princely state of  Faridkot, under
thcjurisdiction of  Kotkapura police station. in
a village to the south of  it. there is a gurdwara
named after Guru Gobind Singh. Close to the
gurdwara there has existed an unbrickcd pond,
since the time ofthc  Guru. The princely state
has donated forty ghumaons of  land. On the
occasion of  Baisakhi and Maghi, fairs are  held.
It is three miles to the cast of  railway station
Rumana Albel Singh.

6 In district Fcrocur,  eight kohs to the
south of Mukatsar, there is a village with a
small pond at the edge of  which the tenth Guru
rested a while. The village has donated twenty
five ghumaons of  land to the gurdwara. It is
five miles to the north o f  railway station
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Phakarsar.
7 There is a gurdwara dedicated to Guru

Gobind Singh near a village in the jurisdiction
o f  police station Dyalpura, under Phool
administration in Nabha state. This  village is
eighteen miles  to the north  of  railway station,
Rampura Phool. The Guru came  to  this village
on a hunting expedition from Dina. This village,
Gurusar, did not exist then. 1੮ came into
existence after the Guru’s visit. The princely
state of  Nabha donated seventy ghumaons of
land to the gurdwara. A fair is held here during
the festival of  Maghi.

8 Under the jurisdiction of  police station
Lopokc.  there is the village, Bairar Madoke, in
tehsil Ajnala, dislrictAmritsar. About half a mile
from this village. to t he  south-east ,  there is a
gurdwara dedicated to Guru Hargobind. Close
to the gurdwara, there is a brick-lined pond.
Eighteen kanals of  land is owned by gurdwara
in this village. A fair is held on the 15', 2“d and
3td Jeth. In this gurdwara there is a twenty
inch long dagger o f  the sixth Guru. This
gurdwara is four miles to the  north of  railway
station Guru Sarsetlani.

9 See ਅਜਤ ਗਲ.
10 See ਸਧਰ 2.
11 See ਖਮ ਕਰਨ.
12 See ਗਜਰਵਲ.
13 See ਚਕਰ.
14 Sec ਢਲਵ ਕਲ.
15 Scc ਤਲਕਪਰ.
16 Sec ਪਤ 2.
17 See ਭਚ.
18 See ਮਹਰ.
19 See ਰਹਸਮ.
20 See ਰਣਜਤਰੜ.
21 Scc ਲਪ.
22 See ਵਜਦਪਰ. ,

ਗਰਸਰਸਤਲਣ [gurusarsallani] In district Amritsar.
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under the j u r i sd i c t i on  o f  police station
Gharinda, there is a village, Hushiar Nagar.
H a l f a  mile to the  north o f t h i s  vil lage,  Guru
Hargobind halted near an unbrickcd pond
while on his way to Amritsar from Lahore.
Today this pond  is a beautiful concrete
structure and a magnificiently built gurdwara
has been raised here. Maharaja Ranjit Singh
and Sikh princely states devoted lot o f
property and land to the gurdwara. The annual
income of  the gurdwara from this prOpcrty is
about twenty thousand rupccs. Several other
gurdwaras and religious places of  the adjoining
areas are  attached to  this gurdwara. Fairs are
held on every Sankranti (when the sun moves
from one zodiac sign 10 another) on the
birthday of  Guru Ravidas.

The railway station is half a mile to the
sou th o f  Gurusarsatlani. For specif ic
information, sec  ਸਤਲਦ.
ਗਰਸਰਮਨਕਰਣ [gurusarmanikam] a pond situated
about 120 steps to  the west of  the central hall
of  gurdwara Damdama (Sabo ki Talwandi).- 11
was sanctified by the tenth Guru who set his
foot here.
ਗਰਸਹਥ [gurusat] Guru Nanak Dev and
his nine incarnations.
ਗਰਜਚਥਨ [gurusa tan]  plural of guru
sat .  '
ਗਰਹਰ'ਸਹਟ [guruharsohal ], ਗਰਹਰਸਹਇ
[guruharIsahaI] Sodhi J ivanmall was the sixth
generation descendant of  Baba Prithi Chand.
He lived at Mohammadpur, subdivision Chunia,
district Lahore. In fanaticism. the ruler of
Lahore confiscated all the property of  J ivanmall
and forced him to leave the village. Jivanmall
camped in the jungle of Malwa, on the borders
of  the territory of  Bairars and Dogras. Sardar
Sultan of  the Musl im  Dogras welcomed Sodhi
Sahib and assured him that as long as they
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were around. he should have no fear o f
Bairars. ਭ

Jivanmall acquired twenty-four thousand
ghumaons of  land and established the village
of  Guru Harsahai, after the name o f  his son
Harsahai.‘ Today this village is in tehsil
Muktsar. district Fcrocur  on Ludhiana-
l ’ e r o c o r c - M c o d g a n j  line o f  North
Western Railway. Now.  the present Sodhi is
a landlord second only to Nawab Mamdot.
Apart from Guru Harsahai. there are about
thirty-five villages owned by them. Sodhi
Jaswant Singh sits on the throne. He has a
scripture and a big rosary made of  wodl,
which is said to belong to Guru  Nanak Dev.
People have a glimpse o f  these prized

‘ possessions (sacred relics) on Vaisakhi day.
If some dcvotce wants to have a glimpse of
these relics on any other day. he can do so
after offering one hundred and twenty five
rupees.
ਗਰ ਕ ਅਬ'- [guru ka 5b] See ਲਬ.
ਗਰ ਕ ਕਠ [guru 1<a kotha] See ਕਠ ਗਰ ਕ.
2 the house o f  Bhai tmchand Premi. a
devout Sikh in Wazirabad, where on his way
back from Kashmir. Guru l-largobind rested
for a while. The gurdwara owns thirty-six
ghumaons of  land free of  revenue, from the
times of  the Sikh rule in Wajirabad and seventy
seven ghumaons of  land in a number ofothcr
adjoining villages. On  the ਮ…} day of lhe  light
ha l f  of the lunar month of Magh, a spring
festival is held fair is also held on Dewali day
every year.
ਗਰ ਕ ਖਹ [guru ka khuh] a well got dug by
some true mentor like those at Shakargang and
Chhiharta etc.
ਗਰ ਕ ਚਕ [guru ka cakk] Ramdaspur. Aftcr
"l‘hc rulers of  the prominent  areas used to prefix “Guru"

to  their names.
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getting the sacred nectar pool partially dug.
Guru Ram Das helped in setting up a habitation
in the area around. This  habitation was called
Guru ka Chakk then. Guru  Arjan Dev changed
the name to Ramdaspur. Due to the divine
importance of  the sacred pool. it came to be
known as  Amritsar.
ਗਰ ਕ ਬਗ [guru ka bag] garden laid by the
Guru. Hence it is associated with the Guru’s
name. The following gardens, bearing this
name. are famous:

l a garden laid by Guru Arjan Dev in
between Amrit Sarovar and Kaulsar.

2 a place in Kashi where the ninth Guru
first came and stayed.

3 a garden of  the ninth Guru, about one
koé to the cast of  Harimandir in Patna.

4 Sec ਘਕ ਵਲ.
ਗਰ ਕ ਬਜਰ [guru ka bajar] Sec ਅਮਤਸਰ
ਗਰ ਕ ਬੜ [guru ka bir] Sec ਬੜ ਬਬ ਬਢ ਜ ਦ.
ਗਰ ਕਲਹਰ [guru ka lahor] a place about seven
kohs north ofAnandpur  where J itoji’s marriage
with the tenth Guru  was solemnizcd, Mataji’s
father wanted the marriage to be solemnizcd
al‘LahOrc: In order to please him the majestic
Guru ordered the Sikhs to build a spectacular
town for the occasion. This place is about
twenty-eight miles to the north of  railway
station Garhshankar. A fair is held annually on
Basam ' P a n c h m i .  A baptized Sikh is the head
priest here. About eighteen ghumaons of
f reehold land, since  the  t imes  o f  S i kh  r u l e  in

Punjab, is owned by the gurdwara. Close to
the darbar (the gurdwara) is a fresh water
spring, which sprang up when Guru Gobind
Singh thrust his spear into the earth. Sec ਜਤ
ਮਤ.

ਗਰ ਕ ਕਸ [guru ki kasi] Sec ਦਮਦਮ.
ਗਰ ਕ ਟਹਲਆ [guru ki tahlifi], ਗਰ ਕ ਟਲਆ
[guru ki talhifi] in district Hoshiarpur .
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subdivision Garhshankar, under police station
Mahalpur.  there is a village Gondpur. to the
south o f w h i c h  a t  a dis tance  o f  half  a mile,
there is a gurdwara dedicated t o  Guru
Hargobind. The Guru stayed here when he
set out from Purhiran for Kiratpur. This place
is eight miles to  the west ofthe  railway s'lation
Saila Khurd  which  is twelve  miles  to the cast
of Phagwara. and fourteen miles to the sduth
of Hoshiarpur. No big mcla or fair is held
here. Only  an  ordinary gathering takes place
every Sankaranti. Three kanals and fourteen

; marlas of  land is owned by the gurdwara in
this village.

The  trees to which the Guru  tied his horses
(one of  acacia and six o f  Indian rosewood)
still exist. For this reason. this gurdwara is
known  as  Guru ki Talhian.
ਗਰ ਕ ਚੜ [guru ki rat] See ਘਕਵਲ,
ਗਚਕ [guruke] The Guru’s attendants. followers
or  sons. 2 a village in tchsil  and police station
Bhatinda. which is in the princely state of
Patiala. mentioned gs Kot Guru  in government
records. This village was inhabited by the sons
o f  Sodhi Banmali (Abhai Ram and Jairam)
after they got permission of thc  rulers of thc
princely state of  Patiala. The maharaja of
Patiala has allowed the honourable Sodhis to
collect land revenue from this inherited estate.
The landholding in the village is of 11,449
bighas. The earned revenue is clcvcn hundred
rupees per annum. This  village is one and a
half miles to the west o f  B.B.C.l. railway
station Sangats.
ਗਰ ਕ ਮਹਲ [guru ke mahal], ਗਰ ਕ ਮਹਲ [guru
kc mahll l  the Guru’s wife or  wives. 2 abodes
for the Guru to reside. The famous places
bearing this name in particular are:

3 residential houses in Amr i t sa r  got
constructed by Guru Arjan Dev.
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4 a place in Amritsar where Guru .
I-largobind was married to Mata Nanaki.

5 palaces of  the fifth Guru at Kartarpur.
6 a palace of  the sixth Guru at Sri Har

Gobindpur (Sri Gobindpur).
7 palaces of  the seventh Guru  at Kiratpur.
8 temples designed by the ninth Guru at

Anandpur. .
ਗਚਗਚ [gurugur], ਗਚਗਰ [guruguru] Guru o f a l l
the Gurus. the Creator. “andInu  japu gurugur
nam.”—gau m 5. 2 Guru Nanak Dev. “updcs
guruguru sunc.”~—nat m 4.
ਗਰ ਚਤ ਆਵ [guru CIll ave] a blessing given
by devout Sikhs, mothers and women for
somebody to get well. 2 Sec ਕਰਤਰਚਤ ਆਵ.
ਗਰਦਆਰ [guruduara], ਗਰਦਆਰ [guruduarel Scc
ਗਰਦਆਰਅਤ ਗਰਦਰ. 2 via  the  Guru .  “guruduare
,devsi."—-05kar. “guruduare soi bujhs.”—sar a
m 3.
ਗਰ-[ਦਸ [gurupadesl n exhortation by the Guru,
the Guru’s sermon. Sec ਗਰਉਪਦਸ.
ਗਰ ਮਗਟ [guru magat] a village in district
Lahore under police station Mujhang, about .
one and a half mile to the south of  railway
s t a t i o n ,  Lahore c a n t o n m c n l .  The r e  i s  a
gurdwara dediCatcd to Guru  l-largobind about
two furlongs to the south-west of th is  village.
The Guru stayed here while on hisjoumey  back
from Mujhang. An elegant gurdwara, having
a golden dome, has been raisedherc. The
gurdwara has eight ghumaons of land in its
name. A fair is held in Magh i.c. the eleventh
month of  Bikrami  calendar. on the first ofthe
dark phase ofthis  lunar month.
ਗਚਰ [gurur] Scc ਗਰਰ.
ਗਰਖਤਨ [gurextan] P Ji/ flee, run. 2 slink
away.
ਗਰਖਲ [gurekhel] n a clan of Pathans which is
a branch of the Kasimkhcl tribe. “gurekhel
mahaméd lejak dhac.”-—carI tr 96.
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ਗਰਜ [gurez] I’ 2/ act of‘slinking away. 2 run
away. “kanh! gurej makun.“—krrsan. 3 a
region of  Kashmir.
ਗਰਜਦ [gurezad] P 32/  runs. flees.
ਗਰਰਜਦਨ [gurezidan] 1’ ‘9s v run 2 slink
away. .
ਗਰਡ [ਫਘਰਗ] Sec ਗਰਡ. 2 Dg an Englishman,
inhabitant of  England.
ਗਲ [gull l’ J! n flower. “gul me jIm gfidh.”

—-N1’. 2 a flower, especially the rose. 3 scaring
a mark on the body with a hot i ron rod ctc.
“a tan gulan na khahu.”-—carItr 236. 4 part
o f a  lamp's wick  that increases in length due
to burning. 5 A J3 noise. hubhub, clamour.
“d anav krfi gul.”——saloh. _
ਗਲ ਅਬਸ [gul abbas] P quid! flower of the
ebony tree; flowers of  various colours glow
on this tree. Physicians practising Greek
system o f  medicine  use  its leaves, seeds and

roots in a number of  medicinal concoctions.
Its flowers have hot  and dry, sccds  cold  and
moist, and its roots hot and moist properties.
The root of  this flower  renders semen strong
and thick and also purifies blood. It cures
backache and maturatcs boi ls and pimples.
Ground with salt when applied. it cures
ringworms.
ਗਲਸਤਣ [gulsatran] n a piece of  leather used
to protect a finger. Sec ਅਗ'ਲਤਣ “gulslran
Sgusth majhara.“—GPS.
ਗਲਸਨ [ g u l s a n ]  P a»?

2 garden.
‘ਗਲ ਹ ਜਣ [gul ho jana], ਗਲ ਕਰਨ [gul karna]

get extinguished, as  “diva go] hogIa;  carag gul
ਗ!“ deo.”
ਗਲਕ [gulka] Scc ਗਲਕ.
ਗਲਕਗ [gulkari] n embroidery on a piece of
cloth done with a needle. 2 process o ffil l i n g
in colours and embroidcring their print on
cloth.

n flower garden.
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ਗਲਭਦ [gulk‘ad] 1’ 13‘)! n material made from
rose petals and sugar, used as a medicine for
a number of  diseases. The  rose which  blooms
in the month  ofChct  and the white rose found
in the mountains, are best for preparing this
medicinal concoction.
ਗਲਖ [ਛਪ]×ਨ] son of Said Khan, grandson of
Paindckhan. He. along with his brother, served
under the tenth Guru with the intention of
avenging the murder of  his grandfather. One
day when the Guru was delivering a religious
sermon to  the congregation at Nader, Gulkhan
stabbed him in the stomach with a dagger.
However, he was ki l led immediately by the
Guru. Ataulla was slain by Bhai Lakha Singh.
This  incident took place in Sammat I765.
ਗਲਗਲ [gulgula] adj tender, soft. 2 n a sweet
pakara; a fried ball of sweetened flour. 3 P
_ਜਫ cacophony. noise or uproar. “uthayo
gulgulo IS tar.”-—PPP. 4 hearsay, folklore.
ਗਨਗਨ [gulguna] P _.ਭਵਖ adjhaving the colour
of a flower. 2 rose-coloured. 3 n faccpack;
paste for massaging the face which makes the
skin  glow like a flower.
ਗਲਗਲ [8018੦1c ],ਗਲਗਲ [8੦18੦11] adjslave of
slaves; maidscrvant. “satIgor kc gulgole."
-—-sava m 4. "ham t I s  ki gulgolie.”—dev m 4.
ਗਲਚਹਰ lgulcxhar] adj flower-like body,
beautiful face. 2 blooming, cheerful face.
3 having face like a rose. “voh gulCIhar kahé
he?”—-ramav.
ਗਲਜਰ [guljarI] Sec ਗਵਕ 4.
ਗਲਜਰ [guljar] P 11/ n place for flowers, a
garden.
ਗਲਜਯਸਘ [gulajarsfgh] This hero having
spiritual nature was baptised by the tenth Guru.
He was an associate of  Bhai Mani Singh. He
attained matyrdom along with Bhai Sahib at
Lahore. His shrine is close to Shahidganj raised
in memory otai Mani Singh.
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ਗਲਝਣ [guljhan] n complication. entangled  knot.
2 convoluted and difficult utterance. 3 riddle.
cryptic  remark; ambiguous in meaning.
ਗਲਝਣ [gulajhna], ਗਲਝਨ [gulajhna] v entangled.
ਗਲਝੜ [guljhari] n shower of flowers. 2 a type
of  firework. emitting bright sparks; sparklcr.
ਗਲਦਸਤ [guldosta] P 13,”? n bunch of flowers,
bouquet
ਗਲਦਨ [guldan] flowervase; vase made of
metal or alloy, glass or  chinaware.
ਗਲਦ'ਮ [guldum] P (J nightingale. who has a
flower-shaped mark of  red colour under it’s
tail.
ਗ'ਲਫ [gulaph] Skt ਹਣਜਲ n anklc. 2 border or
margin in the front part of  pyjama. “gulaph
lage hovahI bahu cara.”--GPS.
ਗਲਫਅ [gulfam] P (Lab; v rose-coloured, pink.
ਗਲਬਦਨ [gulbadan] P Uri n striped silken cloth,
which is red in colour. Pyjamas made from
this material are worn by women. In the
centuries gone by, even richmen used to wear
these pyjamas. 2 adj whose body is soft l ike  a
rose. “vah gulbadan kahfi he?”-—rama v.
ਗਲਬਸ [gulbfis]. ਗਲਬਸ [gulbfisa]. ਗਲਬਸ
[gulbz’isi] S e c  ਗਲ ਅਬਸ.
ਗਲਬਗ [gulbag] After spending a lot of money,
the devout Sikhs of  Kabul were bringing two
horses, Gulbag  and Dilbag, to Punjab for Guru
Hargobind. The ruler of Lahore forcibly _
snatched the  horses from them. On the
pleading of  the Sikh religious congregation, Bhai
Bidhichand brought these horses back from
Lahore with great defincss. The  Guru named
these horses Suhela and J anbhai.
ਗਲਮ [gulam] short for Gulam. “hau gulam tIna
ka golia.”—var gau I m 4. ‘I am a servant of
his slaves.’ 2 Sktfl‘tflf n dense shrubs, a cluster
of roots; many offshoots from the same root.
3 a unit  of  army consisting of  nine elephants,
n i n e  horse-dr i ven carr iages ,  twenty-seven

horses and forty-five foot soldiers.‘ 4 a
stomach disorder ;  gas  formation in the
stomach; flatulence (windball or bloodball) "jur
sit gulam.”—saloh. See ਵਉਗਲ.
ਗਲਕਮ [gulamgulam] adj slave of  slaves
“nanak hat VIhata harI gulam gulami.”
—gau m 4.
ਗਲਰ [gular] Sec ਉਰਬਰ ਅਤ ਗਲਰ.
ਗਲ ਲਲਚ [gul lalah],  ਗਲ ਲਲ [gul lala] P JULK
n a k ind  of  flower. See ਲਲਹ. .
ਗਲ ਲਲ ਰਗ [gul lala rfig] P nag/JR}? adj red:
havingthc  colour-of  Bandhuk-flowcr; very red.
2 blood-red in colour.
ਗਲ [gula] Sec ਗਲ. “3t gula CIri ka cuganu."
—var mala m 1. a grain or two. 2 Sec ਗਲ.
ਗਲਨਰ [gulanarl P A; n pomegranate flower.
2 adj like a pomegranate flower. 3 blood-red.
the colour of a rose.
ਗਲਬ [gulab] P up! n ਸਲਕਮਲ rose. In India,
there are a number of  rose varieties and most
of  them were imported from foreign countries.
For preparing gulkiid, (a concoction made of
rose and sugar). rosc extracts and perfumes,
best are the roses which bloom in the month
of  Chet.
ਗਲਬ ਅਫਸਨ [gulab afgani] P 3531?]; act of
spraying essence or perfume derived from
roses. “gulab afsanNIye daste mubar Ik .”
—divan goya. ‘act of spraying rosc perfume
with a bountiful hand.’
ਗਲਬ-ਸਘ [gulabsigh] After getting baptised
Gulab Rai was named Gulab Singh. Sec
ਸਰਜਮਲ ਅਤ ਗਲਬਰਇ. 2 a devout Khatri who
took amrit  (nectar) from the hands of  the tenth
Guru and then served the nation and the
country. He attained matyrdom in the battl'c

‘1‘wcnty-scvcn elephants. twenty-seven chariots. eighty-

onc  horses and one  hundred and  thirty-five foOt soldiers

or infantry mcn comprised a unit of army. referred to as
galom.
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‘of Anandpur. 3 Sec ਖਡਲ ਅਕਬਰਵਲ. 4 1311i
Gulab Singh, a mendicam. belonging to the
Nirmala sect of thc  Sikhs. He was an erudite
scholar of  Sanskrit. H i n d i  and Punjabi
languages. He was born in 1789 AD in the
family of  the landl'ords of Clmbba. He was
born to Mata Gauri and was sired by Raiya
in village Sekhav, also called Sckham 01`
district Lahore. subdivision Chunia, falling
under pol ice station Sraimugal'. He was
initiated into Sikh religion by Sam Man Singh.
He read all the Vcds.2 He stayed at Kashi
for a long time and learnt the Sanskrit
language. It was the earnest desire of  Pandit
Gulab Singh that he should Write a book in
Sanskrit and serve the nation.

He translated in verse Bhavarsamrit in
Sammat 1834, Mokshpan th  in Sammal  1835,

  Adhyatamramayan in Sammat  I839; and in
Sammat l 849 ,  he wrote Probodhchand.  There
were a number of  other writings penned by
him, which  were destroyed by persons jealous
of him.

5 111 the house of  Kcsri Dogra situated at
Asmaihalpur Dioli (which is about seven kms
from Jammu) were born Dhayan Singh in the
year 1788. Gulab Singh in the year 1797 AD,
and Suchet Singh in the year 1801 AD. These

"‘madr dos mficjan mahfi })…“ sckhav atram.

raya janak prOSIddh jag janni gari nam.“ “ਘਆ-੩111.
Sckhav (Sckham) is at a distance of  four miles on the

mctallcd road from village Patto Mandi. and three or four

kos from Kachi Kothi. There is said to he a well dug-in
Sckhav in memory of the Pandit.

"‘vxdya sat: sugyan sukhdaIk [ਜਹ subh car.
man s igh  gum kc soda 1੭5੮16 pad udnr."

-—bh.1varsamrrt.
“bharat bhumI punit pad tapo gyan avlar.
man sigh guru ko namo [ਪਗ] kamna sarfi'

—-pr0bodh c5dr “ਹਹ/<.
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Dogras served at a number of places before
they ended up enlisting in the army of  Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. The wheel of  fortune got Dhayan
Singh into the good books of  the Maharaja and
from the humble position ofa servant looking
after the lattcr‘s baths. he rose to become a
caretaker ofthc palace and earned the title of
raja. Gulab Singh also got a similar title. The
dcsccndcms of Dhayan Singh now rule over
Punch and those 01' Gulab Singh rule over
Jammu and Kashmir.

After the dissolution of  the Sikh rule in the
year 18'46 AI). Gulab Singh was able to win
the title ofmaharaja from the British. He got
possession of  the entire Kashmir region just
for 75 lac rupees. He died in August 1857.

6 The famous scholar Gulab Singh. resident
01' Girvari whose pupils. Sant Sadhu Singh and
Pandit Tara Singh. became very famous. Sec
ਸਧਸਘਜ and ਤਰਸਘ.
ਗਲਬਚਦ [gplabchfid] See ਬਰ ਬਬ.
ਗਲਬ-ਦਸ [gulabdas] Gulab Das was born in
Sammat I866 from the womb of  Deso in the
house of Hamira. a Jatt inhabitant of Rataul
village, s i tuated near Tarn Taran. For
sometime. he worked under various baptized
Sikhs and then became a disciple ofl-Iira Das
an Udasi Sikh, who was an inhabitant 01` Kasur.
He learnt the'art 01` writing poetry from Bawa
Dhayandas 01` vil lage Dhanaula in the
jurisdiction ofNabha province. In the company
of poet Haridas (Giridhar), he began to
compose poems. Thereafter, he acquired the
knowledge of  Hindu philosophy enshrined in
Vcdant under the tutelage 01` Bhai Deva Singh,
a S i kh  belonging to the Nirmala sect ,  and
became an atheist. People who belong to this
scct call themselves Gulabdasi. The famous
monastery of Gulabdas is located at
Chatthianwala village near Kasur. Hymns
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composed by Gulabdas are  collected in a book
titled Updcs Vilas. Gulabdas died on 12‘h
Bhadon Sudi in the light half of‘ this lunar month
in Sammat 1930.

2 an emancipated recluse belonging to the
Udasi sect, who was born in Sammat 1880 and
d ied  in 1959 in village Ma j h i  in tehsil
Bhavanigarh in the princely state of  Patiala. He
was a great lover  oqrbani and a man of  high
ethical standards. To impart knowledge and
donate sacred scriptures after writing them in
beautiful hand writing, was his regular vocation.
He sent a number of  sadhus to  places like Kashi
etc so as to help them acquire knowledge.

A number of  his disciples are very cruditc
and famous scholars today. One  ofthem. Pandit
Krishandas Shastri, is a great linguist and
rcnowed poet of Sanskrit. He has written a
number of  sacred scriptures and he occupies
a place of  prestige in the sect of  Udasi Sikhs.
ਗਲਥਦਸਅ [gulabdasia], ਗਲਬਦਸਏ [gulabdasie]
follower or followers of  Gulabdas at No. 1
above.
ਗਲਬਦਨ [gulabdani], ਗਜਜ [gulabpagi]
vessel resembling a flagon or a longnecked,
small pitcher which  is used to  spray rose water
or  perfume. Such a pitcher has a fine  hole or a
sieve at its mouth to serve as a fount or filter
through which rose-perfumed liquid-drops arc
sprayed.
ਗਲਬਰਇ [gulabraI] grandson of Surajmall and
son of  Dalipchand (Guru Hargobind’s great
grandson). He was a brother of Sayamdas.
Alongwith his brother, he took amrit from Guru
Gobind Singh. He adopted the religion of
Khalsa after the demise o f  the tenth Guru.
Gulab Singh tried to  conduct prayers at
Anandpur by occupying the seat of  Guru Teg
Bahadur, but Bhai Gurubakhashdas. head
priest of  Anandpur, stopped him from this
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sacriligeous act.
.“tIn I k  d I n  aVIlokyo an.
thIryo gulabraI gurthan.
sahi n a  gai  avagya her .
hath jorI bolyo t I s  ver.
than bonavahu apon duja.
ਰਸ! bath lije sabh pu ja . ”

The  lineage of  Gulab Rai did not continue.
The Sodhis of  Anandpur are descendants of
Shyam Singh. Sec  ਸਰਜਮਲ.
ਗਲ'ਬ [gu l aba ]  a Khatri Sikh,  w h o  w a s a
resident of  Machhivara (district Ludhiana). He
lcfl hisjob as a masfid, (prcachcr-cum-collector
of  tithes and offerings made to  the Guru), and
earned his l ivelihood by performing manual
labour. The  tenth Guru stayed in his house in
Sammat 176] while on his way from the fort
of  Chamkaur, where he wore the garb of  an
exalted pir. Sec ਮਛਵੜ.
ਗਲਬਸ [gulabfis] See ਗਲਅਬਸ. abbas flower;
abbas plant, which bears red and ye l low
flowers in summer and-during the monsoon
season. '
ਗਲਬ [ gulabu] a Hindu trader who sold tabacco
during the times of Bahadurshah. When he
witnessed the righteous bravery of  the baptised
Sikhs, he joined Khalsa Dal. In the fort of
Lohgarh he wore the dress of  Banda Bahadur
to confuse the enemy. As a consequence of
this, Banda Bahadur safely fled towards the
mountains. Gulabu was put in an iron cage and
sent to Delhi to  remain in imprison for a number
of  years. Later when Banda Bahadur was
captured and brought to Delhi, Gulabu was
slain in front ofhim.
ਗਲਮ [gulam] A (115 n a slave who is part and
parcel of  property looted; a person who has
been purchased.‘ 1n olden times, the enemy

"‘bckhridu k Ia  karc caturai."«suhi m 5.

“mulkharidi lala gola.”~maru m I.
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soldiers who were imprisoned during a battle
were not killed. Rather, they were captured
and held  under seige. Later the victors forced
them do hardwork or they were sold off like
animals. So persons who were either made
prisoners of. war or who were bought were
called slaves.l

Actually, slaves were treated like animals,
and were regarded as  chattel. They were under
the control of  their masters in every way; they
were not entitled to  do  anything on their own.

' Once upon  a time, slavery was in vogue in
India but it was more predominant in countries,
which, for the past few centuries, have been
colonised by the Islamic tribes. Among those
tribes, slavery continued for centuries before
the birth of  prophet Mohammad. It spread to
Europe from these countries and in the end
became strongly rooted in America. Around
1865 AD, slavery vanished forever from the
highly civilized countries. It would not be wrong
to contend that the pain the slaves suffered
during the history of  slavery was greater than
that of  creatures whimpering in hell. See,
History of  Slavery and Serfdom (1895) by
Ingram.
ਗਲਮਅਹਮਦ [gulam ahmad], ਗਲਮਅ'ਹਮਦ [gulam
ahImad] adjslave of  Mohammad. 2 n Mirza
Gulam Murtaza'was born from the womb of
Chirag Bibi in the  house of  her husband, Mirza
Gulam Murtaza, a resident of  Qadian in 1836
AD. He told the people that only he knew  that
the birth of  the prophet, prophesied in the
teachings ahd anecdotes of  Mohammad and
about whom there is a hint in the holy Koran,
has proved true. He told them that he was that
prophet. Thousands of  Muslims became his
disciples but still a majority opposed him. He

'Dacoits used to abduct boys and young girls frmh their
homes and sell them as slaves.
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named his cult or  sect as  Ahmadi  which  has a '
double meaning. Ahmad is the name of prophet
Mohammad and also the name of  Mirja. On
May 8‘“, 1908 AD, this religious leader expired
at Qadian.

Afier Mirja, Hakim Nuruddin was accepted
as the prophet. Now his son Mirja Mahmood
Ahmad is the religious leader o f the  Ahmadi
s c
ਗਲਮ [gulami] n slavery, bondage, servitude
Sec  ਗਲਮ.
ਗਲਰ [gular] n red flower, sunflower. 2 adj rcd
coloured. “mere lalan lal gulare.”—nat a m 4.
ਗਲਲ [gulal] See ਗਲ ਲਲ. 2 redcoloured flour
made of water and s‘éghara. Flour or powder
having the colour of  Cu] lala which is used
during ho l i  and marriage ceremonies etc.
“phagun me  sakhi ਗਬ!“ gulal sabhe harI se  ban
bic rame.”—kr:rsan. 3 adj red like gul-lalah.
4 See  ਗਲਲ.
ਗਲਲ [gulala] See ਗਲ ਲਲ.
ਗਲਲ [gulalu] adj red like gUl-lalah. “lalu gulalu
gahbara saca régu.”~—sr1' m 1. 2 Skt ਠਜਜ 11
water. In Punjabi language ਕ [k] is replaced
by ਗ [g] at many places e.g ਕਦਕ is replaced
[))/ਗ'm,ਅਕਦ1))/R^ m,ਜਕਤ1))/c ^ k ,ਅਧਠ)/

ਅਗਧਸ,ਪਕਸ}))/ਪਰਗਸ,ਧਕ [))/ਧਗ,ਭਕ[))/ਭਗਤ

etc. “ਪ ape  kamalu alatu he 58 hatha VICU
gulalu.”-var 511' m 4. ‘There is an invisible lotus
under water hundreds of  hands deep.
ਗਲਸਤ [gulIstfi] P up! n place for flowers to
grow, a garden. 2 a masterpiece or classic
written by Shaikhsadi in Persian. It has been
translated into numerous languages. Bhai
Basant Singh, the court poet of Maharaja
Narendar Singh, the ru ler o f  Patiala, has ‘
produced an excellent translation of  this work
in verse.
ਗਲਸਤਣ [gulIstran] See ਅ'ਗ'ਲਡਣ.
ਗਲਕ [gulIka] Ski n tablet, stone for sharpening
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tools. 2 bullet of a gun “gole gulIka lag-hi
aI.”—GPS.
ਗਲਤਣ [gulItran] See ਅਗਲਤ'ਣ “gUlItran
baddhé.”—-c§d1’ 2.
ਗਲ [gulu] P ,3? n throat, neck.

ਰ ਗ'ਲਬਦ [801ਘਰ61] n scarf or neckcloth used to
tie around the neck etc.
ਗਲਰ [guler] n This word has occurred in place
of gavaliar. “sah guru k0 paths guler.”—GPS.
2 a branch of  Katoch Rajputs; 3 a princely
state in the hilly region of  tehsil Dera, in district
Kangra,  established by Raja Harichand

= Katochia. Its history is mentioned below:
While on a hunting expedition, Harichand

fell into a well. When he did not return to his
kingdom even after a long time, everyone,
believing him to be dead, crowned his son as
king and put him on  the royal throne. Somehow
he managed to come out of  the well, and ‘
returned to his kingdom to see his son as the
king. He turned back and established a new
kingdom called Guler Nagar and separately
began to rule over it.
ਗਲਰ [gulera], ਗਲਚਅ [guleria] adj  who resides
in Guler. See  ਗਲਰ 3 .
ਗਲਲ [culel] P by n pellet bow, swing shot.
ਗਲਲਚ [gulelci] n person adept m the use of a
swing  shot.
ਗਲਲ [gulela] See ਗਲਲ and ਗਲਲ.
ਗਲ [gulla] n maize corn cob. 2 lubricous, greasy
sap of  wood. 3 small stick stout at one end,
covered with hair at the  taper, used for beating
the back of  a horse. 4 noise, blare. 5 short for
gulam or ਗਲ [gola] “tag, VIC pan da  gulla.”
6 small and thick chapatti.
ਗਲ [gulli] n thick and small chapatti. 2 small
piece of wood which is tapered at both ends,
and is played with a short stick. This piece of
wood is shaped like barley, about 5 to 6 inches
long and one  and a half inches thick at the centre.
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The game is called tipcat. 3 piece of  garlic stem
with peel removed. 4 inner core of  wood which
is rounded or  made globular; segment of bamboo
between' two nodal joints.‘
ਗਲਡਡ [gulidféda] Sep ਗਲ 2.
ਗਵਰਧਨ [guvardhan] See ਗਵਰਧਨ.
ਗਵਰ [guvar], ਗਵਰ [guvarI], ਗਵਰ [guvari]
See ਗਵਰ. 2 n GOpi; milkmaid. “sajan k0 sajke
so  guvari.”-1<r:rsan.
ਗੜ Igor] Skt ਗਡ“ a ball or  lump made of  sugar
cane juice, boiled and poured into a trough for
cooling into jaggery; lump of jaggcry.
ਗੜਗਡ [ਫਘ‘q_ v ]  See ਗਡਗਡ. 2 small hubble-
bubble. This noun is onomatopoeic in nature,
formed from the sound gurgur, (produced by
a hookah).
ਗੜਣ [guma], ਗੜਨ [ਫਘ'ਸ] think, contemplate.
2 learn. “pama guma sésar ki kar he.”-—var

sorm 3.
ਗੜਤ [ਫਪਛਬ] n concoction made of jaggery. It
is given to the newly bbm infants. It cleans
the intestines; a laxative for infants. See  ਘਟ.
ਗੜਫਲ [gurphall Dg n plant with fruit as sweet '
as jaggery. Salvadora oleoides or salvadora
indica.
ਗੜਕ [guraka] Skt ਕ n sleep,  slumber. “hot

guraka t In  tan rogu ”—NP. “sava  jam nISI taji
guraka.’  ’.-NP
ਗੜਕਸ [gurakes] Skt ਹਗਕਸ n Arjun, who had
conquered sleep. 2 Shiv. 3 adjthick-haired.
ਗਡਅਲ [gurial] See ਗੜਅਲ 1.
ਗਤ [guru] See ਗੜ. “guru karI gIanu tanu
karI dhave.”—asa m I .  “dI l I  l<ati guru vatI.”
-s fan‘d. ‘Evil at heart and jaggery-like sweet
of ton gue: malicious at heart, sweet of tongue.’
ਗੜਚ [ਫਪਧਧਬ] Skt ਹਡਕ n dried extract of the
root of  a shrub called barbery (berberis aristata)
used as a purgative for children; ptychotis
ajowan; cocculus cordifolius. Its properties are
hot and dry. It is' used to cure diseases like fever,
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' caugh, jaundice (pancreatic disease, gall

bladder disease), blood disorder, bloody piles
accompanied by lot of blood discharge etc.
ਗਰਥ [guréba] n a type of 'food prepared By
mixing  jaggery [ਬਧ] and mango  juice.

' ਗ' [gu] Skt ਸ vr defecate, stroll with talertness,
excrete. From this is derivcdg‘d (ਗਹ) [guh (gfihH.
ਗਅਹਟ [guahti] See ਗਉਹਟ. “narkasur raja bado
guahti- k0 raI.’’—carItr 203.
ਗਆਬਢਰ [guabédar] See ਗਆ ਬਦਰ. .
ਗਹ [guh] n dirt, excreta. 866ਗ. “guh par: sagvi
malu laI  mansukhu aIa.’  —var gen 1 m 4.
ਗਗ [gfiga] See ਗਗ. “cakhz: gfiga ਗਪਝਠਨਗ.”
—sar m 5.
ਗਗ ਕ ਮਨਅਈ [gfige ki mIthIai] See ਗਗ ਕ
ਮਨਅੲ. “jInI I h  cakhi soi jam: gfige ki
mIthIai.”—sor m 4. -
ਗਜ [gfij] See ਗਜ-
ਗਜਣ [gfijna], ਗਜਨ [gfijna] See ਗਜਨ.
ਗਜਰ [gujar] See ਗਜਰ.
ਗਜਰ [gujri] Skt ਗਜਗ n agujjar woman. “gujri
jatI 'gavar.”—vaf go} 1 m 3. 2 See ਗਜਰ ਮਤ.

.. 3 a sarav ragIni in ਸਚ that, in which pécam,

. the fifth note is prohibited; dhevat, the sixth
note, is primary, that is, is vadi and rxsabh the .
second note is  .samVadi (that is, secondary).
rI$abh (the second note), gz‘idhar (the third
note), and dhevat (the sixth note) are flat;
maddham (the fourth note) is sharp; nxsadh
(the seventh note) is pure. The hour of singing
is four gharis after sunrise.
ascending-$8 ra ga mi dha na 53.

‘ 'desending— 53 na dha mi ga ra $3.
In Guru Granth Sahib, rag gujri is at number five.
ਗਜਗਮਤ [gujrimata] See ਗਜਰ ਮਤ.

. ਗਝ [ਙਪਸਬ], ਗਝ lgujhil See ਗਝ-ਗਝ. “gujhi
bhahI jale sfisara.”—dhana m 5.
ਗਟ [gut] n small-statured horse, dwarfish horse.
ਗਡਰ [gudai-l ‘Dg n camp, tent.
ਗਰ [gudi] See ਗਡ. 2 kite. “anile kagadu katile

gudi.”—ram namdev.
ਗਢ [gudh] Skt adj esoteric, hidden. 2 complex
sentence, easy to understand. 3 See ਗੜ 2. ‘ ‘
ਗਢਰਥ [gudharth] Skt ਹਗਥ n hidden or secret
meaning.
ਗਚਰਥ ਦਪਕ [gudharth dipIka] an exeges‘is
of Japuji written in Sanskrit by Nihal Singh, a
great scholar belonging to the Nirmala sect.
In this exegesis, the underlying meaning and
import of the early momin g devotional prayer
of the Sikhs has been explained according to
the system of  Shankar s Vedant. This 6×8888!8
was written around 1940 Sammat.
ਗਢੜ [gudhoktI] hidden story; allegorical story;
saying something at the manifest level but
carrying a different meaning at the latent level.
It 18 also called‘  ‘”.anyoktI
vyat par-updes kar param caturi'ség
alékar gudhoktI‘ tahi varfiat kaVI navrfig.

—ramc5drbh usan.
jahi samjhays or 1<0 dar  3r pe  bat
so  anyoktI nam  kaVI vamat ras sarsat. '

-315karsagarsvdha.
Examples .

(]  )simal  rukh saraIra  at]; diragh atI  mucu,
:): jI web: as karI jahI nIrase kItu?

' ' —-var asa.
(2)h55a vekh trédIa baga t am  can

dub: mue  bag  bapure SIr  talI uparI pau.
-var vad m 3.-

(3)dadur ,  tu  kabahI n a  janasx re ,
bhakhas: sxbalu basaSI nIrmal jal,
amrI  t 133 l a k h a s :  r e .—maru  m I .

(4) kabir samfidu n3 chodie jau at: kharo hox,
pokha‘rI pokharI dhudhte bhalo na
kahIhe ROI .—5 kabir.

(5)5aras ke nadan  1<o bad  na sunat kahfi
nahak  hi bakbad dadur maha karé,

“sri patI”  80 Rev: jahfi oj na sarojan k0 ,
})}ਘਟ na bh‘ébhul jfihi CItt de caha kar‘é,
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bakan ki bani ki bIrajat  he  rajdhani

kaI  1$6 kalIt pani herat haha kar’é,
ghéghan ke jal jfime narai sxvar  {ਕ me

_ ese papital  1<0 maral 1e kahéi kar‘é?
(6) chote chdte pat kane kam ke 118 thahrat

dekhe chu; chfih man keseke rasaie,
_ pane pane  kétak bIlok—ke badhat sul ‘

. , , .mul  hu me thar VIsram 1<0 11੪ paie, ,-

. , “181” kav: phule ph'ul r_as rup gédh  bIn  -
.. _ _ svad bIna phal  mukh-keseke lagaie,
ਥ tum hikaha na 'he babur kéhéi dhari man?

kan as  ‘rakh ravre l<e pas aie?
ਥ (7)50niev1tap prabhu! puha’p tIhare ham .. .

- rakhie hams to sobha ravri badhaI ਸਵ,
taj-h6 harakh te, n3 caro kachu ap sen ਭ

jaha jaha jai‘ ਰਸ“) duni chabI paI  h'é,
suran cadh‘ége surnar n9 cadh’ége sis

sukav: “rahim” hath hath hi bIkaI h'é,
deg me  rahege pardes me  rahége, kahfi
_ , . ' bhes  me rahége par ravre kahaI h'é.
Bhai Basant Singh',a gem in the court of

' Maharaja Narendra Singh, raja o f  Patiala,
wrote a Isatsai, some couplets of which are

. 'examples of gudhoktI They are given below: .
' ‘ o h é s  anyoktI .

1111111‘੬ has! rasal phal, sital jal subh chah,
ve mukta b I n  mansar ,  m I l E  a n  sar  nah.
inansarovar_m6 kar’é, jayé tayfi kar nIrbah,
tu na Sfdhu tat jén ki,  kari‘: hésla CIt cah.
bIn  mokta pukhurin' me, kab lag hOI nIbhau,
kaglan baglan mfijh mI l ,  hés! n9 log hasau.
tu mara l !  be tha t  kahé ,  pékh savar  s a v a r ? ‘
yahé khir aru 1111- 1<0, rahit bhau Iksar.

1<1ਝ01<ਜ anyoktI
nah: parag makréd nahI, nah: sugédhx sukh mul, -
mat ki‘suk 01“ ਈ}! kar, a e  bhramar ju bhul.
tu na  garab kisuk kusam, 118 muhI atk sug‘édh.
‘small ponds.
2 fl o w e r o f  Dhak tree, Butca frondosa. flower of  Ficus
glomerulatah
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kaha bhayo médrat 10,-yah madhukar mad-Sdh?

gajanyokt: . ,
kat-kutev3 toké pari, are kari! matIkur,
ab anyo anhvay tu, ab melat SIr dhur. ..

kak  anyoktI -
kIto kak pratIpal tu, kIto lad (1੬ yit.
jab kab 1<01<11 ke baca, mIl‘é kokIlan mahI.

‘ ~ sigh  anyoktI
hanat medkan 1<_o kaha, re ajan mrIgraI?
mar matt gajraj 1<0, sabh parIvar aghaI.
sigh tor p I t  mat ne, brItha ladayo lad,
aj-édan kovtakat tu, gajgécjan4 1<0 chad.;

' amra anyoktI .
‘ tu rasal sabh 1<0 sukhad, det  saphal ras 1੭1111  
ਲ8111 te bI t  karat nahi, tohI kabe pat-bins.

rasna anyoktI
r a s n a !  t uv  a s  n a  kou ,  s i l v é t  s a  h u l a s ,
kathIn dasname dIvas nIs, karat vayas bhar vas.

. a r i  jih, paea6  kahIt ,  bol ban rasbor,
tor kurakhti tanak si, kare kubakhti" mor. 

‘ adhar any’oktI
kadhan dehu  m‘at badan te, are adhar! as bol,
nahak basat paros tuh, kute jahi‘ kapol.
’ - akk anyoktI
arak! thali8 1<e majh 111], bhali 50 has bItau,
tu fiban ke mulak me, mat a pat utrau.

bak  (bagla) anyoktI
khir ni r  bIlgavt‘o, ja bak  . m é d a k  khaI,--
1<0 pratIpalat 1155 1<0, mukta cog cugaI?
are pathIk, tuv drIgan me, rahyo sadhu subh sujh,
ya bak 1<0 vhar tu ,  mum: médak te bujh.

_ gardhabh (gadha) anyoktI
kahfi bhayo tuhI pith par, ladi kItab hajar,‘
tu na mulano 1103: khar, gun  palano dar .
’bad valley.
‘arca close to an clcphant’s car.
5w i t h o u l  leaves; without sense of  honouf.

. 6turban.  head dress, .
7bad luck.
udesert. arid land.
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re gardhabh, ye‘ite kahIt gardhabh tohI jahan,
sikhyo réc na gyan 1ਏ hot I te  bad kah.

bIral (bIlla) anyoktI
kIto kathIn-brat dhar kar, pars'é ja I  kIdar ,
mIte méjar na bIn kIye, mukhak mas ahar.

ullu anyoktI
tav aktan me mItr‘ ki rahi na jab pahIcan,
kahIn lagyo sabh jagat tuhI, nam uluk bakhan.

bagvan anyoktI
re mali, tuhI phalan ki atlakha na lakha I ,
t‘é sakhamrIg2 VIpan ke rakha dae banaI.
mali! j fh  khali udar t f h  phal deli jarur!
rahyo agha]: figur 56 khvavat téhI lghaju'r.
tahi n3  rakh mali are,  jah]: phal bhare pIyukh,
ya banar k0 sSp- 111, bar gular ke rukh.
kokIl keki3 k0 sabad sun suhat nah: tohI,
mal i ,  l a l i  b__ha1 k i , ' a b  kacho ka l i  h o h I ,
are 'bagvare, karat kat ratnare‘ - nan?

' in ma madhur phal det tu, boi madhur mukh ban.
` bIllanyoktI

rakh apne pas- 111 b I l  apni bax$i$,
tor phalan ke sahIn ko, nahIn mor bal sis. '
phorat sxr‘jackan ko, de  phal 311 besvad,
bIl, muhI sac batau 111, kIyo kan ustad?

sultan (server) anyaktI
111 pardhan harvaI kar, khaI khusi nI t  hohI,
ayat kavan kuran ki, avat padhni tohI?

- pavat (ਪਙ… 1<ਪ€111` 11 ]9111, turat manavat id,
jeso 111 su l tan  hi3, 1858. tor  mur id .

` Ikkh an'yoktI
‘cum‘s': cat? ukh tuhI, 1010 1a: t het,

. b In  kate kute bIna,  111 118 1<9118 res det.
‘ bakri anyoktI

aja, tIhare })111 kc ,  ,‘eb kab 511 dhar he na,
111 lakhdata’  k0 kahe ,  k I t6  curma den .

mtr means a friehd as also the sun.
’monkey.
’peacock.
‘red gem}
’sultan, pir.
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ahb aja, tav prakIrtI ko kahfi kahe’i mat kur,
mégan gan t‘épurkar, dino dudh  jarur.
kahéi bhayo sath svan tuhI, det aja at: tras,
111 pharyadi jah jIn, bhukhe trhan pas‘5

. aja, tor parvar mé, qhe  kIti k I n  rar,
‘ 111 11੪ jaI trhan tg  nyau len nIrdhar.

aja, tIhare put k0 mm: a p  hi g h a I ,
111 mat hatvayo cah‘é, svanan te  catvaI.

malah anyéktI
‘lavat var na par 111 bahijat jaljan7,~
tor malahi len ke, me malah! kurban.

- badar  anyoktI
111 dekhyo bahu bar  kapI, matkavat dIrg dox,
hav bhav lakh ravre, rijhat lakhyo na kOI.

dipak anyoktI
are dIyo“, t'é kardIyo  uaro ghar mahI,
tor pagan tar k0 kabe, mItat  adhero nah; .
jab dak baro" huto, tho ujIyaro geh,
bade”, hoykar t‘é kIyo, bad édhyaro eh. -

bh‘és anyoktI
mahIkh tI  hare badan  ki rahi sada yahI ban,
pache pani pIyat  spbh paI  pratham ghamsan.
. catak anyoktI -

sabh meghan k0  jac jIn, catrak! c6c pasar,
e barsavanhar  n a h I ,  e tarsavanhar.‘

‘ cuha anyoktI
b1 ghaanasan” ko banyo, 111 bahan SIrtaj,
bIghan karat nIs  d 111 phIrat, re mukhak 11111ਗ,

sur anyokt I .
re sukar,1<atphIrat 111 dvek dasan 511 kadh?
gajmukta caban cahIt, ve sfghan ਭ1<1 dadh.
kaha bhayo tgfékh tuhI, karat sigh cncah,
re berah, sxkhavmat, calan yahI berahl2

‘ close to tlic wolves.
’- boat, rant `

." lamp.
q'young girl and boy.
'° on growing up.
" Ganesh.
I ’ b a d  ways, evil ways.
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1'8'-5111<31' dhas t a l  me ,  tu  marat  khurtal,
a v h f  méju mara l  to kahé k a t  hé ka l?
banyo saCIv ja s igh k0, thoro khah nIlaj,
lakh motapan‘ nahI kare, khotapan mrIgraj.
lakhyq bahut daryav me, terat yut p'arvaf,
nahI sukar, tav puch gahI,  bhayo m'usaphér par.

ਲ - .11111'ਕ pir anyoktI _
khelat tu partrIyan me, dhol bajaI suchéd,
tu kahu kIn  pirari me, _re I'nira‘i matIméd?

ਗਢ’ਤਰ' [gudhottar] an answer with hidden,
cryptic content. Such an answer may have
peculiar connotations, with the miraculous
encrypted in it. 2 a crypted message.

satpray su bhav jahi uttar de  parbin,
gudhottar varnan kar‘é )e kabItt ras  Olin.

~ramc5dra 1੭11115 11
- Example:

he yacak, tu'sabar kar tyago bhojan as,
do k0 dekar khat h‘é, ye thakur ke das.

Some beggar asked, “Will I get food from this
door?” The cryptic answer was, “They eat
after offering food to the pujari i.e. they eat '
after closing both the  doors.”

111ਕ131" Ihthé’ I k  ayo ,
tum k0 her a tk  darpayo.

-carItr 115

The cryptic message lies hidden m it.
ਗਣ [gun] Skt ਗਣ n sack used to load material
or  goods on a mule, ox  etc; gunny sack.
ਗਣ [811118] adj multiplied. See ਸਹਸਗਣ 2 n
fodder made from a kind 01'11111181 (cluster bean
or  cyamopsis psoraliodes).
ਗਤ [gut] See ਗਤ. “hath k0 pasar gahi chori tab '
gut na.  ”—GPS.
ਗਥਨ [guthan] See ਗਥਨ.
ਗਦ {gudl n flesh or pulp of  celphlc material of
the head; brain. “gud paryo t Ih  k0, Im,  jay6
savdagar  k0 tutgyo mat ghj ko.”—krIsan. 2 pulp
of some fruit etc. ਭ- .

ਗਦ [gfid] Skt ਗਦ n gum; sticky viscous sap 'of

a tree, which is used to paste together paper
and also as medicinal ingredient for a number
of diseases. 2 See ਗਦਣਲ. 3 echo, resonance.
“golan ki gfid dfid bfid mano barI he.”—-52
Poets.
ਗਦ [gfida] n some material like kneaded flour
fed to birds like m ghtmgales etc. 2 adjkneaded.
3 in an inebriated condition.
ਗਧਨ [gfidhna] See ਗਨਣ'. “kumhare eku ju mati

‘ gfidhi. ”—asa kabir. 2 See ਗਦਣ.
ਗਨ [gun] See ਗਣ. 2 P U, n 8010111, dirt.
3 type, variety, kind. '
ਗਨਗਨ181111881111] Pdftf adjmultifarious; of
different colours; wonderful, strange.
2 variegated. '
ਗਧ [8118] Sec ਗਪਤ.
ਗਲ [8111] n sheaf, bundle. “trxn gul bahazs.”
—caf:rtr 246. 2 P df- owl, nightbird. 3 stupid.
4 small, pond. 5 A d} destruction, deva-
station. 6 A spectre, fiend, ghost. “gen rudra
8111 dakarhi'.” -.sah
ਗਲਰ [gular] Skt a kind of banyan 1188, whose
bark has sap, and fruit like fig, and which gives
dense shade. See ਉਰਬਰ. -

. , ‘ ਗੜ [8111] .ਉ/ਧਗਢ adj See ਗਢ. 2 n son born from
majar means both the  male  cat and my friend. ,` a king’s sexual liaison with'the daughter of a

Kshtriya. See ਔਸਨਸ ਸਮਤ ਸ. 28. “gut gaur na
bhil bhikar sekh braham sarup.”—akal. See
ਭਕਰ.
ਗੜਉ [guraU], ਗੜ [8੫18'], ਗੜ [gurh], ਗੜਉ
[gurhau] ਗੜ. [801118] adj cryptic, secret.
2 a sentence having hidden, encrypted meaning.
-‘.‘sun mfidhe hamakhie gura 1181111 aparu.”—sav 
m 1 .  3thick,  dense. 888ਗਢ.
ਗ [ge] went.‘ ‘jo ge rajdvaré. ”-—.gyan 2 future
tense suffix. “harI ju harImsdIr avhfge.”
—1<aIk1'. 3 See ਗਯ. 4 of. “hen balI bah: balI
tInge.  ”.—natm4
ਗਇ [geI] See ਗਯ.
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ਗਹ

ਗਰ [ਥਗ] Skt n house. --
ਗਹਣ [89|1੪1,12],ਗਹਨ [gehIni] Skt ਸਵਰ and
ਧਵਯ housewife, wife. '
ਗਹ [gehi] Skt ਗਛ n husband, householder. - ‘-
ਗਰ [gehu] See ਗਹ. -
ਗਰ [gehfi] n wheat.
ਗਡ [géda] See ਗਡ.
ਗਤ [geti] P ‘3’ n time, epoch, era. 2 world.‘
ਗਤਫਰਜ [geti faroz] P Mg." n the sun, which
brightens the world.
ਗਭਦ [géd] ਲ/ਸਕਦ n ball for playing. 2 n elephant.
“nanad géd brIdy".  ”—.gyan
ਗ‘ਦ [geda] n flowering plant on which grows
a ball- like flower; marigold plant, L Tagetes
erecta. This is a=multicolou_red and beautiful
flower which blossoms in winter. '

_ ਗਯ [gey] Skt ਸਧ adj  worth humming, chantable
2 n singer. 3 Skt ਯ'ਧ adj worth knowing, worth
understanding. ‘
ਗਰਣ [881'118],ਗਰਨ [gerna] v throw, spill.
2 demolish.
ਗਰ [881'1],ਗਰ [gem] Skt ਗਰਕ“ red soil found
on a mountain.‘‘geri l<e |)9811ਵਕ.”-}੭1'੪|੭||8 am  |.
“gholi geru'rég caraIa.”—mam a'm | . Indian
sadhus wear cléthes which are dyed red with
red ochre, suggestive of  renunciation.
ਗਰ'ਆ [gema] Skt ਗਚਕ adj red colour, red-
coloured. 2 coloured with red ochre.
ਗਰਬਥ'ਤ [gerubabutra] sen reddish, brown-
coloured water flowed down. “vage ratt jhulari
jayé gembabutra.”—c5d1' 3. ‘The blood from
the body of warriors is gushing like ochre-
coloured water falling  from small rivulets in
the mountains.’
ਗਲ [geli] n tree trunk; found segment between
two nodal joints; long and thick log. 2 P ਲਲ
Persian horse. 866ਗਲਨ. 3 E galley, a woodén
tablet which 18 used for assembling fonts for
printing.
ਗੜ [gar] n circular wheel. 2 circular movement,

1081 ਗਣ
rotation, complete turn of  a wheel. "
ਗੜਨ [gema] v rotate. 2 throw.
ਗੜ [gera] See ਗੜ. 2 recurrence, tendency to
repeat. “lakhu lakhu gera akhiahI eku namu
jagdis.”—japu. 3 turn,-occasiofi. “05 no sukhu
na  Upje, bhave su  gera avau jau.”—var vad 111 3.
4 recurrent cycle of life and death.-
ਕ [88] See ਗਯ. 2 See ਗਯਨ. “tere gun geh’é.”
—krIsan. -
ਗਠ [geth] n organisation,  formation, design,
proposal. “t In  bath geth Iketh hve.”—rama v.
ਗ’ਡ [g‘éda] Skt ਧਛਗ n animal resembling a
wild buffalo bearing a horn aIOpjts nose; '
rhinoceros."‘g§da mar: hom jagu kie devtIa'
ki bane.”—var maIa m | .  8|1|6|<|5 made of
rhinoceros'hide were often used in the olden
times, to protect soldiers from injuries
which could be caused by arrows and_
swords. In India,  a special spoon or
tapering vessel made from'the horn  o f  a

' rhinoceros is considered sacred for offering
libation to deities and 'also to the departed
souls of  one’s ancestors.  2 son of  Bhai
BhagtuvansOhi Desu. 3'  a Ja t t  o f  Chahal
subca‘ste,*'who was a follower  o f a  Muslim
sect founded by Sultan Sakhi Sarwar,'and
resident ਗ village Bh i k kh i  in the  pr incely
state- of Patiala. He 'was  converted to
S i k h i s m  b y  G u r u  Teg B a h a d u r  w h o
bestowed five arrows on him.
ਗਣ [gen] n firmament', sky 2 milky way,
heavenly world .  “khojI dIthe 53t gm.”
—majh m 5 drnren. 3 departure, movement.
“gajgeni. ”.a—ramav
ਗਣ'ਰ [8811੩1'] n milky way. “has gaIa 881181'6. 
-vad m | alahni . ‘  ‘céd suraju genare.”-—maru
501119 111 | .
ਗਣ'ਚ [881181'61 to the sky, m the sky, See ਗਣਰ.
ਗਣ [gem] in the sky.‘‘genI cari |)ਡ|-|8:|:.  
-var mala m | .



'ਗਣ .
ਗਣ [gem] adj which moves. See ਗਣ 3. 2 n
female elephant, an army of  elephants.
—-sanama.

_ ਗਨ [gen] See ਗਣ. “Auradhtap ls gen. ”—dhana m
5 . ‘  merge with heaven after Intense meditation
and and severe austerities.’
ਗਨਰ [genar] See ਗਣਰ.
ਗਨ [geni] See ਗਣਲ .
ਗਥ [gab] A a) adj secret, hidden. “alahu geb
sagal ghat  bhitarI.”- asa kabir.
ਗਬਰ [gebar] Sec ਗਵਰ.
ਗਬ [geba] adj invisible, remaining hidden.

, ' ਗਬਨ [geban], ਗਬਨ [gebana] P .416 adv
‘ surreptitiously, clandestinely. "‘geban hevan

haram kustani.”—t115g m 1. 2 A My" adj
, fool ish,  stupid. “badpheli gebana-khésamu n3

. janai.”-—var majh m 1. 3 swindled. 4 S which
is not known. 5 somebody who has none to
protect him or  her. .
ਗਬ [gebi] adjhidden, 588ਗਬ. 2 which remains
hidden. 3 from a secret place.
ਗਬ ਫਜ [gebi phaja] xa an army ready " to
achieve martyrdom; a secret army, as o f
guerillas, ready  to die.
ਗਬਲਗ‘ਥ [cgbulceb] A ...ਪਮਭ adj very arcane,
mysterious, mystical beyond physical sense-

_ organs, imperceptible. “k1 gebulgeb he.’ ’~japu.
ਗਯਰ [geyar] n superior elephant.
ਗਰ- [gar] A / adj other, another. 2 ਧ!!!(!!0ਘ!!,
stranger. 3 except.
ਗਰਹਜਰ [8£!1!ਛ!]'v !'],ਗਰਹਜਰ [gerhajIrlA fit”?

. adjabsent, not present, invisible.
ਹਰਤ [gert], ਗਰਤ [geratI] A a )  n shame,
modesty.‘‘phIr geratI Eider: paI. ”—var asa.
ਗਰਪਰਸ [cerparasti] P (“ਫ/×! n worshipping
someone other than the Creator.
ਗਰਮਹਲ [gmnahal], ਗਰਰਲ [germahIl] unfamiliar,
strange‘house i.e. place of worship of some
god or goddess not one’s deity. “germahrrl jana
man mari.”—BG. 2 homeless; not having a

1082 ਗਆ

house. 3 n god, lord, the Creator. “mahIla
5darI germahzl pae, bhana but samaha
he.  ”—maru solhe m 3. ..
ਗਗਖਨਕਲ [cermankula] A ,.!ਤਮ/ n immovable
property; wealth or  possessions which cannot
be moved from one place to another; house,
garden etc.
ਗਰਞ [gerv] adj ochre-coloured russet. 2 n
elephant’s trumpet.
ਗਰਵਜਚ [cervajahI] P “.”/’ adj  without reason;
needless. “!!!!!! saga] gervajahI bharIa.”—-asa
m 5.
ਗਰਕ [gerIk] See ਗਰ and ਗਚ'ਆ.
ਗਲ [gel],- ਗਲ [8813], ਗਲ [gelu] n path, road.
“8ਰ!1<!8£1!18੦11੦ਧ!£.”-81<ਗ੭!'!'.2 pursuit; chase.
“uha gel 113 chori.’’—sar m 5. 3 emulation, _
following. “!!!! 1<! gel: tohI }'!!! lage.”—asa
kabir.
ਗਵਰ [gevar] n superior elephant. “kanIk
kamIni  hevar gevar.’’—sor a m 5._ “hevar gevar
bahu r5ge.”—'sr1‘ m 5. S ਗ‘ਯਚ.
ਗਵਨ [gevan] 886`ਗਬਨ.
ਗ [go] indicative Of future tense. “namu japat
sukh pavego.”-kan a m 4. 2 is. “raja ke ghér

.. sfidigo.”—todi namdev. 3,576! how. 4 ray, beam
of light. “go maricx eancchata.”— sanama.
5 sense organs. 6 sacred‘hymn. 7 Ved.
8 Sarasvati. 9 eye, eyesight. 10  earth.
l l  lightning. 12 direction, side. 13 mother.
14 tongue, sense of  taste. 15 horse. 16 sun.
.17 moon. 18 arrow. 1 9  singer. 20 sky.
21 heaven. 22 water. 23 thunderbolt. 2'4 bird.
25 tree. 26 P f part although. 27 adj who
narrates. In this sense it is suffixed to the word,
eg daroc-go, badgo. 28 imperative of  guftan,
you narrate some story. -
ਗਉ [gou] adj concealing, hiding.
ਗਆ [goal mOuntainous terrain along  the coast
‘ of the Arabian sea, adjoining Bombay which

is sixty two miles long and about forty miles.
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‘ਗਆਹ'ਟ

wide. The Portuguese captured this area in
1510 AD and till today they have sovereignty'
over  this state .  In I n d i a ,  Christains first
established their stronghold here. 2 inhabitants,
natives of  Goa.
ਗਆਹਟ[8੦8118111],ਗਆਹਟ[80811611]866ਗਉਹਟ. '
. 2 866 ਭਆਸਚ.
ਗਆ ਬਦਰ [goa bédar] Skt ਗਪਕ ਪਤਨ. 866 ਗਆ.
ਗਅਲ [80818],ਗਅਲਆ [goalia] n dairyman; a
' herdsman who lacks afier cows, one who  rears
cows; “gopi kanu na gau goala.”—mam solhe

‘ 111 I . ‘  ‘gopi ne  goalia.”—sr1° 111 5 jogz'édar.
" ਗਇ Igor] n spiritual hymns. “gage go: gar
jInI chodi.”-—asa patx’ m I .  ‘6116 who has
stopped singing hymns. of the Guru.’_2 ਗ .
(earth). “gorakh so j In  go:  othali..”
-1-81‘11 111 1. “tudhu ape gOI uthalia.’
jogiédar. ‘one who holds alofi the whole ear'th,
1.6. 1116 burden of the  entire world or  universe

_ is upon him.’ 3 P “ਭਨ ball, hailstone. “sis katI
' karI go:.”—s kabir. 4 hole in the ground; pit.
ਗਟਣ [gom] Skt ਗਵਣ n cow-like deer; blue
111111.“59'86 sayal go:r,1§.”—GV 10 2 866 ਗਵਜਨ.
ਗਇਦ[801<1]866ਗਯਦ.2 866ਗਵ'm. “the namu
na japie mere goxda.’’—majh 111 5. ‘df my
Gobind. ’ '
ਗਬਦ [gold] 866 ਗਵਦ. ‘gun goId 1111 gal.”
-511‘ 111 5. 2 adj  moistener of the earth (ਗ [go]),
rain god. 3 a sage belonging 10 the Udasi sect.
He  was born in the  house of a Kashmiri Khatri
in Sammat 1626; and in Sammat 1691, he
became a disciple of Baba Gurditta and rose
to become a spiritually great saint. He was
the head of a branch of Udasi sect. Goind died
111 Sammat 1706 at Phillaur. A number of
writers have written his name as Gond and
Gonda.

' ਗਇਦਵਲ [goi’dval] a towhship founded in
district Amritsar, subdivision Tam Taran, under

ਰ police station Vairoval, close, to 111/61 8688
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’-51"1'ਲ111 5 _

_ ਗਇਕ

(Vipasa), by GOinda (or Gonda), a Khatri
belonging to Marwaha subcaste and
established with the help of Guru Amar Das.
The township is fifleen miles from railway ‘
51811੦11 Tarn Taran in its south east comer. >

In this Guru’s township, following
gurdwaras and holy places, are located:

1 The abode of  Anand Anand'J i  was the
grandson of Guru Amar Das and son of Baba

, Mohari. In the bazaar where he used to live,
, s t ands  a gurdwara. The priest is a baptisqd
Sikh who has in his possession two .granths of
Gurbani written by Sansram. Out of these two, ̀
116 gave one  to his brother, who lives in village
Ahiapur (district Hoshiarpur). The. second is
still'm his possession.

2 Haveli Sahib-- a  house where Guru Amar
Das stayed._The Guru used to stand holding a
wooden pegin 1116 100111 111 1116 upper storey
and sing devotional songs. The devout have
now plated this peg in silver. _ _ -

Here, Guru Amar Das used 16 8ਧ111685
religious_congregations. There'Is a palahquin
belonging to the days of the fifih Guru, in which
religious texts containing the compositions of
the Guru, were carried to Amritsar and then
these sacred texts were brought babk in the
same palanquin. These days Gun; Granth Sahib
in open position is placed in this palanquin.
‘ . In the verandah, there is a place where
Guruship was bestowed upon Guru Ram Das.
In a golden coloured picture, a visual of the
this ceremony is shown. Closeby is the place
where Guru Amar Das and Guru Ram Das
breathed their last. In this verandah, there is a

, fire-place belonging to Bibi Bhani which Is now
. made of marble. Close to this fire-place are
pillars against which  Arjan Dev used to stand
in meditation. .

Nearby is a 611111੦16 where Gum ਗ'ਗ



Dev’sbirth took place. Close to it, is the place
where Baba Prithi Chand and Mahadev were
born. ‘

. In front of 11, is another cubicle where Guru
Amar Das put malaria fever behind bars and
Bhai Lalo an inhabitant of  Dalla, got it released
and tack it (i.e malaria fever) away'.

This gurdwara' was gified lots of marble
' for laying; in particular, Maharaja  of  Faridkot
had a porch built at a cost of eighteen thousand

‘ rupees. This place retains a fine  toga  worn by
Guru Amar Das.

3 The  well of  Guru Ram Das. -'- Nearby m
the settlement is a well got dug by the fourth

' Guru, where m a room is kept Guru Granth
Sahib.
. 4 Bauli Sahib;——Avery beautiful well which

has eighty four stairs leading to the water-level,
was ' got dug by Guru Amar Das in Sammat
1616. It is a place "of pilgrimage for devout
Sikhs. Lots of-deyotees believe that the recital
of the complete text of the J apu Sahib on every
' step of this well; aficr bathing each time before
the recital, will release them from the
transmigratory cycle of birth and death. An
estate .worth RS 1155/- from the time of
Mughal rule is there at GoindWal, Todew'al,

' D u g g a l w a l a and Phatechakk. There are
annuities worth Rs ਤ35' and Rs 54 given
respect ive ly  by  t h e  pr ince ly  states o f
Kapurthala and Nabha.

‘ “ 1116‘811161111181‘8 has in its possession a lot of
' land in villages of  ,Goindwal, Khadur Sahib,

Kawan, Akbarpura, Mianikhakh; Jhader,
Vairowal, Dhunda etc'and humerous houses
_111 the name of the gurdwara are located in

'Go indwa l , Fateabad, Ferozepur city, Amritsar,
'Bhai Lalo was an expert practitioner of ayurvcdic
medicine. In this cubicle; there was a dispensary to cure
fever and other diseases. ‘
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- apara”

, rainy season.

ਗੲ
Gurdaspur and Hargobindpur. A big mela is
held on the first day of the month when Hindus
hold feasting rites and feed Brahmins for the
eternal peace of. t he  souls of their ancestors,
~ 5 Mohan ji’s upper storey.'—- Baba Mohan,
“the eldest sbn of Guru Amar Das', used to live
in this house. It is an ordinary h0usc, close to
the bazaar, adjacent to the compound of Haveli

' Sahib. A‘ Manji Sahib structure has been built
there. Here the fifth Guru, standing'close to
the upper storey room, praised Baba Mohan
with  the hymn: “mohan tere pce médar mahIl

, and got the scriptures containing
Gurbani back from him. Now  this house is no

' longer a double-storeyed one.
ਗਬਦ [gofda] P wf  adj speaking one,
sermonising one; deliverer o f  religious
discourse. 2 n detective, confidante, secret .
agent. 3 a devout Sikh of Guru Arjan Dev who

. rendered lot of  voluntary service during the
construction of  Harimandir. 4 See ਗਬਦ 3.
5 See ਗ'ਦ. '
ਗਇਨ [gOIn] blue bull. See ਗਇਣ.‘‘goxn 5111<   
rich bade. ”—krIsan. _
ਗਇਲ [80:1],ਗਇਲੜ [goxlra] M ਗਵਲ. n cow
shelter, cowshed. 2 place where cbws are kept
so that they cah graze green grass during the

“'ethe goxlra d In  care.’ —maru
solhe m 1. 3 A d} adj easy. “car padarath
gozlgole.  ”-BG. '
ਗਇਲ [goxlI] meadow for the cows. See ਗਇਲ
2. “goxlI aIa  gOIli.”—sri m 5.
ਗਇ'ਲ [galli] adj caretaker of cows. 2 n
dairyman, milkman.‘ ‘q gaikau gOIlirakhahI
karI sara. ”-gau a m 1. ’
ਗਈ [goi] kept hidden. 2 put away into a secret
place. “tudhu ape 'sxrajI sabh goi.”
-50;)ਘ' 1<1ਘ.w3 secret, profound. “gIrivan 'vaca
at: go:.”—GPS. ‘The language of the divine
is very profound i.e. (111116111110_11!!(16151811(1.’'



ਗਏਮ

gram-flour boiled in curd  or  buttermilk; semi-
solid gruel, sweet to taste. 6 P 8] you sayi
you may say; you will say.
ਗਏਮ [goem] P (ff we say; we should say; we‘
shall say.
ਗਸ [805] P Jf 11 ear. “dar 808 kun kartar.”
—tII§gm 1 . 2  In GuruVilas of the tenth Guru,
gos has been used 111 place of syahgos. See

ਗਸਟਆ [gosaia] 0! protector of cows. See
ਗਸਈਆ. “harI rakhu mere gosaia.”—-gau m 4.
ਗਸਟ [gosat], ਗਸਟ [gosatI] Skt ਗਸ 11 shelter. .

. for cows; cow  pen. 2 Skt congregation, social

. or  cultural gathering. 3 discourse in a social or
cultural gathering, discussion. “gosat: gIan
nam sun: udhre.’ ’—sorm 5.

, ਗਸਤ [gosat] P :}f 11 flesh “bhuta Illa kagi
' 80881 bhakkhIa.” -—ca‘d1' 3.
ਗਸਨਸਨ [gosnasini] P 6-;1f 11 81111118 on the
edge; aloofness. “,gurmukh. gosnasini
rahIna.  ”—BG.
ਗਸਪਦ [805}੭5(1] P ਲਟ/ 11 goat; young one of a
goat.
ਗਸਲ [gosla] a village 111 tehsil Saintala, district
Ludhiana. There IS a gurdwara of the sixth
Guru in the village. .-
ਗਸਞ [gosav] See ਗਵਲਭ'.
ਗਮ [gosa] P _ਭ/ n corner, edge. 2 end of a
bow; curved end of a bow.-
ਗਸਈ [80881],ਗਸੲ [gosai] master of cows.
866ਗ'ਸੲਆਅਤ ਗਮਈ.‘ gosa1 sew sacra ”—sri
111 5 papal.
ਗਸਲ [gosala] n shelter for cows, enclosure
for cows. _.

ਗਹ [8011] See ਗਧ. “61< 8011 k0 layo mégai.”
— carrtr I40. Thieves keep a ਗਹ, a kind of
large sized lizard, with them. They tie a rope
around its waist and make it climb a house.
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4 discoursed. See ਗ 6. “manmukh goia‘.”— var "
male I .  5 n sweet cuny; gruel prepared with.

ਗਗੜ _

When the lizard plants its feet firmly in some
water spout or some other hole, the thieves
scale the wall of the house with the 11611101
the rope. 2 See  ਗਹ. _ ' . _ , …
ਗਹ [goha] n cOw dung “tripte VIsta khaI
mukhI gohe ”-guj m 4. “gohe ate lakri Eider:
kira 1101.” - var asa. ,
ਗਹਟ [gohati] See ਗਉਹਟ ਅਤ”ਭਮਸਰ
ਗਹਰ [gohar] See ਗਹਰ…
ਗਕਰਣ [801<ਬ1'v 1.1] 11 ear of a cow. 2 a town and
a place of pilgrimage in Karwar district of
Bombay region, thirty miles from Goa; There
is a famous Shiv temple Mahabaleswar at this
place. The Hindus hold that Shiv bestowed this
11g on Ravan. 3 an ascetic, who was born
from the wombfof a cow.
ਗਕਲ [gokal], ਗਕਲ [gpkul] Skt n tribe of cows,
lineage of cows. 2 herd of— cows. 3 To the
south of  Mathura on the banks of river
Yamuna, there is a village, where the lord of
milkmaids, (Gopraj) Nand, lived, and Krishan
used to graze cattle there. Now this place is
called Mahabal. ' _
ਗਖਰ [gokhru] Skt ਗਰ'ਰ 11 a weed, bearing hard,
'thorny segds; a kind of nettle, which pricks
like a knife; prickly thorny plant. 2 cow’s hoof.
3 women’s ornament.
ਗਖ [gokha] 11 short for ਗਰਖ [gorkha]. “gokha
gun gavé.”—aka1. 2 a sect. of Mahtam
cultivators who live in Montgomri. 3 a
township, which finds mention in 88th earth.
This township is in Darjeeling, Bengal and
famously called Gokh. 4 Skt with which we
dig earth: nail, claw, telon. Sspade.
ਗਖਰ [gokhuru] See ਗਖਰ.
ਗਥ' [gokhu] a devotee; of Mehta 811568516, who
was a disciple of  Guru Arjan Dev and served
at  Amritsar with full devotion. ,
ਗਗੜ [808੪1'] 11 heavy pot belly, fat and |1811811  
belly.
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ਗਗ [goga'] See ਗਗ.
ਗਗਰਦ [gogIrad] P _, f n sulphur, brimstone.
See ਗਧਕ.’ ’ ’
ਗਗਸ' [gogras] See 'ਗਊਗਸ.

ਗਘਨ ‘[80811੪21], ਗਘ [goghn] Skt adj killer of
COWS, cow  slayer. 2 n guest, visitorgln ancient

- times it was customary to slaughter a cow as
a mark Of‘ hospitality to serve a guest.
Because of  this, guests ’came to be called
608}!8!!.“31ਯ[ਧਗਫਸਧਧਗਹਧਨਧਗਗਹਧਧ
ਥ! ਸਗਞਸ' ਥ! ਸਛਸ' ਗ ਧਢਰਕਜਰਧ ਗਕਜਰ.”
—vasisth SImI‘ItI a 4.
This means - ‘When a brahman-or Khatri
comes visiting then for him a big ox or big
male goat be cooked, which is a traditional
practice to entertain the guests.’-
ਗਚਰ [gocar] 'Skt'adj which Concerns senses;
"Sensory. 2 which Walks on earth. 3 n substance
of the senses. 4 meadow; a place where cows
graze. ‘-
ਗਚਰਮ [gocararn] Skt n hide of a cow or an ox.
Vaishyas used to wear hides of  cow or male
goat When they entered Brahmcharya
(Celibacy); See ਵਸਸ ਸਮਤ, 'ਅ: 1:1. 2 measure

_ 'of landequal  to _! 50  yards in-bothjength and
bréadth. See ਚੜਸ. There is, in a number of
holy bOoks, reference to a cowhide 2100 hands
long and 2100 hands wide. .
ਗਦਰ [gocra] adj  subordinate, subservient. “tere
kite kam tudh’e hi gocre.”—var guj2 m 5.
ਗਚਦਨ [80੮ਰ؛ 1911] n a type’of sandalwood.
Sushrut refers to numerous prOperties of this
sandalwood.
ਗਜ [goj] n e'arthbom stuff. 2 milk, ghee got
from the cows. 3 according  to  Hindu religion,
abranch of Sankar Hindus. 4 P  ‘J-‘f individuality,
identity; officialpos‘ition.
ਗਜਨ [gozan] See ਗਵਜਨ. *
ਗਜ [goji] mixture of wheat and [)8!‘|8)/ grains.
2 mixed crop.
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ਗਟ [got] n lining, hem. See ਗਨ vr.-2 See ਗਟ.
ਗਟ [gota] n lace of golden or multi-coloured

- wires woven into clothes for embellishment.

ਗਣ [goti] n Chequers; pawn of chess "or
blackgammon. “banakar surta goti parakram
mar pasa kar.”— saloh. - -
ਗਠ [goth] See ਗ'ਟ 1 and ਗਨ vr. 2 act of sitting
cross- legged; squatting. '.'.
ਗਡ [god] n hoeing, weeding. 2 hoer; labourer
engaged for hoeing.‘  ‘sovanu hOIgo labe god
pasarI.  ”—s kabir.
ਗਡ [36d] Skt ਗਸਤ n a savage tribe; like the:
bhils. 2 adjcorpulent, having protuberant belly
ਗਡਣ - [godna], ਗਡਨ [godna] vj hoe, dig.
2 penetrate,- pierce. 3 'instigate, provoke.
4 cause pain, pester. See ਮੜ. 5 weed the crop. -
“kamu krodhu (101 1(9t basole gods ho dharti
bhai.  ”—basét m I .  ‘Desire noble deeds but
abhor evil ones, make a spade of thls and hoe
earth- like conscience.’
ਗਣ [gon] See ਗਣ. 2 Skt bull. . .
ਗਤ [got] n dive, dip. 2 chaff, straw or fodder
mashed with solution of  oil cake, ground grain
etc. “jese gau kau got khavaida he.”—JSBM.
3 Skt subcaste, dynasty, lineage. ,
ਗਤਕਨਲ [80!1<ਪ!!ਕ18],ਗਤਭਨਲ [gotkunali] n a
basin'm which all members of  a subcaste eat
together; a custom of sharing fOOd by the entire
family'from the same vessel, practised to
assimilate the newly-wed bride into her
groom’s subcaste. “15 k0 bhyo na 80੮1<0!!ਛ!     
‘-GPS.
ਗਤਮ [gotam] m Mahabharat, this word means
. ‘one who uses his light ਗ [go] to destroy
darkness or ignorance tam.’

2 an erudite asce t ic  also known  as
Akashpad, born six hundred years before Jesus
Christ. He formulated 532  rules of law. This is
why this treatise is called Akashpad Darshan.

3 a very ancient ascetic, progenitor of the
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Gautam dynasty. , -

4 Gautam; Shradvat born  in Gautam
dynasty whose tale figures m Ramayan. He
was. husband o f  Ahalaya  and father o f
Satanand priest of Janak. Pur'ans mention
that his wife Ahalaya was an3 extremely
b e a u t i f u l  . w o m a n .  Lord Indar ~was
e n a m o u r e d  o f  h e r  beauty .  O n e  day ,  h e
changed the moon'into  a cock and made him
crow before the usual dawn time, due to
which Gautam went to take a dip in the river
earlier than. usual. Taking advantage, Indar
seduced Ahalayar When  Gautam came to
know  of  this, he_transforme‘d his wife in to  a .

= stone. He cursed Indar with the marks of  a
thousand vulvas on his body and the moon
got inflicted with tuberculosis.

In Valmik ch | a 47-48,  there IS a mehtion
of  the fact that Ahalaya actually [Oved Indar.

' Indar assumed the  appearance of  her husband
Gautam and went to his ‘house in his'abs'ence

' . and made love to Ahalaya.— When Indar was
about to'leave the house, Gautam met him.
The ascetic said “Olevil  man, may you become
impotent!”. At  this utterance, the testicles of
Indar fell-away. The angels had kept a male

. goatfor sacrifice in honour of  Kavyavahan, a
deity of their fore fathers. The angels broke
off  the testicles of this male goat and implanted
them on Indar, who was cur-ed of his
impotency. From that day onwards, it has been
divinely ordained to sacrifice  only  a castrated
male goat on  religious o c c a s i o n s . ‘

After entering his hermitage. the learned
aséetic 'cdrsed Ahalaya to turn invisible and
stay inside and- consume only  air as food. He

‘ further said that 5||6 would remain in this 'state.
until the time Ram arrived.‘She would be
released from the effect of 'the curse only
when she touched the feet of Ram and she
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would then reappear in ||6|ਨ original real form.
So, when Ram came to Gautam’s hermitage,
Ahalaya was able to assume her earlier form

. and meet Gautam. “gotamnar: ahalIa tari.”
- mali namdev. 866 ਅਕਲਆ. 5 a mountain,
which IS close to  Nasik, from where 0||8|||8|65
river  Godavari. 6 866 ਗਤਮ.
ਗਵਅਨਰ [gotamnarz] Ahalaya. 866 ਗਤਮ 4 and
ਅਦਲਆ. 2 866 ਉਮਪਤਅਤ ਸਸਧਰਨ. ~
ਗਤਮ [gotmi] 866 ਗਤਮਭ 2. ਰ -
ਗਤਮ ਸਲ [gotmi 511a] a kind of stone which
is worshipped by Hindus. Pepple believe that
it does not sink ||| water. Many say'that Ram
Chandar made a |||’|(|86 of this stone to go to
Lanka. ਰ ’ , . ਰ
ਗਤਮ [gotamu] See ਗਤਮ 4.
ਗਤ [gotalA _ਖਫ || dive, dip.
ਗਤਚਰ [gotacar] 866 ਗਤਚਰ. 2 four castes;
.four kinds, meaning,  many distinctions.“ paras
1੭8੮85||੦| kanIk anc‘k dha  to, kanik se anIk na
hot gotacar jiU.-”- BGK. ‘Then from pure gold
do  not emerge new metals; |.6.,||| Sikh religion.
different castes become one, but Sikhism does
not discriminate in the- name of  castes.’
ਗਤ [goti] adj of the subcaste; from |||6 same
subcaste. . -
ਗਤਡ [gotit] adj away from ||16 senses; not
subject to senses, unknowable or imperceptible 
ਗਭ [gotr] Skt n ਗ [go] (earth) ਤ [tra] (proteCtor):
saviour of  :the earth, mountain. 2 children.

, progeny..3 dynasty, lineage. 4.assemblage,
social group, crowd. 5 name. 6 property.
6|||.|||6||66 7 forest, jungle. 8 road, path.
ਗਤਪਲ [gotrapal] adj who adheres to the
subcaste’s nOrms. ਲ' ' ' '
ਗਤਚਰ [gotracar] n the name of a subcaste 
2 act of  uttering the name o f  the sabcaste.
3 rules of  conduct of  the subcaste; tradition of
a 5੫6685 6. .
ਗਦ [god] Skt ਕਡ || lap. 2 Skt ਗਦ adj who
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donates a cow.
ਗ’ਦ [86੮1] n kneading. 2 plan, proposition.
3 gum. 4 See ਗਬਦ 3.
ਗਦਨ .[gédni] 866 ਇ'ਗਦ. , -
ਗ'ਦਪਰ [gédpur] 866 ਗਰ ਕ ਟਲਆ.
ਗਚਰ [godri], ਗਦੜ [godri] quilt with long stiches.
“kahfi gari godri nahi.”—asa kabir.
ਗਦਡਆ [godria] one covering himself with a
ragged or patched blanket. 2 See ਕਮਲ. 3 a
disciple of Bhai Gaura, who was a devout
follower of the Guru. He was an ideal Sikh
who recited Japu twenty-one times eVeryday
in the morning, and performed honest labour.
When Guru Gobind Singh came to Damdama,
he presented himself for service. When the
tenth Guru came to Bhai ke Chakk, then he
selflessly served the Guru and the religious

ਭ congregation and earned blessings. .
ਗ'ਦ [gé‘da] a Khatri who founded the town
of Goindwal with the help of Guru Amar Das.
2 a devout disciple of  Guru Har Rai who
was sent t o  Kabul to  spread the Guru’s
gospel. In . d e e p  meditation, hewas able to

' make the revered Guru  stay still-for a long
time by holding his feet not physically, but
through divine powers which he attained
through prayer. Several Sikh writers have
called hifn Guria. See  ਗਰਅ 2 .  3 See  ਗਇਦ.
4 a Jatt resident of  Mulowal, who  became a
devoted disciple o f  the  ninth Guru, and  was .
appointed the headman of  the village. 5 866
ਗਦ. '
ਗਦਵਰ [g'odavarI], ਗਦਵਰ [godavri] a river in
south India which transmits a feeling of  bemg
in ਗ [go] (heaven). It rises from the Triambak
on eastern ghats and, after flowing for 898
miles, falls into the Bay of Bengal. Abichal
Nagar (Hajoor Sahib) is situated on the bank
of this river. “géga jau godavar:  jaie.”
-ram namdev. “501‘ 501i sarasVati jamuna
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godavri.”—-BGK.
A wonderous story is recorded in

Brahamvaivrat Puran, according to which a
woman belonging to the Brahmin caste was
waylaid by a lechcr in a forest while she was
on a pilgrimage from place to place. The
lecherous person, a slave to his lust, seduced
her against her wish. Immediately the woman ,
expelled from her body the semen of  the man
who was not her husband, from which a very
handsome male child was born. Together with
her son, the woman went crying to her
husband and narrated the entire story.-The
husband forsook his wife. Then the Brahmin
woman set upon her meditative and yogic
.path.' Her virtuous living trasforméd her into “, _
river Godavari that started flowing over the
earth.

In Brahmand Uppuran it is reborded that
sage Gautam wanting to bring a dead cow back
to life, brought the flowing waters of Gahga
from the matted hair of  Shiv, from which rose
Godavari river. Hence the second name of
Godavari came to be Gautami.
ਗਦ [godi] 866 ਗਦ.
ਗਧਨ [godhan] n wealth'm the form of cattle;
herd of cattle. “benu bajave godhan care.”
—ma1i namdev. 2 Goverdhan mountain.
“racchan godhan ke h I t  kan uthaylayo gIrI
godhan ]856. ”-cé’di |.
ਗਧਯ [godhyé] n large lizard; a protective piece
of leather worn on the finger, made of  a lizard ’5
hide; a piece of leather worn to protect the
thumb, while one is shooting an arrow.
“sanaddh baddh godhyé'.’’—ramav. 866
ਗਧ 2.
ਗਧਰ [godhar] wearer of a ray of light ਗ [go] -'-
beam-emitter, moon. 2 sun. 3 amythical snake,
who supports the earth. 4 bearer of water.
cloud. '



ਗਧ ‘
ਗਧ [godha] Skt n a type of lizard, a wild
creature belonging to the lizard family. 888
ਅਗਲਤਣ. 2 a piece of leather tied to the left
hand or wrist to save oneself frpm injury which
may be caused by a 80ਯ8|||||8.. “badhe
godhagulxtran baddhé.  ”—cadi 2. ‘a soldier
wearing this leather piece.

' ਗਧ'ਮ [godhum] Skt n what. 2 orange. 3 mist ‘
of the earth.
ਗਧਲਵਲ [godhulIvela] n time of sunsét; dusk
when after grazing, cows return home raising
lot of dust with their hoofs. 888 ਧਨਧਰ ਵਲ.
ਗਨ [gon], ਗਨ [gonI] 888 ਗਣ. “gIan gon
bhardari.”-keda kabir. 2 See ਪਹਲ ਪਤ.

.ਗਧ [gop] Skt n protector of cows, milkman,
dairyman. 2 king, who nourishesthe earth.
3 See ਗਪਨ.

'ਗਪਤ [gOpta] adj king, protector. 2 saviour.
*‘dasan 1<o gopta su néd k0 ubare kayé na.’
'-GPS. .. .
ਗਪਦ [gOpad] n cow’s hoof. 2 mark of a cow’s
hoof  on the earth. .
ਗਪਨ [gapan] Skt n protection. 2 hiding, making
inaccessible. 3censfire, vilification.‘ ‘jInI  gur

‘ gopIa apna te nar burIari;”—var 501' m 4. “jo
gur gope apna su bhala nahi.”—vargau | m 4.
See ਗਪ vr.
ਗਪਨਯ [gopniy] adj  worthy of being |(8ਸ 888|°8|.
2 worthy of  protection.
ਗਧਪਤ [gop-patI] adj lord of— …|||(…8||. 2 n
Nand, in whosehouseKrishan was nurtured;
ਗ'ਪਲ [gopla] used for ਗਪਲ. 888ਗਪਲ 5. “ap5

; goplayé kharo khet gaje.”-—VN.
ਗਪ [gopa] short—for ਗਪਤ [gopta], protector.
2 Ski adj who conceals. . 3  who destroys. 4 n

' woman belonging t6 the community of
- milkmen; ahiran woman belonging to the

community of herdsmen 5 lord Buddha’s wife,
also named Yashodhara.

' ਗਪਸਮ [gopastami] eighth day of the ||8||| half
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of  Kattak, on  which day, Krishan began
grazing cows. Now, this is celebrated as a
festival throughout India. On  this day, Hindus
garland cows and  give them. very good fodder
to eat. ' _ . _
ਗ'ਪਝ [gopal] n king, who nurtures the earth.
2 God, the Creator. “he gobid he gopalQ”——m   
m 5. “jagénath gopal mukhI bhani.”—-maru
solhe m 5. 3 milkman, herdsman. 4 an erudite
teacher at Talwandi,’ under whose tutelage,
Nanak was made to learn Sanskrit. and
mathematics by his father Kalu. “jal: moh

.ghaSImasx karI.”-sr1‘ m I . This composition _
refers to this occasion. 5 a king of the hilly
region of  Guler, who fought against the tenth
GUru. 888 ਗਪਲ. 6 P 4/ ‘mace; a'weapon of
war comprising a club with a big, knobbed
head; a mace made of alloy. “hamah khéjro
guraj gOpal nam.”—hakayat 10. - ..
ਗਪਲਸਘ [gopalsigh] See ਸਧਸਰ.
ਗਪਕ [gopIka] n milkmaid'; woman belonging
to the community of herdsmen. _
ਗਪ [gopi] n wife of a cowherd; milkmaid.
“ghariéi sabhe gopia pahar kénh gopal.”-—var
asa. 2 sense organs. “riacéti gopi jana.”
—dhana namdev. 3 a spiritually enlightened
follower of Guru A.mar Dev. 4 a Brahman
belonging to the Bhardwaj subcaste, who

. became a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev and
preached his gospel.
ਗਪਆ [gopia] See ਗਫਣ. ’
ਗਪਚਦ [gopicéd] king of Rangpur m Befigal,
who was son of  Bharthan s (Haribhartri) sister
Menavati and husband of  rani Patamdevi. He
abdicated his kingdom because of his desire
to  become an ascetic; and he became a
disciple of yogi Jalandhar Nath. 2 a yogi who
had discussion with Guru Nanak Dev. “bole

‘ gopichéd sat: samp. —Var ram | m |.
ਗਪਚਦਨ [gopicédan] There is a lake called
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Gopital, Where, after the demise of Krishan,
' milkmaids died of painful separation. The mud
of  this lake is called Gopichandan. Vaishnavs
Use it as a mark on their foreheads. Thére is a
mentibn in Padampuran in Uttarkhand chapters
3 0  and  6 8  ’ o f  t he  great  impor t ance  o f
Gopichandan. “kIn hfi tIlak gapicadan laIa.”
-—ram 3 m 5.
ਗਪਨਥ [gopi 118111],ਗਪਪ'ਤ [gopipatI] n
. Krishan, lord of  the milkmaids. 2 stimulator of
Senses.‘ ‘gopinath sagal he  sathe.” mam soIhe
221 5. '
ਗਠਘਤ ਸਸ- [gopipatI 5351] In Guru Vilas of
Guru Hargobind, the name of 1115 father-in- law.

‘ Krishan Chand, has figured in the  form of this
puzzle or limrick: “gOpi pat: (krIsan) sas:
(céd).”
ਗਪਛ [gopuchh] n cow’s tail. 2 a species of
monkey called Golangul, whose tail IS like that
of a cow. 3 a musical instrument of  olden
times. '
ਗਪ [gope] See ਗਪਨ.
ਗਧ [gopy] adj worth hiding, hidden. 2 worth
protecting.

.ਗਫਣ [gophan] ਗਫਨ [gophan] Skt ਗਫਣ and
' ਤਦਪਲ8 sling to hurl a small ball made ofmud

“gophan guraj carnl<ari,”—ramav.
ਗਬਰ [gobar] n cowdung.
ਗਬਰਧਨ [ghbardhan] See ਗਵਰਧਨ.
ਗਬਰਰਨ [80121-88‘9112੮1 n fire lit with cowdung
cakes.
ਗਥਰ [gobarz] due to cow dung, with cowdung.
“gobarI taranu na  ] a 1 ” — v a r  asa. “.
ਗਥਰ [gobri] adj of cowdung, related to
cowdung. 2 n earth mixed into cowdung, used
for piastering mud walls.
ਗਬਢ [gobId], ਗਬਦ [8012‘ਣ61] ਠ'ਸਗਵਦ“ Krishan,
who was the benefactor of cows. 2 God,
access to whom is attained through brudition.

ਭ 3 nourisher of’ the earth, the Creator. 4 the
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transcendent One, who is sought through the
recitation of Gurbani. “manahu na bisre
gunnId-hI gobIdraI.”-bavan. “gungax
gobfd anadu upje.”—-suhi chétm 5.
ਗਬਦਸਘ ਸਭਗਰ [gobids'fgh satIgdru] the
tenth Guru of  Sikhs. He was born in the house

- of  Guru Teg Bahadur, to  Mata Gujri at Patna,
on 23“1 of Poh on Saturday Sammat 1723 on '
7th of the bright half of the lunar month (22"d

' December 1666 AD). On the ‘12"‘ of Maghar
Sammat 1732 (l  1‘h November, 1675 AD), he
ascended . the  sublime throne of Guru Nanak
Dev at Anandpur. ‘

From the very beginning, the Guru was fond
of  scriptures and Vedic knowledge. In a short
time, he completely mastered these texts. His
court was always overflowing with learned
person‘s. PoetS-from far-off lands presente 
themselves at his coart and earned honour by
getting bounteous accolades from him. His
holy vow was that books of all religions should  
be translated into Gurmukhi and Sikhs should
be known the world over as a community

‘ formed by a congregation of scholars. To make
Anandpur the centre of knowledge and
teaching, he sent Sikhs to far-off lands to
acquire  educat ion from highly learned
scholars.

To rejuvenate the petrified people of India,
he bestowed upon them the elixir of life
(51112'11), and baptised the Sikhs on 1“ Baisakh
Sammat 1756 during the assembly at Kesgarh
and called them Khalsa. Seeing injustice being
perpetrated in the country and finding how_
people were inveiglfed into false beliefs, he
began to spread the gospel of Guru Nanak Dev
with great enthUsiasm, due to which the rajas
of the hilly regions and other rulers of the time,
without understanding his message, became
his enemies. As a result, in Sflf-defence he
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had to fight many battles.

ln Sammat I 76], the Mughal army made
false promises and got Anandpur vacated
from h im .  As soon as  the  rcvcrcd Guru
came out  o f t h c  fort. they attacked him, due
to  which he suffered heavy losses and many
years of  hardwork put in by the fifty-two
poets, was reduced to ashes in a very short
span o f t i m e  by the enemies of  knowledge ‘
just l ike  the libraries of  Egypt were destroyed
in no  time.

Fighting against the royal army with great
va lour  and forbearance,  he reached the
wilderness of jungles after escaping from the
enemy. With his  d i v i ne  power, he  transformed
the ghostly land into a godly habitation. The
wilderness changed into a land of joy and began
to be réferred to as Malwa region of Punjab.
He gave the message of  peace and bravery to
infinite number of  people and also taught them
the supreme lesson of  self-enlightenment and
sacrifice.

His four valiant sons, called Sahibzadas born
of  revered Mata  J ito  and Mata Sundri ,  namely
Ajit Singh, Jujhar Singh, Joravar Singh and
Patch Singh, shed their blood to nurse the
sapling of  peace, sacrifice, religion and truth
he had planted. They rejuvenated this wilting
sapling of faith.

On the 5th of the light half of the lunar month
(8lh of Kattak) Sammat 1765 (7'h October, 1708
AD), close to the city of  Nader, near river
Godavari the peerless Guru  passed away, afier
annointing Panth and Granth Sahib as the
future Guru of  the Sikhs.

He remained the spiritual apostle for 32,
years, 10 months and 26 days and lived to the
age of  41 years, 9 months and 15 days.

In “The History of  Guru’s Khalsa”, thus
writes Sadhu Gobind Singh about him:
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“In this country called Bharat, there have

been thousands of  religious preachers and
lakhs of kings and emperors, but there was
not even one who sacrificed everything
including his own  life for the sake o f
righteousness”...

“11" there was any supreme individual who
delivered Hindu religion 01` all its hurdles, and,
who gave a new lease of life to the almost
petrified sons of thc  Aryans, then it was only
Guru Gobind Singh, the monarch, who was the
creator of Sikh community and also its spiritual
mentor i.e its righteous Guru.

“It was because of  his noble sermons that
all the four Hindu castes began to interact with
fraternal feelings. Due to his guidance and
divine power, Sikh community is now regarded
in matters of  warfare, the foremost in the entire
world. It was because of  his heroism and valiant
courage that the demoraliscd sons of  Aryans,
can be visualised as the best and grandest
beings in Aryavart i.e Bharat...

“On this land of  Bharat, numerous preachers
of  truth and righteousness were born, and will
be born in future too. But a preacher of  truth
and righteousness, a divine apostle like Guru
Gobind Singh would not be born in this world
again...

“A number of  men, who were saviours of
the world, were born and then died after serving
the world. The bnly person who lived in all
purity, righteousness and bounty was Guru
Gobind Singh. As long as the wise Aryan people
are alive, they will remember his indescribable
beneficence with great reverence”.

“Blessed is the country, blessed is the land,
blessed is the town, blessed is the home,
blessed is the mother from whose womb was
born an illustrious personage like Guru Gobind
Singh, whose influence has spread far and
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wide.”—a 47.
ਗਬਦਗੜ [gobidgarh] See ਕਮਲਹਗੜ. 2 built in
memory o f  Guru Gobind Singh, outside
Amritsar city by Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the
fort was completed in 1805-1809. See ਅਮਤਸਰ.
3 a fort at Bhatinda. It was given this name by
Karam Singh, the ruler of  Patiala, in memory
of  Guru Gobind Singh. 4 To the north of  village
Daudhar (district Ferozepur, tehsil and police-
station Moga), at about half  a mile, there is a
gurdwara in memory both  of  Guru Nanak Dev
and Guru Hargobind. Here on October 1“,
1914, two thin pieces of  brass metal were
recovered from the earth. On one side of  the
first piece is written in Gurmukhi nanak tapa
ihéi rame and on the obverse is inscribed pehIli
patsahi chemi ae. On the second gold coin the
word nanak is inscribed. With love and
devotion, the congregation has made this
gurdwara famous. An  Akali Singh, belonging
to  the  village, serves here as  priest. About five
kanals of  land belongs to  the gurdwara. From
about four miles west of railway station Aj itwal,
there is an unmetalled road leading to the
gurdwara.

5 a village after the name of  which a
trading township, Gobindgarh has been
established in the princely state of  Nabha,
district, tehsil and police station Amloh. Guru
Hargobind graced this village! Earlier there
was just a structure here but after Sammat
1979, a concrete gurdwara has come up. It is
only one  furlong  to the  east of  railway station
Gobindgarh. On the festival of  Hola, a fair is
held. 6 See ਰਣਵ. '
ਗਬਦਗਤ [gobfdgita] See ਕਸਨਲਲ.
ਗਬਦਧ [gobfdghat] a gurdwara at Pushkar
pilgrimage icentre ,  dedicated to  Guru Gobind
Singh. By its side, there is a sort of  bathing
place on  the  river bank where the revered Guru

stayed for sometime.
ਗਬਦਪਰ [gobidpura] a village in the princely
state of  Patiala in district Barnala, tehsil Mansa
under police station Boha. On the northern side
close to the habitation, there is a gurdwara

, dedicated to Guru Teg Bahadur and Guru
Gobind Singh. The  ninth Guru, stayed here for
one night.

The  tenth Guru set foot here on his return
journey from Kudhal, Sirsa, where he had
brought Gulab Singh, a goldsmith by caste, out
of  his underground ccll. -

Separate Manji Sahib structures in memory
of  both  the Gurus have been built. Now there
are plans afoot to construct a big gurdwara
here. '

There is an unpaved path about one and a
half miles to the south of  railway station
Datebas. ‘
ਗਬਦਪਰ [gobfdpuri] n paradise. “gobfdval
g o b f d p u r i  sam.”-—- saveye m 4 ke.  2 a
congregation.
ਗਬਦਲਕ [gobfdlok] n revered sadhus; devotees
of the Creator. “gobi’dlok nahi janamahI
marahI.”—gaum 5.
ਗਬਦਵਲ [801੨ਟ61ਪ1] See  ਗਇਦਵਲ and ਗਬਦਪਰ.
ਗ‘ਬਦ [gobIdu] adj knower of senses, stimulato 
of  senses. 2 knower of  the world. 3 one  who -
possesses the faculty o f  knowing other’s
thoughts. “gobidu gavahI sahajI subhae.” 
majh am 3. 4 ਗ [go]=Ved, ਵਦ [v1du]=knower;
knower of  Veds; one well versed in Veds. See
ਗਇ 3.
ਗਬਸ [gob‘és] n pedigree ofcows; lineage; of cows.
ਗਤ [gobh] n sprout; a sapling which sprouts
from the womb of  the earth after piercing it;
cauliflower; cabbage.
ਗਤ [gobhi] n a type of vegetable which is
generally cooked. zll normally grows in the
winter season. Several  varieties o f  this

ਗਭ
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vegetable are there: Brassica (Caulorapa)
caulif lower (Brassica botrytis) cabbage
(oleracea or capitata) 2 See ਗਭ. “jIm gdbhi
turan hve utpat.  ”—GPS.
ਗਮ [gom] short for gomukh and gomudri.
“dhara gom  gajje. ”—cédi 2.
ਗਮਤ [gomti] a river which rises from a lake in
Shahjahanpur in district Pilibhit, Uttar Pradesh.
Afler  covering a distance offive hundred miles
across Kheri, Lucknow, J aunpur, etc, it merges .
into the Ganges at Saidpur, district Gajipur. It
is also called Vashishthi. There are a number
of other rivers' having this name. “haj hamari
gomti tir.”-asa kabir. “gomti sahas gau dan
kije.”—ram namdcv. 2 a deity which resides in
Gomant mountains.
ਗਮਯ [gomay] Skt n cowdung.
ਗਮਇ [gomaI] jackal. See ਗ'ਮਯ.
ਗਮਸ [gomz’is] n cowmeat; beef. See ਗਘਨ.
2 According to ‘Hathyog Pradeepika’ ਗ [go]
means tongue and to turn it around after
specific  training so  that the  larynx is closed, is
called gomés.
ਗਮਯ [gomay], ਗਮਯ [gomayu] Skt one who
utters foul language; jackal. 2 In Dasam
Granth, ਗਮਯ [gomay] has been used for
gomudri. See ਗਮਦ.
ਗਮਖ [gomukh] Skt n war horn, clarion. “ਸਟਛਤਜ
ਵਯਹ ਸਧਧ: W W:-mahabharat, drop
parav, a 82. 2 a conchshell, with its mouth
shaped like that of a cow. 3 having a base
mind; sweet of  tongue; a tight-lipped person.
ਗ'ਮਖ [gomukhi] n cave like a cow’s mouth
from which Ganga is believed to rise. 2 atype
of pouch of the size of  a cow’s mouth, to count
the beads by putting one’s hand in which, is
thought a pious act. 3 See ਗਮਖ 2.
ਗਮਦ [gomudri] Skt n a type of tabor.
ਗਮਤਕਰ [gomutrakar] n resembling the urine
'Another river with this name i s  near Dwaravati.
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of  a moving ox which leaves a wet trace of
curve like the movement of a snake on the
earth. “pun gomutrakar phIréte.”—GPS. 2 a
type of  mathematics or calculation.
ਗਮਦ [gomed], ਗਮਦਕ [gomedak] Skt n a jewel
which is counted as one of  the nine precious
stones. 2 island.
ਗਮਧ [gomedh] n a ritual in whichl'a cow is
sacrificed. It is also called gosav. In Katyayan
Shrot Sutar is described the method of
performingthis ritual. Many authors of Simritis
have forbidden the performance of  this ritual
in Kalyug. See ਗਵਲਭ.
ਗਮ [gome] n cowdung. “gome se lepan chItI
karke.”—NP.
ਗਮਗ [gomrIg] n blue bull.
ਗਯਧ [goyagy] n In Yajurved, there is a detailed
description for performing this fire  ritual. See
ਗਵਲਭ and ਗਮਧ.
ਗਯਮ [goyam] m Dasam Granth, this word has
been used for gomukh.‘ ‘sékh goyam gajjié. ”
—c5di 2. 2 The learhed ones interpret this word
as a war horn or clarion. 3 P (f I am saying.
ਗਯ [goya] P ਯ adj who narrates. 2 adv know,
to  know. 3 n pen name or  pseudonym of  Bhai
Nand Lal. “harfe car 32 hak na yaId hecgah,
bar labe goya.”—di van  goya.
ਗਰ [gor] P „" njungle; forest. 2 grave. “jaka
basa gor mahI.”—s kabir. 3 A 1,3 territory
between Gazni and Harat, named ਘਰ [ghor] in
Sanskrit scriptures.‘ ‘gor gardeji gun gav‘é.”
—aka1. 4 an important town of the region,
situated 120 miles to the south east of Harat.
See ਗਰ. 5 a subcaste of  Jatts found in large
numbers in Multan district.
ਗਰਸ [goras] n cow’s benificence; milk and
butter. 2 enjoyment by sense organs; joy of
sexual intercourse.
ਗਰਸਤਨ [gorastan] n graveyard.
ਗਰਖ [gorakh] or ਗਚਖ [gorakhu] n protector
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of the earth, the Creator. “gorakh so jInI go:
u;ha1i.”-—-ram m 2.  2 protector  o f  sense
organs; soul. “uparI gaganu gagan parI
gorakhu,’ taka agamu guru punI vasi.”——maru
m 1. ‘The soul that resides atop  the ultimate
stage of  the body and one living above the
soul is its true mentor (the Transcendcnt
One), who is innaccessible.’ 3 Vishnu, the
nUrturer of the world. “guru isaru guru
gorakhu barma.”-'—japu. ‘Guru subsumes Shiv,
Vishnu and Brahma.’ 4 Gorakh Nath, teacher
of  yogis, who was born in Gorakhpur city.
Many have written about Gorakh Nath as a
disciple and son ofMacchander Nath. Gorakh
Nath is counted as  one  of  the nine  Naths who
had their  ears  pierced. Their sect started with
this holyman. “jogi gorakh gorakh karIa.”
—gaum 4. “pun  harI gorakh ko Upraja.”—- VN.
5 one who keeps cows, cowherd.
ਗਰਖਪਰ [gorakhpur] a city in UP which is the
headquarters of  district Gorakhpur. 2 Several
other cities and villages have this very name.
ਗਰਖਪਰ [gorakhput] n disciple of Gorakh Nath,
disciple son of Gorakh. “gorakhput luharipa
bole.”-srdhgosatI.
ਗਰਖਪਥ [gorakhpéthi] an ascetic; follower of
Gorakh’s way o f  life; one  who holds to
Gorakh’s faith.
ਗਰਖਮਤ [gorakhmata] Sce ਨਨਕਮਤ.
ਗਰਖਰ [gorxar] P if n an animal resemblinga
donkey ,  smaller than a horse  in  s i z e  and
commonly found in western India and central
Asia; zebra.
ਗਰਖ [gorkha] n a subdivision of Nepal.
2 inhabitant of  Gorakhaland.
ਗਰਖ [gorakhu] See ਗਰਖ.
ਗਰਲ [goral] Sec ਗਰਲ.
ਗਰ [gora] adj fair complexioned. 2 n cannon
ball. “gore gori barkha barkh-hi.”—GPS. “kI
chuttet goré. kI  butthet oré”—kalki. ‘Bombs
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exploded like the rain of hail stones.’
3 geography; earth. “gora a d I  ucaran kije.”
—sanama. '
ਗਰ [gori] n bullet, small bullet. “chute ban
gori.”—VN. 2 Gaur i ,  Durga, Parvati.  3 adj fair-
complcx ioned woman i.c. beautiful woman,
wife. “gori seti tute bhatar.”——var majh m I.
“ch81 laghéde par]: gori manu dhirIa.”—asa
farid. Here chel means one who has attained
the highest state of spiritual knowledge and
ਗਰ [gori] means its scckcr. 4 white. “pani
mela mati gori. IS  mati 1<i putri  jori”——gau kabir.
‘Mother’s blood  is tainted and father’s semen
is white.’ 5 inhabitant ofGor.  Sec ਸਹਬਦਨਗਰ
and ਗਰ 4. 6 cow of light-brown colour.
ਗਰ [goru] n herd of cows; drove. “ham goru
tum guar gusai.”—asa kabir. 2 Dg measure of
two kohs; half a yojan.
ਗਰਚਨ [gorocan] Skt n substance found in the
gall bladder of  a cow which  is yellow in colour
and good to smell. In Hindu mythology it is
regarded very sacred and is used to mark a
tk oh the forehead. It is considercd'one
among the eight odours; and also used in
several medicines. L Bezoar With the help of
alchemy, it is made artificially as  well.
ਗਰਗ [gorég] a town in Khurasan.
ਗਰਡ [goréd] Gurand, Gorind and Gorand are
names of  a race referred to in Bhavishyat
Puran, which will rule in kalyug, the evil era.
Colonel Todd understands it to mean the white
race, resident of  Gor, whose most prominent
ruler has been Sahabudin Mohammad Gori.
Some Sikhs think that it means the whole
community of  the'Guru’s devotees who are
l ikely to accede to Guru Nanak Dev’s seat.
Many have imagined the Europeans a s
Gurand.
ਗਲ [gol] Skt adj circular in shape; cyclic; of
the shape o f  a ball. 2 n a band of  the cirCular
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army. “gol camu k0 55g le.”—GPS. P Jf.
3 short for ਗਥਲ [golla]; slave, bonded slave.
“kar dino  jagatu sabhu gol amoli.”—-gau m 4.
‘made a slave without paying any price.’
“satgur ke gol gole.”-—var sor m 4. ‘slavc of
slaves, deeply humble’. 4 Dg bath.
ਗਲਕ [golak] Skt n round object, circular object.
2 earthen mortar. 3 son of  a paramour born
from a widow’s womb. 4 openings where
sense organs like eyes, cars, etc are lodged.
5 P Jf and J} money box. “guru ka SIkkh
garib ki rasna 1<o guru l<i golak jane.”——rah1't
bhai dayasfgh. “golak rakhe  nahI jo chal ka.
kare vapar.”—tanama.
ਗਲਕ ਰਖਣ [golak rakkhna] v put tithe money
in a box for the Creator and the Guru. See
ਰਸ 5.
ਗਲਕਡ [golkfida], ਗਲਕਡ [golkéda] Skt an old
fort five miles to the west o f  Hyderabad
Deccan and a city which is the birth place of
Madhvacharya, author of  holy scriptures like
Saravdarshan Sarsangrah etc. Muslims had
named this place as Mohammadnagar. It was
the capital of  the royal Kutab dynasty from
| 518  to 1687 AD.l In 1687 AD Aurangzeb
annexed and made it a part of the Mughal
empire. Now it is a major city of  the Nizam of
Hyderabad Deccan. “hane bir bijapuri
golkédi.”—-kalki.
ਗਲਪਰ [golpura] There is a famous village
called Bilaspur in tehsil and police station
Jagadhari in Ambala  district. Approximately
one and half miles from this village to the north
west near Golpura garden, is the place where
Guru Gobind Singh stayed. The  Guru had come
from Kapalmochan for a walk. Only a structure
is built, and there is no sevadar. There is an
unmetalled road about nine miles long from the

'Upon the break-up of  Bahmni Empire. three kingdoms
came into being: Ahamadnagar. Bijapur. and Golkunda.
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railway station J agadhari to  the north-east.
ਗਲ ਬਅਬਨ [gol biabani] desert around which
there is no water and gre‘enery. 2 waste land
of  Siberia; absolute wilderness. 3 mirage to
be seen in deserts that kills travellers in their
vehement effort to reach it. “gol biabani me
sabh hi k0 mar  hi‘.”—carrtr 21 7.
ਗਲ [gola] n circular body. 2 cannonball. “gola
gIan  calaIa.”—-bher kabir. 3 servant, slave. “ਪ
saca sat  das tera gola.”—majh a m 5. See
ਗਲਮ. 4 weavers of  Peshawar. 5 sons of  the
royal maidservants.
ਗਲਅ’ਲਯ [gola-aly], ਗਲਕਤਨ [golaketanI],
ਗਲ'ਧਰਣ [goladharni], ਗਲਲਯ [golalay],
ਗਲਠਜ [golalIali] hole for taking in the
cannonball; cannon, rifle.—sanama. See ਕਤਨ.
ਗਲ [goli] n small shell; bullet; something round
in shape. 2 tablet. 3 maid servant; purchased
slave girl, female slave.
ਗਲ ਦ ਮਰ [goli di mar] musket shot. When
front loading gun was first made, its killing
range was two hundred yards. So  this killing
range came to be known as musket shot. As
the killing range of the gun kept on spreading,
the musket shot also went on increasing
accordingly.
ਗਲਰ [goler] Sec ਗਲਰ and ਗਲਚਅ.
ਗਲਕ [golok] n per Barahmvaivarat Puran,
sh in ing  universe above the  heaven; its
expanse is fifty crorc yojans. Krishan, Radha
and the milkmaids live in it. There are
bejewelled golden palaces at the bank of Virja
river, and the people who worship Radha and
Krishan  are  the only  one  who deserve to live
here.
ਗਲਦਜ [8੦1a੮182] P jul‘Jf n gunner, who fires
thecannonba”.
ਗ‘ਲ [golla] See ਗਲਮ.
ਗਵਨ [govan] v utterance; recitation of Gurbani.
“mukh govahI gIan.”—asa m 5.
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ਗਵਰਧਨ [govardhan] Skt ਧਥਛਥ n a mountain
protecting cows, situated in district Mathura
of UP, eighteen miles from Vrindavan.
Krishén used to graze cows  on it. When Indar
found that the cowherds had st0ppcd his
worship, in anger he wanted to  submerge Vrij
in heavy downpour  of  rain. Krishan protected
gops (cowherds) and cows by lifting up
Govardhan mountain like an umbrella.
“gurmatI krIsan govardhan dhare.”—maru
solhe m 1 .  Upon  Goverdhan,  there is a
famous temple of Krishan, named Haridcv.
2 a mountain ofdistrict  Nasak in the Bombay
Presidency.
ਗਵਰਧਨਧਯ [govrdhandhari] adj lifter of
Govardhan mountain. 2 n Krishan. See ਗਵਰਧਨ“.
ਗਵਲਆ [govlia] cowherd,  nourisher. See  ਗਪਲ.
“bap govlia balI  jasau.”—b§no.
ਗਵਦ [gOVId] See ਗਬਦ. “govzd nam majitha.”

nsuhi  ché't m 5.
ਗਵਦ [govi’d] See ਗਬਦ. “govi‘d govi’d
bakhanie.”—asa m 5. 2 Krishan. “akhahI gopi
ts govi’d.”-—japu. 3 a disciple of Guru Arjan
from the Ghei subcaste.
ਗਵਦਸਘ ਸਤਗਰ [govidsfgh satIguru] Sce
ਗਬਦਸਘ“" " ਸਤਗਰ. ਰ
ਗਵਦ [govida] vocative: “he govi’d!” 2 a
disciple oqru Amar  Das.
ਗਵਦ [gm/Idol. ਗਵਦ [govi’du] See ਗਬਦ.
“gOVIdU guninldhan ht.”-—sri m 3. “guru
govfdu, govfdu  guru he.”-—asa ਗਢ m 4.
ਗੜ [gorha] n a heap of carded cotton from
which rolls are made.
ਗ [g3] Skt n cow. 2 mobile object.
ਗ.[85] See ਗਉ". .
ਗਸ [gas] A _‘ਭਭ n whom supplication is made.
2 a special rank of  Mus l im  holy men. “bIrajé
kate 5g bastré lapete. jume ke  mano  roj me  gas
lete.”—carrtr 405. Many Musl ims earnestly
believe that through deep meditation Gaus holy
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men disperse their body parts.
ਗਸਅ [gosia] adj related to Gaus. 2 disciple of
Gaus. See ਗਸ.
ਗਹ [goh] See ਗਹ.
ਗਹਰ [gahar] See ਗਉਹਰ. 2 Skt cowhcrd.
3 stealer of  cows.
ਗਹਟ [gahati] See ਗਉਹਟ.
ਗਗ [gaga] A g}  n multitude, mob. 2 noise,
uproar. 3 rumour, canard.
ਗਛ [gacha] Sec ਅਗਛ.
ਗਡ [god] n a hcptatonic rag, which uses seven
notes.  saraj, rIsabh,  maddham, pécam and
nlsad are pure notes, while gfidhar and dhevat
are flat notes; gfidhar is home note; pécam is
vadi (primary note), and maddham is sémvadi
(secondary note). The  time of  singing is
midday.

sargam - $3 ra ma ma  pa dha  ਤਰ dha na pa
ma  ga  ma  ra  $ 3 .

In Guru Granth Sahib, Rag Gaud is at
number seventeen. 2 a caste in middle India
(CP). 3 See  ਗੜ. 4 any thing made from jaggery.
ਗ'ਡ [n1  See ਗਡ 1. '
ਗਣ [gan] See ਗਉਣ. 2 Ski adj general, common,
which is not primary. 3 assistant. 4 whose
meaning is  grasped through secondary
characteristics.
ਗਣ [gani] n figurative sense; attributing the
quality of  one object to another. “satIguru
bavan (:5a vas  suvas  kare lakhina.”—BG.
ਗਤਮ [gatam] one who belongs to Gautam’s
dynasty; one who is related to Gautam.
2 Mahatma Budh, whose mother Mayadevi
expired seven days after she gave birth to  him.
So his step mother, Gotmi, brought him up. That
is the reason why he was called Gautam,
2 See ਬਧ. 3 See ਗਤਮ 4.
ਗਤਮ [gotmi] Skt adj (a woman) of Gautam
subcaste; born in Gautam’s dynasty. 2 n wife
o f  s age  Gautam,  Aha laya .  3 wife o f
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Kripacharaya.  4 Godavar i  river, which
emerges  from G a u t a m  m o u n t a i n ,  o r  w a s
brought down by Gautam. Sec ਗਦਵਰ.
ਗਨ [gun] See ਗਉਣ and ਗਣ. 2 E gown, long
loose shirt.
ਗਨ [gana] n second arrival; second ceremonial
visit of the bride to the house of her in-laws
after marriage.
ਗਰ [gar] Skt adj fair, white. 2 yellowish.
3 reddish. 4 n gold. 5 saffron. 6 moon. 7 strike.
8A  ”is looking, thinking, considering. 9 thought,
reflection.
ਗਰਤ [garta] n guruship; gravity. 2 fair
complexion.
ਗਰਵ [garav] Skt n sobriety. 2 importance,
greatness. 3 respect, prestige. 4 adj of the
apostle.
ਗਰਵਤ [goravta], ਗਰਵਤੲ [goravtai] Skt n
greatness, elderliness. 2 sobriety, guruship.

"‘VISI‘flIt pIkh guru g3ravtai.”—GPS.
ਗਰ [gara] adj sober, grave. See ਗਉਰ. 2 Skt n
fa i r -complexioned woman. 3 Parvat i .
4 turmeric. 5 Bhai Gaura, descended from
Bhagtu dynasty, was a known disciple of  Guru
Har Rai. On being ridiculed by Jassa who held
the whisk  over the Guru’s head, he ki l led  him.
The  Guru expelled him from the  congregation
but by serving the Guru, he got himself
pardoned. 6 cow’s gall bladder. “mrIgmad gara
coa c5dan.”—BGK. See ਗਰਚਨ.
ਗਰਗ [garégl whose limbs are white, Shiv;
Mahadev. 2 See ਚਤਨ.
ਗ'ਰਬਦਲ [garabadal] an ironsmith of the king
of Chataur. See ਚਰਤ 299.
ਗਰ [garI] See ਗਰ.
ਗਰਸ [garIsal n husband of Gauri, (Parvati)
Shiv; Girijapati.‘  ‘es garisa gah gagan 591-
layks. ’—carItr 142.
ਗਰ [gari] Skt n Parvati, Girija. 2 earth.
3 turmeric. 4 wife ofVarun.  5 basil tree or its
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leaf. 6 an eight year old girl. 7 Géuri Ragini.
8 adj fair-complexioned woman.
ਗਚਸ [garis] See ਗ'ਗਨਥ. '
ਗਚਸ'ਤ [garisut] See ਗਉਚਸਤ.
ਗਰਤਤਯ [garitrItiya'] See ਤਜ.
ਗਰਨਥ [gorinath], ਗਗਇ [garipatI] Shiv;
husband of  Gauri (Parvati). 2 god Varun
whose wife is called Gauri. 3 raja, the lord of
Gauri (the earth).
ਰ'ਗਪਤ [gariputr] n Ganesh; son o f  Parvati.
2 Swami Kartikay. 3 See ਗਉਰਸਤ. '
ਗਰਗ [8੨1v v 8]  See ਚਤਨ.
ਗਲ [031] See ਗਲ 5.
ਗੜ [gar] Skt ਗਡ n territory in-bctwcen easter 
Bengal and Orissa. 2 inhabitant of  Gaur land.
3 a well known subcastc of Brahmins. 4 a
subcaste of Rajputs. 5 adj a substance made
from raw sugar [gut].
ਗਡ [gari] See ਗਉੜ. 2 Skt ਸਰ n wine prepared
from raw sugar. 3 according to Indian poetics,
a type of  writing which is majestic or which
uses retroflex plosives.I Poets from Gaur land
lend their name to this type of writing.
ਗ'ਉ [ਬਰਪ] n act of going; motion. “vahIn tIdau
géu karc.”—s farid. 2 See ਗਉ“.
ਗਗ [gag] n river Ganga (river). “gég banarasx
SIphatI tumari.”—asa m I .  See ਗਗ. 2 river,
which flows perpetually. “gég tarég 5t ko
pave.”—séveye m 3 ke. 3 a poet, who was
resident of  lknaur (district ltava) in UP. He
was born in 1538 AD. He was a prominent
poet of  Hindi and had friendly ties with Veerbal
and Khankhana etc. King  Akbar  also held him
in high esteem. His full name was Ganga
Prasad but he wrote poetry only under the
name of  Gang; a Bhatt (ministrel); admirer of
the Guru.
ਗਗਈ [ਫਟਥਗ] Ganguship. See ਗਗਸਹ.
"‘\ਧਯਮ bhat katak rIpu thatak tan tajat jab gajot gursigh
bhal bajat d5ka.”—srkkhiprabhakar.
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ਗਗਸਰ [ਥਟਥਙਰ] a big wide well got dug by Guru
Arjan Dev in 1656 Sammat in Kartarpur. 2 a
pond close to the gurdwara at Jaito (Nabha
state). See ਜਤ.
ਗਗਸਧ [8ਰ85o n 11] Bhai Sukha Singh has written
about gégasagar (vessels with spouts) in
gagsidh in the manner of a puzzle. “gégsidh
apne kar dharat.”—GV 10.
ਗਗਕਤ [gégkat] Sec ਸਧ.
ਗਗ ਜਮਨ [ਫਰਫ jaman] Ganga and Yamuna. “gég
jaman jau Ulti bahe.”—bh£r namdev. 2 See ਗਗ. ਜਮਨ.

ਗਗਧਰ [g‘égdhar] Shiv who holds Ganga over
his head. 2 ocean into which Ganga merges.

.ਗਗਧਨ [gégdhan] n wearing of Gan ga. “mahes
gégdhan ko.”—aka1.
ਗ'ਗਧਰ [gégdhar] n a stream of the river Ganga.
2 Shiv, the wearer of  Ganga. 3 Himalaya. 4 a
city in J halavar of Rajputana state. “géga kssi
g5gdhar.”—aka1. 5 See ਗਗਧਰ 3.
ਗਗਨ [géganI], ਗਗਨ [gégni] n earth which
bears river Ganga.—sanama. ਭ
ਗਗਭਟਨ [gégbhetni] n river Saraswati which
merges into river Ganga.—sanama.
ਗਗ [géga] Skt ਸਤਸ n India’s famous river,
regarded most sacred in Hindu religion. It.
emerges from Gomukh spring situated in the
higher regions, 180 miles from Haridwar,
13,800 feet above sea-level. After flowing for
1,550 miles through many regions, it merges
with the ocean at a place called Ganga Sagar.
“jan ke caran tirath kotI g5ga.”—bIIa m 5.

In Purans there are many anecdotes about
Ganga. At one place, Ganga is referred to as
water used for washing  the  feet of  god Vaman.
It is said that when Vaman’s feet reached
Brahmlok t hen Brahma ,  af ter  washing

_ Vaman’s feet, put the water into a container
with a top  handle and upon Bhagirath’s prayer
released it from Brahmlok. which, after falling
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in Shiv’s matted hair, flowed  on the earth.
There is a mention in Ramayan by Valmik

that in the house of  Himyalaya mountain were
born sisters Ganga and Uma from the womb
of Menaka who herself was the daughter of
Sumeru. Once Shiv put his semen into Ganga
who could not conceive, but failing to conceive,
she got into Brahma’s water pot. Then upon a
prayer of  Bhagirath, she came out of  the water
pot and appeared on the earth.

There is mention that Ganga is also the
wife of  k ing  Shantanu. Bhisham was born
from her womb and that is why he is called
Gangey. Sec ਜਨ'ਹਸਤ.

While salvaging the people, Guru Nanak
Dev reached Ganga (Haridwar). Here he
negated the mythical ritual ofoffering water
t o  t h e  s u n  a n d  t h e  a n c e s t o r s ,  t h e r e b y
confirming  the veracity of  truth.

At Satighat there is also a place named
after Guru Amar Dev. 2 See ਗਗ ਮਤ.

3 a member  o f  Sehgal subcaste who
became a devotee of  Guru  Arjan Dev. He Was
employed in the army of  the ruler of  Delhi.
Then he joined the army of Guru Hargobind
and served the country. 4 per yogic faith, it
(Ira) is the left of  the three vessels running
from the loins to the head. “ulti géga jamun
mIlavaU.”—gau kabir. ‘J amuna is pigla (right
of  the three vessels)"
ਗਗਏ'ਸ’ [ਠਰਠਹ'ੳਝ] king Shantanu, husband of
Ganga. 2 ocean, the lord  of  Ganga.-—sanam  
ਗਗਏਸੲਸ ਸਸਤ- [ਫਟਫਕ‘ੲਙ is sastra] lord of river
Ganga—the ocean, his lord Varun, Varun’s
Weapon, the noose.«—sanama.
ਗਗਸਝ [gégasat] géga (flow) and sat (hundred),
hundred currents; Satluj river. “tare nadi
gégasat raje.”-—G V 10.
ਗਗਸਗਰ [gégasagar] a place where sage Kapil
'ਫਗ ਸਥਰ TIE-7U ਧਕ ਧਬ'ਜ ਜਥਚਕਮੴਫ pradiprké. ਵ
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reduced the sons ofSagar  to ashes and where
river Ganges  merges  i n t o  the  ocean .
“g‘égasagar beni s’égamu.”—maru solhe m I .
2 water pot with a spout. ‘
ਗਗਸਤ [gégasutl Bhishampitama. See ਗਗ.
ਰਗ'ਨਅਨ [ਛਰਫਕਨਹਸਘ adj an object with colour
similar to that of Ganga and Yamuna.
2 combined work  of gold and silver. 3 mixed
pulse of  mas and grams.
ਗਗਜਮਨ [gégaiamuna] according to yog, left
and right vessels running from the loins to  the
head. Sec ਗਗ 4.
ਗਗਜਲ [gfigajal] n water ofrivcr Gan ga. “gégajal
guru gobid lnam.”—bh£r m 5. 2 adjunpollutcd,
pure. “so gIrh i  géga ka nii'.”-—var ram 1 m 1.
The  water of  river Ganga that f lows from the
Himalayas is so  pure that it remains clean for
very long time. A pure object is defined in
terms of  the water of  river Ganga. Bernier
writes that the M ughal emperors used to drink
the water of  river Ganga because of  its purity
and for this purpose a herd of  camels was
reserved for transporting this water. Even
Aurangzcb, an orthodox Muslim, drank Ganga
water.
ਗਗਜਲ [gégajali] n a vessel in which Ganga
water is preserved. 2 a cloth knitted in a wavy
pattern.
ਗਗਤ [gégata] pilgrimage to Ganga. 2 a group
of  pilgrims going  to  Ganga. “mfidI  mudaIe je
guru paic, ham guru kini g5gata.”—-gau m 1.
Hindu pilgrims perform the ceremony of
tonsure here.
ਗਗਦ [gégadri] n from where river Ganga
emerges, Himalayas. 2 inhabitants of
Himalayas. “gégadri jamunadri hathe.”
——carItr 52.
ਗਗਧਰ [gégadhar] See ਗਗਧਰ. 2 See ਸਵਯ ਦ ਰਪ
22. 3 a river that flows in the Gopalpara district
of  eastern Bengal.

ਗਗ

ਗਗਠਰ [ਫਰਥਕਘਡ] Sec ਗਗਜਲ.
ਗਗਪਤ [gégapolar] Sce ਗਗਸਤ. 2 Brahmins of
Haridwar Kankhal.
ਗਗ ਪਤ ਅਰ ਸਤਰ [géga putar arI sutarI]
Ganga’s son Bhisham; his enemy Arjun; his
chariotccr, Kr i shan :  his  enemy, the  arrow.

ਗਗਮਤ [gégamata] daughter of Kishan Chand
Khatri and Dhanvanti, (inhabitants of  Mau)
who was married to Guru  Arjan Dcv on 231"
Harh Sammat I636. She gave birth to the
valiant Guru I--largobind and breathed her last
on !5"1 I-larh Sammat 1685 at Bakala. A shrine
was raised at her cremation site. See ਮਉ-
ਗਗਰਮ [gégaram] a Brahmin of Bhatinda city
who was a fol lower  ofthe  fifth Sikh Guru. He
gave lots of food grains when Harimandir was
being built. Bhai Moo] Chand (son of  Sidhi
Chand Khatri) whose famous shrines are in
Sunam and Sangrur, was a disciple of  this
holyman. 2 son of  Bibi Viro  who showed great
valour in the battle of Bhangani. “hathyo mahri
cédyi') g5gram§."—VN. 3 a parrot is also called
Gangaram, for mimicking this word.
ਗਗਲਰਰ [8ਰ881ਗਖ] Sec ਪਦਮਕਰ 2.
ਗਗਅਰ [gégIar] a believer in Gangushah. See
ਗਗਸਹ. “raste me mIlyo kharaksigh gégIar.”

“"/’ੴ).
ਗਗ [gégu] spiritually awakened disciple of  Guru
Angad Dev. 2 a barber who was a devoted
disciple of  Guru Arjan and spent his whole time
sewing the Guru. 3 a resident of-Kheri village,
he was a deceitful servant of  Guru Gobind
Singh. In Sammat 1761 when the  Guru

departed from Anandpuf,"i‘1~é reached his village
with Mata Gujri and the two younger sons of
the Guru at night. He stole all the wealth of
Mata Gujri and in the morning called the
policeman to arrest his benefactors i.e. Mata
Gujri and her grandsons. After arresting them,
they were taken to Sirhind where they attained
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martyrdom. ln Sammat 1767, Banda Bahadur
destroyed Kheri  village aficr killing Gangu and
his family members. The  new habitation at  the
place is now known as Saheri. See ਸਹੜ and
ਖੜ. 4 See ਗਗਸ.
ਗਗਸਹ [gégusah]; ਗਗਸਹ [gégusahi] A resident
of  Garhshankar, Gangudas Basi Khatri was a
disciple of Guru Amar Dev. The Guru sent him
to Sirmour area for religious preaching and
bestowed upon him a mfiji (a  religious seat of
authority), located in Daun ofAmbala  district.
His great grandson J awahar Singh was also a
deeply spiritual man whose shrinc is in village
Khatkarh Kalan (district Jalandhar). The
followers of  Jawahar Singh call themselves
gégusahi.
ਗਗਹ [gégeri] Skt ਜਲਆਲ n waterfly; insect
like a spider which flies very fast over water
that does not touch it. “jalé jy6 g5geri.”—-VN.
ਗਗਞ [gégev], ਗਗਞਪਤਮਹ [gégevtamah] Skt
ਜਛਗਧ, Bhisham, son of  Ganga and grandfather
of Kauravs and Pandavs. See ਗਗ. “soi nam
SImarI gégevtamah.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਗਗਤਰ [gégotri], ਗਗਤ [gégotri] Skt ਸਫਗਥਰ a
place in Garhwal from where river Ganga
flows down. People keep water of  this place
in bottles and sell it in far off areas. This place
is 10,319 feet high and is situated at a distance
of eight miles downward from Gomukh.
ਗਗਦਕ [8ਰ8੦ਯ੪1<] n water of river Ganga.
2 See ਸਵਯ ਦ ਭਦ 22.
ਗਗਵ [gégove] gég-hove, becomes Ganga.
“mIlI  gég g5gove.”—BG.
ਗਜ [ਥਟਪ n baldness, bald head. .2 ,Skt ਧਕਯ
disobedience, disrespect. 3 mine, mineral
deposits. 4 room for the safe keep of  vessels.
5 shOp, store. 6 section of a market, walled
market. 7 wineshop. 8 cattle pen. 9 P ਭ pile,
heap. 10 treasure. l l  temple raised in memory
of  holymen; for example, Shahidganj.

ਗਜਕ [géjak], ਗਜਖ [géjakh] adj one who treats
others with disrespect. “8੦18v ]81<}1 bakhanis.”
—-gyan. ‘one who scorns a gang of enemies.’
ਗਜਣ [géjna], ਗਜਨ [géjan], ਗਜਨ [ਫਰਸਕ] v show
disrespect; scorn, insult. “garabgéjan sarab-
bhéjan.”—japu.
ਗਜਫ [géjpha] P _ਛ or if a game of 96
circular cards having eight suits with twelve
cards in each suit. The players of this game
have composed a capai.

“taj  safed samser gulam,
}')/(~) bahule ty6  {WE kam.
surakh barat  kamace c5d,
}')/6 

[}10ਸ8 tyé mace jég.”
ਗਜਬਖਸ [géjbaxasL ਗਜਬਖਸਏ [géjbaxsie] a faqir
(mendican t ) ,  who  was a fol lower o f  Guru
Amar Das. He was a religious preacher and
his followers call themselves as ‘géjbaxsie’.
ਗਜ [géja] adj bald. See ਗਜ. 2 Skt n wine
shop.

_ ਗਠ [géth] Skt ਗਬ. n a knotted pack, tied in a
piece of  cloth. 2 joint.
ਗਠਕਤਰ [géthkatra] See’ ਗਨਤਰ.
ਗਨਨ [géthan] v tie into a knot, roll into a bale,
join.
ਗਠੜ [géthri] n bale, knot, gland. “kxsu pahI
kholau géthri?”-—suhi chétm I .  “je gun hovahI
géthrie.”-—suhi m 1.
ਗਠ [ਫਹਠਲ], ਗਠ [ਫਰਘ] n knot,joint. “tute g‘éthI
pare vicaru.”—o§kar. 2 adv  by knotting, by tying
together. “10k géthI géthI khara bIguca.”
—sor ravrdas. 3 n bale. 4 knot. “nanak sahse
g5;h1.”—vargat12 ,ਤ 5. “ਪ gfithi mew SII‘I ਪ
he.”—majh m 5.
ਗਡ [géd] Skt ਸਤ n cheek. 2 space between
the ear and the neck. “dan gajgz’ad mahI sobhat
apar he.”—NP. 3 circle. 4 a circular space in a
hand-operated millstone  where flour  remains
stuck up. 5 rhinoceros. 6 ulcer. 7 knot.
8 circular 'wooden frame over which the'wall
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o f a  well is built. 9 a big circular platter-like
vessel of  clay, lime or  wood in which  jaggery
and brown sugar  a r e  made by pouring
thickened warm juice of  sugarcane; discus.
ਗਡਕ [gédak] Skt n sabre, sword. 2 Sec ਗਡ.
3 rhinoceros. 4 adjidiotic.
ਗਡਕ [gédka] 31(t or  ਸਹਤਜ a river which
emerges from Sapatgandaki mountain
situated in Nepal and merges into river Ganga
near Patna. Black stones are found in this
river which are known as salIgram. The
Vaishnavs worship  these stones as images of
Vishnu. “ p q  ham tome, nahf 13q
sutgédka.”—krrsan.

There  is a story in‘ Varah Puran that
Gandaki pleased ~Vishnu by performing
rigorous meditation for ten  thousand years and
obtained a boon that Vishnu would take birth
from her womb  as her son. Vishnu replied that
he would be born in the form of a black stone
from her womb.

There is also another story that sweat
dripped from the two car lobes of Vishnu in
two colours; black and white; river Krishna
emerged as the white; and from the black
flowed river Gandaki. 2 female rhinoceros,
female rhinoceros.
ਗਡਕਸਤ [gédkasut] black stone; son ofGandka
river. See  ਸਤਗਡਕ and ਗਡਕ.
ਗਡ ਦ ਥਹ [géd da theh] an old mound formed
by ruins near village Bhagta in Malwa, where
Guru Gobind Singh liberated a partridge. “theh
géd k0 nam kahave.”—GPS.
ਗ [gédki] See ਗਡਕ.
ਗਡਕਸਲ [gédkisxla] black stone from river
Gandaki; black stone. “ਰਸ VIlocan dal utpal
se. tare syam gédkisrl se.”—-NP. ‘ Black streaks
of eyes are like black stones.’ See ਗਡਕ.
ਗਡਮਲ [gédmala] See ਹਜਰ.
ਗਡ [géda] Skt ਮਧ n group of four cowries.
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2 mark, sign. 3 obstacle, hurdle.
ਗਡਯ [gédasa] n chopper for cutting fodder.
ਗੜਆ [gédufi] a village under police station
Sunam, in tehsil, district and administrative
headquarters of  Patiala. About two furlongs
to the north-east of  this village, there is a
gurdwara in memory of  Guru Teg Bahadur,
with only a platform built there. The gurdwara
has one hundred and fifty bighas of land from
the Patiala state. To the west nearly four miles
from the railway station of Chhajali is a paved
path leading to it.
ਗਡਰ [ਫਰਧਘ] n small part of peeled sugarcane
for sucking itsjuicc.
ਗਢ [gédh] n connection, intimacy, relation.
2 knot, knar. 3 friendship “man: nahi pritI
mukhahu gédh lavat.”~sukhmani. See ਗਢ.
ਗਢਣ [gédhna], ਗਢਣ [ਛਰਗਜਸਧ], ਗਢਨ [gédhna]
v join, knot, splice, cobble. “gédhedIa chIa
mah tured1a hIkU khIno.”—-asa fan‘d. “sum:
sunI gédhanu g5dhi€.”—sri m 1.
ਗਢ [géqlha] n onion. See ਗਠ.
ਗਢ [gé t ]  n knot. “chije deh khule Il<
g5t.”—05kar. ‘before disconnecting the knot
of  life?’ 2 advby  cobbling, by knotting.
ਗਢ [gédhi] splice, knot.
ਗਢਫਰ [gédhichora] n a cheat, who steals
money kept in cloth’s knot.
ਗਢ [ਫਚਗਘ] See ਗਢ. 2 relation, connection. “puti
gédhu pave s'ésarI .”-ਘ!“ majh m 1. “sacs nalI
tera gédhu lage.”—asa chétm 3. 2 friendship.
“jIcarU pananI khavde  t I ca rU  rakhanI
g5dhu.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਗਫਆ [gédhue‘i] Sec ਗਡਆ.
ਗਤ [géta] Skt ਧਢਰ adj (one) who goes.
“sarbégéta.”-japu. ‘capable of reaching
everywhere.’ 2 knowledgeable, familiar. '
“sarésastra g5ta.”—ramav. ‘competent in Shar
Shastar (Dhanurved)’; expert in weaponry.
ਗਤ [ਥਟਸ] Ski ਸਕ conveyance, vehicle for
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travelling. 2 adj which moves.
ਗਦ [gédl n filth. foulness. 2 excrement, human
faeces.
ਗਦਗ [85੮181] P (L! n excrement. 2 filth,
foulness.
ਰਦਮ [ਫਰਧਰਗ] wheat. See ਗਧਮ.
ਗਦਲ [gfidal] n pith, tender branch. “pharida e
VIsug5d15 dharifi khédu lIvarI.”—s farid.
ਗਦਲ [gédla] adjmixed with dirt; muddy.
ਗਦ [ਛਹਧਰ] P ਸ” adjdirty, filthy. “géde dumI
paiasu.”— var sri m 5.
ਗਦਧਆ [ਬਟਯਹਧਸਪਕ], ਗਦਧਮ [gédadhum] n
pol luted (unholy) smoke; tobacco smoke.
“gédadhum v55 te tyagahu.”—-GPS.
ਗਦਰ [ਫਟਧਗਕ], ਗਦੜ [gfidora] n sweetened
bread. ln olden times there was a ritual of
distributing sweetened bread on the occasion
of  weddings as also on the death of people
who died in mature age.
ਗਧ [ਫਟਧਪ Skt ਧਗਘ torture; kill; g0; give pain,
beg, praise. 2 n quality pcrccivable through
the nose; smell, odour, bad smell, fragrance.
“sahas tav gédh  IV calat mohi.”-—sohIIa.
3 sulphur. 4 pride 5 See  ਗ'ਧ.
ਗਧਈਆ [gédhia] adj fragrant, redolent. “cédan
vas sugédh g5dhaia.”——brla a m 4. 2 n maker
of  perfume.
ਗਧਸਰ [gédhsar] n perfume. 2 Dg sandal wood.
ਗਧਹਸ [gédh-hasti] n an elephant from whose
glands wine trickles.
ਗਧਕ [gédhak] Skt ਧਵਸਛ n sulphur, extracted
from mines, yel low  and red in colour. largely
used to cure skin diseases. Physicians
prescribe this to cure many other diseases.
2 adj suggestive, indicative. 3 from which
arises foul odour.
ਗਧਣ [gédhan] Skt ਧਜਧ n boldness. 2 violence.
3 backbiting, ihsinuation.
ਗਧਣਫਣ [gédhanvenl' n bold utterance.
. 2  insinuation; slander, backbiting. See ਗਧਣ.
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“gfidhanvcn sunahI urjhavahI.”—asa m 5.
ਗਧਣਵਣ [gédhanvenI] in insinuating and
defamatory language. See ਗਧਣ. “gédhanvenx
rata hItkari. sabdc suratI n9 ai.”—-sorm I .
ਗਧਬਲਈ [gédhbxlai], ਗਧਬਲਵ [gédhbxlav] Skt
ਧਕਗਥ n a foul smelling animal. There is a
hard swollen gland near the hip of  the this foul
smelling animal from which viscous liquid with
yellow perfume comes out. Physicians use it
in many medicinal concoctions.
ਗਧਮਦਨ [gédhmadan] a mountain, which,
according to Purans is situated to the south of
Sumcru. Thcjunglc  close to this is also called
Gandhmadhan. Per Ramayan, this mountain
is situated near Kailash. According to the
geographical dictionary, it is a part of
Rudrhimalaya. This range starts from north-
east of Badrikashram. 2 See ਹਮਕਟ. 3 a large
flower-sucking black bee, which is drawn to
fragrance.
ਗਧਮਗ [gédhmrIg] Skt n musk deer, from the
navel of which musk comes out. See ਕਸਤਰ.
ਗਧਰਬ [gédharab] Skt adj who accepts fragrance;
its lover; or who learns music. 2 n heavenly
singer; in Atharav Ved the number of  heavenly
singers is 6333;  o f  them, eight are very
important: ਹਹ [haha], ਹਹ [huhu] ,  CItrarath,
1155, vmvatsu,  gomayu, tOmbaru and I l éd I .
There is a mythical story in Purans that sage
Kanav married Daksh’s two daughters Muni
and Pradha and gandharavs are their progeny.
Pcr Vishnu Puran, the origin of  gandharavs is
from Brahma. It is mentioned in Harivansh that
gandharavs were born from Arishta’s womb.
3 musk deer. 4 Indian cuckoo, nightingale.
5 in music a type of  rhythm. 6 second husband
of  a widow. 7 horse. 8 breath. 9 day.
ਗਧਰਬਨਰ [ਫਰਧ harabnagar], ਗਧਰਬਪਰ [gfadharabpur]
See ਹਰਸਦ. 2 In Mahabharat, a town near
Mansarovar, guarded by celestial singers. ‘
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ਗਧਰਬਵਦ [gédharabved] Skt ਧਬਥਥਫਕ secondary
Ved‘, in  which  there is  mention  of  musicology;
the creator of  this secondary Ved is Bharatmuni
and it bears specific relation with Samvcd.
ਗਧਰਬ [gédharbi] n wife o f a  celestial singer.
“purab  janam mam  he g5dharbi.”—GPS.
ਗਧਰਜ [gédhraj] Skt n sandalwood. 2 raisin of
Amyris agallahum tree used in incense or
balms.
ਗਧਲ [g‘édhla] adj Sec ਗਦਲ.
ਗਧਵਤ [gédhvati] Skt n earth, which acquires
the quality of  smell. In Mahabharat, Vyas’s
mothe r  Sa tyava t i ,  w h o  is also named
Matsyagandha, was daughter of boatman
Jalik and helped travellers cross the river
with permission of. her father. One day on
seeing her, sage Prashar got cnamoured, and
after ridding her body o f  the foul smell of
fish, and making it exude pleasant fragrance,
cohabited with her who then gave birth to
sage Vyas. Since that day, Matsyagandha is
also called Gandhvati. 3 wine. 4 jasmine-
shrub.
ਗਧ [gédha] n jasmine bud.
ਗਧਗਰ [ਥਹਯਘਫਗਸ] Gandhmadan mountain.
See ਗਧਮਦਨ.
ਗਧਰ [gédhar] Skt n a country on the bank of
river  Sind, including Peshawar, Kohat, Buner
areas etc. 170 miles long from east to west
and 100  mi l es  broad in t he  nor th  east; and
referred to in Atharav Ved. 2 Sec ਕਧਰ. 3 Sec
ਗਧਰ.
ਗਧਰ [gédhara] adj fragrant.
ਗਧਰ [gfidhari] See ਗਧਰ.
ਗਧ [ਫਟਧਸ] n fragrance. 2 See ਗਧ. 3 Skt red
grass.
ਗਧ [ਥਰਯਧ] Skt m n perfume seller. 2 Skt
'Rigvcd encompasses four volumes: likewise Gandharav

Vcd is not the name o f a  single book. But all treatises
relating to musicology come under this nomenclature.
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ਸ-ਲਬ musk deer. 3 See ਗਦਗ. “ciju bhari gédhi
aI.”——sava m 1.
ਗਧਲ [ਫਰਧਘਕ] adj polluted, dirty. 2 n he who
keeps donkeys. 3 Bauria  race, people of  which
go bare foot, do not wear shoes on their feet,
holding that their ancestor was once a king
and they will not wear shoes on their feet and
tie turbans on their heads until they achieve
sovereignty. Gandhilas kccp  donkeys and live
in wattle huts.
ਗ'ਧ [ਫਹਧਘ] Sec ਗਧ. 2 filth; bad smell. “bInu
nave mUhI g5dhu.”-—var male m 1 . 3  language
wh i ch  hurts; adverse talk or  insinuation. Scc
ਗਧ vr. “lItu  dInI bolanI g5dhu.”——mm var2
m 5.
ਗਧਬ [gédhrab] Sec ਗਧਰਬ. “ਥਟਧਧ'ਗ 1<0ਠਗ karahI

jekar.”—-bh£:r a kabir.
ਗਧਥਧਫ [gédhraba nagri] See ਹਰਸਢਦ. “jam
g5dhrobanagri."—var maru  2 m 5.
ਗਧਬ'ਸ [ g é d h r b I s ]  ਗਧਰਵ-ਈਸ. Lo r d  o f
Gandharavs. See ਗਧਰਬ.
ਗਨ [ਫਰਸ]. ਗਨਲ [ਫਟਸਹ] segment ofa  tree, timber
b e a m .  “ v a d d h e  ਫਟ“… tokhani .”—c5cj i  3 .
2 fragment, piece. “511' dha; bahfi génle.”
—-c5di 3 .
ਗਨ [85118] n sugarcane having knots or a
variety of sugarcane with a single joint.
2 counting, enumerating. “toxahu trIbhavan
g5na.”——var maIa m I .
ਗਨ [85111] n a type of sugarcane with long and
soft stems or segments. 2 a type of  thick
growth ‘ofclephant grass, having roots like those
of  sugarcane plant. 3 edge o f  an eyelid on
which eyelashes grow. 4 outer side of a cart
wheel. See ਗਡ.
ਗਭਨ [gébhan] Skt ਧਜ n bottom, depth.
ਗਭਰ [gébhri] adj sober (woman).
ਗਭਰ [nhir] Skt adj sedate, deep, fathomless.
“gébhir dh i r  nam hir.”—ram partal m 5 .
2 fathomless,  inscrutable. 3 heavy. big,  a s
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ਥਟਧਸਗਕਧ, gébhir svar. 4 n lotus. 5 a disease.
See ਗਭਰ 2.
ਗਭਰ [gébhiri] adj sober woman. 2 n sobriety,
humility. See ਪਓਹਰ.
ਗਮ [géml See ਗਮ and ਗਸ.
ਗਮਤ [gfa'mat] See ਗਮਤ and ਗ'ਸਤ. 2 Mn merry-
making, spring-like atmosphere. 3 enjoyment.
4 act of  going,.travelling. “g5mat karte sat
subhae. laypur mahi calkar ae.”—NP.
ਗਝ [ਫਟਗਰ] See ਗਮਜਤ.
ਗਮ [gémI] Skt ਗਮਗ adj worth going. “sadhu
1<€ sé‘gI sarab than g5mI.”—-sukhmani.
2 worth obtaining, worth finding. 3 worthy of
authentication.
ਗਮਆ [ਥਏਗਗਕ] adj reached. See ਗਮ W. 2 sang.
3 See ਗਮਜ.
ਗਮਤ [gémIt] Skt ਗਮਤ adj known. Sec ਗਮ vr.
“gIan  guru g'émIt.”—gau kabir.
ਗਸ [gémy] See ਗਮ. “tre 10k g5my§.”—sahas
m 5. '
ਗਮਯਤ [gémyta] n arrival, entry.
ਗਮਜ [gémya] Skt married woman (wedded
wife), who is  ripe for sexual intercourse.
Many writers have used this epithet for a
harlot.
ਰ [gy] Skt ਕ n knowledge, understanding.
2 scholar. 3 adj learned, knowcr;  used at the
end of a word as gunagy, rasagy.
ਰਪ [gyap] Skt ਜਧ vr know, understand, train,
instruct, please, see, observe. 2 See ਜਪਆ.
ਕ [gya] Skt ਗ n knowing.
ਹਯਤ [gyat] Skt ਕ adj known.
ਰ'ਤਯਵਨ [gyatyovna] in poetry a heroine, who
is aware of  her blossoming youth.
ਕਤਵ [gyatavy] adj knowledgeable.
ਰਚ [gyata] Skt ਗਰ adj scholarly.
ਰਧ'ਤ [gyatI], ਗਜਤ [gyati] Skt ਗਰ n
descendant, in the line of  forefathers; member
of one’s own community. “pIta pItanuj or jI
gyati.”——NP. “ek gyatI ko raha n3 koi.”—kalki.
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2 ਛਸਰ adj learned, knowledgeable.
ਗਜਨ [gyan] See ਗਆਨ.
ਰਨਟਦ [gyanIdri] See ਗਆਨਇਦ and ਇਦਯ.
ਗਜਨ'ਪ [gyankup] See ਗਜਨਵਪ.
mum [gyangamy] worthy of attaining
knowledge; the Transcendent One.
ਰਯਨਚਭ [gyancaksu] Skt ਜਬਬ adj who has
r e f l e c t i v e  e y e s ;  w h o  h a s  a t t a i n e d  s e l f -
realisation. 2 blind person.
ਗਜਨਦਞ [gyandev]  a B rahm i n  named
Vit tha lpanth ,  r e s i d e n t  o f  A l a n d i  G r a m
(Deccan). Gayandcv was born in his house in
1275 AD. He was  a poet of  great intellect and
man of self-realisation. See ਨਮਦਵ.
ਗਜਨਬਧ [gyanbaddh] adj proud of information,
but lacking true knowledge. “Ik  nar gyanbaddh
je hoi. tIn  ki srey kare nahI kOI.”-GPS.
ਕਨਮਯ [gyanmay] adj having supermacy of
knowledge; having profound knowledge.
2 the Transcendent One; the Creator.
ਗਯਧਤਨਵਲ [gyanratnavli] an exegesis of Var
1 of  Bhai Gurdas, biography of  Guru Nanak
Dev, written by Bhai Mani Singh. '
ਕਠਵਨ [gyanvan] adj intellectual, scholarly.
ਗਜਨਵਪ [gyanvapi] a well in Kashi, which,
according to Sakand Puran, was dug by Shiv
using his trident, from which knowledge flowed
in the form of  water. There is a story prevalent
in Kashi that when Aurangzeb reached
Banaras, Vishavnath Shivling  jumped into the
well‘, Aurangzeb destroyed the temple of
Vishavnath and got a mosque constructed at
that place. It still exists there.
ਰਯਟਵਤ [gyanvét] adj  knowledgeable, scholarly.
ਗਜਨ [gyani] See ਗਆਨ. 2 higher level
examination in Punjabi. 3 person who has
passed Gyani examination. 4 scholar adept in
the interpretation of Guru Granth Sahib; Sikh

'It seems Aurangzcb uprooted the sx lg  and threw it
into the well. “ ‘



ਤਨ‘ਦਯ

scholar'.
ਰਯਦਯ [gyanédrIy] See ਇਦਯ.
W [gyapak] .ਉ/(ਲਗਧ adj  helpful in realising
or  understanding. See  ਰਪ vr.
ਕਪਨ [gyapan] Skt ੜਸਧ n realising, instructing.
2 expressing.
ਕਰਸ [gyar'as] n lunar fortnight’s eleventh day.
ਕਰਹ [gyarah] See ਗਅਰਹ.
ਗਜਰਵ [gyarav] adj eleventh; day eleven.
“gya  rav barakh VI tit bhayo.”—-paras.
ਰ'ੜਕ [gyarki] Sec ਰਸ'ੜਕ.
ਗਯਯ [gyey] See ਗਯ 2.
ਗਸ [gras] Skt ਧਚ vr cat, swallow. surround.
2 See ਕਲਗਸ. “pare  kalgras kua.”-—sor kabir.
ਗਸਟ [grasat] See ਗਰਸ. “he . pap i lka  graste!”
-sahas m 5. .
ਗਸਤ [grasat] Skt ਧਚਰ-ਧ adj eclipsed, besieged,
caught “q grasat bIkhai dhédh.”-brla a m
5. 2 ਸਫਚਧ n householder, person leading family
life. “grastan mahI [ਧ bado n h a s t i . ”
—guj a m 5.
ਗਸਤਤ [grastatI] n killer, noosc.-——sanama.
ਗਸਤ [grasatI] in family life. See ਗਸਤ 2. “sakhi
saheri mere grasatI anéd.”-~bh£rm 5. '
ਗਮਤ [grasti] See ਗਹਸਥ.
ਗਸਨ [grasan],  ਗ'ਸਨ [grasna] Skt ਧਜ n eating,
swallowing. “kaIa kak grasna.”—b11a chétm
5. 2 grasping, entangling, adopting. “prabhu

'Thc cxplicators of Guru Granth Sahib’s meanings thus
define their school: Bhai Man i  Singh and Karam Singh

learnt its meanings from Guru Gobind Singh. From thcm
learnt Divan Singh. and in sequence the tradition of this
learning continued with Khajan Singh. Gurdial Singh.
Gurbakhash Singh. Amar Singh. Kaur Singh and Surat
Singh, Amar Singh. Ram Singh, Biant Singh. Chanda
Singh. Bhai San! Singh scholar of Harimandir. son of
above-mentioned Surat Singh. learnt from him this
explication. Bhai Sant Singh. Santokh Singh’s above
famous follower (disciple), was a great poet. This tradition

continues now  with Bha i  Chanda Singh etc.
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ਗਰਤ

seti régratIa tate garat na  grasna.”—-brla m
5. ‘not to get entangled in conception.”
ਗਸਤ [graSIt] Sce ਗਸਤ.
ਗਹ [grah] Skt ਧਚ vr acquire, get. grasp. stop,
collect. 2 n planets l ike  the sun, having gravity,
Per epistemology, there are infinite number of
planets but astrologers of  Hindu religion believe
in nine planets, which  are worshipped on the
occasion of  marriage, oblation etc. See ਨਵਗਹ.
3 persistence, stubbornness. 4 endeavour.
5 knowledge. 6 suggestive of  nine because
planets are accepted as nine in number. “sun
sun grah atma, sémat a d I  pachan.”—GPS.~
‘that is to say, Sammat 1900.’ 7 kindness.
8 Sec ਗਹ. .
ਗਹਣ [graham] Skt ਸਭਸ n acquiring. 2 grasping.
3 understanding the meaning. 4 the sun and the
moon getting eclipsed; as a result we can not
see them whole or in part. Purans accept the
cause of  the eclipse as the seizing of  the sun and
the moon by Rahu and Kctu, but actually the
moon is eclipsed by the earth coming between
the sun and the moon. The sun is eclipsed only
on a moonless day or night and the moon gets
eclipsed only on a full moon night. During the
time of eclipse, Hindus donate and pray to save
sun and moon from troubles and abstain from
eating and drinking because of impurity. These
superstitions are discounted in Gurmat.

“harI  harI nam  majan karI suce,
kot I  grahan pfin phal muce.”

—gau m 5.
ਗਹਣ [grahni] Sce ਸਗਹਣ.
ਗਹਨ [graham] See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਰ ਦ ਵਹਨ [grahé de  vahan] See ਵਹਨ.
ਗਹ [grahI] See ਗਹ and ਗਹ.
ਗਰਓ [grahIo] captured. 2 of the household 
“grahIo sevak.”—bIha cha’t m 5.
ਗਹਤ [grahIt] adj held, grasped. “saty rahIt
pap grahIt.”— kaIki.

     



ਗਚਤ

ਗਚਤ [grahIta] adj  who holds or grasps. See
ਕਠਗਚਤ.
ਗਰਮਧ [grahImedhi] Ski ਸਫਧਧਜ family man,
who performs a sacrifice; a householder, who
performs an oblation etc. “ I h  asram kIse
grahImedhi ka hovega.”-JSBM.
ਗਹਸਰ [grahesur], ਗਹਸਰ [grahesuri] owner of
the house, lady of  the house.
ਗਜਸਤਨ [grajsatan] Gardczstan. a territory
between India and Gazni. Sec ਗਰਦਜ. “grajsatan
gaji.”—kalki.
ਗਥਨ [grathan] Skt I? act of braiding. 2 collecting.
3 kneading.
ਗਦਜ [gradeji] See ਗਰਦਜ and ਗਰਦਜ.
ਗਭ [grabh] See ਗਰਭ. “te duje bhaI pavahI
grabhjoni.”—j£t m 4. 2 Ski ਧ'ਸ vr capture.
collect, receive. 3 n capturing, holding.
ਗਭ [grat] in the womb. “jiu bahut grat
vase.“—bavan.
ਗ [gra] adj holder; short for grahak. “sargra
birha.”—sanama. ‘the_ string that holds the
arrow.’
ਗਸ [gras] Ski n morscl. 2 food. “gras dehu
par bas na deu.”—GPS. “sas gras ko dato
thqkur.”—gau kabir.
ਗਸਨ [grasna] Sec ਗਸਨ. “jamahI grase jhot.”
—sar m 5.
ਗਸ [81851] while eating. See ਗਸ. “5851: gras:
harInamU sama]I.”—sukhmani.  ‘while
breathing and eating.’ 2 hav ing captured.
“haume graSI Ika tu thaI kie.”—asa a m 1.
ਗਹ [grab] See ਗਰਹ 2.
ਗਹਕ [grahak] Skt adj  holder ,  receiver.
2 purchaser, client. 3 trapper. 4 hawk, that
captures patridges ctc.
ਗਹਜ [grahaj], ਗਹਜ [grahajI], ਗਹਜ [grahaju]
Sktaytrir adj worth having “ek mahalI tfi sabh
kIchu grahaj.”-—- gau m 5. “sz‘SCI bIkhIa le
grahaju kini.”—bIIa m 5. “satI sétokhu grahajI .
layo.”-—saveye m 2 ke. 2 worth accepting.
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3 worth knowing.
ਗਹ [grahi] n morsel. 2 Skt ਧਭਜ adj holder,
graspcr, receiver.
ਗਰ [grahy] Sec ਗਹਜ.
ਗਮ [gram] Ski n village “gram gram nagar sabh
phIrIa.”—nat a m 4. 2 group, community.
3 basic note in the musical scale o f a  mg; in
music three houses viz saraj, madhyam and
gédhar are described which are alternately
known as nfidyavarat, subhadra and jimut; with
saraj (the firs t  note) in mind  if  we expand the
remaining notes, then saraj is a house; the same
is true for moddham and gédhar; some
scholars are of  the view  that pécam is the third
house in place ofgédhar.

In some books o f  music,  médra house is
saraj, madhyam is madhay house, nIsad is tar
house.
ਗਅਪਲ [grampal], ਗਅਧਸ [gramadhis] n
landlord of thc  village. 2 village headman.
ਗਮਣ [gramin], ਗਮਨ [gramin] adj rural 2 n
villagers “kah‘é su mane nahI gramin.”— GPS.
ਗ’ਜ [gramy] Skt adj rural. 2 uncivilised, fool.
3 n a verse in which uncivil words are used in
abundance. 4 animals such as donkeys, pigs
etc which  are reared in the villages.
ਗਸਟ [nsat] very heavy. See ਗਚਸ. “gada grisat
pari‘é.”—VN. 2 distance between the tip of the
thumb and the  tip of thc  little finger  o f a  fully
stretched palm. Sce ਗਸਟ. “musau figusat
nsté parmané.”— janmejay.
ਗਸਤ [nsat] Skt ਗਹ'ਥ n husband and wife
living together as a family. 2 household or family
life. “VIce grisat udas rahai.”——gujm 4. 3 In
Shastarnammala graSIt has occasionally been
used for nsat .
ਗਹ [nh]  Skt ਸਤ n house. “g't ban samsar.”
—asa m I .  2 family “VIce n h  gurbacanI
Udasi.”—Var guj ]  m 3. See ਨਵਗਹ.
ਗਹਸਤ [nhasat], ਗਹਸਤ [811ਸ51ਪਲਗਹਸਥ
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[nhasath],  ਗਹਸਥ [n hasthi], ਗਹਸ [nhasth]
Sec ਗਸਤ. person who takes to married life in
the household. “grastan me ਛਪ bado n ਰਸ.”-
ਫਘਰਗਨ.
ਗਹਣ [nhni] Ski ਸਫਗ n wife.
ਗਹਧਰਮ [grxhdharam] n householder’s duty.
“n hdharam  gavae satI  guru na bhete.”—maru
a m I .
ਗਹਥਸੜ [nhbas t r a ]  tent. Sce ਬਸਤਗਹ.
2 homespun and woven clothing.
ਗਹਤੳਣ [nhbhaun] n solar sys tem.
2 according to astronomy, planetary movement.
“prabhu hamare sastra saunu. sukh sahaj anéd
nhbhaun.”~—bh£r m 5.
ਗਹਮਧ [nhmedhi] See ਗਹਮਧ.
ਗਹਰਥ [nhara th] .  Skt ਹਡਯ n household
articles. 2 household affairs. “dhrIg sanehé
nharath kah.”—-sahas m 5.
ਗ'ਹ [nhI ]  Skt ਧਭ n master of the house,
husband.
ਗਰਣ [nhIni] housewife. See ਗਹਣ.
ਗਹ [nhi] Skt ਹਭਜ family man. “jogi nhi
p5dIt bhekhdhari.”—bh£r m 3. 2 only the
house. “nhi starI  mm  I n  lagi.”-gau a m 3.
ਗਹਤ [nhit ]  Skt ਹਰਰ adj grasped, held,
captured. 2 accepted. 3 acquired.
ਗਹਤ [nhitva] Skt ਸਫਟਗ having grasped or
held. “n hitva jabs sastra astré aparé.”—paras.
ਗਹ [nhU] house. See ਗਹ. “dh'énu su nhu
t0 pragti aI.”—asa m 5. 2 family. “jau nhu
karahI ta dharamu 1<91'0.”-'-5 kabir. 3 husband.
“nhu vasr  gurI kina hau ghar  ki narI.”—su1u'
m 5. 4 Skt ਸਰ beggar.
ਗਜਨ [gri'jan] Skt ਸਜਜ n carrot. 2 turnip.
3 garlic.
ਗਧ [ndh]  Skt ਚਬ vr wish, desire, tempt or
allure.
ਗਧ [ndhra] Skt n vulture; lured by flesh,
tempted by carrion. See ਗਧ.
ਗਖਮ [grikham] Skt ਗਸ n season that swallows
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c o m f o r t .  s u m m e r ;  m o n t h s  o f  Jeth~Harh.
“grikham rutI at]: gakhri jethI akhare gham
jiu.”—ram ruti m 5. Sec ਖਟਰਤ.
ਗਵ [griv] neck. Sec ਗਵ. due to compounding
ਗਵ [griva] becomes ਗਞ [griv] as sugriv.
‘having a beautiful neck”.
ਗਵਹ [grivha] n which takes away life when
put around the neck, noosc.-—sanama. 2 adj
who executes.
ਗਵ [griva] Skt n neck 2 throat.
ਗਵਅਰ [griva-arI] sword.-—sanama. The neck
is cut with a sword. 2 noose.—sanama.
ਗਹ [greh] See ਗਹ, ਗਹ. “dhan dam sfipatI
greh.”~— ba§at m 9. “banIta sot deh 81811.”
—dhana kabir.
ਗਹਣ [grehan], ਗਹਣ [grehanI] wife. See ਗਰਣ
and ਗਹਣ. “sunat sok kinas yut grehan.”—- GPS.
ਗਥ [81ਰ111] Skt W n act of braiding. 2 a book,
in which texts are interwoven. _
ਗਥਸਹਬ ਸ ਗਰ [81‘ਰ੮115ਲ111੭ sri guru] supreme
amongst all the holy scriptures; the most '
revered book of  Sikhs. Having collected the
sacred hymns of  his predecessors, Guru Arjan
Dev asked Bhai Gurdas to  take down  the same
in Sammat 1660 on the bank of  Ramsar
(Amritsar). After including his own and other
saints’ hymns, he completed it in Sammat 1661
and installed it the same year, in Harimandir
for preaching of  Gurmat and appointed Baba
Buddha as the gréthi.

Three different manuscripts of Guru Granth
Sahib are extant: the first one  scribed by Bhai
Gurdas, the second one of  Bhai Banno and
the third is of  Damdama. The  details regarding
these are as under:

The manuscript Guru Arjan Dcv got scribed
by Bhai Gurdas came to the known as Adi
Granth. It contains thirty rags from Sri to
Prabhati rag. The  total number of  banis (sacred
hymns) including shabads, sloks, pauris upto
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Mundavani come to 5,751. At present this
manuscript is kept at Kartarpur. In the book
form, it has 975 leaves'. A border has been
added to  each leaf. The  initial Mool Mantar of
Japu has been written by Guru  Arjan Dev
himself and page 54]  bears the signature of
Guru Hargobind on it.

In between Kabir’s shabads in Rag Asa
“rahu rahuri bahuria” and “karvatu bhala na
karvat teri”, another “dekhahu loga” numbered
35 was written and thereafter effaced with
orpiment, but is still legible and numerical order
is still intact. A shabad of Mira Bai was scribed
and then struck off.

Several Sikhs are o f  the opinion  that Guru
Arjan Dev had left certain leaves blank for
including the compositions of  the ninth  Guru.
But  it is  a misconcept ion,  as the leaves so  left

blank are at those places where bani of Guru
Teg Bahadur cannot be entered. For example
one side of  leaf  number 60 is blank and three
leaves are blank in the bani of  Guru Arjan Dev
himself  in Sri Rag. Seven leaves are left blank
at the end of  Asa Di Var and there is no blank
space left for the sloks of  Guru Teg Bahadur.

2 Bhai Band of  Mangat took Guru Granth
Sahib from Guru Arjan Dev for getting it bound
from Lahore. He made a copy o f  i t  and
incorporated some additional compositions of
his own accord. This manuscript came to be
known as Bhai Bano’s. It also contains 30 rags
and a total number of  5,757 shabads, and sloks
in it. This manuscript is available at Mangat
(district Gujarat) and is in the custody of  his
progeny. It is in the form of  a book and contains
467 leaves. See ਮਗਟ.

The details of  additional compositions
included in this manuscript of  Bhai Banno are

'Pagination starts from table of contents and in line with

the rule o f  Sanskrit books.  numbering starts from page 2.
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asunden

(a)  There is a shabad in Rag Sorath “audhu
so  jogi guru mera. IS  pad  ka jo kart: nIbei'a.”2

(b) In Ram Kali of  m 5, in place of  two
lines of the shabad “runjhtanra” full four
stanzas are given.

(c) In Maru Rag, there is a shabad of  Mira
Bai.

(d) In Sarang Rag, there is “chad: man,
harIbImukhan l<o 55g,” 21 complete shabad.

‘ (0) At the end under the headingvsalok m
1 ,  there are  three saloks “t0 dz»: lakh
mahfimda,” “esu kalic‘) p5j  bhiti6,”  and  “dIsa t I
na rahia nanka.”

( 0  There is a shabad o f m  l i.e “baI  ates
ab”  containing sixteen stanzas.

(g) From “asan sadh nIra lam rahe” to
“nanak kahe beragi soi.” there is a composition
of  25 stanzas and is named Ratanmala.

(h) “hakikat rah mukam SIvnat raje” is
a proshe text.

(i) At  the end, the method of  the preparation
of ink is given. If Ramkali and Sarang are
omitted then there are seven additions as  well.

At the gurdwara of  Baba Ajapal Singh of
Nabha, there is an old manuscript of Bhai
Banno’s volume. It contains 74] leaves. In this
volume word mahla has been replaced by
ਪਤਸਹ [patsahi] at all places and in Rag Gujri,
the following shabad of Trilochan, not found
in other volumes of  Banno, is included—-

new nI t  parsi kaI  re
cita  ac i t  kalpatro ||

ken pas:  hau magat achau
mera prabhu  laje lach baro || l ||

gobid gobid gobfde ||
gobfd bInU me  avaru na  jacau

nam vakhanau gobfd ka || rahauu
2 T h i s  shabad is not included in other copies o f  Bhai

Banno.
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gobid keri mukti dasi

sanIas i  SIV  racile ||
taci das i  maha asat S I t

nahi kaju hama t I su  seti || 2"
dhaturbaji rasa Upjile

ta j I le  eh kUbUd hi ||
manI bhitarI bicarI na  dekhahI

gobi’dbhagatl bhali rasu sudhi || 3 ||
gobid keri  bat  sunije

kahu kInI dekhIa ਸਸ ||
gobidnam  carit sada harI

gobid sada sét ki bani ||4||
gobfd  keri bhau  bhagvatu

man  machar mad rahta ||
badat trIlocan  sun: re  prani

magau jo sésarI bIrakta || 51!
Similarly, in the Gurdwara of  Nirankaris at

Rawalpindi is kept a volume  of  Sammat 1842
which contains an additional shabad o f
Namdev, bearing number 6. Its opening line is
“sat samfid jfiki he kIrni dharti  jaka beto.”

3 The volume dictated by Guru Gobind
Singh through his spiritual powers at
Damdama, in Sammat 1762-63 is famously
known as  damdame vali  bir  (Damdama
manuscript). Including J aijivanti, it contains 31
Rags and the total number of  shabads, sloks,
pauris etc from Japu to Mundavani is 5,867.

Apart from the four shabads under the
heading “sopurakhu”, it contains 1 15 shabads
and sloks of Guru Teg Bahadur and one slok
“bal hoa bédhan  chute” by Guru Gobind Singh.
Some scholars are of  the View that in Rag
Sorath,  a line of  Kabir’s  shabad contained  the
word “khalase” but Guru Gobind Singh
changed it to “khalse”. Now this is not correct.
In Kabir’s original version it is “khalse”. The
original Damdama volume was lost by Khalsa
Panth in Sammat 1818 in the battle of
Kupparhirhe, during the Great Sikh Holocaust
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but numerous copies of it had already been
prcapared.l

The  total number of  pads, shabads, sloks,
chats, pauris in Guru Granth Sahib is as under:
Guru Amardas 869
Guru Arjan Dev 2,312
Guru  Angad Dev (only  sloks) 63
Satta Balvand, Var Ramkali 3,  Stanzas 8
Sadhna 1
Sundar, Ramkali Sadu, Stanzas 6
Surdas2 2
Sen 1
Kabir 534
Guru Gobind Singh, slok 1
Jaidcv . 2
Guru Tcg Bahadur 115
TYflochan 5
Dhanna 4
Guru Nanak Dev 947
Nam Dev 62
Parmanand 1
Peepa 1
Farid 123
Beni 3
Savaiye of  Bhatts3 123
Bhikhan 2
Mardana, slok: in Var Bihagarha 3
Ravidas 40
Guru Ram Dass ‘ 638
Rama Nand I

Some historians and traditional scholars are
of  the view'that  it was Guru Hargobind,  who
wrote the nine vars for singing, but it is
erroneous. Their tunes were set  by Guru Arjan

'Somc scholars are of  the opinion that the original version
is in Kabul but we have confirmed through the
government that this manuscript is not available there.

"I‘hcrc is on ly  one line o f  a shabad of  Surdas in Sarang:
_ “chadI  man,  horbmukhan k0 553."
3 S e e  ਭਟ 3.
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Dev himself for the guidance of singers.

For the first time the word “Guru” was
added to Granth Sahib in Sammat in 1765,
when Guru Gobind Singh bestowed Guruship
to this fountainhead of  Sikhism.

Numerous people prefix  the word ‘Guru’
to Dasam Granth as  well, which is against the
tenets of Gurmat. Sec ਦਸਮਗਥ.

Revered laureate Sam Nihal Singh thus
eulqgises Guru Granth Sahib:
(a) anéd ]<0 ghar  he l<I 5mrIt  ko 581- he k I

devan k0 tar' he 10: gyan  ]<0 samaj he,
kal hfi ]<0 kal he k1 ritI hi ki pal he kI

bharti  k0 mal  he kI  bhav  ]<0 jahaj he,
ved k0 SI t t  he kI dharyo mp 52"“: he 10:

mokh hfi ko kfitI he kI brahm III and he,
ragan ]<0 bag he k1: jivan ]<0 bhag  he kI

dhara  ]<0 suhag  he kI  gréthmaharaj he.
(b) ek hi cadhae phal carfi phal det joi

yams  kotI jivan ke  citI ache dhasge,
patki malin akulin chin dinan  ke

jéike nek dekhte karoré pap  nasge,
alsi abhagi  bhiru  bhogan  ke  ragi mudh

bani  ke pratap se  50 premsudha rasge,
phasge phabile r5g rup ja nIhare nan

gréthmaharaj ju hamare  man  basge.
(c) ਲਕ hiye dhiraj puman ke baserp kin

job mrIgneni  na  katachban maryo ha,
tola‘ tam  tom he jahan me  ghanero  nic

jala martéd na  prefap  k0  bItharyo  he,
tala dukh dared  56 dinta dIkhai  det

job devtaru  ke  samip n3  padharyo  he,
tab pin  papan  ke jhfidan ke  jhfid gaj‘é

jab  maharaj  gumgréth  na  nIharyo  he.
(d) dhz‘my kul gotr téko janni janak (ਰਤ“),

pujniy soi cédra  suraj  varan ]<0,

kesrinIhal so nIhal  he  pranam  tfiko
hotbha pramod vfiko la kh6 hi varan k0,

nek jo nIhare  kotI patak  palehé beg
'trcc; a mythological tree which grants all wishes.
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caré phal  det  cokhe can”) hi varan  k0,

pritI 56 pratitI 56 abhit  hve ucaryo jas
gréth maharaj  ju ke ek  hi  varan k0.

(e)$ran kfith kie khusi maj besumar be$
géth jo anadI ki jhatak hie  kholhe,

kesrinIhal  bhag  bhal ke bhalai bhurI
dhv’éskz: aghogh bhari mod ms jhakolhe,

bhulto  prap'éc bhup  bhitI ko  ju bhan bhim
premsud  ha sidhu  me dhakel jiv gholhe,

hverahyo alol cit chorke kalol jhol
ck  ck  bol gréthnath l<o amolhe.

(f) kahfi ko bharoso he jamin ]<0 jamane bic
kahfi k0 bharoso jor cakri jahaj p2,

kahfi k0 bharoso  bhari  sah  patsah mit
kahfi ]<0 bharoso he kutébi kr‘é kaj p8,

kahfi k0 bharoso dev-va  ni ਰਪ pa  rsi k0
kahfi  k0  bharoso sétgiri l<i m 1  ja j pe,

kahfi k0  bharoso caru caturi calaki cokh
moko to  bharoso ck  gréthmaharaj  pe.

(g)daras  paras kine gréthmaharaj  ju ke
pap  janmfitér l<e pi’mrup dharte,

dared  ghanere  se  anekdha VIbhutI hot
hot  he prakas  acho bhari  5dhkar te,

m‘éd-dhi subuddh  hve chanek me anek bh'atI
rog te pramod bhali ritI duracar  te,

jetc rIpu jhfidan ke  jhfid apkari nic
tete mit  hveke nit kaj k0  savarte.

(h)hoto  jabs bhor  tabs hot he ghanero  dukh '
coran ke  jhfid 1<o cakoran ki pal ]<0,

hoto  jabs cédrama akas me prakas tabs
hot  he s‘ékoc kéj péth  sayamabal k0,

hot he cadhai jabs: surbir  sfghan  ki
tabs: bhumi  hiyo hale dujjan karal ]<0,

hot he so  path  jabs: gréthmaharaj  ju ]<0

tabs: kalo hoto  mukh kal kalIkal  Re.
(i) jete dev  ra  Chas ad  hin hvé adhen  hfi te

jfihl ki trIloki  bic jagti so  jot he,
kesrinIhal  jfike nssak hfi dhayan  dhare

pap  jo bIdarejat  pfin to udot  he,
bhanu  so  padha re jaha‘i tare  5dhkar  kalu
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bhule hf) nIhare  te krItfit  dukhi rot he, .
jhaki guwgréth maharaj  ki bIloki  jabs:

baki is dusre  ki lalsa na  hot he.
The  way to  recite Guru  Granth Sahib:

(i) ਰਸ ]<੦ bédhej  bfidh asan ko sadh  bes
gat k0 9101‘ sut ek cal lijIye,

cit ]<੦ nI  rod  hke prakas  prem
gadi n3 VIchay na prayék hath dijIyez,

khéisi krodh varta j5bhai c dakar  chi‘k
hasi sidh mi'adpan3 thuk na krijIye,

sa tvki subha'I 56 akal 56 lagaI dhyan
gréthju ko path  pyare,  csi bhfitkijIye.

—55t nIhaI sfgh.
ਗਥਸਹਬ ਜ ਦ ਜਲਦ (ਬੜ) ਦ ਭਦ [gréthsat
ji di jIldz‘i (birfi) de bhed] S‘ee ਗਥ ਸਹਬ.
ਗਥਕਚਤ [gréthkarta], ਗਥਕਰ [gréthkar] adj
author,  writer.
ਗਥਚਬਕ [gréthcfibak] n who reveres a book
by bestowing kisses; one  who j us t  reads
without pondering over the meanings of the
text; a shallow bibliOphile. 2 just a browser,
not a scholar.
ਗਬ [gréthi] Skt ਸਧ” knot. 2 bundle. 3 gland.
4 a disease marked by pain and swelling of
joints; arthiritis, rheumatism. See ਗਠਆ.
5 crookedness. 6 illusion.
ਗਥਛਦਕ [gréthxchedak] n pickpocket. 2 self-
enlightenment which sfaves off ignorance.
ਗਥ [gréthi] Skt ਧਯਜ adj one who possesses
a book. 2 one who  reads a book. 3 knotty. 4 a
reader and attendant of Guru Granth Sahib.
ਗਲਨ [glanI] See ਗਲਨ.

isteady, constant.
2elbow or hand should not be placed on majisahrb.
3fla tu lence .
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ਗਰ' [gvar], ਗਰਨ [gvaranI], ਗਰਨ [gvarni] n
milkman, cow tender, milkmaid, cow tender’s wife.
ਗਰਏਰ [gvarier] See ਗਵਲਅਰ.
ਗਲ [gval] n milkman, cow  tender, cow tender’s
wife, milkmaid. 2 a poet par excellence,
resident of  Mathura, belonging to Bhatt dynasty,
who stayed for some  time with Maharaja Sher
Singh at Lahore and spent his old age with
Maharaj Bharpur Singh of Nabha. His poetry
is elegant. He wrote Gurupachasa
(Panchashika) in Sammat 191 7, from which
the following verses are taken:
padhks tIhari bani sriman gobfdsigh!

jivanmukat jan hoyrah'e’ ag me,
sadho  me me serpan  ser  me  me sadhupan,

doupan  dektat ap  hike  mag me,
gval kaVI adbhut  baté kh6 kan kan,

bhan bhan jahar jahur pag  peg me,
SIkkh je tIhare  sabh sfigya mahI sigh  bhae,

samar  me  sigh  bhae sigh bhae  jag me.
Tenth Master’s Sword :
pan  su bhari he kharsan pa dhari  he khari,

ਝਟ… so bari he manbari cakr an  he,
bhanu l<e saman tej berm ]<੦ bhan  jag,

‘ bhan bhan dare rahi tIn mukh bhan he,
gval kaVI ran VIvadhan na  rahIndet,

békta VIdhan bhari Eater krIsan he,
cakrapanI pan  p8 tIhare  $r i  gobidsigh,

teri jo kpan pare  jz‘i par  krIpan  he.
ਗਲਨ [gvalanI], ਗਲਨ [gvalni], ਗਲ [gvala]
See ਗਰ-ਗਰਨ.
ਗਲਯਰ [gvalIyar] See ਗਵਲਅਰ.



ਘ [ghagga] ninth character of  Punjabi script. It
is guttural in pronunciation. 2 Skt n gong.
3 sound of  panting. 4 sunshine. 5 rain, cloud.
6 beating, reprimand. 7 year.
ਘਈ [ghai] injured. “drI  g saIk ke janu ghaI ghai
h5.”—carrtr …. 2 Vj adj deep, fathomless.
3 n whirlpool. 4 support, pillar, stanchion.
ਘਸ [ghas] Skt ਥਧ vr rub, scrub. 2 Skt ਥਚਘ eat.
ਘਸਣ [ghasna], ਘਸਨ [ghasan] Skt ਜਧਧ v rub,
scrub. 2 Dg eat. See ਘਸ vr.
ਘਸਮਰ [ghasmar] Skt urFHU adj gluttonous.
ਘਸਰ [ghasar] n friction. 2 mark made by friction.
See ਘਸ vr. .
ਘਸਉਣ [ghasauna] See ਘਸਣ.
ਘਸ [ghaSI] adv  having rubbed, having ground
“ghasx cé'dan coa bahu sugi—Sdh.”—basé’t
ramanéd. “tIs ghasr  ghas: nak vadhaIa.”
—ram m 4.
ਘਸਆਰ [ghaSIara], ਘ'ਸਹਰ [ghasxhara]
grasscutter.
ਘਸਚਦਨ [ghasxcédanu] stone upon which
sandalwood is rubbed. “ghasxcédanu jasu
ghaSIa.”—I<aII m 4.
ਘਸਐ [ghasie] should rub. 2 practise.
ਘਸਟਦ [ghasitna], ਘਸਟਨ [ghasitna] v drag
something in such a way as to leave a mark
on the ground.
ਘਹਰਨ [ghahran], ਘਹਰਨ [ghaharna] v roar with
a deep sound. “jab hi sékhsabad ghahrae.”
—paras. 2 thunder.
ਘਹਣ [ghahIna] v stay at home; be in one’s
abode. “sahaj ghar ghahIna.”—BG. 2 See
ਘਣ.

ਘਹਰਣ [ghahzrna], ਘਹਰਨ [ghahIran] See ਘਹਰਨ.
ਘਕਕਟਲ [ghakkakotli] See ਟਲਸਹਬ 3.
ਘਗਰ [ghagra] See ਘਘਰ.
ਘਘਰ [ghaghar] See ਘਘਰ.
ਘਘਰ [ ghaghra] n pettycoat which women wear
round their waist. .
ਘਘ [ghagha] pronunciation of Punjabi
character ਘ. 2 character ਘ. “ghagha ghalahu
manahI eh b I n  harI dusar nahI.”—-bavan.
“ghaghe ghal sevaku je ghale.”—asa pati m I .
ਘਘਆਉਣ [ghaghIauna] ' S e e  ਘਘਆਉਣ.
ਘਘਟ [ghaghuta] n owlet. 2 snail.
ਘਘਰ [ghagghar] Skt ਟਯਛਰ a river of Punjab,
waters of  which flows with roaring sound. It
originates in Sirmaur (Nahan) region and flows
through the territory of  Ambala and Patiala,
vanishes into the sands of  Hanumangarh in
Bikancr state. It finds mention in Rig Ved.
2 See ਘਰਘਰ.
ਪਘਰਸਸਤ [ghagghrisastra] ਘਗਰ-ੲਸ-ਅਸਤ,
Ghaghar’s lord, Varun; his weapon, noose.
—sanama.
ਘਰਲਣ [8}1੪6 11.18] v produce sound as of
churning water. 2 mix something in water
through churning.
ਘਚਲ [ghacola] n uproar, chaos, disorder. “sabad
na  sunai bahu rol ghacola.”-—gau var l m 4.
ਘਟ [8119ਠ] ਲ/ਮਥਫਘ happen, do, pound, collect,
shine, torment, produce a sound. 2 n pitcher.
“bhabhkét ghaté at I  nad huyé‘.”—ramav.
3 body. “ghat phute kou bat na puche.”—asa
kabir. 4 heart, mind,  conscience. “ghat damanI
camakI dra.”—sorm 5. “ghat ghat vasi sarab
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nIvasi.”—suhi chét m 5. 5 va.lley, pass. 6 a
raised portion of the elephant’s head, above

‘ the ears; pitcher. 7 thirty-two seers of weight.
8 moment. “aughat ki ghat lagi aI.”—bh£r
namdev. ‘Moment of  distress has arrived.’
9 lowering clouds. 10 adj less, deficient.
“ghatI phute  ghat  kabahI na hoi.”—gau kabir
bavan. ‘While the body is destroyed, the soul
remains  intact.’ 11 I n  Janam Sakhi, ghat i s
also used for belly, as  “bhukkh de  mare  mera
ghat mIlgaIa he, m‘e’ rabab kIs  tare‘i bajavz‘i?”
‘Thc belly has contracted so  much  that it has
touched the back.’
ਘਟਸਤ [ghatsut] n son of the pitcher —- sage
Agast. Sec ਅਗਸ. ' ‘
ਘਟਕਨ [811ਗ1yp 1] n" having pitcher-like ears;
Ravan’s brother—Kumbhkaran. “ghat—kanahu
se pal bic pachare.”——VN.
ਘਟਕਰ [ghat'kar] n one who makes pitchers;
pitcher maker; potter.
ਘਟਜ [ghataj] .born from the pitcher, sage Agasat.
See ਅਗਸ.
ਘਟਣ [ghatnal‘ v lessen, be deficient, be short.
“ghatét lalna sut bhrat hité.”~sahas m 5. 2 See
ਘਟਨ.
ਘਟਤਨਯ [ghat-ltanay] See  ਘਟਸਤ.
ਘਟਤ [ghat—ti] n deficiency, shortage, loss.
ਘਟਦਪਕ [ghatdipak], ਘਟਦਪਕ [ghatdipaku] n
lamp of  the body; heart’s lamp, soul. 2 self-
enlightenment. “ghatdipaku gurmukhI jata
he.”—maru solhe m I .
ਘਟਨ [ghatan] Skt n happening, being. 2 process
of  being made.
ਘਟਨ [ghatna] See ਘਟਣ. “nah badhan ghatan
txlusar.”—bavan. 2 Skt v collect, put together.
3 make, create. 4 n happening, event, incident
as “eh ghatna sémat 1 9 0 0  VICC hoi”, etc.
ਘਟਪ'ਭ [ghatputr], ਘਟਪਤ [ghatput] See ਘਟਸਤ.
ਘਟਭਞ [ghatbhav], ਘਟਯਨ [ghatyonI] one who
is born from a pitcher, sage  Agasat. See  ਅਗਸ.
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ਘਟ [ghata] Skt n lowering clouds. “dah d Is
chatr megh-‘ghata.”—sor m 5. 2 See ਘਟਣ.
3 See ਘਟ.
ਘਟਉਦ [ghatauna] v reduce. 2 insUlt, discourage.
3 reduce the numbers in a sum; subtract.
ਘਟਉ [ghatau] adjof or relating to the pitcher.
“q jal ghatau c5drama.”—~var man: 2 m 5.
‘like the reflection of the moon in the pitcher’s
water.’ 2 one who reduces. 3 measure of
1time-a moment. “sukh ghatau duI.”—varmaru
ਭ? m 5. ‘Comfort is momentary.’
ਘ'ਰਤਕਬਨ [ghatakban] ਘਟ-ਕਮਨ.‘ n rainbow.
“ ghatakaban Ubbhiyé.”—gyan. ‘The crest is as
high as a rain-bow.’
ਘਟਕਸ [ghatakasl n space inside a pitcher.
2 'soul.
ਘਟ‘ਘਟ [ghataghat] in each and everybody. 2 in
all animate and inanimate things; in all bodily
or bodiless things. “base ghataghat lip na
chips.”—kan namdev. ‘
ਘਟਟਪ [ghatatop] n gathering of clouds from
around l ike  a highcap. 2 cloud’s canopy.
ਘਟਣ [ghatana] adj what has already happened.
2 o f  or  relating to  the mind  or  the heart. “habh
ras mane bhog ghatane.”—~sar chét m 5.
ਘਟ [ghatI] within the heart or  the mind. “tItu
ghatI diva nIhcalu hOI.”-—ram m I .  “ghatI
brahamu na cina.”—guj Urban. 2 within the
pitcher. ‘ighatI mahI sfdhu kio pargas.”—ram
m 5. ‘The ocean (soul) has illuminated the
paltry being.’ 3 within the body. “jIcaru ghagI
starI he sasa.”——sor m 3.
ਘਟ ਅਵਘਟ [ghatI avghatl] adv within and
without. “ghatz avghatx raVIa  sabh thai, harI
puran brahamu dIkhaie.”—dev m 5. 2 in the
body and mind.
ਘਟਥ [ghatIka] Skt n unit of time—a measure
of time equivalent to twenty four minutes. See
ਕਲਪਮਣ, ਘੜ and ਚਉਸਠ ਘੜ. 2 small earthern
pitcher.
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ਘਟ ਘਟ [ghatx ghau] in each body and soul
“gupat pragal; harI ghatI ghatI dekhahu.”
-—maru soIhe m I .
ਘਟ [ghati] unit of time. See ਘਟਕ and ਘੜ.
2 adj became less. 3 n creation. “rIkhI p'ujI
ghati sabh papghati.”—-datt.
ਘਟਆ [ghatia] adj inferior. 2 mean, insignificant.
ਘਟਯਤ [ghatlyétr] n persian wheel; water-
drawing mechanism in which earthen or iron
vesse ls  a r e  t ied  to  a revolv ing  wheel.
2 clepsydra. 3 hourglass;  an  instrument
comprising sand and water, used for telling
time. See ਘੜ 3.
ਘਰ [ghatu] See  ਘਟ. “ghatu bInse dukh aglo.”

——sr1' a m I .  ‘The body perishes.’
ਘਟਤਕਚ [ghatotkac] Skt ਧਗਜ n son ofArjun
from Hirhiamba’s womb, who was killed by
Karan’s spear during  the  battle of  Mahabharat.
2 See ਗਪਤ 4 .
ਘਟਤਕਚਅਚ [ghatotkacarr] n Karan. 2 spear.
“lachman or ghtotkac e pad  prItham  ucar. pun
ar I  bhakho saka t I  ke nIksE nam apa r”
-—sanama. ‘Hit with spear, Lachhman became
unconscious and Ghatotkach died.’
ਘਟਦਭਞ [ghatodbhav] one who is born from a
pitcher, sage Agast. See  ਅਗਸ.
ਘਟ [ghatt] adjdeficient, less. 2 Skt ਧਟਫ vr go,
spread, scrub, spoil. 3 n landing place; place
for filling  water and  bathing on  the river bank.
ਘਟ [ghatta] n dust.
ਘਠ [ghatha] S adj worn out. “khadIa khadIa
muh ghatha.”—var guj 2 m 5.
ਘਣ [ghan] Skt ਥਧਘ‘ shine, glow. 2 Dg cloud.
See ਘਨ. “ghan va rasahr ru t l  ae.”-tukha
barahmaha. “ghan unaVI vuthe.”—ram  ruti m
5. 3 adj abundant, much. “me jehi ghan
ceri.”—suh1‘ chét m 5. 4 black'smith’s sledge.
5 anvil.
ਘਣਹਣ [ghanhan] n cloud. “ghanhenghoré, janu
ban moré.”—suraj. 2 roar of dark clouds,
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thunder of clouds.
ਘਣ [ghana] S abundant, plentiful. “rahasu 0i
man ghana.”—suhi chétm 5. “govidu aradhie
hove ané’du ghana.”—-majh barahmaha.
2 dense ,  thick.
ਘਣ [ghani] S adj abundant. 2 dense, thick.
ਘਣਅਰ [ghaniar] n blacksmith’s sledge,
hammer. “ghaniar mare tIt tal q.”-m 1 béno 
2 cloud. See ਘਨਪਰ.
ਘਣਰ [ghauera], ਘਣਰ [ghaneri] adj plentiful.
See ਘਣ and ਪਢ. “mItr ghanere karI thaki.”
—sr1’m 3. “kIse thori kIse he ghaneri.”—maj 
m 3.
ਘਣ [ghano] S and Dg adj plentiful, much.
“ghano  ghano  ghano sad lore.’_’—tod1' m 5.
ਘਣਕ [ghanék] n jingle of big and small bells.
“ghanék ghfighru suré.”—rama v. 2 thunder of
dark clouds.
ਘਤਣ [ghatna],_u13§ [ghatanu] v put, pour.
2 throw. “tInI janI sat (ਗ sutIghate.”
—bIha chét m 4. 3 send.
ਘੜ [ghatI] adv having thrown. “lathe véya
ghatI.”—s fetid. 2 having got. “ghatI galava
calIa.”—var gau m 4. 3 having sent.
ਘਤ [ghatta] In prosody this metre consists of
two lines, each line having thirty-two matras.
There are four pauses each afier  eight matras,
with no guru laghu restriction at the end.

Example:
uattam kami, nItpratI kami,

he yahI varni, S I  kkhan riti....
(2) Kcshavdas defines ghatta metre as

comprising  two  lines, each having 30  matras,
with the first pause at the tenth, second at the
next eighth and third at the last twelfth matra,
the end being a nagan, that is, III.

Example:
ni‘da ke tyagi, guru anuragi, guruSIkh
dhari sadgun....
3 In Dasam Granth, ghatta consists of
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three lines, the first l ine having o f  twenty-
four matras with pauses at the eleventh and
the next thirteenth matra; the second line
contains sixteen matras and the pause is at
the eighth and the sixteenth matra; the third
line has thirty-two matras, the pause here is
at the eighth, and the sixteenth matra and at
the end there are two laghu matras. This
variant is the most difficult one.

Example:
dharam  na karlfi ek,  anek pap  kehE sabh.
laj bec ਰਸ, phIre saga] jag,
pap kamehé, durgatI  peh‘é, papsamfid jehi'
nah'i tar.—I<aII<i.
ਘਨ [ghan] Skt ਹਨ-ਅਪ n cloud. “jor ghata ghan
ae sakhi.”—1<rrsan. 2 -a musical instrument
made of bronze. “git rag ghan tal SI kure.”
-bIIa a m I .  3 mace, i ron mallet. “jahI avte.
bahut ghan sath.”-asa m 5. 4 deluge, flood.
5 anvil upon which a blacksmith beats iron.
6 ਮਥ [motha], cyperus rotundus. 7 body.
8 iron. 9 camphor. 10 mica. 11 adjdense. “as
pas ghan tursi l<a bIrva.”—gau kabir. “eku
bagica pedu ghan karIa.”—asa m 5. 12 all,
entire. “dube nam bInU ghan sath.”—maru m
5. 13 hard, tough. 14  solid, heavy. 15 many,
plentiful. f‘bIkar ghan.”—phunhe m 5.
ਘਨਸਰ [ghansar] Skt n water. 2 camphor. “cédan '
56 ghansar mIle.”—hanu. 3 sandalwood.
ਘਨਸਘ [ghansfgh] a devout disciple from
village Fazilka (district Ferozepur). Guru
Gobind Singh baptised him and he showed
great valour durin  g the battles of  Anandpur.
ਘਨਸਤ [ghansut] n water, son o f  cloud.—~sanama.
ਘਨਸਤ ਧਰ [ghansut dhar] n cloud.—sanama.
ਘਨਸਤ ਧਰ ਧਨ ਤਤ ਅਰ [ghansut dhar dhunI
tat an]  n ghan-sutdhar (cloud) dhunI (roar
or  thunder), ਤਤ [tat] (falher), his enemy arrow.
Meghnad’s father—Ravan, his enemy arrow.
—sanama.
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ਘਨਸਰ [ghannsur] n sound like the thunder of a
cloud. “bahuro ghansyam ghanassur ks.”
—1<rIsan.
ਘਨਤਮ [ghansyam] n Krishan, who is dark-
complcxioncd like a cloud. 2 dark cloud. 3 See

ਘਨਹਰ [ghanhar], ਘਨਹਰ [ghanhar] n cloud.
“ghanhar ghor  daso dISI barse.”—mala a m I .
“jab unve ghan ghanhare.”—nat a m 4. ‘when
dark clouds gather’.

u m  [ghankala] a metre, also known as
cxtrakala, characterised by four lines, each
having sixty-three matras, first three pauses
being  aficr sixteen  matras each,  the fourth aflcr
fifteen matras, ending with SI. The first and
the second pauses alliterate.

Example:
harI harI sxmarahu agém apara,
su  SImara tu dukh m I t e  hamara,
her: her: satIgurupurakhu  mzlavahu,
gu r I  mIlIE sukhu h o i  ram...

' —jet m 4.
sun sun: jiva so :  tumari,
tfi pritam thakur a t :  bhari,
tumre kartab tumhi janahu,
tumri  0 t  gupa la  jio....

—ma}'h m 5.
2 Its second form has fourth pause at the

fourteenth matra, ending with two guru, the
total number of  matras being 62.

Example:
veki  vek i  jét upae ,
dUI  p é d i  dUI  r a h  calae,
gur pure vxnu mukatI n3 hoi,
saccnam japI laha he...

-maru soIhe m 1.
g u r b a n i  r I d  m a h I  ba sao ,
dharamkIrat karI chako chalsao,
d e s  kam p 2  tanu dhanu  varo,
I h  gurSIkkh i  riti he . . .
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number of  matras being 61.
Example:

jo d i sc  s o  eko  tu  he,
bani  teri  ਰਦਮ/ਰਸ: sunie ,
duji avaru n3 japaSI kai,
saga] t umar i  dharna...

—maru solhe m 5.
parhda 55 me papa pal-ti,
bahida kur kapat d i  ਰਸ,
sat: guru meri dUVIdha katti,
narkahfi pakar nIkalIa.
kothi 5 d h i  sujhe nahi,
gote  kha'da maya  mah'i,
satIgurU sacce no salahi ,
c a n a n  karI v e k h a l x a .
darh i  teri n u r  jhamakke,
mattha kalé’ vfig tahakke,
saran terI jam joh na sake,
sevak  l<e r a k h v a l I a .
sadhujan  gurdarsan kita,
dho carnamrIt  guru da  pita,
n a m d a n  guru pure  dita,
5 m r I t  n a m  p I a l I a .

—GV 6.
ਘਨ ਕਚਡ [ghan kodéd] n rainbow. See ਇਦਧਨ'ਖ.
ਘਨਘਖ [ghanghokh], ਘਨਘਰ [ghanghor] n cloud ’5
roar or thunder. “ghanghor pritI mor.”—ma]a
m 5.
ਘਨਜ [ghanaj] n water produced by a cloud.
ਘਨਜਜ [ghanajaj] n ghanaj (water), and the tree,
its son.-—sanama. 2 lotus.
ਘਨਧਰਨ [ghanajdharan] n ghanaj (water), and
its bearer—the cloud.-sanama.
ਘਟ,-ਝੜ [ghantat] n water, cloud’s son. “jayc‘i
saphri ghantat bIna.”—GV 6.
ਘਨਤਲ [ghantal] Skt n pied cuckoo. 2 small
cymbal. 3 See  ਘਨ.
ਪਦ [ghan-nad] n cloud’s thunder. 2 roaring
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3 Its third form has fourth pause at the

thirteenth matra, ending with laghu guru, total
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sound like that of a cloud. 3 Ravan’s son,
Meghnad.
ਪਦਨ [ghan-nadanI] n gun that thunders
like a cloud.—sanama.
ਘਨ ਨਸਨ [ghan nIsun] n who thunders like a
cloud, Meghnad.-—sanama.
ਘਨਪਲ [ghanpal] a v a r n I k  metre ;
“rupghanachri” on transformation into ganIk
metre is known as “ghanpal”; it is
chhracterised in each lines by 32 characters
as: SIS, SSI, III, III, SIS, ISI, SIS, III, 5", III, S, I, (with 4
pauses after every 8 characters).

Example:
janto na  ਰਨ jfh, nIgam puran  ved,

bar  bar  sesmatz, pay  113 sakat jéhI.
kal hfi 1<0 kal ਗ“, amar dyalu dev,

pujto  vrIjesaharI, lay  a t  h I t  ਸਸ...
ਘਗਪਯ [ghanprIy] n peacock. 2 pied cuckoo.
ਘਨਬਦ [ghanbfid] n raindrop. “as ghanbfid prIy
prIy  gungan he.”—BGK.
ਧ [ghanras ]  n water. 2 camphor .
3 concentrated juice.
ਘਨਵਹ [ghanvah] n wind, that carries away
clouds. ' '

'ਘਨ [ghana] See ਘਣ.
ਘਨਕਗ [ghanaksri], ਘਨਛਰ [ghanachri] a metre,
form of kabI  tt, marked by thirty-two
characters in each line, four pauses after eight
characters each ending with two laghu.

Example:
(a) nIksat myan te hi, chata ghan myan te hi,

kaljih lah 13h, hoyrahi hal hal.
lags arI gar  gets, dhar  par  dhar SIr,

dharat  n3  dhir carc"), cakk par'é cal cal...
—GPS.

. Instead of four pauses, this metre may have
two, each after sixteen characters:
t Ih  jan jacahu jagatr par  janiatu,

basur rayam: basu jako hItU mm 810.
param atitu parmesur ks régI r'égyo, .
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basna te baharI pa dekhiatu dham  SIU...

— saveye m 5 kc.
(b) [is second form is “mpghanaksri”, marked
by thirty-two characters in each line, thirty-first
character being long and thirty-second short,
with two pauses after sixteen characters each.

Example:
abIcal nagar Ujagar saga] jag,

jahar jahur jaha‘i jo t I  he jabar ja‘m.
kh'éde h‘é proc‘éd khar kharag kuvfid dhare,

khfijar tuphég pfij karad krI  pan  ban.
sakti sarohi seph  55g jamdarh cakr,

dhale  gen  bhale rIpU ghale chIpra j5g than.
camkat can”) or  ghor  rup kaIIka  k0,

bédna karat kaVI jor pan'I ਟਪ]: than.
—GPS.

s'épatI atot jéko kécan raCIt kot, _
sfidar  sarup kam  kamIni  karat rag.

pak  kare pavak  la  I pani  panipatI,
seja race surpatI pavan  buhare  bag.

jivan mrI  gédr Ikk  kartar  sev bIn,
is me bacaI sake kam  ki  jarat ag.

kal te na dare lar  mare take sis  bath,
muchan  pe puch  pher  cfic na  svaré  kag.

—srk§a sudhasar.

dekhke pratap  tap  tapan  k0 m5d hot,
tarun haran tej kal kin chin chin.

saszmukhi pIkbeni  sfidri kurégneni,
suri nari kfnri prabin lin bin bin.

jivan mrI gédr  jfiko kécan racxt garh,
yuva jor ram  ber raven  se  pin  pin.

$IV  se  sahai bhai  jéke kfibhkanan se,
idrajit  se suput  bIke‘kaqli tin tin.

—srk$a sudhasar.

(c)  Its third form is “jalharan” marked by thirty-
two characters in each line, two pauses afier
sixteen characters each, thirty-first character
being short, thirty-second being long.

Example:
devan ke dham dhulI dhvésan ks dhenun k0,
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dharadhar  droh dhum dham  kalu dhék  para.
sat sujan phatesigh  deg  teg dhani,

det  ja na  bhratan 56 sis kar pi'm hara.
car6 dIsa s i d h u  1:) abhav ks: mrayad bri‘d,

hfdu uc  nican …€, hoti I s lamisra .
lop  hoti saram a maram na  pate  dhir,

karam palato vyom dharam dhasato dham.
-—srkkhi prabhakar.

(d)lts fourth form is devghanacsri, marked by
thirty-three characters in each line, three
pauses after eight characters each and the
fourth at the ninth, ending with a nagan, Ill'.

Example:
sigh j Im  gajé sigh,  scnasfgh  ghata ਰਪ,

bijri jayé khagg uthé, tikhan camak camak..
ਘਨਤਕਰ [ghanéitker] n ghan-e‘itkar, wind that
blows away clouds.—-sanama.

!ਪਨਦ [ghananéd] n ecstasy, spiritual pleasure.
2 the supreme Being. “ghananéd l<e bic
samave.”—NP. “ghananéd puran Iksar.”—NP.
ਘਨ [ghanI] the cloud (did). “ghan: her: bares:
saga] jagu chaIa.”—mala m 5. ‘having rained
water.’
ਧਗ [ghanIst], ਘਨਸ [ghanIsth] Skt ਧਜਨ adj
dense, concentrated, condensed. 2 closeby,
nearby.
ਘਨ [ghani] See ਘਣ. “karaju sadhe tinI hath
ghani ta paune carI.”—s kabir. ‘Three and a
half cubits Of land suffices generally, but at
the most quarter to four cubits are needed for
a grave.
ਘਨਅਰ [ghaniar] 888 ਘਨਹਰ.
ਘਨਰ [ghanera], ਘਨਰ [ghaneri] numerous.
“bInasahI pap ghanere.”—b11a m 5. “karaséh
audh ghaneri.”——bhsr namdev. Here the pun
implies cutting short of  Prahalad’s life. .
ਘਨ [ghane] See ਬਨ.
ਘਨਯ [ghaneya] 888 ਘਨਯ. 2 a devout disciple
of  Guru Ramdas, Khullar by subcaste. 3 See
ਕਨਯ.
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ਘਨ [ghano] See ਘਣ.
ਘਠਧਲ [ghanopal] Skt n a stone from the  clouds;
hailstone.
ਘਨਲ [ghanola] a village situated to the east of
Kiratpur at a distance of  nine kohs from it. On
his way to Nahan, Guru Gobind  Singh stayed
here. It falls under tehsil Ropar of  district
Ambala and is located to the east of  Ropar at
a distance of  six miles. A small gurdwara exists
there.
ਧਨੜ ਜਟ [ghanar jagtéi] a village under police
station Dirhva, tehsil Bhavanigarh, district
Sunam of  Patiala state. Close by, to its north-
west is a gurdwara of  Guru Hargobind and
Guru Teg Bahadur. A hall is there and the priest
is a Singh. There is no title of land assigned to
this gurdwara.

It is located to the north-east of  Nabha
railway station. Approximately twenty-two
miles of  the road is metalled but beyond that it
is unmetalled.
ਘਨਯ [ghanheya] dark as a cloud, Krishan. 2 See
ਕਨਯ.
ਘਨਯ ਦ'ਮਸਲ [ghanheyz‘i di mIsal] See ਕਨਯ
ਦਮਸਲ.
ਘਥ [ghab] See ਘਬ.
ਘਬਰਉਣ [ghabrauna] v be baffled; be confused.
ਘਬਰਹਟ [ghabrahat] n perturbation, anxiety.
ਘਬਕ [ghabak], ਘਬਕ [ghabaka] nionom sound
produced by turning a stick etc. in water or  by
stabbing such a tender place as the abdomen.
“ghagaydi ghabak.”—c5di 2.
ਘਬ [ghabu] n household goods. “dIhu divi
5dhghor ghabu muhaie.”—suhi a m I .
ਘਬਦਬ’ [ghabudabu] household goods. See ਦਬ.
ਘਮ [gham] See  ਘਰਮ.
ਘਮਸਣ [ghamsan], ਘਮਸਨ [ghamsan] n battle.
2 fierce fight. 3 brawl, riot.
ਘਮਕ [ghamak], ਘਮਕਰ [ghamkar] n explosion.
ਘਮਰਦ [ghamroda] a village in Rajputana. On

his  way to  Deccan from Lali, Guru Gobind
Singh stayed here. “pur ghamrada sunIyat
jahfi.”—GPS. .
ਘਮਥ [ghamaka], ਘਮਕ [ghamék], ਘਮਕ
[ghaméka] n onom explosion. 2 jingle.
“ghfighru ghamékat sajae bic gar ke.”—GPS.
3 Sec ਘਮਕਰ.
ਘਮਚਕ [ghamécakr] Skt ਥਸਜਚ n sun. “ghamécakr
cakré p h I r i  r am dohi.”—-ramav. ‘Ram’s
command prevails as far as the chariot of  the
sun moves.’
ਘਮਡ [ghaméd] n arrogance, pride.
ਘਡਚਦ [ghamédcfid] Katoch Chieftain of Kangra
who is mentioned in the battle of  Anandpur
several times.
ਧਸਡਤ [gham‘éd I t]. ਘਗ [ ਫਯਸਰਗਬ] adjarrogant,
proud. “ran méd udéd ghamédIt  c5d.”-—NP.
ਘਰ [ghar] or ਘਰ [gharu] n house, place of
residence. “ghar mahI sukh baharI phunI
sukha.”-——asa m 5. 2 body, physique. “ghar mahI
péc varatde.”—asa a m 3. ‘Five perversions
such as sex Operate in the body.’ 3 a shastar,
which includes principles of  some religion.
“chIa ghar chIa gur ch13 updes.”—sohIIa.
See ਖਟਸਸਤ and ਛਅ ਉਪਦਸ. 4 status, rank. “so
gharu gurI nanak kau dia.”—gau m 5. ‘The
status was bestowed by the Creator upon Guru
Nanak.’ 5 according to Gurmat Sangeet ghar
has two meanings. One is ਤਲ [tall and the
other ਧ5'ਸਰ [svar] and, after differentiating
modulations in a scale, various types of singing
of a rag. One to seventeen ghars are
mentioned in Guru Granth Sahib. This gives
an indication to the singer that a particular
hymn has to be sung according to a specific
ghar of a rag‘. 6 mind, heart, conscience. “811੮,”-
bhitarI gharu guru dIkhaIa.”—-sor a m I .

'lt is a matter of regret that religious singers have forgotten
the ghars (svarprastar) of rag: which Guru Arjan Dev
had mentioned in Guru Granth Sahib.
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7 wife, consort, better half. “ghar ka masu
c5gera.”—m 5 var mala. 8 major organs and
nerves of the body. “bahatarI ghar Iku purakhu
samaIa.”-—suhi kabir. 9 a verse. “das dUI
laghu vas ghar  ghar.”—rupd1'p. ‘There should
be twelve laghus, per line.’ 10 family, dynasty.
“Uh admi vade ghar da he.”—prov. 11 house in
a horoscope “us d e  tije ghar  bahut cége grah
pae han.”-—prov. 12 See ਘੜਨ. “ketak anahI
tal najike. k0  gha r  ghar  lavat hE nike.”
“GPS. ‘fix after shaping.’
ਘਰਉਚ [ghar-uca] n that which resides in the
sky, cloud. See ਉਚ ਘਰ and ਨਰਣਉ.
ਘਰਅਰ [ghar—arI] 11 horse’s enemy, lion. “ghar-
arI nadanI a d I  kahI.”—sanama. ‘gun.’
ਘਰਸਨ [gharsan] Skt urr-fz n friction, rubbing.
2 dragging.
ਘਰਹੲ [gharhai] adj destroyer of a household.
“jhagaru kare gharhai.”—gau kabir. See  ਗਜਨ.
ਘਰਹ [gharahI] within the family or household.
“abhe nIréjanu  gharahI laha.”—~saveye m 4 Ice.
ਘਰਕ ਕਜ [ghar ka kaj], ਘਰ ਕ ਕਮ [ghar ka kém]
n one’s own work, personal work; virtuous
deed, leading to salvation. “ghar l<a kaju n9 jani
rura.”—suh1' m 5. See ਘਰ ਕ ਕਮ.
ਘਰ ਕ ਮਸ [ghar ka mas] n wife. “ghar ka mas
c5gera.”—-var maIa m I .
ਘਰ ਥ ਗਹਨ [ghar l<i gihanI], ਘਰ ਕ ਨਰ [ghar
ki narI] wife, married woman. “ghar ki gihanI
c5gi.”—-dhana dhéna. “ghar  ki  narI bahut h I t
ja SIU.”—-sor 111 9.
ਘਰ ਕ ਬਲੲ [ghar ki bIlai] See ਅਧਮ ਚਡਲ and
ਮਸ.

ਘਰ ਕ ਜਠਰ ਕ ਚਕ ਕਣ [ghar ke jathere ki Ctiki
kaml—asa m 5. ‘no longer afraid of the god of
death.’

.ਘਰਕ ਦਵ [ghar ke dev] n family deity. “ghar 1<e
dev p I  tar ki chodi gur l<o sabadu la.”-bIIa
kabir. 2 elders such as parents.
ਘਰ ਕ ਕਮ [ghar ks: kémI] in one’s household
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affairs. See  ਘਰਕਕਮ. “mere ram! torI bédhan
maIa, ghar 1<ੲ kamI ham laI.”—gau 111 4. “so
ghar k2 kémI harI laIa.”—gau 111 4.
ਘਰਖਨ [gharkhan] See ਘਰਸਨ. “dukh the ju te
sabh hi gharkhe.”——krIsan. ‘All the troubles
were over.’
ਘਰਖਉ [gharkhou] adj destroyer of a family or
household.
ਘਰਗਰਣ [ghargehanI] n wife. “purablo krIt
karam na  mIte r i  ghargehanI!”——dhana
trIIocan.
ਘਰਗਲ [ghargola] n children of a household
slave. “karI kIrpa kine ghargo]e.”-—maru soIhe
m I .  '
ਘਰਘਰ [gharghara] a river in UP which takes
its origin from Kumaon and merges with Sarju.
Gogra.
ਘਰਘਲਕ [gharghalak] adj destroyer of a family
or household.
ਘਰ ਘਲਨ [ghar ghalna] n ruin a family or
household. See ਬਡ.
ਘਰਣ [gharanI],  ਘਰਣ [gharni] Skt ਹਵਧ. 11 wife,
wedded woman,  consort ,  better half.
ਘਰਦਰ [ghardar], ਘਰਦਰ [ghardvar] n house and
portico i.e. houses of  ordinary people and a
king’s palace. “ghardar phIrIthaki  bahutere.”
—05kar. ‘has gone through births in high and
low p'laces.’ -
ਘਰਦਬਣ [ghardibanu] n audience hall. 2 court
chamber. “sat: guru mera ghardibanu.”-bher
m 5.
ਘਰਨ [gharna] v create, organise. “Isu pani te
jIn  tu gharIa.”—-ram a m 3
ਘਰਨ [gharni] See ਗਰਘਰਨ and ਘਰਣ.
ਘਰਨਸ [ghamis], ਘਰਨਸ [ghames] n lord of the
household. “sobha sabh bhai man maddh
gharnis ko.”—1<rIsan. 2 queen.
ਘਰਬਰ [gharbar] 11 house and household material.
household property. “gIrhi jogi tailgae
gharbar.”-—bIIa m 5.
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ਘਰਬਰ [gharbari] adj householder. “IkI Udasi
Ik I  gharbari.”—maru 501119 111 5. “gharbari
gurSIkkh hUI.”-BG.
ਘਰਬਰ [gharbaru] See ਘਰਬਰ.
ਘਰ ਬਲ ਕ [ghar balu ka] n house of sand, i.e,
perishable body and worldly goods.
ਘਰ ਭਤਰ ਘਰ [ghar bhitarI gharu] residence
within a house. 2 soul’s presence within the
body. “ghar bhitarI gharu guru dIkhaIa.”—sor
a m  1.
ਘਰਮ [gharam] Skt ਘਮ n sunshine. 2 sweat,
perspiration. 3 summer. 4 per etymology such
substances as clarified butter, milk etc. which
are heated and drunk during an oblation.
ਘਰਮਹਲ [gharmahal] n time of stay. 2 time of
stay, residence.
ਘਰ ਮਦਰ [ghar médar] ordinary house and
palace. 2 house and town. “ghar m'édar khusié
tahi.”—var gau 2 m 5. See ਮਦਰ and ਮਦਰ.
ਘਰਰ [gharar] See ਘਰੜ and ਘਰੜਨ.
ਘਰਰ [ghararI] adv having closely rubbed and
cropped (hair). “bhave labe kes karI bhave
ghararI m‘bdaI.”—s kabir. ‘whether have
matted hair or  become a closely shaved
ascetic.’
ਘਰਵਸ [gharvasu] n state of  mind, steadfast in
the body. “bInU harI kIu  gharvasu?”—sri m 1 .
2 mating with a woman; cohabitation. “khusre
kIa gharvas?”¥-var majh m 1. 3 residing in
the house. '
ਘਰਵਲ [gharval] a caste o f  the Rajputs.
ਘਰਵਲ [gharvala], ਘਰਵਲ [gharvali] n spouse,
master, mistress  of  the  house.
ਘਰੜ [ਥਇਗ] half-churned curd. 2 See ਘਰੜਨ.
ਘਰੜਨ [gharama] v crop closely, scrape.
ਘਰੜ [gharan] adv having closely cropped,
having scraped. See ਘਰਰ.
ਘਰ'ਉ [gharau]  adj  o f  o r  relating t o  the
household. 2 See ਗਉ- 3 See ਘਰਹ.
ਘਰਹ’ [gharahu] from the  house. “haume mui
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gharahu.”—sri m 1. ‘from the heart.’
ਘਰਟ [gharat] Skt ਥਰਵ n flourmill, especially a
watermill.
ਘਰਣ [gharana], ਘਰਨ [gharana] n family,
house, line. 2 adj of or relating to a house or a
family.
ਘਰਵਲ [gharaval]  n big gong; a musical
instrument shaped l ike  a baking plate made of
a metal, such as bronze. “bahu bajahI gharaval
nadé.”—GPS.
ਘਰ [gharI] within the house.“ “gharI baharI
tera bharvasa.”—dhana m 5. “pH gharI sohe
narI.”—dhana chétm 1. 2 in the body. “pIdI
mus jiu kIh  gharI jata?”——gau kabir.
ਘਰਅਰ [gharIar] Sce ਘੜਮਮਲ.
ਘਰਅਰ [gharIari] n one who strikes a gong;
timekeeper.
ਘਰਅਵਲ [gharIaval], ਘਰਯਰ [gharIyar] See
ਘਰਵਲ. “gharIaval bajat thankara.”-GPS.
ਘਰਯਰ [gharyari] See ਘਰਆਰ. “jab gharIyari
ghari bajave.”—car1'tr 24  6.
ਘਰਵਸ [gharxvasu] stay at home. “sasu buri
gharIvasu na deve.”—asa m I .  ‘lgnorance
does not let self-realisation grow.’ 2 See ਘਰਵਸ.
ਘਰ [ghari] n a while. “adhi gharI adhi hu te
adh.”— s kabir. 2 small earthen pitcher. 3 in
the house. “ete jia jacs hahI ghari.”—mala
namdcv.
ਘਰਅ [gharia] for just a while. “ramnam bInu
gharia na jivéu.”—-asa namdev. [a] is a suffix
means a small quantity.
ਘਗਆ [gharia] n goldsmith’s crucible. 2 adj
fabricator. -
ਘਰਆਲ [gharial] See ਘਤਅਲ.
ਘਰਮਕ [gharimik] a wh i l e .  See ਮਕ.
ਘਰ [gharu] See  ਘਰ. “gharu laskaru sabhu tera.”
—-sorm 5.
ਘਰ’ਮਹਲ [gharu mahalu] See ਘਰਮਹਲ. “gharu
mahalu n3  kab-hu paIda.”—mam solhe m 3.
ਘਰਆ [gharua] n house, residence. “balua 1<e
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gharua mahI baste.”—keda kabir. ‘The sand-
house means the body.”
ਘਰਲ [gharelu] adj of or pertaining to the house.
2 domestic.
ਘਰ [ghare] of the house. “ghare édarI sabhu
vathu he.”—-asa m 3. 2 of  the  house, within the
house. “ghare édarI k0 gharu pae.”—-maru
501119 In 3. 3 gives shape to. “ghare itIka prem
samet.”—GPS.
ਘਲਣ [ghalna] v send.  “ a p I  harI ghale.”
—var menu 1 m 3. 2 See ਘਲਣ.
ਘਲਕਲ [ghallkalfi] This village is located to the
west o f  railway station Ghall Kalan at a
distance of  half a mile. It falls under police
station and tehsil Moga in district Ferozepur.
Close by to the north-east _is a gurdwara of
Guru I-Iargobind, who visited this place on his
way to Darauli. A hall is built. Ten ghumaons
of  land are assigned to it by the village.
ਘਲ [ghallfi] This village is located in tehsil
Samrala of  district Ludhiana. A gurdwara of
Guru Gobind Singh exists at this place.
ਘਲਘਰ [ghallughara] destruction, annihilation,
devastation. 2 The battle which was fought
on 2"" Jeth Sammat 1803 between Lakhpat
Rai and the Khalsa near the pond of  Kanuwan
is known as Chhota Ghallughara and the one
fought on 28th Magh Sammat 1818 with
Ahmad Shah Durrani. near Raipur Gujjarwal
at Kupparhirhe is called Vadda Ghallughara in
Sikh history. About fifteen to  twenty thousand
Singhs and approximately the same number
ofDurranics were ki l led  in it.
ਘਵਡ [ghavi’di] a village of Sikh landlords. It
is situated near police station Barqi in district
Lahore. To its south-west at  a distance of  about
half-a-mile, there stands a gurdwara of  Guru
Nanak Dev. He reached here from Jahman.
Some scholars have mentioned it as Lahurha
Sahib because a lahura (cardymyxa) tree then
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existed there, under  wh ich  the  Guru  seated
himself. A traders’ colony was there. A son
was  born to a trader, so  everyone was busy in
making merriment. Bhai‘ Mardana said “O
Lord! I have been hungry for two days. If  you
permit I may go to visit the village and have
my meals.” The Guru permitted him to go with
the warning that he should not beg meals.
Mardana sat for some time at the traders’ door,
but they were so  engrossed in merrymaking
that nobody paid any attention to him.

It so happened that the boy died and they
started crying and wailing. The  Guru advised
them to surrender to the Almighty’s will and
recited a shabad in Sri Rag under the title
“pahre”.

There is a small gurdwara there, where
Guru Granth Sahib is kept. Twenty bighas of
land are assigned to the gurdwara. A fair is
held on the 10th of  the Shradhs. It is located to
the south-west of  Jallo railway station at a
'distance of  eleven miles.
ਘਵਰ [ghaveri] n circle. 2 vertigo, dizziness,
giddincss. 3 fragrance. “phulel ghaveri.”—BG.
ਘੜ [ਝਰਸ] n banana. 2 See ਘੜਨ. 3 pitcher.
ਘਡਤ [gharat] n composition, texture, manufacture.
ਘੜਥਲ [ਫਸਰਤਧਗ] n pitcher stand. 2 place where
water is served free. “sapat samfidar jace
gharthali.”— mala namdev.
ਘੜਨ [gharna] v create, give shape to; compose.
“gharie sabadu saci taksal.”——japu. 2 sculpt;
scrape.
ਘੜ [ghara]  n pitcher. “1(5t kuhara SII‘I
ghara.”—s farid.
ਘੜ [gharI] advhaving sculpted. “ghar: bhfide
jInI avi saji.”——asa pati m 1.
ਘ'ਤਆਲ [8113ਨ181] n clock. 2 flat round plate
made of  metal such as bronze, which  is struck
in temples. 3 Skt ਬਹਣ-ਕਚ alligator.
ਘੜਅਲ ਬਗ [gharIal bfiga] a tower at the
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threshold of Harimandar, Amritsar, where a
clock chimes to tell time.
ਘੜਆਲ [gharIali], ਘੜਆਲਅ' [gharIalia] one
whosejob  is to strike a metal gong  to indicate
t ime;  t imekeeper.
ਘੜਆਲ [gharIalu] See ਘੜਆਲ. 2 See ਘਤਅਲ 3.
ਘੜ [gharil‘ n unit of  time spanning 24 minutes.
See ਕਲਪਮਣ. “ek ghari adhi ghari.”—s kabir.
See ਚਉਸਠ ਘੜ. 2 small pitcher. “laju ghari sxu
tutIpari.”-—gau kabir. ‘Human body is a small
pitcher, while rope is the age.’ 3 mechanism
such as a watch or clock etc. to measure time.
Initially ancient scholars made sundial and
clepsydra in India. These find  mention in such
ancient  Sanskr i t  t ex t s  o f  astronomy as
Goladhyay etc. Sandglahss and other
mechanical clocks, time pieces and pocket-
watches using metallic discs of  brass and iron
and employing springs are inventions of  the
foreigners.

History is witness to  the  fact that the first
time—measuring mechanism was invented by
a German, Henry de  Wyck, in 1379  AD  who
presented the same to Charles V king of
France in Paris. Several improvements have
since been made in it over a period of  time,
but most commendable modifications were
carried out by Huygens in 1657, Hooke in
1666, Graham in 1715 and Harrison in 1726.
Now three types o f  watches are in vogue i.e
pocket watchesz, wal l  clocks and tower
clocks. All these need to be wound daily or
after two days with a key. The spring thus

}ਥਕਯਕ: W ਣ-ਬਥ: ਧਰਸ; ਧਕਜਵਧਟਕ ਰਧਤਸ:ਹ'}/੦ਲਝ.
Time taken in pronouncing 10 guru characters is equivalent
to one breath. Six breaths make a pa] and sixty pals in
turn make a ghari.

2The first ever pocket watch was invented by Peter Hole,
a craflsman of Nurunberg-Bavaria during the middle of
the fifteenth century.
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wound which ' imparts movement to! discs
s lowly becomes loose and gets  total ly
unwound. The  unwound spring is wound once
again. Now-a-days countless clocks run on
electricity.

The  largest of  all the clocks are located on
the clock tower of  Parliament House And on
the wall of  Crystal Palace in Lor'ldon. Some
people are of  the opinion that the clock on
Colgate Factory in New York (America) is
the largest in the world.

The  tower of  Parliament House (London)
has 360 steps and on  the top of  these is installed.
a clock named Big Ben. It was insfalled about
fifty-five years ago. Its gigantic size can only
be  judged by actually seeing it. It has four dials.
The diameter of each dial is twenty-three feet.
Its minute hands are 14 feet long. Its pendulum
weighs 450  pounds and each digit is two feet
long. Gaps between minutes are one foot
squares. Its gong weighs twenty-three and a
half tons and the hammer with which it is struck
also weighs two maunds. [t is wound thrice a
week and it takes five hours to wind it.

Last year (in 1927  AD)  a marvellous clock,
known as the eighth wonder of  the world, was
manufactured in Vienna—the capital ofAustria.
It is a musical clock. It was got ready in
sixteen years. Statues of  twelve  famous kings
of  European history are concealed in it in such
a way that when an  hour  is struck a particular
statue appears and remains there for full one
hour, during which  time a particular tune plays
continuously.

New inventions by skilled craftsmen have
revolutionized the watch industry as  is evident
from the watches of  today.
ਘੜਅਲ [gharial] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev,
who was a silk worker. 2 adj crafisman.
ਘੜਅਲ [gharial],  ਘੜਅਲ [811ਗਢ810] See  ਘੜਆਲ.
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“ਫਸਰਸਫਪ'ਫਪ dukhi  renI v1haI.”—-s fetid.
“darvaje jaIke  k I u  (ਰਸ… gharialu.”——s fetid.
ਘੜਅਲ [ਛਖਮਪਰਧ] Dg pitcher.’ “jIU akase
gharualo mrIgtrIsna bharIa.”-—guj namdev.
‘a pitcher located in the sky, fil led  with water
of mirage.’ See ਨਜਰਆ.
ਘੜਕ [gharuka] another name of  Ghatotkach.
See ਘਟਤਕਚ. “macyo yuddh jayé karan sfigé
gharuke."-— narsfgh.
ਘੜਟ [811ਗ੦q],ਘੜਲ [gharola] n pitcher. 2 small
pitcher.
ਘਤ'ਚ [811ਗ5੮1], ਘਤ'ਜ [ghar‘a'ji] pitcher stand.
ਘ [gha] short for ghatak. 2 short for ‘ghah
(grass)’. 3 direction. “ਪਘ I t  ghumat prem
chaki, ਹ]: ghorat he uh gha ghan  karo.”-—aspho.
4 short forw‘?(wound). _
ਘ [ਛਸ] :1 side direction. “rah lag duhu ghéi te
hoyo."——NP. ‘The ceremony of  giving fees to
the menials, was performed by both the sides.’
“gee  uh gha‘i nIkar.”—rudr. ‘Arrows went over
to the other side. “pherat hé gur ke chahi'J
ghe’ii.”-— CV 10.
ਘਉ [ghau] n wound, injury. “nah: ghau katara
karI sake.”-sn‘ m 1. 2 attack, injury, stroke.
“parIo nisane ghau.”-—maru kabir. ‘The
weapon hit the target.’ , ‘
ਘਇ [ghaI] See ਘਉ. 2 adv having murdered,
after killing “brahmanu nave jia ghaI .”—dhana
m I .
ਘਇਕ [ghaIk] adjlethal, killing.
ਘਇਲ [ghaIll adj injured, wounded, hurt.
ਘੲ [ghai] Scc ਘਹ. 2 wounded. See ਘਉ.
ਘੲ [811ਟਪ] See ਘ.
ਘਸ’ [ghas] Skt n grass. 2 trace left due to
attrition, corn. “dhanukhghas I n  sabh-hIn
hath.”-—GPS.
ਘਸ ਮਹ ਲਣ [ghas mfih lenal' See ਘਹ ਮਹ ਵਚ
ਲਣ.
ਘਸ [ghasi] n line produced due to friction;
abrasion, drag. 2 convention. 3 grass cutter,
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hay cutter. “je raj bahale {ਬ harIgulam, ghasi
kau harInam kadhai.”—gau m 4. 4 Skt god of
fire. _
ਘਸਦਸ [ghasidas] See ਸਤਨਮ.
ਘਹ [ghah] See ਘਸ l .  “siha baja carga kuhia
ena khavale ghah.”—var majh m I .
ਘਹ ਮਹ ਵਚ ਲਣ [ghah mfih VICC ਡਸਕ] v
. accept subordination; show oneself as very

submissive; be ready to  serve like an animal.
ਘਹ [ghahi] See ਘਸ 3.
ਘਹ [ghahu] See ਘਸ and ਘਹ. 2 worthless;
insignificant. “nadarI upthi je kare sultana
ghahu karaIda.”—var asa.
ਘਕ [ghaki] adj (she) who kills, woman
assassin. “sena arI ghaki.”-52 poets.
ਘਗਰ [ghagra] See ਪ.
ਘਗ [ghaga] n circumference, circle, sphere.
ਘਘ [ghagh] a sagacious scholar of Kanauj;
renowned for statements regarding astrological
influences. He was born in 1 6 9 6  A D .  2 wise,  ,
sagacious. 3 clever, smart.
ਘਘਰ [ghaghra], ਘਘਰ [ghaghIro] See ਘਘਰ.
“pardesi kc ghaghre cahu dISI lagi agI.”—s
kabir. Herc ਘਘਰ stands for the body, and
soul’s robe is on fire from all around.

uflz lghat]  or ਘਟ’ [ghatu] n composition. “gha;
gharat bhayo svaran ko.”—carItr 70. 2 Skt
water channel. “gag jamun ke étre sahaj sOn ke
ghat.”—s kabir. Here, Gan ga Jamuna stand for
the} right (Ira) and left (pfgla) vessels of the
body runhing from the lo ins to the head.
3 way, path. “ape guru, cela he ape, ape dasc
ghatu.”— var guj I m 3. 4 concept, idea. “tal
madi  re ghat  kc ghat.”-—asa ' m  I .  5 place.
“nanak kc prabhu ghatI ghate ghatI harI
ghat.”—kan m 4 partal. 6 adj wanting,  less,
inferior. “ghat na km hi kahaIa.”—sri a m 5.
7 See ਘਠ.
ਘਟ [ghata] n shortage, lack. 2 hilly track? way;
valley. “ghata roklehu d I n  thadhe.”—GPS.
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3 See ਘਠ.
ਘਟ [ghatI] in the way. “jau n3 jam ke ghatI.”
~maIa m 5. 2 n shortage, lack. See ਵਧ.
ਘਟ [ghati] n fine coarse cotton cloth. 2 hilly
path; mountain pass. “ghati carat bel :]…
thaka.”——gau kabir. ‘Sin embodied as an ox  has
upon God’s dictum halted on the  difficult task
of  trudging the spiritual journey.’
ਘਟ' [ghatié] in mountain passes, in valleys.
See ਚਚਲਚਤ.
ਘ'ਣ [ghatu] Sec ਘਟ.
ਘਟ ਘਟ [ghate ghat] adv on one’s way; en
route. 2 on every route. 3 nothing but loss.
“bInu  guru ghate  ghat.”—srdhgosa_tr.
ਘਟ [ghate] decreases,  becomes less. “manu
mahatu jasu ghate.”— guj m 5.
ਘਟ [8ਸਣ੦] See ਘਟ.
ਘਠ [ghath] Skt ਵਟਰ n scraped and roasted
barley.
ਘਨ [ਥਯਸਕ] n thickened extract of roasted
and boiled barley.
ਘਠ [ghatho] n loss. 2 misfortune; trouble. “tat
bhayo jab ghatho.”—krIsan. ‘when Brahma
was in trouble.’
ਘਣ [ghan] n thickened mixture of earth and
water made for plastering. 2 quantity of  oil
seeds that can be put into an oil press in one
lot. 3 battle, war. “ I s  1<a bap  muyo  VIC ghan.”
—-PPP. 4 adj total, in toto, whole.
ਘਣ [ghanI],  ਘਣ [ghani] 11 See  ਘਣ 4.  “53t
mg gavae  dukha ghanI.”—var 501' m 4.
2 feminine of ghan. See ਘਣ 2. “lekha dharam
bhaIa tIlU pire ghani.”-brha chétm 5. 3 See
ਘਣ 1. “ran VIC ghatti ghani lohu m i j  di.”
ficédi 3 .  4 S misfortune; t roub le .
ਘਣ ਪੜਨ [ghani pima] v torment a lot, inflict
much pain, squeeze as if in an oil press,
annihilate. 2 give up  the essential in favour of
the incssential. “ghani pirte satIgur lie
chadaI.”-—s kabir. ‘Oilmen give oil to the
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master and keep the residue khal that is
inesscntial.’
ਘਤ [ghat] Skt n attack, injury. 2 arrow.
3 murder, assassination. “kare su ghat ghat ko
paI.”-GPS. 4 ambush,  trap, suitable  time. “as
ghat phIr hath n3  £h€.”-——VN.
ਘਤਕ [ghatak], ਘਤਕ [ghatki], ਘਤਕ [ghatIk],
ਘਤ [ghati] adjmurderer, killer.
ਘਤਆ [ghatia], ਘਤਕ [ghatuk] adj who murders.
2 deceiver; trickster.
ਘਮ [gham], ਘਮ [ghfim], ਘਮ [ghama], ਘਮ
[ghamu] Skt ਧਫਜ n heat, warmth. “c5dan cad
na sarad rutI mu] na mIta i  gham.”—var jet.
2 sunshine; heat. “jese tapte nIrmal ghama.
tese ramnam  bInU bapuro  nama.”— n. ‘Just
as a clear day becomes hot, so does one get
haughty without God’s name.’ 3 perspiration,
swea t .
ਘਯ [ghay] See ਪਇ. 2 wound.
ਘਯਲ [ghayal] See ਘਇਲ.
ਘਰ [ghar] n mark left by erosion of soil caused
by the flow of  water. 2 This word has also
been used for ghar. “ t I te  ghar ghale.”
~c5di 2. ‘has destroyed the same number of
houses.” 3 a disease “×- giddiness. It leads to
vertigo and one loses vision  temporarily. There
are numerous reasons for it like impurity of
blood, stomach’s debility, constipation, over-
indulgence in sex, excessive use of intoxicants,
presence  o f  heart and  renal  d i seases ,
excessive discharge o f  menses and breast-
feeding for too long etc.

The best treatment foy this disease is to
keep intestines clean', not to withold faecal
matter and to keep stomach free of  pollution.
Light food and fresh fruit should be taken.

Taking of nine mashas of  ground white
sandal wood in rose water,  grinding o f
coriander seeds in rose water, mix ing  it with
honey and licking it, taking preserved jam o f
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emblic myrobalan with silver-leaf  stuck to it
and drinking syrup of  pumpkin seeds are useful
for its treatment.
ਘਰ [ghari] n leak developed in the masonry of
overground embankment of  a well. It is caused
by the pressure of the surrounding water against
the weakened masonry. 2 cattle-shed. 3 See
ਕਲਘਰ. 4 adj  murderer, assassin. “med esni adI
ucrie. ghari ਰਨ sabad kahu dharie.”—'sanama.
ਮਦ [meda] (earth), [is] (king), his army, its
destroyer ਘਰ [ghari], the gun.
ਘਲ [ghal] n See ਘਲਣ. 2 service;  attendance.
“ghal SIanap ukat I  na meri.”—ram a m 5.
3 labour, hardwork. “sadh ks 55g]: nah:
kachu ghal.”—sukhmani. 4 performance,
accomplishment. “pahUCJ; na sakau tumri
ghal.”—brla m 5. 5 destruction, murder.
6 water put into mi l k  before boiling, slop.
ਘਲਕ“ [ghalak] adj destroyer. 2 motivator. “sarab
palak sarab ghalak sarab ko pun kal.”—japu.
3 one who pours, pourcr. 4 sender.
ਘਲਣ [ghalna] v send. “mat ghalahu jam ki
khabri.”—bIIa kabir. 2 destory, ruin. “apI  gae
auran hfi ghalahI.”—gau kabir. 3 work hard.
“kai kotI ghalahI thakIpahI.”—sukhmani.
4 attack, invade. “Ise turavahu ghalahu
satI.”——g5d kabir. 5 pour ;  mix.  “s ka sa t I su
ghalna.”——maru soIhe m 5. 6 n accomplishment.
“Ihu  bhagta ki ghalna.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਘਲਤ [ghalat] works hard. “an jéjar brItha sram
ghalat.”—sarm 5. 2 sends 3 destroys. 4 pours,
mixes.
ਘਲਨ [ghalna] See ਘਲਣ.
ਘਲ [ghalI] having performed hard labour.
“ghalI khaI ਜਦ}… hathahu deI.”—var sar  m
I .  2 having put, having poured.
ਘਲਓ [ghalIo] destroyed, ruined. “budi! ghar
ghaIIo.”- dhana chétm I . 2 sent, despatched.
3 put, mixed.
ਘਲਓਨ [ghallonu] he has destroyed; has swept
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it away. “ape racanu racaI ape hi ghaIIonu.”
—-var sorm 4. 2 has put, has mixed. 3 he has
earned it.
ਘਲਆ [ghalIa] served, achieved. “tera ghalIa
sabh thaI pai.”—g5d m 4. 2 See  ਘਲਓ.
ਘਲਕ’ [ghalIk] See ਘਲਕ.
ਘ'ਲ [ghali] for service. “so kém suhela jo teri
ghali.”-—majh m 5. 2 See ਘਲਣ. 3 poured,
mixed. 4 sent, despatched. 5 one who renders
service.
ਘਲਅਨ [ghalianu] are put. 2 made effort;
served. “ape  sev ghalianu.”—var 511' m 4..
ਘਲ [ghale] serves. 2 pqts, mixes. “hamri
bhumI kaunu ghale per?”—-gaum 5. 3 achieves,
accomplishes. “ghal sevak je ghale.”—asa pati
m 1. 4 develops, cultivates. “par nari SIU ghale
dhédha.”-—bh£r namdev.
ਘਵ [ghav] See ਘਉ. _
ਘਵਰਯ [ghavrIya], ਘਵਰਆ [ghavria] one who
treats wounds; surgeon. “pahucyo ghavrIya
ke ghar  me.”—- vrcarsagar. '
ਘੜਤ [gharat], ਘ‘ੜਤ [gharatI] See  ਘੜਤ. “gharat
tIs  1<੩ਗ،ਰ apar.”—-var ram 1 m I .
ਘੜ [gharu] adj fabricator.
ਘਉ [gt], ਘਅ [ghIa] Skt ਬਰ“ clarified butter.
“ghIU meda khan.”—var ram 3. “ghIa pat
bhiida kahe na kOI.”-tII5g m 1. ‘Nobody calls
clarified butter and silk polluted.’
ਘਆਡ [ghIéda] n vessel for keeping clarified
butter. .
ਘਅਲ [ghIali] adj mixed with clarified butter.
“ras 5mrIt khir ghIali.”-—var ram 3.
ਘਟ' [ghIaI] n clarified butter. 2 adv with
clarified butter. “tItu ghI-I hom jag sad puja.”
—Var majh m I .
ਘਸਰਨ [ghIsama] v move by dragging oneself.
“bethyo ghIsar ghIsar kar calahI.”—GPS.
ਘਸਅ [ghIsua] n smouldering wood, ember.
“ghIsua janu pherat hE larka.”—krrsan.
ਘਘ [ghIgh] n humility, submissiveness 
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2 confusion, impatience. “ghIghke sri guru
nam  ucara.”—NP.
ਘਘਆਉਣ [ghIghIauna],  ਘਘਆਨ [ghIghIana]
v beg humbly; supplicate abjectly (with the
lower  lip drooping  to  plead in all submission). .
“VInay kart: ghIghIaIke.”—-guru sobha.
ਘਣ[81111.1], ਘਣ [ghIna] Skt‘rgufi condemnation,
censure. 2 kindness, compassion. 3 nausea,
dislike.
ਪਬਣਵਣ [ghInavna] adj  contemptible
nauseating. 2 condemnable.
ਘਣਵਣ [ghInavne] with condemnation. “na
ਪ avahI vaSI bahut ghInavne.”——Var ram 2 m
5. 2 plural of  ghInavna.
ਘਤ [gluta] Skt ਸਫਰ adj acquired. 2 obtained,
received. “kIU vfipe ghIta?”—-Var ram 2 111 5.
‘how to obtain?’
ਘਧ [ghIdha], ਘਧ [ghIdhi] acquired,
obtained. 2 S purchased,  Skt ਕਤ. “mulI na
ghIdha,  meku satI  801- dIta.”-var  ram 2 111 5.
3 accepted, acknowledged. “bah pakarI
thakur hau ghIdhi.”——j£t chét m 5.
ਘਨ [ghIn] See ਘਣ. 2 See ਪਨ. '
ਪਜ [ g h I n n a ] ,  ਘਨਣ [ghInanU] S v utter  o r
say. “kIa k I a  ghina  tera nau  ji.”-——suh1' m I
kucaji. 2 purchase, buy. “sasat vakharu tfi
ghinahI  nahi.”—asa m 5. “khébh VIkfidre
je laha ghi’na savi tolI.”-—sava m 5. See
ਪਨ vr. ‘
ਘਨਰ [ghInar] variant form of gIrInar. See
ਗਰਨਰ. 2 adj abhorrent.
ਪਨ [ghInn] Skt ਬਧਧ vr take; hold.
ਘਰ [ghIr] n circle, round. 2-house, abode.
ਘਰਣ [ghirna] v be encircled. 2 feel giddy,
experience dizziness. Skt ਧਧਚ.
ਘਰਣ [ghIrni] 11 pulley, wheel, spindle. 2 a top
for spinning cotton. 3 giddiness, dizziness.
ਘਰੜ [ghIrat] ,  ਘਰਤ [8}111ਹਪ]15’/(1ਥਰ 11 clarified
butter. “péjvfi pala ghIratu.”-—var asa.
ਘਚਅ [ghIria] adj encircled. “bIkhna
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ghIria.”-—suhi m 5 perm]. ‘engrossed in evil
deedsf
ਘ [ghi], ਘਉ [ghiu], ਘਅ [ghIa] n clarified butter.
“dal sidha magau ghiu.”—-dhana dhéna.
ਘਆ [ghia] clarified butter. “sagal dudh mahI
ghia.”—sor m 5. 2 pumpkin with pulp like
clarified butter.
ਘਸ [ghis] n trace left as a result of  dragging
something. “gahI godan te tab ghis dayo.”
—krIsan. “ghisa t  ghisat  u k h a l a h I  kanh
Udharat sadhu.”—krrsan. 2 bandicoot rat. It
is bigger than the common rat. “ghis galaure
lIave.”—asa kabir. Sec ਫਲ.
ਘਸਨ [ghisna] See ਘਸਟਣ.
ਘਜ [ghij] Skt ਗਰਧ adj worthy of acquiring;
worth adopting. “harI bhagti asnehu gurmukhI
ghijai.”—var male: 111 1.
ਘ [ghu] Skt vr produce a sound.
ਘਸ” [ghus] n entry, penetration. 2 Skt ਧਧ vr
produce sound, praise, proclaim, murder.
ਘਸਣ [ghusna] v enter, penetrate.  2 forget; miss.
“ s a t I g u r  l<i gents ghusie,  dukhedukhI
VIhaI.”—var gau 1 m 3.
ਘਸਰ [ghusar] n a word that is not clear;
whisper. 2 See  ਘਸਰਨ.
ਘਸਰਨ [ghusarna], ਘਸੜਨ [ghusama] v enter,
penetraté. “bataI ghusarI bagulare.”—var
gau 1 m 4. ‘Hypocritical cranes forcibly get
into  the assembly of  swans.’
ਘਸਉਣ [ghusauna] 11 cause to penetrate, drive
into. 2 cause to forget. 3 stave off. “avatvakhat
ghusavat nahi.”—NP.
ਘਸ [ghUSI] having entered, having penetrated.
See ਘਸਰਨ.
ਘਸੜਨ [ghusema] v push into, penetrate.
ਘਕਵਲ [ghukkevali] a village which falls under
police station and tehsil Ajnala of district
Amritsar. It is located to the north of Amritsar
railway station, at a distance of  fifteen miles.
Upto Raja Sansi, the road is metallcd, the
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remaining four miles is a kacca road. There
are two gurdwaras in it, which  previously were
in village Sahinsre.

( 1 ) Guru ka Bagh. The devout congregation
of  Sahinsre had brought Guru Arjan Dev to
this village with great reverence. 1-16 stayed
there for some days. A magnificient hall is in
place. It was got constructed by Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. One hundred ghumaons of  land
are assigned to the gurdwara. There is a garden
in it. This was got planted by Guru Tog
Bahadur. Formerly it was known as  “Guru Ki
Raurh”. A fair is held here on full moon  night
and new moon  night. It was  at this place that
cutting of  wood for community kitchen led to
a prolonged dispute. Shir‘omani Gurdwara
Prabandhak Committee had to launch a
mammoth agitation on 12'h of August 1922,
that ended on 17th November 1922 AD.‘

(2)  To the south of  the village at  a distance
of about two furlongs, there is a gurdwara of
Guru Teg Bahadur. On his way from Valla, he
stayed here for some days. It is from here
that he ordered the religious congregation to
plant a garden at Guru Ki Raurh.
ਘਗ [ghug] See ਘਘ.
ਘਗਚ [ghfigci] n black bird, black seed.
ਘਗਟ [ghfigat] Skt ਅਵਗਨਨ act of  drawing veil
over the face. 2 veil which hides the face.
ਘਗਣ [ghfigni] See ਘਪਫ.
ਘਗਰਰ [ghfigrar] See ਘਘਰਲ.
ਘਗਰਰ [ghfigrara] adj curly, coiled. “kac
ghfigraré.”—ramav. 2 having tiny bells.
ਘਰਸ [ghfigral] S e e  ਘਘਰਲ.
ਘਗਰ [81168111] See ਘਘਰ.
ਘਗ [ghfigg] 866 ਘਘ.
ਘਗ [ghfigi] n dove. ,
ਘਘ [ghfigh] adj dense. “vutha ghugh gIraU
'!" all 5,605 Sikhs were arrested from |2‘" of  August to
17‘h of  November, 1922. See  ਗਰਦਆਰ ਨ: 3.
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q.”— 511' m 5 pepaz. ‘The village is densely
populated’ i.e. residents liVe in full peace and
comfort. 2'n  guttural sound.
ਘਘਚ [ghi’Jghci] See ਘਗਚ.
ਘਘਟ [ghfighat] Sec ਘਗਟ.
ਘਘਟ ਖਲਣ [ghfighat kholhna], ਘਘਟ ਲਹਣ
[ਸਘਫਸਣ lahuna] v abandon modesty. 2 be
shameless. See ਘਘਟ.
ਘਪਲ [ghfighani] n grams boiled in water.
ਘਧਲਆਸਘ [ghfighnIasfgh] When Guru
Gobind Singh camped at village Bhagte
(Faridkot state), a devotee came along with
his  son,  who carried boiled grams on  his  head.
When the Guru enquired about the name of
his son, he replied that as yet no name had
been given to him. The  Guru baptised him and
gave him the name Ghungania Singh.
ਘਘਨ [ghughna] dense. 2 like an owl. “maIa
magan bh-ramat ghughna.”-—saveye sri
mukhvak m 5.
ਘਘਰ [ghfighar] n curl, coil. 2 small bell. “dhun‘é
ghfighrané.”—VN.
ਘਘਰਰ [ghfighrar] See ਘਘਰਲ. 2 adj curly,
coiled, twisted.
ਘਘਰਰ [ghfighrara] adj curly.
ਘਧਤ [ghfighral] an ornament with lots of tiny
bells attached to it.
ਘਘਰਲ [ghoghrala] curly. 2 See ਪਘਰਰ.
ਘਘਰ [ghOghru] small bell. “ghfighru vaje je
manu 1age‘.”—-asa m I .  ‘Only if the mind could
get in unison with the rhythm, as the tiny bell
rings during  a dance.’
ਘਘ [ghughI], ਘਘ [ghughu] See  ਘਘ.
ਘਘ [ghughu] Skt ਘਕ n owl. “ghughu sujh na
sujhai.”—BG. ‘The owl cannot see the sun.’
ਘਘ [ghfighra] See ਘਘਰ. .
ਘਟ [ਸਘ] Skt ਧਫਘ‘ return, murder, stop, protect.
2 n such quantity of water, milk etc. as can be
gulped at a time; a gulp. 3 See ਘਟਣ. “te sakat
nar jam: ghutie.”— gaum 4.
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ਘਟਣ [ghutna] ,  ਘਟਨ [ghutna] v compress ,
press. 2 n knee.
ਘਟਈ [ghutai] n act of grinding. 2 wages for
grinding.
ਘ'ਟ [ghutI] having compressed. “ghutI ghutI
jia khavne.”—-suhi m 1.
ਘਟਨ [ghutunna] n dress to cover the knees;
pyjamas.
ਘਟਅ [ghutua] adv  on the knees. “kanah cale
ghutua ghar  bhitar.”—-I<rIsan.
ਘਟਣ [ghutma] compression. See ਘਟਣ 1.
ਘਟ [ghutti] n a medicine given to the new-
born infant. It is also known as  jamanghutti or
gurhti. “ghutti vatti deI  nIhare.”—BG. It is a
combination of  the following constituents:
myrobalan, cassia aculifolia, holarrhena antidy
senterica, pulp of  cassia fistula, thyme, aniseed
and dried black grapes.
ਘਡ [ghfid] See ਘਗਟ.
ਘਡ [ghfidi] n loop, twist. “ghfidi bIn kIa gathx
caraie?”—g5d kabir. 2 knot or tag of a shirt
etc to hold a button. 3 complication. 4 mis-
understanding.
ਘਣ [ghun], ਘਣ [ghuna] Skt ਬਗ vr move, return.
2 n a worm that infests wood. “q ghun
khadhi laq'i.”— BG.
ਘਣਕਰ ਨਧ [ghunaksar nyay] See ਨਧ.
ਘਥਣ [ghuthna], ਘਥਨ [ghuthna] v miss. go
astray, make a mistake. “khasamahu ghuthia
phIrahI nImania.”—sr1' m I jogi 5dar.
ਘਥ [ghutha] adj gone astray, who has forgotten
his way. “mfidhahu ghutha jaI.”—Var asa m 2.
ਘਦ [ghudda] During his stay, between the
villages of  Kothe and Maluke, a demented
saint, inspite of warning by the guard, tried to
enter the camp of Guru Gobind Singh.
Thereupon the guard thrashed him so badly
that he died. In order to avenge his death, their
superior, Ghudda, came to the Guru at a place
named Bajak, but was pacified by his holy
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presence.  His  accomplices  Sukkhu and
Buddhu served the Guru with devotion and
recited folk songs to him. See  ਬਜਕ.
ਘਨ [ghun] See  ਘਣ.
ਘਨ [ghunna] adj taciturn, one who does not
share his feelings. 2 greedy. This word is
derived from Sanskrit ਘਬਧਗ, which means to
receive.
ਘਪ' [ghup] adj dark, dense.
ਘਮਘ [ghumgha] I sacrifice myself. “ham  nam
VItahu sad ghumgha.”—suhi m 4.
ਘਮਜਣ [ghumjana] v rotate, circumambulate,
sacrifice oneself. “jInI gurmukhI pIara seVIa
tIn kau ghuiaIa.”—-t115g m 4. “hau vari
ghumajfivda.”—sr1‘ m 5 pspa I.
ਘਮਡਣ [ghumadna],  ਘਮਡਨ [8110111361118] v (for
the clouds) to lower.
ਘਮਣ [ghOman] See ਘਮਨ.
ਘਮਣਘਰ [ghfimangher] n vertigo. 2 whirlpool,
vortex. 3 intense whirl of  water generated by
cyclones. It is very difficult for ships to come
out of  it. Sir Napier Shaw attributes it to
enormous amount of highly water-laden hot air
held at some torrid zone, getting more saturated
and hot. The heat thus trapped expands the air
from within. It becomes" rarified and rises above.
Due  to this rise, it becomes  a bit  cold  and lot  of
moisture condenses and takes the form of a
cloud. In the process, much latent heat is
released and the air becomes more ratified. This
creates vacuum at the bottom. In order to fill
this vacuum, air from all around rushes in
violently at a speed of  l 00  to 300 miles per hour.
It is this cyclone that causes whirlpool,
ਘਸਪਰ [ghfimangherxl in the whirlpool.
2 due to vertigo or vortex. See ਘਮਣਘਰ.
ਖਸਣਘਰ [ghfimangheri] See ਘਮਣਘਰ.
ਘਮਣ-ਵਣ [ghfimanvani] n whirlpool. “ghar
ghfimanvani bhai.”—maru m 1. See ਘਮਣਘਰ 2
and 3.
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ਘਮਣ [ghfimna], ਘਮਨ [ghuman] See ਘਮਨ.
ਘਮਨਘਰ [ghumangher] See ਘਮਣਘਰ and ਘਸ'ਘਰ.
ਘਮਰ [ghomar], ਘਮਰ [ghfimar] See ਘਮਰ.
ਘਧਰ [ghfimar-arI] See ਘਮਰਆਚ.
ਘਮਚ [ghumarI] See ਘਮਰ.
ਘਮਰਆਚ' [ghumarlarI], ਘਮਰਅਰ [ghfimrIarI]
adjveniginqus, dizzying. 2 ਘਮਵਰ’? evaporated
water condensed in air due to coldness in
winter, fog.‘  ‘ghfimarIarI SIalibania kejmfi. ”
—c5di. ‘Swords of  warriors are covering the
battle-field as the sky is covered with fog in
winter.’ 5੦8\ c t .
ਘਮਰ [ghumri] n whirlpool, vortex. 2 covered
the sky.‘  ‘sayam ghata ghumri ghanghorke.”
—c5d1' 2 .
ਘਮਰਰ [ghumreril n pottcr’s wife. “dhoban
ghumreri camreri.”—GPS.
ਘਮਵਰਨ [ghumvarna] v offer something
(normally money) by passing it around the
head.
ਘਮ [ghuméi] See ਘਮਉ.
ਘਮਉ [ghumau] Se'e ਘਮਉ'. 2 turn, round.
3 curve, bend.
ਘਮਉ [ghumau] measure of land which is
equivalent to eight kanals. See ਮਣਤ.
ਘਮਉਣ [ghumauna] v rotate. 2 offer something
(normally money) by passing it around the
head. “hau satI  guru VItahu ghumaIa.”— sri m
I jogi 5dar. “satIgur vztahu ghumaia jiu.”
—-majh m 4.
ਘਮਲ [ghumal] weaver’s wood in which he
fixes the ends of threads and prepares the
warp.
ਘਮ [ghumI] advhaving  come back, returned.
“je jana marIjaie  ghumI ਯਰ aie.”—asa farid. “jo
ta maranI mukia tIna na mare ghumI.”-—s
fan'd.
ਘਮਆਰ [ghumIar] See ਕਭਕਰ and ਕਮਅਰ.
ਘਮਸਘ [ghfimm’igh] When Guru Gobind Singh
visited village Kot Bhai (district Ferozepur),
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two  s h o p k e e p e r s ,  Rangi  and  Ghummi,
presented themselves before him. The Guru
baptised and turned them into Singhs.
ਘਮਰ [ghumer], ਘਮਗ [ghumeri] n dizziness,
vertigo.
ਘ'ਮਰ [ghumeru] adj who rotates (things). . 2  n
rotating pin used for converting carded cotton
into thread.
ਘਮਡਚਦ [ghumédcéd] See ਘਮਡਚਦ.
ਘਰ [ghur] n thunder. 2 horse. See  ਘਰਸਰ. 3 Ski
ਧਫ vr cry in fright.
ਘਰਸਰ [ghursar] n horse stable. “ghursarhi
ghor b5dht6.”—car.r tr 145.
ਘਰਕਦ [ghurakna], ਘਰਕਨ [ghurakna] v make
low noise. 2 chide, reprimand. ‘fkop same a
nah  k0 ghurkat atho jam.”—carI tr 4.
ਘਰਕ [ghurki] n reprimand, threat.
ਘਰਣ [ghuma], ਘਰਨ [ghurna] v thunder. “ghuran
ghata atI  kalia.”—var maru 2 m 5. “ghure
nagare.”— cédi 3. 2 n den or hiding place of
wild animals.
ਘਰਰਟ [ghur—rata], ਘਰੜਟ [ghur-rata] n snoring,
sound coming from the throat of  a sleeping
person.
ਘਰ [ghura] n den or hiding place of wild
animals. “ho: satana ghure na mave.”-var
mala m I .
ਘਰੜ [ghurara] Sec  ਘਰਰਟ.
ਘਲਣ [ghulna], ਘਲਨ [ghulna] v wrestle.
2 mix, dissolve. “je kicanI Iakh opav ta kahi ਸਬ
ghulic.”—var ram 2 m 5.  3 be solved.
4 adapt.
ਘਲਵਗ [ghulavego] See ਘ’ਮਨਘਰ.
ਘੜ [ghur] n horse.
ਘੜਸਲ [ghursal] n horse stable.
ਘੜਚੜ [ਫਘਸਧਬਸਬ] n horseman, man on horse.
back.
ਘੜਦੜ [ghurdar] n horse race. 2 a game for
testing the racing strength of  horses.
ਘੜਨਲ [ghumal] horse shoe. 2 See ਘੜਨਲਕ.
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ਘੜਨਲਕ [ghumalIka] n horse-driven cannon.
ਘੜਥਹਲ [ghurbahIl] horse-driven chariot.
ਘੜਵਲ [ghurvall Skt ਘਟਕ ਪ horse keeper;
one who rears horses.
ਘੜਣ [ghurani] a village in district Sunam of
Patiala s ta te .  Here lived Ramraia tithe-
collectors who. maligned the Guru a lot. They
disgraced-(religious singer) Bulaki Singh, a ragi,
and  broke h is  double-s t r inged musical
instrument. Due to this reason Banda Singh
Bahadur conquered this village in Sammat
1767 and punished the tithe-collectors. There
is a gurdwara of  Guru Hargobind in the village.
The Guru bestowed a chola (a long robe) to
Surtia maséd, which is still with his decendants.
Ten bighas o f  land are  assigned to this
gurdwara. A fair is held on the Hola festival.
The village is located to the west of  Doraha
railway station at a distance of  seven miles
from it.
ਘੜਮ [ਫਘਫ'\ ^ ] a vil lage located to the  south-
east of  Patiala, at a distance of twelve kohs.
There lived very arrogant Pathans. Banda
Bahadur  a long  with t h e  Khalsa  a rmy
conquered it in Sammat 1766.

‘ ਘਸ’ [ghus], ਘਸ [ghfis] n bribe.
ਘਕ [ghuk] n deep slumber. “sutta ghuk.”——PPP.
2 Skt owl.
ਘਕਰ [ghukarI] owl’s enemy, the crow.
ਘਗਰ [ghfigar] 866 ਘਘਰ.
ਘਘਟ [ghughat], ਖਘਟ [ghfighatu] veil. “rahu rahu
ri bahuria ghfighatu j In  kadhe.—asa kabir. “jab
naci t ab  g h u g h a t u  kesa?”—wkha m 1 .
“ghughatu khOII cali.”—051<ar.
ਘਘਰ [ghughar], ਘਘਰ [ghfighar] n tiny bell.
“ghughar bfit bajavahI tal.”——prébha a m 5.
“ghfighar bét bhae ramdasa.”—maru m 5.
ਘਟ [ghut], ਘਟ [ghfit] See ਘਟ.
ਘਟਲ [ghutla] gulps, swallows. “than cokhta
makhan ghutla.”-—gad namdev. 866 ਮਖਨ.

ਘਟ [ਸਘਨਗ] gulped. “harIras  ghuta.”—sarm 5.
ਘਟਐ [ghutie] let us gulp i.e. let us drink.
“harIras  ghutie.”——bIIa m 5 partal.
ਘ'ਧ [ghup] 866 ਘਪ. 2 pitch-dark. “tam agIan'
mohat ghup.”—bIIa a m 5. 3 owl.
ਘਮਣ [ghuman] Skt ਧਗ vr revolve, go in rounds.
ਘਮਣਘਰ [ghumangheri] 866 ਘਮਨਪਰ.
ਘਮਣ [ghumna], ਘਮਨ [ghuman] Skt ਘਟਨ n
wander.
ਘਮਗਪਰਯ' [ghumanghIria], ਘਮਨਘਰ [ghumangher],
ਘਮਨਘਰ [ghumanghcrl ], ਘਗ-ਰਘਰ [ ghfimangheri],
ਘਮਨਘਰ [ghumanIgherI] n whirlpool, vortex.
See ਘਮਣਘਰ. “ghumangher agah gakhri gursabdi
par  utrie.”—asa m 5. “ghumangherl  maha a t I
bIkhri.”—ram a m 5. “gharu ghumanIgherI
ghulavego.”-—kan a m 4. 2 vertigo, dizziness.
3 fallacy of ignorance. 4 cycle of  birth and
death, transmigratory cycle.
ਘਮਰ [ghumar], ਘਮਰ [ghumarI] n vertigo;
walking in a ci rc le.  2 a dance wh ich  is
performed in the form of a circle. “harIjas
ghumarI pavahu.”——jetm 4.
ਘਰ [ghur] Skt ਥਦ vr_be violent, torment, get
old. 2 n frowning. ‘
ਘਰਣ [ghuran] Skt ਧਗ vr revolve. 2 warn
through frowning.
ਘਰਣ [ghurana] n frowning. 866‘ਘਰਣ vr.
ਘਰਮ [ghuram] See ਘਰਣ vr. 2 vertigo. 3 dizziness
due  to intoxication.
ਘਰ [ghura] n sweepings, trash. 2 a devout
disciple of  Guru Arjan Dev. “ghtira latkan
janie.”—BG. 3 a subcaste of  Khatris.
ਘਲਨ [ghulan] v dissolve, be mixed, become
indistinguishable. “ghulahI tau man jau avahI
sarna.”—bavan. “tau prasad i  ghul ie .”
ਰਗ chét m 5. “su krIpalu t I su  sadh 55g:
ghule.”——asa m 5.
ਘਉ [gheo] n clarified butter. “dahi vxloi gheu
kadhaIa.”—-BG.
ਘਉਰ [gheur] 866 ਘਵਰ.
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ਘਇਯ [ghea] See ਘੲਅ.
ਘੲ [ghei] a subcaste of Khatris, who were
involved in the trade of  ghee (clarified butter).
2 a trader of  ghee. 3 mixed with ghee.
ਘੲਆ [gheia] n a substance resembling ghee,
prepared by bea t ing  and  mixing such
ingredients as butter, eggs etc. 2 ball of  soft
butter, collected from the top of buttermilk
during the churning of it. “makhni ls gheia tIh
karyo.”—carI tr I32.
ਘਸ [ghes] n feigning ignorance. 2 irritation.
3 gnashing.
ਘਸਲ [ghesla] n heavy club; cudgel. 2 wooden
grinding rod with which  spices etc are pounded.
ਘਖ [ghep], ਘਬ [gheb] territory of F atehjang and
Pindigheb, which  falls in district Campbalpur'.
“dhéni gheb kI pothohar.”—GPS.
ਘਰ [gher] n vertigo. “tin avarat ki cuki gher.”
—ram m 5. ‘Vertigo of  head (soul) caused by
the whirlpool of three attributes has ceased
i.c. nature into which three attributes had gone
having fulfilled its duty has got wary of  the
free-soul.’ 2 enclosure.  3 surroundings,
ambience.
ਘਰਣ [gherna] v surround, encircle.
ਘਰਣ [ghemi] n vertigo. 2 circular instrument
which, when revolved, is used for preparing
thread from cotton. 3 A wheel upon which
criminals were mounted for punishment in
ancient times. See ਚਰਖ.
ਘਰੜ [gherar] a subcastc of Khatris. Bhagwan
Das, who had disgraced Guru Hargobind at
Sri Gobindpur, (Hargobindpur) belonged to the
same subcaste. See ਸਗਬਦਪਚ.
ਘਰ [ghera] n periphery. 2 circumference.
3 besiegement. 4 possession. “mua karat jag
ghera.”——VN.“takes possession of wealth and
land.’
ਘਵਰ [ghevar] Skt ਪਤਭਰ a type of sweetmeat
'Earlicr. it was in Rawalpindi district.
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in which lot of  ghee is used. In shape it
resembles a honeycomb. “ghevar set szta bahu
pae.”—NP.
ਘਕ [gheke] adj having injured. “ghaIn l<e 55g
gheke.”—- krIsan. 2 having killed.
ਘਣ [ghena] v send. 2 injure.
ਘਰ [gher] n presence of lot of dust particles
ovcrcasting the sky. 2 slander, disrepute.
ਘਸ [ghos] Sec ਘਸ ‘ਖ' and ਘਖ.
ਘਸਲ [ghosla], ਘਜ [8116518] n ਘਸ (grass) -
ਅਲਯ (house); nest, where birds lay eggs.
“ghosla me éda  ਹ] Udat akascari.”-BGK.

ਘਖ [ghokh] Skt ਘਸ n roar, high-pitched sound.
“hot ghokh jih  garaj s'uhavat.”—NP. 2 a colony
of milkmen where cows bellow. 3 a subcaste
of  Bengali Kayasths.
ਘਖਣ[8}1੦1<}ਘਕ],ਘਖਨ[811੦1ਵ118ਸ],ਘਖ   }1੦1<}ਪਕ]
Skt ਘਸਣ n loud proclamation. “sxkhfi putréi
ghokhxke.”—var ram 3. Sec 4 below. 2 roar,
high-pitched sound. “ghan ghokhan jyé
ghahIravhige.”—kalki. 3 read aloud. “ghokhe
sastra bcd sabh.”——bavan. “ghokhe muaan
SImartI  purana.”-dhana m 5. “care 1<6€1ਕ
ghokha.”—dhana m 5. 4 in Pothohar, ghokhan
stands for intense deliberation.
ਘਖ [8}1੦1<}18] See ਘਖਣ.
ਘਖ [ghokhI] having proclaimed. “bed pukarah:
ghokhI.”—dhana m 5. See ਘਖਣ.
ਘਖ [ghokhe] Sec ਘਖਣ.
ਘਗੜ [ਫਘਫਗ] n a scavanging bird which
resembles a vulture. See ਕਲਮਰਗ. 2 one who
eats inedible things. 3 stupid.
ਘਗ [ghoga] snail Skt ਕ'ਬਕ 2 a maséd of Nanhcri
village (Patiala state) who was imprudent to
Guru Teg Bahadur. His offence was condoned
by Guru Gobind Singh and he took the Guru to
his house as when he was returning from Patna
to Anandpur. See ਨਹੜ.
ਘਘਰ [ghoghra] n an air-filled leather sac which
flozits in water. People also tie themselves to
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such sacs while  jumping from high places to
escape from being injured. “bfidh ghoghre
pavan lakh kudat  bhayo  banay.”—carI tr 72.
ਘਘੜ [ghoghar] See ਘਗਡ.
ਘਘ [ghogha] See ਘਗ.
ਘਟ [ghot] n attraction, pull. 2 compression,
pressure. 3 See ਘਟਣ. 4 Skt horse.
ਘਟਕ [ghotak] adj one that grinds. 2 Skt n horse.
ਘਟਣ [ghotna], ਘਟਣ [ghotanu] v grind. Sec ਘਟ
vr. 2 See ਘਸਲ 2 and ਘਟਨ 2.

‘ ਘਟਨ [ghotna] See  ਘਟਣ and ਘਟ vr. 2 short ‘
wooden club  used for grinding. “bhfig-ghotna
hath sébhara.”—car1tr 380.
ਘਟ [ghota] n grinder. 2 process of grinding. .
ਘਟਮ [ghotIm]  due  to grinding. “ghotIm  kalri
masu.”— suhi m I .  `
ਘਧ [ghop] n straight sword concealed in a stick.
sword stick. 2 annihilation; murder. “jIne satru
ghopé.”-VN.
ਘਪ [ghopa] n supportless tent. 2 suffocating
place.
ਘਰ [ghor] 11 horse. “mrIg pakre b I n  ghor
hathiar.”—— b11erm 5. “ghor  bIna  kese asvar?”
—g5d kabir. 2 Skt adj dark, dense. 3 horrible,
frightening. “gur bInu ghor 5dhar.”— var asa
m 2. 4 cruel, pitilcss. 5 n thunder. “catrak mor
bolat d I n  ra ti sun: ghanhar  ki ghor  .”-—mala m
4 peg-ta]. 6 sound, echo. “tar  ghor baji'tr
tahI.”-varma]a m I . 7 See ਘਲਨ. “mrIgmad
gulab karpur ghor.”-—kalki. “halahal ghorat
h'é.”—ramav.
ਘਰਨ [ghorani] n cavalry.—sanama.
ਘਰ [ghora] See  ਘਰ 1. “caréi ghoran ghayalke.”
~krIsan. “ghore carI bhes caravan jai.”-—asa
kabir. See ਪਹਲ ਪਤ. 2 See ਘਰ 5. “dhunI vaje
anhad ghora.”—ram m I .  3 Skt pitch-dark
night.
ਘਰਤਕ ਧਨਨ [ghoré’ntak 'dhunIni] a gun, which
produces noise like the roar of a lion, the
destroyer of  a horse.—sanama.
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ਘਰ [ghori] n mare. 2 See ਅਘਰ.
ਘਚਧਰ [ghor5dhar] pitch-dark. “guru bInu
ghorédhar.”—prabha a m 3. 2 pitch-dark,
suggestive of  ignorance.
ਘਲ [ghol] Scc ਘਲਣ. 2 Skt n half-churned
yoghurt. 3 sour buttermilk.
ਘਲਪਤਣ [gholghattna], ਘਲਘਮਉਣ
[gholghumauna] v be sacrificed. It is
customary for water to be taken round the
head o f  the  beloved  and then  drunk, implying
that all his sufferings and misfortunes dissolve
in that water and the  drinker  accepts them and
wishes his well-being. “hau gholi jiu
ghollghumai  t I su  soce gurdarbare  jiU.”—majh
m 5. “hau t I su  ghol ghumaIa gurmatI I‘IdE
garib’i ave.”—BG.
ਘਲਣ [gholna], ਘਲਨ [gholna] v dissolve
something in water  or  some other liquid. “gholi
geru régu caraIa.”——maru a m I .
ਘਲ [gholx] adv having dissolved, having
mixed. “gholx maha rasu 5mritu t Ih pia.”
-bavan. ‘
ਘਲਅ [ gholia] got sacrificed. “tIn  ਸਬ}… sadu
ghumI gholia.”—var gau I m 4. See ਘਲਘਤਣ.
ਘੜੜ [ghor—ra] n horse. “carke ghor-re kfide
pakarahI.”—gau var 2 m 5. Sec ਕਦ.
ਘੜ [ghora] Skt horse. “ghora kito sahaj da.’_’
—var ram 3.
In Rajputana names of  horses are assigned
according to their colours:
White —— karak
Whitish yellow —1<h6ga
Yellow  - harIy
Milky —-—serah
Black — khfigah
Red — kIyah
White having black calves — ugah
Spotted —- halah
yellowish black -—trIyuh
yellow having black knees — kulah
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yellow with a reddish tinge —ul<nah
blue — nilak
pink—revét
yellow with greenish tinge — halak
one having white  chest ,  hoofs, mouth,  mane

and tail — astmégal
one having  whitetail,  chest, head and both the

sides '- pécbhadr.
—d.fgal kos

ਘਡ [ghori] n mare 2 a wooden stand on which
clothes are dried. 3 tripod on which a saddle
etc is placed. 4 song  sung  by women praising
the groom and his family. Sec ਘੜਆ. 5 song
sung at the time of  the groom’s ceremonial
mounting the horse. 6 bridge over which the
strings of a SIréda sitar etc are stretched.
7 machine for making savifi (noodle-like pasta
for sweet dish).
ਘੜਆ [ghorial On the occasion of  a marriage,-
afier  providing housing to  the members of  the
marriage party and before the marriage
ceremony, the groom mounted on a mare
pfoceeds to the bride’s home. This ceremony
is called ghori'. Songs sung on that occasion
are called ghorifi. In order to do away with
the evil practice of  singing indecent songs, Guru
Ram Das authored a sacred hymn in Rag Vad-
hans under  the heading  ghorifi  which  underlies
the sermon of  attaining bliss both in this world
and the next. “deh tcjanI ji ram Upaia.” etc.
ਘੜਵਹ [ghorevaha] a village in tehsil and
district Gurdaspur. There is a gurdwara of  Guru
Hargobind in the village.
ਘਘਰਨ [ghéghoma], ਘਘ'ਲਨ [811ਹ81101n ] v mix
something into  water by  stirring. 2 make water
dirty by shaking it. 3 rinse a garment into water
in order to  remove its dirt.

'At some places. ceremony of ghori is also held at the

time o f  departure o f  marriage-party from t h e

bridcgroom’s house.
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ਘਟ [ghét] Skt ਥਧਫ vr speak, shine. 2 See ਘਟਕ.
ਘਟਕ [ghétak] gong, bell. See ਘਟਕ. “ghétak jyé
- sunk: bar bani .  rahe thadh  t g  mIrgahI

samani.”—N1’. Sec ਘਟਕਹਰ.
ਘਟਕਹਰ [811ਹਫ1<-1191‘ਹ[] n hunter’s bell; the bell
a hunter carries with himself. “chalbe kahu
gh‘étak-herx bajayo.”—1<rIsan. ‘A hunter hiding
himself  in the forest rings a bell. In order to
find out from where the sound comes, the deer
is drawn towards it.’
ਘਟਕ [ghétaka] See ਗ.
ਘਟ [8115ਠ‘ਹ] Skt n bronze bell moulded in the
shape of  an upside down tumbler. It is struck
with a hammer from within or  without. Small
bel ls  have been in vogue  s ince  t ime
immemorial. They were discovered in ancient
Egyptian tombs and in the ruins of  Nineveh.
In Rome, the time o f  the royal bath was
announced with the stroke of  a bell. Since long,
ringing of  bells has been prevalent in temples
in India where the biggest bell was installed at
Somnath temple. It was broken into pieces by
Mahmood  Ghaznavi and its golden chain was
plundered.

As of  now, the biggest of  all the bells is in
Moscow (Russia). It weighs 198 tons. It was
cast in 1733 AD. There is also another bell in
this city which weighs 128 «'…8. There are
heavy and huge bells in Burma, Peking (China),
Cologne (Germany), Vienna and Paris. In
England, the largest of all the bells weighs 16
tons, which is installed in the cathedral of  St.
Paul. “ghéta jaka sunie cahu kfit.”— asa m 5.

i.e., ‘thc celestial sound.’ 2 unit of time spanning
two and a half gharis, equalling an hour. See
ਕਲਪਮਣ. 3 clock. See ਘੜ ਨ: 3.
ਘਟਹਡ [811ਹਨ81੧9ਤ8] See ਘਟਕਹਚ.
ਘਟਕਰਣ [ghétakaren] n son of Mangal, who
was born to Medha. He was an attendant deity
of Shiv. On account of  a curse, he was born
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as a man. He was a great scholar of Ujjaini
Nagri. 2 according to Harivansh, a demon who
was a devotee of Shiv. In order to avoid hearing
the name of  Vishnu, he hung bells from both
his ears. 3 according to Saravloh, a soldier of
Brijnad (Viraynad), the demon. “ghéta karan
bhat.”—saloh.
ਘਟਕ [ghétzkl See ਘੜਆਲ,
ਘਟਕ [gh‘étIka] Skt ਧਧਣਕ n bell. 2 gullet,
throat.
ਘਟ [ghéti] See ਘਟਕ 1.
ਘਡ [ghéd] n big bell, gong. 2 trachea. See ਘਟਕ
2. 3 Skt ਧਧਛ large black bee. 4 wretch, vile.
“jhakh maranI sabh nidak ghéda ram.”—brha
ché‘t m 4 .  5 mischievous. 6 a subcaste of

‘ Bahujai Khatris.
ਘਡ ਵਜਣ [ghéd vajjna] a typical sound that
breathing produces due  to the  entrapped
tracheal muscus. ‘
ਘਡ [ghéda] See ਘਡ 4. 2 bell. “khé’dahera
mIrag  jIU.”—BG. ‘as the sound of a hunter’s
bell stops the deer  from running.’
ਘਡਹੜ [ghéqlahara] See ਘਟਕਹਰ and ਘਡ 2.
ਘਡ [ghz‘adi] See ਘਟਕ 2.
ਘ [ghna] Skt adj when suffixed to a word, it
means destroyer as ਕਤਘ (ungrateful), ਗਘ
(Slaughterer of  cows).
ਘ" [ghra] Sk't vr smell, kiss. .
ਘ'ਧਉ [ghrau] n smell, odour. Skt ਘਯ. See uf'vr.

“];… UdIan kusam parphUIIt kIne n9 gharau
la.”—gau kabir.
ਪਣ [ghran] Skt n organ of  smell; nose. “ghran
VIlocan pSCh'é cir.”—GPS. 2 adj smelled.

*
6

.
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ਘ'ਤ [ghrat] Skt adj smelled.
ਘ'ਮ [ghram] Skt ਕ'ਯ n heat. 2 sunshine.
3 summer. 4 sweat, perspiration. “n3 ghram
he na gham  he.”—-aka1.
ਪ [ghrI] Skt ਸ vr wet, shine, drip.
ਪਸ [ghrIs] Skt ਬਧ vr pulverize, pound, grind.
ਪਣ [ghrm] Skt ਸਧ vr shine, hate.
ਪਣ [ghrxna] Skt n hatred. 2 condemnation.
3 compassion. “tajI tat ghrIna ban bic
nIkare.”—ramav.
ਕ [ghrIt] Skt n clarified butter. “kagadu lunu
rahe ghrIt  sége.”—ram m 1. 2 per etymology,
water is also called ghrIt. 3 adj sprayed,
sprinkled. 4 oiled, lubricated, buttered.
Sshining.
ਪਤਚ [ghrItci], ਪਤਚ [ghrItaci] Skt ਚਗਥ per
books like Mahabharat etc, an extremely
beautiful fairy, whose sight led Vyas to discharge
his semen. As a result of  that, Shukdev was
born. Parmiti, son of  sage Chyavan, produced
a son named Ruru from her  womb. Kushnabh,
king of  Kanauj, begot one hundred daughters
from Ghritachi. See ਕਨਜ. Bharadwaj was
charmed by her, leading to the discharge of  his
semen. The discharged semen was kept in a
boat-shaped wooden c u p  and from that
Dronacharya was born. “brxkhbhanusuta ki
barabar muratI syam kahe so  nahi ghrItci he.”
—krIsan. “sidhusuta ru ghrItaci trIya.”
—krIsan. daughters of  the sea, Lachhami and
Ghritachi. 2 ladle for pouring clarified butter
during a fire ritual. 3 per etymology, it also
means night. 4 night, bedewed and calm.



ਙ [959a] tenth character of Punjabi script. It is
of articulated from the throat and the nose.
2 Ski sexual desire, carnal desire. 3 words
that are felt. 4 deity Bhairav.
ਕ [ਸਰਸਕ] the character ਙ. 2 pronounciation of
ਙ. See ਬਬ.
ਙਣ [931)] See ਙਣਨ.
ਙਣਡ [ਧਹਘ],ਙਣਨ [gamma] n counting, enumeration,
calculation. “ganti gani nahi kou chute.”
-bavan.
ਙਣ [ਸਰਸ] having counted. “gani ghale sabh
dIvas sas.”—bavan.
ਙਣ [ਸਗਪ] counted. 2 with counting. See ਙਣਤ.
ਙਰਸ [garas] See ਡਸ. .
ਬਆਤ [gIata] adj learned, erudite. “gaga

khatsastr ho: gIata.”—bavan.
ਬਆਨ [gIan] n knowledge. “anIk bhekh aru
gIan tan.”-—bavan.
ਯਜਨ [gIani] adj scholar, sage. “bhagat gIan 
SOI.”-—bavan.
ਗਢ'ਨ [gIanu] See ਬਆਨ.
ਨ [go] Skt vr produce a sound.
ਬਬ [959a] character ਙ. See ਙਡ. “959a glanu
nahi mukhbatau.”——ba van.
ਸਸ [gras] n morsel. 2 swallow. “959a grass
kal tIh.”—bavan.
ਬਹਲ [nhal] adj who enjoys; who uses. See
ਙ 2. “grlastva nhalé.”—gyan. ‘You enjoy
through the character  ਙ.’ 2 Scholars interpret
this word to  mean a family man.



ਚ [cacca] eleventh character of Punjabi script. Its
articulation is made from the palate. 2 sufof.
“sifghac bhojan jo nar jane.”—asa namdev. 3 Skt
part again, and 4 faith, belief. 5 comparable.
6 n sun. 7 moon. 8 tortoise. 9 thief. 10 rascal,
evil person. 11 Shiv. 12 in Punjabi, short for VICC
as in: “there dInfic Ih  kém ho jauga.”—prov.
ਚਉ [can] infinitive of cavanu; say, state. See ਚਵਣ.
“tfi  can sajan med:a.”—var mam 2 m 5. 2 See
ਚਊ. 3 four. “sekha, (:30 when can vaIa.”—var
sor m 3. See ਚਉਚਕਅ and ਚਉਵਇਆ. 4 trust,
belief. “lakhyo aj kas he can badhyo.”-—NP.
ਚਉਸਠ [causath] See ਚਉਸਨ.
ਚਉਸਠ ਕਲ [(:ਬਧਙਰਸ kala]  See ਕਲ.
ਚਉਸਠਚਰ [causath car] sixty-eight. “bhare  jogni
patr causath caré.”—-c5d1' 2.  See  ਯ'ਗਨ.
ਚਉਸਨ '[cabsathI] Skt ਜਰਜਢ sixty-four.
ਚਉਸਠਘਰ [causathI ghari], ਚਉਸਠਘੜ [causathI
ghari] day and night, nowadays; a day and night
consist of 60 gharis and each ghari is of 24
minutes but in earlier times a ghari was said to
be of  twenty two and a half minutes. Hence
64,gha,ris used to comprise a day and night.
“ath jamI causathI ghari ਪਰ nIrkhat rahe
jiu.”—s kabir.
ਚਉਸਰ [causar], ਚਉਸਰ [causar] Skt ਜਰਸਇ n a
game of  four flanks; a game of  dice. 2 a game
of four counters. See ਚਉਪੜ and ਪਕ ਸਰ.
ਚਉਸ [causi] n a type of indigenous cloth with
four hundred cords (threads) in its warp.
ਚਉਹਟ [cauhata] n a bazaar with shops on all
the four sides; a crossing. 2 a bazaar with four
flanks on a crossing.

ਚਉਹਠ [ਧਰਘਰਸ] See ਚਉਸਠ.
ਚਉਹਣ [cauhan], ਚਉਹਨ [cauhan] See ਚਹਨ.
ਚਉਕ [cauk] See  ਚਕ. 2 an ornament for women
to wear on their heads.
ਚਉਕਸ [caukas] See ਚਕਸ.
ਚਉਕਸੲ [cauksai], ਚਉਕਸ [cauksi] See ਚਕਸਈ
and ਚਕਸ.
ਚਉਕਰ [caukri] n a group of four persons or
things. “jugan l<i caukri phIraei phIrat hs.”
—aka1. 2 See  ਚਉਕੜ.
ਚਉਕੜ [canker] n a group of four cowries.
2 See ਚਉਕੜਖਰਚਣ. 3 cord made of four threads.
ਚਉਕੜ ਖਰਚਣ [canker kharacna] v spend four
cowries; a wedding ceremony of  giving gifts
by bridegroom’s side to  the menials at bride’s
house. It is a gesture of  humility conveying
that a paltry sum is spent on  the wedding. ‘.‘cal
kar caukar kharcan karie.”—NP.
ਚਉਕਡ [caukarI] with four cowries. “canker:
mulI  anaIa.”—varasa. ‘bought a sacred thread
for four cowries.’ See ਚਉਕੜ. -
ਚਉਕੜ [caukri] n quadrangular platform.
2 a group of  four. 3 a group of  four persons
Le. a gang. “dusatcaukri sada kur kamavahI.”
-sorm 3. 4 a group of  four horses for driving
a carriage. 5 a group of  all the four aeons.
Sec ਯਗ. 6 a leap with all the four legs in the
air; well known is the leap of a deer. 7 posture
of  sittin g cross-legged.
ਹਉਕ [cauka] n quadrangular courtyard or a
stone o f  similar shape. 2 a group of four.
3 something indicative of  four. 4 a quadrangular
enclosure of a kitchen. “gobaru jutha cauka
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}'ਪਯ.”-}، 85ਗ kabir. 5 plastering done on the
kitchen floor.  “d  eke cauka kadhi kar."—varasa.
6 animal with four developed teeth. 7 two teeth
in the upper and two in the lower jaw. “cxbuk
caru VIstrIt  kachu coka camkavs.”-.GPS.
ਚਉਕ [cauki] n seat with four legs. 2 a group
of four watchmen. “cauki caugIrad hamare.”
—-sor m 5 .  3 a group o f  four  devotional
musicians. “gavat cauki sabad prakas.”—-GPS.
Sce ਚਰ ਚਕਆ. 4 a group of worshippers who
sing devotional songs while  circmnbulating.
ਚਉਥ [cauke] in the kitchen. “bahI  cauke paIa.”
--varasa. ‘put on the sacred thread while sitting
in the kitchen.’
ਚਉਬਨ [੦801<11ਟ11] four parts. “hau tIsu  VItahu
caukhénie.”-—sn‘ m 4. meanifig: ‘1 sacrifice
myself’. 2 four directions. ‘ékormara caukhénie
k0: ਸਹ beli.”—BG. ‘all the relatives.’ 3 a blow
with a sword. Sec ਚਚਗ 3.
ਚਉਬਨਐ [੮301<11ਰਸੲ] See ਚਉਖਨ.
ਚਉਖਨਐ ਵਞਣ [caukhé‘mie vépna] v be cut into
four parts, i.e. be sacrificed. 2 move all around,
i.e. be devoted.
ਚਉਗਣ [caugan], ਚਉਗਨ [caugan] See ਚਉਗਣ.
ਚਉਗਨ [caugan] See ਚਗਨ.
ਚਉਗਰਦ [caugxrad] adv on all the four sides,
all around. “cauki caugI rad hamare."—sorm 5.
“caugIrad hamare ramkar.”—bIIa m 5. 2 n a
mountain surrounding the earth and its seven
seas. See ਲਕਲਕ.
ਚਉਗਰਦ’ [caugIrdG] from all sides. “dhae
rakhas rohle caugIrdé  bhare.”—-c5di 3.
ਚਓਗਣ [caugun], ਚਉਗਨ [caugun] Ski ਚਤਗਣ adj
four-fold, four-sided. _
ਚਉਘਰ [caughar], ਚਉਘੜ [ਧਧਫਯਨ] Sec ਚਉਝੜ.
“cuhar caughar lakhnau.”—BG.
ਚਉਚਕਆ [caucakIa] incited by four persons,
i.e., provoked by four scoundrels. “sekha!
caucakIa.”——var 501' m 3. ^
ਚਉਝੜ [caujhar] a Khatri subcaste from amongst
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Bunjahian. mentioned as caughar by some
scholars. “c‘édu cauihar sev kamai.”~—-BG. See ਚਉਘੜ.
ਚਉਣ [ਧਘਹ] n a group of quadrupcds; a herd
of  grazing animals. “caune surna paie cunI
CUIJI khave ghasu.”—var majh m I . 2 adj four-
fold, four times.
ਚਉਣ [cauni] four-fold. See ਰਣ.
ਚਉਡਰ [cautra], ਚਉਤ [cauta] P ,},ਨ n platform,
Ski ਚਤਰ platform. 2 court of  a kotwal. “sah
caulre jaI jatai.”—car.rtr 61. “jhagra karde  cauts
aya.”——BG.
ਚਉਤਰ [cautar] Sec  ਚਰ ਤਲ.
ਚਉਤਰ [cautara] n song from a four-stringed
instrument or mrIdég. 2 rabab, which has four
strings or any other four-stringed musical
instrument. 3 cloth which has four-ply thread
in its weft.
ਚਉਤ [cauti], ਚਉਤਸ [cautis] Skt ਚਤਸਡਸਤ thirty-
four.
ਚਉਤਸ ਅਖਰ [cautis akhar], ਚਉਤਸ ਅਛਰ [cautis
achar] Originally Sanskrit had the following 34
letters.
ਗਫਚ,ਗਫਕਧਥਛ,ਢਚਯਵਕ, ਣਠਛਛਗ,
ਰਧਥਥਜਗਧਝਥਢਜਜਧਣਗਥਚਡਜਞ
remaining letters are their combinations, as  ਬਚ
is a combination ਹਕ and ਸ, ਕ ਗਜ and ਞ, ਕ of
ਤ and ਰ etc. The same ਸ has three forms'.

'Numcrous  scholars are  of  the view that characters which
do not initiate any word are not counted amongst

characters. Such characters as are combinations of  two
characters are not independent letters. Accordingly there
are only  the following thirty four characters: 31 ਫ ਰ ਨ. ਥਣ

ਹਥਧਧ,ਹਟਨਯਰ,ਟਠਤਛ.ਰਧਟਬਰ,ਧਸਥਧਧ,ਧਦਲਕ
91 ਯ ਜ ਫ. ਕਠ is used for ਲ. and ਲ docs not initiate any
word. ਤ- ਗ ਘ do not initiate any word cithcr. ਹ is a
combination ਧਅ and ਇ. ਪ is a combination 0[`ਅ and
ਏ. ਗ is a combination ਗਅ and ਉ, ਕ is a combination of
ਅ and ਓ. ਬਜ is a combination of?! and  ਸ. ਡ is a combination
(ਮਜ and ਞ. ਕ is a combination ਹਤ and ਹ. 1n Vcds the '

lcttcr an is not used in conventional words.



ਚਉਤਹ
“nana khIan puran bed b I t  cautis akhar
(achar) mahi.”——sor and  maru  raVIdas.
ਚਉਤਹ [cautih] See ਚਉਤ.
ਚਉਤਕ [cautuka] n a composition Containing
four lines; a passage having a division after
every four lines.
ਚਉਥ [cauth] ਰਉ/ਪਚਤ'ਥ n fourth day of the bright
and dark side of the moon. “cauthahI cécal
man kau gahahu.”—gau thIti kabir.
ਚਉਥੜ [cauthra], ਚਉਬਡ [cauthri], ਚਉਥ [cautha]
adj fourth. “tregun maIamohU he gurmukhI
cauthapad paI.”——sr1' m 3. “harI cauthri lav
man: sahaju bhaIa.”—suhi chét 111 4.
ਚਉਥਪਦ [cauthapad] n state of knowledge
beyond that of the worldly and bodily comforts;
enlightened state. “cauthe pad kau jo naru cine.”
—1<eda ਰਸ!“-
ਚਉ'ਥ'ਫਰਪਧਗ] fourth declension. See ਚਉਥ.
“cauthI Upae care beda.”~-bIIa thIti m I .
ਚਉਥ [cauthi] feminine  of  cautha. “cauthi  niatI
raSI kar.”—-var majh m I .
ਚਉਦਸ [caudas] n ਚਤਦਸ fourteen.
ਚਉਦਸ [caudaSI] Skt ਚਤਦਸ n fourteenth day
of  the moon’s bright and dark sides. “caudasx
caudah lok  majharI  .”-8੪0 thIti kabir.
ਚਉਦਹ [caudah] fourteen. “caudah bhavan tere
hatnale.”—maru 501119 111 3.
ਚਉਦਹ ਰਤਨ [caudah ratan] according to Purans,
the ocean was churned and fourteen precious
objects were obtained. See  ਰਤਨ. “caudah ratan
nIkalIanu.”—var ram 3.
ਚਉਦਹ ਲਕ [caudah lok] Sec  ਚਦ ਲਕ.
ਚਉਦਹਵਦਜ [caudah VIdya] knowledge of  four
Veds, s i x  vedfig, nyay, mimfisa,  Purans and
dharamsastra. See ਵਸਨ ਪਰਣ ਅਸ 3 a 6.
According to Bhai Mani Singh these fourteen
scriptures are:
“sri  akkhar jaltaran cak I t sa  3r r a sa In ,
jotak jo t I  prabin rag  kha t  r aganI  g a I n ,
kok-kala vyakaran :)1‘ bajé tr  ba ja In ,
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_ turahI tor net a t t  ੨1- sar dhanukh ca laIn ,
gyan karan ;) caturi e t  nam VIdya vare,
eh  caturdas jagat me  catur samajh man me  dhare.”

—JSBM.
See ਅਠਰਹ ਵਦਸ and ਵਦਸ.
ਚਉਦਹ [caudahx] See ਚਉਦਹ. 2 fourteenth day
of the lunar month. “caudahI carI k6: prabh
apI.”—gau 111-“1111 5.
ਚਉਦਣਚਕ [caudnocak] fourteen spheres, fourteen
worlds .  “coccak caudnocaké.”—~ramav.
‘Four tccn  wo r l d s  were  taken aback.’
2 beings o f t h e  fourteenth sphere.
ਚਉਦ [caudal states, speaks. Sec ਚਉ and ਚਵਣ.
“jo gurbani mukhI cauda jiu.”——majh m 4.
2 See ਚਉਦਹ.
ਚਉਦ [caudfi] Sec ਚਉਦਹ.
ਚੳਦਆ LcaudIa] adv  uttering. “as  puri harI
caudIa.”—suhi chét 111 4 .  See  ਚਵਣ.
ਚਉਦ [caudo] adj worth stating. “caudo mukhI
alaI.”—var maru 2 m 5. 2 says, utters.
ਚਉਧ [cafidh], ਚਉਧਨ [caodhna] Sec ਚ'ਧ and ਚਧਨ.
ਚਉਧਰ [caudhri] n bearer of  a ploughpin; a
ploughman. 2 ਲ/ਨਛਜਰਬਹਧ headman among four.
“caudhri rau sad_ai£.”—sri a 111 1.
ਚਉਧਤ [cafit t] See ਰਧਤ.
ਚਉਧ [caup] See ਚਪ.
ਚਉਪੲ [caupai] See ਚਧਈ,
ਚਉਪਦ [caupada] Skt n quartet, quatrain; a piece
of  poetry having four stanzas. See under ਰਗ
ਗਜਰ. “kIrIa car karahI khat karma.”-a hymn
by Guru Arjan Dev. 2 See ਚਪਦ 2.
ਚਉਧਦ ਦਪਦ [caupada dupada] a poetic
composition having four stanzas of  two lines
each i.c. four couplets.
ਚਉਪਰ [caupar], ਚਉਪੜ [camper], ਚਉਪੜ [cauparI]
Skt ਢਰਧਟ dice cloth with four flanks and the
game which  is played upon it. “haume cauparI
khelna jhuthe ahékara.”—asa a m 1. “karam
dharam tum cauparI sajahu satu karahu tum
sari.”——bas§t m 5. See ਚਉ’ਸਰ and ਪਕ ਸਰ.



ਚਉਪੲ

ਚਉਪੲ [caupai] See ਚਪਈ. 2 cot. 3 adj having
four feet. “khat magau caupai.”—-sor kabir. ‘a
plank sans legs.’
ਚਉ'ਬਰ [caubara] n house on the upper storey
having doors on all the four sides. “car: kfit
caubara.”—sor m 1 .
ਚਉ'ਬਰ [caubare] plural of caubara. “se asthal
so:ncaubare.”~—majh m 5. upper story made
of gold. 2 adv  all around. “pavan kotI caubare
phIrahI.”—-bh£r a kabir. 3 in the upper storey.
ਚਉਬਸ [caubis], ਚਉਥਹ [caubih] Sce ਚਬਸ.
ਚਉਥ-ਲ [caubola] a metre, characterised by four
lines, each having ] 5  matras ending with laghu
guru. It is a form of caupai (a metre or verse
of four lines). Sec ਚਪਈ 3. 2 any form with
different rhyme schemes. This name is due  to
its four separate alliterations. For this very
reason a saveya is called caobola in Ramavtar,
as for example:
sri raghuraj sarasan Is:

us than ghani ran  ban  prahare,
biran mar  dusar  gae  581-
, 5bar te barse  janu ore,

bajI gaji rath saj  gIre dhar
pattI anek su  kan ganave,

phagun pan  pracéd bahe
banpatrIn  ke  menu patr  udane.

3 In music, caturfig is alSo called caubola. Any
system having a melody of  an ordinary song,
gargam, tarana and mrIdég is caturég. See the
following caturfig' ofvrfdabani sarégzz-
“caturég gunian mIII gaze  bojaie rIjhaie.

'}! is an aamv sarav rag. rIsabh is vadi (primary) and
pacom is sévadi (secondary). It is sung from the third
watch of  the day.

ascending sa ਸਹ ma pa no so
descending - so no dha  pa ma ra $3

2 ‘ b o l ’  (words or  phrases) of  caturég (musical features o f  a
composition) are set-by singers in consonance with the

rhythm. Rules of  prosody are often ignored.

‘ | |4 |
mm

gunian ke age  1: k0 si’apuran kar dIkhaie.
nasaramaramapadha,  pamaramarasanasa.
d I r  d I r  ta na  na  d I r  ta  na, na ta re na tom tana.
t r  t r  dhum k I t  takran t a ,  takran dha
dhum  k I t  takran dhafiha.
4 Any metre in which four languages are used

, is also called caubola In the following example
Vrij, Multani, Dingal and Hindi‘have been used:
gaje mahfi sur  ghfimi  r3135 hur "'

bhrami nabhé pur  bekhé anupé,
vale vali sfiijivijugéi ta'i'

tide  gholi jai’alavi ta ese,
lagé lar thane baro  raj mhane

kahc") or  kfine  hathi chad thesa,
baro  an  moko bhajé aj  toko

calo dcvloko tajo beg 151<ਕ .—rama v.
5 a metre, whose fourth line starts as a
vocative is also a caubola. See ਅਤਲ 5. 6 a
sacred hymn of Guru Granth Sahib which
refers to the four3 devotees, even though its
stanza is a couplet: ‘
musan  maskar  prem ki rahi ju 5barI chaI,
bidhe  bédhe  kamal mahI bhavar rahe lap  taI.

—-cau m 5.
7 Some scholars are of  the Opinion that tatétak
metre is in fact a caubola. See ਤਟਕ.
8 Numerous poets hold  that the  caubola metre
consists of  two lines, with each line having
thirty matras. The first pause is at the 16th,
second at  the succeeding 14‘“ matra, end being
laghu guru.

Example:
sastra sajaI dhyay jagdisvar,

survirta CI t t  dharo, ‘
alas kaIrta k5jusi,

kadi na I n  ka s‘ég karo.
ਚਉਮਖ [caumukh] n one having four faces, Brahma.
2 adj (an earthern lamp) having four wicks.
“caumukh diva jotI duar.”—ram beni. ‘self-

’sfiman. musan. jamal, potfig.



ਚਉਰ

enlightenment that illuminates all the four sides.”
ਚਉਚ' [caur] See ਚਮਰ. 866 ਚਉਰਵ'ਲ. 2 direction.
“sabhnz‘a cauréi VIkhe asan thape.”—mago.
ਚਉਰਤਲ [caurdhul] n waving of  a fly whisk.
“caurdhul ja‘ice he pavanu.”—mala namdev.
ਚਉਰਸ [caurasi], ਚਉਰਸਹ [caurasih] Skt ਚਤਰਸਤ
n eighty—four. 2 transmigration.
ਚਉਰਸਹ ਸਧ [caurasih sxdh] 866 ਚਰਸ ਸਧ.
“SIdh caurasih maIa mahI khela.”—bh£r
kabir. ‘
ਚਉਰਸਹ ਨਰਕ [caurasih narak] eighty-four lac
births, which  comprise a terrible hell. “caurasih
narak sakat bhogaie.”—maru soIhe m I .  866
ਨਰਕ.

ਚਉਰਸਹ ਲਖ ਜਨ [caurasih lakh jonI] 866 ਚਰਸ
.ਲ-ਖਯਨ.

ਚਉਰਹ [cauraha] n a place where four paths
converge; a crossing.-
ਚਉਰਨਵ [cauranve] ninety-four.
ਚਉਵਇਆ [cauvaIa] adj who has no wisdom
of  his own but echoes what the other four say.
“sekha! caucakIa cauvaIa!”-var  sor m 3.
2 adv  all around. “paun phIre cauvaIa.”—BG.
ਚਉਵਹ [cauvih] 866 ਚਥਸ.
ਚਉੜ [caur] n affection. 2 game, longing. See
ਜਡ vr. 3 bare ground. 4 866 ਚੜ 2. 5 devastation,
destruction. “us me can: kar dItti.”——prov.
ਚਉੜਚਪਟ [caurcapau] utter ruination, complete
devastation.
ਚਉਕ [cam—I] adv  on the bare ground. “re nar,
nav ਪਘ]: kat bori?”~gau kabir.
ਚਉੜ [caum] adjdevastating; who turns verdurc
into wilderness. 2 spoilt. 3 mischievous.
ਚਉ [can] 11 ploughpin.
ਚਊਣ [caun], ਚਊਣ [cauna], ਚਉਣ [canni], ਚਊਨ
[caun], ਚਊਨ [cauna], ਚਊਨ [cauni] adj four-
fold, four times. “ d u n  cauni de  vadIai.”
—sorm 5. “(1111 pratI dun  caun VIsala.”—NP.
ਰਈਆ [caia] n eagerness, ardour. 2 wish, desire.
“prabhu  dekhan k0 bahut manI caIa.f’¥bIIa a
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m 4. 3 See ਚ'ਯ. 4 adj eager, enthusiastic.
ਚਸ [cos] Skt ਥਬ vr kill, torment, eat.
ਚਸਕ [casak] n pang, ache, shooting pain. 2 Skt
ਚਮਕ inebriant. 3 honey.
ਚਸਕ [caska], ਚਸਕਰ [caskar] n drinking habit.
2 ardent desire for taste. See ਦਸ vr and ਚਸਕ 2.

W [caspfi] P ਧਝਟ adj sticking; pasted. 2 like,
appropriate, suitable.
ਚਸਪਦਨ [caspidan] P ਖਖ v stick, paste.
ਚਸਮ [casam] P ਮਝ n eye. 2 vision, eyesight.
ਚਸਮਦਦ [casamdid] P 43,945. adj witnessed.
“bfide! casamdidé phanaI.”—t115 m 5.
ਕ-ਨਮੲ [casamnumai] P (5e n act of
threatening or  frightening, reprimand.
ਚਸਮਪਸ [casamposi] P (.53; [“ਨ n forgiveness.
2 act of  ignoring or  not taking notice.
ਚਸਮ [casma] P ,ਫਟ n sun. 2 spring, fountain.
3 eye of  a needle. 4 spectacles. “laI  casme
jah taha maujud.”——f115g kabir. ‘fountain of
knowledge and prudence.’
ਚਸਮਏ ਕਸਰ [casmae kasar] P [£13 a river in
heaven having water whiter than milk and
sweeter than honey.
ਚਸਮਸਹਥ [casmasat] 866 ਚਹਸਹਬ 2.
ਚਸ [casa] 866 ਕਲਪਮ'ਣ. “sev kari pal casa na
VIchura.”—majh m 5. ‘
ਰਚਸਆ [caSIa] plural of casa. “vxsue caSIa
gharia pahra thIti vari mahu hoa.”—-sohIIa.
2 with tastes.
ਚਸਦਹ [(:ਹਡਤਧਗ] P ,ਭਖਲਟ tasted, ate.
ਚਸਦਨ [casidan] P w}: v taste, eat. See ਰਸ vr.
ਚਸਆ [casual adv  for a fraction of a moment.
“us te ghate nahi I‘UCI casua.”—gau m 5.
ਚਹ [cah] Skt ਜਰ vr cheat; be haughty; pulverize.
ਚਹਚਹ [cahcaha] adj favourite, likeablé. 2 bright.
ਚਹਬਚ [cahbacca] P ,ਡ‘v ’ n small tank, reservoir.
“cahbacca me nhan SIdhare.”—carrtr 266.
ਚਹਮਚ [cahmac] n happiness, joy. “gurmukh
bhaI bhagatI  cahmacce.”—BG. 2 crowd, mob.
ਚਹਲ [cahgfln festival, eagerness, ecstasy.



ਚਹਲਕਦਮ

2 mud,  dirt.
ਚਹਲਕਦਜ [cahalkadmi] See ਚਹਲਕਦਮ.
ਚਹਲਪਹਲ '[ਧਗਹਸਗਗ] n mirth. 2 hustle and
bustle.
ਚਹਲ [cahla] See ਰਲ.
ਚਹ [caha] adj wished for, desired. 2 n an'
aquatic bird; snipe.
ਚਹਰ [cahar] P Ag, n four. Skt ਚਤ'ਰ.
ਚਹਰਮ [caharam] P (A: adj fourth.
ਚਹਰਮ [caharmi] one who receives one fourth
of a crop’s yield. See ਚਥ 3.
ਢਹ [cahI] n stain, blemish. “tan ko cahI nah:
lagan pare.”-GPS. 2 adv  having coveted.
ਚਹਕਨ [cahIkna] See ਚਹਕਰ.
ਚਹ [cahu] See ਚਹ. 2 four. “cahu ch13 mahI
sénIasi.”—prabha a m 1. ‘r'enunciants in ten
sects.’ See ਦਸ ਨਮ ਸਨਯ. “sei sukhie cahujugi.”
—sr1' m 3. 3 to the four (people); the four did.
“asatdasi cahu bhed na paIa.”—asa m 1 .
ਚਹ [cahfi] adv all the four.
ਚਹ ਉਮਹ ਹਇ [cahu umaha hOI] —var mala m
1. cobras, deer, fish,  amorists.
ਚਹਭਡ [cahukfidi] in the four directions,
universally, on 'all sides. “in: jam: gurmukhI
buta so cahukudi'Jape . ” —var mam 2 m 5.
ਚਰਰਥ [cahucak] Skt adv  m the four directions,
on the four sides. “cahucaki kianu 10a.”
ram 3.
ਚਹਛਅ [cahuchIa] ten. See ਚਹ 2.
ਚਹਬਦਨ ਕ ਜਨ [cahubadan k0 jan] Brahma
having four faces, and his conveyance, the
swan. “cahubadan k0 jan he.”—NP.
ਚਹ ਵਛੜ ਹਇ [caho vechora hOI] ..!/ਪ maIa m
1. bullocks, the poor, travellers and servants.
Aflerthe rainfall, bullocks are put to yoke and
get separated from the herd; labourers go

- abroad for work or cultivation; travellers get
stuck (due to lack of  roads) at  their own places;
at the end of  the war, soldiers in old days, for
want of  expedition, were sent on leave during

--var
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the rains, therefore they could not  stay together
in the cantonment.
ਚਹ [cahfi] adv all the four.'
ਚਰਘ [cahugha] adv in the four directions; on
the four sides.
ਚਰਚਕ [cahucak], ਚਹਚਕ [cahficak] See ਚਹਚਕ.
ਚਹੜ [caheru] See ਛਹੜ.
ਚਹਰ~ [cahora], ਚਹੜ [(:ਗਘ-ਕ] n a kind of paddy
with sweet smell.
ਚਕ[੦81<]5'/ਧਜਗ vr sparkle, prevent, eradicate
pain, be satiated. 2 Skt ਚਕ n direction. “cakr
bakr phIre catur cak.”—japu. 3 wheel of the
chariot. “rath ke cak katrae.’.’—krrsan.
4 potter’s wheel. “kolu carkha caki caku.”
—var asa. “caku kumIar bhavaIa.”—asa chét
m 4. 5 circular base on which a platform or
embankment is raised around the well. “pun
kasat ko cak gharvai.”—-GPS. 6 adj astonished,
amazed. “lagyo bhal me rahyo cak.”~—ramav 
7 See ਚਕ. '
ਚਕਈ [cakai] n small circle, small wheel. “karte
cakai mano chutcali he.”—krrsan. 2 See ਚਕਹ.
3 Skt name of  a bird like ruddy sheldroke;
bmhminy duck. “cakai jauns bxchure.”—skabir.
ਚਕਹ [oak-hi] n pear-shaped wooden or metal
toy rotating on a sharp point at the bottom when
let in motion by hand or string. “oak-hi ਹਗ!!!
avat he kar  me phIr dhae.”——1<rrsan.
ਚਕਚਉ‘ਧ [cakcafidh] See ਚਕਚ'ਧ.
ਚਕਰਧਰ [cakcfidhar] See ਚਰਧਰ.
ਚਕਜ'ਰ [cakcur] n flour  or  powder of something
ground in a (hand-operated) mill. 2 something
ground like flour. “mar ks: dhur  kIye cakcur.”
—c5di I .  _
ਚਕਚਧ [cakeSdh] n bright light or glare that.
dazzles the eye. See ਚਕ vr. 2 adj surprised,,._
amazed. “cakCSdh rahe jan dekh 53|੭|15ਥ”
-—narsfgh. ਲ. ‘
ਚਕਹਧ [cacdhi] n bright light or _ਫਣਘਦ that
dazzles the eye. See  ਚਕ vr. 2 surprise. ਭ



ਚਕਟ

ਚਕਟ [cakti] Skt ਚਕਟ n antidote; medicine that
negates the  effect of  poison. 2 keen or  intense
desire, extreme interest. “sadhu jana pag
cakti.”-dev m 4.
ਚਕਣ [cakna] v lift. raise; an exercise practised
by lifting arms or  standing upside down.
2 inflame, instigate. See ਚਉਚਕਆ.
ਰਕਤ [cakat] See ਚਕਤ.
ਚਕਝ [cakti] Pkt n a patch of cloth; rag. 2 curved
knife; “cakti capra as: dhar SI  par.”—:sah.
ਚਕਫਰ [cakpher] n revolution. “matr bfid te
dharI caku pherI.”—b955t a m 1. See ਮਤ.
ਚਕਮਕ [cakmak] T 00?, n flint; hard stone that
produces fire when struck against iron. To begin
with, stone-guns were operated with this stone
(flint) which was kept at the nozzle of  the gun.
When the trigger was pressed, it produced
sparks by striking against iron. The ammunition
caught fire from this spark. “cakmak ki si ag.”
-—hanu.
ਚਕਰ [cakar] a village in tehsil and police station
J agraon, district Ludhiana. There is a gurdwara
in memory of Guru Hargobind and Guru
Gobind Singh. This  is also called Gurusar. The
sixth Guru visited this place while coming from
Lepoke and the tenth Guru came here from
Lamme. It is located 12 miles to the south of
Jagraon railway station. 2 See  ਚਕ.
ਚਕਰਤਨ [cakarlan], ਚਕਰਦਨ [cakardan] P (ਹ,/ੴ

tearing apart, refuting. “sfibh cakartan.”—aka1.
“dhumrach céd mOd cakardan."——NP.

ਚਕਰਉਣ [cakrauna], ਚਕਰਉਨ [cakrauna] v be
surprised. amazed. 2 feel dizzy, reel.
ਚਕਰ [cakri] n whirlpool. eddy of water, swirl.
2 small circle. Sec  ਚਕ.
ਚਕਰਲ [cakrel] adj who is in service or
employment. 2 who takes rounds; nomadic.
“ I h  cakrel phIrat the rahe.”—PP.
ਚਕਲ [cakla] n flat round stone or wooden disc
used for flattening'dough and for rolling
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chapattis. 2 a particular area, district or  region.
3 brothel. ‘
ਚਕਵ [cakva], ਚਕਵ [cakvi] n ruddy sheldrake,
ruddy goose or  brahminy duck; who  crave for
the sight of  the sun. Per literary tradition, the
couple gets separated at night. “esi harI SIU
pritI karI jesi cakvi sur.”—sri a m I .
ਚਕਸ [cakas] Skt ਧਰ vr shine.
ਚਕਚਕ [cakacak] P .1n onom sound created
by the clashing of weapons like swords etc.
ਚਕਬਹ [cakabyuh] Skt ਚਕਵਸਹ n maze as a
trap laid by soldiers, out of  which  the enemy
cannot escape. Abhimanyu, son ofArjun, died
after he was trapped in a maze. The diagram
is given here.

| _ _ _ |

ਚਕ [cakI] short for cakIt; amazed. “cakI cakI
rahi': dev danav munI.”-—hajare 10. 2 adv  by
lifiing, picking up. .
ਚਕਤ [cakIt] Skt adj afraid. 2 surprised.
ਚਕਯ [cakIya] Pu n hand-operated mill to grind
flour etc. “cakIya ke so pat bane gagan bhumI
pun dOI.”—carItr 81.
ਚਕ [caki] n hand-operated mill  etc “kolu carkha
caki caku.”—-var asa. 2 adj lifted, raised.



ਰਕਆ

3 provoked, instigated. stimulated.
ਚਕਆ [cakia] Pu Sec ਚਕਯ.
ਚਕਝਣ [cakijhoni] v work a handmill to grind
flour etc. 2 pick up a row. “put kuput caki uthI
jhoi.”—-BG.
ਚਕਦਨ [cakidan] P ਪਲਠਭਛ v leak, drip.
ਚਕਰ [cakira], ਚਕਰਹ [cakiraha] n woodpecker,
so named because it can peck at the wood
with its beak; h00poc, lap wingA 44; Sec ਸਲਮਨ.
ਚਭ [caku] S e e  ਚਕ.
ਚਕਤਰ [cakotra] n pomclo Citron; a large sized
l emon o f  t he  shape o f  a gourd ;  Citrus
Decumana.
ਚਕਤਰ [cakotri] n small-sized owl.
ਚਕਤ [cakota] n fixation of  agricultural rent after
assessing the produce of  a field. Rent paid in
cash rather than barter of  Crop.
ਚਕਰ [cakor] Skt n hill partridge with red legs.
Greek partridge. Poets talk about its love for
the moon. “man prIti  céd cokor.”—-b1'1a o m 5.
In olden times, kings used to tame partridges
and take food on ly  after feeding it to the
partridge to find out whether the food was
poisoned. The  partridgc’s eyes at once turned
red and it died that very instant if the food
was poisoned. That is why this bird is also
named  as vxsdarsan-mrrtyuk.

Many poets have described this bird  as fire-
eater. “cfican cap  cahfi dISI dolat caru cakor
5garan bhorfi."—1<e,sav.At its back is the belief
that the partr idge e a t s  glowworms and
sometimes by mistake swallows fireballs too.
2 888ਚਤਪਦ8|1ਧਸਵਯ ਦਰਪ 11.3 886ਰਕਰ.
ਚਕਰ [cakori] female partridge.
ਚਕਤ [cakfzt] be surprised. “cakét cam cédrIka.”
~gyan.
ਚਕ [cakk] n instigation. provocation. 2 marks
left when bitten with two upper and two lower
teeth. 3 village, marked area. 4 circular disc
like potter’s wheel: circular wooden
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foundation o f  a well;  trough for cool ing  down
sugarcane syrup into  jaggery or sugar. 5 a
round ornament worn by women on the head.
6 direct ion,  side. “car cakk SIkkhi  VIstari.”
—GPS. 7 Sec ਚਕ.
ਚਕ ਗਰ ਕ [cakk guru ka] See ਅਮਤਸਰ. 2 Sec
ਗਰਪਰਤਪ.

ਚਕਣ [cakkna] Sec ਚਕਣ and ਚਕਣ.
ਚਕਪਮ [cakkprema] See ਝਤਹਬ.
ਚਕ ਫਤਸਘ [cakk phatesfgh], ਚਕ ਫਤਸਘਵਲ
[cakk phatesighvala] a village in district
Fcrozepur, police station Nathana, very close
to the Phusmandi railway station. To the east
of  the village, there is a gurdwara in memory
of  Guru  Gobind Singh. About four ghumaons
of  land is attached to the gurdwara. A Singh
of  the Nirmala sect is the priest there. The
place where the Guru stayed for a while is
also called Buraj Sanghu Singh Wala. Ram
Singh, grandson of  Bhai Bhagtu, had requested
and taken the Guru home.
ਚਕਭਈਕ [cakk bhaike] Chakk Phate Singh is
also called Chakk Bhai Ke. 2 a village near
Budhlada railway station district Kama] owned
by Bhai kc. In Sammat 1899, the village was
founded by Bhai Masadda Singh, a descendant
of  Bhai Bhagtu.
ਚਕਰ [cakkar] Sec ਚਕਰ. 2 See ਚਕ.
ਚਕ ਰਮਦਸ [cakk ramdas] a village in Mande
poliCe station district Gujjaranwala. Moved by
the ardent devotion of  Bhai Pirana, Guru Arjan
Dev visited the village. A gurdwara has been
built at the place where the Guru stayed. Forty
ghumaons o f  land was  attached to  the
gurdwara during the Sikh rule. The land is
exempted from revenue. The  village is located
ten miles to the east of  Emnabad railway
station. 2 Amritsar was known as Guru Ka
Chakk, Chakk Ramdas and Ramdaspur, during
the time of  Guru  Arjan Dev.
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ਚਕਵ [cakkve] See ਚਕਵਰਤ.
ਚਕ [cakka] n big hand-operated mill to grind
flour; big  circular stone.
ਚਕ [cakki] n See ਚਕ. 2 a hilly river in Chamba,
that joins river Bcas (Vipash) in Gurdaspur
area. 3 a ram with a fatty tail.
ਚਕ [cakku] n knife; blade to sharpen a wooden
pen.
ਚਕ [cakr] Skt n ruddy sheldrake, brahminy duck
(a  bird). 2 group, community. 3 country, area.
“cakr-patI agyavarti.”—saloh. 4 direction, side.
“catur cakr varti.”—japu. 5 army, military.
“bhedke arIcakr.”—saloh. 6 wheel of a chariot.
“syédan cakr sabad dISI thar.”-GPS.
7 toothed discus; weapon used for chopping
off the enemy’s head by rotating it.I “cakr calaI
gIraI  dyo arI.”—c5d1‘ I .  8 potter’s wheel.
9 authority, rule. “catur dIS  cakr phIr5.”—akal.
10 a group o f  people close to the raja; inner
circle. 11 six cycles of  the body. See ਖਟਚਕ.
12 whirlpool, swirl. “sronat nir me cakr jayc")
phIr£ garta.”-c5d1‘ I .  1 3  according to
palmistry or  the  art of  fortune telling, circular
lines on the fingers and the thumb. “cakr czhan
aru baran jatI.”—japu. 14 a circular (round)
sphere made by tantriks for the worship of
Bhairav and Kali. “cakr banal karts pakhéd.”
—bh£r m 5 .  1 5  decei t ,  fraud, hypocrisy.
16 sandalwood mark of  Vishnu’s wheel made
on the body. “karI Isnan tan: cakr banae.”
—prabha a m 5. “dehi dhove cakr banae.”—var
ram 2 m 5. 17 movement of  planets; orbit.
18 enclosure, pen; circle.
ਚਕਕ [cakrak], ਚਕਕ [cakraka] See ਚਕਕ.
ਚਕਖਟ [cakrakhat] See ਖਟਚਕ.
ਚਕਗਣਸ [cakraganesé] See ਗਣਸਚਕ.
ਚਕਚਹਨ [cakracxhan] See ਚਨਚਕ.
INow-a-days round metallic discs don’t have serrated
edges. but all discs in olden days did have serrated edges.
Sec ਸਸਤ.

ਚਕਜਵਕ [cakrajivak], ਚਕਜਵ [cakrajivi] potter
who earns living by making pots of mud.
ਚਕਣ [cakrani] an armed battalion that keeps
weapons which are round in shape.—sanama.
ਚਕਤ [cakrat] See ਚਕਤ.
ਚਕਤਨ [cakratan] See ਚਕਰਦਨ.
ਚਕਤਰਥ [cakratirath] Skt ਦਕਜਧ n a place of
pilgrimage on the bank of  river Tungbhadra
near Rikhmuk hill. 2 a Vaishnav place o f
pilgrimage in Prabhas area of Gujarat
( D e c c a n ) .  “cak ra t i r a th  j a I  dédaut kia .”
—JSBM. There are many more places of
pilgrimage by this name. See ਸਕਦਪਰਣ, ਪਭਸਖਡ.
Wherever Vishnu or  some  other deity washed
blood-stained cakkar used for killing the
enemies, the place is called Chakratirath. 3 a
place relating to the Gurus, called Sadhubela,
near Sakkhar is also called Chakratirath. 4 a
place of  pilgrimage near Kurukshetra.
ਚਕਚਨ [cakradan] Sec ਚਕਰਦਨ.
ਚਕਧਰ [cakradhar] adj one who keeps a round
circular weapon. 2 n Vishnu who carries a '
round circular weapon called Sudarshan
Chakar. 3 Nihang  Singh. 4 ruler of  a particular
region. 5 administrator of  an area. 6 potter.
7 the Creator who rules over the cosmos.
“bhaj cakradhar samé’.”—~guj jedev. 8 snake,
that makes a round  circular coil while sitting. ’
ਚਕਧਰਚਰਤ ਚਰ ਚ’ਦਕ [cakradharcarltr caru
cédrxka] a translated version of  Japu Sahib
written by Pandit Nihal Singh. The work was
begun in Sammat 1927 and completed in 1929.
See ਨਹਲ ਸਘ ਨ: 3.
ਚਕਧਰ [cakradhari] See ਚਕਧਰ.
ਚਕਪਣ [੮91<1'^੭81.1]:] adj one who has a cakkar
in his hand. 2 n Vishnu. 3 See ਚਕਧਰ.
ਚਕਵਰਤ [cakravarti] Skt ਜਧਰਜ n one whose
word rules the ent i re  country; an emperor,
whose army can freely move on the whole
earth. '



ਚਕਵਯ

ਚਕਵਕ [cakravak], ਚਕਵਕ [cakravaki] See ਚਕਵ-
ਚਕਵ.
ਚਕਵ [cakrave] See ਚਕਵਰਤ. “méidhata  gun rave

jen cakrave kaha.”—saveyc m 1 Ice.
ਚਕਵਰਹ [cakravyuh] See ਚਕਬਯਹ.
ਚਕਕਤ [cakrfikIt] Skt ਕਛਯ adj one whose
body is marked with Vishnu’s cakkar; stamped
with the cakkar. 2 n a sect of  Vaishnavs who
stamp their bodies with a hot metal to make
the mark of  Vishnu (Chakar), in Dwarka or
ashram of  their guru. For more details See
ਪਦਮਪਰਣ8251. .
ਚਕਕ [cakrIka] Skt n small circular disc.
2 knee cap, patella. 3 hand-operated mill for
grinding wheat. 4 whirlpool. 5 beating around
the  bush and  not  car ry ing  fo rward the
argument, regarded as a flaw in the art of
discourse.
ਚਕਤ [cakrIt] See ਚਕਤ.
ਚਕ [cakri] Skt ਕਸ adj one who has a cakkar.
2 n Vishnu. 3 the creator. 4 ruddy goose. 5 all
powerful emperor. 6 potter. 7 snake. 8 spy,
detective. 9 oilman. 1 0  donkey. 11 crow.
12 charioteer. l 3  Nihang Singh.
ਚਕ leaks] Skt ਕਰ vr speak clearly; see; suck.
ਚਕ [caksu] Skt eycs Sec  ਚਖ. 2 in Vishnu. Puran,

a river which is now called Amu (Oxus).
ਚਖ [cakh] Skt ਜਧ vr eat, have meals. “aghae
ras cakha.”—sarm 5. 2 Skt ਥਸ vr speak  clearly,
see, suck.“3 Skt ਚਕ n eye. 4 P “ਨ battle, war.
5 enmity. 6 effort, endeavour.

ਦਖਣ [cakhna], ਚਖਨ [cakhna] v taste. “cakhI

.anad puran sadif—brla a m 5.
ਚਖਮਕ [cakhmak] See ਚਕਮਕ.
ਰਖ [cakhI] adv  after tasting. Sec ਦਖਣ.
ਚਖ [cakhi] adj who has superbly beautiful eyes,
a deer.—sanama. See ਚਖ.
ਚਖਦਨ [caxidan] P w} fight, quarrel, enter into .
dispute.
ਚਖ [£8}<1ਘ]ਚਭ eye.
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ਚਖਗ [cakh'agi] adj ਚਕ-ਅਗ. “cécla cakhégi.”
—akal. ‘ a  female whose eyes shine like
lightning.’
ਚ'ਖ [cakkhi] Sec ਚਖ vr. 2 n feed given to birds
of  prey like a hawk to  allure them to  prey. Only
a little is given to  tempt them to prey for more.
“cakkhi baj det  bIgsae.”—GPS. -
ਚਗਤ [cagta], ਚਗਤਈਖ [cagtaixéi], ਚਗਤ [cagatta]
Chagtai  Khan ,  son  o f  Changezkhan,  Tartar
Mughal, was king of  Balakh, Badkhasan, etc
in the year 1227. One of  his descendants,
Mehmood  K h a n ,  was  b ro the r  o f  Babu r ’ s

mother. Being from this dynasty o f  their
maternal grandparents. the descendants of
Babur were called Chagtais or  Chagattas.
2 Sec ਚਗਤ. ,
ਚਗਲ [cagal] n act of  chewing or masticating
something without swallowing. 2 something
dcbascd and low in quality. 3 P J? leather
washer used in handpumps to lift water from
under the ground for bathing etc. It is used by
all. That is why a debased and mean person is
given this epithet in Punjabi.
ਚਗਰ [cagar] Scc ਚਗਰ.
ਚਗਨ [cagun] adj fourfold, quadruplicate.
“dInprati  cah CIt cagun hOI.”—GPS.
ਚਗਨ [cagfin] See ਚਗਨ. 2 P U)? well being,
remarks about why and how a thing is. See

ਚਚਹਜਰ [cac-hajara] See ਛਛ ਹਜਰ. -
ਚਚਕ [cacak] See ਚਉਦਣਚਕ. 2 female hawk, also
called CIpak. Sec ਸਕਰ. .
ਚਦਰ [cacar] Skt adj inconstant, transitory.
ਚਚਰਚਰ [cacracri] $1:t division or parting
of  the hair. “cacracri k'ékan mudrIka mahIdi
bani.”—BGK.
ਚਚਰਅ [cacria] There is no evidence of this
word  in Dasam Granth. But  there is a
reference to it in Shastarnammala.
“ho, chéd cacria mit nIsék pramanIye.”



ਚਚ'

This poetic form has been referred to as
carcari, cécri, cécli and VIbudhprIya in books
of  prosody. It has four l ines; each line is
structured as SIS, "5, ISI, ISI, 5", SIS.

Example:
a tihkal brahman yagy k'o thal dekhke,

- tahi puchatbolke rIkhI bhfit bh‘a'tt VIsekhke,
35g sfidar ram lak$man dekhI dekhI SU harkhai,
bethks SUI rajmédal varnai sukh varkhai.

~ran1c5dr1‘ka.
2 matrIk cécri metre comprises four lines,
each line having 46  matras, with three pauses
at the intervals o f  12 matras each with
assonance,  fourth pause after 1 0  matras, and
the last matra is guru.

Example:
tyagdehu mano pap,  kije sabh se mIlap,
japo kartar jap, sfitCIt hoxke,
des sath prem dhar, jati atman tar,
VIdya karke pracar, a t  man  khoxke....

.The difference between this metre and
kabItt lies in it being based on  matras and the
kabItt, being  vamIk, based on characters. If
the first two lines are read as “tyag dIo  mano
pap,  kije sabhi se  mIlap,  japo kartar jap, sétcn
hOIke,” it  wou ld  be a mum not  cécri.
ਚਢ [caca] n father’s younger brother. 2 11th
character of  Punjabi script. “cacca carankama]
gur 1aga.”—bavan. 3 pronounciation of 11th
character of  Punjabi script. 4 short for carca.
“ਗ 81]: mer caca gun re.”-maru m 1. ‘The male
and the female blackbees are engrossed in
lauding the lotus flower.’ Sec ਮਰ 3.
ਚਚਫਗ [cacaphaggo] name of a merchant, who
was a resident 'of  tehsil Sasram,  district
Shahbad in Bihar. As a devoted Sikh of  the
Guru, he pledged not to shift to h is  newly
constructed house, until the Guru visited and
stayed in it. Guru Teg Bahadur graced his
house by his h o l y  visit. Now there is a
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gurdwara located at this place.
“gamne satIgur  gee agari.
sahasrav ke pahuc majhari.
cacaphaggo ke ghar gee.
kari pratIgya purat  bhae.”

—-GPS.
ਚਚ‘ਡ [caci'da] Skt ਜਧਗ a fruit like cucumber
that grows on climbers. It has white spots on
it. It ripcns in summer and rainy season and is
cooked as a vegetable. It is also called snake
gourd.
ਚਰਧਰ [cacEtar], ਚਰਦਰ [caci'Jdar], ਚਰਧਰ [cacfidhar]
Skt ਕ n a rodent, which emits very foul
smell. It is a well known belief that if a snake
happens to catch this rodent, he can’t eat it
because of  the foul smell it emits and for fear
of  getting lepcrous. If he does not eat it and
lets it go, it attacks the snake in the eye as a
result of which it turnsblind. “gahi phani
cacfidharfi taji na khaI y5 bhayo.”-NP. See
ਛਛਦਰ. 2 a type of firework that moves like
this rodent.
ਚਚਰ [cacera] adj pertaining to the uncle; for
example : “cacera bhai” ‘cousin,  son o f  father’s
younger brother.’
ਚਛ [each] eye. See ਚਕ, ਚਖ and ਚਛ.
ਚਛਰਸਰ [cachrasur], ਚਛਰ [cacchar] Skt ਢਥਫਜ a
demon that annihilates the enemy just by
looking at him. 2 Skt ਕਥਦ a demon that fought
against Durga. See ਦਵ ਭਗਵਤ, ਸਕਧ 5, a 14.
“cachrasur maran.”—aka1. See  ਚਛਰ.
ਚਛ’ [cacchu] Skt n eye.
ਚਜ [caj] n the area of Doab between Chenab
and Jehlum. 2 Skt ਥਣਧ something worth doing;
way 01` doing something. “caj acarkIchu bIt
nahi jani.”—asa m 5. See ਚਰ.
ਚਰ [caju] See  ਚਜ 2 and ਬਹਮਚਜ. “gur mIlI  caju
acaru SIkhu.”— 511' m 5.
ਚਟ [cat] Skt ਜਟ vr pour, dismantle, unsettle,
pack up, roll up, break. 2 ਨ/ਹਝਟਤ advquickly,
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instantaneously. “trIy rovat kutvar ke tatcatkuki
jaI.”—carItr 76. 3 n disciple, pupil, novice,
follower. 4 student.
ਚਟਸਰ [catsar], ਚਟਸਲ [catsal], ਚਟਸਲ [catsala]
Skt ਚਟਜ n s c h o o l ,  where  s tudents  en ro l

' themselves for studies. 2 boarding house.
ਚਟਸਲ [catsalI] in the school. “catsaII balaku
paIa.”—ram m 5 béno.
ਚਟਕ- [catak] n love, devotion.  2 brilliance, lustre.
3 nimbleness, quickness. 4 creaking sound;
sound of  something getting tom. 5 Skt male
sparrow.
ਚਟਕਣ [catakna], ਚਟਕਨ [catakna] v be  torn; make
a sound of  tearing apart. 2 knock, throw down.
“ch: tI pe catke catldle.”—car1'tr 1; 3 descend.
ਚਟਕ [cat-kn] n taste, ardent desire. 2 cracking

‘ sound, sound o f  something getting torn.
3 female sparrow.
ਚਟਕਲ [(:ਗਘਕ] adj of gaudy colour. 2 clever.
See ਚਟਕਨ 2. 3 praiseworthy. 4 blossoming.
“upban me gulab catkile.”—GPS.
ਚਟਣ [ਧਗਸਹ], ਚਟਨ [(:ਗਸ] v lick, pass tongue
over. “511 jog aluni catie.”-—var ram 3. See  ਸਲ.
ਚਟਠ [catni] 11 something worth licking; sauce.
2 sauce made by crushing together mint, salt,
sour lemon juice, chilli.
ਚਰਪਟ [catpat] adv  at once, instantaneously.
“catpat bhaje.”——ramav.
ਚਟਪਟਨ [catpatana] v feel uneasy, agitated o r
perturbed. 2 be in a haste; be rash. 3 wri thc

. with pain. 4 make noise. “catpataI ਲ:!) jayc")
jaryo.”—xam.
ਚਟਪਟ [ਧਰਸਹਠਣ] n excitement, haste. 2 nervousness.
3 something saucy and delicious.
ਚਟਵਨ [ਧਰਠਪਧ] See ਹਟਉਣ.
ਚਟ [cata] n disciple, pupil, novice. 2 earthen
vessel, pitcher. 3 cup made by palms of  the
hand. “satI cate SIrI chai.”—var majh m l .
4 See ਰਟ.
ਹਟਉਣ [catauna] v make someone lick. 2 bribe.
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“kahfiko muhr‘é catvai.”-car:rtr 55.
ਚਟਈ [catai] n act of licking. 2 mattress made
of  straw.
ਚਟਕ [catak] n blemish,  stain. 2 sudden sharp
noise. 3 adv  promptly; hastily. “catak cot‘é.”
—-ramav.
ਚਟਨ [catan] n level ground in a hilly area; rock,
large boulder.
ਹਟਨ [catana] See ਚਟਉਣ.
ਚਟਰ [catara] Skt 11 young one of  a sparrow.
“cxrgat pharI  catara lega.”—asa kabir. A
catara has a delicate body. See ਚਰਗਟ.
ਚਰ lcati] n penalty, fine. “badha cati jo bhare,
na gunu na upkaru.”—varsuh1' m 2. ‘What one
bound by order performs, does not have any
merit.’
ਚਟਅ [catia] n earthem vessel. 2 disciples,
pupils. Sec ਚਟ. “catia sabhe bIgare.”—bh£r
namdev.
ਚਟ [catu] Skt n lovely  remark. 2 flattery. 3 raised
seat for a holy man. 4 belly, abdomen. 5 disciple,
pupil. 6 adj  beautiful, lovely.
ਚਟਕਰ [catukar] Skt flatterer.
ਚਟ [catta] n disciple, follower. 2 heap of bricks
laid in order. 3 adv  immediately; quickly. “kar
tau apne  bal 1<o tan  catta.”—krrsan.
ਚਟ [cam] See ਚਟ l .  2 sucked or licked, See
ਚਟਣ. 3 halting place for pilgrims on way to
Badrinath.
ਚਠ [cam], ਚਠ [ਢਗਸ] Skt ਚਤਸਸ n deity of the
house, to  whom prayers are said at the time of
inaugurating'the house. (house-warming
ceremony) “cath arébhi guru kartar.”—GPS.
ਚਠ [(:ਹਠਜਹ] a Jat t  subcas te ,  that fought
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The battle finds mention
in Chatthian di Var. 2 Several villages founded
by farmers of  this subcaste go by this name.
ਚਡ [cada], ਚਡ [cadda] n praise, flattery. “tInha
nahi kISE d i  kIchU cada ram.”—bIha cha’t m
4. 2 hip, buttock. 3 See ਰਚ.
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ਚਡ ਗਟ ਕਰਨ [cade gate karna] v throw
somebody on the ground by holding him firmly
by the hip, “kahe mardana yfiko maré cadde
ga te  kar.”—-NP.
ਚਢਤ [cadhat] n offering to the guru or deity;
oblation. 2 attack, invasion, assault.
ਚਢਨ [cadhna] v ascend, ride. 2 climb. 3 attack
the enemy.
ਚਢਉ [cadhau] n uphi l l  cl imb i.e. ascent.
2 improvement, enhancement, progress.
ਚਢਉਨ [cadhauna] v help someone climb or
go up. “dharti  te akaSI cadhave.”——sar kabir.
ਚਢਈ [cadhai] n act of  ascending or  climbing.
2.assault on the enemy. 3 march, departure.
4 xa death.
ਚਢਵਨ [cadhavna] v make someone  ascend or
c l i m b .  “budImue  nauka m I l s  kahu kahI
cadhavau?”—b1‘1a sadhna. 2 See ਚੜਉਣ.
ਚਢਵ [cadhava] n offering made to the deity;
donation. 2 gifts (clothes and ornaments) sent
by the bridegroom to the bride to be worn at
the time of  wedding; i.e. vari.
ਚਢ [caddha] See ਚਡ. 2 866 ਚਢ.
ਚਢ [caddhe] a subcaste among  Jatts. 2 a higher
caste among  Khukhrain Khatris. “jattu bhanu
tirtha caIcaile caddhe care.”—BG.
ਚਣ [can] n a variety of  sugarcane which is
extremely sweet and of  good quality. 2 Skt
suf famous. 3 a suffix, meaning competent,
for example VIdyacan.
ਚਣਕ [6੪1181<],ਚਣ [canal Skt ਕ 12 gram,
chicken pea. 866 ਛਲ.
ਚਣਕ [canaka] See ਚਰਜ
ਚਤਰ [catar] See ਚਤਰ.
ਚਤ [catU], ਚਤਅਰ [catuar] Skt foulr. “palke kare
catu bhaI.”—gyan. ‘four parts of the mouth.’
“varatahI jug catuare.”-—maru solhe m 1.
ਚਤਸਟਯ [catusatay], ਚਤ'ਸਟ [catusate] 866 ਚਤਸਯ.
ਚਤਸਪਦ [catuspadi] Skt ਕਰਧਥ a poetic form
comprising four equal parts. It has four lines,
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each l ine having thirty matras, first pause at
the 10'“, second at the next 8‘h and the third at
the subsequent 12‘", ending  with one sagan and
guru. It is also called cavpeya or capeya.

‘ Example:
jap-hé na  bhavani, akath kahani,

papkaram rat: ese,
manhé na devé, alakh abhevz‘),

durkrIt  munIvar jese,
' cinhé na  bate”), partrIy  raté,

dharam na karam Udasi,
janhE na  bate”), atk  agyaté,

ਰਣ narak kar basi.
——kaIk1'.

ਚਤਸਯ [catustay], ਚਤਸ [catuste] Skt ਜਰਠਣ-ਧ n a
group of  four, as  for example: catU$tay sadhan
(four approaches), that is, veragy, VIvek;
khatsépattl and mumuksuta.
ਚਤਸਸਧਨ [catustesadhan] See ਚਤਸਯ.
ਚਤਰ [catur] Skt adj clever. 2 alert, active.
“janahu catur sujan.”—s m 9. 3 skilful,
sagacious, wise. 4 Skt four. “catur dIsa kino
bal apna.”—dhana m 5.
ਚਤਰ ਅਵਸਥ ਅਰ [catur avastha an] enemy of
the fourth stage of  life : the enemy of  old age
i.c amrIt.  —sanama. Sec ਚਤਰਥ ਅਵਸਥ 2 .
ਚਤਰਗਣ [caturgun] See  ਚਉਗਣ
ਚਤਰਚਤਰ [caturcatur] adj c lever  and discreet,
sensible and smart.
ਚਰਰਥ [caturath] adj fourth.
ਚਰਰਥ ਅਵਸਥ [caturath avastha] n stage o f
enlightenment that is beyond waking, sleeping
and dreaming. 2 old age, the fourth stage; the
last stage of  life as childhood, adolescence,
youth and old age.
ਚਰਰਥ ਅਵਸਥ ਅਰ [caturath avastha an] the
fourth stage; its enemy, smut—sanama.
2 In medicine, elements that destroy the effect
of  old age.
ਚਤਰਥਪਦ [caturathpad] n fourth stage of spmtual
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enlightenment in which the soul becomes one
with the divine. 2 fourth line of  a poetical
metre.
ਚਤਰਥ [caturathI] ,  ਚਤਰਥ [caturthi] Skt ਥਰਪ 11
fourth day of  the dark and bright phases of  the
moon. “ ca t u ra t h I  care  b e d  sun: soto
tatubicaru.”—gau thIti  m 5.
ਚਤਰਦਸ [caturdas] ਲ/ਹਚਤਦਸ 11 fourteen. “caturdas
h a t  d i v e  d U I I  s a k h i . ” — m a r u  so lhe  m 1 .
‘fourtcen worlds, sun, moon.’
ਚਤਰਦਸਹਟ [caturdas hat ]  fourteen worlds. 866
ਚਤਰਦਸ

ਚਤਰਦਸਵਵ [caturdas  V I d y a ]  See  ਚਉਦਹਵਦਜ.
ਚਤਰਦਸ [caturdasi] Skt ਚਤਦਸ 11 fourteenth day
of  the dark and bright phases of  the moon.
ਚਤਰਦਸ [caturdas] a pandit ,  resident o f  Kashi,
who became a devotee of Guru Nanak. 2 a
learned pandit of  Kashmir  who, on listening
to Guru Nanak. Dev’s discourse,  became his
ardent disciple. 3 a Khatri of  Kapoor  clan, who
attained spiritual enlightenment after becoming
a follower of  Guru Arjan Dev.
ਚਤਰਧ [caturdha] Skta'é'tf'adj something divided
into four parts. 2 of  four kinds.
ਚਤਚਪਦ [caturpadi] Sce ਚਤਸਪਦ.
ਚਤਰਬਕਤ [caturbaktra] Skt ਚਤਵਕਤ 11 one who
has four faces. Brahma, Chaturanan. “su kotI
caturbaktrané.”—gyan.
ਚਤਰਬਕਤ [caturbakita] Sc.e ਬਕਤ.
ਚਤਰ'ਬਹ [caturb'ahi] Skt ਜਰਡਵਥ adj of four
arms. 2 11 Durga,l who had four arms. 3 Skt
ਜਚਥਫਸ a cart driven (pulled) by four horses.
ਚਤਰਭਜ [caturbhuj] Ski ਕਚਸਯ adj a male who
has four arms. 2 n Vishnu, who has four 21mm.
3 the Creator, who looks  after all  the  four s ides
(directions) o f  the universe. “caturai na
caturbhuj paie.”—gau kabir.
ਚਤਰਮਸ [caturmas] Sec  ਚਤਰਮਸ.
I P u r a n s  talk o f  deilics with two arms, four arms, eight

"x

arms and  ten arms.

ਚਤਚਮਖ [caturmukh] Brahma,  who has  four
faces.
ਚਤਰਵਕਤ [caturvaktra] See ਚਤਰਬਕਤ.
ਚਤਚਵਰਗ [caturvarag] Skt ਜਚਕਸ 11 a group of four:
assets, religion, sex, emancipation. 2 according
to Gyan Prabodh. “Ik  rajdharam Ikdandharam.
I k  bhogd  haram Ik  mochkaram. Ih  caturvarag
sabh jag bhanét.”
ਚਤਰਵਦ [caturved] four Veds. See ਵਦ.
ਚਤਰਵਦ [caturvedi] 8/ਢ1ਜਚਥਟਰ one who knows
all the four Veds. 2 a subcaste of  Brahmans
which gets this name for having knowledge of
the four Vcds. ‘
ਚਤਰਵਸਹ [caturvyuh] ਜਚਢਬਛ 11 a group of four
things. “guru nanak ji ko vahguru caturvyuh
avtar mIIIa he”—-JSBM. a collection o f  four
characters: va+hI+gu+ru. 2 according to
Vaishnavism, Krishan, Balram, Prayuman and
Anirudh.
ਚਤਰਈ [caturai] n shrewdness, cleverness.
“caturai n3 pa  I a  kIne tu.”—an5du.
ਚਤਰਗ [(:ਗਘਫਫ], ਚਤਰਗ [caturéiga] 8/(1ਜਚਚਫਜ
11 four divisons o f  the army consisting of
elephants, chariots, horses and infantry.
“hasatI  rath asv pavantej dhani  bhuman
caturaga.”—jet m 5. 2 adj  who owns all the four
divisions of  the army.
ਚਤਰਨਨ [caturanan] one  who has four faces
i.e Brahma.
ਚਤਰਯ [caturIya] adj woman having shrewdness,
a clever' woman.
ਚਤਰਗ [caturég] Skt n chess. 2 See ਚਤਚਗ. 3 a
raja who keeps and maintains all the four
divisions of  the army. 4 chess board, having a
knight, king, queen and pawn as its components,
dice. 5 866 ਚਉਬਲ ਦਭਦ 3. ,
ਚਤਰਗਣ [caturégIni], ਚਤਰਗਨ [caturégIni] adj
which has four parts (feminine). 2 n army
which  has four divisions. 866 ਚਤਰਗ.
ਚਤਨ [catan] Sec ਚਤਨ.
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ਚਤਰ [catar], ਚਤੜ [catar], ਚਤੜਗੜ' [cam-gar] ਜਰਯਜਣ
a famous fort in Rajputana which was the
capital of Mewar. It is three and a quarter miles
long and twelve hundred yards wide. Spread
over 690 acres, it was constructed on SOOft
high hill by Mori Rajput Chitrang‘ in the 7“I
century AD.  Bapparav captured the fort in 734
AD. Afterwards, it remained the capital of
Mewartill 1567.

The fort was first attacked by Alaudin Khilji
in Sammat 1361 , who, charmed by the beauty
of  bewitching Padmavati,2 the attractive wife
of Bhim Singh, the uncle of raja Lakshman
Singh Of Mewar, invaded Mewar to possess
her. After the victory, he entered the  fort, only
to find that Padmavati had already immolated
herself. Alaudin Khilji entrusted the fort to his
son Khijar Khan, after whose name, it was
renamed Khijrabad.

The second attack on  the  fort was launched
by emperor  Akbar in Sammat 1624 during the
time of Rana Udai Singh. The injured Rana
had to flee. Jaimal and Patto [phatta] gave a
tough fight  but were killed. Afier  this, Udaipur
was made the capital of  Mewar.

Of  the many historical memorials and
temples in Chataur, the following two are most
famous.

1. Nine storeyed and 120 ft high pillar of
glory built in memory of  Rana Kumbh, who
ruled over Mewar for 35  years from 1433 to
1468.

2. The other most famous memorial was
constructed in the name of brave Rajputs
Jaimel and Patto.3 A pillar, 80 feet high, has

'Some scholars believe that this fort was called Chitarkot

or Chitrangkot after the name of king Chitrang who built
it.

2She  was the daughter of  Hamir Shankar.
3See  ਸਥਰ.
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also been built to commemorate Jain
Tirathankar Adinath. Chataur is also called
Chitaur.4
ਚਤੜਗੜ ਤੜਨ [catargarh torna] vxa piss, urinate.
It means that the Khalsa can accomplish easily
tasks, found arduous by the people.
ਚਤੜ ਮਰਰ ਪਪ [cater marera pap] See ਅਕਬਰ.
ਚਤ [catr] See ਚਤਰ. “catr cakr karta.”—japu. a
clever ‘cakr karta’.
ਚਤ'ਆਨ [catr—an] Brahma. See ਚਤਰਨਨ. “bIsekh

catr-an ko.”—braham.
ਚਤਰ [catvar] Skt n platform, dais. 2 crossing.
3 place cleaned for the performance of  an
oblation. 4 four.
ਚਤਸ [catvas], ਚਤਰ [catvar] Skt ਜਰਰ-ਧ. four.
ਚਤਰਸ [catvaris] Skt adj fortieth.
ਚਤਰਸਤ [catvarfsat] Skt n forty.
ਚਨ [canak] See ਚਣਕ.
ਚਠਣਠ [can-nathi] cédan-kathi. n a piece of
sandalwood. “tera namu kari can-nathia je
menu ursa hOI.”—guj m I .
ਚਨ [canal Sec ਚਣ and ਛਲ. “q kapI ke kar
musatI canan ki.”~—gau kabir. “kab-hu kuranu
cane bInave.?’—bh£r namdev. _
ਚਨਇਣ [canaxn] n moonlight. 2 brightness,
illumination.
ਚਨਬ [canab] See ਚਦਭਗ.
ਚਨਰ ਚਧਰਸਕਢ] P 1t; n a tree that grows in
northern India especially in Kashmir. L
Platanum Orientalis (Poplar). It is a tall shady
tree. Its leaves resemble an open human hand.
Its wood is used for furniture and buildings.
According to the Persian poets, this tree burns
in its own fire. “ਕ cuna soxtem zéi at Is.  har  k1
ba$unid cfi canar basoxat.”—digo. 2 See ਚਨਰ.

‘Rana Sangram Singh (Sanga)  of  Chataur fought a battle

against Babur on 16‘h March 1527, in the battlefield of

Khanunan or  Kanhwa, located in Bharatpur state to the

west of Agra. Rana was defeated in this battle. He died

in the year 1529 (Sammat 1586). '
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ਚਧ [cap] Skt ਜਧਘ' explain,  instruct, thrash, beat,
dupe. 2 n obstinacy, tenacity. 3 P “ਨ trick,
fraud. 4 adj left. 5 Opponent. 6 This word has
been used in place of chap: “sadhu samuh
prasi’m phIrE jag, satru sabhe avxlok capége.”
-aka1. 7 See ਭਨਸ’ਅ.
ਚਪਕ [capak] Dg n left flank of the army.
ਚਪਟ [capta] See ਚਪਟ.
ਚਪਟ [capti] See ਚਪਟ. 2 n artificial reproductive
organ. 886 ਚਰਤ 109. ਛਦ 52
ਚਪਣ [capna],  ਚਪਨ [capna] v resist, retaliate.
2 take a stand. 3 be surrounded. 4 be vexed,
All these words have their root in the Persian
word cap.
ਚਪਰਸ [capras] n a metal badge in the belt or
baldric, with a sign of‘office or  licensed
employment, worn by an orderly. 868 ਚਪਰਸ.
ਚਪਰਸ [caprasi] an orderly; peon. 2 policeman
who regulates traffic. 3 watchman.
ਚਪਰਹੜਪ'ਰ [capraharpur], ਚਪਰੜ [caprar] name
of  a place, where Guru Hargobind stayed on
his way to Kashmir. The Guru thrust a lancer
in the ground and water gushed out for the
congregation and troops to  satiate their thirst.
A gurdwara exists here on the land of  village
Rahisma. 866 ਰਚਸਮ.
ਚਪ [capal] Skt adj playful, inconstant.
“capalbut SIU kaha basaI?”—-bas§t kabir.
2 n mercury. 3 fish.
ਚਧਲਤ [capalta], ਚਪਲਤੲ [capaltai], ਚਪਲਤ
[capaltva] n cleverness,  playfulness.
ਚਪਲ [capla] Skt adj fickle, inconstant. 2 n
lightning. 3 wealth, goddess of wealth. 4
prostitute, harlot. 5 tongue.
ਚ-ਧਲ [capli] n posture of sitting cross-legged.
2 Kashmiri slippers made of straw and leather.
ਚਪਲਗ [capl‘ég] adj fickle and uncertain. “tahi
same caplég turégan.”-—I<rrsan.
ਚਪੜ [(ਣਗਤ'r ]  n flat piece of  a purified sealing
wax. 2 a kind of flat dagger which is less long
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but more broad. “capra as: sar SIpar.”——sah.
ਚਪੜਸ [capras], ਚਪੜਸ [caprasi] See  ਚਪਰਸ and
ਚਪਰਸ.
ਚਪਤ [capati] P 8g. n thin and flattened bread;
thick sweet bread.
ਚਪ [CapI] adv  because of enmity. 2 irritatingly.
3 by resisting. 888 ਚ'ਪਣ.
ਚਪਟ [copet], ਚਪੜ [caper] Skt ਥਸਟ' n slap given
as a warning; blow.
ਚਪਲ [capal] sudden and quick attack on the
enemy.
ਚਪਣ [cappni] lid to cover an earthen vessel.
2 knee cap; patella.
ਚਪ [cappa] n one fourth. 2 measurement, four
fingers broad. 3 car. 4 forehand, front part of
the hand.
ਚਥਚ [cabacca] P ਛਯ' n water reservoir, tank.
2 special tank at the birthplace of the Gurus,
where the newborn is given a bath. It is called
Chabacha Sahib. 3 See ਚ'ਬਚਸਹਥ.
ਚਬਚਸਰਬ [cabaccasat] See ਚਬਚ 2 and
ਚਸਚਸਹਥ.
ਚਬਣ [caban], ਚਬਨ [cabana] Skt ਚਵਣ n chewing
with teeth, grinding with teeth. “saw  cab: cab:
harIras pije”—kaII a m 4. 2 teeth with which
something is chewed. “caban calan ratén se
suniar bahIgae.”—s fan’d. ‘Teeth, feet, eyes
and cars got disabled in old age.’
ਚਬ [cabI] by chewing. See ਚਬਣ 1.
ਚਬਣ [cabina], ਚਬਨ [cabina] n that which is
worthy of  chewing; roasted com etc.
ਚਬਤਰ [cabutra] n See ਚਉਤਰ.
ਚਬਲਨ [cabolna] v relish something by rolling it
between the tongue and the palate. .
ਚਥਲ [cabola] See ਚਉਬਲ. 2 adj something
chewed and masticated. 3 swallowed, gulped.
“prem  pIala  cupp cabola.”——BG.
ਚਬ [cabba] a village located at about two and
a half kohs south of  Amritsar. A famous place
called Sangrana, connected with the sixth Guru,
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is located here. Sulakhni, a Jatti, got a boon at
this place. See ਸਗਰਣਸਰਥ.
ਚਮ [cam] Skt ਦ'ਸ vr take semi-liquid food, sip
some liquid. 2 Skt short for ਚਮ.
ਚਮੲਆ [camaia] adj one who earns his living
by tanning leather and making leather goods.
“ravdas  camIar camaia.”—bIIa a m 4.
ਚਮਸ [camas], ਚਮਸ [camsa] Skt ਧਥ n tumbler
or cup for taking liquid; bowl used in vedic
rituals. 2 spoon.
ਚਮਕ [camak] n miracle, light, illumination.
ਚਮਕਣ [camakna], ਚਮਕ [camakna] v sparkle,
shine, radiate. 2 be provoked.
ਚਮਕ [camaka] adjalert, vigilant, cautious. “jo
ap  camka na rahe.”—car1‘ tr 50.
ਚਮਕਰ [camkar], ਚਮਕਰ [Camkaru] n miracle,
radiance. “camkar bijul tahi.”—sor namdev.
2 act of provoking. “hasti dino camkar.”
—bhernamdev.
ਚਮਕ [camakI] adv  by flashing. “damanl
camakI dara.”-——sorm 4 .
ਚਮਕ [camki] n leather whip, thin twig—like whip
of  leather.
ਰਕਰ ਸਹਬ [camkar sat]  a village under
Morinda po l i ce  station, tehsil  Ropar, district
Ambala. Three historical gurdwaras are
located here:

(1) Afier leaving Anandpur Sahib, Guru
Gobind Singh, along with his two elder sons
and forty Sikhs, fought the Mughal army from
inside the fortress o f  Chamkaur  o n  7th Poh,
Sammat 1761. The place is now called Garhi
Sahib. A gurdwara has been built here; Patiala
state gives annual grant o f  Rs. 25 to the
gurdwai’a. It was here that Guruship was
bestowed upon the Khalsa. For this reason the
place has been named Tilak Asthan. It is.
located 25 miles east of  Doraha railway station.

(2) Katalgarh. Baba Ajit Singh and Baba
J ujhar Singh, elder sons of Guru Gobind Singh
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after showing  rare valour attained martyrdom
‘ in Chamkaur Sahib on 8'h Poh, Sammat 1761.
An elegant gurdwara has been constructed at
the place where the bodies of  the Sahibzadas
and other martyrs were cremated. A fair in
memory of  the martyrs is organised here every
year on 8'h Poh. During the Sikh rule, 100
bighas of  land were allotted to the gurdwara.
A grant of  rupees 300  per annum was allocated
by raja Bhup Singh of  village Raipur. A sum of
rupees 661 per annum was granted by Patiala
state.

(3) Damdama Sahib. The tenth Guru stayed
here for sometime while on his way to
Kurukshetar. seventeen ghumaons of  land is
allocated to the gurdwara.
Another monument in the name of  the valiant

- J lwan Singh'IS also located 1n Chamkaur Sahib.
ਚਮਕਨ [੦91111<ਰ11:[] perform miracles. “bIjulia
camkénI ghuranI ghata.”~—var mam  2 m 5.
ਚਮਗਦਰ [camgadar], ਚਮਗਦੜ [camgIddar] n a
bird with the face of  a jackal. It has leather
wings and hangs upside down  on the tree. It is
a night bird  that lives on vegetarian diet. Flying
fox (Bat).
ਚਮਚ [੮81118੦],ਚਮਚ [camca] See ਚਮਸ. P ਨ small
' ladle spoon.
ਚਮਚਚੜ [camcxccar] n something that sticks to
the body; by making a loop  m the skin, it sucks
blood; a tick. 2 a man that st icks like a t ick
and refuses to leave. 3 one who sheds merit
and sticks to demerit.
ਚਮਜ“ [camjfi] louse that sticks like a tick to the
body; tick, louse.
ਚਮਤਕਰ [camatkar] Skt ਜਸ marvel,  wonder.
2 something amazing. 3 miracle, ascetic’s
magical exercise. 4 dazzling light. “damIni
camatkar t Iu  vartara jagkhe.”—— gau var2  m 5.
5 literary feat that charms the reciter and the
listener.
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ਢਮਤ'ਰ
ਚਮਤਕਰ [camatkari] adj marvellous, wonderful.
2 miraculous. 3 illuminating, resplendent.
ਚਮਤਕਤ [camatkrItI] n wonder. 2 rarity.
3 miracle,  magical exercise.
ਚਮਨ Iceman] P ਕ: n lawn, garden. 2 flower
garden, flower  bed. 3 a railway station on the
border of Balochistan, 4,31 1 feet above the sea
level.
ਚਮਚ [camar] Skt ਗਯ n heavenly cow. 2 tuft of
hair at the  tail end of  a heavenly cow, i.e., sura
gau (camri). “t5 par hot camar chabI bhag.”

‘ --NP. 3 opposite of caram. “camarpos l<a madar
tera.”—-bhsr namdev. ‘living beings having body
covered with skin.’ 4 This word is used in place
of  CImar  (CImat). cémar  (ਘ,-^ ). “jahi camar
ਪ mukh te kahI h‘é.”—-carI tr 68.
ਚਮਰਸ [camras] n bo i l  or  wound caused by a
scratch on the skin.
ਚਮਰਟ [camarta] n son of a cobbler; leather-
man’s son. “camarta gathI  na janai.”—sor
ravrdas. See ਚਮਰਟ.
ਚਮਰਨ [camama] v cling, stick.
ਚਮਰਪਸ [camarpos] 888 ਚਮਚ 3.
ਚਮਰਞ [camarva] adj pertaining to cobbling; of
the  cobbler.
ਭਮਰ [camra] n leather, hide, skin. 2 adj of  the
cobbler. “$3t dokh gae camre.”—~maru m 4.
‘All troubles of  the cobbler Ravidas have come
to an  end.’  “Uh dhove dhor hathI camu camre.”
“ਸਬ m 4. ‘Cobbler Ravidas always had a
hide in his hand.’ 3 something sticking (to the
skin).
ਢਮਰਟ [camreta] n son of a cobbler.
ਚਮਰਰ [camreri] n female cobbler. 888 ਘ'ਮਰਰ.
ਚਮੜ [camar], ਚਮੜ [camra] n hide, skin. “kaparu
chode camar 1ie.”-asa m I .  ‘wore the skin of
a deer.’ 2 888 ਚਮਰਨ.
ਚਮੜ [camri] 888 ਗਲਰੜ. 2 n skin or hide.
“khapri lakri camri.”-—asa m 1. ‘a  celibate who
carries a skull, and covers himself with deer
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skin.’
ਚਮਰ [camar], ਚਮਆਰ [camIar] Skt n one who
works on the hide of  animals; one who skins
animals, dyes the skin and makes objects from
it. “mukat bha camIaro.”-—guj m 5. 2 per
Hindu scriptures, son of a Kshatriya woman
from a sudar is a camar. 888 ਔਸਨਸਸਮਤ s 4.
ਚਮਅਲ [camxal] See ਚਬਆਲ.
ਚਮ [camu] skin,  hide. 2 888 ਚਮ.
at]? [camutta] adj sticking with something.
“janu (ਭਗ camutte avle. ”—cé’di 3.
ਚਮਡ [camud], ਚਮਡ [camuda] 888 ਚਮਡ.
ਚਮ [camu] Skt n who vanquishes the enemy
army. “bhaji camu sabh danvi.”—c5d1' I . 2 army
ofspecific strength: 729 elephants, 729 chariots,
2187 horses, and 3645 foot soldiers.
ਚਮਚਲ [camucal] n disorder in the army. 2 army’s
departure.
ਚਮਨ [camuna] 888 ਲਲ.
ਚਮਲ [cameli] Skt a climber with white moon-
like flowers. L Jasminum grandiflorum. Flowers
of this perennial plant give out very pleasant
smcll from which scent is made. Yellow-
coloured cameli is called cépakvalli. These
flowers don’t have any fragrance.
ਚਮਟ [camota] n piece of leather. 2 adj made
from leather.

W‘lcamoran], ਚਮੜਨ [camorna] v stick, paste;
tempt,  involve. “das nar i  audhut denI
camorie. ”‘—var guj 2 m 5. ‘Ten sense organs
can tempt even an ascetic.’
ਚਯ [cay] Skt n group, pile. 2. fort, rampart.
3foundation, base, root, origin. 4dais, platform.
ਚਯਨ [cayan] Skt n collection, accumulation etc.
2 laying bricks; raising with bricks or  stones.
3 picking, selecting.
ਚਰ [car] Skt ਗ vr go, wander, stroll about,
consume,  cat, rob, enchant, disobey, serve,
indulge in depravity, raise character, think
deeply. 2 n spy; he who keeps watch in order
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to collect information. 3 adj  one who wanders.
4 See ਰਰਜ. 5 See ਚਰਨ,
ਚਰ ਅਚਰ [car acar] n animate and inanimate,
movable and immovable.
ਚਰਸ [੮9੮8੬'], ਦਰਸ [carsa] leather bag to draw
water with. See  ਚੜਸ and ਚੜਸ.
ਚਰਕ [carak] Skt n messenger, spy. 2 beggar.
3 traveller, path finder. 4 an ancient ascetic,
who wrote a treatise on medicine called
Charaksanhita. Sanskrit scholars believe that
Sheshnag took the form of a saint and
appeared on this earth and saw the miseries
o f  the  p e o p l e ,  and  preached t h e  l o r e  o f
traditional Ayurvedic medicine. 5 short for
carakséhIta. 6 See ਚਰਗ 2.
ਚਰਕਟ [carkata] n chopper that cuts fodder for
animals. 2 person who cuts and feeds fodder
to the elephant. 3 now, in Punjabi, a mean
person is given this epithet.
ਚਰਕਣ [carakna] v squabble. 2 sound of  frothy

liquid falling from the intestines. 3 suffer from
dysentery due to fear.
ਚਰਖ [carakh] P 2,; n circular disc. 2 lathe. -
3 Whetstone, grindstone. 4 celestial sphere,
celestial globe. 5 name of a village near Gazni.
6 melting of a metal on fire.
ਚਰਖਰ [carkhar] n circular disc with serrated
edge. “carkhar ségé.”—ramav.
ਚਰਖੜ [carkhari] See ਚਰਖ.
ਚਰਖ [carkha] P „."-ਟ n circular wheel etc.
2 spinning  wheel—an instrument to spin  cotton
with. “kolu carkha caki caku.”-¥var asg.
ਚਰਖ ਸਹੜਨ [carkha saherna] v marrying a
woman who spins cotton on the spinning wheel.
“ab saherbo carkha cahie. s te brIddhpano
nIrbahie.”-GPS. ‘
ਚਰਖ [carkhi] a huge circular instrument like a
spinning  wheel,  used  to pun ish  a convict.  Half
of  his body was tied to this devipe while the
rest was ' l e f t  hanging. When the wheel
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revolved fast, the hanging part of  the body was
cut into pieces; Many people were tortured to
death in this way dur ing the Mughal rule.
Lawyer Subeg Singh, Shahbaz Singh and many
Singhs were put to death and martyred in this
manner. “(ਗ-11 carkhari marfi dukh de  bhare.”
and “sigh  carkhi par carhvae.”—PP. 2 horse’s
movement in a circle. “carkhi phIr gerahI
asvar.”-—GPS. 3 small spinning wheel.
ਚਰਖ ਚੜਉਣ [carakhi carauna] v tie someone
to the serrated wheel. See ਚਰਖ 1.
ਚਰਗ [carag] n car (to move) ga (sky). a bird,
that flies in the sky,‘ called 54; in Persian and
/'" in Arabic. It is a black-eyed bird  of  prey, of
the hawk species, smaller in size than a large
kite. It has heavy claws, but is very agile. Its
eyes are bigger than those of  a kite. It is not a
native of  Punjab. It migrates from the hil ls  at
the start of  winter and retreats in summer. It
lays eggs in hilly caves. It lives on rats and
lizards and sometimes preys on birds also.
Wh’en domesticated, it is. good for hunting hares
and curlews. Hunters keep it for only six
months or  at the most for one  year. After that,
it gets useless. While eating meat, it shakes its
head vigorously.

This b i rd  is a female. The male called
cargela is shon-statured and is useless for
hunting. 866.ਸਕਰ ਪਛਆ ਦ ਚਤ. “siha baja
cérga kuhia ena khavale ghah.”——var majh m
1. 2 tarak, a hyena, is also called carak and
carag.
ਚਰਗਲ [cargela] male species of carag. It is not
tamed for hunting.
ਚਰਚ [carac] Skt ਜਗ vr speak, discuss, vilify,
torture, think, study. 2 See ਚਰਚਨ. 3 See  ਚਰਚ.
ਚਰਚਨ [carcan], ਚਰਚਨ [caracna] v plaster with
sandal wood. 2 annoint a deity or a scripture
with sandalwood.

'A bird that cats while flying is also calicd a'carag. ਸ



ਰਚਰ
ਚਰਚਰ [carcari] See ਚਚਰਅ. 2 Skt ਚਚਰ n song
sung  in the month of  Phaggan during the Hol i
celebration. 3 tamburinc, drum. 4 bustle and
elaborate show of  dance and music “karat karat
carac carac carcari.’_’—I<an m 5. ‘Worshippcrs
sing, dance and besmcar themselves with
sandalwood paste.’ 5 gIddha, a female folk
dance. 6 a poetic metre. Sce  ਚਚਰ. 7 a posture
in yog.
ਚਰਚ [carca] Skl n description. explanation.
2 dialogue in question and answer form. There
are four kinds ofdiscussions :

(a) ਵਦ [vad] is to satisfy the other person
by answering his questions with a feeling of
love.

(b) hIt  is to give a rejoinder without having
any ill-will.

(c) jalap 'is to refute the other person’s
vieWpoint.

(d) vxtéda is to defeat the other person’s
argument by hook  or  by crook.
3 besmear o r  plaster with sandalwood.
4 fame, rumour etc.
ਚਕ ਚਰਚ [carca carac] remembering and
worshipping the Creator, and pondering over
His attributes. ‘
ਚਰਚਰ [carcar] Skt ਧਚ adj worthy of worship.
2 worthy of description. “carcar caracaryé
huharé.”—vrna.
ਚਰਚਤ [carCIt] Skt ਚਚਤ adj worshipped;
plastered with sandal paste etc.
ਚਰਣ [caran] Skt vr go. roam about. 2 n feet;
“carat; thakur ke rIde samane.”—-majh m 5.

-3 a line of metrical verse. “tIthI 1161 kala
prathme caran.”—rupdip. 4 swallow, eat.
5 character, temperament, conduct. “jIn
sadhu  carat) s-adhpag seve.”—jetm 4.
ਚਰਣਸਮਹ [caransamuh] Skt ਥਣਧਧ ਚਸਫ one who
moves about everywhere; omnipresent. “mai
ri, mati caransamuh.”—sar m 5. “

1 !6! ਚਰਣਦਸ

ਚਰਣਕਮਲ [carankamal], ਚਰਣਕਵਲ [carankavall adj
lotus-like I'cct, feet like lotus flowers.
“carankamal man pram adhari.”——suhi m 5. 2 n
See ਚਰ ਚਕਅ. 3 See ਚਰਣ-ਕਲ.
ਚਰਣਕਲ [carankal] See ਚਰਨਵਲ. 2 There is a
village, Jindowal, in police station Banga, tehsil
Nawanshahar, district J alandhar. Two furlongs
to  the  nonh west  of  it, is  the  gurdwara o f  Guru
Hargobind who stayed here for a number of
days while going to Kiratpur from Phagwara.
His horse Suhcla was taken ill here.

'l‘hirtyrfive acres of land are attached with
the gurudwara in villages'of Taharpur and
Banga. An Udasi Sikh is the priest here. The
building and residential plots were got
constructed by Maharaja Ranjit Singh. A huge
pond got built by the daughter o f  Sardar
Dhanna Singh lies close by. A fair is organised
on the 14‘“ Chet. The gurdwara is situated
one mile to the east of the railway station
Banga.
ਚਰਣਦਸ [carandas] Ranjit, son of Murlidhar
Dhusar of  village Debra in the state of  Alwar
in Sammat 1760, who  became an  ascetic; and
also called Charandas. He used to preach the
worship of Radha and Krishan. Charandas
died in Delhi in Sammat 1839. A fair at his
memorial is organised on Vasant Panchami 
His disciples are called Charandasie. They
consider their guru Charandas  a s  an
incarnatidn of Shukdev. His disciples can get
married or remain celebatcs. With devotiofi  
they read Bhagwat Gita as also Svarodaya, a
book by Charandas. They preach that one
should not indulge in slander, adultery or
violence ctc termed by them as ਨਰ [naru]. See
ਸਰਦ.

2 Charandas was an adopted son of Mata
Sundri. He ran away from Delhi .after the
murdér of Ajit Singh. He changed his name
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from Singh to Das and spent the rest of his life
at Bhadaur in Patiala state.
ਢਰਣਦਸ [carandasi] n maid; female who serves
and sits at the feet of her master.
2 Sadhus, or  ascetics, use this word for shoes.
3 Some people even call their wives by this
name.
ਚਰਣ-ਦਸਆ [carandasia] 888 ਚਰਣਦਸ.
ਢਰਣਧੜ [carandhurI] dust of the feet.
“casndhurl tere jan ki hova.”--suhi m 5.
ਚਰਣਧ [camap] one whotakes water with feet;
tree, which absorbs water through its roots.
ਚਰਣਪਦਕ [caranpaduka] n traditional wooden.
sandals. 2 888 ਚਰਨਪਦਕ.
ਚਰਣਬਢਨ [caranbédna] n act of bowing head

. o n  somebody’s feet .  “caranbédna amol
dasro.”—sar m 5.
ਢਰਣਰਣ [caramenu] n dgst of the feet. “caranrenu
gur 1d mukhI lagi.”—gau m 5.
ਚਰਣ [carnal v move about. “gaganu rahaIa
hukme carna.”-maru solhe m 5 .  ‘The
movement in the sky takes place as per His
Will.’ 2 manger; trough for feeding animals.
3 888 ਚਰਣ. “ball: balI  jai satIgur cama.”—bher
m 5. 4 eat, devour. See ਚਰ vr. See ਚਰਦਨ.
ਢਰਣਕ [carnaka] 888 ਚਣਕਯ.
ਚਰਣ’ਠ [camatl'u'] 888 ਚਨਣਠ.
ਚਰਣਮਝ [camamat] 888 ਚਰਣਮਤ.
ਚਰਣ'ਮੜ [carnamatI] feet worthy of reverence.
“rakh la raj bIkhe camamatI.”—rama  v. ‘Hey
Ram! let me revere your feet while I am
performing my duty towards the kingdom."
ਚਰਣਮਤ' [carnamrItl n nectar (amt-It) from
the sacred feet of  a deity or Guru; water in
which the Guru’s feet have been washed. The
first nine Sikh Gurus used to initiate new
entrants, by administering them water in which
the Guru’s feet had been washed. It was also
called caranpahul or pagpahul. 888 ਚਰਨਮਤ.

'Bharat says so.
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ਚਰਣਯਧ [camayudh] n one whose feet are his
weapons: cock, rooster etc.
ਢਰਣਰਬਦ [carnarbid], ਚਰਣ'ਰਵਦ [camarvid]
adj feet like lotus. “camarbid man bIdhyé.”
—ga tha.
ਢਰਣ [exam] with the feet. 2 Skt n human
being. 3 adj who moves around.
ਚਰਨ [cami] (second dcclension) to the feet.
“cami’lage ta mahalu pave.”—gau am  3. 2 (third
declension) with the feet. “cami calau maragx
thakur kc.”—-sar m 5. 3 (seventh declension)
in the feet. 888 ਚਰਨ.
ਚਰਣਠ [camitha] Skt adorable feet, loving feet.
“balI be]: prabhu camitha.”—sarm 5.
ਚਰਣਦਕ [carnodak] Skt n water in which sacred
feet are washed. “camodak le acman haume
dubIdha rog gavae.”—BG.
ਚਰਨ [caran] 888 ਚਰਣ. 2 graze, pick. “uthke caran
lage pun sare.”—-NP. 3 character, conduct. “s‘ét
caran caran man laie.”——bIIa m 5. ‘Letv us dwell
upon the feet and the conduct of devout
persons . ’  4 ascend ,  ride a horse. “sr i
harIgobid ap  caran ko. rakhvayo kar sugatu
varan ko.”—GPS. ‘had a horse to ride on.’
ਢਰਕਰ [carankamal], ਚਰਨਕਵਲ [carankaval] See
ਚਰਣਕਮਲ. “carankamal asthIt r Id  5tar1.”——sa 
m 5. “carankaval hIrde gahI nanak.”—gaum
5. 2 See ਚਰ ਚਕਆ.

m m  [carandas] See  ਚਰਣਦਸ. 2 a spiritually
awakened disciple of  Bhai Pheru Sachi Darhi.
ਚਰਨ-['ਹਲ [caranpahul] See ਚਰਣਮਤ, ਪਗਪਹਲ and
ਪਹਲ.
ਚਰਨਪਢਕ [caranpaduka] See  ਚਰਣਪਦਕ. 2 Many
gurdwaras of  this name exist in the sacred
memory of Guru Nanak Dev. Apparently, the
wooden sandals of the Guru were respectfully -
installed at these places in earlier times. See
ਸ ਨਰ, ਕਟਦਰ, ਰਨਗੜ and ਢਕ.
ਚਰਨਬਧਕ [carnabatk] adj one who causes
perforation in the feet. “caranbatk jan teu
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mukat bhae.”—gau namdev. ‘The huntsman
was liberated who pierced the feet of  Krishan
with his arrow.’ See  ਜਰ 5.
ਢਰਨਰਵਰ [carnravar], ਚਰਨਵਲ [caranraval],
ਚਰਨਰਣ [caranrenu], ਚਰਨਰਨ [caranren] n dust
of the feet. “bache caranravaro.”—-guj m 5.
“caranren bache nI t  nanak.”—dhana m 5.
ਚਰਨ [carnal S e e  ਚਰਣ. 2 ascend,  climb.
“m5dar1 carIke péthu nIharau.”—sor m 5.
“car: sétan nav tara.”—gau a m 5. 3 receive,
get. “phIrI I a  ausaru care na hatha.”—ba van.
4 rise. “as  cakvi d I n  care.”—bIIa ch5t m 5.
ਚਰਨਠ [carnathi] See ਚਨਣ'ਠ.
ਢਰਨਮਤ [carnamat], ਚਰਨਮਤ [carnamrI t] nectar;
water in which  guru’s ਚਉ! have been washed.
See ਰਰਣਮਤ. “carnamrIt sxkkhé pilaya.”—-BG.
ਢਰਨਰਬਦ [camarbid] ਚਰਰਮਲ lotus-feet. See
ਚਰਣਰਵਦ. “carnarbid basaI hIrdc.”—sarm 5.
ਚਰਨਰ [camare] (second declension) to the feet,
towards the feet. 2 shOrt for caranrenu.
ਚਰਨਵ [carnave] Skt ਗਗਸਥ feet, only the feet.
“man ever na  bhave camave carnave.”—bIIa m
5 partal.
ਚਰਨ [carni] (seventh declension) in the feet.
“gurcarni man laga.”—sorm I.  2 See ਰਚਣ. 3 n
the initiated Sikh. See ਸਹਜ.
ਢਰਨਹ [camera] (third declension) to the feet.
“sevau sadh sét  camere.”-I<an m 5.
ਚਰਨ-ਢਕ [camodak] See ਚਰਣਦਕ.
ਢਰਨਲ [carnali] a village which falls under
Nurpur police station, tehsil Una district
Hoshiarpur. It is situated twenty-eight miles to
the south east of  Nawanshahar railway station,
and less than two miles short of Kiratpur across
the river. There is a gurdwara in memory of
Guru Hargobind. The Guru used to stay here
while going across Satluj from Kiratpur on way
to Doaba. A Manji Sahib is also there. A baptised
Singh performs the duties of the pujari. No land
13 attached to the gurdwara.

H 6 3 ਚਰ'ਪਟਛਗ

ਚਰਪਟ [carpet] ਲ/ਪਗਟ n slap, blow, spank. 2 robber,
thief, pickpocket. 3 name of an ascetic said to
be born from the eyes of yogi Machhandar
Nath. “cakrIt CItt carpet hve dIkhsa. carpatnath
tadIn se nIksa.”—paras. 4 a Gorakhpanthi
ascetic who had a dialogue with Guru Nanak
Dev. “carpatu bole audhu nanak.”—s:cdh-
agosatr.‘ 5 a poetic metre. There are two
forms of this metre in Dasam Granth.

The first one a transform of  uchal, hésak,
and p5ktI, and has 58!, S, S as its structure:

Example:
SmrIt karma. SmrIt dharme.
akkhal joge. accal bhoge.

_ -japu.
The other one has IIS, .5, 5 structure in each
line. Hence

sarbé devé .  sarb5 bhevé.
sarbé kale. sarba~ pale.

' -'japu.
This form reccurs in Dattavtar. Hence

ga l I té  jogé’. dalIt5  bhogé.
bhagve bhesé. suphle desé.

6 adj broad and flat.
ਚਰਪਟ ਛਗ [carpat chiga] a form of carpet
metre. It comprises six matras and one guru,
making a total of eight matras.

Example:
cxtré barma. cars  carma.

'An instance-of the dialogue between Charpatnath and
Guru Nanak. regarded authentic by Udasi sadhus is .
given below:

“seli na bédhé no pahxré mrzgani.
khflha na odhb jo horjaI purani.
bIbhuti na carats jo utar ਪਹ!- jaI.
khar vakar lctcgi mcri balax.
duara dekh dhuni na pafi.
sata dekh ਕਥ na bajafi.
grab: grahI kukar nIai migan na jafi.
bhekh ka jogi kade na labia”...
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biré bamé. bhiré bham5.—ramav.

2 With characteristics of  the above metre, it
can take the form of  akVa, ajba, kénya, and
tIlka. Hence

khaggé khyata. gyan‘é gyata.
CItr5 jodhi. juddhé krodhi.—ramav.

ਚਰਪਟਨਥ [carpatnath] See ਚਰਪਟ 3 and 4.
ਢਰਪਟ [carpatu] 888 ਚਰਪਟ 4. _
ਚਰਪਰ [carpara] adj pungent taste like that'of a
chilli. “madhur salvan  turas carpare.”——GPS.
ਚਰਬ' [carab] Skt ਚਬ" vr go, depart; chew, eat
etc. 2 P ...-,ਟ adj pungent in smell and biting in
taste. 3 thick, dense. 4 strong. 5 greasy. 6 n
victory, conquest. "‘arab kharbé pur‘é carab sarb‘é
kare.”—ramav.
ਚਰਬਣ [carban], ਚਰਬਨ [carban] Skt ਚਬਣ“ roasted
corn. 2 act of chewing, masticating.
ਚਰਥਨ [carbani] adj (a female) who chews.
ਚਰਬਕ [carbak], ਚਰਬਖ [carbakh] adj of pleasant
disposition, sweet-tongued. “dut ge carbakh.”
—ramav. 2 P “ਦਦ/b .  clever. 3 alert, active in
work.
ਚਰਬ [carbi] adj fat; obese. 2 victorious,
triumpfiant. See  ਚਰਥ 6. “sarab carbian carab.”
-carItr 217. 3 P (.ਨ-ਟ n body fat.
ਚਰਬਦਨ [carbidan] P U444” v gain victory,
conquer. 2 be ahead of  the other.
ਚਰਮ [caram] Skt adj last, final. 2 best. 3 n
western side. 4 end. 5 Skt ਚਮ skin, hide, leather.
“lepné rakat carmanah.”—sahas m 5. 6 shield,
made from rhino’s skin. “0; gursabad kar
carmanah.”—sahas m 5. “chuti hath carmé.”

-V'N. ‘The shield slipped from the hand.’
ਚਰਮਕਰ [caramkar] See ਚਮਰ.
ਚਰਮਖ [carmakh] Ski ਚਮਕ“ spindle of a spinning
wheel.
ਚਰਮਫਦਕ [carmchedak] n arrow that can pierce
a‘ leather shield.—sanama. 2 cobbler’s awl.
ਚਰਮਣ [carman] Skt ਥਸਧਧ leather goods. 2 888
ਚਗ1'.
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ਚਰਮਣ [carmani] which has shields—the army.
—sanama.
ਚਰਮਦਸ [caramdrIstI] n vision, eyesight.
“caramdrIstI mfid, pekhe dIbbdrIstI kc.”
-—BGK. 2 farsighted, prescient, prudent. See
ਚਰਮ.

ਚਰਮਨਗ [caramnag] western hills, where the sun
sets.
ਚਰਮਨਤ [caramnvati] 888 ਚਬਲ.
ਚਰਮਪਸ [carampos] adj (one) who wears skins
of animals. 2 n leather bag in which soldiers
keep their ammunition. “lakk jIné‘ de
carampos.”——j5gnama.
ਚਰਮਰ [carmarx] enemy of the shield, sword.
2 arrow.—sanama.
ਚਰਯ [caray] Skt ਥਯ adj worth doing; duty.
ਚਚਯ [carya] Skt ਵਗ n character, conduct,
behaviour. 2 deed,  effort. 3 l ivelihood,
profession. 4 act of  eating. 5 act of going;
voyage. '
ਚਰਰਜ [car-raj] n short for eaten-raj; dust of  the
feet. “jan car-raj mukhI maths lagi.”—bIIa m 5.
ਚਰਵਹ [carvaha], ਚਰਵਹ [carvara], ਚਰਵਰ
[carvaro] n shepherd, herdsman. 2 adj.(one)
who tends sheep and cattle etc. “carvaro syam
dhenu hs.”-—krIsan. See ਚਰਵਦਰ.
ਚਰਵਦਰ [carvedar] P flflul‘g one  who looks after
the cattle; shepherd boy. “carvedar tz't
legayo.”—car1tr 122.
ਚਰਉਣ [carauna] v graze the cattle. “kab-hfi
na par utarI cartu.”—asa kabir. 2 employ,
use, apply. “bhasam jaraI caraibxbhuta.”—gau
m 5.
ਰਚਇਤ [caraIta] See ਚਰਧ.
ਚਰੲ [carai] wages for grazing the cattle.
2 act of grazing the cattle. 3 888 ਚਰਉਣ 2.
ਚਰਹ [caraha] 888 ਚਰਵਹ. “ban:  ape
gaucaraha.”—-sor m 4.
ਚਰਕ [carak], ਚਰਗ [carag] P (LI; )1 oil lamp;
earthen lamp. 2 light, radiance. “kotI cadrame
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karahI carak.”—bh£r a kabir. “guru canan gIan
carag.”—var bIIa m 4.
ਚਰਗਢ [caragci] P, T ਰਰਪਟ adj who lights the
lamp. 2 n torch-bearer.
ਚਰਗਹ [caragah] P ਜਟ n place where cattle
are grazed; pasture.
ਚਰਗਜਹ [081'868]‘੩11q], ਚਰਗ ਫਲਕ [carace falak]
P ਪੜਨਲ n lamp of the world i.e the sun.
ਚਰਚਰ [caracar] animate and inanimate, living
and non-living, active and inert.
ਚਰਨ [caran] feet, plural of  caran. “seva gurcaran‘
h5.”—asa m 5 .  “basahI  r I d e  mohI harI
carane.”—1<aII m 5.
ਚਰਵਨ [caravan] v graze cattle. 2 apply, fix.
“harI harI namu caravahu réganI.”—asa m 5.
3 offer, present. “gobid puja k311i”: le caravan?”
—guj ravrdas. 4 put over (something). “basan
ma‘ijI caravahI uparI.”—-asa kabir. 5 climb,
make someone mount a conveyance.
ਚਰਞ [carava] See ਚਰਵਹ. 2 See ਚੜਵ.

‘ਚਰ [carI] See ਚਰਨ. 2 having climbed. “gau
car: sigh pache  pave.”-—gaum 5. ‘One cannot
succeed by attacking a lion while riding a cow.’
ਚਚਓ [carIo], ਦਰਆ [carIa] adj grazed, ate.
2 found,  got.  “hath carIo harI thoka.”
~guj m 5. 3 roamed, moved. “khojat carIo

. dekhau prIa jai.”—-suhi m 5. See ਚਰ.
ਚਚਆਰ [carIar] adj who has four paramours.
“carIar narI  athkheli.”—BG. 2 who moves

about. 3 who grazes. See ਚਰ.
ਚਰਕ [carIke] by climbing. See ਚਰਨ 2.
ਚਰਤ [ਧਰਸ Skt n trait, misdeed. 2 action, deed.
“apne carIt prat apI  banae.”-—sukhmani.
3 ritual, custom. 4 description, narration.
ਚਰਤਰਥ [carItarath] Skt ਗਗਧ adj grateful,
useful. 2 successful. 3 proper.
ਚਰਤ [carI tr] Skt n footman, soldier (infantry).
2 character, misdecd, trait. 3 narrajion,
description. 4 a part of Dasam Granth containing
stories of  the  tricks played by men and women
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on one an other is often called carItr 'though
the original title is carItropakhyan. Though they
are 405, the actual number is 404. Number
325 is given afier writing only “ItI 511'”, without

‘ any carItr.
In the preface to this book, it is written that

a celestial beauty felt drawn' to a handsome
king Chitar Singh2 and a son, Hanuwant Singh,
was born to them.3 Chitar Singh’s newly
married wife Rani Chitarmati was charmed
by the elegant and handsome youth Hanuwant
Singh. She expressed a desire for union with
him. But the pious Hanuwant Singh refused to
have any immoral relationship with his step-
mother. As a result, Chitarmati accused
Hanuwant Singh of  immoral conduct and
compelled her husband to order his execution.‘
But the wise and sagacious minister of the king
tried to dissuade him from doing so. Heping to
remove the doubts of  the king, he narrated the
fraudulent ways by which cunning women have
tried to have their sway over  their husbands.’

In these car: trs figure incidents from Hindu
shastars, and the book entitled Bahardanish,
stories from the Mughal dynasty, narratives
from Rajputana and tales from Panjab. Some

'“CItravati nagri vxkhe extrasigh a p  ck”.

’“rahi apsara rijh rup lakfi raI ko.”.
"‘ck putt tétc bhayo amIt rup ki khanI.

maharqdr hfi rIs  kart kamdcv pahIcanI.”.

“‘odchcsaja ki hItu cxtr-mati t I h  nam.
hanvat s igh-hi  so rah: cxtvat athc') jam.”

-“v5ki kahi na nIrapsut mani.
cxtr-mati tab bhai khIsani.”
“phat cir kar apnc mukh nakhgfiax lagaI.
raja ko rokhIt kIyo tan ko cxhan dIkhaI.”
“bacan sunat kwdtt a p  bhayo.
maran hct sot-hi lcgyo.”

"‘métrIn an rav samjhayo.
trcarItr kmhfi nah: payo.”



ਢਰਤਸ'ਨ
ਜਸ‘ਘਧੳਸਡ from individual experience too have
been related. The idea behind these narratives
is that, driven by passion, men should not blindly
follow the wiles of cunning women as by doing
so, they run the risk of  mining themselves
completely.‘

However it does not mean that one  should
not trust one’s virtuous wife or  other noble
women. What is actually meant is that one
should not lose one’s sense of  discretion by
giving way to carnal desires.
ਥਰਤਪਪਨ [carItropakhyan] See ਚਰਤ 4.
ਚਰ [cari] millet, green fodder. See ਜਵਰ. 2 adj
eaten. 3 (feminine gender) rode. “cap cari
caturég camu.”—-kalki. 4 found, discovered
(used for feminine gender). “acit  cari hath:
harI harI teka.”——bher a m 5. ‘has got the
support of  the  One  who  is free of  all anxiety.’
ਰਚਆ [caria] adj who grazes. “caria jou
bache.”—kr:rsan. ‘who grazed calves.’
ਰਹਐ [carie] let us eat or swallow. 2 let us ride.
“bohIthI carie.”—maru solhe m I .
ਢਗਦਨ [caridan] P ਖਅ v cattle’s act of grazing.
See Skt ਚਰ vr.
ਚਰ [cam] Skt n sacrificial food, grains and other
eatables, meant to be used during religious
ceremonies. 2 containers for food to be used
during such ceremonies. 3 boiled rice which
has not been strained. 4 meadows, pastures.
5 rent for using the meadows. 6 oblation.
7 cloud, rain.
ਚਰ [caru] See ਚਰ. .
ਚਰ [care] grazes or cats grass. “kudI kUdI
care rasatalI paI.”-gau kabir. 2 get, find.
“phIrI I a  ausaru care n3 hatha.”-—bavan.
3 (the sun) may rise. “sur care prIu dekhe

"‘kotx kast syane sahE, keso dohc anég,
nck nch nah: kijIye tau tarunx kc ség— carrtr 7 I .
“pare apda kcsxye kotI kast sahIlet.

tau sughar nar IstrIan bhcd no apno det-carrtr l 9.
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ncni.”—mala m 5 partal. 4 rises. “bhar parai
SI  1': care.”——s kabir.
ਚਰ'ਯ [careya] adj cowherd, shepherd. 2 who
moves about. 3 one who makes an offering.
ਚਚਜ [car‘jji] See ਚਰ‘ਜ.
ਚਰਜਵ [car'éjivi] See ਚਰਜਵ. “bapu hamara sad
caréjivi.”—bher m 5.
ਚਰਤਤ [carét-ta] n movement, act of  moving.
“sthavro sthIrat-ta,  caré bIkhe carét-ta.”-NP.
ਚਰਨ [carén] to the feet. See ਚਰਣ. “dekh carén
agh‘e’m haryau.”—saveye m 4 Ice.
ਚਚਨ [carénI] at the feet. “ju carénI guru CIt
lavat he.” —saveye m 4 ke.
ਢਰਵਨ [carhavan] v offer, donate, surrender.
“manahI carhavau dhup.”—j£tm 4.
ਚਰਵ [carhava] n offering, donation, dedication.
“kou carhava lutatbhayo.”—NP.
ਚਰ [carhe] may climb, See ਚਰ.
ਚਲ [cal] Skt ਕਰ vr shake, tremble, vibrate,
gambol. 2 adj inconstant, fickle. “cal crt  bIt
anIt prIa bIn.”——brha ch5tm 5. 3 n mercury.
4 mind; heart. 5 a poetic form; a couplet in
Punjabi, See ਦਹਰ ਦ ਰਪ 8. 6 fraud, deceit.
7 defect, fault.
ਚਲਗਜ [calcoza] See ਚਲਗਜ.
ਚਲਚਤ- [calcxt], ਚਲਚਤ [caICItU] Skt ਚਲਰਤ adj
who has a fickle and inconstant mind; who is
not stable. “caICIt VI t bhrama bhramé.”——guj a
m I . “mat: bhavi phIrahI calcx tu.”—-sava m 3.
ਚਲਣ [calan] n conduct, misdeed, character.
2 departure, act of going (dying). “jIni calan
janIa, se  kIu  karahI v1thar?”—var suhi m 2.
3 custom, tradition. 4 movement. 5 Dg feet;
limbs which help in movement. “caban calan
ratén.”—s fax-id. ‘teeth, feet and eyes.’
ਚਲਣਹਰ [calanhar], ਚਲਣਹਰ [calanhara], ਚਲਣਹਰ
[calanharu] adj mortal. 2 who departs (from
this world). “cale calanhar.”-—asa fan'd. “$3t
jagu calanharu.”-var asa.
ਚਲਣਵਰ [calanvara] adj See ਚਲਣਹਰ. 2 n time



ਚਲਣ

to depart. “5t sakhai calamvara.”—maru soIhe
m I .
ਚਲਣ [calna] v go, depart. 2 disappear from
one’s place of  stay. See ਚਲ._
ਚਲਣ [calnu] See ਚਲਣ 2.  “calanu r Ide  samal I .”
—maIa 111 3. 2 See ਚਲਣ 3. “age calanu or he
bhai.”—ma1i m 5.
ਚਲਤ [calat] Skt ਚਰਤ n conduct. “s de calat
anek.”—sn‘ m 5. 2 account o f  credit with a
grocer. 3 adj mOrtal, inconsistent. “tan dhan
joban calat gaza.”—-brla m 5. 4 continuing,
departing.
ਚਲਰੳ [caltau] adjclev'cr, fickle.  “caltau manu
rakhe 5mm cakhs.”—asa m I .
ਚਲਤਰ [caltaru] Sec ਦਲਦਲ.
ਚਲਤਬਰ [éaltibar] n time to depart from this
world; time to  die. 2 adv  at the time of  death.
“caltibar tero kachu nahI .”-—bas§t a m l .
ਚਲਤ [calto], ਚਲਤ [calla] adj transitory, fickle.
2 n mind. “calta thakI rakhahu gharI apne.”
—sorm I . _
ਚਲਦਲ' [caldal] Skt n peepul tree of  which the
leaves are always moving. L Ficus religiosa.
“so caldal k0 ਚ… tatkala. haro hotbha patr
bIsala.”—NP.
ਚਲਨ [calan] S e e  ਚਲਣ. 2 n act  o f  going;
movement. “carari calan kau.”—ram a m 5.
ਚਲਨ’ਰ [calanhar], ਚਲਨਰ [calanhara],  ਚਲਨਹਰ
[calanharu] See ਚਲਣਹਰ.
ਚਲਨ [calna] v depart, move, go. “c315 ta tje
k5bli.”—s fan'd. 2 have sway over, have a say.
“dati sa t  sédia k I a  cale t Isu nalI?”—-var
511“ 111 I .  “ij5tun ka cali? CIt let cor 50 men.”
--paras. ‘What power do men have? It steals
the heart of even Kam.’
ਚਲਨ [calni] averting, avoiding. “sahe lIkhe na

calni.”——s farid. ‘The t ime of  death can’t be
averted.’ It is inevitable. n sieve. “calni me
jese dekhiat hf: anek chIdra.”—BGK.
ਚਲਵ'ਯ [calveya] adj who makes a thing move,
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who inspires. 2 clever, which moves when
desired; for example, a horse.
ਚਲ [cala] See  ਚਲ. 2 Skt n lightning. 3 goddess
of  wealth; material world.
ਚਲਉਣ [calauna] v urge, goad, drive, persuade,
set in motion. 2 remove, efface. “na cale
calaxa.”—-var majh m 1. ‘Consequences can
never be averted.’
ਚਲਉ [calau] adjmortal, transitory. “so nIvahu
gadI  jo calau na this.”-—var maru 2 m 5.
2 which makes something move.
ਚਲਇਰ [caltI] moves. 2 inspires. “q tu
caltI t Iv  calah suami.”—an§du.
ਚਲੲ [calai] n act of going; movement. 2 gait.
3 reference, context.  “manukh ki ਫਰ}… ket
calai.”—asa m 5. ‘What is there to talk of man?’
ਚਲਹ [calaha] adj temporary. 2 wiped off.
“kIrat na  C818 calaha he.”——maru 501119 In 3.
ਚਲਕ [calak], ਚਲਕ [calaki] See  ਚਲਕ-ਚਲਕ.
ਚਲਣ [0818118] departure, march. 2 xa pass
away, leave for the next world.
ਚਲਵ [੮8181/8] adj one who drives 01 moves.
2 n movement, speed, gait.
ਚਲ [0911] on the move, moving cleverly. “menu
dah  (1181 cell cell: bharmIa.”-suh1'ch5tm 4.
2 by moving, by walking.
ਚਲਤ [calIt], ਚਲਤ [calItr] See ਚਰਤ and ਚਰਤ.
“calIt  tumare pragat  pIare.”—majh m 5.
ਚਲਦ [calida] adj who makes something go.
“cap ke calida.”—gyan. ‘who employ bow and
arrow.’ 2 mortal.
ਚਲਤ [calfibh], ਚਲਭ [calfibha] See ਚਲਭ.
ਚਲਲ [calul], ਚਲ'ਲ [calula], ਚਲਲਆ [calulIa],
ਚਲ'ਲ [caluli], ਚਲ'ਲ [calulu], ਚਲਲ [੮91p ]€]ਚ-ਲਲ
like a pearl, shining like a pearl. 2 deep red.
“suke kasat hare‘_cplul.”—ram m 5. ‘Dry trees
have blossomed into green leaves and deep
red flowers’ i.e; ‘The poor, humble, unfortunate
peeple who were affl icted with pain‘are
flourishing with joy.’ “rig calule naI.”—sr1° m 4.
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“bastra hamare rég calul.”—asa m 5. “run: lal
calulu.”——sor a m 1.
ਚਲਸਹ [੮818881111ਥਕਢਧਚ will go, will proceed.
ਚਲਤ [caléta] adj inconstant, mortal. 2 adv on
the  move, in motion. 3 continuous.
ਚਲ'ਡਖਲ [calétikhel] n game of skill, trick
involving nimbleness of hand. “jotIk ved
calétikhele.”—BG. 2 act (art) of  playing roles.
ਚਲਥ [੮91ਰਧ0], ਚਲਥ [caléths] adj  (one) that goes;
(something) that can go. “kiratz sath calétho.”
—gatha.
ਚਲਤ [calébh] See  ਚਲਭ.
ਰਲ [calha] P 2.0.; ਚਹ [cah] (well) ਲਯ [lay]
(slush). slush near thb well. 2 pit of  mire.
ਚਞ [cav] n four. “cari cavganx v5ni.”—var vad
m 4. 2 See ਚਵਣ.
ਚਵਕ [cavka] See ਚਉਕ.
ਚਵਗਣ [cavgan], ਚਵਗਣ [cavganI ], ਚਵਗਣ [cavgun],
ਚਵਗਨ [cavgun] adj four times. See  ਚਞ.
ਚਵਣ [ਢਗਗਘ] S n  speech, articulation. “gurbani
nI t  nI t  cava.”—suhi chétm  4. “naa dharam
ese cavahI .” -sava  m 5 .  “50t  cavahu
mukhahu jagénath."’—var kan m 4. “saw
cavaie.”—var majh m 1 .  “her :  harI nam

' caVIa.”-tukha chétm 4. “jhuthe ban cave 1mm:
11;) avae jiU.”—dhana ch5tm I .  '
ਚਵਤਲ [cavtal] See ਚਰ ਤਲ. 2 adj forty-fourth.
“satrahI 58 cavtal me savan SUdI budhvar.
nagar pévta me tumo raCIo gréth sudhar.”
—krIsan.
ਚਵਦਹ [cévdah] n fourteen.
ਚਵਧ [cavadh] n glitter. 2 panic, dread. “dhyan
taj parat cavadh munI. ”—mmav.
ਚਵਨ [cavan] See ਚਵਣ. 2 See ਰਵਨ.
ਚਵਪਯ [cavpeya] See ਚਤਸ'ਧਦ and ਪਦਮਵਤ 2.
ਚਵਰ [cavar] n fly whisk. “pavanu cavro kare.”
—sohIIa.
ਚਵਰ [cavra] adj wide.
-krIsan. 2 See ਚਰ.
ਚਵਰਸ [cavrasi], ਚਵਰਸਹ [cavrasih] Skt eighty-

“mukh cavrayo.”

four. “cavrasih lakh jonI upai.’
ke.
ਚਵਰਸਹ ਸਧ [cavrasih SIddh] Sec ਚਰਸ ਸਧ.
ਚਵਰਸਹ ਲਖ ਜਨ [cavrasih lakh jonI] Sec ਚਰਸ
ਲਖ ਯਨ.
ਚਞਰਯ [cavrayo] widened, spread. See ਚਵਰ.
ਚਵਰ [cavarU] fly Whisk. See ਚਵਰ. “kesa 1<a karI
cavaru dhulava.”—suhi m 5. .
ਚਵ [(:ਗਬ] to speak (I wish to), to say (I wish
to).  See  ਚਵਣ.
ਚਵਉ [cavau], ਦਵਇਆ [cavaIa], ਦਵਈ [cavai],
ਚਵੲਐ [cavaie] to say, said, let us say, may
speak. See ਚਵਣ.
ਚਵਣ [cavan] n place of  articulation, mouth.
“phutte cavan.”—-c5di 2. “kopar cur cavani.”
—c5di 3. ‘Having crushed the mouth and the
skull into powder.’
ਚਵਵ [cavave], ਚਵਆ [cavra] See ਚਵਣ. 2 may
chew. “kubut  cavave so  k I t u  t h a I ? ”
—srdhgosatI.
ਰਵ [cavi] Sec ਚਵਣ. “cavi cavdi.”—VN.
‘Chamunda said so.’ 2 See ਚੜ.
ਦਵ [cave], ਚਵ [cave], ਚਵਦ [ਧਗਟਧਕ] says. See
ਚਵਣ. ‘

’—saveye m 4

ਚਦ [cavhi] twenty-four.
ਚੜ [car] Sec  ਚੜਨ,
ਚੜਸ [cares] n leather bag used to draw water
from the well. See ਚੜਸ. 2 an intoxicant made
from the juice of delicate leaves of cannabis;
It is modified form of hemp and is smoked. It
has the effect of  dryness and adversely affects
brain and muscles. Those addicted to it lose
their manl iness, become impotent and look very
dirty, fil thy  and clumsy.
ਚੜਸ [carsa] See ਚੜਸ l .  2 a ten-acre measure

of  land which  can be irrigated with a leather
bag called carsa. T h e  measure i s  only
approximate. It may be a little less or more
depending on the depth of water in the well.
See ਗਦਰਮ.
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_ਚਡਸ [carsi] adj who  takes hemp. the intoxicant.
2 who draws out water with a leather bag.
ਚੜਤ [ਧਰਟਗ] n offering to the deity, donation etc.
2 departure: 3 attack on the enemy.
ਚੜਤਸਘ [caratsigh] brother of Dan Singh, a
Malwai (from the Malwa region of  Punjab)
Sikh in the court of  Guru Gobind Singh. 2 head
of  Sukarchakia misl (confederation). paternal
grand father of  Maharaja Ranjit Singh, who was
born  in Sammat 1779. He fought many battles
on the side of the Khalsa. On his own initiative
and strength, he created a princely slate of
Gujranwala. over which he ruled. He died in
1832. due. to an accidental shot from his own
gun. Prachin Panth Prakash refers to  his name
as Charh Singh.
ਚੜਨ [carnal v ride or  mount  a horse. “can
deharI ghori.”—-~vad ghon'fi. 2 go up.  “can
bohathe calasahI.”---var maru 1 m ."/. 3 xa
pass away. 4 attack the enemy, invade the
enemy territory. 5 ascend.
ਚੜ [cam] 11 kite. “tajI mas cara ud ap  cali."~datt.
ਚੜਉ [carau] n ascendancc. 2 progress,
improvement, development. 3 surrender,
offering. “sevak sevahI karamI carau.”--var

' asa. ‘The devout serve the Lord and dedicate
themselves and their deeds without expecting
anything in return.‘
ਚੜਉਣ [carauna] cause ascent, risc etc. 2 make
a person ride. 3 surrender. 4 wear. “kapar égI
caraIa.”—-b1‘1a m 3.
ਚੜਉ {ਧਰਸਕਘ adj who offers or surrenders.
2 who rides. “bhau  beta,  jia carau.”—maru m l .
ਚੜ [can] adv by boarding. Scc ਚੜਨ.
ਚੜ [cari] See ਚੜਨ- 2 Sec ਚੜ. 3 will ride.
“satIguru  apna manaI 1:: la rup cari.”—varsuhi
m 3.
ਚਡਐ [eerie] adj'supcrior, excellent. “sabh da
khasamu he sabh du tu carie.”—vargau 1 m 4.
2 See ਚੜਨ,

H 6 9 ਚੲਅ .
ਚਤਦ [(:ਗ-| u ^ ], ਚਡਦ [carédi] adj of superior
quality, excellent, the chosen one. “ I k d u  1k:
carédia kaunu jane mera nau jiu?”——suh1’ m I
kucaji.
ਚੜਸਘ [carhsigh] Sec ਚਡਤਸਘ 2.
ਚੜਤ [carhat] Sce ਚੜਤ.
ਚੜਨ [carhna] See ਚੜਨ,
ਚੜਉਣ [carhauna] See ਚੜਉਣ.
ਚੜਵ [carhava] n offering to the deity. 2 depaflurc,
invasion. 3 gifts (clothes, jewellery etc) sent
for the bride before marriage.
ਚ [ca] n elation, cxultation,  bliss. 2 act  of  lifting.
3 See ਚਯ.
ਚਉ [cau] n enthusiasm, aspiration, glee. “man:
can bhaIa prabh  agamu sunIa.”-an5du.
ਚਉ ਚੲਲ [cau caila] adjcager, gleeful. “mIlI
cau caile pran.”-asa ਗਤ! m 5.
ਚਉਣ [cauna] v lift, raise.
ਰਉਲ [caul] )1 rice. “caul pasam des mam hoi.”
---NP.
ਚਉਲ [caula] Sec ਚਵਲ.
ਚਉੜ [caur] n playfulness, frivolity. 2 prank.
ਚਉ [can] adj eager, fervent. 2 n a devotee
from Bambi subcaste, who was a resident of
Sullanpur and was initiated into Sikhism by
Guru  Arjan Dev.
ਚਓ [cao] See ਚਉ and ਬਚਤ.
ਚਇ’ [caIl Sec ਚਉ and ਚਯ. “sada can hear:
bhaI.”--saveye m 4 ke. “tamasé bahu bxdhi
can: lagxrahIa.”—sn’ o m 5. 2 adv having
picked up, by lifting. “hath ca:  dijs.”-carrtr
109.
ਰਇਆ [caIa] picked up. See ਚਉਣ. 2 n
yearning, aspiration. “monI uia caIa.”-—b:rla
c115t m 5.
ਚਇਣ [caInU] S v utter, get someone speak.
Sec ਚਵਣ. 2 lift, pick  up.
ਚਈ [cai] lifted, picked up. 2 adj eager, zealous.
ਰਈਆ [caia], ਚਈਲ [caila] adj zealous,
enthusiastic, eager. “sajarju meda caia.”—var
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maru 2 m 5.
ਚਥ [cas], ਚਸਨ [casni] Dg n earth, land. 2 P
ਪਨ, n something worth tasting. 3 sweetened
water made thick. Syrupy sweets like jalcbis
are prepared by dipping them in it. See  Skt ਚਸ
vr. 4 colour of gold or silver from which the
purity of  a metal is checked.
ਚਸਵਦਰ [casavxdar] Dg n one who ploughs
land, farmer, ploughman. 2 a blade in front of
the plough, ploughshare.
ਚਹ [cah] n eagerness, keen desire. “cahahI
tujhahI daIar!”-asa charm 5. 2 recollection,
vision, sight. “cah rahe cut  me krIpa ki ek cah
ki.”—52 kavr. 3 P cl; deep well. 4 See ਚਯ.
ਚਹਕ [cahak], ਚਹਕ [cahaku] adj desirous, eager.
“cahak tat samat sare.”—-savsye m 4 ke. ‘dcsirer
of the supreme spirit. and the ocean ofequality.
2 who sees.
ਚਹਤ [cahat] wants, desires. 2 sees. looks.
ਚਹਨ [cahan], ਚਹਨ [cahna] v desire, seek.
2 sec,  look,  See  ਰਕ. 3 n craving, longing.
“manahu pratikhat purvi cahan.”--GPS.
ਚਹਲ [cahal] a subcastc of  Jatts. 2 a village in
police station Barki tehsil and district Lahore.
A gurdwara in memory of Guru Nanak Dev is
located here. His maternal grandparents lived
here. The  Guru visited this place a number of
times. Bibi Nanki was born here. A simple
building of a gurdwara stands. Guru Granth
Sahib is installed. A baptised Sikh performs the
duties of a priest. Thirty bighas of land has
been attached to  the gurdwara, which is located
eight miles in the south cast corner of railway
station Lahore Cantonment.
ਚਰ [cahI] See ਚਹ. 2 adv by finding. 3 by
looking.
ਚਹਏ [cahIe], ਚਹਯ [catc] part ought to,
should, ask for. 2 proper.
ਚਹਲ [cahIl] See ਚਹਲ.
ਚਹ [cahi] desirous, keen. 2 P ਪਖ, related to a
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well. 3 n land irrigated with water from a well.
ਚਹਏ [cahie], ਚਹਯ [cahiye] Sec ਚਹਏ.
ਚਹ [cahe] part or, although, though. 2 See ਚਹਨ.
ਚਕ [cak] n circular wooden frame. “cak te kfibh
turét utaryo.”—krrsan. 2 wheel. 3 a sub caste
of Jatts. 4 P ਪਨ, crack. 5 sound produced by
the clash of weapons like swords etc. 6 T09
adj firm, strong. 7 healthy. 8 n time,‘ period.
9 E chalk. _
ਚਕ was: [cak caky] Skt n glitter, glamour.
2 brightness, shine. 3 grandeur.
ਚਕਜਧਰ [cakcfidhar] See ਚਕਚਧਰ and ਚਚਧਰ.
“kIte  cakcfidhar carhe kak bahi.”——carI tr 405.
ਚਕਰ [cakar] 1’ fl; n servant, attendant.
ਚਕਰ [cakri] n service, attendance. “jInI gur
ki kiti cakri tInI sad balIhari.”——t115g m 4.
ਚਕਰ [cakaw] See ਚਕਰ. “cakaru lags cakri je
cale khasme bhaI.”-var asa.
ਚਕਰਮ [cakrem] P ਤ/ਚੜ short for cakar hastem.
‘Wc are servants.’
ਚਕ [caki] n flour mill, grinding mill. “caki catahI
cun khahI.”—-bas§t kabir. 2 coagulated piece
of  some object in the shape of barfi (an Indian
sweet). 3 sod around a plant’s root. ‘
ਚਕ [caku] See ਚਕ.
ਚਕ [caku] P ਭਗ„ n knife, pcnknife.
ਚਖ [cakh] See ਚਖਨ. Skt ਕਬ eat. 2 See ਚਖ.
ਰਖਤ [cakhat] tasting, relishing. 2 on realising;
just aflcr tasting. “cakhat ho: rahahI bIsmadu.”
—~gau m 5. 3 Ski ਚਕ'ਸ because of eyesight.
“pckhat cakhat kahie 5dha.”—suhi m 5. ‘is
regarded as blind even when having cyesight.’
ਚਖਨ [cakhna] v taste, relish a bite. See ਰਸ.
ਚਖ [cakhI] by tasting, on relishing. “cakhI
gfiga muskavot.”—sar m 5.
ਚਪਅੜ [cakhIara] tasted, relished. “cakhIara
mc harIras mitha.”-—asa chi-it m 4.
ਚਖਬ [cakta] tasted, relished. “harIras'u
cakta.”-—jet m 4.
ਚਖ [cakhi] tasted. “maha bIkhIamad cakhi.”
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—sarm 4. 2 n a piece of meat fed to birds of
prey so as to sharpen their taste for praying.
“baj hvs gvaran kanh  dai  jab cakhi.”—krrsan.
ਚਖ [cakhu] Skt ਜਯਯ adj o f  eyes, relating to
eyes. 2 n evi l  eye. “her: sxmrat kachu cakhu ~
na johe.”—bhcr m 5. “ram nam jo jan jape... [ਗਹ
1115੮0 nah johai tItu cakhu na lags.”
-bIIa m 5.
ਚਖ [cakhe] takes pleasure in tasting; tastes,
relishes. 2 experiences by sight. “sabadu
dipaku varl‘e tIhu IOI. jo cakhc so nIrmalU
hOI.”-—dhana m 3.
ਚਗ [ਧਕਫ] n shout,  shriek, call. “kukedIa
cagedIa mati dedIa nIt.”-—s fluid. 2 S adj
brave. 3 Skt ਗੜ n tccth’s whiteness or beauty.
ਰਗ [caga], ਚਗ [cz‘iga] Skt ਧਥ adj beautiful,
graceful. “q kusam carI d I n  caga.”-—mali
m 4.
ਢਗਦਆ [ਧਰਫਞਯਨ] crying, shouting. See ਚਗ.
ਚਦਰ [cacar], ਚਚਰ [cacri] See ਚਰਚਰ. 2 a poetic
metre. It is another name of  sudhi metre.
characteristed by four lines, each line arranged
as ISI, 5.

Example:
alckh he. abhekh he.
anam he. akam 'he..--japu.

(b)  lts  second form is sasi which has each l ine
with one yagan, figuring as ISS:

gubide. mukéde. udare. apare..—japu.
The same form is used in Kalki Avtar also:

hakaré. pacaré. praharE. kravaré.
Bhai Santokh Singh has also employed the
same form in Guru Parlap Suray:

tuphégé. nIségE. uthai. calai.
3 Skt ਚਚਲ adj highly frolicsome. 4 moving
aslant. 5 n sword. that cuts in a slanting way.
“cacar camka ran.“---akal.
ਚਚਹਚਰ [੮8੮1'0੮91'ਟ] sing songs of Mali. See
ਚਰਚਰ 2. “karét cacrocarfi.”—rama V.
ਚਰਲ [cacall], ਚਚਨ [cacaly] Skt ਗਕਕਧ n
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frolicsomcness, pertness. “acacéll 5g5.”-datt.
inactive organs.
ਚਚਫਗ [cacaphaggo] See ਚਚਢਗ.
ਚਟ [cat] n desire to lick, desire to taste. “catau
pag, cat.”——kan m 4 partal. 2 worth relishing,
sauce-like delicacy worth licking. 3 Skt traitor,
traitorous. 4 cheat.
ਚਟਸਰ [ca  tsar], ਚਟਸਲ [catsal],  ਚਟਸਲ [catsala]
See ਚਟਸਲ. “ape catsal apI  he padha.”—var
mm: m 4.
ਚਟਨ [catna] v lick noisely, lap. “jan nanak pritI
sadhpag cate.”-gau m 4.
ਚਟੜ [can-a] n disciple, follower, student. This
word is derived from W cat. i.e. a person who
is attracted towards Guru’s teaching after
getting detached from others. “apI  he padha,
ape catre payer; kau ane.”—var bIha m 4 .
“padha gurmukhI akhie catrIa matI deI.”
~05kar.
ਚਟ [cata], ਚਟ [cati] n large earthen pitcher
with a wide  mouth.
ਚਟ [catu] Skt ਗਨ n sweet tongue. 2 flattery.
ਚਡਲ [cadall Sec ਚਡਲ. 2 adj of the outcaste
or low born person.
ਰੜਰ [ਧਰਗਘ'], ਚਡਰ [ਧਰਧਘ'p]  See ਚਡਰ. “kés kesu
caduru n9 koi.”—gav a m 1.
ਚਣ‘ਕ [canaky] Skt adj prepared with gram
flour. 2 n a scholar of  diplomacy born in the
lineage of sage Chankya. The diplomacy
introduced by Chankya is very popular. He was
an advisor of  Chandar Gupt—the ruler of  Patna,
belonging to Maurya dynasty. His real name
was Vishnu Gupt. Chankya helped Chandar
Gupt become an emperor after putting an end
to the Nand dynasty through his diplomatic
astutcness. The birth place of Chanakya was
Takshila town in district Rawalpindi. Another
name of  Chanakya is mentioned as Kotalya in
many scriptures. The text composed by him is
named as Arth Shastar or Kautalya ShaStar.
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See ਸਨਪਤ 2. .
ਚ'ਣਰਨਚ {canakynitIL ਚਣ'ਕ [canaka]
Chanakyaniti Shastar variously known as
canaka, carnaka, canaka etc. See ਸਨਪਤ 2.
ਚਣਰ [canur] See ਚਡਰ. 2 per Mahabharat, a
ruler.
ਚਤਕ [catak] Skt n a bird that seeks raindrops
from the cloud; rainbird. L Cucculus
Melanoleucus.
ਚਤਰ [cater] ਚਤਰ [catur] Skt ਗਰਹਣ adj clever,
intelligent. 2 n flatteier. 3 four-cornered seat.
4 four-wheeled vehicle. '
ਚਤਚਮਸ [caturmas] Skt ਗਗਸਢਧ n a job that
gets done in four months. 2 period between
12th day of the bright phase of lunar month
Harh and 12‘h day of  the bright phase of  lunar
month Kattak. Due to a lack of  shelters and
roads, in ancient times, the rich people used to
offer lodging and boarding to saints and
scholars in their towns so  that they did not
suffer due to inclement weather.‘
ਚਤਰ [catura] adj c lever  (woman).
ਚਤਰ [caturi] n cleverness. 2 deceit, treachery.
3 adj clever. “kami krodhi  caturi.”——maru kabir.
ਚਤਕ [catrak], ਚਤਕ [catrIk] n rainbird. See
ਚਤਕ. “catrIk! tu me janhi kIa  tudhu VICI tIkha
he.”—var maIa m 3. 2 seeker of  knowledge,
who is oblivious of all pleasures other than
spiritual bliss. ‘
ਚਭਕਚਤ [catrIkaCIt] adj one whose feeling
is similar to that of  a rainbird, which cares for
nothing other than a raindrop. “catrIkcxt sucn
su sajan cahie.”—phunhe m 5.'
ਚਦ [cad] n moon. 2 anything looking like the
moon; object looking like the moon.

ਚਦਨ [(:ਰਧਸ] n moonlight. 2 light, brightness.
“cfidna cadanu Egan: prabhjiu “ਫਜ-9؛ 2੮ cfidna.”

'MaharajaNarcndar Singh ofl’aliala used to spend rupees

one and quarter lac during “caturmas” (period of four

months) once every year;
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-maru a m 5.
ਚਦਨ [ਢਰਧਸ] n moonlight. 2 white sheet that is
' s p read  on the floor. 3 a plant bearing white
flowers. L Tabernaemontana Coronaria.
Massaging with extract from its flowers by
mixing it with oil cures one of  eczema. The
milky extract of  its leaves and roots is used in
several medicines. 4 canOpy.
ਚਚਨਚਕ [cz‘idnicak] n a major crossing of a
town, where four lanes or bazaars meet; city
plaza, with great hustle and bustle. “tIn ko
cakcadni maryo.”—carrtr 163. 2 a famous
bazaar o f  Shahjahanabad (Delhi), where
stands Guru Tegh Bahadur’s martyrdom
memorial named Sis Ganj. See ਦਲ.
ਚਦਮਰ [cadmari] n act of practising rifle-
shooting at Bull’s eye.
ਚਦਰ [cadet] P ”I; n sheet; sheet of cloth for
wearing over the body. 2 wavy marble slab
beneath a fountain upon which falling water-
drops look  very beautiful; waterfall, cascade.
“nir jhare kahf) cadar.”—1<rIsan. 3 a kind of
firework, sparks of  which  scatter like a sheet.
“cadar jhar chutat phulvari.”—GPS.
ਚਦਰ ਕ ਲਜ [cadar ki laj] n woman’s practice
of  fidelity to her husband (as she puts on the
head cover presented at the  time of  marriage);
keeping one’s character unblemished. 2 saving

' t h e  chastity of  a lady by helping her. “cadar  ki
lajja t‘é rakhi.”—carItr 302.
ਚਦਰ ਪਉਣ [cadar pauni] v marry a widow;
act of  marrying a widow by covering her head.
ਚਦਰ ਲਹਣ [cadar lahuni] v put off the head
cover presented by one’s husband during -
marriage ceremony, that is, to desert one’s
husband. 2 be shameless.
ਚਦਰਜ [céidraja] n ruler belonging to the lunar
dynasty. 2 ruler of  Chandar Giri. 3 ruler of
Chandar Nagar.
ਚਦਵਸ [cédvasi] adj resident of Chandar
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Nagar. 2 resident of  Chandar Giri.
ਚਦ [(:ਰਧਕ] ਚਦਗੜ [ਧਬਯਕਫਰਸ] an important town
in Central Provinces (CP). Its ancient name
was Chandarpur. “cédni si cadagarh.”—aka1.
ਚਦਗਰ [cz‘idagIrI] See ਚਦ'ਗਰ
ਚਦ [ਧਕਯਧ] n silver; a white metal used for
making  coins and Ornaments. 2 shining  scalp,
bald head. “jal dhovat SIr cfidi pari.”——GPS.
ਰਦਕੜ' [cfidikorh] leukoderma. See ਸਤਕਸ
ਚਦ [ਧਰਧ] Skt adj related to the moon; lunar;
pertaining to the moon. 2 n moon’s sphere.
3 lunar month of 30 days. 4 See ਪਨਹ and ਅਤਲ
4. 5 grammar composed by Chandar Muni.
See ਅਸਟ ਸਜ ਸਜ.

‘ ਚਦਮਸ [ਧਬਧਪੴ] Sec ਚਦਮਸ.
ਚਦਯਣ [cadrayan] Ski n ਚਦਰ: ਅਧਤ ਅਨਨ a fast,
observance of  which leads (entitles) one to
enter the lunar world. According to Mitakshra
the procedure for observing this fast is as
follows:

On the first day of  the bright phase of  a
lunar  month,  the  person  on  fast must take on ly
one  morsel equivalent to the  size of  a peacock’s
egg in the evening after taking bath three times
during the day. He is permitted to take two
morsels on the 2"“ day, thus increasing one
morsel per day so that he would take fifteen
morsels on the full moon  day. He would take
fourteen morsels on the 1“ day of  the dark
phase of the lunar month, in decreasing order,
thus to take nothing on the new moon night.
Many more procedures for observing this fast
are mentioned in various Hindu scriptures, but
all those are consonant with taking morsels in
increasing/decreasin g number with variation of
the lunar phases. Sec  ਚਦਇਣ. 2 See ਪ'ਨ and
ਅਤਲ 4.
ਚਨਣ [canary], ਚਨਣ [canna] moonlight. 2 light,
radiance. “baharI dISE canna, d I l I  5tari
ratI.”—s farid. ‘fagade of seeming pure and
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erudite.’ 3 See  ਚਨਣ.
ਚਨਣ [cananI] due to light. “tIs de canal}:
sabh mahI cananu hOI.”—sohIIa.
ਚਨਣ [cananu], ਚਨਣ [cananu] moonlight. 2 light,
radiance. “sabh mahI cananu hOI.”—sohIIa 
“karI suraju c‘édu cananu.”—sorm 4. 3 miracle
of  learning. 4 self-enlightenment. “cananu
hove chodt: haume mera.”—majh a m 3.
ਚਪ [cap] n bow made of bamboo. See ਚਪ vr.
2 threat, awe. “kalu na cape dukhu na sétape.”
—majh a m 3. “kalu 119 caps harIgun gal.”
—051<ar. “I t  ut jahI kal ke cape.”—asa a m 1.
ਚਪ'ਗਣ [capgun] n string of  a bow, bowstring.
ਚਪਣ [capna] v press, compress. Sec ਚਪ.
2 massage; press muscles. 3 cover distance.
“bat cape  jat hE.”—rama v.
ਚਪਣ [capni] army of bowmen.—sanama.
ਚਪਣ [capanu] S See ਚਪਣ.
ਰਪਨ [capan], ਚਧਨ [capna] See ਚਪਣ.
ਚਖ [capi] Skt ਗਧਜ adj bowman. 2 n Shiv.
3 key. 4 act of  pressing muscles with hands.
“thakIt hOI tIh  capi bharE.”—GPS.
ਚਙ [cab] n chewable, roasted grains, grams
etc.
ਚਬਕ [cabak], ਚਬਕ [cabaku] P .ਭਨਪ adj active,
clever. 2 n hunter’s whip. “tan: premu harI
harI l a I  cabaku.”—vad m 4 ghoria.
ਚਬਨ [caban], ਚਬਨ [cabna] v chew. 2 See  ਚਬਨ.
ਚਬਨ. [cabanu] n chewable material. “ham kau
cabanu ਘ kau roti.”—g5cj kabir. 2 See ਚਬਨ.
ਚਬ [cabi] n key.
ਚਬਕ [cabuk] See  ਚਬਕ. “hIcahI ta prem ke
cabuk ma  rau.”-gau kabir.
ਚਬਕ ਰਕਥ [cabuk rakeb] P .ਰ/„v l o q . adj expert
horse rider, great horse rider.
ਦਬ [cabu] who chews. 2 chewable, fit for
chewing as “makki cabu ho gai he.”
ਚਭਲਨ [cfibhalna] v be defiant, be disobedient;
be disrespectful. See ਚਮਲਨ.
ਚ'ਮ [cam] n skin, leather. 2 shield. “cam ki 0t

ਚਮ‘
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nIvaryo.”—krIsan.
ਚਮਕਨ [camkan], ਚਮਕਨ [camkanI] shine; give
light. “camkanI tare.”—asa chét  m 5.
ਰਮ ਕ ਚਕਰ [cam ke cakar] keenly charmed by
fair-skinned ladies; servi le  to other  women;
lecherous.

lobhi lavar  g'évar mahfi sath
bhekh  banay  cah'é sukh dham  ke,

sis mfiday  asi sam  hovat
bava ke bava gulam h‘é gam  ke,

nah  kabe t I n  k0 sukh “das  ju”
je gurunidak  ath—hfi jam ke,

ram  ke  nam  ke  kam  ke  nfihan
kam  ke kukar  cakar cam  ke.

ਚਮਕ ਦਮ [cam 1<e dam] n leather coins, leather
currency. It is a well known fact that once
Nijam Bhisti saved emperor Humayun from
drowning. The emperor made Nijam the ruler
for half-a-day as reward for this kind act. He
issued leather coins in place of  metallic ones
during this short period. 2 getting one’s writ
implemented. “cam ke dam calaI lee tum.”
—krIsan.

sati p a I  ajan kahfi tU
sujanan h i k e  bure kahfi dhave,

ja dhan  hath bure  ke pars tu
bhalen hfi  ke kachu kam na ave,

jogI badhe  to banayke khappar
c'édan k a t  b Ibhu t  banave,

ja d I n  car mIlc  kahi‘) raj
camar  tu cam  ke  dam  calave.

ਚਮਚਤਕ [camcarlkk] Sktmfazarn a bird having
leather wings. It belongs to the bat family. It
hides itself in dark places during the day and
eats mosquitoes, insects etc while flying during
the night. -
ਚਮਰ [camr] :1 bunch of  hair on  the tail of  female
yak; whisk. 2 a poetic metre, also called
somvallari and hug, marked by four lines, each
l ine having fifteen characters in alternate
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sequence of  guru and laghu, that is SIS, lSl, SIS,
ISl, SIS,

Exmaple:
sastra astra 18 sakop bir bolke sabe,
kop op d8  hathi su dhayke  pare  tabs,
kan ke praman ban tan tan chorhi,
jujh jujhke mar’é na  nek mukkh morhi

—kaIk1'.
3 a demon, who  was killed by goddess Durga.
“camar  se  ran CICChU!‘ se.”—VN. 4 Bhai Sukha
Singh has used camar for caram in Guruvilas
Patshahi Dasvin. “layo tabs cukaI nath [:) na
jan camré.” ‘His skin (leather) got picked up.’
ਚਮਰ [camri] n female yak; hiltl cow. It is mostly
found in Tibet.
ਚਮਰ [camro] n leather, skin. “pavanI aphar
tor camro.”—sar m 5. 2 See  ਚਮਰ.
ਚਮਰਗ [camrég] ਚਰਗ-ਨ a famous town, one
hundred fifty miles to the south of  Madras.
There exists a famous holy place of  Mahadev
(Shiv). lts importance is described in thirty-
eighth chapter of  the  sixth part o f  Devi
Bhagwat. “camrég ke  des  me.”—carItr 86.
ਚਮਲਨ [camalna] See ਚਭਲਨ. “bhamIni je
kamrat carnli apar hi.”-—NP.
ਚਮਕਰ [camikar] Skt n ore extracted from a
mine named camikar(kr1tsvar); gold.
ਚਮਡ [camfida] Skt ਗਬਧਗ n goddess Durga,
who killed demons Chand and Mund. 2 a
goddess that emerged from the forehead of
Durga to kill the demons Chand and Mund.
According to Markandey Puran, a goddess
appeared from the frowns on the forehead of
Durga. The goddess so created was terrifying
in appearance and dark in colour. She had a
sword in one hand and a noose in the other.
She had a heavy mace on her shoulder, and
bore a rosary of  skulls around the neck, and
the skin of elephants on the body. With mouth
agape and tongue stretched out, she looked
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terrible, with frightening red eyes whooping in
a challenging way. After killing both the
demons, she took their heads to Durga. Pleased
with her bravery, Durga named her Chamunda.

There is an elegant and famous temple of
Chamunda near Sindhal village in Chamba
state, where animais  are sacr ificed.  3 a female
ascetic. 4 kite, a bird of  prey. 5 vulture.
ਚਮਡ‘ਨਦਨ [(:ਕਗਪਕਗਰਯਹਧ] dcmi-god Bhairav,
son of  goddess Chamunda.
ਚਯ [cay] Skt ਗਧਘ know, understand. worship,
honour, respect. 2 n pleasure. longing, desire.
“sada cay  mukhI mIs t  bani.”-saveyc m 3 ke.
3 In Chinese language a plant and its leaves.
Taking tea by boiling its leaves, has become
popular throughout the world. Taking tea as  a
beverage was initially introduced by the
Chinese. The Chinese consider that tea was
created from the eyebrows of  a sage. P “ਨ
E Tea. L Camellia Thea. The latent effect of
tea is warm and dry. Taking tea regularly is
harmful in hot countries.
ਚਰ [car] Skt ਜਰਣ n four. “car padarath je ko
m5ge.”—sukhmani. 2 Skt spy, secret agent,
one who mo'ves in a sly way. “le kar car calyo
tatkal.”—GPS. 3 prison.jail. 4 going, departure.
5 servant, attendant. 6 norm, cus tom,  ritual.
7 preaching. “cet na ko car kio.”—aka1. 8 This
word has been used ਧਢਚਲ [call which means
gait. “lakhi t Ih  pavcar.”——mmav. ‘footstcps’.
9 Sec ਚਰ. 1 0  It has also been used for
abhxcar,  which means the practising o f
magical charms. “jab lag matr-car [ਨ karh‘é.”
—carItr 394.  _
ਚਰ ਉਧਦਸ [car Updlsa] See ਉਪਦਸ.
ਚਰ ਅਖ ਹਣ'ਆ [ ca r  akkhfi honifi] ,  ਚਰ ਅਖ
ਕਰਨਆ [car akkhéi kamifi] v look lovingly into a
friend’s eyes; relate by looking fondly into each
other’s eye. “tfihi  te radhe  kahé tom 56, ab car
bhai tu bIcar  na kije.” and “car bhaI tU bIcar
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1<311ਰ he?”-—1<rIsan.
ਚਰ ਅਗਨ [car aganI], ਚਰ ਅਗਨਆ [car agniz’i]
Sec ਜਜ. 2 Sanskrit scholars have divided
fire into  four types:

Bush or forest fire  (used for baking. This
fire can burn a forest).

Stomach fire (heat produced in stomach
which helps in digesting food). See ਜਨਗਨ.

Fire  due  to lightning (it evaporates water).
Fire sparked off in mines (produced due to

combustion o f  gases in mines); gold,  ye l l ow
metal. 3 fires in the form of jealousy, ego, anger
and lust. “care aganI nIvarI maru gurmukh:
harIjalu paI.”—-sri m 1. The following verse
also figures in the above stanza:

“hfsa haume gatu gae nahi sahsa sogu.”
Based on  this  some scholars take violence,
arrogance, suspicion and grief  as four fires.
ਚਰ ਅਚਰ [car acar] codes of  four castes. “car
acar rahe urjhaI.”—.gau kabir. 2 according to
religious scriptures, good and bad (permitted
and prohibited) deeds.
ਚਰ ਆਸਮ [car agram] In Hindu religion four
stages of  life are:

(a) celibacy goes upto 25 years of age,
during which one  wears a sacred thread, has
contro l  over passions and is completely
engrossed in studying Veds under the guidance
o'fa spiritual mentor.

(b)' after completing this stage of  celibacy
and giving offerings to  the mentor, he returns
home, gets married to lead a family life upto
the age of  50 years.

(c) after this stage of  family life he, alone
or alongwith his wife, retires to the forest for
meditation, to live in solitude and perform fire
rituals ctc. upto the age of  75 years.

(d) then after forsaking all deeds like fire-
rituals he lives only  on alms (offered to him)
etc. “car  varan car  asram hahI, jo harI tave
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so pardhanu.”——g5d m 4.
ਚਰ ਅਗ ਨਤ ਦ [car 5g nitI de] See ਨਤ ਦ ਚਰ

ਚਰ ਸਧਨ [car sadhan] four approaches for
achieving  liberation: insight, detachment,  denial
o f  wealth and emancipat ion.  See  ਚਤ'ਸਯ.
ਚਰਸਧ [car SIdt] Sce ਚਰ ਮਕਤ. 2 religion,
.wealth, sex, soul’s liberation.

’ ਚਰਹ [carah] Sec ਚਰ.
ਚਰਹਸਜ [carahsazi] P (filmy n a pretext;
making an  excuse. 2 trying, attempting.
ਚਰਕ [carak] adj motivator, inspircr. 2 shepherd.
3 spy, agent.
ਚਰ ਕਤਬ [car kItabfi] “vekh taret 5ji1 m‘i
zabbure furkan.”—mago. Sce ਕਤਬ.
ਚਰਕਲਵਖ [car kIlVIkh] four sins as described
in Chhandogy Upnishad, Manu and written
Simriti i.e. killing of  a Brahmin, drinking, theft,
coveting the wife of  one’s mentor.‘ 2 killing of
a person having spiritual knowledge, cow
slaughter, killing o f a  girl child, taking meals
offered by a corrupt person. “brahman keli
ghatu kéyka ancari l<a dhanu .”-—sava m 3.
“care kIlVIkh on]: agh 1<ie hoa asur séghar.”
——sr1' a m 5. 3 per Sikh doctrine tonsuring,
having illicit relation with another’s wife, using
intoxicants like tobacco etc, eating meat of
animals slaughtered according  to  the Muslim
law are the four main sins. _
ਚਰ ਕਰਹਤ [car kurahItz'x] See ਚਰ ਕਲਵਖ 3.
ਚਰਗਹ [cargah] stringed instrument having four
strings, one  pair of  strings for playing and the
second pair for adjusting pitch of  the tone. The
coiled bands of  strings are tied in  place of  metal
wedges. 2 See ਸਤਰ.
ਚਰਰਛ [carcacchu] adj keeping eye on all sides;
alert, vigilant. 2 Skt ਚਰਚਕ one whose eyes
act as spies; ruler collecting information about

'According to Simriti scripture, the fifth sin is to have
association with a sinner committing thcsc sins.
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his subjects through his secret agents.
ਚਰਚਰਣ [carcaran], ਚਰਚਰਨ [carcaran] n animal,
quadruped. “carcaran kahahI bahu agar.”—gau
kabir. 2 four parts, four sections. 3 four
foundations (pillars) of  religion. See  ਚਰ ਪਗ
and ਧਰਮ ਦ ਚਰ ਚਰਣ. 4 four lines of a poetic
metre.
ਚਰ ਚਕਆ [car cakifi] groups of devotional
singers for the four sessions. The tradition of
four sessions of  devotional singing set by Guru
Arjan Dev are:

l chan t ing  o f  Asa  Di Var in ear ly
morning. '

2 chanting of  caran kaval after one full
and one fourth quarter of  the day after sunrise.
This name derives from the chanting of  the
recitation—“carankaval prabh l<e nIt  tae.”

3 singing of  rahIras preceded by sodaru
at dusk. The name owes its origin to “sodaru
keha so  ghar  keha.”

4 singing of  kalyan on the elapsing of four
gharis after sunset. In this recitation, only
hymns in Kalyan Rag are chanted.
ਚਗਛਅ [carchIa] four and six, ten. “ItkhIa
d I n  carchIa.”-—bavan. short-lived, short-
tcrmed. 2 A  lunar year is shorter than the solar
year by 10  days,  which amounts to one
intercalary lunar month once in every three
years and the duration of  months, according
to the Musl im  calendar, changes with seasons;
not remaining uniform.
ਚਰਜ [caraj] See ਆਚਰਯ.
ਚਰਜਸਕ [carajsukra] Shukracharay. See ਸਕ 4.
ਚਰਜਮ [carjama] P „ਅਡ/k „ n horse’s saddle, a
cushioned seat placed on the horse’s back.
ਚਰਣ [caran] Skt n family bard who sings the
praise of  a particular dynasty; Bhatt. “s 1<੦
jas bed podhé sam caran.”—GPS. 2 a subcaste
of  Rajputs. 3 sense of  movement. “cécal cakh
caran macch pIdaran.”—gyan. ‘Playful
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movement of enticing eyes surpasses brisk
movement o f  the fish.’ 4 In musicology, a
person who plays with tinkling bells and passes
humorous (witty) remarks during a dance.
5 adj wanderer. 6 See ਚਰਣ“.
ਚਰਣ ਦਹਰ [cami dohra] Sce ਦਹਰ ਦ ਰਪ 9.
ਚਰਣ [camo] adj belonging to the feet. “nanak
bIrhi  carno.”—var  ram 2 m 5. 2 See  ਚਰਣ.
ਚਰਤਖਤ [car takhat] four holy seats of the Gurus.
Akal  Bunga (Amritsar), Hari Mandir  (Patna),
Kesgarh (Anandpur) Abichal  Nagar (Nandcr).
ਚਰ ਤਨਖਹ [car tankhahfi] four sins, deserving
punishment. See ਚਰ ਕਲਵਖ 3.
ਚਰਤਲ [car tal] n In music, a type ofrhythmic
beat involving drumming or  clapping rhythm
of four beats. There are six long and twelve
short matras in this rhythm, four actual strokes
and two dummy strokes.

Example:
dha dha  tnta katta gedInta te tekta gedI
tn.  ‘

and
dhi  d h i  dhage trIk, t i  ta t i  ti“, dhage trIk,
dhf dha.
ਚਰਢਸ [card I$al four directions: east, west,
north, and south.
ਚਰ ਦਨ [car dIn], ਚਰ ਦਨ ਦ ਤਮਸ [car dIn  da
tamasa], ਚਰਦਨਦਪਰਹਣ [cardIn da parahuna],
ਚਰਦਨ ਨਬਤਵਜਉਣ [car dIn  nabat vajz'wni], ਚਰ
ਦਵਸ [car dIvas] a few days, for a few days,
momentarily, transitory, short-lived, ruling for a

. w h i l e .  “car dIvas ke pahune.”—s kabir. “car
dIn  apni  naubatI cale bajaI.”—keda kabir.

manIk nagine lal hiran kc dhalhar
devan  ke karigar  anks sajagae,

pekhte prach‘éd navS kh‘éd m8 ad  ਹ!) oj
dekhte  pratapE ma rti'ad se  lajagae,

kotI kotI bir eko tir $5 calae vyom
cap l<e cadhae jhfid bahni bhajagae,

“kesrinIhal” kahfi jhulte nIsan véke?
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car dyos apni  su nabat bajagae.
paI  prabhutai kachu kijIye  bhalai, bhai!

chodI jadhtai ban manIye kavm  ke,
jas apjas ratat puhmi  ke  bic

mulak khajana or sath gayo 1<In ke,
chudra chItIpalan ki gInti karavs kan?

raven se hvegae trIlokI baSI j In  ke,
cobdar cakar camupatI camar  kar‘é

m5d I r  matég  ye tamase car d I n  ke.
ਚਰਦਵ [cardive] four religions for providing
spiritual enlightenment during the four ages.
See  ਯਗਧਰਮ. “care dive cahu hathI die, eka eka
vari.”—-bas5t a m 1. 2 duties of four divisions
of  human life and society.
ਚਰ ਧਏ [car dhfie], ਚਰ ਧਣ [car dhfine], ਚਰ ਧਨ
{car dhune] See ਉਦਸ.
ਚਰਨ [caran] See ਚਰਣ. 2 a subcaste of hunters
(hunting community).
ਚਰ ਨਦਆ [car nadié] “hésu hetu lobhu kopu
care nadié agI.”—var majh m 1.
Violence - causing pain to living creatures.
Attachment ~“ desire for worldy objects due
to ignorance.
Greed — longing to  achieve objects by improper
means.
Anger —- remaining indignant without any
reason and causing harm to others.
ਚਰ ਪਗ [car peg] four parts (segments) of
religion; four elements viz— contentment, control
over passions, meditation and recitation. “pag
care dharam t an  jiu.”—asa ché’t m 4. 2 In
many scriptures, the basis o f  religion is
supposed to be truth, austerity mercy and
charity. 3 See ਧਰਮ ਦ ਚਰ ਚਰਣ.
ਚਰ ਪ'ਰਥ [car padarath] wealth, religion, sex
(passion), salvation.l “car padarath je ko mags.
sadhujana ki seva lage.”—sukhmani. “ਫਰਹ
dharam kam  mokh ka data.”—bIIa m 4.
ਚਰ ਪਝਕ [car patak], ਚਰ ਪਪ [car pap] See ਚਰ
'Prospcrity, goodness, success, salvation.
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ਕਲਵਖ
ਚਰ ਪਰਖ [car purakh] four types of  men.

“1191- ek akinhi pritI kare
Ik  kin kare, I k  kin  ju jane,

ek  na  pritI ke bhed  jam:
jou pritI kart: arIke l‘Ih mane.”

~krIsan.
One type o f  men are those, who l ove  others
even if  nobody likes them. Second kind  of  men
love those who l ike them. Some men feel
obliged for the kind  acts done to them while
some are envious of  those who even love them.
2 In sexology (science dealing with sex) four
types of  men are  those partaking the qualities
of  a hare, deer, bul l  and horse respectively.
See ਪਰਖਜਤ.
ਚਰ ਪਰ [car per] Sec ਚਰ ਚਰਣ. 2 two warriors
involved in onc-to-onc fight; two warriors
fighting with each other, thus having four feet
involved in a combat. “na carper bhajIyé.”
—VN. 3 four steps; four long paces, four
strides.
ਚਰ ਪਕਰ ਦ ਚਰਚ [car prakar di carca] See ਚਰਚ.
ਚਰ ਪਕਰ ਦ ਭਗਤ [car prakar d e  bhagat] Sec

‘ ਭਗਤ.

ਚਰ ਪਕਰ ਦ ਭਜਨ [car prakar de bhojan] See
ਭਜਨ.
ਚਰ ਫਰਸਤ [car pharIste] See ਫਰਸਤ.
ਚਰਬਕਤ [car baktra] n one  who has four faces;
Brahma, Chaturanan. “daryo carbaktr‘é.”-c5d1’ 2.
ਚਰ ਬਚਣ [car  baran],  ਚਰ ਬਰਨ [car baran] See
ਚਰ ਵਰਣ. “carI  baran car I  asram he.”—I<an
partal 111 4.
ਚਰਬਕ [carbak] adj frolicsome, clever. 2 See
ਚਰਵਕ.
ਚਰ ਬਣਆ [car banié]: para, _pa$y5ti,
madhyama, vekhri. para is the stage of the
word. where it exists in the first centre of
consciousness that is, ਮਲਧਰ [muladhar]. Rising
from here, the word reaches unto the heart
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and is named as pasyéti; it is named as
_madhyama when it reaches the throat; while
vekhri is last stage of  the word when it is
uttered by the  mouth. “khani care bani
bheda.”—bIIa  m 1 thIti. “babe kahIa car  banifi
hen-«pahIle para, duji paséti (pasyéti), tiji
maddhma  (madhyama), cathi bekhri (vekhri),
par soi bani VIsekh he jo yakdIl  hoke kartar
ਸਧ yad karie.”~—JSBM.
ਚਰ ਬਰ ਨਇਕ ਪਦ [car bar naIk pad], ਚਰ ਬਰ
ਨਪ ਪਦ [car bar ap  pad], ਚਰ ਬਰ ਪਤ ਪਦ [car
bar pat: pad] Thcsc utterances occur several
times in Shastarnammala viz-“adI sabad mating
bhanije. car  bar  ap  pad k0 dije. arInI take ਰ!
bokhano. sabh sri nam tupak ke jano.”—1250.
“mat a p  a p a p  ap  ਹ:.” These are
the words which occur in this stanza to get
meaning as - lord of Matang i.e. elephant
(lndar). his lord (Kashyap), his kingdom
(earth), army that defends the people on the
earth, its enemy (gun).  Likewise,  the words
naIk or pet:  repeatedly occur in place of ap.
See p. 1284.
ਚਰ ਬਚਰ [car bIcar] conduct and thought,
action and thinking. “car bIcar  bInSIO sabh
dua.”-bavan.
ਚਰ ਬਨਸ ਖਟਹ ਬਨਸ [car bInasi khatahi
bInasil—sar m 5. four castes and six
philosophies. 2 four Veds and six scriptures.
ਚਰ ਬਰ [car bir] per poetics four types of
heroism compr i se  generous, spiritual,
compassionate and warring heroes. See ਵਰ 7.
ਚਰ ਬਦ [car bed] See ਵਦ.
ਚਰਭੲ [carbhai] See ਚਰ ਅਖ ਹਣਆ.
ਚਰ ਭਖਣ [car bhukhan] See ਭਖਣ.
ਚਰ ਭਖਣ ਵਦਸ ਦ [car bhukhan VIdya de] See
ਵਦਸ ਦ ਚਰ ਭ-ਖਣ.
ਚਰ ਮਗਜ [car macaz] n four kernels o f  seeds

. which are used for preparing sweetened cold
d r i n k  like sardai and also some medicines.
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These are kernels of  seeds of  cucumber, musk
melon, gourd and water melon.
ਚਰ ਮਜਬ [car majab] Sec ਸਨ. 2 Scc ਇਸਲਮ ਦ
ਫਰਕ. 3 worshippers of the formlcss God,
worshippers of idols (idolators), believers in
illusory powers and atheists.
ਚਰ ਮਰਤਹ [car  marétah], ਚਰ ਮਰਤ [car maréte]
See ਏਕ ਮਰਤ.
ਚਰ ਮਲ [car mala] rosary of' four sects; the
rosary used by Vaishnavites is of  basil, lotus
buds and white sandalwood. Worshippcrs of
Durga (goddess of  power) use rosary of  red
sandalwood. Rosary of  Rudraksh (the dried
berries; Elcocarpus genitrus) is used by
Shaivitcs. The worshippers of  the sun keep
rosary of golden beads. “mala meli car.”-—-s
kabir. 2 four types of  rosarics, which  include
representative strings of  beads of  all sects-
viz-rosarics made o f  wooden beads, fruit
beads, metallic beads and beads of  gems. See
ਜਪਮਲ.
ਰਮਕਤ [car mukatI] four types of salvation:

1ਸਲਰ [saloky] - staying in the sphere of
one’s own deity.

2 ਸਮਧ [samipy] .. staying closer to the
deity.

3 ਸਰਧ [sarupy] - attaining the attributes
of  one’s deity.

4 sayujy- worshippcr’s merger with the
deity. “car mukatI care 53:t mIlIke dulah
prabhu ki saranI parIo.”—maru namdev.
When a living creature takes refuge with the
Almighty, he attains all the four salvations. See
ਮਕਤ.
ਰਸਗਨ [car m‘égné] This word has been used
for car éguna, meaning a lady with beautiful
features. “nacat car m5gna.”—rama v.
ਚਰ ਯਰ [car yar] four close associates of.
Mohammad, who were the main preachers of
Islam. The first four caliphs are said to be his

four friends (associates). Sec ਖਲਫ.
ਚਰਯਰ [caryari] n group of four friqnds; cotcric
o f  four friends.  2 team of  four c lose  associates
o f  Mohammad. 3 sect  o f  four friends.
ਚਰ ਵਰਣ [car varan], ਚਰ ਵਰਨ [car varan] four
major castes of  the society according to Hindu
scriptures; four castes.l “brahmanu  khatri sud
ves carI  varan, car  asram hahI ,  jo harI tavs
so pardhanu.”—g5d m 4. Scholars are o f  the
view that society was classified according to
the colour of  human skin viz black. white etc.
With the passage of  time different castes got
established basing them on their conventional
names. Scc ਵਸਨ-ਪਰਣ section 2 chapter 4. Per
Simritis the functional duties of  the four castes
are as under:

(a) A Brahmin’s six functional duties are
studying Vcds, teaching (imparting education),
performing and getting oblations performed,
offering charity, accepting alms.

(b) Four duties of  a Khatri are studying
Vcds, performing oblations, offering charity
and defending the people. ’

(c) A Vaishya was assigned the following
three functions: cultivating land. trading and
cattlcbrccding.

(d) The only  duty assigned to a Shudar was
to serve the other three castes. The first three
castes are termed as dvxj, that is, twice-born,
once from mother’s womb and second from
religious ritual. After baptism. the guru is the
father and Gayatri is the mother.

The ritual of wearing the sacred thread is
solemnised in t h e  8… year  a f t e r  one’s

'Thc ਮ" Manlar in Chapter 13 of Yajurvcd reads:
ਗਵਧਜਙਣਧ W ਜਧ: ਦਰ.- |
ਚਠ ਰਕਸ ਧਫਥਧ: ਧਰਰਸਸ Emma I I

which means that the Brahman was created from the
mouth, Khatri from the arm. Vaishya from the thigh
whilc Shudar from foot o f  God.
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conception for a Brahmin, in the l 1'h year for
a Khatri, in the 12lh year for a Vaish and after
this ceremony of  wearing sacred thread the
members belonging to  these three castes study
Veds staying at the guru’s hermit and practising
ਪ" celibacy.

A Brahman is required to keep a stick of
dhak palasubutea frondosa (a forest tree) or
of  b I l  (aegle marmelous). The length of  this
stick is upto the top of  head and the sacred
thread should be of  cotton. The  stick kept by
a Khatri should be o f  banyan tree and go upto
the forehead. The sacred thread kept by him
should be o f  linseed stems. A Vaishya is
permitted to  keep stick of  gullar (fig  tree) high
upto his mouth and his sacred thread should
be woolen.

A Brahman is allowed to cover his body
with the sk in  of  a black deer,  a Khatr i  with
that of  a red deer while a Vaishya is permitted
to wear skin of  a cow or a male goat.

A Brahman should suffix Sharma, a Khatri,
Verma, a Vaishya, Gupt  and  a Shudar, Dass
with his name.

During the religious discourse as recorded
in 8th chapter of (vrIdh gatam séhlta) which
Krishan explained to  Yudhishtar, the emotions
of  minds are the real facets of  a caste. The
dominance of  a particular emotion at a specific
moment in the mind of  a person should be the
basis  for determining his caste. Emotions like
arrogance, enemity, hypocrisy etc. classify one
as a Khatri. Deceit, backbiting, falsehood etc.
are the emotions characterising a Vaish. Idleness,
squabble, cowardice, fear, uncleanliness etc are
the characteristics of  a Shudar. When in the
mind of  a person belonging to a Brahman
cas te ,  t he re  prevai l  emot ions  such  a s
cowardice,  uncleanliness,  he should be
regarded a Shudar. Similarly this criterion may
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be applied to  other emotional states.
In Sikhism, castes are determined on the

basis of  conduct and faith, not binh. According
to “car  varan Ikvaran karaIa.”—BG. See  ਜਤ.
ਚਰਵਕ [carvak] Skt ਚਵ'ਕ a monk and disciple
of  Brihaspati who preached atheism and wrote
Charvak Darshan. The  philosophy of  Charvak
is that there is no soul without the body. The
main objective of  life is worldly enjoyment.
There is no reality other than appearance. The
wholereality and consciousness grow from
the four elements. Neither the other wor ld
exists and nor does rebirth take place. To die
is the only liberation. This school of thought is
also called Lokayat (materialistic world). 2 a
demon, who was a friend of  Duryodhan. He
attempted to kill the Pandavs.
ਚਰ ਵਣਆ [car vaniz‘i] See ਚਰ ਬਣਆ.
ਚਰਵਦ [carved] The most ancient four scriptures
forming the basis o induism viz  - Rig, Sam,
Yajur and Athrav  Veds. See ਵਦ.
ਚਰ [cara] n conduct, behaviour. “maha nIrmal
cara.”—suhi chétm 5. 2 edible material. 3 fodder
for the cattle. 4 P all; assistance,  help.
5 attempt, effort. “q tum rakhahu t Iu  raha
aver  nahi cara.”—bIIa m 4. 6 control, command.
“su thakur SIU nahi cara.”-—sukhman1'.
ਚਰਣ [carani n wife of a bard. 2 adj (female)
who wanders.
ਚਰ [can] all the four. “je ved parahI jug
carI.”-—var 501' m 3. 2 four. “carI pukarahI
na tu manahI.”-ram m 5.
ਚਚਓ [carIo], ਹਰਆ [carIa] gave hue or colour
to. “ban carIo r5g.”—ma1i m 4. 2 made to
graze.
ਚਰ [cari] n backbite. 2 conduct, behaviour,
action. “vadai cari.”—BG. 3 Skt inflifootman;

fcot soldier. 4 adj existing, moving. 5 also used
for dalli (kuttni). “8੪੮9!- chod ai kyc”) cari?”
—carItr 121. 6 also stands for calta. “na hamro
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bas cari?”—sar m 5 .  ‘We donot have any
control.’
ਚਰ [caru] Sec  ਚਰ. 2 Skt adj beautiful, gracious.
“nam  bIna kese gun caru?”——bas5t a m I .  “gurI
m e l i  g u n  ca ru . ”—s r i  a m I .  3 n Jupiter,
Brihaspati. 4 son of  Krishan from the womb
of  Rukmini. 5 saffron.
ਰਰਚਭ [carucaksuL ਚਰਚਛ [carucacchu], ਚਰਨਤ
[carunetr] adj who has beautiful eyes, whose
eyes are graceful. 2 n deer.—-sanama.
ਚਰਮਤ [carumati] See ਅਸਕ 6.
ਚਰ [care] may offer, may present. “ghas: jape
nam ls tujhahI kau care.”—dhana ravrdas.
2 a d v  all  the four. “care bed mukhagar
pathI.”-basét m I .  3 may cause to graze.
4 Skt ਚਰ n material for fire worship. “carI
nadia agni tanI care."——bas§t m 3. ‘Violence,
attachment, greed and anger are four fires in
the form of  rivers which are consuming the
mortal frame (body)  just like the material for
fire-worship.’
ਚਰ ਅਗਨ [care aganI] See ਚਰ ਅਗਨ.
ਚਰ ਕਲਵਖ [care kIlVIkh]  Scc ਚਰ ਕਲਵਖ.
ਚਰ ਕਟ'ਫਪੲ ]ਘਨਰ], ਚਰ ਕਡ [care kOdz‘t] See
ਚਰਦਸ.
ਚਰ ਜਗ ਚਹ ਜਗ [care jage cahu jugi] sen In the
four eras the Almighty scnt four Masters viz-
Guru Nanak Dev, Guru Angad Dev, Guru
Amar Das and Guru Ram Das blessed with
spiritual enlightenment. Now He has Himself
appeared as  Guru Arjan Dev, the fifth Master.
—-var ram 3.
ਚਰ ਦਵ [care dive] Scc ਚਰ ਦਵ.
ਚਰ ਪਰ ਧਚਮ ਦ [care per dharém do] -—BG. Scc
ਚਰ ਪਗ and ਧਰਮ ਦ ਚਰ ਚਰਣ.
ਚਰ [carol See ਚਰ.
ਚਲ [cal] n speed,  movement. 2 conduct,
custom, tradition. “bhagta ki cal saci atI
nIrmal.”—suhi chét m 3. “bhagta ki cal
nIrali.”-—an5du. 3 See ਗਤ.
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ਚਲਸਉ [calsau] (I) go, (I) shall go.
ਚਲਸ [calaSI] will go. “55g: na @1351 tere
dhana.”—sukhmani.
ਚਲਕ [calak] adj driver, motivator.
ਚਲ ਚਲਨ [cal calan] n conduct, convention,
character, deed.
ਚਲਤ [calat] moving, in motion. “calatbesat sovat
harIjas.”—asa m 5. 2 while moving.
ਚਲਨ [calan] Skt n act of driving, act of moving.
2 movement.
ਚਲਨਹਰ [calanhar], ਚਨਰ [calanharu] adj
moving, unstable, destructible.
ਚਲ [cala] n departure. 2 custom, tradition.
ਚਲਕ [calak] P .fUl: adj  clever, active.
2 delicate, smart.
ਚਲਕਦਸ [calakdast] P ਥਲਘਨ adj quick in
manual work; agile in physical work.
ਚਲਕ [calaki] P Jug: n cleverness.
2 deceitfulness. 3 agility.
ਚਲ [cali] n forty. 2 shuttering for construction
of  an arch. 3 tradition, convention, custom.
“gurSIkh mit, calahu gurcali.”—-dhana m 4.
4 popularised, got prevalent. “katha punit'na
cali.”—sar parmanéd.
ਚਲਸ [calis] forty.
ਚਲਸ [calisa] n collection of forty objects.
2 composit ion o f  forty stanzas. 3 actibn
performed on the fortieth day. “It  géga ne kar
calisa.”—-GPS. 4 anything completed in forty
days. “ ;k  calisa je tum karo.”-——GPS. 5 adj
fortieth.
ਚਲਹ [calih] Sec. ਚਲਸ.
ਚਲ ਮਕਤ [cali mukte] See ਮਕਤ.
ਚਲ [calul adj temporary, transient, unstable.
ਚਲਕਯ [caluky] See ਸਲਕ.
ਚਵ [cav] n fervour, desire. “cav magal ras
bhare.”-—-asa chét  m 5. 2 strong desire.
ਚਵਡ [cavad], ਚਵਡ [cavada] See ਚਮਡ.
ਚਵਰ [cavar] n rice. “cavar darat rijh na jehe.”
—-car:rtr 266. 2 petulance, ebullience, play-



ਚਵਲ
fulness, prank. 3 whisk. 4 Skt ਚਮਰਕ whisk
holder. “chatr n3 patr na caur na cavar.”—saveye
sri mukhvak m 5.
ਚਵਲ [caval] n seed  of  paddy; rice. “caval karne
tukh kahu muhli laI.”—var ram 2 m 5. ‘Rice
ripens in the  husk."
ਚਵਲ [cavla] adj eager, ardent. 2 exciting,
provoking. “ran ghure nagare  cavle.”——c5di 3.
3 n a cereal like horse beans. Its pod is very
long. L Dolichos Sinesis. 4 Arora subcaste.
This name initially derived from the fact that
people belonging to  this subcastc used to trade
in rice.
ਚਵਲਮਸਇਕ [cavli masaIk], ਚਵਲਮਸਯਖ [cavli
masayax] a village under police station Sahokc
in tehsil Mailsi, district Multan, which is about
16 miles north of  Chishtian railway station. On
the other side, it is nearly 25 miles from Mian
Channu railway station. Guru Nanak Dev paid
a visit to this village. A simple gurdwara has
been raised there. The priest is a Sikh.
ਚਞਡ [cavar] n petulance, pranks, frolicsomeness.
ਚਵੜ [cavra], ਚਵਡ [cavéda] See ਚਮਡ.
ਚੜਨ [carnal v put over (something). 2 push
upward. 3 make or  help  one to dress up. 4 keep
something on fire plate for cooking. 5 offer
services.
ਚ'ਡ [ਧਪਡ] n bribery, gratification. “10k
muhavahI cari khaI.”—var ram 1 m 1. 2 Skt
ਚਟਤ flattery. “]“-ਮ ਧਹਨ'ਣ 1a I tbaru.”—05kar. See
ਲੜਚੜ.
ਚੜ [care], ਚਤਹ [careh] Sce ਚੜਨ. 2 adj better
than, excellent. “hIk  du hIkI care.”—jet chét
m 5. ‘par excellence.’
ਚ [c1] Skt vr search, find, collect, achieve,
obtain, resolve, hate, see. 2 P “ਟ what, who.
See ਚਕਰ.

fires-r [crura] See ਚੜਵ.
ਚਸਤ [cxsat] P .....ਲਫਟ a town of Khurasan.
ਚਮੜ [cfsat] trumpeting. “hisat he bar cisat
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baron.”—GV 10. ‘Horses neigh and elephants
trumpet.’
ਚਸਤ [(:]:ਝਘ adj resident of Chisht town. See
ਚਸਤ. 2 n the sect and descendants of Abbu
Ishaaq of  Chisht. It is a huge sect of  sufis.
ਚਸਨ [c'I'san] n trumpeting of an elephant;
shouting.
ਚਹ [੮2؛ 11] n funeral pyre, pyrc. “sati pukare
cxh cari.”~—-s kabir. 2 obstinacy, obduracy. 3 P
“ਟ what.
ਚਰਕ [czhka] Sec ਚਕ.
ਚਹਨ [CIhan], ਚਹਨ [CIhanU] Skt ਚਨ n standard,
flag. 2 spot. 3 characteristic. “sohaganI ka
kIa  CIhanu he?”—-varsuhi m 3. 4 symbol, Sign.
“cakr CIhan aru baron jatI.”—-japu. “tfi varna
CIhna bahra.”—-sri m 5 pepaI.
ਚਹਰ [CIhar] face. See ਚਹਰ. “v0 gulcxhar kahfi
he?"—ramav. ‘Wherc is (the person) having
rose-like face?’
ਚਹਰ [CIhra] 1’ Mi n face. 2 grace, splendour;
3 description of  bodily features of  a person’s
appearance. See ਚਹਰ ਲਖਣ.
ਚਹਰ ਲਖਣ [CIhra lIkhna] v write down the
features of  some body while employing him.
ਚਹਰਸਹ [CIhresahi] See ਚਹਰਸਹ.
ਚਹਲ [czhal] P Jig n forty.
ਚਹਲਕਦਮ [CIhalkadmi] P (51.3% n praying for
the dead by moving forty steps backward from
the grave and then taking forty steps forward.
Sec ਮਸਕਤ. 2 strolling.
ਚਹਲਤਨ [CIhaltana] P ਪਨਲਵਟ the .forty men
counted among  Abdaals. See  ਅਬਦਲ.
ਚਹਲਨਰ [exhalnar] forty persons, forty warriors.
2 forty warriors, who fought specially in the
battle of  Chamkaur.
ਰਹਲਬਜ [exhalbaji] game of forty days; forty
days pleasure. 2 amusement, enjoyment. See
ਚਹਲ. “khalak CIhalbaji na kina saneh.”——GP  
ਚਹਲ [CIhli] adj who fasts for forty days. See
ਸਖਚਹਲ.
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ਚਹ [exha] P lg, what.
ਚਕ [cxk] T (y, n curtain or screen of split
bamboo sticks suspended at the door. “CIkan
jharokhe lage ghanere.”—GPS. 2 E Cheque,
draft. .
ਚਕਣ [CIkan], ਚਕਣ [CIkna] Skt ਚਕਨ ad jo i ly ,
greasy, delicate.
ਚਕਣ [ci‘kni] adjcrying, wailing, shrieking.
ਚਕਦ [CIkad] P ,ਰਫ drips, leaks, will drip, will
leak, may drip. lts root’is cakidan.
ਚਕਨ [czkan] See ਚਕਣ. 2 P J? cmbriodcry.
3 embrqidercd cloth.
ਚਕਨਤ [cxkanta] n smoothness, greasincss.
ਚਕਨ [CIkna] Sec ਚਕਣ.
ਚਕਨ [CIkanI], ਚਕਨਯ [CIaya]  adjclegant;
who keeps one’s body clean and shining. “y6
chal ChEII CIkanI san gai.”—carrtr 345.
ਚਕਰ [CIkar] See ਚਕਰ. 2 Sec ਚਕੜ.
ਚਕੜ [(:ਗ1<ਹਸ]5'/ਢ!ਚਕਲ n mud, slush, mortar of
mud.
ਚਕੜ [CIkarI] with mud. “CIkarI laIe kIa  this
j?! tote patharbédh.”—Vc1r maIa m I .  2 in the
mud.
ਚਕੜ [CIkri] mud not too deep. 2 smooth yellow-
coloured wood used for making fine  combs.
ਚਕਰ [cxkar] P At; what for, for what. “tab
CIkare bIdaI.”—tII§g m 5.
ਚਕਰ [cfkar] Skt ਗ)? shriek, cry. 2 trumpet
of  animals like elephants etc.
ਚਕਰ [CIkara], ਚਕਰ [cikara] n a stringed
musical instrument having four or  five strings
and played with a ramrod. 2 red deer, that
shrieks while running. It is found mostly in the
sandy areas. Skt ਡਗਪਜ.
ਚਕਤਸਕ [C I k I t s ak]  Skt ਚਲਟਜ n doc tor ,
physician; one who tries to cure ailments.
ਚਕਤਸ [CIkItsa] Skt ਚਨਰ n cure, treatment,
act of  curing a disease, physician’sjob.
ਚਕਰਸ [crkirsa],1"‘EI6lqla'tziT [CIkirkha] Skt ਚਕਸ
n desire  to do  work, longing  to d o  a job .
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ਚਭਰ [CIkur] Skt n hair. 2 reptiles. 3 mole,
squib. 4 squirrel.
ਚਕਣ [c1 kvan], ਚਕਨ [cxkvan] smooth, oily. See
ਚਕਣ. “CIkvan basan bfid jIm chui me man
kachu lyaI.”—GPS.
ਚਖ [cxkh], 1"u’ta'rlc1kha]SktfiBr n funeral pyre
for crcmating the dead. In Hindu scriptures
the wood of  trees having milky extracts is
thought superior for a pyre; and the dead body
of a male should be laid with face downward
and feet towards the south. It is customary to
lay the female dead body with her face upward.
There is no  such specific restriction regarding
wood  or  posture in Sikhism.
ਚਗਰ [cigari], ਚਗਆੜ [cfgIari] See ਚਠਗਰ.
ਚਘਰ [cighar], ਚਘਅੜ [cfghIar] See ਚਕਰ.
shrill cry, call. “citi ki cighar pahIle hi sunIat
he.”~—aka1.
ਚਚਡ’ [Clear], ਚਚੜ [cxcri] n blood-sucking
creature that sticks to the skin; tick. 2 person
acquiring a vice, forsaken virtues. 3 Durga,
goddess of  power. “CIcri cavda.”——paras.
ਚਚ [cica] Skt ਬਕ n tamarind tree.
ਦਚੜ [CIccar], ਚਚੜ [CIccri] See  ਚਚੜ-ਚਚਡ.
ਚਛਰ [CIcchar], ਚਛ'ਰ [CIcchur] See ਚਛਰਸਰ.
“bali camrevé. hathi c1cchurev§.”—c5di 2.
ਚਜ [ciju], ਚਜ [cIju] Skt ਜਕਰ, n beak. “ciju
bhari gédhi aI.”—sava m 1. “cfju botanI n3
pivahI  .”—s farid.
ਚਟ [ext] Skt ਬਫ vr be a servant, be a slave.
ਚਟਕਰ [CItkar] n ticking sound. 2 cxgkar has
been used for chItkar in Krishan Avtar. viz
“CItkaran 56 trhE t I h  ja.f’—502. ‘...hit
against water drops’.
ਚਣਵ [CItva], ਚਟਵ [CItvi] adj white, clean.
“manahu kusudha kalia  baharI c1tviah.”—var
sn' m I .
ਚਟ [exta] adj white, clean, bright. “CIte jIn ke
kapre male CItU kathor jiu.”—suhi a m I .
ਚਟਨ [(:ਗਣਗ] See ਚਟਨ.
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ਚਟ [cxtta] Sec ਚਟ.
ਚਟ ਬਜ ਵਲ [CItte baz vala] Guru Gobind
Singh, who used to keep a white falcon perched
on his hand; one keeping a white falcon.
nic nic akhke achut durkarIz'i nfi

kan cukk putte‘i ਯਸ] chati nal lfifida?
Ikk  ghar  hon  jI  tthe  barf: culhe vakh vakh

Ion unhéi Ikk  bhfide émrIt  pIaDda?
bIna ghar  dhar  jerhe phI  ran  vrIje$haharI

Ion tInhéi raj de  sighasan  bahafida?
hfide kIvé (ਸਸ-€ baz  gIddar  babar  ser

CI tte bazvala je na jag VICC fifida?
ਚਠ [CIttha] n account of salary, statement of
accounts. 2 lengthy letter. “‘CIuha khol jam sabh
asay.”——GPS. 3 document regarding detail of
accounts.
ਚਠ [CItthi] n letter. epistle.
ਚਡਲ [cfdol] See ਚਡਲ.
ਚਣਗ [CInag] n spark, spark of  fire. 2 a urinary
disease. See ਚਨ 2.
ਚਲ [CInti] n masonary work, construction.
See ਚਲ. .
ਚਣਨ [CInna] ‘ਧ/ਧਚਯਨਸ masoning, fixing bricks
and stones with mortar o r  mud ,  lime etc. in
order to construct a building. 2 stacking and
piling.
ਚਤ [CIt] Skt Sec  ਅਤਹਕਰਣ. “re CIt, GetBSI kin
daIal?”—~asa dhéna. 2 Ski ਚਰ vr think about,
remember. 3 1: knowledge, consciousness.
4 adjstacked, piled up. 5 covered. 6 also used
in place of citan: Sec ਮਨ | | .  7 See ਚਤ 2.
8 short for what ;  on seeing “lino man  mero
her nenkor CIt-hi .”-c5di  1 .
ਚਤ [ci t ]  Skt ਬ'ਲਚ vr think about, remember.
2 n worry, anxiety. “ c i t  gai  lagI satIgur  pae.”
—bh£r m 5. 3 jealousy, envy. “ham nahi c i t
parai cukha.”-var vacj m 4.
ਚਤਉਰ [CItaur] See ਚਤੜ.
ਚਤਕ [cftak] adj who is given to thinking.
ਚਤਕਬਰ [CItkabra] adj spotted, dappled.
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ਚਤਕਰ [CIlkar] See ਚਤਕਰ. “tajI CItre cetahu
c1tkari.”——gau kabir ba van. ‘ World is a painting
and the Creator is its painter.’
ਚਤਕਰ [CItkari] n painting, portraiture. 2 to
the painter. Sec ਚਤਕਰ.
ਚਤਗਪਤ [CI tpa t]  See ਚਤਗਪਤ. “CItpat
karamahI jan.”—bIIa a m 5. ‘Deeds are the
only rccordcrs.’
ਚਤਚਰਨ [CItcaran] adj prevailing in the mind.
“CItcaran nam.”—japu.
ਚਤਚਰ [cxtcar] adj favourite, pleasing.
,ਚਤਚਰ [CItcor] adj charming, attractive.
ਚਤਤ [citat] Skt ਚਤਤ adj desired, longed for.
“ m a n c f t a t  sagle pha l  pae.”—asa m 5 .
2 worried, anxious. “ci tat  hi  dise sabhukox.”
—o51<ar.
ਚਤਨ [ext-an] See ਚਤਨ. 2 Skt conscious. “kaha
CI t an  ki cesta?”—aka1.
ਚਤਨ [citan] Skt n meditation, contemplation.
“subhcitan  gobidraman.”—var  guj 2 m 5.
ਚਤਪਰਣ [cftpurni], ਚਤਪਰਨ [cftpurni] In
Hinduism, a goddess who  fu lfil ls  the desires
o f h c r  devotees. Her temple is in district o f
Hosh ia rpu r . ‘  T h e  vi l lage  is knoWn a s
Chinlpurni after the name o f t h i s  goddess.
2 a mountain range in district Hoshiarpur,
also named as Solasinghi or  Solahshringi
which  means a mountain range with sixteen
peaks. It is the eastern boundary o f  Jasvan
Doon.
ਚਤਬਤ [CItt]  See ਚਤ and ਇਹ. 2 prOpensity,
proclivity. inclination.
ਚਤਭਞਨ [cilbhavan] n moumin g hall, condolence
room in a palace where people gather for
mourning.
ਚਤਭਵਨ [citbhavanI] in the condolence room.
Sec  ਚਤਭਵਨ. “ci’tbhavanI man parIo
hamara.”—-asa kabir. 2 vertigo caused by
worries.

"I‘hcrc is an idol ofgoddcss chi’nmasta in this temple.
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ਚਤਭ'ਮ [cxtbhram] n delusion, heart’s whim.
“harleédauri  CI tbhram sakhie.”--bIIa m 5.
ਚਤਮਨ [CItman] Scc ਚਤਵਨ.
ਚਗਤ [CItmItala] adj mottled, multicoloured,
dappled. Sec ਫਫਲ.
ਚਤਵਉ [CItvau] meditate upon, contemplate.
“CItI CItvau  camarbid.”—-bavan. 2 | meditate
upon, lcontemplatc.
ਚਤਵਹ [CItavahI] I contemplate, I think about,
I consider. “jo jo CIl‘OVOhI sadhujan so lcta
manI.”—brla m 5.
ਚਤਵਤ [CItvat] contemplating, thinking about,
considering. “CItvat pap na alaku ave.”~-bh£r
m 5. '
ਚਤਵਨ [cztvan] n contemplation. consideration,
thought. “CItvau carnarbfd.”—kan m 5 .
2 seeing; looking back. 3 vision. sight.
ਚਤਵਨ [CItvanI]. ਚਤਵਨ [CItvani] n thought,
contemplation, deliberation. “hamri CItvani
harI prabhu jane.”—kaII m 4. 2 sight, vision.
3 adv  through the power of  contemplation.
“CItvanI CItvau prIa pritI  beragi.”— sarm 5.
ਚਤਵ [CItva] See ਚਤਕ. cheetah. “])/(') CItva
mrIg  pekhke dorat.”——krrson.
ਚਤਵ [CIl’Vi] contemplated. considered.
2 pondered over. “kothc mfidap maria pasahu
CItviaha.”-—suhi m I .  ‘pondcrcd over  from all
sides.’
ਚਤਵ [CItvc] thinks about, ponders. “andInu
cita CItve.”—sava m 4.
ਚਤ [CIta] Sec ਚਖ. 2 Sec ਦਤ.
ਚਤ [cfta] Ski n anxiety, reflection. “nanok
cita  mat karahu cita  {15 hi heI.”-varram I m
2. 2 thinking, pondering. “esi cfla mahi je
mare.”—guj trIIocan.
ਬਤਉਣ [CItauna] v remind. 2 draw anothcr’s
attention. “sahxr cztaI 11au.”~-.ISBM. 3 beg
like a mendicant.
ਚਤਸ [CItasa] n heart’s place. “jIn harIpritI
CItasa.”—gad m 4. 2 desire of  the mind. wish,
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longing.
ਚਤਧਰਨ [cilapurni] Sec ਚਤਪਰਣ.
ਚਤਮਣ [citamanI], ਚਤਮਨ [citamanI] n In
Purans a gem that provides desired objects.
2 in Gurbani the Ultimate One, the Creator.
“ci lamonI  karunamae.”—~gau m 5. “nanak
ਫਰ}… cet citamanI.”-—sorm 9.
ਚਤਰਣ [CItaran], ਚਤਰਣ [CItarna], ਚਤਰਨ
[cxtarnal v contemplate, consider. “nanak das
CItama.”—maru solhe m 5.
ਚਤਰ [CItara] contemplated. “sadhusfigI harI
horI namu CItara.”—todi m 5.
ਚਤਰ [cxlarI] adv after contemplating.
“gurmfilr-Ija CIlarI, nanak dukh na thivai.”
—var guj 2 m 5. 2 n process of contemplating,
meditation. 3 meditating power. “sas: sasx
harI. dehu CItarI.”—bh€r m 5.
ਚਤਰ [CItari] having mcditated, having
contemplated. “harIjanu jive namu CItari.”
'ਲਹ“ m 5.
ਚਤਵਨ [CItavni] 11 ac t  o f  informing,
information. reminder.
ਚਤ [CItI] n act of describing. “duya kagalu
CHI 11;) janda.”—sri m 5. ‘(I) do not know to
write otherwise than the Creator’s praise.’
2 in the mind, within the mind. “harInamu  CItI
na avai.”-—mnla a m 3. 3 Skt pyre, funeral pyre.
4 collection, heap. 5 masonary, brick laying.
6 consciousness. 7 Durga. 8 See ਡਕ 3.
9 abstract knowledge.
ਚਤਤ [citIt] Sec ਚਤਤ.
ਚਤ [citi] n anxiety. “cuke man ki c1ti.”-—sor
m 5.
ਚਤਸ [cxlis] n artist, painter, portrait maker.
2 engraver; one who  engraves on wood, stone
etc. “dE car pae. CItiS§ banae.”—GV 10.
3 l o rd of the mind ,  master of  the mind,
motivator of  conscience, soul.
ਚਤਗਪਤ [CItugupat], ਚਤਗਪਤ [CItugUpatU] See
ਚਤਗਪਤ. “gavahI CItugupatU lIkhI janahI.”‘
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—japu.
ਚਤ [CIte] painted, coloured. “CIte dIsahI
dhaulhar.”-—sr1' a m I .
ਚਤਹਆ [CItehia] (I) am remembered. (I) am
considered, (I) am kept in mind. “hau k I s
CItehia?”-j£t Chét m 5.
ਚਤਨ [CIten] adj active, conscious, alert. “gurI
kie SUCIl’ CIten.”—--kan m 4. 2 just on thinking
about, just after secin  g.
ਚਤਰ [CItera] n painter, artist. “tajI cure CIlU
rakhI CItera.”—gau kabir ba van. ‘The world
is a painting while the Creator is the painter.’
ਚਤਰ [CIteri] female painter. 2 pondered over,
considered.
ਚਤਰ [CItere] plural ofcxtera. 2 by contemplating,
by recollectin g. “menu  jive prabhnamu CI tere.”
—vad m 5.
ਚਤ [CIte] ponders over, thinks about. “CIte
bIkara.”-maru  some 111 3. 2 in the mind. “c115:
5darI sabhko.”—var asa. 3 of  the painting, of
the idol. “CIte  adar  cel CItere.”—BG. ‘ Look  for
(think about) the painter in his painting.”
ਚਤਠ [CIteni] recollected, pondered, thought
over. “so  kare jI mere CItI  n3  CIteni.”-bIIa m

- 4. ‘He does what I had never thought of.’
2 consciousness.
ਚਤਨ [CIton'] n thinking, vision, sight. “cakhan
02t so  curaI CIt mero  lIyo.”-carrtr 12.
ਚਤਰ [CIbr],  ਚਤੜ [CItar], ਚਤੜਗੜ [CItargarh]
See ਚਤਰਗੜ.
ਚਤਨ [CItén] adj conscious, having
consciousness. “jou parIjat ਸਹ ਧਗਧਹਧ gatIdan
nahi”-NP. ‘Parijat is not a sentient being and
hence cannot provide salvation.’ See ਸਰਤਰ.
ਚਤ [CItt] See ਚਤ. 2 falling flat on the ground,
as “uh  CItt dIggIa” .
ਚਤਣ [CIttna] v paint. 2 draw a picture by
engraving on wood  etc.
ਚਤਭਮ [CIttbhram] Sée ਭਮ.
ਦਤ [CItta] cheetah. See ਚਤਕ.
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ਚ'ਤ [CIttI] Skt n fame, repute. 2 disposition 
3 argument, reasoning. 4 proposal, planning.
5 devotion.
ਰਤਰ [(:]:੮੮੨1’] See ਚਤੜਗੜ.
ਚਤ [CItr] Skt ਜਕ vr draw a picture, surprise,
sec wonder. 2 n illustration. “caca raCIt CItr he
bhari.”—gau ba van kabir. Here it stands for the
world. 3 Sec ਚਚਲ. 4 a figurative expression in
poetics.

racna vaman ki jahf: kije atk VICI tr,
kaVIan ke  mat  janIye  alfikar so  CI tr.
It is a figurative expression described by

letters only. Scholars have termed this type of
poetry as low because no marvellous poetry
can be composed in this mode; only nursery
rhymes and mental exercises can be indulged
in it. Although many types o f  figurative
expressions have been attempted by various
poets, but only five types are more popular,
which may subsume all distinctions:

varancxtr, sthanCItr, akarCItr,  gatICItr and
bhasaCItr.  '

(a) verancnr  is a kind o f  word play
involving the use of  only one character in' which
all characters are either laghu or  guru involving
no hmtra.‘ '

(b) sthanCItr is that figure of  speech in
which sounds articulated at the same place:2
are used in the poetic metre. No sound
belonging to another place of  articulation is

"l‘his mclrc is also named as amatt, viz:
caron saran ogh gon kar haran.

2 T h e  place ofarticulation is as follows:
ਅਰ ( : )  ਕਖਗਘਙ arcvclar

ੲਸਚਛਜਝਞਯ
ਸਟਠਙਢਣਰੜ

arc palatal
are rctroflcx

ਸਤਥਦਧਨਲ are dental

ੳ ਪ ਫ ਬ ਭ ਮ ਵ are bilabial, and  ਞ is  also dental

ਙ ਞਣ ਨ ਮ a rc  nasa l  with t h e  p l ace  o f

articulation in their respective row.
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, used. This also includes a nIrosgh'
(c) akarcxtr is a diagram showing  a sketch

of  a cow, lotus, etc in which  a poem is written.
See  the lotus diagram:

AW»ਚ‘ਲਚ
j I n  d a n  d in ,  t I n  man  lin,
gun gyan  11in, jan jan khin.

(d) gatICItr is the name given to a
figurative expression that reads different in
forward and reverse order.2 It may even have
the same sense when read either way. etc.3

(e) bhasacxtr is that poetic metre which
involves the use of  many languages. It is also
called bha5asomak.

Example:
mira dana  d I l  soc.
muhabte man: [3111 base sacu sah  bfidimoc.
didne d ida r  sa t  kachu nohi I s  ka molt),
pak  parvadIgar  lu khudI khasamu vacla atolu,
dastgiri dehI d Ilavar tuhi tuhi ck,
kartar kudralI  karat) khalak nanak tori tck.

“ਗ./58 m 1.
gaje mahasur  ghfi  mi ran?) hur

bhrémi nabhé pur  bckhfi onupfi,
vale vali sfiijivijugfi [ਗ

'n I ros th sounds are those dur ing the articulation o f
which there is no lip movement. Bilahial sounds are
ignored in this category. This category of sounds is also
called adharvxchoha.

Example:
kalgidhar dhar dukh haran. dayok das anfid.

2 v i z :  das khas tiy khcl.
3 I t  is also called gotagat.

viz: hay gaj rathI no he no thIr jag yoh.
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[ਏਗੳ gholi jz‘ii alavi ta ese,

Iago lar theme baro raj  mhane
kaho or  kane hathi chad thesa,

baro an  moko  bhajo aj  toko
calo devloko tajo beg léka.—ramav.

aphtab se rasan ho tum hImkar se a t :  sit,
dharti v59 khImfi mi dharde  rahé sada nIrbhit.
5 Another form of  the figurative expression
described by pictures is termed arathCItr, in
which  the poetic stanm contains answer to  the
question posed:

jahf bujhat kachu bat k0 uttar soi bat,
CI tr kOhIl‘ matIram kav: sakal so matI avdat.

—Ialrt Ialam.
Example:

ko kate jal te sukhi, ka kate par syam?
‘ -CI trcédrxka.
k0 kotc jal te sukhi?
Its answer - kok te  jal te sukhi.
ka kotc par  syam?
lls answer - kak  te  par  syam.
(b)Answering many questions in a single
poet ic line is another form o f  a ra thcr t r
figurative expression, and is also known as
sasnot lar .

prasn  anekan k0 Ikk  utter.
bhed CItr jano $asanotar .

Example:
k0 satru ralInath k0? $Iv-arI k0 kya nam?
kIh  b I n  jivan dukhi  he? uttar  dino  ‘kam’.
All the three questions have been answered
with a single word ਕਮ [kam], which means
Lord Shiv i.c. one having no physical existence
and passion.

rajdvar an) mansar kamal devata-ég,
k I s  so :30t hot h'é? utter  he sarég.

“5‘1੮58’.‘ is the answer given to all the four
questions i.c. the royal court is glorified with
elephants, horses etC; Maan Sarovar lake with
swans, lotus with flower-sucking bees, while
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the idol of  a god is beautificd with sandalwood,
camphor etc. '
6 arathprahelIka is the third form of pictorial
figure of speech. It is a puzzle that conceals
the name of  the object under description.

Example:
paune p a n i  agn i  ka melu,
cécal capalbudhx ka khelu,
nau da rva je  dasvfi  duaru ,
bujhu re gIan i .ehu  bicaru.”

ugau m I .
In this puzzle. human body is described.

péc manae péc  rusae,
péc vasae péc gavae,‘
I n  b I t  nagaru vutha mere  bhai.

mass: 9 m 5.
s a r a  pauna d u j a  g a u n a ,
na r  n a r i  t he  d o n o  b h a u n a ,
kuch khadha kuch lake sauna,
utter deh  guru ji kauna?

A princess posed these questions to Guru _
Gobind Singh; answers to  which, according to
Bhai Santokh Singh, are as  under:
j a n o  s a r a  d e v t a n  p a n a  m a n a s d e h ,
dUVIdha duji kar  gaman  nar  nari hvc kheh,
UbhE 1੦1< bhadfi phIre khadha kharac jamal,
p ra l s  bha i  sana hua  u t t a r  tumra bal .

—GPS.
pani  me 1115 d i n  rahe jfike had  me mas,
kam kare tarvar ko phIr pani me  has.

——crtrc5drrka.
This is a potter’s line or  cord. 7 See ਚਤਕਸ.
8 blood-purifying drug made from a plant
Ophelia chirretta. 9 adj spotted,  multicoloured.
ਚਤਸਲ [CItr-sal], ਚਤਸਲ [CItr-sala] n a house
with mural paintings; house decorated with

'saty sfilokh doya ਗਰਸ… nlc dhira j  manae.

kam krodh lobh moh ate nhfikar rusac.

[)ਹ] tattfi d c  gun kh Ima  a d ]  vnsae.
sabad sapams adI  péj vrsoy gavac.
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wall-paintings. 2 picture gallery, art gallery.
“CItr-sal  sOdar b a g  médar.”—guj m 5 .
“bekfithbhavan CItr-sala.”—-mala namdev. 3 a
house where pictures are drawn, studio.
ਚਤਕ [CItrak] Skt n cheetah; a carnivorous
animal like the tiger with spotted skin. It is
trained for hunting the deer. See ਸਰਦਲ and
ਸਘ. 2 artist, painter. 3 a blood-purifying and
phlegm-eradicating herb, CItra (L Plumbago
c lan ica) .  Its latent effect is warm and dry.
4 snake with spotted skin. 5 castor.
ਚਭਕਲ [੦1[~؛ -1<ਹ1<1] n painting; art of painting.
2 Sec ਪਸਲ.

ਚਤਕਰ [cxtr-kar] n artist, painter.
ਚਤਕਰ [CItr-kari] n art of painting.
ਚਤਕਸ' [੦1:ਘ-1ਵਪ5j ], ਚਤ'ਕਸ [CItrakusth] See
ਸਤਕਸ.
ਚਤਕਟ [cxtr-kut] a mountain near Payastini
(Mandakini) river in district Banda ofBundel
Khand in central India. It is situated four miles
away from Chiltarkoot railway station of (…).

railway. Ram, Sita and Lachhman stayed on
this hi l l  during their exile in a thatched hut made
by them. The hermitage of  sage Valmiki was
also situated here.
ਚਤਕਠ [CItr-kéth] n one having a multicoloured
neck, pigeon.
ਚਤਗਪਤ [CItr-gupat] Skt ਦਕਧਸ according to
Sikhism, the  observant soul that secretly keeps
record of  vices and virtues of  the individuals.
800 ਕਇ'ਥਚਤ. 2 per Purans, a record keeper of
Dharam Raj, god of  death, who  secretly notes
down  the deeds of  individual souls. There is a
reference in Sakand Puran to a raja named
Chitar, who  was an expert in accounts. Dharam
Raj had him picked up (whenfihe entered the
river to take his bath) and assigned him the
office work.

According to Bhavishyat Puran, when
Brahma went into deep meditation after the
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creation of  the universe, a multicoloured man
appeared from his body, who was holding a
pen and an inkpot in his hand. When Brahma
arose  from the trance, the person asked
Brahma about his name and duties. Brahma
told that his name would be kayasth as he was
created out of his (Brahma’s) body ਕਯ [kay]
and his duties would  be to keep record of  deeds
of  the human beings. People belonging to
Kayasth subcaste regard him as their real
anceStor.

In Garurh Puran Chilar Gupt has a different
abode, close to  that of  Yam Raj. Chitar Gupt is
worshipped on the 2“d day ofthc  brighter phase
o f  lunar month Kattak (also called Yam
Dvitiya-Bhaidooj). “(:Ilr-gupal ka kagad pharIa
jamdutii kachu n9  cali.“—sri c115! m 5.

In Islam too. there are many messengers
of  God just like Chitar Gupt. Sec ਫਰਸਤ.
ਚਤਜਧ [CItr-jodhi] adj fighting amazingly.
“bado CItrajodhi karodhi karalé.”——paras.
ਚਤਦਰਸਨ [CItr-darshan] n In poetics, recalling
to mind the image of one’s beloved jus} by
looking at the picture; getting absorbed in the
imagejust by looking at it. See ਦਰਸਨ.
ਚੜਧਨ [crtr—dhani] n one who is excellent in
the art of  painting; expert painter. “mano IIkhi
CItradhani."-—hanu.
ਚਤਨ [CItr-nII Sec ਚਤਣ. 2 Sec ਚਤਨਇਸ.
ਚਤਨਇਸ [CItranI-Is] Lord of extra zodiac;
the moon. “tam-5tak parkas sake] s. dvar
prajanath CItranI-Is.”---saloh.
ਚੜਨ [CItr-ni] Sec ਚਭਨ.
ਚੜਧਦ [cxtr-pada] a poetic metre, marked by
four lines, each l ine having  two bhagons, and
two gurus i.e. Sll, Sll. 5. 5, also called vzcx t r -
pada.

Example:
prem kar'é gumbani. Sikh dhar’é sukhdani.
kes krI pan  dharélc. si' gh  sarup lakh'a’lc..
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2 Its second form, called cakor, comprises
seven bhagans and guru laghu in every line :
511, SH, SH, SH, SH, SH, SH, 5, |.

Example:
par  pare  jagsagar te ur

te parda bhram  k0 sabh pa r,
parad ke  sam  jo man ਧਰਹਰ!

ta mahi mul  VIkar  upar,
paran prem  kar‘é guru nanak

jo samagat ke  pratI par,
paras }')/(~) clwI jat jInc

som loh ju kécan hot apar.
—GPS.

ਚਤ'ਪ'ਤਕ [CItr-putrIka] n painting in words.
ਚਤਭਨ [cxlr-bhanu] Ski n fire, blaze. 2 sun. 3
Ashvni Kumar. 4 akk, a wi ld  plant. 5 ruler of
Manipur, who was father o f  Chitrangada and
falhcr-in-law ofArjun.
ਚਭਰਥ [cxtr-rath] the sun whose vehicle is a
multicoloured chariot. 2 a celestial musician,
son of Kashyap from Muni, the daughter of
Daksh. 3 grand son of  Krishan and son of  Gad.
ਚਤਚਖ [CItr-rIkha], ਚਤਰਖ [CItr-rekh], ਚਤਰਖ
[CIlrarekha], ਚਤਲਖ [CItralekha] Skt ਬਕਰਯ
daughter of Kooshmand, a minister of  Van
(Bansur), a superb word picture painter. She
was a dear friend of  Van’s daughter, Usha.
Sec ਊਖ. “to lag CItr-rIkha ju huti su sakhi Ih
ki I h  kc t g ai.”-I<rIsan. “CItr-rekh tab soc
jonai.”—krIsan.
ਚਤਚਵਦਜ'` [CItr-vxdya] n art of painting,
painting. 2 rarc knowledge.
ਚਤਵਲਸ [CItr-VIlaS] one of the main disciples
o f  Shankaracharya. 2 a collection of poems
composed by poet Amri t  Rai of  Lahore. See
ਅਮਤਰਯ.
ਚਤ [extra] Sce ਚਤਕ. 2 Ski n a celestial body,
also called ਤਰ [tara]. According to Purans,
Chitra is regarded as the wife of  the moon.
“CIlra ke somet c5d anad baléd kar.”—GPS.
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3 madder. 4 parsley. 5 a nymph in heaven.
6 spotted cow. 7 a river, that flowed  through
Ferozepur region in ancient times. See ਭਟਲ.
8 a shrub. See ਚਤਕ 3.
ਚਤਵਗ [(:ਗਪ-f hq]  adj having spotted limbs; spotted,
piebald (horse), mottled. 2 a spotted deer. 3 a
spotted snake.
ਚਤਗਦ [CItrfigad] son of king Shantnu from
Satyavati’s womb. He was Bhisham’s step-
brothcr. _
ਚਤਣ [CItrIni] In poetics, a category of
women.
“ਸਘ, git kaVIta ruce acaICItt caldrIs t I ,
bIhrat ratI a t I  surat jal mukh sugédh ki sr ls t I ,
VIral 10m tanu madannh bhavat sakal suvas,
mItr-CItt pr Iy  CItrIni janahu kesavdas.”

—ras:rkprIya.
ਚਤੜਰ [CItrottar] (CItr = picture or description
utter --. answer) It is a figurative expression
based on letters, requiring answer posed
through a figure in a figurative way.

})1‘9ਝ੪1112੮1(}1€ muratI VIkhe utter hve tasvir,
CItrottar tfiko kah'é kaVIjan matIgébhir.

‘ Example:
ਪਡ ar jan  l a h a r  [ਛ c a t a k  1<i t a s v i r ,
pragat karan apni dasa bheji satIgurU tir.
ramdas satIguru ne megh bhanu lIkhdin,
sr i  arjan a n é d  bhe  vz‘ichIt u t ta r  cin.

Guru Arjan Dcv depicted the picture of
rainbird to express his ardent desire for a
gl impse o f  t he  Guru .  “mpra manu  loce

‘ ~ gurdarsan tai. b'Ilap kare catrIk  ki nIai.” Guru
Ram Das replied by drawing figures of  the
cloud and the sun indicating thereby that he
(Guru Arjan Dev) would have a rain drop from
the cloud (representative of  Guru) the next
day as soon as the sun rose.

Many  poets consider this figure of  speech
as subsumed by a n  figure of  speech, while
several others include it in “suksam” figure of
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speech. .
ਚਥਣ [cxthna] Skt ਚਣ v chew; crush under
molars. 2 crush by rubbing, grind. “sanu kisarfi
CIthIa.”——var_majh m I .
ਰਦ [cxd] See ਚਤ.
ਚਦ [Cid] n anxiety, won'y. “bhe bInse utri sabh
cid.”—-prabha m 5. 2 anxiety, care, attention.
“ s a h I  hamar i  cfd.”—var sar  m 4 .
3 deliberation,  consideration. “bah: bInod c id
ras laga.”—sr1' ਸਸ.
ਚਦਜੜ ਗਬ’ [CIdjar gréthI] Skt ਥਧਤ ਧਗ )1
link between consciousness and inertness;
arrogance, pride, ego.
ਚਦਭਵਨ [cfdbhavan] See ਚਤਭਵਨ.
ਚਦੜ [cidri] n worry. 2 thinking power.
ਚਦ [cfda] n worry. “man VIapIa cfda.”
—maru a m 5. 2 concern. “nida cida karahI
parai.”—gaum 1. ‘co'ncemed‘with condemation
from others.’
ਚਦਕਸ' [CIdakasl n sky-like Supreme Reality;
unattached like the Creator.
ਚਦਤਮ [CIdatma] Skt ਜਗਟਸਜ Supreme Soul——
the source of  consciousness.
ਚਦਟਦ [ਢਗਧਗਰਯ] n Supreme Soul—source of
bliss. '
ਚਦਭਸ [CIdabhas] n individual soul—the image
of  consciousness. 2 image of  the Supreme Soul
reflected in the conscience.
ਚਦਰ [CIdar], ਚਦਰਦ [CIdarad] P Jug n silken
ropes used as front fetter and rear tether for a
horse. 2 P ”1).; what does he keep? What does
he have? “nam CIdara?”—NP.
ਚਦਅੜ [cidxara], ਚਚਆ [cidIa] pondered,
contemplated. “man cI'dIara phalu para.”
-bIha chétm 4. “mancda satIguru dIvaIa.”
-—asa m 5.
ਰਦ [cfdi] pondered, contemplated.
2 meditatcd, contemplated. “mancfdi so phal
paIda.”-—sri m 5 pepaI.
ਚਦ [cide] pondered; contemplated.
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ਰਟਪ [CIdrup] Skt n Supreme Soul-the source
of consciousness; source of enlightenment.
ਚਨਗ [cmag] n spark, atom of luminous fire.
2 a urinary disease. “cxnag prameh bhagidr
dakhutra.”—carrtr 405.

It is a type of  painful urination. In Ayurveda
it is named mutraghat. £1.91)“ dyas'uria. This
ailment is caused by taking very spicy food
with woman and dry effect on the body,
excessive drinking, resisting urination, having
intercourse with a woman during her menstrual
period. One feels bumi'ng pain during urination
due  to infection in the urinary track. Sometimes
it may result in pus.

It common treatment is:
(1) Taking cold drink made by crushing

mixture of bhakra (a hard thorny seed-trigulus ‘
alatus), seeds of  musk melon, chicory, white
cumin seeds, bahuphali and cardamon.
Decoction of the mixture of  these things should
be  taken during  winter.

(2) Preparing small doses of  one  and a half
masa each of  the crushed powder of  véslocan,
cardamom, lump sugar, resin extract and
catechu, all in equal measure by weight and
taking two to  three such doses daily alongwith
goat’s milk or  diluted fresh milk.

(3)  Adding five drops each of  the extract
of sandalwood or resin to shcrbat of  lump sugar
or  milk and taking it thrice a day.

(4)  Taking twice a day with milk one masha'
of oxide of ségayhud (pattharber)—a herbal
plant.

(5) Taking diet containing rice, milk, kidney
beans, spinach, dish of  rice mixed with kidney
beans etc, pumpkins etc.

(b) Syphlistic disorder occurs by taking
acerbic, spicy  and pungent food and one feels
burning pinpricks in the whole body. The
pinpricks are felt like sharp needles in the head,
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back and ribs. To have relief from such
shooting pain, one must massage the body with
mustard oil. Massaging the body with paste
prepared from crushing equal amount of white
sandalwood, kacur (medicinal plant named
curcuma rectinata), coriander, holrlyr hock
(alcea roses), ਕਸਨ [kasnil- (wild succory;
chicory) in water. Taking blood-purifying
medicines and laxatives is also useful in treating
this disease. Also taking of  hate: (chebulic
myrobalan), honey and easily digestive diet like
milk, rice, kidney beans etc is useful for relief
from this ailment.
ਚਨ'ਰ [CIngari] See ਚਨ.
ਚਨਤ [CInti] n masoning, construction. “tahi
bajar l<i CInti hOI.”-GPS. See ਚਣਨ.
ਚਨਮਯ [cxnmay] Skt ਬਢਧਧ adj embodiment of
consciousness, of  enlightenment.
ਚਨਮਤ [c1 nmatr] Skt ਜਜਸ adjjust conscious.
ਚਨਤ ਪਰਤ [CInvat peretu] See ਸਰਤ.
ਦਨਰ [CInar] n identity, knowledge of
identification mark. “ I k  b I n  dusaxj 56 na -
c1nar.”—-hajare 10 2 poplar, plane tree. See
ਚਨਰ. “bade CInar tare sovatbhai.”—carItr222.
ਦਨਰ [cmari] n identification. “bIna CInari
m1] he jese.”-NP. ‘
ਚਠ [CIni] P ਰਨ- adv  such as, as. “mam i am
atal.”—t115g m I .
ਚਨ [ਧਸਅ Skt Fir—aw mark, identify. 2 n mark,
sign. 3 facets.
ਚਨਕ [cmhcakr] identification marks on the
body; appearance.
ਚਨਰ [CInhar], ਚਨਰ [CInhari] See ਦਨਰ-
ਦਨਰ.
ਚਨਤ [CInhIt] adj with marks.
ਚਪਕ [CI palg] n stickiness. 2 a preying bird. It
is a male hawk smaller in size. Hunters rear it
rarely because it is not effective in hunting. It
is also named as sIkrin. “expak dhutié jat na
gani.”—carItr 307. See ਸਕਰ and ਸਕਰ ਪਛ.
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ਚਧਕਣ [CIpakna], ਚਪਕਨ [CIpakna] v cling,-
stick, adhere to ;  2 get compressed.
ਚਪਟ [CIpta], ਚਪਟ [CIpti] Skt ਚਪਟ adj flat,
not raised at any point, compressed. 2 plain,
even, level.
ਚਪਅ [czpia] n beggar’s bowl; bowl made
from the shell of  sea coconut. “hathan me
CIpia gahIlehE.”—I<rrsan.
ਚਪਣ [CIppna] v flatten, flatten by pressing
or  beating.
ਚ'ਪ [CIppi] See ਚਪਅ.
ਚਥਕ [CIbuk] Skt n chin. “CIbuk amol chabI
here te lubhavai.”—NP.
ਚਭੜ [char] Skt ਚਭਟ n a fruit growing on
creepers during summer, which is sour and
sweet. When of  larger size it is called raI
CIbbhar. This fruit is dried by cutting into
pieces and then used for tartness in vegetables.
Its latent effect is warm and oily. L Cucumis
Utilissimus. ‘
ਚਮਟਨ [CImatna] v adhere, stick. 2 cling.
ਚਮਟ [cxmta] n a forceps like implement used
to  grip an object. It is mostly used in kitchens.
Beggars keep it in their hands. Now-a-days
chorus singers with no  specific knowledge of
music use it to produce rhythm.
ਚਰ [CIr] Skt adj old. 2 adv for many days,-
since long. 3 n delay.
ਚਰਕ [CIrka], ਚਰਕ [CIrki] adj old.
ਚਰਗਟ [CIrgat] Skt ਚਟਕਗਢ, ਚਟਕਗਹ n cage, the
living place of  a male sparrow. “cxrgat pharI
catara ls: ga.”—asa kabir. ‘Thc cage is body’s
skeleton.’
ਚਰਜਵਨ [CIrjivan], ਚਰਜਵਨ [CIjivanU] n one
having long life. 2 adj long-lived. “CIrjivanu
Uia séjogI.”—asa m 5.
ਚਰਜਵ [CIrjivi] Skt ਜਵਯਰਜ adj long living,
living for a long period. “kai kotI kie CIrjive.”
—sukhmani. 2 n In Purans, the following seven
persons are supposed to have lived long life
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and did not die till doom’s day: Markanday,
A s h v a t h a m a ,  Bali ,  H a n u m a n ,  Vibhishan,
Kripacharya, Parshuram. In many scriptures
these long-living persons are thought to be eight,
Vyas being the eighth one. 3 Vishnu. 4 crow.
5 silk-cotton tree. L bombax heptaphylum.
ਚਰਤ [CIrat] irritated. “jab a n  ant.  ਪ}! sen
ghIrat.”—-kalki.
ਚਰਯ [CIrayya] adj who saws. 2 n sparrow.
“nabh kc Udayya k0 CIrayya l<e bakhanie.”
—akaL
ਚਰਰਨ [CIr-rana] v produce a chirping sound.
2 adj produce an irritating sound. ‘
ਚਰਵ [CIrva] Sec  ਚੜਵ. “sevkia'x CIrve ladua.”
—I<rrsan. .
ਚਰ [CIra] male sparrow, bird. 2 P ‘ਤ why,
when.
ਚਰਇ [CIraI] produces a chirping sound;
irritating sound. “CIraI }')/6 bhathi.”-—kalki.
2 on getting irritated.
ਚਰਇਤ [CIraIta] Sec ਚਰਯਤ.
ਚਰੲ [CIrai] act of sawing. 2 wages for
sawing.
ਚਰਗ [CIrag] See ਚਰਗ.
ਚਰਣ [CIrana], ਚਰਣ [c1 rano] adjold, ancient.
“mItahI kamane pap CIrane.”—dhana m 5.
2 without beginning; eternal; ever-existent.
“saca mahIl CIrana.”—tukha ch5tm1.“prabhu
purakh CIrane.”-——brha chétm 5. 3 long-living,
living for a long period.
ਚਰਤ [cxrat] since long. 2 gets irritated. “CIrat
basat kachu na.”--rama v.
ਚਰਨ [CIrana], ਚਰਨ [CIrani], ਚਰਨ [CIrano]
adjold, ancient. 2 without beginning, eternal.
“puran bhagat CIrano.”—mala m 5. 3 ancient,
old. “ab ucr6 me katha CIrani.”—braham.
4 Sec ਚਰਣ.
ਚਰਮ [CIramél adv  for long. “kalIbhagwatbéd
c1ram5.”~—prabha bani. ‘prays for a long time.’
ਚਰਯਤ [CIrayta] Skt ਚਰਤਕ a medicinal plant
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specially grown in hilly regions. used for curing
several diseases. It is bitter in taste and its latent
effect is warm and dry. It is an excellent
antipyretic medicine, purifies blood and acts
as an  appetizer. In Sanskrit it is known  by many
names like kIrat, bhunib,  katu, ਰਮਸਨ [ramsen]
etc. L Agathotcs Chirata.
ਚਰਯ [CIrayU], ਚਰਯਸ [c1rayu$], ਚਰਯ’ਖ
[CIrayukh] adjlong-living, having a long life.
2 n deity, god.
ਚਚ [CIrI] Skt vr cause pain. torment. 2 n
parrot.
ਚਰ [cxri] adv since long. “CIri vxchfinc
melIanu.”-sri  m 3. 2 n sparrow, bird.
ਚਰ [CIri] Sec ਚਰ l .
ਚਗਆ [CIria] n maid servant, female attendant.
“teri prIy  CIria.”—sar m 5. 2 sparrow.
ਚਰਯ [CIriya] Scc ਚਰਆ 2. “CIriya ban me
cuhké tab la.”—krIsan.
ਚਰ [CIru] See  ਚਰ. “CIru hoa d e k h e
sarfgpani.”—majh m 5.
ਚਰ [CIre] irritated, got irritated. “cxre car
dhuke.”—VN. ‘in irritation, ( they)  advanced
from all sides.’ 2 plural ofc:ra(c1;~a).
ਚਰਕਣ [CIrokna] adj old, ancient.
ਚਰ'ਜ [CIrSji] n a dry fruit having four seeds
within its shell; seeds of prIyal tree, which
taste like almonds. Its latent effect is warm
and oily. L Chironjia aspida. “dakh  CI r5ji mix-ca
adI.”—GPS.
ਚਰਕਲ' [ਧਤਟਗ1] n long time. 2 adv after a
longtime, since long. “CIrfikal Ihudch séjria.”
-gau m 5.
ਚਰਜਵ [CIriSjiv], ਚਰਜਵ [cxrajivi] See ਚਰਜਵ
and ਚਰਯ.
ਚਲ [c111 Skt ਜਚ vr wear clothes; dress up.
2 See ਚਲ.
ਵਲਕ [cxlakl n lustre. brightness, light.
ਚਲਕਣ [cxlakna] v shine, sparkle, flash. 2 adj
shining, bright. “ujalu keha CIlakna.”
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—sq' m 1‘.
ਚਲਕ [cxlka] n disciple, follower. “cxlka hvehi:
a tk  so 3r§.”nGV 10.
ਚਲਕਓਨ [crlhnu] He brought to light. He
brought it in print. “karI avagan CIlhnu.”
——var ram 3.
ਚਲਗਜ [CIIGoza] P 0],;13 n a kind of nut
obtained from pine seed. See ਨਵਜ.
ਚਲਚਲਤ [CIlCIlat] adj producing dim light;
with average light. “rev: thorak CIICIlat.”
—carItr183. 2 crying, shrieking.
ਚਲਤਹ [CIltah], ਚਲਤ [CIlta] P fig n shirt-like
armour. “CIlta karke sabh saj hi 56 barno
hathIar.”-—gurusobha. “bIdhyé CIlt15 dval
par?) padharé.”—VN. ‘Arrows crossed the belt
piercing through the armour.’ Some ignorant
scribes have written c11kat5 for CIltah.
ਚਲਮ [CIlam] P H? cup-shaped earthen bowl of
a hubblc-bubble used for smoking hemp,
tobacco ctc.
ਚਲਮਲ [CIImIla], ਚਲਮਲ [CIlImIlI] Skt
Iightnin g. “CIlImIII bIsiar  dunia phani.”—var
maIa m 1. ‘The world, flashing like lightning,
is transitory.’ 2 P ,u: without proof.
ਚਲ [c111] Skt ਜਜਜ vr Open, loosen, express
one’s mind, play trick, cheat. 2 n kite.
ਚਲ [cxlla] n bowstring, merit. 2 embroidered
end portion of a turban. 3 P ,1: period of forty
days for keeping 'fast etc.
ਚਲ [cxlli] n double sack used for loading
boasts. 2 Skt a preying bird.
ਰਲਆਵਲ [੮3:111o p 18] a village in tchsil Falia
of  district Gujarat. There was an unprovoked
battle between the Sikh forces of  Sardar Chatur
Singh and his son Raja Sher Singh Attariwala
against Lord Gough on l3"‘January, 1849.' In
this combat twenty-eight British army officers,
two hundred eighty-six jun ior officers and

'In this context scc  "Annexation  ofthc  Punjab” by  Major
[Evans Be l l .
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soldiers, eighteen Indian army officers and two
hundred seventy-eight soldiers i.e. a total of
610  army personnel laid down their lives. The
Bri t i sh  Gove rnmen t  has  cons t ructed  a
memorial of this war.l Now Chillianwala
railway station is situated on  Lala Musa and
Malak  Wal line. ਰ
ਚੜ [on] n insistence, obstinacy. 2 sense of
irritation. Skt ਜਰਘ‘ get angry.
ਚਡਨ [cxrna] v get irritated. See ਚੜ.
ਚੜਵ [CIrva] Sktfafilzn soaked, boiled, salted,
and beaten fried rice. It is a favourite dish of.
the people belonging to eastern India.
ਚੜ [am] 11 male sparrow; well known bird,
that mostly lives in houses. '
ਚੜਉਣ [CIrauna] v irritate, make angry. (Skt

iIE-‘vrget angry). “dusatu det CIraIa.”-bh£r
m 3. ‘
ਚੜੲ [CIrai] n sense of irritation; irritation.
2 adj provoked to irritation. “oni tupak tan:
calai, onhi hasatI CIrai.”——asa a m J . ‘Mughals
fired a vol ley  with guns .  T h e  Pathans
advanced their army of  elephants by goading.’
In wars fought in the ancient times, the Indian
rulers. used to fight by positioning their
elephants in front but they could not face the
attack of  guns and cannons.
ਚੜ [CIri] n sparrow. “CIri cuhki pah phuti.”
—var gau 2 m 5. '
ਚ [ci] of. “sétci ségatI sétkatha ras.”—-—asa
ravrdaé.

_ 'To Record
' The names of  the brave officers

Who fell in the great battle
Fought  o n  the adjoining plain

l3mJanuannl849.
This cross is placed bcsidc
Their tomb by Richard 6"-

Earl o f  Mayo;

Viceroy and Governor-General, !871.
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ਹ [CI] n chirping sound of  a sparrow. 2 low
cry, plaintive 'sound. 3 P ਆ, n wrinkle, shrivel.
4 See ਚਨ. 5 adj picker. It is used as a suffix as
in gold-picker of flowers.
ਚਸ [cis] n throbbing pain, shooting pain. 2 cry,
shriek, wailing sound. “hasatI bhagke cisa
mare.”—g5d kabir.
ਚਸਤ [cistfi] P ਘਟ,->, n puzzle, quiz. 2 P UL”),

what is he? what is that ?
ਚਹਕ [cihka] .See ਚਰਕ.
ਚਹਣ [cihan] n horse’s neigh; sexual
excitement. “céclie taji cihané.”—ramav.
ਚਕ [cik] Skt'rffiivr tolerate, get impatient, touch.
2 n shriek, cry.
ਚਕਣ [cikna] v shriek, cry, shout with pain in a
loud voice, grumble with ire. 2 See ਚਕਣ.
ਚਕਨ [cikna] See ਚਕਣ. 2 adj smooth, soft,
mild. 3 oily. Sce ਚਕਣ.
ਚਕਰ [cikar], ਚਕੜ [cikar] n mud, slush, slime.
See ਚਕੜ. “tg gram ki cikar bIthrava.”—asa
ché't m 4. .
ਚਕੜ [cikrI] in the mud. “moh cikarI phathe.”
~asa chét m 4.
ਚਕੜ' [cikaru] See ਚਕੜ. “kat pani  cikaru pave
'go.”——kan a m 4.
ਚਕ [cika] n two-stringed musical instrument
that is played with yard-like rod; a village in
district Kama] tehsil Kaithal police station
Gulha. A gurdwara relating to Guru Nanak Dev
and Guru Teg Bahadur is situated there. The
shrine is raised, but there no priest. It is 20
miles to  the north-east of  Patiala railway station
connected by an unmetalled road. See ਰਲਰ.
ਰਘਣ [cighan] Dg n long stick used for the
cremation of  a dead body; unhewn club.
ਚਚਵਹਟ [cicvahuti] n an insect ‘with sofi  red
velvety coat ,  which appears in the rainy
season; a k ind  of  lady bug-Mylabris Cichrrii.
Ayurvedic physicians use it to cure paralysis.
It is beneficial to rub the powder of this insect
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mixed with wax on the swollen part of  the
body. ‘
ਚਚ [cici] n little finger. ਕਨਸਕ.
ਚਰਗਲ [cicfigli] little finger. “i: lahuri cicfigli
pedhi chap mIl i  vadIai.”—BG.
ਚਜ [cij] or ਚਰ [ciju] P g n thing. material
object, liquid. “eku ciju mujhe dehI , avar jahar
cij na bha1a.”—var mala m 1. 2 meal, food,
diet. “dharti ciji kI  kare su VICI sabhu kIchU
hoz.”-var majh m 2. This is a reference to
the  ceremony of  performing oblation in which
sacr ificial  food is offered to  the  earth, i.c. as
water is  an offering to  the  ocean,  so  is  food
an offering to the earth. 3 also used in place
of  ਚਜ [coj] (play, miracle). “cij karanI manI
bhavde  harI bujhanI nal1ihar1a.”—var asa.
ਚਜ [ciji] within the things. within objects. “har
ciji jInI rég kia.”-asa pati m 1. 2 P ਚਜ some
object. 3 See ਚਜ 2.
ਚਰ [ciju] See ਚਜ.
ਚਟ [cita], ਚਟ [citi] male ant,  large ant; cmmet '
pismire. “citi cita b I l  se nIkas.”-BGK. “citi
ho: cunI khai.”—ram kabir. Here it implies
humility. “citi te kUcar asthula.”—c3pai.
ਚਣ [cina] Skt ਚਨ n a cereal, harvested in
autumn. L Panicum miliaceum. E common
millet.
ਚੜ [cit] or ਚਤ [citU] Skt ਬਚ innersclf. “probhu
SIU l a g I r a h I o  mera  citu.”—dhana m 5 .
2 memory, recollection, meditation. “manna
dole  cit anitI.”-bas;§tam 1. ‘During improper
meditation, the mind remains wavering.’ 3 ਚਤ
[cit] has also been used for CI”. “anIk gupat
pragte  t ah I  cit.”—sar a m 5 .  ‘Chitgupt,
Chitargupt’ (mythical, invisible angel
accompanying every person and recording his
or her good or bad deeds).
ਚਤਕਰ [citkar] Skt ਥਜ n cry, shriek. “cahfi
or [ਛ cavd‘é citkari.”—carItr 96.
ਚਤਗਪਤ [citgupat] See ਚੜ 3.
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ਚਤਨਰਰ [citanhar] adj one who paints; a painter.
2 n an artist, portraitist. “Ian o r  cite
citanhare.”-—gau kabir.
ਚਝਰ [cilar], ਚਤਲ [cital] n an antelope; a deer
with white spots on its body. “citar :)!“ sase bahu
mare.”——krIsan.
ਚਤ [cita] See ਚਭਕ. “})ਰਗ' cite ਰਪ sighata.”
—bher kabir. 2 xa urine. 3 See ਗਤ I. “nIrmal
bhac cita.”——brla m 5. 4 conscious. “man  mahI
manua CIt mahI cita.”——bas§t a m I .  ‘In the
mind is the object o f  reverence and in the
conscience is the Supreme Being.’ 5 adj
painted, illustrated.
ਚਤ ਭਦਉਣ [cita kudauna], ਚਤ ਭਜਉਣ [cita
bhajauna] xa v urinate, discharge urine.
ਚਤ ki l l ]  in the heart. “cit: CItvau mItu
5dhare.”-bIIa chét m 5. 2 whole-heartedly,
from the depth of  one’s heart.
ਚਤ [CIlU] Scc ਰਤ. mind, innerself. “arpau apno
citu."~dhana m 5.
ਚਤ [cite] painted. See ਚਤਨ'ਰ. 2 plural of (:]: trek
(CItta). See ਚਤ 1.
ਚਥਨ [cithan], ਚਥਨ [cithna] See  ਚਥਨ.
ਚਥਰ [cithra], ਚਥੜ [cithra] n a piece of tattered
cloth; a piece ofcloth used for cleaning mill-
stoncs. “caki ka cithra kaha lejahx?”—bas§t
kabir.
ਚਦਨ [cidan] P we; pick grain, select. 2 elect,
sifi.
ਚਦ [cida] P 94...; adj the elected one, the  chosen
one. `
ਚਨ [cin] n sign, mark. 2 Skt n a renowned
country of cast Asia, located north of India
beyond the Himalaya. This old name finds
mention in Sanskrit scriptures. China-is spread
over 5,445,980 square miles and its population
is 436,091,953. It is divided into eighteen vast
regions. Most  of  the Chinese are Buddhists.
The name of its capital is Pekin. “cin macin ke
sis nyav‘é.”—aka1. See ਚਨ ਯਤ. 3 a kind of
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millet, food. 4 thread, cotton yarn. 5 small flag,
pennon. 6 a variety of  sugarcane known as
ਰਣ [can]. 7 resident  of  China. 8 Chinese  cloth.
9 imperative of  cin-na ‘see! recognizc!’
ਚਨਨ [cinema] v recognize by observing some
sign. 2 know, understand. “jab nahi cinaSI
atamram.”—gau kabir. “ j I n I  atamtatu na
cinIa.”—prabha bani. 3 sec,  visualize through
reasoning power.
ਚਨ [cina] See ਚਨਨ. 2 resident of  China,
Chinese. 3 red and white, dapplcd. 4 See ਚਣ.
5 past tense of  cin-na, observed, recognized.
ਚਨਸਕ [cinasuk] Skt n a Chinese cloth, silken
cloth. Chinese silk fabrics are very famous
since ancient times. 2 red coloured woolen
cloth of  superior quality made in China.
ਚਨ [cinI] by observing. 2 by knowing, by
understanding or grasping. “sabad cinI sukh
paIa.”—prabha a m 3. “atam cinI bhae
n1r5kari.”—-asa a m I .
ਚਨ [cini] adj concerning China; Chinese;
something Chinese. 2 n pure crystal sugar;
clean sugar without scum. 3 a kind of  white
Chinese clay found on Kingbhichin mountain
and used for making beautiful utensils, Chinese
clay, known as  Keolin in China. 4 feminine of
ਦਨ [cina]. 5 See ਚਨ ਵਲ.
ਚਨ ਯਤ [cini yatri] Many Chinese Buddhist
travellers came to India. Of  them two are
famous. Fa-hien or Fa-Hian travelled from 399
AD  to 414  AD  and was in India from 401 AD
to 410 AD. He came here during the reign of
Chandar Gupt, The second was Hiucn-Tsang

. or  Hiwen Tsiang, who left his country in 629
AD and reached the country of  Gandhar in
630  AD  and kept roaming in India till 643 AD.
He was born in 600 AD and died in 664 AD.
Both these travellers followed the route via
Kabul. Historians have learnt a lot from their
writings.
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ਚਨ ਵਲ [cini vala] Namdhari Sikhs gave this
name to Baba Ram Singh because he used to
ride a Chinese horse. .
ਚਨ [cinh] See ਚਨ. 2 knowledge, experience.
“ramrasaInU rasna cinhe.”—-bh£r m 5.
ਚਨ [cinhe] See ਚਨ.
ਚਫ ਖਲਸ ਦਵਨ [ciph khalsa divan] See ਸਘਸਭ.
ਚਮ [cima] a Jatt subcaste, which originated
from Chauhan Rajputs. 2 a village, which was
founded by Jatts of  Cheema subcaste. See
ਅਤਰਸਘ 2.
ਚਰ [cir] n sign or mark of a cut. 2_Skt ਵਸਤ
garment. “kaIa kaci, kaca cir h5dhae.”—-majh
a m 3. 3 bark ofa  tree. 4 teat ofa  cow. 5 P ਨ
adj  brave, courageous. 6 victorious,
triumphant. 7 n victory, triumph. 8 clderliness.
“je CIdrup CIrjiv sadevi cir na janat ko'I
tumari.”—saloh.
ਚਰਹਦਸ [cirahdasti] P ਰਨਨਲ/ਟ n blustering
behaviour, use of  force. 2 might, domination.
ਚਰਹਰਣ [Cir-harem] act of stealing clothes, taking
away the clothes. It is a tale in Krishan Avtar,
in which lord Krishan took away the clothes
of the bathing gopis and climbed up a tree.
ਚਰਣ [ciran] Skt ਚਟ adj sliced, tom. 2 gathered,
piled.
ਚਰਣ [cirna], ਚਰਨ [ cima] v tear, split into two
parts. See ਚਰਣ.
ਚਰ [cira] an injury or wound caused by a cut;
wound. 2 mark that separates two states;
boundary line; demarcation of a kingdom’s
boundary. 3 P ਲ/ਰਫ bravery, courage. 4 victory,
triumph. 5 a colourful scarf1 used by ladies.
6 might, power. “kox na jane tera keta kevadu
cira.”——sodaru. “sabh jagu t I s  ks vasr he sabh
tIs  ka cira.”—var guj I m 3. “sabh k0 jam l<e

'Mulli-colourcd sarbéd is also called ਚਰ [cira] in
Rajputana. Punjabi words like vastar. lar (daman) etc in
the sense of  ਚਰ [cira] have their root only in this Persian
word.
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cire VICI he.”——var bIIa  m 3. “harI ji saca sacu
t u  sabhu kIchu t e r s  circ."-—sri 111 3 .
7 adj courageous, brave. 8 high, great. 9 wise.
10  in Guru Vilas, ਚਰ [cira] is used for CIhra—
“lIkh‘é tas cira." Sec ਚਹਰ ਲਖਣ.
ਚਰ [ciri] letter, missive. “ciri ai t I  ma kau.”
—Var ram 1 m I .  “ j In  ki ciri dargahI pati.”
—asa a m 1 .  2 letter o f  authority; warrant. “ciri
jaki na phIre  satu so parvanu.”-—var 581- m
2 .  3 Skt cricket ,  an  insect  having  sh r i l l  vo ice ;
gryllus domesticus.
ਚਰ ਪਟਣ [ciri pami] end of life; death. In
India it is a tradition 10 tear the corner of  the
letter carrying news of  death. 2 Sec ਚਰ. 3 A
paper is torn into half to  attach in the file after
framing the charge.
ਚਰ [cim] See ਚਰ. .
ਹਲ [cil], ਚਲ [cilh] n (eagle .  Sec ਦਲ. 2 a
mountain tree, pine tree. L Pinus Longifolia.
[ts gum is called resin. See ਨਵਜ.
ਰਞ [civ] Skt ਥਕ vr wear, catch,  shine, speak.
ਚਵਰ [civar] n a thread with which a potter
cuts off the pot from the wheel. 2 Skt tattered
cloth,' rag.
ਚੜ [cirh] n gumminess, mucilage. 2 a mountain
tree; pine tree, which secretes resin. “sarli uce
thal bahu cirh.”—GPS. See ਚਲ 2.
ਚੜ [cirha] adj mucilaginous, sticky, adhesive.
ਢ [cu] See ਚ. “cu karaz hamah hilte‘
darguzast.”—jafar. 2 also used in Punjabi for ca
(four), as in cuhattar, curasta, curasi etc.
ਰਅਉਣ [cuauna] v cause to drip, cause to
trickle. See  ਚਜ and ਚਸਤ.
ਦਅਤ [cuata], ਚਅਤ [cuati] n spark; burning
stick like a flambeau; smouldering piece of
wood; meteor;  fircbrand.
ਚਇਣ [cuma] v drip, trickle, dribble. See ਚਤ-
ਜਈਜ [cuije] cause trickling, cause dripping.
2 dripping, trickling. “rasu'émrItu dasve cuijex”

'hilah se.
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—kaII a m 4.  Sec  ਚਜ.
ਚ'ਸਣ [605੪]<1.121] v speak in low pitch. 2 slurp.
ਚ'ਸਕ [cuski] Dg n wine bowl.
ਚਸਤ [cusat] P _..ਲਡ, ਚਸ adj t ightened.  2 firm,
determined. 2 agile, active.
ਜਸਨ [6ਪ5ਰ11] Skt ਚਸਣ n suck. “sronat c053n.”
—aka1.
ਚਹਕ [cuhak], ਚਹਕਰ [cuhkar] n twittering sound
of  birds l ike sparrows etc. “and cuhki pah
[)}1ਘ1.”-ਪ1' gau 2 m 5.
ਚਹਚ [cuhoc] Sec ਚਹਕਰ. 2 adj trickling, dripping.
ਜਹਚਹ [cuhcuha] adj soaked,  deep,  fast.
ਚਹਟ [ਧਪਪ] n pinching of flesh with thumb
and the first finger of  hand, as with pincers.
“cor cate cadhayo suri, cuhti legal chadie
to kahfi mar he?”-—BGK.
ਢਹਤਰ [cuhattar] seventy-four.
ਚਹਲ [cuhal] n chirping of  birds, “prat bhayo
cuhlat CIri.”—krIsan. 2 laughter, fun.
3 mcrrimcnt. See ਰਹਲ.
ਚਹਲਬਜ [cuhalbaz] adj jovial, witty. 2 voluptuous.
ਚਹਲਬਜ [cuhalbazi] n laughter, amusement,
banter.
ਚਹਣ [cuhan] Sec ਚਹਨ.
ਚਕ [cuk] n slipping of  waist muscle from its
position; spinal dislocation. See ਰਕ vr. 2 ਚਕ
neglect ,  mis take ,  om iss i on .  “es same te jo
cukjai.”-—NP. 3 completion, end. “ségal cuki
muhtaie.”-sar m 5. 4 See ਰਕਣ.
ਜਕਈ [cukai] finishing, ceasing  to exist. “avanu
janu ‘ n a  cukai.”—sr1' m 1. “kuk pukar na
cukai.”-—-var 501- m 3.
ਜ’ਕਸੲ [cuksai] See ਚਕਸੲ. “satIgurU kevat
mIlohI ai .  matI  naka par hve cuksai.”—NP.
ਰਕਣ [cukna] v lift, raise. 2 forget, miss. 3 come
to end. 4 become extinct.
ਚਕ [cuka] See ਰਕਣ 4. "‘cuka nIhora sakhi
saheri.”-—asa m 5.
ਚਕਉਣ [cukauna] v forget. 2 get something
raised, elevate. 3 wipe. “maIamoh  cukaIda.”
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—maru solhe m 3. “man re, dujabhau cukaI.”
-—sri m 3. 4 settle the price. 5 clear the  account.
ਚਕਠ [cukath] n a door frame; threshold; cot’s
frame.
ਜਕਣ [cukona], ਚਕਰ [cukor] adj four—cornered,
square. “cahu d I s  bani supan cukor.”—GPS.
ਚਕਦਰ [cukédar] P “gag sugarbeet, particularly
red in co lour  l i k e  carrot and turnip; sugar is

~ also  extracted from it. L Beta  Vulgaris. E Beet.
ਚਕ [cukk] See ਚਕ. 2 Skt ਜਬਜ vr torture, feel
pain. 3 n provocation, incitement.
ਚਕਣ [cukkna] v lift, raise. 2 urge, provoke.
ਚਕ [cukka] past tense of  cukkna; raised. 2 n
quantity of  something that can be placed on
the fore fingers of  a hand; it is a transform of
cutka.
ਚ'ਖ [cukh] adj a little, small in quantity. “je gal
kapahI cukh.”—s fan'd. 2 in tiny parts, little by
little. “mrIg  pakre gharI ane hatI. cukh cukh
legae bédhe batI.”—bh£r m 5 .  3 11 part,
segment. “tere nam  VItahU b i d  bid  cukh cukh
hOI.”-dhana m I .  4 | / 30  time o f  casa.
ਚ'ਖਕ [੦01<}19}<'], ਚਖਕ [cukhaku] small quantity:  3
little. “cukhaku lake cakkhIa.”—BG. ‘tasted a
small quantity.’ ਲ
ਚ'ਖਚਖ [cukhcukh] S e e  ਰਖ 3 .
ਚਖ [cukha] small in quantity, a little. “nahi  c i t
parai cukha.”—var vad m 4.
ਚਬਡ [੮੦1<115(.11] See ਸਲਤਨ.
ਜਗ [੦68] 11 group? gang. “bado cOg bfidhe jahfi
satru av‘é.”—-GPS. 2 See  ਚਗਲ. 3 See  ਚਕ 2 and
ਚਗ.
ਦਗਣ [cugna] v peck, sort, pick up grains (by
birds), eat grass with the help of mouth (by
the animals). 2 elect. choose.
ਚਗਦ [caged] P „ਨ, n an owl. Scc ਜਗਲ. 2 idiot.
ਜਗਨ [cuganI] pick up. “kakaru cuganI thaII
vasanI .”-5 farid.
ਢਗਲ [cugal] n owl ,  female partr idge. See ਚਗਦ
1.  Thieves have named it s o  because it
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screechcs when it sees some  persons at night
time, which alerts the people. 2 P J: backbiter.
“ਸਹ sunai kahIa cugal 1<a.”—var 511' m 4.
jese begkimat k0 musa than katjat

vayas VItar jat kalas  ke nir  k0,
55p dasjat VIkh rom ਹ…. pheljat

kutta  katkhat rahcalat phakir k0,
kahe “harIkes”  jese bIcchu dék  marjat

kachu na  basat bhaye vyakul sarir k0,
tese hi cugal hakk nahak bIrano  kam

det  he b I  gar  ke na  (ਭਰ raghubir k0.
ਚਗਲ [COgaI] n gang, group, class. 2 grip of  a
hunting bird’s claw like that of  a falcon etc.
See ਚਗਲ. 3 claw, paw.
ਚਰਲ [cugli] P 015’; n backbiting, censure made
at one’s back, adverse remarks passed in one’s
absence. “nIt cugli kart: anhédi parai.”—var
gau 1 m 4.
ਚਗ [cuga] See ਚਗ 2.
ਚਗਠ [cugath] See ਚਕਠ and ਚਕਠ.
ਚਗਰ [cucar] P 182’, n shameless woman.

' ਚਗਰ [cugara] adj immoral. See ਚਗਰ. ~“(:01'

cugara.”——BG.
ਚਗ [cogi] n quantity of  material which can be
picked with four fingers; picking of  a palmful
o f  material as 0635. 2 toll tax on goods taken
out of  a city. 3 adj person having relationship
with some group. “bédhe cfig cfigi cale khet
ae.”—carItr 320.
ਚਗ [cugga] n an ox with four front teeth cut;
cattle with four front teeth. 2 squint-eyed,
cross—eyed.
ਚਘਣ [cfighna], ਚਘਨ [cfighna] v suck, sip,
suckle, suck  milk from the  teat.
ਚਘਵ [cfighavi] wet-nurse, foster-mother,
mother. See ਚਘਣ.
ਚਕਆ [cOgIa] one who picks; one who extracts
essence. 2 pigla, one of the three blood vessels
in the human body according to  Yog. “bhathi
gaganu 5191a ਰਪ cfigIa, kanak kalas Iku
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paIa.”—sr1' kabz‘r. ‘The tenth door is a
furnace, Ira  (a vein originatingfrom the left
nostril and passing along  the left side  of  the
spine and reaching the brain) and pigla
(breathing through the right nostri l) are two
air pipes, pure conscience is (a  pitcher) .in
which the essence or amrIt  trickles and gets
collected. Sec ਸਡਆ.
ਰਚ [c0c] Skt ਜਕਜ n ਚ'ਚ beak. “so 5e  cfic
savarahI 1<a g.”—gav kabir.
ਚਚਗਅਨ [(:ਪਧਫਗਜ] n bookish knowledge,
shallow knowledge, discussion without
practice. “jag kaua mukhI ccIan.”—-bIIa a
m 3.
ਜਚਰਘਨ [cficani]  adj who has shallow
knowledge, pretentious-prattler without any
merit.
ਢਚਵਤ [cucvat], ਰਚਤ [cucat] is leaking, is
dripping. 2 trickling, dripping. “smn 86 ek phIr'é

_ cucvate.”-—krrsan.
ਚਚਨ [cucan] leaked, dripped, trickled. “rakat
netr cucan.”—gyan. ‘Rage poured out from
blood-red eyes.’ '
ਜਜ [cUcy] Skt ਚਦਧ vr diétil, take bath.
ਰਜ [cfij] See ਚਚ.‘
ਚਜਵੜ [cfijviri] n act of pecking, pecking at,
poking beak into. “khir nir nIrnau cfijvxri.”
—BG.
ਚਟ [cut] Skt ਜਟ vr become small, trim. 2 Seeਜਟ. .

ਜਟਕ [cutka] masculine of  cutki. See ਚਕ 2.
ਚਟਕਰ [cutkari] n sound produced by a finger’s
flick. 2 sound as produced by the flick of
fingers.
ਚਟਕ-[(:ਘਪ] 11 sound produced with the help of
thumb and middle finger. Skt ਛਟਕ. 2 only such
quantity as can be held.between the‘ thumb
and the first finger; a pinch, “cutkibhar 11m”.
3 pinch.
ਜਟਏ [cutae] chipped, clipped pieces, chopped
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bits. See ਜਟ vr. “trasae, cutae.”—ramav.
ਥਟਲ [cutala] n sou'nd produced by the snap
of  fingers. 2 chirping o f  birds. 3 Indian
rosewood tree having four branches, which  is
there in the house of  Guru Hargobind’s in-laws
in Mandiali, in the shade of  which he used to
seat himself. “nam cutala yah I ,  jou dares
Iccha kare.”-G V 6. Sec ਮਡਆਲ.
ਕਟਆ [ਧਘਕ] n hair tied into a pigtail, tuft of
hair lefi unshom on  top  of  the head. “ho: badi
tumricutia.”—kr1:san. 2 See ਰਟ.
ਚਟਅਉਤ [cutiaudu] n comet, shooting, star.
“cutiaudu tej mano  darsayo.”—-krrsan.
ਚਟ [cutt] Skt ਜਫਫ vr become small; get to the
bottom of  something; grab.
ਚਟ [੦ਘ8] small quantity. 2 with a pinch. “de
caval cutte.”—BG. ‘distribute rice in pinchfuls.’
ਜਡ [cud] Skt ਬਤਘ wrap, encircle, hide.
ਢਡ [cudd] Skt ਜਗਤ vr use; indulge in sexual
intercourse; give a signal. 2 n female genital
organ, vagina.
ਚਤ [cuddu] adj debauchee, licentious. See  ਚਡ.
ਚਣ [con] Skt ਚਗਘਰ trim, divide into parts.
ਚਣਨ [cunna] v pick. 2 select, pile up. 3 elect,
choose.
ਜ'ਣ [cum] by sorting out. “bmu nave can:
sutiahI.”—sr1° a m I .
ਜਤ [cut] Skt ਚਰ vr get wet, leak. 2 n rectum,
anus. “so cuti so  vat  mIlave.”—BG. ‘The same
hand touches the rectum and the mouth.’
3 See ਚਯਤ. '
ਥਰਲ [cutal], ਚਤੜ [cuter] n cu t - t e l  a n u s ,
haunches, buttock, posterior, bum.
ਚਤਲ [cutali] See ਚ'ਤਲ.
ਰਤ [cuti] See ਰਤ 2.
ਕਦ [cud] Skt ਬਰ vr inspire, question, purify,
make haste.
ਚਧ [cfidh] n dazzling glare that blinds the eyes;
glaring light.
ਚਧਲੳਣ [cfidhlauna], ਰਧਆਉਣ [cfitauna] _
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v dazzle eyes .  2 c lose  eyes  because o f
intolerable glare. See ਚਧ.
ਚਨਨ [cunana] choose .  See  ਚਣਨ. “melat  cunat
khInu pal casa lage.”—asa m 4. ‘It takes a
while to attune the musical instruments and
select a rag or  a song.’
ਜਨਰ [cunri] n mantilla, a light head-cloth for
women.
ਚਨ [cuna] P up; adj equal, similar, identical.
ਚਨਚ [cunaCI] P ,ਝ‘ਧਤ adv even then, according
to that, therefore.
ਚਨਰ [cunar] an ancient fort in a ci ty  situated
on the bank of  Ganga‘ in Mirzapur district of
U.P. Then this fort was named Charnadrigarh.‘
See ਜਦਕਰ.

In this fort are  to be found the residence of
Bhartrihari (Bhanhri), his memorial and a stone
slab on which  he used to sit to perform yog.
ਚਨ [cunI] afier choosing, by picking up. “kéd
mulu cunI khaIa.”—sor kabir. See ਗਣ 2 0 .
ਚਨ [cuni] See ਚਠ. 2 Sec ਚਣਨ. “halhi cuni na
jaI.”—s kabir. ‘The elephant (all vanity) cannot
pick up  (any  thing).  ’
ਚਨ [ਧਪਸ] See ਚਗ. 2 See ਦਨਆ.
ਦਨਆ [cunia] n mantilla, light head cloth for
ladies, head scarf. “odhkc lal  cali cunia he.”
—kr:csan. 2 a bit of  precious stone, gem. “kécan
me cunia cum: khaci.”-—krIsan. 3 a species of
duck (water fowl).
ਜਨਆਬ‘ਗਮ [cunifibegam‘] Opium eaters call
opium cunifi begam.
ਜਧ [cup] Skt ਜਧ vr walk slowly. 2 n silence,
quietness. 3 adj silent, reticent.
ਚਪਕ [cupka], ਚਪਕਤ [cupkita] adj one who
observes silence, reticent.
ਚਪਟ [cupatt] Skt ਚਪਟ adj without protuberance,
plain, level, flat. 2 wide open, without veil.
3 entrance without doors.

'also referred to as Chandclgarh in literature. Palvanshi
rajas of Bengal built this castle.
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ਚ’ਪਰ [copra] adj buttered, soaked with oil.-
“cupre caru CIkne kes.”—paras.
ਚਪਕ [cupak] n residue of sugarcane etc. lefi
after sucking its juice. “pare cupak cup t ih
thane.”—G.PS. 2 adj who sucks, who sips.
ਚ'ਪਤ [CUpat‘d] adj silent, without speaking.
“guru ji cupate hi calde rahe.”—JSBM.
ਚਪ [cups] from silence. “cups cup na hovai.”
-—japu. ‘by keeping silent, mind does not get
still.’ 2 only silence. “cope céga nanka.”
—var mala m 1. ‘Silence is good.’
ਚਫਰ [cupher] adv  in all the four directions; all
a round.
ਰਫਰਗੜਅ [cuphergarhia] adj who tries to
please everyone; unreliable; sycophantic;
unprinciplcd.
ਚਬ [cab] Skt ਜਕ vr kiss, osculate, be violent.
ਰਥਕ [CObak] adj who kisses. 2 n a. particular
metal which  attracts iron towards itself, which
is obtained from mines and is also prepared
through chemical experiments; loadstone;
magnet.
ਚ'ਬਚ [cubacca] See ਚਬਚ.
ਚਬਚ ਸਹਬ [cubacca sat] See ਚਬਚ 2. '2  a
famous gurdwara o f  Guru Arjan named
Chubacha Sahib, situated to  the east of  village
Sarhali in Tarn Taran tehsil, districtAmritsar.
The  Guru stayed here for sometime with Mata
Gan  ga. After that, he graced Cholhe Sahib with
his v is i t .  T h e  gurdwara has twenty-five
ghumaons of land in its name. Its priest is a
sadhu from the Udasi sect. This  place is
located about four miles away to the east of
Patti railway station. 3 See ਥਚ.
ਚਬਚ ਰਮਰਇ [cubacca ramraI] See ਮਗਲਪਰ.
ਚਬਨ [caban] Skt ਬਸਜ n kissing; a loving kiss.
ਦਬਚਸ [cubarsi] n act of celebrating fourth
death anniversary; a Hindu rite o f  feasting
Brahmins for the benefit of  a dead ancestor’s
soul.
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ਚਬਰ [ਧਘਪਗ]‘880 ਚਉਬਰ.
ਜਬਰਸਰਥ [cubarasat] Sec ਗਇਦਵਲ 4 and
ਛਟਵਲ.
ਦਬਦ [cubsdi] n act of tying the four feet.
2 act of  tying the four feet of  a horse (or other
animals) together.
ਥਭਕ [cubhki] n dip, dive, submergence. Sec
ਚਰ vr.

ਚਭਣ [cubhna], ਚਭਨ [cubhna] v pitch, push into;
2 cause rankle, harbour rancour. “q q
calahI cubhe dukhu pavahI.”—soh:rla.
ਚਭ [cfibha] n dive. Sec ਚਭਕ.
ਚਭਉਣ [cubhauna] v cause to penetrate, prick.
ਚਭਲ [cubhal] See ਝਬਲ.
ਚਭ [cubbha], ਚਭ [cubbhi] n Scc ਚਭਕ.
ਜਮਕ [cfimak] Sec  ਰਬਕ. “CQmak dolat bic  mano
jal-loh ki sui.”——krIsan.
ਚਮਣ [cfimna] See ਚਬਨ.
ਥਮ [cfiméi] kiss. 2 may I kiss. 3 1 kiss. “Carma
per mfi.”-—asa farid.
ਜ'ਮਸ [cumasa] See ਚਤਰਮਸ.
ਚਮਤ [cuma ta] See ਚਅਤ. “jvalIt hath me gahyo
cumata.”—GPS.
ਥਮ [cumI] by kissing, by osculating. “apanre
gharI jaie per tInhfi de  COmI.”-~-s farid. .
ਕਰ [cur] n underground fireplace, hearth. 2 adj
short for pracur. 3 Skt ਹਪਘ burn, blaze.
ਚਰਸਤ [curasta] Skt ਚਤਸਧਥ n c r o ss r oad ;
crossing.
ਚਰਤ ਅਟਰ [curasti atari] a place near
Amritsar, where the sixth Guru fought the first
battle against the roya l  armed forces in
Sammat 1685. On  this crossroad is built a loft,
due to which this name has become famous.
ਚਰਟ [ਢ,_ ^ ]  1n Tamil language Shuruttu means a
candle-shaped leaf wrapped in tobacco. English
writers gave it many names, c.g chcroot,
cherute, chiroot, shamte, sharoot, clicroot. It has
many shapes. These days a cigar and cigarette
are its modified versions. Learned doctors have
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mentioned its various bad effects and have
proved it deleterious for body organs like the
heart, brain, muscles,  l iver and stomach etc.
However, instead of  decreasing, the bad habit
of  smoking is increasing daily. The report of
Imperial Economic Committee makes it clear;
the annual consumption of  cigarettes in India is
now about 6,500,000,000 as compared with
under 1,000,000,000  before the  war.
ਚਰਣ [cm-an] Skt ਚਧ vr steal, rob, abduct.
ਜਰਵ [curva] Pu thief. ' ,
ਚਰ [cura] S e c  ਰਲ. “cura kin mukh hath
pakhare.”~—GPS.
ਚਰਉਣ [curauna] v take a'way something for
personal use without the knowledge of  the
owner ;  steal; abduct. See ਚਰ 3 .
ਚਰਸ [curasi] See ਚਉਰਸ.
ਦਰ [curi] n rinsing the mouth. “pun jalpan curi
karlehI.”--GPS. 2 bracelet, bangle.
ਚਰ [curu] n mouthful; palm of  a hand cupped to
ho ld  water. See ਚਲਕ.
ਚਰਭਰ [curubhar] palmful.
ਚਰ ਭਰ [cum bharI] palmful. “apI na dehI
curu bharI pani.”-gau  kabir.
ਰਚਯ [cureya] Pu adj one who steals. 2 n
bangle,  bracelet.
ਚਰਲ [coral] Sec ਚੜਲ.
ਦਰਜ [curéja] fifty-four.
ਰਲ [cull Skt ਬਕਘ’ raise, wet, dip.
ਜਲ [cula] n palmful of  water taken in one hand.
2 rinsirig of  mouth; water put in the mouth for
washing. 3 prayer before God after rinsing the
mouth. “trI  pat ho: mukh hath pakharahu. tIs
pascati cola ocarahu.”—GPS. The cula prayer
is as follows:
“dcvanharu da ta ru  k I tU  mukhI salahie,
su  rakhe kIrpa dharI  r I jak samahie,
k 0 :  na  1<Is h i  v a S I  sabhna  I k  d h a r ,
pale  balak v a g I  deke  a p I  kar ,
k a r d a  anad  b I n o d  kIchu n a  j an ie ,
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s a r a b d h a r  s a m r a t h  h a u  t I s u  kurban i e ,
gaie r a t I  dInz—‘itu g a v a n j o g I a ,
jo gur ki peri p t  tIni harIrasu bhogIa.”

—var ram 2 m 5.
“dana pani guru ka ,  ਰਸ] bhavna SIkkhfi di ,
teri degé prasad chakIa,  deg  savai teg fatah,
jo jia ave  so  raji jave, tera nam  CIl‘l‘I ave.” etc.
ਚਲਅਆ [cullala] a poetic metre, also named
ਚਲਕ [culka], consisting of  four lin’cs, each line
having 29 matraa; pauses at 13-16 matras and
ending with a yagan: ISS; or we can say that
this metre is formed at  the end of  a couplet by
adding one yagan.

Example:
mardana sunkar tabs, pad par  dhar  lIlar  alave.
saty vacan tum kahIt ho, je bhav  ke dukh darI
mItave.”-—NP.
ਚਲ [culi] n rinsing of mouth; water used for
rinsing the mouth. 2 water enough to fill a
cupped palm. 3 holding water in a cupped palm
of  the hand at the time oftaking  a vow. “nanak
culia sucia je bharI jam: kOI... raje culi nIav
ki.”—-—Var sar m 1 .  See  ਚ-ਲਕ.

W [culuk] Skt 11 thick mud. 2 small cooking
pot. 3 palmful (of  water).
ਚਰਪ [culfip] Skt ਚਰਜਘ‘ trim, be ruined, swing.
ਜ'ਲ’ਭ [6010ਠ11],a 'ਲਭ [°ਪ1ਡ'ਅਘ] Skt ਕਜਜ adjcool
like the moon. “manu lam) ho: culébhu.”—suhi
a m 1. 2 soaked, wet. See ਰਲ and ਅਭ.
ਚਲ [culh], ਚਲ [culha] Skt ਜਰਕ n fire place;
place where fire is lit to  cook  food.
ਚਲ [cull] ਰਉ/(ਲਜਟਲਕਮ express one’s desire; enjoy.
ਰਵਨ [cuvna] See ਚ'ਇਣ.
ਰੜ [cur] See ਚਡ.
ਚਤਤ [ਧਘਕਧ] spread widthwise; latitude.
ਚੜਲ [€ਪਨ61],ਚੜਲ [coral] n fcmalc demon, female
spectre, evil spirit that possesses living beings.
See ਚਡ. 2 Some trace the origin of  this word to
cu_ra (jura); one who has a raised topknot (knot
of  hair). A she-demon is said to have a knot of
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tangled hair. 3 a woman who speaks foul
language; a woman with false tongue.
ਚ [cu]  P ,ਤ, part when.  2 then, at that t ime.
3 l ike  this. in this way. 4 like, same as.
ਚ [cfi] n chirping sound. 2 P …ਤ, adj  equivalent,
similar, identical. 3 part when. “cfi saved
takbir.”—t115g m 1. Sec ਤਕਬਰ. 4 how, in what
way, by which 'method.
ਚ'ਸ’ [cus] Skt ਕਧਘ‘ suck, absorb.
ਰਸਣ [cusna], ਚਸਨ [cusna] v suck, draw juice
ofsomc  object with the help of  the tongue and
lips. 2 draw the essence of  something.
ਚ'ਹਣਆ [culmia] headquarters of a tehsil in
Lahore district, situated eight miles to the south
of  the Chhangamanga railway station. Two
devout Sikhs of  Sethi subcastc, whom Guru
Arjan Dev named Ugvanda (Gobinda) and
Sabhaga, belonged to this place. From their
clan are now alive two shopkeepers named
Basakhi and Salamat.
ਚਹਮਰ [cuhmar] rat-killer. See ਮ'ਸ'ਖਚ.
ਜਹਰ [cuhra] Skt one who carries night soil;
one who cleans latrines; scavenger; sweeper.
ਚਹੜ [cuhar] See ਪਰਆ. Puria’s brother "was a
nébardar  (village headman) whom Guru Arjan
Dcv converted into a disciple and made him
take a vow never to tell a lie. He served at
Amritsar  as  a truthful and virtuous person. 2 a
dcvotcc from Scthi subcaste, who was a
disciplcof  Guru  Arjan Dev and was expert in
kirtan (chanting divine hymns). 3 a Lucknow-
bascd devotee of Guru Hargobind. The Guru
explained to him principles and norms o f
Sikhism, which  made him  feel exalted.
ਚਹੜਕਣ [cuharkana] a village ofdistr ic t ,  tehs i l
and thana Shckhupura. In between its two
settlements, there is gurdwara Khara Sauda
whcrc Guru  Nanak spent the money given to
him by his father (meant for some profitable
business) on serving meals to the hungry
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ascetics. This gurdwara is very elegantly built
and has 250  bighas of  land within its fold. Fairs
are held here on  Baisakhi, the first light half of
the lunar month of  Magh and fu l l  moon night
ofKattak. Its railway station is about two miles
to the north of Chuharkana.
ਜਹੜਵਲ [cuharval] Sec ਝੜਸਹਬ.
ਰ'ਹੜ [cuhra], ਚਹਡ [ਢਪਘ] low caste Hindu  man
or woman: outcastc; scavenger; sweeper. See
ਚਹਰ. “parnida ghaLI cuhri."-~~var sri m 1.
ਚਹ [cuha], ਚਹ [cuhi] n mouse. male and female
respectively. “jam cuha kIras nI l  kurakda.”
—vargau 1 m 4.
ਚਹਮਰ [cuhemar] Sec ਚਹਮਰ and ਮਸਖਰ.
ਚਕ [cuk] n error. omission. “sot:  guru kIa  kart:
jau SIkha mahI cuk.”;—-s kobir. 2 a kind of
spinach, used as green leafy vegetable dish
ਸਗ [sag]. It is slightly sour in taste. “50a cuk
pukarat bhai.”--da£-t. ‘A she-gardener (or wife
of a gardener) gave a call to sell ਸਅ ਚਕ [soa-
cuk] (spinach) and from this Datt (Dattaray)
got the advice that a person who is asleep (ਸਅ
[soa]) misses (ਚਕ [cukD all virtues.’ 3 Sec ਚਕਣ.
ਰਕੲ [cukail forgetting, committing a mistake.
2 ending, finishing. See  ਚਕੲ.
ਰਕਣ [cukna], ਚਕਨ [cukna] v crr. 2 end, finish.
“cuka avanp janu.”—var 501' m 3. “jab cuke
pécdhatu ki racna.”—-maru kobir. 3 lose feeling
of being calm. “pacholava no mIIC jab cukegi
sari.”—t115g m 1. 4 Sec  ਚਲ 2.
ਚਕ [cfikI] P _ਭਭਛ, adj because: because of
this; due  to.
ਜ'ਖ [cukha] Bhai Phcru, a dcvotcc who with
his truthful living, was an ideal preacher of  the
Sikh faith. _
ਰਗਹ [cugahI] picks up. “ujal moli cugahI
h55.”—asa m I .  Here 1155 (swan) means a
person having discriminating power and ਮਤ
[moti] (pearls) means virtues.
ਰਘਨ [cughna], ਰਘਨ [cfighna] Sce  ਚਘਣ. "lele
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kau cughe nIt bhed.”—gau kabir. Here ਲਲ
[lcla] ( lamb) means ਜਵ [jiv] (individual soul)
and bhccj (sheep) means ਮਇਆ [ma Ia]  (illusion).
ਚਚਕ [cucak] Hecr’s father. “jun  ja; ki ਸ! dhari
mrI  lmédal me  211. cucak ke  Upji bhavan hir nam
dharvaI.”—carrtr 98. See ਹਰ.
ਰਚ [cuca] chick. In Punjabi, it is a transform
of cuzah. Scc ਚਜ.
ਚਚ [cuci] Skt ੴ n breast nipple through
which a child sucks  milk;  teat.
ਚ'ਜਹ [cuzah], ਚਜ [cuza] P „ਪਤ, chick; chicken.
ਚਡਨ [cfidna] v scrape, pluck, or suck with
teeth or beak.
ਚਝ lcfidal Scc ਚੜ.
ਰਡਬਡ [cfidabficj], ਰਡਵਡ [cfidavéd] n division
according to bangle (suggestive o f  wife);
division of  property according to an old tradition.
For this old tradition, inherited property is
divided in equal parts with wife (cfida), not
children in view. For example, if a man has
two wives and the first one has two sons and
the later has one, and the land property is giving
annual income worth Rs. 2000/-, then it will
be divided in two equal shares of  one thousand
rupccs each. See ਪਗਵਡ.
ਚ'ਡ [cfidI] after scraping, after plucking.
2 imperative of cfidna. “kaga! CfidI na pijra.”
—s‘farid.
ਚਢ [cfidhi] act of pinching with the help of
the  thumb and  first  finger, i.c. “cfidhivadhni”.
ਚਣ [ਘਸ] Ski ਹਗ vr pull, hesitate.
ਦਤ [cull Ski n mango tree and its fruit. 2 Skt
ਰਯਭ female genital organ, vagina.
ਚਤੜ [culor] Sec ਚਤੜ.
ਚ ਤਦ ਅਜਦਹ [(26 Kid ajdahl—ramav. ‘furious
l ike a venomous snake.’
ਰਭ [cutr] Sec  ਚਤੜ.
ਰਬ [cuthi] n pivot of a hingcless door on which
it turns.
ਚਨ [cun] Skt ਚਣ n flour, ground gra'in. “caki
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catahI cun khahI .”—bas§t kabir. 2 lime, lime
stone. “cun CIhan na rahaI.”—s kabir. 3 See
ਚ 2. .
ਰਨਚ [cunri] n mantilla or light head-cloth for
women. “Cunri navin ਗ.”… NP.
ਚਨਡ [cunri] See ਚਨ‘ਹ. 2 adj which sucks. “jibh
rasaInI cunri.”—var maru 1 m I .  3 See ਚਨ.
ਚਨ [cuna] See ਰਨ- “dUI ser magou cuna.”
-sor kabir. 2 slaked lime or  powdered lime
stone. 3 v leak, trickle, drip.
ਚਨ [cuni] n small fragment of gem, small piece
of a ruby. 2 light head cloth for women, mantilla.
ਜਨਆ [(:ਘਪਬ] See ਚਹਣਆ. 2 plural of cuni.
ਚਨਮਡ [cunimédi] a market of Lahore city
where Guru Ramdas was born. Scc ਲਹਰ.
ਜਧ [cup] See ਚਪ. “sahje cup sahje hi japna.”
—gau a m 5. 2 Sec ਚਪਨ.
ਰਪਣ [cupna], ਚਪਨ [cupna] v suck, sip.
ਰਪ [cupi] See ਗਫ. 2 adv silently, without
making a noise. “cupi nImau paIa.”—asa m
1.Sce ਅਧਮ ਚਡਲ and ਦਦ.
ਚਰ [cur] or ਚਰ [curu] Skt ਵਕਨ vr burn, reduce to
ashes. 2 n short for curan. “nida leri jo kare
so vépe curu.”-—var ram 3. ‘gcts reduced to
dust.’ 3 See ਚੜ. “moticur bad 33111 n gahInaia.”
-—bIIa a m 4.
ਚਰਣ [curan] Skt ਭਗਘ‘ attract, hesitate, inspire,
gr ind ,  press .  2 n flour; ground corn .
3 powdered medicine i.e. “hazme da curan”
etc. 4 dust. “curan t5 coma balIhari.”—NP.
ਰਰਣ [cuma] v grind; powder. “kahat kabir péc
jo cure.”—asa.
ਰਰਣ [ਧਧਰਸ] gun, which kills the enemy
—sanama.
ਚਰਨ [curan] See ਚਰਣ.
ਜਰਮ [curma] n sweet food made with bread
crushed in butter and sugar. 2 It is also
prepared by frying small pieces, made of  dough
of fine  wheat flour, mixed with cooking oil and
then by crushing them into powder  and mixing

ਚੜਮਣ

sugar in them. This food is specially offered to
honour  stoic saint Baba Srichand and is called
rot prasad. Hindus offer this sweet food to
Hanuman and Bhairav.
ਚਰ [cura] See ਚੜ. “5ਟ1<}1 moticura.”—-BG. ‘turns
a shell into a precious pearl.’ 2 ਚਰਮ [curma].
“akhéd kirtanu tInI bhojanu cura.”—-gau a m
5. 3 powdered stuff. 4 adj powdered, ground.
ਚਰ [curi] n crushed bread mixed with ghee
and sugar. 2 bracelet, bangle.
ਚਰ [curu] Sce ਚਰ.
ਚਲ [cul] n thin side of a door board which is
fixed like an axle in the hole of  the threshold; a
tcnon fitted into a mortise. ਰਬ. 2 See ਚਲ.
3 Skt ਸਖ hair dressed into a braid, a tuft of
hair left unshorn on  top  of  the head.
ਚਲਕ [culka] See ਚਠਜ.
ਚਲ [cula] Sec ਚਲ. 2 hip, hip joint, haunch.
3 See ਚਲ.
ਚਲ [culh], ਚਲ [culha] Skt ਭਵ and ਢਢ n fire-
place in a kitchen. “basudha khodI karahI do:
qulhe."—-asa kabir.
ਚਵਨ [cuvan] Skt ਰਵਨ trickle, drip.
ਚੜ [cur], ਚੜਕ [curak] n pigtail, hair tied into a
braid. 2 plume. 3 t op  o f  a mountain.
4 bracelet or  metallic bangle. 5 a metallic ring
put on the tusks of an elephant. “cur earn his
dz'itan dou.”—GPS.
ਰੜ [cum] Skt n a tuft of hair left unshorn on
top of  the head. 2 crest grown on the head of
3 peacock and other birds. 3 raised platform
o r  embankment around a well ,  maund.
4 forehead. 5 crown, coronet. 6 metallic
bangle, bracelet or  bangle usually of  gold or
silver, set of  armlet bangles worn by the newly-
wcd bride. “cura bh‘énu palz’égh SIU mfidhe!”
-—vad m I . '
ਚ'ੜਮਣ [curamanI] Skt n precious gem
embedded in a crown. 2 a jewel for wearing
on the head. 3 master or husband.
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ਚੜਕ [curIka] adj crowned lady. 2 n bracelet,
glass bangle.
ਚਰ [(:ਘਪ n a small set of red and white bangles
, worn by the newly-wed woman; bracelet, glass

bangle. “na maniaru na curia.”--—vad m I .
ਚਡਸਚਟ [curisarot] See ਜਵਸ.
ਚੜਲ [curd], ਚੜਲ [ਧਪਟੲਤ] Sec ਚੜਲ. 2 adj one
who wears bangles. “phIr  sSpi cuyelifi kattan
bah  pasar.”-—mago. .
ਜੜ [curha], ਰੜ [curhi] Sec ਦਹਰ. ਚਹੜ and
ਚਹੜ.
ਚ [ce] sufindicativc of genitive: of. “nadi cc
nathé.”——dhana trIlocan. ‘
—-gujr1'. 2 part then. if. “tum ce parasu ham ce
loha.”-—-prabha namdcv. “tum ce dhoni
dhanadh lakhmibar mace  ccro anucar kikar .”
—sah. 3 Sec ਚਹ 3.
ਚਸਟ [cesta] Sec ਚਸ. “kahfi cesta caru CIfi"
sampé.”—al<al.
ਚਸ [cest] Ski ਜਲਫ vr move, try, make effort;
quarrel, pass through, wander.
ਚ'ਸ [cestal' Skt n effort. endeavour. 2 action,
work. 3 movement .  4 search,  quest.
ਚਹਰ [cehra] See ਚਹਰ.
ਚਹਰ ਲਖਉਣ [cehra l I k h a u n a ]  v scck

‘namc cc  svami .”

employment; join service. At the time o f
recruitment, record is kept ofthc  countenance
or appearance o f  the person, therefore the
words  like cehrahona,  cehralikhna and
cehralxkhauna etc are used. Sec ਚਹਰ.
ਚਹਰਸਹ [cehresahi], ਚਹਰਜਹ ਰਪਯ [cehresahi
rupayya] a rupee coin on which is engraved
the face of  an emperor. In India, Aurangzcb’s
one-rupee coin is famous by this name. It is
also called kaldar rupayya, because it was
manufactured in a mint through a mechanical
process.

'ਭਗਨਭਰ m ਧਯਸੜਜ ਪਠਗ.
‘Physical effort required for fulfilment o f  onc's self-
interest and eradication ol'cnmity is called ਸਪਗ.“
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ਚਚਕ [cccak] P ..ਭਛ n smallpox. See ਸਤਲ.
ਚਟ [cet] Skt n servant, disciple. 2 husband, male
spouse. 3 jester, joker. 4 In poetics, a pimp or
procurcr, who helps in bringing together the
hero and the heroine.
ਚਟਕ [cclok] n dramatic entcnainmcnt, spectacle.
2 game of  illusion. “natak cetak kIye kukaja.”
—VN. “kInhu  s x t  bahu cetak  lae.”—-ram a
m 5. 3 devotion, hobby.
ਚਟਕਈਆ [cetkaia], ਚਟਕ [cetki] adj one who
presents a spectacle. 2 magician, who creates
i l l u s i on .  “ m a g a h I  r I t  :31t cetak,
cctkoia.”v—bIIa a m 4. 3 fashionable. ‘ .
ਚਤ [cot] Skl ਜਰ part in case, provided, if.
2 perhaps. 3 Ski ਜਰਚ ਪਗਮਧ, heart. “bhet cet
bar: 1025: no mIlIo.”-.sr1' m 1 pahIre. 4 soul.
5 knowledge, cognition. 6 adjconscious; alert.
“ghat I  ck bIkhe rIpu cet bhayo.”—rudr.
7 month of Chet. See ਚਤ. 8 See ਚਤੲ.
9 imperative of ਚਤਨ [cetna]. you remember.
ਚਤਉ [cetauL ਚਤਹ [cetahu] meditate, remember,
rccollcct.
ਚਤਕ lcctki] adjoccurring in the month of Chet;
sown  in this month. 2 n harar ;  haritki; a
medicinal nut (its tree as myrobalan). Some
ayurvedic doctors call this  nut ਚਤਕ. By holding
it in the hand, one  gets loose motions.
ਚਤਣ [celna] v meditate, remember. “agode je
celie la kaI tU  mile  sajaI.”—asa a m 1.
ਚਤਨ [cetan] Ski n sentient being, individual soul.
2 the 'l‘ransccndcnt One,  the Creator. 3 a
renowned Brahmin priest of  a pilgrimage called
Pushkar, who presented himself  before Guru
Gobind Singh and enquired about the Khalsa.
“v1 pr a I k  IF: ad Il< jal. cal ae cetan d nal.”
~GPS. 4 adj consciously. 5 alert, vigilant.
ਚਤਨਤ [cetanta] n consciousness.
ਚਤਨ ਬਟ [cetan bat], ਚਤਨ ਮਠ [cctan math], ਚਤਨ
ਵਟ [celon vat] a place in Kashi where stayed
some Sikhs sent by Guru Gobind Singh for
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learning Sanskril. This place is in possession
of-the Sikhs ofNirmala sect. The  old name of
this place was ‘Yalanvat’ for taking after a
Shiv temple.
ਚਤਨ [cetna] Skt n wisdom. understanding.
“'cetna he, tau cetle.”--—tIIég m 9. ‘ “ '  you have
wisdom,  then  remember  God.‘ 2 consciousness.
“kat-hu sucet hveke coma k0 car  kio.”—--aka1.
ਚਤਨ [cetni] while remembering. "nanak guru
n3 cetni.”-—varasa. 2 will medilaté; will ponder
over. 3 See ਚਤਨਯ.
ਚਤਠਯ [cetniy] Skt adj worth knowing. 2 worth
remembering. "ਲ“ '
ਚਤਰ [cetar] Sec ਚਤ.
ਚਤਵਆ [cetVIa] adj contemplated. mcditatcd.‘
“maran bhaIia tab celVIa.” . asa  pagi m I.
ਚਤ [ceta] n meditation. "cela val-r.”-var ram
1m  1. Remembering the Creator is like fertile
land suitable for sowing  the crop. "gaganmbdal
mahI rakhe ceta.”~—-ratanmala béno. ‘mcclitatcs
upon vah;guru.’  “das  jan CIl‘ cote karie.” "NP.
ਚਤਇਆ [cetaIa] reminded,  made  one  remember.
2 recollected, came to mind.
ਚਤੲ [cetai] n consciousness. 2 wisdom,
understanding. “celai,  ta col." --~gau var2  m 5 .
‘If  you are‘ wise .  then ponder over  the
Creator.’
ਚਤਵਨ [cetavni] n act of reminding.
2 remembrance. memory. 3 reminder. notice.
“Ihu  cetavni, mat  salusa rata [ ” … - 5  kabir.
ਚਤ [cetI] by recollecting, by remembering.
“harI cetI khahI {Ina saphalu  he.” varsri m
4. 2 in the month of Chet. “ ce l I  govi'du

. a r adh ie . ”  «majh barohmaha. 3 imperative of
cetna.’ ‘(Y0u) remember.’ “ c c t I  mona,
parbrahamu.” -—gau m 5.
ਚਤ [ceti] adj relating to the month ofChct, as
in “ceti gulab”. '
ਚਤ [cetU] See ਚਤ.
ਚਡ [(:ੲਪ],ਚਤ [ceto] 12 individual soul. $06ਕਇਥ

ਚਡ. 2 a maséd (preacher—cum-collector of
tithes and offerings) who used to stay at
Anandpur Sahib in the presence of  Guru Gobind
Singh. The Guru punished him for his
wickedness. Bhai Santokh Singh writes that a
devoted Sikh had donated some costly clothes
and other gifts to Chetu to present them to  the
Guru’s mother, but he  gave all these gifts to
his wife. Chctu’s secret got divulged, when
the devoted Sikh came to pay respect to the
Guru.
ਚਤਨ [(ਤੲਹਸ], ਚਤਨ [(:ਧਟਮਘ] Sec ਚਤਨ and ਚਤਨ.
“gIani  1101 so  cetfmu hOI.”—Var blha m 3.
ਚਦ [cedI] Skt n area surrounding Chanderi
Nagar o f  Bundclkhand. In Mahabharat ,  it is
also named Chaidya and Trepur. Sec ਚਦਰ. Its
king. Shishupal, was opposed to Lord Krishan
who murdered him for making foul utterances.
2 a caste, mentioned in Rigved.
ਚਚਨਥ [cedIna th ] ,  ਚਦਪਤ [cedat I ] ,  ਚਦਰਜ
[cedIrajI Shishupal, the king ofChedi. See ਚਦ
and ਚਦਰ.
ਚਨਬ [ccnab] Sec ਚਦਭਗ.
ਚਪ [cop] n stickiness, viscosity, glutinosity.
ਚਰ [cer] n an ancient country, which is also
called Kcrala. now it is a part of Malabar,
Cochin and Travancor. 2 See ਚਰ. “huto rasoi
ccr.”-~NI’. ‘Hc was a cook.’
ਚਰ [ccra] slave, sérvitor. 2 disciple, pupil.
ਚਚ [ccrI], ਚਚਕ [cerIka], ਚਰ [ceri], ਚਰਲ
[ccruli] Skt slave girl, maidservant. “sarab  jotI
name ki ccrI.”-basét  a m 1. “tahfi ek cerIka
nIhar i .” -dat t .  “ceri ki seva kart thakur nahi
disc."---gou a m I . Here by ਦਰ [ceri] is meant
illusion. “ja prabhu ki hau ceruli so sabh te
uca."—asa m 5.
ਚਲ [੮01] Scc ਚਲ. 2 Skt ਜਰ vr move, make a
movement. “esatI  sabh tumri jo dehu mati
t I l u  ccl.”--asa m 4. 3 Skt n dress, cloth.
ਚਲਕ [cclak], ਚਲਕ'[£811<8], ਚਲ [cela] pupil,
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disciple, Icarncr. “su sot l  celak 55g naré.”
—datt. “jo guru gope  apna  kIU SI  jhahI cela?”
—BG. 2 fol lower o f  some deity. who claims
the deity’s presence within himself, and on
whose behalfgivcs replies to queries.
ਚਲਕ [celIka]. ਚਲ [ccli] feminine of cclak.
2 a woman who claims to he possessed by the
spirit of  some deity or some pir and gives
answers to questions on behalf of  the deity
while rhythmically moving  her head and body.
3 disciple.
ਚ [cc] See ਚਯ.
ਦਤ [cet] See ਚਤ and ਰਤ.
ਚਤਕ [cetki] Ski ਚਤਯ ਤਰ n pccpal trcc. Sec
ਚਤਕ.
ਚਤਨ [cetany] Ski n conscience. 2 knowledge.
3 t he  Transcendcnt  One. the Creator.
4 resident of  Bengal. the great saint who was
born in Nadia Navdvip in 1485 in the house of
Jaganath Mishra  from the womb of  Sachidcvi.
He is known as a great teacher of  one branch
of Vaishnav sect. Chaitanya eradicated many
evil customs and relaxed the bonds oflhc  caste
system. He remained a preacher till his death
at  the age o f48 .  In Bengal many followers of
Chaita'nya are seen even now. The full name
of  this great spiritual being was Krishan
Chaitanya Dcv and due  to  his fair complexion
he is also called Gorang. 5 adj conscious. with
full consciousness. 6 alert; attentive.
ਦਤ [cety] Ski n temple. palace. 2 abode of
gods, temple o f  a deity. 3 a place where
sacrifices are performed. 4 pccpal tree. 5 a
tree planted at  the extreme boundary (border)
of a city. 6 monastery of Buddhist monks.
7 adj which is related to the funeral pyre.
ਚਤ [cetr] Ski n month  ofChct: month in which
Spica star is seen on the full moon night; first

' month of  the lunar calendar.
ਚਭਰਥ [cetrarath] n a garden planted by a

celestial musician named Chitrarth, which is
in Kubcr’s possession. 2 son of  raja Kuru of
Chandarvansh (lunar clan).
ਚਨ [can] n comfort, peace. “harI pIrbInu can
na paic.”—majh dIn r813. 2.Sec  ਚਯਨ,
ਚਯ [czrya] a maséd (preacher-cum-agent) of
Bihar appointed by Guru Tcg Bahadur. He also
remained at this post for sometime during the
time of Guru Gobind Singh. 2 adj joyous;
buoyant. 3 Sec ਰਈਆ.
ਚਲ [cal] Skt n garments for wearing. “dho:
sukaI cal 16 ava.”—NP.
ਚਲਧਵ [ccldhav] one who washes clothes;
washcrman.
ਚ [C0] genitive postposition: of; belonging to.
“sfit co marag.”—asa ravrdas. 2 n a piece of
wood bu r n i ng  like a f lambeau;  small
smouldering piece of stick. 3 See ਰਣ.
ਚਆ [coal n dripped water. 2 trickling of water.
3 oil made to drip  from the wood of  a fragrant
trcc, amyris agalocha; caglewood. 4 essence
ol‘rosc and pandanus odoratissimus flowers.
5 seasonal stream formed by water flowing
from the hill.
ਰਆਚਦਨ [coa cfidan] oil of eaglewood (L amyris
agalocha) and sandalwood. 2 sandalwood oil,
perfume, scent. “coa cédanu laie kaparu rup
sigar.” - sn' 9 m I .
ਰਇਆ [com] Ski dripped.
ਰਸ [cosL ਚਸ [cosy] Skt ਚਸ adj worth sucking.
2 11 any worth suckingjuicy  thing like mango,
sugarcane, etc. See ਚਸ vr.
ਚਹਲ [cohal] dalliancc, fun or  drollery.
ਚਹਸਹਬ [cohasalub] Sec ਜਲਲਬਦ. 2 Rohtas ' ,
a village och lum district under thana Deena
is situated about three miles to the west of
railway statiOn. To the north of  Rohtas, there
is a gurdwara at the foot of the hill by the name

| T h i s city is the birth place o f  Mata Sahib Kaur. Scc
ਰਹਤਸ.
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of Choha Sahib. The Guru, on hearing the
prayer of  a Sikh named Bhagtu, lifted a stone
and started the flow of water. There is a small
pool near the source from where pure water
always keeps f lowing.  It is also called
Chashma Sahib. A gurdwara has been
constructed on the eastern side of  the spring,
which has an annual grant of Rs. 260 and 27
ghumaons of land from the time of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. Here a festival is held on the 15'h
of  light ha l f  of  the lunar month  of  Kattak.
ਚਕ[<:੦1<] n prick caused by some pointed object.
ਚਕਰ [cokar] n husk of food grains, residue after
sieving.
ਚ'ਖ [c‘okh] Skt n agony, envy. “karak sabad
asétokh cokh sram he.”—BGK.
ਚਖਣ [éokhan] Sk! ਲਚਸਣ n act of sucking;
suckling.
ਚਖਤ [cokhat], ਚ'ਖਤ [cokhta] sucking, suckling.
See ਚ-ਖਣ. “than cokhta makhan ghutla.”—-g5d
namdev.

ਚ'ਖ [cokha] Skt ਚਕ adj  clean, neat, tidy. 2 plenty
of. 3 n rice.
ਚਖ [cokhi] feminine of ਚਖ [cokha]. “akhar
bI rakh  bag  t I  cokhi.”—asa m I .  ‘ A
character, akkhar or Isublime’scripturc is a
grove of trees, and conscience, is well ploughed
land..
ਚਗ [cog], ਚਗਡ [੮08q‘1] n feed for birds; grain
etc, which birds pick. “jalu. pasarI cog
bIsthari.”—brla m 5.  “phatha cogs n I t
cogri.”—-maru a m 1.
ਚਗ [coga] See ਚਗ 2 T ਤਭਨ' a type of lengthy
robe, worn in the court. Its transform is also
cucah. In Latin, the noun forthe sheet wrapped
round the body is called toga. It seems as if
the word ਚਗ [coga] is from this Latin word.
ਚਚ [coc] Dg n bark of a tree.
ਦਹ [੦6੮] See ਰਚਜ.

ਚਚਲ [coda] n gesture, playfulness, artfulness.
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2 coquetry, elegance, grace.
ਚਜ [coj] Ski ਜਗਯ n excitement of mind.
2 spectacle, miracle. “sabh tere coj vzdana.”
n-sopurakhu. “tIs  ka coj sabaIa.”—maru solhe
m I . “karI vekhe apI  cojaha.”-sorm 4. 3 ਜਲ,
dealing, behaviour.
ਚਜਵਡਣ [cojVIdani] adj thaumaturgic; whose
miracles leave one wonderstruck. “harI
tavahU cojVIdani he.”—maru solhe m 4.
ਚਜ [coji] adjscnsualist; who performs miracles.
“harI prabhu mera coji jiu.”—gau m4.  See ਚਜ.
ਬਚ [coju] Sec ਚਜ.
ਚਟ [col] n injury, wound, assault. Sce ਚਟ vr.
“co; sahare sabad ki.”—s kabir. 2 sound
produced by beating a large kettle drum with
a club. “ran cot pari peg  dve  na tale h'é.”—VN.
ਚਟ [(:ਘ] n summit; tuft of hair left unshom on
top of  the head. 2 knot of  hair. 3 high mound,
hillock; top of  a temple, tree or  tower etc.
ਚਣ [con] n selection, picking up, election.
ਚਣ [coma] v milk an animal; drip, trickle. “émrIt
harI mukhI COI jiU.”—asa chétm 4. This word
is a transform of coma: trickle. 2 adj one who
picks, one  who selects. 3 n a Khatri subcaste
o f  Hindus. Guru Nanak Dev’s father-in-law,

Baba Mulchand belonged to  this subcaste.
“bhakhat jsram coma got  mula  nam  t i h
tanuja he dham so  rédhave  patvaria.”

' -NP.
ਰਣ [coni] adj (feminine) picking, sorting out.

2 o f  C h o n a  subcaste; t h e  n a m e  o f  Mata
Sulakhani is mentioned in the sakhis as Mata
Choni because of  her allegiance to the Chona
subcaste. “coni bacan I'UCII‘ tav kahe.”—NP.
ਚਣ ਮਤ [coni mata] See ਰਣ 2.
ਚਦ [cod] Skt ਪਰਣ n a stick with a prod at the
end, used to goad a tardy animal. 2 lash, whip.
ਚਦਨ [codnal' Skt n persuasion. 2 maxim,
'Sanskril ਚਦ [cod] and ਚਦਨ [codna] have sacral

connotations in Punjabi.
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axiom or  sentence that inspires one to perform
some action.
ਚ‘ਦ [céda] dripping. 866’ਚਣ.
ਚਪ [cop] n a special dress for women on which
embroidery is done. See ਚਪ. 3 See ਚਥ.
ਚਪਡ [coped] Skt cream, skim of milk.
ਚਪਦਰ [copdar] See ਚਬਦਰ.
ਚਪਰ [copra], ਚਪੜ [copra] n a Khatri sub caste.
2 adj besmeared, oiled.
ਚਪਡ [copri] adj smeared with ghee or oil; oiled.
“dekhI parai copri.”—-s farid.
ਰਪੜ ਪਰਤ [copri pritI] n hypocritical love,
fake love. “dar dorvesi gakhri copri paritI.”-—s
farid.
ਚਥ [cob] P ਖ-ਭਭਢ )7 wood. 2 stick, club, mace.
3 tent-pole. 4 drumstick. “duhri cob nagare
pari.  ”—GPS.
ਚ'ਬਚਨ [cobcini] P ਨਤਥਭਢ a medicine,
comprising the root of a creeper, so named
because it grows in China. It is hot and damp
in nature. It is specially used for curingjoint
pain and for purifying blood. L Smilax China.
ਚਬਦਰ [cobdar] n mace bearer; policeman, who
carries a baton with him. Macers remain
present at the court of  rajas and walk ahead
of them.
ਚਥ [coba] adj  which has a stick or pole, as “do
coba khema ਹ! becoba tébu”. 2 See ਰਬ-
ਚਬ [cobi] adj who carries a stick. 2 n a
drummer, appointed to beat a large kettle drum.
“cobi dhaus bajai.”——c5di 3.
ਦਬ' [cob’i] with pricks.
ਚਭ [cobh] n feel of a prick, act of pricking by
some pointed thing. 2 shooting, pain, piercing
pain. “aje su cobh kau bIlal bIl-latc.”
ਸਬ!!! kabir. 3 jealousy, spite, envy. “na  lobhé
n3 cobhé. ”—akal.
ਚਤਕ [cobhak] adj who pricks.
ਚ'ਭਣ [cobhna] v prick, thrust a pointed thing.
ਚਰ [cor] Skt n one who steals; thief, pilferer;
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smuggler. Sce  ਚਰ vr. “asékh cor haramkhor.”
—japu. Sce ਚਰ. 2 Skt ਚਯ theft, robbery; act of
stealing. “karI dusti cor curaIa.”-—gau m 4.
3 in the 12‘h Charitar of  Dasam Granth, the
scribe has used ਚਰ [cor] for car.
ਚਰੲ [corai] n hiding, disapearance, concealment,
theft. “tIsu pasahu man kIa  coral he.”——g5d m.
4. 2 steals.
ਚਰਘੜਆ [corghoria] n disguised spy who rides
a horse at night to bring tidings of the enemy.
“corgho‘ria muhIre toryo.”—PPP.
ਚਰਚਕਰ [corcakar] Sec ਚਰ and ਉਚਕ.
ਚਰਟ [corta], ਰਹਟ [corti] adj one who goes about
looking for stealing; a male or female thief; - 
“kabir maIa  corti.”—s
ਚਰਤਪ [cortap] fever which shoots up at night,
but comes down during  the daytime.
ਚਰਪਚਰ [corpahIra] watchman appointed to
keep vigilance on  thieves a t  nighttime;
watchmanship at nighttime.
ਚਰਇ [coral] adv  having stolen. “dhanu coraI
an :  muhI paIa.”-—var sar  m 4.
ਚਰ [cori] n thicf’s work; theft. “karI cori me jfi
kIchu 1ia.”—-gau m I .
ਚਲ [col] Skt n long robe, dress. 2 body, mortal
framc. “ I h i  ਰ! 1<੦ col.”-—GPS. 3 armour.
4 a territory with its capital named Kanchi'
situated between rivers Krishna and Kaveri,
on the Karomandal coast. 5 resident of  Chol.
ਚਲਣ [੮0]!,!£!], ਚਲਨ [colna], ਰਲੜ [੦੦1!'8], ਚਲ
[cola] Sec ਚਲ I and 2. “gun-nIdhanu pragauo
I h  cole.”——kan m 5. “lal colna [£ tan: sohIa.”
-asa m 5. “bhaIa  purana cola.”—.sr1' m I . “mere
£;“)!!! no bhave colra.”-tII§g m I . ‘Apparel of
hcrcsy is not to be cherished.’
ਚਲਸਹਥ [colasat] a long robe worn by the
Guru. The robe that has the honour to have a
touch of the Guru’s body. ‘

'ln Sanskrit books it is also called dravxr See ਪਥਰਣ.
a d I  khfid. a 9.
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The famous robes are :
(a) Guru Nanak Dev’s robe in Dcra Baba

Nanak in Bedi Kabulimall’s house, on which
the  verses of  the holy Koran in praise ofAl lah
are embroidered. In Sikh history it is mentioned
that this robe was offered to the Guru by the
ruler ofBaghdad."Bhagwan Singh. the priest
of  Chola Sahib, tells that Guru  Nanak got this
robe in an Arabian country which  he gave to
some devotee. Bedi Kabulimall, on getting an
inkling in his dream, himself  went to thatArab
country and'brought this sacred robe.

Actually this robe was presented by some
devotee in Arabia, Persia or Egypt. The
ofnniscient Guru, knowing Sanskrit and Arabic
in equal measure,  accepted th is robe in
déference to the feeling of the devotee. This

', robe is shown to the congregation on 21-22-
23 Phaggan.

(b)  Guru Gobind 5111811’ s robe 15 displayed
in a Brahman’3 house located m Thakurdwara
street in Amritsar. Sec ਅਮਤਸਰ ਅਗ 19.

(c)  Another robe of  Guru Gobind Singh is
lying in Sirepau Sahib Gurdwara of  Rajbhawan
of  Nabha state. The Guru gave this robe to
Baba Tilok Singh and Ram Singh along with
his hukamnama (mandatory edict). See ਨਭ
and ਤਲਕ ਸਘ.
ਰਲ [coli] short robe. See ਚਲ. 2 body and mind.
“kam krodh ki kaci coli.”-—maru soIhe m 1.
“harIprem t‘ni colié..”——devm 4.
ਚਲਪਥ [colip‘éth], ਚਲਮ'ਰਗ [colimarag] a sect
holding to  the  tantric mode of  worship. Whil'e
sitting in the place of  worship, its members use
alcohol, meat etc. The blouses of women

. present at that place are taken off and put in
an earthen pot. With the permission of  the
priest, his chief disciple puts his hand in that

' t n  Guru Nanak Dev visited Baghdad. the ruler of

Baghdad was Ismael Saphvi. Scc ਬਗਦਦ.

pot and takes out a blouse. Likewise, others ‘
follow suit and whoever gets the blouse of
whichever woman cohabits with her on that
occasion.
ਭਲ [cola] within the robe. 2- In the flap of a
shirt (spread to receive something). “sadhan
sabh ras cole.”——tukha barahmaha.
ਚਲ [colha] a village under police station Sarhali
in  Amr i tsar  district,  wh ich  is eight  miles t o  the
south cast o f  Patti railway station. Its earlier
name was Bhaini. Here is situated a gurdwara
of  the fifth Guru. A woman brought delicious
gravy as food [colha] for the Guru. In its
context, the Guru recited the hymn: “harI nam
bhojon Ihu nanak kino colha.”—dhana m 5.
Due to this the name of  the village became
famous as Cholha. From the time of  Mughal
empire the village is the estate of  the this
gurdwara. There is a beautifully constructed
congregation hall. In this village there is also a
place name after Mata Ganga. When the Guru
stayed at Cholha Sahib for a long time, she
also came to live here. 2 dainty dish, delicious
food.
ਹਵਤ [covet] trickles, drips. See ਚਵਨ.
ਚਵਨ [covan] v trickle, dribble. “covet jat javan
te va ra.”-carItr 394.
ਚਞਨ [covna] Sec ਚਣ and ਚਵਨ.
ਚ [CD] See ਚਉ.
ਚਸਠ [casath] S e e  ਚਉਸਠ.
ਰਸਨ ਕਲ [cosath kala] See ਕਲ. 2 sixty-four
types of arts (ਥਰ: “TB; ਕ) mentioned in
Shukarniti are as follows; art of  dance with
bodi ly gestures, art of  playing harmoniums
(musical instruments), art of  decorating clothes
and ornaments, skill ofacquiring various forms,
making string of  flowers, gambling, knowledge
o f  erot ic  postures,  prepar ing wine e t c ,
knowledge of  curing wounds of  nerves or  art
of  neurology, preparation of  various food juices,
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knowledge o f  planting and nurturing-trees,
melting metals and solidifying them. making
jaggery etc.. preparing medicine from metals.
separating metals from their alloys, making
alloys (of  metals). constructing buildings, using
weapons, wrestling. throwing of  weapons l ike
missiles,  arrows and  javclins ctc. constructing
a military fort, deploying elephants, horses etc
in a battlefield, worship of  a deity. training
horses and elephants to move in a particular
way, creating clay articles. making wooden
things, forming stone objects. making  metallic
things, acquiring knowledge o f  mines,
constructing ponds and wells with steps leading
down  to the water level etc, creating secondary
colours by combining primary ones, curing
diseases with the synthesis of  water, air and
fire, making boats, twinning rope, weaving
cloth, assessingjcwcls. acquiring knowledge
of  real and artificial metals, making ornaments,
making different types ofpastcs, doing  animal
husbandry. milking. sewing  cloth. swimming,
cleaning utensils. washing clothes, dressing hair,
massaging, extracting oil. preserving fruits étc,
climbing a treé. using nutritious products,
making baskets from bamboo and mulberry etc,
making glass utensils, irrigating land, purifying
water, making weapons. drawing conclusions .
of good or  evil from ominous animal behaviour,
raising children. imparting education, playing
with children,  teaching  the  art  o f  calligraphy,
getting knowledge of  imparting punishment to
the qrinninal, taking care of  betel leaves and
making cigarettes etc. See ਵਦਸ ਸਬਦ.
ਚਸਠ ਘੜ [€੭59ਸ ghari] Scc ਚਉਸਠ ਘੜ.
ਚਸਠ ਜਗਣ [cosath jogni] Sec ਯਗਨ.
ਚਸਰ ਵਦਸ [casath VIdya] Scc ਕ. ਚਸਠ ਕਲ
and ਵਦਜ ਸਬਦ.
ਚਸਰ [casar], ਰ'ਸਰ [cosar] n four stringed garland
or  necklace. 2 a game like blackgammon
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played with an oblong dice; caper. 3 adj having
four'strings, four strands. “camkat casar har
Udaru.”—_GPS.
ਚਸ [casi] Sec ਚਉਸ. ,
ਚਹਟ [what] 806  ਚਉਸਠ and ਚਉਹਟ.
ਚਹਟ [cahta] See ਚਉਹਟ.
ਚਹਤਰ [cahottar] See ਚਹਤਰ.
ਚਹਣ [cahan], ਚਹਨ [cahan] a subcaste of
Rajputs thought to  have descended from Agni
dynasty. There is a famous story that in order
to destroy the demons, the ascetics performed
oblation on Arbud (Abu) mountain. Four
majestic persons emerged from the fire pit,
whose names were : Pramar, Chauhan, Solanki
and Parihar. From them four Rajput dynasties
came into being which a r e  the  leading
dynasties of  Rajputana. There is a proverb that
Chauhan had four limbs. The most glorious
l’rithiraj was the pride of this dynasty. See
ਰਜਪਤ. “mallan has cahan CItari.”-BG.
ਚਕ [cak] n ਚਤ: ਕਣ quardrangle, courtyard.
2 place in the bazaar where four streets meet.
3 four cornered instrument designed for the
worship ol’plancts and gods. 4 daze; a sudden
start. “cak pari tab hi Ih  y5 jIm  cak pare tam me
(jar khvabi."—-—krIsan.
ਚਕ [੮31੫ Scc ਚਕ. 2 See ਚ'ਕਣ.
ਚਕਸ [cakes] adj tightened from four sides; alert,
careful. vigilant. 2 ਚਕਸ vigilant, watchful.

fifimjcaksa i ] ,  ਚਕਸ [caksi] n alertness,
carcfulness. smartncss.
ਚਥਣ [cskna] get startled. 2 wake up abruptly.
ਚਕਰ [cakri] Scc ਚਉਕੜ. “jugan ki cakri phIrae
i phI  rat he.”-—akal.
ਚਕੜ [cakor]. ਰਕੜ ਖਰਚਨ [cokar kharacna] See
ਚਉਕੜਵਘਪਚਉਕੜਖਰਚਨ.
ਚਕੜ [cakri] See ਚਉਕੜ.
ਚਥ [cakal Sec ਚਉਕ.
ਚਕਠ [(:)ਯਸ] See ਚਕਠ.
ਚਕ [caki] See ਚਉਕ.
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around; watchman.
ਚਕਦਰ [cakidari] n protection, keeping watch.
2 watchman’s wage or pay.
ਚਕਭਰਣ [cakibharni] v be in attendance as a
guard at some body’s door. 2 go  to a shrine of
some Muslim pir, sleep  there on  the floor  and
keep vigil throughout the night and sing hymns.
ਚਖਟ '[031ਗ1p j 8] ਚਤਸਕਣ adj identical from four
corners. 2 n something like a four-cornered
cloth etc.
ਚਖਨ [cakhén], ਰ'ਖਨਐ [੮੨1<11ਰ11ਣੲ], ਰਖਨਐ ਵਞਣ
[cakhénie vépna] See ਚਉਖਨ and ਚਉਥਨਐ ਵਞਣ.
ਚਗਣ [cagan] See ਚਉਗਣ.
ਚਗਤ [cagatta] See ਚਗਤ. 2 a subcastc of
Mughals of  Amritsar district. 3 a J att subcastc
in Multan.
ਚਗਨ [cogan] P UK); n playing with cloth-ball
and sticks.-2 stick with which this game is
played. 3 playing ground. 4 drum beating.

‘ ਚਗਣ [cagun] Sec ਚਉਗਣ.
ਚਘਰ [caghar], ਚਘੜ [coghar] See ਚਉਝੜ.
ਚਚ [one] See ਰਚ. 2 snout, human face;
(derogatory) ugly face. “kukar i cac kadh
caki catbe k0  3aI.’ -ਲ-ਮਓ/ਰ.

ਚਚਬ [cocoba] adj having four sticks. “cocoba
nhvastra banayo.’ ’…ਧਰਗਧ' 74.‘ atent having
four poles.’
ਚਫਤ [cachatta] adj having four roofs; a four
storeyed house.
ਚਝੜ [cojhar] See ਚਉਝੜ.
ਚਣ [canal See ਚਉਗਣ and ਚਉਣ.
ਚ'ਣ [coni] adj four times. “duni carpi karamat.”
—var ram 3. '
ਚਤਰ [cotra] See ਚਉਤਰ.
ਰਤਰਸਹਬ [catrasat] n platform made for
the Guru to  sit. 2 particularly the platform of
the sixth Guru in village Malha  (Patiala state,
district Bhatinda) which  is seven miles to the
east of  Jaito railway station. Guru Hargobind
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ਚਕਦਰ [cakidar] n one who keeps watch all.

ਚਦਸ

stayed here for three days and liberated a
female snake. 180 ghumaons o f  land is
attached to  the gurdwara. Baisakhi fair is held
here.
ਚਤਰ ਜ [cotra ji] See ਰ'ਤ ਜ.
ਚਤ [੦੨[ਹ] Scc ਚਉਤ.
ਰਤਲ [coral] Sec ਚਰ ਤਲ.
ਚਤਲ [catali], ਚਤਲਸ [catalis] forty-four.
ਚਡ [੦5੮1] Scc ਚਉਤ.
ਰਤਅਖਚ [੮੨[1-੪]<1<11ਹ],ਚਤਸਅਖਰ [cotisakkhar 
Scc ਚਉਤਸ ਅਖਰ.
ਚ'ਤਕ [caluka] See ਚਉਤਕ.
ਚਰ ਜ [੮5[0 ji]' Guru Har Rai’s gurdwara is
famous by the name ofChauntc  ji. It is situated
four furlongs tp the north ofBumboli village of
Kapurthala state and police station Phagwara,
about 100 ghumaons of land is attached to it.
A great festival is held here on the Baisakhi
day. It is seven miles to the north  of  Phagwara
railway station.
ਚਥ [colh] See ਚਉਥ. 2 act of chewing, crushing.
“ekahI  ghaI  cath SII‘ dare.”-—carItr 52. 3 one-
fourth part; in ancient times the head of  a group
of  villages was allowed by the emperor one-
fourth reduction in the revenue collected by
him, enabling him, in return, to keep some army
under him for maintaining peace. This
exemption was called cath and the freeholder
(the head) was called cathdar.
ਚ'ਥਦਰ [cathdar] See ਚਥ 3.
ਚਥ [catha] See ਚਉਥ.
ਰਥੲਆ [cathaia] Sec ਚਥਯ. 2 sharecropper
who was allowed to take one fourth share of
thc'yicld.
ਚਥਪਦ [calhapad] See ਚਉਥਧਦ.
ਰ'ਥਯ [cothaya] ਮਚਥਯਤਪ [catheya tap] fever
that recurs every fourth day.‘  "sukha 1੮78!- teia
colhaya.’ —corIfr 405. See ਤਪ (e).
ਚਦਸ [cadas]. .ਚਦ'ਸ [CDdOSI] See ਚਉਦਸ and ਚਉਦਸ.
'lts root is (ਹ!!-ਕ; ਜ [ii] IS honorific.
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ਚਦਹ [cadah] Sec ਚਉਦਹ.
ਚਦਹ ਦ ਗਦਰ [codah da cedar] the mutiny that

ਚਪਈ
ਚਦਲਕ [cadfi 10k] seven skies and  seven nether
worlds i.c. bhuah, bhuvah, svah, mahah, janah,
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took place during Sammat l 9 l 4  (1857 AD).‘
This mutiny of  the soldiers was the result of
many political and religious reasons. First of
all, some disturbance took place in the Bengal
and Bombay armies. On 10lh of May, the
Mecrut regiment got disorderly and the scpoys
of  regiment No. 34 murdered a British  officer.
This  disturbance spread like fire in the whole
of  India. Many Engl ish people including
children and women were killed. The rebellious
army and people of  the countryside accepted
the Delhi emperor Bahadurshah as their master
and they made Delhi the base for warfare.
The emperor was i mprisoncd and his sons were
killed.

In this upheaval. the kings of  Phulkian
states and all rajas of  other states of  Punjab
and  Sikh chiefs and Sikhs living in the
countryside rendered great help to  the British
government. In the conquest of  Delhi, the Sikh
maharajas and the people in general played a
great role. On 10‘“ November 1858, this mutiny
was put down. This event took place during
the reign o f  Lord Canning, the Governor
General.
ਚਦਹ ਭਵਨ [cadah bhovan] Sec ਸਤਅਕਸ and ਸਤ
ਪਤਲ, as well as ਚਦ ਲਕ.

tapah, and saty. atal, sutal, VItal, gabhstxmat
(tolatal), mahalal, rasatal, and patal. According
to Sidhant Siromani—a book of astrology—these
fourteen worlds exist on this earth itself.
ਚਦ ਵਦਸ [cadfi VIdya] See ਚਉਦਹ ਵਦਸ.
ਚਧ [<5t n glare, light. 2 piercing light, blazing
light.
ਚਧਨ [c5dhna] v shine, glow. “c‘a'tt car dI$a
bhai.”--~pnros. "l‘he four directions got lit or
illumincd.’
ਚਧਰ [cadhar] n hcadmanship; post of a village
nfibardar. “cadhar karahI banaI.”—carx tr 40.
ਰਧਰਠ [੮੨ਯ}||8|||] wife of a village headman.
ਚਧਰ [cadhri] See ਚਉਧਰ. 2 Guru Arjan Dev’s
loving devotee from Suri subcaste,  who
attained self-enlightenment and became a
famous philanthropist.
ਰਧ [csdhi] n flash of light. 2 closing of eyes
duc 10 dzwzling light. 3 optical illusion. 4 mirage.
ਚਧ ਦ ਗਦਰ [cadhe da gadar] See ਚਦਹ ਦ ਗਦਰ.
ਚਪ [cap], ਚ'ਪ [c5p1n longing for joy, cheerfimlnes  
high spirits. 2 hObby.
ਚਪਈ [capai] ਚਤਸ'ਪਦ a poetic form, employing
matrIk metre. It comprises four lines, each
line having fifteen matras. The first pause is
at the eighth matra, next at  the fifteenth
thereafter and the ending IS with guru laghu; it

ਚਦਹ ਰਤਨ [cadah rolan] Scc ਰਤਨ.
ਚਦਹ ਲਕ [codah 10k] 800 ਚਦ ਲਕ.
ਚਦਹ ਵਦਸ [cadah VIdya] Scc ਚਉਦਹ ਵਦਸ.
ਚਦਹ [cadahI] Sec ਚਉਦਹ.
ਚਦ [coda] See ਚਉਦ.
ਚਦ [ਫਹਧਹ] See ਚਉਦਹ.
ਚਦ ਗਣ ਸਤ ਅਤ ਵਕਤ ਦ [coda gun srota ate
vakta de] See ਸਤ ਦ ਗਣ and ਵਕਤ ਦ ਗਣ.
ਚਦ ਰਤਨ [coda ralan] Scc ਰਤਨ.
'It is called the Mutiny of  57 according to the year of  the

is also named jaykari.
Example:

sunIe i s a r u  b a r m a  f d u ,
sums mukhI salahan médu,
sunIe jog jugatI tan bhed ,
sun Ie  sasat s f m r I t I  ved.—japu.

(b)lf this metre has a jagan at the end, it is
known as gupal and bhujégInj.

Example:
souls satu sétokhu g r a m ) ,

Christianera. sunIe athsathI  ka  I s n a n u ,
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sunIe parI par]: pavahI ma'nu,
50131:: lags SahajI tanu.—japu.

(c)If  this metre has sixteen matras per line
with a guru at the end. it is called rupcapai. In
thig metre, a jagon or  a ragan are not permitted
at the end.

Example:
jatI p a t I  j I h  CIhan na barna,
a b I g a t  d e v  ache anbha rma ,
sab  k 0  k a l  éatn k0 k a r t a ,
rog sog  dokhan k0 harms—aka].

(d) If a capai has sixteen matras, the last two
matras being guru, it is called sékhIni. Many
believe that this capai must have a yagan at
the end as in the following illustrations:

nenahu dekhu sadhdarse re ,
so pave su lIkhatu lIlerE,
sevau  s a d h s é t  e a r n e r s ,
bachau dhurI paVItr karere.-—kan m 5.
ta t  m a t  j I h  jat na  pa t a ,
el< r é g  k a h u  nahI ra ta ,
sarab j o t :  k e  bic samana ,
sab hfi sarabthar pahIcana.—akal.

2 It is given this name because of its
particular poetic form, which comprises capai
metre. In 405‘“carItr of  Dasam Granth, there
is the description of a battle that took place
between k ing  Sa tay  Sandh and demon
Deeraghdarh during the True Era. A woman
named Dulahdei emerged out of  a flame which
arose from the intense strokes resulting from
their weapon. Dulahdei pleased goddess Durga
by performing severe austerities as she could
not get 5 desired husband. The goddess was
immensely pleased and gave her the blessing
thatAkal (timeless) would marry her. Aka] told
Dulahdei in her dream that she could be his
consort, if she killed demon Svasviray in a
battle. On this, Dulahdei fought fiercely against
Svasviray. When she got tired after a long
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fight, she meditated on Mahakal. In order to
help Dulahdei, Mahakal came into the battle-
field and fought a dreadful combat. Dulahdei
and Akal destroyed the army of Svasviray.
“pun rachas' l<a kata sisa”.

At the end of  this rhetorical description,
there is a prayer (request) under the heading.
“kaVI uvaCI benti capai,” which starts with
“hamri  karo  hath d8 raccha.”

Dcvout Sikhs recite the text of capai in the
evening prayer (rahIras)  everyday. This holy
poetic composition ends with a line of  great
spiritual significance:

“dukh dared bha  nIkat n3 t In  nar ke rahe,
ho! jo yfiki I k b a r  capai k0 kahe.”

ਚਧਸਰ [capsar] n bud of a fragrant tree, michelia
champacca; a special ornament for women.
ਚਪਖ [copakha] adj four-cornered, having four
facets. 2 n‘ four—stringed necklace. 3 four-
corncred house. 4 roof with three beams or
girders between the two walls, making four
divisions of  the roof.
ਚਪਟ [capat] See  ਚਉਪ.
ਚਪਦ [coped] See ਚਉਪਦ. 2 a particular'poetic
mctrc having four lines. Each line has 24 .
matras, pauses at the ] 1‘h and then at the 13‘h
matra thereafter with two guru matras at the
end. See ਰਸਵਲ ਦ ਰਪ 4.
ਚਪਦ [capada] See ਚਉਪਦ.
ਚਧਰ [੮31،ਰ] See ਚਉਪ. 2 forehead, facade.
“caru  CIkur caper camkayo.”—GPS.
ਚਪਰਧ [caparbaj] n chess player. “caparbaj
tohI tab jano.”—carItr 97.
ਚਪੜ [caper] See ਚਉਪੜ.
ਰਪਈ [copai] See ਚਉਪੲ and ਚਪਈ.
ਚਪਸਘ [capasigh] This nbble person was a
babysitter of Guru Gobind Sin‘gh and devout
Sikh. He wrote a code of  conduct, later on

' largely misinterpreted by ignorant Sikhs. See
'svasviray demon.
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ਗਚਮਤਸਧਕਰਦਕਲ 10.
ਚ'ਪਯ [capaya] Ski ਚਤਸਪਦ n quadruped: cow;
buffalo, deer etc.
ਰਪੜ [capar] a house that has four doors.

2 c o m m o n  m e e t i n g  place o f  t h e  vi l lage;
assembly point for the people of  a village.
ਚਪਯ [capeya] Sec ਚਤਸਪਦ. 2 See ਚ'ਪਯ.
ਲਚਫਰ [capher] adv in all directions, on all the

four sides, all around.
ਚ'ਬਟ [cobata] n a place where four roads mcct;
crossroads. “cor cahiz: corayo suri  cabaga me.“
—BGK. ‘
ਰਥਰਸ [caborsi] n act of feasting Brahmans on
the fourth death anniversary for the benefit
o f  the departed soul; act of giving feast to
the Brahmans four years after the death of a
person.
ਚਥ [cabal Ski ਕਰਭਗ adj who has knowledge
of  four Veds. 2 n a subcastc of Brahmans.
3 Brahman priest c'um teacher (p5da)' at holy
places like Mathura elc.
ਚਥਰ [cabara] See ਚਉਬਰ.
ਚਬਰਸਚਥ [cabarasahlb] ' Scc  ਮਨਸਰਪਰ. 2 Scc
ਗਇਦਵਲ 4.
ਚਬਰ ਚੜਆ [cabare carhIal xa deaf, hard of
hearing.
ਚਬਸ [CDbIS], ਚਬਸ [cabisl twenty-four.
ਚਬਸ ਅਵਤਰ [cabis ovlar] Twenty four
incarnations as mentioned in Purans are:
macch,  kacchap. varah,  mohIn i ,  asi 'h,
parsuram, ramcfidra. krIsan. balram.  vaman,

buddh, narad. rlsabhdcv. kal,  vyas. 115$,
prI thu,  dattalrey. ਸਹ, narayan. haygriv.
vevasvatmanu; d hanvfil r I  and  kalki.

From  a preface written at the beginning  of
the anecdotes o f  24  avtars (incarnations)
mentioned in Dasam Granth, we learn o f  the

'The rdot o f n o .  2 and no. 3 is also coturvcdi. In ancient

times Brahman priests ol'holy  places used to he scholars

of  four Vcds.
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intention o f t h c  author, wh ich  i s :
“ab  CDbIS ucré avtara,
jIhi bId'hI tIn  ka lakha akhara. ..
jab jab hot arlst apara',  
tab tab d c h  dharat avtara.
ka] satn ka pekh tama$a,
510111 k a l  k a r a t  he .  n a s a .  . .
jo , c a b I s  av ta r  kahae,
[ i n  bhi tum prabhu! tank 113 pae. . 
b r a h m a d x k  sabh h i  pac-hare ,
bIsanu mahesur kavan bIcare?

c 5 d  8…- j I n  ka re  b I c a r a ,
j a n I y a t  he kartara.

ekpumkh  j I n  nek pachana ,
[111 hi paramtatva kahi‘ jana.”...

ਚਬਹ [(ਯਮਧ] Scc ਚਬਸ.
ਚਬਲ [cabola] Scc ਚਉਬਲ.
ਚਮਸ Icamasa] Scc ਚਤਰਮਸ.
ਰਮਖ [cmnukh I, ਚਮਖ [camukha] See  ਚਉਮ'ਖ. “bar
camukhe [ਹ mahi dipa.”—-NP.
ਚਰ [cor] n thief, one who steals other’s things.
2 See ਚਮਰ. 3 Ski rice, set of  bangles, coronet.
“gIri‘ car car5.”-ramav. 4 A hill mound in
Nahan state, | ] , 922  feet high, is famous by
this name.
ਚਰਸ [cams] Skis-53512 adj identical from all the
four sides;  four-cornered.
ਰਰ [coral adjhaving beard like a whisk. 2 also
been used for com. 3 assembly point in a
village. 4 god’s house, a temple. 5 a bullock
with grey tail; from this derives the derogatory
use cream for a man having grey beard.
ਚਰਸ [corasil Sec ਚਉਰਸ. -
ਚਰਸ ਆਸਨ [carasi asan] The yogis have
selected 84 postures from those of  animals and'
birds. which are to be practised by the
followers of  astfigyog. From the names of  the
postures, the reader can understand their forms,
i.c.-—sihasan, 115585ਗ1, kurmasan, médukasan

l fi t c

2 S a n s k r i t catumsr i s  a l so  correct.



ਚਰਸ ਸਧ
etc. See ਆਸਣ. 2 In Ratishastar (Kok)  are also
mentioned 84  erotic postures.
ਚਰਸ ਸਧ [carasi sxddh‘l the most revered -
yogis among  the Gorakhpanthis, who number
eighty four.‘ They are:

uramI,  asunath,  asurVInasi.  anhadsabdi,
abInasi,  amarnI t ,  amrItbhogi, anédrupi,
apsvarupi, aghar, isvar, ekrfégi, ekz‘igi, ckfilvasi,
samarat ,  sarasvali ,  sagar ,  S I d d h s e n ,  sital ,
s u r a t I - s x d d h ,  s fi k a r ,  s é b h a l k a ,  s fi b h u ,
svarSIddh ,  han ipha .  h a r a s n I t ,  kanak,
kanipha, kamalscn, koramnasi. kalaVIlasi ,
kalesnasi ,  kalédra. kel Ikaran ,  kevalkarmi,
krIsan k u m a r ,  khalaat. k h f t h a r ,

"gaganvasi, g I r Idhar ,  gIr Ibodh,  guphabasi,
gopa l ,  govardhan ,  g h a n a n é d i ,  ca turben,
c a l n I t ,  jalak, jog—anupi, jo t Imagan,
jotllagan, jhégar, tapan, tarégi, dorsanjotI,
dukkhnas i ,  d h u r a m ,  n I l y a S I d d h ,  n I r a t ,
parvat,  p a l a a t ,  polasbhogi, puran,
prannath, bIhi—Sgamjogi, bibsar ,  bImaljotI,
braham, brahambhogi, brahamyogi, bhartharI,
bhutnath, bhégar, mahayogi. magandhar,
muktesvar, mulmétri. yognIt ,  ramSIddh,
régnath, loharipa, lager, VI$nUpalI and VI CItr-
karmi.
ਚਰਸ ਲਖ ਜਵ [carasi lakkh jiv], ਚਰਸ ਲਖ ਯਨ
[carasi lakkh yonI] Ancient scholars of Hindu
religion believe in 84  lac species of  inanimate
and animate beings. Out of  these, nine lac are
aquatic living beings, tcn lac are birds which
fly in the  sky, twenty  lac a re  s ta t ic  o r
immovable trees etc, eleven lac are beings of
crawling type like snakes, insects etc, thirty
lac are those having four feet and four lac are
human species  a m o n g  wh i ch  monkeys,

'In many scriptures there are many different names.
Actually all the names are not correct. I f  the SIddh

names were hot imaginary. then there would not have
any mutual contradiction.
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chimpanzees etc. are included.2
The  Jains classify 8 4  lacs species as

follows:
Sevcn lac on the earth, 7 lac in the water, 7

lac in the air, 7 lac in the fire, 1 0  lac in the
roots (like carrot, radish etc.) 14 lac in the
shrub trees etc., 2 lac are having two senses,
skin  and mouth, 2 lac having three senses, skin,
mouth and eyes, 2 lacs having four senses,
skin, mouth, nose and eyes, 4 lac gods live in
heaven, 4 lac beings live in hell, l 4  lac are
human beings, who are one-legged and two-
leggcd, 4 lac are quadrupeds.
ਚਰਗ [carfig] adj four-coloured, caréga. 2 cut
into 1'our segments (pieces). 3 n an assault with
a sword; while sitting in virasan posture,
striking with sword on the neck of  a grazing
male goat so that its neck, both forelcgs and
right hind leg, get amputated. 4 See ਚਉਬਲ 3.
ਚੜ [car] Sec ਚਉੜ. 2 ਨ?“ ਰਡ elevated place,
high place.
ਚੜ [cam], ਚੜ [cari] adj wide; spread breadth-
wisc. .
ਚੜਤਰ [63ਸ‘ ਸ] a subcaste of Khatris. “k‘etrxa

carolri.”—— BG.
ਚਉਰ [cfiur] See  ਚਮਰ'. “ਙਰਛ ਢਟਪ dhulavau.”—suhi
m 5.

'ਚਗ [੮58] n large paper kite; tukkal. “me nah]:
tfihI cndhaIv Cég.”——GPS. 2 adj good. See ਚਗ
ਚਗਨ. 3 Skt ਕਡਕ knowledgéable, knower. 4 a
trident-shaped, stringed, musical instrument
played with the help of a plectrum. 5 P …ਤ,
violin. 6 claw, a grip by a man or  a lion with
five fingers.
ਚਗ ਚਗਨ [(:ਟਫ cégna] adj the best, excellent.
“gurmati harI cég c5gna.”-var kan m 4.
2 great scholar. See ਰਗ 3.
ਚਗੜ [ਧਹਛਠ'ਕ], ਚਗੜ [cégri], ਚਗਡਆ [ਧਟਫਸਬ] adj
2M2111) , ' scr ip lurc .s  mention  that there are in 42  lac aquatic
and 42 lac land species.



ਚਗ

good, superb. “deh  su kécan cégria.”—vad m 4
ghoria.
ਚਗ [(:ਰਫਕ] adj remarkable, excellent, superb.
S ਚਡ. “so mukat 1121a su satIgurU céga.”
--1<an m 5. 2 healthy, strong. 3 n a devotee of
Behal subcaste who became a follower of
Guru  Arjan Dev and got self-enlightenment.
ਚਗ ਭਟੜ [Ci-Saga bhatra] a devotee of Guru
Nanak Dev named Changa belonging to the"
dynasty of  Madhav Bhatra, and a resident of
Ceylon. He started religious preaching by
cons t ruc t ing  a gurdwara  a t  Madhav’s
residence. In Bhai Banno’s manuscript,
“hakikat rah  mukam $Ivnat raje ki” refers
to him.
ਚਗਆਈ“ [cégIai] n goodness, benevolence,
virtue. “cégIai alaku kare burIai hUI sew.”
—var guj 2 m 5.
ਚਰਸ'ੜ [ਢਚਫਗਪਕ] n ember, spark of burning
wood or  coal.
ਦਗਲ [c'égul] P j}. claw. 2 (ਤਹ-5801, four fingers.
ਚਗਜ [cégez] T ”:5, adj very big.
ਚਗਜਖ [੮ਰ8€2×ਫ] T duff; son of cuki  Khan
of  Mughal dynasty emperor of  Tatar, who was
born in "'] 154 and died in 1227 AD. I-Iis capital
was Karakuram. Sec ਚਗਤੲਖ.
ਚਗਰ [céger] Skt ਜ'ਫ-ਰਧਯ n big and wide basket.
“asan  céger sis par  dharke.”—-NP.
ਚਗਰ [ਧਰਫਰਕ] adj good, excellent. “harI vIea
purakh c5gera.”-todi m 4. See ਚਗ 3.
ਚਚ [(:ਟਧ] Skt ਜਕਕਘ‘ go, jump, move.
ਚਦਰ [cécri] n a surah cow, from whose tail a
whisk is made. 2 Skt ਜਕਦਸ, large flower-
sucking black bee. 3 a poetic metre. See
ਚਚਰਆ.
ਚਚਰਅ [ਧਰਢਸਕ] See ਚਚਰਆ.
ਚਚਰਕ [cécrik], ਚਰਰਟ [(ਰਯਠ] Skt ਕਜਯ n large
flower—sucking black bee. “seve hIt  lai cécrik
jyc') lubhai ur jane gatIdai e caran jaljat h'é.”
—NP. “(ਰਗ-1੮ chabI her bhae ab lagé dIvane.”
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~carItr 142.
ਚਚਲ [cécal] adj transitory; which is not
permanent. S e e  ਚਚ vr.  “cécal  supne hi
urjha.”—dev m 5. 2 down with a sexual
disease. “cécal cit na rahIi  thaI.”—05kar. 3 n
wind, air. Poets have mentioned the following
objects as capricious by nature: ears of an
elephant; horse, wind, monkey, child, lightning,
black bee,  mind,  wagtail ,  and a harlot’s eyes.
ਚਚਲਚਤ [c5calcit] adj fickle-minded. 2 n large
flower-sucking black bee. “lakh ghati uca
ghano cécalcit bIhal .  nic kic nImrIt ghani
karni kamal jamal.”—-caum 5. ‘The large black
bcc, flying over lacs of  mountain valleys, gets
enamourcd of  the humility and excellence of
the lotus flower  growing in the dirty mud.’
ਚਚਲਚਰ [cécalcor] n desire, without body.
“hatéi,  cécalcorahl mar.”—phunhe m 5 .
2 m ind ,  conscience.
ਚਚਲਤ [੮ਹ੮01ਰ] n pertness, transitoriness.
ਚਚਲ [੦5੮1‘1] vocative of c5cal. he! “e man!
c5cla!”-—on5du. 2 Skt n Lakshmi; illusion.
3 lightning. 4 wanton woman. 5 a poetic metre
named variously as CItr, bIraj  and braham-
rupak. characterised by four lines, each line
having a sequehce of 16 characters in guru-
laghu order that is, SIS, ISI, SIS, ISI, SIS, I order.

ਰ Example;
marbe  ku tz‘t t a k  dhfa’I b i r  s a v d h a n ,
honlag yuddh ke jahéi tahéi sabhe bIdhan,
bhim'bhfit dhaIke nI$51< ghaI kart a I ,
j u j h  jujhke parE s u  dev lok  bast  ja I .

—kaIk1'.
See ਬਰਜ ਦ ਦਜ ਰਪ.
ਚਚਲ [੦ਰ੦81ਗ] playful woman, wanton woman.
“ciical anIk bhav  dIkhavae.”—-bIIa chét m 5.
ਚਚਲ [cécli] See ਚਚਲ. 2 n See ਚਚਰਆ.
ਚਚਲਕ [c'écalIka], ਚਚਲ [੮ਟ੮811] lightning. See
ਚਚਲ. 3 “k1 cécalIka che.”—datt. “ghan méjhe
jsse c5cali.”—datt.
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ਚਰ [cécu] Skt ਜਕਜ n beak. 2 castor oil plant.
3 adj famous, popular.
ਚਡ [cad] Skt ਜਗੜ vr get angry. 2 n tamarind
tree. 3 temperature, heat. 4 servant of Yarn,
god of death. 5 a courtier of Vishnu. 6 a
monkey in  t h e  a rmy  o f  Ram Chandar .
7 younger brother of  Mund, commander of
.Shumbh, the demon, after whose murder by
Durga, she came to be known as Chandi and
Chandika. “mfid k0 mad utardayo ab céd k0
hathlagavat cédi.”—c5di I .  8 state o f  t rance
caused by yogic exercise. “chuti céd jage
braham.”-—c5d1‘ 1 .  9 short for ‘ c éd Ika ’ .
“nIrakh rup bar céd ko gIryo  murcha khae.”
-.c5d1' 1. 10 adjsharp, fast. 11 hot. “ab suraj l<i
céd kIran bhi.”—GPS. 1 2  furious, angry.
13 intense, frightening, dreadful. “céd kop  ks
cédIka e ayudh karlin.”-c5di 1. 14 S n moon.
ਚਡੲਅ [cédaia] adj who has evil inclination;
wanton in nature. “cédal c5cjaia.”——brla a m 4.
ਚਡਕਰ [cédkar] See ਚਡਸ.
ਚਡਣ [cédna] v beat into sharpen. 2 warn.
ਚਡਰਸ [cédrasa] See ਅਕਰ.
ਚਡਇਲ [cédaIla] a Rajput subcaste. Colonel
Todd has  written that from J amuna to Narmada
Chandayals ruled during the twelfth century

‘ AD. .
ਚਡੲ [cédai] n act of sharpening. 2 wages for
getting anything sharpened. 3 brutality, cruelty,
atrocity.
ਚਡਸ' [cédasu] Skt n having céd (sharp), ਰਤਪ
(rays); the sun.
ਚਡਰ [(:ਰਟਪ], ਚਡਰਨ [cédarni], ਚਡਰ [céqlari]
See ਚਡਲ and ਚਡਲ. “kam  krodh c5dar.”—mala
m I . “basaI sari’r karodh c5dara.”—suhi  m 5 .-
ਚਡਲ [cédal] Skt ਜਰ n one having wanton
propensities; a person who earns his livelihood
through vulgar means of  livelihood. 2 sweeper
from a low caste. 3 per Hindu scriptures, child
of  a low caste man, born  from the womb of  a

Brahman woman. See ਔਸਨਸ ਸਮਤ s:  8.
ਚਡਲਨ [cédalni], ਚਡਲ [cédalI], ਚਡਲ [cédali]
wife o f a  cadal.
ਚਡਲਆ [cédalia] See ਚਡਇਲ. 2 a subcaste of
Khatris.“ para jatI cédalia.’ ’—BG.
ਚਡਕ [cz‘édrka], ਚਡ [੮ਰਹ11] adj wrathful woman,
querulous woman. 2 n Durga, killer of  demon
cfid. “kayak uthi ran cédi  phajé dekhke.”—c5d1'
3. 3 goddess Kali. 4 xa fire. 5 a devotee of
Guru Arjan Dev who rendered great service
in buildingAmritsar.
ਚਡਆ [cédia] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev
belonging to the Dhir subcaste. 2 a subcaste
of  Jatts and Baluches.
ਚਡ ਦ ਵਰ [cédi di var] a Punjabi poem
appearing in Dasam Granth, after the two
Chandi Charitars, written in ballad form,
depicting the story of Durga’s warfare. It is
also called “bh'agati ki var”.
ਚਡਪਠ [cédipath] a collection of seven hundred
hymns f rom Markandey Puran,  named
Durgapath, and Durgasaptshati comprising the
story and significance of  the merits of  the
goddess. See ਸਤਸੲ.
ਚਡਵਹਨ [cédivahan] vehicle of cédi (Durga),
the lion.
ਚਡ [c‘édu] a narcotic derived from opium which
like tobacco IS used for smoking. It IS also called
madak. lt cnfeebles the muscles of  the heart
and the brain:
ਚਡਰ [ਧਰਟਪ] Skt ਚਣਰ, a famous wrestler of
Kans, who  was killed in the arena by Krishan.
“cédur kés kesu maraha.”—sor  m 4.  See ਮਸਟ.
ਚਡਲ [੮ਹਗ1] n a small dust-coloured bird which,
while sitting on the ground in the morning, sings
sweetly and mimics the sounds of various
birds. [[ is different from agan. It has a hairy,
comb-like cap on its head. .ItJis a native of
Punjab. It builds its nest in the grass on the
ground, and feeds on grains and insects. Lark.
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Some peOple call it hajardaslfi. See ਹਜਰਦਸਤ.
2 Skt ਵਜਕ swing, merry-go-round. 3 a kind
of covered sedan chair. “ੲ)/}… ap cédol
carheke.”—carrtr 112. 4 four-sedaned merry-
go-round, for people to  sit upon.
ਚਦ [cad] Skt ਕਦ vr shine, be happy. 2 Skt ਚਦ
n moon .  “céd dekhI bIgasahI kaular.”
~Pas§tm 5. 3 indicative  o f  ‘one’ ;  because the
moon is regarded as one only. “céd aganI ras
mahi gIn  bhadé puranmas.”'—GPS. That is
to say, 1631  . 4 I r a ,  the  left of thc  three vessels
running from the loins to the head. “céd sat'
bhedIa.”-—maru jedev. See ਚਦਸਤ 2. 5 soul.
“cédu gupatu genarI.”——brla thrti m I.  ‘The
soul inheres the final stage.’ 6 a celebrated
poet in the court of  Prithvi Raj of  Chauhan
dynasty, and the king of  Delhi. He wrote the
history of  the said Rajput dynasty in a book
named Prithvi Raj Raso, having 69  chapters.
7 a poet, goldsmith by profession who
translated Udyog Parv of the Mahabharat.
8 P P, adj a few. “céd roj calna kIchU pakro
karar.”—nasihat. 9 how much; to  what extent.
ਚਦਸਤ [ਧਟਧਝਗ] See ਚਦ 4 and ਸਤ. There is a
hymn by J aidev, in ਮਰ [mam] musical measure
which reads:
1 cédsat bhedIa nadsat purIa  sursat khorsa

datu kia.
2 abal balu tor Ia acal calu thapIa  agharu

gharIa taha apIu pia.
man-adI gun-ad: vakhanIa.
teri dubIdhadrIsatI sémanIa.

‘5 91'9t kau arta sarat kau sarta
salal kau salall sémanI am.

6 bgdatI jedeu jedev kau rémIa brahamu
nIrbanu lIvlinu paId.
This hymn means:
1 Inhaled lifeforce through vessel on the

left by chanting the mystical syllable, then
'céd (1), 333111 (3), ms  (6), mahi‘( l ).
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exhaled it by uftering om sixteen times through
vessel on the right.

2 Battered the bodily strength, enfeebled
it, put the restless mind to rest, brought the
incorrigible mind to  the right path and drank
amrit.

3 Sang the praise of ਜਉ Creator, one with
the origin and qualities of conscience.

4 Thus the deep-ingrained duality vanished
away to give place to oneness,

5 Worshipped the One who is worth
worshipping, venerated who is venerable,
thereby the drop merged into the water.

6 Says, Jaidev, when I chanted the name
of  the omnipotent, then into the redeeming
Brahma, took place my merger.
ਚਦ ਸਰਜ [ਧਰਯ suraj] ‘Ira’ and ‘pigla’ the left
and right vessels running from the loins to the
head. “(ਚਥ suraj ki pae g5t.”—-varram 1 m1.
ਚਦਕਲ [cédkala] See ਚਦਕਲ.
ਚਦਕਰ [cédkar] daughter of Sardar J aimal Singh
Kanhaiyya, a nobleman of  Fatehgarh (district
Gurdaspur), who was married to  Kharak
Singh, the eldest son (heir apparent) o f
Maharaja Ranj it Singh. Kanwar  Naunihal Singh
was born to her in 1821 AD (Sammat 1879).
She occupied the ' t h r o n e  of Lahore for
sometime after the deaths of  her husband and
her son. As a consequence of  the conspiracy
hatched by Dhyan Singh Dogra and Maharaja
Sher Singh, she was murdered in 1842.

2 daughter of Sardar Ram Singh Dhillon
and the queen of  Raja Jaswant Singh, the king
of  Nabha. She was very pious, courageous,
and expert in governance and rearing of  the
family. She was highly respected in the
Phulkian states. She ruled efficiently when Raja
Bharpur Singh was a minor.
3 daughter of Kaur Himmat Singh and the
niece of  raja Amar Singh, the king of  Patiala.
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She was married in Samma't 1834 to Sardar
Dasondha Singh, son of  Sardar Tara Singh, a
nobleman of  Rahon. 4 daughter of  Hari Singh
and the granddaughter of  raja Gajpati Singh,
ruler of  J ind. She was married to  Sardar F ateh
Singh the nobleman ofThanesar. 5 See ਖਦਸਘ.
ਚਦ ਚੜਨ [05d carhna] v manifest satogun
(quality of  purity, goodness and orderliness).
2 (for spiritual illumination) to  dawn. “mItIa
5dhera céd carIa.”—asa m 5. 3 occurrence o f
such an event as may attract the attention of
all; like all eyes seeing the crescent moon.
4 (an unexpected event) occur.
ਚਦ ਚਦਕ [(:ਰਧ cédaki] See ਚਦ and ਚਦਕ.
ਚਦਨ [(:ਰਧਗ] Skt ਜਜ n a fragrant tree, and its
wood, that delights all; sandalwood; L Santalum
album. It abounds  in Mysore s tate  and
Southern Madras .  It has  a cool ing and
moistening effect. The oil extracted from its
wood is very redolent. All ottos are made from
it. It is used to cure many ailments. Sandal-
paste is offered to  the godhead and is also used
by many Hindus for putting a mark on their
forehead. A coating of its paste on the forehead
is very usefiml for getting relief  from headache
caused by heat. The sandal-sherbet relieves
biliary fever. Its wood is good for carving. Pen-
stands and boxes made o f  sandalwood are
highly valued and sent to distant places. “cédan
cédu na  sarad rutI mulI  ਯਰ ਗਗਣਗ gham.”——var
jet. 2 a poet who came to the court of Guru
Gobind Singh and presented an obtuse saveya
(a quatrain of  dactylic structure) hoping that
no one there will be able to tell its meaning.
But a poet, named Dhanna Singh, made him
eat an humble pie. See ਧਨ ਸਘ.
ਚਦਨਗਰ [cédangIrI] .mountain on which
sandal trees in particular grow. Sec ਮਲਯ.
ਚਦਨਰਇ [cédanraI], ਚਦਕਯ [cédanray] a
Chandela Rajput leader. See ਵਚਤਨਟਕ a: 12.

2 another name of poet Chandan. See ਧਨਸ'ਘ.
ਚਦਨਚਲ [c‘édnzical], ਚਦਨਦ [cédnadrI] mountain
with sandal trees. See ਚਦਨਗਰ and ਮਲਯ.
ਚਦਨ [ਧਰਧਰਸ] with sandal. See ਖਉਲਣ.
ਚਦ ਨ ਤਨਕ ਪਰਵਨ [céd m’i tInka parvan] It is
mentioned in Kaushitki Upanishad that the
offspring of  a person who worships the moon '
with two grass blades on the second of  every
bright fortnight, do not die.I 2 It is now used'
as  a proverb, meaning that great men are
pleased to receive even an insignificafit gifi.
3 This proverb is also used in a different sense.
As a single piece o f  thread is acceptable to
the 'moon on the second day of  the bright
fortnight but anything precious offered afier
this date is useless, so  meagre but timely help
may serve the purpose but delayed offer of  a
large sum can be of  no use.
ਚਦਪਰ [cédpur] a village, in tehsil Una of district
Hoshiarpur, which is situated at a distance of
20 miles from Nawan Shahar railway station
and Garhshankar. A gurdwara has been built
there in memory of  Guru Har Rai.
ਚਦਮਲ [cédmall] son of Sawanmall and a
nephew of Guru Amar Dev.
ਚਦਮਖ [cédmukhi] moon—faced; having fair
face. 2 n blue lotus or  water lily.
ਚਦਰ [(:ਟਸਧਕ] Skt ਯ n Rahu—the demon;
enemy of the moon. 2 adj who agonizes like
Rahu, the demon. 3 n whitlow.
ਚਦਰਤ'ਫਟਧਗ] )1 first night of the lunar month
on which the moon  becomes visible. 2 second
night of  the bright fornight.
ਚਦ [ਧਹਰਬਕ] n plural of cédra. “je sau céda
ugovahI .”—var asa. 2 cover of a quilt carrying
moon’s print. 3 P agcollection, donation.
4 , s u b s c r i p t i o n  for s o m e  organiza t ion ,

'Hindus offer a piece ofcotton cloth to the moon on the
second of the bright fortnight, the raison d’etre of this
very writing.



ਚਦ

magazine, or newspaper, etc. 5 crescent like
piece of metal or paper. ‘zcéda dor me pavta
he, t5 guddi nfi jaI pahucta he.”—JSBM.
ਚਦ [c5d5] P am... a bit more; somewhat like
this.
ਚਦਇਣ [cédaInu] n moonlight. 2 light, flash.
3 moon’s abode, sky. “11s damanI q
camakI c‘édaInu dekhe.”——maru solhe m 1 .
ਚਦਕ [cédaki] Skt ਦਵਧ n moonlight. “trIsna
aganI bujhani, SIV carIo céd c5daki.”—dhana
m 4. Shiv (as sign o f  benediction) on the
ascendance, that gives light to the moon.
ਚਦਯਣ [c‘édayan], ਚਦਯਨ [c‘édayan] Sec ਚਦਇਣ.
2 light displayed by a hunter, seeing which the
deer rush towards it at night,
ਚਦਰ [cédIr] Skt ਥਚਦ n moon. 2 elephant.
ਚਦ [cédi], ਚਦ [ਧਰਧ] P we. many, quite a few.
“cédi hajar alam  ekal khana.”—tII§g namdev.
ਚਦ [(:ਟਘ] See ਚਦ.
ਚਦ [ਧਰਘ] a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. 2 a
Khatri, resident  o f  Lahore, who  was a finance
officer during the regime o f  Jahangir. He
wanted his daughter to be married to Guru
Hargobind. But hearing his imprudent remarks,
the Sikh community of  Delhi sent an appeal to
Guru Arjan Dev not to accept the offer of
matrimonial alliance made by Chandu the
apostate. Accepting the appeal of  his Sikhs,
the Guru declined the offer. As a result, Chandu
became an enemy of  Guru  Arjan Dev.

Through a stratcgcm Chandu got the fifth
Guru to come to Lahore and after imputing
false accusations, got a heavy fine imposed
on him by the emperor. He made the Guru
suffer various unbearable tortures, resulting in
the Guru’s martyrdom.‘

Chandu met with a wretched end at the
hands of  the Sikhs in Sammat 1670, in Lahore.
ਚਦਸਹ [ c é d u s a h U ] ,  ਚਚਸਹ [ c é d u s v a h ]  a n
I S e c  ਜਹਗਰ, including its footnote.
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honorific name for Chandu mentioned at 2
above. Among  the Sikhs his derogatory name
is prevalent as svah which means ‘ashes’,
instead o f  sahu. -
ਚਦਰ [céderi] an old city, in the Lalitpur district
of  central India (C.P.), which is also called
Chandarvati. It is situated at a distance of
about 18 miles to the west of  Lalitpur._2 It was
a major city of  the Chedi area and capital of
Shishupal. Sec ਚਦ. Yashovarma, a Chandela
Rajput, ruled in Chanderi from 982 AD  to 1012
AD. As a result, Chedi became famous as
Chandcri. Babar occupied it on 20th June 1526
AD.
ਚਚਰਨਥ [céderinath], 'ਚਦਰਪਤ [céderipatI]
Shishupal. Sec ਚ'ਦਧਤ.
ਚਦਲ [c5del], ਚਦਲ [ਧਟਧਗਹ] a caste ofChhatris,
the origin of  which is thus mentioned: Hemraj
was a priest of lndarjit, raja of Kashi. His
daughter Hcmwati, who was very pretty, went
to bathe in the Ganges one  day. On  seeing her,
the moon got cnamoured and impregnated |1੮".
The progeny of Hemwati are the Chandel
Chhalris.
Another view is that the Chandel dynasty
began with Marichi’s son Chandratrey.
2 a Rajput subcaste. “cédel capIyé tabs rIsat
dlmt bhe sabe.”-—VN. The rulers of  Bilaspur
belong to this subcaste.
ਦਦ [c5_do] See ਚਦ ਮਤ.
ਚਦਅ [(:ਰ‘ਹਯਧ] n campy with the moon’s image
carved at its centre. “takhatI betha arjan guru
salIgur ka kte c5doa.”—-var ram 3. See
ਚਦ 4.
ਚਦ ਦਪਇਆ [€5ਧ੦ dipaIa] adj the moon shone
i.c., spiritual effulgence appeared. “cédo
d ipa Ia  danI harI ke.”—suhi chét m I .
ਚਦ ਮਤ [੮ਰਧ0 mata] mother-in-law of Guru
”i ruins  ol‘thc old Chandcri are situated at a distance
ol~ 8 miles to  t h e  north-west o f  t he  new settlement.
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Nanak Dev, and wife of  Baba Mool  Chand
Chona and mother 01` Mata Sulakhni.
ਚਦਵ[£ਟਧਢ],ਚਦਵ [(:ਰਯਗਹ] See  ਚਦਅ. “kIttI  c‘édov
dasé dISI tanyo.”—pams. ‘a canopy of  glory.’
ਚਦਲ [੦ਰ61੨1] Dg n hindmost part of  an army;
the rear.
ਚਦ [cédra] Skt n moon. 2 moon-like disc on a
peacock’s feather.  3 water. 4 gold. 5 a
mountain in Nepal. See ਚਦ'ਗਰ. 6 camphor.
7 pear] with pinkish hue. 8 Per yog, the blood
vessel Ira. 9 indicative o f  one  because the
moon is thus regarded. 10  semi-circular arrow.
“kIte cédr trIsul sethi sébharfi.”—carztr 96.
11 adj beautiful; charming.
ਚਦਸਖਰ [cédrsekhar] Ski ਧਝਸਪ Shiv, who wears
the moon on his head; Mahadev. 2 See ਸਖਰ 3.
ਚਦਸਖਰ [cédrsekhri] n goddess Durga, who
wears the moon (as her head-ornament).
ਚਦਸਨ ਹਰ [੦5੮11-50111 har] n an inlaid gold
necklace which has small and large semi-
circular beads and a crescent-shaped central
piece.  It is women’s  p r i zed  ornament .
“cédrasenIn  manIn hiran.”——saloh.
ਚਦਹੜ [cédrahara] See ਧਨ (a).
ਚਦਹਸ [cédrahas], ਚਦਹਸ [cédrahasu] Ski ਧ'ਵਥ
n which has moon-like glitter, the sword.
It is made of sakela, not of steel. 2 a particular
sword of  Ravan which he had received from
Shiv. “cédrahas  eké kar  dhar i . ” - ramav.
3 silver. 4 a raja from southern India whose
story, narrated in Mahabharat, goes thus:
Chandarhas’s parents died when he was
young and his father’s minister Dhrishtbuddhi
usurped the whole of  the state. One day, on
seeing the child Chandarhas, a soothsayer
predicted that he would become an emperor.
Hearing this, Dhrishtbuddhi made various
attempts to kill the boy, but every time he
was saved by the Almighty. At last, through
Chandarhas,  t h e  minis ter  sent a letter to h i s
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son  Madan  d i rec t ing  t o  poison him.
Chandarhas lefl  with the  said  letter  but, in order
to relieve himself  of  fatigue, he went to sleep
in Madan’s garden. Madan’s sister Vishya
came to the said garden and, on seeing the
face of Chandarhas, vowed to  marry him.
Having retrieved the letter from his shirt flap,
she went through it, and was greatly distressed.
Taking a bit of  collyrium from her eye she
changed the word v15 (poison) to VI$ya and
went away. Having risen from sleep, Chandarhas
went to Madan and handed over the letter to
him. Madan immediately married his sister to
Chandarhas. When Dhrishtbuddhi came to know
of  it, he was beside himself  with rage. He gave
money to the Chandals s o  as  to behead
Chandarhas when he visited the temple for.
worship. Madan reached the temple before
Chandarhas and was murdered by the Chandals.
“q jan c‘édrahasu dukhIa dhrIsatbudhi, apna
gharu luki jare.”—nat a m 4.
ਚਦਹਰ [cédrahar] See ਚਦਸਨ ਹਰ.
ਚਦਕ [c5drak] Skt n moon. 2 moon-shaped
ornament for women’s forehead. 3 a sage. See
ਜਰਸਧ. “cédrak nam rIkhisur ek.”—GPS.
4 camphor.
ਚਦਕ ਬਣ [cédrak ban] Sec ਅਰਧਚਦ ਬਣ and
ਚਦ 10.
ਚਦਕਲ [cadrakala] Skt n sixteenth part of the
moon. Sanskrit scholars have enumerated
sixteen parts of  the moon  as: amrIta,  manda,
pu3a ,  p u s t I ,  tus t I ,  ratI,  d h r I t I ,  s a s l n I ,

cédrIka,  kfitI,  jyotsna, $r i ,  pritI ,  égda,  pusna
and puma.

According to Kamshastar sixteen parts of
the moon arc - pusa, yasa, sumnasa, ra t I ,
p r a p t I ,  d h r I t I ,  r I d t ,  somya,  mar icx ,

figumallni,  SgIra,  5951 mi, chaya, sépummédla,

tust I  and amrI ta .
2 According to Nanak Prakash, chief queen
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of  Shivnabh, king of  Lanka, who became a
disciple of Guru Nanak. “cédrakala 1e rani saga.
ava bhupatI hrIde uméga.”—NP. Sec ਸਵਯ ਦ
ਰਪ 15.
ਚਦਕ [cédraka] Sec ਚਦਕ.
ਚਦਕਤ [cédrakfit], ਚਦਕਤ [cédrakfita] Ski
ਢਜਸ n According t o  Sanskrit poets, a
precious stone from which ambrosia oozes out
during  the moonlight. 2 sandal. 3 white water
lily; blue water lily.
ਚਦਕ'ਮਰ [(:ਰਧਭਘਸਪ] son of the moon, planet
Mercury. “jIh sam idra  na cédrakumara."
—carItr 273. ‘Mercury has been depicted as
very beautiful.’
ਚਦ'ਗਰ [cédragIrI] a mountain, in Nepal, the
height of which is 8,500 feet. 2 a hill ncar
Seringapatam, where exists a sacred place of
the Jains.
ਚਦਗਪਤ [cédragupat] Skt ਧਜਧ ruler o f
Magadh .  H e  belonged t o  the  Maurya '
dynasty, and set up his capital in Pataliputaf
(Patna) after destroying raja Maha  Nand and
the  royal dynasty with the help  of  his minister
Chanakya (Vishnugupt). He subjugatcd the
whole o f  India. H i s  kingdom comprised
Afghanistan. Bihar, Kathiawar and Punjab.
Chandargupt married the daughter of  Selcukos
-—the Greek ruler. His wonderful story is to be
found in the drama Mudrar'akshas. He
ascended the throne in 322 BC and after
abdicating his throne became an ascetic in 298
BC. His entire four-prongcd army numbered
690,000.2 H i s  son Bindusar ,  Amitarghat being
his real name,  w a s  ve ry  generous  and

'Thc name of Chandargupl’s mother was Mura whence
the name o f  the son and the dynasty came to be known
as Maurya.

2 O f  which 600,000 were foot-soldiers, 9,000 elephants,
30,000 cavalry and the rest should be  considered
chariots.

ਚਦਭਗ
benevolent. 2 See  ਗਪਤ 4. 3 In Sanskrit books
Chitargupt has also been mentioned as
Chandargupt. See ਚਤਗਪਤ.
ਚਦਰੜ [cédracur] Skt ਕਰਤ n one who wears
the moon in his crown; one whose topknot has
the moon, Shiv.
ਚਦਚਦ [cadracsdra] illuminator of the moon.
Sec ਚਦ. “nomo c5drac§dre.”—japu.
ਚਦਜਨ [cadrajonI], ਚਦਜਨ [(:ਟਧਰਰਸ] n which
originated f rom the Chandar  mountain;
Chamdarblmga river.——sanama. whose origin is
from the Chandcr mountain.
ਚਦਣ [ਞਹਯਢਹਸ] n moon’s power. 2 moonlight.
ਚਦਧਰ [cadradhar] n Shiv; who keeps the moon
on his head. 2 which holds the moon, the sky.
-—sanama.
ਚਦਧਰਚਰ [cédradhbrcar] n which moves in the
sky, an arrow -—sanama. 2 a bird.
ਚਦਬਣ [cfidraban] Sec ਅਰਧਚਦ and ਚਦ 10.
ਚਦਬਥ [cédrabfb] moon’s reflection.
ਚਦਬਤ [ਧਹਧਹਸਬ] See ਚਦਯਣ, ਚਦਇਣ and ਰਜ.
ਚਦਭਗ [ਧਭਯਰਘਹਫਕ] Radha’s beloved friend.
“cfidrabhaga j Ih nam sakhi 1<o he.”—1<rIsan.
2 river Chcnab. See ਚਦਭਗ. “eravti ek dISI
vari... cédrabhaga dISI dutIy  suhai.”—NP.
ਚਦਭਗਨਨ [cadrabhagananxl which supports
rivcr Chcnab; earth.—sanama.
ਚਦਭਗ [cad rabhaga] Ski a river emerging at a
place called Chandarbhag in the Himalayas;
Chenab. In the Rigved it has been named as
Asikni.3 Chcnab bifurcates into two streams
near Lahaul. Both the streams join together
near Tandi, at a distance of  1 15 miles  from the
river’s original source. Flowing in Kashmir
through Aklmur, Kishtwar and the Chamba
stale, irrigating the lands of  Sialkot, Wazirabad,
joining river  Jchlam in district Jhang and river
Rav i  near Sindh, it merges into Indus at
Milthankot.

3 T h e  Greeks have corrupted his name as  Accsincs.
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ਚਦਭਗ ਏਸਯ'ਧ [cédrabhaga esayudh] master
of  river Chenab, Varun; and his weapon, the
noose.
ਚਦਭਨ [cédrabhan], ਚਦਭਨ [cédrabhanu] a
Sandhu Jatt, resident o f  Talwandi. father of
Bhai Bala. 2 According to astrology, the sun
and the moon get together on the last day of
the dark fortnight of  the lunar month. The
person born on this day is lazy and indolent.
That is why people call a lazy person as
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ਚਦਇਣ [ਧਚਯਸਖਘ] adj with moonlight, moonlit.
2 lunar. 3 n light, miracle. “phathohu mIrag
ie  pekhI r8131 cédraInU.”—asa chét m 5.
Here  the reference is  to the  fire,  lit by a hunter,
seeing which the deer gets bedazzled and is
attracted to it. The materialistic marvels of  the
world  are likewise dazzling.
ਚਦਇਨ [cédraIn] See ਚ‘ਦਯਣ.
ਚਦਗਰ [(:ਹਯਰਫਤਗ] See ਚਦਗਰ. “cédrama si
cfidragIrI  .”-ਰਗ].

Chandarbhan. 3 father o f  C h a n d r a w a l i ,
Krishan’s beloved milkmaid. He was the son
ofMahibhanu.

‘ ਚਦਭਲ [cfadrabhala] Durga, who wears the
moon on her forehead. Sec ਸਸਸ'ਖਗ.
ਚਦਮਣ [cédramani] Scc ਚਦਕਤ. 2 Sec ਉਲਲ.
ਚਦਮ [(:ਟਧਰਗਹ] n moon. 2 signifier of ‘one’.
ਚਦਮ'ਸ' [cédramas] n lunar month; period ofthirly
days from the first  day of  the bright fortnight
to the last day of  the dark fortnight.
ਚਦਮ'ਖ [cédramukhi] Sec ਚਦਮ'ਖ.
ਚਦ'ਮ'ਲ [cédraml] Sec ਚਦਚੜ.
ਚਦ'ਮਡਲ [cédramédall Ski n orb or disc of the
moon. 2 the wor ld  of  the moon.
ਚਦਵਤ [cédravati] another name of  cadI  or
Chanderi. See ਚਦਰ.
ਚਦਵਰਮ [cédravarma] Sec ਵਸਨਪਦ 2.
ਚਦਵਸ [c'édrav'ésl lunar lineage; Kshatri dynasty,
descending from the moon, of  which  Yadavs,
Kauravs  and. Pandavs have been very
illustrious. See ਕਰਵਸ.
ਚਦਵਸ [(:ਟਧਜਟਝਣ] adj belonging to or born in
the lunar dynasty.
ਚਦ [cédra] See ਚਦਰ. 2 Skl ਧਸ n small
cardamom. 3 a self-rooting creeper, cocculus
cordifolius.  4 small canopy, baldachin.
5 whitlow. '
ਚਦਇਣ [cédraIn] See ਚਦਯਣ. “varat karahI
cédraxna se  late 11:» 1ekh5.”-var maru 2 m 5.
2 See ਚਦਇਣ.

ਚਦਠਨ [(:ਹਯਸਗਗ] adj (male) having moon-like
face.
ਚਦਧਗ [ct-3d ran-nil adj (female) having moon-
likc face.
ਚਦਯਣ [cédrayan] Sec ਚਦਯਣ and ਚਦਇਣ.
ਚਦਵਲ [ਹਹਧਘਕਗ], ਚਦਵਲ [c5dravli] a milkmaid,
daughter of  Chandarbhanu from the womb of
Vindumat i ,  with whom Kr ishan  fell in love and
whom  he won over using numerous wiles. She
was  wife Govrdhan  Mall ,  a resident  ofvi l lage
Karcla. “juj mahI jorI chali cédravalI kanh
krIsan jadamu bhaIa.”—var asa. 2 lineage of
-thc lunar dynasty.
ਚਦਕ [cédrIka] Skt n moonlight. “§ri guru
pagnakh kfitI jo rUCIr cédrIka man.”—NP.
2 moon-shaped disc on a peacock’s tail or
feathers. 3 large cardamom. 4 river Chenab.
5 jasmine. 6 a moon-shaped head ornament
worn by women. 7 a treatise on grammar,
authored by Ramashramacharya.
ਚਦ [(:ਟਯਸ] power of the moon. “saVItri cédri
fd ran i . ”—dot t .

. ਚਦਤਜਯਰ [cédrotujIyaro] sen cédr-vat-ujIyaro.
light like that of  the moon.—car;rtr I31.
ਚਦਦਯ [cédroday] Skt n moonrise. 2 According
to  the system ofAyurvedic medicine, a metallic
salt prepared from a combination of sulphur,
mercury and gold. It is considered very
invigorating. 3 a small canopy Or awning.
4 See ਗਰਨਨਕ ਚਦਦਯ.



 

ਚਨ

ਚਨ [cén] n moon.
ਚਨਣ [cénan] See ਚਦਨ.
ਚਧ [cép] Skt ਗਧ vr go. cépat is derived
from it.
ਚਪਕ [cépak] Skt n michclia campaca tree and
its flowers, which are very fragrant. The large
black bees, intoxicated by its fragrance, hover
around it. The colour of the flowers is light
yellow. According to I lindu scriptures, offering
these flowers to  the gods is regarded as a
meritorious act. Ayurvcdic doctors use its bark,
leaves, flowers and roots for various medicines.
2 a special k ind  of  banana.
ਚਪਕਮਲ [cépakmala] n a garland of michclia
campaca f lowers :  2 a metre, also called
rukamvati. lts distinct features are : four lines,
each line comprising a bhagan, magan, sagan,
guru, thus arranged. Sll, 555, IIS, 5.

Example:
diragh ram dvs  dISI hova,
cahat hathi k0 tab dhova,
s igh  bhae ghore asvara,
lohgarhi k0 dvar nIhara.—GPS.

ਚਪਤ [c‘épat] massage limbs; press limbs gently
with hands. “kamaru krodh su darId cépat.”
—GV 10. 2 adj who has fled or vanished. See
ਚਪ vr. '
ਚਪ [cépa] See ਚਪਕ. 2 a town founded by
Champ, son of  Harit, which  was the capital of
Ang  region. It is situated at a distance of  four
miles to the west of Bhagalpur. |[ is also called
Champawati. King Lompad, who brought up
king Dashrath’s daughter Shanta, had ruled
over it. Karan, sun’s son, had also been reigning
here., '
ਚਪਸਘ [cépasigh] It is a another name of
Bhai Chaupa Singh.
ਚਪਨਰ [cépaner] an old city, in the Panchmahal
district of Bombay, located at a distance of 25
miles to the north  of  Baroda.
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ਚਪਪਰ [ਧਟਮਗਪਣ], ਚ'ਪਵਤ [cépavati] See ਚਪ
2. 2 an old name of  Chatsunagar of  Rajputana,
which is situated at a distance o f  twenty-four
miles to the south-east of  J aipur.
ਚਪਲ [c'éla] See ਚਪਲ.
ਚਧ [cépu] Skt n a composition in which both
verse and prose are employed.
ਚਪ [c5pe] gently presses the limbs. “txsu bhete
darIdr  ਯਹ c5pe.”——-saveye m 4 ke. Sec ਚਪ.
ਚਥ [c5b] Sk! ਥਕਘ‘ go.
ਚਬਲ [Cabal] Skt ਚਮਕਸ 01'ਗਜਚਮ „ਭਲ/ Psoriasis.
It is a skin disease. Most commonly it affects
the upper side of  feet between'the two ankles.
Sometimes it also the affects hands. Through
contagion it affects other parts of  the body.
Likc  ringworm it has germs and is highly itchy.
On excessive scratching, yellow matter begins
to ooze. There is no perspiration on the portion
of  the skin affected by psoriasis.

[13 common remedy is to keep the body
clean with some good quality soap. Fill ten
seem of  dry camel droppings in a drum-like
plastered pit and set them on fire.  Put an
i nver ted brass bucket ,  coated with mustard
oil, on the mouth of the pit, keeping some
space between the edge of  the pit and the
mouth ofthc bucket so that fire does not get
extinguished and fumigation of the bucket
continues. When  all the camel droppings get
reduced to  ashes and fire  extinguishes itself,
rcmovc‘lhc bucket. Put one  tola of  blue vitriol
(copper sulphate) and twenty tolas of  oil o f
Brassica cruca seeds. cigate blue vitriol
with an i ron hammer in such a way that the
fumes deposited on the inner side of  the
bucket get mixed in it. Preserve this oil in a
bottle. Aflcr fomenting the affected skin,
wash psoriasis with a hot piece of  brick for
hall'an hour, and then apply this oil on it. The
psoriasis disappears after application of  this
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oil for a week or two.
Drinking of the concoction of ophetia

chirretta and fumcria officianalis is also
efficacious. Take tcn tolas o f  the r i nd  of
terminalia chcbula. five tolas of the r ind of
terminalia bellerica, fi v e  tolas o f t h c  r i nd  o f

emblic myrobalafi, eighty five tolas of fumeria
officianalis, one tola of  Chinese rlmbélrb, pound
and sieve them. Rub this powder with almond
oil and after having pounded it with raisins,
convert this paste into pills. Use of  one tola of
these pills daily for one week frees one of
psoriasis. 2 A river ('ਕਮਧਕਰ) which originates
'from the Janpav mountain in the  Indore  state,

after covering 650 miles, it falls into river
Yamuna at a place 25 miles to the south west
of Itawa.‘
ਚਬੜਨ [cébarna] v stick, cling.
ਚ'ਬ [céba] See ਚਪ. 2 a hill state the capital city
of  which is Chamba. T0 its north and west lies
the Kashmir  state and to its south are districts
of  Gurdaspur and Kangra. Chamba city was
founded by Sahil Varma on the right bank of
river Ravi, in 920  AD;  It is seventy miles by
road, from Pathankot. 3 mottled,  spotted. “c'ébi

,barva nIkat anae.”—GPS.
ਚਬਆਲ [c‘ébIal] a subcastc of the Rajputs.
Kings of  Chamba belong to  this sect.
ਚਬਆਲ [cébIali] language of Chamba region.
2 a female of  the Chambial subcastc. 3 adj
concerning Chamba.
ਚਬਲ [cébeli] Sec ਚਮਲ and ਚਦਕ 5.

'According to 67… chapter of Drona section of the

Mahabharat. this river has been formed with the blood

ofthc cows sacrificed in Runlidcv’s yug.

ਚਮ [cam] n skin, hide, leather.
ਚਮਚਰ [(ਯਰਸਧਮ] ravisher of another’s wife.
2 an adultcrcr.
ਚਮੜਨ [(:ਟਗਰਨਧ] v stick, cling.
ਚਮਰ [ਧਟਸਪ] Sec ਚਮਰ. “meri jatI bIkhIat
c5mar5.”—mala ravidas.
ਚਮ [C5mI] in the leather. “pasu manaSI cam:
pale!e.”—var maIa m I .
ਚਮ [c5mu] S skin, hide, leather. “jiu p i d  cému
tom hade.”-—var gau 1 m 4.
ਚ'ਮਲ [ਧਰਸੲਜ] See ਚਮਲ and ਚਦਕ 5.
ਰਵਨ [cyavan] a sage who was Bhrigu’s son
from Puloma’s womb. It is mentioned in
Mahabharat that when he was in the womb, a
demon wanted to carry away his mother. At
this the child emerged from the womb of  his
mother and destroyed the demon with his dazzle.
A s  he  had  abandoned  the  womb he  was known

as Chyavan. He married Sukanya, daughter of
raju Sharyati. Aurav was his son and Richik his
grandson. Richik’s son was Jamdagani and
Jamdagani’s son was Parshuram. 2 drip from;

trickle; stream forth.
ਚਹ [cyu] Ski vr dr ip ,  trickle; fall, decline.

ਚਯਤ [cyut] Skt ਢਬਰ vr irrigate, moisten, stream
forth. 2 adj fallen; fallen from. 3 apostate,
defiant. 4 dripped from; streamed forth, oozed.
ਚਜਰ [CyUl'I] Skt n oozing. 2 fall, degradation.
3 slip. oversight, mistake. 4 anus. 5 vulva, vagina.

ਰ [cvstl adv  oozing, dripping, falling. 2 having
oozed or dripped. “cve cali asav dhar.”
—-nr:rp,s§bhu.
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ਛ [chaccha] twelfth character of  Panjabi script.
It is pronounced from the palate. 2 Skt n cutting
off, fragmentation. 3 act of  covering. 4 house,
home. 5 piece, fragment. 6 adj which pierces;
which  cuts. 7 clean, tidy. 8 capricious, ebullient.
9 in Punjabi, indicative of six. See ਛਤਹ. 10 also
used as a substitute for ਕ[1<ਝ], as  in words like
ਛਭ [chobh], pratacch, etc.I
ਛਉਹ [chauhi] See ਛਹ.
ਛਉਨ [Chauna] Sce ਫਨ. '
ਛਉਨ [chauni] SCe ਫਣ and ਛਵਨ.
ਛਉੜ [੮113p ] n a covering;  something  obstructing
vision of  the  eye; cataract; veil. “bharme ke chaur
katIke 5tarI  jot I dharehu.”—var bIha  m 3.
ਛਉੜ [ਘਹਪਣ] n graceful woman, elegant lady.
“bemukh sukh n3 dekhai jIL’J chuttar chauri.”
—BG.
ਛਦ [ch91] n destruction, annihilation.
2 tuberculosis. See ਕਯ.
ਛਇਓ [cha] annihilated. 2 covered, veiled.
ਛਈ [chai] was or got destroyed. “CItc‘Ita ab
59i chai."-GPS. 2 n tuberculosis, consump-
tion. “chai rog ਰਪ sénIpat gan.”—carI tr 405.
See ਖਈ.
ਛੲਆ [chaia] adj which destroys, destructive.
2 shade-providing; shady. 3 which covers;
which hides.
ਛਈਮਈ [chaimai] adj shadow-like; shadowy.
886'ਛੲ ਮਈ.
ਛਏ [chae] were o r  got  destroyed,  were
annihilated. 2 covered ,  veiled. 3 were

'Rustic Punjabis usc ਛ as a substitute for ਸ and ਸ as, for
instance, in charak. chatabi and chabil, ctc.

decorated, rendered elegant. “tan rup chae
hE.”—krIsan.
ਛਹ [chah] n six. “car marétah chah mue.”—~s
kabfr. See ਏਕ ਮਰਤ. “chahfi d I s  dhaI.”—gau
thI t i  kabir. 2 act o f  piercing or  cutting.
“kharges so sis Chahe h‘é.”—krIsan.
ਛਹਬਰ [chahbar] spread-over cloud, overcasting
cloud. “ fd re  no  phurmaIa vutha chahbar
IaI.”—varmala m 3. ‘ It rained continuously.’
ਛਹ ਸਏ [chah mue] See ਏਕ ਮਰਤ.
ਛਹਵ [chahvi] See ਫਰ.
ਛਹਣ [chahIn] n extensive pond, lake; low-
lying area where rainwater collects and stands
for a long time. 2 See ਛਰਣ.
ਛਹਣ [chahIna] v be destroyed. 2 go into hiding.
“1101 achal ch91 :5e chahIna.”——BG. ‘being
guileless, not to desire one’s fame in the
dclusive worldly affairs.’
ਛਹਅ [chahia] n shade; shadow. “dhup nahi
chahia.”—gau kabir.
ਛਰ'ਦਸ [chahfidxs] advtowards  the six directions;
towards the sky, the netherworld and the four
directions; in a l l  directions. See  ਛਹ.
ਛਹਮਖ [chahfimukh] Sec ਖਟਮਖ and ਖੜਨਡ.
ਛਹ [chahe] Sec ਛਹ 2.
ਛਹਭ' [ਘਗੲਤ'ਪ] small quantity of buttermilk that
remains in butter and which, on heating, settles
down.
ਛਕ [chak] n satiation; satisfaction. See ਚਕ vr.
2 splendour, grace. Sec ਛਕਣ. 3 Sec ਛਕ.
ਛਕਛਕ [chakchaka] adj satiated. “5mrIt
chakchake.”—asa chét m 4.
ਛਕਣ [chakna] v eat  o r  take meals. 2 be
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satiated; be content. 3 adorn oneself, seem
glorious. “chakI chakI byom vané.”—hajare
10. See ਚਕ vr.
ਛਕਤ [chakat] See ਕਲਕ ਦ ਰਪ 2.
ਛਕਨ [chakna] See  ਛਕਣ. 2 be taken aback; be
astonished.
ਛਕਵਰ [chakvari] adj living on water; aquatic.
“kahfi chala dhare chel  bhari, kaht‘i chakvari.”
—aka1. 2 eater; guzzler. 3 glorious. 4 comely,
elegant.
ਛਕੜ [chalq'a] n cart.
ਛਕ [chaka] See ਛਕਆ. 2 See ਛਕ.
ਛਕਉਣ [chakauna] v feed; make one drink.
2 decorate; embellish. 3 delight.
ਛਕ [chakI] short for chakIt. 2 having eaten.
See ਛਕਣ 2. “chakI k I n  rahahu chadI k I n
asa?”—gau bavan kabir. 3 having been
decorated; having got elegant. See ਛਕਣ 3.
ਛਕਆ [chakIa] ate. 2 became satiated. 3 was
decorated.
ਛਕਤ [chakIt] adj decorated, embellished.
2 satiated, satisfied.
ਛਕਣ [chakon] hexagon, an object with six
comers.
ਛਕ [chakk] decorative material; clothes, jewelry,
etc given by the maternal grand parents of  a
young girl at the time of  her marriage.
ਛਕ [chakka] n hexad. 2 collection of six poems.
See, ਗਰ ਰਮਦਸ ਦ ਛਕ under ਆਸ ਰਗ which are
sung in combination with ਆਸਦਵਗਕ58 divar].
3 a throw in gambling, in which six cowries
appear obverse. 4 five senses and conscience.
ਛਕ ਫਟਣ [chakka chuttna], ਛਕ ਛਟਨ [chakka
chutna] v (for the five sense organs and the
mind) stop functioning; become unconscious.
2 lose at gambling; drOpping of  the cowries
from one’s hand due to defeat.
ਛਕ [chakke] plural of chakka. six stanzas of
composition by a devotee of  Durga, in the
name of  Guru Gobind Singh beginning as:

“namo  ugradéti anéti SIvsya”... etc.
ਛਗਲ [Chagall Skt n young he-goat. 2 goat-skin.
3 a bag made from goat-skin to keep water.
ਛਛ [chach], ਛਛਹਜਰ [chach hajara] n a nineteen
mile long and nine mile wide stretch of  land,
on the bank of  the Indus, in tchgil and district
Attak, also called cac hazara. “takhat hajara
chach hajara.”—GPS.
ਛਛਰਲ [chachrali] See ਕਲਸਆ.
ਛਛ [chacha] pronunciation of  the character ਛ.
2 the  charac te r  ਛ. “chacha chohre  d a s
tumare.”—bavan.
ਛਛਹ [chachaha] n aqua t ic  animal. See  ਚਹ.
“jhige can con khaI chachaha.”—BG.
ਛਫਦਰ [chachfidar] Skt ਜ. a species of
rat. Its body has such stench that anything it
touches keeps on emitting stench for a long
time; E mole. Sec ਚਚਧਰ.
ਛਜ [chaj] n winnowing basket used for
separating grain from chaff  etc. “cuha khadI
na mavai tIkaII béhhe chaj.”—-var maIa m 1.
2 See ਛਜਨ.
ਛਜਕਰਨ [chajkaran] See ਛਜਕਰਣ.

' ਛਜਨ [chajna] v do the makeup, look comely.
ਛਜਲ [chajli] n small winnowing basket.
ਛਜ [chaja] See ਛਜ. “5darI kot chaje hatnale.”
—maru soIhe m 1.
ਛਜ [ਘਰਨ‘ਗ] S ਛਛ n flow, flood. “amIU vuthau
chajI.”-—saveye m 2 ke. 2 adv having done
one’s makeup.
ਛਜ [chajj] See ਛਜ. .
ਛਜਕਰਣ [chajjkaran] adj with cars like a
winnowing basket. 2 n man or demon with
ears  resembl ing a winnowing  basket.
“chajjadI karan ekadI pav.”—-1<alki. 3 elephant.
ਛਜਰ [chéjjar], ਛਜਲ [chajjal], ਛਜੜ [ਗਗਗ] a
subcaste of Jatts. “para sxkh chajjal tIs  jati.”
—GPS. 2 adj who makes winnowing baskets.
3 who has a winnowing basket.
ਛਜ [chajja] n balcony, eaves. 2 bed, bedding.
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ਛਜਦ ਕਰਨ
ਛਜਦ ਕਰਨ [chajjadi karan] Sce ਛਜਕਰਣ.
ਛਜ [chajju] a pious person, resident of Lahore,
who  belonged to  Bhatia caste and worked  as
a goldsmith. He l ived in the  times ofJahangir
and Shahjahan. Maharaja Ranjil Singh raised
a beautiful temple at the site ofthis  devotce’s
shop which is now located towards the south
of Rattanchand’s inn, near Mayo Hospital.
At the same place, there is a marble memorial
o f  C h h a j j u .  T h e  ca re t ake r s  there a r e
Dadupanthi sadhus. Chhajju Bhagat died in
Sammat 1696. People call this place Chhajju
Bhagat’s upper storey. Another place, in the
Dhal locality, where this ascetic used to
meditate is also known  by this name. See  ਕਨ
and ਛਜਪਥ. 2 an admirer from the Kohl i
subcaste, who was a résident of Sultanpur.
He  became Guru  Arjan Dev’s disciple as also
a benevolent person. 3 a commander in Guru
Hargobind’s army who fought valiantly in the
battle of Amritsar. “chajju gajju muhru
rédhava te sujana bir.”—GPS. 4 an utterly
foolish water carrier, resident o f  Panjokhra
(district Ambala) Through His grace, Guru
Harkrishan bestowed upon him great power
o f  learning. In a doc t r ina l  d e b a t e  he
explained the  meaning  of  Gita to Pandit Lal
Chand s o  we l l  that the latter was utterly
nonplussed.
“gram ho  péjokhra dI l i  k0  jate mag mahf

tahz’i ap  bole aj Ihfi  rahyo cate, ..
gval kaVI kéhe chajju jhivar {ਰਸ 1<੦ huto

vfiko Cheri chvaI katayo arth sate.”
-—gurup5casa.

ਛਜ ਢ ਚਬਰ [chajju da cabara] an upper storey
room which was Chajju Bhagatt’s abode. It is
located in Lahore. See ਛਜ 1. There is a Panjabi
saying: “jo sukh chajju de  cabare, na balax, na
buxare.”—prov. It means that there is no
comfort like in one’s own home.
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ਛਜਪਥ [chajjupéthi] sect of well-known ascetic
Chhajju of Lahore, norms of  which are a
mixture of  Hinduism and Islam. This  sect has
its headquarters at Malak Hans in tehsil
Pakpatan of  district Montgomery. Followers
of  this sect neither use any intoxicant, nor eat
meat. See ਛਜ 1.
ਛਟ [chat] See ਛਟ and ਫਟ.
ਛਟਕਨ [chatakna] v be released, win  freedom.
2 defeat, put down. “mfiql chatkat  m I t r  putr
hfi ke sok 56.”-—aka1.
ਛਟ [chata] Skt n splendour, brilliance. “lIye
barchi kar  bIjjuchata.”-c5di I .  2 beauty, grace.
3 lightning.
ਛਟਕ [chatz‘ik] Skt ਯਟਟਫਕ n a weight of six
tékv; sixteenth of  a seer, five tolas.I
ਛਟਛਟ [chatachat] adv  at once, instantly.
ਛਟਕ [chatIka], ਛਟ [chati] n stick, cane.
2 See ਛਟ.
ਛਟਐ [chatic] of  the  sacks. “b5n1 bharu ucaInI
chatie.”——var ram 3.
ਫਟ [(:ਸਠਠ] gunnybag. See ਫਟ.
ਛਟ [chatta] n splash, sploch. 2 scattering; broad
method of  sowing. 3 adj freed, released.
“catde chatta.”—datt. ‘immediately released.’
ਫਟ [chatti] n gunnybag. 2 pannier put on a
donkey or mule, of  which the portion on the
back is weightless but bags on the sides are
heavy. See ਛਟਐ.
ਛਠ [chathi] six. “rat kari chath masan ki.”
~kr1'san. 2 See ਛਨ-
ਛਠਮ [chatham], ਛਠ [chatha] Skt ਸਸ adj sixth.
ਛਠ [chathI], ਛਠ [chathi] Skl ਸਸ n sixth day
of  both fortnights of  a l una r  month .  “chathI
khatcakr chahfi d I s  dhaI.”-—gau ਸਸ kabir.
Sec ਖਟਚਕ. 2 sixth day  after birth. 3 ceremonies
performed, per family practice, on the sixth
day after the birth o f a  child.

'Onc chatfik of ancient times equals two tolas of the
present age.



ਛਠਕਰਮ

ਛਠ ਕਰਮ [chathe karam] six types of acts or
duties. See  ਖਟਕਰਮ.
ਛਡਣ [chadna],  ਛਡਨ [chadna] v g i v e  u p .
“chadIkharote  khIne mahI j I n  SIU laga
hetu.”-—majh barahmaha. 2 release, unfetter.
3 adj worth giving up. “jo chadna so asthIru
karI mane.”——sukhmani.
ਛਡ [chadI] having left or given up. See ਛਡਣ.
ਛਣ [Chan] Skt ਕਣ n moment, instant. See  ਛਣਨ.
ਛਣਦ [Chanda] Dg n night.
ਛਣਨ [channa] v trickle, drip c.g. “garabh
channa.” 2 sieved or  strained. ’
ਛਤ [chat] See ਛਤ. 2 roof. 3 wound, injury.
“ayudh k0 chat lag na  kou.”--NP.
ਛਤਜ [chataj] n blood wh ich  oozes from a
wound.—sanama. 2 red colour; red-coloured
article.—-sanama.
ਛਤਧਰ [chatdhar] See ਛਤਧਰ. 2 the wounded.
See ਛਤ 3.
ਛਤਨ [chatna] n verandah on  the front side of  a
house ;  d o o r l e s s  roofed a r e a .  2 a k i n d  o f
mushroom. "chatr  kc  badle  jese chatna ki chfih
bethe.”-—BGK.
ਛਤਧ [chatap] Dg n emperor, monarch.
ਛਤਪਭ [chatpatr]  See  ਸਤਪਤ.
ਛਤ ਬਠੜ [chat banur] Sec ਛਤ ਬਠੜ.
ਛਤਰ [chatar] See ਛਤ.
ਛਤਰਧਰ [chatardhar] See ਛਤ'ਧਰ.
ਛਤਰ [chatri] 11 small umbrella. 2 roof  of an
umbrella’s size on a chariot. 3 domed memorial
usually found in Rajputana. 4 Sec ਛਤ.
ਛਤੜ [chatra] See  ਛਤਨ. 2 adj roofed. “chatre
bajar.”—var ram 2 m 5. In a roofed market,
business can be carried on dur ing winter,
summer and in the rainy season. Here ‘roofcd
market’ stands for a holy  gathering.
ਛਤਥ [chatab], ਛਤਬ [chatabi] ਸਦਠਨ ਸਤਬ adv
at once. immediately.
ਛਤਰ [chatara] adjofa  ram. “bIn  SImran jese
Sig chatara.”—gou a m 5. 2 n a six-stringed
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musical instrument. 3 a six-ply thread.
ਛਤਲ [chatal] n in music, six rhythmic beats.
Sec  ਖਟਤਲ.
ਛਤਲ [chatala] adj who knows how to play
rhythmic cycle of  six beats. 2 clever, shrewd.
3 song with six rhythmic beats. 4 k59t-alay,
h o u s e  o f  w o u n d s ;  bat t l e f i e ld .  “ s u  bass
Chatalfi.”-—kalki.
ਛ'ਤਯ [chatIya] n chest, breast. 2 umbrella,
parasol.
ਛਤ [chati] Scc ਛਤਸ. 2 damage, loss. 3 adj
wounded, injured.
ਛਤਆ [chatia] n chest, breast. 2 umbrella.
ਛਤਸ [Chatis] n thirty-six.
ਛਤਸ ਪਖਡ [chatis ਰਗਟ-5੮1] thirty-six kinds of
dissimulations or hypocrisics. No particular
number  o fd i s s imu la t i ons  is referred to here;
implied is their being numerous. The  Chinese
traveller Fahiyan has written that ninety-six
kinds of  dissimulations are prevalent in the
Madhya  Desh.  He means that they are
countless. “khatdarsan  bahu ver kar nal chatis
pakhéd calae.”-—BG.
ਛਤਹ [chatih] See ਛਤਸ. .
ਛਤਹ ਅਮਤ [ਘਹ‘ਛਜ 5mrIt]  thirty-six kinds of
ambrosial foods. Several scholars have counted
as many kinds of  eatables but it is just a
conjecture. Bhai Gurdas has very nicely
explained the concept of  thirty-six kinds of
foods. “kha; ras mI  ਪ ras melks chatih bhojan
hon rasoi”. Through mutual combinations,
each taste can be converted into six different
relishes and this explanation can be applicable
in all the countries. “jIh prasadI chatih 5mrIt
khahI.”-—sukhmani. “chatih émrIt bhojan
khana.”—majh m 5. 2 all kinds of  food.
ਛਤਹ ਜਗ [chatih jug] period of time equalling
thirty-six mythological aeons; that is, nine
tetrads,  each o f  four ages o r  aeons .  It is  a
hypothesis of  the ancient scholars that, after
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the dissolution o f  the world, the state of
nothingncss prevails for 21 period ofthirty-six
ages. “chatih jug gubaru sa ape ganat kini.”
—varram I m 3.  “jug chalih gubar kar.”—BG.
 ਤਹ ਭਜਨ [chatih bhojan] See ਛਤਹ ਅਮਤ.
 ਤ [chatu] Ski ਛਤ n umbrella. 2 canopy of  a
king as re"ਖ'211msignia.“n1hcalu caur chatu.”
"var ram  .? 111 5 . ‘  ‘Iku  satu SIr  chalu.”-—asa
m 5.

 ਤ [chatl] n shade; derived from chad I t .
2 umbrella. 3 Sec ਛਤਬਨੜ.

 ਤ ਬਨੜ [chatt banur] Chhat and Banur are
two proximate villages in Patiala stale and are
often called by this combined name. Before
t he  conquest o f  Sirhind, in Sammat  1767, the
Khalsa Dal, in alliance with Banda  Bahadur,
conquered these villagés.

 ਤ [chatta] n umbrella. 2 roofed market; alley
or narrow lane. 3 beehive; wasps” nest. Sec
ਛਤਕ 4. 4 dishevelled hair (of the  head). 5 In
Shahpur area, loose hair of  the head are termed
as chatte.
ਛਤਸ [chattis] thirty-six. See ਛਤਸ.
ਛਤਸਵਨ“ [chattisvané] adj thirty-sixth. “rahyo
nak  me kust chattisvan5."——janmejay. ‘Thirty
sixth part of  leprosy remained there.’
ਫਤਅਣ [chatteana] a village, under police
station Kotbhai,  in  district  Ferozepur,  ten  kohs
to the east of  Muktsar, where there is Guptsar
gurdwara of  Guru Gobind Singh. See ਗਪਤਸਰ
2111ਧਬਹਮਸਹ.
ਛਤਜ [chatyo] wounded, injured. “sahasra sayaké
chatyo.”——-paras. ‘was wounded with a
thousand arrows.’

  ਛਭ [chatr] n See  ਛਤ. “chatr na  patr  n3 caur  n3.”
-—saveye 51‘1‘ mukhvak m 5. 2 Skt short for
chatvar; abode ,  residence.  “sélagan sabh sukh
chatr."——maru a m 5. ‘The sky uniformly covers
and provides comfortable abode to all.’ 3 adj
canopy-like. “dah d IS chatr megh ghata.”—sor
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111 5. 4 21 Kshatri. Sec ਛਤਕਸ.
ਛਤਸਲ [chatrsal] a famous raja of Panna. He
was son of  Champat Rai of  Bundela dynasty
and poet La! was the jewel o f  his court. He
died in 1734 AD. 2 Gopinath’s son, jewel of
the Chauhan dynasty, king of  Bundi and close
associate  o f  Dara Shikoh;  he  was killed in 1658
AD in Dara’s battle against Aurangzcb.
ਛਭਸਰ [chatraSIr] adj who has a canopy over
his head. “patsahu Chi-)III‘BSII' sou.”—-ba van.
ਛਭਕ [chatrak] Skt n 21 plant akin to acacia
arabica; a parasoI-shapcd mushroom which
appears during the rainy season. 2 parasol-
shaped tree. 3 umbrella. 4 honeycomb.
ਛਭਢਲ [chatradhala] king, over whose head is
held 21 large umbrella. “chatradhala cal bhae
jatr katr  jat h‘é.”——BGK. ‘When  a king becomes
unsteady, people under his sway dwindlc
away.’
ਛਤਣ [੮118119111] army of a parasoI-shaded king.
2 congregat ion o r  soc ie ty  o f  Kshatris.
—sanama.
ਛਭਧਰ [chatradhar] one over whose head a
parasol is held; king, emperor. 2 parasol—
bearer; one who holds a parasol over a king’s
head.
ਛਭ'ਧਰ [chatradhar] Sec ਛਤਧਰ. 2 xa opium;
poppy has a mark of  parasol on it, hence this

_.name
ਛਤਧਰ ਪਤਸਹ [chatradhar patsahi] empire.
“chatdhar patsahié’.1”-51'1' 111 5.
ਛਤਧਰ [chatradhari] See ਛਤਧਰ.
ਛਭਪਤ [chatrapatI] n owner of a canopy, a
king. 2 adj having a canopy overhead. “p‘éct,
sur, chatrapatI raja, bhagat brabarI auru na
kOI.”—bIIa ravxdas.
ਛਭਪਣ [chatrapanl] adj holding an umbrella
in his hand. 2 This word has also been used
for sastrapanl.
ਛਭਪਲ [chatrapal] n king.



ਛਤਭ’ਗ

ਛਤਭਗ [chatrabhég] demise ofa  king. 2 disorder
in a state. 3 widowhood.
ਛਤ [chatra] n horned ram. 2 ram that has suct
deposit on his tail. 3 Skt mushroom of  the size
of parasol. 4 coriander. 5 madder.
ਛਤਗ [chatranvi] n a Kshatri woman. “k1
chatranvi lw.”——datt.
ਛਤ'ਠਰ [chotraner] a town near Panna in
Bundelkhand, which  is now  called Chatarpur.
“chach kesi chatraner.”——aka1.
ਛਤਪਨ [chatrapan] n Kshatria-hood.
ਛਤਲਕ [chatralxka] adj having a canopy over
her head. 2 n empress. “k1 chatralxka Che.”
—datt.
ਛਤ [chatrI], ਛਤ [chatri] See ਕਤਯ. “k1 chatré
chatri he.”—japu. ‘He is a warrior, a warrior
par excellence.’
ਛਤਆਣ [chatriani] Skt n a. female Kshatri.
ਛਤਬਤ [chatribrIttI] Skt ਕਤਯਵ'ਤ n livelihood
from the duty or occupation of the warrior
caste. “chatribrIttI an-nyopasak tyagi hathi
sur bhuvanesvar.”—saloh.
ਛਤ [chatru] See ਛਤ. “IahIne  dharIonu chatru
sErI.”—var ram 3. 2 a troop of warriors.
“barah  jojan chatru caletha.”—dhana namdev.
ਛਦ [chad] Skt ਭਰ vr cover, hide, conceal. 2 n
covering, curtain. 3 scabbard, sheath. 4 feather.
5 leaf.
ਛਦਮ [chadam] Skt ਕਙਫਸ n f raud,  trick.
2 deception. “Ihéi n3 c312 satru k0 chadam.”
-GPS. 3 disguise. “apI apu kio chadam.”
-saveye 'm 4 ke. 4 pretext, stratagem.
ਛਦਮ [chadam] n one fourth of  a pice. A p ice
has twenty-four ਦਮ [dams].
ਛਦਥ [chadéb] bayleaf. See ਤਜਪਤ. “kulak tIlak
calda] so  chadéb.”—GPS.
ਫਨ [Chan] See ਛਣ.
ਛਨਰ [chanhari] adj revelatory; bringing out
what is hidden. “peg nevar chanak chanhari.”
-—n kabir. ‘A tinkle of the anklet brings out
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yogis hidden in the huts.’ 2 whojingles, who
tinklcs. 3 removing in a moment.
ਛਨ [chanak]. ਛਨਕਰ [chankar] n jingling or
tinkling o f a  tiny bcll.
ਛਨਰ [chanar], ਛਨਲ [chanal] See ਛਨ'ਲ.
ਛਠਕ [chanIk] Sec ਕਠ.
ਛਸਰ [chanIchar] Skt ਸਨਸਰ Sec ਸਨ. planet
Saturn,  named as sansscar  as it remains in one
constellation of the zodiac for two and a half
years, i.c., one which moves slowly. 2 day of
the week after this planet; Saturday.
ਛਕਰਵਰ [chanIcharvarI] on Saturday.
“chanIchar m m  590!) sasat bicaru.”—-bIIa m 3
var 7.
ਛਪ [chap] Sce  ਛਪਨ and ਛਪ.
ਛਪਸ [chapas] n lord of  chapa (ksapa); moon.
“ravsatuyé. chapsatuyé.”-—gyan. ‘Thou art the
sun ,  thou art the moon. ’
ਛਪਸ [chapasx] will hide  himself.
ਛਪਕ [chapki] n lizard.
ਛਪਣ [chapna] v set, get invisible. “kahe nanaku
chaps kIU chapIa.”—asa m 1. 2 be marked or
printed.
ਛਪਨ [chapan] See ਛਪਨ. “chapan kotI jaks
pratIhar.”—bh£r a habit. See ਪਤਹਰ. 2 See ਛਪਣ.
ਛਪਨ [chapna] See ਛਧਣ.
ਛਪਯ [chapay] See ਛਪਯ.
ਛਪਰ [Chapar], ਛਪਰ [chapra] n dilapidated house;
thatched hut. “bajh thunia chapra thamIa.”
—asa m 5. See ਅਧਮ ਚਡਲ.
ਛਧਰ [ChaparI] in the thatched hut. “kIcaru
jhatI légha IE ChaparI tut: mehu?”—s farid. ‘in
the decrepit and diseased human body.’
ਛਪਰ [Chaparu] See ਛਪਰ.
ਛਪੜ [Chapar] n unlined pond.
ਛਧੜ [ChaparI] in the pond. “ChaparI nate sagvi
malu lae.”—_—var majh m 4.
ਛਪੜ [chapri] small pond, puddle.-“kalar keri
chapri a I  ulthe héjh.”—s farid. ‘The world is a
saline puddle; saints are swans.’
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ਛਪ [chapa] Sec ਛਪਯ. 2 Ski ਕਪ ਸਥਸਰ‘ਯਹਪਛਗ
ਟ1< 18 chapa si anpari he.”—$ckhar.
ਛਪਉ [chapau] n hiding. concealing.
ਛਪਉਣ [chapauna] v hide, conceal. 2 publish.
“dvar Ika  chapae ਰਸ? tan taiat he.”—-52
Poets.
ਛਪਕਰ [chapakar] slyly, covertly. 2 Skt ਕਪਕਰ n
that which lights the night with its rays; moon.
ਛਪਚਰ [chapacar] Skt ਕਪਚਰ. which moves during
the night, nocturnal. 2 thief. 3 animals like a
boar, porcupine, etc.
ਛਪਯ [chopana] See  ਛਪਉਣ.
ਛਪਵ [chapav] See ਛਪਉ. “karyo chapav mahId
chal thanyo.”—GPS.
ਛਪ [chapI] adv furtivcly, surreptitiously. “bal
b‘éc chap]: karat Upava.?’—saveyc sri mukhvak
ke m 5.
ਛਪ [chaps] See ਛਪਯ. 2 See ਛਪਣ.
ਛਪਜ [chapéja] fifty-six.
ਰਖਨ [chappan] n fifty-six.
ਫਪਯ [chappay] a prosodic metre; comprising
six lines, it is called khatpad and chappay. There
are three p0pular kinds  of  this metre.

(1) The first four lines are in ਰਲ [rola],
that is, each line has 24 matras with pauses
afler  the eleventh and the subsequent thirteenth
matras; the last two lines are in 011a] metre,
that is, each of  the last two lines has 28  matras
with pauses  after the  fifteenth and the
subsequent th i r teenth matras. It has 152
matras in all.

, Example:
“drIsatI  dharat tamharan

dahan agh  pap pranasan,
.sabadsur balvét kam

aw krodh bInasan,
lobh moh vaSIkaran saran

jaCIk pratIpalan,
atamrat ségrahan kahan

émrIt kal dhalan,
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satI  guru kaly satIgur  tIlaku
sat I  lags: so  p2 tare,

gurujagat phIran si  agrau
raju jogu lahana kare.”—saveye m 2 kc.

(2) First there is ਰਲ [rola] and, the-last.
two lines comprise a ਦਹ [dohal—a couplet. It
is called rolhésa. It has a total of  144 matras.

Example:
amIadrIsatI subh  kare hare agh pap  sakal ma],
kam krodh aru lobh moh vaSI kare sabhc bal,

sada sukkhu man: vase dukkhu sésarahI khove,
guru navnIt darIau janam ham kalakh dhove,
su ਚ}… tall guru SGVIE ahInISI satIsubhaI,
darsanI parsaye guru ks janam maran dukhu
jaI.”-—savsye m 2 [(9.

(3) The last Ulla] metre has 2 6  matras
instead of 28 and the total number of matras
is 148. With 26 matras is formed Ulla] by
adding two laghu or one guru at the tail of ਦਹ

[doha]. There are two pauses each after the
13"1 matra. Hence:

“méd karam nahI kin jIn,
abhe rahIt  sésar  nIt.

or
abhe rahit sésar so.”

On the basis of the number of laghu guru
matras, poets have dist inguished many
different kinds of chappay. For this, See ਗਰਛਦ
ਦਵਕਰ.
ਛਪੜ [chappar] See ਛਪਡ.
ਛਥ [chab] elegance, beauty. See ਛਬ. 2 P ...-ਸ
ਸਬ night. Sec ਛਬ 5.
ਛਥਕ [chabki] n lizard.
ਛਬ [chabI] Ski ਛਵ n elegance, beauty.
2 brilliance, radiance. 3 See ਮਧਭਰ. 4 Dg skin.
5 adv  at night. “pahruara chabI com 113 lags.”
-asa m 1. ‘He who keeps watch at night, is
not harmed by the thieves."

'Femininc charm. like a thief, cannot harm a man who

keeps a vigil over his mind.
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ਛਬਸ [chabis], ਛਬਹ [chabih] n twenty-six.
ਛਬਲ [chabil] A Jr” n method. 2 way; path.
3 necessity. 4 place for d r i nk i ng  water.
5 typically, a stall where water is served to  the
thirsty travellers during the first ten days of
the festival of  Moharram. 6 chance to attack
the enemy.
ਛਥਲ [chabila], ਛਬਲ [chabili] adj splendid,
handsome. “pIrU ch21 chabila chadI
gava.”——var ram 2 m 5. “sfidar bacan tum
sunahu chabili!”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਛਬ [chabba] n a beautifying tuft of silk or gold
lace. 2 a dome-like tassclled ornament for a
child’s head. 3 a dome-like ornament made of
silk, gold or silver laces suspended from the
centre of  the canopy over  Guru Granth Sahib.
ਛਬ [੦1181੭ਠ1],ਛਬਹ [chabbih] See ਛਬਸ.
ਛਮ [chem] n onom,  sound oftinkling  bells or  of
falling rain. 2 Skt ਕਮ adj forgiving, forbearing.
See ਸਦਛਮ.
ਛਮਕਨ [chamakna], ਛਮਕਨ [chamakna] v fry in
ghee, oil etc, sizzling sound produced by
something when fried in boiling oil. See  ਛਮਕ.
ਛਮਕ [chamka] n seasoning (of  some dish);

‘ process of  frying in ghee, etc. “dal urad ki
chamak banai.”—GPS.
ਛਮ ਛਮ [chem chem],  ਛਮ ਛਮਕਰ [chem chamkar]
n onom j in glin g sound, clang. “let bhavari chem
chamkari.”—NP.
ਛਮਛਰ [chamchar] Skt ਸ n that which moves
or lives on land; mortal being, human being.
ਛਮਛਰ [chamchari] adj  related to or concerning
mortals; man’s. See ਛਮ'ਚਰ and ਛਮਛਰ.
ਛਮ [chama] See ਕਮ and ਖਮ. 2 Skt 834T earth, land.
ਛਮਸ [chamasi] n gold coin weighing six mashas.
2 adj semestral.
ਛਮਹ [chamahi] six monthly salary or
subsistence. See ਛਮਹ. 2 semestral.
ਛਮ'ਚਚ [chamacar]  moving  o n  the  ear th ;
terrestrial 2 human being. See ਛਮਛਰ.
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ਛਮਧਰ [chamadhar] adj forgiving. clement. 2 n
holder of  earth; Sheshnag. 3 king.-—sanama.
4 mountain.
ਛਮਧਚਸਣ [chamadharIsani] n sustainer of the
earth-king; his army; king’s army.—sanama.
ਛਮਧਨ [chamapan] Ski ਕਮਪਨ n pardon,
clemency. 2 act of  giving pardon.
ਛਮ [chamI] adj forgiving, clement. 2 concerning
the earth.—sanama.
ਛਮਇਸਣ [chem]: Isni] n master of the earth-
king; king’s army.—sanama.
ਛਮਛਰ [chamIchari] concerning those who
move on the earth; out of  consideration for
the forefathers. “ I k  lol<i horu chamIchari
brahmanu vat:  p i d u  khaI.”——asa m I . ‘One
ball (of  cooked rice, barley, etc.) as a ritual
offering to  the gods and the other balls for the
benefit or welfare of the forcfathers.’ See ਲਕ.
2 See ਜਨ.
ਛਮ [chami] Skt ਕਮ adj forgiving, clement.
“chami puras kc kaj Udara. nest hot jIm  agni
para.”—GPS. 2 forgave, pardoned. “nahI jat
chami.”—krlsan.
ਛਮਆ [chamia] adj forgiving, clement.
ਛਮਖ [chamukh] n Kartikay, who has six  faces.
ਛਯ [chay] 11 six. 2 annihilation. See ਕਯ and ਖ.
ਛਯ [chayo] adj spread. 2 destroyed. “sadhan
rakhke satru chayo.”——krIsan.
ਛਰ [char] n deception, pretence. “Irkha  pamkha
char amarkha.”—NP. ‘jealousy, blunlness,
deception and rage.’ 2 See ਛਰਨ.
ਛਰਹਰ [charhar] adj lacerating, wounding.
“charhar 5g5.”——mmav. 2 agile, smart nimble.
ਛਰਹਰ [charhara], ਛਰਹਰਫਹਰਸੴ] adj lively,
active. “chel charharo jvan.”—carItr 223.
2 lean,  slim.
ਛਰਤ [charta] n deception. 2 adj who tricks.
“charta mat: ]<0 lakh caturta.”—GPS.
ਵਰਦ [charad] Skt ਨਵ vr vomit. 2 n vomiting.
See ਛਰਦ.
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ਛਰਦ [charadI] Ski ਛਚ. vomiting. Vomiting is
caused by the excess of bodily humours like
wind and bile, from eating dirty eatables, due
to  indigestion and on seeing or smelling
abominable things. Women sucr  from it after
becoming pregnant.

The  best remedy to  cure vomiting is to
( I )  Take 6 mashas of  undricd bark of  the

neem t ree ,  mclia czadi rachta ,  seven small
cardamoms, one clove, six  mashas of  mint and
six masas of anisecd. Levigatc all these
ingredients in two chatfiks' o'fwatcr. Mix sugar
crystals in this liquid and administer a doze of
two tolas to the patient several times a day.

(2) Rub bazoar or sea coconut in the distillate
of  anisecd and make the patient lick it.

( 3 )  Take seeds  o f  smal l  cardamom, al thea
rose, cypcrus penenuis, kernel of jujubc berries,
long pepper (piper longum), white sandal,
paddy-pops, cloves, mesua roxburghi flowers
in equal quantity by weight. Gr ind these
ingredients to powder. Make the patient take
this powder with honey and sugar crystals.

(4) Make  an unused earthen pitcher lid red
hot in fire and slake it-in water five times. Give
this water to  the patient to drink.

(5) Make the  patient smell odorous things.
(6) Keep the clean patient’s body along with

the house and his clothes etc.
ਛਰਨ [charan]. ਛਰਨ [charna] v thresh, pound.
“tuh musalahI charaIa.”—todi m 5. “pir mir
SIdh dare charan ko.”——NP. “cavar ° (~) ran mahiP D’
chare hE.”-krzsan. 2 deceive, swindle. 3 give
up, leave. “tIsu  pachc bacre char:a.”—sodaru.

WIchar—ra] n ਪਰ that which, coming out
of  the gun, kills a deer; a lead pellet (which is
fired from the gun); a shot.
ਛਰਰ ਛਡਣ [char—ra chaddna] xa urinate.
ਵਰਇਆ [charaIa], ਛਰਅ [charIa] See ਛਰਨ.
ਛਰਯ [charIya] See ਛਰਆ.
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ਛਗ [Cheri] n stick, cane. 2 also used for chali.
“purhut sabha dutI lin chari.”—NP.
ਛਰਅ [charia], ਛਗਦਰ [charidar], ਛਰਯ [chariya]
mace bearer, gatekeeper. “kIsu  na  charia kou
hatave.”—GV 10. 2 staff-bearer; office-in-
charge of a police station. “51v so charia phun
rakhat koi.”-I<r1:san. 3 swindler, cheat.
ਛਰਯ [charyo] deceived, swindled. “ch31 56 ju
charyo he.”—krrsan. 2 Sec ਛਰਨ.
ਛਲ [chal] Ski n concealing reality by deceptively
showing  some other thing or  aspect. 2 deceit,
fraud. 3 Per Nyay philosophy, through logic or
jest, giving an opposite meaning to what is
intended. lts apt example is thus, “Two more
bodies are expected to attend our meeting”,
and in response the other says, “Even a single
body can bring trouble, if  two  come, then there
will be a disaster”. 4 gangrene. “ghav sugam
lage hUI jivan, ch31 te bace na pran nasal.”
—GPS. 5 adj deceptive, specious. “chal bapuri
I h  kaula darpc.”—mam m 5.
ਛਲਕ [chalak] n splash, slosh. 2 splatter produced
by the breaking of  a wave. 3 Skt adj deceptive,
specious. 4 In Punjabi, this word is also used
for $313k, a salvo or  barrage of  guns. See  ਸਲਕ.
ਛਲਫਦ [chalchIdr] n trickery, fraud. “tab
chalchIdra lagat kahu kis?”—sukhmani.
ਛਲਛਦ [chalchéd] n intrigue, skulduggery.
ਛਲਨ [chalan] Skt n deccit ,  trickery, fraud.
ਛਲਨ [chalna] v deceive, mislead. “chalIo balI
bavan bha.”-—saveye m I kc.
ਛਲਨ'ਗਨ [chalnaganI] n deceitful female
snake; i.e. the material world. “chalnaganI szu
meri tutanI hoi.”—prabha a m 5.
ਛਲਨ [chalni] adj female deceiver. 2 See ਚਲਨ.
ਛਲਗ [੮1191q8] n jump, leap, gambol, frisk.
ਛਲਰ [chalar], ਛਲਦ [chalida] adj deceitful,
dissembling, fraudulent.
ਛਲ [chali] adjdeceitful, hypocritical. 2 n blister
skin, hide. “chali bamisé.”—kalki. i.e., ‘hide of
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a large elephant. 3 See ਛਲ.
,ਛਲਆ [chalia] adj deceitful, hypocritical.
ਛਲਟ [chaloti] n cel—oti, women’s sheet or
odhni, headgear.
ਛਲਟ ਸਟਣ [chaloti SIttni], ਛਲਟ ਲਹਣ [chaloti
lahuni] v give up the sheet. i.e., throw away
husband’s sheet from one’s head. See ਚਦਰ
ਲਹਣ. 2 donate, at some holy place, like Pahoa,
the sheet of  one’s head after one’s husband’s
death. Hindu women follow this practice.
ਛਲਗ [chalégi] adjjumping. leaping. “uchle chal
chalégi.”-kalki.
ਛਲ [chall] n See ਛਲਕ 1-2. 2 strong wave that
breaks afier striking against the shores. Breaker.
ਛਲ [challa] plain or gemless fingerring.
ਫਲ [chalII] Pkt a peel.
ਫਲ [challi] n maizecob, corncob. 2 screWpine’s
flower. 3 yarn’s hank or  skein of  the size of  a
corn-cob.
ਛਵ'ਉਣ [chavauna] v provide roof; shade.
“kapahI chanI chavai ho?”——sor namdev.
ਛਵ [chaVI] See ਛਬ.
ਛਚੜ [chavhi] See ਫਰ. _
ਛੜ [char] thin and long bar of  wood or metal.
2 staff of  a flag, having metal capsat  both
ends. 3 hoof of a quadruped. “dhur utahfi ghali
Cheri turégma.”—-c§di 3. 4 leg of  a quadruped.
5 kick by a quadruped. 6 See ਛੜਨ.
ਛੜਨ [chama] v thresh; dash dowh. 2 separate.
3 beat or pound paddy or barley for husking.
ਛੜ [Chara] Skt ਰਧਤ adj single; without a
partner. 2 unmarried male, bachelor.
ਛੜਆਲ [chaual] Dg n sleeved lance. See ਛੜ.
ਛੜ [Cheri] feminine of  Chara. 2 n stick. 3 flag
of Gugga, the serpent god. 4 in Kashmir,
Amarnath and Kullu, the flag  of  Manmahesh
is called Cheri which  the pilgrims follow.
ਛੜ ਅਸਵਰ [Cheri asvari] n simple departure;
departure without pomp and show. “gamne
prabhu asvari chari.”—GPS.
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ਛੜਆ [charia] adj who threshes. See ਛੜਨ’. 2 n
mace bearer; staff bearef.
ਛਡਦਰ [charidar], ਛੜਬਰਦਰ [charibardar] n
staff-bearer, doorkeeper. “charidar darvan
khalirfi.”—BG.
ਛ [cha] Skt n young one  of  an animal. 2 mercury.
3 adj who pierces.
ਛ [c115], ਛਉ [chau], ਛਉ= [ch50] n shade.
“pahIlode  jar édarI j§m£ ta UparI hove chau.”
—var male: 121 1. 2 shelter, refuge, protection.
“saglxa teri chau.”-—keda m 5. “sabhna jia Ika
chau.”—var sn’ m I .  3 reflection, image.
ਛਉਣ [chauna] v roof over; shade. 2 be spread
over, cover. “khInu purabI khInu pachamI

chae.”—asa ché't m 4. 3 cover, wrap. “ਘਗ/!
ghan  chae  barasu subhae.”—tukha barahmaha.
ਛਉਣ [chauni] See ਛਵਨ.
ਛ'ਉਡ [chaur] See ਛਉੜ. 2 shade, shadow.
ਛਇ [chaI] See ਛਉ and ਛਇਆ. 2 adv having
covered. 3 having spread over.
ਛਇਆ [chaIa] Skt ਛਯ n shade, which cuts
off the sunlight. “trIn ki aganI megh ki
chaIa.”-—todi m 5 .  2 protection, shelter.
“chaIa prat chatrapatI kini.”—suh1' chétm
5. 3 nescience. “hau VICI maIa hau VICI
chaIa.”——var asa. “ c h a I a  chuchi  jagat
bhulana.”—o§kar. 4 reflection, image. i.e.
human soul. “ape maIa ape chaIa.”-—majh a
m 3. 5 effect, after-effect. “jo padhkar  updes
batave. ap  nahi subh karam kamave. t I s  ki
chaya parahI na kIs  pe.”—GPS. 6 consort of
the sun. There is a story in Mahabharat that
Sangya, the daughter of  Vishavkarma, was
married to the sun. Unable to bear the radiance
of  the sun, she  went away, leaving behind her
a woman named Chhaya who looked like her.
T h e  s u n  begot  t w o  s o n s ,  Savaran a n d
Shanaishchar from Chhaya.

“dInpatI jabs tras Upjayo,
chaya sac  vrIte‘it batayo,
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tumdara gamni p I t  or,
mujh ko gai rakh IS thar.”—GPS.

See ਸਗਤ. 7 possession by an evil spirit. “bhev
lakho kI  pari t f h  chaya.”——NP. 8 radiance,
lustre, glory. 9 analogy, example. 1 0  faint
glimpse of  the theme of  a book or writing.
11 This word has  also been used ਧਢਛਰ [char]
(ashes). “ni‘dak ks mukhI chaIa.”—sor m 5.
1 2  adj wrapped covered. “gahdar-ra trInI
chaIa.”——var maru 2 m 5. l 3  roofed. “uce
médar sfidar chaIa.”——gau m 5. 14 extended,
widespread. “5mrIt jalu chaIa puran saju
karaIa.”—suhi chz‘a’t m 5.
ਫਇ'ਅਕਰ [chaIakar] n sun. See ਛਯਕਰ.
2 moon.
ਫਇਲ [chaIl] n printed sheet of cloth. “kahe
chipahu chaIle ram na lavahu citU?”—-s kabir.
ਛਈ [chai] n shade, shadow. “q badar ki
chai.”-—gau m 9. 2 reflection, image. “mukar
mahI jese chai.”—dhana m 9. 3 ashes. “SIrI
chai pai.”——var asa. “mukhI nidak ks chai.”
—sor m 5. 4 ash, dust. “jab khfce tab chai.”
-—sar chét m 5 . 5  stain, dirt. “lathi sabh chai.”
—var base-3t. 6 adjsprcad out, extended. “kiratI
jag chai.”—GPS. .
ਛਈਮਈ [chaimai], ਛੲਮੲ [chéimfii] shadow-
like; i.e., vanishing like a shadow; fleeting.
“kaha so pan téboli harma hoia chaimai.”
—asa a m 1. 2 Skt ਬਜਧਧ perishable.
ਛਹ [chah] n buttermilk. “dhaule  dIssanI chah
duddh.”—BG. 2 shade, shadow. 3 reflection,
image.
ਛਹ [chah] n shade. “chve na sake tIh chah
ko.”—VN. 2 reflection, image. 3 protection.
4 refuge, shelter. “115 jih  basat bz‘ih ki chfihi.”
-—carItr 78. ‘in the shetler of the arms.’
ਛਹ [chahI] See ਛਹ.

‘ ਵਹ [chahi] shade. “q badar ki chahi.”—sar
m 9. 2 ਸਗੳਧਪ0ਮਭ5118ਧ0ਘ.

' ਫਹ [chfihi] See ਛਰ.
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ਛ'ਕ [chak] n satiation. 2 intoxication, inebriation.
3 S strength. .
ਛਕ [chakI] adv having eaten. “chakI sudha
balvan bhae.”—sah. 2 having adorned one
self.
ਵਗ [chag] Skt n ram. 2 billy goat. See ਬਕਰ.
ਛਗ [chag] n lopped off a branch of a tree; cutting.
ਫਗਣ [chfigna], ਛਗਨ [chagna] v lop off branches
of  a tree; prune.
ਛ'ਗਰ [chagar], ਛਗਲ [Chagall n goat’s fleece.
2 water bag (made of  goat-skin). “chagal huti
su khane tir.”—GPS. - , *
ਛਗਵਹਨ [éhagvahan] Skt n that has a billy goat
as its vehicle; Agni — the fire god.
ਵਗ [੦11ਨ88] adj having six fingers.
ਗ [chagi] Skt nanny goat.
ਛਛ [chach] Skt ਛਛਕਮ sour buttermilk. “chach
kesi chatraner.”—aka1.
ਛਛਕਮਨ [chachkamni] one fond of buttermilk
- an epithet of  goddess Sheetla. “chachkamni
ki puja hIt.”—carItr 33 7.
ਫਢ [chachI] to butter milk. See ਛਛ.
2 worthless. “chachI pie sésaru.”—s kabir.
3 worldly pleasures. “kIU metego chachI
tIhari?”—sor kabir.
ਛਛ [chachi] a famous subcaste 'of  Kohli
Khatris, living in district Gujranwala. This name
has stuck to them on account of their first
settling in the Chhachh region. See ਛਛ.

Sardar Tahil Singh and  his sons Jassa Singh,
Sher Singh, and Fateh Singh etc were warriors
of this family who,  jointly with Maharaja Ranjit
Singh and his father, conquered several
territories.
ਛਜ [chaj] See ਛਜ. 2 decoration, embellishmen  
“sabh chaj su saj die.”—krrsan.
ਛਜਕਰਨ [chajkaran] See ਛਜਕਰਣ.
ਛਜਨ [chajna] v be elegant, be graceful.
ਛਜ [chaja] See ਛਜ. 2 leaf of a carrot plant
etc. 3 thatch; thatched hut. 4 adj decorated,
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graceful. “tinI bhavan par chaja.”—-bIIa kabir.
ਛਟਨ [chatna] v separate, pick. “kabahu na sake
ch5t1.”—sar m 5. 2 cut, pare.
ਛਟ [chata] n whip made of fine straps of
leather.
ਛਟ [ChfitI] adv having picked or chosen.
“kIlbIkh kadhe  he  ch5t1.”-—-ma]a 111 5.
ਛਡਨ- [chadna] v give up,  leave, renounce.
ਛਡ [chadI] having given up. “chadI sranap
bahu caturai.”-—ba van. 2 imperative'ofchadna;
give up. “chad: man harIbImukhan k0 5580.”
-—sar m 5.
ਛਡ [chads] giving up; renouncing. “tese sétjana
ramnam 119 chads.”~—bas§tnamdev.
ਛਡ [chads] shakes violently. See ਛਡਣ.
ਛਣਸ [chanas] n bran, chaff, husk.
ਛਣਨ [channa] v pass through a sieve, sift
something so that fine particles fall down but
crude matter stays back. “chani khaku bIbhut
carai.”—maru a m 1 . 2  separate, select. 3 search
through, investigate.
ਛਣਨ [channi] See ਚਲਨ. _
ਛਣ [chanI] having sifted or picked. “dusat
dut  harI kadhe chanI.”—-bIIa m 5.
ਛਤ [chat] n roof. “cahfi dar par kar kar Ik  chat.”
—GPS. 2 Skt adj lean, frail.
ਛਤ [chata] n umbrella, gamp.
ਛਤ [chati] n chest ,  thorax. “chati sital man
sukhi.”—bavan.
ਛਤਬਝ [chatibojh] n dyspepsia; indigestion.
2 clogging ofbronchioles with phlegm; pulmonaxy
congestion. “chatibojh hot dukh bhara.”—NP.
‘Pulmonary congestion is like egotism.’
ਛਤ [chatr] Skt n student .  2 honey;  that comes
from a comb. 3 adj of Kshatriyas. “juddh karyo
karke dhram chatra.”—krIsan. ‘because of  the
duty of  a chatri.‘
ਛਤਵ‘ਤ [chatravrIttI] n scholarship; amount
fixed as  a scholar’s l ivelihood.
ਛਤਯਪ [ਥਗਕਭਝਰਘਫਤਲਯ [chatralay] n boarding
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house. _
ਛਦਕ [chadak] adj  enveloping, covering.
2 roofer, thatcher. 3 in Shastarnammala some
amateur writer has used chadak for chedak.
“nam caram l<e prItham kahI chadak bahur `
bakhan.” ‘leather or shield-piercer, arrow.’
ਛਦਨ [chadan] Skt n cover, lid. 2 curtain,
screen. 3 clothing. “chadan bhojan ki asa.”
-var majh m I .  4 leaf. 5 feather.
ਛਦ [੦11q618] n portion, share, disbursed amount.
ਛਦਗ [chfidog], ਛਦਰ [chfidogy] Skt ਜਹਧ.
an Upanishad from Samved. 2 Brahman
portion of  Samved, the first two sections of
which comprise rituals concerning marriage,
etc and the other eight sections comprise
Upanishad of  which very fine  exposition has
been written by Shankracharya. The chfidogy
UpnI$ad contains the exposition 01'ਗ( ਗ ),
the performance of  oblation and a description
of spirituality.
ਛਨ [Chan] See ਛਣਨ. 2 See ਛਨ. 3 S deceit,
dissembling.
ਛਨਣ [`੦'1181ਘ] n sieve.
ਛਨਨ [channa] See ਛਧ. '
ਛਨਬਨ [chanbin] close search, deep  cogitation;
discrimination between truth and falsehood.
ਛਨ [chana] Skt ਨ. adj hidden, esoteric,
recondite. “5019]‘£11.ਘ kahe me jana, jananharu
na chana re.”'—asa m 5.
ਛਨ [chanI] n thatch, thatched hut, house
covered with thatch. “trIsna chanI pari dhar
uparI.”—gau kabir. “kapahI cha'nI chavai
ho ”~sor namdev. 2 a d v  having sifted.
ਛ'ਨ [chani] adj hidden, esoteric, recondite.
“rahe 119 1<9੮1ਘ8 chani.”—-sor m 5.
ਛਪ [chap] n impression, stamp, imprint.
‘fsatIgurI karIdini dhur ki chap.”——asa a 111 5.
2 a ring with letters engraved on it; a Signet ring.
3 mark, sign. 4 nome de plume; as “goya” is

'ਕਕਗਰ ਥਚਸਗ mam—m vasy.



ਛਪਣ

the pseudonym of  Bhai Nand Lal. 5 trade mark.
ਛਪਣ [chapan] See  ਛਪਣ. 2 hide, lurk, disappear.
3 die. “bahurI  janam na  chapan.”—-dhana m 5.
ਛਪਣ [chapna], ਛਪਨ [chapna] v print, imprint,
engraved letters upon something. 2 mark a
textile fabric with decorative figures in colours.
ਛਪਰ [Chapar] See ਛਪਰ.
ਛਪਰ [chapri] n thatched hut; shack. “bhali
suhavi chapri ja mahI' gun gae.”—suhi 111 5.
2 a village, under police station Sarhali in tehsil
Tarn Taran o f  distr ict  Amritsar, where Guru
Arjan Dev stayed in the hut of his devotee
named Hema and recited the above hymn.

Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das and Guru
Hargobind also visited this place. Fourteen
acres of land is ownedby it in Khanchhapri;
Khanrajada and Chakk Mahira villages.
Chhapri is ten miles to  the north-west of  Tarn
Taran railway station.
ਛ'ਧਰ [chapaw] See ਛਪਰ. “Chaparu b‘zit savare
trIn 1<o.”——-sar m 5.
ਛਪ [chapa] n pruned thorny bough. 2 surprise
attack on the sleeping enemy during  the night-
time. “mar‘é chapa rat k0 jégal me se aI.”—PP.
3 art o f  printing; printing press. First of  all
printing was started by the Chinese. Then,
between 1420 to 1438  AD,  scholars of  Holland
and Germany gave it a boost. In England, it
became popular in 1474 AD. In India, the
Portuguese set up a printing press, in the
seventeenth century, in Goa.  In Punjab, the
first printing press was set up at Lahore, in
1849 A D .  T h e  pr in t ing press has  been
changing with the passage of  time. These days,
castin type foundry, very beautiful letters of
various shapes are available. The Gurmukhi
type was first  of  all made by the missionaries
of  Ludhiana. Thereafter in 1887 symmetrical
letters were  go t ' c a s t  by Bhai Hiranand
Marwaha Khatri, resident of  Lahore. First of
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all, Bhai Hiranand printed, in type letters, Guru
Granth Sahib invfive short-sized volumes, in
Sammat Nanakshahi 420.1 The Gurmukhi type
is now available in several attractive fonts and
its various foundries can be seen in Punjab.
4 act of printing. 5 nightmare. “sabh jag dabIa
chape.”—maIa a m 1. See ਉਥਰ. 6 act of
branding human body with marks of  conch-
shell, wheel, etc symbols of  Vishnu. “bhavs
jaI dvarIka dagadh deh kare chapa.”—52
Poets.
ਛਥੜ [chabra], ਛਬ [chaba] n pan of a weighing
scale. “jIhba dédi'Ih ghatu chaba.”—mam m
1 2 small, shallow basket.
ਛਮ [cham] n shadow, shade. “harI ke nam ki
turn uparI cham.’ ’-—sukhmani. 2 protection,
patronage. “halatI palatI jaki sad cham.”—bhsr
m 5.
ਛਮਨ [chamni] shade. “Ih  bIrakh chamni.”
—ram 111 5 peg-ta]. 2 See ਛਞਨ.
ਛਯਲ [chayall See ਫਇਲ.
ਛਯ [chaya] See ਛਇਆ.
ਛਯਕਰ [chayakar] n sun. “lakhe  chel chayakare
tej 1aj§.”—VN. 2-large umbrella. 3 tree.

'Thc following handbill was issued by the office of Sri
Darbar Sahib. Amritsar, regarding ihcse volumes, on the
5"` of the bright fortnight of the month of the Chet,
Sammat 1945, Nanak Shahi 420: “Through this handbill
it is brought to the notice of the public that no one
should get these volumes bound together in one cover;
whosoever docs so, shall be showing discourtesy  to Sri
Guru Granth Sahib and shall be considered. in this world
and the next, a transgressor in the eyes o f  the Divine
and, according to various sections of the criminal
procedure code, shall be answerable to the government
and the Khalsa. Signed:

Sardar Man Singh Sahib, C.I.E., Sardar Bahadur,
Major Rasaldar, Honorary Magistrate, Manager o f
Gurdwaras, Sri Amritsar,

President, Singh Sabha, Sri Amritsar.



. ਛਯਗਰਣ
ਛਯਗਹਣ [chayagrahIni] See' ਸ'ਹਕ.
ਛਯਦਨ [chayadan], ਛਯਤ [chayatr] per Hindu
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chara.”—suhi chétm 5. 2 Skt ਸਰ a species of
crow. “Ill malali giddar  chara.”-BG. ‘The kite,

faith, a kind of  offering, in which the offerer
looks at his own reflection in melted ghee
contained in a bronze bowl. He  puts som‘e gold,
pearls etc in the ghee and offers the said bowl
to a Brahman.

It is believed that the adverse effect of the
planets is mitigated by such an offering. See ਛਨ.
ਛਯਪਰਖ [chayapurakh], ਛਯਪ'ਰਸ’ [chayapurus]
It is mentioned in the  Yogapradipika that Shiv
told Parvati that a person who stares at his
own shadow, formed on  the earth, attentively
every day, can espy his own reflection in the
sky. The said reflection in the sky, is called
Chhayapurush. If the head of the Chhayapurush
is not visible, the said person dies within six
months. If the feet are  not  visible his wife dies
and if his hands are not visible his brother dies.
If the face of the Chhayapurush appears to be
hazy the said person contracts some illness,
etc. 2 one who shadows others; detective.
ਛਯਯਤ [chayayz‘étr] n a contraption showing
time by its shadow; sundial. See ਘੜ.
ਛਹ [char]  or ਛਰ [Charo] n alkali. 2 salt.
3 borax. 4 carbon of  soda; sodium carbonate.
5 ashes. “SIrI bhi phIrI pave charu.”—var
kan m 4. 6 dust. “chacha! charq hot tere
séta.”—bavan. 7 jump, leap. “mar char ga
aganI majhara.”—NP. 8 shade. “Ultat jat
bIrakh ki charahu.”—saveye sn' mukhvak m 5.
ਛਰਹ [charahu] shade-like. See ਛਰ 8.
ਛਰਕ' [charak] adj which incinerates. 2 n ਕਰਕ.
n dried date. ‘ ,
ਛਹ ਥ ਪਤਰ [char l<i putri], ਛਰ ਕ ਪਤਲ [char l<i
putli] clay  doll; i.e., human body. “charki putri
paramgat: pai.”—bavan.
ਛਰਤ [charta] n alkalinity. “lavan charta sagar
mahi.”——sa]oh.
ਛਰ [Chara] See ਛਰ 6. “hau carankamal 'pag

the  turdus macrourus, the  jackal and the crow;
their voice or sight is regarded inauspicious
by the superstitious people.’
ਛਰ [cham] See ਛਰ 5-6.
ਛਲ [chal] Skt rind, peel, bark of' a tree.
2 Skt ਹਤ. jump, gambol. “sabhna chala
maria.”—var asa.
ਛਲਨ [chalan] Skt ਕਲਨ. n washing. _2 rinsing
of  a dirty garment in water.
ਛਲਨ [chalni] See ਚਲਨ and ਛਲਨ.
ਛਲ [chala] n rind, peel, bark of a tree. 2 blister.
3 skin, fleece. “mrIgchala par.bethe kabir.”
--bher kabir.
ਛਲ [chali] n cut betel nut, split groundnut.
ਛਵ [chav], ਛਵ [chav] n shade, shadow. “dhup
chav je samkarI sahe.”—var ram 1 m I .  See
ਧਧਛਵ.
ਛਵਨ [chavni] n row of thatched huts, category
of  hutments. 2 cantonment (for troops). In
olden times thatched huts were raised to  house
the army and hence this name. 3 pervasiyeness,
ubiquity. “ghatI ghatI lalan chavni njki.”—mal 
m 5 partal.
ਛਵਰ [chavar] n sacrificial offering; offering of
one’s head. “kine hajar chavar.”-rama v.
ਛਵਣ [chavan] P ਪਖ/ n canopy. “sahaj
chavan.”—saveye m 4 ke. ‘is the canopy of
knowledge.’ “tar chavanIa.”-varmala m .
5. 2 shade of salvadora oleoides tree. “satahu
khet jamaIa satahu chavan.”—var ram 3. See
ਕਅਰਸਹਥ and ਮਲਸਹਬ.
ਛਵ [chavo] Dg n son. See ਸਵਕ.
fa [chI], ਛਅ [chIa] six. “chIa darsan'ki sojhi
paI.”—ram m I .
ਛਅ ਉਪਦਸ” [chIa Updes], ਛਅ ਗਰ [chIa gur],
ਛਅ ਘਰ [chIa ghar] “chIa ghar ch19 gur chIa
updes.”-—sohIIa. ‘six Shastars, their six
authors and the teachings contained in them.’



ਵਅਚ'ਰ
See ਖਟਸਸਤ.
ਵਅਚਰ [chIacar] six and four; ten; ascetics of
ten sects. “sénIasi  chIacar.”—sidhgosatr. Sec
ਦਗਬਨਧ£ ‘
ਛਅਜਤ [chIa jati] six holymen who had control
over their passions,  i.e. Hanuman,  Bhisham-
pi tamah,  Lakshman  (Lachhman) ,  Bhairav,
Gorakh, Dattatrcy; “ch13 jati maIa ke béda.”
—bh£r kabir. “I am a celibate”, this pride
enslaved even those who had controlled their
passions. To be free from extramarital relations
is the mark of a jati; that is why Lachhman,
who had a wife and children, is counted among
them.
ਛਅ ਦਰਸਨ [ch Ia  darsan] Sec ਖਟਸਸਤ and
ਖਟਦਰਸਨ.
ਛਅਵਰਤਰ [chIa vartaré] six limbs of the body
that engage in all sorts of  activities. They are
five sense-organs and conscience. “chIa
vartare varatahI put.”—var ram 1 m I . ‘Saintly
persons use these six limbs, in a chaste way.’
2 six treatises of the Hindu philosophy.
ਛਆਸਠ {(:}115੪ਨ11] sixty-six.
fawn} [chIasi], ਛਅਸਹ [chIasih] eighty-six.
ਛਅਯ ਜਨ [chIasi_ jun] Its source is chIasi
hajar yojan. In the religious books of the Hindus
the expanse of the earth is mentioned as eighty
six thousand yojans. See ਵਹਸਧਤ ਸਹਤ, s 31.
The meaning of ‘wandering through eighty-
six reincarnations’ is like wandering on the
whole of  the earth.
ਢਅਹਟ [(:ਯਗਗ] See ਛਅਸਠ.
ਫਅਨਵ [chIanve] Skt ਸਣਵਤ ninety-six.
ਛਅਲ [chIali] forty—six.
ਫਹਤਰ [chIhattar] seventy—six.
ਢਹਰਟ [chIharta] a large well on which six
Persian wheels can work at the same time. It
is situated at a distance of  four kohs to the
west of  Amritsar near village Wadali. Guru
Arjan Dev had got it constructed in Sammat
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1654. See ਵਡਲ ਗਰ ਕ.
ਵਕ [chIk] adj rigid, determined, strong. 2 n
pull, attraction, tautness. “pz‘éje dut  kite vas:
chIke.”——var gau I m 4. 3 See ਛਕ. '
ਛਕਨ [chIkni] n sneeze-inducing material;
snuff. 2 a creeper, the ju i ce  o f  which, when
applied in the nostrils, prompts sneezing.
ਵਕ [chIkI] tightly, closely. “me pale badha
chIkI jiU.”—sri m 5 pepaI.
ਵਕਲ [chIkuli] n perforated muzzle fitted over
the mouth of  an animal to preveht it from eating
crops, corn etc. ‘or from biting.
ਛਕ [chIkk] Skt ਸਧ ਪ!" sneezing. Ordinary
sneczes result from chilli particles etc. getting
into the nose, looking at the sun, insertion of a
taper into the nostril, irritation in the nasal
glands etc, and they are not harmful at all.
Sneezing,  resul t ing from the  cerebral  ਰ
weakness, chronic coryza and the imbalance
of  wind  and bile, i s  a sort of  agonizing diseaSe.
As cough is harmful to the lungs, sneezing is
harmful to the brain. But sneezing, induced
through medicines for explusion of cattarh, is
not harmful.

The simple treatment for sneezing is to take
snuff of mustard oil, almond oil, olive oil and '
calabash-seed oil; to splash the head with
lukewarm water and massage it with calabash-

_ seed oil; to  take easily digestible, brain-toning
diet and protect the forehead from cold air.
For this puropose, take three mashas of  seeds
of  quince fruit, five  jujubes o f  rhamm'us
Sisyphus, nine sebesten plums and boil all of
these ingredients in water. Strain this
concoction, mix two tolas of  sherbet of  viola
serpens and one tola of the sherbet ofcalabash
seeds in it and take it.

Many auspicious and inauspicious effects
of sneezing have been mentioned in the books
of  Hindus. For instance, if sneeze occurs in
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the south-east, it causes grief; the one  occurring
in the south causes loss; if  it occurs in the west,
it brings gain of sweetmeats; the one  occurring
in the north-west causes gain of  food stuff,
when it occurs in the north it causes quarrel
and in the north-east it brings death, etc. See

,ਗਰੜਜਤਸਚਕ.
Gunnat does not believe 1n the auspiciousness

o r  inauspiciousness o f  sneezing. “bhakh
subhakh VIcar ,  na chIkk manaIa.”——BG. See
ਅਵਸ.
ਫਕ [chIkka] See ਸਕ. 2 Sec ਛਕ. .3 See ਛਕ.
ਫਕਲ [chIkkul] a black-eyed bird of prey that
visits Punjab during winter and spends summer
in the frontier mountains around Peshawar.
It resembles a sparrow or a hawk but is
gréyish brown with a white head. While flying
in the sky, at times it begins to quiver and
sometimes it looks stationary. When it happens
to see lizards, etc. it pounces upon them
speedily. It is different from ਚਹਮਰ [cuhmar]
(‘the mouse-bird?) No hunter tames it for
hunting.
ਛਗ [chi’g], ਛਙ [chig] n thin metallic needle
or thin pointed piece of straw used for picking
shreds of  food pieces sticking between the
teeth; toothpick. “ape ]81 ape de  chfga.’  ’—var
mm m 4.
ਛਛਰ [chIchra] butea frondosa. 2 leaf of this
plant.
ਛਛਲ [chichla] adj bespattered. 2 n goddess
Durga. Kali, who is besmirched with blood.
ਛਛਲ [chIchli] n thin pot-shred, which children
throw to  skip on the  surface of  water. “calavat
h‘é chIchli larka.”—c5di 1.
ਛਛ [chIcchl'n splash, drop. See ਇਛ. “at:
occhal chIcch trIkut chayo.”—ramc5drrka.
ਛਛਰ [chIcchra] See ਛਛਰ.
ਫਜ [ct] See ਛਜਨ.
,ਛਜ [chfj] See ਛਝ.
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ਫਜਣ [ctna], ਫਜਣ [ctanu], ਛਜਨ [ctna] v
in Sindhi ctanu means ‘to break’ and in
Sanskrit ksayan means ‘to be dcstroyed’. “nanak
khetu na chI  jai.”—-var guj 2 m 5. “Iku  ctahI
bIa  latariahI  .”-5 fax-id. “1<It hi kémI na ctie
ja hIrde saca so:r.”~—sr1‘ m 5. “tIn ka 1(5t na
kab-hu cts.”—vargau I m 4. 2 adj loose, “je
jarja laru ctrJa picji pai’ g‘ét.”—s farid.
ਫਜੜ [ctra] adj destructible, perishable.
2 loose.
ਛਜਤ [ctét], ਛਜਤ [ctétI]  getting decayed,
being destroyed. “ctét mahfi sOdri kaIa.”
—sahas m ,5. 2 causing decay, destruction. “nah
ctétI tarég toyanah.”~—sahas m 5. ‘Ocean
currents do  not destroy the world."
ਫਜਦੜ [c tédr I ] ,  ਛਜਦ [c téda] ,  ਫਜਦ
[ctédi] adj destructible. 2 diminishing. “deh
ctédri unmajhuna, guru sajan jiU dharaIa.”
—var ram 2 m 5. 3 breakable.
ਛਝ [chfjh] n wrestling arena. “hau bahurI
chijh na nacau.”—sri m 5 pspar. 2 wrestler’s
bout, wrestling match. 3 human ring formed
around the wrestling pit. “sabh hoi cth
Ikathia.’  ’—sr1' m 5 pepaI.
ਵਟ [chIt] See ਛਟ.
ਫਟਕਨ [chItkan] v sprinkle; spray scented
saffron, roses etc. “vastra mano chItkaI janeti
se cadhe.”-suraj. 2 be freed, get liberated
(from bondage).
ਫਟਕਈ [chItkai] adv  after getting rid of, after
emancipation. “cal Io  gonI chItkai.”—gau
kabir.
ਫਟਕ'ਏ [chItkae] adv  by spreading, by
scattering. “latphnkae tIria rove.”—asa kabir.
ਢਟਕਰ [chItkar] n shower of drops.
2 sprinkling, act of  spraying. “nam tera kesro
1e chItkare.”—dhana ravrdas. 3 release,
emancipation.
ਛਟਕ [chItki] released, rescued. 2 sprinkled,
sprayed.



ਵਟਰ

ਵਟਰ [chItar], ਛਟੜ [chItar], ਛਟੜ [chItarI]
adj blemished, bearing stains, stained. “vekhe!
chItarI thivdo.”—var maru 2 m 5.
ਫਟ [chIti] n stick; small branch of a tree.
twig. 2 bone, rib. “rasatal parIo chIt i  chIti
SIrbhare.”-—sar m 5. 3 stick, cane.
ਫਟ [chItt], ਛਟ [chItta] n drop, droplet. 2 drop
of  mud. 3 spark, ember. “loh ki chItt chutte.”
—ramav. 4 adj which blemishes; which
stigmatises.
ਛਣ [chm] See ਕਣ and ਖਨ.
ਛਣਭਗਰ [chInbhégar] See ਖਨਭਗਰ.
ਛੜ [chIt] See ਵਚ.
ਛਤਪਤਢ [chItpatact], ਛਤਪਤਵ IchItpatadhy]
n army alongwith the king; army headed by
the king; an  army  whose motivator is the king
himself.—-sanama.
ਛਤਪਤ [chItpatI] Sec ਛਤਪਤ.
ਵਤਚ [chItar] See ਛਤਰ.
ਫਤਰਉਣ [chItrauna] v give shoe-beating,
humiliate.
ਫਤਰ' [chItar], ਛਤਲ [chItal] n n0urisher;
sustainer o f  people on earth, the king. 2 six-
beat rhythm. ‘
ਫਤਲ [chItala] adj'who knows the six-beat
rhythm. 2 landholder; farmer, agriculturist.
3 clever, shrewd, intelligent. “tejvan balvan
chItala.”—carrtr 302. 4 n song with six-beat
rhythm.
ਫਰ [chItI] Skt ਕਤ n earth, land. 2 number
denoting one, one.
ਛਤਨਥ [ChItInath], ਛਤਪਤ [ChItIpatI],
ਛਤਪਲ [chItIpal], ਛਤਸ [chIlis], ਛਤਸ [chItes]
n sustainer of  people on earth; ruler ; lord of
the earth. “chelrup chItInath.”—gyan. “sun
chItes! kas cita  thani.”——NP. 2 Kshatria caste
of the Hindus. “ram chI t Ipa l  par.”
—GPS. ‘Parshu Ram dominated the Khatris.’
ਛਤਕਸ [chItékis] ਕਤ + ਇਕਸ destruction for
twenty-one times. “kari chatrahiné chItékis

I
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baré.”—paras. ‘Parshu Ram cleared the earth
of  the Khatris twenty-one times.’
ਛਤਰ [chIttar] n ਕਤ + ਤ pair of footwear
protecting one’s feet from pebbles (gravel),
thorns etc. scattered on the earth; shoes.
2 shoes without heels.
ਵਧ [chItha], ਛਥ [chIttha] adj abashed,
ashamed,  mortif ied.  2 fallen, apostate,
degraded. 3 angry because of  shame.
ਵਦ [chId] Skt ਭਰ vr fragment, break into
pieces, grip firmly, do violence.
ਛਦ ਬਦ [chId bhfd] Skt ਭਗ ਸਯ; kill,
destroy. “chfd bhfd bahu ghat praharahI.”
—-NP. ‘(They) attack with weapons shouting
“kill!”.’ ,.. '
ਛਦਰ [chIdar] See ਛਦ.
ਛਢਰ [chIdIr] Skt sword. 2 axe. 3 fire.
ਛਦਰ [chIdur] Skt adj who bores; who cuts.
2 n enemy, foe. ‘
ਛਦ [chIdda] adj having holes; rarefied not
dense.
ਫਦ [chIdr] Skt ਚਫ vr bore, perforate or pierce
earlobes. 2 n hole, perforation. 3 ditch, hole.
4 nine openings of human body like central
nostril etc. “nave chIdr sravahI apaVItra.”
—maru m 4. 5 defect, fault, blemish. “jIh
prasadI tere saga] chIdr dhake.”—sukhmani.
“jau dekhe chIdr tau nidak umahe.”—bIIa m
5. “chalé chIdré kotI bIghané.”-—sahas m 5.
6 wound, cut i.e.‘ boil. “kaIa mg 113 chIdr
kIchu.”—sn' a m  5. 7 pores in the body.
ਵਦਦਰਸ [chIdradarsi] Skt ਡਟਟਚਗਬਯ/ finding
fault with others.
ਛਧਭਧ [chitbhft] See ਛਦ ਛਦ.
ਛਨ [chIn] Skt ਕਣ n moment, instant, short
duration. “ਘ!!! mahI rau r51< kau karai.”
—bIha m 9. 2 See  ਫਨ.
ਛਨ [chin] Skt ਚਸ adj broken, fragmented,
out. See ਛਨ.

fab-a [chInak] Sec; ਛਠਕ.



ਫਨਣ

ਫਨਣ [chInanu] S v break. 2 decrease, reduce.
3 be destroyed.
ਛਨ ਭਨ [Chfn bhi’n] Skt ਰਵਰ ਸਫਰ adj
amputated, cut and separated. 2 ruined,
devastated.
ਛਨਵ [chInve], ਫਨਵ [chInve] ninety-six.
“chInve karori meghmala.”—mala namdev.
ਵਨ [chIna] adj momentary. 2 penniless,
indigent. “so purkaréma na chIna.”-maru
solhe m 5.
ਤਨ [china] Skt ਚਜ n harlot; dancing girl.
2 adj torn, tattered. “cir sat china.”
—varjet. 3 a creeper plant used medicinally to
cure certain fevers.
ਛਨਰ [chInar], ਫਨਲ [chInal] Skt ਛਨ-ਨਚ.
888 ਛਨ. prostitute, lecherous woman. “badi
chInar jagat me  janzyat.”—carrtr 14.
ਛਨਥ [chInIk] ਕਣ-ਇਕ momentary.
ਛਨ [ChInU] 888 ਖਨ, ਖਨ, ਛਨ and ਛਨ. “chInU
chI  nu tanu  chije jara janave.”~—sor kabir. “kaha
bha '  jau tanu bha  chInu chInU?”
—asa ravrdas.
ਵਨ [chine] snatched, usurped. “dine nIkar
chine so  dip.”—braham.
ਫਨਕ [chInek] for a moment.
ਛਪਕਲ [Chkali], ਫਪਕ [chki] n lizard;
reptile that clings to  the roof  of  a room.
ਛਪਣ [chIpna], ਛਪਨ [chIpna] v hide, be lost
in meditation; get out of sight; set.
ਛਪਉ [chIa] ,  ਛਪਵ [chIpav] n hideout,
refuge.
ਫਪ [chIpra] Skt ਕਧ adv quickly, immediately,
instantaneously.
ਵਮਨ [chIfnan] n forgiveness, pardon.
ਗਸ [chIma] See ਕਮ and ਖਮ.
ਛਮਹ [chImahi] adj half-yearly, occurring once
in six-months; completing in six months.
2 after six-months. 3 n period of  six months,
duration of six  months. 4 salary or  other income
contracted for six months. “dai chImahi
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b5dh.”—carrtr 23.
ਫਮ [chxmi] Skt ਗਬ adj who pardons; cool-
headed. unperturbed. “bhae chImi rIS kho:
VIsekhe.”-GPS.
ਛਜ [chImyo] pardoned. 2 tolerated. “son
gayo t I n  pas  chImyo.”-kr1'san.
ਛਯ [day] See ਛਅ.
ਫਰਕਨ.[8}12੮1'81<ਧ8] 888 ਛੜਕਨ.
ਫਰਕ [chIrka] 888 ਛੜਕ. “vahguru kahI
chIrka dino.”—-NP. 2 See ਛਲਕ.
ਫਰਕਵ' [chIrkav] See ਛੜਕਉ.
ਛਰਨ [chIrna] See faafif.“1tyadxk kabI chIre

praség.”~—GPS.
ਚਰਨ [chIrani] initiated, started, broke out.
2 moved, walked. “gal chIrahi.”—-GPS.
‘Cows went for grazing.’
ਫਲ [ch11], ਛਲਕ [chIlak], ਛਲਕ [chIlka] n
blister, skin. Skt ਛਲ.
ਫਲਨ [chIlna] v peel, skin.
ਛਲ [chIll] See ਫਲ. 2 stud goat.
ਛਲੜ [chIllar] See ਛਲਕ. 2 xa rupee.
ਵਵ [cte] adv in the sixth stage. “cte kamu
na puche jatI.”——var majh m 1.
ਛੜਕਣ [chIrakna], ਛੜਕਨ [chIrakna] v sprinkle
water, spray water, splash water-drops.
ਛੜਕ [chIrka] n spraying, sprinkling.
ਫੜਕਉ [chIrkau] n act of sprinkling (water).
ਫੜਨ [chIma] v start. 2 move, depart. 3 jump/
leap (of  a horse). 4 feel irritated, fret.
ਵ [chi] n six.
ਵ ਸਸਤ [chi sastra] 888 ਖਟਸਸਤ.
ਵਕ [chik], ਛ'ਕ [chik] 888 ਛਕ. 2 888 ਛਕ.
ਵ ਕਰਮ [chi karam] 888 ਖਟਕਰਮ.
ਛਕ [chika] n Skt ਸਕ. basket suspended from
the roof for keeping food. “chike par teri bahut
dith.”—bas§tkabir. ‘world of  paradise.’ 2 cup-
shaped net with strings for fastening over  the
animal’s mouth. ‘
ਛਕ [chikI] adv by tightening. “me chik]: gathri
badha.”—sar m 5.



ਛਜਤ
ਵ ਜਤ [chi jati] See ਗਸਤ and ਜਤ.
ਛਜਨ [chijana] v diminish, get reduced. “chije
jobanu jarua SIrI kal.”——05kar. 2 decay, be
destroyed. -
ਛ‘ਟ [chit] n drop, droplet. 2 painted calico, Chintz.
ਛਟਵਲ [chitfivala] Mansoorpur is now
popularly known as Chhitanwala because o f
good painted calico-work being done here. See
ਮਨਸਰਪਰ.
ਛਣ [chin], ਛਨ [chin] ,ਧ/i w' ਕਣ adj weak, feeble.
2 thin, lean. 3 reduced, diminished. 4 dead.
5 penniless, indigent. 6 adv  slowly. “bin bajét
chin.”—ramav. 7 Some ignorant scribe has
written ਛਨ [chin] instead of ਪਨ [pin] … ਧਕਗ‘ਨ
253. “deh chin te 0th na sakat bhayo” should
be “deh pin te.” ‘because of fat body.’
ਛਤ ਸਮ [chit svami] a Vaishnavite devotee
and poet, who is regarded as one among the
eight eminent poets. He was a follower of
Vallabhacharya. Beautiful verses composed by
him are still sung with fervour. Chhect was
born in 1567 AD.
ਵ ਦਵਤ [chi devfia] See ਦਵ ਖਟਕ.
ਛਨ [chin] See ਕਣ and ਖਨ. 2 Sec ਛਨਣ.
ਛਨਖਰ [chinkhare], ਛਨਖੜ [chinkhare] snatched
and ran away.
ਛਨਣ [chinna] v snatch, grab.
ਛਨਤ [chinta] Skt ਕਣਤ n deficiency, loss.
2 poverty, indigence. “dino  j In  dan  pun  chinta
udot he.”—GPS. 3 leanncss.
ਛਕ [chin-ma] See ਛਨਣ.
ਛਨ [china] for a moment, momentarily.
“kahfi  na manIo man china.”—bI1a m 5.
2 scattered away ,  disappeared. “bajar
kutharu moh h e  china.”—dhana namdev .
3 n a Jatt subcaste to which Bhai Bidhi
Chand belonged.
ਛਨ [chinI] adv by snatching, by grabbing.
“pardhan chin: agIan harIo he.”-—saveye sn'
mukhvak m 5.
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ਛਧ [chip] n hiding, refuge. “base ghataghat lip
na chips.”—kan namdev. 2 print, symbol, sign.
“kahe chipahu chaxls?”—s kabir. 3 Skt ਯਚਧ
craft, handicraft, art. 4 act of  beautifying and
dyeing.
ਛਪਹ [chipahu] See ਛਧ 2.
ਛਪਣ [chipna], ਛਪਨ [chipna] v print. See ਫਖ 3.
ਛਪਰ [chipro], ਛਪ [chipa], ਛਖ [chipi] Skt ਯਜਜ
n calico printer. “adh dam ko chipro hOIo
lakhina.”-—asa dhfina. “namdea  pritI lagi harI
seti lok chipa kehe bulaI.”—suhi m 4.
ਫਪ [chips] sets. See ਛਪ 1.
ਵ ਬਖਸਸ [chi baxslsfi] See ਉਦਸ.
ਛਬ [chipa], ਢਬ [Chiba] See ਛਪ. “nama Chiba
kabir jolaha pure guru te gatI  pai.”——sr1' a m 3.
ਛਰ [chir] Skt ਕਰ n milk. 2 water.
ਛਰਸ'ਮਦ [chirsamudra], ਛਰ'ਸਧ [chirsfdhu],
ਛਰਨਧ [chirnIt],  ਛਰਵਧ [chiravat] n

' ocean of  milk.“chir kssi chiravat.”—aka1.
ਛ ਰਤ [chi ruttéi] See ਖਟਚਤ and ਰਤ.
ਛਰਧਜ [chirodhja] Lachhmi — born from the
ocean of milk.
ਛਲਕ [chilak] adj who peels. 2 n bark, husk,
. hull. “gel 53 chilak janu jug kele.”—GPS.
ਛਲਨ [chilna] v peel, remove or scrape off the
skin.
ਛਲਰ [chilar] n bark, husk. “chilar khan bIkhE
hIt dhari.”—NP. 2 pond whose water is not
too deep  and dries up  fast. 3 pit near a well, in
which muddy water remains standing.
ਛਞ [chiv] Dg ਮਤਵਲ. Skt ਕਵ. See ਖਵ.
ਫ ਵਜ [chi vaje] See ਵਜ.
ਛਹ [chuh] n touch. sense of touch.
ਛਹਣ [chuhna], ਛਹਨ [chuhna] v touch, come
into contact.
ਛਹਰ [chuhara] n dried Arabian date. “gari
chuhare khédia.”—asa a m 1 . See  ਖਰਕ.
ਛਕਟ [chukti] got released, got liberated, became
free. “guru satIguru pache chukti.”
—devm'4.



ਵਕਰ

ਵਕਰ [chukra] n boy, young lad, youngster.
“chitan te chukran larav‘é.”—GPS.
ਭਗ [chOg] n group, band, gang. 2 ring to which
small tinkling bells are attached. 3 See ਛਗਣ.
ਫਗਣ [chfigna] v pull up, tuck, as in “pajama
chfignaXK
ਛਫਦਰ [chuchOdri] See ਛਛਦਰ.
fl [chucch] adj unfilled, empty. “chucch kan.”
—c5di 2. 2 clean, pure, clear. 3 See ਛਛ 3.
ਛਟ [chut] Skt ਭਫ vr clip, break, cover.
ਛਟਕਤ [chutkat] released. “chutkat bajarkapat.”
-—gau ravrdas. 2 by separating, by renouncing.
“chutkat ho: ravare.”—sarm 5. ‘0, Creator! a
human being becomes useless when detached
from you.’
ਛਟਕਨ [chutkan] n release, liberation. “asur jatan
chutkan ko kino.”——sah.
ਛਟਕਕ [chutkaki] adj longing for liberation;
wishing to be released. “kIv chutahI ham
chutkaki.”—dhana 111 4.
ਛਣਕਰ [chutkar], ਛਟਕ [chutkara] n liberation,
release, absence o f  bondage. “ I n  te kahahu,
kavan chutkar.”—sukhmani. “bIn harIbhajan
nahi chutkara.”—ba  van.
ਛਟਕਵਨ [chutkavanI] for getting released, for
being liberated, for attaining freedom. “ja pahI
jau ap chutkavanI, te badhe  bahu phédha.”—
gau kabir.
ਛਟਕਓ [chuth] rescued, disappeared, went
away. “bal chuth bédhan pare.”——s m 9.
ਛਣਕ [chutki] got released, separated, broke.
“jhuthe l<i re jhuth paritI chutki.”—dev m I .
2 became free from bondage. “gur satIgur
pache chutki.”—dévm 4. 3 went out of control.
ਛਟਕਤ [chutkét] gets released from bondage,
becomes free. 2 spills out; flows. “amrIt-
pravah chutkét sad  dvar  s.”-—saveye m 4 ke.
ਛਟਕ [chutkya] was released, disappeared.
“bharam sabh chutkya.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਵਟਣ [chutna], ਛਟਨ [chutna] v be released from
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bondage, be free; ejaculate.
ਛਟਪਨ [chutpan] n smallness, insignificance.
2 frivolousness,  meanness.
ਛਟੜ [chutar], ਛਟੜ [chutarI] adj deserted,
(woman). “q chutarI gharI gharI phIre
duhcaranI badnau.”—var  501' m 3 .
ਛਟਨ [chutana] was free, became liberated
from bondage. 2 v have (a person) released.
“calo beg t Ih  karahI chutana.”—NP.
ਞਟਰ [chutar], ਛਟਰ [chutara] n release,
liberation, emancipation. “ahébudh1 bédhan
pare nanak namI chutar.”—bavan. “anIk jatan
nahi hot chutara.”——gau m 5.
ਛਟਵ [chutive] gets released. “tIn  pIche sabh
jagat chutive.”—-var 511 111 4.
ਛਟਰ [chutera] smaller, very small.
ਫਟੜ [chuttar] See ਛਟਡ. .
ਫਟ [(:ਘਛਨਜ] n departure. 2 liberation, release.
ਛਡ [chad] Skt ਭਤਘ pu l l  out, hide, shelter.
ਛਡਉਣ [chudauna] v get released, have (a
person) freed.
ਛਤ [chut], ਛਥ [chuth] n contagion, contamination.
2 touch, contact.
ਛਥ'ਆ [chutthxfi] by touching, by making
contact. “hatthi kalakh chutthxé 5dar kalakh
lobh lubhae.”~—BG.
ਛਦ [chud] Skt ਬਫਘ grind, crush.
ਛਦ [chudra] Skt ਕਦ adj trivial, insignificant.
“kai rudr chudr  sarup.”—akal. 2 short. 3 mean,
ignoble. 4 poor, indigent. 5 cruel, merciless.
6 n broken rice. 7 thom-apple. 8 fly. 9 mosquito.
ਛਦਘਟ [chudraghéta], ਛਦਘਟਕ [chudragh'étxka],
ਛਦਪਠ [chudrapIth] n cord bearing tiny tinkling
bells worn by male children around their waist.
2 string of bells; an ornament with tiny tinkling
bells worn round the  ankles while dancing.
ਛਦ [chudra] Skt ਕਦ n honeybee. 2 female
acrobat. 3 prostitute. 4 raisin.
ਛਧ [chudh] Skt ਜਬ vr feel hungry, feel like
eating. See ਛਧ.



ਛਧ

ਛਧ [chudha] Skt ਕਧ n desire  to eat; hunger.
ਛਧਤਰ [chudhatur] adj agitated due to hunger,
restless on being hungry.
ਛਧ" [ਢਘਞਧਰ] See ਛਧ. 2 Some ignorant scribe
has put chudhé instead of chudé in Gyan
Parbodh. “chudhé sastradhar5.”—gyan. See
ਛਦ.

ਛਪ [chop] Skt ਹਧਘ touch, be in contact. Sec
ਆਛਪ. 2 See ਕਪ. “hot bhayo chup bhup

- mahan.”-—GPS.
ਛਭ [chubh] Sec ਕਭ and ਛਭ.
ਤਭਤ [chubhxt] adj angry, perturbed.
ਫਰ [chur] Skt ਡਣਘ clip, cut, break. 2 See ਕਰ.
ਛਰਕਰ [churkari] n knife. Sce ਛਰਕ. “trIsul
sudhari churkari.”—ramav.
ਵਰਤ [churat] disappear, go away. “bhagatImatI
churat nahi.”—BGK.
ਛਰ [chura] n cutlass,  long knife. “]…!- chura
mutha murdaru.”—sri m I .  2 blade, razor.
3 subcaste of Khatris. “bhagtu chura
vakhanie.”—BG.
ਛਰਨ [churana], ਛਰਵਨ [churavan] v get liberated,
get freed. “gop churaIbo.”-—krrsan. “durag
churaI chInIk mo lIye.”—car1‘tr I75.
ਛਰਕ [churI ka],  ਛਰ [churi], ਛਰਧਕ [churudhraka]
Skt ਗਫਧ n kitchen knife. “churIka bIbek 1e
hath.”-—paras. “hath: churi jagatkasai.”-—var
asa. “chudra min churudhraka.”-—c5di 2 .
2 ‘Knives floating in the flow of  blood look
like tiny fish.’
ਛਲਕਣ [Chulakna], ਛਲਕਨ [chulakna] v peel off
or  remove husk from" foodgrains; pound grains
with threshing club in a mortar.
ਛਲਛਲ [chulchula] adj hollow, trivial. 2 cheap,
mean. ‘
ਛੜਕਨ [churakna] v slip, drip, fall. “ethahu
churkIa thaur ਸਹ paI.”—-asa m 3. 2 break.
“11v churki lagi trIsna.”~—an.§du. 3 be free from
bondage, be released. 4 slip from the grip.
ਛੜਕ [churki] See ਛੜਕ 4. “pauri churki plan
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hath no ave.”—bIIa m 3 . '
ਛ [chu] n touch, contact, sense of  touching.
See ਅਛ.
ਛਹਨ [chuhan] See ਛਹਣ. 2 See ਖਹਣ and ਛਹਨ.
ਛਹਨ [chuhanI] ਅਕਰਣ. See ਖਹਣ. “teis
chuhanI le'dal ség.”—krrsan.
ਛਚਕ [chucak] See ਛਛਕ.
ਛਛ [chuch]  adj  empty. 2 t r ivial ,  light.
3 a type of  cress — medicinal seeds of lepidium
stivumJts fried dish is useful for eradicating
psora.
ਛਛਕ [chuchak] Sec  ਸਤਕ. 2 ceremony performed
on the sixth day from the birth of  a child.
3 cane, twig. “khelan me jiu tere, khai’
chuchkan ko.”——NP.
ਤਛ [chucha] empty. “ਗ… kabir chucha ghat
bole.”—g5d. 2 trivial, inferior. “kahI kabir sagle
mad chuche.”——ram. 3 poor, indigent.
ਛਛ [chuchi] adj not full, that which just can
not be filled. “cha I a  chuchi jagatu bhulana.”
—o§kar. 2 trivial, vain. 3 n small bowl used to
keep ground material like sandalwood, saffron
etc. 4 cup-like bowl.
ਛਟ [chut] n sense of freedom from bondage.
“pran jahIge chutI.”-—s kabir. ‘will be
released.’ 2 release, liberation. 3 attack,
invasion, assault. “payo p§th kar chut.”—PPP.
4 deficiency, scarcity. 5 unintentional omission
in writing.
ਛਟਸ [chutaSI] will get relieved, will be
released. “chutas: mute! kavan  guni?”—maru
m I .
ਫਟਰ [chutat] is relieved, is liberated.
ਛਟਨ [chutan], ਛਟਨ [chutna] v be liberated, be
released, be freed. “phasan ki bIt  sabhukou
jams, chutan ki $]… koi.”—gau kabir.
ਫਟਰ [chutar], ਛਟਰ [chutarI] adj abandoned,
deserted. “chutarI te guru ki-i suhaganI.”
-—sar m 5 .  “ u t h I  SIdha chutarI  mati .”
-maru 301119 121 5. ‘When the soul departed,
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the body was left like the deserted one.’
ਛਟਲ [ਧਘਯ] adj loose, untied. “jese gaI ka
bacha chutla.”-—g5d namdev.
ਛਟੜ [ਧਘਗ‘] 888 ਛਟੜ and ਛਟਰ.
ਛ'ਟ [chutI] on being released.
ਛਤ [chut] n sense of touch, contact.
2 contamination, defilement caused by the
contact of  the impure. 3 contagion.
ਛ [Che] See ਛ and ਛ. 2 relational affix ‘of’.
“pure manas t In  che.”—bas§t m 4. ‘Their
wishes were fulfilled.’ 3 adv  in, inside, within.
“dharIo harI urche.”—basétm 4.
ਛਅ [chea] adj decaying, vanishing. “chea nIt
dekhahu jag]: h5t.”—05kar. 2 n decay,
deficiency, loss. 3 gap.
ਛਹ [cheh] n perforation, fragmentation,
destruction. 2 hole, aperture, opening.
ਛਕ [chek] n hole, aperture, bore, opening.
“parIa kaleje cheku.”—-s kabir. “bera jarjara
phute chek hajar.”—s kabir. 2 condemnation,
denigration. “chek chade  chatri, kar kahfi atr
na dharyo.”—P0ets 52. 3 Skt domesticated
bird. 4 adj shrewd.
ਛਕ ਅਨਪਸ [chek anupras] See ਛਕਨਪਸ. .
ਛਕਣ [੮}1€1<1.18], ਛਕਨ [chekna] v fragment.
2 condemn. 3 excommunicate. 4 bore.
ਛਕਨਪਸ [chekanupras] See ਅਨਪਸ (a).
ਛਕਪਨਡ [chekapanhutI] See ਅਪਨ'ਤ (f).
ਛਭ [Eheku] See ਛਕ.
ਫਕਕ [chekoktI] (ਛਕ [chek] '. intelligent, ਉਕਤ
[ukatI] - statement) a proverb spoken
intelligently with its deep meaning in mind.
“chek UkatI lokoktI l<o satpray bakhan.”-—
ka vyprabhakar.

Example:
apradhi  duna  nIve jo héta mIrgahI,
sis: nIvaIe kIa  this

ja rIds kasudhe jahI?——var asa.
dharI taraju tolie nIve so gaura hOI.

—var asa.

jan sujan me  pritI kari sahIke
jag ki bahu bhéit hésai,

tyé “harIcéd” ju jo jo kahyo
SU karyo cup hvekar kotI Upai,

sou nah'i nIb-hi  un 56
aru torat bar  kachu nahI lai,

sac bhai kahnavat ya arI!
uci dOkan 1<i phiki mIthai.

ਛਜ [cheja] n leaves of carrot etc. 2 888 ਸਜ.
3 See ਛਜ.
ਛਤ [cheti] adv quickly, immediately. 2 n
quickness.
ਛੜ [chetr] See ਕਭ. “VIpra chetr ke m1]
samudae.”-—GPS.
ਛਦ [ched] Skt ਡਟਘਰ clip, fragment. 2 11 part,
portion, f ragment .  3 sense o f  piercing,
fragmentation. “ched dIye  jIn satru sabhe.”
——GPS. 4 destruction. 5 sign of  separation.
6 aperture; hole.
ਛਦਕ [chedak] adj which cuts or bores. 2 divider.
ਛਦਨ [chedan] Skt n act of  cutting, sense of
sawing. “kIU chede veraie?”—-srdhgosat:r.
ਛਦਨਯ [chedniy] adj worth separating.
ਛਦ [chedI] by cutting, on cutting. “kadhx
kharagu gur  g1: anu karara bIkhu chedI chedI
rasu pije.”—-kaII a m 4.
ਛਦਯ [chedy] adj worth cutting, fit for cutting.
ਛਰਤ [chedyte] is cut. “nanak rom na chedyte.”
-—sahas m 5.
ਛਧ [chedh] 888 ਛਦ. “bade bhupatI raje h‘é
chedhe.”—g5d kabir.
ਛਧ [chedhe] were cut. See ਛਧ.
ਛਨ [chena] Skt n cottage cheese or panir
prepared by curdling milk.
ਛਧ [chep] Skt ਕਖ n distress, trouble.
2 vilification. 3 arrogance. “nanak lep chep na
IIpyate.”—sahas m 5. 4 sending. 5 crossing,
passing. 6 delay, lateness.
ਫਪਕ [chepak], ਛਪਣ [chepan] 888 ਕਪਕ and
ਕਪਣ.



ਛਮ

ਵਮ [chem] See ਕਮ and ਖਮ. “bujhks chem sarir
ki ta chIn.”—NP.
ਛਮਚਤ [chemocxt] fit for salvation, suitable for
emancipation. “chemocxt  kare kIte.”—NP.
ਫਰ. [cher] n hole, perforation, aperture.
2 teasing, vexing, annoying. “nar  herke koi na
Cher kare.”—GPS. 3 herd of  dr iven cattle.
4 group o f  persons forcibly brought from
villages. In ancient times, rulers arid chiefs
forcibly used to gather villagers to fight in
battles. “sabhe apdesé su Cheri") bulai.”-—GV
I 0.
ਫਰ [chem] n young male of  a goat or a sheep,
he-goat. “chera sakar kacaru lyae.”—carI tr  24.
‘brought a he-goat, sugar and kacalus (esculent
tuberous roots).’ '
ਫਰ [CherI], ਛਰ [Cheri] n goat; she-goat. See
ਛਲਕ. 2 See ਛੜ.
ਛਹ [Cheri] in the holes, inside the perforations.
“cheribharme mukatI na  hOI.”-—bIIa m 1 thIti.
‘The bird does not free itself byjust  striking
against the holes,’ i.e. no liberation comes
through dissimulations.
ਫਲ [chel], ਛਲਕ [chelak], ਫਲ [chela] Skt ਚਜਵ n
young male of  a goat or  a sheep. “kudam  kare
gadar jIU chel.”——ram m 5. 2 he-goat.
ਛਲਥ [chelIka], ਛਲ [cheli] Skt ਭਕਵ n she-
goat, young she-goat.
ਛਞ [Chev] n hole. 2 stroke, blow, hit, knock.
3 wound, cut, deep injury.
ਛਵ [cheva] n separation mark; sign used for
parsing. 2 a dj sixth. “péj tatu karI tudhu esatI
sabh saji, koi cheva karIu jI kIchu kita hove.”
—suh1' m 4.
ਛੜ [Cher] See ਛਰ 3. 2 teasing.
ਫੜਖਨ [cherkhani] act of teasing, provocation.
ਛੜਣ [cheranu], ਛੜਨ [cherna] v touch. 2 goad,
motivate. 3 begin work. 4 provoke, instigate.
5 annoy.
ਛੜ [qheri], ਛੜ [cheru] adj engaged in grazing
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cattle. 2 n hcrdman or cowherd, who drives a
herd of  cattle out for grazing.
ਛ [Che] Dg n be, is .“dutar maIa che.”—dev m
5. 2 six. See ਛਮਖ. 3 decay, destruction. “satru
bhae che.”——saloh.
ਛਹਰਟ [cheharta] See ਛਹਰਟ and ਵਡਲ ਗਰ ਕ.
ਢਣ [Chen] adj decaying, vanishing, killing,
destroying. “kulacchen karmé.”—gyan. ‘a
misdeed that destroys a dynasty.’
ਵਣ [chena] n cymbal, musical instrument made
of brass used while performing ਆਰਤ [arti]
(hymn of praise) in temples. 2 See ਛਨ.
ਛਣ [cheni] n chisel; gravcr; small tool used
for cutting stone and iron.
ਫਨ [Chen] See ਭਣ. 2 See ਛਣ. “kahfi Chen tur'é
nagare mrIdég'é.”—carr tr 405.
ਫਨ [chena] See ਛਣ. 2 v decay, wear out.
3 dominate, prevail upon, spread.
ਰਨ [cheni] See ਛਣ. “kat 0th dae jIm 10h 1<o
cheni.”—c5di I .  2 adj  which destroys, puts an
end to. “chsni satrun.”——saloh.
ਛ'ਮਖ [chemukh] n Kharanan, son of Shiv who
had six faces; Kartikey. “chemukh devan l<o
senani.”—saloh.
ਛਯ [cheya] adj who destroys. 2 spreading,
prevailing. 3 n child, lad.

. ਛਲ [੦1181] adj graceful, beautiful, handsome,
elegant, comely. “ae  banks: ch81 bu]5d.”-GPS.
2 fop, dandy. 3 adorned, decorated. 4 n
handsdme youngman. “ch21 lfigh‘édc parI gori
manu dhirIa.”—-asa fetid. Here c1121 stands for
a virtuous and pious person, equipped with all
qualities.
ਛਲ ਛੲਲ [ch81 chabila] adj beautiful and
graceful, adorned and beautiful, young and
graceful. “pIrU Ch€l chabila chad: gava.”
wvar ram 2 in 5.
ਫਲਨ [chslanI], ਫਲ [cheli] adj  feminine of ch31;
beautiful woman. “chalrupi cheli sada chaki
rahIt ChItI mahI.”—carItr 70.



ਛਲ.
ਛਲ [੮}1£]0] See  ਛਲ.
ਛਹ [choh] Dg n anger, ire, wrath. Skt ਕਭ. “sacu
kahe ta choho ave.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 mercy,
kindness. 3 attachment, affection. 4 touch,
contagion, contamination.
ਛਹਣ [chohan] Skt ਕਭਣ. being angry. 2 touching.
ਛਹਨ [chohanI] ,  ਛਹਨ [chohni] Sec ਖਹਣ.
“chohanI bhai astdas ani.”—-GPS. ‘Eighteen
megaunits of  army gathered therc.’
ਛਹਰ [chohar], ਛਹਰ [chohra], ਛਹਰ [choharz],
ਛਹਰ [chohri] n young lad, boy, girl, young girl.
“sétjana ka chohra t I su  carni 1agI.”—-bIIa m
5. “chacha chohre das  tumare.”——ba van. “ghar
varu sahaju na jam: choharI.”——maru soIhe m
1. ‘in a state of  ignorance.’
ਛਹਟਆ [chohaIa] became irate, got angry.
“sat: sunat chohaIa.”—asa m 5.
ਛਹਰ [chohara] S e e  ਛਹਰ.
ਛਹਓ [chohIo] got angry, became irate. “kavan
CIhan sunI uparI chohIo.”—maru m 5.
ਛਹ [chohi] adj angry, irate.
ਛਹ [chohe] touches. 2 gets furious, becomes
angry.
ਛਕ [chok] See  ਸਕ. 2 excommunica ted .
ostracised.  “ b I d a r  das isu t  chok chohra
krIsanu 5k galx lavego.”—kan a m 4.
ਛਕਰ [chokra], ਛਕਰ [chokri] young child. See
ਛਹਰ-ਛਹਰ.
ਛਛ [chocha], ਛਛ [chochi] adj hollow, empty.
2 trivial, worthless. “chocha I s  d a  mulu.”
—var sri m 3. “chochi nali tétu nahI nIkse.”
—gav kabir. See  ਗਜਨਵ. '
ਛਟ [chot] liberation, release. 2 partial exemption
from the recovery of  a loan. 3 exemption in
paying land revgnue in ancient times but one
had to serve the state in lieu of  it. For example,
if  a landowner had to  pay revenue of  one lakh
rupees, the state would grant him exemption
of  Rs. 25000/- or  less or  more. The beneficiary
was  to  serve the  s ta te  by arranging an
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appropriate army. He was responsible for
maintaining law and order in his territory.‘
4 adj younger. “chot bhatij lakhe karke.”——krrsan.
ਛਟਦਰ [chotdar] See ਛਟ 3.
ਛਟ [chota] adj younger in age or shorter in
height. 2 shallow, trivial. 3 Skt ਗਟਗ“ power,
strength,  bravery. “kot  na 0 ;  na  l<os ਧਰ chota.”
—saveye sn’ mukhvak m 5.
ਟਟ ਅਖੜ [chota akhara]  See  ਅਖੜ.
ਛਟ ਨਨਕਅਨ [(:}1੦|,£! nankIana] Sce ਮਗ.
2 In Sialkot district, tchsil and police station
Daska, there is a village Sioke by name. Half
a mile to  the south-west of  it is a sacred place
called Chhota Nankiana in memory of  Guru
Nanak, who  stayed here for some years
because of  the devotion of  Rupa, a disciple.
Sixteen ghumaons of  land was donated by the
village. A religious fair is held on 25 and 26
Harh every year. This holy place is situated
twelve miles to the south of Sialkot railway
station. The village had “Bharowal” as its name
at  the time of  the Guru’s visit.
ਛਟ ਮਰਜਪਰ [chota mIrjapur] a town three
kohs away to the south'across river Gafiga in
Kashi. Guru Gobind Singh visited this place
while go ing  to  Punjab from Patna. T h e
gurdwara is popularly known as Guru Ka Bagh.

- See ਕਸ.
ਛਟਮਰ [੦110j 8ਗ1؛ ]  a village near Kartarpur in
district Jallandhar, where Paindekhan had his
residence.  “sadan mirchote banvae.”—GPS.
ਟਟਮਲ [chotamel] See ਪਥਚਦ.
ਫਟ [Chou] n leave, release, liberation,
freedom. “nlmakh mahI hove teri chotI.”—-
gau m 5. “bhramte pukarahI,  katahI nahi
chotI.”—guj m 5.

'Thc amount  ofcxcmption  was not fixed like cath (quart
i.e. one-fourth part). It was decided according to a person’s

capacity to pay, his patriotism as well as the discretion
of the emperor.



ਛਟ
ਛਟ [choti] feminine of  chota. 2 urination. This
term is used only by women.
ਛਟ ਗਜਰਤ [choti gujrat] sword of cast iron'
made in Gujarat (south) having three iron bars.
If made of  two bars. it is termed as vadigujrat.
Sec ਸਸਤ.
ਛਛਣ [chodna], ਛਡਨ [chodna] Skt ਞਵਤ v give
up, aoandon, shun, vanish. “chodahu kapatu ho:
nIrvera.”—-sar m 5.
ਛਡਇਸ [choqlalsi] will frce from bondage, will
release. “harI  halatI pala t I  chodaIsi.”
—-vargau] m 4.
ਫਡ [chodI] adv by giving up, by abandoning.
“chodI SIanap bahu caturai.”—todi m 5 .  2 adj
hidden,  covered, latent. “bhrfitI tajI ChodI tau
apIu pije.”——maru m I .  See ਛਡ vr. 3 imperative
form o f  verb chodna.  giveup,  leave. “chodI
an  bIUhar.”——guj m 5.
ਛਡ ਛਡਨ [chodI chadana] depart leaving
everything behind i.e. worldly  objects. “urat
pare jo chodI chadana.”——ba van.
ਛਡਲ [chodile] by leaving, by giving up.
“chodile pakhéda.”—-var asa.
ਫਣ [chonI] Skt ਕਟ” earth, laud. “bhuja dédke
chonI chatri chInai.”—VN. 2 lady, woman.
ਛ'ਣਧਰ [chonIdhari] n lord of the earth, ruler,
king. 2 land lord.
ਫਣ [choni] Sec ਛਣ.
ਟਣਕਰ [chonikar] the Creator of the earth.
“chelrup chI  t I  nath chonikar.”—gyan.
ਛਡ [chot] See ਛਤ and ਛ'ਤ.
ਫਤਅਟਤ [chot-achota] adj reliever of
untouchables; purifier of  the polluted. “nau
naraIn  chot achota.”—BG.
ਟਤ [chotI] n contagion,  contamination,
unholiness. “bInu  nave sutak jag chotI.”-asa
a m I .  “jaki chotI jagat kau lags, ta par tuhi
dhare.”-—maru ravrdas.
ਛਦ [chod] Skt n powder, dust.
ਛਨ [chonI], ਛਨ [choni] See ਛਣ.
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ਛਧ [chop] n a red-coloured, embroidered cloth
worn by women. 2 concealing, hiding. 3 touch,
contact .
ਛਭ [chobh] Scc ਕਤ and ਖਭ.
ਛਭਤ [chott] adj irate, perturbed, impatient,
restless. 2 wrathful, pccvish.
ਛਰ [chor] n bank, end. “jari chor dve bahut
lagai.”—-GPS. 2 origin, beginning. “chorkatha
sabh hi tab kahIhS.”—VN. ‘tale of the
beginning.’ 3 variant of  chocj; give up.
ਫਰਨ [choran] v give up, abandon.
ਛਰ [choral See ਛਹਰ. 2 given up, abandoned.
ਛਰ [chorI] adv after leaving. “p5c-catro chorI
cadhri aIyo.”—-carItr I56. 2 after opening.
“patI  ya tIn  chorI bacai.”—carItr 135. ‘got the
letter read after opening it.’ 3 from the
beginning, from the  start. “hamri katha chorI
te katahU.”——carrtr 142. 4 details,
elaboration.
ਫਰ [chori] See ਛਹਰ. 2 abandoned, given up.
3 untied. “tori na tute chori na chute.”——bIIa m 5.
ਛਰ [choru] See ਛਹਰ, ਬਲਕ, ਬਚ. “ham choru
thare.”—asa a m I .  2 transitory. 3 one who
takes animals for grazing.
ਛਲ [ch01] n abrasion, scratch. 2 sense of
peeling; act of peeling. “ch01 ਕਛ}… tujh déu
savari.”4:‘1’S. ‘will set you right by beating.’
ਛਲਦਰ [choldari] n small tent for soldiers; camp
of  soldiers. In Malabar it is called choltry.
ਛਲਨ [cholna] v peel.
ਡਲ [chola] n gram; cicer arientum. It is a very
useful cereal. Many dishes are  prepared from
its flour. [t is used as a feed for horses and
milch animals during lactation period. The
loaves of  bread made by mixing it with whdat
flour  are  very nutritious.
ਫਹਨ [੮}1 }1111],ਟਚਨ [chahIni] See ਖਹਣ.
ਰਹ [chahi] n battleaxe ‘with long and broad
sharp blade. “sethi sarak, chahi chayak.”—VN.
888ਥਸਸਤ.



ਟ'ਕਨ
ਫ'ਕਨ [ch‘jkna] v fry vegetables or lentils by
adding flavoured spices.
ਟਣ [clwni] Sec ਛਣ. 2 See ਛਵਨ.
ਫਨ [chana] Ski ਸਨ n child, lad. “chItI chana
sabt: dudhadhari.”—aka1. 2 an  attendant of  Shiv.
ਟਨ [chani] Sce ਛਣ.
ਫਚ [char] n a pile of stacks of harvested fodder
l ike sorghum, maize etc. 2 See ਕਰ.
ਫਰ [chari] n smaller stack of harvested fodder.
Sec ਛਦ 1.
ਤੜ [char] See ਛਉੜ.
ਛਗ [੮11588] 8੦0'ਛਗ.
ਛਛਰ [chéchar], ਛਛਰ [chéchara] adj-devoid of
ashes; without smoke and haze. “tahI dipak
jale ch5chara.”—sor namdev. ‘seIf-rcalisation.’
2 n lightning.
ਛਛਲ [chéchall n flash, lightning. 2 Dgelcphant.
ਵਛਲ [611ਟ੮11811] n flash, lightning. “ghan VIC
}')/6 chéchali tege‘i hassifi.”——C5di 3. 2 army of
elephants. See ਛਛਲ 2.
ਛਡਣ [chédna], ਛਡਨ [chédna] v sift, separate.
2 give up, renounce. “sar  ch5dahige.”—kalki.
“sethin ke var Chéde.”—-carItr 123.  “SN sfibh
hatth du  ch‘a‘dié.”——c§df 2. ‘Goddess Durga held
demon Shumbh by his head, violently shook
him for dashing away.’
ਛਤ [chét] Skt ਰ poetic metre. Many hymns
are found in various poetic metres under the
head chét. A few examples are given below
for the knowledge of  readers -

(1) Variation of  hullas metre:
' ando anadu ghana me so prabhu di tha  ram,

cakhIara cakhIara me harIrasu mitha ram,—
harIrasu mitha man mahI vutha

satI  guru tutha sahaju bham.‘
nhu vas: aIa  mégalu gaIa.'

péc dust OI bhagI gam.‘
sital aghane  émrItbane

'For the metre to keep proper rhythm. the pronunciation
is bhaya, aya, gaya, gaya.
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sajan sét  basitha,
kahu nanak bar: 510 manu

manIa so  prabhu ਸਸ ditha.”
—asa chéit m 5.

(2) In Guru  Pratap Suray Granth, hésgatx
poetic metre has been written under the title
of  chad only -

guru te  VIChra SIkkh,  lobhi nam kahu,
baxse  guru bakhséd, melt: chad rahu,
3gunhar¢ nit,  cale  na  sacmag,
l'épotbhae ਘਰ), na mIthya  lakhyo jag.
(3) A variation of sugitIka is found in Asa

Rag with 25 matras per line with pauses at
15-10 matras, and 2 guru matras at the end.

Example:
her: 5mr I t  bh ine  1 0 1 m ,

mam.) prem rat‘éna,
mam) ramkasvati laIa,

k‘écanu sovina.  ...-—asa chét m 4.
“kahu nanak chét gobid  harI ke.”

-—asa chét m 5.
ਛਦ [chéd] Skt ਕ vr be mighty,'be strong,
cover, wrap. 2 n poetry composed within the
framework o f  cer ta in  rules relat ing t o
characters, matras and their combinations;
poem, verse. 3 Ved. 4 prosody, branch of
knowledge about the metrical principles, that
is, pigal ,  figures among the six elements of
Veds. 5 dcsirc, longing. “taje sarab asa rahe ek
ch5d5.”—datt. 6 bondage. “sabh cuke jam ke
ch5de.”—brla m 4. 7 deceit, guile. 8 meaning,
sense. 9 cover, covering. Etymology holds that
demigods covered themselves with hymns
because of the fear of death and sufferings.
These hymns were named as chad. Hence
Veds were also popularly named as chad.
ਫਦਸਸੜ [ਗਏਧਨਝਛਰ] Skt ਰ: ਥਜਣਕ prosody.
ਫਦਖਲ [chédkhell repetitive assonance, and
poetic creation like puzzles etc. “tin: chéde
k h e l u  ache .”—tod i  namdev.  This i s  a



ਛਦਬਦ

combination of  three alliterative words, e.g.
ਕਲ [kel], ਬਲ [bel], ਤਲ [tel], etc.
ਛਦਬਦ [chédbéd] n tactics, tricks. “chéd béd
nah: nek bIcara.”—VN. 2 poem, poetry, verse.
ਛਦਮਨਸਰ [chédmunisur] n master sages who
created vedic hymns. “brahmadIk sxv
ch5dmunisur.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.
2 scholars of  prosody.
ਫਦਰਕਤ [chédarukatI] sen chéd-aru-ukatx.
2 etymology ol‘thc poctic metre.
ਛਦ ਵਡ [chéd vada] In Dasam Granth chéd
vada is written for harxgitzka. Its

ਭ. characteristics are: four lines. each line
comprising 28 matras with pauses at the 16th
and the subsequent 12m matras, and ending in
a regal), SIS :

Example:
pati sabad a d I  ucaker

mrIg  sabad bahur  bakhan I ye,
' arI sabad bahur ucar fuppak

nam  k0 pahIcanIye,
nah: bhed ya mahI nek he

sabh sukaVI ma  nahu CI  tt me,
jahi  janIye  tahf dijIye

pad  chét 3r kabIt  me.—-sanama.
2 dédak metre. See ਦਡਕ.

ਛਦਵਦਜ [chédvxdya] prosody, science of
poetic metres. See ਛਦਸਸਤ.
ਛਦ [chéda] desire, longing. See ਛਦ 5. “pIru
apna bhana kIchU nisi ch5da.”—jet chét m 5.
ਛਦਬਦ [chédabe‘ida] See ਛਦਬਦ 1. “satIguru
beparvahu sxréda. na jamkanI na
ch5dab5da.”—maru solhem I . 2 blind follower
of  Veds.
ਛਦ [chédu] See ਛਦ. 2 Skt ਭਵਰ adj charming,
appealing. .
ਫਦ [chéde] Sec ਛਦ 6.
ਵਦਗ [chédog] See  ਛਦਗ. 2 Ski ਵਲ-ਗਧ adj reciter
of Veds.
ਵਨ [chén] a subcaste of J atts found in Amritsar
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and Multan areas. 2 Ski ਜ adj covered,
secretive. 3 n thatched hut.
ਛਨ {(:}15118] n bowl with flat base and edges
turned inward. It is specially made of  bronze.
It is used for drinking milk, butter milk and
eating rice mixed with kidney beans (khIcri).
etc. According to the magical lore, it is used
for ਜਢਨ [chayadan] (offering up one’s
reflection to avert ominous influence of  evil
spirits). No wonder, this bowl is also called
ਛਯਪਤ [chayapatr].

“sabh bat banaI kahi tumri
tab bhupatI k0 hath bhara raha,

jab kin rosai musat 56
tab to tan nek Isara  raha,

kav: das  khIsara  1(3t sagro
tan jo apna man mara  raha,

sabh ghi  aru chéna tumara  raha
par bic ka mal hama ra raha.”'

—bava ramdas.
2 ਵਨ (W) covered, roofed, secretive,

esoteric.
ਵਨ [chéni] adj hidden, concealed. “gujhi chéni
nahi bat.”-—asa m 5. ‘It' is not an esoteric or
secret matter.’See ਛਨ 2.
ਛਤ [chébh] n cha (house) - ਭ)}! (water). storage
of  water, pond, lake. 2 saline water lake, lagoon.
ਵ [chva] Sce ਭ.
ਫਹ [chvaha] brought in contact. “a kar sékh
tabs: mukh chvaha.”—NP.
ਫ [chve] adv by touching, by bringing into
contact. 2 n touch,  contact. “chve na sake t Ih
chz'ih ko.”—VN.

'Baba Ram Dass, an  eminent courlicr of maharaja Narcndra
Singh. ruler ofl’atiala state, forwarded this savcya to him
aflcr composing it. He found the official appointed to
distribute charity quite dishonest in so far as he gave the

. bronze bowl and ghee to the needy ones but kept gold-
picccs and pearls etc with himself. This prompted the
ruler to suitably rectify the distribution system.

    



ਜ [jajja] thirteenth character of Punjabi script,
articulated palately. Skt n birth. 2 father.
3 poison, venom. 4 liberation, salvation.
5 glory. 6 short for jagan (ISI). 7 adj swift, fast.
8 victor, conqueror. 9 suf born, created. This
ਜ is used as a suffix in such cases as jalaj,
desaj etc. 10 short fox: jau; if, in case. “japie
nam ja pie 5n.”—g5d kabir. ‘One can meditate
only if one drinks and eats.’ 11 short for yasy,
or s. “n3 denotI jasmarnen janam jarat.”
—gujjedev. 12 in Punjabi, it is also used in place
of ਯ as in jam, jug, jog etc. 13 Sometimes it
replaces ਦ as in jasrath. 14 P ) .  This is short
for 32, which means from.
ਜਉ [jau] n barley. “jau ki bhusi khau.”—s kabir.
2 part if, in case, provided. “jau tum gIrIvar

‘ t a u  ham mora.”-—sor raVIdas. ‘If you are a
cloud, we are peacocks.’ Here gIrIvar  does
not mean a mountain because the peacock
does not have any love for it. 3 adv  when,
then at that time. “jau 55cc tau bhau man
mahi.”—maru m 5 5q1’.
ਜਉਹਰ [jauhri] See ਜਹਰ.
ਜਉਤ [jaut] part if, in case, provided. “jaut sabh
sukh I t  ut tum b5chavahu.”——savsye m 4 ke.
2 if  you, in case you.
ਜਉਨ [jaun] See ਜਨ.
ਜਉਪ [jaups] part if, in case. “jaups ham na pap
karéta.”—sri ravrdas.
ਜਉਲਉ [jaulau], ਜਉਲਗ [jaulagu] advtill then, up
to that moment. “jaqlau bhau abhau IhU mane,
tau lau mIlanU durai.”—-sor m 5. “jaulagu jiu
paran, sacu tais.”—asa m I .

ਜਉਲ [jaula] P (Jib? n bondage, shackle. “kahu
nanak bhram kate kIvara,  bahurI na  hoie jaula
jiu.”—majh m 5. “Isu  mari bInU satkIchu
jaula.”—gau a m 5. ‘Everything is in bondage.’
2 A besiege, overpower. “harI vase nIkatI ,
sabh jaula.”--var kan m 4. 3 run away, flee.
i.e.. - evade. “jab IS te Ihu horo jaula.”—gav
a m 5. '
ਜਉ [jau] part if, in case.
ਜਉਧਸਟਰ [jautstar] See ਯਧਸਰ. 2 Skt ਯਧਸਚ
adj relating to Yudhishtar.
ਜਅਪ [ja-ép] meditation. 2 Sktfifimstatement,
saying. See ਜਇਅਪਰ.
ਜਇ [jar] Skt ਜ n victory, triumph, conquest 
2 See ਜਈ 4.
ਜਇਆ [jaIa] n ovation. “nanak ucre harI ki
jaIa.”—bIIa m 5. ‘Nanak applauds the‘triumph
of the Divine.’ 2 adj born, begotten.
“sadhségatI bInu bad jaIa.”—ram a m I .
ਜਟਅਧਹ [jarépahz] speaks out, states. “is je
jaIépahI saga] jakau.”—bIIa chét m 5. See
ਜਲਪਨ. 2 applauds, hails (divine) triumph.
ਜਟਬ [jaIbo] v take birth, be born. “marIjaIbe
kau kIa  karahu abhage?”—suhi kabir. 2 go,
depart.
ਜਈ [jai] n creation. “man pritI nai ki jai upjai.”
—NP. 2 adj developed, was born. 3 finished,
vanishgd, may end, may vanish. “jfite haume
jaihe.”—gau kabir. 4 Skt ਜ'ਯ'ਨ victorious,
winner. 5 See ਜਵ.
ਜੲਏ [jaie] may go, should go. “take sad balIhari
jaie.”—sah.
ਜੲਫ [jaiph] A ਭਟ/ adj old, aged. 2 weak,
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infirm. See ਜਫ.
ਜਏ [jae] were produced; born. “kasi bic jae, te
kaméfi jaI mare hE.”—carrtr 266.
ਜਸ [jas] adj like this, similar. “jas ohu he, tas
lakhe n3 koi.”—gau kabir. “jas dekhie tarvar ki
chaIa.”—gau kabir. 2 (sixth declension) to
whom, to which.  3“ Skt ਧਪਬ n fame, reputation,
grandeur. “jIh prani harIjas kahIo.”—s m 9.
4 respect, honour. 5 Skt ਕਰ v release, free,
warn, insult.
ਜਸਕਰਤ [jaskiratI] honour and praise. See ਜਸ
4. ‘prestige and appreciatidn.’
ਜਸਤ [jasat] odd.
ਜਸਤਈ [jastai] n admiration. “bhanc prabhu ki
jastai.”-kr:rsan.
ਜਸਦ [jasad] adj admirable. 2 Skt n zinc. See
ਜਸਤ 2. 3 A 1,: physique, body. “cadhyo bir ras
jasad apare.”—PP.
ਜਸਨ [jasan] P J9 n festivity, celebration.
2 happiness, joy. 3 festival, assembly for merry-
making. '
ਜਸਧਤ ਦਵਨ [jaspatI divan] brother of Diwan
Lakhpat Rai and resident of  Kalanaur. Jaspat
was initially a ruler of  J alandhar. Zakriakhan,
subedar of Lahore, appointed him as ਦਵਨ
[divan] of  the mini district of  Aimnabad and
installed Adeena  Beg  as the ruler  of  J alandhar
in his place. This resulted in antagonism
between Jaspat and Adeena Beg, and the Sikhs
took advantage of it.

There was a skirmish between Jaspat and
a group of  Sikhs in Sammat 1802 (1744  AD).
Nibahu Singh Ranghreta beheaded Jaspat by
getting on the elephant he was riding near
village Baddo Ki Goosain. Bawa Kirpa Ram,
the family guru of  Jaspat, cremated his head
after acquiring it from the Sikhs after paying
five hundred rupees. The memorial of  Jaspat
is located near Baddo Ki Goosain (district
Gujranwala). See ਲਖਧਤਰਇ.
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ਜਸਪਦ [jaspad] Skt ਸਇ adv immediately,
instantaneously. “anyo jaspad satguru pas.”
—NP. Bhai Santokh Singh has used jaspad for
sapadI at several places.
ਜਸਪਲ ਭੲਕ [jaspal bhaike] a village under
police station, tehsil and diStrict Ludhiana
situated at a distance of two miles to the south
west of Dhundari Kalan railway station. A pair
o f  door  planks and one  large iron plate
presented to a devout cook, Sugar Mall, by
Guru Har Rai are still preserved in this village.

Once Din Mohammad, governor of
Jalandhar, alongwith his forces, was returning
to his residence from Doraha, in the company
of Diwan Hakumat Rai. The attendants of the
shrine offered food to all the soldiers of the
army because diwan’s devotion. He  donated
two thousand bIghas of land and a village
Garibnagri to the gurdwara.
ਜਸਮਤ [jasmat] Yashoda — wife of milkman Nand;
foster-mother of  Krishan.
ਜਸਮਰਣਨ [jasmamen] by worshipping him, by
paying homage to  him. “n9 danotI jasmamen
janam jarat maran bhaIS.”—gu j jedev.
ਜਸਮਤ [jasmat] Yashoda. See ਜਸਮਤ. “jasmat
prasén bhai man me.”-krrsan. 2 yasmat (fifth
declension) by whom, by which.
ਜਸਰਥ [jasrath] Dashrath, of  solar dynasty, ruler
of  Ayudhya was father of  Ram. See ਦਸਰਥ.
“jasrath raI nédu raja mera ramcédu.”—'ram
namdev. ‘My  Ram Chand is the lord of  the son
of  raja Dashrath.’ i.e. the icon of his devotion.
ਜਸਰਟ [jasrot] a section of Jamwal Rajputs.
Jasrota town, founded by the people belonging
to this subcaste, falls in J ammu state. See ਬਈਧਰ.
ਜਸਰਟ [jasrota] See ਜਸਰਟ.
ਜਸਰਟਆ [jasrotia] belonging to J asrot subcaste.
2 resident of Jasrota. See ਜਸਰਟ. '
ਜਸਵਲ [jasval] a section of Katoch Rajputs.
Their capital was Jaswan. See ਬਈਧਰ.
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ਜਸਵਤ [jasvét] adj glorious, reputed, famous.
ਜਸਵਤਸਘ [jasvétsfgh] ruler of Jodhpur, and
son of  Gaj Singh. He ascended the throne in
Sammat 1694 (1638 AD). Earlier he was a

. commander of Shah Jahan, then Aurangzeb
designated him as chief  of  the army comprising
seven thousand soldiers. He was appointed
garrison commander and was sent to Jamrod
where he expired in 1678 AD.‘ After his death,
the emperor'wished to convert his descendants
to Islam, but with help from the wise queen and
her officials his family fled from Delhi. The royal
forces chased them, and all of  them were killed,
except Tikka Ajit Singh and his mother who
escaped by hiding. Ajit Singh got back J odhpur
state in 1711 after the death of  Aurangzeb.
Emperor Farrukh Siyar got married to  his
daughter. See ਫਰਚ'ਖ ਸਯਰ.

2 son of rani Raj Kaur and raja Hamir
Singh of  Nabha state. He was born in 1775
AD  in village Badabar and ascended the throne
of  Nabha State in 1783 at the age of  8 after
his father’s death. His stepmother, Dcso, who
was pious, religious and sagacious, took charge
of  the administration during  the time he was a
minor. Raja Jaswant Singh was a far-sighted
and intelligent ruler. He assisted the British
government in many battles. His chief  concern
was to  serve his people and keep with honour
scholars in his court. Raja Jaswant Singh
breathed his last in Nabha on 22"d May, 1840
at the age of sixty-six years. 3 See ਖਦ ਸਘ.
ਜਸਮਤ [jasamat] A _..ਲ/[ਲਟ n robust physique.
ਜ'ਸਰਟ [jasarot] of Jasrot, belonging to Jasrot.
“jasaro; rajé.”—VN. Raja Sukhdev of Jasrot.
Sce ਜਸਰਟ.
ਜਮ [jaSI] reputation. “sat kIlbIkh harI jas:
'Coloncl 'l'odd writes in his book on Rajasthan. that he

was killed by administering poison on the behest of

Aurangzcb.
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jala.”——mah‘ m 4. 2 whose, of whom.
ਜਸ [jasi], ਜਸਅ [jasia] adj glorious, having good
reputation, wel l  known, famous.
ਜਸ [jasu] See ਜਸ 3. “jasu gavat pap  laham.”—kan
m 4. See ਜਸ 4. “jasu kiratI jag leI.”—japu.
‘respect and honour.’
ਜਸਦ [jasuda], ਜਸਧ [jasudha] Skt ਯਸਦ adj who
bestows glory. 2 n wife of  milkman Nand, who
reared Krishan. “q jasuda gharI kanu.”—sri
m I pahzre.
ਜਸਅ [jasua] n glory, fame. “drIri nanak das
bhagatI  harIjasua.”—gau m 5. 2 adj who
glorifies; who  culogises.
ਜਸਸ [jasus] See ਜਸਸ. “vah an jasus bataI
dae.”—aj£.
ਜਸਸ [jasusi] See ਜਸ'ਸ.
ਜਸ [jaso] See ਜਸ. 2 short for J asoda (Yashoda).
3 short for J aswalia Jasrotia. “jaso daddhvalé.”
-—VN. ‘jasrotia and dadhvalia.’
ਜਸਦ [jasod], ਜਸਦ [jasoda], ਜਸਧ [jasodh], ਜਸਧ
[jasodha], ਜਸਮਤ [jasomat] Yashoda. See ਜਸਦ.
“kahat ma jasod sahI dahi bhat khahI jiu.”
-—saveye m 4 ke. “jabs jasodha SUIgei maya
kIyo prakas.”—krrsan. “néd jasomét moh
badhaIke.”—krrsan.
ਜਸ [jassa] See ਗਰ.
ਜਸਸ'ਘ [jassasi‘gh] son of Badar Singh, resident
of  Ahluwal, born in 1718 AD. In the company
of Nawab Kapoor Singh he proved to be a man
of  great achievement. He is worthy to be
termed the life breath of Ahluwalia misl. Mata
Gujri bestowed him with a mace. He was highly
respected in the Sikh community. Raja Amar
Singh,  ruler of  Patiala state, was baptised by
Jassa Singh. In 1748 AD, this great warrior
brought under his control extensive territory
by killing Salabat Khan, ruler of Amritsar, and
in 1749 he assiStcd Diwan Kaura Mall 21 lot in
ousting Shah Nawaj from Multan. In 1753 AD,
he annexed the territory of Fatehbad by
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defeating Adeena Beg, ruler of  Jalandhar. He
was popularly known as bédichor as he got
liberated Hindu  men and women captured by
Ahmad Shah Durrani for turning them into

' slaves. He fought bravely in the holocaust
even though he bore 22  serious wounds on his _
body. He occupied Kapurthala to establish it
as his capital in 1774 and released his own
coin.l He  was a pious,  humble ,  generous,  and
ethical ruler. He died in Sammat 1840 (1783
AD)  in Amritsar. His memorial is situated near
the shrine of Baba Attal. See ਕਪਰਥਲ.

2 J assa Singh Ramgarhia was son of  Gyani
Bhagwan Singh. He was very brave and
sk i l l e d  in martial arts. Khalsa Panth
excommunicated him, allegedly for killing his
infant daughter. Alongwith his four brothers,
he  got employment with Adeena Beg, ruler of
Jalandhar, and became a commander of  the
Sikh unit. When prince Taimur invaded Punjab
and Adeena Beg fled to the hills, Jassa Singh
begged pardon from the Sikhs atAmritsar and
started living with Nand Singh Sanghani. The
duo reconstructed Ramrauni. This fortress
was demolished by a commander of  Adeena
Beg but Jassa Singh rebuilt Ramrauni and
named it as “Ramgarh”.2

Jassa Singh joined Kanhaya misl and
established his reign over towns of  Deena
Nagar, Batala, Kalanaur, Sri Gobindpur,
Qadian, Ghuman etc. and some territory of
Doaba. He had to live in Sarsa across river
Satluj when he got into conflict with J assa Singh
Ahluwalia. While spending his days in Sirsa
till 1783 AD, he kept on achieving notable

'Thc coin borc following inscription on it:
sxkkah zad dar jahfi bafazlc aka],
mulak ahmad nfat jassa ਗਨ.

2This  fort came to be known as Ramgarhia after the name
of its leader.
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success upto Delhi and Meerut. He won great
reputation all over the country for getting
Brahman girls released from the clutches of
the ruler of Hissar after valiantly fighting
against him. He was a great believer in Guru’s
doctrine (Gurbani i.e. philosophy of  Sikhism)
and used to  take his meals after serving others
and was a fearless warrior. He took part in
almost‘all the battles fought by Sikhs against
Ahmad Shah Durrani.

Jassa Singh breathed his last in 1802 AD  (1 860
Bikrami). In 1808 his son J odh Singh accepted the
supcmmcy of  Maharaja Ranjit Sin gh.
ਜਸ [jassi] a village under police station and tehsil
Bhatinda, subdivision Barnala in Patiala state.
Guru Gobind Singh visited this place. When the
Guru, wearing blue clothes and riding his horse,
crossed the pond near the gurdwara, his robes
turned bagga (white), that is why this holy pond
is now popularly known as Baggsar. The
devotees belonging to this area offered jaggery
to the Guru. “jassi a I  cale gur khaI.”-GPS.

The  gurdwara has landed property of  sixty
bighas in village Patharala, twenty bighas in
village Jassi and four hundred fifty bighm in
village Jhirhi. An annual grant of rupees 160
is given by Patiala state. The  village is situated
three miles to the south of  railway station
Sangat (BBC! Railway).
ਜਸ [jasy] to that, to. whom. See ਜਸ 2. “jasy
rakhen gopalah.”—sahas m 5.
ਜਸ'ਰ [jasvar] See ਜਸਵਲ. “ute bir dhae su ਖਚ
jasvar".”-—VN.
ਜਹ [jah], ਜਹ [jahh] adv  there, at that place, at
the place. “jah sadhu gobIdbhajanU.”—ba van.
“jahé tahé bhai dharamgatI lopé.”—kalk1'.
2 Skt ਯਫ n renunciation, forsaking.
ਜਹਤ ਲਕਣ [jahat laksna] Skt ਯਜਤ. See ਜਹਤ.
ਜਹਤਜਹਤ [jahtajahatI] Skt ਯਫਰਜਧ n a
variation of  figurative sense of which a part is
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lefi for grasping the sense of an utterance. In
chfidog Upnishad, there is the advice:
“tatvamaSI svetketo.” ‘Oh  svetketu, “Are you
the one?” ’ It figures as an utterance wherein
the omniscience of  Braham as against the

‘ ignorance of svetketu and the omnipotence of
the former vis-a-vis the debility of the latter is
there for inculcation not in their own right but
together. Such a figurative expression is also
termed as ਭਗਤਜਗ [bhagtyag].
ਜਹਤ [jahatI] Skt ਯਫਜਗ n a form of  attribute
wherein the utterance conveys its latent
meaning by leaving aside the manifest one.
“mera ghar géga VI cc he--m‘é har vele géga
VICC rahida ha.” Here the suggestion of the
bank is conveyed by leaving aside the mention
of  Ganga’s flow.
ਜਹਨ [jahan] Skt n renunciation, abandonment.
ਜਹਮਤ [zahmat] A ‘=“’/' n disease. 2 suffering,
trouble.
ਜਹ'ਮਤ [zahmati] adj ill. “bhae jahmati nan.”
-—car1'tr 264.
ਜਹਰ [zahar] See ਜਹਰ.
ਜਹਲ [zahal] A ਹ? n ignorance, naivety,
foolishness. “mai bap pare h‘é jahal me.”—hanu.
ਜ [zaha], ਜਹ [zahéi] adv  where, at 'what place.
“jaha sravanI harIkatha na sunic.”—sar m 5.
“jahéi sabadu vase tahfi dukh jae.”—asa m 3.
2 P ਪਲ. n world, universe. 3 worldly objects.
ਜਹਕ [jahak] See ਜਹਕ.
ਜ ਕਹ [jaha kaha], ਜਹ ਕਹ [jahéi kahéi] adv
wherever. 2 everywhere, at every place. “jahfi
kahéi prabhu {ਧ vartéta.”—bh€r m 5.
ਜਹਗਰ [jaha’igir] P lfifl adj who conquers
the world, who brings the world under his
control. 2 n Salim, son of  Akbar born to
Mariam Zamani, daughter of  Bihari Mall
Kacchwahe at Sikri on  31“ August, 1569.
(Sammat 1627). He  became emperor of  Delhi
on  24‘“ October, 1605 and  renamed himself as
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J ahangir.I Captain Hawkins and Sir Thomas
Roe were assigned the duties to expand trade
in India by the king of  England, James 1, during
the rule of  Jahangir. As a result of  this many
residential complexes for British  officers were
built and several factories established.

His son Khusaro, longing for the throne, turned
a rebel and hence was imprisoned. His supporters
were killed. Persons like Chandu found the
opportunity to incite him against Guru Arjan Dev
alleging that the Guru had prayed for Khusro and
also rendered him financial assistance.2

'His full name is “Nuruddin Mohammad Jahangir Padshah
Gazi".

zAl though  Jahangir himself and a few other writers have
held this as an apparent reason for his displeasure with
Guru Arjan Dcv, but deep research shows that, being a
fanatic. Jahangir was prejudiced against the Guru.

Just after ascending the throne, Jahangir resolved that
he would protect and promote Islam. This meant that
the openness and tolerance prevalent against Shariat,
would be replaced by strict observance of Islamic tenets.
So to succeed in his mission Jahangir associated vcry
fanatic mullahs with himself. On  this score hc'camc to be

called a gazi (religious warrior).
He  could not  tolerate the  influence  o f  Guru Arjan Dev

and the adherence of Muslims to Sikhism. Without
a n y  inhibition, h e  made this confess ion  i n  h i s

autobiography while writing about Khusro. Thus goes
his confession :

“So many o f  the simple-minded Hindus, nay, many

foolish Muslims, too, had been fascinated by his ways
and teachings. He was noiscd about as a great religious and
worldly leader. They called him Guru, and from all
directions crowds ofpeople would come to him and express
great devotion for him. This busy traffic had been carried
on for three or  four generations. For  many years the thought
had been presenting itself to my mind either I should put
an end to this false traffic, or that he should be brought
within the fold of Islam.”——tuzak jahégin'.
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Six years after ascending the throne, he
married Noorjahan. Noorjahan was daughter
of  an Iranian official Mirza Gyas. Gyas was
employed during Akbar’s regime and rose to
the  status o f  an  off icer  because o f  his
intelligence. When as a girl Noorjahan used to
visit the royal palace in her childhood, Jahangir
was enamourcd of  her beauty and fell in love
with her. Noorjahan was married to an Iranian
chief Alikuli Khan (SherAfgan Khan) with the
blessings of  emperor Akbar. Akbar gave him
an estate as fief in Bengal. When Jahangir
became emperor, he married Noorjahan after
getting Sher  Afgan Khan killed and made her
brother his chief  confidant, conferring the title
ofAsif  Khan on him. '

Jahangir was a puppet in the hands of
Noorjahan viz- “jahz‘igir patsah ke begam
nurjahé. V3$I kina pat I  apno I h  res jahz‘i
tahéi.”—-carrtr 48.

Jahangir was addicted to drinking and
hunting. He died on 28'h October, 1627
(Sammat 1684) on way from Kashmir  due to
severe attack of  asthma. An elegant tomb was
built in his memory in Shahdara near Lahore.
See ਨਰਜਹ.
ਜਹਜ [jahaz] A Ag n preparation. 2 saddle for
camel’s back. 3 ship, steamer, vessel, large
boat, raft. “guru jahaj khevat guru.”-saveye m
4 ke. Initially ships fitted with sails were wind-
driven, but were later powered by steam. The
first Portuguese wind-driven ship arrived in
Goa harbour in 1498, while the first steam-
engine powered ship, Enterprize, arrived in
Calcutta in 1885. 4 See ਜਹਜ. 5 i.e. Sikh religion.
ਜਹਜ ਚੜਨ [jahaj cai‘na] xa embrace Guru
Nanak Dev’s religion in order  to attain

. salvation; get baptised.
ਜਹਜ [jahaji] adj pertaining to a ship.
ਜਹਦ [jahad] A’Ag n effort, attempt. 2 crusade;
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religious or holy  war against atheists ( non-
belicvers in Islam). In Koran, religious war is
permitted against the non believers. See ਸਰਤ
9, ਅਯਤ 5-6-29.
ਜਹਦਰਸਹ [jahéidarsah] elder son of Bahadur
Shah born to Nizam Bai on 8"‘April, 1663. He
acquired the royal seat in Lahore on the death
of  his father after fighting against his brothers
on 10"I April, 1712. He was a very mean and
cruel king. Farrukh Siyar killed him in 1713
AD (Sammat 1771) and became emperor.I
ਜਹਦਦ [jahéidida] P wily, adj world-wide
travelled; skilled,  experienced. -
ਜਹਨ [jahan] or ਜਹਨ [jahanu] P ਘਵਦ n world.
“tarIa jahanu lahIa  atman.”—-gau chét m 5.
ਜਹਠਖਨ [jahanxan] a commander and adviser
of  Taimur, son of  Ahmad Shah Abdali, who
was assigned the task of  eliminating the Sikhs
in Majha region. He served as subedar of
Lahore from 1756 to 1758. He was killed by
the valiant saviour of religion Dyal Singh —a
companion of  martyr Deep  Singh in the  battle
at Golerwal near Amritsar.
ਜਹਧਥ [jahantab], ਜਹਜਬ [jahantabfi] P
em?- adj who lights the world. “rukhsar
jahantabfi.”—ramav. ‘I-Ier cheeks render the
world bright.’ 2 n sun.
ਜਹਨਬਦ [jahanabad] a town in district
'Peel ibhi t .  2 short for Shahjahanabad (Delhi).
“sahar jahanabad basat jahI. sahjahfi ju raj karat
tahi.”—carItr 278. 3 a town in district Gaya,
which was once a famous business centre.
ਜਹਨ '[jahano] See ਜਹਨ.
ਜਹਨ [jahans] to the world, for the world. “séijhi
saga] jahane.”—var sor m 3.
ਜਹਪਨਹ [jahfipanah] P “guy: adj refuge for
the world. 2 n the Creator. 3 emperor.
ਜਹਲਤ [jahalat] A dig, n ignorance, stupidity,
illiteracy.

'Jahandar expired on Muhram l7, 1125 tri.



ਜਰ
ਜਹ [jahI], ਸਹ“ [jahi] See ਜਹ.
ਜਹਤ [jahxt] Skt adj discarded, abandoned.
ਜਚਮਤ [jahImat], ਜਚਮਤ [jahImati] See ਜਹਮਤ
and ਜਹਮਤ.
ਜਹਰ [jahIr]  P /‘-/' n anger, ire. 2 poison, venom.
“an  jahIr cij na bhaIa.”—var 1119121 In I .
ਜਹਰ [zahIri] adj poisonous, venomous. 2 irate,
wrathful.
ਜਹਰਲ [zahIrila] P Um) adj poisonous. 2 n
material or  substance having poisonous effect.
ਜਰ'ਵ [jahiva] adv where, at which place. “$ri
nanak ki Iccha jahi’va. VI carahI balak me  mIl
tahiva.”-—NP.
ਜਹ [jahi’] adv where, there, at this place.
2 wheresoevcr.
ਜਹਨ [jahin] A ਪ!“ adj with acute intelligence,
having sharp memory; blessed with deep
understanding.
ਜਹਰ [jahir] A g) adj grieved, sorrowful,
distressed. “hakk bIgana jo rakhan so hosan
bahut jahir.”—-JSBB_. “Ikna vadi  arja, Ik I  marl
hohI jahir.”—var mala m I .  2 weakened by
illness. 3 A ਭਡ a speaker who has loud and
clear voice. “d Isan bade jahir.”—mago.
ਜਹਰ [jahiri] n oratory, descriptive skill,
articulation. See ਜਹਰ 3. “tadbiri jahiri
akalgiri.”-GPS.
ਜਰਰ [jahuri] See ਜਹਰ. 2 a lump of opium,
having colour like that of  safflower (carthamus
tinctorius), mostly consumed in Rajputana.
ਜਹਦ [jahud], ਜਹਦ [jahudi] Sec ਯਹਦ.
ਜਹਰ [jahur] A „’ਨ n light, miracle, wonder. “k1
jahar jahur he.”—japu. 2 adj apparent, visible.
ਜਰਰ [jahura] splendour, ostentation. 2 light.
See ਜਰਰ.
ਜਹ [zahe] P 9.} well done!, bravo!. “zahe
pIckariye kI  pur  zaafrani.”-—-digo.
ਜਹਜ [jahez-l A [3.7. n dowry, money and valuables

. given at the time of a daughter’s marriage. It
is a transform of  jahaz in which [a] is replaced
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by leL
ਜਹਨ []ਗਟਸਸ] A ਲ’ n hell, inferno. 2 distressing
place.l
ਜਰ [jahnu] See ਜਨ.
ਜਕ [jak] n doubt: suspicion. 2 obstruction,
hesitation. 3 P ‘f; defeat, failure. 4 insult.
5 fear. 6 A ਓ; conflagration. “jak jarei marat
h‘é.”—-akal. 7 sharp, intelligence.
ਜਕਣ [jakna], ਜਕਨ [jakna] v hesistate, restrain
oneself. 2 feel shy. See  ਜ 3. -
ਜਕਰਅਖਨ [zakriaxan] ਪਡਫ/ਭ' See ਅਬਦਲਸਮਦਖਨ
and ਖਨਬਹਦਰ.
ਜਕੜਨ [jakarna] v fasten, grip tightly.
ਜਕੜਬਦ [jakarbéd] n rope. 2 chain. 3 cclibate’s
loincloth. '
ਜਥ [jaka] Scc ਜਕ 6 and 7.
ਜਕਖਲ [jakakhel] n a subcaste of Pathans, found
in Khaibar.
ਜਕਤ [jakat] See ਜਗਤ.
ਜਕ [jaki], ਜਕਅ [jakia] adj suspicious; of
doubting nature. 2 obdurate, stubborn. 3 A ਨ;
wise; with sharp intelligence; prudent.
ਜਕੜ [jakira] n tight grip, pull. 2 concentration
of mind. “bIkh sécahI laI jakira.”éj£t m 4.
3 stocks, vice.
ਜਕ [jakk] n getting solid through freezing. Its
root is Arabic ਯਖ. 2 See ਜਕ.
ਜਕ ਤਕ [jakk takk] n act of looking with
suspicion.
ਜਕ [jaksl Skt vr laugh. 2 eat. 3 See ਯਕ.
ਜਖ [jakh] See ਜਖ, ਜਧ, ਜਛ and ਯਕ. “jakh kinar
gun bhani.”-—asa cha't m 5. 2 See ਯਖ.
ਜਖਣ [jakhan] n civil ised mode _of eating. See
ਜਕ vr. “utam bhale jIna l<e jakhan.”—ratanma1a.
‘who have controlled their eating habits’-—who
control  their  taste and live in virtue.

'This derives from the word Gchenna. In the vallcm
Gc-l-Iinnom, infants were sacrificed at one place. To

silcncc their wails. drums were beaten and cymba ls

sounded. That is  why  this place got the name Gchcnna.
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ਜਖਮ [zaxam] P (J n wound; injury, cut.
ਜਖਮ [zaxmi] P (ਨ adj wounded, injured.
ਜਖਮਤ [jaxamat] A _..ਭਮਫਰ" n thickness.
ਜਖਰ [jakhira] A ,ਤ,- n collection. 2 treasure.
3 heap, pile. 4 nursery in which t iny  seedlings
are sown.
ਜਖ [jakkh], ਜਧ [jokhy] See ਯਕ. “avat tho I k
jakkh bado.”-—1<rIsan. “ਗ kot jakhy kfnor
pIsac.”—sukhmani.
ਜਗ [jag] Skt ਧਰਸ world. “jag SIU jhuth pritI
man beta."—sor m I .  2 people, mankind.
3 fire ritual. “jag Isnan tap than khéde.”
-—dhana m 5. “gcqla marl horn jag kie.”—var
maIa m 1. 4 dcmigod, dicty’s attendant. “kotI
jag jakc darbar.”—bher a kabir.
ਜਗ ਅਉਰਨ [jag aurun] none else in the world.
“jag ਰਪ… na  yahI maha tam me avtaru ujagaru
an: kiau.”—saveye m 5 ke. ‘who in the darkest
era.’
ਜਗੲ [jagai] is awake, is alert; remains watchful.
ਜਗਹ [jagah], ਜਗਰ [jagahI] P ,ਤ n short for
_ਨਨ place, spot, sojourn.
ਜਗਜਞਣ [jagjivan], ਜਗਜਵਨ [jagjivan] n the
Creator of  the world; the Lord who provides
consciousness to the world. “jagjivan SIU apI
CItU lae.”-—basét m 3 .  “ a p e  jagjivan
sukhdata.”-sri m 3. 2 living in the world.
3 See ਸਤਨਮ.
ਜਗਜਵਨਦਸ [jagjivandas] See ਸਤਨਮ.
ਜਗਜਵਨ [jagjivanu] Sec ਜਗਜਵਨ.
ਜਗਜਨ [jagjoni] Skt ਯਵਯਜ n earth. 2 Brahma.
3 Vishnu. 4 the Creator of the world. “)6 vxcar
.bole jagjoni.”—NP.
ਜਗਣ [jagan] n prosodic foot of three characters
with a long matra in the middle: shon-long-
short (ISI).
ਜਗਤ [jagat] Skt ਕਰ n breeze, air, wind.
2 country. “satjug ka anyay sun, I k  phere  sabh
jagat marave.”—BG. 3 mobile, moving
creatures. 4 world, universe ,  cosmos. “ 1 h
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jagat me kInI j ap Io  gurmétu.”—s m 9.
5 etymologically, a human being. 6 adv  while
awake. “maharudra  ke bhavan jagat rajni gai.”
—carItr 146. 7 Sec ਜਗਤਸਠ.
ਜਗਤਉਧਰਣ [jagatudharanu], ਜਗ'ਤ'ਉਧਰ 
[jagatudharan] adj having power  to  emancipate
the world; liberator of the world. “jagatudharan
nam prIa.”—kan m 5. 2 n Guru Nanak Dev.
“ts  jagatudharanu paIaU.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਜਗਤਸਠ [jagatseth] Initially he was a sweet-
makcr in Patna, then by earning wealth he
became a rich person. He served the ninth as
also the tenth Guru  of  the of  Sikhs with great
devotion. See footnote of ਜਵਨ ਸਘ.
ਜਗਤਸਤ [jagatsetv] n Guru Granth Sahib as a
bridge leading to salvation. 2 God as a bridgé.
3 the Supreme Guru. 4 religious congregation.
5 the ultimate truth.
ਜਗਤ ਸਸਰ [jagat sésar] adj world, (transitory)
world. 2 people of the world. “satIgur no
sabhko  vekhda  jeta jagatu sé’saru.”—var vad m
3. See ਜਗਤ.
ਜਤ’ਈ [jagatkasai] adj traitor. 2 evil doer;
humanity’s butcher. See ਜਗਤਕਸਈ.
ਜਗਤਕਰਤ [jagatkarta] adj the Creator of the
world. 2 n the ultimate one, the supreme one.
ਜਗਤਕਸੲ [jagatkasai] See ਜਗਤਕਸੲ. “hath:
churi jagatkasai.”—-var asa.

‘ਜਗਤਗਰ [jagatguru], ਜਗਤਗਰ [jagatguru] Skt
ਧਰਹਞ n the Creator. “tum kahiat ha jagatgum
suami.”—-jst ravrdas. 2 adj spreading message
of love in the world. “mIIU nanak dev jagat
guru kere.”—kan m 5. “jagatguru guru nanak
deu."-BG. 3 n Guru Nanak Dev. 4 the care-
taker of  Shakaracharya’s seat is also known
by this name.
ਜਗਤਜਤਸਘ ਮਹਰਜ [jagatsigh maharaja] See
ਕਪਰਥਲ.

[jagatjivan] See ਜਗਜਵਨ.
ਜਗਤਧਤ [jagatdhata] Skt ਯਧਰ n saviour of

   



the world,  the supreme One. 2 Guru Nanak
Dev. 3 Brahma, according to Purans. 4 Vishnu.
ਜਰਖਧਤ [jagatpétI] n lord of the world; the
Creator.
ਜਗਤਪਤ [jagatta] n the Creator of the world,
the supreme One. “jagatta he sarab pran k0
adhar.”—saveye sn' mukhvak m 5. 2 Brahma.
“jagatta pad prI tham kahI sut pad 5 t
bakhan.”—-sanama. jagatta (Brahma) sut

‘ (son); river Brahmputra.
ਜਤਪਤਸਤ [jagatpztasut] See ਜਤਪਤ 2.
2 Naradmuni, monk Narad. 3 sage Sankadi.
ਜਤਪਣ [jagatpran] n the Creator — the soul of
world. 2 air, wind.
ਜਗਤ [jagta] a follower of the sixth Guru, who
belonged to Burhanpur. He  was a great warrior
and spiritually enlightened person. 2 a Brahman
turned Sikh preacher, who lived in Lahore.
Guru Gobind Singh spared him while punishing
the maséds for their misdeeds. 3 a holy  saint—
grandson and disciple of Bhai Pheru Sachi
Darhi.
ਜਗਤਗਰ [jagtagar] n primal, primeval, cause of
the world’s origin. “gaho saran jagtagar.”
—hajare 10.
ਜਗਤਵ'ਲ [jagtavalI] n system of cosmic
creation. “jagtavalI karta.”—gyan.
ਜਗਤ [jagti] Skt n earth. 2 world, universe. 3 a
vedic metre having twelve characters in each
line, i.e. forty-eight characters in four lines.
kamIni  mohné, totak and bhujégprayat etc all
belong to this metre.
ਜਗਤਸ [jagtis] jagat—is; lord of the creation. See
ਜਗਦਸ
ਜਗਤ [jagatu] See  ਜਗਤ. “al<arI dekhIo jagatu
me, ko  kahu ko nahI.”--s m 9. 2 people. “jagatu
tkhari”phIrat he.”—s m 9.
ਜਗਤ ਸਸਰ [jagtu sésaru] See ਜਗਤ ਸਸਰ.
ਜਗੜਲ [jagtulla] a Gujjar chief belonging to
Bhau subcaste. Alongwith the rulers of  the hill-
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states, he came to fight against Guru Gobind
Singh and was killed by a bullet shot from the
gun of Sahib Singh, one of the five beloved
Sikhs.
ਜਗਭ [jagatr] short for jagat—matr. “je jekar jagtra
mahI.”—brla m 5. 2 ਕਰਥਧ three spheres;
three worlds. .
ਜਗਤਗਰ [jagtra guru] all the three spheres of
the' world. “bhandas so as jagtra guru ki.”
—saveye m 4 ke.
ਜਗਦ’ [jagad] Skt adj saviour, sustainer.
ਜਗਦਗਰ [jagadguru] Sec  ਜਗਤਗਚ and ਜਗਦਗਰ.
ਜਗਦਧਰ [jagdadhar] n the Creator; the sustainer
of  the world. 2 air, wind. .
ਜਗਦਸ [jagdis] n lord of the world, the Creator.
“sada bhajahu jagdis.”—guj m 5.
ਜਗਦਸ ੲਸ [jagdis is] adj rulers of the world-
their lord, God. 2 sacred deities of  the world
like Vishnu, Brahma — their holy God. “jagdis
is gopal madho.”—ram chéit m 5.
ਜਗਦਸਰ [jagdisar], ਜਗਦਸ'ਰ [jagdisur], ਜਗਦਸਰ
[jagdisoura], ਜਗਦਸਰ [jagdisvar] Skt ਧਥਥਕਦ n
lord of  the world -— the Creator, the ultimate
One. “sarabgun jagdisre.”——ram chi-5t m 5.
“jagdisur caransarén jo ae.”—-kaII m 4. “sada
an‘édu japI  jagdisoura.”—sarm 4 partal. “dhan
caran rakhya jagdisvarah.”—sahas m 5.
ਜਗਦਪ [jagdip] Skt ਧਟਵਧ n the Creator, who
gives light to  the world. 2 sun. ‘
ਜਗਦਬ [}'੪86151، 8] Skt ਕ n mother of the
world. 2 goddess Durga. 3 Mata Sulakhni.
4 Mata Sahib Kaur.‘
ਜਗਦਗਰ [jagadguru] n mentor of spiritual
knowledge for the world; the revered One. “he
prannath gobidah krI pa  nIdhan jagadguro.”
—sahas m 5. 2 Guru Nanak Dev.
ਜਗਧ [jagadh] Skt ਯਕ adj eaten, taken. 2 n food.
ਜਗਧ'ਝ [jagdhata] See ਜਗਤਧਤ.
ਜਗਧ [jagat] Skt ਯਯ n food, diet, meal.
ਜਗਨ [jagan] Skt ਯਜਨ n act of worshipping,
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2 oblation to the fire god. 3 fire ritual. Sec ਯਜ
vr. “jagan kart: bahu bhar aphari.”—gau a m 1.
“asumedh jagne.”—god namdev. 4 Skt ਧ
glow-worm. 5 creatures. “jharét eggs, jali’at
jagné.”—ramav. 6 See  ਜਗਨ. 7 See  ਜਗਣ.
ਜਗਨ [jagna] See ਜਗਨ. 2 a virtuous and
spiritually enlightened follower of  Guru  Arjan
Dev. At the behest o f  Guru Hargobind, he
fought very bravely in the battle of  Amritsar.
ਜਗਨਥ [jagnath] See ਜਗਨਥ. 2 sword. “sabhe
nam  jagnath ke sada r Ide  mo  rakh.”—-sanama.
ਜਗਠਵਸ [jagnxvas] 51:1m n the Creator,
who, within Himself, provides abode to the
world.
ਜਗਨਣ [jagnen] sun-the eye of the universe.
ਜਗਥਕਤ [jagbaktra] yug-(four) -— vaktra (faces)
having four faces representing the four ages;
Brahma. Some ignorant scribe has written
jagbaktra for jugbaktra. “jagbaktra hUI kare bed
bakhyan.”—sanama.
ਜਗਬਦਨ [ਰਫਠਟਧਗ] n God, worthy of worship
as the Creator of the world. “nanak saranx
parIo jagbédan.”—-jet m 9. 2 Guru Nanak Dev.
ਜਗਮਗ [jagmag], ਜਗਮਗਤ [jagmagat], ਜਮਗਤ
[jagmagIt] adj illuminated, lit. “jagmag jotI
VIrajai abIcal  nagar apar.”' “jagmagat tej puran
pratap.”—-aka1.
ਜਗਮਤ [jagmat], ਜਗਮਤ [jagmata] n mother of
the world. 2 creative power of  the timeless
One. “jagmat k0 dhyan'dharyo jIy me.”—c5di
I .  3 goddess Durga. 4 the Creator of world,
God. “krIpa kari ham par jagmata.”~capai. “tfi
mera pIta ਪ he mera mata.”-—bher m 5.
5 sword. “sabhe nam jagmat ke lijahu su kaVI
v10ar.”—sanama. 6 Mata Sulakhni. 7 Mata
Sahib Kaur.
ਜਗਮਹਨ [jagmohni] n illusion that lures the
world. “jagmohni ham tIagI-gavai.”—asa m 5.

'This verse is the text of the insignia of Gurdwara Abichal
Nagar (Hazoor Sahib).
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ਜਗਹ [jagar] n light, miracle. 2 Skt armour; coat
of  mail.
ਜਗਹ ਮਗਰ [jagar magar] n lustre, glamour. “tero
jas jagar magar bhae, sobha gai mew ki.”
4155mm.
ਜਗਰਉ“ [jagrafi], ਜਗਰਵ [jagravz‘i] tehsil head
quarter of district Ludhiana, situated 26  miles
away from the city. See ਕਲਰਯ and ਰਯਕਟ.
ਜ [jaga] n remaining awake for the whole
night. 2 place, spot, location. 3 in musicology,
a stroke at the end of a beat.
ਜਗਉਣ [jagauna] v awaken. 2 call out loudly
so that people may wake up. 3 give out a
mendicant’s call by shouting words like alakkh
etc. “gorakhnath jagehé.”—krrsan. 4 See
ਜਗਵਨ.
ਜਗਤ [jagat], ਜਗਤ [jagatI] A _..ਭਨ/s ‘ or ;;C n purity,
sacredncss, holiness. 2 share spared from one’s
wealth and prOperty for religious purposes is
zakat, so called for rendering them sacred.
According to the Koran to pay zakat is a
religious code i.e. to the part with the charitable
share of one’s property is religiously essential.
See ਸਰਤ ਬਕਰ, ਅਯਤ 43.

To pay zakat  on  the property possessed by
a person for one year, is compulsory while that
held for a period less than a year is exempt
from this cess. It is clear that varying tithe was
prescribed for varied property. For example
the owner of four camels is exempt from
paying any tithe while the possessor of  five
camels is bound to give one sheep or a he-
goat every year. One having ten camels is to
give two sheep or he-goats. Similarly, the
possessor of  forty camels gives four sheep or
male goats as tithe. A person keeping fewer
than thirty heads of cattle (cows and buffaloes)
is exempt from paying any tithe, while the
owner of  thirty heads of  cattle has to offer a
one-year old calf annually and a keeper of
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forty heads of  cattle is bound to give a two
years old calf. One has to  pay tithe equivalent
to five  percent of  the estimated value ofhorscs
one keeps. but those used in battles or  utilized
for yoking are exempted. Silver worth two
hundred dIrhoms' is free from zakat while five
percent zakat is imposed on silver of higher
amount. Similarly gold weighing less than
twenty mIskals-T is also exempted from paying
any zakal whereas For holding gold more  than
that. one has to pay two ਕਰੜ [kiratsP per
mIskal. ()n the unutilized belongings worth
more than two hundred dIrhams,  zakat to the
tune of2.5% is imposed.

The  spending o f  revenue or  material
collected through zakat is prescribed for these
seven purposes: _

(a) for saints or faqirs. (b) for orphans,
(c) on collectors of  tithe. (d) for getting slaves
liberated or  freed, (e) for debtors. (f) on wars
fought for the protection of  religion or in the
name of  God, (g) on travellers. 3 octroi, the
toll collected on goods entering a city or state.
“jejia dfmu ko lae ਸਹ jagatI."—-asa a m 5.
ਜਗਤ [jagatI], ਜਧਤਆ [jagatia] n octroi-
collector. receiver of  tithe. “kam krodh dUI
bhae jagati.”-—gau kabir. “jogatia mohan
mfidanI pai.”-tukha chz‘it m 4.
ਜਗਦ [jagadI] in the beginning. “jagadI tuhi
prabhu phelrahyo.”——-saveye 33. 2 beginning of
the  world, origin of  the world. 3 fire ritual,
sacrificial ritual like yagy etc. “jagadI adI
dharamné.”——gyan.
ਜਗਧਰ [jagadhri] an old and famous city in
district Ambala.  There is a gurdwara in
memory of  Guru Gobind Singh inside the

'a  silver coin weighing twenty four rattis.
2 a  silver coin  weighing four and  a halfmashas or  a weight

equivalent to four and a hall” mashas.
3 e q u i v a l e n t  to two rattis.
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Hanuman gate of  this town. The Guru visited
this place during  his stay in Kapal Mochan. A

' s m a l l  gurdwara has been built there. The priest
is a Sikh. The town is situated three miles to
the north-east of  J agadhari railway station.
ਜਗਨ ljaganal, ਜਗਵਨ [jagavan] v awaken.
2 warn. make one cautious. alert. 3 enable a
corpse to rise from its place of  cremation or
burial with the supernatural power of black
magic. “harI ka SI  mronu chad I ks: ratI jagavan
jflI s kabir.
ਜਗ [jagIJ in the world, within the world. “jogI
sukrIl k i r a t I  n a m  lI£.“—-b1‘la („~/15! m 4.
2 because of fi re  rituals. 3 of  the world.
“lothIare jagI tapa ram.”---vad (ੲ.-y ! m 4.
4 Ski ਕਸ scholar, knowcr. “vmu nave sobh
bharamdc n I t  jag]: rota sesarI.”~-var 50!- m 3.
ਜਗਸ [jagIsvi] supreme yogi, supreme sage.
“masatkaran I k  apatI jagIsvi. tejvan balvan
tapasvi.”—carrtr 260.
ਜਗਜਵਨ [janIvanu] living in the world;
leading life in the world. “janivanu ssa supns
jesa."-asa kabir. 2 See ਜਗਜਵਨ.
ਜਗਦ [jagida] adj who awakens. 2 who ignites.
3 who cnlightens. “jot  k0 jagida.”~gyan.
ਜਗ [jagi] woke. became alert. 2 performer of
a fire ritual. 3 by performing the fire ritual.
“satjugI satu, teta jagi.”—gau ravrdas.
ਜਗਸ [jagis] short for jagdis.
ਜਗਰ [jagir] See ਜਗਰ.
ਜਗਰਦਰ [jagirdar] fiefholder, landlord.
ਜਗ [jagu] See ਜਗ and ਜਗਤ. “jagu Upje bInsc.”
—asa che‘it m 4. 2 the public, people. “jagu rogi
bhogi.”—asa m I .
ਜਗਨ [jagen] (third declension) due to the fire
ritual. “jogen ਰ, jagen ki?”—-—gujj€dev.
ਜਗੜ [}'ਵਵਫੲਸਕ] a village in police station Dchlon
o f  tehsil and district Ludhiana,  situated at a
distance of  about one and a half miles to the
north-east of  Ahmadgarh railway station. A
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small and simple gurdwara in memory of Guru
Gobind Singh is situated near the village in the
north-west direction. The priest is an Udasi
saint. The village has donated about eight
bighas of  land to the gurdwara.
ਜਗਟ [jagota] n rope made of twisted strings of
wool, which mendicants generally tie around
their waist. “sahaj jagota bédhan te chuta.”
-—ram m 1. 2 diaper. See ਜਗਟ. 3 loud call for
waking up  the people.
ਜਗਲ [jagol], ਜਗਲ [jagola] P JJFJ n pellet in
tinkling bell; tinkling bell. “Ukab basinan k0 saj,
kéth jagolan dval navine.”—krrsan. A tinklin g
bel l is tied around the neck or to the foot o f a
praying bird so that birds and animals get
frightened on hearing this tinkling sound, and
their gait and flight get retarded; thus falcons
etc are easily traced in the deep forests.
ਜਗਨਥਈ [jagénthai], ਜਗਨਥ [jégnath], ਜਗਨਬ
[jégnathu] Skt ਜਧ n lord of the world;
ultimate Reality, God. “harI japIo jagénthai.”
—kaII m 4. “jagénath sabh  jétr upme.”---n:-)gL a m
4. “jagénathu jagdisu japaIa.”—-var vad m 3.
2 a particular idol of Vishnu or Krishna, which
is worshipped'in Bengal and other provinces
of India, but the deeply  revered idol in Puri is
situated on the sea shore in Cuttak district of
Orissa. Many pilgrims from other states also
visit this holy place. In particular people gather
in numbers during Rath Yatra festival, which
is celebrated on the second day  of  the brighter
phase o f  lunar month Harh. A beautiful
decorated i do l  of  Jagannath (Krishan) is
installed on  a 48 feet high 16  wheeled chariot,
to' be pulled by devotees. Two more chariots
accompany this Jagannath’s chariot; one of
them, which has 12  wheels and is 44  feet high,
carries an idol of  Balram while the second one,
which has 12 wheels and is 43 feet high, ca'rries
an idol o f  Bhadra. In anc ien t  t imes ,  many
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that death under the wheel  of  this holy chariot
would lead to salvation.

There is another legend in Sakand Puran
regarding J agannath. When Krishan was killed
by a hunter, Jar, his monal body lay there under
a tree in decomposed state. But after some—
time, a well-wisher and devotee preserved
these holy  remains in a box. The king ofOrissa.
Indardyuman, was directed by Vishnu to instal
these remains in a statue o f  Jagannath.
Acccding to  lndardyuman’s direct ion,
Vishvkarma started making the statue on the
condition that he would  stop work if anybody
saw it during  its making. Butjust  after fifteen
days the king became impatient and curious
and went to Vishvkarma. Vishvkarma got angry
and left the work incomplete. The idol of
Jagannath thus remained without hands and
feet. King lndardyuman requested Brahma,
who provided the idol  with eyes and soul and
installed it. He himself  purified it with
conventional religious rituals and made it
worthy of  worship by the  world.

It is a historical fact that the temple of
Jagannath was got constructed by king Anant
Verma, who ruled between 1076 to 1147 AD

ਰ over the territory falling between Ganga and
Godavari.

The outer courtyard of  this temple is 665
feet long and 644 feet wide. The  boundary wall
is 24 feet high and the total height of  the temple
upto the pinnacle is 192 feet. The wheel sign
of Vishnu is fixed at the top. The temple bears
many obscene images, hence scholars are of
the view that this temple belonged to Vama-
Margis, which has now been seized by

_ Vaishnavites.‘
The  consecrated food distributed in this

'Sce in this context: "ਵਲਭ ਛਲ ਕਪਟ ਦਰਪਣ" ਗਥ.
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temple is accepted by the people without any
consideration of  caste or  creed.

Guru Nanak Dev visited this place in
Sammat 1566 for preaching Sikhism. The hymn
gaganme thal was uttered at this holy place.
Many hypocrites and vicious persons like
Kaliyug, the priest, became devotees of  the
Guru and attained enlightenment. The place
where the Guru stayed is named as  Mangumat
and a well with steps down to the water level
is built in memory of the Guru. The water in
this well is very sweet. The priests of this
shrine are Udassi Saints.
ਜਗ ‘[]'988] Skt ਧ n worshipping. 2 prayer.
3 sacrifice. “kijie ab jagg k0 arébh.”—gyan.

' ਜਗਖਭ [jaggkhébh], ਜਗਥਭ [jaggthébh] n pillar
raised at the place where oblation is performed.-
See ਯਧ. “pag pag jaggkhébh kahu gada.”
—raghu. ' .
ਜਗਪਰਖ [jaggpurakh] Skt ਧਬਞਯ n Vishnu.
2 fire. 3 chief god to please whom sacrificial
oblation is offered. “jagg kfidahu te uthe tab ‘
jaggpurakh kulaI.”—ramav. ‘Made Himself
manifest.’
ਜਗ [jagga] a devout disciple of Guru Amar
Dev who wanted to renounce household living.
The Guru taught him the precept of praying
while leading a house hold life.
ਜਗਸਘ [jaggasigh] a devoted servant of Guru
Gobind Singh.
ਜਗਪਵਤ [jaggupavit] sacred thread. See ਯਗਜਪਵਤ.
“jaggupavit gate jIm pavan.”—GPS.
ਜਗਸਸ [jagyasa] 866 ਜਰਯਸ.
ਜਗਯਪਵਤ [jagyupavit] sacred thread. See
ਯਗਬਪਵਤ. “jagyupavit den hIt  dhara.”—NP.
ਜਟਯਸਰ [jagyesvar] Skt ਧਰਥਥਦ n lord of the
oblationary ritual, Vishnu. 2 fire. 3 See ਜਗਪਰਖ.
ਜਗਜਪਵਤ [jagyopavit] 866 ਯਰਯਪਵਤ.
ਜਘਨ [jaghan] Skt n rear portion of the army.
2 buttocks, posterior. 3 pelvis.
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ਜਘਨ [jaghna], ਜਘਨ [jaghni] 866 ਜਘਨ.
ਜਧਸ [jaghany] Ski n the untouchable.
2 purchased servant, slave. 3 menial. 4 mean.
5 final, last.
ਜਚਨ [jacna] v examine, inspect, estimate.
2 look presentable. “ja 0110 nIrmalu, ta ham
jacna.”—asa m 5. ‘only then we look spotless.’
3 determine. “kal ka kal nIréjan jacna.”
—savsye m 4. Re. 4 n idea; concept. “karI karz:
vekhe apne jacna.”—maru a m 5. 5 adj
suppliant, supplicant. “kahu nanak prabhu ke
sat jacna.”-—bI1a m 5.
ਜਚਨ [jacni] Skt ਯਚਨਯ adj supplicable.
2 supplicated substance. “jo Iche so phalu
paIsi,  sabh ghare VIC jacni.”—var Suhi m 3.
3 See  ਜਚਨ. ,
ਜਰ [jaca] adj supplicant, beggar. “sada salahie
sabh tIs  ke jaca.”—varmaru 1 m 3. 2 examined,
estimated. See ਜਚਨ. 3 P .3} n woman who
has just delivered a child. _
ਜਚ [jacca] 866 ਜਚ 3.
ਜਛ [jach], ਜਛ [jachh] 866 ਯਕ.
ਜਛਹਰ [jachh-harI] lion. 866 ਹਰਜਛ. ‘.‘ਯਖਰਬਧ
jachh-har: Il< sambhar.”—GV 10. ‘Dharam
Singh.’ Bhai Sukha Singh has used jachh-harI
for a Singh—a baptised sikh.
ਜਛਣ [jachhni] wife of a demigod, yaksIni.
ਜਛਪ [jachhap], ਜਛਰਜ [jachhraj] king of
demigods; Kuber.
ਜਜ [jaj] See ਯਜ vr. “jajI kajI parthaI suhai.”
-—asa m 5. ‘looked charming during rituals of
worship and marriage etc.’ 2 Skt warrior a
brave fighter. 3 S feast given at the time of
marriage. 4 marriage party, wedding party.
ਜਜਨ [jajan] 866 ਯਜਨ.
ਜਜਬ [jajab] A .71! n act of drawing attention.
2 absorb. 3 assimilate.
ਜਜਬ [jajba] A .„ਭਠ feeling, sentiment. 2 concept,
resolve. 3 anger, wrath. 4 desire, lust.
ਜਜਮ [jajam] See ਜਜਮ. 2 866 ਜਜਲਆ. 3 A (2
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adj determination.
ਜਜਮਨ [jajman], ਜਜਮਨ [jajmanu] See ਯਜਮਨ. one
who performs oblation; one who gets oblation
performed by the family priest. “karta, {ਪ mera
jajman.”—prabha m I .  “sai putri jajman ki sa
teri, etu dhanI khadhs tera ' janamu gaIa .”
—asa pah’ m 3.
ਜਜਮਲ [jajmala], ਜਜ'ਲਆ [jajmalIa], ਜਜਮਲ
[jajmale] JbrIJg adj who is leperous. 2 a
wretched person, whose closeness can be
contagious. “cuni vakhI kadhe jajmalIa.”-var
asa. “sacs vakhI kadhe jajmale.”-vargau I m
4. 3 man of  determination. See ਜਮ 3. “mt
man: no phIre jajmalxa.”——var gaUI m 4.
ਜਜਰ [jajar], ਜਜਰ [jajra], ਜਜਰ [jajri] Skt ਜਜਰ adj
decrepit, decayed. “Ihu sariru jajri he IS no
jaru pahuce ae.”-—vad m 3 alahm‘. 2 old.
3 dilapidated, broken.
ਜਜ [jaja] pronunciatibn o f  ਜ. 2 thirteenth
character of  Punjabi script. “jaja jam: hau kachu
hua.”—bavan. 3 See ਜਜ. 4 A I}: revenge.
5 reward, gain.
ਜਜਤ [jajatI], ਜਤ [jajati] See ਯਜਤ.
ਜਜ [jajI] See ਜਗ and ਜਜ.
ਜਜਆ [jajia] See ਜਜਆ.
ਜਜਰ [jajira] A .17. n island; piece of land
surrounded by water on all sides.
ਜਸ [jajja] See ਜ. 2 a clan of tillers in district
Amritsar. 3 a subcaste amongst the Jathol
Rajputs of solar lineage of Sialkot area; “hamja
jajja janie, bala marvaha v1gs§da.”—BG
ਜਜ [jajra], ਜਜਟ [jajrat] DgnYamraj, the god of
Death.
ਜਟ [jet] See  ਜਟ. “tat  na  khat n9  jat na  hom na.”
—kan m 5. ‘neither residing at sacred places,
nor performing six actions, neither matted hair
nor oblation.’ See  ਜਟ and  ਜਟ.
ਜਟਕ []3ਨ1<8] adj of or relating to a Jatt.
ਜਟਕ. ਸਦ [jatke 53d] tools or implements such
as plough, field leveller, pitch fork, multipronged
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pitch fork, seed pipe, yoke, cart, hoe, weeding
instrument, sickle, winnower, levelling plank,
small axe, pole axe etc, used by Jatts.
ਜਟਜ [jataj], ਜਟਜ [jatja] n Ganga, which has its
origin from the matted hair of  Shiv.—sanama.
ਜਟਜਸਝ [jatjasut] son  o f  Ganga,  Bhisham.
—sanama.
ਜਟਜਟ [jatjat] wearing matted hair; topknot of
matted hair. “karI jat jata jatjat.”—kan m 4
partal.
ਜਟਧਰ [jatdhar] adj who wears matted hair.
2 n ascetic. “déddhar jatdhare pekhIo varat
nem tirathae.”-—bher m 5. 3 Shiv. Sec ਜਟਧਰ.
4 banyan tree.
ਜਟਧਰ [jatdhari] See ਜਟਧਰ. 2 Ganga, which
has its origin in the matted hair of Shiv. “jape
calle ratt de  salale jatdhari.”—c5cji 3.
ਜਟਨ [jatanI] residing in the matted hair of Shiv,
Ganga.—sanama. .
ਜਟਨਨ [jatnIn] one that holds jatanI (Ganga);
the earth. ——sanama. '
ਜਟਧਰ [jatpura] See ਲਮ 3 and ਲਮਜਟਪਰ.
ਜਟਭਕ [jatbhuk] Skt a tree having aerial roots
(Banyan). “jImI batbij VIkhE jatbhuk dal sakha
kid sahIt phal ahI.”—GPS. ‘as the seed of
banyan contains within it leaves, boughs,
branches, fruit and aerial roots.’
ਜਟਲ [jattal] n rustic talk. 2 gossip; fanciful tale.

‘ ਜਟ [jata] Skt n matted rope-like hair on the head.
“jatamukatu tanI bhasam lagai.”—bher m 1.
2 tender stem of a tree. 3 bough, branch.
4 mode of reading Veds in which the preceding
stanza is reread along with the succeeding one.
ਜਟਉ [jatau] n topknot of matted hair.
2 See ਜਟਯ.
ਜਟਜਟ [jatajut] n topknot of  matted hair. “jataju;
bhekh kie phIrat udas kau.”—saveye m 4 ke.
2 xa adj one who does not out even a single
hair from head to foot. “jatajut rato
anuragahu.” —GV 10.
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ਜਟਣ [jatani] n queen of J atadhar (Shiv); Durga.
“mare vir jatani.”-—c§di 3. 2 wife o f  a Jatt.
3. adj of or relating to a Jatt.
ਜਟਧਰ [jatadhar], ਜਟਧਰ [jatadhar], ਜਟਧਰ
[jatadhari] adv  wearing matted hair. 2 n Shiv.
3 ascetic. 4 Nowadays, many a recluse and
s to i c  o f  different sects wear  mat ted hai r ;
5 banyan tree.
ਜਟਮਕਟ [jatamukat], ਜਟਮਕਣ [jatamukatu] crest
of  matted hair; topknot of  the mattéd hair. See
ਜਟ 1.
ਜਟਯ [jatayu] He w a s  son  o f  sun god’s
charioteer Arun born from the womb of
Shayeni, brother of  Sampati and the king of
vultures. A friend of king Dashrath, he fought
a fierce battle with Ravan after the abduction
of Sita. “ਪ raven an jatayu ghIre.”--ramav.
Wounded by Ravan’s sword,  J atayu fell down.
When Ram Chandar was looking for Sita,
J atayu narrated the episode of her abduction
and then breathed his  last. 2 name o f  a

. mountain, according to Vayu Puran.
ਜਟਯਅਰ [jatayU-arI], ਜਟਯਚਪ [jatayurIpu]
Ravan, the enemy of  Jatayu.—sanama.
ਜਟਲ [jatal] , ਜਟਲ [}'ਰਠ818] adj wearing matted
hair. 2 n Shiv. “ughe jam) neje jatale.”—rama v.
‘Spears seem tridents o f  Shiv.’
ਜਟਵਲ [jataval], ਜਟਵਲ [jatavla] adj wearing
matted hair. 2 n Shiv. 3 Nadia, the bull, upon
which Shiv rides. “dhol negate pan de fighan
janu jatavle.”—c§di 3. ‘As and when Nadia
jumps, the battledrum thunders.’ See ਊ-ਘਨ.
4 ascetic. 5 banyan tree.
ਜਟਤ [jatIt] Skt adj studded, inlaid.
ਜਟਧ-ਥ [jatIdhur] See ਧਰਜਟ.
ਜਟਯ [jatIya] adj one wearing matted hair. n
wife of a Jatt.
ਜਟਯਰ [jatIyara] adjone wearing matted hair.
“ਸ}… 1<‘ਚ(18ਗ su vat jalIyare.”—car:rtr 256.
‘banyan trees with aerial roots.’ ‘
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ਜਟਲ [jatIl] Skt adj having matted hair. 2 a
complex problem, difficult  to tangle like the
matted hair. 3 11 one who observes celibacy;
celebate. 4 lion. 5 Shiv.
ਜਣ…[ਨਰਛਣ] adj having matted hair. 2 n banyan
tree. 3 a tree of  the ficus venosa type. 4 Shiv.
5 See ਜਟ.
ਜਟਸ [jatis] n Shiv, the god of those who wear.
matted hair, Shiv. ‘VaaIréCI jatis sur.”—G V10.
ਜਟਲ [jalgila] Sec ਜਟਲ.
ਜਟ [jatu] See ਜਟ. “dhéna jatu balmiku batvara,
gurmukhI parIpaIa.”-maru m 4.
ਜਟਅ [jatua] adj having matted hair. 2 topknot
of matted hair. “b5dhah1 bahu jatua.”
wsen/Eye sn' mukh vak m 5.
ਜਟਟ [jateta] son of a Jatt.
ਜਟ [jam a clan, branch of Rajputs, that came
from central Asia and settled in western India.
Colonel Todd has described Jatts as
Yaduvanshis. Historians have ascribed various  
names as J it-J ute-Getae to this clan. Most of
these peeple are cultivators. As soldiers they
are also very famous. They are tall, sturdy, ,
sincere, loyal and generous. '
ਜਟ [jatta] adj having matted hair. “bhramte
jatta.”—datt. 2 a vocativc. “£ jatt”.
ਜਟ []ਰਨਪ] a Tewari Brahman who became a
disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. 2 a Chaddha
devotee of  the fifih Guru. 3 a Bhiva disciple.
of the fifth Guru. 4 a Bhandari disciple of the
fifth Guru, who was a resident of  Shahdara.
5 an ascetic of  J aunpur, who became a devotee
of Guru Hargobind. 6 a fighter disciple of the
sixth Guru.
ਜਨ [jathar] Skt n abdomen, belly. “karI dokh
jathar kau bharte.”—mala m 5. 2 stomach.
3 Womb. “kIm devakI ke jathrétarx ayo.”
-saveye 33. 4 adj old.
ਜਠਰ ਰਗ [jathar rog] Skt ਕ “ਧਧ n a disease of
the  abdomen. See  ਉਦਰਰਗ.
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ਜਕਗਨ [jathraganI], ਜਠਰਨਲ [jathranal] n fire
of  hell; heat of  the blood by which food is
digested and human system is kept on working.
Through the circulation o f  blood, heat is
produced, which is 98. 4° Fahrenheit,‘ as shown
by the thermometer.  2 -
ਜਠਰ [jathera] Skt ਜਜ'ਸ adj elder. See ਜਠਰ.
ਜਠ [jatth] See ਚਠ.
ਜਡ [jad] Skt ਯਹ vr settle down, accumulate.
'2 inlay, set. “jIh ke man me jar-raku jade.”
—1<rIsan. 3 Skt ਜਤ adj inanimate. 4 mentally
retarded, idiotic. 5 n water. ‘
ਜਢ [jadh] See ਜਡ 3 and 4.
ਜਣ [jam] See ਜਨ. “jar; jan SIU chadu dhohu.”
—saveye m 4 ke. 2 See  ਜਣਨ. 3 See  ਜਣ.
ਜਣਨ [janan] Skt ਜਨਨ. n birth, origin. 2 act of
reproduction.
ਜਣਨ [janna] v give birth, reproduce, cause
reproduction. 8‘66 ਜਣਨ. “aut janeda jaI.”-var
ram 1 m I. “dh‘e’m janedi maI.”—sr1' m 3. “jIn
ke jane badire tum haU t In  SIU jhagrat pap.”
—sar m 4.
ਜਣ []8118] of  or  relating or  pertaining to people.
2 count. “bIr tha janamu jana.”—m‘ajh
barahmaha. 3 man.
ਜਣ'ਉਣ [janauna] v enlighten, make one realise.
2 cause infant’s birth, help during birth.

' ਜਣਕਣ [janakana], ਜਣਖਣ [janakhana] every
one, everybody. See  ਜਨਕਨ. .2  layman.
ਜਣ'ਵਣ []ਰਸਪਬ] See ਜਣਉਣ.
ਜਣ [jam] adv-after giving birth. “q janni sot
jar): palati.”—-gau m 4.

'It is the French scale of  measuring temperature. Assuming
ice to solidify at 32  degree, water is presumed to  boil at
2 I 2 degree. The in-between range is divided according to
the intensity of  heat. In contrast, ccnti grade thermometer
has range from zero to one hundred (0-100) and the
Russian Reaumcr thermometer ranges from zero to eighty
(0-80).

2Sec ਥਰਮਮਟਰ.
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ਜਣ“ [jani] See ਜਨਡ 2 part no, not, never. “jani
lakhavahb 955੮ papi  $31.11. "-asa ravrdas. ‘do
not live your life with an agnostic wretch.
3 reproduced. 4 S distribution of  food like the

. distribution of  gédara laddus after the death
of  some person. 5 Dg mother.
ਜਣ [janu] S adv  as if. “s no VIsre mera ram
sanehi, tIsu lakh bedan  jam) ai.”-sorm 5.

, ਜਣ [jane] See ਜਲ. 2 plural ofjan (jan) as “do
jane ae.’
ਜਣਦ []8116,ਧਕ],ਜਣਦ [janedi] giving birth. Sec}
ਜਣਨ. ‘,‘1111 dhé’mu janedi mau ae saphalu se.’
—35a [and '
ਜਣ [jano] Dg n father. 2 Se_e ਜਣ.
ਜਟਤ [janét] gives birth. 2 knows. “janét car‘  
cakrané.”—gyan. ‘knows all.’
ਜਤ [jet] Skt ਯਤ ady where. “jet jat jaie tat tat
drIsta_e.”—bIIa m 5. 2 See ਜਤ and ਯਤ. 3 See
ਜਤ. '
ਜਝਕਤ [jatkat], ਜਤਕਤਹ [jatkatah], ਜਤਕਤ [jatkata 
Skt ਯਤ ਕਤ adv  wherever. “jatkat tum bharpur
hahu.”—b:rla m 5."‘jatl<atah tatah drIste.” -
—sahas 111 5. “jatkata tat pekhie.”—kaII m 5.  
ਜਤਨ`[]'੪ਰ11] Skt ਯੜ n effort, attempt. “jatan bahut
sukh ke kie.”—s m 9. 2 control over sensua 
impulses. “jatan tapan bhraman.”—I<an m 5.
ਜਤਸਤ [jatbrat] n principle of control over sensual
impulses. “dan daya dam séjam nem'jatbrat. 

‘ -—saveye 33.
ਜਤਲਉਣ [jatlauna],FIE3'1°5"?>'f [jatlana], ਜਤਉਣ
[jatauna], FIBWIjatana] v makq known, inform.
2 tell.
ਜਤ [jatI] See ਯਤ. 2 caste. “jatI meri ਹਗ: meri
dhan harI nam.”—suhi 111 5. 3 In music, jet: is
a mode of recitation. The pause occurring
during the playing of mrxdég, is known as jatI.
Dr. Charan- Singh has stated in his book".‘Sri
Guru  Granth Bani Beore” that jatI,  8811,- sath,
all are functions of tabla. When the right hand
performs the function of get; ਸ,.6., when like
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gétI fingers of  the righthand  work from the
rim to the centre and the left hand plays or
evokes them in brief  like ਸਥ [sath], then it is
known as pm.  When fingers  of  both the hands
evoke words, known as  patachar so,  the
articulation being in low pitch, then it is known
as gatI. When both the hands work freely and
there is a free flow of  sound (known as kar
1<ਘ), then it is called ਸਥ [sath]. See ਬਲਵਲ ਮ:
1 ਥਤ, ਘਰ 10 ਜਤ. 4 v adhere.“jat1jatsada
kal hai.”—kan m 5.
ਜਤ ਪਤ [jatI patI] caste and row; caste and
subcaste, as caste is Khatri, subcaste is Suri,
Kapur etc. “bhagatI rate se utma, jatI pat:
sabde ho:.”‘—asa a m 3. 2 caste and honour.
ਜਤ [jati] Skt ਧਰ'ਜ adj having control over
sensual impulses. “jati sati kete banbasi.”
—maru soIhe m I.  2 n saint, pious man.
3 Some writers talk of six celibates — “ab je
jati sunahu d e  kana.  lachman gorakh aw
hanumana. bhisam bherav datt pachano.”
—NP. See ਛਅ ਜਤ. 4 celibate or ascetic. “na

* IhU jati kahave seu.”—g5d kabir. ‘neither a
celibate, nor an ascetic.’ 5 a Jain saint.
ਜਤਲ’ਹਕਪਤ] adj  fleecy: “jatili bhed”. 2 ਲ/ਢ/ਜਯਤ
victorious. “jatili t6dmate.”—aka1.
ਜੜ [jaw] SktEEs'n control over sensual impulses.
“jaw pahara dhiraju sunIaru.”—japu. 2 Skt ਜਤ
gum. 3 sealing wax.
ਜਤ ਕ [jets ka] Skt of yet. “trete rathu jate ka.”
—var asa.
ਜਲ [jabli] a village in district Hoshiarpur, tehsil
Una. Here the tenth Guru rested for some time.
A gurdwara called Damdama Sahib exists
there in his memory.
ਜਤਨ [jatén], ਜਤਨ [jaténu] See ਜਤਨ. “soi jaténu
bataI.”——phunhe m 5.
ਜਤ [jatt] fleece.
ਜਤ [jatr] Skt ਯਤ adv  where. “jatr jau tat  bithalu
bhela.”—asa namdev.
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ਜਤਕਤ [jatr-kata], ਜਤਕਤ [jatr-katr] , ਜਤਤਤ
[jatr-tatr], ਜਥਕਥ [jathkath] Skt ਯਤਕਤ, ਯਤਤਤ adv
wherever, everywhere. “pekhIo jatr—kata.”
—guj m 5. “jatr-katr tu sarab jia.”—bher m I.
“jatr-tatr bIraj-hi.”——japu. “jathkath ramné
semi”) sarbatr  jianah.”—ga tha. ‘
ਜਥ [jatha] See ਯਥ. 2 n group. See ਯਥ.
ਜਥਜਗ [jathajog] See ਯਥਯਗਜ
ਜਥਤਬ [jathatath] See ਯਥਤਥ.
ਜਥਮਤ [jathamatI] See ਯਕਸਝ.
ਜਥਰਥ [jatharath] See ਯਥਰਥ.
ਜਥਵਤ [jathavat] See  ਯਥਵਤ.
ਜਥਦਰ [jathedar] n leader of a group. This term
is specially common amongst the Khalsa.
“jethedar jokachu kahIdeta.  soi p‘éth man  sabh
1eta.”—PP.
ਜਥਬਦ [jathebédi] n act of uniting a group.
2 unity, cohesion in the jatha.
ਜਥਚਤ [jathocn] as deemed fit. See ਯਥਚਤ. “dIy
SIra jathocxt jane.”—GPS.
ਜਦ [jad] Skt ਯਦ adv  when, whenever. 2 P ,1- n
wound, blow. 3 target. 4 See ਜਦ.
ਜਦਹ [jadehu] See ਜਦ 1.  “jadahu ape thatu kia
bahI karts.”—var bIha m 4. '
ਜਦਕਦ [jadkad] Skt ਯਦਕਦ adv  whenever.
ਜਦਨ [zadan] P w) v hurt, attack. 2 aim, target.
ਜਦਪ [jadapI] part may be, even if. See ਯਰਪ.
ਜਦਰ [}'9੮181'],ਜਦਲ [jadaI] A J4, n fight, battle,
war.
ਜਦ [jada] See ਜਦ and ਯਦ. 2 P ਜਦਹ. afflicted,
grieved. See ਜਦਨ.
ਜਦਪ [jadapI] Skt ਯਦਪ. See ਜਦਪ and ਯਰਪ.
ਜਢ [jadI] Skt ਯਦ part if. 2 when, whenever.
“dukh tade jadI visrs.”—bIIa m 5.
ਜਦ ਚਤ [jadI cit] Skt ਧਰ afar—ca. “jad: cit
sarabgaté.”—guj jedev. ‘who is free from
worry.’
ਜਦਨ [jadIn] on which day. “jadIn ros vah aI
he.”-paras.
ਜਦ [jadi] See ਜਦ. 2 from the Yadav subcaste;
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Yadav. “bhagwan jadi.”—I<rIsan. 3 888 ਜਦ.
ਜਦਦ [jadid] A 4;}; adj new, fresh. 2 modern.
ਜਦ [jadu] Skt ਯਦ leader of  Yadavs, a raja from
whom the dynasty got its name, 888 ਕਰਵਸ and
ਯਦ.

.
ਜਦਨਟਕ [jadunaxk] lord of Yaduvanshis, Krishan.
ਜਦਨਟਕ ਨਇਕ [jadunaIk naIka] beloved of
Krishan. Yamuna.—sanama.
ਜਦਨਥ [jadunath] Yadavnath Krishan.
ਜਦਨਥ ਕਦਰ [jadunath ki dara]  Yamuna; wife
of  the lord  oadavs, Krishan.-—sanama.
ਜਦਪਤਰ [jadupatarI] Yadavpati Krishan’s
enemy, arrow.-—sanama. Krishan died when he
was hit by an arrow. 2 Jar, the hunter, ki l led
Krishan with an arrow.
ਜਦਪਤ [jadupatI], ਜਦਰ [jadura], ਜਦਰਇ [jaduraI]
king of Yadavs - Krishan. “jadupatI mohI
sanath kio.”—krIsan.
ਜਦਰਗਜ [jaduragraj] Balbhadar who was born
before Kr ishan;  e lder  brother of  Krishan. “he
jaduragraj ! he  jasudhasut.”—krIsan.
ਜਦਵ [jaduvi] adj of or for Yadavs. “dar paryo
jaduvi pratna par.”-krrsan.
ਜਦਵ ਪਤਨ [jaduvi pratna] army o f  Yadavs.
888 ਜਦਵ.
ਜਦਦਨ [zadudan] P um; v clean,  remove dirt.
ਜਦਸ [jades] ਯਦਵਸ god of Yadavs, Krishan.
-—sanama.
ਜਦਸਨ [jadesanI] queen of  Yadvcsh (Krishan),
Yamuna.-—sanama.
ਜਚਸਰ [jadesarI] yadav-is-arI. enemy of
Krishan.—sanama. 888 ਜਦਪਤਰ.
ਜਦ [jadé] See ਜਦ and ਜਦਹ.
ਜਦ [jadd] A ਤਨ» maternal grandfather. 2 paternal
grandfather.  3 dynasty, lineage. ~4 fate.
5 cldcrliness.
ਜਦ [jaddi] A dz? adj ancestral, hereditary.
ਜਦਸ [jadves] god of Yadavs, Krishan. “he na
raghves jadves ramapatI,  tE jIn  ko VIsunath
pachanyo.”—saveye 33.
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ਜਨ lien] or ਜਨ [janu] Skt ਯਜਘ' ਗ0ਧਪ88ਭ8ਘ 
birth. 2 adj produced, born. 3 n people. “01
purakh prani dhé‘mI jan hahI.”-var  gau 1 m '
4. 4 gathering, community. “surI nar mun:
jan 5mrItu khojde.”——an5du. 5 devotee, pious
pe rson .  “dusta s e t i  p I r h a r i  jan SIU v a d u
karSnI.”——var bIIa m 3. 6 s l a v e ,  servant.
“prabhu te janu janije jan te suami.”—sr1'
ravrdas. 7 person, being. “55੮ saranI jo janu
pare  s o  janu Udhranhar.”—sukhmani.
8 according to Purans, the fifth among the
upper scvcn worlds. In it reside Brahma’s son
Sankadi and the great yogis. 9 P u }  wife. “jan
pIsar p a d a r  bIradra.”—t115g m I .
10  woman. “khivi nek jan su bahuti chau

'potrali.”-var ram 3. 11 blow, attack;
imperative of  zadan. “mazan tec  bar xun  kas
bedarec.”—zafar. 12  suf one who  attacks; used
at the end of the word as in: teczan.
13 moonlight. “prathme nanak cédu jagat bhayo
anédu taranI manukhy jan kiau pragas.”
~saveyc m 4 Ice. To begin with, Guru  Nanak
appeared as a moon, and infused the stars
(human beings) with his moonlight. Here taran
has double meaning i.e. celestial bodies (stars)
and ਗਰਸ (exemption from future transmigration).
14  It is also used for knowing, and under-
standing. “adI ਰ! jIn janlayo.”—guwsobha. ‘who
has understood.’ 15 888 ਜਨ.
ਜਨੲ [janai] knows. “camrata gfithI na janai.”
-sor ravrdas. 2 gives birth. '
ਜਨਸ'ਖਜ [jansékhya] 888 ਮਰਦਮਧ'ਮਰ.
ਜਨਥਨ [jansthan] country lying between rivers '
Godavari and Krishna.
ਜਨਹ [janho] know, understand. “jhuth nahi
satIks janho.”-kr:rsan.
ਜਨਕ [janak] o r  ਜਨਕ [janaku] adv  as if. “tarIka
médal janak moti.”—-sohIla. 2 adj learned, all-
knowing. “janaku SOI jInhI janIa.”——savey 
m 4 ‘<‘-:,. “harm: ka nam  janak udhare.”—gau m 5.
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“janak janak bathe sfghasanI.”—kan a 111 4.
‘The learned sat on the throne.’ 3 Ski ਯਜਗ
adj creating, procreating. 4 n father.

lekar dutara  gave s‘égatI mé  var  asa
pakar  dudhara vahe satru SIr  ara he,

karcha ls  hath  bartavat  ਰਘ deg
kathI-n ko dfid var} vedh kare para  he,

bhaktI gyan prem a verag ki sunave katha
carhks turég jég deve lalkara he,

tatv-gyani dani yodha nhi tyagi gurucela
vah vah! dhany dhany! “janak” hamara he.

5 father-in-law of  Ram Chandar, father of
Sita; Sirdhvaj. He was a paragon of self-
realisation and morality. Though a raja, he was
an ascetic at heart. His royal cdurt had plenty
of scholars and saints. “japIo  namu suk janak
gurbacni.”-—maru m 4.

Rajas of Mithila had “J anak” as title,
because this was the name of  an illustrious
predecessor. The following description about
the J anak  dynasty is' given in Valmik ch 1 a 71.

Nimi was the first  raja of  Mithila. His son
was Mithi who  in turn had Janak as his son. It
was from him that the dynasty got its name.

‘ Janak’s son was Udvasu. He had a son whose
namedwas Nandivardhan. His son was Suketu,
Sukétu’s son was‘ Devrat. .To him Shiv
entrusted his bow, which was broken by Ram
Chander during Sita’s svayébar. Devrat’s son
Was Brihdrat who had Sudhritiman as his son.
Sudhritiman’s son was Dhrishtiketu. His son
was Hariyashav who had Maru as son. His
son  was Pratidhak, whose 5੦11 was Kiratirath.
His son was  Devmidh whose son was Vibudh,
followed by Mahidhrak as his son. His son
was Kiratirat whose son was Maharoma. His
son  .was Svaranroma who had Hrasvroma as
his son. He had two sons Sirdhvaj, who was
father-in-law of  Ram and Lachhman, and

' .Ku'shdhvaj, who was father-in-law of Bharat
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and Shatrughan.
ਜਨਕ ਜਨਕ [janak janak] adj one who enlightens
about the Creator; provider ofdivine knowledge.
“te  jan utam janak janak.”—kan m 4.
ਜਨਜ [janakja], ਜਨਤਕ [janaktanya], ਜਨਕਤਨਆ
[janaktania], ਜਨਦਹਤ [janakduhIta], ਜਨਕਪਡ
[janakputri] Sita. See ਜਨਸਤ.
ਜਨਕਪਚ [janakpur] Mithila, raja Janak’s town.
ਜਨਰਜ [janakraj] n a rule like Janak’s, who
had realised the supreme reality and was a
ruler and ascetic combined into one. “Ihu
janakraj gur  ramdas  tujh hi  banIave.”—saveye
m 4 ke.
ਜਨਕਰਜ [janakraja] See ਜਨਕ 5 .  2 Janak-like;

detached from household affairs. “tuta
janakraja autar.”—saveye m 2 ke. 3 Janak
(c rea tor )  ra ja  ( e n l i g h t e n e d )  G o d ,  the
enlightner.
ਜਨ'ਦ [janakadI], ਜਨਕਦਕ [janakadIk] Janak
etc. Janak who is at the top of the illustrious in
the muster roll.
ਜਨਭ [janaku] See ਜਨਕ. ,
ਜਠਕ [janke] after knowing, after finding. “jo
larka janke kth he.”—krIsan. “bole dayalu
bIrad a janke.”—NP. 2 after giving birth,
after producing.
ਜਨਖ [zanax], ਜਨਖਦ [23119×(:1ਕ] P at}; n chin.
ਜਨਖ [jankhe] See ਖ. 2 with the benevolence
of  ho ly  persons. “harI tare 55g: jankhe.”
-natm 4. ‘

ਜਨਗ [jange] of the devotees. “prat rakhi pej
jange.”—nat m 4. 2 SUch devotees as are
capable chanting hymns.
ਜਨਤ [janta] Skt n public, people: '2 Skt father
(ਯਜਗ. 3 mother. (ਯਰਥ).
ਜਨਦ [zanad] P „£; hurts. See  ਜਦਨ.
ਜਲਨ [janan] See ਜਣਨ. ‘ '
ਜਨਨ [jananI], ਜਨਨ [jan-ni] adj who gives birth.
“nanak jan-ni dhéni maI.”—m31a m I .  2 n
mother. “jananI pIta 10k sut banIta.”-sodaru.
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' “q jan-ni sut janI palti.”-gau  m 4.
ਜਨਨਦਯ [jannédrIy] n organ of procreation.
ਜਨਧਤ [janpatI] king. 2 master of the devotees

—- the Creator.
ਜਨਪਦ [janpad] feet of the devotees. 2 Skt n
motherland, peeple, country. 3 public.
ਜਨਪਦਸ [janpades] janpad (country or its people),
its king; king of the people.
ਜਨਪਚ [janpéc] See ਪਚਜਨ. 2 See ਪਚਜਨ.
ਜਨਪਯ [janprIy] adj popular, loved by all the
people. 2 n coriander. 3 drumsti'ck tree. 4 Guru
Nanak Dev.
ਜਨਬ' [janab] P ਸ a town, which in the bygone
days, was known for superior swords. Now it
is in Armenia. See ਜਨਬ.

' ਜਨਬ [janbi], Fifia‘Hjanabbi] ਪਡ a resident of
J anab. 2 a sword made in J anab. “seph sarohi

. jatI janabbi.”—GPS.
ਜਨਮ [janam] Skt ਕ“ birth, production, origin.
“janam saphalu harzcami lage.”-—mam 501116:
:11 3. 2 life, life-time.
ਜਨਅਸਟਮ [janam astami] Sec ਜਨਸਸਮ. “janam
astami k0 d In  ava.”—GPS.
ਜਨਮਸਖ [janamsakhi] n life story, biography.
2 life-story of  Guru Nanak Dev. Numerous
biographies of Guru Nanak are available.
Amongst them two are  famous—one is by Bhai
Bala and the other is by Bhai Mani Singh.
People with vested interests have distorted the
original versions. They have made numerous
additions and alterations in them and thus spoilt
the originals. See the preface of Janam Sakhi
by MacaUliffe, published in 1885, by Gulshan
Punjab Pres_s, Rawalpindi.

,ਜਨਮਸ [janamasx], ਜਨਮਸ [janmasi] will be born.
ਜਨਸ [janmasy] See ਤਸ. ਰ
ਜਨਮਕਡਲ [janamkudli] See ਜਨਮਪਤ.
ਜਨਮਤ [janmat] adv since the time of  birth. “ts
janmat gurmatI braham pachanIo.”—savsyem
5 ke. 2 v takes birth. 3 n public opinion.
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4 devotees’ opinion.
ਜਨਮਦ [jammed] Skt ਧਥ n father. 2 ignorance,
that leads to transmigration.
ਜਨਮਦਨ [janadn] birthday; the day on which
birth takes place.
ਜਪਤ [janampatr], ਜਨਪਤਕ [janampatrIka],
ਜਨਢਫ [janampatri] n the document that carries . '
the mention of a person’s birth time, birth day,
year of birth, the stars and planets, and the '
determination of their auspicious and
inauspicious influence; horoscope.
ਜਨਮਪਦਰਥ [janampadarath] n material birth
birth in human for'm. “janampadarath saphalu
he. ”—sri m 5.
ਜੜ'ਮ [janambhumI] place and region of
birth; motherland.
ਜਨਮਵਜਗ [janamvxjog] eternal separation since
many births. 2 parting of the soul from birth
and body (death). 3 lifelong separation, life long
disjunction. “laganI janamVIjog.”—majh
barahmaha.
ਜਨੜ [janamra] n birth. “bahurI na hovi
janamra.  ”—var mam 2 m 5.

ਜਨਲ-[ਡਅਹ [janmanah] taking birth, getting born.
“bahurI n9  janmariah.”—majh barahmaha.
ਜਨਮ'ਸਮ [janmastmi] Skt ਧਠਟ-ਥ birthday of
Krishan; eighth day of the dark ha!  f of Bhadon
“janamastmi ramnami.”—BGK.
ਜਨਮਤ [jahmfit],- ਜਨਮਤ [janamfitu] birth and
death. 2 another birth. “metza janamfitu.”
—saveye m 4 Ice.
ਜਨਮਧ [janmadhe] take birth. “bahurI bahurx
janmadhe.”—asa m 5. .
ਜਨਮ [janamI] adv having taken birth. “janami
marahI jue baji hari.”—asa m 4. 2 during
life time. “purab janamI bhagatI karI ae.”
-bila a m 4.
ਜਨਮਸਏ '[janamImue] were born and died.
2 died at ' the time of birth. 3 those who have
spent a non-benevolent life; as good as dead.
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“janamlmue nah: jivan asa.”~—o§kan
ਜਨਮਜ [janmej], ਜਨਮਜ [janmejay], ਜਨਮਜ
[janmeja] greatgrandson of  Arjun, grandson of
Abhimanyu, son o f  Parikshit, Kuruvanshi king
Janamejya,  w h o  was  enemy o f  snakes.‘
Parikshit, father ofJanamejay, was bitten by
Takshak, as a result o f  which he died. To
avenge the  death o f  h i s  father, Janamejay,
organised a sarapmedh yagy, during which
numerous snakes were reduced to ashes.
Finally at the advice of  sage  Astik, he  stopped
his sarapmedh yagy and spared the life of
Takshak. “janmej raj mahan.”-—gyan. “rovahI
janmeja khUI gala.”-—var ram 1 m I .
ਜਨਮਜ [janmeje] Janamejay has. “janmeje
gursabad na janIa.”-—gauam I. ‘As J anamejya
did not heed Vyas’s dictum, disease struck
him.’ 2 3 %  ਜਨਮਜਯ.
ਜਨਮਤਸਵ [janmotsav] birthday celebration.
ਜਠਵਸ [janvasa] place where a marriage party
is put up.
ਜਨਵਡ [janvada], ਜਨਵਰ [janvara], ਜਨਵੜ
[janvara] a town near Bidar, in the state Of
Hyderabad Deccan ,  whose nob le  men
—Rustam Rai'and Bala Rai, were got released
from prison by Guru Gobind Singh.
ਜਨਢਸਰ [janvesur] lord of Janvara. Sec ਜਨਵੜ.
ਜਨ [jana] person; “avarI péc ham ek jana.”
-—gau m I. ‘There are five enemies and I am
alone.’ 2 Ski origin, birth. 3 adj bogotten,
produced. 4 plural o f  jan. “sétjana sunahI
subhbacan.”—sukhmam'. 5 Sec ਜਨ 5.
ਜਨਉਣ [janauna] Sée ਜਣ'ਉਣ.
ਜਨਉਰ [janaur] See ਜਨਵਰ.
ਜਨਟ'ਆ [janaIa] made one realise, made
known. “prabhu janaza tab hi  jata.”:—prabha a
m 5. 2 bore, gave birth.
ਜਨਇਤ [janaIt] See ਜਨਤ.
'Thcrc have been two Janmcjays before him; for this
reason. he should be called Janmcjay ….
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ਜਨੲ [janai] got realised, made known. “jeti
prabhu janai rasna tet bhani.”—asa chét m 5.
2 got delivered. 3 payment for getting a child
delivered.
ਜਨਹ [janah] Sec ਜਨ 5.
ਜਨਕ [janak] adj who enlightens; who imparts
knowledge. Sec ਜਨ ਜਨਕ.
ਜਨ ਕਨ [jana kana] adj everyone, everyday.
“sun rijhat he so janoru kano.”—krIsan. See
ਜਣਖਣ.
ਜਨਜ [janaja] A „’[‘,ਣ dead body, corpse. 2 ritual
of  taking away the dead body to the specified
place for cremation or burial. 3 bier.
ਜਨਤ [janat] A gr; n plural of ja‘mat; gardens,
orchards. 2 See ਜਨਤ. 3 H one who enlightcns.
See ਜਨਤ.
ਜਨਨ [janana] H v make known. find out. 2 be
born. 3 P _;੮; related to  women.
ਜਨਬ [janab] A Vt: n honorific vocativc; sir.
ਜਨਰਦਨ [janardan] Skt ਜਨਦਨ adj deliverer or
terminator of  birth-death cycle; whose grace
redeems a person from the cycle of  birth and
death. 2 one who gives trouble to the people.
3 n Vishnu. '
ਜਨਵਰ [janavar] See ਜਨਵਰ. 2 bird. “gyan janavar
ki lai baj hve cakhi.”——krrsan.
ਜਨ [janI] Skt n reproduction, birth. 2 mother.
3 motherland.
ਜਨਅਤ [janIat] ਜਠਅਤ. knows. “jako rup rég
nahI janIat.”—hajare 10.
ਜਨ [janIt] Ski adj born. “moh  janIt $535 sabh
harh‘i.”—NP. 2 produced, reproduced.
ਜਨਦ [janI’da] adj aware, knowledgeable.
2 one who gives birth; one who produces or
reproduces.
ਜਨਦ [janidr] king, provider, ruler. 2 the lord
of devotees, the Creator. “sri janfdr k0 coj
bIsala.”—-—saloh.
ਜਨਯਤ [janIyat] knows. See ਜਨਅਤ. “atk rup
janIyat tfiko jag.”-—carr tr251. “jagat bhayo téite
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sabh janIyat.”—cabis.
ਜਨ [jani] disciples have, devotees have. “Ih
bicari harIjani.”—b955t m 5. 2 known,
understood. “murakh bat jani na kachu.”
—1<rIsan. 3 Skt maidservant. 4 wife, consort.
5 woman. ‘
ਜਨ [jani‘I devotees have. Sec ਜਨ 1.
ਜਨਆ [jania] See ਜਠ 3 and ਰਮਜਨਆ.
ਜਨਯਤ [janiyat] Sec ਜਨਅਤ, ਜਨਯਤ and ਜਨਯਤ.
ਜਨ [janu] dévotcc. See  ਜਨ 6. “janu nanak m‘ége
danu.“—varram 2 m 5. 2 person,  man. Sec ਜਨ
7. “sét saranI jo janu pare.”-—sukhmani.
3 adv  as if. “sronat dhar  cali nabh k0 jam) sur
k0 ram jalfijulI dino.”-c5di 1. “mm sunat jam)
b I c h u a  d a s a n a . ” - m m  m 5. 4 Skt birth,
reproduction.
ਜਨ [januk], ਜਨਕਰ [janukar] a d v  as if. “janu
kar jae na kfikh te.”—carItr 125. ‘as if not born
from the mother’s womb.’
ਜਨਕਸ’ [janukisl januk-is; as if Brahma has.
“ap hath janukis savari.”——car1'tr 220. ‘as if
Brahma has created with his own hands.’
ਜਨਵਨ [januvanI] cpd holder of J anhvi (Ganga)
—the earth. “januvanI pad l<o adI  pcaro. jacar
kahI nayak pad daro. satru sabad k0 bahur
bhaaje. nam  tuphég cin CIt ljs.”-—sanama.
‘the earth that carries Janhvi (Ganga); grass
grown from that; the antelope that grazes it;
its hunter, the lion, and the lion’s enemy, the'
gun.’ “ '
ਜਨ'ਆ [janua] of the devotees. of the disciples.
“dhurI punit tere janua.”—-bavan. 2 who is
related to a devotee.
ਜਨਨ [janun] A ਥ,? lunacy, mania. See ਸਰੜ.
ਜਨਬ [janub] A a"? n south. See ਦਸ.
ਜਨਬ [janubi] adj southern.
ਜਨਉ [janeu] n sacred thread. “sat VII) séjam,
jat VII} kahe janeu?”—ram a m 1. In Hindu
scr ip tures  t he  fo l lowing  procedure is

. prescribed for preparing a janeu.
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After the cnunciation o f  Ved mantars,

cotton balls are  collected from the field. Then
they are de-seeded. After taking a seat on the
embankment of  a well, one  spins cotton thread
with a spinning top hanging in the  well. When
twisted cotton thread is ready, enough to
suffice for a full length janeu, this is thrice
folded and twisted into a cord. Those three
twisted cords make an agar and two agars make
a ja’neu. Such a janeu is worth wearing by the
dvxj. It is worn  on the left shoulder and hung
on the right side. While performing funerary
rites in honour of  the deceased ancestors. this
is worn on the right side.

~ Per Manu’s belief a Brahman’s jancu
should be of cotton, Kshatri’s of jute and
Vaish’s of  ram’s wool. At the time of janeu
ceremony, a Brahman § h o u l d  wear the hide
o f  a black door, a kshatri of a red deer  and
vaish of  a male goat. Apart from it, a brahman
should hold a staff of bIl  or palah, a kshatri
of banyan tree and a vaish of ਪਲ [pilu] tree.

For a brahman, janeu ceremony should be
performed in the eighth, for a kshatri in
eleventh and for a vaish in tWelfih year, from
conception.

According to Narad’s belief, janeu
ceremony for a brahman should be performed
in spring, for a kshatri in summer and for a
vaish in winter.
ਜਨਉ ਦ ਹਥ [janeu da hatth], ਜਨਉ ਦ ਵਰ [janeu
d a  var] striking with a sword, in such a way
that it cuts the body obliquely  in two parts, i.c. _
from the left shoulder to the right side, as a
janeu is worn. _
ਜਨਸ [janesl n king. 2 the Creator.
ਜਨਤ [janet] n marriage procession, wedding
procession. See  ਜਨ 4 and l 1 .
ਜਨਤ [janeta] Dg n father. Skt ਜਨਤ (ਯਜਰ).
ਜਨਤ [janeti] members of a marriage party.
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2 Dg mother. Skt ਜਨਤ (ਕਦਰ). ‘
ਜਨ'ਦ [janédar] janaidar. king. 2 the Creator.
m'ljanevan] to janeus. “tum tor janevan dehu
abe.”—-gyan.
ਜਨਕ [janeke] afier getting or seeking infomation.
“at: oj akhéql janeke.”—krrsan. 2 after getting
produced. .
ਜਠ'ਮ [}'ਗਰਗਰ] See  ਜਨਮ. “kotI janém kaha dukh
bhau.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5. ਰ
ਜਨ [janh] Skt ਯਹ a Chandarvanshi king, who
was born in Pururava family. His father was
Suhotar and his mother was Keshini. His wife
was Kaberi. See  ਜਨਸਤ.
ਜਗਸਤ [janhusuta], ਜ'ਨਕਕ [janahukanya], ਜਨਜ
[janhuja], ਜਨਤਨਯ [janhutanxya], ਜਗਪਤ
[janhuputri] Ganga, daughter of  J anhu. See ਜਰ.
There IS a story in ‘Harivansh’ that once Ganga
went to cohabit with J anhu but he did not oblige
her. Getting enraged, Ganga  tried f0 submerge
his ashram, but he drank it. Only afier persuasion
by the saints, did he let Ganga ofi‘ his body.
Hence Ganga is called Janhusuta and J anhvi.

Per narrative in Ramayan and Vishnupuran,
iraja Bhagirath was taking Ganga along with
him for the salvation of  his ancestors. Janhu
was performing a fire ritual when Ganga
submerged the place of the ritual. Getting
enraged, J anhu drank it. At Bhagirath’s request,
he let Ganga emerge, through his ear, and it
came to be known as J anhusuta.

To the west of  Bhagalpur, Janhu’s ashram
is seen near Sultanganj (E.I.Ry.).
ਜਨ [jann] A 0‘ doubt, suspicion, disbelief,
misgiving.

“ਜਨਤ [jannat] A _.„ਫ n a garden, of which land is
covered with green branches. 2 garden of
Eden. 3 heaven, paradise.
ਜਨ [jany] Skt war, battle. 2 bazaar, market.
3 censu re ,  v i t u p e r a t i o n .  4 m e m b e r  o f  a
marriage party. 5 Son-in-law. 6 son. 7 body.
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8 Shiv. 9 birth. 10 caste. l l  masses, public.
12 born, prpduced. 13 one  related to a country
or a caste.
ਜਪ [jap] Skt ਯਧਘ‘ repeat silently the name of a
deity. 2 n the silent repetition of a mantar. “jap-
hin tap-hin kulhin karamhin.”—-gau namdev.
Sanskr i t  books mention three  types  o f
recitation: -
(a) vacxk - wherein the words are clearly

articulated'and the audience can understand
their meanings.
(b) upz‘isu —which is uttered inter-labially in

a very low voice, and cannot be understood
even by a person sitting closeby.

(c) manas  — performed only through mental
contemplation.I

'According i0 Tantar Shastar, the number
of recitations to be performed and types of
material and fruit to be offered vary from
performer to  performer. A copy of  it under the
name of  Guru Sahib, has been appended by a
Sikh in his book, namely,"‘Sardhapurak”.
3 mantar or sentence, repeated time and again.
4 See ਜਪ and ਜਪਜ.
ਜਪਈ [japi] recites, performs jap. “namu n3 japai
kIu  sukh pave?”-—maru a m 1.
ਜਧਸ.[ਨਗ)851] performs jap. “harI ka nam na
japas: gavara.”—sor kabir. 2 will perform

Arec i t a t ion .

ਜਪਹ [japah], ਜਪਹ [japahI], ਜਧਹ [japahi] recite;
recites.
ਜਪਹ [japahu] do recitation. “her: her: nam
japahu japu rasna.’  ’—sukhmani. 2 know,
understand. See ਰਪ (ਗਧ) vr. “esa gI  an japahu
man mere.  ”-suhi m 1.
ਜਗ [japji] See ਜਪ and ਜਪਜ.
ਜਪਣ [japna] See ਜਪਨ.
ਜਪਤ [japat] having performed recitation. “japat
japat bhae din daIala.”—asa m 5. 2 See ਜਬਤ.

'Sce ਮਹਜ! Simriti ch 4, slok 40 to 44. ਸ
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“so sabh japat kart”) ghariaara.”—GPS.
ਜਪਨ [japan], ਜਪਨ [japna] Skt n act of reciting.
“man bar: bar: japan kare.”—sr1' m 4 vanjarafl
2 v perform recitation. 3 adj worthy of  being
performed as recitation. “nanak jap japc harI
japna.”—-gau m 5.
ਜਪਨ [japni] n a rosary for counting mantars or
recitations. Sec ਜਪਮਲ. “mokau dehu  hare harI
japni.”——asa m 5.  “ japn i  kath ki  k I a
dIkhlavahI lo:?”—s  kabz‘r. 2 Gomukhi, a sac
in which telling of  rosary beads is done.
ਜਪਨਯ [japniy] Skt adj worthy of being recited.
ਜਪਨ [japanu] See ਜਪਨ. “harI harI japanu japau
d I n  rati.”—dhana m .4.

ਜਪਨ [japne] See ਜਜਯ. “harI ka japu japahu
japu japne.”-maru soIhe m 5. ‘Recite the name
of  God,  who is worthy  of  chanting.’
ਜਪ ਭ [jap bha] n miracle of recitation.
manifestation of NAM. See ਭ. “mue jive
harIjap bha.”—prabha m 4. .
ਜਪਮਲ [japmal], ਜਪਮਲ [japmala] a rosary for
counting mantars or  recitations, In Hindu
scr ip tures ,  t h ree  types o f  fosar ies  are
mentioned:
(a) karmala (to count upon fingers)
(b) veranmala (to visualise letters from ਅ10
ਕ as rosary, and assign numbers from ੳ੮0 ੜ)

(c) aksmala (a rosary of  beads) made from
rudraks, seeds of  lotus or beads made from
iVory, fragments of con‘ch shell, sandalwood,
holy basil, pearls, crystal, coral etc.

In Yogini Tantar, Mahadev states that a
rosary of  twenty-five beads brings deliverance,
one of  twenty-seven strength, one of  thirty

, delivers wealth, one of  fifty ushers spiritual-
power, and one of one hundred and eight
showers complete emancipation.

According to Tantar Shastar, the  following
fifty letters— _
ਗੲਸਫਵਚਗਜਜਰਰਧਧਕਕਗਕ:
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ਗਯਧਧਛ|ਢਥਤਥਗਕ|ਟਠਛਛਯ|
ਰਧਥੲਜ|ਧਯਥਸਧ|ਧਦਯਥਗਯਚਫਗ|

read forward and backward constitute one
hund red numbers. When the first letter of each
c}ass with the same place o f  articulation (SI ਗ
ਢ ਣ ਰ ਧ ਧ ਥੜ) is added, the  count comes to l08.

It is also stated that every sign of  the zodiac
has nine characters. Hence 12 muliplied by
nine come 108. There is another view  that each
planet has four characters and there are 27
planets. Hence 108 letters are there.

Mus l im  rosary (tasbi) contains 100 beads,
out of which 99 signify qualitative nouns and
one proper noun for reciting the name ofAllah.
“mala tasbi torke ii 330 tIVE athotar laIa.”
—BG. Some Mohammedans possess a rosary
of  101 beads, including a premier bead (meru).
See ਤਸਬ.

The Christian rosary contains one hundred
and fifiy'wooden beads. There is one large
bead after ten small ones. Hence there are
135 small and 15 large beads. Upon small
beads are repeated maternal (Ave Maria) and
upon large beads paternal (Pater Noster)
invocations.

Christians also possess a rosary o f  55
beads; It is called Chaplet. It contains fifty small
and five large beads. Similar repetition is
performed as in the case of a rosary of 150
beads. Among the Roman Catholics rosary is
awarded special significance.

There are 1 1 1 beads in the rosaries of Jains.
Sikhism does not believe in ਨਮ [nam]

specific number of repetitions. “harImala ਘ-
5tarI dhare. janam maran l<a dukh nIVare.”
—-asa m 5. “hIrde japni japau guntasa.”—bIIa
m 3 var 7. “man: japie hat-I japmala.”—ma1i m
4. See ਚਰ ਸਲ.
ਜਪਮਲ [japmali] n. rosary for counting mantars
or  recitations. See ਜਪਮਲ. “dhoti  tIka ts
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japmali.”—var asa. 2 adj one who possesses a
rosary.
ਜਪਲ [japla] repeats. “harI harI jap japla.”
—ram 111 5. '
ਜਪ [japa] through the recitation of  mantar.
“horn japa nahi janxa.”-—maru m I. 2 Skt a
flower  that blooms at midday. 3 Chinese rose.
ਜਪਹ [japaha] worthy of repetition, worthy of
ਜਪ [jap]. “her: her]: mum japaha.’  ’-j£t m 4.
2 has recited. _
ਜਪਤ [japat], ਜਪਤ [japatI] repeat, repeats.
“ h a r I  harI se i  j apa t .”~var  guj 2 m 5.
2 compels recitation. -
ਜਪਨ [japani] worth of repetition. “tInI harI
japIo japani.”——dhana m 4. 2 888'ਜਘਨ.
ਜਪਵਣ [japavan], ਜਪਵਣ [japavna] v make one
repeat, cause recitation ofਨਮ [nam]. “apI jape
avarahI nam  japave.”—var gaui  m 4.
ਜਪਵਣਅ [japavnIa] one who gets ਨਮ [nam]
recited. “ਪ ape naU japavnIa.”—majh a m 3.
ਜਪ [japI] having repeated. “japI puran hoe
kama.”¥sor  m 5. 2 perform ਜਪ [jap]; repeat.
“japI jan, sada sada d I n  reni.”—sukhman1°.
3 SktT—Rfir adj worthy o f  being repeated. “japI
jagdisu japau man maha.”4-j£tm 4.
ਜਪਆ [japIfi] while performingT-Fu [jap]. 2 as a
result of  recitation. 3 as a result, making happy.
See  ਰਪ vr. “te  sadhu harI melahu suami ! j In
japIa  gatI hOI hamari.”—bhsrm 4.
ਜਪਦ [japfda] one who performs ਜਪ [jap].
“jap ke  japfda.”——gyan.
ਜਪ [japi] you perform ਜਧ [jap], I will perform
ਜਪ [jap]. “ahInISI japi sada salahi.”—suhi chfa't
m 4. 2 Skt ਯਧਜ adj who performs ਜਪ [jap].
“japi tapi sabh carani lae.”-—GPS.
ਜਪਐ [japie] (let’s) peform ਜਪ [jap]. “pritI sahIt
japie gurumfitr.”—GPS. 2 ja-pie if we drink.
“japie nam ja pie 5nu.”—g5d kabir. Only if
provided with food should we repeatfi'Hlnam];
without food, body does not become capable
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. ਜਪਨ [japenI] recite. “

ਜਪਥ

of repeating ਨਮ [nam]. See ਔਨ.
ਜਪਸ [japis] jap-is. Lord of all japs. “her: her:
sabad japis.”—I<an m 4 partal.
ਜਪਜ [japije] should perform ਜਪ [jap]. “jInI
dhare brahaméd khéd harI,  tako namu japije
re.”—gau m 5.
ਜਪ [japU] name of a composition in Gurbani,
which is the basis of  daily routine for Sikhs. It
marks the beginning of  Guru Granth Sahib. It
has 3 9  stanzas including a salok. “japuji kéth
nItapratI  rate. janam janam ke  kalmal kate.”I
—-NP. 2 mantar recitation. “japu tapu séjamu
dharamu n9 kamaIa.”—-50purakhu. 3 worthy
oFbeing repeated.
ਜਪਜ [japuji] the word ਜ [ji] IS placed after the
composition ਜਪ [jap] as a mark of  reverence.
See ਜਪ 1 .
ਜਪ ਨਸਣ [japu nisanu] In the table of contents
of Guru Granth Sahib, this japu is the epithet
of Bani; japu in the form of index.
ਜਪਉ [japeu] adj worthy of being repeated. “gem
nam  drIraIa japu japeu.”—-b955t m I .
ਜਪਨ [japen] recite. 2 (third declension) due to
ਜਪ [jap]. ‘

menu bar: harI nam
japenI.”—kan m 4.
ਜਪਚ [japere] repeats, performs ਜਪ [jap]. chants
ਜਪ [jap]. “sadhu 5 5 g :  her: her: namu
japere.”—dev m 5.
ਜਪਨ [japeni] one who performs ਜਪ [jap].
2 perform ਜਪ [jap]. 3 worthy of  being recited.
“k0 jape harImétr  japeni.”—b1'1a m 4.
ਜਪਥ [japéth], ਜਪਥ [japétha], ਜਪਥ []ਗਥਭਇ]
'Somc scholars are of the view that Japu has 40 stanzas.
They include slok m ] of Suhi di Var. “dux dive caudah
hat "ਸਸ”... in the text of japu. The followers of Baba
Sahib Singh Vcdi add the following stanza to it. “Ihu
japu karte purakh ka sacu nanak kia bakhan.”... but these
are all speculations. The text entered at the beginning of
Sri Guru Granth Sahib, is  the complete bani.
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ਯਧਤਥਜ repeats, performs ਜਪ [jap]. “dInu  rem:
japétha.”—var maru 2 m 5. 2 repeat, perform
ਜਪ [jap]. “je jekar jap‘éthI nara.”—saveye m 3
ke.
ਜਪਦੜ [japédra], ਜਪਦੜ [japédri] repeats or
performs ਜਪ [jap]. “nam japédri lali.”—-var ram
2 m 5.
ਜਪਨ [japan] (they) repeat, perform ਜਪ [jap].
ਜਪਨ [japéna] See ਜਪਨ. “kahe kau kije tanU
japéna.”—asa namdev. 2 See  ਜਪਨ.
ਜਪਨ [japénI] See ਜਪਨ.
ਜਪਉ [jap-hau], ਜ'ਪਯਉ [japyau] repeated,
performed ਜਪ [jap]. “jap—hau jInh arjundev
guru.”——saveye m 5 ke. 2 known. 3 pleased.
See ਰਪ vr.
ਜਪਯਸਰ [japyesvar] Sec ਜਲਪਸਰ.
ਜਫਰ [japharlA /}>‘ nvictory, triumph, conquest.
2 success. 3 nom de  plume of  the last Mughal
emperor (Bahadur Shah Rangila) was Zafar.
See ਬਹਦਰਸਹ 2 .
ਜਫਰਨਮ [japhar nama] P ,.ਲਫ/c " letter of victory.
2 History of  Timur written by Sharffudih in
the year 1425 (Sammat 1482).
3 a letter written by Guru Gobind Singh to
Aurangzeb in Sammat -1763 from Kangarh
village. It was in Persian couplets and was sent
to'Aurangzeb in Deccan through Bhai Daya
Singh and Dharam Singh. This letter is known
as  Zafarnama (the letter o f  victory) ;  It
contains the description of  unjust and unworthy
deeds of the emperor couched in beneficent
advice.

Certain unknown writers have distorted the
text o f  Zafarnama. But after collecting
numerous manuscripts with a great effort, we
have revised the text and the same will be
printed in Persian and Gurmukhi scripts for
the benefit of  the readers.
ਜਫਰਨਮ ਸਹਬ' [japharnama sat] a gurdwara
in Kangar Patti of village Dyalpur, situated in
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Phool nizamat of  Nabha state. A magnificient
building of  the gurdwara came into béing on
Bhai Mani Singh’s persuasion. It is at this place
that Zafarnama was written. Free hold land
for two ploughs has been donated by the state
to the gurdwara.

When the Guru had his majestic residence
there, Dyalpura was not inhabited. This land
belonged to Kangarh village.
ਜਢ [jafa] A [ਫਟ tyranny. 2 misery, distress. “kar
katak pe rIpu tar daye  bIn  hi dharae sar  sayam
japha.”——krrsan. 3 See ਜਫ.
ਜਫਕਸ [jafakasl P Jig? adj the Oppressed, the
persecuted. 2 hard working (people).
ਜਫ [jappha], ਜਫ [japphi] n tight embrace, hug.
Its root is in Persian word jafa.
ਜਬ [jab] adj when. “jab ham saranI prabhu ki
ai.”—dev m 4.
ਜਥਹ [jabah] See ਜਬ and ਜਬ ਹ. 2 See ਜਬਹ.
ਜਬਰ [jab-hi] See ਜਬ. “jab-hi nIrdhan dekhIo
nar kau, 55g chadI sab bhage.”—sorm 9.
ਜਬ ਕਥ [jab kab] adj whenever. “jab kab tuhi
tuhi.”—ram kabir.
ਜਬਤ [jabat] A 1.9 n forfeiture, confiscation.
2 restraint, discipline. 3 int imidat ion.
4 administration.
ਜਬ ਤਕ [jab tak] adv  till then. See ਜਵਤ2.
ਜਬਤ [jabti] P ਲਡ“ seizure; act of confiscating.
See ਜਬਤ.
ਜਬਰ [jabar] A „{; n writing. 2 understanding.
3 patience. 4 discussion. 5 P adv  above, over.
6 adj powerful, dominant. 7 n a mark in
grammar which shortens a vowel. “jer te jabar
or mayne kItaban ke.”—-NP. 8 A ,3 pushing
and shoving. 9 youngman, youth. 10 warrior,
brave man. 11 adj much, enough, plenty. “jevar
jabar javahar jare.”—GPS. 12 algebra.
ਜਥਰਜਗ [jabarj‘ég] adv  warrior; brave, valiant.
2 n pickaxe, adze. 3 small gun carried on a
camel; cannon, balloon, big gun. “ass; dhatu
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da jabarjég.”—BG “jabarjég ham kai calai.”
—GV 10. “tupak bhan jabar j5g hathnal.”
—sanama.

ਜਬਰਦਸ [zabardast] P am} adj  strOng,
powerful, mighty.
ਜਬਰਦਸਖ [z'abardastxé] 915.504) commander-
in-chief of Lahore, who alongwith Wazir Khan
of  Sirhind, in Sammat 1761 went  to  Anandpur
to arrest Guru Gobind Singh. He was appointed
subedar of Lahore during the reign of emperor
J ahandarshah.
ਜਬਰਨ [jabaran] A !;ਰ-i ’ adv forcibly, perforce,
violently.
ਜਬਰਈਲ [jabaraill See ਤਕਟ 4 and ਫਰਸਤ.
ਜਬਲਉ [jablau], ਜਥਲਗ [jablagu] adv till. “jab lau
nahi bhag  II lar  ude.”—saveye m 5 ke. “jablagu
sas  hon: man 5tarI.”—1<aII a m 4. ‘so long as
one is alive.’
ਜਬ [2ਗ੭ਕ], ਜਬਨ [zaban] P up  sense of taste,
tongue. 2 language.
ਜਬਥ [jabab] or ਜਬਬ [jababu] A v”: n answer.
“salamu jababu dove kare mfidhahu ghufha
jaI.”—var asa m 2. 2 example, illustration.
ਜਬਬਦਹ [jabadhi] P dog)? 21 accountability.
“karo jabadhi In  ség.”—GPS.
ਜਬਬ [jababu] See ਜਬਬ.
ਜਬਰ [jabbar] A A}: n in Koran, epithet for God.
2 adj powerful, mighty. _
ਜਬਚ [zabbur] A „ਰ; adj written, recorded. 2 n
document, deed. 3 a religious scripture
revealed to David, included amongst the divine
texts. Psalms of David. See ਕਤਥਗਥ ਚਰਕਤਬ.
ਜਮ [jam] short for janam. “jam kal srro  n3 utre.”
—Var majh m I. ‘cannot get rid of birth and
death.’ 2 Skt Yam, the god of death;‘Shani.
3 routine. 4 first part of yog, which has these
ten parts: non-violence, truth, abandonment of
theft, ce l ibacy ,  mercy,  gu i le léssness ,
forgiveness, patience, restraint in the eating
of  food, and piety. 5 Dharamraj, the  god who
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dispenses justice. “jam darI badha cota
khae.”—majh a m 1. 6 god of death. “jam ki
katie teri phas.”—ram m 5. 7 P ( great king,
emperor. 8 Suleman and Jamshaid.
ਜੲਆ [jamaia] has planted, has confirmed.
“hear: her: bhagatI jamia.”—bIIa a m 4. 2 dne
who  plans. 3 son-in~1aw.
ਜਮਹ [jamah], ਜ1'ਹ[]'੪ਗ811]:] ofYam. “her: her:
karat nahi dukh jamah.”—gad namdev. “dura
a jamahI tana.”—'sri trIIocan. 2 to  Yam, for
Yam. 3 take birth. were born. “prabhu bIsrat
marI jamahI abhage.”—gau thIti m 5. 4 See
ਜਮ. 5 See ਜਮ.
ਜਮਰਰ [jamhur] A „?’. all, entire,.general; equal,
Republic. '
ਜਮਹਰ [jamhuri] A (51 ਨ. of  all, of general public
as  “ jamhur i  sa l tanat” .  Republican
(Democracy).
ਜਮਕ [jamak] See ਯਮਕ.
ਜਮਕਗਰ [jamkagar] paper of  Yam, Yamraj’s _
office, where actions of  people are recorded.
“phare  jamkagar.”—gaum 5.
ਜਮ ਕ ਘਟ [jam ka ghat] the way of Yarn. “jau
na jam ks ghat.”—m91a m 5. ' ~
ਜਮਕਲ [jamkal], ਜਮਕਲ [jamkalu] Skt time of
Yam; two times; twice; the time of  birth and
death. “jamkal te bhae nIkane.”-—dhana m 5.
“jamkalu t I s u  nerI na ave.”—majh a m 5.
2 adjdeadly Yam.
ਜਮਕਕਰ [jamkikar], ਜਮਕਕਰ [jamkékar], ਜਮਕਕਰ
[jamkékaru] Skt ਧਕਛਥਵਣ n servant of Yam,
angel of death; messenger of  death. “jamkékar
mar: bIdarIanu.”—-sava m 4. “jam kékaru nerI
na aIa.”—sor m 5.
ਜਮਘਟ [jamghat] n crowd, stampede.-2 Yam’s
way; path of death. ‘ ‘
ਜਮਘਟ [jamghat] See ਜਮ ਕ ਘਟ.
imam [zamzam] A |?} a well situated near
Kaaba  in Mecca, considered sacred. It derives
its name from an incident. When alongwith her
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son  Ismail, Ibrahim’s wife Hajrah (ਪਨ), feeling
very thirsty, came close to this well, Ismail
shouted - “stop stop”. In Eyptian language zam
means stop. Some other scholars are of  the
view that zam  means  to  fill. Here at this place
was  a pit for worshippers of  fire. When thirsty
Hajrah and Ismail reached this place and found
no water, they were very much distressed.
Then they prayed to God to fill that pit with
water. Their prayer was granted and the pit
was fil led with water. Thus the mother and
the son quenched their thirst.

Haj is regard it sacred to  drink from this well
and some peeple end their fast with its water.
As  people bring Ganga  jal from Haridwar, so
do  believers take water of  zam zarn in bottles
to different parts of  the world. This water is
alkaline and very hard. Among Muslims, it is
regarded a pious act to put zam zam water
into the mouths of  the dying persons.
ਜਮਜਮ [zamzama] A „‘ੴ/' n prayer which
Parsees recite in a low voice while worshipping
fire and taking food. 2 in music tone’s vibration;
generating a vibrating tone from the throat or
with a string.
ਜਮਜਲ [jamjal] n noose of Yam. “nIt johe
jamjale.”—sri m 3. 2 hunter’s net, trapper’s
noose.
ਜਮਜਲ [jamjalI] in the noose of Yam Or a
trapper. “jIU machuli phathi jamjalI.”—-051<ar.
ਜਮਜਵਡ [jamjevra], ਜਮਜਵਰ [jamjevri], ਜਮਜਵੜ
[jamjevra] noose of  Yam. “cahu d I s  paeo he
jamjevra.”—sor kabir.
ਜਮਜਦਰ [jamjédaru] Yam, the executioner. See
ਜਦਰ and ਜਦਰ. “jamjédaru na ave nere.”—dhana
m 5.

_ ਜਮਡਢ [jamdadhh] n dagger. See ਜਮਦਡ.
“jamdadhh krIpan nIkarhfge.”—kalki.
ਜਮਡਡ [ਰਗਧਕਗ], ਜਮਡਡ [jamdfida] cudgel of
Yarn. “mIle jamdfida.”—suhi m 5.
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ਜਮਡਢ [jamdadh] See ਜਮਦੜ.
ਜਮਡਡ [jamdéda], ਜਮਡਡ [jamdédu] Yam’s cudgel.
2 punishment inflicted by Yam. “jamclédu
sahahI sada dukh pae.”—gau a m 3.
ਜਮਣ [jaman] See ਜਨਮਨ and ਜਮਣ.
ਜ'ਮਤ [jamat] born. Skt ਜਮਤ n adoption,
assimilation. “péc bhut baSI kine jamat na
tras.”-—saveye m 4 Ice. ‘have controlled five
evils by adopting them and not through a show
of  fear.’
ਜਮਤ [jamatu] is born, takes birth. “besua ke
gharI put  jamatu he.”—-devm 4.
ਜਤ [jamdagan], ਜਮਦਗਨ [jamdaganI] Skt
ਯਸਕ a brahman of  Bhrigu lineage, who was
the son o f  Richik and Satyavati. J amdagani’s
mother Satyavati was the daughter of king
Gadhi of  Kshatri dynasty. There is a mention
in Vishnu Puran that once saint Richik, by
virtue of his austerity, prepared divine food. A
son with the qualities of  a brahman was to be
born if this food was taken. At the same time
he prepared another food and gave it to
Satyavati’s mother to eat, and with that food a
warr ior  s o n  w a s  t o  be born.  T h e  two
exchanged their foods, with the result that
Richik’s son  Jamdagani became a warrior' and
Gadhi Kshatri’s son became Vishvamitar, a
brahman. ‘

It is mentioned in Mahabharat that when
. J amdagani had mastered all the Veds, he went

to king Renu or  Prasenjit of  the solar dynasty
and demanded his daughter Renuka. The king“
gave him his daughter and from her, J amdagani
had five sons — Rumnvan, Sushen, Vahu, Vishva
vahu and Parshuram.

The place o f  J amadagni’s residence is
known as Zamania in Ghazipur district.

'Thcrc is a myth that due to blessings from Jamadagni’s

father, the qualities o f  a warrior—centre were transferred

instead o f  his son to Parshuram the  'grandson.
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Zamania is the corrupt form of  Jamdaganiya.
“gave  jamdaganI paras  ramesur.”—saveye m 1
Ice. See ਸਹਸਬਹ, ਰਵਨ, ਪਰਸਰਮ and ਰਣਕ.
ਜਮਦਢ [jamdadd], ਜਮਦਰ [jamdarh], ਜਮਦੜ
[jamadarh] Skt ਯਮਦਸਟ n dagger, which
resembles Yam’s grinder tooth. 2 bIchua, a
pqniard with a curved projecting part. 3 double- '
edged dagger. See ਸਸਤ.
ਜਮਦਪਕ [jamdipak] n an earthen lamp lighted,
in the courtyard for the sake of Yam on the 3"d
of  the dark half  of  Kattak.
ਜਮਦਤ [jamdut] n angel of  death. “jamdut n3
ave nere.”—sor m 5.
ਜਮਧਰ [jamdhar], ਜਮਧੜ [jamdhar] See  ਜਮਦੜ.
ਜਮਧਣ [jamdhan] battledrum. It derives its name
from the fact that two battledrums are placed
on a horse etc. “sat; pai jamdhan kau.”—c5di
3. 2 ਥਸਧਸ a musical instrument mounted with
leather.
ਜਮਧਣ [jamdhani] n Yamdhani, the capital of
Yam. 2 upon battledrums. “satt pai jamdhani.”
~c5d1' 3. See ਜਮਧਣ.
ਜਮਧਰ [jamdhar] See ਜਮਦੜ.
ਜਮਧਰ [jamdhara] See ਜਮਦੜ. 2 a section of
Yam’s law. “avanu janu nahi jamdhara.”
—maru soIhe m I .
ਜਮਨ [jaman] See ਜਨਮਨ and ਜਮਣ. 2 See ਜਮਨ.
3 See ਯਮਨ. 4 See  ਯਵਨ. “ae  ah‘émev yut jaman.”
—GPS. ‘Turks  c a m e  over f lowing  with
arrogance.’
ਜਪਨਪਤ [jamaata] sun, the father ofYamuna.
“jamaata carh gagan majhara.”-GV 10.
ਜਮਨ [jamna] Skt Yamuna, a well known river
of  India; one of  the three rivers that make a
confluence. Purans mention it as sun’s
daughter. lts origin is in the territory of Tehri
in Himalayas at a height of ] 0,850 feet. It flows
a distance of  860 miles and merges with Ganga
near Paryag. There is a belief among Hindus
that a bath in Yamuna protects from Yam’s
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punishment. “rasna ram nam hIt  jake, kaha kare
jamna?”——asa kabir.
ਜਮਨਧਤ [jamanapatI] Yamuna’s husband -
Krishan. 2 god Varun is lord of  river Yamuna
—sanama.
ਜਮਨਧਤ ਆਯਧ [jamnapatI ayudh] lord of
Yamuna, Varun; his weapon, noose.—sanam  
2 lord of  Yamuna — Krishan; his weapon
sud  arsan cakr.—sanama.
ਜਮਨਪਤ [jamanapxt] Yamuna’s father, the sun.
ਜ-[ਨਤਰ [jamnotri] Yamnotri, Bandarpuchh
mountain' in Himalayas, which is also known
as Kalindgiri, is the source of  Jamna. From
here descends this river. 2 A place in Prayag
where Ganga meets Jamna. .
ਜਮਪਸ’ [jampas] the noose of Yarn.
ਜਧਪਸ‘ [jampasx] in the noose of Yam. “namu
113 pa Ia,  te bhag-hin jampaSI .”—sodaru.
ਜਮਪਥ [jampéth], ਜਮਪਥ [jampéthu] the way of
Yam. “jampéth bIkhra.”——gau ਗਤ!“ m 5. "
ਜਮਬਹਣ [jambahan], ਜਮਬਹਨ [jambahan] Yam’s
vehicle for riding, a male buffalo. “jambahan
jIU arrae.”-—c5di 3.
ਜਮਮਗ [jammagI] in the way ofYam. “jam mag:
na  javahu.”—tukha ch5t m I .
ਜਮਮਗ [jam magu], ਜਮਮਰਗ [jam marag] way to
Yampuri. “jammarag kc ségi path.”—bh£r m 5.
ਜਮਰ [jamra], ਜਮਰਇ [jamraI], ਜਮਰਜ [jamraj]
Yamraj. “kahfi kare jamra?”-—asa kabir.
ਜਮਲ [jamal] See ਯਮਲ.
ਜਮਲਰਜਨ [jamlarjan] Skt ਯਮਲਰਨ8 pair ofA rjun
trees. There is a tale in the Bhagvat that once
Nalkuvar ,  s o n  o f  K u b e r ,  a n d  h i s  brother
Manigriv were openly cohabiting with women

'Thc water of the spring from which Yamuna originates is
very hot. It is said that after burning Lanka, Hanuman
put out the fire of his tail here; that is why its water is
hot and the name of the mountain is Bandar Puchh
(Monkey’s Tail). Sec Geographical Dictionary by Nundo
Lal Dcy.
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on the bank of  Ganga near mountain Kailas.
Seeing this, Narad cursed them to remain in
this world as trees. Hence both of  them grew
as Arjun trees in Vrajbhumi. Krishan in his
childhood broke these trees with a wooden-
mortar and thus, redeemed from the curse,
both the brothers proceeded to heaven. '

2 Nalkuvar and Manigriv also came to be
known as Jamlarjun, as they had become a
pair of Arjun trees. “ukhal kanh ar‘aI 1(1t
balke tan k0 ੮01- tordae h i .  to nIkse tInte
jamlarjun ke bInt i  surlok gae hE.”-krIsan.
ਜਮਵਹਨ [jamvahan] vehicle used by Yam for
riding -— the male buffalo. Sec  ਜਮਬਹਣ.
ਜਮਵਰ [jamvar] time of birth. 2 age. “tin ves
jamvar v1cc.”——BG. ‘childhood, youth and old ,
age, the three phases of  life.’
ਜਸ [jamvall a subcaste of  Rajputs. Jammu
state was established by Jamvals.
ਜਮ [jama] A_ n sumtotal, grand total.
2 collection. 3 also used for satisfaction
(xatIr jama). “ I s  b I t  téki jama karai.”
—GV 10.
ਜਮ [jama] See ਜਮ. 2 See  ਜਮ'ਨ4 “]811111101]ਹ111€1
he.”—japu.
ਜਮਉਣ [iamauna] v cause birth, cause begetting.
2 coagulate as in case of milk. 3 bq steadfast.
4 produce, to raise.
ਜਮਟਣ [jamaIn] See ਜਵਯਨ.
ਜਮਇਣ [jamaIanu] S coagulator the curd or
yogurt that IS put into milk to  coagulate it. 2 v
coagulate.

mnf‘es' [jamaIt] See ਜਮਤ.
ਜਮਈ [jamai] produced. 2 firmly fixed. “hIrde
ram nam lehu jamai.”—-—bher m 3. ‘Hold nam
steadfast in your mind.’ 3 Ski ਕਕ son—in-law.
ਜਮਣ [jamana], ਜਮਣ [jamani] adj of Yarn. “cuki
kan  jamani.’_’—vad cha't m 5. “dukh sahe
]81118138.”-8(1ਲਚ`ਥ
ਜਮਤ [jamat] A ਚਤ. class, group, gathering.
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2 row of  Muslims engaged in saying prayers.
ਜਮਤ [jamata] See ਜਮਈ 3.
ਜਮਤ [jamati] adj classfellow, one’s peer, equal.
“aipéthi sagal jamati.”——japu. ‘To treat all as
equals i.c. not to discriminate against anybody,
is to be the follower of  Aipanth.’
ਜਮਦਰ [jamadar] adj a soldier, who keeps
labourers together. 2 head of  a gathering. 3 n
a designation in the army.
ਜਮਦ [jamadI] yam-adI. Yam etc. “Ichasx
jamadI parabhyé.”—gujj€dev. Sce ਪਰਭਯ.
ਜਮਨ [jaman] victorious. “sét'Jamane adI  fate.”
—aka1. 2 surety, guarantor.‘ ‘nahI uge khet ham
hf: jaman.”-NP. 3 A UL} n t ime, per iod.
4 sky. “jamin jaman saban k0 pekhe.”-—akal.
“jamin l<o det  jaman ko dehe.”—akal.
ਜਮਨਸਹ [zamansah] ethyl.) king of  Ghazni and
Kabul. He was  son  o f  Taimurshah and
grandson of Ahmad Shah Abdali. He ascended
the throne in 1793 AD. In I 797  AD, he invaded
Punjab and tortured Sikhs and Hindus a lot.
Learning of  turmoil at home, he returned to
Ghazni, leaving behind his son Kiran Shah in
Punjabfln the year 1800 AD his younger
brother Mahmood Shah tortured him by‘. getting
'his eye balls gorged out.
ਜਮਨਤ [jamanat] A .....ਭਜ, n surety.
ਜ [jamana] adj of  Yam, relating to Yam.
“tIs  nari k0 dukh na' jamans.”—-gau m 5. 2 A

. „ਪ./' n time. “aha vadh ghate ko sou jamana.”
-NP. 3 world.
ਜਮਨ [jamane] Sce ਜਮਨ. 2 in the world.
ਜਮਰ [jamar] Sec ਜਰ.
ਜਮਲ [jamal] A JV. n beauty. “k1 hual-jamal
he.”—japu. 2 quality, nierit. “karni kamal
jamal.”-—cau m 5. See ਚਚਲ-ਚੜ. 3 a devoted
disciple of  Guru  Arjan Dev. 4 a devotee, who
renounced Islam .and became an ardent disciple
o f  Guru  Hargobind a n d  attained self-
realisation. “miéi jamal nIhal he.”——BG. 5 a
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faqir of Lahore who was a brother of Kamal.
He died in 1650  AD.
ਜਮਲਖ [jamalxe‘i] 888 ਰਪਕਲ.
ਜਮਲਗਟ [jamalgota] Skt ਜਯਪਲ. L Croton liglium.
' a tree from the fruit and seeds of  which oil is

extracted, and used as a purgative. It creates
dryness, is very hot and pungent in effect. It
should be used carefully per directions of  a
physician. It dries moisture of the body and
cures diseases of the blood and the skin.
ਜਮਵਨ [jamavan] See ਜਮਉਣ.
ਜਮ [jamI] Yam (did). “jam: pakrIa tab hi
pachutana.”—-gau a m 3. 2 after taking birth.
“jam: jamI ਸਹਬ-”ਅਸਕ… 5ju11' m 5.
ਜਮ [jami] 888 ਜ-ਸਨ. 2 born, produced. 3 angels
of  death (did), Yams (did). 4 river Yamuna.
5 having an expedient ਧਸਜ.
ਜਕ [}'ਟਮਪਗ] '/1 ਕ a gathering.
2 satisfaction, contentment.
ਜਮਦਰ [zami’dar] P Jig) proprietor of land,
landlord. 2 Jatt. 3 in Bengal rentiers of  land
who pay land revenue to  the  state and
themselves recover it from the cultivators.
ਜਮ'ਦਥ [zami'dari] landlordism, act of asserting
ownership of land. 2 landlord’s occupation.
ਜਮਨ [zamin] P ਖ,“ earth, land. Skt ਕ.
ਜਮਮ [jamima] A _ਮ‘ supplement, appendix.
ਜਮਰ [jamir] A [f n conscience. 2 heart.
3 inner voice.
ਜਮ [jamu] Yam, god of  death; Yamraj.
jamu kita so sevie.”—var vad m 3.
ਜਮਨ [jamun] river Yamuna, 888 ਜਮਨ. “dutia
jamun gae.”—-tukha ché't m 4. ‘Other holy
places shifted from Kurukshetar to Yamuna.’
2 according to the yog doctrine, a beat passing
through the pfgla, the right one of the three
vessels running from the loins to  the head. “ulti
géga jamun mIlavau.”—gau kabir.

‘fi InI

ਜਮਨਨ [jamun—ni] the holder or bearer of river:
' Yamuna, earth.-—sanama.
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ਜਮਨ [jamuna] See ਕ.
ਜਮਨਤ [jamunadri] mountain from which
Yamuna originates; Kalind mountain. 888
ਜਮਨਤਰ. 2 a resident of Kalind mountain. See
ਗਗਦ.
ਜਮਨਪਤ [jamunapatI], ਜਮਨਪਤ [jamunapIt]
Krishan and Varun. 888 m-W'Llfaand ਜਮਨਪਤ.
ਜਮਨਤਝ [jamunabhrat] Yamuna’s brother, Yam.
There is a myth that the sun had twins, Yam
and Yamuna.
ਜਮਠਜ [jamunIni] earth. See ਜਮਨਨ.
ਜਮਰਦ [zamurrud] A „ਅ; n emerald.
ਜ'ਮ'ਆ [jamua] Yam. 2 angel of death. “jamua
take nIkatI na  jae.”-—g5d a m 5.
ਜਮਰ [jamura] n boy accompanying a juggler and
performing tricks per his directions. 888 ਜਬਰ.
ਜਮ [jams] takes birth, is born, grows.
“gurmukh; bije sacu jame.”—asa a m 3 .
2 gathering. “jogi dIgébar jams sanu jasi.”
—var mam 2 m 5. 3 ਨ totally,'m toto.‘  ‘jame
kale te chute.  ”—bh£r m 3. '
ਜਮਯਤ [jameyat] See ਜਮਅਤ.
ਜ [jay] Skt n victory. “dev _tohI jas jay jay
jépahI.”saveye m 5 ke. 2 a servant of Vishnu.
See ਜ ਵਜਯ. 3 Indar, chief of the deities.
ਜਯਸਘ [jaysigh] Ambar, king of Kachhwah 
dynasty who was the son of  Maha Singh. He
remained in Shah Jahan’s attendance and
received the title of “Mirza”. In 1‘664 AD
Aurangzeb appointed him subedar of  Deccan.
He died in 1666 AD. He was a scholar of
Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and was a statéman
as well. He was a devout follower of  Guru
Har Krishan. Bha i  Santokh Singh has by
mistake referred to him as Sawai Jai Singh,
ruler of Jaipur.‘

2 Jlai Singh Sawai was son of Bisan Singh.
He founded Jaipur city and transferred the

"‘tIs chm a p  jaysigh savai. sun vrItét sabh kahyo
bujhai.”—GBS ms: 10 a 32.
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capital from Ambar to this place. He ascended
the  throne in 1697  AD  (Sammat 1755).1 After
the death of  Aurangzeb, he sided with Azam
Shah in the ensuing  tussle between the princes.

. Bahadur Shah confiscated the state of  Jaipur
and appointed Sayyad Hussain Ali Khan as its
ruler. When Bahadur Shah went to Deccan to
subdue  his brother Kambaksh, in 1708 AD, Jai
Singh, with the support of Ajit Singh Rathaur,
once  again occupied Jaipur.

During  the reign of  Farukhsiyar, J ai Singh
was awarded the title of rajatraj  and
Mohammad Shah honoured him with the title
of  Sivai and appointed him ruler of  Malwa.
He died in the year 1742 and upon his death
his son Ishvari Singh succeeded him.

This second Jai Singh Savai was a great
astronomer. He got observatories (popularly

. known as Jantar Mantar) erected at Delhi,2
Banaras, Mathura, Ujjain and Jaipur. His
genealogy is given below:

Bhara Mall (alias Bihari Mall)

Bhagwlan Das

Man lSingh

Bhau lSingh

MahaISingh

Jai Sinlgh Mirza

Ram [Singh

BisanlSingh

Jai Singh Savai
I

lshvari Singh
ਜਯਸ'ਘਪ’ਰ [jaysigpura] a village set up near
Delhi where used to be the camp  of  Mirza Jai

'Guru Harkrishan passed away in Sammat I72].
2 T h i s  Observatory was buiit by Jai Singh Savai in 1710.
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Singh. It was meant to meet the requirement
of  his army. Impressed by the affection of  J ai
Singh, Guru Harkrishan stayed here for
sometime. The  name of  the gurdwara is Bangla
Sahib, which is now situated in New Delhi
between J ai Singh road and Cantonment road
and its back is towards Ashoka Road. While
New Delhi was being founded, J ai Singh road
was demolished, only a few buildings including
Dev mandir were spared.
ਜਯਕਰ [jaykari] See ਚਪਈ ਦ ਭਦ 1.
ਜਯਕਸ [jayesan] author poet of Rupdeep'
Pingal.
ਜਘਟ [jayghéta] a musical instrument of the
shape of a small platter which is sounded with
a cloth mounted stick; small cymbals of a
metallic disc which is struck as a bell at the
time of victory. In Hindu temples, it is Specially
struck while ਆਰਤ [arti] is performed. In
.ancient times it was struck at the time of war.‘
ਜਯਚਦ [jaycéd] the last king of Kanauj, Jai
Chandar was Rathour Rajput of  Gaharwar
caste. He was son of  Vijya Chandar, paternal
grandson of  Govind Chandar and maternal
grandson of Anangpal, maharaja of Delhi. He
instigated Shahbuddin Ghauri a lot to destroy
Prithiraj, who had eloped with his daughter.
Prithiraj died in the battle of Panipat and thus
ended the Hindu reign. After some time, Jai
Chand also had to pay for his treason. After
being defeated by Muslims, he  got drowned in
a river. This incident occurred in Sammat 1252
(H94 AD). 2 a king of  Kangra, who ruled
during the reign o f  Akbar.
ਜਯਜਵ [jayjiv] The terms jaydaya and jaydip3
are used m hilly areas as greetings in place of
Ram Ram, Salam and Fateh. They mean, ‘let

3The word jayjiv is recorded at several places in old
Sanskrit texts. Sumant, the minister, had uttered the
same word to Raja Dashrath. Sec ਅਧਹਤਮ ਰਮਯਣ. '
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you be victorious’ and ‘live long’, ‘let victory
be yours’, ‘with the grace of God’. But this
term is reserVed only for the high caste Rajputs
who never greet lowcastc people with this
ferm. Raja Bir Singh Nurpuria, even after losing
his  state and in d i re need o f  money, d id  not
accept from raja Dhian Singh Dogra the deed
of an estate of twenty five thousand rupees
per  annum granted by  Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
The latter wanted raja Bir Singh to greet him
with the term jaydaya but being of highcaste,
he did not want thus to greet Dhian Singh.
ਜਯਤਧਨ [jayatdhunI] victory shout; repeated
ovation; repeated sloganshouting. “bhumI
bhurI othi jayatdhunx.”—gyan.
ਜਯਦਯ [jaydaya] See ਜਯਜਞ.
ਜਯਦਞ [jaydev] See ਜਦਵ.
ਜਯਪਤਕ [jaypataka] n flag of triumph.
ਜਯਪਤ [jaypatr] n Zafarnama, letter of victory.
2 document which the loser party gives to the
winner. “jayépatr payo sukhé pfidvené.”

.—gyan.
ਜਯਪਲ [jaypal] son of Hitpal, a Brahman king
of Punjab, whose capital was Lahore and
Bhatinda respectively.l Subakatgin, ruler of
Ghazni, severely defeated him in 986. Then
Sultan Mahmood, son of Subakatgin, defeated
J aipal on 27‘h November 1001 and imprisoned
him alongwith his relatives. J aipal accepted his
subjugation by Mahmood and was released.
He handed over  his kingdom to  his son
Anangpal2 and burnt himself on a pyre. Some
historians describe Jaipal as  a Rajput and J att
as well. Jaipal’s well known Pandit Ugrbhuti
authored an excellent grammar of  Sanskrit.

2 Anangpal’s son Jaipal the second, who
ascended the throne of  Lahore in 1013 AD,

'Muslim writers have termed Bhfitinda as “Tabar Hind."
haghida is a corrupt form ofbhatida.

2 S o m e  writers mention him as Anandpal.

was thoroughly routed by Sultan Mahmood on
the bank of  Ravi in 1022. Jaipal escaped
towards Ajmer, and Punjab firmly came under
the rule  ofMuslims.
ਜਯਮਲ [jaymala] garland of  victory. 2 garland
put by the bride around the neck of  the
bridegroom.
ਜ ਵਜਯ [jay VIjay] Vishnu’s attendants and
gatekeepers. Once they did not allow Sankadi
saints to see  Vishnu. Enraged,  t h e  saints
cursed them to go to the earth and become
demons. According to  a myth, Jai Vijay
became Hirnyakship, Ravan and Kans etc.
ਜ [jaya] Skt victorious Durga. 2 green wced.
3 myrobalan. 4 flag. 5 hemp, cannabis.
ਜਯ [zyé] See ਜਯਨ.
ਜਯਦਹ [ zyadah ]  A ”!=/’ adj  m o r e ,  s p e c i a l ,
excessive.
ਜਨ [zayan] P ug) n loss.
ਜ'ਫਤ [jayaphat] A :29 act of  serving food to
a guest. 2 grand feast, entertainment.
ਜਯਰਤ [zayarat] A ‘:‘/!=; meeting, visit. “jayarat
karI multan di  phIr kartarpure nfi  aya.”—-BG.
ਜਯ [jayi] See ਜਈ 4.
ਜਯ [jayo] born. 2 gave birth. “pr1thampyo tIn
ram kumara.”— VN. 3 See  ਜਯਜਯ.
ਜਯਜਯ [jayojay] repeated ovation. “sri guru
ramdas  jayojay jag mahI.”—saveye m 4 Ice.
ਜਯਕਰ [jayékar] victorious. “jagat jayékar
manie.”-—paras.
ਜਯਕਰ [jayékar] See ਜਕਚ. 2 victorious.
ਜਯਤ [jayét] Skt ਕ adj victorious. 2 having
many disguises. 3 n Indar. 4 son of  Indar.
5 son of  Shiv; Kartikay. 6 father of  Akrur
Yadav. 7 a minister of king Dashrath. 8 an
assumed name of Bhimsen, when he was
hiding in king Virat’s house.
ਜਯਤ [jayéti] adj (feminine) victorious. 2 n flag.
3 turmeric. 4 Durga. 5 anniversary. 6 dates
of  birth of  Krishan and Ram‘Chandar, bhadé
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badi 8 and cetsudi 9.
ਜਧਪਤ [jayépatr] See ਜਯਪਤ.
ਜਰ [jar] root, origin. “daré jar hi Ukharke.”
-kr;rsan. 2 burn. “dekhat prabhuta jar bar
gayo.”—-GPS. 3 See ਜਰਨ. “jar jaI nah? kIste
ajri, aspaI gae sagri or me jar.”-GPS. 4 Skt
old age, senility. See  ਜਰਵਣਘਧ ਜਰ. 5 name of
a hunter who shot an arrow into the foot of
Krishan, resulting in his death. 6 P “‘ gold.
“mate  matég jare jar 55g.”—aka1. 7 wealth. “Isu
jar karanx ghani VIguti.”—asa a m  I. “parédae
n9 gIrah jar.”—var majh m 1. ‘Birds don’t
carry money in their protuberance.’ 8 dirt,
specially that of  a metal; rust.
ਜਰਸ [jaras] A J}: big bell; gong; small bells worn
around the ankle.
ਜਰਹ [jarah] A ,3,- very small particle.
ਜਰਕ [jarak] n jerk, shock. 2 sound produced
while wood is broken etc.  3 A [}'/,' falsehood,
untruth. 4 fraud, intrigue. 5 P J”. gold leaf.
ਜਰਕਸ [zarkas], ਜਰਕਸ [zarkasi] P jg,-
embroidered with gold thread; mounted with
small  stars between embroidered bands.
“patébar  jarkasi.”-—paras.
ਜਰਕਣ [jarakna] v give out a sound due to a
strong  jerk or  heavy loading.
ਜਰਕ ਬਰਕ- [jarak barak] A (5135,) glitter, outer
show. See ਜਰਕ 5.
ਜਰਕਬ’ [zarkob] P .705; one who makes. gold
and silver leaves by beating these metals.
ਜਰਕਬਰ [jarkébar] n zarak-ébar. dresses laced ‘
with gold and silver leaves; dresses mounted
with small stars between embroidered bands.
“:11 gee jarkébar se aj, fiber 5e a p kébar kine.”
—aj. ‘When kings like Zarak Ambar came,
kings like cotton clothes lost their lustre.’
ਜਰਖ [jarakh] Dg n a species of  wolf. Skt ਤਰਕ.
See ਤਰਕ 4.
ਜਰਖਬਹਣ [jarakhbahni] Dg n a witch who rides
a wolf. See ਤਰਕ 4.

ਜਚਦਰੲ

ਜਰਖਰਦ [zarxarid] purchased with money. “as?
tabla teri jarkhrid.”—j5gnama. 2 purchased
slave.
ਜਰਖਲ [jarkhal] adj decrepit, rusty.
ਜਰਖਜ [zarxez] P ਰ“- adj productive, fertile.
ਜਰਗਰ [zargar] P [Cl- goldsmith.
ਜਰਗਰ [zargari] P (5Z1 job o fa  goldsmith.
ਜਰਜਰ [jarjar], ਜਰਜ [jarjara], ਜਰਜਰ [jarjari],
ਜਰਜਰਕ [jarjarik] Skt ਯਯਦ-ਯਯਯ-ਯਯਯ adj
decrepit, worn  out, very old, rusty. “beta jarjara
phute chek hajar.”—s kabir. Here bera means
human body.
ਜਰਠ []ਹਧ] Skt adj aged. 2 decrepit. 3 hard
inflexible. 4 n old age.
ਜਰਠਟਆ [jarthaIa], ਜਰਨਅ [jarthIa] aged.
2 decayed, decrepit. See ਜਰਠ.
ਜਰਣ [jaran], ਜਰਣ [jarna] v tolerate. See ਜਰਣ.
“meri bahut Ianap jarat.”—-devm 5. 2 digest.
3 burn. “had jare q lakri.”—s kabir. “Ihu  jagu
jar ta dekhIks.”—s kabir. 4 Ski ਜਰਣ n
cuminsced. 5 old age. “grasat jat be] jarni.”
-sar m 5. 6 Skt ਜਣ’ the moon. 7 tree.
ਜਰਣ [jarni] See ਜਰਣ 5.
ਜਰਣ []ਕਗਘ] S v burn. 2 tolerate, bear, endure.
ਜਰਤ [jarat] See  ਜਰਣ 1.  2 See  ਜਰਣ2. 3 studded.
“panhi guru ki jo zar jarat.”—'GV 10. ‘studded
with gold.’ 4 ਰਉ/ਮਕ adj aged. 5 old, decrepit.
ਜਰਤ [jarta] burns. See ਜਰਣ 3. 2 tolerates. See
ਜਰਣ 2.
ਜਰਤਰ [jartari] n embroidered with gold
threads, head cloth for women. “ter patébar
SIr jartari.”-—NR '
ਜਰਦ [zarad] P .…“ golden, yellow, xanthic.
ਜਕਦਕ [zakdak] P J1] carrot.
ਜਚਦਗਞ [jaradgav] Skt ਯਚਰਧਥ n old bull. 2 adj
old, antique.
ਜਰਦਰ [zardaru] P ”3,,- adjpaIe-faced; one who
goes pale due to shame and fear. 2 ashamed.
ਜਰਦਰੲ [jardarui] P (ਤ,/’_ ' n shamefulness;
state of  being pale.



ਜਰਦ ਰਥਨ
ਜਰਦ ਰ'ਬਨ [zarad rubani] paleness of the face.
“d  11 khalhalu jake jarad rubani.  ”"ਗਝ!“ kabir.
‘one whose mind Is disturbed, gets pale 'In his
face.’
ਜਰਦ [zarda] P ,… n yellow pulau (cooked
rice).
ਜਰਦਲ [zardalu] P ਹ,… n apricot. This fruit
grows in abundance on  cold mountains a n d 'm
Kashmir.
ਜਰਦਜ [zardust] P :31) spiritual guide of the
Parsees and author of “Zend”. See ਜਦ 3 and
ਪਰਸ. .
ਜਰਨ [jaran], ਜਰਨ [jarna] See  ਜਰਣ. “jarahI nahi
ur jarahI kucare.”—GPS. ‘do not tolerate but
get jealous.’ “apan bIbhau ap  hi jarna.”—bIIa
m 5. 2 burn. “aj UCIt nahi jaran tIharo.”
~carrtr 1 8 2 . 3  stud, inlay.
pa. ”—carItr 132.
ਜਗਟਕਰ [zarnIgar] P 150,; studded with gold.
2 golden.
ਜਰਨਲ [jamsl] E general; a high ranking official
of  the army
ਜਰਪਸ [zarpos] P ਪਨ gold-plated. “gahIne
jIU jarpos de.  ”—BG.

.ਜਰਫ [jaraph] A J) vessel, utensil. 2 ability,
capability, capacity. 3 courage, zeal.
ਜਰਥ [jarab] n cannon, gun. “cadhavo gI r I  par
jarab.”—GV 10. 2 A “3/9 blow, injury, wound,
stroke. ‘
ਜਰਥਫਤ [zarbafat] P “ਅ./,' a dress woven with
gold threads.
ਜਰਬਰਮ‘ਗਰਰਗ] ill-tempered; jealous. _
ਜਰਬਫ [zarbaf] See ਜਰਬਫਤ. “jarbaph dIvavat
h'é d joro.”—krIsan. ‘dress woven with gold-
threads.’ 2 P ਭਗ,/° one who weaves gold or
silver lace. 3 one who embroiders with gold
or silver threads.

" ਜਰਬਲ [jarbila] adj one who inflicts an injury.
2 gaudy and beautiful. “joban jotI jage jarbile.”

$—car.rtr 111. ‘
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“tava su jarke tas '

ਜਰਤ

ਜਰਬਲਮਸਲ [jarbulmasal] A Jag/3 proverb,
saying, illustration. '
ਜਰਮ [jaram] birth, origin. “jaram karam.”—saveye
m 4 ke. 2 E germ, sprout, seed. 3 aboriginal
form. 4 minute organisms present in blood,
water, m i l k  etc.
ਜਰਮਖ [jarmekh] See ਜੜਮਖ. “raven bag ki mulahu
te  jarmekh Ukha ri.”——I<r:rsan.
ਜਰਰ [jarar] A ,fi n damage, loss. 2 injury.
ਜਰਰ “[]ਰ-i \ ] A ,3; n minute particle. 2 one
hundredth part of  a barley grain. 2 millet.
3 adj a bit. “jIn 1<e man me iar-raku jade.”
—-I<rIsan. ‘in whose mind a bit of  doubt is
planted.’
ਜਰਵਣ [jarvana], ਜਰਵਨ [jarvana] adj tyrannical,
strong. “jaw jarvana kénI.”—sn‘ m I pahIre.
“sabhah; na sis kal jarvana.”—carItr 266.
2 Ski ਜਰਵਹਨ“ one whose old age is his vehicle,
death. 3 colour of old age; grey hair. “je jarvana
parhare jaw ves karedi aie.”—var asa. ‘ If some
one  removes or  colours his grey hair, oldhge
still manifests itself time and again.’
4 Virbhadar, Shiv’s heroic and leading servant,
who was born from Shiv’s- head to destroy
the fire ritual of Daksh. “jag so jémi juddh nfi
jarvana jam) mIrraI k8.”—C5di 3. ‘In the form
o f  fire Kali took b i r t h  t o  battle, just as
Virbhadar was born from Shiv.’
ਜਰਵਹ [jarvehé] will cause to burn. “tih dithahx
56 Ih  1<o jarvehé.”—1<rrsan.
ਜਰ, [jara] Skt n old age. “jara ka bhau na  hovai,
jivanupadvi paI  .”——gu j m 3.

It is mentioned in Braham Vevart Puran
that old age [jara] is Kal, God of Death’s
daughter who traverses this world alongwith
64 diseases, her brothers. 2 See ਜਰਰ. 3 See
ਜਰਸਧ.
ਜਉ [jarau] See ਜਤਉ-
—GPS.
ਜਰਉ [jarau] See ਜੜਊ.

“-jarau javahar jare.”



ਜਰ'ਟ
ਜਰਇ [jaraI] See ਜੜਉ. “jatIt jin jaraI.”——rama V.
2 getting studded, getting inlaid. 3 having
burnt, having been reduced to  ashes. 4 having
got burnt. “kabir ssa k0 nahi médar d e I
jaraI.”—s.
ਜਰਇਤ [jaraIt] Sec ਜਰਤ.
ਜਰਏ [jarae] burnt. incinerated. 2 make one
tolerant; render one forbearing. “sahI jarae
apI ,  soi ajaru jars.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਜਰਸਧ [ j a r a s fdh ] ,  ਜਸਧ [ jarasédh],  ਜਰਸਧ
[jarasfit] Skt ਯਕਥ king of Magadh who
was conjoined by an ogress. He was father-
in-law of  Kans and sworn enemy of  Krishan.
There is ਭ! mention in Mahabharat that once
king Brihdarth got a ਸਜ! f rom saint
Chandkaushik for begetting progeny. Brihdarth
bisected the fruit and gave the two pieces to
both the queens, with the result'that each queen
gave birth to half a son. The king threw both
the pieces in a cremation ground. There lived
an ogre named Jara. He conjoined both the
pieces and thus a live boy came intg  being. He
handed over  the boy to  Brihdarth and told him
that the boy would be most powerful and that
he would  not die  till he got disjointed.

J arasandh became a powerful king and his
two daughters, Asti and Prapti, were married
to Kans. Kans,  with the support of  J arasandh,‘
dethroned his father Ugrasen and became
king. After killing Kans, when Krishan handed ‘
over Mathura kingdom to Ugrasen, J arasandh .
got enraged and with the support of  his
associate Kaljaman invaded Mathura. As a
result Yadavs had to leave Mathura for all
times to come.

During the Rajsuy fire ritual, Krishan, Arjun
and Bhim, went to Jarasandh’s house as
celibates and begged for a combat with him'.
Jarasandh engaged Bhim in a duel. By splitting
a straw Krishan gave a hint to Bhim that he
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should tear apart the body of  Jarasandh into
two parts. Bhim tore apart the  joint cemented
by ogre J ara and thus J arasandh met with his
death. “jaras‘ét kaljamun séghare.”—gav a
m 1. “dekh ”me a p  sidhjéra hattar dhare
lakh bir pacare.”—krrsan.
ਜਹ [jarah]  A of]: n surgeon. “ek jarah hot h'é
sayane.”—NP. ~ ‘
ਜਰਹ [jarahi] n surgery. 2 science of surgery.
ਜਰਤ [jarat] A up; n agriculture.
ਜਰਦ [jaradi] See ਜਰਦ. See ਖਨਰਦ.
ਜਧ []ਰਬਧਧ] disease such as old age etc.
“janam jarat ਸਹਰ!) bha:§.”—gujjedev.
ਜਰਨ [jarana] bum. 2 See ਯਰਨ.
ਜਰਛਤ [jaraphat] A :31} n wisdom. 2 fun,  joke.

. 3 delight, ecstasy.
ਜਰਬ [jarab] Sec ਜਰਥ.
ਜਰਬ’ [jaraba] See ਜਰਥ. “jalam julam na jor
jaraba.”—-BG. ‘A tyrant cannot inflict injury
with cruelty and force.’
ਜਰਮ [jaram] short for je ram. “dham jaram nanki
_dou.”—NP. See ਜਰਮ.
ਜਰ ਮਰ [jara mara] old age and death. “jara
mara nah  VIapai.”—bIIa m 5.
ਜਰਯ [jarayu] Skt placenta. 2 vagina. 3 womb.
ਜਰਯਜ [jarayujl-Skt one wrapped in placenta.
ਜਰਰ’ [jarar] A ,7]. adj which pulls. 2 powerful,
mighty. 3 warrior. “namasté jararé.”—japu.
ਜਰਰਦਨ [jarardan] adj jara-ardan. destroyer of
death. “jarardan dindayalu krIpalu bhae hit.”
~saveye 33. 2 n elixir, nectar of life.
ਜਰਰ [jararI], ਜਰਰਪ [jararIpU] enemy of old
age, elixir.—-sanama. “an jararI dayo ham ko
phal.”—car.rtr 209. ‘brought and gave a fruit
that imparts immortality.’
ਜਰਫਲ [jararIphal] fruit which imparts
immortality. See ਜਰਰ.
ਜਰਞ [jarav] See ਜਤਉ-
ਜਰਵ [jarave] gets burnt. “jaja jau tan jivat
jarave.”—gau bavan kabir. 2 gets studded.



ਜਰ
ਜਰ [jarI] old age has. “jar: jitIa 52੮1- kalo.”
"ਸਬ m 1. 2 due to old age. 3 after being
burnt. 4 n burning sensation, inflammation,
burning heat, anguish.
ਜਰਓ [jarIo] See ਜਰਣ. 2 burnt. “pavaku jarIo
na jat.”—saveye m 5 ke. ‘is not burnt by fire.’
ਜਰਯ [jarIya] n herb. 2 hill goddess,
demoness.
ਜਚਯ'ਖਲ [jarIyakhell n play of witches.
Several hill women pretend that they are
possessed by the demoness. In a state of
frenzy, they play and answer queries put to
them. “jarIyakhel kuk jab dijo.”—carI tr 1 78.

_ ਜਹ [jari] old age. “avat nIkatI bIkhz'ém jari.”
—saV£ye sn' mukhvak m 5. 2 death. “sun hét
jari.”—GPS. ‘On listening to the exegesis of
Gurbani, the fear of  death vanishes.’ 3 herb.
“harta jur ki sukhpfij jari.”—GPS. “kam jari I h
kin jari.”—krrsan. ‘Thus was treated the sex-
starved woman.’ 4 adj  burnt. 5 tolerated. “jari
na gurkiratI mat: jari.”—GPS. 6 studded. “cam
jarau jari.”——GPS. 7 gold thread. “jaridar fiber
patébar suhaI bado.”—GPS.
ਜਰਆ [jaria] herb. 2 forbearance, tolerance.
“s0 lagi pir  pIrém 1<i so  jane jaria.”-—-asa chét
m 4. 3 burnt. “kop jaria.”—kan m 5. 4 old age.
“nah maria nah  jaria.”—suh1' 111 5 parta]. 5 net,
fishing net. “jaria 5dh kédh par dare.”—datt.
See ਅਧ. 6 A ab} way, means.
ਜਰਐ [jarie] we burn. “jab jarie tab ho: bhasam
tan.”—sor kabir. 2 let us tolerate. “5tar ki
dUbIdha 5tarI jarie.”—maru soIhe m 1.
ਜਰਦ [jarida] A “ਅਡ/. adj alone. 2 n office.
3 newspaper.
ਜਰਦਜ [jaridoj] P ],…“ adj embroidered with
gold wire. “jaridoj phIrE bIjna sabh pe.”—NP. '
ਜਰਨ [jarin] P 0:33 adj of gold, golden. 2 n wire
of  gold, etc.
ਜਰਨ [jarina] P „;.-.” adj golden. 2 gold coin.
“tumahI khejina tumahI jarina.”—sarm 5.
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_ ਜਰਸਲਮ [ jarusalam] A

ਜਰਰ

ਜਚਫ [jariph] A .43) adj wise, intelligent.
2 joyful, cheerful. 3 good-natured, good-
tempered.
ਜਰਥ [jarib] A g]. 11 chain used for measuring
land; a survcyor’s chain. measuring 45 feet or
15 yards in length. In different areas, its length
may vary, as in Kullu Kangra, it is 46 feet and
8 inches long.
ਜਰ [jaru] See ਜਰ. “jaru-ai jobanI harIa.”—-var
asa.
ਜਰ'ਆ [jarua] senility, old age. “joban ghate jama

jIne.”—sr1' 111 1 pahIre. “khIse jobanu badhe
jarua.”—-asa chét m 5.

(1%! Jerusalem; ancient
holy city of  Israelis, which  is now in Palestine.
Here is situated the famous temple of  Soloman
widely known as Bethlehem (the holy  house).
Caliph Umar conquered it in 637 AD and
converted it into a mosque which is popularly
called Masjid-ul-aksa. Here the tomb of  Christ
is the holy place for Christians. See ਦਉਦ and
ਸਲਮਨ.
ਜਰਰ [jarur] A ”/4 adj must, sure.
ਜਰਰਤ [jarurat], ਜਭਰਤ [jaruratI] A 4,1,} necessity,
need. “jesa kare kahave tesa esi bani jamratI.”
-Var sat m 2. ‘
ਜਰ [jare] tolerate. “jare na gee sune gun guru
ke.”—GPS. 2 burnt.  “céd suraj  dUI jare
caraga.”—ram m 5. 3 shut, closed. “jare
kIvara.”—suhi a m 5. 4 studded. “bhukhan
ratan jare.”—GPS. 5 may burn. “bI  nu gursabde
janamu jare.”—maru a m 1.
ਜਰ'ਗ [jaréga] adj with burning limbs, whose
body is on fire. “at: trIsan jaréga.”—kan m 5.

‘ਜਰਗਰ []ਰਰਥਪਤ] See ਜਰਗਰ.
ਜਰਦ [jarrad] A}; n one who bumishes utensils
of  copper. 2 A ,i- one who fabricates coats
of  iron. .
ਜਰਰ [jarar] A 17;. mighty, powerful. “dhae jarrar
vir.”——saloh. 2 warrior, gallant.



ਜਲ

ਜਲ [jal] Skt ਯਜਘ whet, be rich, cover. 2 Skt n
water, which gives life to  people, i.e. it covers
the earth. “jal bIhun  min kat jivan?”—bIIa m
5. 3 flame. “haume jal te jalI mue.”—var sor
m 3. ‘got burnt to  death in the flame  of  ego.’
4 P J! a crested Iark. 5 middle part of the
sea. “jal te thal kar.”—sar kabir. i.e. ‘tums deep
sea into dry land." 6 handle. 7 thread.
ਜਲਅਸ [jal-asv] sea horse. 888 ਪਗ.
ਜਲਅਭ [jal-ébh] Skt ਧਸ pond full of water.
“q jal-ébh uparI kamal kInare.”—asa m I .
ਜਲਈ [jalai] burns. 2 Sea ਜਲਈ.
ਜਲਸ [jalsa] A J? n gathering, conference.
2 gathering of  people to celebrate a festival.
ਜਲਸੲ [jalsai] 51(t Vishnu, who sleeps
in water; Narayan.
ਜਲਸਈ [jalséi] lord of water, Varun.
ਜਲਸ [jalasx] will burn. In Shastarnammala, an
ignorant scribe has used jalas: instead of jalis
(Varun). 888 ਅਗ 932. 3 888 ਜਲਸ.
ਜਲਸ [jalsi] will burn, will glow.
ਜਲਚਰ [jalhar] n cloud. 2 who carries water.
888 ਜਲਹਰ.
ਜਲਹਰਣ [jalharan] See ਘਨਕਰ (d). 2 act of
carrying water.
ਜਨਰਬਥ [jalharbi’b] rainbow; display of
numerous colours in the sky, generated by the
passage of  sun  rays through droplets of  water.
“jalharbfb jugatI jagu raca.”—-saveye m 4 ke.
‘Multi-coloured world like the rainbow appears
and disapears in an instant.’ 2 reflection
(shadow) of  her]: (the sun) in water.
ਜਲਹਰ [jalhari] n ਜਲਧਰ. stone spoon in which
a snug is set.
ਜਲਹਰ [ jalharu] c l o u d .  S e e  ਜਲਚਰ. “jalharu
barsanharu.” —var mala m 2.
ਜਲਹਰ [jalhar] n waterman. 2 cloud.
ਜਲਕਸ’ [jalkesl n alga, moss.
ਜਲਕਟਕ [}'81!<ਰ!;81<] water chestnut; thorny fruit
of a water plant. ‘
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ਜਲਕੜ [jalkrira] water sport. 2 art of swimming.
ਜਲਖਗ [jalkhag] n water fowl.
ਜਲਖਨ [jalkhina] adj got completely burnt'.
ਜਲਘਟਉ [jalghatau] in the water of a pitcher.
“habh samani jotI q jalghatau cédrama.”
—var mam 2 m 5. 2 n wind, which dries and
thus reduces water. .
ਜਲਘਡ [jalghari] water clock; an instrument
which measures time by means of water. 888
ਘੜ.

According to an article in Bhartiy Naty
Shastar, water clock has been in use in India
since long. Then it was known as udak nalIka.
Its structure was as follows:
(a) a long pipe of  metal was fabricated, on

the inner and outer side of which gharis (24
minutes) were calibrated and  just below, there
used to be proper hole. When placed in water
as much quantity of water entered the pipe as
was sufficient to reach the fixed mark in a
ghari.
(b) a lightweight small bowl of metal was

fabricated and below it a hole of proper‘
measurement was made. Then the bowl was
placed on a water-filled vessel. When after
being filled, the bowl sank, it was presumed
that a ghari had elapsed.

When the use of an hour instead of a ghari
came into vogue, the hole of the bowl was so
modified that it sank in two and a half gharis
i.e. 60  minutes.

Even now water  clocks are used by
numerous armies and factories.
ਜਲਚਰ [jalcar] n aquatic animals such as tortoise,
fish etc.
ਜਲਚਰਕੜ [jalcarketu] n Kamdev, whose standard
bears the Sign of a crocodile. ‘
ਜਲਚਰ [jalcari] n fish.
ਜਲਚਥ [jalcari] ਜਲਚਰਨ. 888~ਜਲਚਰਯ.
ਜਲਜ [jalaj] adj born from water, produced from



ਜਜ ਕਦਨ
water. 2 n lotus. 3 tree.'4 grass. 5 agriculture.
6 pearl. “jalaj abIddh so tahI aharé.”—GV 10.
‘Unpierced pearls are swan’s food.’ 7 crocodile.
8 conch shell. 9 moon.
ਜਲਜ ਭਦਨ [jalaj kpdni] n gun with a wooden
butt.—sanama. _
ਜਲਜਤਣ [jalajtran] n pond that gives protection
to  lotuses. 2 pond that gives shelter to  aquatic
animals.—sanama. _
ਜਲਜਪਠ [jalajpith], ਜਲ-ਤਪਸਟਣ [jalajprIstani] n
a gun with a wooden butt.-sanama. “kharag
kéth, kar jalajpith.” and “jalaj prIstani garaj
apar.”—GV 10.
ਜਲਜਲ [zalzala] A “ਪ; or J),- n earthquake.
See ਭਚਲ' '
ਜਲਜਇ [jaljaI] See ਜਲਜਤ. “jaljaI nen lahI ros
map.”—datt. ‘Lotus protests on seeing the
eyes.’ 2 may it burn! may it glow!
ਜਲਜ'ਰਛ‘ [jaljaach] Skt ਯਕਵਸ lotus-eyed.
ਜਲਜਤ [jaljat] adj born from water. 2 n lotus.
3 See ਜਲਜ
ਜਲਜਯ [jaljiy], ਜਲਜਞ [jaljiv] n aquatic animal. '
ਜਲਜਵ [jaljivi] n fisherman. 2 sailor.
ਜਲਜਛਣ []81ਨ8‘ਖ8ਸ] adj jalaj-iksan. lotus-eyed;
one who has eyes like _the lotus. “jaljechan
hé.”-—kalki. _
ਜਲਜਗਨ [jaljogan] Skt ਯਰਧਗਜਬਥਪਮਵ: animals
like octopus, crocodile etc. “jaljogan te  bahu
bhét bacave.”—aka1. 2 lightning.
ਜਲਜਤ [jaljétu] See ਜਲਜਞ.

' ਜਲਜਮ [jaljém] born from water, lotus. See ਜਲਜ.
ਜਲਣ [jalan], ਜਲਣ [jalanI] n burning sensation,
inflammation. “jalanI bujhi sital bhae.”-—ram m
5 ruti
ਜਲਤ [jalat] burning, while burning. “ab mohI
jalat ramjul paIa.”-gau kabir. 2 n burning
sensation. “ram-udak: tanu jalat bujhaIa.”
—gau kabir. 3 adj on  fire, burning. “jalat agénI
mahI jan apI  udhare.”—bIIa m 5. ‘saves his
disciples from the flames of fire.’
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ਜਲਤਰ [jaltar] See ਜਲਤਰਗ. “daph jhfijh dhol jaltar
upég.”—manuraj. 2 floating wood.-—sanama.
ਜਲਤਰ ਪਸਟਣ [jaltar prIstanIl—sanama. gun
with a wooden butt. 2 See ਜਲਤਰ 2.
ਜਲਤਚਗ [jaltarég] musical bowls; a musical
instrument comprising 22 bowls of  various sizes
made  of metal or  china clay. A large bowl with
more water produces a lower note while a
small bowl with 1655 water produces a higher
note. With variation in the quantity of  water,
the desired note is achieved. After properly
setting the notes, it is played with a small stick.
2 wave o f  water, a breaker. “jaltarég agni
pavne phunI trs: m I l I  jagatu UpaIa.”——prabha
a m 1. ‘Fusion o f  blood and semen,  heat and
air, have produced living beings.’
ਜਲਤ [jalti] burning. “jalti aganI nIvaro.”—gau
m 5. 2 In Punjabi, this word is used in place of
jaldi as well.
ਜਲਤਰ [jaltura], ਜਲਤਰ []ਹ1ਪ1‘ਰ], ਜਲਤਰਗ [jalturég]
n sea horse.
ਜਲਭਰ [jaltori] xa fish..
ਜਲਤਤ [jalt‘éto] n octOpus. See ਤਦ'ਆ 2 fishing
net. “q jaltétu pasarIo badhakI.”—I<an m 4.
ਜਲ ਥਲ [jal thal] water and land. “jal the] ban
parbat patal.”——gau thIti m 5. 2 watery place,
river, pond etc. “jalthal n i r I  bhare.”
—majh m 5.
ਜਲਦ [jalad] Skt adj who offers water. 2 n cloud.
3 A A? adj smart, active, clever. 4 P adv
immediately, at once. 5 quickly.
ਜਲਦਯ [jaldani] adj who offers water.
2 According to 'Hindus, a relative having the
right t o  offer water  t o  the  forefathers.
3 water-carrier. “jald'arii t I h  piche hfikat.”
—GPS.
ਜਲਦ [ialdi] burning. “jaldi kare pukar.”—var asa,
“andInu sada jaldia phIrahI.”—asa a m 3.
2 P [ਕਝ n quickness, promptness.
ਜਲ ਦਧ ਛਣਨ [jal dudhh chan-na] v separate
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chaff  from wheat i.e. differentiate truth from
falsehood; do  justice.
ਜਲਧ [jaladh], ਜਲਧਰ [jaldhar] adj which holds
water. 2 n cloud. 3 sea. 4 tank. 5 lake.
ਜਲਧਰ [jaldhara] See  ਜਲਧਰ. 2 See ਜਲਧਰ. “catrak
mukhI jese jaldhara.”—dhana namdev. Here
it means a drop of  rain during svatI  (when
alone the catrak is said to drink raindrops and
when raindrops falling into a shell are said to
turn into pearls).
ਜਲਧਰਜ [jaldharaj] n Varun, the ocean king.
—sanama
ਜਲਧਰਜ ਸਸਡ [jaldharaj sastra], ਜਲਧਰਜ ਹਥਆਰ
[jaldharaj hathIar] n noose,  weapon o f
Varun.—samma. '
ਜਲਧਰ [jaldhara] n water current. 2 current
of  water dropped through the hole of  a pitcher
on the head of  an ascetic in winter season.
3 current of  water offered to a peepal ‘tree to

' propitiate one’s ancestors. According to the
Hindu faith it is a virtuous act. See ਧਰੜ.
ਜਲਧ [jalat] Ski n bearer of  water—~the sea.
“jalat bat dhru thapIo ho.”—-sor namdev.
‘The sea was bound and the Pole Star was
fixed amid other stars in the form of  an axle;
built a bridge across the sea and gave it
permanence.’ 2 ten 55kb, one  trillion. See ਸਪ.
ਜਲਧਸਤ [jalatsut], ਜਲਧਜ [jaltj], ਜਲਧਠਦ
[ ja ladhxnéd]  n son  o f  the  s ea ,  el ixir .
2 moon. 3 Eravat, elephant. 4 horse of  the

.sun or  Dhanvantri which, according to Purans,
emerge from the sea. All of  them may be
called sons of  the sea.
ਜਲਨ [jalan] See  ਜਲਨ, ਦਹ, ਤਪਤ. 2 in waters. “jalari
thalan basudh gagan.  ”—ram m 5 parta I.
ਜਲਨ [jalna] v burn. See ਜਲਨ.
ਜਲਨ [jalanI] See  ਜਲਨ 1 “jalanI bujhi sital hOI
manna. ”—majh m 5. 2 (they) burn.
ਜਲਨਧ [jalnIdh], ਜਲਨਧ [jalnxt] n rain, cloud.
“babiha prIU pI‘IU kar‘e j a l n I t  prem
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pIarI.”-—sava m 3. 2 nectar. “s0 jalnIt
karat): tum jagI ae, so 5mrI  tU gur pahi jiU.”
--sor m 1. 3 Skt ocean, which bears all the
waters .
ਜਲਨ [jalni] bearer of water—the earth.
—sanama.
ਜਲਨਧ [jalnidh] See ਜਲਨਧ.
ਜਲਨਧ [jalnidhe] in the cloud. “har1—5mr1t harI
jalnidhe.”—bas§t m 4.
ਜਲਪ [jalap] Ski ਗਗ vr speak, prattle.
ਜਲਪਕ [jalpak] Skt ਕਧਜ adj prattler. 2 speaker.
ਜਲਪਤ [jalpatI] 11 lord of waters, Varun.
2 sea.
ਜਲਪਨ. [jalpan], ਜਲਪਨ [jalpana] Skt ਕਧ n
prattlc, nonsense. 2 boast. 3 discussion. 4 v
prattle.
ਜਲਫਲ [jalphal] Skt n water chestnut.
ਜਲਥਲ [jalbal] See ਜਲਥਲ.
ਜਲਬਥ [jalbib] n bubble. 2 sun’s reflection in
water. ‘
ਜਲਬਲ [jalbIla] a water-animal such as otter
and beaver. In Veds, it is called udra. See E
Otter.
ਜਲਬਧ []ਰਧਰਧਘ] n fish.
ਜਲਭਉਰ [jalbhaurI ], ਜਲਤਰ [jalbhari] n whirlpool.
ਜਲਮਹ ਉਪਜ [jal mahI Upje] sen “jal 1113111 0i
jal te durI. jal mahI jotI rahIa bharpurI.”
-—asa a m 1. Though the  sun’s reflection
appears in the water, yet the sun is far away
from it. It only gets reflected in the water.
Likewise, the spirit appears omnipresent, yet
it is detached.

ਜਲ'ਮ'ਘ [jalmugh] n water releasing cloud. “bhae
set jalmugh jalhin. ”—NP. ‘
ਜਲਯਨ [jalyan] n boat. 2 ship. See ਨਕਗਘਜਹਜ
ਜਲਯਭ [jalyétr] n water clock. See ਘੜ and
ਸੜ. 2 water-driven machine. 3 mechanism
for drawing water from the earth; Persian
wheel etc. 4 fountain. 5 musical bowls.
ਜਲ ਰਸ ਜਨਨ [jal ras san-ni] accumulator of
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water, bearer of  water—the earth.—sanama.
ਜਲਰਸ [jalrasr] n the sea.
ਜਲਰਜ [jalraj] king of waters, Varun.
ਜਲਰ'ਹ [jalruh] Skt n lotus born from water.
ਜਲਲਗ [jal-lag] See ਪਣਲਗ.
ਜਲਲ [jal-le] Skt ਜਲ ਅਲਯ n sea, which is the
abode of water. “jalpatI jal-le nadipatI.”
—sanama.
ਜਲਵਹ [jalvah], ਜਲਵ [jalva] A ”I? n splendour,
illumination. “jalva sarav sariran jou.”—NR
2 e legance ,  r a d i a n c e a  3 ‘  revela t ion ,
manifestation. 4 being manifest.
ਜਲਵਗਰ [jalvagar] P ,6}? adj who provides a
glimpse. 2 charming. 3 elegant. 4 radiant.
ਜਲ [jala] plural of jal. “an jala SIU kaju na
kachue.”-—ka].r a m 5. 2 See ਜਲਉਣ. 3 flame.
“jese me] me lags jala.”—sukhmani.
ਜਲਉਣ [jalauna] v bum.
ਜਲਸਰ [jalasra], ਜਲਸਰ [jalasre] Skt ਜਲਸਯ n
sea. “namasté jalasare.”—japu. ‘Salutation to
the sea as the Creator.’ 2 adj basis of water.
ਜਲਸ [jalasri] adj subsisting on water alone.
See ਜਵ 2.
ਜਲਜਲ [jalajal] Skt ਕਕਜ n waterfall, spring.
2 brook. 3 P ਗ!]? an ornament comprising
small bells worn around the neck of  a horse.
4 tabour with bells attached. “nédi her carhe
cahfi d I s  jalajal baj-h'i.”—saloh.
ਜਲਜਲ [}'91ਕ]'91:[] Skt ਧਕਜ n handful of water
offered as oblation. 2 1n Hinduism, a handful
of water is offered as oblation to a deity like
the sun etc. or the ancestors. According to saint
Harit, a group of  ogres named “Mandeh” daily
attack.the sun early in the morning and when
Brahmans, afler  uttering spells, offer a handful
of  water as oblation to the sun, the ogres
disperse in no  time.
ਜਲਦ [jalad] See ਜਲਦ. “hukam jaladan tabs
ucara.”—GPS. Skt ਜਲਹਰ.
ਜਲਧਧ [jalatp], ਜਲਧਪਤ [jalatpatI]  n lord
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of  waters, Varun.
ਜਲਨ [jalana] v burn.
ਜਲਬਬ [jalabfb] waves of water. “jalab‘I'b
asral.”—-var maIa m I. 2 See ਜਲਬਥ.
ਜਲਲ [jalal] A ਮਡ n radiance. 2 greatness,
pomp. 3 a village of  district Phool in Nabha
sta te ,  si tuated near Dialpura.  After h is
departure from Dina, Guru Gobind Singh
stayed here. The state has donated land to  the
gurdwara. A great scholarly saint, Bhai Vir
Singh Nirmala, belonged to this place. 4 a
hermit of village Ucch, upon whom Guru Nanak
Dev bestowed the status of  a holy man. 5 See
ਬਢਕ.
ਜਲਲਖਨ [jalalxan] Emperor Aurangzeb’s
commander who was subordinate to

’ commander-in-chief Hussaini and fought
against hill chiefiains to recover tribute. “lee
guraj callé su jalalkhqné.”—VN a 11. 2 See
ਜਲਲਬਦ. ‘
ਜਲਲਤ [jalalat] A all}! n elderliness. 2 splendour.
ਜਲਲਯ [jalalay] n sea, the house of  water.
ਜਲਲਬਦ [jalalabad] In Afganistan, a town
situated on the road to Kabul. A sacred place
Choha Sahib, exists here in memory of Guru
Nanak Dev. See ਚਹ ਸਹਬ. 2 a village of district
Muzzafar Nagar situated at a distance of  about
twenty kohs to the south of Saharanpur, founded
by Jalal Khan Pathan, son of Hajar Khan, after
razing Kheramanihar a Rajput town. After
Sirhind, Khalsa army conquered it.
ਜਲਵਣ [jalavni] adj fit for burning. “jIhva jalau
jalavni namu ਸਬ jape.”-sr1' a m I.
ਜਲਵਤਨ [jalavatni] P ਠਨਝ n exile, banishment,
transportation for life.
ਜਲਵਨ [jalavan] v See ਜਲਉ'ਣ.
ਜਲਵਰਤ [jalavart] Skt ਯਗਥਵ“ whirlpool, vortex.
See ਜਲਤਰ.
ਜਲ [jalI] n fire. “5taI‘I lagi jalI bujhi.”—sn' m
1. “pl: bujhi tujhahI bujhai.”——sor a m I .
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“baldi jalI nIvre kIrpa te.”—maru 501119 In I.
2 v adv  quickly, immediately. “hathu na 1211
kasfibhre ja las i  dhola.”—-—suh1‘ farid. ‘This
colour will fade away in no time.’ 3 with water.
“jaII mall kaIa mfijie bhai.”—sora m 1. 4 in
water. “thore jah: machuli.”——é kabir. 5 having
burnt. See ਜਲ 3. “jalImue.”~var sorm 3.
ਜਲਐ [jalIe] from burning. 2 burnt. “jInI jalxe
nam VIsarIa.”-var  suhi  m 1.
ਜਲਸ [jalIs] See ਜਲਸ.
ਜਲਥਲ [jalIthalI] in water and on land. “jalI
thalI purI  rahIa gosai.”——maru soIhe m 5.
ਜਲਦ [jalfd], ਜਲਦ [jalidr] n lord of waters,
Varun.
ਜਲਥਲ [jalI ball] offering to the fire, oblation
to the fire. “harI bInU jiu jalI balI jau.”—-sr1' m
1. 2 adv having burnt. “bInu gursabde jaII
balI tata.”—srdhgosat:r.
ਜਲਮਲ [jalImalI] after rubbing (with) water.
See ਜਲ and ਮਲ.
ਜਲਈ [jalii'] burnt. “eni jali'i namu VIsarIa.”
—var mala m I .
ਜਲਸ [jalis] n lord of waters, Varun. 2 Sea. “sun
araj das karunajalis.”-GV 10. ‘O, treasury of
compassion.’
ਜਲਖ []ਰ1c 1<11ਬ] See ਜਲਖ and ਯਸਫ. “rum sahar
ke $ah ki suta jalikhz‘i nam.”~—carrtr 201.
ਜਲਲ [jalil] A J55 adj wretched, disgraced. 2 A
ਪਨ respectable. 3 luminous, radiant.
ਜਲ [jalu] See ਜਲ. “jalu mathie jalu dekhie
bhai!”—sor a m 1.
ਜਲਸ [jalus] A J51? n sitting. 2 ascending the
throne. 3 sitting in judgement. 4 procession.
“maha jalus cahfi dIS  kare.”—GPS.
ਜਲਸ ਸਨ [jalusi sen], ਜਲਸ ਸਲ [jalusi sal] year
of accession to the throne by a king or an
emperor. It starts with the date of  accession
and ends with his death. Suppose a king
ascends the throne in Sammat 1800 then
Sammat 1805 should he taken as the fifih jalusi
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year. This calendar has been prevalent since
long, even before the beginning of  Bikrami,
Christian, Hijri calendars.
ਜਲਜ [jales] n jal-is, lord of water Varun.
ਜਲਖ [jalekhfi] See ਜਲਖ and ਯਸਫ.
ਜਲਤ [jaleta] n fuel; firewood etc. “kam krodhu
dUI kie jaleta.”~—ram kabir.
ਜਲਥ [jaleb] n a large jalebi. 2 A ...,..ਮਝ a slave
brought for trading.
ਜਲਬਦਰ [jalebdar] Its root is Persian „ਘੜ ; a
man,  who walks alongside a rich horse rider,
with reins in hand. “kI  tre lakh jalebdar gadivan
ca laI  gadiré.”—-BG.
ਜਲਥ [jalebi] a kind of sweetmeat.
ਜਲ []'ਹ1£] See ਜਲਨ. bums. 2 from burning. “jals
na paie ram sanehi.”—gau m 5. 3 causes to
burn. “harI 55g: rate bhahI na jale.”——gaum 5.
ਜਲਦਰ [jalodar] n accumulation of water in the
abdomen. 5);: dropsy. This disease occurs due
to  some  disorder in the liver, kidney, spleen etc.
In the aqueous membranes o f  the viseral
organs ,  fluid f rom c lo t ted  b l o od  gets
accumulated. Physicians ascribe this disease
to  the following reasons.

A c l o t  i n  the  vesse ls  o f  t h e  hear t ,  an
obstruction in the blood vessels, weakness
leading to  dilution and then curdling in blood,
reduction in the i ron  content of blood, drinking
too much o f  water after faecal and urinal
excretion, wearing o f  wet  clothes, non-
excretion o f  toxic material in urine and
obstruction in perspiration, dysfunction of
digestion, drinking of too much water by
woman afier delivering a child and putrefaction
of  matter inside the body.

If dropsy is due to some problem of  the
heart and lungs, swelling starts from the feet,
advances to the abdomen and spreads over
the whole body. If it happens due to malfimction
of  the liver, then swelling first appears in the
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abdomen and if  it is due  to  some renal problem,
then first of  all appears in the eyes and the
face. With rest, swelling decreases and walking
leads to increase in it. If the cause of  dropsy is
jaundice, then there is an overall swelling which
disappears after resting at night and increases
once again on  walking. When heart disease is
the cause of  dropsy then it is very dangerous.

Upon diagnosis, it should be treated by a
competent doctor. The  . f o l l o w i n g  are the
general remedial measures:

(1) stop drinking water and take buttermilk
prepared from cow’s milk, aniseed-water,
solonum indicum water, dromedary’s milk;

(2) eat anti-constipating and perspirant
things;

(3) rind of  hater (myrobalan) one masha,
kusta phalad abi two rattis, should be taken
with cow’s buttermilk twice a day;

(4) iron, peel of  harar, révad xatai, karu,
nasadar, all these should be taken in equal
measure and three doses of  IV: mashas each,
‘should be taken thrice a day with cow’s
buttermilk or  mako extract;

(5) parched grams soaked 21 times in the
milk of cactus and dried in shade be taken from
I 'm  5 grams thrice a day;

(6) fill  extracts of  aniseed and mako in fruits
of bitter gourd at night and one masa powder
of the root of  nakchxkkani herb  be taken with
it, the next morning;

(7) take two tolas of  the  juice of karela;
(8) eat crushed fried mako;
(9) a powder of  4 tolas of Idr  jS, 4 tolas of

roasted asafoet ida ,  4 t o l a s  o f  ca lc ined
conchshell (sékh di bhasam), magha‘i (piper
longum) one  tola be made and taken with cow’s
buttermilk according  to age and strength;

(10) a paste of grbunded puthkéda be
applied on  the  abdomen;
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(1  1)  two drops of  croton oil be taken thrice

a day;
(12)  accumulated fluid be got extracted by

some  skilled  doctor.
ਜਲਕ [jalaka] See ਜਕ.
ਜਲਜਲ [jal‘éjal] all water; water only. “q jalmin _
jaléjal pritI he.”—kaII a m 4. 2 See ਜਲਜਲ.
ਜਲਤ [jalét] burns. 2 See ਜਲਤ.
ਜਲਧਰ [jalédhar] a demon: Per Padam Puran
Shiv’s raging ego begot Jalandhar from the
oceans. A demon that rose from the ocean
groanly so  bitterly that the universe was utterly
confused. Brahma took him into his lap and
tried to console him. He pulled Brahm'a’s beard
so  forcefully that tears flowed from his eyes.
That is why Brahma gave him Jalandhar as ‘
his name. ‘

When he came of age, he conquered
Indar’s paradise and tormented the gods. Shiv
came to help Indar in his' fight against
Jalandhar. J alandhar  ’3 wife, Varinda (who was
the  daughter o f  Kalnem) sat  to  worship
Brahma for the victory of her husband. In order
to interrupt the worship, Vishnu went to
Varinda in the guise of J alandhar. Seeing her
husband, Varinda stopped the worship, rose
from her place and J alandhar died at the same
time. There is also a story that Vishnu raped
her.

It is also mentioned in Padam Puran that
Varinda voluntarily burnt herself  alive on her
husband’s funeral pyre and with Vishnu’s
blessings, four trees - tulsi (holy basil), aula
(emblica officinalis), palas (butea frondoso)
and peepal (boucerosia edulsis) grew from her
ashes. See ਤਲਸ. 2 an ancient saint. 3 some
write Jalandhar as J alodar. See GPS ਰਸ 4, a
50. “rog jalédhar Udar VIsala. pira det maha
sabh kala.” See ਜਲਦਰ. 4 a city of Doaba
which is the principal town of the district.
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There is a story in Pad'am Puran that assuming
Jalandhar as his son, the ocean gave him this
country (Trigart) to live, hence its name
Jalandhar. Prior to this it was submerged in
seawater.
ਜਲਧਰ [jalsdhari] n Jalandhar’s wife, Varinda. ‘
2 Durga who helped Shiv in eliminating
Jalandhar. “jalé’dhri ta d I n  te nama. japo
céd Ika k0 sabh  jama.”—-rudr.
ਜਲਥਲ [}'ਰ1| { 1] Skt n stream, river.
ਜਲ [jalh] a Bhatt bard who eulogised the Guru.
“sum‘atI jalh jani jugatI.”—saveye m 3 Re.
ਜਲਣ [jalahn], ਜਲਨ [jalahn] a Bhatt bard who
eulogised the Guru. “jalhan tir b1 pas banayo.”
—saveye m 4 ke. 2 a Sidhu Jatt from Bhadana
village, who was an open-minded, and large-
hearted devotee. His wife’s name was Ramki.
His simple words carried deep meanings. Once
when he was transplanting onions, somebody
asked him how union with God could be
achieved. Pat came the reply. “rabb da ki
pauna, odhré putma te edhar launa.” i.e.
‘divert your mind away from worldly affairs
and dedicate it to God.’ He was a
contemporary of  the sixth Guru. “jalhan sadh
huto s than. tahI lag pahuce guru bhagwan.
nam ramki t I s  ki dara. harkhat ur pIkh vak
ucara.”—GPS ms: 7 a 15.
ਜਨ [jaly], ਜਨਨ [jalyan] a Bhatt bard who
eulogised the Guru. See  ਜਲ and ਜਲਨ. “gobid
puri sam jalyan tir pas banayo.”—saveye'
m 4 ke.
ਜਲਨ [jallan] See ਜਲਨ.
ਜਲਦ [jallad] A ”16 n one who flogs.
2 executioner, hangman.
ਜਲ [jello] a maséd (a priest who received
offerings and presented them to the Guru) of
Tulspur. He was in the service of  Guru Arjan
Dev.
ਜਞ [jav] Skt n impulse. 2 speed. See ਯਵ.
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ਜਞਨ [javan] Skt adj impulsive, agile. 2 n horse.
3 pron which, who. “javan kal sabh jagat
banayo.”—capai. 4 See ਯਵਨ. 5 See ਜਨ.
ਜਵਨਰਨ [javankaran] n which gives moonlight-
the moon. “javan karan  ki bhaganI bakhanahu.
sut car kahI pun  sabad pramanahu;  take ਗ satru
pad  dije. n a m  tupak ke sabh l a h I  lije.”
—sanama. moon’s sister Chandarbhaga river;
its son grass; its grazer deer and his enemy,
the gun. '
ਜਵਠਕ [javnIka] Skt n tent wall, curtain.
ਜਵ [java] See ਜਹਵ and ਜਬ. 2 Skt n
guldupahIria flower; Chinese rose. 3 Javasa,
a prickly plant used in medicine; Javahan—
carpcl thorn. “java jemI jare.”—VN. 4 saffron.
ਜਵਇਣ [javaIn], ਜਵਇਨ [javaIn] See ਜਵਯਨ.
ਜਵਈ [javai] Skt ਸਥਰ son-in—law. “kIs hi dhara
kia kuram sake nalI  javai.”—asa m 4.
ਜਵਸ [javas], ਜਵਸ [javasa] Skt ਯਵਸ, ਯਵਜ and
ਯਸਕ. L Alhagi Maurorum. n J avaha, a type of
grass which pcrishes in the rainy season
and is used for making superior shutters for
cooling thé air in summer. Its seeds are pest-
repellent. 2 Skt ਯਥਰ speed, flow. “than j5g ko  
javas.”—PP.
ਜਵਹਰ [javahar] A ਸ,? plural of jahar, jewel.
ਜਵਹਰਸਘ [javaharsfgh] See ਗਗ'ਸਹ. 2 resident  
of  Agra, a Jarhia Sikh, who attended the
congregation of the tenth Guru, when he visited
Agra. 3 maternal uncle and minister o f
Maharaja Dalip Singh who was murdered by
the army at Lahore on 21St September 1845.
La] Singh was appointed minister in his place.
Jawahar  Singh’s memor ia l  is  at  Mas t i
Darvaza. 4 a Punjabi poet who wrote
“Ramvar” in 102 stanzas. It tells the story of
Ramayan in brief. A specimen ic given below:
“supnakha apachra bani  kar karan cala, ' '
akhe  raje ram m3 sun rau  chatala,
menfi tfi kar Istri tak  joban bala,
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tenfi hor  ki lorie s raven sala.
raghupatI kah'I sun  supnakh, Ih  gall n3 ména
sahas kasale manséi jInhéi do  réna,
nip vataIa  rakhsi ban  ai  béna,
palké utté  janki mUh kardi  vi’ma,
lachman nakk utarIa  nale do  kéna. ...”

ਜਵਰ [javahé] See ਜਵਸ. 2 In Pothohari.
rapeseed is also called by this name.
ਜਵਨ [javan] Skt ਯਞਨ P U‘Z n and adj
youngman, youth, youthful.
ਜਵਨ [javanéi] plural ofjavan.
ਜਵਨ [javani] P ਮਡ n youth.
ਜਵਬ [javab] See ਜਬਥ. -
ਜਫਮਰਦ [java'imarad] P 991;: adj brave man.
2 youngman.
ਜਵਮਰਦ [javz‘imardi] P (ਤ,/|£ n bravery.
ਜਵਯਨ [javayan] Skt ਧਜ n thyme, Ptychotis
ajowan. P ਨਨਸਹ. a soalike drug used to  treat
stomach ache, gastric trouble and indigestion;
javayan is diuretic and cures the disease of
bladder and liver.

It is sown in the mr  nth of  Magh and
harvested in Harh. 1.: height it equals a
coriander plant. Its effect is hot and dry. “mel
javayan khaI so badna.”—NP. See ਅਠਪਹਰ.
ਜਵਰ [javar] n millet, food grain of autumn
harvest. Skt ਜ'ਣਹਯ. L Sorghum Vulgare, E
Grea t  mil le t .  2 A 11;: neighbourhood.

. 3neighbouring country.
ਜਵਰਭਟ [javarbhata] See ਜਰਭਟ.
ਜਵਲ [java1], ਜਵਲ [javalu] A UN n decline,
downfall. “khauphu na  khata na tarsu javalu.”

'—gau ravrdas. ‘there is no fear, no omission
and no fear of  downfall at that place.’ 2 P ਮਡ:
sack, large bag. 3 deception, fraud. 4 adj
openly. “iaval duhfi nena  m'i nacavna.”
~carItr228. 5 A JV, plural of jabal (mountain).
“calle acal javal.”—k911§i. ‘Even the  most
powerful warriors, stable as mountains, got
dislocated.’ 5 See ਜਲ.
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ਜਵਤ [jaVItri] See ਜਵਤ.
ਜਵ [javi] Skt ਯਬਜ adj fast-running, clever. .

, “sunat dut  1e javi turég.”——GPS, 2 one who  eats
barley. “jalasri javi.”—paras. ‘living on water
and eating barley.’ 3 n oat or barley-like
foodgrain. It is largely fed to the animals. L
Avena Sativa.
ਜਵਹਣ [javehna] adv as, like. “pabéi javehne.”
~c§di 3. ‘likc mountains’.
ਜਵਹਰ []ਗ811| 1‘]‘868 ਜਵਹਰ. “lal javehar manki
gurbhédare SOI.”--sr1' a m 1.
ਜਵਹਰ [javehri] See ਜਵਹਰ. 2 n jeweller, a person
who  judges the quality of jewels. 3 of jewels.
“harIdhanu  ratan javehri so gurI harIdhanu
harI pasahu devaIa.”—-var brla m 4.
ਜਵਹ [javeha] adv as, like.
ਜਵਧ [javédha] a Jatt ‘subcaste. 2 a village
inhabited by Jatts of J awandha subcaste.
ਜੜ [jar] Skt ਜਡ adj inanimate. 2 foolish, idiotic.
“jar baman I n  rasan l<o jane kahfi UpaI.”
ukrrsan. 3 root; origin. 4 foundation, base.
5 See ਜੜਨ.
ਜੜਤ []ਗਚ] adj studded, inlaid. 2 )1 process of
studding or  inlaying.
ਜੜਤ [jarta] n fool i shness ,  stupidity.
2 unawareness. 3 adj one who inlays.
ਜੜਨ [jama] v stud; inlay  something  with a blow.
ਜੜਭਰਤ [jarbharat] Skt ਯਫਸਰ. There is a tale in
Bhagwat that raja Bharat reared a deer. His
affection for the animal remained firm even at
the time o f  his death. Hence he was born as a
deer. Aftcr dying as a deer he was born as a
brahman. Being in the know  of  his previous
birth, he detached himself  from everybody and
led an inanimate life. Hence thisnamc was
assigned to him.
ਜੜਮਖ [jarmekh] n a nail which is driven with a
specific procedure at the time of  constructing
a house or  raising a garden. Foundation mark.
ਜਡਵਤ []ਰਲਰ] adj ਜਤਵਤ made inanimate by
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frost. “ai masatI jarvat l<i nIai.”—-sar m 5.
2 like a root.
ਜੜ [jara] adj foolish, stupid. “kavan su surta
kavanu jara?”—-maru 501118 111 5. 2 studded, in-
laid.
ਜੜਉ []ਗਣਘ] n process of studding or inlaying a
gem. “gur ka sabad raténu he hire tu jarau.”
—an5du. 2 topknot of matted hair.
ਜੜਉ [jarau] adj studded; in which gems have
been inlaid.
ਜੜਞ [jarav] See ਜੜਉ 1. “bIn jarie lc jarIo
jarava.”—asa m 5. ‘Without the application of
aphorism or  rhetoric by any Pandit, people of
good  conduc t  have embellished their
conscience with virtues.’
ਜੜਵ [jaravi] adj studded, inlaid, “dharanI
suvéni khar ratan jaravi.”-—var gau 2 m 5.
‘studded with jewel in the form of grass.’
ਜੜਤ [jarIt] adj studded, inlaid.
ਜੜ [jari] n herb. 2 See ਜੜਨ.
ਜੜਆ [jaria] n expert in studding jewels. See
ਜੜਵ. 2 a subcaste o f  Jatts of  Jind, further
divided into five  subcastes—Rangi, J aria, Beria,
J hari and Khichar.
ਜੜ [jarh] See ਜਡ and ਜੜ.
ਜ [ja] pron which “ja dInI bIsre pran
sukhudata, so dInu jat ajae.”—gaum 5. 2 part
if, whether. “ja pat: lekhe na pave [ਕ sabh
nIraphal kam.”—asa m I . 3 adv  when. “ja apI
krIpaI hove: harI suami.”—var bIha m 4.
4 Skt n mother. 5 wife of  husband’s younger '
brother. 6 adj born; it is used at the end of a
word as janakja, gIrIja etc. 7 P |€, place “k1
sarbatr ja ho.”—japu. 8 short for baja (at the
right place). 9 S of See ਮਚਜ. 10 imperative
of  v ਜਣ. go.
ਜ [ja] See ਜ 2. “]‘ਕ ape nadarI kare harI prabhu
saca.”—maIa m 3. 2 short for ਜਨ [jam]. 3 short
for az-z‘i; from him, from her.
ਜਉ [jau] n birth, origin. 2 (he) may go, (you)
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having gone. “mohnia Istria hovanI nanak
sabho jau.”—-var majh m I .  3 (I) may go. “jau
na jam ks ghat.”—maIa m 5.
ਜਇ [jaI] adv  after going, after reaching. “jaI
pucha t In  sajna.”—sri m 4. 2 n origin, birth.
“he bhi hosi jaI n9 jasi.”—japu. ‘is present, was
present, will not take birth, will not die.’ 3 may
cease to exist; vanish. “tu bhau khasam na
jaI.”—var asa. 4 continuing. “vada na hove
ghatI n3 jaI.”—sodaru. 5 P Ll? n place. “duji
nahi jaI.”——var asa. “dargahI mIle tISE hi
jaI.”——dhana m 5. 6 See ਆਖ.
ਜਇਆ [jaIa] gave birth, produced. “dhanu jan-
ni jInI jaIa.”-—sr1' m 3. 2 was born; was
produced. “na oh mere 118 jaIa.”—-bher m 3.
3 n Skt ਜਯ mother. 4 wife, spouse, better
half. See ਜਯ 1. “tah mat na bédhu na mit na
jaIa.”-maru m 5.  5 A ਮਡ adj in vain.
6 useless, worthless.
ਜਇਕ [jaIke] having been born. “jivanu mama
jaIke.”—sr1' m 1. 2 having reached. “jaIke bat
bakhani.”-GPS.
ਜਇ'ਥ [jaItha] used to go. “haj kabe hau
jaItha.”—s kabir.
ਜਟਦਤ [jaIdat], ਜਇਦਦ [jaIdad] P ,ਅਝ
luggage, wealth, property.
ਜਇਫਰ [jaIphar], ਜਇਫਲ [jaIphal] See ਜਫਰ l .
ਜਇਬ [jaIba], ਜਇਬ [jaIbo] v go, move, depart.
“na  kachu a I b o  na  kachu j a Ibo .”
—dhana pipa.
ਜਈ [jai] goes. “ Ih  bI t  mIlan na jai.”—sor a
m 5. 2 plural of ਜਯ [jay]; places. “sabh tIse
kia jai jiu.”—-majh m 5. 3 gave birth, bore.

'4  daughter. 5 in vain. _
ਜਏ [jae] may go. 2 may give birth. 3 children.
“jae apne khaI.”—s kabir. 4 place. “bag
mIlakh sabh jae.”~—gau In 5. 5 futile.
ਜਸ [jas] n praise, glory. “t0 nh I  médarI
her]: hot  jas.”—-I<an m 4 partal. “abInasi  bImal
jako jas.”-—todi m 5. 2 See ਜਸ. 3 short for
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javaSI; will go.
ਜਸਉ [ja saw] with whom. “Ihu man bada kI  ja
530 man man]: a?”—gau kabir.
ਜਸਨ [jasan] adj glorious, praiseworthy. “apahI
sunat ap  hi jasan.”—ba van. ‘Himself is glorious,
He listens to His glory.’ 2 See ਜਸਨ.
ਜਸਨਬਸਨ [jasanbasan] . adj praiseworthy.
“jasanbasan satkel karuname.”—dev m 5.
ਜਸਨ [jasanI] will go. “jasanI janamu sabhu
harI.”—Var ram 1 m 3.
ਜ ਸਪਰਦ [}'ਕ sapurad] P :ful? laid down life
for someone, sacrificed himself.
ਜ [jasa], ਜਸ [jaséi] (I) go. “hau varI varI
apne guru kau jasa.”—vad m 4. 2 (I) will go.
ਜਸ [jaSI], ਜਸ [jasi] will go. “putu kalatu na
sathI koi  jaSI.”—vars'orm 3. “jaI na  jasi racna
jInI racai.”—japu.
ਜਸ' [jasu] n praise, glory. “s ka jasu sunat bhav
tarie.”—maru m 5. 2 I go. “hau sad balIhare
jasu.”——sn' a m I .  3 I will go. 4 pron to whom.

_ “jasu japat bhau apda jaI.”—gau a m 5.
ਜਸਸ [jasus] A 0351? spy, detective. 2 informer,
reporter.
ਜਸਸ. [jasusi] P wit? n spying, espionage.
2 reporting; act  of  informing.
ਜਹ [jah] (contemptuous) go away! 2 See ਜ
10. 3 P pl? n status, rank, position, authority.
ਜਹਜਦ [jahje‘idi] deprivation of dignity or status.
See ਜਹ 3.  “pachotan karan jah jfidi.”—BG.
Accompanied by wringing of  hands, this word
is in western Punjab used for expressing regret
and repentance.
ਜਹਰਦ [jahad] A {"/' n one who has renounced
the world and has engaged himself in
meditation. 2 A ਖਫ a crusader, one who wages

_ a holy war  against the infidels. 3 investigator.
ਜਹਮਣ [jahman] a large village in police station
Burki, tehsil and  district Lahore. On its eastern
side at a distance of  about two furlongs, there
is a gurdwara of  Guru Nanak Dev. The Guru
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vis i ted this place three t imes ,  because h i s
maternal  grandparents ’  l ived in the
neighbouring village “Chahal”. The place
where the Guru stayed is known as “Rorhi
Sahib”. It is located at a distance of  about one
mile in the south-west direction. Here used to
be a pond, which  has now been turned into a
beautiful tank. Naria, a devotee of  the Guru,
belonged to this village, with whose grace
several misguided people  came  t o  the
righteous path.

The serviCe of  this gurdwara was under-
taken by Bhai Badhava Singh. Now it has a

. very fine  building. The villagers are very
devoted beings. Fairs are held on the occasion
of  Baisakhi and 20th J eth. One  hundred bighas
of  land stands in the name of  the gurdwara. It
is 12  to 13 miles away from the railway. stations
of  Atari, Kana Kaccha and Valtoha.
ਜਹਰ [jahar] A flu; adj apparent, eyident,
obius. -
ਜਹਰਨਵ [jaharnavi] Skt ਜਰਵ Gan ga. “jaharnavi
tape bhagirathI ani.”——mala m 4. See ਜਨਸਤ
and ਭਗਰਥ.
ਜਹਰ [jahara] A ਖ}; adv  apparently, evidently,
obviously. “nanak ka patIsah dISE jahra.”
—asa m 5.
ਜਹਰ [jahIr] See ਜਹਰ. “ape gupatu varatda
ape  hi jaharI.”—var bIha m 4.
ਜਹਲ [jahal] A we. adj illiterate, unlettered.
2 ignorant.
ਜ [jaha] goes. “baharI kahe jaha he?”—maru
solhe m 3.
ਜਹਨ [jahan] See ਜਹਨ.
ਜਰ [jahI] (they) go. “jahI savare sajh bIal.”
-—gaum 1. 2 adj similar to, like. “mew karo trIn
te muhI jahI.”—VN. ‘Make me a mountain of
gold from a blade of  grass.’ 3 pron to whom.
“bed sake nah: jah: batai.”—krrsah. 4 who.
“aghasur ki SIri jah: phari he.”—krIsan.
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ਜਹ [ja‘t] See ਜਹ.
ਜਹਗ [jahIga] will go. “jia re jahIga me
jana.”~gau kabir.
ਜਹਦ [jahId] See ਜਹਦ.
ਜਹਰ [jahIr] 888 ਜਹਰ.
ਜਰਰਜਹਰ [jahIrjahur] A “ਨ"; “1<I jahIr jahur
he.”—japu. ‘His manifestation is evident i.e.
beyond doubt.’
ਜਚਰਜਰਰ [jahIrajahur] See ਜਹਰਜਹਰ. 2 There
is a village Pur Hiran in police station, tehsil
and district Hoshiarpur. A gurdwara J ahrajahur
of  Guru Hargobind is there at a distance of
half  a mile  from this village in the north-west
direction. The Guru stayed here while on his
way to Kiratpur from Game Sahib.

It is located at a distance of about one and a
half mile in the south-west direction. A fair is
held here on the occasion of Basant Panchmi.

, The  villagers donated five ghumaons of land to
the gurdwara in 1915 AD. It is managed by a
committee from the same village.
ਜਹਲ [jahIl] See ਜਹਲ.
ਜਹ [jahi] goes, passes. “jo dIn ave so dIn
jahi.”—suhi raVIdas. 2 go. “calatu na jahi
lakhne.”—suh1' ché't m 5. ‘go unnoticed.’
3 pron whose. “jahi 1<e nam pratap hfi te.”
-krrsan. 4 adv  wherever, where. “jahi or jafi
atI adar tahz‘i hi pafi.”—Poets 52.
ਜਰ [jahu] (will) go. 888 ਜਣ. “mo kau check
us an  jahu re.”—gau kabir. 2 pron who, whom,
See ਜਹ ਕਹ.
ਜਰ ਕਰ [jahu kahu] pron to everybody. “jahu
kahu apuno hi CIt I  ave.”—sarm 5.
ਜਰਵ [jahnvi] See ਜਨਸਤ and ਜਹਰਠਵ.
ਜਕ [jak] See ਯਕ. 2“5|10ਸ for zakakhel. See
ਜਕਖਲ. “gurikhel mahmédle jak dhae.”—-carItr
96.
ਜਕੳ [jakau], ਜਕਹ []‘81,<ਰ}_ ,  ਜਕ [jaka], ਜ'ਕ [jaka]
See ਜ and ਕਉ. pron to whom, whose. “jakau
apni kart: bakhsis.”—sukhmani. “jaka kia
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sabhukIchu hOI.”—bh€r m 5.
ਜਕ [za‘ikx] P jg; short for az-z‘i-kI. because.
ਜਕਰ [jakIr] A ਨ; adj who mentions.
2 meditator.
ਸਕ [jaki], ਜਕ [jéiki], ਜਕ [jfike], ਜਕ []'ਕ1<£], ਜਕ
[jéike] whdse.  “jaki prit; sada sukh hOI.”——gau
m 5. “jfike cakar kau nahi dan.”—-gau a m 5.
“jake ਗਗ“: base prabhu apI.”—-sukhmam'.
ਜਕ'ਬਸਸ [jakebasisx] jéke—ab-sis pm; on whose
head. “jake basiSI dhar Io  gurI hathu.”
-—saveye m 4 ke.
ਜਕ [jako], ਜਕ [jz’ako] to whom. 2 whose. “jako
métr utare sahsa.”——sar m 5. .
ਜਗ [jag] n curd or yogurt put into milk to
coagulate it. 2 H fire. “jag jaravat nagar k0.”
—vrfd. 3 See  ਯਗ. 4 awakening. 5 place, spot.
6 P ਨ!) crow.
ਜਗਸ [jagaSI] will awaken. “jagas: jI'van
jaganhara.”—prabha m I .
ਜਗ'ਸਨ [jagsenI] Skt ਧਸਜਚਜ daughter of
Yagyasen (Drupad). Draupati. See ਜਗਮ'ਨ.
ਜਗ'ਣ [jagna] v wake up, rise. 2 get rid of
ignorance and acquire knowledge. 3 adj
awake, conscious. “hau suti pIru jagna.”—-sr1' .
a m 1.
ਜਗਤ [jagat] awake. “jagat suta bharamI
VIguta."—maru m 5 5jUIi.
ਜਗਤਜ'ਤ [jagatjotx] n spiritually-awakening
light, different  from the  mundane one.
2 The Creator, who is the incarnation o f
spiritually-awakening light. “jagatjotI jape n15:
basar."——3 3 saveye.
ਜਗਤ [jagatu] n awake, aware. 2 state of  having
acquired knowledge. 3 adj who has acquired
knowledge. “jagatu jag]: rahs l Iv  1a1.”—bIIa
thIti m I .
ਜਗਨ [jagan], ਜਗਨ [jagna], ਜਗਨ [jaganu] See
ਜਗਣ. “jagna jaganu nika harIkirtan mahI
jagna.”-—mam a m 5. ‘
ਜਅਨ [jagmenI] See ਜਗਸਨ. Some ignorant
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scribe has put the wrong word in place of ਜਗਸ
ਨ. “jagmenI 1<o prItham kahI patI pad bahur
ucar. 9n ad :  satta‘lt arI sabh sar nam apar.”
——sanama. The correct version is “yagysenI
k0 prItham kahI pat]: pad  bahur  ucar. 3n adI
sutat arI sabh sar nam apar.” Yudhishthar,
husband of  Yagyaseni (Draupadi), his young
brother Arjun, his charioteer Krishan, his
enemy, the arrow.
ਜਗਰ [jagar], ਜਗਰਣ [jagran], ਜਗਰਣ [jagranu]
Skt n awake; feeling of  lack of  sleep. 2 state
of awareness. “nIt nI t  jagranu karahu.”—sar
m 4 partal.
ਜਗਰਤ [ragrat] Skt awakened; feeling of lack
of  sleep. 2 state of  having knowlege.
ਜਗਲ [jégal] Skt adj wild, or relating to the jungle.
2 n a country with scant rainfall; wilderness.
3 wild animals as patridge and deer etc.
ਜਗਲਕ []‘ਬ8111<] Skt adj wild. 2 n wild animal.
“jégal kar jé’glIk VIses.”——GPS. 3 snake
charmer.
ਜ [jaga] n place. 2 state of  being aw'ake.
3 adj awake. “janam janam ka SOIa jaga.”
—bh£r m 5. '
ਜਗਇ [jagaI] adv having awakened. 2 having
kindled, having illuminated. “paramjotI'
jagaI.”——sava m 1._
ਜਗਟਣ [jagaInu] S v awaken. 2 kindle,
illuminate.
ਜਗਏ [jagae] cause to awaken. “su te suta
nanka jagae soi.”—-asa a m I .
ਜਗਤ [jagat] See ਜਗਝ.
ਜਗਤ [jagatI], ਜਗਤ [jagati], ਜਗਤਆ [jagatia]
collector of religious tax i.e., zakat. See ਜਗਤ.
“jamu jagati nerI n3 aIa.”—tukha chétm 4.
ਜਗ [jagI] having woken Up. “jagatu jagI rahe
gurseva.”—-—mala a m 1.
ਜਗ [}'ਰਝ] Dg n kettledrum sounded in time of
war.
ਜਗਰ [jagir] P If? n act of receiving land given
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by a king. 2 freehold village or  land given by a
king  to someone; fief. .
ਜਗਰਦਰ [jagirdar] ficfholder, landlord.
ਜਗ [jagu] See ਜਗ. “jagu re man, jaganhare.”
—asa m 5. “jagu SOI SImran ras bhog.”—ram
kabir. 2 will go. “na ave na jagu..”—sri m 5.
ਜਗਤ [jaguta] who remains awake, who has
renounced sleep. “kapri kaute jaguta.”——sri a
m 5.
ਜਗਟ [jagoti] n jégh-oti; loincloth. “kaIa
karasanu manu jagot i .”—srdhgosatr .  S e e
ਕੜਸਨ. 2 S ਜਗਟ cord tied to the heads ofjogis.
ਜ'ਗਣ [jagran] See ਜਗਰਣ. “bhe bhaI jage se jan
jagran karahI.”-prabha a m 3.
ਜਗਤ [jagrat] See ਜਗਰਤ. 2 Skt awake.
ਜਗ [jan]  Skt ਗਧ vr wake; not to sleep.
ਜਘ [}'ਕ811] Skt ਯਫਖ n part of the body between
the knee and the waist; thigh.
ਜਘਆ [jfighia] n shorts; 3 short dress worn on
the thighs; a dress to cover nakedness; a sort
of  a small underwear, which wrestlers and
people engaged in exercise wear.
ਜਚ [jac] See ਜਚਨ. 2 test, examination.
3 investigation. 4 skill, method.
ਜਚ [}'ਹਧ] See ਜਚ 2 and 3.
ਜਚਕ [jacak] Skt ਯਰਕ beggar, suppliant. “jacak
jan jace prabhu dan.”—sukhmani. _
ਜਚਣ [jacanu] S See ਜਚਨ.
ਜਚਨ [jacan], ਜਚਨ [jacna] Skt beg. “jacau sét
raval.”—bIIa a m 5. 2 request, supplication.
“sadh tere ki jacna VIsaru na sasx gIraSI.”
-asa a m 5. 3 assess, estimate. 4 test.
ਜਰਡ [jacri] n supplication demand. “jacri sa
saru.”—var gau 2 m 5.
ਜਚਕ [jacxk] See ਜਚਕ. “jacxk mége nI t
namu.”—-var gau 2 m 5.
ਜਚ [jace] asks for, demands. “jacak namo

jace.”——kalr m 5. 2 assesses, estimates. See
ਜਚਨ 3 and 4.
ਜਚ [}'ਕਧੲ] pron whose. “ja’ice gharI kulalu
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brahma.”—ma1anamdev.2assesses.SeeY-I'G'a?r ਜਣ [ jan] n knowledge ,  unders tanding,
3 and 4.
ਜਚਵ _[jacove] asks for, demands. “jacak sada
jacove.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਜਚਗਨ [}'ਕਧਚਫਧਕ] n alms, entreaty, begging,
charity. “janu bache jacégna.”—maru solhe m
5. 2 ‘Men and women all beg from him.’
ਜਚਤ [jacétIi yacétI; they entreat and beg; he
begs and entreats. “jacétI nanak krIpa.”
—sahas m 5.
ਜਜਕ [jajak] a performer of sacrifice. See ਯਜਕ.
ਜਜਮ [jajam] P Kt: n floor cloth on which
embroidery has been done. “jajam ਰਪ satréji
ség.”—GPS.
ਜਜਰ [jajra] See ਜਰਜਰ.
ਜਜਰਰ [jajrur] P ”/3n n latrinc.
ਜਜਰ [jajro] See ਜਰਜਰ.
ਜਜਲ [jajul], ਜਜਲ [jajull] Skt ਜਜਨ adj radiant,
illuminated. 2 Dg n anger, wrath. '
ਜਰਲਥ [jajullxka] lightning, brilliance. See
ਜਚਲ. “kI  jajullxka che.”—datt.
ਜਵ [ਨਫਜਪ] member of a marriage party. “ape
japi ape mayi§”—asa chéit m 5.
ਜਟ [jat] See ਜਟ. 2 topknot of the matted hair.
“karI jat jata jat jat.”-—kan m 4 partal. 3 S a
group of  pilgrims. 4 furrow.
ਜਟਰ [jatro], ਜਟੜ [jatra] See ਜਟ, ਜਟੜ. “ Ih
bI t  sunIke jatro uthI bhagti laga.”—asa
dhéna.
ਜਟ [jaw] See ਜਟ and ਜਟ.
ਜਠਰ' [jathar] Skt adj relating to the abdomen
(stomach). 2 n offspring, progeny. 3 hunger.
4 stomach’s digestive heat.
ਜਠਰ ਰਗ [jathar rog] abdominal disease,
stomach’s disease. See  ਉਦਰ ਰਗ.
ਸਡ [jédl See ਜਡ.
ਜ [jada] winter. See ਜਰ 2. “age gham pIche
rut]: jada.”—tvkha barahmaha.
ਜਵ [jady] Skt n inertia, inertness. 2 winter,
coldness. 3 inertness, laziness.

awareness. “pure guru te jam»: jan.”-bas§t a m
I .  2 going, roaming. 3 imperative of janna.
4 See  ਜਣ.
ਜਣਨ [janna] vacquire knowledge, understand.
“janIa anédu sada guru te.”—-an5du. “jano
prabhu jano suami.”—-ram ch5t m 5.
ਜਣਨ [jananI], ਜਣਨ [janni] (they) know.
“murakh saw me janni.”—var asa.
ਜਣਨ [janla] adj knowing, conversant.
“sabtchu janla.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਜਣ [jana] adj knowledgeable, wise, prudent.
“bhagat koi VIrla jana.”—sn' m 5. 2 v go.
3 (He) knows. “karam dharam nahi. jana.”
—suh1' m 5.
ਜਣਇਅ [janaIa] made to understand, made
conversant. “gurI pure janaIa.”-sorm 5.
ਜਣਇਹ [jant] makés (him) understand. 2 you
make it understand, you make it conversant.
“ja tu jant ta koi jane.”-vad m 5.
ਜਣਵ [janave] makes (him) understand. “janie
je apI  janave.”—suhi chét m I .
ਜਣ [janI] adj scholar. “guru kau janI na janai,
kIa tISU caju acaru.”—sr1' m I .  2 adv having
known, having understood.
ਜਣ [jani] adj knowing, conversant. “sabh jia
ka he jani.”—var brha m 4. “bInU gur pure
ko: na jani.”—asa a m 3. 2 going, departing.
3 understood, knew.

‘ ਜਣਅ [jania] knowing, conversant. “jania aka]
gatI.”—saveye m 2 ke. ‘conversant with the
ways of  a-kal (the supreme god).’
ਜਢਜਣ [janijanu] adj  omniscient, all knowing.
ਜਣਯ [janiy] See ਜਣਅ. 2 worth knowing.
ਜਣ [janu] adj conversant. “dItha sada nalI
harI starjami janu.”-—sr1' m 5. “ਚਥ-ਪ dunia
sat janu.”——asa m I .

2 v know. “ape akhanu ape  janu.”—var ram 1
m I .  3 part as if. “janu na jae maia‘i jujhe
surme.”—c§di 3. 4 who goes. “kaha te aIa  kaha
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Ihu janu.”—var maIa m I .  5 P 0;) n loss,
harm. “vahédar janu.”—-varmajh m 2. One who
shoots an arrow in the sky will himself be
harmed for it will be falling upon him in return
and no harm will be done to the sky. 6 A w;
defect, flaw fault. 7 See  ਜਣ 3.
ਜਨ- [janu] adj conversant, knowledgeable.
ਜਣ [jano] understand, know. 2 adj conversant,
knowledgeable. “ape jam: jano.”—vad m I
aIahm'.
ਜਣਈ [janoi] adj conversant knowledgeable.
“jo sabhse ka janoi .  ”.—sopvrakhu
ਜਤ [jat] n horse’s mane. “mastak karan jat drIg
griva.”—GPS. 2 Skt n birth. 3 son. 4 adj born.
5 adv  passing. “jatakarath janam padarath.”
-dhana m 5. 6 Skt while going. “avat 35g n9
jat ségati.”—bher kabz‘r. 7 Skt ਯਤਰ adj dead.
“jat ja I dljbalak dehé.”—I<rrsan. 8 Skt known,
knowledge. 9 A a n ;  the reality of  an object.
1 0  soul.  11 cas te ,  family, subcaste  etc.
12 personality.
ਜਤਕ [jatak] Skt n child, boy. 2 ancient scripture
which describes the consequences of good
and evil planets.
ਜਝਕਰਮ [jatkaram] n r'ituals performed at the
time of birth. ‘
ਜਤਨ [jatan] n reprimand, punishment. See
ਯਤਨ. “je je jIy  jatan te dare.”—VN. 2 whereby,
with which. “jatan madhu kstabh l<o khédyo.”
-—paras.
ਜਤ ਕਤ [jat najatI] high and low caste. “jat
najatI dekhI mat  bharamahu, suk janak pagi
lag: tavego.”-—kan a m 4.
ਜਤਨ [jatna] punishment, reprimand. See ਯਤਨ.
ਜਤਪਤ [jatpat] adj  born and dead. See ਜਤਪਤ.
ਜਤਰ [jatar] whereby. “jatar jacch kInar asuran
1<i sabh ki krIya hIrani.”—paras.
ਜਤਰਪ [jatrup] Skt n that which has admirable
appearance; gold. “jatrup ke katak suhaI.”
-GPS. 2 silver. 3 adj whose appearance is as
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beautiful as of  gold.
ਜਤਲਜਬ [jataljéb], ਜਤਲਜਮ [jataljém] A ”44.2.15

Skt ਗਝਥ ਧਵਜ ribache, pleurisy. This disease is
caused by catching  of  cold, drenching in rain,
wearing of wet clothes, injury caused to the
chest, fracture of  the rib, deterioration of  bad
cold, pneumonia etc.

At first there is a slight fever caused by
drag of feeling and heaviness. Then, there is
inflammation of pleura and congestion and
twinge below the breast, thereafter shooting
pain ensues and breathing becomes difficult.
There is bit of  dry cough and quantity of urine
decreases and turns red in colour. The  tongue
gets unclean and the  face becomes red.
Normally this disease affects one side of  the '
body but at times both sides may be affected.

This disease should be treated by a very
competent vaid, hakim or doctor. The_general
treatment of it is:

(1) to make the patient lie in a warm bed
and ask him not to talk too much and avoid
deep breathing; '

(2)  to tie a sweet round cake made of  h e n s
egg on the chest;

(3) to provide warmth, give massage with
turpentine oil, formant with peppy 'foods and
cover the chest with woolen clothes;

(4) to tie linseed poultice at the place, where
pain is felt;

(5) to make the patient drink hot soup;
(6) to make the patient lick of two rattis

barasiga kusta, mixed with honey thrice a day;
(7) to make him drink decoction made of

one tola of  dried black grapes [munnaka] and
one  tola of rind of myrobalan, mixed with honey;

(8) to give him one tola of  dehydrated white
alum mixed with two tolas of  sugar with warm
water; '

(9) to mix gum acacia, fenugreek seeds,
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aniseed and barley in equal measure and then
grind them with water to make a sticking paste
and apply at the place of pain;

(10)  to  open a vein to let out impure blood
from the body; to apply a hollow pipe or leaches
is also useful, but all this should be done by an
expert  doctor. Ignorant persons do  more harm
by needlessly letting out blood.
ਜਤਵ [jatva] adj conversant, knowledgeable.
“sabhas da jatva he.”—JSBM. 2 adv  knowingly.
ਜਤਵਦ [jatved] Skt ਗਰਥਥਚਖ fire. 2 the Creator;
etymologically: ‘He knows all those who  have
taken birth.’ Hence he is ਜਤਵਦ [jatved].
ਜਤ [jata] adj conversant. “janam jata gyan
gyata.”—aka]. 2 one who goes o r  moves.
3 known. “jIni gharu jata apna.”—asa a 111 3.
“jun: jata so US he jeha.”—o§kar. 4 n journey.
“harI ki-i .hamari saphal jata.”-—-bIIa m 4
partal. ‘ journey o f  human birth.’ 5 Skt
daughter. 6 origin, birth.
ਜਤ [jatI] Skt n birth; genesis. 2 division in
the society to  differentiate one from another;

' division among communities nursing no
discrimination in sharing food and  performing
mar i i ages .  It c a n  b e  d u e  to  numerous
reasons-racial, geographical, historical feuds
and occupational hazards to name a few. This
division is prevalent in all countries' and
religions but among Hindus there is no limit
to it.

Taking these obscurant is t  beliefs  as
damaging for the country, the Sikh Gurus raised
their voice against them and travelled far and
wide  t o  convince  through the i r  sacred
discourse that all human beings are progeny
of the same Creator. High and low castes are
the result of  only deeds, as:
janahv jotI, na  puchahu  jati, age  jatI us he.

—asa 111 1.
age jatI rupu na jaI.

ਜਤ

teha hove jehe karam kamaI. -a$a m 3.
bhagatI rate se  utma, jatI patI sabde  hm,
hm; nave sabh nic jatI he, bIsta  ka kira hox.

—asa m 3.
jatI ka garabu na  kariahu koi,
brahamu b i  de  so brahman hoi.
jatI ka garabu na  karI murakh gavara,
IS  garab te  calah: bahutu VIkara.
care baran akhe sabhukoi,
brahamubidu te  sabh  opatI hoi.
mati ek  saga] sésara,
bahu b I t  bhade ghare kumhara.
péc  tatu mIlI dehi  ka akara,
ghatI vat k0 kart: bicara.
kahatu nanak Ih  jiU karambédhu hoi,
bIn  satIgur  bhete  mukatI na  hoi.

—bher m 3.
jatI janamu nah puchie, saougharu lehu bataI,
sa  jatI, sa patI he, jehe karam kamaI.

-—prabha m 1.
garabhvas mahI kulu nahi  jati,
brahambidu te sabh utpati.
kahure péd I t, baman kabke hoe,
baman  kahI kahI janamu mat  khoe.
ja tfi brahmanu brahmni j a Ia ,
tau an  bal; kahe nahi aIa?
tum kat brahman, ham  kat  sud?
ham  kat lohu tum kat  dudh?
kahu kabir  jo brahamu bicare,
so brahmanu kahiatu he hamars.

-gau kabir.
1<011 bhayo mfidia sényasi  kou yogi bhayo,

bhayo brahamcan’ kou yati anumanbo,
hfdu  a turak kou rafzi Imam safi,

manas ki jatI sabh eke pahIcanbo.
dehura masit soi, puja :) nImaj oi,

manas  sabhe ek, p8 anek ko  prabhav he.
devta adev  jacch gédhrab turak hidu,

nyare  nyare desan  ke bhes k0 subhav  he.
eke nen, eke kan, eke deh, eke ban,
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xak bad ates a ab k0 ralav he.
allah  abhekh soi, puran a kuran oi,

ek-hi sarup sabhe ek hi banav he.—aka1.
sadhu  karam jo purakh kamavé,
nam  devta  jagat kahavé.
kukrIt karam je jag'me karh'i,
nam asur t In  k0 jag dharhi.—VN.

gt  bhéda na  VIcarie,
bhagtfi jatI sanat: na kai.—BG, var 25.

prIthimall aru tulsa dOI,
hute  jatI ke bhalle 501,
sun  darsan  k0 tab cal ae,
namo kari bathe t g  thae.
or hékari g1 ra ucariz-
“eko jat hamar tumari.”
sri guru amar bhanyo sun  SOI :—
“jatI patI  guru 1<i nahi kOI.”
Upjahf je sarir jag mahi‘,

' In  ki ja t I  sac  so nahi,
bInasjat I h  jarjarI hox,
age  jatI jat nahI kOI.
‘age jatI na  joru he, age jiu nave,
jIn  ki lekhe patI  pave, cége sei keI.’
I m  sri nanak bak ucara,
age  jatI na jor SIdhara.
0i tan It-hi  bInséte,
age  55g na  1<Ise caléte.

-sxmaryoj1n  satInam  sadiva,
SIkkhan sev kari man nivfi,
tIn  ki pat lekhe parjaI,
jatI kujatI n9 parkhahI kaI.”—GPS.

3 family. “phfidhi lagi jatI phahaInI.”-var
maIa m 1. 4 subcaste. 5 jasmine. 6 nutmeg.
7 universe, creation. “jot: ki jatI, jatI ki joti.”
-gau kabir. ‘It is the creation of the radiant
Creator, creation illuminated by intellect.’ “jatI
mahI jotI, jotI mahI jata.”—var asa. ‘The
Creator in creation and creation in the
Creator.’
ਜਤਅਰ [jatIahu] on going, continuing. 2 going.
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“jIh dar avat jatIahU hatke nahi kOI.”—s kabir.
ਜਤ ਅਜਤ [jatI ajatI] high and low castes.
“jatI ajatI namu jInI taIa.”—vad chét m
4. 2 people of high and low castes. “kete tere
rup rég kete jatI ajatI.”-sr1' m I .
ਜਤਸਨਤ [jatI senatI], ਜਤਸਨਤ [jatI sanatI]
primary caste and hybrid caste. 2 low caste.
“jatI sanati horI hidvania.”—t.rl§g m I .  '
ਜਤ ਪਤ [jatI patI], ਜਤ ਪਤ [jatI patI] caste
and subcaste as caste Kshatri, subcaste KapUr,
Bedi etc. ‘ “jatI patI sat  tere naI.”
—bas§tam I .  “hamri jatI pat :  guru satIgurU.”
—suhi m 4.
ਜਤ ਵਰਣ [jatI varan], ਜਤ ਵਰਨ [jatI varan]
caste and  subcaste as  caste Brahman,
subcaste Gaurh, Sarsvat etc. “jatI 'varan te bhae
atita.”—-prabha a m 1 .
ਜਤ [jati] See ਜਤ. “jati dc 1<Ia hath, sacu
parkhie.”—var majh m I .  2 pilgrim. “jau tum
tirath, tau ham jati.”—sor raVIdas. 3- known,
understood. “guh apune ki khabarI na jati.”
—gau m 5. “get: nanak VIrlI jati.”—majh m 5.
4 Skt n jasmine. 5 creeper. 6 Dg elephant.
7 a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev.'8 A (ਭ,; adj
personal, individual.
ਜਤਅ [jatia] knew, understood. “sabhe gala
jatia.”—gaum 5. 2 Skt ਜਤਯ adj  pertaining to a
caste .
ਜਤ ਸਦਰ [jatI sfidar] adj naturally beautiful,
basically good. 2 n horse.
ਜਤਯ-ਗ [jatimalIk] a Brahman disciple of
Guru Hargobind. He was family priest of  the

' Sodhis. He fought with great valour in the
battle of  Amritsar. His son Daya Ram was
also a great warrior. J atimalik died at Kiratpur
in Sammat 1699. See  ਦਯਰਮ.
ਜਡ [jatu] Skt part ever, likely. 2 perhaps. 3 n
magic. -
ਜਤਧਨ [jatodhan] Skt n possessing magic;
magician. 2 demon; in Sanskrit text demons
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are thought to be great magicians.
ਜ'ਤਲਜਥ [jatuljéb] See ਜਤਲਜਥ.
ਜਤ [jate] going, moving. 2 known, understood.
“gurprasadx kahu jate.”—dev m 5. 3 since
when. “jate sadhusaranI gahi. sat: sahaj manI
bha pragasa.”—sar m 5. 4 from where. “ho:
ja te tere naI vasa.”——sohIIa. 5 See ਯਤ.
ਜਤ [jato] known, understood. “tera kita jato
nahi.”—m0davni m 5. 2 going. “jato jaI kahfi
te ave.”—gaum I .
ਜਤ [jatr] caste. “base dram jatr ke.”——BGK.
‘makes trees fragrant.’ 2 pilgrimage. “gavan
bhavan  jatr karan.”-—bherm 5 parta I.
ਜਤ [jatra] See ਯਤ. “bhai‘saphal jatra.”-dhana
a m 5. Here pilgrimage means living in human
form. ' ‘
ਜਤ [jatri] Skt ਗਕਜ adj pilgrim. 2 n traveller.
3 a village in police station Mangatwala district
Sheikhupura, located at a distance of  twelve
miles to the north of  railway station Changa
Manga. Guru Arjan Dev visited this place. See
ਜਭਰ. '
ਜਤ' [jatva] See ਜਤਵ. 2 Skt knowingly,
purposely.
ਜਦ [jad] See ਯਦ. 2 P „,‘ n birth. 3 son or
daughter. 4 adj born, in such a context, it comes
at the end of a word as ਖਠਹਜਦ [khanzad].
5 A n travelling expenses.
ਜਦਹ [jadah] A ”|? n path, passage. 2 adj born.
See  ਜਦ l .  .
ਜਦਨ [zadan] P cpl] v give birth, beget. 2 be
born.
ਜਦਮ [jadam] Yadav, Yaduvanshi. “krIsan jadam
bhaIa.”—Var asa.
ਜਦਮਰਇ [jadamraI] Yadav prince, Krishan.

‘ 2 God, the Creator.‘ “him-i jatI meri,
'what is reflected in the mind of Shiv who suppresses
carnal desire.
ਟ:=ਟਜਕ ਕ:==ਸ ਧ:, ਰ ਬ=ਧਧਸ₹ਸ1ਜ ਬਜਰਥਥਜਗ ਧਬ:, ਧਵਟਧ
ਧ:=ਯਰਗਜਧਥਹਜਣਥਧਧਧਬਟਸਯਰਸਸ ਹਛਕਛਧ

jadmraIa!”—bhernamdev.
ਜਦਞ [jadav] See ਯਦਵ.
ਜਦਵ [jadvi] of Yadavs. “bahut sen han jadvi.”
—1<rIsan.
ਜਦਵਸ [jadves] yadav-is, Krishan.
ਜਦ [jada] P ”U adj born, as in amirzada. 2 A

“ਨ,/‘ more, additional. 3 Sec  ਜਦਹ.
ਜਦ [jadu] P ”lg n magic, charm, spell, sorcery.
ਜਦਗਰ [jadugar] n magician. 2 sorcerer,
charmer. '
ਜਚ [jado] Sec ਯਦਵ.
ਜਦਜਇ [jadojaI] adj continuously on the
march, perpetually on the march. “hukme
jadojaI.”—sor a m I .
ਜਦਰਇ [jadoraI], ਜਦਰਯ [jadoray] a clerk in
the service of  nawab Daulat Khan who along
with Guru Nanak kept accounts of  stores of
grains. 2 Yadavraj; Krishan. 3 See ਜਦਮਰਇ.
ਜਨ [jan] 21 attendant of a deity; slave. “tare
bhavsidhu te bhagat  harIjan.”—kan m 4 parta].
2 Skt ਯਨ mode o f  conveyance, vehicle. 3 P
UL} l o s s ,  d a m a g e .  4 P at? v i t a l  f o r c e .
5 life. 6 Skt ਜ. “jan prabin suami prabhu
mere.”—dev m 5. 7 adj knowledgeable, -
conversant. “jan ko det  ajan 1<o det.”—aka1.
ਜਨਉ [janau] know, understand. 2 knows,
understands. “janau nahi bhava kavan bata.”
—sr1' a m 5.-
ਜ ਨਸਨ [ ja  n a s i n ]  P U??? n s u c c e s s o r ,
descendant.
ਜਨਹਰ [janhar] mortal, perishable.
ਜਨਹ [janahu] know, understand. 2 part as if.
ਜਨਕ [janak] adj knowledgeable, conversant.
2 part as if. '

mare [jankar] adj knowing, knowledgeable,
conversant.
ਜਨਕ [janki] Janak’s daughter, Sita.
ਜਨਕਨਥ [jankinath], ਜਨ‘ਪਤ [jankipatI],
ਜਢਗਵਰ [jankivar] Sita’s husband, Ram
Chandar. '
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ਜਨਕਦਨ [jankédni] P Gift)? n feeling of
exhaustion, total loss of vitality.
ਜਨਣਹਰ [ jananharu]  adj  knowing,
knowledgeable. “jananharu rahIa prabhu
janI.”—ram m 5.
ਜਨਥ [janath], ਜਨ [janad] knows. “jo bInsat
so nIhcal janath.”—maru m 5. “sagal gum
b I t  janad.”—sar 111 5. 2 one who has
knowledge, one who imparts knowledge.
ਜਨਦਰ [jandar] P Ail? adj living, animate.
ਜਨਨ [janan] v knowing, learning.
ਜਨਨਹਰ [jananhar], ਜ'ਨਡਹਰ [jananharu] adj
knowledgeable, knowing. “jananhar prabhu
parbin.”—sukhmani.
ਜਧ [jan-na] See ਜਨ. “jan nanak jagu janIo
mIthIa.”—gau m 9.
ਜਨਯ [janniy] adj worth knowing. “janniy
but karke jou.”—GPS.
ਜਨਪਰ [janpura] Bhai Santokh Singh has
mentioned in the 3 5“1 chapter of the 12“1 section
of  Gurpratap Suray that Guru Tegh Bahadur
stayed at Janpura after his departure from
J ind. This village is in Bangar from where the
Guru set out for Agra.

“janpure Il< he guruthana.
ਰਸ! karan dera ham jana.
nagar agre  marag jan.
karke sedh cale guru tan.”

ਜ'ਨਥ [janab] See ਜਨਬ.
ਜਨਬਹ [janbah] adj driver of a vehicle, coach-
man, charioteer. “kou janbahé.”—gyam
2 short for ajanubahu. Sec ਆਜਨ'ਬਹ.
ਜਕੲ [jabbhai] a horse meant only for the
riding of Guru Hargobind. See ਗਲਬਗ, 2 The
Khalsa uses this word for any horse used for
riding.
ਜਨ ਮਰਲ [jan marala] See ਮਰਲਜਨ.
ਜ ਨਮਜ [ja namaz] P JV'Ig n prayer carpet of
Muslims.
ਜਨ ਮਗ [jan mrIg] See ਮਗਜਨ.
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ਜਨਵਰ [janvar] P it! n living being, animate.
ਜਨਵ [janaVI], ਜਥ'ਨਵ [janvi] See ਜਨਸਤ and
ਜਹਰਨਵ. "
ਜਨ [jana] v go. 2 adj known, understood.
3 P ਪਓ beloved, darling, dearly loved.
ਜਨਝ [janat] makes known. “apes kau janat.”
-—guj m 5.
ਜਨਨ [jananah] P „ਮਨ, of the beloved. 2 like
the loved one.
ਜਨ [janI] adv  having known. “janI ajan bhae
ham  bavar.”—sor ravrdas. 2 to a disciple, to a
worshipper. “saranI a udharu nanak janI.”
-kan m 5. 3 during the life time, throughout
the life. “53i janI karahu maudipha.”-maru
soIhe m 5. See ਮਉਦਫ. 4 Skt n wifc, consort.
5 See ਜਨ.
ਜਨਬ [janIb] A ਵਲ? direction, side. 2 edge.
ਜਨ gt? [janI but] adv. knowingly,
deliberately. “janI but apna kio nanak.”
—dhana m 5. ' '
ਜਨਯ [janIy] worth knowing. 2 knowledgeable,
conversant.
ਜਨ [jani] known, understood. “jani jani re raja
ram _1<i kahani.”—-ram kabir. 2 living being,
animate. “sadre ae tIna janiz‘i.”—vad m I
alahni. 3 member  o f  a marriage party,
bridegroom. “jaII mall jani navalIa.”-vad m
I alahni. 4 explained? described. “kahe na jani
auger; mere.”—gaum 1. ‘cannot be described.’
5 P ਪਨ, the dear one, beloved. “kad pasi jani!
tohI.”-var maru 2 m 5. 6 soul, spirit. “jani
VI  chfinre  mera  maranu b h a I a . ”
—vad m 1 alahni. 7 A criminal, the accused.
8 brave, daring. 9 'a devout Muslim who
became a disciple of. Guru Hargobind and
attained spiritual enlightenment. “jani k0 Ik  jani
bIna. kachu na suhave 01- Il< chIna.”—GPS.
10 A (“},/' adj lecherous. 11 Skt ਗਫਜ sage,’
scholar.
ਜਨਅਤ [janiat] is known, is acquainted with.
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ਜਨਅੜ [janiara] animate, living. “janiara ghatI
caIaIa.”-vad m 1 3121111312 2 knowledgeable,
knowing, conversant. 3 dear one, beloved.
“janiara harI janiara.”—mm chét  m 5.

ਜਨਖ [janikhéi] See ਮਰਡ.
ਜਨ [janu] n knowledge. “jaje janu mégatjan
jacs.”—asa pati m 1. 2 disciple, worshipper. “so
saca harIjanu.”—var bIha m 4. 3 adj knowing,
conversant. “ape sorta ape janu.”——b:rla m I .
4 part as if. “so janu dev 5gna.”-—-ramav.
5 imperative form of janna. “gur ki suratI
nIkatI karI janu.”—ram m 5. 6 Ski ਚਸਜ” knee
P !‘,/° I. Genu, G Gonu.
ਜਨਸਤ [janusuta] See ਜਨਸਤ.
ਜਨਪਨ [janupan] adv  adn-I’itting defeat, on the
knees. “janupan part sabe.”—datt.
ਜ'ਨਰਗ [janurog] knee-pain. Skt ਕਜਢਛ'ਥਗ ਗਥ Due
to flatulence or  disorder of  blood, swelling of
the shape of jackal’s head occurs in the knees.
This is a very painful condition and mobility
becomes arduous. The  following are remedial
measures for its cure: , .

castor oil to  be given in cow’s milk;
yograj guggal to be administered by mouth;
decoction o f  harar, bahera, aola alongwith

guggal to be given;
guggal along with the soup of patridge be

administered;
decoction of two tolas of crushed g'ilo and

trIphala, each be  prepared and six  mashas of
guggal be given with it; ‘

warm application of paste made of dried
ginger elua in cow’s urine or vinegar;

massage of  narayani oil; fastening of  woolen
cloth or  fomentation with warm, old, uscd
cotton. “philpav pun januroga.”—car:rtr
405.
ਜਨ [janu] See ਜਨ 5. adj acquainted, familiar.
ਜਨਚਗ [janurog] See ਜਨਰਗ.
ਜਨ [jane] who has. 2 may know, may
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understand.
ਜਨ [jane] knows. “kOI na jam: tumra 5t.”
-sukhmani. 2 disciple, worshipper. “carni
aIpave harIjane.”——kaII m 4.
ਜਨ'[]'8110] know, understand. 2 v go. “jah jano
so citI  na  ave.”—asa m 5.
ਜਨਵ [janhvi] See ਜਨਸਤ and ਜਹਰਨਵ.
ਜਨਉ [janyau] known. “nanak nam nIréjan
janyau.”-saveye m 4 ke.
ਜਪ [jap] Skt n repetition of  Vahguru’s name or
some other incantation. 2 Bhai Gurdas has
used ਜਪ [jap] in place of japuji. “5mrft vele
jap ucara.”—var I .  3 knowledge. See ਰਪ vr.
4 See ਜਪਜ. “jap jap jape bIna jo jeve parsad.
so VIsta ka kIram hUI.”...--rahrt. 5 See ਜਪ.
6 See ਜਪਨ. 7 886,ਜਪ 2.
ਜਧੲ [japi] repeats. 2 is apparent; looks. “nanak
hukam na japai.”—-var maIa m I .  3 it seems as
if. “ev t akhI na japai.”—var asa m 2.
ਜਧਸ [japaSI] will appear. 2 will know. 3 will
repeat
ਜਧਸ [japsi] one who repeats incantations etc.
“prabodh hare japsi.”-aka1. 2 See ਜਪ'ਸ.
ਜਧਹ ,[ਫਲਗਨ], ਜਪ'ਹ [ j apahI ]  Sec  ਰਪ vr
appezirs; as if. 2 becomes prominent. “dargahi
japahI sei.”—sor m 3. 3 recites incantations.
4 from whom, to whom. “japahI jau apu
chutkavanI,  te  badhe bahu phédha.”—gau

kabir. 5 See ਜਪ.
ਜਧਹ [japahu] recite incantations etc. “man,
japahu ram gupal.”—-kan m 4 partal.
ਜਪਕ [japak] .adj who performs recitation.

‘ ਜਪਜ [japji], ਜਪਜ [japuji] text sacred as Japuji,
authored by Guru Gobind Singh. This is  daily
recited by the Gursikhs. Numerous scholars
term it as  Akal Sahasamam. It has 199  stanzas
which are of 10 types.‘
ਜਪਣ [japna] v seem, appear. 2 be known.
'ck-achri. harIbolmana, carpet, cacri, chaps, bhagvati.

bhujégprayat, madhbhar, rasaval and rual.
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See  ਰ'ਪਨ.
ਜਪਣ [japni] Sec ਜਪਨ.
ਜਪਤ [japat] seems, appears. “bIn harI japat
he nahi hor.”—mala m 4 partal. 2 s e e m s ,
appears. “pragat pratapu tahu ko japat.”
—bavan.
ਜਪਦ [japda] becomes known. “harIjiu sabde
japda.”—sor a m 3. See ਰਪ vr. 2 recites
religious hymns.
ਜਧਨ [japan] v recite incantation etc. 2 See
ਰ'ਪਨ. 3 Ski ਜਪਨ who repeats incantations.
“jap japan he.”-—japu. 4 part as if. “mare japan
bIli.”—c5di 3.
ਜਪਨ [japni] n rosary. 2 are knoWn, are
understood. “bInU gur gun na japni.”—-—sn’ ਛ; m
3. 3 recite. 4 See ਜ'ਪਜਯ.
ਜਪਨਯ [japniy] adj worth repeating.
ਜਧਯ [japye] worth repeating. “kI sarbatr
japye.”-—japu. 2 ਕ worth informing.
ਜਪ [japa] a devotee o f  Guru Ram Das. 2 a
disciple of  Guru  Arjan Dev, who  was resident
of  Shahdara and was from Bhandari subcaste.
ਜਪਨ [japan] a famous country existing as
archipelago in the Pacific ocean. The  Japanese
call it Nippan which means land of the East.
Most of it is mountainous. It has numerous
volcanoes. Some of  them are dormant while
others are still active. But for its eastern side,
the rest of  the country is earthquake prone.
There are several hot water-springs containing
medicines such as sulphur, having curative
properties. It has an overall area of  260,738
square miles with a population of  77,005,500.l
The rivers are not very long but their flow is
very fast. Due  to heavy dowripour and melting
of  snow in summer, they get inundated. These
rivers are useful for irrigation but are not good

'According to the 1925 census, the population is
83.458,405. Apart from it, as many as  625.430 Japanese

. are settled in other countries.
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for navigation. There is diversity of climate in
the country. During winter, in the north
temperature plunges to as low as 5°F2 and in
the summer hardly touches 80°, while in the
south it does not go below 42° and above 98°F.
40 inches of rainfall is recorded in the north
while this figure is 80 inches in the south. At a
few places it touches the figure of 150 inches.

The Japanese trade relates mainly to
agriculture, silk, forest and fish products. Most
of its land is not fit for agriculture, as the
requisite material cannot be made available
there.

There are numerous mines of  various types
yielding enormous profits. Labour is very cheap
in Japan, that is why factories are efficient
there. Woollen, cotton and silk clothes, polished
wooden articles made o f  iron, screens of  soft
grass, mats,  tapestry, curtains,  ceramic  wares,
bamboo and willow furniture, matc'h sticks,
glassware, umbrellas, fans, articles of  iron  and
steel are manufactured and exported by the
Japanese.

The Japanese belong to the Mongolian
race. They are pleasant and thoughtful people.
Highly tolerant, they are seldom extravagant
and are very particular about etiquettes; A
family of  five  (persons) is regarded above the
norm. The Japanese attain their full height
earlier than the Aryans. The  normal height of
their males seldom exceeds five feet and one
or  two inches. Their females are generally of
4 feet and eight inches in height. The body-
structure of the females is feeble.

The Japanese houses are not high rising.
They don’t construct beyond two stories.
Tables and chairs are seldom used. They take
their meals in saucers, while sitting on the'
ground. Generally they eat rice and take tea.

2See  ਜਠਰਗਨ. with its note and ਥਰਮ'ਮਟਰ.
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From  the point of  view of  bodily cleanliness,
the Japanese are as methodical as were the
ancient Egyptians. In the open-air bathrooms,
they bathe with boiling water. This particular
practice may be the cause of  skin diseases,
which are so rampant in Japan. The other
diseases prevalent are heart attack. indigestion,
leprosy and clephantiasis. For sports and
exercises, wrestling, magical activities and
athletics arc in vogue, but the most distinctive
is  jujitsu  (a  strategic type of  wrestling in which
all the effort and strength of  the opponent go
to his own disadvantage). It is said to have
originated in 25 BC.

Education is compulsory for children in the
age group of.6 to 14 years. There are about
twenty six thousand elementary schools, seven
thousand and six hundred craft schools, six
hundred and thirty-five kindergarten' schools,
three hundred and twenty middle schools in
Japan. In the elementary schools such subjects
as etiquettes. Japanese language, mathematics,
geography and history are taught. Training in
exercise is also imparted. In the higher schools,
in addition to  the aforesaid subjects, Chinese,
English, French, German, geometry, physics
and politics are taught. There are more than
one hundred high schools. In the capital city
ofTokyo, there is a girls college which imparts
teachers’ training to the females. There is a
women’s university in Tokyo. There are other
big state-sponsored universities in Tokyo,
Kyoto, Tohoku, Hakedo and Kidhushio.

Japan has no official religion. Every religion
is viewed with impartiality. Majority of  the

"Kindcrgartcn’ is a German word. which means children’s
garden. It teaches them alphabet, through the use o f

pictures, flowers  etc  so that they may not lose interest.

This method was invented by Friedrich Frobcl ( I782-
I852).
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people belong to Shinto and Buddhism. Each
of  these has four sects. Shinto is an ancient
religion. Buddhism came to Japan in 552 AD
from Korea. The  Japanese are known for their
religious festivitiess‘ : ; ਚ. ' " i

There are innumerable Shinto temples in
Japan but they are simple, while temples
relating t o  Buddhism a r e  e legant  and
capacious. Buddhist rituals are also more
graceful than Shinto rituals. Amongst the elite,
many are the followers of  Confucianism.
ਜਪਨ [japani] a resident of Japan. 2 of or
pertaining to  Japan. 2 the Japanese language.
ਜਪ [japI] imperative ofjap. “man  mahI japI
bhagv'étu.”—mm m 5. “ath pahar  prabh ka japu
japI.”—ram m 5. 2 Skt ਗਵਰ n acquaintance,
knowledge. 3 intellect. 4 joy. 5 praise,
commendation. “apan kia nanka ape hi phIrI
japI.”—sukhmani. 6 worth reciting.
ਜਪਐ [japIe] worthy of repetition “k1 sarbatr
japIe.”—japu. 2 See ਜਯ 2.
ਜਪ [japi] Skt ਗਧਜ adj one who repeats an
incantation ctc. “nanak japi japu japu.”—ram
m 5. ‘One worthy of  reciting, chants recitation.’ _
2 is known. “hukamu na ja pi khasam ka.”——gau
m 1.
ਜਪ'ਐ [japie] may recite. “saca nau othe
japie.”—var guj 2 m 5. 2 seems, appears. 3 is
known.
ਜਪ [japu] See ਜਪ, ਜਪ and ਜਪ. “japu tapu gIanu
sabh tanu.”—sukhmani. 2 a bani by Guru
Gobind Singh, which like Japuji is included in
daily recitation by Sikhs. Sec ਜਪਜ. 3 worthy
of recitation. “ramnam jap japu.”—-sn’ m 5.
ਜਪ [japu] a devotee of  Guru Arjan Dev. He
was of Dhutta subcaste. 2 a Khatri of Bassi
(Vassi) subcaste. He was a devout follower
of Guru Arjan Dev. “japu vassi sev kamave.”
-—BG.
ਜਪ [jape] repeats, performs jap. “ath pahIr
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tudhu jape pavna.”—majh m 5. 2 n ਜਯ-ਅਪ [jay-
ap] drain. “jape challe ratt de.”—c5d1' 3. 3 part
as if. “jape dItti sai maran sfibh di.”-—c5d1' 3.
4 See ਜਪ.
ਜਪ [jape] recites, performs jap. 2 it seems, it
appears. “jape apI  prabhu t Ih  lo:.”-—o§kar.
“nanak gala jape jaI.”——japu. 3 knows. “kI
jape sahu ave, kI  na  ave!”—bIha chz‘it m 4.
ਜਪਯ [japy] Skt adj worthy of  recitation. 2 n
prayer, submission. 3 ਕ adj worth making
known.
ਜਛਤ [japhat] A 635:3 n feast, entertainment.
2 hospitality, service. “japhat ke het dhan dino
het kino bahu.”—GPS.

'ਜਫਰ [japhar] Ski ਜਤਫਲ n nutmeg L Myristica
moschata. “ela su dakh japhar kapur.”—GV
10. Its effect is warm and moist. Its oil relieves
joint-pain, bodily disorder and colic pain etc.
See ਜਫਲ. 2 )u,‘ adjvictor, conqueror.
ਜਛਰਬਗ [japharbeg] son of Adinabeg, who was
defeated by the Sikhs in a battle near Batala.
ਜਛਰਨ [japhran] A wy”) n saffron. 2 a
Tartarian race.
ਜਫਰ [japhri] A (}‘/"੫; n victory, conquest. “jég
japhri dIhéda.”-—gyan. 2 A (5/3”? a flower like
marigold, which is golden in colour.
ਜਫਲ [japhal] See  ਜਫਰ l . “japhal satguru sabad
kar, moh  s é n :  kar nas.”—NP. Myristica
mosqhata is useful in curing bodily disorder.
ਜਫਜ [jz‘ifIza] P |flu adj tonic, energising drug.
ਜਥਸਤਨ [jabastan] P [ਪਠ/‘ a t e r r i to ry  o f
Ghazni, Sistan etc.
ਜਬਜ [jabja] P lfolg adv at every place; here,
there and everywhere.
ਜਬਤ [jabta] See ਜਬਤ.
ਜਬਮਲ [jfibmali] Skt ਯਬਧਗ son of demon
Prahast. He was a soldier of  Ravan. When
Hanuman was Uprooting the Ashoka garden,
Jambali went to fight  against him, riding on a
donkey-driven chariot. Hanuman killed him.
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“jéibmali bali pranhiné karyo.”—-ramav.
ਜਬਵਤ [jiibvati] Skt ਯਸਥਰ daughter of
Jambvan, whom Krishan married. She gave
birth to ten sons including Samb, Vijay etc. See
ਜਬਵਤ.
ਜਬਵਨ [jfibvan], ਜਬਵਤ [ja‘ibvét] Skt ਯਸਗਜ-
ਯਸਕਰ8 leader of bears. He was very helpful
to Ram Chandar during his battle of  Lanka.
According to Bhagwat, Krishan married his
daughter Jambvati. It is mentioned in Valmik
part 1, chapter 17 that once when Brahma
yawned, Jambvan came out of  his mouth.
ਜਬਲ [jabalI] a Vcdic ascetic.
ਜਬਤ [jabIta] A ਖਸ,}, n procedure, method,
custom. 2 code.
ਜਬਰ [jabIr] A A? adj one who patches up.
2 oppressor, tyrant.
ਜਬਲਸਤਨ [zabulstan] See  ਜਥਸਤਨ.
ਜਥਨ [jfibunad] Skt ਗਕਜ n gold recovered
from Jambunad. There is a tale in Bhagwat
that upon Merumandar mountain there is a
Jaman tree, with fruit as large as elephants. It
is from the sap  orjuice  of  these fruit that river
Jambunad flows. This river fIOWS in Ilavrit
territory. The soil, thus irrigated with thisjuice
when dried by the rays of  sun, gets converted
into gold. The  ornaments made from this gold
are worn by the wives of  the deities. 2 gold. '
“]ਰਠਪਸਗ ke phul lagae.”—GPS.
ਜਮ [jam] n Yam, god of  death. “talahI jam ke
dut t I h  ju sadhu ség l  samahI.”—bavan.
2 birth, genesis. “anIk jonI janme marl jam.”
—-sukhmani. 3 of  Yam, god of  death. “mit sajar;
sabh jam.”——barahmaha majh. ‘All are like the
god of  death.’ “adar devat jam.”-—j£t m 5.
‘Angels' of  death shower honour in place of
dishonour.’ 4 S n leader. 5 Ski ਧ n a period
of three hour’s duration. 6 A (I? silver cup.
7 goblet. 8 a devoted disciple of  Guru Arjan
Dev. ‘
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ਜਮਜਮ [jamjam] Sce ਜਮਜਮ. 2 P (fly a peculiar
cup of  king Jamshed of  Iran, from which
everything relating t o  geography and
astronomy could be known.
ਜਮਣ [jaman], ਜਮਣ [jamanu] Skt ਯਹ n a kind
of  black plum, which ripens in the rainy season
and is of sweet and sour taste. L Eugenia.
J ambolana. There is also a white variety of  it.
Its vinegar is of  very high quality. 2 coagulant
such as curd, which is added to  milk. 3 v take
birth. “jamanu mama disc  51:“: ubha.”
—mala a m I .
ਜਮਣ [jamnu] Scc ਜਮਣ 1. 2 adj inherent. inborn.
natural.
ਜਮਦਗਨ [jamdaganI] Skt ਰਸਗਜ son of
Jamdagani i.e. Parshuram. “bhayo jamdag-
ਮਹ dé avtaré.”—paras. See ਜਮਦਗਨ.
ਜਮਨ [jaman] See ਜਮਣ. 2 A at: one who makes
additions. 3 responsible. 4 helpful.
ਜਮਨ [jamni] See ਜਮਨਤ. 2 Skt ਯਮਨ night.
3 Skt ਯਵਨ of Greece; Greek. “kahu jamni
torki birVIdya.”-aj€.
ਜਅਨਤਖ [jamnibhakha] See ਯਵਨ ਭਸ.
ਜਮਨ [jamnu] See ਜਮਣ.
ਜਮਵਨ [jamvan], ਜਮਫਤ [jamvét] See ਜਬਵਨ.
ਜਮ [jama] Skt n daughter. 2 P „‘ਦ, garment.
3 dress. “je ratu lags kapre jama ho: palitu.”
—Var majh m I .  4 body. “jama mohI turak k0
ahi.”—NP. “caturath jama jab ham dharh‘é.”
—NP. 5 A (ਰਝ accumulator; one who gathers.
6 a place like a mosque where lots of people
gather.
ਜਮ'ਤ [jamata] Skt ਧਰ son-in-law, daughter’s
husband.
ਜਮਰਏ [jamarae] See ਡਹਰਸਹਥ.
ਜਮ [jamI] adv  when, heretofore. “sukh man
mahI a]: van jamI ta phurmaIa.”—vad ch5t
m I.  2 i f .  “jam: n3 bhije sacnaI.”—bas§tm I .
3 Skt ਸਸ a woman of one’s own lineage or
subcaste. 4 sister.

ਜਮ [jami] took birth. 2 n of or relating to Yam,
Yam’s weapon,  noose. “ja pad p r I t h a m
bakhanke mi pad 5t bakhan. jami pad I h  hot
he nam pas k0 jan.”—sanama. 3 understanding,
knowledge. “ Ih  karan kya ucré svami. I t  ut
dharat na  ham  kachu jami.”-GPS.
ਜ'ਮ'ਸ [jamus] A Jrl? n_ male buffalo.
2 according to Saravloh, a soldier of  demon
Viraynad.
ਜਮਜਮ [jamejam] See ਜਮਜਮ 2.
ਜਸ [jams] originates, grows. “uparI jams
ghas.”-—s kabir. “bIn  bijc nahi jams.”—sarm 5.
2 in which “jams: bhajanu ram k0 nahi.”
-bIIa m 9.
ਜਯ [jay] place. See ਜਇ.
ਜਯਕਹ [jaykah], ਜਯਕ [jayka] A „ਭ; n sense of
taste, tongue’s gustatory capacity. 2 taste, gust,
secretion.
ਜਯਚਹ [zaycah] P 14!) n horoscope. 2 details
of fortune telling.
ਜਯਜ [jayaz] A ਸ? adj relevant, proper,
reasonable.
ਜਯਦ [zayad] P fl; adj more, in excess,
excessive. 2 surplus.
ਜਯਦਦ [jaydad] P ”gt? n property, estate.
ਜਯਫਰ [jayphar], ਜਯਫਲ [jayphal] See ਜਫਰ l .
ਜਯਲ [zayal] A J},- n eradication; elimination.
’adj which has been destroyed. “jakhmi je‘ig
bhumI bhe jayal.”-saloh.
ਜਯ [jaya] Skt n wife; in Hindu scriptures, wife
' is a woman, who gives birth to a son. Manu

writes that it is the husband who takes birth in
the guise of a son; so the wife is called a
mother. See ਮਨ ch 9, s 8. 2 mother. 3 A ਸ];
adj lost.
ਜਯ [jayu] Skt adj victorious, triumphant.
2 Dg n medicine.
ਜਰ [jar] n- dragnet. “bIthryo adrIst  jIh
karamjar.”~akal. 2 Skt one who establishes
sexual relation with a woman who is someone
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else wife’s; lechcr.I “cor jar juar pire ghanie.”
--var mala m 1 .  3 aged  man ,  old '  man.
4 imperative form of jaran. 5 A A; neighbour.
6 P ਪ cry, lamentation, wail. 7 desire. 8 when
used as  a suffix with a word, it gives the sense

‘ o f ' place e.g. gulzar. 9 S combustion,
inflammation. 10 worry. 11 title of  the Russian
emperor (czar)2, its origin is the Latin word
Caesar; first of all this title was conferred upon
Grand Duke Ivan III (1462-1505), but it was
Ivan IV who enjoyed this title with full
authority in 1547 AD. mlzar] means king of
kings. It is written in many ways viz-czar, zarr,
czaar, czarr, tzar and tsar.
ਜਰਉ [jam] burn, put to flame. “jarau tIse ju
ram  na  cete.”——g5d kabir.
ਜਰਸ [jarasx] (he) causes to burn. “Us 510
jiara jarasx re.”—maru m 5. 2 will burn.
ਜਚਕ [jarak] adj that which makes something
burn, that which puts something to flame.
ਜਰਜ [jaraj] Skt n son born to a woman from
the  semen of  her lover, who is not his putative
father. f‘sut pItmarak  jog lakh bhayo te me
sog. pun hulsyo jIy jOIsi samjhe jaraj jog.”
—bIhari. ‘begot a son who was supposed to
be of  her husband. He  was Worried but when
found that the infant was from her lover’s
semen, there was joy all around.’
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cahu d I s  jarat.”—GPS. 2 A _..ਭ/ਠਭ n personal
meeting; glimpse. See ਜਯਰਤ. 3 glimpse of a
holy  person or  place.
ਜਹਨ [jaran] See ਜਰਣ.
ਜਰਨ [jarani] Skt ਸਰਣ adulterer’s mistress 
adulteress.“je m5 hove jarni.”~—BG.
ਜਰਬਰ [jarbar] adv after reducing to ashes,
after burning. “jarbar kar nath.”——carrtr 233.
ਜਹ [jal-I] adv by burning, by reducing to ashes.
2 n fire that burns things. 3 in a blaze; on fire.
“mokau ghalI jarI .”—bas§t kabir. 4 S woman.
5 v imperative form of jala (burn). “nanak su
pf ja r  mahI bIrha nahi so p i j a r  1੪ jarI.”
—var sn' m 2.
ਜਰ [jari] burnt, set on fire. “kam krodh ma Ia
le jari.”—asa kabir. 2 n mesh, trap. “khécat dve
kar jhivar jari.”—krIsan. 3 sexual indulgence.
“kan kahyo ham khelhi jari.”—krIsan. ‘ Let us
indulge in sex.’ 4 See ਯਰ. 5 A (5A? adj
continuous. “bhayo khun jari.”——sa]oh:
ਜਲ [jal] Skt n window, peephole. 2 mesh of
strings to entrap animals. “machuli jal na
janIa.”—sri a m 1 . 3 careya arborea tree, wild
tree, forest. “jal bIrach ki chaya heri.”—GPS.
4 group, gang. “nas bhae agh jal.”-—GPS.
5 pride. 6 cataract in the eye. “dhfidh jal
praval khfisi.”—saloh. See ਪਵਲ. 7 A J"
artificial structure. 8 deceit, cheating. “jal anek

ਜਰਜ ਟਮਸ [jaraj tamas] See ਟਮਸ.
ਜਰਜਰ [zarzar] P ‘ਡ!) extreme lamentation.
“rove jar jar dhune sis chati..”—saloh.
ਜਰਠ [jarath] n senility, old age, sense of decay.
ਜਰਣ [jaran] Skt n act of burning, reduction to
ashes. 2 cumin seed.
ਜਰਤ [jarat] burns, sets on fire. “kos kos lag
'Many ignorant Punjabi writers use Persian ਯਰ [yar] for

nIsacar  karc.”—-—saloh. 9 S wife, woman.
ਜਲਉ [jalau] bum. “jalau csi ritI, t0 me plan:
visrs.”—var vad m 1 . 2 I cause burning. 3 may
Iignite.
ਜਲਸਜ [jalsaj] P jug adj one who fabricates a
mesh; forger, deceiver, cheat, betrayer.
ਜਲਹ [jalah] P _11੭ n hail, hailstone.
ਜਲਰ [jalahu] See ਜਲਉ. 2 (you) ignite.
ਜਲਕ [jalak] adj one who sets things on fire,
burner. “kalmal sagle jalka.”—maru solhe m I.
2 Skt n flower bud, blossom. 3 assemblage,
group. 4 banana. 5 nest.

ਜਰ [jar]. which is not correct. Similarly to write ਜਰ [jar]
for ਯਰ [yar] is improper.

’Nowadays. there is no emperor in Russia; the country
has a democratic setup.
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ਜਲਕ [jalka] O, ignitcr! Sec ਜਲਕ | .  Scc ਜਲਕ.
ਜਲਗ [jalag] adv  until. “ja lag a t  no avai.”—var
suhi m 2. 2 for whom. for which.
ਜਲਣ [jalan], ਜਲਣ [jalanu] v burn. 2 n firewood;
fuel. 3 S tolerate. 4 pass time, spend time.
“jalan gora nal I  ulame jia sahe."—asa farid.

' ਜਲਨ [jalna] v burn. cause ignition. 2 pass
difl'lculttimc.
ਜਲਪ [jalap] a Bhatt, who sang paeans of his
master. “sakyath su 53:1- jalap bhane.”—--saveyc
m 3 Ice. “jalpa! padarath Itre.”——saveyc m 3
ke.
ਜਧ [jalpa] n goddess of  speech. Scc ਜਲਪਨ.
“jalpa jayéti.”——akal. 2 Sec  ਜਲਪ. 3 Durga, who
is ardcntly worshipped in J alpagiri; Jalpeshvri.
See ਜਗਸ. _
ਜਲਪਦ [jalpad] web-footed creatures l ike a
swan,  duck ,  goose etc.
ਜਲਪਸ [jalpi$], ਜਲਪਸਰ [jalpesvar] a temple of
Mahadcva at the bank of river Tista in district
Jalpagiri in eastern Bengal. It is also named as
Japyeshvar. In Purans, Jalpish has been greatly
admired. See ਕਲਕ ਪਰਣ chapter 77.
ਜਲਪਯ [jalpraya] Skt n a flexible body armour
made of  small ironrings; a coat of  mail, worn
like clothes.
ਜਲਮ [jalam] A fill; adj cruel. 2 Skt ਕ rustic,
uncivilized. 3 mean,  base.
ਜਲ-ਰਘ [jalamsigh] flagonkeeper of Guru
Gobind Singh. Sec ਜਗ-ਸ 2.
ਸਲ [jala] n rust, dirt. “lahe man 1<i jala.”—va'd
chét m I .  2 net, bondage. “amar ajoni jatI n3
. jala.”—bIIa m I thIti. “phathi machuli ka jala
tuta.”-—ram m 5. 3 eyelid, thin membrane
covering the eye. 4 spidef’s web. 5 a Khatri
subcaste. 6 algae grown in water. 7 niche,
arch. 8 adj burnt.
ਜਲ [jalI] adv by burning, by setting on fire.
“jalI mohu ghasx masu karI.”—sri m I .  2 n
fire. “cfta jalI tanu jalIa.”-—maru kabir.
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3 entrapped, within a mesh. “ਪ 1<€58 arI phathi
jalI?”—ma]a a m I .
ਸਲਕ [jalIk] Skt ਗਜਥਤ net maker. 2 juggler,
acrobat. 3 spider.
ਜਲਕ [jalIka] Skt noose, snare. 2 coat of mail,
armour. 3 spider. 4 iron. 5 widow.
ਜਲਮ ”21113111 See ਜਲਮ. 2 Dg powerful, mighty.
With this meaning in view, many glorious
personalities in Rajputana have their names as
Jalim 8ਟ|18|1.806ਜ-[ਸਘ.
ਜਲ [jali] small net. “jali renI jalu dInu hua.”
“ਪਸਕ… m 1 .  2 burn t ,  reduced  t o  ashes.  “marti
bar aganI 55g: jali.”—gau kabir. 3 mesh of
cotton yarn, silk. metal or stone etc. 4 A J9
adjartificial, forged, not genuine. 5 dcceivcr,
deceitful.
ਜਲ'ਨ [jalenI] (they) burn. “tan eve jalenI.”—— 
fan'd.
ਜਲਧਰ [jalédhar] adj pertaining to Jalandhar.
2 n See ਜਲਧਰ. 3 a well known disciple of
Gorakh Nath; Jalandhar Nath.
ਜਲਧਰ [jalédhri] See ਜਲਧਰ.
ਜਵਸ [javaSI] will go.
ਜਵਕ [javak] Skt lac, scarlet dye, with this .
women colour their  hands and feet. 2 Several
poets regard henna to be the same, but it is
different. 3 See ਯਵਕ.
ਜਵਣ [javna] v go.
ਜਵਤ [javat] goes. 2 Ski ਧਕਰ adv  until, till then.
“javat braham na bid  te.”—sahas m I .
ਜਵਦ [javad] See ਜਵਤ 2.
ਜਵਦਕ [javdek] Skt ਧਜਕ-ਧ adv the extent
to which they are alike. “partrIa diragh saman
Iaghu javdek, jananI bhaganI suta rupke
nIharie.”-BGK.
ਜਵਲ [javal] Pk! n rust, dirt. 2 fungus.
ਜਵਲਪਰ [javlipur] present day Jabalpur.
ਜਵ [java], ਜਵ [java-1] may (I) go? “hau dadhi
ks darI java?”—vad m I .
ਜਵੲ [javai] son-in-law. “puti bhati-i javai.”



ਜਵ'ਲ
—var bIIa m 4.
ਜਵਲ [javalI] See ਜਬਲ.
ਜਵਤ [javxtrI] Skt L-Myristica Fragrans. n
crust of  a nutmeg, that has sharp fragrance.
It is used in many dishes like rice [pulao] as
well as in many medicines. Its latent effect is
hot and moist.‘ It cures diseases like phlegm,
cough, kills worms in the intestines. It gives
st rength to  t he  brain a n d  the hear t ,  i s
aphrodisiac, activates the muscles, cures
vesicle diseases. It is highly beneficial for
uterine diseases.
ਜਵ [javi] will go away (feminine). “tIna bhukh
sat javi.”—t115g m 4. 2 one who goes
(female).
ਜਵਯਹ [zaviyah] A cal) n comer, angle, edge.
ਜਵਦ [javed] P My adj permanent, ever-
existing.
ਜੜ [jar] n a cluster of  roots. 2 strand of matted
hair. 3 See  ਜੜ.
ਜੜ [jara] See ਜਡ. 2 See ਜੜ l .
ਜੜ [jarh] n molar, grinder tooth.
ਜ [jI] pron who, whose. “tIn ki bani sada
sacu he jI namI rahe l Iv  laI.”—sr1’ m 3. “jI
mat): gahi jedev.”—savsye m 3 ke. 2 whose.
“j: dIh  nala kapIa.”—s fetid. 3 Skt ਜ vr win,
be ahead of all.
ਜਉ [q] n living creature. 2 mind. “q mohIo
on mohni bala.”-—gau m 5. 3 adv as, how, in
the manner of. “q hove sat SIU mel.”
——sohIIa. “q a m  n o  j avahI  baure.”
—ram 9 m I .
ਜਉਨਰ [qnar] Skt ਕਸਸ-[ਰ edible substance.
“kastIka sabh des 1<i sabh des ki qnar.”
—gyan. 2 food. 3 kitchen.
ਜਉਪਣ [qprani] aquatic life, aquarians,
aquatic animals, big fish, milter etc. “q prani
jal bInu he marta.”—suhi a m 4.
ਜਉਰ [qr] See ਜਵਰ. 2 See ਜਰ.
'The Greeks consider it warm-dry.
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ਜਅ [al  n living creature. 2 mind, heart.
3 living beings. 4 life.
ਜਆ [a31 P ਪਨ; n loss, harm. 2 adj angry,
wrathful, irate.
ਜਅਹ [ahi] gives life. 2 feeds, makes one
eat. “nIt adar  kc satn ahi.”—GV 10.
ਜਆਦਹ [adah], ਜਆਦ [ada] A “!=/' adj more,
excessive, special.
ਜਅਨ [an] See ਜਯਨ.
ਜਆਛਤ [aphat] See ਜਯਫਤ.
ਜਆਰਤ [arat] See ਜ'ਰਤ and ਜਰਤ 2.
ਜਅ [jI‘é] See ਜਅ“.
ਜਸ [s], ਜਸਹ [sah], ਜਸਹ [sahI] pron for
whom, whom, to whom. “s kau harI prabhu
man: CI t I  ave.”-—sukhmani. “sahI jagaI
piave Ihu rasu.”—sohIIa.
ਜਸਤ [sat] n even, opposite of odd; for
example two, four, eight etc. 2 Skt a metal
zinc. 3 See ਜਸ. “
ਜਸਨ [san] Skt ਯਕਧ, n Vishnu. 2' Indar. “krIsan
bhagat ko meghad san.”-—GPS. 3 Arjun.
4 sun. 5 adj who wins,  victorious,  triumphant.

ਜਸਨ [sna] See ਜਸਨ 1. “he patI sna rup
sahi.”—NP. ‘incarnation of Vishnu.’
ਜਸਨਤਕ [snfitak] demons who killed Jishan
(Indar)—sanama.
ਜਸਨ [sanu] See ਜਸਨ.
ਜਸਨ ਅਨ [sanu anuj] Vaman, Jishan’s
younger brother; Indar.—sanama.
ਜਸਨੲਸ [sanuis], ਜਸਨਏਸ [sanues] master
of  J ishan (Indar), Kashyap.—sanama.
ਜਸਮ [sam] A K n mortal frame, body.

ਜਸ [su] See ਜਸ. “s0 SImrat dukhdera
dhahe.”—gau m 5.
ਜਸ [se] pron whom, whose. “dukh tISE pahI
akhiahI sukh se hi pasx.”——sn' m l .
ਜਸ []“:ਡਗ] P a}; adj bad, wicked. 2 ugly,
hideous. '
ਜਬ [s110] See ਜਸਨ.
ਜਹ [jIh] pron who, whose. “jIh prasadI dhar
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uparI sukhI basahI.”-—sukhmam°. “jatI aw
patI  nahan jIh.”—japu. 2 with which, with
whom. “ar nahi jIh topau.”-sor ravrdas.
3 adv  where. “jIh paurhe prabhu sri- gopal.”
—bh.<:r a kabir. 4 Skt bowstring.‘ P „’. “mrItak
sa rap  nIharke j I h  ag r  tahI uthaI.”
—-pr1'chat. 5 part good luck. 6 applause.
7 bravo!
ਜਹਧਰ [jIhdhar] n bow having a string; bow.
—sanama.
ਜਹਧਰਸਤ [jxhdharsut] n son of stringed bow,
arrow. “jIhdhar  pratham bakhan, tIh  sut bahur
bakhanIye. sar ke nam praman, catur CItt
mahI janIahU.”-sanama. In Shastamammala,
arrow is named as son of  bow and string; such
is its mention in Devat section of the book of
etymology.
ਜਹਧਰ [jIhtrI] where, wheresoever.
ਜਹਨ [ j i h a n ]  A ‘94; n brain, intellect,
understanding. ' ‘
ਜਹਬ [jIhba], ਜਹਞ [jIhav], ਜਹਵ [jIhva] Skt
ਜਰ n tongue. “re jIhba! karau sat khéd.”
—bher namdev. “car bed jIhav bhane.”—sarm
5 partal. “jIhva eku kavanu gun kahie?”
—dhana m 5.
ਜਹਵਕ [jIhvek] unanimous, with one voice.
“kab jIhvek  bateye?”—paras.
ਜਹ [jIha] See ਜਹ.
ਜਹਸ [jIhasa] Skt n desiré to renounce.
ਜਹਸ [jIhasu] Skt adj desirous of renunciation.
ਜਹਦ [jIhad] See ਜਹਦ.
ਜਰਖ [jIhikha] Skt ਜਹਸ' n desire of
renunciation, wish to  quit.
ਜਹ [jIhe] See ਜਹ. 2 See ਜਹ.
ਜਹਮ [jIhm] Skt adj crooked. 2 guilcful, deceitful.
3 n irrcligion. 4 guile.
ਜਰ’ [jxhv], ਜਰ [jIhva] See ਜਹਵ.
ਜਕਰ [jIkar] A f; n context. 2 mention. 3 act
'Cobblers (shoemakcrs) call the tip (toe) of  a shoe jzh,
which they embroider with golden or  silver thread.
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of remembering, meditation. 4 See ਜਕਰ.
ਜਕਓਨ [jIhnu] sen whatsoever is done; has
been done. “sabh umatx vekhahu jIhnu.”
—var ram 3.
ਜਕ [jIkfi], ਜਕਰ [jIkkur] adv  as, in the manner
of, as if, as though.
ਜਗਰ [jIgar] P A: .ਧ/(ਟਧਰਰ E liver. n It is reddish
brown in colour. The major part of  the liver is
on the right hand side under the ribs and above
the stomach while a small portion is on the
lefi. Its weight is l/40th of  the total weight of
the body. It secretes bile, which helps in
digestion. When it stops functioning, the body
becomes sick. 2 viz: courage, boldness.
ਜਗਰ [jIgra] n courage, patience, boldness 
See ਜਰ.
ਜਗਰ [jIgri] P ਭ]; adj intrinsic, intimate.
2 pertaining to the liver. 3 dear e.g. “oh jIgri
sébédhi he.”
ਜਰਢ [jfgra] adj warrior-like, quarrelsome.
“jigra jalpa.”—paras.
ਜਗ [jIga] T ਲ». n plume — an ornament in the
crown  of  kings and other eminent personalities.
Plume and crest are the status symbols of  _
sovereignty.

“kordar cahfi oran cire.
jare bIkimat  t I s  mahI hire.
jabar jeb jut jagmagkari.
jIga dai srr  bédh udari.”—GPS.

ਜਗਸ [jIgisa], ਜਗਖ [jIgikha] Skt ਕਸਯਸ n
desire to conquer. 2 endeavour, enterprise.
ਜਗਯਸ [jIgyasa] Skt ਕਵਸਗ n desire for
acquiring knowledge; urge to understand.
ਜਜ'ਸ [jIgyasu] Skt ਗਕਯਗ desirous to know,
2 n one  having the  urge to acquire knowledge.
ਜਘਤਸ [jIghtsa] Skt n intention to murder.
_2 desire to eat.
ਜਘਤ'ਸ [jIghtsu], ਜਘਸ [jIghé’su] Skt adj
intention to commit murder. 2 having the urge
to eat.
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ਜਦ [22੮੦] P ©; n getting irked. 2 getting tired.
ਜਚਰ [jIcar], ਜਚਰ [jIcarU], ਜਚਰ [jICIr] adv as
long as, unless, so  long as. “jIcar  sathi nalI.”
——sri m 5. “jIcarU ghat star]: he sasa.”—sorm 3.
ਜਜਯ [jIjIya], ਜਜਆ [jIjia] See ਜਜਅ.
ਜਠੲ [}']:ਧਗ] Ski n elderliness; respectability.

. “tatki thai.”—NP.
ਜਠਣ [ thani] ,  ਜਠਨ [ thani ]  n wife o f
husband’s elder brother, older sister-in-law.
“der  thani  mui dukhI sétap.”—asa m 5 .
‘ambition, expectation.’
ਜਠਰ [thera] See ਜਠਰ. “ghar ke there ki
cu1<i kanz.”—asa m 5. viz ‘Yam’s respect came
to end.’
ਜਣ [jIn] Sec ਜਣ and ਜਨ. 2 victory.
ਜਵ [jInka] adj victorious, victor. “jo
gurmukhI harI japI jInka.”—var 501' m 4.
ਜਣਤਆ [jIntIa] those win, (they) conquer.
“gursxkh 18, man jIntIa.”—var 561- m 4.
ਜਣਇਆ [jInaxa] came out victorious, helped
in conquering.
ਜਨ [jInI] adv by winning. “menu jInI pasa
dhalIa.”—sr1' chét m 3.
ਜਣਜਇ [j IaaI] conquers, wins. “m'éne nau
soi jIaaI.”—var ram 1 m I .
ਜਣ [jme] wins, conquers. “jobanu ghate jarua
jIne.”—sri m 1 pahre. 2 pron vwho, whosoever.
“laI cabaku menu  jIne gurmukhI jitIa.”—vad
m 4 ghorié’.
ਜਤ [t] Skt ਕਚ adj who is a victor; used as a
suffix, as fdr-t, satrut, etc. 2 Skt ਯਹ
conquered, won over. 3 n victory, conquest,
triumph. 4 adv hither, thither, whither. 5 Sec
ਜਤ.
ਜਤਉ [tau] conquered, won. 2 adv as much
as, so  much as.
ਜਤਕ [tak], ਜਤਕ [tku] adv as much as, as
often as.
ਜਤਤ [t-te] got victorious. “t-te bISV
sésarah.”~—sahas m 5.
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ਜਤਨਭ [tanku], ਜਤਨ [tana], ਜਤਨ [tno]
adv  as much as. See ਜਤਕ.
ਜਤਵਰ' [tvar] adj triumphant, victorious. “bade
tvar sulacchan.”—paras. 2 that day. 3 that
time.
ਜਤੜ [tra], ਜਤੜ [tre] adv as much as, as
many as .  “ jute phal man: bachiahz,  t I t re
satIgur pasx.”—sri m 5.
ਜਤ [ta] adv  as much as, as much quantity
(as). 2 conquered, won. “ta janamu aparu.”
—Var guj 2 m 5.
ਜਤਤਮ [tatma] Skt ਜਗਵਜ adj who has
conquered himself; one who has won over his
or her desires.
ਜਤਨ [tana] v cause to win, cause to conquer.
2 See ਜਤਨ. 3 conquered, won. “jagu tInahI
tana.”—Var maru 1 m 3.
ਜਤਚ [tari] adj winner, victor. 2 n victory,
conquest. “péduvan ki jIn kari tar i .”
~carItr320. ' ' -
ਜਤ [ t I ]  adv in which side or direction,
whither. 2 Skt n victory, triumph. 3 profit, gain.
ਜਤ [ti] adv as much as, of as much quantity
as. “ti horu khIalu.”—varmaru 2 m 5. 2 Skt
ਯਰਸ victory, triumph. 3 profit, gain. “tau ti
pin-me darI kItre.”—-sava m 5. ‘You gain by
begging at several doors.’
ਜਤਆ [tia] have conquered, have won. “tab .
jane jagu tia.”—t115g m 4. 2 adj conqueror,
winner. 3 adv  as many as, as much quantity
as.
ਜਤ [tU] See  ਜਤ. 2 adv  while. “t0 kita paie
apna sa ghal bur }…) ghalie?”—var asa. 3 in
which direction, whither. “t0 k0 1a 121 u m  hi
laga.”-—asa kabir. 4 where. . “VIsarahI  nahi
tU [ਪ kab-hu so thanu tera keha?”—suhi m 5.
5 from whom, from which. “badha chutahI
tu.”-sr1° m I pahre. 6 pron which. “t0
dIhare dhan vari.”——s farid. “t0 seVIe sukh
ho: ghana.”—b.rla m 5.
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ਜਤ [te] adv as many as.
ਜਤਦਯ [tédrIy].  ਜਤ'ਦ [tédri] adj one
whom has won control over his own senses.
ਜਤ [te] adv to which side, on which side.
ਜਤ [to] adv as much as.
ਜਥ [the] adv where, from where, in which
place, wherever. “t112 lb: baht: mera satI guru,
so thanu suhava.”—asa chét m 4.
ਜਥ ਕਥ [ the kIthe] adv wherever,
everywhere. “th£ kIthe szrjanharu.”—-var
ram 1 m I. ‘
ਜਥ“ [thG] adv from where, from which place.
ਜਦ [ d l  A ਅ, n resistance, Opposition.
2 persistence, stubbornness. 3 paradox,
contradiction.
ਜਦ [jid] P ,5,- nJife. 2 soul, spirit, vitality. “ji‘du
vahuti ਸਹਰ!) var.”—-—s fan'd. 3 mind, innerself,
conscience. “uh rasu jane jfdu.”—sn‘ m 5.
4 life; lifespan. “karI kIrpa rakhi jidu.”—sn’
m 5. '
ਜਦਰ [jidah] See ਜਦ. 2 P “:)“. adj frightful,
terrifying, horrible. 3 n ragged blanket,
beggar’s blanket.
ਜਦਹਪਰ [jfdahpir] Sec ਜਦਪਰ.
ਜਦਹਪਲ [jidahpil] P dz,”- dreadful elephant,
bloody elephant.
ਜਦਕਰ [jifdkar] daughter of Jatt Sardar Manna
Singh Aulakh, resident of village Charh (district
Syalkot, tehsil Jaffarwal). She was Maharaja
Ranjit Singh’s queen and mother of  Maharaja
Duleep Singh. After the British took control of
Lahore ,  s h e  was  taken away, kept u n d e r
detention first in Sheikhpura, then shifted to
the fort of  Chunar (in district Mirjapur of  Uttar
Pradesh) on August 19, 1849 AD. She escaped
from the prison in the guise of  an ascetic and
reached Nepal, where she lived with honour.
In 186] Maharani went to England to see her
son where she died on 1" August, 1863, in
London at  the age o f  46 .  Her body was

cremated in Nasik area of  Bombay in India.
Bamba Duleep  Singh, daughter  o f

Maharaja Dulecp Singh, brought her ashes
from Nasik and installed them in Lahore near
the memorial of  Maharaja Ranjit Singh on 27‘h
March, 1924. Sardar Harbans Singh, the rais
of  Attari performed the holy prayer. See ਦਲਪ
ਸਘ. .
ਜਦਗਨ [zidgani], ਜਦਗ [zidgi] P 833;,- and
J}; n life. 2 age, life span.
ਜਦਗਨਸ [zfdginama] See ਨਦਲਲ ਭੲ.
ਜਦਪਰ [jfdpir] n living religious teacher,
ਪਜਹਖਜਰ, god of water (Varun). See ਦਰਯ'ਪਥ.
There is a very beautiful temple in memory of
J indpir in an island of Indus river near Bhakkhar
in Sindh; many-Hindus and Muslims  visit this
place to offer worship. Guru Nanak Dev also
visited this place. A small monument has been
built there. 2 a devotee of  Guru Nanak Dev,
who became a Sikh after leaving Islam. “hoa
jfdpir  abInasi.”-—BG.
ਜਦਵਡ [jidvari] another name of  J andvari. See
ਗਚਅਣ and ਜਦਵੜ.
ਜਦੜ [jidri] See ਜ'ਦੜ.
ਜਦ [jida] n lock. 2 P be; ad} living; alive.
ਜਦ []]“:ਯਹ] See ਜਦਕਰ.
ਜਦਨ [zidan] P um; n prison, jail.
ਜਦਰ [jidar], ਜਦਰ [ji‘darI] n enemy of life.
Yam (god of death). 2 See ਜਦਰ.
ਜਦਹ [d Ih] on the day; the day. “jI dIh  nala
kapIa.”—s farid.
ਜਦ [jidu] See ਜਦ.
ਜਦੜ []ਝਯਘ] n life, lifespan. 2 soul, spirit.
3 consciousness, inner self, conscience. ‘fharI
harI namu taie,  meri jidurie!”—b1’ha chét
m 4.
ਜਦ [du]  from whom, from where. “guru
salahi apna du pai prabhu SOI.”—sr1' m 3.
ਜਦ [ j i du]  n life, soul. “j idu  ku samjhaI.”—-s
fetid. 2 living creatures. “gunnukhI j idu  japI
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namu."—gau m 4. ‘0 living creature! recite His
Name through the Guru.’
ਜਧਰ [dhar], ਜਧਰ dharI] adv to which
direction, to whichever side. “dharI rab
rajaI  .”——s fetid.
ਜਨ [jIn] pron plural of in; who. “jIn janIa
sei tare.”—ram ruti m 5. 2 part no, not “guru
sanmukh jIn mIthya bhakho.”—GPS. Another
form of it is jInI. See ਜਨ. 3 to which direction,
to which side. “dori prabhu pakri jIn khfce
t I n  jaie.”—o§kar. ‘We go in whichever
direction we are pulled.’ 4 Skt adj who
conquers, victorious. “ab mote ei jIn jai.”
—paras. 5 n Vishnu. 6 sun. 7 Lord Buddha.
8 Rishabhdev, who got this name as he won
control over all evils and perversions. The Jain
sect founded by this sage is now well known
all over the world. 9 a Jain prophet. See
ਤਰਥਕਰ,ਪਰਸਨਥ811(1 ਰਖਭਦਞ. .
ਜਨ [jin] A ਚ, n evil spirit, ghost, giant, ogre.
“joru jfna da  sardar.”—var bIha m I .  See

ਸਸਰਚਨ. .
ਜਨਸ- [jInas]A J? n genus, species, kind, class.
“karI karI jInsi man in: upai.”—sodaru.
2 thing. 3 material. 4 foodgrains, harvest,
provisions. “jInas thapI jia kau bheje.”-—var sar
m I .
ਜਨਸ [jInsi] See ਜਨਸ. 2 Sarasvat Brahmans
from Kashmir, who converted to Sikhism. They
are called so  because they chose to  take food
grains jInas (in kind, instead of cash), as their
wages during the Sikh rule.
ਜਨ [jInah], ਜਨਚ [jInahI], ਜਨ [jInahu]
pron whoever. “jInahI nIvaje tInhi saje.”
—ram m 5. 2 whoever. “jInahu bat nIscal
dhrua jani.”-saveye m 4 Ice.
ਜਨਕਨ [in lane] pron whosoever. “jIn kIne
paIa sadhuségati.”—sn’ m 3.
ਜਨ [jIna] pron to whom. “jIna saSI gIras  n9
VISI‘E harInama.”—var gen 2 m 5. 2 whose.
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“jIna pIche hau gai.”—var maru 2 m 5.

“ 3 who. “find satIgur IkmanI seVIa.”—sava
m 3. 4 conquered. “janampadarath so jIna.”
—maru solhe m 5. 5 A t)  n sexual misconduct,
extramarital relation.
ਜਨਹ [jInah] pron to whom. 2 Sec ਜਨ 5.
ਜਨਥਰ [zInakari] P “(^/੮; n sexual
misconduct, adultery.

, ਜਨ [jInI] pron whoever. “jInI ehu jagatu
upaIa.”—sr1' m 1.2  whoever. “jInI jInI namu
taIa.”—majh barahmaha. 3 part prohibition,
negation. “unki gel: tohI jInI 1age.”—asa
kabir. “dhanu dara sépatI saga] jInI apuni karI
manI.”--s m 9.
ਜਨਦ [jInidr] adj lord of demons. “jute jInidr
is.”—saloh. ‘Bhutnath Shiv gathered.’
2 Jinendar, a Tirathankar of Jain sect.
3 Rishabhdev.
ਜਨ [jIni] pron who. “jIni esa harInamu na
cetIa.’  ’—asa chét  m 4.
ਜਨਰ [jInura], ਜਨਰ [jIhuri] adj looking like a
demon; Satan- like, demon- like. ‘put jInura
dhia jInuri.”——.var bIha m 1.
ਜਨਹ [jIneha] adj like, similar to. “korar moth
jIn&ha.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਜਨ [jInn] See ਜਨ.
ਜਨਤ [jInnat] plural of jin. See ਜਨ. “dev bhut
jInnat kahi levahI nIkat bulaI.”—carrtr I35.
ਜਧਈ [jIpai] victory. 2 was conquered.
“manhathI taraph na jIpai.”—var suhi m 2.
ਜਫ [ii] A 0* n felling prostrate on the ground.
“ek j Iph i  kahI ese dhara ,  I k  kukat h'e'.”
—-1<rIsan.
ਜਥਹ [iah], ਜਬਹ [iah] A ਨ; n slaughter by
severing the throat, slaughter by beheading.
2 an animal, which has been beheaded.
ਜਬਯਸ [iayas] See ਜਥਯਸ.
ਜਥ [i81 See ਜਬਹ.
ਜਤ [ih] See ਜਭ.
ਜਮ [jIm] See ਜਮਨ. 2 See ਜਮ.
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‘ਜਮਤ [jImatI] intelligence; such wisdom.

“jImatI  gahi  jedev.”—saveye m 3 Ice.
fi'ma [jIman] A U” adv  amid, amidst, among,
between.
ਜਮਵਨ [jImavan] v serve food; feed; cause
one take meals.
ਜਮ [jImI] adv  as, in the manner of, as if.
“jImI  5dhkar  suray hare.”—saloh.
ਜਮ [jImi], ਜਮ [jImi] Sktfi'H'. See ਜਮਨ. “jImi
nahi  me kIsi  ki boi.”—suhi kabir.
ਜਮਕਦ [jImikéd] n an edible tuberous root;
yam. Sce ਸਰਣ.
ਜਮਦਰ [jImidar], ਜਸਦਰ [jImidari] 860ਜਇ1ਰ
and ਜਮਦਰ.
ਜਨ [jImin] See ਜਮਨ.
ਜਮਨਦਰ [jImihdar] See ਜਮਦਰ.
ਜਸ [jImU] See ਜਮ.
ਜ'ਮਆਰ [jImuar] n pike — a dagger of the shape
of  a molar (grinder tooth)
ਜਮ [jImh] See ਜਹ'ਮ.
ਜਮਹ [jimmah] A .;; n sense of covering;
covering oneself.
ਜਮਹਵਰ [jImmahvar], ਜਮਵਰ [jImmevar] P
mpg; adj answerable, accountable.
ਜਯ [jIy] n living creature. 2 mind, heart,
innerself.
ਜਯਥ [jIyab] n life, lifespan. “rahyo jIyab jag
thora.”—saloh. '
ਜਯਰ [jIyra], ਜਯਰ [jIyro] n living being.
2 mind.
ਜਯਰ [jIyaro], ਜਯਰਜ [jIyaryo] brought to life;
kept alive. “sun rani! ts mohI jIyaro.”——carrtr
128.
ਜਰਹ [jIrah], ਜਰਰ [jIrahI] A (,2, n frivolous
argument; complex question. 2 P w- armour,
suit of  armour, coat of  mail.
ਜਰਗ [jIrga] T f3 n group, crowd, gathering
of  people. 2 class of  elected people, which has
assembled for giving judgement.
ਜਰ [jIra] See ਜਰਰ.

m m
ਜਰ [jIre], ਜਥ [jIre] plural of jIrah.
ਜਲਤ [jIlat], ਜਲਦ [id] A A; n skin, hide.
2 leather binding on the book for its protection.
“tyar bhayo tab jIlat b5dhai.”—GPS. 3 volume
of a book e.g. “Ih  gréth péj jIldéi VICC he.”
ਜਲਦਗਰ [jIladgar] P ਪਨ, n bookbinder.
ਜਲਵ [jIlva] See ਜਲਵ. “alam khusaI jIlva.”
-ramav.
ਜਲ [jIla] A a" n district, province. “bahuro
bas tohI na or jIle.”—NP. 2 A u! remove,
abolish. 3 cleanse. 4 exile.
ਜਲਵਤਨ [jIlavatni] See ਜਲਵਤਨ.
ਜਲ [121੨] P ਪਝ bridle of a horse. 2 A .95 pomp,
show, splendour, glory.
ਜਲਣ [jxlhan], ਜਲਣ [jIllan] n marsh, quagmire,
swamp; mire on the bank of  a river or  on foot
hills.
ਜਲਤ [jIllat], ਜਲ [jIlli] A ਭ]; n insult,
dishonour, humiliation, degradation.
ਜਞ [i] adv as, in the manner of, for example.
“ i i  hukamu tIve tIv  kar.”—japu. “i tu
rakhahI tIv  rahau.”——saveye m 3 ke. 2 living
creature. “japat ie.”—aka1. 3 See ਜਹਞ.
ਜਵਹਰ [ihar] See ਜਹਰ. 2 destroyer of life, ‘
killer.
ਜਞਹ [jxvha] See ਜਵਸ. “ladIo kalar bIrakh
iha.”—sar m 5. 2 See ਜਵਹ.
ਜਵਨਰ [inar] kitchen, cooked food, meals.
See ਜਉਨਰ. “bad hotbhai inara.”—GPS.
ਜਵਰ [iar] See ਜਵਰ. 2 See ਜਵਰ. “iran so
tIh  drIr gahIlyo.”—carrtr I 36. ‘tightly held
with ropes (iaws).’
ਜਵਉਣ [iauna] v put life in, make alive.
2 feed, serve food.
ਜਵਇ [ iaI]  adv by making alive. 2 by
feeding, by serving food. “log iaI bacan Im
bhakha.”-—carItr 245.
ਜਞਹ [iaha] See ਜਵਸ. “1<0 sal iahe sali?”
—var ram 3. 2 See ਜਵਹ.
ਜਵਹ ਸਲ [iahe sali] See ਸਲ.
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ਜਵਯ [iayo], ਜਵਰਯ [iaryo] made alive,
put life in. 2 gave birth to, produced. “put an
RC an iayo.”—car.rtr I50. 3 gave food, fed.
“bhojan dham  l I  jay iaryo.”—krrsan.
ਜਵਲਣ [ialna] See ਜਵਉਣ.
ਜਵ'ਲਅ [ialia] adj who gives life, giving life.
2 meal server; feeder.
ਜਵਲ [iale] puts life in. 2 gives life, makes
alive. 3 serves food, feeds. “mo kau donau
vakhat iale.”——sor kabir.
ਜਵਹ [ieha] adv as that, similar to that,
identical to that.
ਜਵ [ਜਲ/£].8n 7 like that; like. “catrIk bfid
ie.”—asa ch5t m 4.
ਜਵ [iha] See ਜਹਵ.
ਜ [ji] n living creature; “baIalis lakh ji jal mahI
hote.”—asa namdev. 2 mind, hean. “gurrnati
pargasu hoa ji.”——majh a m 3. 3 courage,
spirit.4 part honorific word . “me ji nama h6
ji.”—dhana namdev. 5 yes sir; this word is

, uttered iri response to a call from someone.
6 n short for jivan. “baresu megh ji, tIlU bIlamU
na lau.”——mala m 5.
ਜ []ਚ] @? short ਘਜਨ [zin] (saddle). 2 P short
for az-i(from this).
ਜਉ [jiu] part a honorific word. “jIcaru vaSIa
kétu gharI, jiu jiu sat kahat.”-—sn' m 5. Here
ghar stands for the body and l<5t means the
soul. 2 n soul, spirit. “jiu eku aru saga] sarira.”
—gau a kabir. 3 soul. “jiu pfd sabh teri raSI.”
—sukhman1’. 4 life, lifespan. “jiu sampau
apna.”—o§kar. “lipat jiu ga.”—bIIa kabir.
5 mind, heart. “jiu darat he apna.”—dhana m I .
“hamra khusi kare nIt  jiu.”—dhana dhéna. “juth
lahe jiu m5jie.”—guj m I .  6 living creature,
animal. 7 birth. “karamahI kIn  jiu din re?”
—g5d kabir. ‘Who has given birth to karam?’
8 tune, tone. “jas jéti mahI jiu samana.”—-gau
kabir. 9 welcome, reception. “je k0 jiu kahe ona
kau, jam ki talab na hoi.”—prabha m I .
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ਜਉਦਨ [jiudan] See ਜਅਦਨ.
ਜਉ ਧਰਉਣ [jiu dharauna] v console, encourage,
boost the morale. “guru sajan jiu dharaIa.”
"var ram 2 m 5.
ਜਉ ਪ'ਡ [jiu pfclu] soul and body, life and body.
“jiu pi‘du sabhu tIs  ka.”—var sn’ m 3. _
ਜਓਵਲ [jiovala] a village under police station
and tehsil Tam Taran, district Amritsar, situated
at a distance of  six miles to  the west of  railway
station Jandoki. There exists a gurdwara ofGuru
Hargobind one mile away to the south of this
village. The Guru came here from J habbal. The
wild trees to which the Guru’s horse was tied
are still standing. They are named as agari
pIchari sat. The gurdwara and residential
complex have been constructed. No prOperty
or land is attached to the gurdwara. A religious
fair is held on the birth day of  Guru Hargobind
every year. ਭ
ਜਅ [jia] n a being, life. .“me tau mo]: mahgi lei
jia sate.”——dhaha ravrdas. 2 mind, heart. “jia
ségl prabhu apna dharta.”——asa m 5. 3 water.
“babiha benti ka're karI kIrpa dehu jiadan.”
—var mala m 3. Here a has two meanings:
water as well as mind. 4 life. 5 living creature,
being. “jete jia jivahI le saha.”—var majh m I .
6 soul. 7 See ਜਅ.
ਜਅਉ [jiau] may live, may live long. “jiahu hamar
jiu denhara.”—asa m 5.
ਜਅਹ [jiahu] See  ਜਅਉ. 2 from the heart. “jiahu
nI  rmal baharahu nIrmal.”—an5du.
ਜਅਕਹ [jiakah] Skt livelihood, sustenance.
“ucamé sarab jiaka .”—sahas m 5. “All these
utterances are for one’s sustenance.’ 2 of  the
creature. 3 to the creatuie.
ਜਅਜਅਨ [jia jian] life of all living beings - the
Creator. 2 air, wind.

‘ਜਆਤ [jiajst], ਜਅਜਤ [jiajétu], ਜਅਜਤ [jiajétr]
living beings; creatures, small or big. “jiajz'atsagle
pratIpal.”—ram m 5. “jiajétr kare pratIpal.”
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—ma11'm 5.
ਜਅਣ [jian], ਜਅਣ [}'1ਗਘ] See ਜਵਨ. 2 See ਜਅਨ.
ਜਅਦਨ [jiadan] n gift of life, bestowal of true
life. “jiadan de bhagti laIn.”—suhi m 5.
2 sparing one’s life. 3 offering of  water; Sec
ਜਅ 3.
ਜਅ ਪਤ [jia pidu] See ਜਉ ਪਤ. “jia pfdu ke
pran adhare.”——asa m 5.
ਜਪ [jiara], ਜਅੜ [jiara] n individual soul.
2 mind, heart. “hm: hm jiara rah: n3  sake.”
—guj m 4. “jiara aganI barabarI tape.”—gaum
I .  3 being; creature. “papi jiara lobh karat
he.”—maru kabir. ‘
ਜਆ [jia] to the creatures; beings. “jia kuhat na
sége prani.”—gau m 5. 2 of the creatures. “jia
5darI jiu.”—var ram 2 m 5.
ਜਆਇਹ [ji t]  gives life, provides lifc, keeps
living. 2 to living beings. “kahu  bIhavej i t
hIrte.”—ram a m  5. ‘Life goes waste in robbing
peoplc.’
ਜਆਵਨਚ [jiavanhara] giver of life. “ab mohI
mIIIo he jiavanhara.”~—gau ਰਘ.
ਜਐ [jis] may live. 2 (let us) live. See ਸ'ਮਜਐ.
ਜਇ [jiI] Sec ਜਉ and ਜਅ. 2 in the mind, within
the self. “hamre jiIhorU mukhI how hot he.”
—dev m 4.
ਜਇਇਵਅੜ [jiI-IchIaral adj inwardly desired,
mentally required. “jiI-IchIara phalu paIa.”
—sr1'm 1 jogi SdarI.
ਜਸ [jis] See ਜਸ. 2 will go. “ghumI ghumI

jis.”~—kan m 4 partal. 3 from the heart’s core.
ਜਸ’ [zist] P a; n life span, life.
ਜਸਨ [zistan] P ਗ.) v live, pass one’s life.
ਜਹ [jih], ਜਹ [jiha] n tongue, taste. “ek jih gun
kavan bakhans.”—-maru solhe m 5. “ari jih!
pagx  ya kahI t, bol ben rasbor. tor  kuraxti tanIk
[ਛ ho kambaxti mor.”—bas§t satsai.
ਜਹ [jihél who. See ਕਹ.
ਜਹ [jt] See ਜਹ.
ਜਗਣ [jigna], ਜ'ਗਨ [jigna] Skt ਰਰਹਸ n glow-
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worm, glow fly. “tam me jIm jigan jhamkéte,
dhukhfi: palite p6j.”—GPS. See ਜਗਨ. “nIs me
camak jigna jese.”—GPS.
ਜਜ [jija] n sister’s husband, brother-in-law.
“sun jija, bat sujane.”——NP.
ਜਜਐ [jijie] remain living. “harI két bInu kIu
jijis?”——bIha ch5t m 5.
ਜਜ [jije] lives. “pekhI darsanu nanak jije.”
-suhi chétm 5. 2 let us live.
ਜਤ [jit] n victory, conquest.
kari.”-—gau a m 5. See ਜਤ 3.
ਜਤਸਘ [jitsigh] name of Sahibzada Ajit Singh
as mentioned by the poet Sainapati in Guru
Shobha. “jitsi‘gh ran me médyo hot patr
bharpur.”. Scc ਅਜਤਸਘ.
ਜਤਣ [jitanu], ਜਤਨ [jitan], ਜਤਨ [jitna] v conquer,
win.
ਜਤਬ [jitab] v win. 2 live, remain alive. “kahi
jitab kahi maran he?”——aka1. See ਏਕ ਸਮ ਸ ਆਤਮ.
ਜਤਮਲ [jitmall] See ਬਰ ਬਬ.
ਜਤ [jita] living, alive. 2 won. “nanakgIani jag
jita, jagjita sabhuko:.”—var mm m 3. ‘The
enlightened one  has conquered the world, and
the world has conquered all. ’
ਜਤ [jitI] adv by winning. “jitI avahu vasahu
gharI apne.’ ’——maru 301119 In 5. 2 from the
heart, wholeheartedly. “bhrambhitI jitI
mItavahu.”—asa m 5 partal. 3 Skt n victory.
4 loss, harm, damage.
ਜਤਅ [jitIa] conquered. 2 ਜਤਆ adv while
alive. 3 on winning.
ਜਤਆ [jitIé] on winning. See ਜਤਅ 2-3.
ਜਤ ਮਤ [jito mata] daughter of Harijas
Subhikhia, a Khatri of  Lahore. She was married
to Guru Gobind Singh on  .23 Harh, Sammat 1734
in Guru ka Lahore near Anandpur.

She gave birth to Baba Jujhar Singh, Baba
Zoravar Singh and Baba Fateh Singh. She
breathed her last on 13  Assu, Sammat 1757 in
Anandpur. Her shrine still exists in Agampur
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(near Anandpur). Her real name was Ajito and
she  was known as A j it Kaur after being baptised.
ਜਦ [jid] a town 25 miles to the north-west of
Rohtak. Its earlier name was J ayantipur because
the temple of Jayanti Devi existed here. The
renowned king Gajpat Singh of Phul dynasty
conquered J ind and Saffidon districts of  Delhi
empire in 1755 AD just at the age of 17 years
and established J ind as his capital in 1766 AD. In
1775 AD be constructed here a very beautiful
fort named Fatehgarh.

Although raja Sangat Singh established
Sangrur as his capital in 1827, but the state is
still named as J ind in official records and the
coronation ceremony is always held in J ind.

Guru Nanak Dev visited J ind town and
Guru Teg Bahadur also paid a short visit to
this place. Raja Gajpat Singh got constructed
an elegant gurdwara and offered Tegbahadur
villa“. (famously known as Chhanna) as  a fief
jagir to this holy shrine. The gurdwara is
managed by a committee constituted by the
state. Recitation of  Gurbani is performed and
free community food is served daily.

J ind is a station of  north western railways,
which is 105 miles from Bhatinda and 79 miles
from Delhi.

Jind State
It is a Sikh state among the Phulkian states;

it comes at number three in Punjab,‘ with an
area of 1268 square miles. per 1921 census, it
has a pOpulation of 308,183 and an annual
revenue of  about twenty-seven lacs rupees.

Jind state has four towns (Jind, Sangrur,
Dadri, Saffidon) and 442 villages. Irrigation is
done by West Yamuna Canal and Sirhind
Canal, both passing through its territory.2

The army of the state comprises 700 soldiers
'See ਨਭ.
27.6%. See ਸਤਦਞ.
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of imperial service platoon, 150 local platoon; the
body guard squad of the ruler consists of 112
soldiers, 27 soldiers are of  mule battery; police
has 3 _11 copsand 508 watchmen of villages.

The state has one high school, 25 middle
schools, 39 primary schools for boys and 4
schools for girls.

There is a 30 bed hospital in Sangrur, a 15
bed in J ind. There are 10 dispensaries in the
state.

The dynasty of  J ind rulers descends from
the younger son Sukhchain Singh of  Chaudhary
Tilok Singh, the eldest son of Baba Phul. Gajpat
Singh was born to Mai Agan wife of Sukhchain
Singh in 1738 AD. He took over the reign at
the age of  13 years afier  the death of his father
in 1751 AD. He conquered several territories
soon after he grew into a youth. In 1763 AD,
along  with his brothers he fought a fierce battle
against Jainkhan, subedar of Sirh'ind. Gajpat
Singh captured many villages and lot of wealth
in this expedition.

The  talented Gajpat Singh was crowned as
king in 1772 AD. He set up excellent norms

ਰ for the administration of the state. With great
pomp and show, the marriage of his daughter
Raj Kaur was solemnized with Sardar Mahan

‘ Singh Sukarchakkiya in 1774 AD. Bibi Raj
Kaur is remembered with reverence in the
country, as the proud mother of Punjab Kesari
Maharaj Ranjit Singh.

Raja Gajpat Singh expired in 1789 AD  at
the age of 51 and his son raja Bhag Singh
ascended the throne at the age of 21. He
developed friendship with General Lake in 1803
AD  and helped him in many battles. He went
to his nephew (sister’s son) Maharaja Ranjit
Singh in 1 805 AD as an advocate of the British
government to plead that J aswant Rao Hulkar
should not be given any aid by the Sikh rule.
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He succeeded in this mission and the British

awarded him the estates of Bawana and

Gohana.

After the death ofraja Bhag Singh in 1819,

his son raja Fateh Singh took over the royal

seat of J ind; but he could not rule for long as

he died on February 3, 1822.

His son raja Sangat Singh ascended the

throne on 30‘h July 1822, at the age ofjust 11

.years. He had great affection for Maharaja

Ranjit Singh. Raja Sangat Singh was a very

handsome person and great rider; but he did

not pay much attention to the state

administration. He died at the age of23 years

on 3rd November, 1834. Raja Sangat Singh had

no son, hence Sardar Sarup Singh ofBajidpur,

who was the rightful claimant, occupied this

royal seat of Jind in 1837 AD.

Raja Sarup Singh was an efficient

administrator. He was a tall, brave warrior,

Courageous, far-sighted and great stateman.l

He helped the British government whole-

heartedly and financially during the mutiny of

1857 and he himselfled his army to Delhi. Raja

Sarup Singh was awarded the district ofDadri

alongwith thirteen villages near Sangrur and

was conferred the title. of GC.S.I. in 1863.2

This majestic ruler expired on January 26,

l“In person and presence he was eminently princely, and
 

the stalwart Sikh race could hardly show a taller or

stronger man. Clad in armour as he loved to be, at the

head of his troops, there was perhaps no other prince in

India who bore himselfso gallantly and looked so true a

soldier. In character he was honest andjust, and though

his pride and restlessness led him to quarrel with his

neighbours, yet the British Government has never had

an ally more true and loyal in heart than Sarup Singh,

who served it from affection and not from fear.” The

Rajas ofthe Punjab by L. H. Griffin p 374.

2Knight Grand Commander of the Star of India.
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1864 and his able son raja Raghubir Singh

became the ruler on March 31, 1864 at the

age of thirty. He ruled efficiently and won

appreciation from all quarters. The Sirhind

Canal was dug during his regime and the village

Sangrur grew into a beautiful city. Raja

Raghubir Singh was also decorated with

G.C.S.l. in 1876. This judicious ruler helped

the British government with army and finances

during the second Afghan war and was

conferred the titles ofRajaye Rajgaan (the King

of Kings) etc.

Tikka Balbir Singh, son of raja Raghubir

Singh, died in 1883 AD when his father was

still alive. Thus prince Ranbir Singh, the

grandson of raja Raghubir Singh, became the

ruler at the age of just eight years afier the

demise of his grand father in 1887 AD.

The present ruler, Maharaja Ranbir Singh,

was born on October 11, 1879. He ascended

the royal seat of Jind in 1887 AD after the

death of his grand father. He took charge of

the administration in 1899 AD on attaining

maturity. He was decorated with the titles of

K.C.S.l.3 on January 1, 1909 and G.C.I.E.4 on

January 1, 1916. He was conferred the title of

hereditary maharaja in 191] by the British

Government in Delhi.

Maharaja Ranbir Singh earned goodwill of

the British government by rendering it financial

aid of lacs ofrupees alongwith his entire army

during Teera battle in 1897-98 as well as during

the World War of 1914.

Many buildings, libraries, schools, hospitals

etc were built during the regime of Maharaja -

Ranbir Singh. The Ludhiana-Dhuri-Jakhal

railway line was also laid during this period.

The state exchequer spent rupees 38,13,661

3Knight Commander ofthe Star oflndia.

4Knight Grand Commander ofthe Indian Empire.
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on this project while the annual income was of
only three and halflac rupees. Apart from this,
rupees 17,00,000 were spent on Jind-Panipat
railway line which earns a revenue of just
rupees one lac annually.

The full title ofMaharaja Ranbir Singh is :
Colonel His Highness, farzéde dIlbéd, rasuxul
Itkad, deviate fglIsia, rajaerajgan, maharaja
(Sir) Ranbir Singh. GC.I.E., K.C.S.I., King of
Jind.

Jind state is entitled to a 13 gun salute, while
the maharaja himself is entitled to a 15 gun
salute.

Previously the state had diplomatic relations
with the Governor ofPunjab. Since November
1, 1921, it has been diplomatically associated
with agent to the Governor General Punjab
States. See ਸੰਗਰੂਰ and ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼. 2 mud of a well
is also called )“id in Punjabi language.

ਜੀਂਦਣਾ [jidna] v dig mud out of the well.
ਜੀਂਦ ਰਿਆਸਤ [jid rIasat] See ਜੀਂਦ.
ਜੀਦੈਂਵਾਲ [jidoval] See ਚਰਨ੍ਯਹੰੁ'ਲ. '
ਜੀ ਧ੍ਯਾਉਣਾ [ji dharauna] See ਜੀਉ ਧ੍ਯਾਉਣਾ.
ਜੀਨ [jin] or ਜੀਨ੍' [jinu] P Q) n saddle. “tIn ke
tore jin khurgir sabh paVIt hahI.”—-var 501'm
4. “deh pavau jinu buth céga ram.”—vadm 4
ghon'a. 2 Skt leather bag.
ਜ਼ੀਨਤ [zinat] A ਭੰ…“ n glory, beauty, decoration,
ਜੀਨਾ [jina] v live, be alive. 2 P ,2] n ladder;
stairs.

ਜੀਨੁ [jinu] See ਜੀਨ.
ਜੀਭ [jibh], ਜੀਭਾ [jibha] See ਜਿਹਵਾ and ਜਿਰ੍ਹਾ. “jibh
rasaInI sacs rati.”—maru solhe m I.

jibh yog aru bhog jibh sabh rog badhave,

jibh kare udyog jibh ls: ked karave,

jibh svarag le jaI jibh sabh narak dIkhave,
jibh mIlave ram jibh sabh deh dharave,

jibh 6th ekatr kar bat SIhare tolIye,

“betal” kaheVIkram suno! jibh s'ébhare bolIye.
ਜੀਭੈ [jibha], ਜੀਭੋਂ [jibha] with the tongue, from
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the tongue. “jibhe bajhahu bolna.”—var majh
m 2. “Ik du jibhn lakh hohI.”—japu.
ਜੀਮਗ [jimag] which has its path in water, snake.
“tab jimag patal sxdhaya.”j—NP.

ਜ਼ੀਮਣਾ [jimna], ਜੀਮਨਾ [jimna] Skt ਯਿ'ਸ੍ vr take
meals, eat. 2 Skt ਜੇਮਨ n eating of food.
ਜੀਮੁਤ [jimut] Skt n which keeps water bound
ਜੀ[]'1]ਮੂਤ[ਧਘਿ]; cloud, rain. “jimutsaméghahravat
he.”——saloh. 2 mountain. 3 sun. 4 Indar. 5 a
wrestler, who was defeated by Bhimsen in the
arena of king Virat.

ਜੀਮੁਤਵਾਹਨ [jimutvahan] Skt n Indar, who
controls the movement ofthe clouds; god. [ndar
who rides the clouds. 2 son of king
Shaalivahan.

ਜੀਮੂਤਵਾਹੀ [jimutvahi] Skt ਯੀਸ੍ਡਗਭਿਜ਼੍ n smoke.
ਜੀਯ [jiy] See ਜਿਯ and ਜੀਅ. ` .
ਜੀਂਰ [jir] Skt adj clever. 2 n cumin seed.
3 sword. 4 P {J small string of a musical
instrument, that produces a highapitch; in
Punjabi, it is called ਜੀਲ [jil].
ਜੀਂਚਕ [jirak] Skt n cumin seed. P pg) L
Cumminum Cyminum—a fragrant plant having
seeds smaller than aniseed (pimpinella anisum).
It is about 2 or 3 feet tall. Its seeds are used in
spices (condiments) and in many medicines.
It is oftwo kinds, white and black; the latent
effect of white cumin seed is cooli while that
of the black one is warm.‘ Both of them are
useful in curing stomach and mouth ailments.
They kill worms in the intestines and keep
kidneys healthy. They discharge phlegm and
keep the body free from humidity. See ਜ਼ੀਰਾ.
ਜੀਰਣ [jiran] Skt ਜੀਟੰ adj old. 2 very old; senile.
3 digested, absorbed. 4 n cumin seed. 5 In
Punjabi, jiran has been used for ajiran. See

ਜੀਰਨ. 6 Dg sorghum (Indian millet) a cereal.
ਜੀਰਣਾਂਬਰ [jirnabar] Skt jirn-ébar n worn out
garments. 2 adj wearing ragged or tattered
'Greeks consider both of these cumin seeds warm-dry.
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clothes.

ਜੀਰਨ [jiran] See ਜੀਰਣ. 2 dyspeptic, flatulent, 
non-digestive. See ਜੀਰਣ 5. “karat man Ih he 
vad jiran rIds garibi curan khai.”-—NP.

ਜੀਰ [jir] See ਜੀਰਕ.

“dhany guru pun dhany ho udhav!,

kyo n3 haro sabh ki sabh pira? 

janat dhatu banaI sabhe ras

nar' bIcarthi tadbira, 

sac hf: ved apurab ho tum

“das ju” phorat kéth matira, 

logan rog bhae tab hi sun

jog dayo jab ਘੋਰਿ! jira.”2

ਜੀਰਾਣ [jiran] Gj n graveyard. “jaI sute jiran

mahI thie atima gad.”—s fetid. 2 A wig: plural 

ਘੰਜਾਰ [jar] (neighbour), neighbours.

ਜੀਰਾਣਿ‘ਰਿੰਸ਼੍ਯਧ੍ਯ] in the graveyard; See ਜੀਰਾਣ l. 
“sajan mere régule jaI sute jiranI.” 

-—sr1' m I.

ਜੀਰਾਂਦਿ [jirfidI] n tolerance, forbearance.

“d arvesa no lorie rokhé di jirfidIQ”—s farid. 

ਜ਼ੀਰਾਂਨ ljiran] See ਜੀਰਾਣ 2.

ਜੀਰੀ [jiri] n a variety of paddy, of which rice is

white in colour and can remain so for a longer

period. In Punjab paddy is grown in 

abundance. 2 ln Pothohar, the seed of

medicinal plant called kaISji(ka1ijiri) i.e. nigelle

stiva is also so called.

ਜੀਲ [jil] See ਜੀਰ 4. 2 cord or string (ofa musical 

intrument). “jil bIna kese baje rabab?” 

—-bher m 5.

ਜੀਵ [jiv] Skt 72 human soul. “isvar jiv ek Im 

janahu.”—GPS. See ਆਤਮਾ. 2 living being. “jiv
  'pulsc, ncrvc.

2‘utthin nfi jira dena“ to feed cumin seed (jira) to camels. 

This phrase is used in the same manner as one would 

use “bfidri nfi banat di topI ate bhedfi n0 bonophsa 

da sarbot" meaning to give someone what he does not 

deserve. 111:: sovcya under reference suggests that Udho 

(Krishan) preached yoga to his naughty bclovcds.
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the jal me the] me.”-aka1. 3 Jupiter, lord of

deities. 4 moon. 5 Vishnu. 6 water. “jiv gayo

ghat meghan ko.”-—I<rIsan. 7 ਯੀਕ੍ਘ‘ live; cam

livelihood; live happily.

ਜੀਵਉ [jivau] may live, may live long. 2 (I am)
alive. “jivau nam suni.”—bIIa m 5.

ਜੀਵਸਾਂ [jivséi] will live, shall live.

ਜੀਵਹਤਸਾ [jivhatya], ਜੀਵਹਿੰਸਾ [jivhi‘sa] n killing of
a living creature. 2 soul’s estrangement from

the body. 3 crime of murder.

ਜੀਂਵਕ [jivak] Skt n living creature. 2 attendant.
servant. 3 snake charmer.

ਜੀਵਕਰਾ [jivkara] art of living, vital force. “jfh
arI kalkrIpan bahi SII‘. tIn ke rahi na jivkara

phIr.”—-carItr 405.

ਜੀਵਣ [jivanl Skt ਜੀਵਨ n state of living, living-

condition. “ਖਿ/ਹਿ.! 5588…0 tIsu dhani.”~—varj£t.

2 a blacksmith of Lahore, who was an ardent

devotee of Guru Arjan Dcv. He made a

khurpa (weeding implement) for Bhai Bidhi

Chand. 3 See ਜੀਵਨ. 4 Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਲ਼ਾਸ੍ਯਠੂ kick with the

hind leg. “jivan mari latt.di.”~-BG. The priest

of Mecca kicked (with his leg) Guru Nanak

pointing towards Kaaba (Muslim’s sacred

place).

ਜੀਵਣਧਦਵੀ [jivanpadvi] See ਜੀਵ-ਨ੍ਯਦਵੀ. “gur
ks bhane jo cola t5 jivanpadvi pahI.”—var

guj 1 m 3.

ਜੀਵਣੁ [jivanu] See ਜੀਵਣ. “jivanu mama sabh

todhe tai.”—majh a m 3.

ਰ੍ ਰ੍ ਜੀਵਤ [jivat] Skt ਜੀਵਿਤ adj living, alive. “jivat

pItor na mans kou mue saradh karahi.”—gau

kabir. “jivat kau mua kahe.”—gau a m I.

2 alive. “so jivat, jIh jivat japIa.”——bavan. ‘He

is alive, who meditates upon the consciOus

Creator rather than focus on the ‘inert Being’.

3 livelihood. “kaliu bIhave sodhat jivat.”—ram
a m 5.

ਜੀਂਵਤਮਰਣ [jivatmaran], ਜੀਵਤਮਰਨਾ [jivatmarna]
die when alive, die while living. This means to
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renounce the ego; to consider oneself very

humble. “apu ChodI jivatmare.”—sri m 3.
“satIgur bhaI calahu, jivatIa IV mafie.”—suhi

chét m 4. “apu tIagI hoie sabh rena, jivatIa

IU marie.”—suh.i m 5. 2 emancipation.

ਜੀਵਤਮਿਰਤਕ [jivat mIrtak] Skt ਯੀਕਞਾਬ੍ਰੂਰ adj living
as dead, inert, lazy. 2 one who has no affection

for his country and nation. 3 renunciator of

the ego; non-egoist, one having no self

importance, devoid of self assertion. See

ਜੀਵਤਮਰਨਾ.
ਜੀਵਤਮੁਕਤ [jivatmukat] See ਜੀਵਨਮੁਕਤ. “jivatmukat

gurmati lage.”-—mala m 3.

ਜੀਵਤਮ੍ਰਿਤਕ [kivatmrItak] See ਜੀਵਤਮਿਰਤਕ.
ਜੀਵਤੁ' [jivatU] See ਜੀਵਤ. “gur ke sabadI jivatu

mare.”—sr1'm 3. 2 n lifespan, sense of living.

ਜੀਵਦ [jivad] Skt n giver of life, physician.
2 God. 3 nectar. 4 air, wind. 5 food.

ਜੀਞਦੱਤ [jivdatt] n nectar.—sanama.

ਜੀਵਦੜਾ [jivadra], ਜੀਵਦੜੋਂ [jivadro] adj living, alive.
“jivadro mUIOhI .”-5 farid.

ਜੀਵਦਾਨ [jivdan] See ਜੀਅਦਾਨ.

ਜੀਵਦਾਪੁਰਖ [jivdapurakh] n human being; living

being, transcendent One. “nanak jivdaporakhu

thaIa amrapad hoi.”—var sar m 4. 3 one

who is conscious of his own self-respect and

of the rights ofthe country and the nation.

ਜੀਵਨ [jivan] See ਜੀਵਣ. 2 life. “jivansukhu sabhu

sadh ségI.”—bI1a m 5. 3 water. “de jivan jivan

sukhkari.”—GPS. 4 livelihood. 5 air. 6 ghee,

clarified butter. 7 God, the Creator. 8 son.

9 See ਅਜੂਬਾ. 10 younger son of Bhai Bhagtu,
who was always at the service of Guru Har

Rai. He died in Kiratpur. His son was Sant

Das, whose immediate descendants, now live

in Bhucho, Bhai ke Chak etc.

Sant Das’s sons, Ram Singh, Fateh Singh,

Bakhtu Singh and Takhtu Singh were duly

baptised by Guru Gobind Singh in Damdama

Sahib. See ਭਗਤੂ. '
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ਜੀਂਵਨਸਿੰਘ' [jivansigh] He was a great fighter.

He laid down his life fighting against the

Mughals, when Guru Gobind Singh was on his

way to Chamkaur after leaving Anandpur.

Baba Ajit Singh was also with him. His

memorial is in Chamkaur.

ਜੀਵਨ੍ਯਤਿ [jivangatI] n art ofliving, way of living.
2 condition of living beings. "3 adj one who

emancipates the sentients. “jivangatI soami

§tarjami.”—asa chétm 5.

ਜੀਂਵਨਚਰਿਤ [jivancarIt], ਜੀਵਨ੍ਯਰਿਤ੍ਰ [jivancarI tr] n
life history; book depicting one’s life history;

biography especially of a holy person that is,

janamsakhi; biography.

ਜੀਵਨਜ਼ੀਆ [jivanjia] adj life of living beings, life

of the animates; giver of life to the animates.

“so kIU VISI‘E jI jivan jia.”—sukhman1'.

ਜੀਵਨ੍ਯਲਬ [jivantalab] n desire to live. 2 desire
or wish of the animates; demand of living

beings. “jivantalab nIvarI, suami!”——ramm 1.
ਜੀਵਨਦੇਵਾ [jivandeva] n giver of lifef “jivan deva
parbraham seva.”—dhana m 5. 2 giver of

water. -

ਜੀਵਨਪਦ [jivanpad] n plight of life; life. “lalac

kare jivanpad karan, locan ਗ੍ਰਿਹੀ… na sujhe.”
~dhana kabir. 2 adjwho gives life. “jivanpad

nanak prabhu mera.”—maru m 5. 3 See

ਜੀਵਨਪਦਵੀ. ‘
ਜੀਵਨਪਦਵੀ [jivanpadvi] a stage which, once
lPrior to his baptism as a Sikh he was a cuhra (sweeper)
 

belonging to the scavenging caste. Gyani Gyan Singh

writes in Twarikh Khalsa that his earlier name was Jaita

and he brought the head of the great martyr Guru Teg

Bahadur from Delhi to Kiratpur.

Amritsar resident Bhai Harsa Singh Dhupia writes

that Jaita (Jagat Seth) was a sweetmeat maker

(confectioncr) of Patna, who became Jiwan Singh after

being baptised as a Sikh. He brought the head of the

martyred Guru, but this fact is not confirmed in any

other historical treatise.
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achieved, does not require one to die again;

stage of salvation. “ab mohI jivanpadvi pai.”
—maru m 5. 2 right to live with self-respect.

ਜੀਵਨਪੁਰਖੁ [jivanpurakhu] n giver of life—God;
the omnipresent life giver. “jivanpurakhu

mIlIa harI raIa.”—gaum 5.

ਜੀਵਨਮੁਕਤ [jivanmukat] Skt ਕੀਥਢਜ਼ੂਕ਼ਰੁ adj who
gets liberated from transmigration after

attaining spiritual enlightenment during his life

time. “jivan mukat sz l‘IdE bhagvét.”

—sukhman1'. “man moh dono kau parharI

gobid ke gun gave. kaho nanak Ih bIth k0

prani jivanmukat ?:ahave.”—-bIIa m 9.

“jivanmokat su akhie szu vicahu haume jaI.”

—maru a m I .

ਜੀਵਨਮੁਕਤਿ [jivanmokatI] n one who is free from

bondage in life. ਲ਼ਾ

ਜੀਵਨਮੂਰਿ [jivanmurI] n life providing plant; life

saving plant. 2 self-realisation.

ਜੀਵਨ੍ਯੂਪ [jivanrup] living as spiritually

enlightened. “jivanrup SImranU prath tera.”

-suh1' m 5.

ਜੀਵਨਾ [jivna] v live, remain alive. “Sadhe! jivna
vicarI dekhI keteke dIna.”—dhanam 1. “jivna

' saphal jivan sunI harI japI japI sad jivna.”

—-maru a m 5.

ਜੀਞਨਿ [jivanI] n livelihood, sustenance. “harI

harI sétjana ki jivanI.”—sar m 5. 2 life;

lifespan. “me gunbédh saga] ki jivanI, meri

jivanI mere das.”—sarnamdev.

ਜੀਵਨੀ [jivni] n life history, biography, life history

of a personage. See ਜੀਵਨ੍ਯਚਿਤ੍ਰ.
ਜੀਵਨੀਯ [jivaniy] Skt adjworthy to live, liveable.
2 n water. 3 milk.
ਜੀਵੜ []ਧ੍ਰਪ੍ਯਾਨੂ] a subcaste of Khatris. 2 See }ਸ੍ਯ
ਚੰਦ 2.
ਜੀਵੜਾ [jivra] adj living, alive. 2 See ਮਧ੍ਯ ਚੰਦ.

3 belonging to Manak Chand’s dynasty.

ਜੀਵਤੇ []ਧ੍ਰਪ੍ਯਾਫੋ] See ਮਾਣਕਚੰਦ 2.

ਜੀਵਾ [jiva] Skt n livelihood, sustenance. “cakar _
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hve jiva su calave.”—GPS. 2 string of a bow;

bowstring. 3 earth. 4 Bhai J iva, cook ofGuru

Angad Dev. “rahu raji ban gurmukh jiva.”

—GPS. 5 (I) live. “jiva tere naI.”—dhana

Chétm 1.

ਜੀਵਾਇ'ਆ [jivaIa] made alive. 2 nourished.
“dukh sukh karIke kutébu jivaIa.”

~suhi kabir.

ਜੀਵਾੲੀ [jivai] made alive. 2 living, (I) am alive.

ਜੀਵਾਸਾ [jivasa] 71 life hope; hope to live.
ਜੀਵਾਸਿ [jivaSI] will live. “dhrIgo jive dhrIgu
jivasx.”—sodaru. ‘cursed be life that is gone

and is to come.’
ਜੀਂਵਾਤਮਾ [jivatma] Skt ਯੀਗਟਸਜ੍ਖ਼ individual soul;

soul that keeps the body conscious. See ਆਤਮਾ.

ਜੀਵਾਨ੍ਯ' [jivanad] lives. “Uh sada sada jivanad.”

—sarm 5. 2 pleasure oflife,joy of life.
ਜੀਵਾਲਣਹਾਰਾ [jivalenhara], ਜ਼ੀਵਾਲਨ੍ਯਯ [jivalanhar],

ਜੀਵਾਲਨਹਾਰੁ [jivalanharo] adjprovider of life, life’s

sustainer. “mIrtak kau jivalanhar.”—sukhmani.

2 who awakens. “guru 5kasumarI jivalanhara.”

-gau m 3. ‘one who brings an inebriated

elephant to its senses with a pricking prod.’

ਜੀਵਾਲਿਅਨੁ [jivalIanu] he has made us alive;
has put life into us. “rog mItaI jivalIanu.”

~bIIa m 5. ‘

ਜੀਫਾਲੇ [jivale] gives life. “jifi marI jivale soi.”
—Var majh m 1.

ਜੀਵਾਵਉੰ [jivavau] (I) live. “darsan pekhI

jivavau.”—bIIa m 5. 2 “(!) live.’

_ ਜੀਂਵਿ [jiVI] by living, by being in the living state.

“jiVI jiVI mue.”—-var sarm 1.

ਜੀਵਿਕਾ [jiVIka] Skt n livelihood, sustenance.
ਜੀਵੀ [jivi] adj living being. 2 bread winner.

ਜੀਵੀਜੈ [jivijs] let us live; has to live.
ਜੀਵੇਜ਼ [jives] lord of living beings; God, the

transcendent One.

ਜੀਵੇਂ [jive] lives. 2 may live. “jive data
devanharu.”—gaum 3.

ਜੀਵੰਦਾ [jivéda] living; alive. 2 a devotee ofGuru
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Amar Das.

ਜੀਵੰਦਿਆਂ [jivédIéi] by living; while being alive.
“jiv5d1a harI cetIa, marédIa harIrég.”—var

guj2 m 5.

ਜੀਵੰਧਾ [jivédha] a Jatt subcast'e. See ਜਵੰਧਾ.
ਜੁ [ju] part whatsoever, whatever. “tum ju kahat

hau néd kau n5dan.”—gau kabir. 2 if, provided.

3pron whoever, whosoever. “guru ju na cetahI
apno.”——s kabir.

ਜੁ'ਆ [jua] young, youthful. “balIka brIddhni

au jua he.”—-I<rIsan. 2 Skt ਚਹੂ n wooden ladle
(spoon) for performing oblation. “jua jagg
dhari.”—datt.

ਜੁਆਇਆ [joaIa] adj combined with, coupled,
related. “nanak sarab juaIa.”—guj a m I .

ਜੁਅਾਣ [juan] See ਜੁਆਨ.

ਜੁਆਣੀ [juani] adj youthful. “tarla juani apI
bhani.”—vad ch5tm 1. 2 the youth did.

ਜੁਆਨ [juan] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਥਜ਼੍ adj youthful, young,

adolescent.

ਜੁਆਨੀ [juani] n youthfulness, youth,

adolescence. “bal juani ਰਿਪ bIradh phunI tinI
avastha.”—s m 9. 2 See ਜੁ'ਅਾਣੀ 2.

ਜੁਆਂਮਰਦੀ [jufimardi] See ਜਵਾਂਮਰਦੀ.
ਜੁ'ਆਰ [juar] See ਜਵਾਰ. 2 See ਰੁਅਾਰ.

ਚਆਰਭਾਟਾ [juarbhata] See ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਟਾ.

ਜੁ'ਆਰੀਂ [juari] n small sorghum (Indian millet),

grown in abundance in the South. Bread made

from it is sweet in taste and is also viscous.

2 gambler.

ਚਆਲ [jual], ਜੁਅਲ਼ਾ [juala] See ਜ੍ਹਾਲ and ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾ.

“gIrI taru jal juala bhs rakhIo.”—bh‘ernamdev.

ਜੁਆਲ਼ਾਧਰਣੀ [jualadharni], ਜੁਅਾਲਾਬਮਣੀ [jualabamni]

n gun, which emits flame of fire.—sanama.

ਜੁਆਲਾਮੁਖੀ [jualamukhi] See ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਦੇਵੀ.

ਜੁਅੰ [jué] Skt ਧੂਧ੍ਯ adj young. 2 n a category of
deities (angels) like the demi-gods of Kuber.

“jfh jépahI kfnar jacch jué.”—aka1.

ਜੁਸਤਜੂ [jusatju] P ਨ੍ਹੂੰ”. n search, hunt, exploration.

See ਚਸਤਨ and ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ.
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ਜੁਜਤਨ [justan] P UV. v search, find, explore.

ਰੱਸਾ [jussa] n zeal, enthusiasm. 2 A _ਨੂਂਛੂੰ body,
physique.

ਜੁ'ਸ੍ਵ [just] Skt ਚੁਹਾਣ adj eaten or drunk in part; left

over. 2 used, served. 3 delightful. “just post

rIst atI.”—GPS. 4 bound. “bhat just.”—saloh.

ਜੁਹਦ [juhad], ਜੁਹਦੜੀ [juhadri] A „‘ੴ. n power.

2 attempt, effort. “johad karat khojat sabh

théii.”—'GPS. 3 intense effort, toil. 4 A %;;

renunciation of the worldly pleasures.

5 worship.

ਜ਼ੁਹਦੀ [zuhdi] A (ਰਿੰ; adj renouncer of the
worldly pleasures. 2 devotee. 3 who toils hard.

ਜੁਹਰਾਇ [juhraI] after greeting. “pad bhup ke
juhraI.”—paras.

ਜੁ'ਹਾਕ [juhak] P __,ਇਿਠੰ' a terribly cruel emperor,

who ascended the throne after killing Jamshid,

the ruler of Persia. “son juhak payo IhbIth
jab.”——carItr 402.

ਜੁਹਾਰ [juhar], ਜੁਹਾਰੁ [juharu] n Mg salutation,

greeting. 2 exchange of greeting; mutual.

salutation. “svaragsi’gh sOdar bhae téki rahe

juhar.”—carItr 181.. ‘He had very courteous

interaction with handsome Swarg Singh.’ See

ਜੌਹਾਰ. '

ਜੁਹੀਂ [juhi] a kind ofjasmine (flower). SktgH'tL
Jasminum auriculatum. Erroneously it is written

as kuhi instead of jphi in‘ a poem by Bhai

Santokh Singh. “baj juhi line gen ayo.”

~GPS. See ਕੁਹੀ.

ਜੁਚੀਰ [juhir], ਜੁਰੀਰੀ [juhiri] See ਜਹੀਰ and ਜਹੀਰੀ.

ਜੁਕਾਮ [201ਟ੍ਰੇ8ਗ਼] A (K) n common cold, coryza.
See ਨ੍ਯਲਾ.

ਜੁਕਿਤੀ [jUkIti] Skt ਯੁ'ਕ੍ਰਿ n argument, reasoning.
2 way out, effort, scheme. ,

ਜੁ'ਕਿਤੀਐ [jukItie] by planning. “tutasx mob
jokItie.”—asa Chét m 5.

ਜੁਗ [jug] n pair, couple, collection oftwo things.

2 world. “jug mahI ram nam nIstara.”—suhi
 

'Issaac.
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Chétm 3. “harI thavahI tudhu ji, se jan jug

mahI sukh vasi.”—sopurakhu. 3 an era such

as satyug (Era ofTruth). See ਯੁਗ. 4 representing

the figure of four, as there are four aeons.

5 adj studded, combined. “tu ape hi jug jogia.”
—Var1<an m 4. one who plans for combining.

See ਯੁੱਜਾਨਜੋਂਗੀ. '

ਜੁਗਹ ਜੁਗ [jugah jug] in every era; eternally, for

even '

ਜੁਗਹ ਜੁਗੰਤਰਿ [jugah jugétarI] eternally, at all
times. “jugah jugétarI bhagat tumare.”—vad

Chéitm 1. .

ਜੁਗਹ ਲਗ [jugah lag] in all the ages, eternally.

ਜੁਗਚਗ [jugjug] See ਜੁਗਹ ਜੁਗ.

ਜੁਗਜੂਥ [.jugjuth] multitude of mundane people.
“satIgurI khema tanIa jugjuth samane.”

—saveye m 4 ke‘. ‘All were subsumed by the
eternal One.’

ਜੁਗਜੋਗੀ [jugjogi] See ਯੁ'ਯਾੰਨਜੇਗੀ. “tu ape hi jugjogia.”
—-var kan m 4. .

ਜੁਗਣੇ [jugane] coincidentally, luckily. “sabh jag
jivan jugne.”-natm 4.

ਜੁਗਤ [jugat] Skt ਯੁਕੂ adj coupled, attached.

“sarbada sarab jugte.”—japu. 2 See ਜੁਗਤਿ.
ਜੁਗਤਸਿਞਲ਼ੀਬਿੰਪਥੂਜ਼ਿਡ਼ਗ਼ਾ] adj engrossed in Shiv,

absorbed in the Creator. See ਮੰਦਰਭਾਗ.
ਜੁਗਤਜੌਗੀ [jugatjogi] See ਯੁਕ੍ਰ 4.
ਜੁਗਤਾ [jugta] adj coupled, attached. “jugta jiu

jugehwg jogi.”—asa m 1. “bhagauti rahIt

jugta.”—sr1' a m 5. ‘The devotee is always
engrossed in worship.’ 2 bound, tied. “kaunu ~

so mukta kaunu su jugta.”-—majh a m 5. 3 n

style of living, conception, planning.

“brahamgIa'ni ki nIrmal jugta.”—sukhmam‘.

‘ 4 with planning, properly. “nah mIlie Ih

jugta.”—sor a m 5.

ਜੁਗਤਾਜੁ'ਗਤ [jugtajugat] proper and improper,‘

correct and incorrect, appropriate and
inappropriate, reasonable and unreasonable.

“sagri jugtajugat nIharke.”—GPS.

ਜੁਗਰਾਜ

ਜੁਗਤਾਚਿ [jugtarI] adj who is absorbed in yog
(meditation); perfectly engrossed. “tuhimukéd

jogjugtarI.”——g5d ravrdas.

ਜੁਗਤਿ [jugatI] Skt ਯੁਕ੍ਰਿ n plan. “jogi jugatI na
jams 5dh.”—dhanam 1. 2 argument, reasoning.
“jugatISIddh Ih bat.”—sa]oh. 3 method, way. ‘

“Iahu jugatI bIhane kai janam.”—sul<hmani.

4 management, administration. “jiajugatI jake
he hathI.”—gau m 5. 5 ability. “jo vartae sai

jugatI.”~sukhmani.

ਜੁਗਤਿ ਉਕਤਿ [jugatI UkatI] See ਯੁ'ਰ੍ਹਿ ਉਕ੍ਰਿ.
ਜੁਗਤਿਜੋਗੇਸੁ'ਰ [jugathogesur] adj having utmost
ability among the lOrds of the yogis. “gavahI

janakadI jugathogesur.”—-saveyem I ke. 2 See

ਯੁਕੁ 4. ,
ਜੁਗਤੀ [jugti] See ਜੁਗਤਿ.
ਰਗੜ [jugatu] See 3313.2 proper, befitting. “soi

brahmanu pujan jugatu.”—sava m 1.

ਜੁਗਤੇ [jugte] connected, coupled. “sada aleat
jog aru jugte.”—gau m 5. 2'with planning,

properly. “nah: chuto Ih jugte.”—sa]oh.

ਜੁਗਤੇ [jugate] through all ages, eternal. See ਭੈ.
ਜੁਗਨਿ [juganI] yogni, a female yogi; she who

practises yog. “maharudra 1<e bhavan juganI

hve ath.”—carItr 146.

ਜੁਗਨੀ [jugni] a necklace, tied with a silk cord,
hanging on the chest.

ਜੁਗ਼ਨ੍ਹ [jugnu] Skt ਰ੍ਵਡ੍ਸਾਧ n glow worm, firefly,

glow fly; lightning bug. L Lampyris noctiluca.

The glow worm has florescent material on its

tail. The male glow worm flies in the air while

the female glow worm crawls on the earth.

The latter also emits light. In fact the male is

named glow fly while the female is called glow

worm but writers (especially poets) regard both
as the same.

ਜੁਗਮ [jugam] See ਯੁਗਮ.

ਜੁਗਰਾਜ [jugraj] a Virk Jatt, resident of village

Rame-ana. When Sikhs of Majha, i.e., Maha

Singh, Bhag Kaur etc were looking for Guru

 



 

ਚਰਸ਼ਾਫੀਅਾ

Gobind Singh to seek forgiviness Jugraj

directed them to proceed towards Khidrana

pond.

ਜੁਗਰਾਫੀਆ [jugraphia], ਜੁਗਰਾਫ਼ੀਯਹ [jugrafiyah] G
$51)? source ofgeographical knowledge, book

of geography. E Geography.

ਜੁਗਲ [jugall See ਯੁਗਲ.

ਜੁਗਲ ਜਾਮਨ੍ਹ [jugal jamnu] two kinds of plum-

like tree viz cevasus comuta; svzygium cumini.

gulabjaman and Jamoa. 2 white and black fruit

of these trees.
ਜੁਗਵਤ [jugvat] capable, competent. “tese

gurSIkkhan k0 jugvat jatan ke.”—BG. 2 worth

using, worthy of use. “jsse tute nagbelI se
VIdes caljat, salIl s5jog c1r5ka1 jugvat he.”

—BGK.
ਲ਼ੀਜੁਗਵੇ [jugve] with ability, in 'a proper way.

“jananI jatan kar jugve jathar rakhe.”—BGK.

ਜੁਗਾਹਾ [jugaha] several aeons. 2 through the

„ aeons. 3 related, concerned. 4 in yog. “ape
jogi jugat jugaha.”—j€tm 4. ‘

ਜੁਗਾ ਚਗੰਤਚਿ [juga jug5tarIv] See ਜੁ'ਗਹ ਜੁਗੰਤਰਿ.
“juga jug5tarI khahI p5Ia.”—-asa patim 3.

ਜੁਗਾਦਿ [jugadI] origin of time, before aeons.

“jugadI sacu.”—japu. 2 pair, another. “jugadI

gurae namah.”—sukhmani. (1) how to Guru

Angad Dev.

ਰਗਾਵੲੀ [jugavai] See ਜੁਗਾਵਨ.
ਜੁ'ਗਾਵਨ [jugavan] v merge, combine. 2 be

capable, qualify. “jog na jugavai.”—BGK. ‘does

not seem competent.’

ਜੁਗਾਵਲੀਂ [jugavali] a line of epoch, an order of
epochs. 2 a writing by a devoted Sikh in Janam

Sakhi, supposedly narrated by Guru Nanak

Dev. In this Janam Sakhi, Guru Nanak Dev is

depicted as meditatingin eternal time. This

‘Jugavali’ can be seen in the hand written

manuscript ofGuru Granth Sahib preserved in

Bhai Buta Singh Hakim’s dharmsala. It goes

from page 1341 onward ofthe holy scripture.
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ਜੁਗਿ [jugI] in the era; in the period. “cahu jugI
nIrmalu.”—maru soIhe m 4. 2 in the world.

See ਜੁਗ.

ਜੁ'ਗਿਰਗਿ [jungUgI] through the ages, in every

period.“jugI jugI saca eko data.’’—maru solhe

m 3.

ਜੁਗੀਆ [jugia] practitioner of yog. 2 coupled.

ਜੁਗੁ' [jugu] See ਜੁਗ.

ਜੁਗ ਜੁਗ [jugu jugu] several ages. 2 throughout

the ages, in each era. “harI jugu jugu bhagat

upaIa.”—asa ch5t m 4.

ਚਗੁਪਸਾ [jugupasa] Skt ਜ਼ੁਹੂਂਧਗ n condemnation,

vilification. See ਗੁਪ vr. 2 hatred, hate, disgust.

ਜੁਗ਼ਪਸਿਤ [jugupasxt] Skt ਜ਼ੁਹੂਂਯਿਰ adj maligned.
2 contemptible, disgusting.

ਜੁਗੇਜ [juges], ਜੁਗੋ'ਸੁਰ [jugesur] master of sages,
lord ofyog1s 2 Shiv. 3 Gorakh. 4 the Creator.

5 Baba Sri Chand.
ਜੁਗੰਤ [jug5t] end ofan era. 2 doomsday; ultimate

destruction ofthe universe.
ਜੁਚਤਿਰ [jug5tar] within an'aeon, within the era.
2 another era i.e. several aeons. “jese ]91 5tar

jug5tar base pakhah.”—BGK.
ਚੱਕਣ [juggan], ਜੁੱਗਣਿ []ਪਭੰਥੂਰਧ੍ਯ] a yogini, a horrible

goddess attending upon Durga. “jay j5pahu

juggan juh ju5.a”—aka1.

ਜੁਫਾਂਦਾ [juchada] See ਜੋਸ਼ਾਂਦਾ. _
ਜੁਜ [juj] n Yajur Ved, suggesting Dvapar (the

second aeon) which got prominence in Yajur

Ved. “juj mahI jorI chali c5drale.”

—var asa. 2 P ਭੰ part without, except. 3 A „'ਤੂੰ

short forjuzav npart, piece, portion. 4unbound

volume. 5 P;roasted meat of male sheep.

“salan a bIria'juj tahari.”-—I<rIsan.

ਜੁ'ਜ਼ਦਾਨ [juzdan] P n' a bag to keep unbound

volumes of a boek; satchel.
ਜੁਜ਼ਬੰਦੀ [jozb5di] P n process of combining and
binding frames (ofa book); book binding,

ਜੁ'ਜਰ' [jujar] or ਜੁਜਰ੍ਵ [jujaru] Yajurg Ved. “sam

vedu rIgU jujaru athrabanu.”—maru solhem 1.

 

 



 

 
 

ਜੁਜਰੀ

866 ਵੇਦ.

ਜੁਜਰੀ [jujri] with both hands folded. “bahu ben .
bIne bhan he jujri.”—NP. 2 scholar of Yajur
Ved.

ਜੁਜਰੁ [jujaru] See ਜੁਜਰ and ਵੇਦ.
ਜੁਜਾਤ [jujat], ਜੁਜਾਤਿ [jujatI] See ਯਯਾਤਿ. “pun bhyo
jujat.”—jaja tI.

ਜੁਜ਼ਾਮ [jujam] A (ng n leprosy. See ਗਲਿਤਕੁਸ੍ਰ.
ਚਝ [jujh] n war, battle.
ਜੁਝਉਆ [jujhual‘adj warrior, combatant. 2 n
musical instrument producing heroic feeling.
“jujhe jujhua ke baje.”—carItr 116.
ਚਝਣਾ [jujhna] v fight. 2 die fighting.

. ਜੁ'ਝਾਉਂ [jujhau] See ਰਝਊਅਾ. “duh dISI baje jujha
baje.”—GPS. '

ਜੁ'ਝਾਉਰਾਗ [jujhaurag] Sandhuria and Maru rag,
the rag that produces a heroic feeling.
2 musical note boosting the morale ofwarriors.
ਜੁਝਾਰ [jujhar] adj warrior, fighter, hero.
ਜੁਝਾਰਸਿੰਘ [jujharsfgh] a Rajput ofthe hill region,
who fought against Dilawar Khan. See
ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰਨਾਟਕਧੀ] 12. 2 866ਚਝਾਰਸਿੰਘਧ੍ਯਾ.
ਰਝਾਗੀਪਿ ਬਾਬਾ [jujharsfgh baba] valiant son of
Guru Gobind Singh born to Mata J ito in 1747
Bikrami. He attained martyrdom en Poh 8,
1761 Bikrami fighting with courage in the
battle-field ofChamkaur. Bhai Santokh Singh
erroneously mentions his martyrdom to have
taken place in Sirhind. Guru Gobind Singh’s
court poet, Sainapati, thus describes the valour
of Baba Jujhar Singh in the battle of“
Chamkaur: _
“jab dekhIo jujhar sfgh sama pahucyo an,
daryo dalme dhaIke kar me gahi kaman.”

ਜੁੱਝ [jujjh] n war, battle.
ਜੁੱਝਰ [jujjhar] adj warrior, fighter.
ਜੁਟ [jut] pair. group oftwo, joined. 2 See ਜੁ'ਟੂ 2.
ਜੁਟਸੀ [jutsi] will meet, will see. “mera mukh
sakat ségI na jutsi.”—devm 5. '
ਜੁਟਕ [jutak] Skt n knot of matted hair, knot of
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tangled hair. 2 bouquet; bunch offlowers.
ਜੁਟਣਾ [jutna], ਜੁਟਨਾ [jutna] v combine, meet.
2 clash mutually, confront. '

ਜੁਟ੍ਰ [jutu] See ਜੁਟ. 2 intimacy, familiarity. “name

ségI jutu.”—gau var I m 5.

ਜੁਨ [juth] Skt ਜੁ'ਸ੍ਵ adj contaminated, polluted;
left over. 2 See ਜੂਠ.

ਰਠਾਰਨਾ [jutharna], ਜੁਠਾਲਣਾ [juthalna], ਜੁਠਾਲਨਾ
[juthalna] v defile or pollute (victuals) by tasting
or touching. ‘
ਜੁਡਾਈ [judai] n coolness, coldness. 2 shiver
due to malaria (fever), shiver due to cold.

ਜੁਡਾਨਾ' [judana] (Skt ਕੂਫ਼੍ vr combine) adj
combined, joined. 2 shrunk due to cold.
3 cooled, made cold.

ਜੁਡਾਨੀ [judani] gathered, collected. “In ritI
bIlok barat judani.”—NP. 2 cooled, becom
cool. '

ਚੰਡੀ [dei] n crowd, group, gang. See E Ju'nto.
ਰਤ [jut] adj tied, combined. 2 associated,
accompanied, invOlved.
ਜੁਤਉੰ [jutau] combined, associated. See ਬਿੰਨ.
ਰਤਾ [juta] associated, combined. 2 See ਜੁੱਝੂਥੂ
ਜੁੜੇ [jute] combined, paired, coupled, fastened.
“pharI joni jute.”—varguj2 m 5.

ਜੁੱਤਾ [jutta] See ਜੁਤਾ. 2 pair of shoes, c0.ering
for the feet, foot cover. “kadh caran te rnaryo
jutta.”—GPS.

ਰਥ [juth], a'Erljutth] Skt ਯੂਥ n group, crowd. ,
ਜੁਦਰੀਆ [judria] n austerity, effort, service, hard
labour. “paI lagau nIt karau judaria.”—ma1i
m 4.

ਜੁਦਾ [juda] P u; adjdifferent, separate, distinct.
ਜੁਦਾਈ [judai] P Jiéin separation, parting. ,
ਜੁਧ [judh] See ਜੁੱਧ.
ਚਧਨਿ [judhanI] fighting force, army.—sanama.
ਚਧਾਂਬਰ [judhébar] n yuddh-ébar. standard. of
war, flag of war. “des bIdesan jit judhfibar.”
2—paras. ‘victory over the enemy’s standards.’
2 armour, coat of mail.

 



 

ਜੁਥਿਸਟਰ

ਜੁ'ਧਿਸਟਰ [juthstar] See ਯੁ'ਧਿਸ੍ਵਿਚ.

ਚਧਿਸਟਰਬੰਧੁਸ੍ਵਤਰਿ [juthstarbédhusutarI] cpd,
brother of Yudhistar—Arjun; his charioter—

. Krishan; his foe, the arrow.——sanama.

ਜੁ'ਧੀ [judhi] adj warrior, fighter.
ਜੁੱਧ [juddh] (Skt ਯੁਧ੍ਰ vr fight a battle) 11 war,

battle.

ਚੱਧਸਾਲੀਂ [juddhsali] Skt ਧੂਜ਼੍ਹਧ੍ਯਾਰਿਜ਼੍ adj fighter,
warrior; _

ਜੁੱਧਮਾਲੀਂ [juddhmali] adj one who puts on the

rosary of war; one who wears the garland of

victory. “sabe satru jite mahfi juddhmali.”
—ramaV. ’

ਜੁ-ਨੱਬੀ [junnabi] ਠੋੳੳ’ਜਨੱਬੀ.
ਜੁਨੀ [juni] n birth, life. “bahurI na paie jounie.”I

—suhi chétm 5.

ਜੁਨੀਐ [junie] in the vulva. See ਜੁਨੀ.
ਰਨ੍ਹ'ਬੀ [junubi] See ਜਨੂਬੀ.
ਜੁੱਨਾਰ [zonnar] P 153 sacred thread (worn by
upper caste Hindus as a mark of initiation).

ਜੁੱਨਾਰਦਾਰ [zonnardar] P „ਪਾਂਡੂ; wearer of the

sacred thread. 2 a Parsi, who regards Zend

as his holy scripture, also wears a thread, but

he ties it around his waste.

ਜੁਫ਼ਤ [jufat] P _..ਲ਼ਾਭੰਫ਼ੂ pair. 2 even e.g. two, four,

eight etc. 3 married woman.v4 adj coupled,

connected.

ਚੰਬਸ਼ [jobas] P J5 n vibiation, movement,

shivering.

ਜੁ'ਬਣ [juban] adj youthful, young, adult. '2 n

youth, youthfulness. “juban may matti.”—datt.

‘vainglorious ofone’s youthfulness.’

ਰਬਗੀਣ [jubanhin], ਜੁਬਲੀਨ [jubanhin] adj

devoid ofyouthfiilness, i.e. an old person. “jIm

jobanhin laptaI narI.”—ramav.
 

lIn Guru Granth Sahib we come across at a number of

places two matras affixed to a consonant. One matra

signifies the meaning ofthe word while the other explains

the musical harmony. Here the word is ਜੋਨੀਂ [joni] but

per chanting its pronunciation is juni.
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ਜੁ'ਬਨ [juban] See ਜੁਥਣ.

ਜੁ'ਬਾ [juba] adj young, youthful.

ਰਥਾਂ [juba], ਜੁਬਾਨ [joban] taste; tongue (language).

See ਜਥਾਂ and ਜਬਾਨ. “samastul juba he.”—japu.

ਚੰਬਿਸ਼ [jObIs] See ਜੁੰਬਸ਼.
ਚੱਬਣ [jubban] See ਜੁਬਣ 2.

ਜੁੰਮਣ [jfimman] v take birth; be born.

2 germinate, grow. 3 S go, march. “jOme katak

achuhni.”—c5di 3. ‘Many units of soldiers

marched.’

ਚੰਮਣਚਾਰ [jomanhar] adjperishable, mortal. See
ਜੁੰਮਣ 3. “dhalI dhulI jomanhar.”—srim I.

ਰਮਲ [jumal], ਜੁਮਲਹ [jumlah], ਜੁਮਲਾ [jumla] A ”u:

n sum total, addition. The total ofwords is given

wherever this word appears in different pages

ofGuru Granth Sahib. 2 adv all, entirely.

ਜੁਮਲ਼ਾਰਜੁਨ [jumalarjun] Skt yamal-arjun; a pair

ofArjun trees. See ਜਮਲਾਰਜਨ.

ਜੁਮਾ, [juma] A _;ਡੂੰ a day of assembling, a day of

congregation. Friday is regarded as an

auspicious day in Islam. On this day, the

Almighty took Adam to the garden of Eden.

Men will, rise from their graves on doomsday

and present themselves before the court ofGod

for the final verdict.

According to mIskat, he, who listens to the

sermon with rapt attention during the mid-day

prayer on Friday, is liberated from all the sins

committed by him during the week.

“roze jum-ah momnane pakbaz.

gIrad me ayéd az bahIre namaz.’szdgi.

ਚੰਮਾ [juma] A _;3 shelter. 2 a Rajput sardar, who

finds mention in the battle of Husaini. See

ਵਿਚਿੜ੍ਨਾਟਕਅ: 11.
ਜੁਮਾਮਸਜਿਦ [juma mastd], ਜੁਮਾ ਮਸੀਤ [joma masit]
A ਝੱ‘ਨੁੂੰਰ੍ਵੂ a mosque, where Muslims

assemble to perform prayer. The mosques,

where Muslims gather especially for Friday

prayers are named juma mastd. Such

mosques exist in many cities but the mosque



 

ਰੰਮਿਓ

built by Shahjahan in 1650 AD in Delhi and

another one contructed by Aurangzeb in

1673 AD near Lahore’s fort have special

significance.

ਚੰਮਿਓ [jfimio] ’See ਜੁੰਮਣ. 2 See ਪਬਣਿ.
ਜੁਮਿਲਾ [jumIla] See ਜੁਮਲਾ.

ਚੰਮੋ []ਪੋ1116] See ਜੁਮਣ 3.

ਜੁਮੇਰਾਤ [jumerat] n Thursday. ,
ਜੁੰਮੇਵਾਰੀ [jfimevari] P ‘51!sz n responsibility;

taking responsibility ofsome thing on oneself.

ਚਰ [jur] See ਭਰਨਾ. 2 fever. See ਸ੍ਵਰ. “pargun
pardhan paran pras'ésa. jars: na Ih jor lakho

nIsésa.”—NP. *

ਜੁਰਅੁ [jura] A ਨੂੰ),? r'z sip, gulp.

ਜੁਰਅੁਹ [jorah] A …ਤੂੰ only a single draught, only

one sip.

ਜੁਰਅਤ [jor-at], ਜੁਰਤ [jurat] A 913’ courage. “jur-

at jamal he.”—japu. “mam jurat nahIn etni.”

—saloh.

ਜੁਰਨਾ [jorna] v associate,join, assemble. “thaI

nIt kar jurna.”—g5d m 4. ‘

ਜੁਰਮ [joram] A r]: n crime, guilt.

ਜੁਰਮਾਨਾ [jurmana] P _.[ਟ੍ਰ‘ n fine, penalty.
ਜੁਰਰਾ [jur-ra] P ,7: n male species of a'hawl<

named Goshawk. Its height is less than that of

a hawk. Just like the hawk it is brought up and
trained for hunting. See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ.

ਚਰਚੇ [jur-ro] See ਜੁਰਰਾ. 2 Dg derived from jvar-'
haro; ved, doctor.

ਜੁੱਰਾ [jurra] See ਜੁਰਰਾ. 2 Dg sleep, drowsiness.

ਜੁਰਾਂਕੁਸ' [jurakos] Skt ਜ੍ਰਾਂਕੁਸ਼ n antipyretic,

medicine to control fever. The Indian ved

(ayurvedic doctors) prepare this medicine from

substances like mercury, sulphur etc. Any

medicine that controls fever is called jurakus.

ਜੁਰਿ' [jurI] in association; together. “sagalbIdhi

jurI aharu karIa.”—m91a 111 5.

ਰਚਿਆ [jurIa], ਜੁਰੀਂਆ [juria], ਜੁਰੇ [jure], ਜੁਚੈ [jure]

got busy, joined, combated, fought. “kIrtan

juria.”—suh1‘m 5 partal.‘ ‘got busy with Work.’
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“sadhu S§gI mukh jure.”—sarm 5. “harI SIU

jure ta nIhcal citU.”—gau am 5. “kal SIU jurs.”

—bherkabir.

ਜੁੱਰਹ [jurrah] See ਜੁਰਰਾ.
ਜੁੱਰਾਬ’ [jurrab] T 5,173 n pair of socks. .

ਚਲ [jul] See ਜੁਲਣੁ. 2 A J59 n warm covering for

animals. 3 See ਜੁਲ.
ਜੁਲਈ [julai] went with. See ਜੁਲਣੁ. “sathI na

jolai maIa.”—var jet.

.ਰਲਹਾ [julha] weaver. “tu bamanu me kasik

julaha.”——asa kabir. See ਕਾਸੀਕ.
ਜੁਲਕਾ [julka] a Khatri subcaste among lower

class‘Sarins. “paro julka paramhés.”—BG.
ਚਲਣਾ [jolna], ਜੁਲਣੁ [julanu] S v go, travel. “pav

suhave ja tau thrI julde.”—var ram 2 m 5.

“rah dasai na julé.”—vad m 1. “mu julau

tathI.”—var maru 2 m 5. “pav julai pédh

tau.”—suh1' a m 5. “kamana 55g: julIa.”—asa

chétm 5. “p5th julédri mera édaru thédha.”

—var ram 2 m 5.

ਜੁਲਨ [julan] See ਜੁਲਣੁ. 2 See ਜੂਲਨ.

ਜੁਲਫ਼ [julaph] P __.ਪਿੰ n a strand of long hair,

hanging over the cheek. “julphé anup jaki.”
—ramav. ਰ੍

ਜੁਲਛਕਾਰ੍ਯਨ੍ਹੂੰਪੀਂਗ੍ਰਾਲਿੰਪਿੱਇਿ ,wg,5nsomething which .

is spiral-shaped; sWord with a spiral frame.

The base ofthis sword is thick and has a spiral

shape. See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ. “julaphkar o mIsri.”—saloh.

2 a sword, bearing this name, which was

acquired by Hazarat Mohammad by winning

over the infidel. Gash in the battle of Baddar

and presented to Ali, his son-in-law.

ਜੁਲਮ [julm] A H5 n oppression, violent use of

force, excess. 2 injustice invidiousness. “jor

julam phulahI ghano.”—bavan. ‘

ਚਲਾਂ []01ਰੌਂ1], ਰਲਾਉ [julau], ਜੁਲਾਈ [julai] See ਜੁਲਣੁ.
ਜੁਲਾਹਾ [julaha], ਜੁਲਾਹੇ [julaho] P „ਢਹਿ? n weaver
of cotton thread; weaver of clothes. “jatI
julaha mati ka dhir.”—g5d kabir. “qu satségatI

tarIo julaho.”—1<an a m 4. See ਜੋਂਲਾਹਾ. 2 an

 



ਜੁਲਾਥ

aquatic creature capable of moving over

water. 3 See ਗਜ ਨਵ.

ਚਨਾਬ [julab] A .31}? n purgative; this term

, originated from gul-ab i.e. extract ofroses. The

extract (distillate) ofroses is a purgative; thus

this name is commonly used for liquid

medications causing loose motions when taken.

ਰਲਿਆ [jolIa] See ਜੁਲਣੁ.
ਚਲੁਸ [julus] See ਜਲੂਸ.

ਜ਼ੂਲੇਖ਼ਾ [zulexa], ਜੁਲੈਖਾ [zulexa] P Q; See ਯੂਸਫ.

E1“? [julé] See ਜ਼੍ਹਲਨ.
ਚਲੱਦੜੀ [imam] See ਜੁਲਣੁ.
ਚੱਲਾ [julla] n heavy and thick cloth filled with

cotton; wom-out quilt.

ਜੁੱਲਾਥ [jullab] See ਜੁਲਾਬ.

ਚੱਲੀ [julli] n thick quilt filled with cotton.
ਜੁਵਤੀ [jovti] young woman. See ਯੁਵਤੀ.

ਜੁ'ਞਰਾਜ [juvraj] prince. See ਯੁਵਰਾਜ.

ਜੁਵਾ [juva] See ਯੁਵਾ.

ਜੁਵਾਰ [juvar] See ਜਵਾਰ.

ਜੁਵਾਲ [juval] See ਜਵਾਲ. 2 See ਜ੍ਹਾਲ.

ਜੁੜਨਾ [jurana] v combine, merge, join (of two

objects). 2 assemble, gather. 3 be available,

be accessible.

ਜੁ'ੜਿ [jurI] after gathering. “jurI jurI VIchure.”
—Var sarm 1 .

ਜੁਤੰਦਾ [juréda] adj available. 2 added to the

total. “dhurI paIa kIrato juréda.”—vad m 4

ghorié. 3 coolant; what cools. “harI jethI

juréda lorie.”—majh barahmaha. ‘We seekGod

who creates coolness in the scorching heat of

the month of Jeth.’ 4 hoarder, depositor.

ਜੂ [ju] part a polite vocative; Sir. “harI ju!

rakhIlehu patI meri.”—j€t m 9. 2 n birth,

creation. “prabhu he. aju he.”—japu. 3 Skt air,

wind. 4 Sarasvati —the goddess ofknowledge.
5 P ਨੁੂੰ. or 2.9? river. 6 canal. 7 you search.

ਰੁੰ [jfi] Skt ਯੂਕਾ n a parasite in the hair or in
clothes, called louse. Its plural is lice.

ਜੁਅ [jua] See ਚੁੱ. 2 See ਜੂਆ.
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ਜੂ'ਆ [jua] n gamble. Skt ਦਰੂਤ game of chance

played with a bet; game of stake (bet) to win

or lose money or property. “har juar jua

bIdhe.”—gaum 5. 2 yoke ofa cart or a chariot,

with which bulls or horses are fastened.
3 adj young, adult. “lore bal :) brIddh jua

rIseke.”—carItr .120.

ਜੁਅਾਰ [juar], ਜ਼ੁਆਰੀਲ਼ੀਪੋੰਧਘਾਂ] adj gambler. Skt
ਦਜ਼ੁਤਕਾਰ. “juar bIsanu na jaI.”—bIIa a m 5.

“juari jue mahI cit.”—bas§tm 5.

ਜੁ’ਐ ਜਨਮਹਾਰਣਾ’ [jue janamharna] v waste
precious life in useless deeds; spend time in

good for nothing engagements. “japI jue janam

n9 haris.”—sr1' ch5t m 5.

ਜੂ'ਇ [qu] See ਜੂ 5.
ਜੂ'ੲੀ [jui] lice infested. “malu jui bharIa nila
kala khIdholra.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਜੂਏਬਾਜ [juebaj] See ਰੁਆਰ.
ਜੂ'ਬੇਬਾਰ [juebar] P ਘੀ„ੴ-ਝੀਟ n canal.

ਜੂਸ [jus] Skt ਜੂਸ n soup of pulses, meat etc. E

juice.

ਜੂਹ. [juh] 71 domain, boundary, revenue limit of

a village. “carh ghore nas jange VIC juh‘
paraifi.”—j5gnama. 2 social group, community.

3 adj all, whole, entire. “maulIo man tan juh.”

—sarm 5. 4 meadow, grassland, uncultivated

land used as pasture.

ਜੂਹੀ [juhi] See ਰਹੀ.
ਜੁੰਕ [jfik], ਚੁੱਕਾ [jfikaln louse. “jfik pari bahu bar
badhe SII‘.”TGPS.

ਜੂਝ [jujh] n battle, war. “nIt uthI jujh karije.”

—kaII a m 4. ‘ '

ਜੂਝਣਾ [jujhna], ਜੂਝਨਾ [jujhna] v fight. 2 die fighting. _

ਜੂ'ਝਿ [juth] adv fighting, combating. “man 510
juthmare prabh pae.”—asa m 1.
ਜੂਟ [jut] Skt n knot of hair, topknot. “sis jatan

ke jut; suhae.”—VN.
ਜੁਟੀ [juti] adj tied. 2 illumined, lit, luminous.

“ek te ek juti.”—ramav. ‘Mountain herbs

excelling one another. in luminosity.’



 

ਜੁਨ

ਜੂਠ [juth] Skt ਚਸ੍ਵ n leftover food after eating,

leftover. 2 thing contaminated by touch or taste.

3 impiety. 4 S lie, falsehood, untruth.

ਜੁਨਕੂਠ [juthkuth] n fabricated lie; maligned

falsehood, harlot’s left-over. “cone juth kuthé

sruté chor dharma.”—kalki. _

ਜੂਠਨ [juthan] See ਮਹਿ 4. 2 utensil contaminated
by touch or taste; partly eaten dish, kitchen

refuge, leftovers. “juthan juthI pai sxr

uparI.”—kan am 4. ‘The partly eaten dish was

thrown on Shukdev’s head.’ 3 plural of ਜੂਠ.
ਜੂਠ ਵਿੱਚ ਧਨ ਪਾਉਣਾ [juth VICC dhan pauna] v
put coins or money in utensil in the lefiover

food; only the barber has the right to take this
money (tip.). This is often practised during the

marriage ceremony when some tip is put in

the used utensil ofthe bridegroom. “juthbxkhe
bahu dhan k0 dare.”—GPS.

ਜੁਠਾ [jutha] Skt ਜੁਸ੍ਵ adj unholy, polluted; stuff

leftover after eating. .

ਜੂਠਾਨ [juthan] n pollutedness, Contamination.

“étarI lobh juthan.”—sar‘m 5.

ਜੂਠ'ਨੈ [ਨ੍ਹੂੰਪਸਿ਼ਗ਼ਾੲ] with liars, withmean people. ‘.‘khote
thavar n paIni, rale juthane.”—asa am 1.

ਜੂਠਾਨਂ'ਦ [juthanéd] See ਸੁਚਾਨੰਦ.
ਜੂ'ਠਾਰਾ [juthara], ਰੁਠਾਰੀਂ [juthari] adj polluted,
impure. “ham kIukarI mIlahI juthari?”—dev

m 4. “bhar atharahI saga] juthare.”—dhana

ravrdas. _

ਜੁਨਿ [juthI] S impiety, impurity. “juthI lahe jiu
m5jie.”—gujm 1. “ifdi ki juthI utaras: nahi.’.’

—bas§tkabir. ‘
ਜੂਠੀ [juthi] feminine of jutha.

ਜੁਡਨਾ [judna] v get stiff due to extreme cold,

feel. chill ofthe cold.

ਜੂਡੀਏ [judie] become stiff because of cold.

ਜੁੜ [jut], ਜੂਤਾ [juta], ਜੂਤੀ [juti] n pair of shoes,

footwear; it is customany to remove shoes

while entering Sikh shrines. The convention to

remove shoes before entering the holy places
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also finds mention in the Bible. See EX ch 3.

verse 5, and Joshua ch 5, verse 15.

ਜ਼੍ਹਥ [juth] n crowd group, gang. See ਯੂਥ.

“satIgurI khema tanIa jugjuth samane.”

—saveye m 4 ke. ‘The Guru has pitched the

tent ofSikh religion, under which many groups

of people have taken shelter.’

ਜੂ'ਥਪ [juthap] leader of the masses, leader of a

group. See ਯੂਥਪ.

ਜੂਦ [jud] P „” adv hurriedly, hastily, quickly.

“ayo Upper khalse jud.”—PPP. 2 A ਜੂਦ adj

- large-hearted. 3 freedom. 4 hunger, anger.

ਜ਼ੁਦੀ [zudi] P (5,5; n hurry, haste, quickness.

ਜੂਨ [jun] n a kind of worm grown within the

intestines etc a tape worm or a stomach worm.

This worm is a kind of an earthworm' and

generally grows in unhealthy and unclean

stomach. Water oozes out of the mouth ofa

sleeping person having such worm in his/her'

stomach. 2 See ਜੂਨਿ.
ਜੂਨਾਗਢ [junagadh], ਜੂਨਾਗੜ੍ਹ [junagarh] a state in

Kathiavar and its capital which is closer'to

Girinar hills. Its ancient name was Girinagar.l

Charanpaduka, a holy place in memory ofGuru

Nanak Dev, situated here, is ofgreat religious -

significance. ‘ .

ਜ਼੍ਹਨਿ [junI], ਚੁਨੀ [juni] See ਯੋਨਿ. female sexual
organ; vagina. See ਅਜੂਨੀ. '

ਜੂ'ਪ [jup] n gamble, gambling. 2 See ਯੂਧ.
ਜੂ'ਪੀਂ [jupi] adj gambler. “bade bade jupi jab

‘ hare.”—carItr 337.

ਜੁਰੀ [juri] See ਜੂੜੀ 2 E jury; council sitting

alongwith the judge, which take an oath to

impartjustice; council ofarbitrators.

ਜੂਲਾ [jula] n yoke; rod ofa cart or a chariot used

to fasten oxen and horses etc for pulling. Skt

ਯੋਕ੍ਤ੍ਵ. “jule sath jor kar here kachu tor kar.”—GPS.

ਜੁੜ []ਘ] n a rope used for fastening; rope to

Tin the geographical dictionary, its ancient name is written

asYavan Nagar.
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shackle.

ਜੁੜਨਾ [jurana] v shackle,_tie securely; tie hand

and foot. .

ਜੂੜਾ. []ਘਕ] n topknot, knot of hair.

ਜੁੜੀ [juri] n brush of straw or hair used for
whitewashing a house and cleansing utensils.

2 group, band. “jut gurmukh juri.”—BG.

3 small knot of hair. 4 small bundles of crop

' made during harvesting.

ਜੇ [je] pron pl of ਜੋਂ. “je apne gur te mukh phIr-
h‘é.”—VN. 2 part if, provided. “je jug care

arja.”—japu. 3 Persian letter ਜ਼ੇ [ze]. It also
means ‘from’.

ਜੇਉ [jeu], ਜੋਇ [jeI] pron who, which.
. ਜੋਈ [jei]pron who, which. adjeaten, consumed,

taken. “japI jei sIv ség bhavani.”—-tulsi.

ਜੇਸਟ [jesat], ਜੇਸ੍ਰ [jesth] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਸ੍ਰ adj elder.
2 God, the Almighty. 3 husband’s elder brother.

“mati devi devar jesat.”—asa m 5. 4 month of

Jeth (in Hindu calendar); night ofthe full moon

in Jeshtha.

ਜੇਸ੍ਰਾ [jestha] Skt ਚਪੈਲ਼ਾ n a heroine in poetry, who _
is very dear to her husband. 2 middle finger.

3 Lakshmi (goddess of wealth). 4 eighteenth

of twenty-seven sidereal days. 5 adj elder

' (feminine), senior (feminine). 6 n lizard.

ਜੇਹ [jeh] pron of whom. “jeh hie ahé buth
bIkara.”—bavan. 2 who. “jeh rasan cakhIo.”

’ ~saveye sri mukhvak m 5. 3 bowstring. See
ਜਿਹ. “tir jeh mfi'hI jor jor.”—GPS.
ਜੌਹਰ [jehar] H ਕ਼ੇਫ਼ੁ'ਟ੍ਰਾ n an ornament, usually of
silver, with tiny tinkling bells, worn by women

around their ankles. f‘médal ras... sam jehar

ki.”—krIsan. ‘The amphitheatre looked like a

tinkling round ornament.
ਜੇਹਲਗਿ [jehlagx] under whose patronage, with
whose assistance. “jeh lagI bhaujalu tarna.”

—-saveye sri mukh vakm 5.

ਜੇਹਲਮ [jehlam] Vitasta river, rising from the
springs of Varinag in Kashmir, merges with
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Chenab (Chandar Bhaga) near Maghiana

flowing a distance of about 450 miles through

the areas of Baramula, Muzaffrabad, Kohala,

Jehlam, Gujarat, Shahpur, Jhang etc. Srinagar,

the capital of Kashmir, is situated on its bank.

2 a town in Punjab, situated on the bank of

Jehlum. It is district headquarters and is situated

at a distance of 104 miles from Lahore by rail.

ਜੇਹੜਾ [jehara] pron who, which, that, what. adj
similar to, same as, as like. “jehra purab
kamaIa.”—vad m I aIahni. “sace jehara $01.”

~maru a m 1. ‘Like the True One.’

ਜੇਹਾ [jeha] adj as like, similar to, resembling.
same as. “jeha aIa teha jasi.”—majh a m 3. S

similar to, same as.

ਜੇਹਾ ਵੇਖਹਿ ਡ਼ੇਹਾ ਵੇਖੁ [jeha vel<hahI teha vekhu]
see others as you see yourself. 2 You will see

others as you would like to see them.

ਜੇਰਿ [jehI] whom, to whom. 2 See ਜਿਹ.
ਜੇਹੀ [jehi] adj same as. “jehi suratI teha tIn
rahu.’”——sri m 1. 2 n bow having a string;

stringed bow.

ਜੇਹੀ ਤੇਹੀ [jehi tehi] adj similar to. 2 pron any
person, anyone, every body, that is—everyone.

“jehi tehi pe ghIghat he.”——caritr 266.

ਜੇਹੋ [jeho] See ਜੇਹਾ.
ਜੇਕਰ [jekar], ਜੇਕਚਿ [jekarI] adv if, in case,

provided. “jekarI sutaku ménie.”—varasa.

ਜੇਕਾ [jeka] if. See ਕਾ.

ਜੇਚੋੜ [jecor] name of the washerman Rajak as
referred to in the Mecca-Madina discourse,

ofwhich the origin unknown.

ਜੇਜਵਾ [jejva], ਜੇਜੀਆ [jejia], ਜੇਜੂ'ਆ [jejua] A :7.
People not adopting Islam under the Muslim

regime were forced to pay a tax called

jIziyah.l As per the law of those days, each
'Khafikhan writes that those who did not offer armed
 

service or help to the empire had to pay ZIZIyah; but

during the Mughal rule Hindu Rajputs used to offer

military help and still were not exempted from this tax.
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adult had to pay an annual tax of one dinar.‘

Those who paid this tax regularly had the right

to live peacefully and the state owned the

responsibility oftheir security in every respect.

Elphinstone writes that during the Mughal rule

the tax collection from a rich person was 48
dirham2 annually, while a middle income person

had to pay '24 and a working class man a 12

dIrham per year. Women and children were

exempted from this tax.3
Alauddin was directed by his Kazi that as

per verdict given by Imam Hanifa, Jiziah, (tax)

was equivalent to death sentence. He, who

does not adopt Islam, is liable to be executed.

But this infidel is to be pitied, and instead of

being executed, he should be forced to pay

the tax. When a Hindu is asked to pay Jiziah,

he should feel obliged to do so.

Aurangzeb ordered that each infidel should

pay jiziah personally by presenting himself in

his court. '

People, paying jiziah, were not allowed to

wear clothes worn by true Muslims (believer

in Islam). “jejia ਗੂੰਗੇ… ko lae na jagatI.”—asa a

m 5. “Inc jejva lags mahan.”-GPS.

ਜੇਠ [jeth] See ਜੇਸਟ. 2 ਜ੍ਯੋ'ਸ੍ਰ month of Jeth. “harI
jeth juréda lorie.”—barahmaha majh. See ਜੁਤੰਦਾ.
3 adj elder, senior. “jeth ke namI darau.”

—asa kabir. Here Jeth stands for Yamraj (the

god of death). Some exegetes hold death to

have been created prior to birth (i.e destruction

earlier to creation), hence it is jeth.

ਜੇਠਾ [}'ੲਧਿਕ] adj elder, senior, aged, old. 2 n

earlier name of Guru Ram Das. 3 a devotee

of Guru Ram Dass. 4 Guru Arjan Dev’s

devoted disciple belonging to the Sethi

'a coin of gold equivalent to 32 rattis in weight.
 

2an ancient silver coin, which is equivalent to two annas

today.

3Several historians give different slabs ofzaziyah.
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subcaste, who attained self-realisation and ^

remained in prison at Lahore alongwith Guru

Arjan Dev. He also served Guru Hargobind

during his imprisonment in the fort ofGawalior.

5 Guru Arjan Dev’s devotee ofBehal subcaste.

6 Guru Hargobind’s follower of Hehar

subcaste, a brave warrior, who laid down his

life in the battle of Gurusar. 7 a Jaunpur

resident, devotee ofGuru Hargobind. He was

advised by the Guru to renounce asceticism

and perform meditation. 8 a preacher, resident

ofLakhnaur, who was a follower ofGuru Tegh

Bahadur. Guru Gobind Singh stayed at his

residence while on his way to Anandpur from

Patna.

ਜੇਠਾਸਿੰਘ [jethasfgh] a businessman of
Ahmadabad. Bhai Daya Singh stayed with him

while going to deliver Zaffarnama to

Aurangzeb in Deccan. 2 Bhai Daya Singh,

eldest of all the baptised Sikhs.

ਜੇਠਾਨ੍ਯਸੋਂ [jethanri], ਜੇਠਾਨੀ [jethani] wife of

husband’s elder brother. “der jethanriah.”

-maru' a m 1. “sagal sétokhi der jethani.”

—asa m 5. 2 elder, senior.

ਜੇਠਿ [jethI] during Jeth (3rd month ofBikrami .
Sammat). “nanak jethI jane tIsu jesi.”—-tukha

barahmaha.

ਜੇਠੀ [jethi] elder. “lahuri 55g: bhai ab mere jethi
euro dharIo.”-asa kabir. YOunger daughter-

in-law stands for the Guru’s teaching while

the elder daughter-in-law denotes egotism

(wickedness).

ਜੇਨ੍ਵ []ਗ੍ਰੀਘ] See ਜੇਠ.

ਜੇਠੋਂਪੳ [jethopau] See ਪਉ.

ਜੇਡ [jed], ਜੇਡਾ [jeda], ਜੇਡੁ [jedu] adv as big, as

large, S ਜੇਡੋ. “khaku jedu na kOI.”—s farid.
ਜੇਡੋ [jedo]_See ਜੇਡੁ. .
ਜੇਣ [jen] Skt ਪੈਜ pron who. “jen jese bIcare.”
—ramav. '

ਜੇਣ ਮਧ੍ਯ [jen madhy] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਯੇ in which. “jen



 

ਜੋਤ

madhy harlkirtanah.”—ga tha.

ਜੋਤ [jet] adv as much as, of as much ‘quantity
(as). “jet kin Uparjana prabhu dan deI datar.”

, —ma1i m 5. 2 with which; by which. “caran
bhae sét bohItha tare sagar jet.”—bIIa m 5. See

. ਜੇਤੁ 2. .
ਜੇਹੜਾ [jetra], ਜੇੜੜੇ [jetre] adv as much as, of as
much (quantity) as. “sunahI vakhanahI jetre
hau tIn balIhare jau.”—srim 1.

ਜੇਤਾ [jeta] adv as much as, of as much amount
‘ as. “jeta dehI teta hau khaU.”—sri m 1. 2 Skt
ਜੇਭ੍ਰਿ, conqueror, winner, victor. “nanak saga]

ersatI ka jeta.”—sul<hman1'.

ਜੋਤੀ [jeti] adv as much as. “jeti SIrathI Upai
vekha.”—japu. 2 See ਜੇਤਾ 2.

ਜੇਤ੍ਰ [jetu] adv as much as. 2 from whom, from
which, with whom. “tanu karI tulha 1§ghahI
jetu.”—-ram m 1.

ਜੇਤੇ [jete] as many as, as much (quantity) as.
“jete dane ਤੁਧ ke jia bajhu na koi.‘”—var asa.

ਜੇਤੇ [jets] it is» a victory. “har nahi sabh jets.”
——1<an m 5.

ਜੇਤੋਂ [jeto] See ਜੇਤਾ 1.
ਜੇਨ [jen] Skt ਯੇਨ third'(declension); wherefore,
because ofwhich, due to which. 2 who, . “jen

kala dharIo akasé.”—s sahasm 5. ‘The Creator
who has created the sky with His art.’ “jen
sarabSIdhi.”—saveye m 3 Re. ‘because of
which the meditator achieved enlightenment.’

ਜੇਨਕੇਨ [jenken] third (declension); any way,

because of, whosoever, whichever. “jen ken

parkare harIjasu sunahu sravan.”——asa Chétm

5. ‘whichever means; any way, by hook or by

crook, howsoever.’ ,

ਜੇਨਂਥੈਨ [jenéken] See ਜੇਨ ਕੇਨ. howsoever. 2 from
whosoever, from everyone, from anyone.

“kastyog duster aha ho: n jenéken.”—NP.

ਜੇਥ [jeb] P ਯੂੰ; n praise, reputation. 2 T “.“-.”.

pocket. 3A an iron cufi‘wom for the protection

of the wrist. “jebo tIke na bakhtar rahI he.”
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—carItr I95.

ਜ਼ੋਥਦ [zebad] P {“./‘ gets decorated, will be
beautified. Its root is zebidan.

ਜੇਬਨਸਾ [jebnasa], ਜੇਬਨਿਸਾ [jeansa] See ਜ਼ੇਬੁੱਨਿਸਾ.
ਜ਼ੇਬਾਯਸ਼ [zebayas] P Jig; n grace, beauty.
2 decoration. ’
ਜ਼ੈਬੀਦਨ [zebidan] P ‘94,.) v grace; appear
beautiful, look beautiful.

ਜ਼ੇਬੁੱਨਿਸਾ [zebunnIsa] ਯੀਯੂੰਭੰ daughter ofemperor
Aurangzeb, born on February 5, 1639 AD. She
was a scholar ofPersian and Arabic. She learnt

Koran by heart. Zebunnisa was a very good

poetess. Her pen name was Maxfi. She did

not get married. From time to time, she used

to give excellent advice to her father.A Punjabi

poet has thus penned down this fact:

“jebunIsa phIr akhdi, Ik Suxan sunaIa,

jad da betha taxat te, ki adal kamaIa? ’

$ahjah5 nfi ksd kar, dara marvaIa,

tegbahadar nal bhi, ts dhgh kamaIa,

bijya biU jU zahIr da, phal khana aIa,

eggs lekha mégis, bhar legu savaIa,

ਝੁਕ}! adalat na kare, phIr dozax paIa,

umarXItab adalti, beta marvaIa,

kita adal nuservé, jas jag VIC chaIa.

Zebunnisa breathed her last in 1703 AD in

Delhi. See ਸ਼ਾਲਾਮਾਰ.

ਜੇਬੇ [jebe] were murdered. ‘ikahfi jvan jebe sukati
katari.”—carrtr 120. 2 having grace; reputed.

ਜੇਮ [jem] adv like, same as. “ghané jem gaje.”
—C5di 2. ,

ਜੇਮਨ [jeman] (Skt ਜ਼ਿਸ੍ vr eat, take a meal) n

food, meal. 2 Skt ਕੇਸਜ੍ adj leading, superior

most.

ਜੇਮਿ [jemI] See ਜੇਮ-
ਜੇਮੀ [jemi] ate, fed; See ਜੇਮਨ 1. 2 triumphal,

triumphant. “kIlakkar jemi.”—c5di 2.

ਜੋਰ [jer] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਯੁ n placenta, foetal membrane.

2 short for jeraj (jarayuj). “ਏਂਟ੍ਰੀ bInasi jer

bInasi.”-sarm 5. 3 P {J adj defeated, docile,



  

ਜੇਰਸਾਏ

subordinate. “sabhe jer kine bali kal hathé.”

—VN. 4 below, under. “ham jer jImi.”-—var

majh m 1. ‘All of us are under the ground.’

5 n a vowel sigh put below a Persian letter,

which has the pronunciation of [I]. See ਜਬਰ 7.

ਜੇਰ ਸਾਏ [jer sae] See ਜ਼ੇਰ ਸਾਯਰ.
ਜ਼ੇਰ ਸਾਯਰ [zer sayah] under the shadow of.

2 under the influence of. 3 under the patronage

of. 4 in the neighbourhood of an important

person e.g. “me apde zersae vasda ha”.

ਜੋਰਜ [jeraj] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਯੁ'ਜ n creatures born from

placenta; placental, viviparous.

ਜੇਰ ਜਬਰ [jer jabar] P 1):!) up and down, high

and low. 2 superscripts and subscripts

employed in writing. See ਜਬਰ7.

ਜ਼ੋਰਦਸ੍ਵ [zerdast] P ਥੰ/ਣੌਲ਼ੀ/ਭੰ a commander of the

Mughal emperor Aurangzeb who fought

against Guru Gobind Singh in the last battle of

Anandpur. 2 adj subordinate, subject,

subservient. ਭੰ

ਜ਼ੈਰ'ਬਾਰ [zerbar] P Ag) adj hard pressed.

2 distressed. 3 indebted, debtor.

ਜ਼ੇਰਬੰਦ [zerbéd] P jg] n belly band girth which ,

does not allow the horse to raise its head too

high. Skt ਤਲਿਕਾ.

ਜੇਰਰਜ [jer-raj] plancental; creatures being born

from placenta. See ਜੋਰਜ. “jIh 5daj setaj jer-

rajé.”—aka1.

ਜੇਰਾ [jera] P M] n courage, boldness. 2 capacity,

patience. It also carries the meaning of ਜੇਰਾ

[jera] which means jIgra from jIgar.

ਜੇਹੋ [jero] S n fire, flame. 2 See ਜੇਰਾ.
ਜੇਰੋੰਜਬਰ [jerojabar] 866 ਜੇਰਜਬਰ.
ਜੇਲ [jel] E jail. n prison, place of confinement.

A J1? foolish, stupid. “kodi rattak jel paroi.”

—BG.

ਸ੍ਰੋਵੁ [jev] adv same as, as that, similar to. “ohu

jev saIr deI lahri.”—asa cha'tm I .

ਜੇਵਹਿ [jevahI] feeds, serves meals. 2 take(s)

meals. “sur tetisau jevahI pak.”—bh£r a kabir.
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‘Thirty-three crore gods partake meals in the ‘

Almighty’s kitchen.’ '

ਜੇਞਡ [jevad] adv as big as. See ਜੇਵਡੁ.

ਜੇਵਡਾ [jevada] See ਜੇਵਡੁ. 2 n rope, bondage, ties.

“tere mfidh katare jevada.”——vadm 1. ‘O fool!

big is your taunt (sarcasm).’

ਜੇਵਤ੍ਵ [jevadu] adv as big as, as large as. “jevadu

bhave tevadu hOI.”—japu. S ਜੇਡੋ.

ਜੇਵਣ [jevan] See ਜੇਮਨ.
ਜੇਵਣਹਾਰ [jevanhar], ਜੇਵਣਵਾਰ [jevanvar] adj one

who eats. See ਜੇਮਨ.
ਜੇਵਨਾਰ [jevnar] See ਜਿਉਨਾਰ.

ਜੇਵਰ [jevar] P 145] n which is glamorous; i.e.,

ornaments, jewellery, apparel; a figurative

expression.

ਜੇਵਰਾ [jevra], ਜੇਵਰੀ [jevri], ਜੇਵੜਾ [jevra], ਜੇਵੜੀ [jevri]

n rope, bondage, ties, noose. Skt ਜੀਵਾ. “cahu

dIs paero he jamjevra.”—sor kabir. “prem 1d

jevri bfitho tero jan.”—asa ravrdas. “jam ka

galI jevra nIt kal s§tave.”——gau a m 3. “gurI

kati mihadi jevri.”—sr1'm 5 pepaI.

ਜੇਵਿਅਾ [jeVIa] served, took food, took meals. '

866 ਜੇਮਨ. “suca hoxke jeVIa.”—var asa.

ਜੇਵਿਹਾ [jeVIha], ਜੇਵੇਹਾ [jeveha], ਜੇਵੇਹੇ [jevehe] adv

same as, as that, like that, similar to. “jevehe _

karam kamavde tevehe phalte.”—vargoal In ‘

4. “phal teveho paie jevehi kar kamaie.”—var

asa. 866 ਪਿਯੂ.

ਜੇੜ੍ਹਾ [jerha] See ਜੇਹੜਾ.

ਜੈ []8] pron whom. “je gharI kiratI akhie.”

——sohIIa. “je bhave ts deI.”—sr1'm 3. ‘He gives

to the person He likes.’ 2 adj as many as.

3 Skt ਜ੍ਯ n victory, conquest. “jake bhagat ko
sada je.”—bas§tm 5. 4 part be a victor! God

bless you! “je jagdis tera jas jacau.”—bas§t am

1. 5 n ajanitor ofVishnu, Jai. ‘Fje ਰਿਪ VIje nam

jIn jana.”—NP. 6 son of Vasudev, who was

born before Krishan and was killed by Kans.

“3rbhayo sot jo un ke grahI ham dharyo tIh ko

tIn hfi je.”—krIsan. 7 866 ਜ੍ਯ.
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ਮੈਂ []ਛ] pron to whom. “so sai ]ਢ: v15re.”—varj£t.
ਜੋਸਲ [jesal], ਜੈਸਲਮੇਰੁ [jesalmeru] Raval Jaisal
(Jaishal) son ofDusaj, a Bhatti Rajput of Yadav

dynasty, who was a renowned raja. He

established Jaisalmer town in Rajputana after

his name in 1146 AD. Phool dynasty also

originated from Jaisal. ‘

ਜੇਸਾ [jesa] Skt ਯਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ adv similar to, like that.
“jesa satI801- sunida teso hi me dithu.”—-varram

1 m 5. '
ਜੋਸਿੰਘ [jesfgh] See ਜ੍ਯਸਿੰਘ.
ਜੇਸਿੰਘਪੁਰਾ [jesi‘ghpura] See ਜ੍ਯਸਿੰਘਪੁਰਾ.
ਜੇਸੀ [jesi] Skt ਯਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ੀ adv similar to, same as.
“jesi ms ave khasam ki bani.”—t115gm 1.

ਜੇਸੁ'ਖ [jesukh] See ਕੇਰਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਜੈਸੇ [jese], ਜੈਸੋਂਲ਼ੀ []'£5੦] as, in the manner of. 2 like
that, similar to, same as. See ਜੈਸਾ. “jsse jal mahI
kamal nIralam.”—srdhgosatI. “jeso gurI

UpdeSIa.”—gaum 5.

ਜੇਹਹਿ [jéh—hI], ਜੈਹੈ [jehe] will go. “jeh-hI ata lon

jIU son samanI sariru.”—s kabir. “bit jehe

janamu akaj re.”——jeja m 9.

ਜੋਕਾਰ [jekar], ਜੈਕਾਰਾ [jekara], ਜੈਕਾਰੁ [jekaro], ਜੈਕਾਰੋ
[jekaro] n ovation; shout in unison; slogans like

vaheguru ji ki fateh and satt sri akal, shouted in

unison. “,sét sabha kau sada jekaru.”
—ga‘um 5.
This is the slogan ofthe Khalsa:

“sabh dharti halcal bhai chodyo gharbara,

$ah patsahvamirre khapI hoe Chara, -

satIgurU bajhahu ko nahi’bhe katanhara,

carhIa guru gobidsfgh le dharam nagara.‘

bhekhi bharmié di sabha uthaIke,

dabru ghusru nfi bhajré paIke,

khote khacre di sapha smetke

gursfghfi raCIa jekara,

jo gajjke bulave so guru ka pIara

satI sri akal, gurbar aka].

ਜੈਚੰਦ [}'ੲਢ਼ਟੈਧੰ] See ਜਯਚੰਦ.

ਜੈਜਏ [jejae] n ovation, applause, cheer. “bolI

_ ਜੈਤਸਰੀ

sadhu harI jejae.”—asa Chétm 5. '

ਜੋਂ ਜ੍ਯ!ਦੀਸ' []'£ jagdis] adj triumphant Lord, ,
victorious God. “je jagdis ki gatI nahi jani.”
—suh1'm 5. 2 slogan of vahguru ji ki fatah.

ਜੈਜਾਵੰਤੀ [jejavéti] n ਜ੍ਯਜਯਵੰਤੀ or ਜਯਜਯੰਤਿ a ragIni

ofseven notes in Kamach mode, formed by'a

combination of dhulsri, bIlaval and sorath.

The time for its singing is early morning.‘ It

contains both gédhars and nIsads. In the

ascending order nIsad and 'gadhar are pure

notes, while in the descending order both are '

flat. pécam and rIsabh are included in this

mode; rIsabh being vadi (primary note), and

pécam being samvadi (secondary note).

ascending- $3 ra ga ma pa dha no $3
decending- $3 na dha pa ma ga re 53

The place ofjejavéti is 31“ in Guru Granth
Sahib. Only the hymns ofGuru Tegh Bahadur

are composed in this ਰਾਗ [rag]. This ragIni
alongwith other compositions of Guru Tegh

Bahadur, was included iii Guru Granth Sahib

by Guru Gobind Singh. See ਗ੍ਰੰਥ ਸਾਹਿਬਰ੍
ਜੇਜੋਕਾਰ [jejekar] See ਜੈਕਾਰ. “jejekar bhaIa jag
5tarI.”—suhi chétm 5.

ਜੋ'ਡਾ [jéda] pron whose. 2 adj. fool. “péclIt
mohrahe sunke, aru mohgae sunke jan jE‘da.”

—1<rIsan. _ '

ਜੋਣ [jen] pron whose. “jam kUl Chen dharmé.”

—gyan. 2 See ਜੇਨ.
ਜੈਤ [jet] Skt ਜਯਤਿ“ victory, conquest. '2 a disciple
ofGuru Arjan Dev and brother of Singaru. He

showed his act of exceptional bravery by

joining the army of Guru Hargobind. 3 a jet

moneylender and follower ofGuru Hargobind.

He is different from Jagat Seth. 4 See ਨਾਰਾਯਣਾ.

5 See ਪਟਨਾ. ਰ੍

ਜੇਤਸਗ੍ਰੰ [jetsari], ਜੇਤਸਿਰੀ [jetSIri], ਜ਼ੈਤਸ੍ਰੀ [jetsri]
ਜ੍ਯਤਿਸ਼੍ਰੀ, It is a perfect variation of a major
‘Somc musicians consider its time of singing as third
 

quarter of the night.
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oriental musical measure using only six notes.

rIsabh and dhevat are prohibited in the

ascending order of notes while in descending

order all the notes are allowed. gadhar is vadi

(primary); maddham is sharp; dhsvat and

rIsabh are flat. All the remaining notes seem

to be pure. The time for its singing is 4th quarter

of the day.

ascending - 53 ga mi pa na $9

descending— ਤੁਰ na dha pa mi g3 ra ਭੂਰੇ

The place of Jaitsari is eleventh in Guru

Granth Sahib.

ਜੈਤਧੁਨਿ [jetdhunx] ovation, applause, triumph;

hail! shout of victory.

ਜੈਤਪਤ੍ [jetpatr] Skt victory letter. See ਜ੍ਯਪਤ੍ਵ.

“su jetpatr paIyé.”—c5di 2. 2 standard of

victory, flag of victory. 3 plume, crest. “SII‘5

jetpatré SII‘5 chatr chaje.”—ramav.

ਜੈਤਰਾਮ [jstram] See ਦਾਦੂ and ਨਾਰਾਯਨਾ.
ਜ਼ੈਤਵਾਰ [jetvar] Skt ਜਯਤਿ-ਵਾਰ adj victor. “bhagatI

jog kau jetvar.”—saveyem 5 ke. ‘

ਜੈਤਾ [jeta] a devotee of Guru Arjan Dev. 2 See

footnote to ਜੀਵਨ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਜੈਤਾ ਸੇਠ [jeta seth] See ਜਗਤ ਸੇਠ.
ਜੋਤਿ [jEtI] n victory, triumph.

ਜੈਤੇਵਾਲ [jeteval] See ਬਾਣ ਗੜ੍ਹ.

ਜੈਤੋ [jsto], ਜੈਤੋਂ [jeto] a village ofPhul administration

in Nabha state, situated on Bhatinda Ferozepur

railway line. There is a gurdwara of Guru

Gobind Singh near the fort in this village.

Maharaja Hira Singh got constructed a

beautiful building for the gurdwara. A tank

named Gangsar is situated nearby. Land

measuring 70 ghumaons, alongwith regular

annual grant of Rs. 432, has been given to the

gurdwara by Nabha state. An additional 18

ghumaons of land is granted by the village. A

huge religious congregation is held here on Poh

sudi 7 on ਪਿ" moon in the lunar month ofKattak

(eighth month ofBikrami Sammat).
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There arose a misunderstanding between

the employees of the state and the Akali Dal

over akhfid path on September 14, 1923 AD,

resulting in the loss ofmany lives on February

21, 1924 AD. Ultimately a peaceful settlement

was arrived and 101 akhéd paths were started

on July 21, 1925 which concluded on August

6, 1925.

Gurdwara Tibbi Sahib is situated at a

distance ofone and a halfmiles north ofJ aito.

Guru Gobind Singh used to hold the evening

religious congregation of rahIras here. Eight

acres of land has been alloted to the gurdwara

by the state. -

The cattle fair of Jaito is very famous.

People from far and near come here to buy

and sell cattle. Jaito is also a station ofBB&CI

railways.

Jaito is 96 miles from Lahore and 17 miles

from Bhatinda.

ਜੇਡ੍ਰ [jetr] Skt adj victor. 2 n mercury.

ਜੈਤ੍ਰੀ [jetri] Skt ਜਯਿਤ੍ਰੀ victorious. “bad jodha man

satru jetri.”——GPS.

ਜੈਦ []'ੲ(1] a subcaste of Jatts. 2 a village of J atts

of Jaid subcaste, situated in Nabha state.

ਜ਼ੈਦਪਰਾਣਾ [jsdparana] a chief of Bhokhari in

Malwa region; he used to torment Mohan Kala

and other ancestors of Phool in connivance

with Lala Bhullar. He did not hand over the

land for his (Mohan Kala’s) habitation even

on the request of Guru Hargobind. Mohan

Kala then founded Mehraj after killing him in

a battle with the help ofGuru Hargobind. See

ਹਰਿਗੋਬਿੰਦ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ ਅਤੇ ਮੇਹਰਾਜ.
ਜ਼ੈਦਰਥ [jedrath] Skt ਜ੍ਯਦ੍ਰਥ son ofVriddhkshatar

and raja of Saurashtra, who was husband of

Duashala, sister ofDurayodhan. He was killed

by Arjun during the battle ofMahabharat. He

had a son named Surath.

ਜੋਦਰਥਅਰਿ [jedrath—arI], ਜੈਦਰਥਾਰਿ [jedratharI]

 



 

ਸੈਂਦਾ

Jeyrath’s enemy, Arjun.

ਜੇ'ਦਾ [jéda] whose, of whom. “jéda jas des des
sabhe lok g5vde.”—mégal kaVI.

ਜੈਦਿਅਾ [jedIa] See ਜ੍ਯਦਯਾ.
ਜੇਭੰਦੇ []'ਏਂ(18] whose; of whom. “phate di nI$ani
jEde dvar dargah di.”—m5ga] kavr.

ਜੇਦੇ'ਉ [jedeu], ਜੈਦੇਵ [jedev] Skt ਜ੍ਯਦੈਞ a scholar

in the court ofVikramaditya, popularly known

as Pakshdharmisar. 2 son of Bhojdev, a

Brahman ofKanauj, born in Kendooli district

Birbhoomi in Bengal. His mother was

Ramadevi. Jaidev was- a Vaishnavite

worshipper ofKrishan, but constant company

of metaphysical saints made him a unique

follower of the Creator. He had profound

knowledge of Sanskrit and Prakrit. His

composition, Geet Gobind, is a marvellous work

of poetry. Jaidev was very fond of music and

in very charming voice used to sing alongwith

his wife Padmavati hymns composed and

written by him. He spent most of his life with

Raja Lakshmansen, son ofRaja Bhallalsen of

Bengal.‘ Two hymns written by Jaidev, one in

Hindi and another in Prakrit, are included in

Guru Granth Sahib. “jedev tIagIo ahémev.”

` —basa”tam 5. 3 The Almighty, who is victory-

incarnate, conquers a1], is conquered by none.

“badat jedev jedev kau r5mIa.”—marujsdev.

ਜੈਦ੍ਰਥ [jedrath], ਜੈਦ੍ਰ'ਬ'ਰਿ [jedratharI] See ਜੈਦਰਥ and
ਜੈਦਰਥਅਰਿ. “1):[]'ੲ kapIthjj jedratharI suraj-jarI .

pun bhakh.”—sanama. Vijay, Kapidhvaj

Jaidrathar, Suryoj, are Arjun’s names. `

ਜੇਨ [jen] a follower of the Sect founded by J in
(Rishabh Dev); Jaini. The Jain religion is older

than Buddhism, Jainism has five main

principles -— non-violcnce, truth, renunciation

lLakshman Sen ascended the throne in 1119 AD. He

gave up his throne in | 199AD after getting defeated by

 

Mohammad. the son of Bakhatayar. The capital of

1 nkshman sun was Nadia (Navdvip).
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oftheft, celibacy, and giving up ofattachment.

Jainism has two main sects—one is called

Shwetanbar, and other is known as Digambar.

A Jain follower is required to keep his mouth

covered while speaking and carry a broom

made of cotton threads called rajohra, to

sweep the place before sitting on it so that no

living creature gets killed. A Jain mo’nk is

allowed to take cold meals and boiled water.

To take bath with fresh water is prohibited

because by doing so creatures may get killed.

AJain is not allowed to deposit or hoard money.

Apart from other fasts, eight fasts from Bhadon

badi 12 to Bhadon sudi 4 are regarded

auspicious. The last day of these fasts named

chamchariz, is hailed as the most sacred day.

In Jainism, God is not regarded as the
creator of the universe, only the emancipated ‘

soul is awarded this epithet. “jen marag séjam

atI sadhan.”—sukhmani. See ਤੀਰਥੰਕਰ, ਮ'ਯਾਮੋਹ
and ਰਿਖਭਦੈਵ. 2A 113 quality, virtue. 3 decoration,

adornment, ornamentation. 4 P renunciator;

who has renounced worldy pleasures.

ਜ਼ੋਨਖ਼ਾਂ [2811×ਕੋੰ] P ਘੀ„ਰ੍ਠੱਭੰ was installed as subedar
of Sirhind in Sammat 1818 (1761 AD) by

Ahmad Shah Durrani. The rulers of Phool

dynasty, with the assistance ofKhalsa forces,

killed him in Peerjain on Magh 4, 1820 Bikrami

(1763 AD) in a battle near Manahere, seven

miles away from Sirhind. Zainkhan was

beheaded by Tara Singh of Marhi. After this

victory, Sirhind, alongwith most of the

surrounding area, was brought under the

control of the Patiala state and many villages

were also merged with Nabha and J ind states.

ਜੇਨਲਾਵਦੀ [jenalavadi] ਗੁੱਭੰਯਿਪਾਂਰੂੰਭੰ son of Imam
Hussain, who was the first ruler of Sayyad

‘ dynasty. He was born in 657 AD and died in

713 AD. 2 son of the emperor Sikandar and

2The root of this name is Sanskrit sovatsari (ਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯੋ).
 



 

of Kashmir in 1423 AD. He died in 1474 AD.
3 Alauddin Khilji has also been called by this

name in 199‘h carItr, viz “jenalavadi sah ko tab

hi dayo bhajaI. ratahsen rana gae garI Ih carIt

dIkhaI.” See ਅਲਾਉੱਦੀਨ and ਚਤੌੜ.

ਜੈਨੀ [jeni] See ਜੈਨ. “Ik jeni UjharI paI.”—var

mala m 1 .

ਜੇਪਤ੍ਰ [jepatr] See ਜਯਪਤ੍ਰ.
ਜੈਪਾਲ [jepal] See ਜਯਪਾਲ.
ਜੈਪੁਰ [jepur] See ਜਯਸਿੰਘ.
ਜੈਮਲ [jemal] See ਅਕਬਰ and ਚਤੌੜ. 2 warrior of a

hill state, who fought against the army ofGuru

Gobind Singh in the battle ofBhangani. “jemal

kop cadhyo ran me kar me barchi tIrchi gahlr

lini.”—gurusobha.

ਜ਼ੰ|ਲਸਿੰਘ [jsmalsigh] This Kanheya chief was
a wealthy person of Fatehgarh (district

Gurdaspur). With great pomp and show the

marriage of his daughter, Chand Kaur, was

solemnized with prince Kharag Singh, son of

Maharaja Ranjit Singh, on February 6, 1812.

This marriage was graced by the rulers of

Phulkian clan, Bhai Sahib of Kaithal and Sir

David Octorlony, a representative of the

GovernorvGeneral. Maharani Chand Kaur

gave birth to Naunihal Singh. See ਖੜਗਸਿੰਘ, ਚੰਦ

ਜੇ'ਮਾਲਾ [jemala] n garland of victory; garland
put around the neck ofa viotor in a battle or in

a competition for the selection of her spouse

by a damsel.

ਜੋਮਿਨਿ [jemInI] a scholar amongst the disciples

of Vyas, who was a famous religious teacher

of the earlier Hindu phillosophy. Ashvmedh

written by Jemini, is quite different from

Ashvmedh Parav ofMahabharat. It has many

acecdotes which vary from , those in

Mahabharat. Sumantu, son ofJemini, Was also

a great scholar.
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father ofHaidershah, who ascended the throne ਜੇਮਿਸ੍ਟਿਸ਼ੱਨ [jemInIdarsan] a pre-Hindu treatise

of philosphy, which has twelve chapters. It

affirms the faith espoused by Shruti and Simriti

but rejects their mutual contradiCtions.

ਜੋਯਦ [jsyad] A ,ਨੂਣੌ adj pure, genuine. 2 strong,

firm.

ਜ਼ੋਯਾ [jeya] created, born. “terah mas bhae jou

jeya.”—krIsan._2 gave birth. 3 victor.

ਜੈਰਾਮ [jeram] a Khatri resident of Sultanpur,

who was the husband of Bibi Nanki, sister of

Guru Nanak Dev. He was an official of Daulat

Khan Lodhi, ruler of Sultanpur. On his

persuation, Guru Nanak Dev accepted the.

offer to become Daulat Khan’s storekeeper.

See ਨਾਨਕੀ ਬੀਬੀ.

ਜੇਲ [jel] A J15 n corner of a cloth or a garment,

covering woman’s head. 2 line, queue, group.

3 territory, district, an administrative unit.

4 adv beneath, below.

ਜੈਲਦਾਰ [jeladar] P 11,415 n supervising incharge

of village headmen; administrative official of

an area, who works under a tehsildar and other

officers ofthe district.

ਜੈ ਵਿਜੈ [je VIje] See ਜ੍ਯ ਵਿਜਯ.

ਜੋ [jo], ਜੌ'ਉ [jou] pron whosoever. “jo am so
sabhko jasi.”—gau chétm 3. 2 short for jox and

ਜੋਰੂ [joru]. See ਜੋਜਿਤ. 3 P ਜ਼ੋ [20] short for az-o,
from, from that, from whom. 4 S of. See ਮਹਿੰਜੋ-

ਜੋਆਇਆ [joaIa] fastened to plough, yoked. “me

set ka halo joaIa.”—sr1' m 5 pspaI.

ਜੋਅਾਨੀਂ [joani] n youthfulness, youth. “rupvét

joani.”—asa m 5. '

ਜੋਇ [jox] pron whosoever, that, which. “cakaru
ta tera SOI hove jOI sahajI samavae.”—vad ਗੀਤੋਂ!“

m 1. 2 n S wife, spouse. Skt ਜਾਯਾ A .35) “ghar

ki jorr gavai thi.”—g5d namdev. See ਜੋਇ ਖਸਮੁਂ.
3 adv having explored, inquired, searched.

“bed puran sabh dekhe jOI.”—basétraman5d.

ਜੋਇਓ [jOIo], ਜੌਇਆ [joxa] fastened to plough;
Skt ਯੋਂਕ੍ਤ੍ਰਿਤ “hevar brIkh jOIo.”—gau m 5.

 



 

 

ਜੋਇਆੰ

“phIrI phIrI joni jOIa.”——maru m 5. 2 P L)?
- searcher, discoverer. See ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ.

ਜੋਂਇਆਂ [mm] P up? while discovering or
searching.

ਜੋਂਇਸੀ [jOIsi] astrologer. “pédIt padhe joxsi.”
—asa am1.2 will find, will search. 3 will see.

See ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ.
ਜੋਇ ਖਸਮੁ [jOI khasamu] a hymn of Kabir in
Basant 'Rag.

l jOI khasamu he jam,

2 putI bapu khelaIa, .

3 bInU sravna khiru leaId,
4 sutI muklai apni mau,

5 paga bInU huria marta,

6 badne bInu khIr khIr hasta,

7 nidra bInU naru p2 sove,

' 8 bInU basan khiru bIlove,

9 bInU asthan gau laveri,

1‘0 pede bInU bat ghaneri.

This means that as utterances written in

this verse are impossible to happen, likewise

the achievement o_fspiritual knowlege without

a mentor is incomplete. Some sectarian ‘

scholars interpret them as under:

‘ 1 The woman (maya) has given birth to
husband (God), which means that the

distinction between creature and the Creator

is of illusion only.

2 The son compelled the father to dance to

his own’s tune i.e. human beings kept the

Creator engrossed in nourishing his creatures.

3 (Maya) fed milk without teats (nipples).

Illusion kept the human beings engrossed in

enjoyment ofworldly pleasures.

4 The son (creature) exploited his mother

(illusion) for his carnal desires.

5 The mind is without feet, still its leaps

have no bounds.

6 The mind is without mouth, still it laughs

boisterously i.e. gloats over wordly pleasures.

I348 ਜੋਸ਼ੀਦਨ

7 Human beings, in fact, are devoid ofsleep

(ignorance) but are still drowsing.

8 The utensil is without the body but is still

involved in worldly pleasures.

9A cow is without any nipple but (illusion)

is still supplying milk (material pleasures).

10 The creatures are free from trans-

migration, but still pass through 84 lacs

births.

ਜੋਬਿੰਦਾ [joida] P 9le adj who discovers, finds.
searches, “hau joi'da sacc da.”—mago. See

ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ.
ਜੋਈ [joi] pron who, whoever. “joi joi jorIo soi
soi phatIo.”——mala ravidas. 2 n wife, consort

spouse. “kavan purakh ki joi.”——asa'1<abir.

3 adv having explored or yerified. “sagle me

dekhe joi.”—maru m 5. See ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ. 4 fastened,
coupled. 5 wherever I see. “joi séi muh

khara.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਜੌਟੀਐ [joie] wherever we glance. 2 wherever
we search. See ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ. “gursabdi dar joie.”
—maru a m 1.

ਜੌ'ਈਦਨ [joidan] P 'ਪਾਂਟੁੰਫ਼ v search, find, discover.

ਜੋਸ [jos], ਜੋਸ਼ [jos] A J3 n ebullience. 2 anger.
“uthyo katocan jos.”-—VN. 3 Skt affection.

4 comfort.

ਜੋਸਤਾ [josta] Skt fifis'n the woman who serves;
wife. “mIli josta balak god.”——GPS. See ਯੋ'ਖਿਤਾ.

ਜੋਸ਼ਾਂਦਾ []'੦ਝੁਭੂ(18] P ”1:3 adj boiled. 2 n decoction;
herbs or drugs decocted in water.

ਜੌਸਿਂਸੋਸਿ [josx 5031] ,ਧੂ/ਰ੍ਵਠੱਧੀਙਸ਼ਿ ਗੈਙਚਿ Whosoever
you are, so you are i.e. ‘You alone know

yourself. ’ “sri nanak jo hamre svami. jOSI 5051

he 5tarjami.”—NP.

ਜੋਂਸਿਤਾ [jOSIta] See ਜੌਸਤਾ.
ਜੌਸੀ [josi] astrologer. 2 a subcaste ofBrahmans
fromv Maharashtra. 3 a subcaste of Brahmans

from the hills; josi.

ਜੋਸ਼ੀਦਨ [jOSIdanl P (91.4.? v encourage, boil.
2 get excited. 3 get boiled.
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ਜੋਹ [ioh] n surveillance, supervision. “cuke jam

ki 10h."—bavan. See ਜੱੲੀਦਨ. 2 search,

exploration. “parngh joh na cuke.”—dhana m

5. 3 wait, expectation.

ਜੌਹਰਿ [johahI] sees. “tarun teju partrIa mukh
johahI.”—sr1' beni.

ਜੌਹਣੁ [johanu] S v harm. 2 compete. 3 bury.

4 Sec ਜੌਹਨ.
ਜੋਹਤ [johat] See ਜੌਹਰਿ. .
ਜੋਹਤੀ [johti] sees. “mukh kau johti.”~phunhe

m 5.

ਜੋਹਦ [johad] See ਜੁਹਦ.

ਜੌਹਨ [johan], ਜੋਹਨਾ [johna] v see; look. 2 search,

explore. 3 wait, expect. 4 occur, happen.

5 See ਜੌਹਣੁ. “johan pap bIdaran kau."—sav5ye

sri mukhvak m5. ×

ਜੌਹਰ [johar], ਜੋਹੜ []੦119ਤ੍ਵ‘] n pond containing

water; unlined pool, pit.

ਜੋਹੜਸਾਹਿਬ [johrsath], ਜੌਹੜ ਜੀ [johar ji] a

gurdwara of Guru Nanak Dev situated under

police station Dharampur, tehsil Kandaghat of

Patiala state. It is about eight to nine miles from

the railway stations of Dharampur and

Kumarhatti. Guru Nanak Dev visited this place

Awhile imparting his message. He dug out water

just by lifting a stone on the request ofMahia

Gujjar of the area. There is a small concrete

pond at this place now and is known as Mahia

Johar. A gurdwara has been built nearby. A

large tract of hilly land is attached to the

gurdwara. The priest of this gurdwara is

Ramraia ofHaripur Daun. He has popularised

this holy place in the name of Baba Jawahar

Singh which is misleading. A religious

congregation is held in the months ofJeth and

Kattak. Food is served free to all.

ਜੇਹਾ [joha] n search, exploration. See ਜੌਹ. “maIa
ki nIt joha.”——var ram 2 m 5.

ਜੋਂਹਾਰ [johar] salutation, greeting. 866 ਜੁਹਾਰ.
“sada sada takau johar.”—-bh€rm 5. “tIsu johari

suasatI tIsu.”—Var asa.

ਜੋ'ਹਿ [johI] See ਜੋਹ. 2 having seen. 3 having
explored.

ਜੋਰਿਓ [johIo] See ਜੋਹਨਾ. 2 disappeared. “kétu
mIlIo mero sabh dukhu johIo.”—asa m 5. See

ਜਹਨ.

ਜੋਚਿਆ [johIa] See ਜੋਹਨਾ. 2 disappeared. “harI
k5thI lag: sohIa dokh sath johIa.”—sr1' chét

m 5. See ਜਹਨ.

ਜੌਹੀ [johi] See ਜੋਹਨਾ. 2 who gazes constantly;

onlooker. “parghar johi nic sanat.”—sri in 1.
.ਜੋਂਹੇ [johe] seen, See ਜੋਹਨਾ. “nIt johe jamjale.”
~er m 3.

ਜੋਹੈ [johe] See ਜੋਹਨਾ. 2 affect. “matgarabh mahI
aganI na johe.”—g5d m 5.

ਜੌਹੰ [joha] See ਜੋਹਨਾ. 2 866 ਜ਼ਹਨ. “sz0 sunIe

manI hOI rahasu atI rIds man dukh johé.”

—sar m 5. ‘Worry disappears.’ 3 ਧੀਝਛ'
whatsoever I am.

ਜੋਕ []੦1<]'5/</ ਜਲੌਂਕਾ n leech; a creature living in

water and at humid places, having the shape

ofa bag or sac. It sucks blood by clinging to

the body. Many people get their contaminated

blood extractedwith its help. The leech is also

named as blood sucker, carnivore, penetrator.

“qu kusti tanI jok.”—sarsurdas. e.g. ‘A leech

sucks only contaminated blood.’

ਜੋਖ [jokh] Skt ਜੁਸ੍ (vr - estimate, assess) n

weight, measure.

ਜੋਖਣ [jokhan], ਜੋਂਖਣਾ [jokhna], ਜੌਖਣੁ [jokhanu] v

Aweigh. See ਜੋਖ-

ਜੋਖਮ [jokham] 866 ਜੇਖੋਂ.
ਜੋਖਿਤ [jokhIt], ਜੌਖਿਤਾ [jokhIta] woman, wife.
Se‘e ਜੌਸਤਾ. “bahu jokhta jor su sil VIhina.”—NP.

“jokhIt purkhan ke hUI sajan.”—saloh.

ਜੋਖਿਮ [jokhIm] See ਜੌਖੋਂ.
ਜੋਖੀਵਦੈ [jokhivde] get weighed. “kIU bol hove

jokhivde?”—-var ram 3. ‘How can the Guru’s

words be weighed?’

ਜੋਂਖੋ’ [jokhél'n worry, anxiety. 2 fear, terror,

 



ਜੋਗ

scare. 3 fear of adversity. 4 wealth, riches.

ਜੋਗ [jog] or ਜੋਂਗੁ [jogu] part to, for e.g “lIkhtam
uttamsigh, jog bhai gurumukh sigh.” 2 for,

for the sake of, on account of. “man mahI

jhure ramcédu sita lachaman jogu.”—sava m 1.

3 Sktfiamadjproper, reasonable. “nanak sada
thaie thavan jog.”—sul<hman1'. 4 Skt ਯੋਗ n
one ofthe six schools ofHindu philosophy-a

sacred work by sage Patanjali for cultivating

the concentration of mind.‘ See ਯੋਗ. “jog
than gurugIan.”—saveye m I ke.

5 combination of planets; relationship,

association. “uttam jog paryo In eso.”—GPS.

6 This word is also used forfiafi [jogi]. “satIgor

jog ka taha nIvasa, jah aVIgat nathu agam

dhani.”—ram m 5. 7 Getting engrossed in the

Almighty by meditating on His Name is also

termed as ਜੋਗ [jog] in Gurmat. See ਅਸਟਾਂਗ,

ਸਹਜਯੋਗ, ਹਠਯੋਗ and ਖਟਕਰਮ.
ਜੋਗ ਸਜੌਗ [jog sajog] n proper relationship,
legitimate relationship.

ਜੋਗ ਸਜੇਗੀ [jog sajogi] adj legitimately related,
having forged properly relationship. “nanak ape

jog sajogi.”—suhi chét m 1. 2 involved with

yog.
ਜੋਗਕਰੀਂ [jogkari] adj One who practises yog.
“monI idra maha SIV jogkari.”—savsyem I ke.

ਜੋਗ ਖੇਮ [jog khem], ਜੋਗ ਛੇਮ [jog chem] Skt ਯੋਗ
ਕੇਮਸ੍ਯ procurement ofmaterial objects and their

protection; acquiring the object not achieved

so far and protecting what has been achieved.

ਜੋਗਜੁਗਤ [jogjugat], ਜੋਗਜੁਗਤਾ [jogjugta], ਜੋਗਜੁਗਤਾਚਿ
[jogjugtarI] adj engrossed in yog. “jogjogat

nisani.”—guj m 5. “tuhi mukéd jogjugtarI.”

-g5d raVIdas.

ਜੋਗਜੁਗਤਿ [jogjogatI] n method of yog; scheme
ofyog; type ofyogic practice. -“jogjogatI 50m

2110 guru te.”—gau m 5. “éjan mahI nIréjanI

rahie jogjogatI tau paie.7’—suh1' m 1.

'ਯੇਧਿਤੇਂਕ੍ਯਾਬੂਰਿ ਜਿਹੇਧ: —yogdar$an.
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ਜੋਗਜੋਗੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ. [jogjogesvar] n god ofyogis practising
yog; lord of master yogis like Shiv etc—the

Creator. “namo jogjogesvré.”—japu.

ਜੋਗਣੀ [jogni] See ਜੌਗਿਨੀ.
ਜੋਗਤਣ [jogtan] n ability, talent, competence.
“sabh jogtan ramnamu he.”—asa kabir.

ਜੋਗਨਸ਼ਾਹ [jogansah] See ਜੋਗਾ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਜੌਗਨਿ [joganI] n yogi’s wife. 2 a lady practising
yog. 3 Ghor Devi, always in attendance upon

Durga, who in the battlefield sucks blood of

the warriors.

ਜੋਗਨਿੰਦ੍ਰਾ [jognfdra] n enchanted sleep, light
sleep; that state of the Creator during which

He is in a state of void, having absorbed His

creation. 2 deep meditation in yog. 3 half-

awake stage, wakefulslumber. 4 Durga.

ਜੌਗਨਿਧਿ [jognIth] treasure of yog. 2 the true
Master. 3 the Creator. “sahaj jognIth

pavau.”-asa m 1. 4 a rare hand-written

manuscript of Guru Granth-Sahib preserved

in the house of Bhai Buta Singh, hakim of

Rawalpindi, which contains Rangmala

Jognidhi, a composition in 98 hymns. Its first

and final hymns are: _
“agasi guru bharIa nir,

ta me kamal bahut bIsthir,

bhaura lubdha taki gédh,

nanak bole bIkhami sédh. (l)

sabad guru ks bInU kachu na sujhe,

sabad guru ks bInU bole bujhe,

sabad guru ks je menu lave,

nanak so nar paramgatI pave. (98)

ਜੋਗਨੀਂ [jogni] See ਜੌਗਨਿ and ਯੋਗਿਨੀ. 2 Skt ਗੈਜਿਜ੍
yogi, engrossed in practising yog. “Ih bIth

he man jogni.”—ram m 5.

ਜੋਗਮਾਠਿਜ [jogmaIa], ਜੋਂਗਮਾਯਾ [jogmaya] n The

Creator’s might with which He creates the

world. 2 Durga; goddess. 3 a particular

goddess; close to Kutab Minar in Delhi, is

situated the temple of this goddess popularly
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known as Jog Maya temple.

ਜੋਗਵੋ [jogve] practises yog. “jogi hove jogve,
bhogi hove khaI.”—suhi m I .

ਜੋਗਾ [joga] adjable, talented, intelligent. “prabhu
sabhna gala joga jio.”—majhm 5. 2 n a village in
tehsil and police‘station Mansa ofdistrict Bamala
in Patiala state. It is about nine miles south-
west of railway station Tappa. While blessing
the Malwa region, Guru Teg Bahadur. visited
this village that has donated 23 ghumaons of
land to the gurdwara. The priest is a Sikh.

ਜੌਗਾਸਿੰਘ [jogasi’gh] son of Bhai Gurmukh of
Asia mohalla in Peshawar, who adopted
Sikhism after being baptised by Guru Gobind
Singh.

Considering him the most obedient and

deserving disciple, Guru Gobind Singh always
kept Bhai Joga Singh in his attendance. Once
Bhai Gurmukh requested the Guru to allow his
son Joga Singh to get married in Peshawar.
The Guru permitted Joga Singh‘to do so, but to
test his loyalty, a written command was handed
over to one ofthe disciples with the instruction
that this be delivered to Joga Singh only when
he had completed the first ਫੇਰਾ [phera], first
ritual circumambulation. The disciple followed
the order accordingly and handed over the
Guru’s command to Joga Singh. This was an
instruction from the Guru for Joga Singh to
return to Anandpur immediately on reading the
order. So Joga Singh left for Anandpur and
the remaining three circumamubulation were
performed with his girdle (waistband) to
complete the marriage ceremony.

On his way back to Anandpur, Bhai Joga
Singh'becamc vainglorious, thinking himselfan
exceptional disciple who could follow such an
order ofhis Guru. When he reached Hoshiarpur
he was tempted by the beauty of a harlot. He
got so excited that he made up his mind to

cohabit with her, against the tenets ofthe ‘Sikh

religion. He reached the house of the harlot

but, the Guru in the guise ofa gatekeeper, kept

guard throughout the night so as to save his

most devoted follower from this repugnant act.

When Bhai Joga Singh saw three or four times

the gatekeeper standing vigilant at the door,

ਲ਼ਾ he moved towards Anandpur cursing himself

for his heinous thought and begged pardon for

his sin in the court ofthe Guru.

ln Peshawar the shrine raised in memory

of Bhai Joga Singh is very famous. The

residents of the area remember him as Jogan

Shah too.

“jogasigh lakhi gatI soe.

mamhIt cobdar guru hoe.

samajh varta carni paryo.

dhén prabhu de hath Ubryo.

ap saman na apar krIpala.

soda das ke ban rakhvala.

tajho thhai SIkh ke karan.

jyo ky6 karho das Udharan.—GPS.
ਜੌਗਾਧਾਰੀਂ [jogadhari] adj one who adopts ,yog;
practitioner of yog. “sOdar jogadhari jio.”
-maru m 1. . ‘
ਜੋਗਿ [jogI] See ਜੋਗੀ. 2 adj capable, proper,
intelligent, deserving. 3 through yog; by yog.
ਜੋਗਿਆ [jogIa] to the capable. “gaie ratI dIn'ét
gavan jogIa.”—varram 2 m 5. 2 vocative, ‘0,
the capable!’

ਜੌਰਿਦ੍ਰਿ [jogfdra] lord of yogis. 2 Gorakh Nath.
3 Shiv. 4 Baba Sri Chand.

ਜੋਗਿੰਦ੍ਰਾ [jogidra] adjofthe lord ofyogis; relating
to Gorakh; ofGorakh. “darsano bhekh karaho
jogfdra.”—srdhgosatr. ‘

ਜੋਂਗਿਨੀ [jogIni] See ਯੇਰਿਲ਼ੀ.
ਜੋਗੀ []੦81]5'/(/ਯੋ'ਗਿਨ੍ adj one who practises yog.
2 n a person engrossed in the soul; enlightened
one. “esa jogi vad bhagi bhete manta ke bédhan
kate.”-—gau m 5. “parnida ustatI nohI jake
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1<ਟੋ੮8ਧ 10h samano. harakh sog te rahe atita jogi

tahI bakhano.”—dhana m 9; See ਯੋਗੀ. 3 In
Gorakh Nath’s view, one who wears yogi’s

dress and practises hathyog. “jogi jégam

bhagve bhekh.”—bas§t m 1.. 4 one who is

conversant with 27 yogs includingVishkumbh;

an astrologer. “thItIvaru na jogi jans rutI

mahu na koi.”—japu. 5 adj competent,

intelligent. “asa vekhejogi vasatu na kai.”—BG.

6 as much as, of as much quantity (as).

ਜੋਗੀਆ [jogia] adj one who practises yog.
2 relating to a yogi. 3 yog practitioner. “jogi édarI

jogia.”—srim 2. 4 n yogi'.5 saffron-coloured.

ਜੋਗੀਆਂ ਦੇ ਬਾਰਾਂ ਪੰਥ [jogii de bara péth] See
ਬਾਰਹ 2.
ਜੋਗੀਸਚ [jogisar], ਜੋਗੀਸ੍ਵਰ [jogisvar] adj lord of

yogis, chiefofyogis, prominent among yogis.

2 21 Shiv, who is lord of all the yogis. “jogisar

pavahI nahi tua gun kathan apar.”—gau

ravrdas. 3 Gorakh Nath.

ਜੋਗੀਟਿੱਲਾ [jogitxlla] a mountain range in district
of Jehlam, the highest peak of which is 3242

feet. There are many important places ofyogis

like Balgundai etc on these hills. Guru Nanak

Dev arrived here to preach to the yogis ways

to attain self-realisation. A sacred place still

exists there in his memory. See ਬਾਲਗੁੰਦਾਈ.
ਜੋਗ਼ੁ [jogu] See ਜੋਗ 4. “jogu na bhagvi kapri, jogu

na mele veSI. nanak gharI bethIa jogu pais

satIgur ks UpdeSI.”—sava m 3. 2 adj

competent, intelligent. “meno jogu kitoi.”

~mOdavnim 5. “apahI kamejogu.”——bavan.

ਜੋਗੇਸੁਰ [jogesur] n lord of yogis, Krishan.
2 Shiv. 3 See ਜੌਗਿੰਦ੍ and ਜੋਗੀਸ੍ਵਰ.
ਜੋਗੇਨ [jogen] alter doing yog. “jogen ki, jagen

kf?”—gujjedev.

ਜੋਰ੍ਯ [jogy] See ਯੋਗਜ਼
ਜੋਜਨ [jojan] 21 measure ofdistance equal to four

kohs. See ਯੋਜਨ for its complete derivation.

“barah jojan chatru caletha.”—dhana namdev.

See ਛਤ੍.

ਜੋਜਾ []0]ਭੰਕ਼] a subcaste of Rajputs. 2 See ਜੌਜਾ.
ਜੋਜਿਤ [joth] adjjo (woman) + th (conquered).
one, who has been won over by a woman.

“joth jag alpan n3 kaheye.”—carItr 33. 2 Skt

ਯੋਂਜਿਤ combined, connected, related.

ਜੋਟ [jot], ਜੌਟਾ [jota], ਜੋਟੀ [joti] Skt ਯੋਟਕ n pair,

couple. 2 companion, partner.
ਜੋਟੀਆਂ ਦੇ ਸ਼ਬਦ [jotia de sabad] n verses. which
are sung by two groups of singers, one line is

sung by one group, the same is repeated by

the second group. Baba Bhuddha initiated this

tradition and concept.

ਜੋਤ [jot] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿ 21 light, shine, glitter, lustre.
2 adj fastened, yoked. “jese bIrakh jéti jot.”

—1<eda m 5. ‘like the ox firmly fastened to the

yoke. ’3 21 strap used to yoke an animal firmly.

ਜੋਂਤਸ[]‘੦ਲ਼ੀਚਿ5], ਜੋਤਸੀ[]੦੮51], ਜੋਤਕ਼[]੦੮ਰ1<], _ਜੋਂਤਕ਼ੀ[]'0ਦਿ1<ਬ੍ਰੂ]

Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿਸ਼ astrology and possessor of its

knowledge, astrologer. See ਜੋਤਿਸ਼ “par: parI
pédIt jotki vad karahI vicar.”—sr1'm 3.

ਜੌਤਣਾ []੦੮118],ਜੌਤਨਾ [jotna] v fasten, plough; tie
with a yoke (for ploughing). “hal jote Udamu

kare.’.—gaum4

ਜੋਂਤਵਿਕਾਸ [jotVIkas] See ਨੰਦਲਾਲ ਭਾੲੀ. 2 self-
realisation; spiritual knowlege.

ਜੋਤਿ []੦੮1‘] Skt ਜਜੋਂਤਿ21 light, flash. “na 5ਧ1^8]੮ਰੋਯੱ
n9 jotI apar.”—guj a m 2. 2 miraculous

intelligence. “janahu jotI, na puchahu jati.”
—asa m 1. 3 fire. “jotI sathmI varI kar.”

531011. 4 sun, moon and planets. 5 God; true

Master. “sabh mahI jotI jotI he 501 .”—sohIIa.

6 spiritual light, self-realisation. “pragti jotI

mItIa éthara.”—prabha kabir. “puran jotI

jage ghat me.”—saveye 33. 7 moonlight.

8 eyesight. “nenan jotI gai ghatke.”—GPS.

ਜੋਤਿਸ਼ [jotIs] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿਸ਼ 21 a branch ofknowledge
about speed, distance and other properties of

the sun, the moon, and the planets etc;

astronomy. 2 science giving knowledge ofgood
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or bad effects of the planets; astrology.

Astrology is one ofthe six sections ofVeds. It

tells us about the good or bad times for

performing oblation or any other rituals.

ਜੋਤਿਸਰ੍ਵਧ [jotIsarup], ਜੌਤਿਸਰੂਪੀਂ [jotIsarupi],
ਜੋਂਤਿਸ੍ਵਰੂਪ [jotIsvarup], ਜੋਂਤਿਸ੍ਵਚੂ'ਪੀ [jotIsvarupi] n
God, manifested as light—the Transcendent One.

“jotIsarup sada sukhdata.” ——maru solhe m 1.

“jotIsarupi sabh jag maulo.”—maru soIhem 5.

“nav khéd mahI jotIsvarupi rahIo bharI.”

—-saveye m 5 ke. .

ਜੋੜਿਕ [jotIk] See ਜੋਤਿਸ਼ “jotIk janahI, bahu bahu
bIakarna.”—asa kabir.

ਜੋਂਤਿਥੀ [jotIki] See ਜੋਤਸੀ.
ਜੋ'ਤਿਜੁਤ [jothut] adjlit; with light.

ਜੋਂਗਿਇਿ [jotImétrI] in the hymn of the radiant
God; in the true Vaheguru. “jotImétrI manu
asthIru kare.”—bh£r a kabir.

ਜੌਤਿਰਲਿੰਗ [jotIrlfg] Skt ਗ਼ੀਰਿਕਿੰਛਜੁੰਜ੍ਹਾ n per Shiv
’Puran, a glorious Hg of Shiv like kalaganI,

created only to dispel the vanity of Brahma

and Vishnu for neither ofthem could locate its

end points. 2 according to Vaidya Nath

Mahatam it is the name givento one oftwelve
lfgs of Shiv. See ਦੁ'ਅਾਦਸਸਿਂਲਾ.

ਜੋਂਤਿਰ੍ਵਪ [jotIrup] See ਜੌਤੀਸਰੂਪ 1. “jotIrup harI
apI.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਜੋਤੀ [joti] See ਜੋਤਿ. 2 giver of light to the human
body (mortal frame); human soul. “sabh teri

jotI joti vich vartahI.”—var kan m 4. 3 the

Transcendent One. “tIu joti 55g: jotI samanafi’

—sukhmani. 4 self-knowledge, spiritual

knowledge. “joti hu prabhu japda.”—-sri m 3.
5 See ਜਾਤਿ.

ਜੋਤੀਸਰ [jotisar] a pond three kohs from Thanesar
in district Karnal, where Krishan gave Arjun,

Geeta sermon before the start ofwar between

Pandavs and Koravs. A majestic Geeta

Bhawan has been constructed near the

Kurukshetar pond by the devotees to mark this
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significant event. Guru Amar Das and Guru

Gobind Singh also visited this place. Jyotisar is

located on Pehowa road at a distance of six

miles to the west of Kurukshetar railway

station.

ਜੋਤੀ ਸਰੂਪ [joti sarup] n the radiant Creator.
2 a gurdwara in Sirhind where Mata Gujri and

two younger sons ofGuru Gobind Singh were

cremated. See ਸਰਹਿੰਦ and ਫਤੇਗੜ੍ਹ.

ਜੌਤੀਜੇ'ਤਿ [jotijotI] n the Creator who provides
light to a lamp; the Transcendent One; God,

who provides brilliance to miraculous objects
like the sun, fire etc. “jotijotI mIlI, jotI

samani.”—tu1<ha Chét m 4. 2 adj illuminator.

emitter of light. “jotijotI mIle bhagvan.”—asa

a m 3.

ਜੌਤੀਜੌਤਿ ਸਮਝਾਉਣਾ [jotijotI samauna] v (for the
individual light (soul)) to merge with the eternal

light (supreme soul); for the living soul to merge

with its creator. “jotijotI samani.”—sdr

namdev. 2 merging ofthe ten Gurus with their

origin—the Transcendent One—after giving up

their mortal frame; pass away.

ਜੋਤੰਮਾਲੀਂ [}'੦੮ਭੈਗ਼ਕ11] n source of the rays—sun.
ਜੋਂਤਜੰ [jotyé] Skt ਚਧੀਚਿਧ੍ਯਵਰ੍ adj luminous.
illuminated. “jen kala 5351 sur nakhyatr jotyé.”
—sahas m 5.

ਜੋਦਰੀਂ []'੦(:11^1],ਜੌਦਰੀਅਾ [jodria], ਜੋਦੜੀ []੦ਘਿ],ਜੋਦੜੀਆ
[jodria] See ਜੁਹਦ. “mohan, gharI avahu karat)

jodria.”-sar m 5. “gur age karI jodri.”—gau

am 4.

ਜੋਧ [jodh] Skt n warrior, fighter. “kavan jodh jo
kal séghare.”—srdhg553,tr. 2 a Jatt belonging

to Khahira subcaste,‘ who was an ardent

devotee ofGuru Nanak Dev. 3 a cook ofGuru

Amar Das. 4 a Brahman, who acquired

spiritual knowledge after becoming a follower

of Guru Arjan Dev. 5 See ਜੌਧ੍ਯਾਯ. 6 See ਧੁਨੀ

(ਨਿ? amahétiand devotee of Guru Gobind

Singh, who was a resident of Kotkamalt The



 

   

  
ਜੋਧਪੁਰ ,
Guru forgave him while punishing the other'

preacher-cum-collectors. 8 a subcaste of

Rajputs. 9 Dg son, male child. 10 a village,

eleven kohs away from Ludhiana, where Guru

Gobind Singh stayed for a few days after

leavingAlamgir. See ਆਲਮਗੀਰ 3.

ਜੋਧਪੁਰ [jodhpur] a capital city of a state in

Rajputana, founded by a Rajput named Jodh

in Sammat 1515 Bikrami.

ਜੋਧਰਾਇ [jodhraI], ਜੋਂਧਰਾਯ [jodhray] 0r ਰਾਯਜੋਂਧ
[rayjodh] prominent warrior, Mahar Mittha,

belonging to Dhaliwal subcaste. Jodhfay was

his decendant who became the chiefofKangar

and Dina. He embraced Sikhism on the

persuasion of his wife (who herself was the

daughter of a Sikh) and became a follower of

Guru Hargobind. He always had an armed

force of 500 mounted soldiers with him.

Jodhray fought for the Guru, alongwith his

force, in the battle ofGurusar. His grandsons,

Samir and Lakhmir, accorded great reception

and hospitality to Guru Gobind Singh during

the latter’s long stay in their village. The holy

place where the Guru stayed is now converted

into a gurdwara named. Lohgarh. Jodhray’s

genealogy is as under. `

‘ Mittha Mahar‘
' |

Chainbeg
I

Urhar Shah
|

Jodhray
| ,

Phatta
I

Samir, Lakhmir &'Takhat Mal

ਜੋਧਾ [jodha] Skt ਗੈਗ਼ warrior, fighter, valiant

person. 2 from Dhutta subcaste, a devotee of
 

'Akbar married his daughter and gave him the title of

, Mahar. He was also given Kangarh subdivision'as a

fief.
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Guru A‘rjan Dev; he rendered great service

during the'construction ofAmritsar. 3 a maséd

ofTulaspur, who was a follower ofGuru Arjan

Dev.

ਜੋਧਾਂਤਕ [jodhfitak] n killers of a warrior — sword
and arrow. —sanama.

ਜੌਧਾਬਾੲੀ [jodhabai] daughter of Maldev, Rana
ofJodhpur, who was married to emperorAkbar

in 1569 AD. 2 Balmati, the daughter of Uday

Singh, king of Jodhpur, whom many writers

mention as Jodha _Bai. She was married to

Jahangir in 1585 AD. She gave birth to

Shahjahan.

ਜੋਂਧੀ [jodhi] Skt ਧੀਬਿਜ੍ adj fighter, warrior.
ਜੋਧੇ ਵੀਰੈ ਪੂਰਬਾਣੀ ਕੀ ਧੁਨੀ [jodhe vire purbani ki
dhuni] See ਧੁਨੀ (f). ^
ਜੋਨ [jon] See ਜੋਨਿ. 2 See ਜੌਨ. 3 moonlight.
ਜੋਨਿ [jonI] Sktfirf‘fin birth; creation. “parbraham
parmesur jonI n3 avai.”—var maru 2 m 5.

2 vagina. 3 womb, uterus, firegnancy. “jonI

chad jau jag mahI aIa.”—gau kabir. 4 reason,

cause. 5 source oflife; mine oflife.

ਜੋਨਿਸਿਲਾ [jonISIla] Skt ਯੋ'ਨਿਸ਼ਿਲਾ n sexual urge,
a religious seat of Sati Devi, located in Assam.

“jIh nar ko dhanVan takavE. jonISIla mahI
tahI phasav‘é.”—carItr 266. There is a slit in

the shape of a vagina passing through which

people feel themselves liberated from the

cycle ofrebirth. The priests ofthe temple play

such a trick that they get the person entangled

in the slit whom they desire and release him

or her after extorting large amount ofmoney.

ਜੌਨੀ [joni] See ਜੌਨਿ. “50 mukhu jalau thu kahahI
thakuru joni.”—bh£rm 5. 2 by virtue of. “joni

akul nIréjan gaIa.”—maru solhe m 1.

ਜੋਨੀਬਾਟ [jonibat] n transmigratory cycle in
which an unliberated soul wanders (as per

Hindu mythology), in cycles of births and

deaths. “bahurI na ave jonibat.”—bh€r kabir.

ਜੋਨੀਮਾਟ [jonimat] See ਮਾਣ.



ਜੌਫ

ਜੇਫ਼ [noph] A " n weakness. 2 laziness.
3 old age, senescence.

ਜੋਬਨ [joban] Skt ਯੌਵਨ“ youthfulness, young age.
“joban dhan prabhuta ks mad me ahI nISI rahe

dIvana.”—dhana m 9.

ਜੋਬਨ ਬਚਿਕ੍ਰਮ [joban bahIkram] See ਬਰਿਕ੍ਮ.
ਜੌਥਨਬਾਲਡ਼ੀ [joban balari] adjyoung girl. “mi'th
joban balrie.”—asa chétm 1.

ਜੌਬਨਬਾਲਾ [jobanbala] adj young boy. “pIru
raliala jobanbala.”—dhana che‘itm I.

ਜੋਥਕ੍ਯਾਚਿ [jobanvarI] adj young (female).
ਜੋਂਬਨਵੋਂਤ [jobanvét] adj male of young age,
youth. “jobanvét acar kulina.”—gau am 5.

ਜੋਥਨਾਂਤਅੰਤਕ [jobnfitétak] n killer of youth — old
age; and its destroyer, nectar.—sanama.

ਜੋਬਨਾਰਿ [jobnarI] a female in young age. “mahé

’—gyan. 2 11 old age;

senescence which is enemy of youth.

—sanama. ‘

ਜੋਬਨਿ [jobanI] n youth, young age. “]851੪80
jobanI sasu he.”—sr1' m 4 vanjara. 2 adv due

to youth, from young age. 3 of youth. “jam ai

jobanI h3rIa.”—var asa.

ਜੌ'ਬਨੁ [jobanu] See ਜੋਬਨ. “jobanu ghate jarua
jine.”——sr1' m I pahare.

ਜੋਮ [jom] A (1 n ambition, excitement. 2 ego,

pride, arrogance. 3 zeal, enthusiasm.

ਜੋਯ [joy] See ਜੋਇ.
ਜੋਰ [jor] or ਜੌਰ੍ਵ [joru] n joint, junction, union.
“t1.1tatnahijor.”—1<anm 5. “reman mere ਪਿੰ harI

rupvéti maha jobnaré.’

SIUjorU.”-—gauam 5. 2 P „) n might, strength-

“jor julam phulahI ghano.”—bavan. 3 See ਜੌਰਿ.

ਜੌਹਨ [joran], ਜੌਰਨਾ [jorna] v add, save. “dhan
joran kau dhaIa.”—sor m 9. 2 put together,

collect.

ਜੋਰਾ [jora] n pair, two objects. 2 a pair ofshoes.

3 dress. “jora ek banavat bhae.”—carItr 122.

4 of wives or women. “manmukhéi de SII‘I

_ jora amar he.”—var gen 1 m 4.

ਜ਼ੋਰਾਵਰ [zoravar] P 1,711,,- adj powerful, mighty,
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bully.
ਜ਼ੋਰਾਵਰਸਿੱਘ ਬਾਬਾ [zoravarsfgh baba]son ofGuru
Gobind Singh, who was born to Mata Jeeto on

Maghar sudi 3, Sammat 1753 Bikrami in

Anandpur. He was martyred on the order of '

Vazirkhan subedar of Sirhind on Poh 13,

Sammat 1761 Bikrami. Many historians

mention his death by stacking into the wall of

the fort.

The memorial in honour of his martyrdom

is named as Fatehgarh while the place of his

cremation is known as Jyotisarup.

ਜੌਰਿ [jorI] pair, couple. “pai jorI bat Ik kini.”
—asa kabir. ‘Unity is like a pair of shoes.’

2 adv by putting together. “jorI jorI dhan

kia.”—sor1<abir. 3 jointly. “gur ki saranI rahau

kar jorI.”——g5d m 5. with folded hands.

4 forcibly, by force. “jorI Chali cédravalI.”

—var asa.

ਜੌਚਿਓ [jorIo], ਜੋਰਿਆ [jorIa] added, combined,
united. “joi joi jorIo soi soi phatIo.”—ma]a

ravidas. 2 deposited, collected.

ਜੌਚਿਐ [jorIe] by collecting, on collecting, on
combining. “sakat SIU mukhI jorIe.”—bIIa
m 5. . ,

ਜੌਰੀ [jori] See ਜੋੜੀ. 2 attached. “otI pOtI bhagtan
s§gI jori.”—gau m 5. 3 collected, deposited.

“dokh karI karI jori.”—bIha chétm 5. collected

money by committing sins. 4 n oppression,

high-handedness. “jori kie julam hs.”—s kabir.

5 adv forcibly; unjustly. "‘jori mége dan ve

lalo!”—tr]5g m 1. ‘Babar, the bridegroom,
forcibly asks for the bride’s offer.’ Here

marriage is a metaphor only.

ਜੌਰ੍ਵ []"0…] See ਜੌਰ. “sz0 hathI joru karI vekhe _
5੦]:-”—japu. “nanak tagu n9 tutai je tagI hove

joru.”—var asa.

ਜੋਰ੍ਵ ਸਕਤਿ [joru sakatI] force and prowess,
strength and courage.‘‘joru sakatI nanak kIchu

nahi.”—todi m 5.
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2 woman, lady. “jIU joru SIrnavni ave
varovar1.”—var asa.

ਜੋਰੋਂ [joro] See ਜੋੜਨਾ. “mukh joro."—1<an m 5.
‘live collectively.’ 2866 ਜੋਰੂ.
ਜੋਲ [jol] See ਜੁਲ and ਜੁਲਣੁ.

ਜੌਲਣੁ' [jolano], ਜੋਲਨ [jolan] v go, walk, move.
“jolIke, ks galI lags dhaI.”—s fan'd. “jo gur

dase bat; murida jolie.”—-asa sekh farid.

ਜੋਲਾ [jola], ਜੋਂਲਾਹਰਾ [jolahra], ਜੋਲਾਹਾ [jolaha] weaver
of clothes;'See ਜੁਲਾਹਾ. Per Brahmavaiverat

Puran, Jola caste was born of the womb of a

weaver’s daughter from a barbarian father.

“nic kula jolahra.”-asa dhéna. “nama Chiba

kabir jolaha.”—-sr1' a m 3.

ਜੌਲਿਕੈ [jolIke] having gone or walked. 866 ਜੋਲਣੁ.

ਜੋਂਲੀਂਐ [jolie] let us go. 866 ਜੋਂਲਣੁ.
ਜੋਵਣ [jovan] See ਜੌਵਣਾ.

ਜੌਵਣਚਾਰ [jovanhar] adj onlooker. 2 one who
yokes or unites.

ਜੋਵਣਵਾਰ੍ਵ [jovanvaru] n a feeding ritual; ritual of

taking meals; according to Hindu mythology,

the ceremony offeeding food for the first time

to an infant in his sixth or eighth month.

“jovanvaru namkaran.”—ramm 5 béno.

ਜੋਵਣਾ [jovna] v see, look. See ਜੋਂੲੀਦਨ. 2 yoke,
harness. “jovahI kup sfcan kau basudha.”

—asa m 4. “jo tere régI rate se jonI na jovna.”

~var guj2 m 5.

ਜੋਵਨ [jovan] See ਜੋਬਨ. 2 866 ਜੋਵਣਾ.
ਜੋੜ [joy] n sum (of numbers), total, addition.

2 knot, stitch, solder. 3 bodyjoints like elbow,

knee etc. 4 comparison, match. 5 tactic, trick.

6 See ਜੋੜਨਾ. '

ਜੋੜਤੋੜ [jortor] n creation and destruction, growth
and decay. permutation and combination.

2 acceptance and contradiction. 3 a herb,

which is used to treat mercury.

ਜੋੜਨਾ []0ਨੂ੩ਧ8] v combine, mix. 2 deposit, collect.

3 add, total.
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ਜੋਰ੍ਵ [joru] n wife, spouse, better half..

ਜੌਕ

ਜੋਂੜਮੇਲ [jormel] n gathering, congregation,

carnival. 2 fast friendship.

ਜੋੜਮੇਲਨੀ [jormelani] n xa needle.

ਜੋੜਾ [jora] 11 pair of shoes. 2 dress, a heavy

shawl (usually equal to two thin shawls). “sac

bhojan jore.”——gau var 2 m 5. 3 two objects,

pair. 4 male and female.

ਜੋ'ੜਿ [jorI] having joined. “jorI VIchore nanak
thapI.”—-asa m 5.

ਜੋਡ਼ੀ [}'ਘਾਂ] brought together. “jori jure na tori

tute.”—gau kabir. 2 n companion, social

acquaintance. “harIname ke hovahu jori.”

—bas§tm 5. 3 partner, joint owner. 4 matching,

equivalent. 5 a pair of two (male and female

etc). 6 tambourine (pair of small drums), a

pair ofone sided drums, comprising one sound

bass and other tenor.
ਜੋੜ੍ਹ {joru} adj which connects; (one) that binds.
2 n miser, who never spends and always

hoards. ..

ਜੋਂ [jo] part if, provided, in case. “ja raju dehI ta
kavan badai.”—guj namdev. 2 n barley. P ਨੁੂੰ.

3 adv when, whenever. ‘

ਜੌਂ [}'5] See ਜੋ 2.
ਜੌ'ਉੰ [jou] See ਜਉ and ਜੌ. _

ਜੌਹਰ [jahar] n pond, tank. See ਜੋਹੜ. 2 A flfi
pearl. 3 ‘precious stone, gem, jewel. 4 raw

material, e.g cotton for cloth, iron for a sword

etc. 5 merit, quality. 6 an old ritual “jivhar” in

Rajputana, from which the word jahar is

derived. Due to a threat from the enemy, wives

faithful to their husbands would put an end to

their families, with weapon or fire. This ritual
is called jahar. See ਅਕਬਰ. 7 oxides of steel,

iron oxide. 8_sublimation ofmedicine.

ਜੌਹਰੀ [johri] n jeweller, connoisseur and trader
ofjewels.

ਜੌਕ [jok] T5,; n army, military, armed forces.
2 group, gang, crowd, swarm. 3 A 5,; tasting.

4 happiness, ecstasy. 5 feeling ofspiritual bliss.
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ਜਜ

“lakhyo ap ne apan apa su jak.”—GPS.

ਜੌਜ [joj] A 625' n husband.
ਜਜਹ [zajah], ਜੌਜਾ [zaja] A „,”/= n wife.
ਜੌਨ [jun] pron which, that. 2 who, that. “nid
ustatI ];… ke sam.”—hajare 10. 3 n See ਜਵਨ

(ਯਵਨ). 4 moonlight. “taha cédra ki na jan he.”

—rama v. “bar kiratI jan.”—NP.

ਜੌਨਪੁਰ [janpur] Skt ਜ੍ਯਦਗਿ੍ਪੁਚ a town on the bank
of river Gomti, in Benaras division ofUP. It is

a district headquarters. Guru‘Teg Bahadur

visited this place. A gurdwara named Sangat

Mridangwali is situated in this town. The Guru

stayed at the residence of Gurbax Singh and

offered him a mrIdég (a two-sided drum) for

singing ofhymns. Still it is reverently preserved

at this holy place. The scented and perfumed

oils of Jaunpur are very popular.

ਜੌਪੇ [jape] partif, in case, provided. .
ਜੌਬ [jab] if now, now if.

ਜੋਬਨ [jaban] 11 youth. “joban bahIkram kanIk

k0d13h.”—sahas m 5.

ਜੌਲਗ [jalag] adv until, till. as long as.
ਜੌਲਾ []੨18], ਜੌਲਾਨ [jolan] See ਜਉਲਾ.

ਜੌਲੌ [jab] See ਜੋਂਲਗ.

ਜੌੜਾ [jam] n twins, either of the twins, twin-

born.

ਜੰਗ [jag] P ਥੂਫ਼ੁੱਭੰ' n rust. 2 large bell or gong,

conch shell. “ng ghfigharu tallzka opjét rag

anét.”——prichat. 3 island of Zanzibar on the

east coast ofAfrica. See ਜੰਗੀ and ਰੂਮੀ ਜੰਗੀ. 4 P

.6 battle, war

ਜੰਗ ਆਜ਼ਮਾ [ਨ੍ਹੂੰਟੈਣੌਟੂ azma] P [.ਭੰਹਿਂਲ਼ੀਤ੍ਰੈ adj one who

tries his handin war; experienced'1n warfare.

ਜੰਗਦਰਾਯਦ [jég darayadl' description ofthe war

ofKalayvan in Krishanavtar ofDasam Granth

is given in the following saveye:

1 jég darayad kaljamén,

bagoyad ki man phaj ko saham,

2 ba man jég bogo kun baya

hargIz dIl mo na zara kun vaham,
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3 roz maya dunifi Uphtadam

sabas be-adli sabsaham,

4 kan! gurez makun to byaxus

mat kunem jI jég goaham,

This means:

] Kalayavan came to the battlefield and

said, “I am the commander of the army.”

2 And repeated, “0 Baman! come and

combat with me. Don’t have any illusion in

your mind.”

3 I, the day, come to the battlefield as the

sun. I am unique and as the moon, am night’s

husband.

4 O Krishan! Don’t hesitate. Comejoyfully

so that we may win the game of warfare that

is so crucial.”

ਜੰਗਨਾਮਾ [jégnama] epic ofa battle. 2 Many books

of this title are available, which have

description of the battle between the army

of Lahore Darbar and British forces.‘ 3 a

compostion ofthirty-two stanzas by a devotee

popularly known as Var Guru Gobind Singh

. ji. This depicts a conversation between

emperor Aurangzeb and his daughter

Zebbunisa, and details of the battle of

Bhangani.

ਜੰਗਮ []ਟੈਥੂਰਧਾ] Skt ਯਫ਼੍ਸ੍ਯ wanderer, roamer,

abodeless homeless. “asthavar jégam kit

patéga.”—~gau kabir.’ 2 a branch of Shaivite

sect. Its ascetics, wear a serpentine cord over

their head with a metallic moon fitted' in it.

Instead of heavy earrings they put.on brass

ornaments decorated with peacock feathers.

They are divided into two classes-unattached

wanderers and householders (having

families). “jégam jodh jati sén1asi.”—maru

m 1.

ਜੰਗ ਮੁਸਾਫਾ [ng mosapha] battlegong, large bell

'Jangnamas writtcn by Shah Muhammad and Bhai Sahib

Singh are very famous.

 



 

 

ਜੰਗਲ

rung to proclaim war. “j5g mosapha vajan.”

—c5d1' 3. See ਜੰਗ and ਮੁਸਾਫ.

ਜੰਗਲ [j5gal] or ਜੰਗਂਲੁ [j5galo] PJ; n uncultivated
land, forest. “j5gal j5galu kIa bhavahI?”—s

fan'd. 2 Skt blood. 3 meat, flesh. 4 land without

water, arid land. 5 desert. ,

ਜੰਗਲ ਜਾਣਾ [j5gal jana] v go out for defecation,
go out to ease oneself, go to the field to excrete

faeces.

.ਜੰਗਲਾ [j5gla] adj wild. 2 ਸੌੰਫ਼ੂਜੇ'ਗਲਾ- a grille or a
window fitted with iron bars attached to a
corridor or door.

ਜੰਗਲਿ [j5galIl'1n the forest. 2 See ਜੰਗਲੀ.
ਜੰਗਲੀਂ [j5g1i] adjone who lives'1n a forest (forest

. dweller). 2 barbarian, uncivilized, savage.

ਜੰਗਲੁ [j5galu] See ਜੰਗਂਲ.
ਜੰਗੜਾ [j5gra] n oetroi barrier. 2 octroi collector.

3 See ਯੰਗੜਾ.

ਜੰਗਾ [j5ga] n nightwatch or‘ vigil, keeping awake

at night. “rajanI sabai j5ga.”—sarm 5. 2 thigh,

leg. “sahasra sis t5v dhar tan j5ga.”—VIsan.

ਜੰਗਾਰ [j5gar] P ਕਿੰਨੂ adj warrior. 2 P ੴ; n rust,

dirt on metals like iron etc.

ਜੰਗਾਲ [j5gal] See ਜੰਗਾਰ. 2 Skt n bridge. 3 dam;
barrage to stop the flow of water.

ਜੰਗਾਲੀਂ [j5gali] adjrusted object. 2 rust—coloured.
See ਮਸਕਲ.

ਜੰਗੀ [j5gi] P ‘P adj pertaining to war. 2 armed

soldier. 3 Zangi, a resident of Zangvaar. See

ਜੰਗ 3.

ਜੰਗੀਰਾਣਾ {j5girana} a village of Bhatinda tehsil,
division Bamala1n Patiala state. Guru Gobind

Singh visited this village but no gurdwara has

been constructed here due to the negligence

of the Sikhs of the surrounding area. An

unmetalled structure stands at a distance of

about two kohs from Jangirana. Close to it is a

pond named Tilkara belonging to the Sidhu

caste, whose members come to this pond during

Navratras to dig out silt from it.
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ਜੰਗੀਲਾ [j5gila] adj warrior, soldier, fighter,

pertaining to war. 2 rusted. 3 n rust, dirt, filth.

“utre manahu j5gila.”—guj~m 5.

ਜੰਗੀਲਾਟ [j5gilat] commander-in-chief of the
armed forces in India.

ਜੰਘ [jégh] Skt ਯਤ੍ਗ n thigh; part of the body
above the ankle and below the knee; leg. “Ini

nIki j5ghie thalI dugarI bhaVIomI.’’—s farid.

ਜੰਘਵਾ [j5ghva], ਜੰਘਾ [j5gha] See ਜੰਘ. 2 See ਪਰਤੀਰਨ.
ਜੰ'ਘੀਐ [j5ghie] with legs. See ਜੰਘ.
ਜੰਜ [j5j] See ਜੰਞ.
ਜੰਜਾਰ [j5jar], ਜੰਜਾਰਾ [j5jara], ਜੰਜਾਲ [j5ja1] n mundane

involvement; worldly attachment; chain,

complication. “karam karat jia kao j5jar.”—asa
m 5. “bahurI bahurI laptIo j5jara.”--—suh1' m

5. “urtho an j5jari.”—sar m 5.

j5ja1.”—sukhman1‘. 2 human trap; dragnet to

entangle human beings. 3 dragnet made by

men; plan to entangle.

ਜੰਜਾਲ ਪ੍ਯਾਲਿ [j5ja1paralI] n rope‘made ofpaddy
straw; mesh formed by straw ofpaddy. “sakat

j5ja1 pralI paIa.”—1am a m 1. ‘delicate

bondage of illusion, in which one is trapped

due to one’s own weakness.’

ਜੰਜਾਲੀਂ [j5ja1i] from entanglements, from worldly

worries.‘‘manuj5ja1iverIa.”~05kar.

ਜੰਜੀਰ [z5jir] P /§,J n chain, made of metallic
links etc. “j5jir bathkar khare kabir.”—bher

kabir. 2 fetter, shackle.

ਜੰਜੀਰੀ [j5jiri] small chain. See ਜ਼ੰਜੀਰ.
ਜੰਜੂ'ਆ [j5jua] a Rajput subcaste.

ਜੰਜੇਲ [j5jel] a heavy and long rifle, which was
earlier used for long range firing. Its range was

upto six hundred yards. See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਜੰਞ [j5_p] Skt ਜਨ੍ਯ n marriage party, wedding
procession led by the bridegroom. See ਜੰਨ.
2 “harIjan mIlI j5_p suh5di.”—sr1' ch5tm 4.

ਜੰਵੂ [j5J1u] n sacred thread (wo'm by Upper caste
Hindus as a mark of initiation). “sz j5_j1u te jam
sanmane.”—NP.

“al jal maIa



 

 

ਜੰਡ

ਜੰਡ []ਚੋਕੁੰ] n a wild tree, pods of which are used

for preparing pickle. The ripe pods are Sweet.

In Malwa, a dish prepared with its raw pods

and curd is considered beneficial for dysentery

(diarrhoea). Skt ਧੁਯੀ. L Prosopis Spicigera.

ਜੰਡਸਰ [jédsar] See ਦਮਦਮਾ.

ਜੰਡਸਾਹਿਥ [jédsath] that jéd, tree (Prosopis

Spicigera) under the shadow ofwhich each of

the ten Gurus of Sikhs has taken rest. Many

jéds are popular in history, a few ofwhich are

mentioned below:

1 One such jéd is at a distance oftwo miles

to the north-west ofvillage Gunmati ofdivision

Phool in Nabha state, from which a water

pitcher was suspended by Bhai Roopa of

Tuklani village. He humbly requested Guru

Hargobind in Daroli to take rest under that jéd

tree during the scorching sun at noon and

offered cold water to him. Maharaja Hira

Singh got constructed a gurdwara at this place.

The Nabha state has donated fifty-seven

ghumaons of land to this gurdwara.

2 Another such jéd is at a distance ofthree

kohs to the north-west of village Chamkaur

under police station Morinda inAmbala district,

under which Guru Gobind Singh took rest for

a while after coming out of the garhi. A small

gurdwara has been built there. Land measuring

827 bighas is alloted to the gurdwara from the

time of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The village

closeby is also known as Jand Sahib. This holy‘

place is situated twenty-two miles to the east
of Doraha railway station.

3 There is a holy place in memory oquru

Har Rai near village Lahili Kalan in district
Hoshiarpur. Here the icon ofa horse is tied to

the jéd. A beautiful gurdwara has been built

there, 27 kanals of land is attached to it. This

place is situated at a distance ofeight miles to

the south ofHoshiarpur railway station.
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4 There is a gurdwara of Guru Gobind

Singh one furlong before the village Thehri

under police station Kotbhai, tehsil Muktsar

district Ferozepur. All the three jéds, on which

Guru Gobind Singh swung his clothes and

weapons, still exist there. Manji Sahib is

situated in the centre and a very beautiful

gurdwara has also been raised there. At this

place Balaknath satisfied his spiritual thirst by

listening to Guru Gobind Singh’s sermon. This

place is one mile to the north of Fakarsar

railway station.

5 There is a gurdwara of Guru Gobind

Singh one mile to the south of village

Dehrikalan in Faridkot state. The Guru took

rest under this j5cl. 25 ghumaons of land is

attached to the gurdwara, which is situated 10

miles to the west of Faridkot railway station.

ਜੰਡਾਲੀ [jédali] a village under police station

Payal, division Sunam in Patiala state. Guru

Hargobind stayed at this place for some time.

The village people have donated 25 bighas of

a land to the gurdwara, which is situated nine

miles to the south—west ofChava Payal railway

station. ,
ਜੰਡਿਅਾਣਾ []ਟੈਗੂੰਗ਼ੁਥੋਸ਼੍ਯ], ਜੰਡਿਅਾਨਾ [}'ਟੋਧਬ੍ਰੂਗ਼ੁਕੈਧ੍ਯ] an area
where jéd trees grow (prosopis specigera).

2 a pond, at the bank of- which are jéd trees.

3 Bhai Santokh Singh refers to jédsar as

jédIana. See ਦਮਦਮਾ 1 (a).

“sayé same jaI jédIane.

bsth-hi sathn hakaran thane.”—GPS.

ਜੰਡਿਆਲਾ [jédlala] a village in Amritsar district
situated 11 miles to the east ofAmritsar town.

See ਹੰਦਾਲ and ਨਿਚੰਜਨੀਏਂ. ' “

ਜੰਡਿਆਲੀਏ [jédIalie] See ਗਿੰਜਨੀਏ.
ਜੰਡੀ [jédi] small jéd tree, Prosopis specigera.

See ਜੰਡ. `
ਜੰਤ [jét] Sktfin living creature, animal. “IkI
jét bharamI bhule.”—asa ch5t m 3. 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯ
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contrivance. machine. “sue carI bhavaiahI

jét.”—varasa. ‘Contrivances like plates rotated

on a spindle.’ 3 musical instrument (wind

instrument such as trumpet, clarinet,

harmonium). “ham tere jot tu bajavanhara.”

—bh£r m 5.

ਜੰਤਨਾ [jétna] living creatures. “jfitna ke hath kaha
karta akal ek.”——saloh. 2 See ਯੰਤ੍ਰਣਾ.
ਜੰਤਭੇਖ [jétbhekh] bodied creatures, all living
beings. 2 beggar, mendicant. “j‘ét bhekh, tu

saphlIo data.”—suhi chét m 1.

ਜੰਤਰ [jétar] See ਜੰਤੁ and ਯੰਤ੍-
ਜੰਤਰੀ [}'ਟੈਯਿ] 866 ਜੰਤ੍ਰੀ and ਯੰਤ੍ਰੀ- 2 n astronomical

calendar, almanac: a publication containing

information regarding zodiac signs and their

forecast.

ਜੰਤਰੀਆ []ਰੋਜ਼ਿਕੈ] creatures, living beings. “ham

kIa bapure jétria.”—sar m 5. 2 See ਯੰਤ੍ਰੀ. 3 an
astrologer having an almanac.

ਜੰਤਾ [jfita] living creature, animal. “utbhuj setaj
tere kite jéta.”—sorm I . 2 See ਯੰਤ੍ਰਿ. 3 See ਜ੍ਯਾ.

ਜੰਤਾਰ [jétar] animate creature, living beings.

2 Skt ਧ‘ਗਦ੍ਰਾ act of begging. request.
ਜੰਤੀ [jéti] Skt ਧਿਫ਼ੈਕਜ਼੍ adj machinist; one who
works with a machine. 2 harmonium player.

“jas jéti mahI jiU samana.”—gau kabir. ‘As the

tune pervades the harmonium player, so does

a living being merge with the Creator.’

3 (yoked to) a machine. “jsse bIrakh jéti jot.”

—1<eda m 5. ‘as an ox is yoked with the oil-

press.’ 4 n a device with small and big holes

to stretch a wire.
ਜੰਤ੍ਵ []ਟੈਖਿ] 866 ਜੰਤ. 2 instrument, implement,

machine. 3 musical instrument (wind

instrument). “jéti ks vaSI jétu.”——varsorm 4.

ਜੰਤ੍ਵਛਲ [jétuphal] n a very tall tree L Ficus

glomerata. See ਉਰੁੰਬਰ.
ਜੰਤੇਨੀ []ਰੌਇਿਪਂ] Skt ਯੰਭ੍ਰਿਨ੍-ਯੰਤ੍ਰੀ adj machinist.
2 harmonium player. “ham jétu tfi purakhu

jéteni.”—brla m 4.
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ਜੰਤ੍ਰ [j‘atr] n animal; any living creature. 2 Skt

contraption, machine, e.g. body. “jia jétr sath
tere thape.”—majh m 5. ‘Individual soul and

body are all Thy creations.’ 3 harmonium, any

(wind) musical instrument like a trumpet,

clarinet, harmonium. 4 exorcism, incantation;

any ritual supposed to have magical effect.

See ਯੰਤ੍ਵ. “n3 jétr me no tétr me me métr vaSI
avai.”—aka1. 5 Skt birthplace. “jétr hfi na jatI

jaki.”—aka1.

ਜੰਤ੍ਰਿ [jétrI] See ਜੰਤਰੀ. 2 866 ਜੰਤ੍ਰੀ. 3 866 ਜ਼ਿਨ੍ਯੂਜੈੱ.
ਜੰਤ੍ਰੀ [jétri] See ਜੰਤਰੀ 2. 2 866 ਜੰਤੀ. 3 one who
knows and practises exorcism.

ਜੰਦ [}'ਟੈਧੰ] n rope ofa cart or a chariot. 2 machine

for making noodles. 3 P ,5} holy scripture of

the Parsees, which was compiled in 600 BC;

a critique of Zend popularly known as Zend

Avasta or Zend Usta. See ਉਸਤਾ.

ਜੰਦਉੱਸ੍ਵਾ [}'ਟੈਯੰਪਝਲ਼ਿ], ਜੰਦ ਅਞਸ੍ਵਾ [jéd avasta], ਜੰਦਅਵਿਸ੍ਵਾ
[ਨ੍ਹੂੰਚੈਧੰ aVIsta] See ਉਸਤਾ and ਜੰਦ3.

ਜੰਦਰਾ [jédra] See ਜੰਦ੍ਰਾ ‘
ਜੰਦਵੜੀ [ਨ੍ਹੂੰਰੈਵੀੰਪ੍ਯਾਨੂਤੋ਼] a village five kohs to the west

ofAnandpur. 866 ਗੁਰੂਅਾਣਾ 4.

ਜੰਦਾ [jéda] See ਜੰਦ੍ਰਾ.
ਜੰਦਾਰ [}'ਟੈਧੰਪਿੰ], ਜੰਦਾਰਾ [jédara], ਜੰਦਾਰੁ [jéclaru], ਜੰਦਾਲ
[jédall P Jug adj uncivilized, rustic.

2 inebriated. 3 A :1}? executioner, hangman. n

skinner, murderer, killer. “parIa vasx jédar.”

—sr1'm 5. “jam jédaro n9 lagai.”—srim 1. “jégh

katbe lage jédar.”—GPS.

ਜੰਦ੍ਰਾ [jédra] n lock, padlock. “jédre vajje tthu
jugi.”—-BG. ‘Locked were the treasures ofself-

realisation (spiritual knowledge).’ 2 an

implement of looking like _L used for raising
boundary lines between the fields.

ਜੰਨ [jén] Skt ਜਨ੍ਯ n bridegroom. 2 marriage

party; persons accompanying the bridegroom;

marriage procession. 3 war, battle. 4 back-

biting, vilification. 5 rumour; popular gossip.

6 subject, people. 7 adj born, produced. “jahI



 

 
ਜੌਨਢਾਂ

bhav jén dukkh.”—NP. 8 one who is related to

some class, caste or nation. 9 See ਜਨ. “mun:

jén re.”—saveye m 4 ke. 10 A ਪਾਂ-ਝੂ" doubt,

mistrust.

ਜੰਨਾ [jéna] See ਜਨ. “nacéti gopijéna.”—dhana

namdev.

ਜੰਨੀ [}'ਟੈਸ਼ੀ] followers. “vicar: (ਵਿਧਿਕ harIjéni.”

—var vad m 4.

ਜੰਨ੍ਹ []ਟੈਸ਼ਿਘ] See ਜਨ੍ਹ.

ਜੰਨੁੰਸੁਤਾ [jénhu suta], ਜੰਨ੍ਹਕੰਨ੍ਯ’ [ਨ੍ਹੂੰਚੈਧੀਘ kénya],

ਜੰਨ੍ਹੇਤਨਿਯਾ []ਰੌਯਾੰਘ ਚਿ…ਨੁ’ਕੈਥੂ See ਜਗੂਸੁਤਾ.

ਜੰਠੱਥੂਤ [j‘énatt] See ਜੱਨਤ.
ਜੰਨ੍ਯ [jény] See ਜਨ੍ਯ.

ਜੰਪ [jép] Dg n utterance, sermon. Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯ.

See ਜਲਪ.

ਜੰਪਉੰ [jépu], ਜੰਪਂਹਿ [jépahI], ਜੰਪਹੁ [jépahu], ਜੰਪਤ

[jépat], ਜੰਪਨ [jépan], ਜੰਪੈ [jépe] See ਜਲਧ and ਜੰਪ.

“jas j‘épau lahIne rasan.”—saveyem 2 ke. ‘ Sing

the praise of Guru Angad Dev.’ “tohI jas jay

jay jépahI.”—saveye m 5 ke. ‘(They) sing

eulogies?’ “ram j'épahu nIt bhail”—saveyem 3

ke. ‘Recite Ram’s name daily.’ “jépat

sesphané.”—kalki. ?Slieshnag utters.’ “nanak

jé’pe patItpavan.”—asa ché't 5. ‘utters

‘ (repeats).’

ਜੰਬਕ [jébak] See ਜੰਬੁਕ.

ਜੰਬਰ [jébar] n a subcaste of Jatts. 2 a village

under police station Chhanga Manga, tehsil

Chuhanian, district Lahore, situated at a

distance of five miles from Chhanga Manga "

railway station. Guru Arjan Dev visited this

place on the reqtjcst of a follower named

Prema. There are two pillars situated at this

place. People call them Dukhnivaran (reliever

of grief) and believe that one gets relief from

all kinds of griefjust by touching these pillars.l

Land measuring 165 ghumaons is attached to

the gurdwara. The priest is a Sikh.

ਜੰਬਰੀਂ [j‘ébri] adj belonging to Jambar subcaste.

‘It is learnt that these pillars do not exist now.
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“sabegsfgh jébri.”—GPS. 2 of Jambar village.

3 See ਜੰਭਰੀ.

ਜੰਥਾਲ [jébal] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਗ n mud, sludge, mortar of

mud. 2 scented liquid prepared from pandanus

odoratissimus.

fig [jébu] Skt ਯਾਰੂ, n a kind ofplum and its tree.

ਜੰਬੁਕ' [jébuk], ਜੰਬੁਕੁ [jébuku] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂ n scented

liquid. 2 gulab jamun, an Indian sweet. 3 jackal.

“sigh saran kat jaie jau jébuku grase.”-—bI1a

sadhna.

ਜੰਬੂਦੀਪ [jébudip] Skt ਯਬ੍ਯੂਰ੍ਥੀਧ according to

Bhagwat, the earth is one ofthe seven islands,

surrounded by saline ocean. This name ofthe

earth is derived from the fact that there is a

large tree ofplum on it, on which the fruit that

grows is ofthe size ofan elephant. When this

fruit falls down on ripening, river Jambu river

flows from thejtjice. This island has come out

in this river, hence this name.

The dimension ofthe Jambudvip is one lac

yojans. It has nine regions of nine thousand

yojans each. These regions are also named as

vars. These are IlavrIt, ramyak, hIranmay,

kuruvars, harIvars, kipurus, bharat, bhadras

and ketumal.

Scholars visualise Asia as a Jambudeep.

ਜੰਬੁਦ੍ਹੀਧ [jébudvip] See ਜੰਬੁਦੀਧ.

ਜੰਝੁਚ [jébur] See ਜ਼ੰਬੂਰਕ.
ਜੰਬੂ [jébu] See fig and ਜੰਮੂ.

ਜੰਬੂਆ []ਰੈਘਿਕ] n a kind of dagger. See ਜੰਭੂਆ.
‘fjébua aru ban‘é sukas kamané.”—ramav.

ਜ਼ੰਬੂਰ [2ਰੈ1੭ਪਿੰ] P „ਭੰ; n wasp, yellow hornet.

“VIchohe jébur.”—var guj 2 m 5. 2 tongs,

foreceps; plier.

ਜ਼ੰਬੂਰਕ [zéburak] P .5?) n light cannon; cannon

mounted on camel back; tong.

ਜੰ'ਥੂਰਾ [jébura] See ਜ਼ੰਬੂਰਕ. 2 juggler’s asSistant;

acrobat. ,

ਜੰਬੂਲ [jébull Skt n a kind of plum tree, cerasus

cornuta, svzygium cumini. 2 a plant—flowers

 



 

 

ਜੰਥੂਵਸ਼ਾਂ

and scent ofwhich scented liquid is prepared.

ਜੰਬੂਵਾ []ਟੈਘਿਪ੍ਯਾ] See ਜੰਬੂਆ and ਜੰਭੂਅਾ.

ਜੰਤ [jébh] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਹਂ n molar, grindertooth.
2 pointed tooth between molar and other teeth,

poker. 3- son of Prahilad.- 4 father of

Mahikhasur, who was killed by Indar. “ffdrjIm

jébh par.”—bhusan. 5 son of demon

Hiranyakshipu, who was killed by goddess

Durga. “namo 5bIka jébh-ha jotIrupa.”—c5c_ii

2. 6 in Ramavtar, name of a demon, who was

killed by Ram Chandar. “vyadh jityo jInE jébh
maryo une.”—rama v. _

ਜੰਭਹਾ [jébh-ha] killer'of demon Jambh, Indar.

See ਜੰਭ 4. 2 Durga. See ਜੰਭ 5. 3 Ram Chandar.
See ਜੰਭ 6.

ਜੰਭਕਾ [jébhka] See ਜੰਭਿਕਾ.
ਜੰਭਣ [jébhan] (Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਬ੍ vr yawn). Skt ਜ਼੍ਹਸ੍ਯਗ੍ n

act ofyawning. “devdatt jébhne ki.”—NP. ‘for

taking life saving devdatt-yawn.’ 2 Skt ਯਾਤਮੋਂਗ੍

'0ਪਿ5}1, to destroy.

ਜੰਤਰ [jébhar] a village under police station Sarai-
Mughal tehsil Chunian district Lahore, situated

five miles to the north of Chhanga Manga

railway station.A gurdwara in memory ofGuru

Arjan Dev has been built in this village. There

were two brothers Jatri and Jambhar, who

were devoted followers ofGuru Arjan Dev. A

dispute arose between them over the

demarcation oftheir territories. Jatri’s faction

was weaker and some persons belonging to

his group got killed. Both the parties requested

the Guru to settle the dispute for ever. The

Guru persuaded them and divided the land

between them in a fair manner. Both the

brothers founded Jambhar and Jatri villages

after their names.

An elegant gurdwara has been constructed

where Guru Granth Sahib is daily displayed

and recited. Fifty acres of land is allotted to

the gurdwara. A local village committee.
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, manages all this.

ਜੰਤਰੀ [jébhri] ਜੰਭ- ਹਰੀ; killer ofdemon Jambh—
Durga. See ਜੰਭ 5.

ਜੰਭਾੲੀ [jébhai] See ਜੰਭਣ. 2 n yawn. Skt ਰ੍ਵਗ਼ਜ.
ਜੰਭਾਸੁਰ [jébhasur] ਜੰਭਲ਼ੀਅਸੁਰ, demon Jambh. See

ਜੰਭ-

ਜੰਭਿਕਾ [jéthka] Skt ਜ਼ਿੰਭਕਾ goddess of sloth.
2 Seen"? 5 8ਸ਼€1ਦੇਵੀਭਾਗਵਤਸਕੰਧ6 ch. 4.
ਜੰਤ੍ਵਆ [jébhua] n dagger in the shape of molar

(tooth). See ਜੰਭ 2. In Sanskrit literature its name

is mentioned as jrfbhak. See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਜੰਮ [jam] Skt ਜਨਮ. “jara jémahI aroah.”—saveye

m 4 ke. ‘You‘ are riding the cycle of old age

and rebirth." i.e., not controlled by six

distresses.

ਜੰਮਣ [jéman] v take birth; be born. “jémla putu

bhagatu gobid ka.”-asa m 5.

ਜੰਮਣਖੇੜਾ [jémankhera] Guru Gobind Singh visited

this village when he came from Anandpur on a

hunting expedition. “jamankhere kethg gae.

sxkh banjare pIkh tahf lae.”—GPS.

ਜੀਥਿੰਘੁੱਟੀ [jémanghutti] See ਗੁੜਤੀ and ਘੁੱਟੀ.

ਜੰਮਣ ਮਰਣ ਕਾ ਮੁਲ [jéman maran ka mul] n

ignorance. “jéman maran ka mul katie ta sukh

hovi mItu.”—sava m 3. ਭੰ

ਜੰਮਾਉਣਾ [ਨ੍ਹੂੰਟੈਗ਼ਕ਼ੇਘਾਡ਼] v give birth, bear a child.
2 produce. “hOI kIrsanu imanu jémalle.”

—sri m 1.

ਜੰਮੂ [jému] See ਜੰਬੁ. 2 a hill State, which includes
Kashmir also. The area of Jammu State is

84,258 square miles and its population is

3,320,518. It has annual revenue ofrupees two

crores and twenty seven lacs. The present ruler

ofJammu and Kashmir is Sir Hari Singh, who

is a descendant of raja Gulab Singh Dogra, a

servant of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. See ਗੁਲਾਬ

ਸਿੰਘ 5. 3 capital ofJammu State, 25 miles from
Sialkot. As mentioned in Guru Nanak Prakash,

Guru Nanak Dev visited this place. “tat chIn
jémupur mahi ae.”-—uttraradh a 3.



 

ਜੰਮੇ

ਜੰਮੇਂ [Fame] born, took birth. “jéme mare n9 ave

jaI.”—bas§t m 3.

ਜ੍ਯ [jy] 866 ਜ੍ਯ. 2 Skt adj troublesome,

incovenient.

ਜ੍ਯਾ [jya] Skt n string of bow. See ਜਿਹ. 2 earth.
3 mother.

ਜ੍ਯਾਦਤੀ [zyadti] _P (ਵੂਸ਼ੂ/' n excess, unjust

treatment. _

ਜ਼ਜਾਦਾ [zyada]A “!=/' advexcessively, abundantly.

ਜ੍ਯਾਨ [jyan] Skt oppression, atrocity. 2 P up“

loss, damage, harm.

ਜ੍ਯ'ਫ਼ਤ [jyafat] See ਜਯਾਫ਼ਤ.

ਜ੍ਯ’ਮਿਤੀ [jyamIti] Skt n measurement of‘earth,
science dealing with dimensions ofthe earth;

geometry.

ਜ੍ਯ'ਰਤ [jyarat] 866 ਜਯਾਰਤ.

ਜਜੂਤਿ [jyutI] Skt n light, lamp.

ਜ੍ਯੋਸ੍ਵ [jyest], ਜ੍ਯੋਸ੍ਵ [jyesth] See ਜੇਸਟ and ਜੇਠ.
ਜਜੈੱ [jy6] adv as, in the manner of, as though,

` as if.

ਜ੍ਯੋਤਸਨਾ [jyotsana] Skt ਚਾਧੀਜ੍ਯਸ੍ਵਾ n moonlight.
2 moonlit night. 3 lustre, brilliance, shine.

ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿ [jyotI] 866 ਜੋਤਿ. “jyotI saccxda n5d.”—NP.
‘ ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿਸ਼ [jyotIs] See ਜੋਤਿਸ਼

ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿਸਰ [jyotIsar] 866 ਗੀਤਾ 3 and ਜੋਤੀਸਰ.
ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿਰਲਿੰਗ [jyotIrlfg] Skt ਚਾਧੀਰਿਜਿੰਛਗ਼ one whose
copulating organ is radiant, Mahadeva (Shiv).

2 miraculous ਸ਼ਿੱਬੂ or penis. See ਜੋਤਿਰਲਿੰਗ and
ਦੁਅਾਦਸਸਿਲਾ.
ਜ੍ਯੋਰ [jyor] n rope, lasso. 2 bowstring. “jyor su
locan bhohan 18 dhanu.”—1<rIsan. ‘Beautiful

eyes are bowstrings and eyebrows are arrows.’

ਜ੍ਯੋਤ [jyfit] See ਜਯੰਤ.
ਚਿੰਤਾ [jrfbha] yawn. 866 ਜੰਭਾੲੀ.

ਜੁਚ [jvar] Skt ਧ੍ਯਣ੍ vr have fever, sufl‘er from

fever, run fever. 2 n fever. See ਤਾਪ.

ਜੁਗਧੂ [jvarghna] Skt n antipyretic agent, which

cures fever. 2 cactus plant bitter in taste.

3 that which counteracts fever. 4 medicine like

quinine, which relieves from fever. 5 adj
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antipyretic.

ਜੁਰਾਂਕੁ'ਸ਼' [jvarfikus] 866 ਜੁਰਾਂਕੁਸ.

ਜੁਲ [jval] Skt ਧ੍ਯਰ੍ vr light, burn, shine. 2 n fire.

3 flame (of fire). 4 flash, light.

ਜ੍ਲਨ [jvalan] Skt n burning, inflammation.

2 fire. 3 flame, flash.

ਜ੍ਲਿਤ [jvalIt], ਜ੍ਲੰਤ [jvalét] Skt adj bUrnt.

2 flashing.

ਜ੍ਹਾਬ [jvab] See ਜਵਾਬ. “sake jvab de ma hane sur

'lajjs.”—VN.
ਜ੍ਹਾਰ [jvar] See ਜਵਾਰ. “huto jvar k0 tahéi kIdar.”

—GPS. 2 tidal wave, tide. See ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਟਾ.

ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਟਾ [jvarbhata], ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਠਾ [jvarbhatha] n A

„…?. ebb and flow of water in the ocean

caused by gravitational pull of the sun, moon

and earth; ebb and flow of a tide.

ਜ਼੍ਹਝਾਂਲ [jval], ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾ [jvala] Skt n flame of fire.

2 fire.

ਜ੍ਹਾਲੱਯਾਛ [jvallach] n ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾ []ਸ੍ਯ੩18]-ਅਕਿ [31<ਤੁ:[] a
demon with firy eye. 2 flame emanating from ,

the eye. “ਪਿੰ dhumrach jvallacch 1<i so jarayo.”

—carItr I. ‘With your wrathful glance you

reduced Dhumrnain to ashes.’

ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਦੋਵੀ [jvaladevi] holy place of a goddess in

tehsil Haripur of distriCt Kangra, situated 22 ,
miles to the south ofKangra and 11 miles to

the north-west of Nadaun. In these

mountains, gas comes out and undergoes

combustion after coming in contact with fire.

This name is due to these flames. According

to an article written by Tantar Churamani,

the tongue of goddess Sati fell here. See ਸਤੀ

8 and ਪੀਠ 4. It is also named as Jawalamukhi.

While on preaching expedition, Guru Nanak

Dev visited this place. A gurdwara has been

built in memory ofhis arrival. Jawalamukhi

temple is at a height of 1882 feet above the

sealeveL “

ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਬਮਣੀ [jvalabamni] See ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਵਹ-ਫ਼ੀ.
ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਮੁ'ਖ਼ਪਿੰਪ੍ਯਾਰਿਗ਼ਪੀਂਖ਼ੀ] an opening for fire; crater;



 

ਸ੍ਰਾਲ’ਮੁਖੀ

that part ofa mountain from where the volcano

erupts.

ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਮੁਂਖੀ [javalamukhi] See ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਦੇਵੀ. 2 a city
flourishing near the temple of Jawalamukhi

Devi. 3 a mountain, where the temple of

Jawalamukhi is situated. The height of its peak

is 3284 ft. 4 See ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਮੁਖੀ ਪਰਬਤ.
ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਮੁਖੀਪਰਬਤ [jvalamukhi parbat] n a mountain

from which fire erupts; volcano. All those

mountains, in which the inflammable objects

catch fire, and hot water, flames offire, melted

objects and gases of many kinds erupt, are

called volcanic. They cause several types of

turbulences like earthquakes etc.

In India, Kangra mountains, on which

Jawaladevi temple is situated and a mountain
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on Barran Island, are termed as volcanic.

Vesuvias and Itna mountains in Italy are very

dreadful voicanos. The cause of earthquakes

in Japan, Java etc. is traced to such volcanic

mountains. ‘ '
ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਵਮਣੀ [jvalavmani], ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾਵਾਲ਼ੀ [jvalavamni]

n emitting fire cannon or gun.—sanama.

ਜ੍ਹਾਲੀ [jvali] n gun which emits fire.—sanama.

See ਜ੍ਯਾਵਾਢੀ. 2 goddess Kali, who spews fire

from her mouth. “nacat $IV ji hasti jvali.”
—kaIk1'. 3 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਜਿਜ਼੍ fire. “duhfi or cali. uthi

jag jvali.”—GPS. 4 Shiv, who has fire in his

third eye.

ਜ [jy] Skt ਕ.!

ਜਾਨ [jyan] See ਗਿਆਨ.
ਜਾਨੀ [jyani] See ਗਿਆਨੀ.

 

'All words beginning with ਗ਼ (ਜ਼) should have been written

here but as per the old convention, we have written

them under ਗ as ਗਜ਼  



 

 






